
Eudaemon 1II
 Rebirth
      -- Zerrex R. Narrius

Prologue: Pax Romana
 The city is still his city; despite everything that has happened, despite his slow recede 

from the background of the power structure of Baskin’s Grove and into the shadowy pits 
and mists of the deepest, strangest nights, no one would question who the city still belongs 
to. It has been many years now since he’s moved here, quite a few since he broke the apple-
loving self-serving rich-people gods of the ‘better half ’ of the city, and several since he 
defeated the male who had helped him bury his mother but silently served his father with a 
bowed head. Years since the lord of the city had laid to rest one of the only truly honorable 
people he’d ever met, and put him to sleep on the sun-parched cliffs by his own hands, 
shedding silent tears for a member of a clan he’d never thought he’d cry for: the Narrius 
bloodline.

 Finally, the old ties of hate are beginning to be forgot, the old division of Comfort 
Town and Apple Villa, and Baskin’s Grove is rolling towards an era that promises the peace 
of a smaller town with a bit of class. And the crime rate is the lowest in all the state, 
perhaps all the country: no one has forgotten that they are all under the watchful eyes of 
the master and his mistress. 

 Life and death go on, and people taste the promise of glory on every wind that comes 
from even the stalest and most stagnant of buildings, they see birth in the eyes of a corpse 
and the arrangement of gravestones looks to them only like the cradles of life in a 
maternity ward. Although there is fallout and inflation, taxes and illness, the town is for 
once on an upslope: no gangs, no crime, no violence, but so much virtue and gratitude. The 
legend of the dark king who guides the flock and kills those who trespass against his laws 
keeps them safe from outsiders – and insiders – who would otherwise do them harm, and 
the police in the district are more than happy to give the male who runs the town free reign 
to continue his acts of retribution. He has brought the laws of an honorable world back 
into a place that had otherwise relied on the laws of ‘civilized society;’ and although so 
many will cry and whine that it is unjust to the wicked and unfair to those who can’t 
control themselves, no one whispers a complaint when the criminal is punished not by a 
fine and a stern lecture, but a dark figure picking him up and throwing him into the nearest 
brick wall. Looking for people to do the right thing, trying to teach is something better left 
to those who understand the workings of the mind… the master of the town only 
understands the workings of the body and that fear and dominance are better motivators 
than polite words or removal of  privileges any day.



 He is a figure that is all four horseman combined and carries the scythe of Death in 
one hand, the hourglass of Father Time in the other, which continues to slowly and 
inexorably count the passage of moments in grains of sand minute after minute. And he 
has always watched carefully the passage of time in his town, watched developments and 
made sure to put a halt to any regressions that would threaten to stop up the glass… just as 
he also slows down any breakthroughs that could cause the sand to flow too freely and 
shatter out the fragile bottom. He knows that this town, which has been through so much, 
cannot be allowed to once more twist itself into a war zone, into a place where the poor are 
treated like slaves and the rich ride their high horses on the backs of the impoverished. But 
he is no longer the boogeyman only to serve his own purpose, his own righteous ideals, his 
own laws and dreams… he is a monster who is under the bed and in the closet of every 
child, but he doesn’t seek to gobble them up. Rather, he waits for the kidnapper, the 
pedophile, the cowardly maggot who slips in through the window at night to take that child 
away from their happy existence forever and then he reaches out with one hand, seizes them, 
and leaves no mess for the parents to clean up in the morning… tucking the child in as he 
leaves with the corpse of  those who would dare hurt them.

 He is a monster. He is a demon from Hell, and his compassion and cruelty never mix. 
The polite words he uses should never be mistaken for weakness, and his love and care for 
the young of the world is not out of mercy but because he is a father, among everything 
else. And he knows that although some people are born monsters, it is also the abused that 
become the abusers… the slaves slave-masters… the hated, hateful. He is a perfect study of 
that himself, with the complex double-nature shown by his words and compassion, and his 
dark actions and violence.

 The Boss is not a force to be underestimated, and he is not a monster that can be 
tamed: his smile can hide a thousand visions of death, and his eyes are mirrors that will eat 
up and reflect the terror in one’s own as he savagely rapes them, dominates them, and often 
eventually kills. There is a darkness in him that is always hungry, chained up but with the 
keys in the lock, ready to be released… just as there is a species of light that is always ready 
to defend the innocent.

 But no one questions this one simple rule, this one simple fact: the town, is his town. 
And nothing will ever change that.

Act I: The Downward Spiral
 Zerrex felt awkward; that was pretty much the only way to describe it. Then again, when 

you stood at eight feet and two inches, and the average person was under six… that made it 
kinda weird to be waiting with a group of amiable, sociable, chatting parents. So he was 
sitting on a rock under the shade of a tree with his hands on his knees, trying to make 
himself  invisible… and finding that impossible, once more because of  his size.

 He was muscular and powerfully-built as well, his strong form toned and chiseled, his 
clothes tight against his body: something else that drew all sorts of attention. He was a 
lizard, a Drakkaren, to be precise – part of the Drakkai family, a species famed for their 



physical vitality – and had emerald scales covering most of his body, just a shade darker 
than his eyes. His sky-blue dress shirt mostly hid the dark navy blue scales covering his 
masculine breast, firm abs, and the rest of the insides of his body, but they were just visible 
because he’d undone the top two buttons past the collar in this sweltering heat. He’d roll 
the sleeves up, too, but he was afraid of ripping the fabric by flexing too much against the 
shirt… or worse, seeming like he was showing off. He wasn’t really enjoying the way that 
many of the single mothers and married females were glancing at him, and how the 
husbands were scowling… not that they’d do anything, he was easily twice the muscle bulk 
of even the biggest male there, but it made him feel a bit stupid. He was just like the rest of 
them, after all… he just wanted to pick up his daughter.

 He sighed a bit, shaking his head and reaching up to brush his ivory white hair out of 
his eyes; a genetic oddity that he hadn’t seen on any other reptiles, and another thing that 
set him apart from the crowd. It fell to his shoulders, trimmed neatly for once because 
Cindy had insisted on doing it in the morning before he’d left with Marina to drive her into 
the neighboring city of Fallsbrook, to see the play one of the high schools was presenting. 
It had won some award or something, and they’d sent out invitations as far as Baskin’s Grove 
with free tickets for a grand showing for all the kids from kindergarten all the way to junior 
high.

 The reptile tapped the toes of his polished combat boots together, brushing idly at his 
black jeans as he rested against the oak tree, looking nervously around again at the milling 
parents. They were all grouped here along the front lawn of the high school, which sloped 
gently upwards, then flattened out once the trimmed green grass kissed against the brick 
walls of the school. Along the bottom of the gentle crest was a sidewalk, leading to a short 
set of steps that ascended to a small courtyard of sorts of interlocking brick in front of the 
main entrance to the school. Parents and guardians mingled there as well, and Zerrex made 
a bit of a face as he counted how many of them were babbling away on cell phones… 
combined with rumbling of the waiting school buses lined up along the curb to bring many 
of the not-as-fortunate kiddies back to their schools for their parents to pick them up 
there, the noise was beginning to make him feel claustrophobic more efficiently than the 
army of  people around him.

 Zerrex stood up and sighed, stretching a bit and taking a glance around… then he 
winced slightly and quickly looked up at the sky as he saw some mid-forties lady eyeing 
him appreciatively over her glasses, the deer smiling a bit foolishly despite her pristine dark 
blue suit. It wasn’t her age that was the problem – hell, he might look twenty-threeish, but 
he was over forty himself – but rather the fact she was staring at him like she wanted to eat 
him up. And by that, of course, it meant they would start with a dinner and a movie she 
liked, and their respective kids would get along wonderfully, and there would be flowers and 
whatnot involved…

 The Drakkaren coughed as she began to slowly, dreamily make her way towards him, 
glancing at his wrist, cursing the fact he didn’t have a watch, and putting his hands in his 
pockets as he silently prayed for some stroke of good luck… and then he let out an inward 
sigh of relief as he heard the doors of the school open, and the yells of kids and the stern 



voices of teachers. Missus suit was still moving towards him, but now at least he was able to 
avoid her: of course, depending on exactly how she behaved, he might grab the first 
Drakkaren kid who came across his path and say to hell with it and pick up Marina later.

 This was exactly why Cindy usually picked up the kids: he was utterly no good with 
people, and had no wish to deal with anyone for any polite, patronizing, or socially-
degrading reasons. He didn’t like making small talk, or… pretending to be interested in 
their lives, or nodding sympathetically while they bitched about their problems: problems? 
Ugh. Try waging war with a toddling, fatass tyrant for control of a town or fighting the 
most powerful, most skilled warrior on the face of  the entire continent.

 But today Cindy had promised she’d take over working at Elliot’s and run the bar, since 
he was going out of town… and Zerrex couldn’t help but smile a bit as he thought of the 
female who was his wife, the mother of their daughter… and at the same time, her sister, 
his first daughter. That had been sorta awkward to explain… but having the city courts 
under his control had made that go a lot smoother than it would in most cases.

 She was slender, with some good muscle on her body and tight, toned abdominals, but 
otherwise feminine and graceful… her scales almost the same color as his, lightening on her 
chest. Her eyes were a brilliant blue, though… and she was fairly tall, standing at a good 
seven feet and some inches. Of course, her usual clothing was enough to make anyone give a 
double take… triple, in some cases, if she was wearing a belly shirt that showed off the 
cleavage of  her large breasts. 

 She’d taken to favoring short skirts, tight jeans, and almost always a pair of heavy 
motorcycle boots that had black metal plating along the toe and sides… and a few other 
accessories that weren’t exactly something you’d see on most normal mothers. Like the 
collar she always wore around with the one-inch, conical spikes… and the matching spiked 
bracelets she liked to wear around as well. She had also been discussing getting a tattoo 
with Cherry, going from her collarbone all the way down to her crotch, of just black swirls 
and lines… but thankfully, Zerrex had made her rethink the last a bit more thoroughly, and 
she was still debating with herself  about whether to get it or not.

 Cherry, on the other hand… that made Zerrex smile a bit more, shaking his head as he 
watched the kids start to file past, many of them heading towards the various buses. His 
second-in-command, the bitch who’d always been the most elite soldier in his unit, his lover 
for many years and now someone who served him like a slave, and who wanted to be that to 
him… a dominating, aggressive, cruel female who was, paradoxically, only happy when she 
was submitting to him, below him… and never as his equal.

 She was shorter than Cindy, standing at just about seven feet but not quite, but her 
body was muscular and powerful, retaining its feminine curves but trading litheness for 
strong bulk. She had periods where she would work out manically, pumping herself up as 
hard as she could, never seeming to reach a plateau… and then for a while she would level 
off and just work out occasionally to keep up her strength and ability. But despite the fact 
her arms were probably bigger than Zerrex’s, she also was blessed with curving hips, a large, 
firm ass, and a pair of gorgeous, enormous breasts. The words “femme fatale” described her 



perfectly: she had the best of all worlds in her powerful but somehow still feminine body. 
Chiseled muscle with her hide stretched so tight overtop it was like she would rip her own 
scales apart with every flex, but slender, curving legs… a set of abdominals so tight and 
toned that you could eat ice cream off them, but breasts so huge that she could probably 
suffocate someone between them if  she wanted.

 And Cherry knew how to use her body, accent her form with her clothes, while still 
maintaining her own style and discipline. On her feet, she wore heavy black metal 
motorcycle boots, of shining steel, tipped in several heavy spikes along the toe: they looked 
almost like the greaves that knights of old used to wear. Then she had her standard black 
jeans, the same time that Zerrex wore – except hers were much tighter – and a plain black 
belly shirt or some other type of casual exercise top that usually gave a generous view of her 
cleavage, and if  the weather called for it, then she’d throw on a motorcycle jacket as well. 

 These things had all been standard for the female, from the time Zerrex had known her 
back in the Goth Legion – the illegal, quasi-military unit where he’d first met her, first 
loved her, first had sex with her and first become her master. But over the last few years, 
she’d also added a few other items to her repertoire, delving into things she may not have 
otherwise touched if she’d let herself stand equal with Zerrex: for instance, the slave collar 
she had taken such pride in wearing.

 It was made of strong, supple leather, clutching so tight around her throat that it could 
almost be called a choker, with medium sized metal studs circling it and a silver clasp 
holding it tight against her neck. She almost never took it off, and was always happy to 
explain why she wore it to anyone daring enough to ask, which sometimes caused a bit of 
embarrassment for Zerrex every now and then. Also, almost invisible to the naked eye, the 
letters “GL” had been carved in an overlapping design on the clasp: the Goth Legion had 
always played a strange, important role in Cherry’s mind, and she still hadn’t abandoned its 
cruel teachings, despite the fact Zerrex had.

 After she’d gotten the collar, she’d also gone ahead and added a few other accessories as 
well that had always interested her, but she had never bothered with before. But it was like 
once she’d gotten the collar, it had opened the floodgates, and over the last few years she’d 
collected a variety of  other little things that she hadn’t gone for before.

 Now she had a variety of piercings and tattoos over her body, decorating her muscular 
form and giving herself a more punk look. A silver ring through one nostril and a 
diamond-shaped stud in the other, a few alloy, glinting rings through the underside of her 
muzzle, and a round, silver stud on her long tongue, and a long bar piercing through the tip 
of her tail. Not to mention the intimate piercings she had… a bar piercing through each 
nipple, and several different piercings in her vagina, including two rings through one lip of 
her sex and a stud in the other.

 And then there were the tattoos… the main one being black, spiraling flames on the 
right side of her face, circling around the eye, and going down one side of her muzzle and 
neck to her collarbone, thick in the middle and tapering off at either end. She also had the 
same kind of design on one breast, starting just above the firm swell, circling around the 



nipple, and with several long strings of black, tapering lings going down her stomach and 
over her powerful abdominals.

 Finally, she had a large black “II” on her collarbone, just above her tail… roman 
numerals that signified the position she saw herself in, and furthermore, wanted to always 
be in. The secondary, the second in command, the backup, the mistress of everyone but the 
slave-bitch to the alpha, the number one.

 Despite all her oddities, she got along terrifically with Marina… Hell, Zerrex thought 
that perhaps his kid even admired her a bit. And Cynthia “Cherry” Blossom had always 
taken care of Marina like her own… treated his little girl with respect and affection that 
was almost unnatural for the raucous female who otherwise spent most of her time 
drinking, yelling profanity, having sex and kicking ass.

 She would have gladly come out and picked up Marina, or hung out with Zerrex while 
he was here… but although Cindy would gladly trust Cherry with her life and her 
daughter’s, she had also been very clear on the fact that Cherry wasn’t to be permitted to 
pick up Marina alone. Mostly because she still didn’t understand that just because she could 
do things no one else could, thanks to the fact that she had been blessed with precognitive 
powers on top of everything else, she wasn’t above the law outside of Baskin’s Grove. And 
she’d also start a ruckus and Cindy would likely get a few phone calls from concerned 
parents whose kids were friends of  Marina’s. In short, it would have caused problems.

 Before Zerrex could think more on the subject, though, he saw his daughter in line, and 
she gave a happy yell before darting out of line and off towards him, easily ducking under a 
teacher who tried to reach out and stop her as Zerrex walked forwards with a silent sigh of 
relief as he sensed the deer who’d been staring at him earlier finally backing off. Marina, 
meanwhile, was charging happily forwards as her father easily parted through the crowd, 
then she simply jumped from the top of  the stairs, throwing her arms out.

 Zerrex caught her easily and pushed her up into the air, spinning on the spot and 
making her laugh as she threw out her limbs, and with her laughter, all the awkwardness he 
felt disappeared. Now that he had his little girl with him, he suddenly felt fine and happy 
and perfectly at home, even here… and he couldn’t help but smile warmly as he dropped 
her down into his thickly-muscled arms, cradling her against his chest and bumping their 
muzzles together lightly. “Hey, sweetheart.”

 “Hey, Daddy.” Marina said comfortably, then she wiggled a bit, and Zerrex gently put 
her down onto her feet and took one of her hands lightly, looking down at her small form 
warmly. She was less than half his height – a bit short for her age, really – and her body was 
slight and small, even though she was already starting to develop some muscle on her form. 
Her scales were a light beryl that would probably darken as she matured, turning almost 
yellowish over her chest, and her eyes were the same brilliant blue as her mother’s… 
something that always made Zerrex smile when he looked into them.

 Her small shoes tapped quickly against the sidewalk as she walked beside her father 
with shy looks around at the other children; she had her mother’s gentle nature as well, 
which Zerrex was doubly thankful for. Of course, she also had a weird shy streak through 



her, and sometimes she still acted like she was three instead of nine, wanting to be carried 
around in his arms and standing behind one of his legs when they had company over. But 
her father had no problem with coddling her… he knew that she’d outgrow her timidity in 
time, and the devotion she already had to the training and teaching Zerrex was putting her 
through made up for her behavior in public.

 Today, she was wearing a pair of jeans and a shirt with an unevolved kitty-cat on it that 
was just a bit too small for her, leaving just a bit of her waist visible as she squeezed his 
hand, pressing almost against his side. Her backpack – a crappy, plastic thing with some 
superhero on it – bounced with every step, worn easily on one of her shoulders and with 
the other dangling loose behind her. Obviously, Cindy picked out her daughter’s clothes… 
and Zerrex feared the day when Marina started shopping, from the longing looks he often 
saw her giving the prosta-tot type stuff  sitting in the fashion outlets.

 They reached the end of the sidewalk, and Zerrex paused long enough to check down 
the long laneway by the school before crossing the parking lot that sprawled in an upside-
down L around the building quickly, Marina still tossing looks around that were almost 
wondrous – she was almost never out of Baskin’s Grove, and her father couldn’t help but 
feel amusement at the way she was looking around this place: it was like he’d let her come to 
another country instead of another city. But he supposed they were much the same things 
to someone her age, for whom a world was still an enormous place, full of wonder and 
innocence… for him, the world had just become another dirty ball, and one filled too often 
with scum and the bloody residue of  past murders than anything else.

 Once they made the other side of the parking lot, their feet crunching onto the gravel 
and used butts of cigarettes as they walked down a short path towards the street and 
another sidewalk, Zerrex paused for a moment and then smiled a bit, sitting down on a 
wooden bench that had been decorated with a black spray-paint swastika and holding out 
an arm to his daughter. “Got anything for me?”

 Marina started to shake her head, then she paused before quickly throwing her 
backpack off and rummaging through it, then blushing as she held up a few crumpled 
forms. “Here, Daddy. These are for um… um… a… darma class or something.”

 “Drama, I think you mean.” Zerrex responded gently, taking the papers and glancing 
them over, then he lowered them to his lap and smiled to his daughter, who was blushing a 
bit and nodding quickly. Then he tilted his head and asked her in a curious, gentle voice: 
“So kiddo. Tell me, how’d your day go, huh? You enjoy the play?”

 The female Drakkaren nodded quickly, smiling warmly and beginning to pace back and 
forth as she talked, making Zerrex grin inwardly. She was just so damn cute and bubbly 
sometimes… “Yeah, I really did! We, we all got to sit up in the like, the front row, and 
stuff, and the play was really good and really neat, it was about these witches, I think…”

 The Drakkaren sat comfortably on the bench as people walked by and cars came and 
went from the nearby parking lot for the next ten minutes or so, just listening to his 
daughter talk and watching her gestures and movements with a strange feeling of serenity. 
As she smiled and bounced, everything felt good to him… as she spoke, her voice relaxed 



him better than anything else had ever done, and he felt a warmth of achievement he’d never 
been able to know before, and could never come close to describing. It was like even after all 
the years of his work as a monster, as a demon from the lowest pits of Hell, as a self-
serving creature of darkness, he’d been given a second chance and a glimpse of Heaven… 
and Gods, he would do anything to protect this little bit of paradise that had come to him 
in the form of  his second daughter.

 Then, as she walked towards the sidewalk along the street again, still talking and not 
really watching where she was going, a passing, hooded punk in the company of four others 
– one of them a stupid-looking kid probably Marina’s age – simply snapped an elbow out 
as she stepped into his path by mistake and knocked her flat on her back, the female giving 
a grunt of pain and surprise. She trembled as she lay flat, the other punks all snickering 
behind their hoods as they loitered onwards, her eyes filling with tears… but she was 
resolute, and she refused to cry, and Zerrex admired her for that even through the cold rage 
that was filling his system.

 Over the years with Marina, he’d been careful to lock up the monsters that lay inside of 
him… the living darkness that wanted to rip and tear and dominate everything around him, 
throw chains around it and tie it down tight. But even with his iron will, he couldn’t deny 
the fact that… he liked it. That he loved the pain and hell and torment, and that he enjoyed 
rape. That he simply was a sadist of epic proportions, that nothing invigorated him like 
causing pain… so sometimes for even him, the need to see agony and terror in the eyes of 
another grew strong enough to start rattling those chains.

 At these times, he’d always go with Cherry to some remote location and they’d have it 
out like they’d done in the past until they were both worn out – and often bleeding from 
the fucking, fighting, and general violence, once or twice the usually-invulnerable female 
even crying like a baby in Zerrex’s arms, yet murmuring fawning words of love and 
gratitude all the same – or they’d go on a hunt for some murderer, some killer, some 
scumbag that the Drakkaren could torture for some amusement. He justified and 
rationalized it in all the obvious ways – he was only hurting someone bad, it would stop 
them from attacking someone else, blah blah blah – but both he and Cherry knew it was 
really just so they could both snag someone who the police wouldn’t be exactly keen on 
assisting once they were found, and would almost always be written off as some bit of 
vigilante justice.

 But seeing some assholes in ‘gangsta’ wear hurt his daughter… his daughter, who was 
already picking herself off the ground and still not crying, tears still not overflowing those 
beautiful sapphire eyes… was too much for him, and every part of his being raised up 
against it. His emerald eyes hardened as he glared at the leader who had smacked his 
daughter so, then he cleared his throat and called out clearly: “Hey.”

 The boss twitched a bit, and one of the hooded punks looked over his shoulder – and 
immediately paled and looked away – but otherwise, they continued to walk. Marina was 
tottering towards him now, reaching up for a hug… and Zerrex snarled slightly at their 
behavior, before looking down at his daughter and reaching down quietly, wrapping his 



arms around her and then standing up. He quickly picked up her backpack from where he’d 
left it, stuffing the forms into it as the punks continued to walk away… then he  passed it 
to his daughter as he walked briskly after them, a cold grin coming over his features as 
Marina curled against his chest, still trembling, not speaking, her arms tight around the 
backpack and clutching it to her small body. Since they wouldn’t pay attention the easy 
way…

 He reached them, and then reached down, and the little boy gave a squeal of shock as 
Zerrex hefted him easily above his head with one hand, and now the other three assholes 
spun towards him with looks of surprise, anger… and then terror as Zerrex held the kid 
easily sky-high, his body flexing, looking like some sort of demonic god demanding 
sacrifice: the safety of the virginal girl for the sinner’s child. Then he slowly lowered the kid, 
arm outwards, close enough to the street that a passing car ruffled the kid’s clothes as he 
curled up and began to bawl loudly. 

 “Let him go!” called the asshole who had shoved down his daughter, a stupid-looking 
kitty cat with the same orange-tan markings over his white fur as the crying kid in the 
lizard’s other hand. The other two were some dumb-looking golden retriever and a short, 
stocky bear whose loose sweatshirt wasn’t really all that loose on him. But even the voice of 
their leader was whiny and weak, and from the way his collar gaped and the hood sat over 
his skull, Zerrex guessed he was probably the scrawniest of  the bunch.

 “Sure. I’d be glad to. The street’s right there, after all.” Zerrex’s voice was soft, but it 
carried easily, as people walked around them, tossing nervous glances at them but not 
interfering: law of the city, watch your own back first. And perhaps some of them were even 
jealous of the reptile who was standing up for his daughter… who was capable of standing 
up in front of even all these people, to do something so many would see as stupid or wrong 
or bullying in return to teach a lesson. But anyone who thought that the Drakkaren could 
do this simply because he was bigger than everyone else was an idiot, or was 
underestimating his intelligence.

 Like it or not, doing this was just as hard for him as anyone else, because he understood 
the consequences of his actions: because he had the foresight to know if played wrong, it 
would be a mistake. Sure, he could just toss the kid into traffic, and the older brother or 
cousin or whatever would never screw with anyone again out of guilt with a few proper 
words. But killing complicated things, and the reptile had his daughter to think about 
too… his little girl, who, curled against his chest silently, still was stronger than any voice of 
his conscience. And the eyes of the people around him admittedly made him nervous, 
too… he wanted to come out of this the good guy, feed his conscience, and make sure that 
no one who knew Marina called child services on him.

 The reptile muttered inwardly about needing a deus ex machina right about now, then 
he shook his head slowly before gently lowering the kid in front of him and saying in his 
gentle but commanding voice: “This is my daughter in my arms… and I will do anything 
to protect her. Every kid you’ve kicked over, every person you’ve hurt, is someone’s child. 
Someone’s son, someone’s daughter. And they will never forget what you’ve done to them… 



pain fades, but humiliation often leaves a scar. They will grow hateful, and in time, they 
might seek to take that hate out on other people.” The reptile’s eyes flashed, and the three 
punks quailed before him, as the kid held out in front of him continued to cry and shiver. 
“They’ll grow stronger than you. And they’ll hurt whoever they see who reminds them of 
you.

 “So the cycle of hate and violence continues… scum like you are the reason kids like 
this-” A brisk shake of the cat he was holding accented his last word. “-grow up to be 
maggots and filth with no jobs and a self-destructive life, just like you three. But the bigger 
lesson is this… you just shouldn’t pick on strangers.” And now Zerrex grinned slowly, and 
the bear and dog backed up a step towards their leader, who was shivering violently as he 
saw the murder in those emerald irises. “Because a stranger can be a very dangerous person 
indeed.”

 Then there was silence, except for the crying of the child… before Zerrex simply tossed 
him to the side and into the grass beside the sidewalk, the kid hitting it with a good thunk 
and rolling a bit back and forth on the ground, but Zerrex guessed he was okay. It didn’t 
matter to him, though, as he turned and walked quickly away down the sidewalk, with his 
daughter cradled tight in his arms against his chest and his eyes focused ahead. 

 For a few minutes, there was just quiet as Marina snuggled against him, curled to his 
masculine body and listening to his heartbeat, then she finally glanced up as they walked 
towards the mini-mart where he’d parked his bike and asked quietly: “Why’d you do that, 
Daddy?”

 Zerrex glanced down at her for a few moments, then he shook his head a bit before 
finally saying quietly: “I just… there are some people in the world who are bad people, and 
who don’t learn things very well unless they’re taught in their own language, so to speak… 
by their own ways. Lots of people will tell you what I did was bad, and maybe it was… but 
there are also people who will tell you that no one learns anything by force or violence, and 
I’m afraid that’s just not true. It’s a lesson lots of kids your age don’t ever learn, but… 
well…” He smiled a bit. “You’re not like most kids your age.”

 Marina nodded and looked up at Zerrex softly, asking quietly: “Because Mommy’s also 
my sister and because you and Cherry were bad people once?”

 “Yes. That’s exactly why.” The Drakkaren said softly, then he paused before adding 
quietly, since he hated lying to his daughter above all else: “And because me and Cherry are 
still bad people.”

 “Mommy doesn’t think so. And I don’t either.” Marina replied with a strange firmness, 
then she wrapped an arm tight around his thick neck and pushed herself to his chest, and 
Zerrex felt a strange tightness in his throat as he smiled faintly, and once more thanked 
whatever forces that existed, that had given him such a tortured life, for this second chance.

~~~
 An hour found him sitting back at home comfortably on the couch of his small, 

pleasant home, idly watching television with Cindy in his lap and Marina sitting on the 



floor, humming as she played with a doll in one hand and a large military soldier action 
figure in the other – she’d said they reminded her of Mommy and Daddy, which had made 
Zerrex snort with laughter. 

 The house was still the same as it had ever been: the front lawn plain except for the 
beautiful, never-rusting work of iron that had been made by the late Tinman, showing him, 
Cherry, Tinny himself, Cindy, and their little girl all standing together… the last a 
miraculous addition, because Marina hadn’t even been conceived when Tinman had made 
the ironwork, and she hadn’t been part of the original design. But whatever strange abilities 
Tinny had carried in life as his blessing and burden had somehow seeped into the ironwork 
with his death, and all members of the household were used to the subtle shifts and changes 
of  the metal sculpture. 

 The garage housed a car now, instead of a motorcycle: some atrocious, mostly-black, 
gas-guzzling sports car that had been plated with metal instead of fiberglass, custom built 
by Cherry, for Cherry… and it was probably her baby, too. It resembled a four-door 
Impala, except for the fact that the roof had been removed, along with everything above the 
doors from the rear side windows and back. The front windows remained, however, 
including the driver’s and passenger’s side: in fact, these were made of  bulletproof  glass.

 The reason for the removal of the back was fairly simple: with the pull of a hidden 
lever, the entire back portion of the rear seat could be collapsed, and a hidden, massive anti-
tank cannon could be pulled out of hiding and worked on a swiveling, rotating turret in a 
one-hundred and eighty degree radius facing the back of the car. Something that made 
perfect sense to Cherry, of course… but just made Zerrex stare at her in horror. It was bad 
enough she’d had a pair of cherries and her name painted across each side and the trunk of 
the car in huge, swirling red letters… the fact she also loved to make the engine roar like a 
monster, scare people by driving too close beside them with the bladed hubcaps she’d 
installed, and terrify people by unfolding the cannon from its hidden storage unit in the 
back and aiming it at them while cackling if she was stuck in line just made him want to 
shove her in a barrel and roll her down the nearest hill.

 Thankfully, though, most of the rest of the house was the same… his room had been 
cleaned up a bit, because Cindy had moved in… and Cherry had moved outside, to the 
small, quasi-Japanese hut that was out there, making it her private little domain full of 
bondage gear, weapons paraphernalia, and porno mags and movies. The only thing that had 
really changed was the addition of Marina’s room, which had meant reorganizing the living 
room… not an easy trick, with the fact that it hadn’t been changed in more than a dozen 
years and Zerrex was a creature of habit. He’d all but sulked his way through it while Cindy 
had watched on, eating sticks of celery and whatever else she could get her hands on while 
she rubbed her pregnant belly nine years ago.

 And Marina’s room was bigger than any other in the house, since it was a combined 
playroom and bedroom: but Zerrex wanted their little girl to have the best of the best. So 
they’d designed it that way, to give Marina plenty of space for when she grew older and 
wanted more clothes, more everything, and for her to exercise and do whatever else… but 



so far, Marina much preferred to hang out near her parents and almost never stayed in her 
room – or any other in the house, for that matter – alone.

 Hell, on a few occasions, she’d even gone down the secret passage with Zerrex to his 
“private quarters,” a place that was more collecting dust now than anything else. Through a 
literal secret passage in the basement, and down a long, carefully-constructed and sheared-
up tunnel through the dirt, was a heavy metal door: and through this door was what could 
be called a devil’s accounting office.

 Through one door, an office full of files and books, all neatly organized, detailing every 
“request” and the results of each of these, crimes Zerrex had committed and done as 
mercenary work in all his years at Baskin’s Grove, as well as reports and journals detailing 
everyone he could think of that he’d killed in the past; a set of plain, old journals locked 
away in an airtight safe behind the reptile’s oak desk – cluttered, as always ,with pencils, 
papers, doodles and sheets – were of especial value, because they listed his work in the 
Goth Legion and his crimes before and after as well. 

 The next room was his trophy room, full of glittering rings, necklaces, and other 
jewelries and doodads that he’d taken from everyone he’d hurt and killed for mercenary 
work, organized carefully in special cases and shelving units – needless to say, a sparkling, 
glittering heap of evidence if anyone ever found it. Marina had been awestruck when she’d 
first saw this… then quiet and thoughtful when Zerrex had carefully explained to her, only 
a year ago, about things no eight year old should ever have to hear. But the reptile knew that 
shielding her from the truth would be the most idiotic thing he could do… better she 
discover it now, from his own words, than someone else tell her, or worse, she find out from 
any moron who tried to kidnap her to ‘get even’ with the Boss of  Baskin’s Grove.

 And finally, last was the prison cell where he’d used to take his prize finds, his best 
hunts, and have a little… fun with them. This Marina had never set foot in, and hopefully 
never would see… after all, he still couldn’t wash out most of the blood from where it had 
set into the walls, floor, and metal table, despite not having used it for many years now.

 But Zerrex didn’t think he’d change his weird little family for the world… after all, 
Marina was beautiful and perfect, obviously not hurt in any way by being the daughter of 
her own sister… and Cherry was out in the kitchen and muttering her way through actually 
trying to bake something, cursing every now and then as she burned herself or spilled some 
of  the ingredients.

 Zerrex squeezed his daughter around the waist, and Cindy tilted her head to look back 
at him with a smile before trading a light kiss, which made Marina grumble something – 
either something about ewwy grownups or maybe jealousy. Cherry poked her head from the 
kitchen archway as she saw the look on Marina’s face, watching the little kid glare as Cindy 
and Zerrex rubbed their muzzles together and curled closer to each other, then she coughed 
and asked: “Why don’t you just bring Marina over and fuck her too? Then she won’t be 
jealous anymore.”

 “Cherry!” Cindy jumped and turned towards the other female with a glare, but the 
grinning Drakkaren had already vanished back into the kitchen, avoiding both dark looks of 



the young girl’s parents. Then Zerrex turned his attention to Marina, who was frowning a 
bit and looking curious as she glanced over at her father.

 “What’s fuck mean?” she asked in a voice that was completely innocent, and Zerrex and 
Cindy looked at each other before both simply burst into laughter.

 Thankfully, however, they were spared an explanation as there was a familiar double-
knock at the front door, and the three Drakkaren looked up as they heard it open before a 
somewhat chunky, friendly-looking and aging feline walked into the living room arch, 
adorned in a bright red vest overtop a pristine dress shirt, his black dress pants equally neat 
and tidy, and a suit jacket hanging over one arm. He smiled warmly at them, his eyes 
sparkling a bit as he reached his other hand up to smooth down his graying fur. “Sorry I’m 
so late.”

 “Hello uncle Elliot.” Marina smiled warmly, looking up at him from where she was 
playing, then she paused before asking him in the same curious voice: “Do you know what 
fuck means?”

 Elliot tossed Zerrex and Cindy a flat look, and both Drakkaren coughed and looked 
away before the cat turned his eyes back to Marina and said nonchalantly: “It’s a very bad 
word used by certain people who don’t understand that drinking and sex aren’t what life’s all 
about.”

 “Fuck that!” Cherry yelled from the kitchen, then she stomped out of the archway, 
wiping her hands on a towel and glaring at the cat before coughing as Marina looked up at 
her oddly. “I mean… uh… you’re a douchebag.”

 “What’s a douchebag?” Marina blinked, looking confused, and Elliot sighed before 
shaking his head slowly and looking at Cherry reproachfully, as the muscular femme threw 
the hand-towel back into the kitchen carelessly and grinned a bit. Zerrex couldn’t stop his 
own faint smile, although Cindy looked less-than-amused.

 Finally, the cat looked at Zerrex and said mildly: “Why don’t you take your girls and get 
out of here? I’ll try and teach Marina not to listen to anything Cherry says anymore, but 
I’m afraid that could already be a lost cause.”

~~~
 Five minutes after the cat goes inside, three Drakkaren come out: one is definitely the 

target they’ve been sent to lure out, and the other two are his daughter and what they’ve best 
established as a former lover and bodyguard. They all already know not to attack the 
Boss… for everyone around here, he is a legend – a figure that is both mystical and real, 
with elements of both thrown in and often clouding the truth. They, however, have been 
briefed on the truth of the Boss, and not just the legends that surround him, and know he 
is a monster… and that he will destroy all three of them even if they were to attack him 
alone. Perhaps they could take down the other two, but not the Boss… not the figure who 
killed one of  the Brothers.

 That’s why they’re a good half klick away at this point, positioned silently atop a house, 
two of them all but invisible thanks to their position and the handy camouflage they’ve 



donned for the occasion: black clothes with faint grey lines through them and body paint 
designed for tile and shingles like the ones the two gigantic Dragokkaren lay still upon now. 
They’re both upwards of ten feet, muscular, powerful and huge, both of them armed with a 
short, heavy steel blade called a kwaibar that looks almost like a machete but for its more 
rectangular nature and the nasty curving fang that points up towards the tip of the weapon, 
just before the plain wooden handle… but they both know Zerrex would disarm them a 
moment after they pulled it out.

 They’re both also armed with customized handguns for the Dragokkaren Military 
Force, called slowdowns, which have a built-in silencer in the barrel of the huge weapon 
itself. Ineffective for any range, but perfect for medium-range shooting, with the infrared 
scope attached to the top and the massive bullet size: bullets designed not to blow through 
an enemy, but fragment and lodge in their body, causing excruciating pain – hence the 
name. Both of them are looking through binoculars at the figure… and so is the third, 
except she doesn’t have a set of  binoculars. In fact, she looks distinctly out of  place.

 She is a Drakkaren, lithe, and much shorter than the others… probably by four feet, or 
maybe a bit more. She has a pair of blue jeans on, and a traditional blouse worn more often 
in another country than this one, made of wavy frills that give a generous view of her 
breasts and tops of her shoulders, but completely covers her arms and stomach. It also 
covers almost all of her back, except for the very top. Strangest of all, however, is the 
blindfold she’s wearing.

 It’s a simple piece of tan-brown cloth tied tightly around her face, folded once in half 
so it’s just wide enough to cover her eyes entirely and double-knotted behind her head: both 
ends of the blindfold hang down past the center of her back, almost perfectly in line with 
each other. And yet, despite the fact she obviously cannot see, she seems to be watching the 
three Drakkaren in the far distance as intently as the two huge Dragokkaren with the 
binoculars. Then, as a car pulls out of the garage and past the parked motorcycle, the three 
Drakkaren seated inside, she says in voice that is like the cold caress of a lover’s vengeful 
ghost: “Begin mission.”

 Immediately, the three reptiles jump up to their feet – all of them clad in heavy combat 
boots, revealing the strange blind girl’s true colors – and the two giant Dragokkaren leap off 
the roof and onto the patio more than thirty feet below, landing with heavy thuds that send 
spiraling cracks through the wooden surface before they step forwards and jackknife over 
the railing, onto the grass, at the same time tucking their binoculars into a sidepack with a 
beautiful, yet terrible grace. Then they begin to walk quickly towards the checkpoint, 
ignoring the strangled yells of the deer behind them: the owner of the house, who had been 
barbecuing hamburgers for his family less than a meter away from where one of the giants 
had landed.

 Then the blindfolded Drakkaren landed in an easy crouch behind him a moment later, 
and the deer turned to her, opening his mouth as he stared at her in horror, watching her 
straighten wordlessly as he finally managed out: “What the hell are you-”



 Without a word or wasted gesture, the female Drakkaren easily drew a long-bladed 
hunting knife from where it had been sheathed on the back of her belt, and she swung it 
outwards almost casually as she walked past. The deer clutched at his throat as he gagged, 
his eyes rolling back in his head and staggering into the barbecue, burning his arm on the 
grill: but even as the smell of his burning fur filled the air, he was collapsing forwards to the 
ground in a pool of his own blood as his eyes glazed over, his body spasming weakly as he 
failed to even speak from how deeply she’d severed his throat.

 By now, however, the blindfolded female was already walking quickly along the lawn, 
hopping fences a safe distance away from the two giants as they made their way through 
backyards towards their objective, knife already back in its holster. A sweet, gentle smile 
played along her face, the opposite of the stony expressions of the Dragokkaren Military 
ahead, but it was impossible to tell what the thoughts running through her mind spoke of: 
her blindfolded eyes, after all, betrayed no emotion.

~~~
 Zerrex rolled his eyes as he lay in the back of Cherry’s sports car, listening to the two 

females idly chatting over the hum of radio. Once more, they were arguing… something 
that never failed to surprise him. These days, after everything that had happened between 
the three of them, it seemed that all Cherry and Cindy did was talk about sex, engage in 
sexual activities – especially if he was involved – or argue with each other, often to the 
point where they were yelling at each other. He thought it was rather ironic… they acted 
like the ones who were married, and he was the kid, when in reality it had been he and 
Cherry that had been married and taking care of Cindy as their daughter together for so 
long.

 But, he reflected, that was probably a big part of the problem. Cindy had started to 
look up to Cherry as a mother… and then Cherry had broken it off with him because she 
couldn’t stand being treated like an equal, of all things. She wanted to be his bitch, wanted 
to be the second in command, and wanted, most of all, to be free of the responsibility of 
making life-affecting decisions or having to think about anything more complicated than 
what to eat for breakfast or what position to have sex in. Cherry, after all, had never been 
good at giving orders… she was a follower, and she loved to take commands, which was an 
odd contrast to her otherwise aggressive nature.

 Today’s argument, though, actually did sound like it was about Marina instead of being 
some… weird… talking-about-one-thing-but-really-not battle that you needed a decoder 
ring for. Then again, Zerrex could understand that, and understand both sides of  the fight.

 Cindy, after all, had been born from Zerrex raping her mother… and her mother had 
always been there for her until she’d been murdered, and then she’d been raised by Elliot. 
Cherry, on the other hand – also born of rape, but not by Zerrex, at least – had been a 
junkie and hadn’t really been mother-of-the-year material… and Cherry had gotten into 
sex, drugs, and booze at around ten, run away at twelve, and been forced into a military 
training program at the tender age of fourteen. Why? Because she’d been caught breaking 
into a pharmacy to try and steal some oxycodine. The choice had been facing the charges as 



an adult offender and being thrown in jail, or a guilty plea and being one of the test 
subjects for a new military rehabilitation program.

 Even in the military program, though, Cherry had been abused: sexually, physically, 
verbally… and it had knocked her drug habits, sure, but it had also knocked whatever 
niceness had been left in her gone forever. And probably started her on the road to what she 
was now… after all, once she’d joined up with the real military, she’d been the one raping 
other soldiers. It sounded funny, a girl raping guys… but it was anything but.

 That was how she’d eventually wound up in the Goth Legion, and it had been ‘love at 
first sight,’ between them. They were perfect for each other… and Zerrex had gladly fed her 
sexual needs and even taught her it was alright to be submissive, to be controlled, to need 
that and not be ashamed of it. Taught her too well, apparently, because it had ended in their 
relationship failing entirely once he’d married her out of  love…

 Ironic, but hey. That was his life. And now here he was, married to his own daughter, 
with a bitch-bodyguard-slave who liked to rape and torture people for kicks, taking a short 
trip out to the edge of town to go on a hike together. A hike that would likely be more sex 
in the woods and dirt than walking…

 “Well, you really don’t have to have every second word coming out of your mouth be 
‘fuck,’ Cherry.” Cindy reprimanded, looking across at the muscular female driving, her gaze 
reproving. Cherry, meanwhile, was singing under her breath, tilting her head back and forth 
and obviously doing her best to ignore Cindy. “And furthermore, I don’t want you bringing 
her out to your room.”

 “Hey, what?” Cherry blinked, then glared across at the smaller Drakkaren, the car 
swerving wide on the road and causing a vehicle in the other lane to honk loudly at them. 
Cherry replied by tossing them the finger, other hand still on the steering wheel as Zerrex’s 
stomach lurched and he rolled off the back seat and into the surprisingly-clean footwell, 
mumbling and hiding his face so he could pretend he was somewhere else and not in a car 
driven by a lunatic who thought being able to see three seconds into the future made her 
the best driver in the world. “That’s unfair! She loves playing with me and… what, you 
think I’m gonna fuckin’ molest her or something?”

 “I’m surprised you haven’t already tried shoving her into your vagina or something, 
actually, yes.” Cindy snapped back, and Cherry growled angrily from the driver’s seat at her. 
“But I just don’t like the fact that you let all your… porn and bondage gear lay out in the 
open, because I’m the one she asks questions to and I’m the one who gets the concerned 
phone calls from the other parents, wondering why she’s using words like ‘pussy’ and ‘clit 
ring.’”

 Cherry shrugged at this, snorting, then she idly swerved around a car ahead of them 
and onto the shoulder as it suddenly hit the brakes, without bothering to slow down, before 
twisting the wheel and slipping back into the lane. “Fucking asshole!” she yelled angrily 
over her shoulder, then blinked. “Zerrex?”



 “Daddy?” Cindy looked over her shoulder as well, the argument temporarily forgotten 
as she noticed the lack of the large reptile in the back seat. Then the two glanced down and 
saw the lizard laying face-down in the driver’s well, before they both shrugged, looked at 
each other – Cherry hitting the brakes to stop for a red light without looking up – then 
they returned to bickering.

 “She knows what all that sex stuff is… like… you guys told her about it when she was 
an even littler kiddy!” Cherry complained, going for a different tactic now, and causing 
Cindy to frown deeply at the muscular femme’s sulky, whiny attitude: it never failed to get 
under her scales and piss her off. “And so what? It’s not like I ever have touched her, and I 
don’t give her the magazines to read over or the other shit… she just sorta… finds it on her 
own.”

 Cindy simply looked at her sourly for a few moments, then finally asked in a voice that 
was almost mild: “What about last night, when she told me that you read her a ‘special 
bedtime story,’ complete with pictures?”

 Cherry rolled her eyes upwards and coughed. “Hey, the kid wanted to know what I was 
looking at. And it was only softcore porn… that stuff ain’t very adult, really. Just some 
tasteful poses and nudes and all this shit… you see worse in some of those art textbooks.” 
She paused, then rolled her eyes at the glare of  the female. “Well, it’s true!”

 “Like I said. I don’t want her going out to your shack with just you anymore. It’s not 
healthy for her.” Cindy replied mildly, and Cindy gave a long raspberry of  disgust.

 “Oh, give me a break! So what, she’s learning about sex from a master and some picture 
books!” she said irritably, then she glanced over her shoulder and asked loudly: “What do 
you think, Zerrex? You’re the male in the relationship. Her words don’t count, only yours, 
since females are unimportant bitches and not worthy to lick a male’s feet.”

 “What the fuck?” stormed Cindy, reaching out to shove Cherry and causing the car to 
swerve slightly as the light turned green and she started driving again, grinning cheerfully at 
the now pissed-off  daughter of  Zerrex. “You’re a girl!”

 “Yeah, but I like my position in life, and I’m not about to deny any of those things as 
fact.” She replied serenely, and Cindy gave a low sound of disgust before Cherry cleared her 
throat and called sweetly: “Oh Master Zerrex? I’m waiting on your word, Boss.”

 Zerrex sat up from where he was laying in the footwell, then he looked back and forth 
and mumbled under his breath: “Stop swerving the car all over the place. You’re making me 
nauseated.” Then he paused as Cherry looked over her shoulder with a cough and added 
blatantly: “And Cindy’s my wife so I automatically agree with her. You’re just a bitch and I 
can do anything I want to you.”

 “Asshole.” Cherry muttered, but she didn’t bother to argue as she hunched her shoulders 
and glared out the windshield, Cindy looking pacified and crossing her arms as she smiled 
to herself cheerfully. Then Zerrex crawled back onto the seat and lay down on it, closing his 
eyes and brushing his hair back from his face as they drove on in silence for a few more 
minutes, until finally Cherry pulled off  the road and onto a dirt drive at the edge of  town.



 They rumbled down this for a few moments, then the female pulled up to the side of 
the road and stopped the car, not bothering to take the keys out of the ignition: only a 
suicidal idiot would even dare to think about touching her cherished Cherrymobile, after 
all. Then she easily hopped the door and stretched, rolling her shoulders as Zerrex climbed 
out over the back door and Cindy got out of  the car like a normal person.

 Zerrex walked ahead, brushing past Cherry and nudging her with his shoulder, making 
her snort as she stumbled backwards a bit. Cindy rolled her eyes at the two, but quickly 
stepped after her father, adjusting her spiked bracelets as she asked him mildly: “So like, 
where’s the path?”

 “Just up ahead.” Zerrex replied, glancing over at her, then reaching out a hand. Cindy 
smiled and warmed a bit, reaching out and lacing their fingers together as Cherry loitered 
behind them several feet, yawning openly and putting her hands in her pockets as her heavy 
motorcycle boots crunched easily through the detritus along the road. Then she tossed and 
uneasy glance around, feeling a morbid dislike of the woods setting in: the forest had always 
been the absolute worst place to get ambushed, after all. Plus she had just never been the 
outdoorsy type.

  Zerrex and Cindy, meanwhile, were enjoying the atmosphere… the sounds of the 
animals in the trees, the relaxing breeze that ruffled through the woods and made the leaves 
whisper softly to them, secrets that only those familiar with the forest could ever hope to 
hear. The male Drakkaren leaned over and nudged his daughter with his muzzle as they 
walked, and the female’s soft laughter added to the chorus as she smiled up at him and 
pressed against his side, squeezing his hand tight and loving the caress of his hair against 
her face; it felt to her like the place had been built for them, and, as much as she loved her 
daughter, it was admittedly nice to have time for just herself and Zerrex… and sure, Cherry 
too. Much as they squabbled, the older, muscular female was still a part of their family in 
her eyes… a strange sort of half-sister, maybe, or maybe like a several-times-removed cousin 
from the not-so-stable part of the family. Cindy couldn’t help but grin a bit and toss the 
female-in-question a look over her shoulder, watching as Cherry made a sour face at the 
forest in general to their right, covering her eyes and appearing to scan the trees for would-
be enemies. She’s never stopped thinking of life as one big war, but… it’s like she’s never 
wanted to, either. So I don’t know if  she amuses me, or if  it’s just pity…

 Cherry caught Cindy’s look a moment later, then she stuck out her tongue and blew her 
a loud raspberry, before trotting up and slapping Zerrex’s buttocks firmly. The male jumped 
with a wince and a cough, then he looked over his shoulder at her mildly, as Cindy snorted 
laughter. “What do you want?”

 “Sex?” she piped up hopefully, and Zerrex rolled his eyes before turning down a narrow 
path and heading into the forest, Cindy snickering and following quickly along at his side, 
their hands still tightly clasped. Cherry gave a snort at this, then she trotted quickly along 
behind the male reptile and his lover-daughter, adding: “Or you know, maybe we could go 
and get wasted and kill stuff…”



 “Get a life, Cherry.” Zerrex responded over his shoulder, and the muscular female 
snorted and crossed her arms, tossing him a flat look. She followed quickly behind the two 
into the woods, however, wandering along behind them down the path and tossing the 
occasional suspicious glance back and forth. 

 After a few minutes of this, however, the powerfully-built female quickly grew bored 
and sighed, putting her hands behind her head and looking skywards as she walked, idly 
sidestepping a raised root that would have tripped any normal person if they hadn’t been 
watching where they were going. In front of her, Zerrex and Cindy were quiet, apparently 
savoring the sounds of the forest and the environment, but Cherry felt herself quickly 
growing more and more fidgety, until finally she gave a loud raspberry and halted as they 
walked into a meadow, looking at the two meditatively. The two other Drakkaren paused, 
then both turned, Zerrex giving her a mild stare as she asked in a tone that was bordering 
on whiny: “Are we going to have sex now? Because I don’t see why I need to be here if 
there’s no ramming of  the rod into my tender parts.”

 “You weren’t invited.” Zerrex replied flatly, then he paused as the female coughed and 
rubbed the back of her head, narrowing his eyes. “Actually, I specifically remember you 
badgering us until we let you come along. And it would be nice to just… walk around 
somewhere outside and enjoy the scenery for once instead of having you constantly trying 
to nail me, you know. Cindy is right here, and in some cultures, it’s rude to hit on a guy 
while he’s with his wife.”

 “Details, details… and in some cultures, marrying your daughter is kinda frowned 
upon too.” Cherry countered, then she looked to Cindy almost pleadingly, as if seeking out 
help there. “And hey, come on! I do my share, I give my part, and all that shit. Hell, most 
guys would be ready to fuck themselves in the ass just for a chance to get a taste of my 
nether regions.”

 Zerrex rolled his eyes, crossing his arms and continuing to look at her mildly. “And 
most guys can count on just one hand how many times a day they have sex. With you 
around, I can’t count the number of times you try and jump me even if I use both my 
fingers and toeclaws.”

 “Most guys don’t have a penis the size of a baseball bat, either, though.” Cindy chimed 
in from beside him, massaging a hand lightly down his back, and the male Drakkaren 
looked at her blankly for a moment before blinking.

 “You’re supposed to be on my side.” He spluttered finally, then rolled his eyes as Cherry 
grinned and sidled up close, trying to ignore the rising urges in his own body as she slid her 
body up against his muscular chest, as one of Cindy’s hands slid teasingly downwards to 
lightly squeeze one of his firm buttocks. “Seriously, I’m not in the mood to nail either of 
you today. I just want to go on a freaking nature walk and look at some freaking squirrels 
or something for once. You’re going to end up making sex boring.”

 “Says you.” Cherry snorted amusedly at this, grinning teasingly up at Zerrex as she half-
lidded her eyes, her hands rubbing lightly down his chiseled abs through his shirt before 
grabbing the waistband of his pants and playing idly back and forth along it, as Cindy slid 



behind him and leaned up to nuzzle the back of his neck, her hands squeezing his hips 
lightly before sliding delicately into his pockets. “I know more ways to fuck than there are 
days in a year. But hey, okay, fine. If me and girly-girl can get you in the mood then, you 
gotta have some fun with us…”

 The temptation was too much to resist, but Zerrex managed only to give a grunt of 
consent, biting his tongue lightly inside of his muzzle as Cherry leaned up against him, one 
of her hands easily flicking the top button of his fly open and the other moving up to rub 
lightly along his throat. Cindy, meanwhile, was massaging his thighs teasingly inside his 
pockets, working close to his groin but never quite moving to brush against the thick shaft 
that was still secreted in his black jeans.

 The male Drakkaren murred lightly, tilting his head upwards and closing his eyes in 
light pleasure as Cherry slowly lowered herself downwards, trailing own body slowly along 
his chest and feeling her breasts pressing tight against the male’s own firm masculine 
musculature. At the same time, she slowly unzipped the reptile’s fly, grinning a bit as she 
began to pull down the reptile’s pants with what was almost reverence.

 At the same time, Cindy straightened, pushing against Zerrex’s back and reaching her 
hands around to gently play at the buttons of his shirt, flicking them lightly open one-by-
one as the Drakkaren let his arms lower to his sides, lowering his head with a soft sound of 
pleasure. Cindy’s hands pushed gently inside his shirt, massaging and slowly rubbing over 
his masculine breast as she rested her body against his back, beginning to gently push his 
shirt open and down from his shoulders.

 The reptile’s shirt slid from his body, falling down to puddle on the ground around his 
feet, along with his pants as Cherry slowly slid these down as well. Then she began to 
nuzzle and rub at his crotch teasingly through the fabric, nosing the large bulge in the cloth 
as Cindy ground herself against her father and husband’s back, playing her hands gently and 
teasingly over his now bare, chiseled chest as she kissed lightly at his neck and spine. 

 Cindy’s fingers pressed against the masculine breast of the male, working gently along 
under his collarbone as Cherry teasingly grasped the stretchy elastic waistband of his boxers 
and tugged them down bit-by-bit, murring softly as the thick penis of the Drakkaren was 
revealed, a girthy, huge obsidian member with a great rounded head that looked thicker 
than an apple. Cherry tugged the lizard’s boxers the rest of the way down as she licked her 
lips hungrily in anticipation, reaching up to squeeze the still-mostly-flaccid cock in one 
hand, leisurely stroking it as she reached up with her other hand to squeeze into the lizard’s 
hip.

 Zerrex was unable to repress a murr of pleasure, feeling himself growing towards full 
erection under Cherry’s light stroking, light bliss radiating from the touches of the females 
as they pushed against him and massaged slowly over his body. The female on her knees 
before him continued to stroke slowly up and down the huge cock, urging the black penis 
up to its full massive length of  thirty-two inches; truly an impressive length of  flesh.

 The Drakkaren slowly tilted his head upwards, unable to deny the ecstasy that was 
rolling through his body now and reaching one hand forwards to rest on Cherry’s head, as 



she pushed her muzzle gently against the base of his cock and slowly began to lap gently up 
along the bottom of the huge black tower of flesh. Her tongue worked slowly along the 
great length, teasing him as he leaned lightly back against his daughter, feeling her firm 
breasts pushing into his back as she leaned up to whisper softly: “We’re all yours, Daddy… 
we’re here to do what you please, all for you… and we’re gonna have plenty of fun with 
you, but first we need to get you all prepped and ready… and I’m going to let Cherry have 
first swing at that…”

 “Good.” Cherry murmured from where she was on her knees, grinning a bit as she 
leaned forwards and pushed her muzzle against the testicles of the male, tongue sliding out 
to lap at one teasingly, curling lightly around the huge orb as she inhaled his scent, his 
musk: it was strong, it was bitter, and it was oh so goddamn good. She felt herself rubbing 
her thighs together anxiously, already beginning to become a bit wet as she thought of that 
huge member between her legs, knowing what Zerrex could do with his cock and wanting 
to feel him taking her, her still somewhat-new rings and piercings rubbing against the 
massive flesh as he pounded her again and again, and she did her best to please Cindy with 
her tongue…

 But right now, it was Zerrex she needed to work on… and so she pushed her thoughts 
aside and instead did all she could to tease and please the male, lapping slowly at the thirty-
two inches of shaft as she drew her muzzle upwards, then tilting her head to the side and 
opening her maw wide to let the huge member pass between her jaws, moving slowly down 
with the Drakkaren flesh between her jaws like a dog with a bone, her teeth tickling over 
the steel hard flesh and tongue cradling it in her mouth. Her drool formed a good coating 
over the hot flesh as one of the male’s hands rubbed slowly down against her head, the 
Drakkaren grunting quietly in pleasure as Cindy’s hands continued to move slowly and 
gently over his breast and shoulders, massaging his firm, powerful muscles with reverence as 
she continued to whisper promises of  pleasure to her father and husband.

 Despite the reptile’s earlier argument, he could feel himself already beginning to stiffen 
up; it had actually been a while since they’d done this, or even had time to be alone, and be 
intimate. And although the reptile usually could last for an hour – or more if he was in the 
mood to drag it out – right now he could feel his need for sexual release, for an orgasm 
growing hard and strong in his body, could feel an animal instinct rising up through his 
form as he growled lightly, his eyes still closed, feeling Cherry sliding her maw lightly up 
and down his black-fleshed member and her tongue sliding and massaging along his cock.

 His thick muscles flexed, and his body shuddered with the light bliss that rolled 
through his system as he grunted lightly again, rolling his shoulders slowly as he bowed his 
head downwards, a grin spreading over his muzzle as he kept his eyes closed, white locks 
falling in his face as he felt Cindy slip to his side. Her hand reached down, fingers playing 
delicately against his abs as the other wrapped around his neck, flexing and pushing her 
chest forwards so her bosom stretched and rebelled against the confines of her shirt and 
bra, rubbing against her lover’s side as she gently grasped the base of the male’s huge cock. 
Cherry took the cue to slip to the front of the male’s penis, reaching up to grasp Zerrex’s 



hip with one hand and to snag Cindy’s waistband with the other as the younger, sleeker 
female whispered: “Go on, Daddy… let it come… just let the pleasure take you…”

 Her hand stroked up and down the long member as Cherry pushed her muzzle 
forwards, closing her eyes with a murr of pleasure as she took the male’s thick cock into her 
maw, beginning to bob her head slowly up and down the reptile’s huge member and taking 
in a surprising amount without the least hesitation, the thick head of the reptilian cock 
nudging the back of her throat with every movement forwards, her long tongue wrapping 
around the girthy member as she slid her head back and forth, moving in tandem with the 
steady stroking of the other female. Zerrex grunted again, his grin curling slightly as his 
eyes clenched a bit tighter, his breaths coming almost in sharp snorts from his nose as he 
tried to resist giving in to the two females still, but he could feel himself already stiffening 
up as Cherry continued to move steadily back and forth, Cindy’s arm around his neck, the 
other squeezing and massaging up and down his obsidian tower of flesh as she whispered 
dirty, naughty things no father should ever say to her father. “Oh come on, Daddy… fuck 
her face… make her choke… let it out, at least give her your load, drown her in your 
seed… and then put it between her legs and you can taste how wet I’m getting while you 
fuck her until she screams…”

 The male Drakkaren felt his bliss rising, rising, his cock stiffening, his testicles almost 
swelling… and then he finally let out a long, masculine groan, his eyes opening and rolling 
upwards in his head as his body flexed powerfully, beginning to thrust despite himself as his 
one hand clenched hard into Cherry’s skull, the other slamming down and grabbing one of 
his daughter’s buttocks as she suddenly began to stroke him faster and harder: at the same 
time, however, Cherry suddenly drew back with a grin, bowing her head and closing her 
eyes as she slid her hand from Cindy’s waistband to grab and fondle the huge blue testicles 
of the Drakkaren, her other hand clutching his hip as Cindy’s hand stroked rapidly up and 
down the hot black flesh, the female urging at the same time: “Come, come, come!”

 And then the first jet of hot, white seed flew from the tip of the male’s length as he let 
out a snarling, animal growl, his back arching, fingers squeezing into each female’s body and 
gazing up into the sky as his jaws opened wide. The first blast fired an amazing distance: it 
left a trail of white load for a distance of almost ten feet, and the next series of volleys flew 
a good distance as well, many of them leaving streamers of seed splattering over the face of 
the female in their wake before Cherry moved up with a moan and what was almost the 
shiver of a junkie getting their first fix in days. Bursts of hot reptilian semen splattered over 
her features, coating her in thick, viscous globs of the stuff, and she rolled her head slowly 
back and forth with animal sounds of pleasure that were filled with nothing but lust and 
desire, a hot flame lighting inside of her very soul. Maybe no one could understand it, but 
this was where she belonged, this was all she had ever wanted… and it felt like paradise.

 Then the blasts of seed trickled to a halt, Cindy’s stroking hand slowing in its 
movements, a pleasured murr rising in her throat as she looked down at Cherry with a grin, 
feeling Zerrex’s body flex and a shudder of bliss roll through him. Then she glanced up at 
him as he looked down at Cherry with a deep murr, emerald eyes flashing as the muscular, 
powerfully-built female slid down a bit, as if dazed with ecstasy… before his eyes flicked to 



Cindy, and he moved his hand back from Cherry to reach up and grope one of his 
daughter’s breasts roughly, making her cry out a bit at the strength of his grip as his other 
hand slapped her buttocks hard beneath the tail, the male growling lightly: “Now you got 
me in the mood… but you’ve woken up quite a rowdy, rough beast in me. So I hope you’re 
ready.”

 “Fuck us hard, Daddy.” Cindy replied with a grin, squeezing the base of the male’s 
steely shaft hard and urging out another few drops of his seed, and the male growled lightly 
in response before answering her request.

~~~
 Just over two hours later found the three returning home, Cherry barely able to sit and 

Cindy in the back seat, laying with Zerrex, who had his eyes closed and was breathing 
peacefully. His daughter’s pants were a bit stained with blood, but that was nothing out of 
the ordinary for them: Cindy had to admit that she felt more and more that she was turning 
out like her father in finding it almost sexy.

 But when Cherry halted at the curb, Zerrex’s eyes snapped open, and he only had to 
glance up once to realize something was wrong: in a flash, he and Cherry both leapt over 
the side of the car, Cindy letting out a grunt as she found herself falling back onto the 
cushioned back seat before she looked up with a blink, then gasped and quickly followed.

 The front door was open, and the curtains had been closed over the windows: the first 
was something Elliot would never do, the second impossible, because the windows didn’t 
even have curtains. But Zerrex had already made a charge for the door, his thoughts only on 
his daughter as he easily outpaced Cherry and jumped through the frame, his trained eyes 
picking up every small detail as a snarl rose to his muzzle; the slight crack in the frame, the 
splatters of blood on the grass outside the door and on the carpet inside, and then he slid 
to a stop in the archway leading into the living room.

 “Elliot…” he whispered, and it felt like the breath had been knocked from his lungs. 
The cat was sitting against his shattered television, his eyes half-glazed, his jaws twitching. 
His once-immaculate clothes had been torn to ribbons, and he was stained with his own 
blood, his spread legs in a V... and with his own entrails sitting in his lap. His face was 
stained with gore, sweat and tears… and drool fell from his open jaws.

 Then the feline blinked, and Zerrex walked quickly forwards, kneeling beside him and 
reaching up a hand – a hand that trembled ever so slightly – to gently grasp his shoulder, as 
Elliot looked at him, almost through him. Then the cat coughed, blood dripping out of his 
muzzle, and he gave a choked laugh as he rasped quietly: “I didn’t… think I would… make 
it long enough to… see you one last time, Boss.”

 “Don’t talk, Elliot. We’ll… goddammit…” The Drakkaren broke off as he heard 
footsteps behind him and a muttered curse, then quick backpedaling that was broken by a 
scream of horror. Then there was the sound of tussling, yelling as Cindy demanded to see 
Elliot, to see her godfather, to talk to him… but Cherry restrained her as Zerrex gave the 
cat a slow look over. 



 It was terrible in its expertise… the cat’s intestines had slipped out between his legs, but 
Zerrex couldn’t see any damage at all on the organs… there was a lot of blood, and he was 
obviously in agony… but whoever had done this had just made one quick slash and 
executed it with surgical precision. And his clothes were torn and ripped, with bruises and 
cuts over the rest of his body, but the Drakkaren didn’t need to take more than a single look 
to know that they had come from a severe beating.

 Elliot gave a dry chuckle: a horrible sound that wrenched the Drakkaren’s heart as the 
cat looked up at him with a broken smile, and Zerrex had to lean in close to listen to the 
cat’s whispers over the sounds of Cindy’s sobbing. “It’s okay… Zerrex… I’ve just… been 
trying to hold on long enough to let you know that… they took Marina...”

 “What?” Zerrex squeezed the cat’s shoulder, then quickly relented despite the fury and 
concern rising in him all the stronger now, as he swallowed hard; he didn’t want to cause 
Elliot any more pain. But it seemed that the feline didn’t even recognize what had happened: 
instead, he simply shook his head and gave a weak smile, looking past Zerrex for a moment 
as the reptile heard staggering footsteps come towards them, and then Cindy fell on her 
knees, her body slumping against her father’s as tears streamed down her face, one arm 
wrapping around him as she looked into the eyes of  her godfather.

 “Elliot…” she whispered, and then she reached one trembling hand out and touched 
his face, swallowing hard as she tried to hold back her sobs. The cat tried to reach a hand 
up, but his fingers only twitched, and Zerrex realized with a mix of despair and admiration 
that the feline really was at the end of the line, that he had been holding on with nothing 
but sheer willpower: he no longer even had the strength to make even the smallest of 
gestures.

 “Shh. It’ll… be okay.” And the fact that he was reassuring her, his goddaughter, in these 
last few moments, almost made even the cold, cruel Drakkaren shudder with emotion, 
feeling his own tears welling in his eyes: this, after all, was the male who had first employed 
him, who had taken care of his daughter for so many years like his own child, and who had 
treated him as an equal and respected him as a friend, as someone important, and who had 
perhaps never been afraid of him… and then Elliot turned his eyes back to Zerrex – a feat 
that must have required some impossible force of will among the greatest Zerrex had ever 
seen – and he whispered: “Dragokkaren... Hez… Hez’Ranna… took her to…”

 And then the feline’s mouth moved silently, mouthing the name of the Cradle of Life 
for all Drakkai one last time, before he slowly slumped downwards. His chest heaved a few 
more times, as if he couldn’t catch his breath… and then he let out one last, low sigh, 
almost of  relief, as the last of  the feline’s life fled his body.

 Cindy trembled violently, her mouth working uselessly… then she turned to her father 
and threw her arms around him, letting out a loud, braying sob of agony and squeezing 
him so tight around the neck that it hurt, shoving herself against him as she broke down 
completely. Zerrex closed his eyes tightly, wrapping his arms back around her and holding 
her tight against his strong body, trembling with his own emotions… but unlike his angelic, 
wonderful daughter, chief amongst his was rage against the Dragokkaren that did this… 



and fear for his youngest child. The loss of Elliot hurt him gravely, deeply, just as the death 
of Tinman all those years ago had cut him to the core… but he knew that the mourning 
for Elliot would have to wait until later. Until after he had gotten his daughter back.

 But fortunately, he wasn’t the only person here who operated still on pseudo-military 
logic and the cold, cruel rules of the game of war: Cherry was already quickly leaving, a 
snarl over her features and her eyes flashing with a hatred so violent and alive it was almost 
tangible. She quickly sprinted from the house, leaving Zerrex to comfort his daughter and 
wife, as she headed back towards her still-running car. She would never admit it, but she 
had come to love Marina like a sister, maybe even more than she cared for Cindy… and the 
low theft, the death of a friend, and the cowardly strike against Zerrex was more than she 
could handle. Than she would allow to happen, especially to the one who she now served as 
her Master.

 She hopped the door and landed in the seat with one foot kicking down to stomp the 
gas to the floor, at the same time jerking the wheel: the effect was the car spun in a 
squealing U-turn, before shooting off down the road at a speed that would be suicidal for 
anyone else, passing other cars and ignoring every red light she hit: the only time she ever 
came close to getting hit was when a heavy freighter truck passed by, but Cherry merely 
grinned viciously and gunned the engine as she twisted the wheel one way, then suddenly 
spun it in the other direction, causing the vehicle to give a short jag as she slid down in the 
seat at the same time: the effect was that she missed hitting the cab of the truck by mere 
inches and instead passed harmlessly under the high-standing freight load before continuing 
on her way without so much as a twitch.

 Hez’Ranna… a country that was still mostly untamed jungle, spotted with massive, 
glorious cities made of stone, a world of giants: Dragokkaren being the dominant species 
there, with even the runtyist of the families being at least eight feet tall and solidly muscled. 
A world that operated outside of conventional society, that was still in the middle ages in 
some ways… a world where Drakkai ruled as supreme, and all other species of animal and 
reptile alike there were treated as slaves or lower-class workers, and which was ruled by three 
Ruling Families in the capital city of Hez’Ranna, Uroboros. A place she had always wanted 
to visit, to experience, because of the different culture, the different society, and the fact it 
even operated outside of  the international laws… a place that was a universe all to itself.

 And now someone from there had kidnapped the daughter of Zerrex and Cindy, and 
they needed to find a way to get there: and the only ways to get into Hez’Ranna were from 
freighter ship and private airplane. Since it was halfway across the world, on its own island 
continent, the former would take weeks… but she thought she knew someone who would 
be more than happy to help with the latter. And with luck, that would give them the edge 
they needed to catch up and find whoever had dared take Marina and kill the harmless 
Elliot.

 Maybe there was a bit of guilt there, too, though, and anger at herself… after all, they’d 
been fucking when Zerrex had just wanted to go for a short nature hike, and she’d been the 
one to urge the others into a two-hour sexual romp… maybe they could have stopped this, 



killed whoever had come for Marina, and found out what the hell they wanted with her in 
the first place, or if it was just some angry, vengeful former enemy of the Goth Legion who 
wanted to hurt Zerrex, one of the two last surviving members. But she brushed these 
thoughts from her mind as she hit the brakes and spun the wheel, causing the car to spin 
around a corner into a long, rounded driveway, the tires skidding and then halting but an 
inch from the curb, and Cherry turned the car off as she quickly jumped up and ran down 
the sidewalk towards the steps leading into the huge, ornate mansion of the Mayor of 
Baskin’s Grove.

 It had changed a lot since those many years ago, when Lone had still been an idiot and 
gotten into power struggle after power struggle with Zerrex for control of the city: she 
thought that the bump on the noggin he’d taken after crashing the pretty red sports car he’d 
used to drive had actually knocked some sense into him, however. Now, instead of the 
fancy-ass vehicle, he had a still-nice but much more affordable plain blue hatchback truck, 
which he liked to keep in the small garage he’d had part of the mansion converted into and 
work on every now and then himself. An amazing change, after the fact he’d used to have his 
servants even trim his nails and dress him.

 And, as she shoved the double doors open, closing her eyes and breathing slowly to 
force herself to calm down – storming in on Lone would likely give him a heart attack – 
she had to admit that he’d done quite well with the place. One wing of the mansion had 
been remodeled into quarters for the servants he kept on hand, from bedrooms for those 
who wanted to live in the mansion to a games room, so they could play and relax between 
work or when on break. And he’d also removed all the ridiculous Apple Villa junk from his 
home, along with the multitude of self portraits and pictures of him he had all along the 
walls: now instead he had some pleasant landscapes, and a few odds and ends here and there 
that still spoke of his high-class lifestyle, but weren’t so useless or eccentric. On the whole, 
she thought everyone was more civilized and simply a cozier, more comfortable 
atmosphere… and as always, it didn’t take her long to find the wolf as she walked quickly 
through the halls after taking a moment to glance into his favorite den. 

 He was currently in the kitchen, eating a sandwich and watching a small television that 
sat on the counter, looking strangely content: outside, two servants were chatting as they 
cleaned the huge pool in the back, looking at ease themselves. In the past, Lone would have 
been screaming at them and ordering full three course meals for snacks… but the wolf she 
was looking at now was much different than the toddling fatass Zerrex had been forced to 
knock down several pegs several times over.

 As was expected, he was an arctic lupine, with fur of pure white, except for the 
diamond-shaped bib of black ruff and the tips of his ears. After all these years, though, he 
had tinges of gray along his muzzle and at the edges of his ruff, but he’d aged well… in the 
past, he’d been fairly attractive, but at the same time fuck-ugly and disgusting once you saw 
all the pudge on his body and the arrogance in his face. Now his periwinkle eyes were much 
calmer and smoother, and although he still lied every now and then, it was never as bad as 
the past… sure, there was the occasional nasty deed he did, but never anything worse than a 



greased palm to some reporter to write a smear article on someone who wanted to challenge 
him for position of  mayor, or some other attention-getting thing.

 His fur was lanky and rough-looking, and he’d lost most of his fat: he was thick-
bodied, but there was a good bit of visible muscle now on his arms and legs from learning 
the trade of a mechanic and doing things for himself: the cutting down on his boozing and 
stuffing of his face had likely helped out a lot as well, too, though. And he didn’t dress so 
much like a complete dickwad anymore, either… a bit flamboyantly, perhaps, in his white 
tank top that was dotted with orange suns and palm trees, and his baggy blue shorts, but it 
was a lot better than tight suits that hugged his crotch like a boa constrictor that was 
crushing a baby cow. He was a bit more than handsome now… and smarter too, since he 
didn’t need to do more than look up before he frowned and asked: “What’s wrong?”

 “We need a favor, wolf.” Cherry said curtly, as the wolf put down his sandwich and 
focused his attention on her. “There’s been a major problem, and Zerrex is going to need a 
private jet to take him all the way to Hez’Ranna. Now, I know you still got that pretty black 
Swan-552 sitting at the airport, and I’d like to borrow it from you… we got some trash to 
clean up.”

 In the past, Lone would have thrown a tantrum. But instead, he simply nodded and 
smiled, although his eyes did betray a definite hint of nervousness. “Okay, sure. You go 
home and tell Zerrex that I’ll meet him at the airport in about half  an hour.” 

 “Just give me the keys.” Cherry replied briskly, holding out her hand, and Lone blinked 
as he looked over at her and her tightened expression. Their eyes met, and then, with the 
greatest of hesitations, the wolf shook his head slowly. Immediately, the female Drakkaren 
snarled and reached forwards, snagging the wolf ’s ruff and causing one of the few 
affections he still wore – a pocketwatch on a silver chain secreted under his shirt – to jingle 
as she yanked him forwards: “Give me the fucking keys, right now! No time for twenty 
questions.”

 “Cherry, the keys are in the plane!” Lone yelped, grabbing at her wrist, then she let him 
go and he almost fell off his chair, coughing and grabbing at his throat as he winced in 
pain. “I need to call ahead and get it fueled up and prepped for takeoff and stuff. And I 
want to meet you at the airport because I plan to come along and-”

 “Like fuck you are.” Cherry snorted, but then she blinked and straightened in surprise 
as she heard a familiar snort from behind her, turning around quickly to see Zerrex 
standing in the doorway leading into the kitchen. 

 The reptile glanced from Cherry to Lone, then he sized him up for a few moments 
before nodding and saying softly: “He can come along. But I want you to raid the weapons 
room downstairs, Cherry, and I want you to make the appropriate calls right now and tell 
your staff you’ll be returning as soon as you can. Tell them you’re taking an extended leave 
of absence, and put Brannigan in your place as mayor for now… he’s a good guy. And no 
questions about what’s happening until we’re on the plane, got it?”



 The grey eyes of the wolf met the emerald of Zerrex’s, and there was no questioning 
the seriousness in that gaze. He nodded, then quickly turned and jogged lightly off down 
the next hall, bare paws slapping against the floor as he headed into another room to make 
the call and to give a surprised-looking Cherry a bit of privacy with her master; a small act 
of decency that he’d never have made in the past. He smiled a bit to himself though, as he 
headed down the short hall and into a spacious dining room… on the other hand, he really 
couldn’t deny how goddamn jealous he was of  Cherry.

 Once upon a time, he’d tried to make Cherry his. Take her as his own, steal her from 
Zerrex… and then he’d come to realize that all he’d really wanted was to be with Zerrex 
himself. And the wolf had gone through a long period of self questioning and change… 
and he’d found out in the end that he was in love with the Drakkaren, and probably always 
had been, even though the way they’d met was through violence, as enemies, and with him 
little more than a piece of  shit.

 And he and Zerrex did hang out more often now… sometimes as friend, and 
sometimes the huge Drakkaren even let him snuggle up close, sleep with him, and even have 
sex. And Lone had found out he was the same as Cherry in at least one way: the thing he’d 
been fighting all these years, being controlled by Zerrex… turned out to be the most 
wonderful thing in the world. He wanted nothing more than to be the reptile’s bitch, his 
little wolf sex toy, and to serve him just like Cherry did… but he had to keep up his front 
for the sake of the town, and he knew that Zerrex might never love him, might never care 
for him with Cherry and Cindy there for him. But at the same time, he felt something was 
between them, some bond… Zerrex, after all, had never killed him despite all the problems 
he’d caused…

 There was also the bangle that he wore… a swirling design on the outside of a running 
lupine, but on the inside, it was labeled: “Property of Zerrex.” A gift from the reptile for 
his birthday a few years ago, and the wolf almost never took it off, cherishing it as he’d 
cherished few other things in this world. And now he was trying his hardest to be like his 
mentor, his master, the big scary reptile he’d found himself falling for… and Zerrex really 
was teaching him and doing all he could for him, too, moving with his mistakes and making 
him, in his way, his own… perhaps even… in a way… he was almost like his father, and 
Lone was a foolish, sometimes disobedient, but now repenting son.

 Cherry, of course, knew all this… but she had the brains to not bring it up, and to let 
Lone think he was being all smooth and tricky. The fact the wolf almost fell over his own 
paws every time Zerrex walked into the room, though, was kinda hard to miss… or the 
screaming that sometimes came from a nearby bedroom when they were visiting, and Lone 
and Zerrex ran off together for a few moments of “together time.” So she grinned a bit as 
the wolf left, feeling a faint bit of amusement even through the darkness in her body, before 
glancing over at the Drakkaren and saying softly: “Cindy okay?”

 “She calmed down a few minutes after you left, and then said she was going to see to 
Elliot before packing up our weapons and bringing them out front… she’s also going to 
withdraw some money for us, and pack our clothes and anything else we’ll need.” The 



Drakkaren replied in a calm voice, but his emerald eyes betrayed the urgency and anxiety he 
felt. The reptile kept it tight under control though, knowing that they were moving as fast 
as they could, and that too much haste could lead to a mistake… and a mistake could end 
up being fatal. “She told me to find you and make sure you weren’t beating Lone to death.”

 The female laughed a bit at this and rubbed the back of her head slowly, then she 
looked up at him and searched his expression with his eyes before asking: “What did you 
find?”

 Zerrex smiled a bit: he loved how they could communicate with their eyes, how well 
they knew each other… although it could be annoying as well at times, definitely. And with 
that, he reached into his pocket and pulled out a medical badge and a slip of paper, labeled 
as a medical order for some experimental drug for a patient in the local hospital. “Whoever 
it is, they did their homework on us… and I thought I should let you know first before I 
go. In an hour, I want that plane off the ground and you guys on your way to 
Hez’Ranna… even if  I’m not on it.”

 “Why wouldn’t you…” As Cherry spoke, she took the medical order and glanced down 
at it, and her voice trailed off as her expression darkened, a slight snarl curling along her 
muzzle. “That’s Tank, isn’t it?”

 “The very same.” Zerrex replied softly, then he shook his head slowly as he slipped the 
medical badge into his pocket, watching Cherry crumple the piece of paper up before 
turning and heading quickly back towards the door, saying over his shoulder: “Get geared 
up, and get ready. You, Cindy, and even Lone can take care of yourselves now… if I’m not 
at the site in an hour, leave without me, and that’s an order.”

 Cherry opened her mouth to argue, to respond, or to just give some smartass remark… 
but then she slowly closed it and instead clutched her hands into fists, before she smashed a 
hand into a nearby cabinet, cracking the door and causing it to dislodge from one of the 
hinges, bowing her head. Anger flowed through her body before she slumped a bit and 
shook her head slowly, gritting her teeth and turning to head towards the staircase that 
would bring her down into the wolf ’s private weapon sanctum, murmuring: “The cost of 
mercy… don’t get yourself  killed, Boss.”

 The Drakkaren, meanwhile, was already on his motorcycle and heading towards the 
hospital, letting his emotions chase each other through his body, fueling him but also slowly 
playing themselves out, letting his body calm itself down despite the fact his knuckles were 
white from clutching the handlebars of his bike so tightly and his mind was aflame with 
thoughts of hate and rage. Tank had been a major player in the events that had almost cost 
his first daughter her life, and he had manipulated a poor vixen who had fallen in love with 
the dark idol of the lizard into creating another city-wide war that had almost torn Baskin’s 
Grove apart once more and brought chaos and an army of gangsters into the city… and 
had eventually culminated in him killing an innocent, suffering male named Mika and 
almost slaughtering the fox, Felicity… Felicity, poor beautiful Felicity, who had died of the 
same blood disease as Mika when Tank had used a needle with Mika’s tainted blood to fill 
her body with a paralytic… and a deadly illness. She had died only ten months ago… but 



she had given her body to research, and they had found pills to fight back against the 
strange illness and eventually a cure, Lone and Zerrex both contributing hundreds of 
thousands of dollars and Felicity her own dying body to experiment upon until they’d 
found the vaccine. But by then, it was too late for her, with her heart failing and her brain 
damaged to the point where she was beginning to forget everything… except for two 
people.

 Zerrex and Mika had been the last people she’d been able to remember… she talked 
about seeing Mika when she died, about how she wanted to hug him and tell him she loved 
him and that she’d never stopped thinking of him as her brother… and Zerrex had been 
her idol up to the end. Perhaps the disease had ended up being kind… the parts she had 
forgotten about him were fighting with him, and the duel where they had almost killed each 
other…but she hadn’t forgotten his darkness. So when she’d finally found out she was going 
to die in perhaps a year, she had calmly come to Zerrex, and told him quietly that she 
wanted him to take her one last time. And that she didn’t want to survive... that she knew 
he’d raped people until they died before, and now she wanted him to do it to her, and when 
he was done, to burn her body, and place them in the same grave as Mika. And Zerrex, 
knowing no other answer, no other recourse, had said yes; he spent a whole week with her, 
fulfilling her every desire… and then finally he’d had given her the darkest but at the same 
time most brave wish she’d ever made, and he’d taken her again, again, again… then finally 
torn her throat out at the moment of orgasm into her with his teeth… and he still 
remembered how she’d thanked him despite the blood pouring out of her body, and how 
they’d kissed, and how he’d seen no pain, but only gratitude in her eyes as he held her in his 
arms, shaft still buried in a vagina that had been ruined and was bleeding heavily, his body 
splattered with their fluids and her red essence… and then she had died. And he had 
honored her last wish as well.

 But Tank’s worst crime was that he had been the murderer of Tinman… had shot him 
like a dog on the street in cold blood, after Tinny had thrown himself in front of his 
friends to protect them, using his strange ability to control metal to stop Tank’s barrage of 
gatling gun fire upon the group. But his body had given out from overuse of his powers… 
and Tank had taken the moment of weakness to draw a gun and shoot poor Tinny in the 
head and killed him.

 Zerrex had savagely beaten the bastard… but Cindy had stopped him from killing him, 
and said that it would solve nothing. And she’d led him out and away with Cherry, and 
Requiem had made sure that Tank would never live happily ever after: he had shattered over 
half of the vertebrae in Tank’s spinal cord, making sure it could never be repaired and the 
cowardly maggot would never walk, never live a day of his life spent in anything other than 
agony. And later, once he’d taken up residence in the long-term care center in the hospital, 
Cherry had removed all the hair from his face… and now everyone he met regarded him as 
a meathead, or one of the few wandering neo-freaks that preached about the weakness of 
their race. The most hated of all the scum of society, the lowest of filth that thought all life 
should simply be wiped out of existence and who were willing to go to any lengths to try 
and make that happen.



 The badger – once a muscular, intimidating member of the Godkillers, a gang that had 
imitated the Goth Legion and been run by Felicity – was a shadow of his former self, 
spending most of his time wheeling himself around in a plain, folding wheelchair with a 
large bag on the back, where he kept almost all of his personal belongings. His legs had 
dwindled to puny, thin sticks, although his arms were still strong and powerful… but he 
was no longer as barrel-chested, either, and instead of muscle shirts, he constantly wore 
baggy, hooded sweatshirts, to hide his ruined appearance. He also still was as anti-Zerrex as 
ever, trying to stir up trouble and problems for the reptile… but his attempts were mostly 
only to be pitied. The badger was in constant pain and confined mostly to the hospital, 
except for the rare occasion he was allowed to go on a short walk outside with an orderly, or 
had a visitor who wanted to sign him out to go to lunch somewhere. So the most he usually 
got around to doing was posting badly-made propaganda posters around the hospital 
corridors, which were generally quickly disposed of  by the staff.

 However, it seemed this time he’d managed to actually stir up some serious trouble… 
and if the badger had indeed traded information about Zerrex for some new opiates or 
steroids, this time the reptile really would kill the badger, and he didn’t care who saw him 
do it. He still controlled the town… and he didn’t think too many people would miss the 
conspiracy-theory weaving badger who’d grown more than a bit insane over the years with 
rage, hate, and pain. The Drakkaren frowned a bit as he turned off down the road towards 
the hospital, glancing up at the enormous building looming in the distance: it was ironic 
that the once rich-hating bastard was put up in the old Apple Villa hospital, which was the 
most expensive one of all. But many of the things Tank did and preached were more than 
just a touch hypocritical.

 The real worry was that someone from Hez’Ranna had found out about him and his 
family… and they had somehow discovered a vast quantity of information about him and 
executed what could only be called a tactical strike. They had managed to strike at the one 
time where Marina would be vulnerable to being kidnapped… and had somehow known… 
what seemed like every detail necessary to completely blindside him, and that had never 
happened before, even in the Goth Legion. And now he knew he was walking into what 
would likely be a hell of a complex trap… no one as well-trained and capable as these 
soldiers obviously were would bother to leave such an obvious bit of evidence behind, for 
one thing. 

 So it meant that they hoped he’d either too blinded by emotion to think straight and 
he’d charge right into whatever was waiting for him here, or they were still a step ahead of 
him and knew that he’d have no choice but to check out this one sole lead, even knowing it 
was likely a trap or false trail beforehand. He snorted quietly as he pulled into the parking 
lot, then stopped at curb in front of the open walkway leading to the several pairs of glass 
double doors leading into the hospital, dismounting and quickly walking forwards, ignoring 
the stares he was getting as he shouldered through one set of doors and into the hospital. 
He paused in the main hall, glancing back and forth, then he looked up at the massive sign 
mounted on one of the pillars that decorated the large, open area, muttering the names of 
the various departments.



 “Third floor. Long term care.” He nodded to himself, then glanced to his right: there 
was another set of propped-open doors that led into what looked like a clinic, with glass 
walls giving an inviting view of a crowded waiting room and busy nurses running back and 
forth behind a counter… and up the hall a bit, past the clinic, some sort of shop. The 
Drakkaren felt a strange pull towards the latter, and he decided to go with his instincts, 
touching his pocket and finding with some relief  his wallet.

 He didn’t know what was guiding him, but usually his instincts led him right… and 
then he smiled slightly as he approached the counter noting that it was a combination gift 
shop and medical supplies store. The canine standing behind the counter looked at him 
nervously, apparently trying to hide behind the register as he smoothed out his white 
uniform carefully, and the reptile looked over the stock of items before pulling out his 
wallet and producing a ten, laying it on the counter and saying mildly: “I’d like an empty 
pack of  needles, and a bottle of  extra strength aspirin, the large one there.” 

 The golden retriever nodded quickly, ringing up the purchase, and then he put the items 
the reptile bought in the bag with a receipt and handed him some spare pocket change. The 
Drakkaren thanked him idly, then he turned and headed quickly towards the elevator, 
slipping quickly in after an arguing couple as the doors began to slide closed and tapping 
the button for the third floor. At the same time, he felt a bit of a plan forming in his mind 
as he tapped the bag against his leg, expression calm as he stood slightly-scrunched in the 
small elevator.

 It slowly rose, then there was a dull ping as it reached the third floor, and the reptile 
stepped out with another person, who quickly left down a side corridor: the lizard, however, 
found himself in a quasi-waiting room – an empty area of floor filled with roughly eight or 
nine chairs and a table cluttered with magazines, then a large, heavy security door inset into 
the north wall of the square area. There was also a small sign-in desk built into the wall 
protected by a heavy glass shield with a small hole for passing papers through, and a sign 
hanging from two chains in front of declared that it was the “In/Out Registration For 
Long Term Care” area.

 Zerrex approached this, and the squirrel behind the desk glanced up before smiling a 
bit, and the reptile felt at least a little relief here – Brandon was an orderly who rotated 
through several departments in the hospital, and he knew the reptile and his family 
relatively well; he’d been one of the few people the Drakkaren had allowed to be near his 
daughters after Cindy had given birth to Marina, and he’d often been on call to help the 
doctors out when Marina had to come to the hospital for her vaccinations and other 
medical stuffs. So at least this part wouldn’t be too difficult… “Hey, Brandon. I need to 
have… a little chat with Tank. Mind letting me through?”

 Brandon nodded and frowned a bit, but he was smart enough not to ask questions; 
instead, he quickly tapped some information into a computer, but said carefully: “Sure, but 
I’m afraid we’ll have to send a nurse with you… right now, Tank’s on suicide watch and 
they’re keeping him in a special cell, sorry. I’d go with you myself, but the boss is coming 



around in a few minutes to do her rounds. Um… hey, Jeff, can you take Mr. N… I mean, 
Mr. Zerrex to see the guy in room four?”

 Zerrex nodded; part of him wanted to snap at the squirrel, but he knew that was just 
the anxiety in him, and the dull rage he felt building in his body once more. Instead, 
though, he just smiled a bit grimly as the door unlocked and a buzzer sounded, and he 
pulled it open and walked through to the other side, glancing over at Brandon as he said 
mildly: “No worries. We’re just going to have a little chat, anyway. I’ll give him a reason to 
be on suicide watch.”

 The squirrel gave a bit of a nod at this, then he coughed and turned away, wincing at 
the dark fury in those emerald eyes as another male nurse approached – a grey-furred 
timber wolf. He looked at Zerrex almost noncommittally for a moment, then he nodded 
before turning and gesturing for the reptile to follow him down the sterile, brightly-lit halls.

 The Drakkaren felt a strange feeling in his stomach, as he followed the wolf, his eyes 
focusing a bit: the reaction was too calm, almost… disconnected. And there was something 
off about the way the lupine moved, as they turned down a corridor, the reptile glancing at 
a sign with an arrow that said ‘solitary confinement’ and noting they were at least moving in 
the right direction. Then the white-uniformed, lankily-dressed wolf paused in front of a 
heavy steel door with a large white four on it and cursed a bit under his breath, sorting 
through them… but his expression of irritation somehow didn’t reach his eyes, and nor did 
the one of embarrassment afterwards, as he unlocked the door with the right key and 
smiled to the lizard. “Sorry. New on this floor. And I’ll have to stay with you when you 
talk to Tank.”

 Zerrex nodded, then he stepped into the white-walled room, followed quickly after by 
the wolf… and the Drakkaren closed his eyes with a quiet laugh, not bothering to turn 
around as he said softly: “You really think I’m this easy?”

 The fifteen square foot room was empty: the walls all made of a softened cloth material, 
along with the floor, and there was the black eye of a camera mounted in one corner… and 
Zerrex heard the click of a key locking a door before it was withdrawn, and he turned 
slowly around to face the sole other occupant of this room, the wolf who had followed him 
in. He expected a gun, or some other crap… but the lupine only stood there with his 
hollow eyes and a grin spreading over his features, and then he reached up and tore his shirt 
open, and Zerrex blanched a bit, a snarl crossing over his features: he’d forgotten he was 
likely dealing with people from Hez’Ranna. And in that country, all non-reptiles are either 
low-class serfs or no-class tools for use in experimentation or warfare. 

 The wolf ’s entire upper body was wrapped in what looked like complex, high-grade 
plastic explosive, with a red timer ticking down from twenty-three minutes to detonation. If 
the reptile had to guess, he’d say the bomb had been running for hours… and must have 
been installed maybe years beforehand. The heavy-duty explosive, after all, was made up of 
what looked like twenty thick, half-foot tan tubes in two rows around the breast and 
abdomen, and all of the red and blue wires coming from each end of said tubes connected 
not into the timer, but into the body of the lupine himself: and from his body, a single 



thick black cord connected from just under the right side of his collarbone and into the 
death-clock that was resting atop the first length of  explosive.

 “The bomb is wired into my nervous system.” His voice was calm, but there was an 
undercurrent of lunacy, as he looked at the reptile with that twisted grin that was somehow 
fake, almost like a carnival mask that the lupine was wearing as a disguise. “If my heartbeat 
raises to a certain level, the timer starts moving double. If I die, the bomb goes off 
immediately: class five plastic explosive with magnesium phosphorous cores. My lord has 
done research on your exploits in the past and recognizes your high durability… we are 
taking no chances with you.”

 Zerrex couldn’t help but give a grim smile as he dropped the plastic bag, tilting his head 
down and closing his eyes with a slow shake of his head; he had to admit, he was impressed. 
Even if he survived the explosion somehow – and he was pretty sure the wolf would 
attempt to tackle him the moment before the bomb went off, to maximize the damage – he 
and the rest of the room would be covered in white flame and he had no doubt he’d be 
blinded entirely. The trap was a lot better-planned then he thought… so instead he decided 
to buy time by asking softly: “Your lord, huh? I take it you’re from Hez’Ranna, along with 
the… I’m guessing elite mercenary team that took my daughter.”

 “I would like to give you that information, but I have been ordered to take no chances.” 
The wolf replied in a voice that was almost entertained, but still lacked passion, lacked 
personality… and then he invited with that same undercurrent of tonelessness: “You’re 
welcome to torture me if  you want. But you’ll only speed up the inevitable.”

 The Drakkaren laughed quietly and nodded, opening his emerald eyes and glancing 
around the room, idly brushing his hair from his face as he smiled a bit again. He didn’t 
bother with a reply for a moment, instead taking in the padded room, and the three-inch 
thick titanium, locked titanium door… even though the wolf had used a key, he had no 
doubts that it worked on an electronic sealing system of metal bars that would stop it from 
being knocked down even from a battering ram. And there was no way he was getting the 
keys from the wolf… or that he was going to be able to even attempt to disarm the bomb 
with the wires sticking out of his body. But it did leave him with one option… and he 
narrowed his eyes before saying softly: “Well, I’ll give you an A for effort. But there is one 
thing you’ve forgotten…”

 The wolf frowned a bit now, looking confused: Zerrex had no doubt that was what the 
lupine was feeling, but the expression still looked too perfect, like it was a plastic, form-
fitting mask, as the reptile stepped carefully backwards towards the wall opposite the door. 
Then he curled one hand into a fist before striking solidly behind him, meeting the wolf ’s 
eyes as they both heard a dull thud and crack that was only muffled by the matting as the 
Drakkaren said evenly: “Nothing is impossible.”

 Then he quickly turned and dug his claws into the top end of the matting along the 
wall before tearing down, muscles flexing as the padding ripped off the wall and revealed 
bare concrete that already had a spiderweb of cracks running through it: a wall that was 
perhaps half a foot of plain concrete between the inside of the hospital and the rest of the 



world. The reptile flexed, snarling and drawing both hands back, his open palms facing the 
wall, then he stepped forwards and slammed viciously outwards, remembering the words of 
his old mentor, of his uncle, Requiem’s voice saying: The only reason we fail is because we 
fail to believe in the impossible. 

 The reptile leaned into the hard double thrust of his palms, smashing into the wall with 
enough force to cause people to look up in shock as they heard a rumble pass through the 
north wall of the building, and chunks of concrete flew out into the open sky to smash 
down onto the ground below, the wall crumpling outwards from the force of the 
Drakkaren’s strike. The spiderweb of cracks grew, dust tumbling down and bits of sky and 
the world outside showing through into the room, and Zerrex grinned.

 He sensed the wolf before he heard him, his body moving on instinct as he spun and 
saw the wolf running at him, his jaws open wide, his tongue sticking out almost 
comically… but the reptile released what the lupine meant to do, and instead he reached 
out and snagged the bottom jaw of the wolf before he could close his teeth and bite off his 
own tongue, twisting and jerking at the same time and causing the lupine to give a muffled 
grunt of pain as his lower jaw snapped like a toy in the reptile’s hand. At the same time, the 
lizard brought a leg up and kicked out behind him almost elegantly, his booted foot 
slamming into the wall and knocking a small hole to the outside world in the thick 
concrete, sending another hail of stones raining downwards and causing the people 
wandering along the sidewalk below to scatter backwards with yells of  surprise.

 Then the reptile snarled as the wolf reached up both hands and grabbed his own head, 
apparently still intent on self-destruction even though the clock on his chest had started 
ticking at a much faster rate, skipping three seconds, five seconds instead of one with every 
passing moment. Once more the Drakkaren stopped the lupine however, easily reaching the 
hand not grasping his shattered jaw up and grabbing one wrist of the wolf, jerking it away 
from his head before twisting and easily snapping it, and now the lupine stumbled 
backwards with another growl of pain, shaking his head violently and tearing himself free 
from the Boss’s grip… and Zerrex’s emerald eyes darkened as he realized that the wolf was 
only acting out the pain… but the steadiness in his eyes betrayed the fact that he… or 
maybe it… wasn’t feeling anything at all.

 Then he turned and threw one final, hard kick into the wall, sending several more 
chunks of concrete rocketing outwards and forming a good, broken three-foot window 
three stories up. Then Zerrex glanced over a shoulder, and his eyes widened as he saw the 
lupine – drool and blood falling from his dangling, snapped jawbone, one hand hanging 
limp and useless – snag the wires attached to the timer.

 The lizard did the only thing he could: he spun, then grabbed the wolf and fell 
backwards even as the wolf began to jerk the wires free, rolling with a wince onto pieces of 
broken stone and almost giving his head a good rap off the mouth of the tunnel through 
the wall, then he forced himself to flip backwards as he brought his feet up into the lupine’s 
stomach: the wolf ’s eyes bulged with surprise as Zerrex released his shoulders, and then the 
reptile straightened both legs out and kicked him as hard as he could through the gap in the 



wall, the wolf flying out into thin air as Zerrex slid through the shattered hole in the 
concrete after him and barely managed to snag the edge of the hole, his legs and half his 
body dangling outside the hospital as he clenched his eyes shut and pushed himself as close 
to the building as he could.

 A moment later, there was a thudding, hissing explosion, and the lizard felt a wave of 
force smash into his back and heat rake along his body, white light searing his eyelids 
despite being turned away and half inside the building. The sound was enormous, but not 
loud enough to drown out the screams of terror from below or the cacophony of windows 
shattering, glass hailing down around the lizard from the floors above as he clung for his 
life to the hole he’d knocked in the wall.

 Head throbbing, the Drakkaren slowly dragged himself forwards, legs kicking a bit as 
he tried to find something to boost himself into the gap with, and then he rolled over onto 
his back, making a face at the smoke that floated up from his seared legs and body. But 
most of his attention was focused on the slowly falling, burning star of white outside and 
the literal rain of fire that was still hailing down from the sky like some biblical judgment 
on the parking lot, and Zerrex winced before forcing himself to stagger up to his feet, 
shaking his head slowly and sparing a wish for the innocent people below: he let himself 
feel the single bit of sympathy for anyone who might have been caught by the explosive 
fallout, but then returned to the problem at hand, climbing shakily to his feet.

 Fortunately, he was at least spared the trouble of either breaking through the wall or the 
door – instead, after a moment of standing and rubbing at his head as the ache in his eyes 
slowly subsided, the door clicked open and Brandon shoved into the room with two other 
orderlies, staring in horror at the Drakkaren before babbling: “Oh my God, sir, I am so 
sorry, I had no idea Jeff  was so whacko, I just-”

 “It’s okay.” Zerrex shook his head a bit, laughing dryly and then wincing and shaking 
off the other two as they attempted to grab his arms – probably to lead him to get medical 
care, which he really didn’t need right now. “You guys should go and attend to outside… 
there’s probably some people caught in the fire. It’s phosphorus and magnesium, so watch 
your eyes and call the fire department, and I hope your burn unit is a good one.”

 With that, the lizard shoved past the three and began to walk down the hall, but he was 
stopped by a meek call of his name from the squirrel, and he turned around as the young 
orderly held up his plastic bag, looking more than a bit terrified. “You… you forgot 
this…”

 The Drakkaren paused, then he nodded and took it with a bit of a smile – not that 
there was much to smile about right now, and he felt he really needed to get his hands on 
Tank and squeeze all the info out of him he could. “Thanks Brandon.” The lizard paused 
as he glanced down into the bag, then he pulled out the bottle of aspirin he’d bought and 
looked at it mildly for a few moments before shaking his head slightly and turning to head 
towards the badger’s room.

 Zerrex had been here before, on occasions where Tank had been mouthy… and so he 
already knew where the badger’s room was. And he figured that Tank would be too stupid 



to get himself transferred to a different room… which made his muzzle curl in a slight 
grin. He only paused for a few moments to stop near a fountain, his head still aching 
slightly as he glanced at the bottle of aspirin. He shrugged a bit, then attempted to open 
the bottle… before cursing under his breath and glowering at the childproof cap, which 
resisted his efforts. 

 He rolled his eyes, muttering about how he could punch down a wall but not open a 
bottle of pills, then he simply gave the top a hard twist and snapped the cap off the bottle, 
tossing it idly aside and then ripping the safety covering off the top and yanking out the 
gauze, not caring that he spilled a few pills in the process. The lizard glanced over the label, 
then he took two and swallowed them without bothering to grab a drink from the 
fountain… then his eyes slid back down to the label and he read it a bit more closely, and a 
slight smile crept over his features. Looks like I was thinking clearer than I thought, after 
all.

 The Drakkaren took out the needles from the bag, opening the package and pulling out 
one syringe, then he tossed the extra needles away carelessly, ignoring the nurses that were 
running back and forth – they ignored him too, at this point. Then he dumped the full 
bottle of aspirin into the plastic bag, rolled it up tight around the small pile of pills in the 
bottom, and then took this between both fists and squeezed as hard as he could.

 It reduced the pills to a fine powder, and the lizard carefully emptied this back into the 
plastic bottle: he then added a bit of water from the fountain, and finally placed the tip of 
the syringe into the liquefied pills, filling the needle with a cloudy white substance. He 
bounced this in one hand and carried the bottle in the other as he headed towards Tank’s 
room, a cold smile still playing over his features.

 He stepped into the open doorway of the badger’s room, and was unsurprised to see 
that Tank was sitting in his wheelchair instead of the plain bed, his legs apparently propped 
out in front of him and covered by a purple vellum blanket, facing away and towards the 
window. The badger’s face was covered today by a green hood, but he reached up and 
pushed this back, and Zerrex could see the pink of his face reflected in the cracked glass… 
as the badger doubtlessly could see him. Then the once-gangster reached down and grabbed 
the wheels of his chair, turning easily around and facing towards the reptile with a cocky 
grin, his head tilted. “That my last shot of  morphine or something?”

 “Morphine’s clear, you idiot.” Zerrex replied calmly, and Tank’s eyes narrowed a bit at 
this. The Drakkaren couldn’t help but notice the strange calm of the badger today… 
normally by now he’d be quaking even if he was trying to be as rude as possible to the 
reptile… and that his hands  had gone from where they usually rested on the sides of the 
wheelchair to curled almost complacently in his lap. “This is aspirin. And a lot of  it.”

 “Oh good. I got a fuckin’ headache from that bomb that just went off. I suppose 
shithead screwed up in trying to toast you, huh? I knew those Hez’Ranna fuckers would 
mess up when they put one of their suicide bombers in here, even though they did pretty 
okay on other accounts.” Tank responded idly, tapping his fingers against his other wrist as 



he lounged back in his wheelchair, his furless features betraying the faintest twitches of… 
excitement, eagerness?

 For a moment, the two only looked at each other, eyes locked in what was almost a 
mental duel… before something clicked between them, and the Boss snarled and threw 
himself backwards as Tank’s hands moved, snapping back the blanket to reveal that he’d 
made his body into as much a monster as he was in mind, with some great and yet terrible 
experiment.

 The useless legs of the badger had been amputated at just below the hip… and instead 
of connecting into flesh, blood and bone, the stumps now connected into a massive metal 
box with what looked like a black plastic nub at one end. Zerrex had a glance of the badger 
jerking up a pair of metal grips that had been folded down against the top of this large 
rectangle… but he had to admit that his eyes had been more focused on the end of the new 
addition to the badger.

 At the end of the box were two things: on the right, was a smaller square box of metal 
from which sprang a set of six long metal barrels, all of these locked together by heavy 
bands of steel. The end of a gatling gun, in other words: and to the left was a massive, 
green box shaped like half a trapezoid, obviously a massive ammo box. The hybrid weapon 
was also built directly into the chair, supported by heavy steel girders that had given the 
reptile the impression the chair had only had the plain plastic board add-on that let Tank 
stretch his legs out attached. Instead, though, it seemed Tank had opted to get rid of his 
legs in some secret surgery and turn himself into some technological version of a 
mythological monster: the modern age’s chimera. 

 Zerrex could hear the gun cycling up and Tank’s cruel, insane laughter, and then 
everything was drowned out by the howl of the minigun: beside the Drakkaren, chunks of 
wall exploded outwards, the bullets ripping through the plaster like it was paper, and the 
reptile thought he could hear the screams of other people as the lizard rapidly backstepped 
with a snarl, his teeth grit as his mind worked to process the horror that had someone been 
unleashed right under his nose. Then the gunfire stopped, and the Drakkaren looked up 
with a snarl towards the doorway, trying to ignore the hate coursing through his system and 
the screams of pain, the cries of horror and despair from all around. He looked at the trail 
of massive holes in the wall, not wanting to even guess what kind of bullets the badger was 
using and feeling a flash of insane inspiration at the same time; he thought he knew how to 
stop the badger, but if  he was wrong…

But there wasn’t enough time to think about that, as Zerrex tensed his body, preparing 
himself with his teeth grit and the syringe clutched in his hand like a knife as he saw the 
edge of the barrel of the huge gun push into the hall, more than twenty feet away now… 
and then Tank drove – drove, not wheeled, the handlebars he’d flipped up acting like the 
controls for a helicopter – into the hall with a quick turn, the cycling gatling gun pointing 
towards the reptile with a steadiness the badger never could have mustered before Requiem 
had taken away his legs – an irony that Zerrex could have done without, but sometimes his 
mind gave him the cruelest thoughts at the worst moments.



“I’m the god now, Boss!” Tank screamed, his jaws almost foaming, his eyes ablaze with 
uncaring hate and his maw twisted in a vicious grin: but the pride of the badger in himself, 
the fact he had to give a sound bite even at the moment of certain victory… and the fact he 
couldn’t fire the gun and still be heard over the echoing din of the gun… both once more 
proved to cost Tank his stolen victory. Before the badger began to fire, Zerrex leapt upwards 
and kicked both feet out towards either side of the hallway… and the first hail of bullets 
sped under the lizard instead of  into him as one foot smashed into the wall and the other-

Missed only by a few inches. Tank’s eyes widened as he leaned forwards, his breath 
catching in his throat, his eyes bulging as Zerrex began to fall back into the deadly rain he 
was pouring down the hallway – not caring about who got in the way of the gunfire – and 
then Zerrex shot his other hand out and stopped himself from falling, his teeth grit, 
muscles flexing. He rose his other hand quickly as Tank continued to fire, at the same time 
bouncing in his wheelchair, screaming in frustration as he realized he couldn’t adjust the tilt 
of the gun, before gagging and reaching both hands up to grab his throat as Zerrex made a 
strange flicking motion with his free hand, and something stabbed into his throat.

He clutched what felt like a syringe, his eyes bulging, and before he could yank it out, 
the reptile was there, in front of him, a wall of scale and muscle, and his palm descended 
on the top of the needle and injected the liquefied aspirin into the badger’s blood. His eyes 
bulged in pain as the needle almost snapped off in his throat, squeaking and trying to grab 
at the trigger… but before he could, his hand was seized in the iron vise of one of Zerrex’s 
fists.

Their eyes met, and now Tank was looking up at the Boss with horror, the needle still 
sticking out his throat, feeling his heart thudding in his chest as he began to breathe harder, 
his body trembling like a leaf. No longer did he feel invincible, even with a gatling gun in 
place of his useless legs… and he stared up at the colossal reptile, at the Drakkaren who 
had beaten all the odds… before whispering: “Please. No.”

Who are they?” Zerrex asked in a voice that was cold, yet soft… and the softness was 
terrible, like the gentle caress of death’s hand before the plunge of the scythe. At the same 
time, the reptile reached up and tore the needle free, causing Tank to yelp, and then he 
tossed it away as he noted it was empty. For a few moments, he waited, looking down at the 
badger, his emerald eyes sizing up the shivering form of the yet-silent maggot… then he 
suddenly reached down and grabbed the handlebars Tank had been using to control the gun 
and the chair, and simply tore them off.

Sparks flashed and something inside sizzled, hissing and flaring up, and Tank squealed 
in terror as he bounced back against the back of the old chair, his eyes bulging in horror. 
Zerrex continued to look down at him for a few more moments, then he glanced up before 
looking back down… and suddenly giving a strange, cold smile. “You’re on drug activators, 
aren’t you? To speed up and double the effects of your pain meds, without forcing you to 
take about sixty pills a day.” Then the lizard leaned down and whispered gently in the now-
trembling badger’s ear. “Now imagine if  someone gave you an anticoagulant by mistake.”



Tank’s eyes widened, and then his head snapped to the side and he screamed as Zerrex 
backhanded him, blood splattering onto the wall from his jaw and nose… a much greater 
amount than should have come from a simple slap. It left Tank bleeding and panting hard, 
his eyes bulging in their sockets, a single bloody tear falling from one down his pink cheek 
as his hands shook violently and he stared up at Zerrex in horror. The reptile had to admit 
he was rather surprised they’d worked so fast… and then Tank’s face twisted into a strange, 
broken smile, and he began to laugh… and with every exhale, blood flew from his mouth, 
making Zerrex stagger backwards in surprise as he snarled a bit.

The badger laughed harder at this, then his face twisted into a grin, and the reptile grit 
his teeth as he saw that Tank’s own – a fake set of porcelain caps – were painted red with 
blood… and now it was beginning to leak out his ears as well. Then the badger looked at 
Zerrex with no fear burning any longer in his eyes, and he said in a voice that was both 
horrified and gleeful: “You lose, Boss! The… Hez’Ranna soldiers who loaded me up with 
this baby… also gave me… a super-version of the activators… a hundred times the normal 
effect for one pill, baby! I’m as good as dead now, and all thanks to you, and now you never 
get to know what happened to your baby girl and about all those wonderful plans the blind 
bitch’s boss has for you!”

And then Tank threw his head back and continued to laugh as blood poured from him 
in fountains, and Zerrex could only stare in horror and sudden anger at himself, at the 
mistake he’d made… before he finally turned his back on the bloody badger as he 
continued to cackle mindlessly into oblivion, tears of blood flowing freely now from both 
eyes even as he rocked back and forth in his death machine chair. Zerrex walked slowly 
away, as Tank died with the joy of denying his hated nemesis the information he would have 
otherwise surely given up… as he died what he saw as the death of a true martyr, and what 
Zerrex could only see as a too-merciful death for a worthless scumbag destined for a pit of 
hell lower than the one reserved even for him.

Two hours later found Zerrex sitting contemplatively in a cushioned seat, sipping idly at 
a bottle of Frost cola. Lone had offered him a bottle of whisky, but he’d declined… lately 
he’d been trying to cut back on his drinking, if just to be a better role model for Marina. 
Cherry had also said no, giving the reason that she’d be the one flying the plane… but 
Zerrex thought that she just wanted to make sure she wasn’t even the tiniest bit off her 
game, so she could be ready the moment they landed.

The sleek black jet was currently positioned somewhere over the ocean, Cherry not really 
bothering to stick with the flight plan Lone had arranged for them to Hez’Ranna and 
flying illegally over private airspace and what were probably ‘secret’ military bases without 
really caring. Not that it mattered… every time a pair of military jets appeared or some 
control tower radioed them demanding to know what the hell they were doing or 
commanding them to turn back, she replied with the code phrase: “Fifty-five dot twenty-
six. This pigeon is carrying a green vulture egg.”



Translated from military-speak into people-speak, it basically meant, ‘I’m a high-ranking 
military pilot carrying a nuclear bomb.’ Generally, at this reply, any jets nearby would follow 
for a few more moments – likely looking up the codes – then they would abruptly break 
formation and get the hell away from them as fast as possible. Only one so far had 
questioned the authenticity of Cherry’s command, and her grinning response had been: 
“Then shoot me down and find out, bitch. I just hope you’re wearin’ lead pajamas.”

The pilot had opted instead to quickly return to base, leaving Cherry to contently man 
the controls and fly them on wherever route she wanted. The only time she’d have to rejoin 
their planned flight path was when they left public airspace and instead went into 
Hez’Ranna’s private airspace… and even then, Zerrex reflected they’d have to do a lot of 
fast talking to make sure they didn’t get blown out of  the sky. 

The fact it was Hez’Ranna was the biggest complication, the Drakkaren felt, now that 
he’d had time to sit down, piece together the clues he had, and add all the other bits of 
information he had… and of course, to calm himself and Cindy down. They had both 
been angry and panicking, and even though that was… so goddamn hard to swallow, with 
the craziness that was going on and the fact Marina, his darling daughter Marina, had been 
stolen from them, Elliot dead, Tank turned into a hybrid weapon-badger for his last few 
days of life… they had to stop panicking, even if their version of panic was organized. 
Because if you weren’t calm, the mission failed… whether it was military, or just some 
civvie on a homemade rescue or even going out to get a loaf of bread from the store. If you 
panicked and let panic run you, then you fell into a black hole that no amount of skill or 
experience could ever drag you out of.

So he’d calmed himself down by forcing himself to close his eyes, and go through all the 
facts he knew about Hez’Ranna, while holding Cindy gently to his chest and rocking with 
her held tight against his muscular body. Of course, all of that information came second-
hand… but his sources came from both his own family and two males who had been exiled 
from one of the three families that ruled the Dragokkaren-controlled nation, so he thought 
it was pretty reliable.

It was common knowledge that Hez’Ranna was outside public borders: the reasons why, 
though, weren’t usually taught in kiddie geography classes, and it was regarded much like a 
dark secret, a blotch on the world. If asked, usually the response was because Hez’Ranna 
refused to sign the Global Alliance Treaty, and take part in the International Council: a 
group of ambassadors and representatives from every country around the globe who all 
worked together – more or less – to take care of their countries, negotiate bargains… and 
decide the rules of  war.

A smart person would recognize that as a clever sidestep, however, and that it only 
changed the question slightly: then why didn’t the join? The truth was, because they had 
only been asked once, and that had been when Ire – the continent and country Zerrex and 
company had just come from, and largest in the world – had been trying to pressure 
Hez’Ranna into a trade agreement. Otherwise, Hez’Ranna had declared it had no interest 
in ‘serving the needs of  pelts and traitors to the Cradle of  Life.’



The Drakkai, after all, had been long-regarded as one of the stranger breeds in the 
world: almost all possessing superior strength, a slightly different bone structure, higher 
adaptability capabilities and more often spawning forth people – some would say monsters 
– like Zerrex and Cherry, born with innate abilities and unexplainable skills, even powers. 
And Dragokkaren were simply massive, powerful creatures, and the “purebred” 
Dragokkaren that populated Hez’Ranna made even Zerrex look like a short runt in 
comparison.

Hez’Ranna was also an architectural paradise… the buildings huge and beautiful, and 
although many looked polished and new, most of them had originally been built half a 
millennia ago, and only been modified and updated over the centuries. The deep jungles 
were also filled with temples, some of them abandoned, but many others kept clean, and a 
few still practicing writing their history down upon the walls and chiseling out stories in 
the stone.

Much of the history between Hez’Ranna and the rest of the world was bitter, however: 
the huge jungle island had originally been discovered by mercenaries and explorers who were 
armed with guns and explosives, and they had bullied and bribed many Dragokkaren and 
Drakkaren onto their ships to be taken back to the ‘old world’ and sold as slaves, or to be 
forced into the military to serve because of their superior endurance and strength. It wasn’t 
too rare to find a picture of a Dragokkaren carrying weapons that should have been 
mounted on a truck on their back like a mule, for the use of the gunnery experts when they 
were needed. It was a great joke among the soldiers of the time: how often did you find a 
jeep that could drive your gear around and kill your enemies while you got to sit back, safe 
and sound, in the trench or back at base?

Of course, then the other peoples of the worlds – generally referred to with disgust by 
almost all inhabitants of Hez’Ranna as ‘pelts,’ a speciesist term that Zerrex admittedly 
found coming from his maw every now and then – made their fatal error: they attempted to 
colonize the holy, nameless, and thought-eternal jungle, and the Drakkai rose up violently 
against these invaders as they began chopping down trees. The colonizers – known generally 
as the New World Explorers, martyrs to the ‘civilized’ world and barbarian rapist monsters 
to those of Hez’Ranna – were met with extreme resistance, and they made another major 
mistake: they called in armed forces.

At this point, Hez’Ranna was still operating mainly on weapons and traps they’d used 
ever since the dawn of time, and a few traded guns: the military and paramilitary 
mercenaries that were called in were equipped with state-of-the-art technology, from assault 
rifles to bombs, and then bringing in scientists and engineers to build bombs and analyze 
Hez’Ranna’s weaponry on the spot, after they took a major port city called Kaybar. But 
this, however, was a clever trap… Kaybar’s resistance had seemed fierce, but in reality had 
been minimal, composed mainly of suicide soldiers and the low-class slave soldiers of the 
Hez’Ranna, non-Drakkai reptiles and animals that were promised glory for their deaths.

A week into the war, as the forces of the New World Explorers – mostly allied soldiers 
from Ire, and five other countries who all figured they would squabble later over who got 



the most colonization land once they’d wiped out the threat of the Drakkai – began to 
explore into the jungle, the dozens of gargantuan freighter and transport ships parked at the 
docks were silently boarded from the sea by dark-scaled Dragokkaren wearing camouflage 
made of seaweed, using hooked blades that fit tight over the wrist and curved up over the 
hand. They were from the Dragokkaren’s own ancient military, all of them members of the 
three most powerful families in Hez’Ranna at that time, and they silently killed everyone on 
board all of those twelve ships. Then they took them out to small island nearby, just within 
sight of the explorers when they woke up the next morning, and the soldiers – all members 
of what would become the Royal Families, ruling their own sections of Hez’Ranna 
together for their bravery – silently went back out to sea, setting themselves up roughly 
halfway between the island and the dock. For a while, they all rested on a large barge of 
their own until just before dawn, then the dozen Dragokkaren once more went to sea.

This time, however, they took long, bamboo rods and ropes of seaweed with them that 
was tied at one end to a heavy rock: these they used to keep themselves under the water and 
floating in the same position, and the tubes they used as breathing tubes to let them hide 
several feet under the surface of the water. They all only had to wait a short time, as the 
Explorers sent out ships to retrieve their lost transports: as those on shore watched, the rafts 
their friends took out seemed to just… be swallowed up by the sea, and a few hours later, 
the bodies would wash ashore, throats neatly cut.

In the end, there was no great final battle: the entire colony that had started to set up in 
Kaybar was taken over and enslaved when the rest of the forces of Hez’Ranna simply 
marched into the city, thousands of huge reptiles – even the most meager of young children 
built like a hardened and trained soldier from Ire. The soldiers laid down their weapons and 
surrendered as the dozen Dragokkaren emerged from the sea with only minor injuries… 
but perhaps they would have fought if  they’d known what was to come next.

The engineers and scientists were spared if they gave up all their information and helped 
the Hez’Ranna advance their city, taught them how to use their resources to make guns and 
electricity, and about their own nations… and they joined the other low-class citizenry, the 
native animals of the jungle who all bowed shamelessly to the Drakkai who had always been 
their superiors. Those who attempted to resist were tortured until they gave up their 
information… and then killed anyway. And almost all the rest of the colony and soldiers 
were broken into slaves or slaughtered, and in many cases, served up at the following victory 
feast, often skinned and with their pelts crafted into clothing or adornments.

From then on, Hez’Ranna violently repelled any effort to penetrate its borders: 
combining their traditional weaponry and new technology, they quickly rose to become one 
of the most powerful nations in the world. Coupled with the massive amount of natural 
resources abundant in the Cradle of Life, and the fact that small teams of Drakkai were 
capable of going out to neighboring islands for raids or to make trades with the frightened 
colonies, they were able to advance at a much faster rate than the entire civilized world.

Two hundred years later, not a whole lot has changed between Hez’Ranna and the rest 
of the world. Now, a few trade routes have opened up, and the jungle country makes 



additional money from private tourism… but they are still composed mainly of only a few 
massive cities scattered through the jungle wilderness that they nurture and revere. Many of 
their factories are placed on neighboring islands, and they still use their own traditional 
holidays and training methods over the similar ones used by every other country in the 
world, as taught by the International Council. And no one can stop them, because of the 
massive respect they are taught for their own bodies from birth onwards, and the fact that 
at least one day out of  every week is spent doing nothing but hard physical training.

Zerrex shook his head slightly; he knew that at least they wouldn’t have to hide their 
weaponry. Hez’Ranna had no laws regarding weaponry, which was why it was an attractive 
place for many gun-runners… but criminals were taken care of quickly and decisively. And 
strangely, even though almost anyone could buy a gun or walk around on the street with 
anything from a sword to a rocket launcher, they had fewer murders than any other place in 
the world, even though their cities were often massive and thickly-populated. 

Guess it’s just the culture.” He murmured, then he put down his can of cola and glanced 
out the window of the plane, seeing nothing but a few white clouds, a darkening sky, and 
water to the edge of the horizon. Then the reptile sighed and smiled a bit as he glanced up, 
looking over at Lone and Cindy, who were sitting at one of the small tables in the cabin of 
the plane – Gods, this place reminds me of a bad café or something. Maybe I should go sit 
with Cherry in the cockpit… at least that looks like a plane should. This is too cushy. But 
first… “Hey, Lone. You’re going to have to stick close to me when we land, alright?”

The wolf glanced up from dealing cards, then he nodded as he put down the deck and 
gave a bit of a hesitant smile: he had been filled in by Cherry on what was going on, and 
exactly why they had to load the storage area in the back of the plane with all the weaponry 
they could dig up, and the lizard guessed that the wolf was more than a touch nervous at 
this point. Not so much about going to an entirely different world from what he was used 
to, but because he didn’t want to say anything that would upset the eight-two lizard that 
had once blown both his shins out with a magnum handgun. “Okay, Zerrex… it’s… pretty 
different there, huh?”

The Drakkaren nodded in return, then he laughed quietly. “It’s really different, from 
what I’ve heard…” He hesitated a moment, then added gently: “And… you might also be 
taken as my slave by some of the Hez’Ranna. It might be best to let them keep that 
misconception, because ninety percent of all non-reptiles in the major cities are slaves or 
serfs or some kind. And you should also keep in mind that they don’t have the same laws as 
we do… so don’t step on any toes.”

Lone smiled a bit, nodding quickly and giving a soft: “Okay, Zer” before turning to the 
card game he was playing with Cindy. He had to admit, the idea didn’t exactly make him 
want to prance around in joy… but he couldn’t deny the faint tickle of amusement and 
perhaps even interested pleasure that rolled over his spine at the thought of finally acting 
out the role of Zerrex’s slave in public. It almost made him want to laugh… but he didn’t 
think either Zerrex or Cindy would get that, so he thought it best to just keep his feelings 
to himself  for now.



The male Drakkaren shrugged a bit as he saw the wolf blush a bit, then he shrugged 
before getting up and walking down the tan hall between the cushioned bench seats and to 
the open cockpit door. He stepped inside, tapping Cherry on the shoulder gently more out 
of politeness than really needing to let her know he was there, before slipping into the 
copilot’s seat and resting back against the comfortable, if-slightly-small chair and smiling 
slightly at her as she tilted her head towards him with a faintly-amused look. “Fuck, Boss, 
but some people are so damn bitchy. We just passed some oil rig and they yelled at me in… 
fuckglish for about twenty minutes over the radio.”

You really need a new attach-to-everything word.” Zerrex said mildly, rolling his eyes as 
he rested back in the seat, then he paused as he glanced over her. Cherry looked back at 
him, before the male coughed and said in the same voice… although he felt a bit of heat 
rising in his cheeks now… “You know, you always do look sexy in a headset.”

“Fuck you.” Cherry replied, but she gave a strange smile and a bit of a blush herself, self-
consciously adjusting the microphone by her muzzle and the mentioned accessory, before 
she coughed and glanced out the window. For a few minutes, the two sat in silence, then she 
said in a soft voice: “I really am just as worried about Marina as you, I guess. It’s just so 
damn hard to stay calm, pretend things are business as usual, with her out there god-knows-
where, in the hands of what sound like some serious hardasses, and all we got to go on is 
that some blind chick is probably the one who gave the order.”

Yeah…” Zerrex agreed in a quiet voice, glancing down and lacing his fingers together in 
his lap as he rested back against the seat, then he looked out the side window for a few 
moments before throwing a look quickly over his shoulder. Cindy was still sitting with 
Lone, but it looked like she was talking about something now as she wiped at her eyes a 
bit… probably something about Marina. And Lone looked like he was trying to smile, too, 
except his gray eyes twinkled even from here… and Zerrex took the chance to look back at 
Cherry and ask quietly: “Do you think we’ll get her back okay? Or am I going to end up 
having to tell my little girl that her baby girl was…”

He broke off as Cherry looked over at him with a strange expression on her face, and it 
took the male a few moments to realize what it was: sympathy. It was all the answer he 
needed, and the reptile sighed before reaching up to brush his hair back and leaning back in 
his seat, glancing up at the sky. Then he finally shook his head and gave a faint laugh, 
smiling a bit as he looked over at Cherry and tried for a topic change. “You know… Lone 
called up his sister a month or so ago, did you hear about that?”

Oh? Oh yeah, yeah, um… Jeannine.” Cherry nodded, tilting her head curiously. “That 
the bitch he first raped, right?”

“Yes Cherry. That is the bitch that he first raped.” Zerrex replied mildly, his voice all but 
dripping with ironic amusement. The female blinked a few times at this, but didn’t seem to 
get it, so instead Zerrex rolled his eyes and went on: “In any case, seems she wasn’t too 
thrilled to hear from him, but he managed to coax her into coming down anyway… but she 
says she won’t go home with him, and if he wants to meet her, they should meet at some 



public café somewhere. So Lone says he wants me to come along, to tell her how good he’s 
been doing-”

Oh fuck, yeah. That’s a great idea.” Cherry grinned, then looked over at him amusedly. 
“So that’s what you were doing while I was out with Marina and Cindy on the camping 
trip. So uh…” she paused, scratched her head, then asked finally: “Did you rape her?” 
Another pause, then she grinned again, this time wider. “Please say yes.”

The reptile rolled his eyes. “No, I didn’t. As it happens, I told Lone that I’d sit a few 
tables away and give them some privacy, and he could maybe invite me over if she wanted to 
talk to me. But as it happens, she’s a lesbian-”

She ain’t no lesbian, her cunt has just never met your cock.”
-and so… she…” the reptile faltered for a moment at Cherry’s interruption, then made 

a face. “Like, hell. Can you be more vulgar?”

Immediately Cherry leaned in close and said in a sincere, friendly voice: “She just likes 
to eat out other whores and taste their juices and her own pussy milk, and play with big 
bouncin’ boobs and scream fuck yes to another bitch ramming her with a plastic fake dick 
or ramrod some other girly up the ass with a fake cock to make herself feel all hot and 
bothered and get off on their shrieking and spasming. I think that means she’s a male-
wannabe.”

Just because you wish you had a penis doesn’t mean every female does.” Zerrex countered 
mildly, and then he continued, before the female could talk again: “And by the way, there is 
such a thing as a lesbian, and it’s okay. I don’t understand why you drool over gay males but 
scream in protest at the idea of girls who only like girls. And that makes you a hypocrite, 
anyway, because you’ll stop and stare at a pair of  big breasts on the street like any guy-”

“That’s different.” Cherry said huffily, and Zerrex snorted, rolling his eyes as he rested 
back in the seat and shook his head.

After a few moments, though, he went on with his story. “But… anyway. So Jeannine 
brings along her girlfriend. And Lone, bein’ the ass that he is, charms her right up without 
even knowing it, and she hints that she’s bisexual and that lately she and Jeannine have been 
discussing an open relationship. And then Jeannine says abruptly that they have to go, and 
drags her partner off. And Lone just kinda sits there, then slumps and starts bawling like a 
little kid and I have to go comfort him.”

Oh, well, no wonder he never told me about it, then.” Cherry snorted laughter, shaking 
her head, then, before she could reply, a brief buzzing sounded over the radio, and the two 
looked up at the speaker.

There was a faint hiss of static, then a calm, deep voice spoke with only the barest 
flicker of background noise: “You are currently entering Hez’Ranna airspace. Please 
identify yourselves, unknown plane, your location of origin, crew size, and business in 
Hez’Ranna, or turn back immediately.”

Cherry reached up and flicked a switch on the ceiling, then hit a button on the headset 
she wore and said in a professional, calm tone: “This is pilot Cherry Blossom, flying 



flight…” A quick glance at the flight plan she’d taped up on the window. “Identity seven-
seven-six-two-niner-five, private jet, class B, registered owner is Lone Wulfe. Crew is four, I 
repeat four, and our business is cultural relations and studies.”

There was a pause… too long to be a simple check delay on their registration and flight 
plan. But after more than a minute passed, Zerrex and Cherry exchanged a nervous look: it 
was also too long for them to be requested to turn back, for whatever reason, and there were 
no escort jets coming out to meet them or threaten them. Plus the shuffling of papers 
meant they couldn’t have dropped the signal… and then the voice spoke again, this time 
without its authoritative ‘answer or die’ tone and instead with what was almost quiet awe: 
“I… I’m sorry, Miss Blossom, but can you list the names of  those onboard?”

The two reptiles blinked, then Cherry replied in the same calm voice, but this time she 
was frowning instead of looking up to imagine the person on the other end: “Cherry 
Blossom, Cynthia Narrius, Lone Wulfe, and Zerrex Narrius.”

There was another shuffle, and the operator sounded almost meek as he replied in a 
stuttering tone: “My apologies, miss, for the inconvenience and disrespect-” What… 
disrespect? “There’s been a change in your travel plan, registered by Lord Hellabos, and 
you’ll be landing at his private airstrip instead of the HIRA Line, outside of Oman. Please 
continue on your current flight route one hundred kilometers south-southwest, and you’ll 
be able to land just north of  Uroboros. My apologies again.”

Uh… no problem, pal, you’re much nicer than where we deal from. Over and out…” 
Cherry said slowly, then she reached up and clicked the switch to turn the headset off, 
before looking over at Zerrex and saying quietly: “Someone’s been expecting us. And 
treatin’ us like royalty… or at least you.”

Zerrex met her eyes, then he nodded slowly and stood up, squeezing Cherry’s shoulder 
as he walked past. His emerald irises had told her everything she needed to know, and the 
female smiled grimly as she turned her attention back to flying the plane, adjusting her 
course slightly. They got to skip landing at the Hez’Ranna International Receiving Airport 
Line, at least… a mouthful if there ever was one… but this might not be a pleasant 
alternative to flying around for an hour while the last of their gas puttered out and some 
lazy clerks checked their credentials until the plane crashed or they were finally permitted to 
land.

As the male Drakkaren walked out down the hall, he looked up at the other two and said 
clearly: “We’ve been expected. We need to divide up everything we bought, pack it all up, 
and at least look presentable when we get off but have our weapons in easy access. And 
from the way the air traffic controller just acted, I think we’re going to be meeting up with 
at least one member of  at least one of  the three Royal Families.”

Cindy jumped to her feet, quickly following behind her father as he continued to head 
towards the storage room in the back, her face tightening in a bit of a scowl as she wiped 
away the few tears that had fallen, and Lone winced before hurrying after the two as well, 
biting his lip lightly and wondering if he’d ended up getting himself involved in a little bit 
more than he could handle. 



Inside the storage room, Zerrex had already kneeled by one of the huge duffel bags filled 
with weaponry, sorting through it with a few mutters under his breath at the horrible 
sorting job. Then he pulled out a heavy revolver with a long, black rectangular barrel, the 
obsidian metal plating over the gun slightly scratched-up but otherwise obviously well-cared 
for, and he held it up as Lone began to walk past, glancing up at him and smiling slightly. 
“You can handle this, right?’

Lone blushed a bit, then he gingerly took the massive magnum revolver with a faint 
smile, nodding quietly. “Yeah, I can, Zer. Thanks…” he said lamely, remembering the 
original reason this gun had been designed as he looked at the reptile… then he coughed 
and quickly headed over to another large bag, saying in an embarrassed voice: “All the 
holsters and stuff  are in here, and… stuff…”

Zerrex couldn’t help feeling faintly amused, then he nodded and glanced over at Cindy, 
who was checking the clip for a plain 15mm handgun she’d pulled out of another large 
pack. “Take whatever you want, but remember we’ll also be carrying at least one bag of 
weapons and our suitcases. So whatever you do, keep your weapons close at hand, so you 
can grab them immediately after dropping the bags and be ready to fight.” A pause, and 
then he added softly: “And you might want to take out Snake and Fang, too. The 
Hez’Ranna military have a great respect for melee combat and weaponry, and they won’t… 
I mean…”

The reptile blushed a bit, and Cindy couldn’t help the faintest of smiles as she glanced 
up at her father and husband with a bit of quiet amusement. “Think I’m just your whore 
or toy?” she asked, then laughed a bit and nodded, quietly digging through the duffel bag. 
“But alright. I’ll make sure to suit up in full then.”

The large male nodded, then turned a glance to Lone, who was rubbing the back of his 
head, huge revolver in a side holster just under his right armpit. Normally not the fastest of 
places to draw from, but of them all, only Cherry had a faster draw than Lone… and the 
quick hands of the lupine could give the Dragokkaren they were undoubtedly going to 
encounter a hell of a surprise if things turned nasty. “You should stick to just that and 
carrying our extra things… like I said earlier, it might be better to have them thinking 
you’re working as our servant.”

“Okay, Zer.” Lone said softly, and he felt no need to argue, as he would have 
undoubtedly done in the past: hell, in the past, he would have thrown a tantrum and tried 
to throw on every weapon he could fit onto a body that had been admittedly a bit more 
than pudgy. But now, just the weight of the black rectangular-barreled revolver against his 
side was enough comfort that he didn’t have any need to overload himself with weapons… 
and he had to admit, there was the faintest tinge of pride that Zerrex would allow him to 
carry a gun that Cherry otherwise would be wrestling him to the ground in order to get.

After half an hour, Cindy and Lone were again seated in the cabin, nervously playing 
poker, and Zerrex was pacing in the storage room and making the final preparations. All of 
them had suited up, and the Drakkaren had once more found himself taking on the old 
role of Captain of the team and checked them all over for anything loose or damaged 



before letting Cherry check him down, and for once there had been no sexual quips between 
the two, their faces cold and hard. The fact that even Cherry had taken the situation 
seriously had made Cindy nervous enough to break the despair and anxiety coursing 
through her body, as she watched them in the doorway of the sterile steel storage area, the 
airplane smoothly moving along on autopilot. 

The reptile had made sure they were all equipped properly and evenly, as if they were an 
attack team instead of four people who were just trying to find a little girl and curious as to 
what this Lord Hellabos wanted with them. Cindy had two 15mm handguns on her: a 
backup in a holster secreted inside her motorcycle boot, and one with an extended magazine 
settled low on her other hip like a wild west gunslinger. Three elongated clips dangled from 
a belt around her waist by means of a small, easily-snapped chain link for quick access, and 
she also had a sidepack with a large box of bullets on behind these. As well, she had a small, 
lever-action shotgun in a shoulder holster on her back, a police-issue S&B 1200 that was 
designed to take down enemies at close range with a narrow cone of armor-piercing 
shrapnel.

Also, just above her tail, she had two melee weapons: resting in a leather sheath against 
her back, a short, narrow sword with a dome-shaped protector covering the handle so her 
hand was safe from enemy attack called Fang, and a plain chain whip hung over this from a 
simple clasp on the back of the sword’s sheath she’d named Snake. It was little more than a 
polished handle of plain steel with a smoothed-out grip into which a small-link chain had 
been welded, but it had been the last gift she’d ever gotten from the long-deceased Tinman, 
and she refused to give up the weapon for any other. Besides, the tight, small links let her 
take down enemies and trip them out without needing to inflict lethal damage… the same 
reason she liked Fang. Although it definitely had the power to kill, more often she only 
inflicted small cuts with the blade in defense, if forced into combat with it, thanks to the 
slight curve in the single-edged sword.

Cherry was more intimidating: on her back was a massive, old-fashioned rifle with a 
wood body: polished red oak, in fact. The long barrel was made of welded iron, just as 
ancient as the solid, petrified wood, but atop the body and near the shaped butt of the rifle 
was a high-resolution scope capable that could chart distance and provided precise, 
computerized measurements for anything in the environment that could affect the bullet’s 
path. The weapon was perfect for Cherry… and with it, she had never missed a shot.

As well as this, she had a blue-plated .45 handgun holstered under her left armpit, 
loaded with special, armor-piercing bullets. She had a few clips for this in a small pack she 
had strapped to her right thigh – along with a handful of rifle shells for the huge gun 
strapped to her back – but from the dangerous spark in her eyes, it was obvious her 
intention was to use the guns as little as possible, and instead the other weapons she had 
laced against either hip.

Two long whips rested against her sides, one of them a heavy, brown rawhide whip with 
a leather-wrapped wooden handle, and the other a vicious, chain whip with thick, vulgar 
links that had been sharpened. It also ended in a hooking, curved claw shaped like a bent 



teardrop, and the handle had been carefully fitted for Cherry’s hand. The weapon was 
capable of dealing out massive amounts of damage in a short period of time: one lash of 
the brutal whip could rip the arm from the body of  an unlucky opponent.

The only person with a more destructive weapon was their silently-appointed leader: as 
Zerrex sorted out the duffel bags for the umpteenth time – which had already been neatly-
reorganized several times over – the reptile shifted slightly to touch the magnetic shoulder-
armor that allowed him to carry Blackheart easily on his back. It was something Tinman 
had made specifically for him, so that he wouldn’t have to lug his giant sword around in his 
hands while going to face Requiem for that final duel… and the reptile smiled faintly as he 
said softly: “Gods, he was always so damn considerate. Really just our mascot in the Goth 
Legion, but once we’d all left… probably the bravest of  us all.”

Then he straightened and idly reached up to touch the handle of the massive sword that 
was resting diagonally across his back, glancing up at the metal ceiling and smiling slightly 
as he imagined the looks on the faces of the Hez’Ranna soldiers that would undoubtedly 
be greeting him. The greatsword was a hell of a sight, after all… a half-foot wide, double-
edged blade that was almost a full six long, connecting into an obsidian, T-shaped hilt with 
a ruby pommel. The reason the sword was called Blackheart, and one of the few 
extravagancies Zerrex had allowed himself… although the blade had never failed him in any 
situation. Capable of cutting through the hardest of defenses and chopping the strongest of 
enemies in half without much more than a single swing, the razor-sharp, heavy sword was a 
weapon few other people could even heft, much less use. It was polished and spotless… but 
only because of  the mix of  alloys that made up the blade, making it nigh-unbreakable.

As well as the greatsword, Zerrex had his personal guns holstered on him: a pair of 
purple-plated S&B .52 magnum handguns holstered at his waist, and a huge, rusted metal, 
ancient revolver in a holster that was strapped to his lower right leg. The reptile had allowed 
Lone to glance it over, and even the gun-nut wolf had been completely stumped by the 
ancient weapon… a revolver that had so much kick even the powerful Drakkaren was forced 
to pause and readjust between shots, and that seemed at odds with even the sword on his 
back for destructive power. And to think, he’d just… found it laying around one day in a 
forest, done his best to clean up the metal – frustrated when he found the rust so deeply 
engrained that it was like the frigging gun didn’t want to be cleaned – and then tried 
shooting it just to see if it would work, hoping beyond hope that the gun wouldn’t blow up 
in his hands.

Then the reptile glanced up the plane rocked slightly, wincing and putting his arms out 
before shaking his head quickly as he felt them begin to descend. He frowned slightly as he 
backed up against a wall, looking around before snagging one of the overhead pipes to 
steady himself as the vehicle rocked again before the flight smoothed out, and then he felt 
them slowing as the plane vibrated a bit before touching smoothly to the ground and 
rolling down a flat airstrip.

Then, after a few long moments, the sound of the plane’s engine rose before lowering, 
turning into a dry hum that eventually faded away to nothingness, and Zerrex closed his 



eyes before glancing up at the doorway, smiling slightly as Cindy and Lone walked through. 
The reptile nodded to them, then he said softly: “The order is Lone, Cindy, Cherry, and 
me, right to left.”

The two nodded, then they walked over to their appointed luggage, still sitting in fairly 
neat piles: the only difference between any of these being was that Lone would be wearing a 
large travel backpack filled with ammunition as well as carrying a duffel bag and suitcase. 
The three stood until the plane shut down entirely and Cherry joined them, silently taking 
up her own place and picking up the waiting luggage.

The two females and the wolf looked at Zerrex expectantly, and he glanced over them 
one final time before nodding and walking forwards, pulling a lever on the wall. There was a 
hiss of pneumatics as steam hissed up from a black band of plastic along the flat wall, and 
then the floor slowly lowered, descending into a wide ramp that led down out of the rear of 
the plane. The others began to walk down this, and Zerrex joined them, walking in perfect 
synchronization with the others as they moved in one easy line, almost marching with a few 
feet of space between each of them, heads high and eyes straight forwards. Even Lone 
moved with a calmness and self-assuredness he couldn’t have mustered on his own: but now 
he felt like he was part of something greater, and the strength that radiated from the other 
three reptiles had affected him down to the core and gifted him with a stability he didn’t 
know he had.

He looked around as they left the relative safety of the interior of the airplane and 
stepped down onto the black concrete of the private airstrip, taking his first steps into what 
was almost quite literally an entirely different world. The heat was sweltering, only barely 
tempered by a dry, cold breeze, and the sounds of nature dominated instead of the sounds 
of machinery. As the wolf looked around, he could see tall Dragokkaren had lined up on 
either side of the narrow runway they had landed on, all of them wearing black uniforms – 
How the fuck are they not dressed in shorts and tank tops… and who’s bright idea was 
black? – and with a sidearm on the hip, a massive assault rifle with a huge round drum held 
easily in one hand, and the other fist raised in the air, almost like an old Nazi salute. And 
the wolf couldn’t help noting one other small fact: the shortest of the Dragokkaren was 
around ten feet tall, and they were all built like heavyweight wrestlers on steroids.

As the four walked calmly in concert down the airstrip, maintaining the same speed and 
distance, Lone turned his attention to look beyond the proudly-saluting Dragokkaren to 
the rest of the world: at the clear skies, the rolling clouds, and the gargantuan jungle trees, 
overtop which rose gigantic buildings made of solid amber stone that glinted like metal in 
the bright sunlight. There were palm trees and strange, twisted giants that looked almost 
like mutant oaks, with long tapers and vines in the distance, perhaps a klick away from the 
airstrip they were on now, and the grass in the field surrounding the private airfield was tall 
and wild, with only a few metal light towers standing nearby… and they were currently 
walking towards the only building, a square, squat stone abode with a huge yellow stone 
tower, with a large, basket shaped top from which were born all manner of antennae and 
other technologies.



But then the wolf focused his eyes straight ahead as he caught sight of the group of 
figures walking towards them, to greet them, and he felt a horrible chill roll down his spine. 
At the same time, he sensed a tensing in the others as well, and he didn’t need to look to 
know that Zerrex’s emerald eyes were already sizing up the situation. Caught between a 
well-spaced double-line of perhaps a hundred well-armed and undoubtedly well-trained 
Dragokkaren, and with five more heading towards them…

The two giants in the front – and hell, they had to be the size of Requiem, and he had 
been the most muscular, most powerful-looking creature Lone had ever seen at fifteen feet  
and almost as wide with thick bulk – were naked from the waist up, displaying powerful 
barrel chests and what looked almost like tribal tattoos of blue and green over their reddish 
scales. Both of them also had black bracelets around their forearms, with long black 
rectangles of metal that sat on the outside of the arm and were kept tight by straps just 
before the elbow – and Lone didn’t even want to guess what those were. But they were also 
carrying rifles that looked like mortar cannons, with huge, cylindrical bodies and what 
looked like a double banana clip coming from near the top, with a long shoulder stock and 
curving, fitted handle. When one of them shifted the gun slightly to cradle it more into his 
arm, the wolf  noted that they also had twin barrels… and looked fully automatic as well. 

They were a wide distance apart, standing to either side of the runway so as not to 
screen the other three: a female Drakkaren, and two male Dragokkaren – the one on the 
right looking ridiculously oversized even for the world of giants they had apparently walked 
into. He had to be almost twenty feet tall… and he was walking in a slouch, with his arms 
dangling to his knees, his face and limbs scarred. He had a huge spiked collar around his 
neck with a long golden chain dangling from it, which was wrapped around his waist several 
times to form a belt… and then there was enough slack left over that it dangled almost to 
the ground before it was wrapped around his right arm several times, and then locked into a 
silver-colored bracelet by a clasp. The chain swayed and shook with every movement, 
jingling lightly as the giant walked forwards, his feet bare and the claws on them gigantic 
and almost deformed. He was clad in ripped shorts and what looked like a black, fitted 
Kevlar vest, and the wolf thought he could see massive veins bulging under the red hide of 
the giant’s scales.

But for whatever reason, the female on the right, the green-scaled Drakkaren, scared 
Lone more. She was short compared to everyone else… but still a bit taller than him, and 
clad in a military uniform with a tight black choker inset with a sapphire around her neck. 
Strangest of all, however, was the fact she had a black cloth also wrapped around her eyes… 
and although she was obviously blind, she moved with grace and ease, like she had the best 
vision of  them all.

Then the four stopped and kneeled ten feet away, the last Dragokkaren in the center 
walking forwards with a wide smile on his face, spreading his arms before he stopped and 
bowed deeply as Zerrex and his party halted. He was probably twice the height of Zerrex, 
but his body was more lithe than the others, although he had what seemed to be the 
common red scales of the Hez’Ranna Drakkai. Upon his fingers were a variety of silver 



and gold rings, many of them inset with precious gemstones, and he had a long black cape 
on that hung down to his ankles, with golden, tasseled armor upon the shoulders.

Otherwise, he seemed to be dressed almost normally, in leather shoes, blue jeans, and a 
strangely-styled shirt that went down in an open V to the silver-clasped belt he had on, 
which also had rolled-up sleeves just past the elbow. It showed off his chiseled chest 
muscles… but even Lone didn’t mistake this for vanity, and instead recognized that it was 
perhaps just the style of clothes worn by the peoples of Hez’Ranna. And then he slowly 
rose and said in a pleasant voice that was somewhat marred by the almost-greedy expression 
on his handsome features and the excitement in his hazel eyes: “Greetings. I am Victor 
Hellabos, Patriarch of the Hellabos Royal Family, and one of the three kings of 
Hez’Ranna. And it is my greatest honor to welcome you and yours to our little jungle 
nation, Lord Narrius, even if  your affair here isn’t a pleasant one.”

“Just Zerrex will do.” The Drakkaren replied with a visible twitch, and Cherry barely 
resisted a dry smile: the monarch in front of them had just said one of the few things that 
could truly set the Drakkaren off. His father, after all, had always preferred to be called 
Narrius… and Zerrex had never had a good relationship with his father. “And although it’s 
a pleasure to meet with you as well and finally set foot in… my cultural homeland… I have 
to be so bold as to ask how you already know about the reason we’re here.”

Hez’Ranna has a very tightly-controlled environment, as you know…” Hellabos replied 
with a bit of a smile, but also what looked like genuine embarrassment and apology in his 
eyes. “Yesterday, several of our military went AWOL and stole a class two antimilitary jet, 
and we only picked it up on the return path into our country because they forgot to turn 
off the tracking beacon. But perhaps we shouldn’t discuss this here… I have a coach waiting 
to take us to one of my manses, where you’re welcome to spend as long as you want. Shall 
we go?”

Zerrex glanced at the others, thought about challenging Hellabos to see if he’d insist 
politely or with force, then he decided it would be better not to take any risks at this point 
and gave a bit of a smile in return, saying calmly with a half-bow of his head: “It would be 
an honor, Lord Hellabos.”

Please, no need for formalities between us, any of us!” Hellabos responded with a faint 
blush, and then he clapped his hands and glanced over at the giant beside him, snapping out 
a quick command in a language that Lone couldn’t understand.

The huge Dragokkaren bobbed his head, then he grunted and lumbered off down the 
runway past Zerrex and group with a wide beckoning gesture over his head. The two lines 
of Dragokkaren on either side of the airstrip quickly snapped their rifles up to their 
shoulders, let out a loud “Ha!” sound, and hammered their closed fists twice against their 
chests before turning as one and marching quickly after the behemoth on either side of the 
track.

Zerrex glanced over his shoulder, unable to repress a bit of a smile at the show of perfect 
order, but also noting the small, stumpy wings on the back of the huge Dragokkaren – 
what he thought could be a sign of genetic alteration. Then the two elite soldiers – or 



bodyguards, or whatever – walked past, followed by the blind female, and the Drakkaren 
felt… something…

As she walked past, she slid her body close, brushed against him, let out a soft pant, and 
it was like he could hear a thousand whispering voices in his head. Time seemed to freeze 
for a moment, feeling the bare scales on the back of her hand brush against his arm, feeling 
a million different sensations in his body and suddenly wanting just to grab her, take her, 
and knowing she would never resist… and then she was past, and the Drakkaren couldn’t 
help but watch her, feeling almost stunned… and cold. Then he shook his head a bit as she 
“looked” over her shoulder at him and smiled, licking her muzzle, before turning back 
around and walking quickly towards the plane, escorted by the two bodyguards.

He turned his attention quickly back to Hellabos as the Dragokkaren laughed softly, 
looking at Zerrex with a smile and shaking his head a bit. “The Blind Girl’s charms are 
amazing, aren’t they? We all think she’s part succubus, because of the ease she brings 
everyone to their knees… except from the… uh, look, that she gave you, she’s developing a 
bit of  a thing for you.”

What the fuck are you talking about?” Cherry asked bluntly, narrowing her eyes and 
almost glaring at the monarch, and causing him to start and look at her with obvious 
surprise. Then he laughed and shook his head, which just made Cherry scowl deeper.

That’s the first time in a while someone’s spoken to me like that.” he said with obvious 
entertainment. “You’re quite the fierce one, aren’t you? But come, come. Let us walk, and I’ll 
tell you more on the way.”

With that, he turned and began to head for the building in the distance, and the others 
had little choice but to follow him, Zerrex still feeling a bit muddled and confused, Cindy 
and Cherry both looking at him oddly, and Lone trotting a few feet behind them, trying to 
keep silent and a respectful distance, as if he really was just a servant. So far, none of the 
Dragokkaren had even given him a glance… he felt like he was a background character, and 
he had to admit, he was actually extremely glad for that after seeing the size of the one 
guard of  Hellabos.

The king-in-question, meanwhile, had started talking once more: almost babbling, in 
fact, and speaking to them with the amiability of an old friend. “No one knows her 
name… we just call her the Blind Girl, and she serves as my secretary. She’s blind, and 
cannot speak… not mute, but for whatever reason, she never talks. But as you’ve seen, she 
possesses a strange power and an ability of attraction, I suppose you call it… a natural 
power like your precognition, Miss Cherry.”

The muscular female started at this, and this casual addition snapped Zerrex out of the 
thoughtful daze he had been in, his mind instantly forcing away whatever spell the Blind 
Girl had thrown on him and sharply focusing on the moment once more. Before anyone 
could speak, however, Hellabos smiled slightly and preempted the obvious questions. “I’ve 
done a lot of research on you, and your bloodline, and all those connected with you, 
especially after word reached me of the d… the honorable passing of Markus Narrius… 
Requiem was his preferred name, yes?



Here, in Hez’Ranna, there is still a sizeable estate in the Narrius name, and many 
families know of you and your names. It is my great fortune that I was busy dealing with a 
property disagreement in my territory while the other royals left deep into the jungles for 
the yearly hunt… there are still a great many savage, wild animals here, many of them more 
dangerous than a trained soldier with a gun, and it has always been tradition that the 
members of the royal families go out and on a hunt for a month every year, armed only 
with traditional equipment and no modern weaponry. Knives and the kwaibar swords of 
Hez’Ranna and two-tined spears, to track down dire beasts and monsters that the so-called 
‘civilized world’ outside these borders still won’t believe in, no matter how many we bring 
back.” He laughed a bit at this, but then blushed a bit again as he glanced over his shoulder 
at the others. “I apologize, though, for startling you.”

“It’s no problem.” Zerrex said mildly, trying to keep polite and ignore the growing 
anxiety in his chest… not worry about what was going on here – after all, Hellabos had 
been polite enough to send away his bodyguards as a show of faith, although he had no 
doubt they were heading into a place that would have more soldiers than a military 
compound – but a want to just squeeze the Patriarch until he spilled all the information he 
knew about his family. And from the silence and way Cindy was solidly staring at the 
ground a few feet in front of her, he knew that she was also almost at the breaking point… 
and so instead of trying to keep with the rules of courtesy, the reptile gave in and finally 
asked, as they approached a pair of huge wooden double doors leading into the square 
building: “So… do… you know what’s happened to my daughter?”

Hellabos glanced at him, then his expression softened with sympathy as he hesitated, 
pushing through the chestnut doors and into the cool interior of the building. He looked 
forwards, not answering for a few seconds as they walked over cold stone tile, then he 
stopped and smiled a bit as he sat down on a bench, waving a hand at two soldiers that were 
equipped the same as the ones outside had been. They nodded, then turned and left 
through the door they had been guarding to stand outside, leaving them alone in what was 
really just an open stone room with a few benches for waiting at; not at all what you’d 
expect for a king’s private airstrip.

The Dragokkaren sat at one of these, leaning back against the wall under a painting as 
he let his hands rest in his lap, and the three reptiles looked to him expectantly as Lone 
tried to stay back and glance around at the paintings on the walls instead, of landscapes and 
splotches of modern art. Finally, Hellabos nodded and looked up to them with a bit of a 
laugh. “It’s cruel to keep you in suspense about such a thing, but yes, I do.

We were going to blow the plane out of the air… better to be rid of a few disobedient 
soldiers and out the cost of an easily-replaced machine then let them use it for who-knows-
what purpose… but they radioed that they had a child onboard they had kidnapped, of 
particular importance, and gave the name Marina Narrius. So we lowered the cannons and 
let them fly on their way.”

Zerrex nodded, closing his eyes at the news, and hearing Cindy swallow thickly beside 
him, dropping the bags and clasping her hands in front of her bosom, looking at the 



Dragokkaren with concern and the start of tears in her eyes as she whispered: “Please. 
What happened to them…”

Hellabos glanced up at them, then he laughed faintly and gave a bit of a smile. “We 
tracked the plane to an abandoned temple in the northern jungle… and we have it 
surrounded with soldiers. My military is negotiating with them right now… with luck, 
they’ll have your daughter back, safe and sound, soon. We are a hard people, and we don’t 
like making exceptions or negotiating… but we will make sure your daughter comes back 
unharmed. And they will not hurt her, because I’ve had it made clear that even scratching a 
scale on her face will mean a penalty beyond death for every one of  them.”

Oh thank God.” Cindy whispered, then she exchanged a look at her father before 
throwing herself onto him and wrapping his arms around him tightly, tears falling down 
her face as she buried her head against his chest. Zerrex dropped the bags he held to wrap 
his arms tightly around her, cradling her close and quietly rocking her as they stood 
together, and Cherry closed her eyes with a badly-hidden expression of relief. “Thank 
god… oh… Marina’s going to be okay…”

Thank you, Lord Hellabos.” The male Drakkaren said quietly, turning his emerald eyes 
from Cindy to the Dragokkaren, and the Patriarch merely shook his head, laughing faintly 
and looking almost embarrassed once more.

No, don’t thank me. It’s my fault that they managed to get away in the first place, not 
paying enough attention to the military sector and the discord there.” He replied earnestly, 
then he rubbed the back of his head, shifting a bit uncomfortably as Cindy looked at him 
with her eyes shining. “But although I’m optimistic that we’ll have her back soon and they 
won’t harm her, it may be a while yet before the soldiers can bring her back in. I know it’ll 
take a long time to convince the ex-military who stole her that we will honor our end of the 
bargain and not bring any harm to them if she is returned safely, and then the medical team 
will want to check her over and take their time in escorting her through the jungle, because 
of the dangers there. It may be up to five days long, but the moment we have her safely, I’ve 
told them to radio me and we’ll at least let you hear her voice.”

Thank you…” Cindy whispered, then she went back to crying quietly against Zerrex’s 
chest, resting against him as the male Drakkaren let himself feel the first strings of relief. It 
was the first time he’d ever found himself preparing for a battle only to find out it was 
already over… and he was amazed that all he felt was thankfulness. The cold, military part 
of him still knew that it was possible Marina would be lost again, or even killed or hurt or 
raped, but he thought Hellabos was being honest about the chances and his word. 

Then the Dragokkaren coughed a bit before standing, looking down at them with a 
benign expression on his face and rubbing the back of his head as he said warmly: “But 
well, since that’s all taken care of, let’s take that ride back to the manse. If you truly want to 
thank me, then please, let’s talk in the coach and you can tell me about yourselves and how 
you live in the ‘civilized world,’ and then I can set you up with a place to live and you can 
rest after your long journey, or whatever else suits your fancy. In this place, you are more 



than welcome.” He paused, then smiled a bit and added: “But please… Zerrex. To you and 
your friends, let me just be Victor.”

The ‘coach’ ride was fairly pleasant, composed mostly of small talk and Cindy pulling 
herself together as Lone and Cherry sat and looked out the windows awkwardly. Personally, 
Cherry had no idea why the hell the strange vehicle they were in was called a coach… to 
her, it felt like a fucking fairy-tale pumpkin-turned-monster truck. But she guessed that was 
just one of  the differences in culture again…

The interior that they rode in was a huge, circular area with a table in the middle, with a 
short steel wall leading up to a dome of glass and twisting, weaving bamboo and iron that 
let them look out in all directions. There were steps leading up to the doors leading in and 
out of the weirdish sitting area on either side that folded out from the sides of the ‘coach,’ 
as the wheels of the vehicle – giant, wooden ones with massive spokes – lifted it at least six 
feet off the ground. This strange coach was pulled by what looked almost like a miniature 
square car at the front of the machine, with heavy tires and driven by a wolf servant. Lone 
couldn’t help but notice with a wince that servant was clad only in a strange kilt of burlap, 
tied at the waist with a bit of rope, but strangely enough, he bounced to open the doors 
and serve Hellabos with a kind of deep admiration. The wolf had also been surprisingly 
strong, insisting on helping them with all their bags and helping them toss them onto the 
flat cart attached to the back of  the coach. 

They’d rolled down a long, raised dirt road with the jungle on either side of them, some 
of the trees so beautiful and exotic that they made Lone think of fantasy novels he’d read, 
and Cherry movies about radioactive monsters. They also passed a few odd farms with 
mostly-naked mammals tilling fields and running about chores, some of them being 
ordered around by Dragokkaren dressed in odd clothing – ranging from clothes like 
Hellabos wore to tunics – and once what could only be a slave auction going on in an open 
field.

Lone stared as he watched a crowd of mostly Drakkai – but with a few reptiles here and 
there, but all of these dressed in scant clothes or light uniforms – held up their hands and 
yelled in their own language at an auctioneer at a podium atop a wooden stage, smashing a 
hammer down and yelling back at them as he pointed at the available slaves on stage: most 
of them were mammals, but the wolf was startled to see a few Drakkaren as well. Hellabos 
caught his look, and he smiled slightly as he followed the wolf ’s glance, saying idly: “What 
is it, wolf ? I recognize you and your kind rule in the civilized world, and that you’ve long 
abolished slavery… are you disgusted by our act?”

The lupine blushed deeply, then he blurted out: “No, not at all…” which just made him 
flush a bit deeper as Hellabos looked at him with definite surprise. Then he rubbed the 
back of his head and coughed, and finally said: “They all just… they don’t look that 
unhappy. And… there are Drakkaren there, too…”

Oh!” Hellabos laughed a bit and nodded, smiling and catching on to why the lupine had 
been startled. “Well, yes… but a good slave knows to smile in front of even the cruelest 



master… although we do have laws here governing how they are treated, and most slaves are 
taken care of. It’s not like the slavery you hear about in your world, with the whipping and 
the cruelty and the rape and violence. Although there is that, yes, and although some of it 
is condoned in certain situations with certain slaves, what we practice is fair slavery. We buy 
them, and treat them as property or a pet, and we put a room over their head and feed 
them, even give them some limited medical care and other privileges, and in return they 
work for us, do jobs and serve us. 

And yes, we enslave our own kind as well… these are usually Drakkai that have fallen on 
hard luck and have offered themselves to become slaves, or ex-criminals, or perhaps those 
sold at birth by their parents.” He paused, looking unsure as if to go on, then shrugged and 
added: “And some of these are also raised as sexual slaves. Species, body type, health, size 
and age, these all affect the cost of a slave… and of course, what they’re meant for. But in 
most cases, we let the slave choose what kind of slave they wish to become… it’s a fair 
process to a point for them.”

“Sounds great to me.” Cherry chipped in, glancing out the window interestedly as a 
female Drakkaren stepped to the front, and the muscular female licked her muzzle lightly at 
the sight of the well-shaped, young slave, noting that she was naked but for a black collar 
around her neck. “To each culture their own, but I do love this not needing to wear clothes 
shit.”

I am glad that shit entertains you.” Hellabos replied, and Cindy couldn’t resist a snort of 
laughter as Zerrex smiled slightly, his arm tight around his daughter as she rested her head 
on his shoulder with her own expression of entertainment and happiness: both of them 
were in a much better mood than before, and feeling positive and optimistic.

Otherwise, the conversation was mostly small talk that Hellabos seemed to eat up with 
shining eyes, looking at them brightly. Zerrex also enjoyed the fact he was actually in a 
vehicle he could stretch out in without feeling uncomfortable, as they rolled down plain dirt 
road: the fact that everything here was built for a species that was composed mainly of 
members ten feet and taller was rather strange to be experiencing, but it was nice to actually 
be one of the shorter members of society for once… it definitely had its perks, to say the 
least.

The reptile did pick up a few interesting tidbits that he decided to file away, however, 
like a bit of information on the giant bodyguard. He was called Brute – Hellabos is damn 
creative with his names, was the sarcastic thought that Cherry for once managed to stop 
herself from saying – and was one of the top Generals of the military. He didn’t like to 
talk, but he was far more intelligent than he seemed or acted, and was one of the strongest 
and most loyal members of  the Hez’Ranna Military. 

Then they were rolling into the capital city, Uroboros, and Hellabos smiled with 
obvious pride as they rolled down streets of cobbled stone and the four newcomers to 
Hez’Ranna stared around in admiration at the beautiful work of the city. Huge stone 
buildings towered to the sky, almost all of them made of heat-resistant yellow stone that 
had never been changed, quite a few of them covered in beautiful flowers and green, 



crawling vines. There was almost no metal to be seen, all the doors made of a dark, strong-
looking wood, and many of the windows had heavy shutters but no glass. Hellabos seemed 
to take pleasure in explaining that the weather here was almost always balmy with a gentle 
breeze, and it rarely rained or stormed; and even at night, the temperature never dropped 
too low – the stone resisted the sweltering heat during the day, but also kept in the warmth 
of the homes at night. Even the coldest of nights only required a few logs thrown into a 
fireplace or stove… and since there was almost always a breeze coming off the seas to the 
north, there was no need for any kind of  cooling apparatus, either.

“We call it the Breath of God, here…” Hellabos said, glancing up at the sky and 
laughing quietly. “Not that we’re a particularly religious people. But it has always been 
there, and it’s always been just enough to take the bite off  the humidity.”

The other thing Zerrex noticed was that there were only a few motorized vehicles 
moving around, and most of these were things that Hellabos referred to as ‘ground barges,’ 
long, slender rectangular vehicles that looked like miniature buses with six wheels and no 
roof: instead, there was just a large, curving windshield to protect the driver. There were also 
no doors… apparently, people just hopped the short wall to get on and off, often while it 
was moving, since it rolled along the ground at a fairly lazy speed. There were a few more 
normal looking cars as well, but these were rare: instead, the streets were mostly crowded 
with Drakkai – and every now and then, a servant or two following in the wake of their 
master, or walking alone on some odd job with a large red tag dangling around their neck 
on a chain - strolling along towards whatever destination.

It was probably for the best: the streets weren’t exactly designed with ease of movement 
in mind. Although the main one they were following was exceptionally wide, it often 
twisted in odd ways, as if they were following a confused river instead of a flat road. There 
were also a lot of alleyways and smaller roads branching out every which way, and the 
reptile also noted a lack of signs and directions – the city was literally a massive catacomb. 
He also knew that Uroboros was the largest of all the Hez’Ranna cities, as well as the 
capital of the nation… to the far east, west, and north were sections that were deigned 
almost to be cities of their own, these areas filled with even larger stone buildings, more 
technical installations and institutes, and protected from entry for anywhere except by travel 
through the maze of the main city by gargantuan stone walls that prevented trespass by any 
invaders. 

But Zerrex did notice one other thing that he wasn’t so keen to mention to Hellabos, 
and that made a strange sensation rise in his stomach: although quite a few of the civilians 
were walking around with a knife strapped to their leg, or the traditional kwaibar hung 
easily across their shoulder or in the traditional behind-the-back sheath, the reptile noticed 
there were also quite a few military positioned throughout the city as well. Some of them 
not so obvious… for instance, the Dragokkaren they’d passed a few minutes back now, 
lounging in an alley and smoking a cigarette, dressed in only a pair of tight leather pants… 
but with his uniform jacket tied around his waist. But a few others were almost painfully 
easy to pick out, like the two soldiers that were sitting at an outdoor café under a plain 
cloth roof supported by tall wood totems… trying to look inconspicuous while cradling 



their assault rifles between their legs, both idly talking but the food in front of them 
untouched.

Hellabos, of course, seemed more intent on keeping up the small talk than anything else, 
even as the coach pulled down an alleyway and then began to roll up a gentle slope towards 
a massive stone and wood mansion guarded by wrought-iron fencing perhaps twenty feet 
high and tipped with vicious spade-shaped spikes. Zerrex gave Cindy an ever-so-gentle 
squeeze at the hip when Hellabos asked some question, and she responded for him, quickly 
piping up and beginning to talk about the lifestyle she and her father and husband had 
while the reptile snorted and rolled his eyes, pretending to be a bit embarrassed and 
glancing out towards the large estate, his eyes quickly checking out the other security 
features.

Cherry, too, had shifted her position slightly and was checking out the area they were 
rolling towards, while Lone just looked back and forth lamely. He’d gotten almost as good 
at picking up the invisible signals that the family of Drakkaren used to communicate, but 
not quite… and he also didn’t want to attract the attention of Hellabos, who, despite his 
kindness and obvious attempts to try and accept their difference in culture, seemed to be 
having a lot of  trouble talking to the lupine as an equal.

Mounted cameras… the delicate flash of steel wiring lain carefully across the iron poles 
horizontal to the ground, to prevent anyone from slipping between the metal fencing… and 
Zerrex thought he could see a generator or control panel beside the massive gates that he 
guessed likely sent an electrical current through that same steel wire. And the gigantic gates 
– currently open – were made of solid steel, with the embedded design of two 
Dragokkaren facing each other, curving upwards in the middle to form an archway… but 
the eyes of the Dragokkaren looked like some sort of glowing red sensor. Some other 
strange security feature…

As they pulled down the long dirt drive leading up to the doors of the manse, Hellabos 
paused in his discussion with Cindy to glance around at the others, then turn and look 
towards his Estate with a bit of a smile. “I hope that these accommodations are alright… 
we don’t have as many of the same luxuries as in the… civilized world, out here, I’m afraid, 
but we should at least be able to make you comfortable. I have to return to my palace to 
work on a trade dispute, but this is my highest-class manse in my private quarters.”

That made Lone wonder uneasily how many homes the Dragokkaren had… and he had 
to admit, part of him perked up almost shamefully at the mention of a palace. But as he 
glanced up at the massive stone building, he thought he caught movement at one window 
out of  the corner of  his eye, and he glanced up.

A Drakkaren with dark scales was sitting at one of the windows on the ledge just 
outside, wearing a tight desert-stripe uniform that blended in with the yellow stone behind 
him. In his hands was a large sniper rifle, and he seemed to currently be observing them 
through the large scope attached to the weapon. Lone flushed as he saw this, then quickly 
glanced away, which of  course immediately attracted the attention of  Hellabos.



The Dragokkaren glanced up at him idly, then turned his eyes upwards towards the 
window as the coach rolled to a halt in front of the stone building, smiling slightly as he 
turned his attention back towards the wolf and the others. “My apologies. It’s a security 
precaution, much like the soldiers I’m sure you’ve seen through the city…” he explained, 
laughing a bit and then tapping his fingers on the table and seeming to lose himself in 
thought for a moment; Zerrex took the few seconds to reflect on how hard and awkward it 
must be to explain something that was just common knowledge or tradition to everyone 
else in the nation. “We are a militaristic people… and perhaps a bit paranoid when it 
comes to outsiders. With all the pressure we get from your so-called ‘civilized world’ to join 
trade unions and the International Council, we have to be on constant alert for any… 
forcible tactics, which I’m sad to say has occurred many a time in the past.”

Zerrex nodded at this, then he stood up with the others, as the wolf driver slid the stairs 
out. “I’ve never minded a bit of extra security. And with what I was trained for, I can 
understand and appreciate this.” He paused, then smiled a bit as he glanced out the side, 
watching as the huge wooden double doors leading into the estate – both inscribed with 
large, featureless Dragokkaren, and probably able to open wide enough to let in a transport 
truck from back home – and four beautiful female Drakkaren walked out, all of them clad 
in elegant silk scarves around their necks, and long sleeves that went from just under the 
shoulder to the wrist, as well as loincloths and black sandals and stockings that covered the 
leg, but left the top half of their feet bare. The “uniform” of sorts was all colored white 
with gold trim, and Zerrex couldn’t help but feel his entertainment grow as he noticed they 
wore nothing else but some scattered gold jewelry between them… and that the loincloths 
had no back as the females turned to the cart at the back, giving a nice side view of their 
switching, taunt buttocks, tails primly kept low.

He let himself take his attention from the Patriarch for a moment to admire the females; 
all large breasted, exceptionally beautiful, and with bodies that were fairly-well muscled. 
Definitely his type, in other words… the Drakkaren had to admit that this culture suited 
him much more than his own back home. He continued to watch them for a few moments 
even as the wolf slave opened the door for them, and didn’t bother to hide his amusement 
as they grabbed their luggage from the back and hefted the heavy bags without any sign of 
strain. 

Then Zerrex turned his attention back to Hellabos, who had risen politely and smiling 
himself now, looking pleased at the reaction of the reptile. “Most of the serfs here are 
Drakkaren, and the harem of  girls here are Iuratus… do you know what that means?”

“It’s the term used for warrior slaves…” Zerrex glanced out to the side again, someone 
feeling unsurprised, but not bothering to hide his interest as a few of the girls looked at 
him with sly expressions, one of them bowing their head and two of the others giggling as 
they walked quickly back up the steps and inside. “On one hand sexual slaves, completely 
submitting to a master, but on the other, well-trained, elite warriors who also serve as 
trusted protectors and bodyguards of  that same person.”



Exactly.” Hellabos nodded with a soft laugh, smiling again. “The girls here have been 
told to obey you and your friends, however, as they would obey me… and they are all well-
versed in your language as well. Please, make yourselves comfortable and at home, and treat 
this place as your own.”

Zerrex nodded back, and there was a slow grin spreading over Cherry’s face that meant 
she would more than likely be stirring up as much trouble inside as she could. Cindy and 
Lone, however, only exchanged a slightly-uncomfortable look, before Hellabos politely 
bowed to them and Zerrex nodded in return, then led his group of friends out and down 
the steps, past the kneeling slave wolf. The reptile paused a moment, however, as the others 
headed up the steps and towards the open doors of the home, glancing over his shoulder to 
watch as Hellabos sat back down inside his coach and the wolf quickly went about the 
business of closing the door and pushing the folded up steps into place before running 
back to the front, noting the nervous way the Dragokkaren monarch rubbed at his face. 
Then Zerrex too turned and headed up the stairs and into the home… and found himself 
unsurprised as he was immediately greeted by two more females from the harem of the 
king, both just a bit shorter than him. They wrapped their arms around his waist in perfect 
synchronization, leaning up to kiss either cheek… and the reptile had enough time to 
glance back and forth before he realized with the faintest hint of amused lust that they were 
almost perfect twins.

Welcome, Lord Zerrex.” spoke the one on the right in a pleasant, slightly-accented voice, 
and the Drakkaren felt himself steered gently forwards a few steps as the wooden doors 
were closed behind him by two Dragokkaren soldiers. He glanced towards her with slight 
surprise, wondering who’d radioed ahead and mentioned what to call him, then he looked at 
the other female as she gently wrapped an arm around his neck and kissed his cheek again, 
and noted the sole difference between the two females: although they both had the common 
red scales that lightened over the chest, and wore the same uniform as the other girls, the 
one who had spoken had a right eye of bright green and the other blue… and the other 
female’s eyes were the same, except reversed.

The third kiss was for good luck.” spoke the female who had just landed the gentle 
affection on his cheek, and she smiled warmly, leaning up to whisper: “And please, master, 
don’t be shy. My name is Mist, and my sister is Shine, and Lord Hellabos has decreed we 
should act as your personal bodyguards while you stay here.”

“That’s… very kind.” Zerrex said softly, glancing over the two with a cough and taking 
in the shape of their bodies – lithe, taunt stomachs, large breasts, and muscular arms and 
legs – then noting that these two females were different from the other harem girls in two 
respects: instead of the white scarf, they both wore black collars inset with large, pyramid-
shaped diamonds around their necks, and upon their backs, they both wore cleavers that 
looked as if they could almost compare with Blackheart. The weapons had almost two 
foot-long, unadorned handles of black leather that curved into a thick teardrop at the 
bottom, and the blades were huge and silvery, perhaps a full foot wide and with a white 
edging along the thin cutting side. They were thick as well, maybe a few inches at the back, 
then tapering to a deadly, thin edge on one side, and the overall shape was almost 



rectangular, except where it finally curved at the last foot or so backwards of the perhaps 
six-foot blades. They were worn on an angle on both of their backs, with the black leather 
handles sticking up, as if the weight of the weapons were nothing… and when the 
Drakkaren looked up, he thought Cherry looked impressed, although Lone looked almost 
terrified.

Cindy, meanwhile, was looking around the hall in amazement at the architecture: the 
floor of red stone tile, the walls smooth and without a single imperfection to betray that 
they were made of interlocking stone. The ceiling was some indeterminable height above, 
supported by huge, round pillars of stone that were placed along the length of the hall in 
two long rows, these made out of white marble, and upon the walls hung long tapestries 
depicting the symbols of Hez’Ranna and profiles of mighty, posing Dragokkaren. The 
tapestries were made of red or purple cloth, but the Dragokkaren was always edged out in 
the same bright gold that made up the tassels along the bottom and sides of the ornate 
hanging. To Lone, they reminded him of the decorations he’d had in his own home at one 
time… except his had been much more ostentatious. 

A flight of curving stairs stood at one corner of the hall, and spiraled up to a long 
balcony that was supported from carved but supple-looking wooden timbers from below, 
and the twin Drakkaren Iuratus now attempted to lead Zerrex towards this, cooing lightly 
in his ears and whispering words of affection in their own language… most of it was lost 
on him, but he got the jist of what they were saying from the tightness of their grip around 
his waist. He managed to plant a heel against the floor and stop his abduction by the two 
females, however, clearing his throat a bit as he glanced around at the other doors leading 
out of the hallway – and he had to note there were a few, meaning this home was likely just 
as much a catacombs as the streets outside – and glancing over at his friends and family. “I 
don’t think my associates would really like to be left behind…”

Well, we assumed they’d follow their boss.” Shine supplied with a warm smile, looking 
up at him earnestly, and Mist laughed a bit as she looked at the others, raising a hand and 
beckoning to them as her twin continued to speak in a warm, appraising voice: “We’ve 
heard so much about you and your exploits, after all, and we don’t mean to offend, but it’s 
so obvious that you’re the one in charge… and they look like they’d be ready to follow a 
good leader like you into the depths of  Hell.”

“But I think a lot of girls would gladly do that for you, Lord Zerrex.” Mist added, and 
the twins shared a light laugh before tugging on him again, both of them smiling warmly 
and then trading an amused look as they only managed to drag him a few feet, before she 
asked curiously: “What is it, sir?”

The Drakkaren had to admit he was impressed by their strength… the last person who’d 
been able to actually shove him around had been Requiem, after all, and he could feel the 
muscles of these two females flexing against him… but he knew they weren’t even straining, 
but only not forcing him to go wherever the hell they wanted to take him out of respect. 
Admittedly, however, he was getting kinda creeped out by the whole ‘Lord’ thing, though – 
it just wasn’t his taste. 



He paused before asking the question he wanted to, however, as he glanced up at the 
others and noting that of the  three, only Cindy was starting towards him from where she’d 
wandered into the center of the hall, and even though she looked a bit peeved at the fact 
her husband and father had been railroaded by two half-naked female slaves, she was still 
tossing glances around at the finer points of the hall and the strange crystal lanterns that 
hung from the ceiling, her attention not yet totally focused on Zerrex. Lone was almost 
trying to hide behind Cherry – the wolf had gotten more and more paranoid about 
strangers with large weapons over the last few years, and especially anyone who stood up to 
Zerrex without fear – and the last female-in-question had her arms crossed and was 
grinning stupidly. Her expression was what made the reptile decide to switch his question 
out for a different one, deciding to make her wait for what she was undoubtedly looking 
forwards to as long as he could. “I just had a few questions first, before we… uh… go. 
Places. Like… where did you take our things?”

A wing of the manse has been reserved for your personal use and private quarters cleared 
out for each of you, should you like to use them… and also a small room for your wolf 
slave, too, if you wish for him to stay with you.” Mist informed, with a casual glance at 
Lone. The lupine looked torn between offended and embarrassed for a few moments, but 
then he simply chose to shrink back behind Cherry and twiddle with the bracelet he was 
wearing, biting his tongue and remembering his place and that it was safest for him not to 
say he wasn’t a servant. This world was different than the one he’d come from, after all.

Cindy almost looked like she was going to make the correction and blow the wolf ’s 
dubious cover anyway, but she stopped and coughed when her father tossed her a look. The 
twins looked at her questioningly, but immediately returned their attention – and clingy 
hands – to Zerrex when he asked the other question he thought he already knew the answer 
to: “And where did you want to take me?”

The King said you’d want to relax.” Mist smiled warmly at him, reaching a hand up and 
lightly brushing his hair from his face before cupping one hand against his cheek, pushing 
herself against him and bringing up one leg to rest against his waist with a surprising lack 
of  embarrassment. “And we thought we knew just the best place for that.”

“There’s quite an impressive harem of both pelt and upper species here, after all.” Shine 
supplemented, one of her hand moving up to slide gently over the back of his skull and 
lock in his white locks, leaning in to nuzzle his neck just below where her sister’s hand 
gripped as she whispered: “I’ve never had the pleasure of touching such strange fur on a 
Drakkaren like myself  before…”

It’s uh. Called hair. It was passed down from my mother’s side…” Zerrex said lamely, 
and both the females smiled at him adoringly, like he’d just told them a long story from his 
past. He felt them clinging closer, then he glanced up with a blink as Cindy stepped 
tactlessly in front of  him and coughed into a closed fist.

The twins glanced up, but then they both nodded to her and slid back a bit from the 
Drakkaren… although both were careful to leave one hand gently touching him, as if losing 
contact would cost them their lives. Then they smiled as the others approached, and Mist 



bowed – her hand sliding up to rub Zerrex’s shoulder slowly – as she said courteously to 
Lone: “We’ve been told to treat you as a personal favorite of Zerrex, and as his right hand 
worker. As such, you will be happy to know that you’ll have the smaller harem of… other 
such furry creatures as yourself  at your full disposal, to do with as you see fit.”

We… would advise that you… change out of your current uniform, however.” Shine 
glanced over the wolf with what was almost disdain, but when Lone met her eyes, he 
realized it was actually more discomfort and perhaps even a bit of gentle concern. 
“Although the clothing you wear now is… common in your culture, here it is… unsuitable 
for a slave. You will be given other clothes that will allow you to blend in more… so long as 
Lord Zerrex has no problem with this?”

Zerrex felt all eyes turn to him automatically, and he winced a bit before nodding and 
coughing. “It’s… it’s fine.” A pause as he met Lone’s worried eyes… and the Drakkaren 
didn’t have to ask before he gave a bit of a smile. “You can keep the watch and the bracelet 
on, Lone. In this society, clothing is more a mark of status and treated with greater respect 
than any gold or silver.”

The wolf nodded meekly, looking relieved as he laid his ears back embarrassedly, then, 
before anyone could say anything, Mist and Shine slid their sides against Zerrex’s and 
quickly turned him back towards the stairs, guiding him up as they praised him in their 
strange, clipped accents. Cindy followed after with a scowl that was almost envious, and 
Lone ran quickly up beside her, blushing and following close behind as Cherry loitered last, 
grinning cheerfully with her hands behind her head and murmuring to herself: “Fuck, but 
this place is great. And now I get to get laid for some relaxation time. Kickass.”

The double doors at the top took them into another, smaller hall, this one laid with a 
plain rug and several portraits of Dragokkaren lining one wall, apparently all members of 
the Hellabos royal family. There was also another set of double doors across the room – 
these ones silver plated, with large golden handles – and a spiral staircase leading up at the 
other end of the hallway. Shine and Mist easily pushed the doors open, not letting their 
sides leave Zerrex’s, and they guided him into the room before one of the twins looked over 
her shoulder and said warmly to the wolf: “Introduce yourself.”

Lone carefully slid himself around the wall of three Drakkaren in front of him – and he 
couldn’t ignore the fact that Cherry had grabbed his shoulders and was peering over his 
head expectantly like a kid trying to see into the cookie jar – and then he coughed and 
flushed deeply at the sight before him. Perhaps eight slaves, four of them male, four of 
them female, of all varying species, all dressed in what looked like rawhide tunics, and all of 
them wearing black collars with large silver circles. Upon the feet of each slave was a pair of 
black sandals with long straps that crisscrossed several times up the shin to the knee, and 
the tunics were kept synched tight on both male and female by black leather belts – the 
only real difference between the male and female clothing being that the female ones were 
designed to leave the shoulders bare, although a black strap went around the neck and their 
breasts were covered by the tough-looking hide. A few of them had the strange swords that 



Zerrex had identified earlier as kwaibars sheathed at their sides, but one of them had a 
long, double-edged dagger instead with a curving handle tucked in his belt.

They were all resting in comfortable positions on a collection of large, fluffy black 
pillows that covered the back of the area, and the walls were lined with doors that 
apparently led off to their own private rooms, although Lone imagined they couldn’t be 
much larger than cells. There was a single large painting on the back wall, of a Dragokkaren 
with feathered angel wings in the top right corner descending towards a Dragokkaren with 
twisted, gnarled demon wings with long claws in the bottom left, who was rising to meet 
him: and between these two was a line of painted mammal and animal figures, all with their 
hands clasped, but with every second figure upside-down to form a strange pattern. The 
wolf stared at this for a few moments, then he finally coughed and rubbed the back of his 
head, saying lamely as he blushed and his ears flattened out more, resisting the urge to curl 
his tail between his legs: “Uh… hi everyone. I’m Lone.”

“We’ll let you get to know the others on your own.” Mist said warmly, and her sister 
nodded before the two quickly steered Zerrex away and out towards the door, forcing Cindy 
and Cherry to leave as the females all but dragged the larger male with them. Lone stared 
with what was almost horror as the Drakkaren looked over his shoulder at him, the wolf 
feeling suddenly like a toddler at his first day of kindergarten watching his father leave… 
and then the Drakkaren mouthed ‘good luck’ to him before the twins let go of the huge 
reptile long enough to close the double doors with supportive smiles in towards the lupine.

The wolf stared blankly at the doors for a moment, then he jumped as a hand descended 
on his shoulder, turning around with a deep blush and then blinking as he looked up into 
the eyes of a tall, dark-furred lupine with mottled ears that had several large silver hoops 
through them. Lone also noticed the ruby collar… and the fact he had strange, serene eyes 
that were apple red. He was also quite a bit bigger than him… hell, the black-grey wolf was 
probably only a few inches short of Zerrex’s height, and his arms were nearly as thickly-
muscled. “Hello Lone. I am Kraven, an Iuratus as I am told you are. Come, let us put you 
in clothing more homely for this place.”

Lone merely nodded meekly, automatically following Kraven and glancing at the others 
as they stretched and relaxed on the pillows, wondering if the life of these harem slaves was 
really so bad… and then he blinked a bit as the larger wolf opened one of the doors 
leading into a private chamber for him, finding himself surprised to step into a circular 
room with a large, futon-type mattress resting on the floor and furnished with black wood 
that glinted in the light. The smaller wolf looked up to find the source of said light, and 
was unsurprised to see one of the strange crystal lanterns hanging by a chain from the 
ceiling… a strange, almost disco-ball shaped stone that magnified some odd internal light 
source and made it seem as bright as day inside this windowless room.

Kraven closed the door behind them, then he walked over to the dresser that sat tight 
against the wall, custom built so that it curved with the shape of the room. He dug through 
the deep top drawer for a few moments as Lone sat down on the futon-bed, feeling it 
squish a bit comfortably against his butt and playing with what felt like a silk blanket that 



covered the black mattress. Then he finally glanced up as Kraven turned and held out a 
plain tunic to him, smiling. “This will do.”

Lone took it with a meek thank you, then he coughed and shuffled a bit as he felt the 
dark wolf ’s eyes on him. He glanced up at him, kneading the hide clothing in his lap, before 
blushing deeply as Kraven asked with curiosity – and little embarrassment: “Do you work 
as a sexual slave? And do you do it for your master, the Lord Narrius?”

Zerrex. He’s… odd about that.” Lone replied carefully, as Kraven sat down on the 
mattress behind him, and the wolf was unable to repress the shiver of interest he felt at the 
flexing of the muscular lupine’s body against his tunic, and the brush of his arm against his 
own. With all the self-searching Lone had done, it hadn’t been hard to figure out his 
attraction was more to males… and he’d tried a few others other than Zerrex, but… ugh, 
don’t think like that now! Just… just answer his question! “Um… yeah. I have.”

Kraven nodded, tilting his head, then he reached down and gently tilted the wolf ’s 
muzzle upwards with his hand to meet his ruby eyes, as his other hand reached down and – 
oh shit. Oh shit oh shit oh shit, is this a dream or… oh my fuck, this is… wow. 

The muscular, dark-furred wolf gently undid his own belt, then tossed it aside as he 
reached up to loosen the strings that bound his tunic against his body, and Lone only stared 
as he removed it, revealing a rock-hard, perfect chest and chiseled abdominals, thicker, more 
beautiful muscles then the wolf could have dreamed of, the same rugged fur that covered 
the rest of his form and… a particularly large sheath with a hoop piercing through it and a 
pair of testicles that had to be the size of grapefruit each. And a few inches of pink flesh 
were already exposed of the wolf ’s cock, despite the fact that Kraven wasn’t even aroused… 
and when the black wolf turned his eyes back to Lone, he looked almost genuinely 
surprised before smiling slightly and lightly pushing Lone down onto his back. “It would 
be rude to not welcome you customarily after your long journey… and we have been given 
orders to treat you well and help you relax.”

Lone let his own tunic slip from his grip, then he nodded faintly as Kraven reached up 
and easily undid his shorts before pulling them down, and then his boxers beneath – the 
wolf, meanwhile, pulled off his own shirt, convinced this had to be some kind of fantasy… 
but even after he’d thrown his shirt aside and found himself on his back, his own nine 
inches of pink cock harder than it had been in the longest time, his knot throbbing and his 
breath coming slowly in and out, Kraven was still there. Down between his spread legs, the 
black wolf looking at him with a loving compassion and attention that Lone felt he’d never 
gotten before, that he lapped up with his eyes and wanted to be for more of… and then his 
eyes slid down to the shaft Kraven was slowly stroking to full erection, and they widened 
slightly as he saw the wolf ’s cock was almost as thick as a baseball bat and almost two feet 
long of hard, pink flesh, with a knot that matched the size of his huge black wolven orbs 
beneath… and then Kraven asked in a voice that Lone thought was actually concerned: 
“Am I too big?”



No… oh God no…” Lone breathed… and then he flushed, ears laying back as he 
added in a whisper, unable to contain himself: “I want it all in me… you’re so… kind to do 
this for me… even the master hasn’t taken me in forever…”

Pity… you are so cute and obviously loyal.” Kraven replied softly, then he smiled as he 
lowered the pointed tip of his twenty-plus inch penis against Lone’s tender rosebud, 
continuing gently: “Let me welcome you to Hez’Ranna, Lone, and to our folds here… and 
we’ll take good care of  you…”

And with that, he rocked his hips lightly forwards with a soft grunt, closing his eyes as 
he penetrated into the lupine’s tailhole, feeling his thick penis squelching into the tight 
passage of the wolf ’s anus. Lone rocked backwards, his own pink member twitching and the 
wolf moaning in pleasure as he reached up automatically, and his hands found Kraven’s 
shoulders as his head rolled back in ecstasy, legs moving to cradle the thick waist of the 
muscular wolf  at the same time.

Kraven slowly began to push forwards, sending more of his long, hard cock pushing 
deep, leaning down to nuzzle into the wolf ’s ruff and neck, breathing in his scent as Lone 
groaned in pleasure again, his body trembling in bliss  as he felt the long, hard rod of wolf 
flesh pushing into his form. He rocked his hips back with a quiet grunt, then let his head 
fall back entirely as Kraven nuzzled into his throat deeply, pushing his nose into the black 
fur as his huge knot shoved lightly up against the wolf ’s buttocks. The long shaft had 
penetrated Lone with surprising ease, and neither wolf felt anything like discomfort; it was 
all bliss for both.

Then the huge black-furred male drew back before pushing forwards again, beginning to 
pump in and out of Lone at an easy pace as Lone bucked his hips slowly in time, Kraven 
drawing back slightly and pushing nose-to-nose with the lupine as the smaller wolf smiled 
blissfully, his eyes half lidded, sharing a gentle kiss as he gazed into the ruby irises of the 
larger lupine above him. He felt his rock-hard cock grinding slowly against the abdominals 
of the wolf and his own taunt stomach, felt pre already leaking from the pink shaft as he 
bucked his hips lightly, and then he groaned again quietly as Kraven’s hands squeezed into 
his hips, locking his paws together behind the big wolf ’s back.

Kraven began to move faster in response to Lone’s trembling form and urging 
movements and whispers, panting quietly onto the smaller wolf ’s face, his huge body 
flexing, fur pressing to fur as he let his weight rise and fall on the wolf. Again and again, his 
large, girthy knot shoved up to the wolf ’s entrance, pushing against it insistently before 
pulling back almost a foot of his huge cock, then burying it back into Lone’s body with a 
surprising ease that told the bigger wolf he’d been taken many a time before. And the 
movements of the lupine beneath him, the rocking and bucking of Lone and his low moans 
told him it was an experience the wolf  always enjoyed.

It wasn’t long before Lone finally clenched his eyes shut and whimpered, ears laying back 
and a flush rising in his cheeks as he bucked hard against Kraven’s firmly-moving, but still 
controlled and easy thrusts, and he let out a few long, short pants before giving a feminine, 
high cry of pleasure, and his nine inch, throbbing pink wolf cock released a few spurts of 



his seed, splattering the chests of both himself and the powerful lupine above him. Lone 
groaned quietly and slumped back a bit, dazed with the ecstasy his orgasm left him in, 
however short it had been, and then he wrapped his arms tight around the black wolf ’s neck 
as Kraven shifted slightly, moving one of his legs up a bit as he moaned quietly into the 
wolf ’s ear: “Oh God… I feel like I could come over and over... you’re so good…”

Oh Lone… I won’t last much longer…” Kraven replied hungrily, his breaths coming in 
harder pants now, feeling the wolf ’s trembling nine inches twitching between them as the 
dark-furred lupine began to pump in and out of the wolf with greater firmness. He could 
feel the wetness of the wolf ’s load squelching between their bodies, but if anything, Lone 
had only become more responsive after his orgasm, rocking his hips harder, and then 
pushing himself up, moving in tandem with Kraven as the black wolf slid his legs under 
him and got up on his knees, and Lone pulled himself up against his muscular chest, 
pressing to it as Kraven dropped his muzzle down between his ears and keeping his arms 
tight around his neck. He cried out in pleasure at the feeling of the wolf ’s cock slamming 
straight up into him as he dropped his weight down, and then his eyes rolled up in his head 
and his jaw fall agape as the huge knot finally forced its way into his passage.

The black wolf let out a surprised grunt as Lone’s passage stretched and almost tore 
around the gigantic knot, feeling his pleasure intensify tenfold or perhaps even more, one 
hand grasping Lone’s inner thigh firmly as the other wrapped around his waist, letting out a 
hungry moan between the smaller lupine’s folded ears before he began to pump upwards 
rapidly, his thrusts short and barely teasing an inch back and forth, but the movements of 
his long, thick cock and huge knot inside Lone’s passage causing the white-and-black wolf 
to cry out with ecstasy, shoving himself  hard forwards against his muscular body.

Again and again and again, until finally Kraven rolled his head back and let out a low, 
rolling groan of pleasure, and his girthy, huge shaft stiffened up inside the smaller wolf and 
released a thick, long blast of seed; the first two shots filled the lupine’s tight anus entirely, 
and the next successive shots caused long streams of seed to leak out around the rapidly-
pounding cock, as Lone bounced up and down like a toy on the dark-furred wolf ’s 
member, the smaller wolf letting out long cries of ecstasy mixed with the name of his new 
sexual partner. Then, finally, Kraven’s orgasm began to subside, and he turned around and 
fell back against the bed, panting hungrily and holding the small wolf tight against his 
muscular, flexing body, chest heaving and red eyes closed with pleasure.

Lone was in a daze of utter bliss, clinging to the dark-furred wolf like there was nothing 
else in the world, loving the feeling of what right now felt like the most gigantic, powerful 
male in all the world tied with him, of that same male’s seed spilling out around that same 
male’s god-like knot… and he closed his eyes and smiled, settling into the wolf ’s chest as he 
continued to pant quietly. Zerrex never let them do this when they did have sex… never just 
stayed like this… and Zer doesn’t have a knot either. Or fur… and he doesn’t smell so good 
or feel so… comfortable… “Oh… that was… wonderful…”

“Yes… I’m glad…” Kraven replied in a murmur, gently stroking Lone’s face and looking 
down at him with a smile, his red eyes soft and disguising the icy thoughts running through 



his mind. The male had proven ridiculously easy to seduce… and even though Kraven could 
take him again – and twice more after that, and brutally… and last for more than ten 
minutes… – the black-furred wolf  recognized there was no need.

Kraven, after all, was planning a coup d’état with a few of the other ‘pelts,’  as the 
disgusting tyrants referred to them as. And he knew that if they could capture someone 
from the Narrius royal family, Hellabos would do anything… anything… to stop Zerrex or 
his sick ‘family’ from being harmed. The patriarch never stopped talking about all the plans 
he had for him, anyway… and now the black wolf had already turned Lone, the slave of the 
Lord Zerrex, to his own little personal bitch. And his plan was to slowly convert Lone to 
his ways of thinking… after all, the way the wolf had shot three minutes in and then 
screamed like a girl when he’d let himself go early, after all. Then Lone could help him get 
in close with the other members of their freedom group, and no more would he have to 
suffer the indignity of bending over with a smile for Hez’Ranna soldiers, fucking the harem 
girls for the entertainment of other males, or working as a slave, lumbering around doing 
useless chores. They could finally be given their equality, or maybe even get a bit more and 
put the scalebags in their places once and for all…

And Kraven smiled lovingly down at what he was already beginning to think of as his 
new pet, then he felt another urge rise in his body before deciding to simply go with it, 
revolving his hips and causing Lone to shudder in bliss and look up at him stupidly, before 
the dark-furred wolf asked softly: “Want to have some more enjoyment in a different 
position?”

And the wide, happy smile that spread over Lone’s face was all the answer Kraven 
needed.

~~~

Up the spiraling staircase and through another hall, Shine and Mist had led Zerrex – 
with Cindy and Cherry following behind, the latter female grinning stupidly – through a 
pair of double doors similar to the ones leading into the harem downstairs, except they 
were much larger and inset with the profile of two large Drakkaren, made out of blue 
metal. And the room they had stepped into left Zerrex staring – white tiled floor, wide, 
gigantic circular area, and then a single, cushioned step leading up to a raised area, upon 
which sat a huge red and gold wooden throne and two smaller black and light blue chairs 
on either side. Leading to the curving step was a dark purple carpet… and on either side of 
the purple carpet were ten large, black leather cushions shaped almost like marshmellows, 
filled with some soft material that let the occupants of them sink comfortably into them. 
And eighteen of these were occupied… then all twenty when the twins finally detached 
themselves from Zerrex to sit in the empty seats on the right.

For a few moments there was silence… amazed from the three reptiles that had just 
entered, interested and serene from the onlookers. Ten females and ten males sat, watching 
them… all the females in the same uniform, and all the males wearing the same sort of 
thing as well. A white loincloth with golden trim the same style as the one worn by the 



females, white coverings over the forearms that were trimmed in gold as well, but they all 
had black, tight collars on instead of  scarves, and their sandals were plainer.

Zerrex noticed one other thing, staring over this group that was apparently assembled 
just for his “relaxation” purposes… six of each gender were Drakkaren, and then four were 
Dragokkaren. The female Dragokkaren were all very tall, at that, and very well-shaped and 
large breasted… and the male Dragokkaren were all built with powerful, thick bodies, huge, 
hard-as-rock musculature, and probably all about four feet taller than Zerrex was. Not to 
say that the male Drakkaren weren’t unimpressive either… most of them were around the 
Boss’s height, with one or two taller, and although all of them were lither in build, their 
bodies where chiseled and their hides of  scales tight.

Then the twenty Iuratus kneeled low, putting their hands out in front of themselves as 
they bowed from their sitting positions towards the Drakkaren and said in one clear, strong 
voice: “We are at your command, Lord and Master Zerrex, to do with as you wish.”

Dude. And I thought I was never going to get to go to Heaven.” Cherry said dreamily, 
and Zerrex glanced at her, noted one hand was on her breast and the other was delving into 
her pants, and he cleared his throat loudly. She blinked, coughed, then grinned sheepishly 
and removed her hands from herself before prancing cheerfully into the room and down the 
carpet. Then she paused at the step, turned, and jumped forwards as the Drakkai slaves all 
rose back to their sitting position, one of the males jumping with and looking startled as 
she landed in his lap and wrapped an arm around his neck, tickling under his chin with the 
other hand as she asked teasingly: “Are you my guardian angel?”

“I will… do anything you ask?” the dark-scaled Dragokkaren replied uneasily, and 
Cherry paused, muttered something that sounded like ‘close enough,’ and then reached a 
hand down below the large male’s loincloth. The huge male looked perturbed, but not 
embarrassed, and then Cherry paused before ducking down as Zerrex slapped a hand 
against his forehead and Cindy covered her eyes before the muscular female popped up 
from her examination of the Dragokkaren’s crotch with a grin like a lucky child at 
Christmas.

Holy shit, I’ve hit the motherload! This dude’s gotta be like, bigger than you… I bet all 
these guys are hung like fuckin’ stud horses… fuck that, stud… elephants!” Cherry cackled, 
electing several stares from everyone around the room as Zerrex walked down the carpeted 
path between the males and females, then reached out and snagged her collar as he passed 
her, jerking her back from where she was currently molesting the Dragokkaren male and 
causing her to choke and splutter as she fell out of his lap and landed heavily on her ass. 
She whined loudly, rubbing at her buttocks, then mumbled something before standing up 
and glaring at Zerrex. “What?”

Show some dignity. Or at least restrain yourself for a few minutes.” Zerrex replied 
mildly, form where he was standing up on the top platform, beside Cindy. Then he paused 
as he realized there was an odd silence in the room and looked around at the Iuratus, who 
were all staring at him. Cherry caught onto the same sensation in the room before she could 
reply, and she immediately calmed and turned serious as she glanced uneasily around. Oh. 



Shit. Half these guys are armed with… kwaibars, and ball and chain things, and those twin 
bitches got those fucking cleaver head-chopper-offers… don’t tell me I pissed them all 
off…

But then she realized where they were looking, and she followed their gaze to Zerrex’s 
hand, which had idly reached out and touched the golden throne as he’d scolded his own 
first slave and right hand soldier. And their eyes weren’t angry, but more… expectant? Even 
excited? And the Boss was looking calmly around at them all, but his eyes were uneasy… 
and Cindy and Cherry both recognized at the same time what they wanted the Drakkaren 
to do, and what the implications of  it was. 

Cherry knew that Zerrex could take control when he wanted to… and was excellent at 
it. But she also knew that he didn’t always want that… and she could understand. Despite 
being so aggressive, bitchy and… generally chaotic herself, she… loved nothing more than 
laying in Zerrex’s arms, and not as an equal. As his lesser, and feeling that. Feeling him as a 
powerful, almighty being, knowing that no one could ever surpass him… that made size, 
time, space, everything, cease to matter. She was his bitch… and gods, it felt so fucking 
good to be controlled, dominated, even hurt by him… because it was his command, and 
she had absolute faith in him. And she couldn’t imagine how lonely it must feel at times, 
with no one there to ever hold him or protect him, because there was no one who had ever 
been there for him like he could be for her.  

Likewise, Cindy knew that her father and husband was sometimes just as scared by his 
power and cruelty as he was enthralled with it… especially ever since Marina had come into 
the world. Their child, their little girl, had brought Zerrex an untold happiness that had 
been alien to him… the wonder of raising a daughter who was born from a bond of deep 
forbidden love. And she knew the softer parts of Zerrex that Cherry didn’t so much deny as 
just avoid… not because she thought it was weak, but because Cherry was utterly terrified 
of facing her own emotions, and letting herself recognize that even Zerrex had to break 
down and cry sometimes would likely make the dominating female fill her pants in terror of 
what it implied for everything about him, her, and the world.

And Zerrex didn’t want to bring back the darkness that existed in him, even though it 
was always standing just outside the window or on the doorstep, waiting to be invited inside 
to play. Zerrex had always tried to balance himself, find a neutrality if he couldn’t discover 
or be a creature of the light… and he’d always seen Cherry as the darkness – because she 
still played pretend that this was the Goth Legion – and Cindy as the light – because she 
liked to pretend the world was really a good place, and that evil didn’t pay. And it had never 
been a secret that Zerrex had a terrible hunger inside him, almost an addiction to power 
and the need to get more… and taking in that position would mean giving the monster 
more meat to chew and make it even stronger, and perhaps he even feared what that power 
would lead him to do. Which was why he preferred to control from the shadows… even 
Cindy had to admit that she didn’t know what would have happened to Baskin’s Grove if 
Zerrex had taken complete control instead of simply guiding Lone alone on the path to 
better, if  not goodness.



But then the white-haired Drakkaren closed his eyes and slowly sat down in the throne, 
then he glanced up and there was an audible sigh through the room. Cindy quietly took her 
place in one of the other chairs, and Cherry smiled faintly as she looked at Zerrex with 
quiet apology. Zerrex merely gave the slightest of nods in return, knowing that Cherry 
wanted only to remain under him at all times, never to share the same power and prestige… 
and then the mood was broken as the female cleared her throat and said loudly: “So, can all 
ten of  you guys fuck me at once?”

The female then proceeded to have her question answered, as Zerrex sat in the throne… 
but he didn’t pay much attention, despite the fact Cherry screamed a lot and even Cindy 
stared with a mix of arousal and utter amazement at the sheer size of the males and the fact 
that Cherry actually managed to get all ten of them in on her… and then proceeded to 
wear them all flat, until she was left naked, covered in seed, panting roughly and sitting on 
the floor in a mix of fluids – including blood – and rasping: “Hey, I thought you guys 
knew how to fuck! You’re all just bitches… three times, four from the guys with the most 
stamina? Fuck that, Zerrex can do ten! You got the cock size but he’s got the power!”

You’ve ruined sex for me forever.” The male Drakkaren said mildly, tapping his fingers 
on the throne as he rested his muzzle on his other hand, elbow propped on the other arm. 
Cindy, meanwhile, was sitting on the floor with some of the females and enjoying a light 
massage. Then Cherry turned a look of such comical, amazed horror on him that the 
reptile couldn’t help but snort laughter before shaking his head slowly and leaning back into 
the hands that were working his bare shoulders.

The twins were gently applying their own skills to his body, and Zerrex was thankful 
that Shine and Mist recognized the fact he wanted to work his way into the position before 
actually starting to use them as slaves… that and he admittedly didn’t want to let down his 
guard. He’d taken his shirt off and the belt that still had his .52 handguns on it, but that 
was about it… and more as a show of faith than anything else, and maybe because all the 
looks he was getting from everyone were starting to annoy him. So he’d taken his shirt off 
to reveal his own musculature… but his pants stayed on, along with his combat boots… 
and the giant revolver strapped to his leg.

He had no worries about the twins… they were still armed, but they’d talked to him 
while Cherry was busy in her gangbang with seeing how many cocks she could get shoved 
into one place at once – and admittedly, he’d been rather amused and slightly-hard when 
he’d seen penises that put even his to shame jamming their way into the bitchy female who 
was usually able to take anything without trouble… and a bit of sadistic joy at watching her 
choking, shrieking, and even bulging all at the same time – and discovered they were the 
heads of household. The fact they were in charge of everything in the manse… and that… 
well… no one could fake the kind of fawning they were doing over him, which almost 
made him wish they were evil or something… ruled them out as suspect. The rules here, 
after all, were different, and Iuratus were locked in so hard and fast to their training to obey 
a given master that betrayal was almost impossible for them. Only a truly abused and 
neglected Iuratus would ever turn on his or her master… and only then if given no choice 
or were scum to begin with; the psychological conditioning, strength of tradition, and 



moral obligations so deeply ingrained from birth that it would be like going against one’s 
own nature. And the last thing he felt these twins would do would be to betray him or the 
simple rules of  courtesy.

But three others in the room made him nervous… one male and two female, who were 
tossing him unpleasant looks every now and then, and keeping back a bit: the male 
somewhat obviously, because he’d only done his sexual duty with Cherry once after she’d 
glowered at him for not joining in the gangbang, so she could prove she could take all ten 
shafts without any major problems… which, of course, she’d done, and cackled about 
before Zerrex had given an idle order to rape her again and been rather impressed as the 
males immediately jumped on her and shut her up by shoving certain large, thick, and fluid-
stained appendages into her mouth and down her throat… and every other orifice available.

Maybe one or two others also gave him a chill… they looked and were acting… well, 
normal for this culture, he supposed, but for whatever reason, he got an uneasy feeling 
about them. The expression too perfect, the movements a bit odd and fluid, the accents 
perhaps the slightest bit off… it was the same strange feeling he’d gotten from the suicide 
bomber wolf  in the hospital.

He sighed and shook his head… then blinked as Mist slipped in front of him and gazed 
into his eyes, taking his hands and lacing their fingers together. She squeezed them gently, 
then said in a soft, loving voice as she met his eyes: “You’re worried about something.”

Please tell us…” Shine’s hands slid up to work through his hair, and Zerrex’s eyes 
slipped closed as her fingers scraped gently against the thinner scales of his scalp, the reptile 
letting out a soft breath as Mist quietly kissed down his chiseled abs to his waist, before she 
straightened and nuzzled his neck tenderly. Even as they continued their light affections, 
the Drakkaren’s mind remained as calm as ever through the slow pleasure, but then he 
figured the best thing he could do could be in fact, to at least see their reactions.

He nodded, then opened his mouth… and Mist silenced him with a light kiss. Her lips 
worked against his, and her tongue danced with an expertness though his maw that made 
Zerrex feel like a horny teenager as Shine leaned down beside him and then whispered two 
words that made his emerald eyes spring open in surprise: “We know.”

There was no question; if they said they knew, the Drakkaren was sure they wouldn’t lie, 
as Mist pulled away and smiled softly. Then she stood and sat gently down in his lap, as 
Shine’s hands slid down from his head to squeeze and massage his shoulders slowly. He felt 
the Drakkaren in his lap release his hands, then move her own to massage his masculine 
breast as he gripped her waist lightly, and she gazed down into his emerald eyes and said in 
a quiet voice: “Some of the scum pelts downstairs have been planning a revolt against Lord 
Hellabos for some time now… they act all sure of themselves and cocky, demanding the 
same rights… in anonymous letters and by yelling at us from a distance in the yard, from 
places where they know we can’t identify them. We all know they’re too scared to make a 
move… but they have supporters in our ranks as well, idiots who think we, the superior 
species, should bow down with the weak and insult ourselves by acting as their equals… 



that we should move on from the past, forget that they raped our land, defiled our people, 
and tried to crush us out and use us as nothing more than weapons…”

As Mist spoke, her hands slid down to open the fly of Zerrex’s pants, and she ground 
her hips expertly down against him, making the reptile’s breaths become a bit harder as he 
felt his own thick length twitching in his pants: and then her quick hands someone 
managed to pull his pants and boxers down without shifting her body off his lap – in fact, 
while grinding against his crotch – and take his girthy member into her hands. She looked 
at it with a deep murr of interest and surprise as she began to stroke it slowly towards 
erection with both hands, as her sister continued the story, whispering into Zerrex’s hair as 
her hands slowly massaged along his broad shoulders and thick, muscular arms. “But we 
know they’ll do nothing to us, or you… even Lone will be safe. One of them will milk him 
for information… and they’ll shout to each other about how they’re going to kidnap you or 
something idiotic like that… and then they’ll wait until you leave and lament to each other 
that they missed a golden opportunity because of  whatever excuse they can think of.

“The real problem… is the Unseen…” Shine continued, and Zerrex nodded before 
tilting his head back with a soft groan as he felt himself reach his full, thirty-two inch 
length, Mist’s hands expertly working up and down the huge cock with an ability that put 
even Cherry to shame. But at the same time, he continued to listen intently, filing away the 
information even as he enjoyed the sexual teasing: he loved and hated that it reminded him 
of the Goth Legion, of what he’d done in the past there. “The ones with the strange 
aura… the feeling of… I don’t know the word. It is bad, though…”

Yes…” Zerrex murmured softly, nodding a bit, then he paused and glanced up at Shine, 
who was looking down at his huge length with a deep, captivating lust. He reached a hand 
up and touched the back of one of hers gently, and then gave a silent command with his 
eyes when she looked down at him in surprise… and then she smiled slightly before sliding 
carefully around to join her twin sister. Zerrex looked down at the two, and for a moment, 
their discussion halted so they could tend to the need they’d originally used to mask their 
hidden talk. 

The twins pushed their bodies together and kissed each other lovingly, muzzles working 
slowly, one arm wrapping around each other’s waist as the hand of the other settled on 
either side of the massive shaft of the reptile, stroking lightly up and down in perfect 
rhythm. Then the kiss broke, and Shine pushed her muzzle down against the base of the 
male’s cock, lapping at it teasingly as Mist rose and dragged her tongue slowly up along the 
upper half of the hot black flesh until she reached the rounded head… and then she 
grinned a bit before standing up and slipping forwards, straddling her now-master with her 
legs on either side of the throne and the massive shaft between them, saying softly: “If only 
you had two of  these… so my sister and I could share you…”

There’s still a way you can…” Zerrex smiled slightly, and then he reached up and 
grabbed the hips of the female before pulling them forwards, and Mist almost toppled 
forwards, awkwardly half-standing on the throne before feeling herself easily steadied by the 
male’s strong hands upon her hips, and then he pushed his muzzle up between her legs, 



nosing her loincloth aside and placing her crotch in easy access of his muzzle, and he began 
to lap slowly at her vagina, making her groan in quiet pleasure as she looked down at him 
with a deep flush, reaching up to quickly remove her massive cleaver from her back and 
tossing it aside.

It clanked to the ground at the same time as her sister threw down her other massive 
cleaver for easier movement, and then Shine slowly lapped up the massive shaft of the huge 
male with a pleasured smiled before she finally stood and turned around, reaching a hand 
back to grasp the huge obsidian member. She guided it between her legs, rubbing the large, 
bulbous head against her vagina with a soft sound of pleasure, then she slowly began to 
descend, lowering herself back onto the reptile with her eyes clenched shut in bliss, her legs 
spreading wider the lower she went and knees trembling with the ecstasy of feeling the huge 
cock burying into her hot, tender sex, hands out and grasping the arms of the throne 
tightly to steady herself.

Her sister, at the same time, was massaging and playing with her own firm, large breasts, 
back arched and head tilted upwards, as she bucked her hips slowly and rhythmically against 
the thick muzzle of the male Drakkaren, her eyes closed in deep pleasure. The reptile’s 
tongue was still only lightly, teasingly licking at her, more tasting her than anything else, but 
she had never dreamed that any master would give her oral sex… and especially not a royal 
lord. She groaned softly in pleasure, then twitched a bit with a sharp breath when he 
suddenly flicked her clit with his tongue and dropped his muzzle a bit at the same time, 
letting his front teeth nudge along the sensitive nub of flesh with a teasing, long-practiced 
ease.

Shine had also managed to hilt the huge shaft of the Drakkaren into her body, and she 
was currently trembling with ecstasy at feeling the huge, throbbing rod of flesh buried 
inside of her, her head rolled back, jaw agape in a wide expression of what could only be 
called primal ecstasy. The muscles on her arms were bulging from the tightness of the grip 
she had on the arms of the throne, and her legs were spread wide as she sat back slightly 
against the male’s powerfully-muscled body, letting herself adjust to the thick meat. Then, 
with agonizing slowness, she began to draw herself back up the huge member, dropping her 
head forwards with a long moan of pleasure as it scraped against the tight walls of her 
passage, lips of  her sex squeezing along the thick cock.

Then the female stopped before letting her weight fall, dropping back down the huge 
black-fleshed member with a grunt, large bosom bouncing lightly as she slid back down the 
reptile’s obsidian tower of flesh until her lips once more kissed his crotch, then she began to 
rock herself powerfully up and down, head tilted forwards, jaws wide in a moan of pleasure 
as her breasts jiggled, arms flexing as she used them to help support herself and aid her 
movements up and down the large cock of the Drakkaren. Her juices were already sliding 
down the black-fleshed member, lubricating it and making it easier for her to impale herself 
on the massive length again and again, shamelessly began to pant the male’s name with a 
deep, passionate hunger.



At the same time, Mist’s legs were bucking harder against Zerrex’s face, feeling utter bliss 
rolling through her form as Zerrex’s hands clenched into her waist tightly and kept her 
steady. She bucked again and again against him, her cries rising in tandem with her sister’s as 
she felt the reptile’s thick tongue pushing into the folds of her sex. He rubbed his muzzle 
forwards against her at the same time, almost as if trying to force that too into her vagina, 
and every now and then he flicked his maw upwards to nudge her clitoris or roll against it as 
his tongue continued to delve and twist inside of her passage, making her spasm against 
him with amazing bliss.

Finally, she felt herself flushing deeply as her hips began to buck uncontrollably, almost 
attempting to pull away… but the larger male held her steadfast, and she couldn’t help but 
throw her head back and release a long, drawn out moan as she felt her orgasm hit, releasing 
her fluids down her shaft, vagina contracting hard again and again against his tongue and 
the lips of her sex squeezing the top of his muzzle. She bucked against him over and over, 
her hands squeezing her own large swells firmly as she felt her fluids rolling down into the 
lizard’s muzzle and his tongue eagerly licking them up between hard, grunting pants that 
washed hot breath down her sensitive passage. She blushed deeply, then tried to pull away… 
but then the Drakkaren simply slid his muzzle upwards and lightly nibbled at her clit before 
suckling back on it lightly, and her sensitive crotch flexed as she let out a gasp at the thrill 
of  pleasure, her hands reaching down to tangle tightly in his hair.

Her body flexed as she bent forwards, beginning to buck her hips harder than she had 
before, but at least managing to maintain a rhythm as she rubbed her labia against the 
reptile’s large maw and hungry mouth, feeling his tongue rolling back down and then once 
more pushing into her vagina. He began to tease her again, apparently not yet satisfied, and 
she bent forwards, her musculature flexing as she squeezed into his hair and rubbed his 
scalp, body bent forwards a bit as she felt one of Zerrex’s hand reach up and move her so 
she was almost sitting on his face, one leg awkwardly put over his shoulder, his hand under 
her buttock and supporting her easily.

The male couldn’t help but grin to himself as he toyed with the female orally, feeling the 
other beginning to rock up and down his hard shaft even harder than before, thrusting 
lightly up into her now at the same time. His muscles were bulging, body flexed as some of 
the sweet juices that had spilled out the female’s passage earlier dripped down his muzzle, 
and he continued to work his maw against her, now pushing his mouth forwards to work 
against the lips of her sex in a hard, passionate kiss, forcing his jaws forwards against her at 
the same time as he trailed his tongue over every bit of her passage he could reach. She 
moaned and bucked against him, and it only added to the growing bliss through his body as 
Shine continued to rock hard up and down his cock, her voice rising as well in loud cries, 
feeling her passage beginning to clench against his rock hard and beginning-to-throb black 
cock.

The female was almost shoving herself up and down the huge meat, her body flexing, 
bent forwards, jaws open as she almost shrieked Zerrex’s name over and over again, feeling 
him beginning to piston his huge flesh harder and harder into her passage. She could feel 
her orgasm rising rapidly, the pleasure doubling, trebling, her breasts jouncing hard up and 



down as she slammed herself along the hot flesh as fast as she could, and then she finally 
arched her back and tilted her head back with a long cry of ecstasy as she hit her own 
orgasm.

Her vagina clenched tight against the giant cock of the male as she felt him thrust into 
her even harder than before, barely having to move against him now as the great cock 
slammed up into her over and over, her passage clutching the huge member and squeezing it 
rhythmically as her orgasm spilled her fluids down the massive cock in a long, sweet flow. 
She could hear him squelching in and out of her even over her own shrieks of pleasure, 
feeling his thrusts drawing out her orgasm as the black cock thudded up into her vagina 
again and again, stretching her and penetrating deeper into her than many other males had 
ever managed, and her bliss only increased tenfold by the sound of her sister’s own once-
more rising cries.

The ecstasy Mist was enduring was almost torturous, feeling herself losing control of 
her body as she rocked hard against the male’s face again and again, and the sound of her 
twin sister’s cries only caused her own bliss to skyrocket. The reptile’s tongue was hitting 
every sensitive place in her already-sensitive passage, her body responding to him as she 
massaged his scalp and dug into his hair, and his thick muzzle was teasing her, pushing 
against her erogenous zones like a so-thick cock; it was Heaven, and it was amazing. And it 
seemed to last forever, before  the male’s hard panting roughed even further, and she felt 
him moving his muzzle harder against her vagina, the hand under her buttocks slipping 
down before she twitched and arched her back with a surprised but pleasured cry as one of 
his large fingers found her rosebud and simply shoved in without warning.

He pushed his finger to the hilt in her, then pulled back entirely and traced along the 
ring of her back door before she felt him then slowly push two large fingers into her 
tailhole, and she spasmed a bit, rocking harder against his face as he began to thrust them in 
and out of her, leisurely for a few moments, then with rapidly-increased speed. She moaned 
hungrily, feeling heat rising in her cheeks as her orgasm once more started to rise with 
unstoppable rapidity, groaning his name as she bucked her hips hard against his face again 
and again.

Shine, on the other hand, had already had another orgasm, almost right after the first, 
and was no longer making any attempts to restrain herself, sliding her body up and down 
the huge shaft with primal, unashamed cries of complete submission and pleasure, 
screaming the name of her master as the huge black penis ripped deep into her body again 
and again, the male thrusting with renewed ferocity into her as her legs spread wide for him 
and her arms flexed. Her breasts almost ached from how hard they bounced against her 
chest, but she could feel the massive meat of the Drakkaren starting to stiffen up inside of 
her body, could feel the pulsing heat and the coming orgasm from the male that she was 
sure would fill her to the brim and beyond.

Mist, however, first had her own  next climax against the face of the male, bucking her 
hips hard, leaning backwards and clinging onto his white locks with shrieks of pleasure as 
his fingers continued to shove in and out of her anus and his tongue greedily lapped up the 



fluids, the reptile panting harder as he felt her contracting against the thick muscle. His 
pleasure was rising rapidly from his crotch, as well, and he could barely resist the climax he 
felt coming up from the depths of  his body.

Then, finally, he could resist no more, and he let out a long, hungry roar of pleasure, his 
eyes closing, head tilting back as he felt Mist half fall down against his chest, catching her 
in his arms and supporting her with her legs out on either side of his body, his huge 
muscles flexing as he felt his orgasm hit. He slammed his cock into Shine brutally again and 
again, making the female shriek in pleasure as she jounced up and down his shaft by the 
sheer powerful pistoning of his hips and huge member, feeling him releasing the first few 
volleys of  his seed into her.

She could feel his seed pouring into her and then squelching out the sides between his 
black penis and her tight lips, as blast after blast of his load shot into her again and again, 
the Drakkaren male moving with surprising speed and power, jouncing her body like a toy 
as she shrieked her pleasure and her new master’s name. Then, finally, he began to slow, and 
she slumped backwards as the huge male let Mist slide lightly down his thick chest, resting 
back in his throne with a sigh as the twins rested back-to-back, both of them panting and 
groaning quietly in admiration.

Then, they both slowly rose – Shine’s legs trembling and the female releasing a long, low 
groan of ecstasy as the massive cock slid out of her with a spill of their mixed fluids – 
before kneeling in front of the throne and murring softly as they both turned towards the 
huge male, hands massaging over his body as they moved their heads to begin lapping at his 
gargantuan length. Zerrex grunted quietly, rolling his head back in a wave of pleasure, eyes 
closed as he felt his body still rollicking with the aftereffects of his orgasm, and then he 
opened one eye and looked through a curtain of white, sweaty hair at the two females as 
they finished cleaning his member, and he said softly: “Why don’t you clean up your sister, 
Mist?”

Yes, Master.” Mist replied warmly, as Shine lay back and pulled her loincloth up to 
reveal her stretched sex. Then the twin slowly descended between her sister’s legs, and began 
to lap hungrily at her vagina and legs, cleaning up the spilled seed and any other fluids she 
could find with her maw, causing Shine to twitch and whisper soft words in her own tongue 
in dreamy pleasure.

Then, finally, they were done, and Zerrex shook his head to free his eyes of his hair 
before glancing out over his court, most of whom were watching – Cindy with amusement, 
Cherry with an interested grin despite the seed streaking her own features and body – and 
he couldn’t help but smile a bit as he straightened in the throne. Then he cleared his throat 
and asked in a slightly-teasing voice: “Who else wants to meet their master, up close and 
personal?” 

~~~
Several hours later, Zerrex was sitting in his private quarters, slowly cleaning the huge 

revolver and resting back in a comfortable wooden chair that was for once too big for him. 
His magnum handguns lay in neatly-organized pieces on the desk, waiting to be 



reassembled after the Drakkaren had carefully oiled them and checked them over for any 
damage: an old habit. Maybe it was a bit paranoid, but you never knew what kind of 
activity might cause what kind of  problems.

The room was lit, again, by the strange crystal lanterns that hung from above, which 
Shine called a ‘startrap,’ or eternal blue lantern. They were composed of a solid, clear crystal 
around a core of reactive gases, which was what caused the light inside to seem blue, if one 
looked hard enough. But the light shining from the strange bright gas inside was filtered by 
the clear white gem-like stone cage, and made it seem just like natural daylight instead of 
blue effervescence. 

Cherry and Cindy were seated on his bed, Cherry reassembling her enormous rifle and 
Cindy checking over their other gear from the duffel bags, making sure nothing had been 
tampered with or taken. And Zerrex didn’t have to go outside to know that the twins were 
standing guard outside the door: when the three had left, they had said they would send the 
slaves around on their usual chores, and change into some cleaner clothes – most of the 
uniforms of the Iuratus had been rather messed up after the literal orgy of fun that had 
occurred – and then they would go about their own work.

Zerrex had chosen this room as his bedroom because of the odd way the quarters had 
been designed… well, odd for any outsiders. For him and knowing the Dragokkaren 
culture, it made perfect sense. This bedroom was the only way in and out of a hallway that 
led into several other rooms and a few cells that were probably meant to be slave quarters 
and storehouses, and all the other rooms were much more luxurious… but this one also had 
a large weapons rack and several large hooks out of the wall at above head level for the 
reptile. Some of these he’d already used to put up Blackheart… and several of the rifles had 
been placed ready in the rack, with clips taped to the bodies of the guns and every weapon 
already loaded and cocked. 

This room was for a personal bodyguard… and the large bed was actually a very long, 
folding mattress that could unfold out into multiple ones so that it could be used by even a 
full military platoon for rest and sleeping. And since Hez’Ranna culture encouraged 
bisexuality and fully accepted homosexuality, it meant that a lot of males could be squished 
in and even cuddling up with each other for added heat or simply for comfort without any 
problem. It was probably one of the ways that made their forces superior, in fact… the 
males offered solace and consoled each other without any hesitation or worry about how 
they might appear to others, or that it would cost them their macho façade. Tight hugs, 
cuddling tight body-to-body, sleeping in the comfort of another’s strong arms after a hard 
battle… even if you had been shot or watched your friends die in horrible ways, even if 
you’d suffered or were dying yourself or aware that the next day came a mission that you 
would lose your life on… when you had another person with you, who understood because 
they were there with you, when they wrapped their arms around you, they found Heaven 
even in the darkest pit of  Hell.

But Zerrex felt… more at home here then staying in the back rooms, safe, secure, and 
luxurious. And it meant that Cindy and Cherry could have their own rooms, and maybe 



Lone if he ever decided to show up from where he’d apparently taken residence in the ‘lesser 
harem.’ The lupine was definitely settling in… perhaps a bit too nicely actually, for the 
reptile’s liking, but it all seemed to be going alright. It was better that he ended up fitting in 
and being welcomed there than they had to drag his ass out and teach him the proper 
etiquette for the different culture over and over again.

Then Cindy glanced up from her work, as she slid the slide back onto one of the plain 
15mm handguns they’d brought along, and she smiled slightly. “Well, at least they haven’t 
tampered with any of our stuffs…” A pause, and she glanced over at Cherry, who was 
mumbling as she attempted to refit the scope onto the top of the rifle. “You having a 
problem there?”

Fuckoff.” She muttered, screwdriver held in her muzzle as she fumbled to place the huge, 
high-tech scope back into the fitted rings atop the rifle, stumpy screws dangling between 
her fingers. Zerrex paused in his own work to watch her with mild amusement for a few 
moments, as she finally managed to get the scope resting properly and the other end of the 
metal ring over the scope, then she pushed one screw into place from between her knuckles 
and kneeled down with a mumble to attempt to use the screwdriver with her muzzle to 
fasten the loop around the scope.

Then the male Drakkaren rolled his eyes and went back to work, putting his eternally-
rusted revolver aside to begin reassembling his massive handguns, as Cindy snorted 
amusedly. When is she going to learn to do things the easy way… or that just because she 
can do whatever she wants, doesn’t mean she has to. 

By the time Zerrex’s hands had reassembled his weapons with the ease and speed of long 
practice, Cherry was just putting the last screw into the loops that held the scope in place, 
then she rose it to her shoulder with a grin before giving a loud yell of  “Fuck!” 

Immediately, Zerrex and Cindy looked up in surprise, and the twins leaned in from the 
doorway, hands on the hilts of their massive cleaver swords and both staring into the room. 
Cherry, however, ignored all, instead throwing her rifle down against her knees and glaring 
at it before she mumbled: “I put the fucking scope on backwards.”

The male Drakkaren groaned and rolled his eyes, and both Mist and Shine quickly 
withdrew from the doorway as Cindy scowled at Cherry. The muscular female paused in her 
mumbling to look up, pausing at the expression, then glaring back and snapping out loudly: 
“What the fuck’re you lookin’ at, bitchface?”

“A stupid ass, apparently.” Cindy responded flatly, and Cherry growled before tossing the 
rifle aside and tackling the female beside her. Cindy fell over with a squeak of surprise, 
automatically reaching up to grab the stronger, larger femme’s shoulders as she was pushed 
down, and then the two fell on the floor and began to yell at each other loudly, rolling back 
and forth as Zerrex sighed and reached up to put a hand against his forehead for a few 
moments before finally standing up and carefully stepping past the two as they wrestled on 
the ground.



Cherry immediately perked up as he walked past them, idly slamming Cindy flat on her 
stomach and jerking one arm behind her back, the other hand on her skull and holding her 
head against the floor, muzzle flat to the ground, as she asked: “Where the hell’re you 
headin’ off  to, master bastard.”

Just gonna check out the rest of the manse. I’ll be back later.” Zerrex responded mildly, 
glancing over his shoulder at Cindy, who was struggling weakly on the ground and wincing 
in pain, with Cherry straddling her upper back. He paused, then added idly: “Ankle throw.”

Cherry stared in confusion, then she squawked as Cindy suddenly bucked her body hard 
forwards, kicking her legs back at the same time, her body almost forming a C before her 
ankles locked around the bigger female’s throat and dragged her forcefully backwards. She 
hit the ground with a loud thud, head whacking against the stone tile as she gave a screech 
of protest like an angry bird, her arms and legs kicking in a childish tantrum. “Fuck you, 
fuck that! I was playing, ow, my fucking head! Fuckity fuck fuck fucking fucker 
motherfucking fucknuts!” 

 Zerrex rolled his emerald irises again as he walked out of the room with a sigh, closing 
the heavy black walnut door behind him and glancing to either side, at the twins who were 
currently looking blandly forwards, as if trying to ignore the racket inside – the screams, 
crying, and various colorful curses of Cherry. Before he could speak to either of them, 
however, a figure rounded the corner down the hall, and Zerrex felt both twins tense up 
slightly beside him as he glanced down impassively at the Blind Girl.

She was dressed in the same uniform as earlier, walking easily, and a slight smile bridged 
onto her muzzle, as if she knew that Zerrex was gazing at her. Then she stopped beside him 
and tilted her head slowly, inviting him to follow, before she began to move sinuously 
forwards again, hips swaying teasingly and arms moving lightly at her sides. And again, the 
Drakkaren heard the whisper of voices as she walked onwards, and he couldn’t resist 
following slowly after her.

He stepped up beside her, and she ‘glanced’ at him before her smile spread into a wider 
grin, revealing small, sharp teeth for a moment before they were once more concealed inside 
her maw. Then she stepped in front of him with a fluid, liquid grace that he didn’t think 
Cherry could even match and ground back against him, her hands reaching back at the same 
time to grab his wrists and pull them down around her body. Her body was unnaturally 
warm, almost hot, even through her clothes, as she pushed back against him, but not in a 
way that aroused him at all; and as she slid her body back to spoon perfectly against his 
form, from heel to head, he heard the voices rise up again in his head.

They whispered a million things… and Zerrex closed his eyes, concentrating and 
pushing back with his own mind with a gentle firmness, testing his will against her 
seduction. Against him, the Blind Girl twitched and let out a soft breath, as if surprised… 
and then she released his wrists from her tight grip, and stepped forwards, turning around 
and ‘looking’ up at him with an intense, interested grin. She seemed to study his face, 
seeming to stare into his eyes even with her blindfold covering the dark, unknown pits 
below, and then she reached up and grasped his cheeks.



Zerrex stayed still, breathing softly, a slight smile on his face as she trailed her hands 
gently over his features, feeling out the ridges of his face, the length of his muzzle, and 
moving up to slide into his hair. Her fingers played ever-so-gently over his scalp, combing 
through his ivory locks as she seemed to continue to gaze up into his eyes, leaning up 
closer, closer to him… and although her muzzle pressed gently against his, she only 
breathed softly instead of kissing him. They traded breath, breathing softly in and out as 
his eyes locked on her blindfolded, hidden ones, trying to see through the dark cloth and 
into the pits beyond. 

She tempted him, and he resisted: and then he reached down gently and squeezed her at 
the waist, pulling her suddenly close, flexing his body and letting her know who was in 
charge. She twitched a bit, and pressed her mouth against his, without meeting him in a 
kiss… and then she slid back, sliding her hands lightly down his face and then down his 
muscular arms, her smile returning with interest and now a strange, calculating coldness. 
Then she lightly took one of his hands, lacing their fingers together and then leading him 
off down the stone hallway, and he allowed her to take the lead down the corridor, keeping 
himself as calm and collected as possible despite the voices that whispered senseless words 
to him. Just like he knew from how hard she was gripping his hand she wouldn’t let go or 
let him pull loose without a fight. 

A few minutes later, he found himself back in the main hall, walking in from one of the 
far wall doors and glancing up as he saw Brute, the giant Dragokkaren, standing in the 
center of the hallway. His chains rattled as he looked towards him, and he seemed to size up 
the Drakkaren before saying in a deep baritone: “Greetings, Lord Zerrex. I see you’ve been 
able to resist the lady devil. It seems that my Lord Hellabos may be right to place such 
stolid faith in you.”

Zerrex approached the giant with the female, still holding the hand of the Blind Girl, 
and Zerrex and Brute met each other’s eyes for a few moments before the female Drakkaren 
finally released the male’s hand and slid calmly away, heading towards the main doors and 
letting herself out, leaving the two tall males standing together. They paused, then Zerrex 
put his hands in his pockets and said mildly: “I suppose I was invited here for a reason 
other than just to test if  that succubus could turn me into a drooling idiot?”

As the philosophers have said, God gives the most trials to the ones he loves most. But 
most of those religious morons are full of shit.” replied Brute eloquently, and Zerrex 
couldn’t resist grinning a bit as the giant rattled the chains attached to his body idly with 
one hand. “As it was, however, I was told by one of the upper council that serves to advise 
my king to put you through two of the old traditional trials of knighthood of old 
Hez’Ranna, to prove you are who he believes you are and to test your worthiness.” 

“A battle of spirit and emotional, and now mental and physical?” The Drakkaren asked 
mildly, tilting his head curiously, then he gave a slight smile as Brute straightened and 
crossed his arms in slight surprise. “The military unit I used to serve in phased us through 
all sorts of different traditional trials, and I did grow up learning about Hez’Ranna, the 
customs and culture.”



“My apologies then, for speaking to you as if you were ignorant.” Brute bowed slowly to 
the male, then he straightened again to his full height, the giant seeming to fill up the room 
before putting his hands behind his back, spreading his legs slightly so his feet were spaced 
at about shoulder width, his body set as he looked down at Zerrex mildly. “The traditional 
game we’ll play is strike-for-strike. You may strike me as hard as you wish, and I will return 
the blow with equal force.”

Zerrex nodded thoughtfully, then he smiled slightly. “And the power of my blow, and 
whether or not I survive the return strike determines if  I pass the test?”

Exactly.” Brute responded with his own slight smile, and Zerrex met his eyes again, 
unsurprised to see the transformation the lighter expression made to the twenty-plus foot 
Dragokkaren’s face: it almost made him handsome, and at least more so than his Drakkaren 
opponent. “Whenever you’re ready, Lord Zerrex, I am set to receive.”

The reptile nodded in return, then he set himself slowly, drawing one foot back and 
bringing himself into a ready position, one arm raised straight with the palm out towards 
the giant, the other bent in front of him, hand curled into a fist. Brute faced him without 
fear, his eyes focused, that small, respectful smile on his features and his hands still clasped 
behind his back, chain gently swaying from his neck. The two faced each other evenly, then 
Zerrex tensed himself before the two once more exchanged nods, and then the smaller 
reptile moved quickly forwards, drawing his extended arm down in an L, palm facing out 
towards the Dragokkaren still as his other arm stayed up defensively, and then he leaned 
forwards and shoved his hand out hard in a single hard palm thrust aimed at the giant’s 
abdomen.

Brute tensed up slightly, but he didn’t wince or twitch away from the reptile: he did find 
himself surprised, however, as instead of a hard blow, the only force he felt was a light pat 
against his armored vest. At the last moment, the Drakkaren had halted his powerful blow, 
and Zerrex was smiling slightly, head bowed forwards, hand lightly pressing against the 
body of the behemoth, feeling his musculature and body thrumming beneath his hand, 
before he drew back and straightened, placing his own hands behind his back and saying 
pleasantly: “I await your return blow.”

The Dragokkaren looked down at him for a few moments, then he laughed quietly and 
smiled slightly before stepping back to bow deeply to the reptile, massive body flexing 
before he stood straight once more and rose both hands in front of him, palms out, in a 
strange ready pose. Zerrex looked up at him evenly, then Brute’s hands suddenly crossed, 
left behind the right, and the giant’s muscles flexed as he slammed both hands hard down 
and towards the Drakkaren’s muzzle.

But at the last moment, the powerful forwards thrust halted, and only the weakest of 
breezes from the forceful movement washed over Zerrex’s features, the tip of his nose gently 
touching Brute’s palms. Then the giant drew back, and Zerrex nodded to him respectfully 
and asked softly: “Did I pass?”

“I admit, I didn’t expect you to do so well… but yes, you’ve certainly resisted both 
tests.” Brute responded with a warm smile, his chains jangling as the enormous 



Dragokkaren crossed his arms over his chest. “Loyalty and mercy, are far more important 
even among us than one’s raw physical strength… the test sees if you can use your mind to 
think, and if you are just here to show off… or if you truly are one of the Lords of 
Hez’Ranna, and lineage from the lost bloodline.”

I’m no Hez’Rannan king.” Zerrex replied with a quiet laugh, glancing down and away, 
then he looked back up as Brute gave a soft chuckle, the Drakkaren tilting his head. 
“What?”

“That’s like me saying I am not a living weapon, as the ‘civilized’ people would say. The 
fact I don’t like it… makes it no less true.” Brute replied softly, rolling his shoulders and 
causing his chains to clink quietly. The Drakkaren made a slight face at this, and Brute 
shrugged before turning and lumbering towards the heavy main doors. He easily opened 
them, powerful muscles flexing as the wooden almost-gates swung silently on their long 
hinges and revealed a reddish sky hewn with black clouds that were floating lazily overtop 
the profile of a jungle that stretched from city to horizon, and then the Dragokkaren 
turned around and bowed deeply one last time. With that, he slowly stepped backwards, 
still staying low and almost kneeling on one leg, then he straightened and reached up to 
close both doors, leaving Zerrex standing alone in the hall.

The Drakkaren frowned slowly, reaching up and rubbing the back of his head as he 
thought about what the hell the giant had just said. It was a mystery to him… after all, the 
Narrius bloodline had no connections to Dragokkaren royalty or the Hez’Ranna monarchy, 
except for the one night that Requiem and Ifret Narrius, his father, had slaughtered the 
royal families almost a century ago. He shook his head slowly, then glanced up as he heard 
footsteps, and smiled a bit as he saw one of the Drakkaren slaves walking towards him; one 
of the females who he thought had giggled and blushed earlier as she’d carried in his 
luggage. In her hands she was carrying some folded towels, and she blushed a bit when she 
saw him. “My apologies, if  I intrude, sir. I am going to… clothing room?” 

He nodded; her accent was a bit thick, and she couldn’t speak as well as the twins or the 
other higher-ups could – he guessed they’d learned the language of what they mockingly 
referred to as the ‘civilized’ world just to prove they were superior in every way – but he had 
no problem understanding what she probably meant. “I’d like to walk with you there, if you 
don’t mind. Then perhaps afterwards you could give me a bit of a tour of the rest of the 
manse and the grounds outside, if  you have nothing else more important to do.”

The female lit up with a bright smile, and Zerrex guessed that meant she didn’t. She 
nodded rapidly, almost dropping the pile of towels she held, then blushed and quickly did a 
curtsey without the dress and her arms loaded – I admit, I love the whole respect thing… 
but… they’re more hardcore than I am about this stuff. “Pleasure sir, would be my pleasure, 
Lord Zerrex! Clothing room is this way, please come, yes, and follow?”

“Of course.” Zerrex replied, then he smiled and quickly took half of the load of towels 
from her, making her flush deeply and babble something in her own language, but he 
quieted her with a slightly-amused look and then nodded. “Let’s go.”



So for the next forty minutes or so, Zerrex wandered around with the Iuratus, finding 
himself rather impressed with how massive the manse was. And the Drakkaren only noted a 
few major bits of technology; everything else was either done by hand or some hand-crafted 
instruments, and the slaves performed all manner of chores. The only places where 
technology seemed to be prevalent was the kitchen – and it had an amazing assortment of 
things that ran off a generator system, which was hooked into its own special solar array 
that was apparently set up outside somewhere – and in the basement, which was actually a 
private barracks for security and militia. It had everything from bunks to storerooms to 
weapons lockers and a target range… and a heavy, sealed door that the slave he was 
currently touring with told him was an emergency exit. Glancing over the black steel, 
keypad-locked vault door, Zerrex guessed it might also be a special storeroom as well for 
valuables, but he didn’t want to push his luck the first day here with questions.

Then they’d toured the grounds outside: a wide field out front with armed sentries 
patrolling and manning the gates, and out back a massive, long yard with two large pools. 
Most of the male Iuratus were currently out here, lighting torches along a stone path as 
dusk began to darken, and putting away various tools in the shed as they finished up the 
last bits of  outside chores for the day. 

Then they’d gone back inside, and Zerrex had thanked the pretty girl who’d spent her 
time with him and kissed her cheek, and she’d left with such a level of elation, the rest of 
the slaves would probably think he’d ask her to bare his children or something. The thought 
made him grin a bit as he worked his way back towards his private quarters, getting lost 
once down the wrong hall but quickly retracing his path and taking the right fork, then 
pausing as he realized the twins were no longer guarding the doorway.

He walked slowly forwards, then looked into the room, and rolled his eyes  a bit as he 
saw Mist and Shine standing inside and arguing with a dark-blue scaled Dragokkaren in a 
military uniform. He was gesturing angrily with one hand, the other holding one of the 
huge drum-loading assault rifles that Zerrex had spotted earlier on the Dragokkaren that 
had formed the lines; then he paused, and turned towards Zerrex, revealing a long red 
double-line tattoo over one eye on his right side, and he gave a strange, twisted grin as he 
looked at him and said in an almost patronizing voice: “Pleasure to meet you, Lord… 
Zerrex. Lord Hellabos has gushed lots about you…”

“Watch your fucking mouth, vermin!” snapped Shine, reaching up and grasping the 
handle of her sword, and Mist’s own hands reached out and seized the neck of the much-
larger reptile’s coat, hauling him upwards as she glared at him angrily. The dark-scaled 
Dragokkaren glared back down at her – he wasn’t exactly hefted that high, being almost 
three times as wide and perhaps thirteen feet tall – and then he easily swatted her arms 
aside and stepped back out of  her reach, glaring at the two furiously.

You have no authority over me!” He said angrily, then he reached back and rested one 
hand on the hilt of his kwaibar, which was sheathed at his back, glaring at the twins for a 
moment. They glared back, then both of them slowly relaxed, still obviously fuming but 
calmer, and the Dragokkaren scowled before removing his hand from his sword and tossing 



Zerrex a disgusted look, eyes roving up and down him. “I am High General Fayvin, 
Commander of the Royal Hezrow’s military forces. I’ve been investigating you and king 
Hellabos, who is suspected of crimes against the Hez’Ranna nation and high treason. I 
demand to perform a search of your rooms and all luggage and persons you brought with 
you.”

“On what authority?” Zerrex asked softly, but his eyes were narrowed and arms crossed, 
feeling a deep anger brimming inside of him. Fayvin’s behavior was all too familiar to him, 
with the way he gestured with his gun and tried to force his way through others… he was a 
bully, pure and simple, and he was also a power-abusing tyrant. And in his actions, Zerrex 
saw the very things he feared coming from himself… and that only fed his rage all the 
more.

Fayvin smirked at him… and it was a smirk. The one expression that Zerrex hated above 
all others, because it was arrogant… cruel… stupid… and the one most often worn by the 
weak-willed filthy maggots who thought they were ten steps ahead of everyone else, but 
were the first to cry and run home to mommy. The pencil pushers who planned wars and 
yelled at soldiers for being cowards when they stay in military bases, driving desk ten miles 
away from the front line. And even though Fayvin was huge, his military uniform – and 
now Zerrex could see the slight differences between his uniform and those under Hellabos’s 
command, the coat of arms on either shoulder and that his was actually composed of a 
heavy vest overtop a lighter, cloth jacket – was loose on him. It meant he wasn’t as big and 
muscular as he acted… or that he was wearing it purposefully loose to hide his size, which 
meant he was either thin or fat. “The authority of the Hezrow and Hezanna royal councils. 
And in case you are unaware, these are the two other royal families in Hez’Ranna… and 
much more powerful than that idiot Hellabos.”

The snide tone of his voice made Zerrex want to crush his skull between his hands… 
but instead he forced himself to remain calm, before asking coldly: “Didn’t Hezrow disown 
two of their sons? Twins, because they were runts. And they were happy to leave, I 
remember.”

Fayvin twitched as if slapped, his eyes widening… and then he snarled angrily, almost 
looking as though he wanted to bring the massive assault rifle up that he was carrying. 
“Like you know anything of our culture! And that was a long time ago, and Hellabos only 
has three kids himself, the impotent weakling! Three daughters, all of them diplomats in 
other cities because they can’t stand his cowardly-”

Speak again of our master that way in our presence, and you lose your head.” Mist said 
coldly, and both she and Shine reached up and grasped the handles of their huge cleavers. 
This time, when Fayvin looked at them, he saw the anger and resolve in their eyes… and he 
faltered before stepping back again, then realizing he had no quick means of escape: the 
twins blocked the doors leading into the inner sanctum, and Zerrex was still standing in the 
doorway and looking angrier by the moment.

But he hadn’t yet learned his lesson, either, and instead he simply snorted before looking 
squarely at Zerrex, then forcing a grin despite the fact he was obviously starting to sweat, 



taunting him cruelly: “So you need to take cover behind two girls and a King of Hez’Ranna 
to cover up the fact you might have had something to do with the strange disappearance of 
our lords, you half-breed-”

In a flash, Zerrex had moved across the room, and before Fayvin could do anything, 
Zerrex snatched his assault rifle from his hand in a smooth turning motion, his back to the 
Dragokkaren, before he swung the huge gun backwards and upwards by the body, slamming 
the stock into the underside of the general’s muzzle. He staggered backwards with a rasping 
hiss, eyes shutting with pain, and then reached for his kwaibar… only to find it gone. A 
moment later, he opened his eyes as cold metal touched his throat and he found himself 
half-sitting against the wooden desk, his chestnut irises betraying his terror. He trembled, 
seeing Zerrex’s cold emerald eyes looking up at him, sword held steady against the scales of 
his throat so firmly that with every breath, the Dragokkaren could feel the sharp edge 
rubbing against his neck… and he knew without having to check that his sidearm was 
already gone as well. In the moment that he’d been consumed with pain, staggering 
backwards, Zerrex had thrown the assault rifle to Mist… then snatched both sword and his 
handgun from their respective holsters and put one against his throat…

And then, shifting, the Dragokkaren realized with horror that the long-barreled, 
Dragokkaren Enforcer special issue magnum handgun was pressed against his crotch, and he 
trembled violently as Zerrex said in a soft, cold voice: “I am half Dragokkaren… half 
Drakkaren… and purebred demon. And even though I recognize that in Hez’Ranna, the 
Dragokkaren are seen superior above all others, including the Drakkaren… you will never 
again infer that my mother being a Drakkaren makes me less than what I truly am. It is my 
father who is scum, a Dragokkaren like you… arrogant, weak, cowardly, and a pathetic 
maggot.”

Then the Drakkaren closed his eyes before suddenly drawing the kwaibar across Fayvin’s 
throat, and the Dragokkaren shrieked in terror as he felt it cut into his neck, eyes bulging 
and his bladder letting go, piss pouring into his pants as he grabbed at the shallow cut 
along his neck and fell to his knees. Then he looked at his bloody hands, trembled, and 
screamed: “You killed me!” before his eyes rolled up into the back of his head and he 
simply fainted.

Zerrex looked down at him in disgust, then he glanced up at the twins, who both had 
similar looks on their faces. Then he threw the kwaibar aside and shook his head slowly 
before heading past them towards the door, pausing just long enough to glance over his 
shoulder and say softly: “Get that piece of trash out of here, and throw him out onto the 
streets.”

Sir.” Mist said crisply, then she pulled the clip out of the assault rifle, and threw both it 
and the gun onto the stacked folding mattress before she grabbed Fayvin’s feet, and Shine 
his legs. Then the two hefted his unconscious body with a grunt and headed quickly about 
their task as Zerrex pushed through the door and into a short hallway.

He glanced back and forth at the four doors he had to choose from… but then the 
furthest left door opened and Cherry stuck her head out. She took one look at him, and 



her grin faded from her face into what was her version of a concerned expression: a strange, 
curious hardness, before she swallowed and mumbled: “Let’s um… come here. Cindy and I 
and you… can talk.”

“Okay.” Zerrex said quietly, and he walked slowly down the hall and entered the room, 
Cherry gently closing the door behind him before reaching up to squeeze his shoulder. The 
room, thankfully, was fairly homely, with a large futon-style mattress that seemed to be the 
Hez’Ranna version of a luxury bed, and furnished in black maple… but before Zerrex 
could look around and inspect things closer, Cherry slipped her arms beneath his legs and 
actually hefted him up into the air.

Zerrex blinked, but then he laughed faintly and silently wrapped his arms around her 
neck, feeling much of his rage dissipating in sheer surprise out of the change of roles, as 
Cherry smiled a bit down at him and carried him over to the bed, where Cindy was looking 
at the two with concern. Then the muscular female sat down, and the male Drakkaren 
shifted so his body was sprawled across the laps of both females, resting his head against 
Cindy’s bosom as she wrapped her arms around him, his lower body and legs across 
Cherry’s own as she quietly rubbed at one of his knees, the strong femme leaning gently 
against Zerrex’s wife and daughter.

For a little while, there was just quiet, as they all lay there and Zerrex tried to pull 
himself together, sort out his emotions, and once more cage that darkness in him that had 
lashed out at Fayvin – sure, the arrogant prick had deserved it, but it didn’t change the fact 
that the Drakkaren had lost control… hell, if he actually was a high commander or 
whatever he’d called himself, the attack on him could cause problems between Hellabos and 
the other royal families as well… and that just made Zerrex feel guilty as well as upset and 
pissed-off.

But as if reading his mind, Cherry reached up and hit him firmly in the crotch, making 
him jump and grunt before she said in a hesitant, almost-stammering voice: “Well. Um. 
You… you better not be feeling… shitty over um. Something dumb, because I’ll beat the 
fuck out of you and then fuck the beat out of you. But um. I’m sure… you got no reason 
to be so… angry and guilty with yourself – shit, that came out wrong – and whatever you 
got pissed off for is good and justified too and… fuck, I’m no good at this.” She coughed, 
then turned a pleading gaze to Cindy.

The other female took the hint, then looked down at her father softly and quietly 
stroked some errant strands of hair from his face before saying gently: “Daddy… please tell 
us what happened, because we want to help. You look very upset, and it makes us worried 
for you… and I have an idea of why, with how much of a jerk that General guy was out 
there. Mist and Shine barely managed to stop him from barging in here, after he’d yelled at 
us in that room for a while, accusing us of  all sorts of  weird things.”

“What did he say?” Zerrex asked, then he paused, seemed to fumble for a moment, 
before glancing from Cherry to Cindy and added another question quietly: “Are you two 
okay?”



Fine as fuck, Boss, don’t worry about us.” Cherry said firmly, before Cindy could say 
anything. Then she blushed a bit before finally saying: “And… we… had our… own talk 
and stuff and stuff, too, and… stuff… and so um. We wanna help you out. Then after we 
get you… talking and stuff… maybe… we can all discuss that shit that Fayvin was talking 
about.” 

The last bit came out in a rush, and Zerrex couldn’t help but smile a bit before nodding 
and closing his eyes as he pressed his body a bit tighter against the two females. For a few 
moments, though, he simply remained silent, only enjoying the presence of the others, 
where he was resting on their laps like some overgrown child, and trying to get his thoughts 
in order… and then he finally glanced up and laughed faintly, saying quietly: “He… he 
reminded me of  my father.”

Cherry looked down at Zerrex with a sudden deep sympathy and compassion that Cindy 
had never guessed she had in her body… but then again, Cindy sometimes forgot that 
Cherry was a real person with real deep feelings, despite how she always acted like an 
invincible, constantly-horny superbitch. The only difference between the two females was 
really just that Cindy could face her feelings… and whatever horrors Cherry had gone 
through in the past, and the pain she’d had in trying to deal with her emotions had made 
Cherry Blossom terrified of ever revealing her feelings except on a few discreet occasions, or 
with a few major things. And with the expression on the muscular female’s face right now… 
Cindy had to guess that Zerrex had just said something equivalent for her to: “Well, the 
doctor told me today I’m going to die of  an unknown disease in the next week.”

Cindy, however, had never really heard anything about Zerrex’s father, Ifret Ark Narrius, 
apart from a few stray bits and pieces of information here and there. Her father rarely 
talked about the past, and the most she’d ever learned was when she’d been kidnapped by 
Requiem. Markus Narrius, though, had apparently been a whole different person than his 
older brother, and Zerrex had even hinted sometimes that he’d looked up to his uncle as a 
father figure and more of  a parent and mentor than Narrius had ever been…

But again, she hadn’t learned all that much about Narrius himself, other than that he was 
likely immeasurably, unbelievably cruel and callous. And that Zerrex had hated him… but 
she knew few of the details of that. She’d always meant to take her father aside, and get him 
to tell her all of his past that she could force out of him… but then she’d become pregnant 
with Marina, and after their daughter had been born, they’d been so damn busy that she’d 
ended up forgetting to ask… and when she did remember, they never had the time or 
privacy to talk about it.

Then Cherry squeezed one of the male’s knees silently, and Zerrex glanced from one to 
the other before laughing a bit and closing his eyes, continuing to speak softly: “I guess it’s 
obvious that’s not what set me off, though… but he called me a half-breed, since I’m not 
pureblood Drakkaren or pureblood Dragokkaren, but a mix of both. In Hez’Ranna, 
that’s… often a no-no amidst the nobles, because even though the Drakkai are superior 
here… you should recognize that even then there’s another higher pecking order, that places 
the Dragokkaren above Drakkaren. 



“And it was just like… I was hearing Narrius talking about my mother again and…” He 
shook his head quietly for a moment, then closed his eyes and pushed his head against 
Cindy’s bosom, and she squeezed him comfortingly close as he sighed softly. “So… I 
disarmed him and drew his own sword on him, then gave him a nick at the throat. He 
fainted… and I realized that he was just another arrogant asshole.” A pause, and a rueful 
smile. “Narrius would have met my eyes and kicked my ass.”

You don’t know that, Boss.” Cherry replied gently, and she smiled a bit when Zerrex 
glanced down at her, as Cindy stroked through his ivory hair. “You’ve changed a lot over the 
years, and you’ve gotten a lot stronger, too… hell, you even… defeated Requiem.”

Cindy had to admit she was surprised at the other female’s tact: she’d actually for once 
not used the word ‘fuck’ in a sentence and also been polite and almost gentle with her 
words, as well. She felt Zerrex slump and rest a bit against her, and when she glanced down 
softly at him, she knew how thankful he was for that as well… and she smiled up at Cherry 
with a quiet nod before leaning down to kiss his cheek gently and asking softly: “But what 
about that other stuff  he was spouting, huh?”

The male nodded, his eyes still closed as he rested one hand on his stomach, reaching 
the other down to lightly take one of Cherry’s. She squeezed it lightly, glancing up at the 
reptile with her own eyes more focused now, and then the tall Drakkaren nuzzled his 
daughter’s neck quietly before finally opening his emerald eyes and looking up at Cindy, 
saying softly: “I think Marina’s safe… but we’re being tested… even played with, by 
someone who might have something to do with her capture and got cold feet at the last 
moment.”

What’s got you thinkin’ that, Boss?” Cherry asked, squeezing his hand gently as Cindy 
tilted her head and frowned slightly. Zerrex seemed to hesitate for a few moments – fuck, I 
hate it when he hesitates… fuckin’ Captain ravenlight should never hesitate, and when he 
does, means it’s either some seriously nasty or complex shit goin’ down – and then he finally 
sighed and shook his head a bit.

“On my way out of here, I ran into the Blind Girl… and she put me through a test of 
my emotions and willpower.” he said softly. “An attempt to seduce or control me with… 
whatever strange powers she’s got… but once I resisted, she took my hand and led me back 
to the main hall, and I played through the Knight’s Test with Brute, that giant Dragokkaren 
we saw earlier.” He paused a moment, then added reflectively: “He referred to me as a royal 
once I passed… mentioned something about the Narrius bloodline that didn’t make sense 
to me.

In any case, I think this puzzle is bigger than we thought. The fact all these things are 
happening at once – some war between the royal families, our daughter’s kidnapping, 
Hellabos diverting our flight to Uroboros, and these accusations from that asshole general 
– means there might be something bigger going on out there. And Hellabos has done a lot 
of research on us too… he knows his stuff, and the people he has working for him, from 
the twins to his bodyguards…”



They’re genetically superior.” Cherry finished for him, nodding with a frown, then 
glancing up at Cindy and smiling a bit. “Like you and us, girl. Obviously, the Blind Girl has 
some strange powers… Brute is either a genetic experiment or a mutant from the size of 
that fucker… and every soldier we see workin’ for Hellabos is built like a fucking tank. 
Even these Iuratus of his are bigger and badder-looking that a fuckload of soldiers from 
back home… and sure, yeah, I get it. Physical activity is important to these people, they 
spend their lives training and shit… but not one of them is lazy? There ain’t one fatass in 
the bunch? Everyone’s actually good at their job? ‘Scuse me, but when the hell’d I step off 
the bus from Hell and land in paradise?”

We get it.” Zerrex said drolly, and Cherry squeezed his hand firmly, glaring at him, but 
smiling a bit despite herself. Then he glanced up at Cindy, who was looking anxious, and 
his expression softened: “What is it, darling?”

She looked away for a few moments, then finally glanced down and asked nervously: 
“Do you… think they want Marina because… she’s… part of us? Because she has that 
same… genetic superiority, but because she’s our child, not because she’s a science 
experiment? Do you… think… do they want her genetic code to add to whatever test tubes 
they got that they’re growing their soldiers in, if  that’s what they’re doing?”

Cherry made a bit of a face, then she paused and closed one eye, tilting her head 
upwards thoughtfully before looking back down at the other two with a shake of her head. 
“I won’t lie to you, girl. They might want to extract her genetic code… but all they need for 
that is a bit of blood, not her whole body, and they would have left us pissed off but still at 
home, busy dealing with our friend’s death and making sure Marina’s safe instead of giving 
chase like we did. They want her whole body for something… but from what Hellabos 
said, they aren’t going to harm her, whether he’s talkin’ the truth or not. And these soldiers 
are all more likely on some special steroid than grown in petrie dishes… you see their faces? 
They all look different, all got different scales and built up different. If they were cloned or 
built on the same strands of DNA, they’d all look the same. Like those soldiers in those 
fuckin’ sci-fi movies with the lasers and robots and shit.”

“You’re a nerd.” Zerrex blinked, and he knew that Cindy was just as surprised as he was 
as Cherry glowered at him… but then she snorted and looked a bit pacified at his next 
words: “But you did make a good point there.”

Thanks.” Cherry said, then she shook her head a bit. “So Boss. What’s our next move 
then? Who can we trust – if not, y’know, with sensitives, but at least not to pour some 
poison in our fuckin’ figwort tea or whatever the hell they serve here? What’s our next 
move?”

Zerrex paused, looking down thoughtfully, then he glanced back up at her and smiled 
slightly, wrapping his other arm around his daughter and laughing faintly. “Same rules as 
you always love, Cherry. We don’t trust anyone, even though most of the Iuratus seem 
stable. And for now… we should probably key things down a bit, get some rest, and then 
tomorrow we’ll take a walk around town and see what we can find out.”



Sounds good to me.” Cindy said softly, and Cherry grunted in approval as she glanced 
over the two before squeezing the male’s legs lightly. And from that point on, the three tried 
to shift the topic, but despite whatever lighter conversation they made, there was always the 
secret undercurrent running through of what they were to do next, if they would ever find 
Marina… and how the bastards who had started up this deadly game with them would 
suffer.

~~~
When Zerrex got up the next morning, he shook his head and then rose blearily with a 

yawn from the mattress, Cherry laying beside him. She cracked open one eye tiredly, then 
stretched out a bit, causing the rifle she’d been cradling against her body to tap lightly 
against the wall as she mumbled: “Thfuckinliesreun.”

The Drakkaren didn’t bother to say anything in return, glancing up at the lantern on the 
ceiling that had indeed apparently turned itself on… but he hadn’t thought just the flash of 
the light turning on would disturb both himself and Cherry – who slept like a hungover 
frat boy when she was off duty – enough to wake them up. A pause and a glance around let 
him know what had… someone had been here.

He frowned a bit, reaching up to rub at his tousled white hair, shirtless body flexing as 
he walked over to the desk in the corner, Cherry rolling over on top of her rifle and 
snuggling it like a kid with a teddy bear, mumbling and attempting to go back to sleep. But 
then her eyes snapped open and she became instantly alert, sitting up in bed and raising her 
rifle as the door leading out of  their room and into the main hall quietly snicked closed.

Both she and Zerrex traded a stupefied look: how the hell had they missed someone in 
the room? Then the male Drakkaren, naked but for his boxers, ran to the door, threw it 
open and stepped outside, looking back and forth down the hallway… but whoever it was 
had already vanished, and he snarled a bit before stepping back and slamming the door bad-
temperedly, cursing under his breath before turning around and putting up a hand to touch 
his forehead. They looked like idiots…

Cherry was beating the barrel of the gun lightly against her own skull with an angry 
mutter, then she finally threw the gun down on the bed and jumped up, naked, but for once 
not bothering to try seducing Zerrex or showing off her body, as she headed over to the 
desk and then looked down at what had been placed on it scathingly. Zerrex slowly walked 
over as well, then he sighed a bit as the female finally looked up at him with an expression 
both self-infuriated and almost scared: “How the fuck did they slip past us? How the 
bloody fuck did they walk right through the room, lights on, without us seeing them?”

I have no clue.” Zerrex said quietly, then he looked down at the large breakfast platter 
and jug of what looked like milk sitting complacently on the desk for a few moments, 
before shaking his head slowly. Hash browns, buttered bread, what looked like a massive 
bowl filled with blood-red soup with three spoons – a Drakkai specialty, and the custom 
was for all members of the family to share the one large bowl – and strips of filleted fish 
that had been roasted and buttered as well. It looked… and smelled… like Heaven, and 
since none of them had really remembered to eat yesterday, it was so tempting… but then 



he looked at Cherry and said softly: “We aren’t touching this. We’re going to go out today 
and we’ll stop at a café in town”

“Fuck no.” Cherry shook her head slowly, her eyes intense with agreement. Soup and 
milk were two of the easiest things in the world to poison… fish itself could contain all 
sorts of natural toxins… and the butter spread on the bread could have all manner of filth 
mixed in to sicken them. Even the hash browns were suspect… and then the naked female 
glanced at the other objects left behind, sitting neatly folded on the long writing desk 
beside the silver tray of food. “What about those? They could be soaked in pesticides or 
any other kind of  toxic shit… but that’s more dangerous to mammals than us, right?”

Zerrex nodded, looking at the clothes that had been left behind for them with a bit of a 
frown.  “Yeah. It’s one of the ‘claims to power’ of the Hez’Ranna, as well. Another reason 
they say we’re superior, because our scales give us a bit more natural armor and protection 
to damage… even though mammal fur keeps them warm and we’re a bit more sensitive to 
cold and stuff.”

Cherry snorted at this. “I ain’t never minded the cold. That sounds like egalitarian 
bullshit to me… those fuckheads who wanna bring pros and cons to everyone so we’re all 
equals and stupid shit like that.”

Me neither.” The Drakkaren said softly, then he shook his head a bit as he walked over 
to his suitcase, digging through it and producing a pair of rarely-worn blue jeans. He made 
a bit of a face, then began to pull these on. “But we’ll be safe, anyway. Toxic exposure 
through skin isn’t a method used by the Hez’Ranna military, but whoever this is, might not 
be operating following normal Hez’Ranna tradition or assassination procedure.”

The female nodded, then she went over to her own suitcase, picking out a g-string, pair 
of leather pants, and black tight bikini top for herself. As she began to change, Zerrex 
finished doing up the fly of his jeans and went through the door at the back of the room to 
go and check on Cindy, who had slept alone in the safety of the back… but now the 
Drakkaren was nervous, because whoever it was had snuck right past them…

He entered her room quietly, and found her just waking up, yawning and stretching… 
but thankfully there was no clothing, and no sign that anyone had been inside. He flicked 
the switch to turn on the lantern, and Cindy mumbled and covered her face before half-
sliding off onto the floor, dressed in a puffy nightshirt. “Daddy, fuck. It’s… God, has to be 
early…”

Sometime in the morning, yeah.” Zerrex replied softly, then he paused and glanced over 
her as she stood up, and Cindy looked back at him blearily for a few moments before 
blinking and rubbing the sleep from her eyes, seeming to sense that something was wrong. 
Before she could ask, however, Zerrex merely shook his head and continued: “Just meet us 
out in the main room once you’re dressed, and wear something more casual today. We’re 
going to go out on the town right away… and I’ll answer your questions on the way out.”

Twenty minutes later found the group walking through the gate, and Lone toddling 
behind… the twins Mist and Shine had almost insisted on going, but Zerrex had said he’d 



much prefer them to guard his room, carefully emphasizing his words with a look. The two 
had taken a hint and left off their requests, and instead ordered one of the other slaves to 
fetch the reptile a map and give it to him on the way out: Zerrex had been surprised when 
instead of a paper map, he’d been handed a GPS with a fairly user-friendly layout and 
control system, and he’d thanked the Iuratus who’d given him this before looking up the 
closest market.

A large square wasn’t too far away from here, and the three had walked along, Zerrex still 
bare-chested and combat boots gently tapping against the ground, Cherry’s heavy 
motorcycle boots kicking up dust as she looked back and forth at all the fellow reptiles 
milling around and the sheer number of people already wandering around outside on the 
streets with awe, and Cindy’s sandals – she’d taken them when Mist had offered her a pair – 
making light tocks with every step on the warm cobblestones. Lone was bare pawed and 
still in the hide tunic, and he couldn’t feel happier as he wandered behind Zerrex with a 
warm smile. He and Kraven had spent the night together, and slept in the same bed, him 
curled in his arms… and sure, the wolf had been mighty interested in Zerrex, but he’d also 
confessed he felt a deep affection for the little “checker wolf ” that had come to the harem 
as well.

He liked it here… and strangely, he liked even the style of the world, the rulership of 
the Drakkai, and even the fact he was in bare feet and with a red tag dangling around his 
neck that declared him a slave permitted a day pass outside in Uroboros. It was something 
he thought he could get more than used to… and he also admittedly liked the fact that 
people were staring at Zerrex and even him with amazement and whispers, and how the 
Drakkaren walked tall with his head up, the huge revolver holstered at his leg but the reptile 
fearless… and he felt so inspired by him, so amazed and enthralled.

Sure, last night he’d maybe given everything to Kraven… but he felt pretty dumb about 
that now. Kraven was nothing compared to Zerrex… and Lone suddenly ran up beside the 
big lizard and smiled happily up at him as they walked down the street, loving the way that 
everyone made a path for Zerrex, and he said happily up to him: “Thanks for taking me 
along on this, Zerrex… I’m… really enjoying myself and I just wanted to let you know 
that… this place seems really really good and I’m glad everyone’s respecting you and 
treating you with the dignity you deserve, because you really do deserve it.”

Zerrex felt absurdly touched… but also a bit irritated with the wolf. After all, it wasn’t 
like he was here on vacation… and when he glanced up, he could see Cherry smiling at 
Lone’s back, as if pleased with the obvious effort he was making… but Cindy glaring 
daggers and had both fists clenched and her jaw tight. A rare thing, for Cherry to be okay 
but Cindy angry… and so the Drakkaren quickly nodded and then glanced up, pointing at 
the open front of a small wooden building that was scrunched against a much-larger stone 
tower. “That looks like a good place.”

With that, the reptile quickly hurried across the street towards it, glancing over the setup: 
the wooden building was a separate business from the one behind it, but had a large 
courtyard with fancy wooden fencing around it and a dozen or so tables inside, five or so of 



these currently filled with Drakkai. There was a large cloth roof overtop that extended all 
the way over the dining area to protect more from the sun than any other weather issues, 
and Zerrex could see several tall Drakkai and what looked like a horse running back and 
forth inside the wooden shack, preparing food and serving it up. There was a menu written 
in the symbolic language of Hez’Ranna beside the long, open window along the entire 
upper front of the wooden building, but Zerrex thought he’d have no problem ordering as 
he walked into the enclosure with the others following close behind, absently putting a 
hand on Lone’s shoulder as the wolf caught several looks of surprise – and even glares – 
from the others currently dining. 

Cindy and Cherry followed behind, the former still looking pissed-off enough to attract 
the other’s attention… and she coughed before leaning up to whisper something to the 
younger femme, throwing a muscular arm around her waist. Whatever she said, it seemed to 
pacify Cindy a bit, and she nodded as they walked over to one of the round tables instead 
of a serving counter, sitting down at one of the corners of the outdoor café. Zerrex glanced 
over, and Cherry made a simple hand gesture to him, and he nodded: it was an old code for 
“I’ll follow you,” or “I’ll copy your actions,” but in this case just meant that they’d have 
whatever Zerrex decided to get.

He looked at the menu uselessly for a few moments as Lone looked around with a bit of 
a wince, and then one of the taller Drakkaren came forwards towards the counter with a 
pad of paper, clad only in a short hide kilt. He paused as he looked at Lone, then back up 
to Zerrex, before saying something in Hez’Rannan. The Boss blinked, remembered where 
he was, then he shook his head and said clearly: “I come from Ire… I’m afraid I don’t speak 
your language.”

The Drakkaren looked nonplussed in return now, then he threw up his arms and turned 
back towards what the white-haired reptile realized now was simply a surprisingly-large 
kitchen, yelling something in his native tongue. One of the other reptiles perked up from 
where he was stirring a steaming pot on a stove, and he rose his other hand absently before 
changing places with the first lizard, heading up to the counter and smiling warmly.

Hey, you’re from Ire, huh?” he said curiously, and Zerrex smiled slightly as he recognized 
the accent. “Well, as it happens, I’m from-”

New Tears City.” Zerrex finished, and the other Drakkaren grinned a bit in pleased 
surprise. “I’ve heard that accent before… you’re from the Greek District, aren’t you?”

Born and raised in marbletown, yeah.” The Drakkaren laughed a bit and nodded, smiling 
in return as his eyes roved over Zerrex, taking in his body, and then he glanced at Lone with 
an amused look. “Explains why you brought a slave into here… not a lot of people would 
risk it. Uroboros has very strict rules regarding the treatment and position of mammals and 
other furred creatures in regards to our own scalekind, you know… and your friend can eat 
here – I’ll mention to the bosses that he ain’t from ‘round here, but the ‘civilized’ world – 
but he’ll have to sit on the floor.”

Lone blinked and opened his mouth, perhaps to protest, but Zerrex nudged him with 
his elbow and glanced down at him, muttering: “Be glad you get to eat at all. In some places 



around here, they cut up pelts and serve them as delicacies or entrees, or even full meals if 
they’re a bigger species.”

The wolf paled and immediately snapped his muzzle shut, and the Drakkaren couldn’t 
help a bit of an amused smile before he turned his attention back to the Drakkai behind 
the counter, who wasn’t bothering to suppress his own grin of entertainment. Then he 
tapped on the pad and tilted his head, smiling slightly. “My guess is you guys don’t know 
what’s on the menu, huh? Well, no worries there, I got it covered for ya. How about 
lochaber soup and our Cradle Coast seafood platter? It’s delicious, pal, I guarantee you and 
your lady friends will love it, really. And we got everything from berry wines made on site in 
the brewery behind us to jungle tea.”

Zerrex couldn’t help but smile a bit at the Drakkaren’s youthful vigor, and then he 
nodded. “Sounds good to me. And if they serve it here, I’d like to order a vampire’s delight, 
too. And to drink, a bottle of  rose petal wine and a pot of  green tea.”

Damn. I bet your family came from here, just like me, huh?” The Drakkaren smiled 
warmly at the Boss, nodding respectfully as he wrote down the order. “That’s a hell of a 
delicacy, and the way Montez prepares it, I guarantee you’ll love it. I’ll bring it over to you 
once it’s prepared, and a pet bowl for you, too, wolf. Sorry about the whole deal, but the 
rules here are pretty strict.”

It’s okay. So long as you don’t lead me out back to the slaughterhouse.” Lone replied 
faintly, forcing a bit of a smile as he glanced back and forth, and the Drakkaren laughed 
and nodded before turning back into the kitchens with a loud call, ripping the paper he’d 
written the order from off the pad and using a tack to pin it to a large board on the back 
wall before going about his duty to prepare the meal. Zerrex watched for a few moments, 
then he nodded down to Lone and gently lead him over to the table.

He paused as he pulled out his chair, then he lightly took the cushion off the seat and 
tossed it down, and Lone gave a faint smile and nod of appreciation to the reptile as he sat 
on it with a wince: the floor here was red marble, and perfectly smooth but for the pebbles 
and dust tracked in by the others, but his romps with Kraven through the night had left 
both ends of him rather sore. And he couldn’t deny the envy he felt for the reptiles now, 
and part of him was beginning to think that maybe this whole Drakkai culture thing wasn’t 
so great and cute after all.

Cherry and Cindy looked over at Zerrex questioningly, and the reptile leaned forwards 
on his arms and shrugged a bit. “I ordered us a seafood platter and a vampire’s delight you 
and I can share, Cherry.” A pause, and a glance at Cindy as he smiled. “You can try a bite 
too if  you want, but it might be a bit nasty for you.”

The muscular female grinned widely, leaning back in the comfortable wood chair as the 
Boss’s daughter looked at him flatly, tapping her fingers on the table and asking mildly: 
“What the hell’s a vampire’s delight?”

Zerrex began to open his mouth to explain, but then Cherry quickly straightened and 
waved her hand rapidly back and forth with a wide grin: “Ooh, ooh! Let me explain, lemme 



explain!” Then she smiled cheerfully as the male looked at her with his mouth half-agape 
and one hand raised in a gesture, before he simply glared and let his hand drop flat to the 
table as she turned to Cindy and said cheerfully: “It’s an engorged cattle liver, filled with 
blood. Then they cause it to bloat up by adding some spices to it that give the blood this 
really fuckin’ nice flavor, like, kinda like sweet and sour shit, ‘cept a bit more bitter ‘cause of 
the coppery taste of blood, yeah? And then when they cook it, they just sear the outsides 
lightly and serve it like that. Fuckin’ squirts everywhere, it’s a Hez’Ranna delicacy that 
Cap’n Ra… er… Zerrex introduced me to back in the Goth Legion.”

She paused, then looked over at Zerrex and smiled warmly: an expression that was 
almost scary on her face because it made her seem almost benevolent. “Thanks for getting 
that, Boss. I haven’t had one of  those in forever.”

Me neither. I’m looking forwards to it.” The Boss replied with a soft laugh, then he 
paused at Cindy’s look of  mixed horror and disgust. “What?”

“That’s like. The sickest thing I’ve ever heard.” she mumbled, then dropped her head on 
her arms and snorted. “Seafood better not be sushi. Ugh.”

It doesn’t sound so bad to me.” Lone piped up meekly, but when he smiled, he still 
looked a bit unsure of himself. “I mean, you know… hamburger is good, right? So… I’m 
sure… this stuff ’d be great…”

He broke off, and there was a slight, awkward silence for a few moments before the 
Drakkaren from earlier approached their table holding a plain ceramic platter, and Zerrex 
smiled as he set it down and distributed three sparkling glass wine goblets, and three plain 
white china mugs to his fellow Drakkai. Then he coughed and tapped the top of the first 
bottle of wine on his tray, saying pleasantly: “I forgot… but we have two types of rose 
petal in stock. This is the classic homebrewed version, which has a bit more of a spicy taste 
to it, and this one is a new blend that we just got in about a month ago, made from satin 
roses instead of the cherry blossoms from the trees native to here, shipped in from a 
brewery in the Cradle of  Life instead of  made here in Uroboros.”

The same-named female blinked and looked up at this, then exchanged a look with 
Zerrex before she made a face and said quickly: “Let’s go with the sakura stuff.”

The Drakkaren tilted his head towards her oddly, but then he shrugged and nodded, 
placing the slightly-larger black bottle of wine down; on it was one of the strange, long-
branched cherry trees that Zerrex had seen near the airstrip, and he couldn’t help but smile a 
bit as Cherry frowned and stared at the bottle as if trying to decipher what the symbolic 
language of the Hez’Ranna Drakkai said. He knew she didn’t believe in coincidence… so 
she was undoubtedly trying to figure out what she’d take as some omen or clue from the 
future. It was a habit that came with her strange precognitive abilities… and with that sort 
of power she possessed, Zerrex really didn’t blame her for being extra careful and a touch 
superstitious.

Then the male from Tears City stepped back and walked around to Lone, kneeling down 
before him and placing a metal dish and an aged clay cup on the ground for him, muttering 



as he leaned down close: “Sorry, but it’s policy and the culture. On the bright side, you at 
least get to eat the same stuff.”

Lone nodded, but he was flushed with humiliation, looking down at the bowl, then up 
at Zerrex… but the Drakkaren only looked at him impassively for a few moments before 
glancing up and returning to conversation with his friends… no, his family. Something 
Lone never had been and never would be a part of… and it just made him flush darker, 
feeling self-loathing growing in his gut as he sat there on the ground.

He could hear his heart throbbing dully in his ears, and he almost felt like crying as he 
continued to look at the bowl and the shitty little clay cup he’d been given, before glancing 
up and glaring angrily after the Drakkaren who’d served him, feeling a sudden bitter wish 
that he could just… lash out, teach him a lesson, and show all this stupid assholes that he 
was really equal, or even better… that right now he was playing a part out of respect for 
Zerrex, and no more. But if this kept happening, it wasn’t a part he would play forever… 
and the way Zerrex had just looked away had cut him deep, hurt his heart like he hadn’t 
ever expected it to, and he realized what an idiot he’d been.

All these years, Zerrex had always played him, played with him even like an unevolved cat 
with a mouse, always reigning him in, taking control, and staying in power… and every time 
Lone started to get even the smallest taste of real power, the reptile would rip it away from 
him without hesitation or warning. And now here we was, playing pet to the… the fucking 
jerk… I bet he just loves this, the wolf thought miserably. Me finally forced to get down 
and act like an unevolved dog… I’m no fucking dog, I’m a fucking wolf, I’m a noble, I’m 
important… and I’ve gone and done so much and tried so… so damn hard all these years! 
Shouldn’t that count for something… shouldn’t that have done something? I’ve accepted 
I’ve been wrong in the past, tried so hard to be good, or whatever he wanted… 

As Lone continued to think his silent monologue and sink into sulking, self-loathing, 
and self-pity, Zerrex sighed internally with another glance at the wolf. He had warned Lone 
that the culture would be different, emphasized again and again that he’d be seen as a 
slave… had the wolf not understood that he was serious, or what that actually meant? He 
somehow doubted it from what Lone was behaving like now… and he was beginning to 
think that Lone had perhaps thought they were almost going on a pleasure vacation, or that 
this whole thing to get Marina back was more of a noble quest than anything else… and 
Lone still didn’t seem to understand that Zerrex was no hero, and that noble quests weren’t 
about chivalry, honor, and goodness… they were about blood, and loss, and death, and 
tears.

The wolf didn’t understand that being a hero wasn’t something that made anyone happy, 
unless they were the egoistic, cowardly kind of hero who sat back and let others do the 
work, or did one good deed a year. And maybe it was cruel of him to think, but the term 
hero was bandied around too loosely these days… another reason why he respected the 
Dragokkaren. Those who fell in battle here, or died doing their job as police or soldiers or 
other workers, weren’t seen as heroes unless they did something that truly did stand out 
above all others… they were seen as noble and honorable, but in the end, people who had 



sacrificed themselves knowingly. They were respected, but they were not heroes, and didn’t 
want to be. They didn’t want the praise, or admiration, or anything else… they knew 
humility, and they didn’t need to get pats on the head for their good deeds. In fact, they 
were offended by that… whereas so many people in the civilized world were called a ‘hero’ 
for calling the cops on their brother for dealing pot, or carrying an unevolved pet kitten 
down out of  a tree. 

No. Heroes were like those twelve Dragokkaren from the far past, who had killed 
hundreds of interloping pelts with just their hunting hooks, and who had sacrificed 
everything for a slim chance of rescuing their people. A hero was someone who forced 
themselves past just the job, their own limits, gave up their health, bled, cried, and died not 
for their country, not because they were supposed to do it, and especially not because it was 
good or right… but because no one else would or could do it. Zerrex had learned that 
when you were a hero, the true reward was a pile of dead friends… a handful of 
betrayals… and a bath in blood of ally and foe alike after you spent every moment twisting 
your body through a nightmarish hell without end.

Zerrex never wanted to be a hero, and would never see himself as one… because he 
didn’t think they existed. He was an antihero, true… a force of darkness that did deeds that 
could be seen as good or right, with many a flaw in his character… but he’d never met his 
opposite number. He’d never met anyone who could save the princess and the castle and all 
the army from the raging draconic monster, or a priest who could stand up to a demon and 
vampires and the devil himself, or someone who courageously walked the path of right and 
virtue and saved all the people and the world when it needed saving. There was no such 
thing as a true hero, because someone’s hero would eternally be someone else’s villain… and 
no ‘hero’ could save the world and every innocent life in it, or even all the lives that were 
important to him. Death, after all, couldn’t be slain by just any idiot with a sword who 
thought he was doing the right thing. 

The Drakkaren mused quietly as he sat back, looking up at the cloth ceiling above, then 
he glanced back down as Cherry called his name and snapped her fingers, offering the 
bottle with the other hand. Zerrex nodded and held out his glass, and she poured him a cup 
of the light pink wine, and Zerrex swirled it slowly with a soft ‘thanks,’ then smiling as their 
waiter and cook came back and place an old metal kettle with black metal profiles of 
Dragokkaren parading around the body. He took a sip of the sweet wine, as Cherry poured 
Cindy a cup as well before filling her own glass, then she took her own sip, paused as the 
Drakkaren from New Tears walked away, looked up at Zerrex blandly, and said mildly: “I 
can’t taste any alcohol.”

“It’s called rose petal wine because it’s made out of the petals from the cherry trees, you 
ass.” Zerrex responded with a slightly entertained smile, and Cherry looked at the bottle 
with something like horror as he continued: “The petals have their own distinct flavor… so 
they just ground them up and add some water and some other stuff, and mix it all into a 
kind of light drink. Besides which, the whisky they drink here could end up knocking even 
us both on our asses.”



I really like this, actually.” Cindy said with a surprised smile, then she looked over at her 
father warmly. “Can we pick up a bottle of this later, and maybe give some to Marina to try 
once we get her back… I… I think she’d really like this too.”

Then she fell silent, and Cherry and Zerrex both looked at her with soft compassion 
that was almost foreign for the two long-hardened reptiles, watching Cindy simply staring 
down into her goblet for a few moments before Zerrex finally said quietly, with all the 
conviction of his heart despite the fear of failure that had wormed its way into his mind: 
“We’ll get her back.”

I know.” she whispered quietly in return, and then she swallowed thickly before taking a 
deep drink of her wine and putting the glass aside, reaching for the hot teakettle to pour 
herself a glass. She looked around for the cream and sugar, then stood and coughed as she 
saw a small basket on a table nearby filled with the stuff: their table just hadn’t had their 
own refilled with anything but napkins. “I’m going to go grab some stuff  for the tea.”

Then she headed quickly over to one of the other empty tables, and Cherry leaned on 
the table, swirling her wine in the glass with an expression that was somehow both intense 
and mellow. Zerrex meanwhile, glanced down at Lone and smiled a bit as the wolf looked 
up at him with a bit of an unhappy frown. “Hey… you want some rose petal wine or some 
green tea?”

Wine, I guess, if it’s okay for me to have.” Lone muttered, then he held up his cup with 
his ears flattened back, looking more like a sulking child than anything else, and Zerrex 
sighed inwardly. The fact was, the wolf didn’t seem to realize that a lot of the time, slaves 
would end up being forced to wait outside the enclosure, tied up like unevolved horses to a 
fencepost or line, and they’d be fed a special nutrient-enriched slop instead of real food in 
most households. Zerrex thought that even some of the Iuratus like the twins like ate the 
tasteless sludge at least once a day for a meal.

The Drakkaren resisted saying anything, though… or slapping him, even though that 
would likely just get amused looks from the Drakkai sitting at the other tables. Instead, he 
filled the clay cup with the drink, then put the bottle back in the center of the table, sitting 
back in the chair and glancing around the busy streets, simply enjoying the outside air as 
best he could as Cindy came back, wiping lightly at her eyes and dropping a few handfuls of 
packets into the basket at their table, and Cherry studied the other female for a few 
moments before shrugging and looking skywards, as if she could see through the cloth 
rooftop.

Over the next ten minutes, a few people left the café, and a few more came inside, 
including a group of Hez’Ranna military who were all arguing and laughing with each 
other. They were all dressed in different uniforms, two in the plain black outfits favored by 
the Hellabos military, one in the crested shirt and thick vest of Hezrow, and two others in 
uniforms of mixed olive drab and light black, wearing high combat boots and fingerless 
gloves that had long leather coverings that went all the way up the forearm, until they 
locked around the upper arm by means of a heavy clasp, the uniform shirts sleeves puffing 
out slightly at this point as well. These, he guessed, were from the personal army of the 



other royal families… and Zerrex shrugged before glancing up as a military transport went 
by, the covered back loaded with soldiers in light green uniforms with the same color caps 
on, and the Drakkaren felt a smile twitch at his muzzle. And I was just wondering if there 
was a normal military around here, or if the three Royal Families just commanded their 
personal armies around. But I guess the soldiers who are devoted to the Royals just protect 
Hez’Ranna and their own family… those guys that just went by must the Hez’Ranna 
General Military, who do the same stuff  all the soldiers in the ‘civilized’ world do.

Then the reptile paused before snorting amusedly. He was getting way too comfortable 
with the whole ‘civilized world’ slang term… it was just too easy to fall into. Then he 
paused and glanced up as the Drakkaren from Ire approached them again with a smile and 
another huge, round metal platter, this one covered with the food the Boss had ordered. The 
waiter and cook set it down in the middle of the table, carefully nudging the basket aside, 
then stepped back and bowed politely. “Please let me know if there’s anything else I can do 
or get for you.”

“Another bottle of wine’d be great.” Cherry immediately said loudly, then she reached 
out and snagged the plate that had a huge slab of bloody, almost-raw-looking meat before 
Zerrex could grab it, winking as she put it down in front of her and licked her muzzle 
hungrily: Lone peered up over the terror with something like horror as Cindy slid her chair 
away from Cherry, and the Boss merely looked irritably at her as he crossed his arms, 
watching as Cherry picked up feynah fork: a wooden-handled, short knife with a long 
serrated edge, and then an extra curving spike coming from the flat side of the blade in an 
L, forming a kind the fork portion. That and the large wooden spoons currently placed 
around the massive ceramic soup bowl where the only pieces of cutlery generally used in 
Hez’Ranna.

Cherry, if you eat that whole thing, I’m gonna rip your liver out and have that for 
brunch instead.” Zerrex said warningly, but Cherry merely snorted and rolled her eyes as the 
New Tears Drakkaren winced and quickly jogged away to snag another bottle of rose petal 
wine. 

Then she looked up challengingly at Zerrex, saying teasingly: “You have to catch me 
first, bitch.” And with that, she stabbed the feynah into the edge of the bloated, thick-red 
meat… and was rewarded with a loud squelch and a large spurt of blood that blasted up 
and splattered over her muzzle, dripping slowly down her face as she blinked several times, 
then let out a childish yell and began to rub at her eyes madly. “Oh my fuck! Fucking fuck 
but the fucking spices burn like shit! Ow ow ow ow ow, fuck fuck fuck, it fucking burns!” 

Cindy winced and quickly grabbed a handful of napkins, jumping up and off her seat as 
Zerrex simply laughed madly at the agonized female, who was now flapping her arms as 
Cindy made a face and seized Cherry’s skull with one hand to stop her from frantically 
twisting her muzzle back and forth and bouncing in her chair. Then the younger female 
muttered something about toddlers as she carefully wiped the spiced blood from Cherry’s 
features, and the muscular female blinked several times, her eyes puffed up and reddened, 
and then she took the napkins from Cindy when she offered them and began to rub 



convulsively at her eyes with it, whining loudly: “The fucking spray was the same color as 
the meat, so I couldn’t see it! Fuck a nun in the ass, but that was shitty and it hurt… and 
you shut up!” she added in an angry shout, glaring and pointing at Zerrex.

The white-haired reptile only continued to cackle, however, grinning widely and hugging 
himself as he rocked back and forth on the chair, Lone attempting to crawl under the table 
to hide with his ears laid back: Cherry was pissed off and blind, and Zerrex was hysterical 
with laughter. The situation, in short, seemed like the end of the world for the wolf. “I 
warned you not to take it, bitch! And… oh Gods, I can’t even breathe…” A pause, and then 
Zerrex forced himself to stop laughing for a moment as he looked over at Cherry and asked 
seriously: “How did you like that hot spicy load all over your face?”

Cherry glared at him angrily for a few more moments… and then she snorted, and the 
two reptiles went off into another gale of laughter together as Lone peered up over the 
table and Cindy looked back and forth, nonplussed. Then she sighed and dropped a head in 
her hand as the Drakkaren came back with another bottle of rose petal wine, looking 
confusedly back and forth, but Cindy merely waved him away as she uncorked the bottle 
with his hand and took a deep drink from the neck, wishing idly for once that it was actual 
alcohol. She’d never gotten drunk in her life, but anything to escape the creeping 
embarrassment of babysitting the two Drakkaren in public… especially since they were 
attracting stares from the other tables, and Cherry’s face was still dripping with spiced 
blood.

After the two calmed down, however, the meal went surprisingly well: Cherry gobbled 
down half the liver – Cindy trying not to watch the blood dribbling down the female’s chin 
and the greedy expression on the muscular female’s face as she leaned over the plate – then, 
despite her earlier remarks, offered the other half to Zerrex, who declined and said she 
would enjoy it more. Cherry had smiled at him, then eaten another quarter of it before 
offering it again, and Zerrex had accepted the food and eaten the rest of the liver, offering 
Cindy a piece, but the green-scaled Drakkaren had paled and leaned far away from the 
blood-dripping piece of meat, and he’d shrugged before popping it in his mouth and 
chewing with relish.

Lone, of course, had sulked and felt hurt he hadn’t been offered any… even though it 
looked like one of the most horrible tasting things that ever existed and he wouldn’t put it 
in his mouth to save his life. He also hated how he had to eat out of the bowl on the 
ground like an unevolved animal… not realizing that Zerrex had given up his own spoon so 
that the wolf wouldn’t have to shove his muzzle into the mess. Instead, the reptile was 
taking turns with Cindy between eating the deliciously filleted-and-buttered strips of fish 
and using the spoon to eat the soup from the bowl. And Cindy had to admit, even though 
the red broth looked rather congealed, it was delicious… there were little balls of perfectly 
seasoned meat floating in it, along with all sorts of local herbs, vegetable bits, and it was 
sharp without being more than mildly spicy. 

The wolf also found a love-hate relationship with how Zerrex was feeding him every 
now and then out of his hand, like he was a tamed beast, passing him bits of shrimp and 



seafood from the platter. It embarrassed him… but part of him liked it, felt that in private 
it would almost be… romantic, in fact.

Once they were done eating, the three lounged about, as Lone continued to idly scoop 
up the last bits of soup in his bowl, not really wanting to admit that it was actually pretty 
good and instead trying to think of something else to complain about or point out. Then 
he glanced up at Zerrex and held up his clay cup, asking plainly: “Can I have some more of 
that wine stuff ?”

The reptile glanced up, winced at the expressions on the face of a few soldiers, and then 
the fact they muttered something to their compatriots sitting around the table, before he 
sighed and nodded, pouring the wolf a cup of the rose petal stuff. Lone mumbled 
something that was probably a ‘thank you,’ with a self-absorbed sigh, then he sipped at it 
idly as he slumped a bit on the ground. Then Zerrex glanced up and  exchanged a silent 
look with Cherry, and the female face turned serious as she looked out towards the 
huddling group of private military, and she cursed under her breath. “Too-friendlies. 
Great.”

What?” Cindy asked, looking back and forth and blinking, then she glanced down at her 
cup as Zerrex filled her mug with green tea, before refilling his own. She frowned a bit as 
she finished the last sip of rose petal in her goblet, and then looked up at her father 
curiously. “Why’d you do that?”

Precaution. Hot tea is more distracting to get thrown in your face than cold rosewater.” 
Zerrex responded mildly, glancing over at the military unit as they leaned in a bit closer, and 
then one tossed them a glance, caught Zerrex’s eyes, and quickly looked back into the 
huddle. Cherry had been right in calling them too-friendlies… allies who didn’t recognize 
that just being on the same side, living in the same country, didn’t mean they had all the 
same information. Especially between the royal families, as Zerrex knew that the monarchs 
had their disputes just like anyone else… and that they all had different jobs and controlled 
different sections of Hez’Ranna. And if a too-zealous general like the prick Fayvin who’d 
showed up yesterday learned, for instance, that the far right top corner of the Hellabos 
estate usually had a sniper sitting pretty there, he might make mention of it in passing 
conversation to some less-moral individuals who could attack the manse from the right with 
full knowledge of  the defenses waiting for them.

Zerrex’s guess was that the soldiers there likely thought he and the others were either 
some stupid goodwill organization or charity group attempting to free the slaves or some 
crap like that, and that’s why Lone was being allowed in the enclosure and being fed so well. 
It made the reptile wince a bit as he weighed the available options… and then he glanced 
down to Lone and murmured: “You should clean my boots and Cherry’s, polish them 
under the table. Make a show of  it, because-” 

But before he could finish, Lone looked up at Zerrex in shock, then his face twisted into 
an insulted, hurt expression as he scowled and replied in a loud, angry voice: “What the 
fuck are you asking me to do, Zerrex? I’m not going to do that! I’m not going to… to 
degrade myself  for you! You can all just… fuck you all!”



And Zerrex winced at this, then held up a hand as Lone stood with tears in his eyes, 
snuffling and rubbing at his face as he turned away and began to head off… and Zerrex 
reached up to grab his shoulder, but Lone shrugged it off, and the reptile cursed internally: 
the wolf had just flipped out, hadn’t paused to listen to the rest of the reason, and now he 
was just making it look worse as he headed towards the way in and out of the enclosure… 
and then the Drakkaren muttered under his breath as the soldiers stood up and surrounded 
the wolf, the huge Dragokkaren all grinning down at him.

Lone bumped into the one in front, and then fell over onto his rear, blinking and 
looking up through his teary eyes at the soldier in green and gloves… and then he felt his 
ears flatten and tail curl up between his legs as he laughed and said something to the others 
that Lone was pretty sure meant: ‘he touched me, so let’s squish him.’ And finally, it clicked 
for the wolf that this wasn’t his culture, his world, as those five huge soldiers tightened their 
circle around him, and that he likely had no way out, when a soft voice called out: “Hey. 
Get away from the idiot.”

The soldiers looked up, temporarily distracted, and Zerrex stood ready: he had never 
dealt with Hez’Ranna military before, and he knew that the penalty for assaulting a private 
military officer in this country could mean death. But still he stood tall, Cherry slightly 
behind him and cracking her knuckles threateningly as she scowled, then the taller male 
reptile crossed his arms and continued easily: “He’s not from around here, and he didn’t 
think this would be much more than a pleasure cruise. So why don’t you guys just get off 
him and go away, huh?”

The other Dragokkaren looked at each other, then one of them in a Hellabos outfit said 
in a blocky, thick voice: “We no like him. You get off plane, you think you important. We 
more important, we not like outsiders. Fuck you, traitor. Pelt inside, scale outside.”

I don’t have a problem with you abusing pelts, I just don’t want you abusing him, because 
he bruises about as easily as a ripe fruit.” Zerrex replied evenly, then he reached up and 
touched his forehead as the Dragokkaren looked at each other in confusion, realizing that 
his metaphor had been lost on them. Great. First time… ever… that I actually think of a 
good line, and it gets wasted. Just great. “Look. Just back off. Or me and my friend here 
will break your faces.”

“We five… you two, and stupid.” The Dragokkaren replied boldly, crossing his arms, 
then he paused and looked past Zerrex with a wide grin towards Cindy, who was standing 
tense at the table, with the Tears City Drakkaren close by her, watching. In fact, all eyes were 
on them, and then the Dragokkaren added in a triumphant voice: “And girl back there 
scared, we beat you, and take her to be slave for boss’s harem.”

You will not lay a finger on her.” Zerrex breathed softly, his eyes flashing… and then he 
glanced back and forth, noting that two of the soldiers had snuck around to the side while 
the assumed boss of the little band had been talking. They were bracketed from either side, 
and there were still three Dragokkaren in front of  them, too… messy odds.

“Fuck you, we fuck her good!” snarled the badly-speaking Dragokkaren, then he made a 
swift cutting motion with two fingers and barked a quick command, and the military on 



either side suddenly charged towards them. Zerrex snarled, then he felt Cherry tap his back 
and he nodded with a snort before dropping to a kneel, slamming his palms down into the 
ground.

Immediately, Cherry grabbed his shoulders, then boosted herself up and kicked both 
legs out to either side with a grunt, and both charging soldiers grunted in pain, one of 
them grabbing his kidney and the other’s eyes bulging as his hands seized his crotch. Then, 
before either could recover, Cherry’s muscles flexed as she forced her body to go into a 
handstand on Zerrex’s shoulders, one foot snapping by the muzzle of the first Dragokkaren 
and making him blink, her legs still almost horizontal before she twisted at the waist, then 
spun her body by bringing each hand to the other shoulder of the strong male beneath her 
and lashing out with both legs, smashing in both muzzles of the offending reptiles and 
knocking them sprawling.

Then, as a third  soldier ran forwards, Zerrex reached up, seized Cherry’s arms, and the 
female straightened her legs outwards and back like a board, and then let herself be swung 
down and forwards. Her heels slammed across the muzzle of the next charging soldier 
before she bent her legs slightly to skid back along the tile floor, the soldier falling to his 
fours in a burst of blood from his nose, and then the muscular female grunted and kicked 
hard upwards with both legs as Zerrex hauled back on her arms at the same time, and she 
ended up flipping in a wide arc completely over the tall male Drakkaren, her feet smashing 
the enemy under the chin at the same time and knocking him down in a flat, unconscious 
heap, blood spilling out of  his maw as he twitched a few times on the ground.

She landed on his back, arms around her neck, then she slid down and stepped back 
dizzily, grinning stupidly as she rubbed at one shoulder idly. Zerrex, meanwhile, met the 
eyes of the other two coldly… the supposed leader and the other Dragokkaren, who was 
standing and holding Lone up by the ruff of the neck, the wolf curled up meekly and 
sobbing. 

The two looked at each other for a few moments, then the Drakkaren snarled angrily, 
feeling something in him beginning to snap under all the stress he’d been under lately and 
walking forwards, hands in tight fists… before the wannabe boss ran forwards, the 
Dragokkaren’s uniform tight against his muscular body, his hand clenched into a fist, arm 
cocked back, and then he swung in with a hard right hook that smashed into Zerrex’s face 
as the Drakkaren didn’t even bother to make an effort to guard himself.

His head twisted from the force of the blow, and the leather of the gloves tore against 
his scales, his hair falling over his face… and then he turned his head back, his snarl turning 
into a horrible sharkish grin as his emerald eyes looked coldly up into those of the 
Dragokkaren, who was gaping stupidly and trembling violently as he stared down at his 
opponent in horror-

Zerrex cocked his arm back, then swung and leaned forwards, stepping into the wide, 
arcing punch as he shoved most of his strength into the single strike, and the Dragokkaren 
was sent crashing onto his back, skidding a good ten feet over the tile floor before his body 
curled up and he went into a tight roll, knocking a chair flying on his way and then 



smashing through the fencing that enclosed the dining area, and then finally bouncing a few 
times as he reached the street. Then he came to a stop in cloud of yellow dust, his body 
sprawled out and twitching, blood dripping from his unconscious maw.

Then Zerrex straightened and brushed his hair out of his face, rubbing idly at the bruise 
on his cheek, before his emerald irises travelled to the last standing soldier. The 
Dragokkaren in the Hellabos uniform trembled violently, and then he looked down at the 
wolf he was holding and dropped Lone as if he’d turned into a giant spider, stepping back 
and holding up his hands in surrender. He looked back and forth, for some kind of 
support, babbling in Hez’Rannan, and then he hit the broken chair that his friend had 
toppled over on his roll out of  the enclosure and fell backwards onto his ass. 

He yelped, then turned around and clawed at the ground uselessly for a few moments 
before scrambling away, tossing a terrified look over his shoulder as he fled. Zerrex snorted 
quietly at this, then he walked over to where Lone was still crying on the ground in a curled 
up mess, and he nudged him lightly with one boot. “Hey. Get up.”

I’m… s-sorry…” Lone babbled, then he simply began to cry harder and curled up 
tighter, and Zerrex sighed before shaking his head slowly. He glanced around at the many 
stares he was getting, before finally giving Lone another gentle boot, then deciding it would 
be best to just… let him work out his emotions on his own and turning back to Cherry 
with a single shake of his head, the two heading back towards the table as Cindy stared at 
them.

She stood up quickly and ran over, and they embraced tightly as she pressed into his 
chest before whispering softly: “I was scared, Daddy… they all looked pretty hardcore.”

They do hit a lot harder than people from back home.” Zerrex said musingly, and 
winced a bit as Cindy leaned back and looked up at him worriedly, touching his cheek 
gently, and he gently grasped her wrist and pulled her hand away. “Hey, hey, watch it. That’s 
frigging tender right now.”

“Sir?” the Tears City Drakkaren walked up to them hesitantly, holding a large bottle of 
rose petal wine and smiling faintly, but looking a bit upset nonetheless. “I’m afraid I have 
to ask you and your party to leave, boss’s orders… we just can’t have the Hez’Ranna 
military showing up here to do an investigation and… it’s best that you guys clear out 
before some other soldiers show up.” A pause, and then he offered the bottle. “But… take 
this, and the meal’s on the house, since you guys never got around to dessert before them 
assholes started up with makin’ such a clamor.”

Cindy smiled a bit at him and nodded, but Cherry grabbed the bottle before the 
daughter of Zerrex could, and instead grinned slightly as she looked at him. “Shoulda 
known any joint serving a drink with my name’d end up with us getting into some sort of 
fuckaree. Thanks kid. We’ll get lost now, and take the little crying bitch with us, too, so you 
got less mess to clean up.”

With that, she turned away and walked cheerily off, and Zerrex snorted, rolling his eyes 
before nodding politely to the Drakkaren, his arm tight around his daughter and hers 



wrapped around him in return, head against his shoulder and her eyes closed as she trusted 
him to guide her feet for her. Lone, meanwhile, was still sobbing… but now he was tightly 
holding Cherry’s hand and being guided gently out by her, as he sniffled and rubbed at his 
face with the other, hating himself, his actions, and of course, the whole goddamn culture 
and country that he’d journeyed into. He wished already that he’d never come here… and 
why did I do it in the first place? Just so I could get closer to Zerrex? Now he just hates me 
again, even more… he had to save my ass just like he always used to before, and I just 
attract trouble and cause problems for everyone around here… I hate myself… I hate what 
I do to him and everyone else around me…

The wolf yanked his hand free of Cherry’s and dropped his gaze, looking miserable, and 
Cherry blinked and looked at him mildly for a few moments before snorting and shrugging, 
then instead turning her attention to Zerrex as they left the enclosed café and started down 
the street, tossing devilish looks back and forth at Drakkai who quickly got out of their 
way as she asked mildly: “So where’re we gonna head off  to now?”

Zerrex paused, then he reached into his pocket with his free hand and produced the GPS 
he’d been given, glancing down at it and pressing a few buttons on it to bring up a map of 
the area. He mused as he glanced over the location names, then he laughed quietly. “Let’s 
keep on going towards the market, and we’ll see what information we can dig out there. 
There’s a square only a few blocks down from here.”

Cindy and Cherry both nodded, and the three Drakkai walked onwards as Lone dragged 
behind, keeping his head bowed as he wiped at his eyes, trembling quietly every so often but 
trying to remain calm and quiet in the background. He didn’t want to cause any more 
trouble, so instead figured it’d be best to keep at a fair distance from everyone else and not 
push his luck any further than he already had.

A short while later found them pushing into a massive cobblestone square, filled with 
people and surrounded by towering business buildings of yellow stone and heavy wood. 
Zerrex noted, however, that the alleyways between buildings were all carefully sealed off by 
boards of heavy wood, and the streets leading in were guarded by heavy wooden gates that 
were currently propped wide open, to allow people to pass in and out. Placed at these gates, 
however, were armed military in plain uniform, but with thick riot gear on as well: vests, 
shinguards, and helmets made of fiberglass plating and softer mesh fabric that would stop a 
bullet without much trouble.

They passed through into the market, and Zerrex glanced over the many wooden stalls 
that filled the area, all of them with a dealer seated inside and peddling all manner of 
goods and services. The shops were pressed end-to-end for the most part, leaving only a few 
paths open for travel through the area. 

The Boss turned his attention to a stall he saw a few spaces down, then he began to walk 
towards it, Cindy still resting easily against his side and Cherry loitering after them, tapping 
the bottle of rose petal wine against her leg as she tossed short looks over her shoulder to 
make sure that Lone was still following along behind them and hadn’t gone and gotten 
himself into any more trouble. But at least here there were plenty of other slave scurrying 



around as well, all with tags fluttering around their necks and many of them carrying large 
wicker baskets filled with goods or lugging along large carts filled with wooden boxes and 
burlap bags.

Meanwhile, Zerrex had stopped in front of a stall that was loaded with newspapers and 
other magazines, most of them in the cryptographs of the Hez’Ranna, and Cindy finally 
let go of him and wandered idly over to another nearby shop that was filled with beautiful 
flowers. Zerrex smiled after her, then he turned his attention back to the inside of the shop 
as the owner looked at him curiously, asking carefully: “I’m looking for some news…”

In a language you can read, yes? Praise Separ, but we get a lot of you outsiders here.” The 
shop owner replied in a clipped voice with a grin, and Zerrex gave a surprised start as the 
young Drakkaren hopped up, the little red fez he wore falling askew but staying firmly 
standing tall on his head from the string tied around his neck. “You have no idea how often 
we get this. Every outsider who comes to Uroboros ends up coming here.”

Uh. Yeah.” Zerrex said slowly, glancing over the Drakkai with a cough, then reaching up 
to rub the back of his head as he recognized the white robe he wore as a religious 
garment… but the scarf he had around his neck wasn’t any sacred cloth, but instead a 
rainbow-colored and cartoon-character covered dollar-store kid’s wear. Combined with the 
fez on his head, and the silver chain he wore around his neck with the name “Becca” 
dangling from it – Oh Gods, I hope his name isn’t Becca. Why do I always get the 
weirdos…  – in large metal letters… “So do you have a paper?”

“I want your pants.” ‘Becca’ said casually, and Zerrex stared at him for a few moments as 
the Drakkaren shrugged and grinned, winking as he shoved his arms out to the side like a 
magician about to do a trick, and revealing the variety of rings he wore on his hands – from 
plastic knobs to platinum and diamonds, he was adorned with everything. And then he 
pulled up both his sleeves as Zerrex stared, and the reptile saw everything from a black 
magic charm used to summon Satan made of what looked like dried flesh to about four 
different styles of broken watches. Topping it all off ? Above the demonic sign was a ‘Mr. 
Happy’s Kid’s Hour’ collector’s bracelet.

Then Becca let his robes drop back down over his arms, and he cleared his throat loudly, 
crossing his arms and looking at Zerrex primly. “Now, mister outsider, as you can see, I am 
a collector of things from other cultures. I still, however, am lacking a pair of those strange 
blue army pants so many of you people wear… they sell for around a hundred gold coins 
around here, and that’s the same as the payment I make on this shop to the tax collector, 
you know, just so I can set up here every month.

So I’ll make you a deal. You give me your pants, and I’ll give you all the information you 
want…” A pause, and Becca’s eyes glinted as he grinned and leaned in, putting one hand 
down on the counter of the stall and beckoning with another finger. Zerrex winced, already 
knowing he was going to regret this, but he sighed inwardly and leaned down towards the 
shop owner, who then muttered into his ear: “And that includes anything you might be 
curious about going on here, mister royal monarch Narrius.”



Zerrex twitched back, looking shocked, and Becca grinned… before squealing as Zerrex 
seized him by the neck and dragged him close, a twitch going off in his eye as he glared 
down into his eyes, and the Drakkaren’s arms flailed as the Boss said flatly: “My name… is 
Zerrex.”

With that, he tossed Becca backwards, and he fell with a rattling bang, knocking over his 
chair and a stack of magazines that was also loaded with other useless junk, and then the 
Drakkaren leaned into the shop and glared down at the eccentric Drakkaren… but then he 
glanced down the aisle formed by the shops at the patrolling soldiers who had paused to 
watch him, one of them half-reaching for a radio… and he sighed before glaring and 
pointing at Becca, enunciating carefully: “If you screw with me, I’m going to beat the crap 
out of you, got it? But fine, I’m going to go… change out of these, and you can have my 
goddamn pants.”

“Glad we could make a deal, jerk.” Becca spat, glaring up at him, and then he fell 
backwards as Zerrex rose a fist threateningly, raising his hands and flapping them back and 
forth. “I surrender, holy god in a toaster, but you have a short fuse! How the hell else was I 
gonna get a big-time player like you to pay attention to me, though?”

You coulda asked.” Zerrex muttered, then he straightened and looked over at Cherry, 
who was leaning on the wall of the shop next door and grinning at him widely. He felt 
another twitch go off  in his eye, then snapped: “What do you want?”

But Cherry only continued to grin cheerfully for a few moments, then she winked and 
gestured with a tilt of her muzzle towards the next aisle over. “Think clothes are down that 
way, Boss. Come on, let’s go have some fun.”

Zerrex mumbled under his breath, checking first where Cindy was, and confirming that 
she and Lone were wandering down through the other shops together, before he sighed and 
nodded, and the two Drakkaren walked around to the next corridor of shops… and 
Zerrex’s jaw dropped as he shook his head rapidly. “Oh no, screw this, I’m just going to 
kick his ass and-”

Get caught by those frigging MPs.” Cherry snorted laughter, grabbing one of his 
muscular biceps and half-dragging Zerrex down the row of what was mostly clothing 
stores, the reptile grinning cheerfully around as she watched people glancing over various 
articles of clothes… and a few shamelessly stripping out of their loincloths or tunics to try 
on something else. The Boss blushed deeply as Cherry insistently pulled him along the 
shops, then paused and coughed, stopping in front of one that was selling loincloths like 
the Iuratus back at the manse had been wearing. “I think you’d look great in these.”

My penis hangs lower than some of those.” Zerrex muttered under his breath, then he 
checked his pocket for his wallet and sighed, glancing inside: he’d traded all of the pocket 
money he’d had on him for Hez’Rannan funds, and it hadn’t come out to much at all. 
“Look, I’ve got… seven gold coins, and like, thirty two silver ones or something.”

Cherry nodded, then coughed as she peered around the various clothing stores. “Too 
bad there ain’t no price tags.”



This made the male groan and roll his eyes, then he mumbled and turned towards 
another  stall that was selling what looked like long tunics. Then Zerrex winced as he saw 
the money trade hands for one that would be large enough to cover him – fifteen or so gold 
coins. Finally, with a defeated sigh, he turned back to the loincloths, and the female running 
the store – wearing one of her own brand, but also with a long cloth strip wrapped around 
her breasts and various gold piercings and ornaments on her body – smiled at him… and 
Zerrex got the impression she was undressing him with his eyes. He mumbled, roved over 
the stock as Cherry floated around with a cheerful grin behind him, and then he finally 
pointed at one of the loincloths hanging at a back on the rack, asking dejectedly: “How 
much?”

The Drakkaren merely stared at him in confusion… then shrugged and took it down, 
before putting it on the counter and tilting her head as she said something in her own 
language. Zerrex mumbled under his breath again, then he cleared his throat and said: “I 
don’t speak Hez’Rannan… how many coins… money… do you want for that?”

Again, the female merely looked at him, frowning, and Cherry snorted laughter behind 
him. “Yeah, Boss. That’s great. Tell her  you don’t understand her language… in your own, 
which she obviously doesn’t friggin’ get.”

Zerrex threw an elbow hard back into the female’s collarbone, between her breasts, and 
Cherry fell over with a squawk as Zerrex attempted to smile as the shopkeeper stared at 
him. Then he pulled out his wallet, bit his tongue, and then put a gold coin on the counter 
and a silver coin. The girl looked down at this, then back up at him with a dry ‘are you 
joking?’ expression, and Zerrex tapped the gold coin before raising a hand and holding out 
all five digits, trying to question with his eyes. 

She looked at him, looked down at the coin, looked back up, frowned… and then 
something clicked in her mind and she got the pantomime, looking amusedly at the reptile, 
but then quickly shaking her head, before holding up both her hands, and all her fingers 
extended. Zerrex stared at her, then he mumbled under his breath before taking all the 
money he had from his wallet, putting it all the counter, and then shrugging to indicate he 
had no more. The female looked over him, frowned a bit, then she shook her head quickly 
and crossed her arms stubbornly. But as Zerrex began to turn away, she made a bit of a 
face, then made an opening motion. Zerrex stared at her, and she did it again, at waist level, 
and the reptile blinked as Cherry piped up from behind him: “I think she wants you to take 
off  your pants.”

Why the hell does everyone want my freaking pants…” Zerrex muttered under his 
breath, but then he sighed and nodded, reaching down and undoing his fly and pushing his 
pants down, blushing a bit as he began to step out of his jeans… and the female said 
something quickly in Hez’Rannan and pointed at his boxers.  Zerrex stared at her 
disbelievingly as she gestured again and said something else… and then he reached down, 
grasping the fabric of his boxers and coughing as he said disbelievingly: “You’ll give me the 
loincloth… if  I give you my underwear as well as the money?”



She didn’t understand the speech, but obviously the look and the motion, and she 
grinned widely and nodded firmly, clapping her hands together twice. And Cherry fell over, 
cackling, as Zerrex blushed darker, mumbling under his breath as tried to ignore the casual 
glances of people as he stripped naked, and the way the shopkeeper kept leaning forwards 
to peer curiously at his crotch as Cherry sat on the ground with her bottle of rose petal 
wine, still laughing like an idiot.

Then, standing nude and embarrassed, he handed over his boxers… was vaguely creeped 
out – or perhaps the word was ‘horrified’ – when she stuck her muzzle in them and 
inhaled… and then she smiled brightly at him as she hung them up on a rack and took the 
money off the counter before finally handing over the loincloth. Zerrex grumbled under his 
breath as he quickly slid them on, Cherry sitting with his jeans on her head and her combat 
boots tied together to dangle around her neck, then she grumbled and rolled her eyes as 
Zerrex finally stood in his new outfit. “Oh sure, it was so much because you had to get the 
deluxe version that covers your ass and your goody bits. That’s just a frigging diaper with a 
sash and big strip of  cloth hanging down from it.”

Bite me.” Zerrex muttered irritably, rubbing at his abdominals and feeling ridiculously 
self-conscious as he turned and began to head back towards the eccentric Becca, unable to 
stop from looking down at himself. The cloth squeezed tight against his body, and he 
thought it was almost more like a rather uncomfortable white speedo or pair of short-
shorts with a long cloth strip trimmed in blue hanging from the front than a diaper, at 
least… and then he paused and glanced over his shoulder as Cherry walked along beside 
him, before gaping as he watched the girl selling his boxers for what looked like a bag of 
gold coins. Cherry followed his gaze, then grinned and slapped him on the back as she 
watched a Dragokkaren strip down and hop into them, and the girl counting out the gold 
coins he’d just given up onto the counter.

“You got played hard.” she said earnestly, and he mumbled under his breath before 
taking the jeans and walking back into the next aisle up, stomping down the passage to 
Becca’s shop.

He threw his jeans at the eccentric Drakkaren’s face, and they hit him square in the 
muzzle, causing him to blink before he grinned cheerfully and hugged them against his 
chest, looking up at the reptile with a beaming expression. “Well, sir, thank you so much 
for your great generosity! And let me say, you do look quite handsome in that traditional 
sash-”

Tell me how you know about me or I’m going to punch you in the face.” Zerrex said 
flatly, raising a fist threateningly, and Becca coughed and dropped into his chair, paling 
beneath his reddish scales like a misbehaving student. 

“I have a source inside Hellabos’s guest manse, Kraven, a member of the pelt harem who 
likes to claim he’s an Iuratus when he’s just a shipped-in slave from Pang, an island near 
here. He runs laundry chores in the morning, and he told me about you this morning. Said 
you were impossible to miss because of the fur growing out of your head.” he said meekly, 



and Zerrex nodded slowly before sighing and reaching up to rub a growing headache he felt. 
Then Becca coughed and looked back and forth before leaning closer.

He hesitated for a moment before speaking, then shook his head and said quietly: “But 
if you’re any smart, you’ve noticed the military… not out of the normal, no, but there’s 
been an increase in general military patrols throughout the city. They’re searching for a 
murderer… and this just might be interesting to you, because the murderer’s been targeting 
royal families.” 

Zerrex blinked, and Cherry also turned serious before she looked back and forth, then 
began to wander idly back and forth in front of the shop, carefully scoping out the other 
stall owners and the people passing back and forth along the hall. The Boss leaned forwards 
a bit more towards Becca as he straightened and began to fold up his jeans, looking down as 
he continued on with the information. “Three members of the Hezrow and one of 
Hezanna has been killed… and yeah, I guess you’ve likely heard that bull about the royal 
hunt? Well, my sources from the ruling council that advises all three royal families tells me 
there’s been no traditional hunt this year, but instead the royal families have gone into 
hiding. I hear you scared the shit out of  High General Fayvin yesterday too, huh?” 

The Boss nodded; Becca was obviously nervous as hell telling him all this, and Zerrex 
guessed the penalty for getting all this information however he had was probably something 
like life imprisonment or death. The Drakkaren gave a small glance up at him and a weak 
grin at the ivory-haired lizard’s confirmation, however. “Good. Fuckin’ elitist bastard. Kills 
pelts for no reason and only uses Drakkaren slaves, believes in Dragokkaren superiority 
above all. But yeah… he was spouting some bull about Hellabos being behind this shit, but 
that don’t make sense either… ‘cause ain’t no one heard any word from any of his kids for a 
few weeks now, either. They disappeared from where they were stationed as diplomats… 
and then the murders of  the royal family started.”

The Drakkaren felt a sudden wave of sympathy for Hellabos, understanding now why 
he’d rushed them to the Estate, greeted them with a full troop of soldiers… and shown 
such hurriedness in getting Marina back for them. He’d lost his own children… and now he 
was probably afraid that the same people who were targeting the monarchs of Hez’Ranna 
were also after Zerrex and his family. He nodded slowly, and then asked: “What happened 
with the first murders? And has there been any recently?”

Becca started to open his mouth, but then Cherry shouted cheerfully and rose a hand, 
swaying on the spot as if a bit drunk: “Hey, ain’t you one of the bodyguards of Hellabos? 
And you got some big burly guys there with you, too, babe!”

Feaga!” Becca hissed, which Zerrex guessed was probably Hez’Rannan for ‘shit,’ and then 
he quickly snagged a newspaper from nearby and forced a smile on, tilting it down as 
Zerrex looked to the side to see the Blind Girl, accompanied by the two tattooed elites 
they’d seen when they’d first arrived. “Oh, miss, what a surprise. I was just reading the local 
news to… Zerrex, was your name? He is an outsider, but I take it you-”

Shut up.” One of the elites said coldly, and Becca shrunk back before the huge 
Dragokkaren turned his eyes to Zerrex, looking almost contemptible as he said in the same 



hard voice: “You and the rest of the outsiders are wanted back at the manse, for an 
audience with Lord Hellabos, sir. The girl and the pack-dog are already on their way there 
with another escort team. Please follow me, Lord Zerrex.”

And the last definitely wasn’t a request; it was a cold order. Zerrex and Cherry exchanged 
a frown, and then the reptile nodded slowly as Cherry snarled a bit but kept silent as the 
Blind Girl seemed to gaze over them with her patronizing smile, and the group turned and 
headed out of  the market and back down the streets towards the elegant manse.

~~~
That night found Zerrex and the others back at the mansion, all of them in the private 

quarters that had been set aside for them. When they’d gotten back, they’d been informed 
that Lord Hellabos had gone into a private session with some other nobles, and could not 
be disturbed. Then they’d been asked to please return to their quarters, and had gone from 
being treated as masters to slaves. Only the Iuratus twins seemed to have remained loyal, 
sitting in the room and talking with them, sharing stories and anecdotes, until the Blind 
Girl had stopped in the doorway and simply given her strange, cruel smile, and the two had 
nodded and quietly excused themselves, both gently kissing the Boss’s cheek on the way out. 
Last Zerrex had seen them was when he’d taken a short walk around the mansion to stretch 
his legs, and they had been heading towards a pair of black maple doors in the northern 
area of the mansion, apparently to take the place of some other bodyguards in the meeting 
hall or something.

Now Zerrex was simply laying in bed with his hands behind his head, military boots and 
black, heavy pants on once more, and the revolver strapped to his leg… and he sighed, eyes 
closing as he wondered idly what the hell was going on. Cherry was polishing guns in her 
room, and Cindy was already asleep… and everything seemed just so…

Tap. Tap. Tap. Zerrex frowned, wondering if it was raining outside… and as the tapping 
continued, he realized it was the sound of something on wood… and then that they were 
in a stone, soundproofed room. He blinked, looking to the side, and then jumping up as he 
realized the door was wide open when he’d closed it… before slowly turning his head 
towards the sound.

The Blind Girl stood in the doorway leading into the hall that bridged off into the 
other quarters, smiling her strange, sly smile at him and gently tapping one finger on the 
frame, dressed in plain jeans and white, shoulderless blouse, and that goddamn long cloth 
blindfold around her face… and as Zerrex stared, she suddenly vanished through the door, 
and the Drakkaren let out a loud, furious yell as rage suddenly hit like a dull hammer, and 
he leapt forwards, skidding into the doorway and then staring…

Into an empty hallway. She was gone… and Zerrex’s first instinct was to run down the 
hall as Cherry blinked and stuck her head out her doorway, staring as the Boss threw open 
the door at the back and flicked on the light to check on his daughter, who groaned and 
flailed sleepily in the bed, mumbling nonsense words.



“What is it, Zerrex?” Cherry asked, walking quickly over and looking up with 
concern… but the Drakkaren’s gaze was locked on something else, his muzzle twitched in a 
snarl. And she followed his eyes to find her own settle on another open doorway across 
from her own, and then the Blind Girl walked from it and into her room, and the two 
Drakkai charged immediately after her and burst inside. “Hey, bitch! What the fuck are 
you-”

And Cherry was left gaping as she stared blankly around at the empty room, Zerrex 
looking disbelievingly back and forth before he leaned out the doorway… and watched as 
the Blind Girl smiled at him from the room next door, then walked across and into his 
daughter’s room, and he felt fear striking him now as well as fury, like the waves of the sea 
smashing into a rocky reef. “Get the fuck away from my daughter!”

Zerrex charged forwards again, watching as the door slowly closed, and he dropped his 
shoulder and slammed hard into the dark iron-like wood, smashing the door into two 
pieces that ripped off their hinges and flew into the room, Cindy awakening with a start 
and a shriek, clutching the covers up to her breasts as she stared as her father and Cherry 
ran into the room, both of them staring around. “What the hell! What is it?” she yelled, 
eyes round and her lower jaw trembling with terror.

I don’t know what’s scarier… how much this is pissing me off, or how fuckin’ badass this 
bitch is for bein’ able to pull a stunt like this on us.” Cherry snarled, then she jerked her 
head to Cindy as she stood up. “Come on, girl, we got a whore to hunt down.”

Cindy blinked, but nodded and jumped out of bed, sliding on her sandals and following 
the two out into the hall… and then almost running into their muscular bodies before she 
stared over Cherry’s head, letting out a soft gasp as she saw the Blind Girl standing in the 
doorway leading to Zerrex’s room, her body shaking with silent laughter from behind one 
hand. Then she tilted her head towards them almost tauntingly and gave a playful, short 
curtsy before turning and walking away.

Zerrex, Cherry, and Cindy all charged after her, the Boss snarling angrily and drawing his 
revolver as in one swift movement as he leaned forwards, then straightening and slamming 
back the hammer with the palm of his hand, Cherry looking equally-infuriated, and Cindy 
wincing slightly as she chased after the two with her sandals clopping loudly against the 
floor. But every room they entered, the Blind Girl seemed to always somehow manage to 
remain a room ahead, until they reached the northern hallway with the double doors 
leading into the meeting room, and the three halted as they looked around.

Then Cherry snorted and walked towards the heavy black oak doors, muttering irritably. 
“Bitch thinks she can hide in there while the fuckers are talking… I’ll show her. Fucking 
fuckbitch fuckhead.” 

“Cherry!” Zerrex winced, calming down now himself, and quickly handing the revolver 
over to Cindy, who bit her tongue as she followed her father with the weapon carefully held 
in both hands and aimed at the ground, fingers outside the trigger of the massive gun, and 
then she sighed as Cherry slammed both palms into the door and shoved it wide open. 
Then she opened her muzzle, took in a deep breath… and the muscular female apparently 



forgot to let it out as she froze, eyes wide in shock and an expression of horror on her 
features.

Zerrex immediately ran up behind her, looking concerned… then he grit his teeth at the 
sight that met his eyes upon entering the room. Cindy almost let out a scream, but instead 
clutched Cherry and fell to her knees, pushing her head against her and closing her eyes 
tightly, and Cherry took the revolver from her with a shaking hand and muttered: “Oh 
shit… this… this is our level of  work…”

The Patriarch, Lord Victor Hellabos, lay dead, his eyes open in horror, a puddle of 
congealing blood spilled over the top half of a polished, black-wood table. His clothes were 
shredded, and his body had… deep gouges in it, bloody, violent tears that had spilled out 
most of his intestines and insides in ripped and shredded bundles onto the floor and his 
lap. His expression was one of intense agony, and his muzzle looked like they had been 
forcefully twisted open and broken apart, and there were more than a few teeth missing… 
either tortured, or something forced inside his mouth. And as Zerrex stepped closer, he 
shook his head slowly as he realized it had to be the latter… Those marks… those tears are 
from the inside-out… like he was forced to swallow some kind of low-grade shrapnel 
explosive…

He sighed softly, then turned with  grim features to the other victims inside the room: 
slumped against a wall, with one arm over the back of a chair, was Brute… the deep marks 
of his own chains ripped through the scales over his arms and neck, blood covering most of 
his body, and with what looked like a kwaibar stabbed through his crotch, and three narrow 
spears through the stomach… but from his bowed head, he’d died sometime later, from a 
skull that looked as though it had been struck by a sledgehammer, bits of his brain on the 
wall behind him and splattered down his face… a brain that had contained so much 
wisdom no one had recognized him for. “Rest in peace, warrior.” Zerrex murmured quietly.

The others in the room, covered in blood and short slashes, were the twins… and 
Zerrex walked over to who he thought was Shine, fallen near Brute. She was soaked from 
head to toeclaws in her own blood, from what looked like thousands of narrow slashes 
likely made by a kwaibar… and with her cleaver sword still held tight in one hand. He 
kneeled down, touching her face gently, and then the Drakkaren let out a sigh of relief as 
he looked over at Cherry and Cindy, shouting: “Check the other girl, she’s still alive!”

“Blind Girl…” Shine murmured weakly, then she coughed several times, spitting out 
blood and gore as she trembled violently on the ground, but Zerrex gently pushed her back 
down onto her stomach, holding her still. “She… tortured us…”

Lie still…” Zerrex tried to be as soothing as possible, trying to keep her steady… and 
then he started and looked up and over at Cherry, asking plainly: “Where’s Lone?”

The wolf-in-question, however, was resting peacefully in the upstairs harem, smiling as 
he half-slept peacefully in the bed he’d been sharing with Kraven, then he yawned and 
straightened, stretching out and looking back and forth curiously as he realized the dark-
furred wolf wasn’t there. But he shrugged, then stood and stretched out, deciding that he 
needed to go get a drink. 



He stood up from the mattress, and turned towards the doorway… and then stared in 
horror as he saw the Blind Girl there, smiling, with a large, burlap sack in one hand. His 
ears flattened back, and then he turned and attempted to run, even if just to hide in the 
corner of the room, but she was too fast, and next he knew, he was in the bag and 
screaming as he struggled to break free or out of  her grip.

The Blind Girl walked easily with the wolf held over one shoulder, hefting him like he 
was nothing more than a bag of feathers and walking quickly but silently across the manse 
and towards the stairs leading into the empty basement barracks. But then, as she stood in 
front of the stairs, she suddenly ducked and turned, putting her arms out and letting the 
wolf roll off her back as her expression tightened, and Blackheart ripped through the air 
where her body had been a moment before as she squatted low, before the sword smashed 
into the wall, the blade digging halfway through the stone.

Before she could react or rise, however, a booted foot snapped out, and she released a 
silent cry as she sailed down the stairs, body thudding heavily once off them and then 
landing on the stone floor below with a loud crunch, her body laying prone on the ground 
as Zerrex looked down at her coldly, one leg still extended and a hand resting on the 
pommel of his giant sword. Cherry stood nearby with an assault rifle in her hands, snarling, 
and Cindy had already torn the burlap sack open and released the wolf from his captivity, 
Lone whining and trembling as he looked around in terror.

Then she passed him a handgun, still holding her father’s revolver as Zerrex tore his 
sword out of the wall and straightened, glancing down at the wolf and saying coldly: “We 
have a job to do, Lone. If you can give us some backup fire, come with… if you can’t, go 
find the meeting room in the north hall, where the twin Iuratus, Shine and Mist are. They’re 
still alive, but they’ve lost a lot of  blood and Mist is still… a bit off  from being tortured.”

Lone looked up at him meekly, flattening his ears back, but then he swallowed and 
shook his head, standing up and cocking his handgun, glancing up at the reptile with quiet 
resolve and a faint smile. “I… I’d probably just upset her more. Let me come with you… 
I’ll stay back, watch the rear.”

Zerrex smiled a bit at this, but before he could respond, Cherry whistled from her 
position on the stairs, rifle up and resting on her shoulder as she called mildly: “Hey, Boss? 
Hate to break up the emotional hugging moment, but the bitch is gone.”

What? I kicked her hard enough to kill a house.” Zerrex frowned, walking quickly over, 
then he snorted quietly as he clipped the massive sword into the magnetic holster on his 
back, seeing not even a spot of blood on the concrete floor and glancing over at Cindy, 
ordering quickly: “Cherry goes first, I’ll go behind her, then you and Lone stay five feet 
back, Lone keeping his attention in the opposite direction. If Cherry or I shout an order, 
don’t hesitate: obey.”

Got it.” Cindy replied softly, nodding firmly and looking up at her father with complete 
respect and trust, and Lone swallowed but managed to nod himself before the group 
proceeded down and into the barracks, Cherry stopping at the corner to peek around it 
before nodding and moving into the hallway, slightly-crouched and with the huge assault 



rifle at the ready, finger on the trigger. Then she snorted quietly and relaxed slightly, 
nudging Zerrex as he motioned for the other two to quickly follow down.

Gee. Wonder where she went? This ain’t a trap or anything.” Cherry said drolly, nodding 
towards the open vault door down the hall. Zerrex frowned, walking forwards and glancing 
over the steel doors beyond, which looked like they belonged to some kind of special 
transport elevator, and then he glanced up as a light above flicked from red to yellow, and 
some mechanical engine whirred in the distance. Then Cherry walked up beside him, 
followed closely by the others, and she glanced up at him with a bit of a grin. “Time to 
play?”

The Boss nodded with a slight smile, stepping forwards towards the double doors of the 
elevator and laughing quietly. “Time to play.” He paused for a few moments as the whirring 
grew louder, and then the yellow light above the elevator flicked to green, and the doors 
smoothly rolled open to reveal a massive, sterile steel interior. “Come on. End of  the road.”

The others nodded, following the lizard into the elevator, and then Zerrex pressed the 
only button on the metal panel inside, causing the doors to slide shut and the elevator to 
descend once more. He stood with Cindy and Cherry on either side, both females standing 
ready with their guns, and Lone meekly behind in his slave outfit and with the handgun 
raised by his muzzle, peering past Zerrex as the Boss reached up to rest one hand on his 
sword… and then they hit bottom, and the elevator doors rolled slowly open.

He stepped out with the others into a huge open room: it was like an empty warehouse, 
lit by massive floodlights from above, the walls tinted blue steel and the floor the same 
color. A few hooks hung from the ceiling, but otherwise, it was nothing special… and there 
were only a few other figures in the room, and the only ways leading in and out through 
several shutters. And then Zerrex suddenly faltered, his breath catching in his throat and 
eyes widening as he shook his head slowly, feeling a strange numbness roll through his body 
as suddenly, he was just a little kid again, looking at the huge Dragokkaren who was 
standing with his hands behind his back with the Blind Girl at one side, not caring about 
the strange monstrosities on the other.

He stumbled suddenly backwards, but the doors had already slid shut and automated 
machinery sent the elevator ascending, and Cherry looked in horror at Zerrex’s face, her 
usual insulting remarks dying in her throat, and both Cindy and Lone quickly stepping out 
of the way as Zerrex took another slow step backwards, his eyes almost terrified, before he 
finally whispered: “You’re dead.”

And the Dragokkaren merely looked up with a cold grin, eyes that were as crimson and 
dark as the fires of Hell flashing, his massive, sharklike fangs glinting in the light, the red 
scales that covered his body almost seeming to glow as he tilted his head… and then Ifret 
Ark Narrius said in an eloquent, carefree voice: “But Raves… aren’t you happy to see your 
dear… old… dad?”

“Shit no…” Cherry breathed, then she dropped to one knee, took aim, and snapped the 
rifle onto full automatic, aiming at him and yelling angrily: “Don’t you fuck with the Boss, 
asshole! I’ll blow a hole right through you, playing cowardly stunts like that!”



But Narrius only laughed as Zerrex shook his head, the reptile’s hands still trembling, his 
features pale… but he forced himself to step forwards and speak quietly: “No… I… his 
voice, and my nickname from him…”

I told you one day I would conquer even death, didn’t I, my son?” Narrius asked idly, 
looking down at one hand and checking his claws as if bored: and finally Zerrex’s mind let 
himself begin to process what he was seeing. His father, sixteen feet tall and with strong 
muscles over his entire body that were more lithe than bulky: narrower than Requiem, but 
his features were infinitely crueler, somehow so much more animal, despite being so much 
more handsome. He was wearing what looked almost like a breastplate, a plain fiberglass 
armor that covered his chest and stomach, then locked tight into a leather belt with a silver 
clasp… and he had on a pair of thick military pants as well, tucked neatly into his heavy 
combat boots. He had no weapons on him, but there was a strange band of what looked 
like metal around his palm, locking in place just above the thumb joint, and with a thick 
black cable that stretched from the back to the wrist, then seemed to lock into his scales as 
it twisted round-and-round up his arm, then went straight up his shoulder and vanished 
under his armor.

He smiled, and it was positively charming… but there was an indisputable aura of 
malevolence from the huge Dragokkaren as he stepped slowly forwards towards them, 
continuing to speak in that idle, just-passing-the-time voice: “Well, as it was, you did kill 
me all those years ago… nasty thing to do, killing your father while he lays dying of 
Symma… nasty infection I picked up because I used to get all my food imported from the 
Cradle of Life’s jungle farms to the north of here, actually attacks the immune system, then 
moves on to eat the brain and brainstem. I’ll never order wolf again.” A pause as he glanced 
at Lone, then another vicious grin that almost caused the wolf to faint as he fell to his 
knees, trembling violently in horror. “You pelts are worthless even as food.

“But thanks to Lord Hellabos – or Victor, as I should say, it’s foolish of me to try and 
stay on polite terms with him after I spent the whole day torturing him – and his genetic 
experimentation, I was brought back to life.” And then the Dragokkaren stopped in front of 
Zerrex, looking down at him almost benevolently as he held his arms out, before reaching 
the hand up with the black metal band that Zerrex could now see had been ingrained into 
the red scale… and then the Drakkaren twitched back as his hand sparked, blue electricity 
sizzling over the metal for a few moments. “Bigger and badder, as the saying goes.

Along with a few other illegal little toys he created too,” Narrius added dismissively, 
turning and walking slowly back towards his original position with a gesture towards both 
the Blind Girl and the other strange creatures at the back of the room. “The Unseen, we 
call the creations like our Blind Girl here – and yes, there’s about a dozen of them, but she 
is the alpha, the superior version – and the Empty Ones there, mass-produced freaks. But 
I’ll get to them in a few moments… I suppose you want to know how I ended up coming 
back to life, yes?”

Zerrex was too dumbfounded to respond, only able to stare still at this point, fighting to 
even stay sensible instead of just falling into hysterics as his supposed-to-be-dead father 



paused and turned around, putting his hands behind his back again. Cindy, Cherry, and 
Lone also had their eyes locked on him, Cindy not even knowing what to feel and Cherry 
only snarling in cold hatred… and no one noticing the other blind Drakkaren slowly 
descending from the ceiling behind them on long steel ropes, all of them dressed in black 
uniforms, all of them with long black cloths around their faces and armed with kwaibars 
sheathed behind their backs. Several of them had already touched down and now simply 
stood silently, awaiting command, as Narrius shrugged before beginning to speak again, 
calm and easy.

“The Narrius Bloodline has been revered as one of power in Hez’Ranna, especially after 
myself and my little brother destroyed those arrogant fools all those years ago… we were 
recognized after that in many circles as the ‘fourth and mightiest royal bloodline,’ but by 
then this little bit of dirt had ceased to hold my attention. If I’d known that over the next 
few decades they would have evolved their technology so much, perhaps I would have 
stayed… and never would I have guessed it would hold the key to a much larger kingdom 
to dominate.

Hellabos, of course, is… or was, rather… the weakest of the royal families. The fewest 
children, his siblings dead. Almost on the brink of extinction… but he wanted to leave a 
mark on society, and he knew his best chance of doing that would be through science. And 
so he disinterred my body and got the best genetic samples he could find, and decided to 
attempting a cloning program so many years ago, figuring that from me, he could create a 
suitable heir, or at least a bodyguard who would make sure that the rest of his family would 
be protected and remain just as important as the others, even if  through force.”

Narrius laughed softly at this, shaking his head and smiling like it was an anecdote he 
was relating at a polite get-together, like an expensive cocktail party. “The fool. And as he 
worked on cloning my body, and recreating me for the purpose of combat and to help 
reinstall his name as the strongest of the Hez’Ranna monarchs, he also did quite an 
appreciable bit of research on the so-called ‘powers’ that have cropped up more and more 
often in years past. Precognition, telekinesis, unnatural super-strength and endurance… and 
on the soul itself. What it is… and if it is something tangible, or captured in any way.” A 
pause, and a gesture at the Empty Ones. “For the latter, that is the result of his effort… 
and they are quite impressive creatures, although they may not look like much.”

And the Dragokkaren was right, they didn’t look like they were anything more than 
pitiable genetic freaks, the failures that came out of the wrong end of a test tube. Their skin 
was dark blue, mottled and wrinkled in some areas as if loose along the body, but shiny, like 
it was too tight at the joints… yet the ribs still showed clearly through the breast. And they 
had twisted, damaged faces, with eyes and eternally-sad mouths sewn shut with black string 
and no muzzles… fingernails instead of claws that were chipped and broken… large feet 
that ended in ugly, stumpy toes… and no tail, but a strange bulge just above the buttocks 
like a small hump. They were emaciated, cruelly-twisted, and ugly, sexless things… and 
Narrius grinned slightly, like they were the punchline of some great joke, and at this, Cindy 
felt hate and disgust rise in her body as she pressed against her father’s back.



It gave Zerrex strength, and he found himself able to grit his teeth and force his 
calmness to return, even as Narrius continued to speak and those crimson, ruby eyes bored 
forwards into the Boss’s emerald: “They are able to suck the soul from a person… and take 
upon their personality, countenance, expressions, all that perfectly, except that I’ve done 
some reprogramming with the last batch. They will only obey me as Master… and they will 
also add a bit of Dragokkaren DNA into the mix, so even the miserable pelts they eat the 
souls of  will be given a bit of  a gift of  the gods.”

And something clicked inside Zerrex’s head at this, and he stepped forwards, reaching up 
to rest a hand on his sword as he said softly: “You’re the one who kidnapped Marina.”

Narrius looked almost entertained, smiling slightly at Zerrex as if he were a foolish 
child. “You fucking idiot. Of  course it was me. She is the key to everything…”

And what exactly is everything?” Cindy snarled, raising the revolver. Narrius looked at 
her mildly, then snorted quietly and shook his head slowly, looking almost disappointed 
before he turned his attention back to Zerrex.

I see you’ve raised her just as well as your mother raised you. I should have figured as 
much, though… a daughter and your fucktoy, isn’t that right? Just like I’m sure your little 
girl would grow up to be, a slut with a gun who can’t wait to put Daddy’s cock in her 
mouth at the end of the day-” Narrius began in a mild, taunting voice, then his eyes flashed 
and his grin spread wider as Zerrex let out a snarl and charged forwards, pulling Blackheart 
off his back and then leaping forwards, slashing Blackheart down in a vicious dropping 
slash with a roar of  fury. 

Then the blade stopped, and Zerrex snarled furiously in a mix of shock, hate, and raw 
anger as Narrius made a disgusted face, his arm raised, the huge blade of the sword biting 
into his thick forearm… but not even cutting half an inch through the thick scale and 
muscle, and the Dragokkaren said in a disgusted, contemptible voice: “You’re no different 
than when you were a child.”

And before Zerrex could draw back, he felt a huge fist slam into him and knock him 
sliding across the concrete ground on his back with a grunt of agony, ribs snapping like 
toothpicks as his huge sword went flying straight up into the air, spiraling in the light 
before it began to fall… and Narrius simply drew his arm in front of him as he turned to 
face Zerrex, then casually swung it hard outwards as the giant sword began to fall past him 
and he walked towards his son.

The huge weapon shattered into several massive chunks of metal that flew in all 
directions as if it were made of glass, glinting like a broken diamond in the light as Narrius 
strode easily towards the Drakkaren that was sprawled on his back and barely able to lever 
his head off his ground, clutching at his chest and staring in disbelief as his thought-
indestructible, undefeatable sword fell in a shattered hail of metal to the floor. And Narrius 
was only idly wiping at his arm, which was bleeding slightly, but looked more like a long, 
nasty paper-cut than anything else, the Dragokkaren’s expression still contemptible and 
perhaps a slight bit annoyed. 



Cherry swore angrily, as she took aim with the assault rifle, but then a foot collided hard 
with the gun and knocked it flying into the air, before the muscular female blocked a 
second hard kick aimed at her head, snarling as the Blind Girl looked down at her with that 
horrible, patronizing smile. She took a hard swing at her, but the lither female shoved 
herself backwards and easily slid a good ten feet away, and Cherry snarled, tensing herself… 
before she heard a  strangled shout, and Lone threw his handgun to her. 

She grinned viciously, then reached up and caught the gun as the Blind Girl tilted her 
head, then Cherry pointed and fired… but somehow, at the last moment, the Blind Girl 
twisted out of the way, that terrible smile still on her muzzle. The muscular female snarled 
angrily, then shouted furiously: “Don’t fuck with me!”

She fired shot after shot, trying to focus and even put her precognition into play, but 
bullet after bullet missed, the blind Drakkaren somehow easily shifting out of the way of 
each shot – a leg slide here, a simple twitch of the head here, a sidestep there. Then she 
began to advance, and Cherry felt something alien rising in her, something like panic as she 
heard the thundering booms of the magnum join in the chorus aimed at something else, 
and Lone yelling, screaming…

The last bullet just nicked the blindfold the Blind Girl was wearing, but, as it fell, the 
female’s smile turned into a grin… even as the burned, scaleless flesh around her sightless 
eyes were revealed. Eyes the milky white of cataracts, dead eye surrounded by dead, scarred 
flesh, and Cherry felt something give in her mind before she staggered backwards with a cry 
of pain as the Blind Girl punched her across the face with horrible ease, and the female – 
who had never felt so completely outgunned and so thoroughly defeated – staggered 
backwards with a cry of pain, blood spraying from her muzzle as she realized with despair 
that she was being toyed with.

Cindy, meanwhile, had blasted off three shots at the other Unseen that she had just 
noticed advancing on them… but she hadn’t landed a single shot, and then a hand lashed 
out and grabbed her wrist, and a kwaibar dropped down beside it. The daughter of Zerrex 
had snarled despite the clear threat… but then two more Unseen had all but appeared from 
thin air at her side, one kneeling beside her and with his sword held against her stomach, 
threatening to spill her guts on the floor, and the other standing beside her, a hand on her 
shoulder, and a sword at her neck. And she had trembled before beginning to cry silently, 
the giant revolver dropping from her grip and falling to the ground below.

Lone was curled up on the ground, crying quietly, the other Unseen standing over him 
with their swords pointed at him, his hands over his head, shaking violently and unable to 
do anything but cry and spasm uselessly. He berated himself, hated himself for his 
weakness, for his failure, even as one of the other Unseen slammed the handle of their 
sword suddenly into the back of Cindy’s head and knocked her down in a crumpled, broken 
heap.

And Zerrex found himself hefted into the air by his father, his hands uselessly grasping 
his wrist as the Dragokkaren gestured with the other hand, smiling almost serenely as he 
said softly: “As you can see… your resistance was expected, and utterly futile.” A pause, 



then he glanced over to where Cherry was struggling with the Blind Girl, but her last few 
swings were easily avoided before the blind female slammed her foot into Cherry’s stomach, 
causing her to fall on her knees and vomit blood and wine, and then a swift elbow to her 
spine sent her collapsing into darkness, sprawled out as blood and puke leaked from her 
jaws and nose. “Well, now has been reduced to utter futility.”

Bastard…” Zerrex whispered, and Narrius narrowed his eyes slightly before his fingers 
twitched, and the Drakkaren let out a cry of agony as electricity ripped through his body, 
the metal bar burning against the scales of his neck and feeling every muscle in his body 
spasming, his bladder letting go as his hair and body smoking slightly as he slumped 
forwards, the world out of focus and color before Narrius shook him briskly, then threw 
him down to the ground in a broken heap.

Idiot child.” He muttered, then stepped forwards and kicked Zerrex hard in the stomach, 
causing him to cough blood and curl up, hugging his abdomen tightly, but looking up at his 
father with defiance and hate. Narrius looked back down, but only smiled slightly, glancing 
over at the terrible eyes of the Blind Girl as she walked back to his side. “I’m glad I have 
your attention once more. Now, if you’ll let me explain the last few pieces of information I 
was going to bestow upon you before you so rudely interrupted me.

Technology, as all people think, is ten years ahead of the markets, of the consumers. Few 
things are truly state-of-the-art: businesses have other projects in development or already 
created that they have planned to release at strategic dates. By using this method, not only 
do they make the biggest profit… the military industry, among other businesses, also avoids 
revealing all its trump cards unless it absolutely has to.

Here, however, is the secret: we are not merely ten years ahead of our time in terms of 
technologies available, we are almost a thousand years ahead of our time in many places 
around the world. Things we think could never exist, do; technologies that many scientists 
of this very day say are impossible, have already been proven, made, and then made obsolete 
by something bigger and better.” Narrius spread his arms, smiling slightly. “Look at me, for 
example. Revived, and perhaps a bit improved… and projects like the Blind Girl, as well. 
Not only genetic cloning and reproduction, but genetic creation and recreation and even 
immortalization. Genetics that… you probably wouldn’t understand, because you’ve never 
really stood out in the intelligence field, Raves. But you get the point of  what I’m saying.

Now, imagine what would happen if someone took all those technologies and used them 
for say, war?” Narrius put his hands behind his back as Zerrex spasmed and tried to get up, 
but then the Dragokkaren glanced at the Blind Girl, and she stepped forwards and slammed 
a foot into the base of his spine, causing Zerrex to release a snarl of agony and clench his 
eyes shut. “Now, now, Raves, pay attention. You’ll get a chance to walk around later, but for 
now it’s learning time, and I don’t want to have my subordinate crack a vertebrae to keep 
you still.” He paused again, then smiled as Zerrex breathed harshly and glared at him, but 
ceased to attempt getting to his feet. “Good.

“Of course, they’d have an advantage for a while… but then all the other countries 
would reveal their own technologies. And all of a sudden, we’d end up fighting battles that 



are the stuff of bad science fiction movies, and the world would likely end up gone and 
destroyed within the week. But fortunately, my friends here, the Unseen… have a certain 
ability.” Narrius laughed softly as the other Unseen walked up from behind him; two of the 
Unseen had an unconscious Drakkaren slung over their shoulder, and another pair of blind 
reptiles were restraining a sobbing Lone between them. 

The Dragokkaren glanced over his shoulder for a moment at the wolf, then he shook his 
head slowly and looked back at Zerrex mildly. “Disgusting wolf, isn’t he? I can’t see what 
you were doing with him. But as I was saying… it would be pointless. However, with the 
help of say… shapeshifting, doppelganging soulless creatures under my command, and a 
special unit of soldiers who have the miraculous ability to see through different types of 
metals and into secret bunkers and facilities, and to detect certain heat signatures… well, 
then we could, oh, travel around the world on our secret little aircraft, performing raids on 
various high-danger facilities… and what would the governments of these countries be able 
to say these raids were? ‘Attack performed on installation carrying new nuclear bomb 
prototype?’” Narrius threw back his head and laughed loudly at this.

Of course not! Instead, they’d have to say… top secret military facility, or terrorism 
attack on veteran’s hospital, or something. And they wouldn’t say anything at the 
International Council because of all the laws prohibiting various nasty experiments like 
they’d have to do to build technologies like the ones that I have here.” Narrius smiled again, 
glancing down at his son and then tapping his own temple lightly. “And because 
Hez’Ranna is outside those International Council borders… there can be no investigation, 
no one can follow our aircraft back, and no one can interlope into here without our strict 
permission… my strict permission, I should say, since I’ve slaughtered all those idiot 
royalists.” He snorted and shook his head. “Hellabos tried to resist at the last second… so 
I took care of him too. I’m glad his children were the first people on my list of killings… it 
got me his cooperation for a while, by saying I’d reveal that he created me. Perhaps in the 
next life, he won’t bring someone back as a servant without making sure their mind is clear 
of former memories, first… like I would have any reason to help him out of sheer good 
will. On the bright side, he did help of his own free will for all those first long years… I 
think he listened too long to his conscience in the end, though.”

Then the Dragokkaren stretched slowly, and he shook his head, laughing softly. “But I 
have gone on for a while, haven’t I? I do apologize, Raves, but it’s just been so long since I’ve 
been able to talk to you, and since I’ve been able to stretch out and do anything at all. So I 
wanted to let you know what I had planned…” A pause, and then he rose a hand and 
slapped it against his skull, laughing a bit again and smiling almost benevolently, but his 
eyes flashed with cruelty. “And yet I haven’t even gotten to the point yet, have I?

Tomorrow, Hez’Ranna will declare war on the entire world, and I will lead our soldiers 
to victory, and this whole idiot-filled place will belong to me… and it will be my own 
empire, where my own laws will rule supreme. It has taken many years, but my small, secret 
units of the Unseen have already blown apart countless stockpiles of weapons, taken many 
scientists hostage, and stolen enough blueprints and computer files, that I’m surprised all 
the nations can still function properly. And when I die, my successor will take my place, my 



son…” A pause, and then Narrius reached down and touched Zerrex’s face, and their eyes 
met for a few moments, before the Dragokkaren added softly in an almost kind voice: “Not 
you.”

And then Zerrex screamed in agony as blue electricity sizzled over his face, set his white 
hair aflame, and charred his scales to a crisp, twitching and spasming in agony as Narrius 
laughed, before the Drakkaren forced his other eye open and reached up with his other 
hand, snagging Narrius’s metal armor, and the Dragokkaren let out a grunt of surprised 
pain, their bodies forming a circuit and causing the pain in Zerrex’s skull to intensify for a 
few moments before the crimson-scaled reptile was blown backwards onto his ass, the cord 
that had been built into his arm sparking and his hand on fire. 

Zerrex, meanwhile, rolled onto his face, screaming in pain, but at the same time laughing 
hysterically, despite the fact his heart seemed to be beating faster than a hummingbird’s and 
his body was spasming and twitching, his eyes rolling in his head, the left one crying tears 
of blood over burned scales as flames licked his face and rolled along his white hair. Then a 
strong hand gripped his head, extinguishing the flames but then tossing him across the 
room as Narrius snarled furiously: “You are no match for me, Raves! I gave you a chance, 
and you fucked up, like you always do!”

The reptile crashed to the ground a good ten meters away, rolling bonelessly for a few 
feet and spasming on the cement, then he wretched and vomited blood before looking up at 
Narrius, who was flexing his damaged hand. He panted harshly, then finally whispered: “So 
kill me, then, dear father… and hey, are you still a flightless… wingless piece of  shit?”

Narrius’s face twitched, and then a twisted, cruel grin scrawled slowly down his muzzle 
as his teeth clenched, claws digging into his palms deep enough to draw blood as his hands 
clutched into tight fists. Then he let out a long, hissing breath before laughing harshly and 
shaking his head slowly, saying in a soft but carrying voice: “Oh, Raves… I’m not going to 
kill you. You see, all of you and your family has a value… even that wolf there, is going to 
be turned into something worthy. Your youngest girl… I’m going to fuck her, and she’ll 
give me a son with our bloodline and genetic superiority so concentrated he’d be able to 
blow you out like a candle. Your other daughter and the fucktoy there?” He paused, then 
turned to the Unseen and said clearly: “Take them to the experiment labs. And Blind Girl, 
get Drake and bring him to the cell we have set out for my son.” A pause, then he turned as 
Zerrex clawed weakly at the ground, calling coldly over his shoulder. “One of you, get over 
here!”

Zerrex looked up with a shudder as one of the Empty Ones looked up, then shambled 
slowly over, too-long arms swaying from side-to-side as it gave a rasping sound of 
affirmation to its master, and Narrius grinned as he then looked at the Unseen supporting 
Lone, who was staring back and forth in horror. “Drop him.”

They did so, stepping back… and Zerrex knew what was coming. He tried to crawl 
forwards, tried to stop it somehow, rasping a no as he saw blind Drakkaren carrying Cherry 
and Cindy away to some horrible labs and several other Unseen simply standing and 
watching as the horrible, mutilated creature came towards Lone as Narrius gave another 



simple command, and Lone tried to scramble away, screaming, shaking his head in denial… 
and then the blue-fleshed monster fell on top of him, and the wolf shrieked in horror and 
terror as the thing planted its twisted jaws on his own, forced its maw down onto the 
wolf ’s, and kissed him.

The sound that rose up was a horrible, sludgy crush that turned into a whining keen, as 
Lone’s limbs spasmed against the ground and his skin went pale beneath his fur, his eyes 
bulging open before they too began to turn white, breath rasping in and out from the sides 
of his mouth before he simply collapsed as the Empty One rose up, breaking the kiss with 
a gasp, and the strings around its mouth snapped off and open as it twisted back and forth 
with inhuman shrieks. It spasmed, rocking on its feet, and then the skin slowly began to 
turn a different color and fur pushed out as its form warped and became almost waxlike, 
melting and shifting, a muzzle birthing from the flat face and ears shoving up from where 
there had been none before… and then it arched its back and howled, arms throwing out as 
it finally completed its transformation.

The not-Lone straightened, grinning and shaking his head as he wiped at himself, and 
then he laughed a bit and looked over at Narrius with a loud whistle. “Shit, but that was a 
fuck of a ride!” Then he laughed again and glanced down at himself, and Zerrex could only 
stare at horror at it; it wasn’t a perfect clone, no… the expressions subtly crueler, the body a 
bit larger and a bit more muscular, the fur perhaps somewhat longer and those eyes 
sparkling… and then he glanced down at the body on the floor and clapped his hands 
together as he noted the pocketwatch, and he reached down and snagged it, tearing it off 
Lone’s neck and examining it closely. “Sweet, I think I’ll keep this. Piercings I’ll get back 
later.” 

Good. And keep quiet about the other little surprise I added in, because we have 
company in the room and he’s not one of us.” Narrius said eloquently, and not-Lone 
nodded as Zerrex simply stared at the corpse of the wolf. Of his nemesis for so long, and 
who had for so many years caused so much trouble… even this morning, had almost gotten 
the crap beaten out of all of them or military chasing them through the town… and he felt 
a sudden surge of self-hate as he wondered why, just why the fuck he hadn’t forced Lone to 
go and get the twins out of here… hating himself because this was all his fault, and he, or 
just he and Cherry, should have gone alone…

He didn’t even bother to resist when Narrius ordered the Unseen to go and pick him up, 
slumping in their arms, dragged along by the soldiers, and not even feeling the occasional 
slash of a kwaibar, but only responding by turning in whatever direction they wanted him 
to or going up or down a set of stairs. He stared blankly, broken, as Narrius followed 
behind the six Unseen with a cruel grin on his features, until finally they went through a 
heavy vault door and into a heavy stone room, and Zerrex only looked around at the blood-
stained walls of the torture cell with absent eyes, then he closed them when the Unseen 
drew their kwaibars and began in on their slashing and cutting. It didn’t matter anymore; 
and the pain of losing his family… and knowing that he could do nothing to stop anyone, 
that his father, the monster that he was, was behind all this… consumed everything.



Finally, he collapsed onto his face, panting harshly, bleeding from everywhere as they 
wrapped a heavy chain around his feet and then locked it there and hauled him up by the 
ankles, leaving his arms dangling freely. And the Unseen left except for the Blind Girl, and 
Narrius stood nearby, looking up at him with soft disappointment as he said idly: “So, 
Raves. Either you’ve learned your place, or you’ve decided to try the silent treatment and see 
if you can break free later. But I don’t care if your spirit or body is broken, now or 
permanently… you’ve only proven how pathetic and weak you are for not resisting.” A 
pause as he glanced down, then Narrius looked back up with a cold smile. “Or perhaps I’m 
just disappointed because it means my soldiers didn’t get to have as much fun. No matter. 
I’ll let them all play with your older daughter as they like.”

Zerrex felt a faint light of anger in the back of his mind, but it was like a match lit in a 
dark, cathedral-sized cave: there, and then gone. Instead, he only slumped and closed his 
eyes, and Narrius shook his head before glancing at the Blind Girl, who was carrying a 
heavy metal briefcase with her. “I’ll introduce you to one last little toy that Hellabos 
designed… called the Nephilim. You know what they are, right? Impure angels… some say 
demons, some say half-mortal, half-angel… some say things akin to elementals. Originally, 
our friend Drake was designed to kill…but he has another function, too, and it’s one that I 
plan to use to keep you subdued so we can run some experiments on your body. After all, 
we’ve mapped most of the genetic code, but not all of it… and I’d like to see what latent 
powers you too, possess, that I might yet tap out and give to my soldiers of  the future.”

He paused, then nodded to the Blind Girl, who gently took the case in one hand and 
turned towards Narrius, opening it and revealing a padded inside, with a glass sphere sitting 
inside, filled with some strange dark liquid. Narrius gently removed this, then pulled the lid 
off, before holding it up and under Zerrex’s muzzle, and the Drakkaren sighed, not 
bothering to resist, only slumping and closing his eyes as his father said softly: “You can’t 
say that I’ve done nothing for you, Zerrex. I’ve given you this one last gift… a painless path 
to sleep, and one you’ll never awaken from. You can apologize to your family in the next 
life.”

No… only Cherry, and maybe Lone. Cindy and Marina… I know they’ll go to a much 
better place. Zerrex thought quietly, as he opened his eyes to see his father’s burning 
crimson irises looking up at him with entertainment, and he could feel his muzzle slowly 
being forced open as some strange, rippling, smoke-like thing moved across his vision. It 
filled his mouth, his nose, his eyes…

And then there was just darkness, and nothing more.

~~~
It took Narrius the grand total of two hours to take full control of Hez’Ranna. 

Military transports filled with soldiers and Empty Ones flooded the streets, as radios 
broadcasted the tragic death of Hellabos from a heart attack, and the sinking of the royal 
ship the other monarchs had been on for their hunting trip on the cruise back from one of 
the islands. And anyone who would have enough power to resist or to be a possible 
candidate to temporarily take the place of the Kings were quickly replaced with Empty 



Ones, their shells sucked dry of souls, their dead and lifeless bodies burned or thrown into 
the sea. And all of them motioned to appoint a legendary Dragokkaren who had been 
found by the Blind Girl, Ifret Ark Narrius, who already had the full support of the entire 
Hez’Ranna General and Private Family Military at his disposal.

The next step had been when Narrius had taken residence in the Great Palace: he’d 
requested them set up a telecommunications center in the conference room, and to set up 
an open satellite link with the International World Council for an emergency discussion 
regarding Hez’Ranna’s standing and national affairs of the country, and that he would 
come by in the morning to deliver a speech to the people of the country and world at large. 
He also requested them replace the current Hez’Ranna flag with a different coat of arms: a 
dark, blood-red flag with two Dragokkaren illustrated in black profile, muscular bodies 
posed and arms forming a C as they faced towards one another from either side of the 
plain rectangle, jaws open in cruel snarls. He called it the Flag of Supremacy: the world 
would come to know it as Hez’Ranna’s Genocide Flag or the Black Double Standard.

That night, Narrius prepared his troops and went over the plans he’d long had laying 
dormant in his dark underground kingdom: for almost a decade now, he’d had his 
underground sanctum, wandering the laboratories, dungeons, and dark underworld of 
Uroboros and even out to the other nearby cities of Hez’Ranna like a prowling demon 
lord, biding his time before an attack on Heaven… and now the time to launch his full out 
assault was here, and he had made long sure – sometimes forcing Hellabos’s hand with 
threats and blackmail, and other times the old Patriarch just enjoying the ride, however his 
conscience had reprimanded him – that he would be ready to initiate his forces and all of 
his facilities.

Thought-abandoned stone buildings lit up with power, generators began to all across the 
continental island, and secret factories came alive like monsters being born and opening 
their eyes for the first time to the world, greeting it with a whisper that grew to a roar. 
Military bases and barracks across Hez’Ranna received new orders, food supplements and 
training schedules, and new uniforms replaced the old: thick black pants and shirts that had 
a thick band of red around the right bicep and the two facing-off Dragokkaren on it, and 
black cloth jackets with the same band on them and four pockets on the front for storing 
ammunition and other supplies.

The Dragokkaren also began the fortification and readying of all military bases and 
defenses in the country, as well as installing a curfew over the citizens of the entire nation 
and doubling the military patrols and granting special powers to all on-duty soldiers, from 
on-the-spot executions for anyone they may dub ‘too dangerous’ to freedom from paying 
taxes. Things that would attract people into the military… and finally, dispatching 
recruiters to all prison and penitentiary facilities across Hez’Ranna and offering a free pass 
and a royal pardon for any crime to all who were willing to join the General Military.

When morning came, Narrius walked through the doors of the conference room and sat 
down at the desk in front of the camera in a comfortable, black leather chair. He was clad 
in crisp dress suit: black suit pants, black suit jacket, a pair of comfortable leather shoes, 



dark leather dress gloves, a pressed white silk shirt that clung tight to his strong chest, and a 
plain black tie. He wore no extra adornments or jewelry, and he didn’t allow himself to be 
prettied up by the dress crew for the camera. Then he cleared his throat and faced the 
camera with his usual calm, charming smile, his crimson eyes cold as he rolled his shoulders 
once, then nodded and said clearly: “Start rolling.”

The Drakkai behind the camera gave a three, two, one hand count, then a thumbs-up, 
and Narrius smiled into the camera, saying clearly: “To everyone who is watching this, 
allow me to introduce myself as the new High Patriarch and King of Hez’Ranna, Ifret 
Narrius. Late last night we suffered the loss of the royal families… but I have been 
appointed to rule in their stead, and I would like to take this time to share a vision of the 
future of Hez’Ranna with you all. You out there who are watching from around the world, 
on video or hijacked satellite broadcasts, may be wondering why I’ve had my technical team 
broadcast this to all nations when it should only concern my own, outside the boundaries 
of  your ‘civilized world,’ but the reason for this will soon become apparent.

My vision, after all, encompasses this entire planet… where we may all work together in 
harmony and peace, in united culture. And I do not speak to the scum of the earth at this 
point; I do not talk to the dogs, or cats, or horses, or bears. I do not speak to the lower 
species, or the belly-crawling half-blood reptiles, but to the Drakkai. To the Dragokkaren, 
and we who are of a superior species.” With this, Narrius smiled, sharp fangs flashing 
charmingly as he clenched a fist in front of himself and laughed quietly. “I have a vision, of 
expanding the beliefs, and the powers, of Hez’Ranna over the entire planet. Of taking back 
the world that has so obviously been made for us to rule, out from under the feet of the 
maggots and filth who have stolen it from us with their technology and lies and pipe-
dreams of  equality. And this is a dream that I have already begun to act out.”

Narrius paused, then nodded to the soldier standing just out of view of the camera, 
who gave a crisp salute in return and quickly left to pass on the activation order to the 
commander standing ready to receive in the tactical planning room across the hall. Then the 
Dragokkaren turned back to the camera, lacing his fingers together with a pleasant smile. 
“Apologies for that interruption. But in any case, I know that watching this, among others, 
are the so-called ‘world leaders.’ The politicians who are elected far too often by slinging 
mud at one another and through a parade of lies, money-laundering, and bribery… 
whereas I have come to power by proving my strength and intelligence through trials far 
different to those used by supposedly-superior democracies. 

“I would like them to know something… and it is that they can take this speech as a 
declaration of war upon the entire world, upon their way of life, and their rule. For too 
long have we, the true patriots of Hez’Ranna, been oppressed by the rest of the world, 
crushed down and treated as unworthy even though we are superior in every way to the 
pelts and scum that currently dominate this world. So I ask all true and like-minded 
Drakkai to join me in what I see as not a foolish crusade or ignoble vision, but a final, true 
display of the power we possess and why we have the right to rule this world and all those 
in it.” He reached forwards as he spoke, his crimson eyes burning with darkness that many 
would mistake for conviction… and only a chosen few would recognize as simple cruel 



laughter; the laughter of a puppetmaster playing his best manipulations for the joy of a 
crowd of idiot children. “And to the pelts I will offer positions as slaves or servants, among 
the low class of society and military, if they join me… and all who refuse will be shown no 
mercy, and no quarter, and will be slaughtered, raped, and enslaved by force or killed in 
prison camps and made examples of.

Perhaps, though, you laugh at me for my plan. How can Hez’Ranna take upon the 
world, you may ask? And the answer is very simple… because almost every major country 
possesses enough bombs, weapons, and soldiers to obliterate the world themselves if they 
truly wish to. And I shall inform you of a small secret: a nation’s true military and 
destructive power is always kept secret from its peoples until the last moment that it must 
be utilized, to maintain the element of surprise and secrecy needed for any large tactical 
force to operate properly.” He paused, then added mildly: “And because you may still yet 
wish for proof, I shall gladly give you this.

If efforts to resist my takeover of the world are made, or after a period of twenty-four 
hours I have not been sent a declaration of surrender and submission to Hez’Ranna from 
each country, the offending country will be subject to a full-out tactical nuclear strike.” 
Narrius said clearly, then he smiled coldly. “And just so we all know that I’m not playing 
any games or bluffs… I have just ordered a short demonstration of my power that should 
be taking place right about now. Please feel free to check any news broadcast within the 
hour for full coverage of  this little example of  my strength.

“For Hez’Ranna, I stand tall, and I will unite this world. And all who stand in my way 
shall be crushed like the insignificant weaklings they are. Tomorrow at sunrise, the world 
will begin moving towards a new era, and I know there will be costs and casualties, but 
without sacrifice, we, the most superior of races, will never reach our true position in this 
world and will always be trapped under the feet of the weakling pelts and filth of this 
world.” Narrius finished, then he nodded and raised a hand with his charming smile back 
on his features. “Join me, and together, we will rise towards a new dawn, a new age, and we 
will return to paradise.”

And then Narrius’s broadcast – sent around the world by hacked satellite in thirty-two 
different languages – ended, and almost universally, every television flicked to live coverage 
of what appeared to be a mushroom cloud, screaming citizenry, and horrified yells and 
video tapes of a metal meteor falling from the sky. The news was simple: some unknown 
nuclear weapon had been dropped on the International Council Headquarters in Ire… and 
all the country representatives present had been wiped out, along with the building and 
most of  New Tears City, in a burst of  nuclear hellfire.

The bomb had been one of the hidden technologies Narrius had spoken of: an atomic 
fission bomb kept inside a sealed metal container that was undetectable by almost all types 
of conventional and special radar systems until too late, and even then appearing only as a 
strange, spherical and unknown object of unknown origin. The explosive device was 
launched from satellite by a simple piston system that used an advanced triangulation 
method that gathered data from all weather satellites and its own readings as it flew through 



space just above the atmosphere and free of the hard pull of gravity towards the ground. So 
the bomb was simply launched into the atmosphere, and gravity did the rest of the work, 
yanking the heat-shielded metal sphere down to the Earth below, until it collided with the 
solid ground, and then the pressure-sensors inside clicked, and the sphere cracked in half 
down the middle like an egg, revealing the inner skeleton and the huge explosive device that 
gave one final, keening beep before exploding and taking out everything in a ten-mile 
radius.

It was thus made clear how serious Narrius was, and sent the world powers into a panic: 
several smaller countries and all those around Hez’Ranna immediately agreed, as other 
superpowers attempted to figure out how they could respond to this attack, and finding 
with horror that their own satellites had already been either disabled, destroyed, or taken 
over by hostile Hez’Rannan forces… and all of them completely unaware that their 
countries had already long been breached. Cells and platoons of soldiers were already in 
place, clad in spook outfits with heavy facemasks and body armor, all waiting the command 
to scramble… and many people frowned at the way their friends, family members and 
superiors were acting, as well. It was almost like it was… too perfect, and somehow fake. 
But almost all of them were just written off as stressed… after all, these were the higher 
ups, the most loyal patriots, the people who had the most to lose if Hez’Ranna took over, 
and important government officials… no one who would wire plastic explosive into the 
weapons holds, or carry a briefcase with a nuclear bomb with them into work at the head 
office of the pharmaceutical factory where they worked, or set the cooling system of the 
nuclear reactors to shut down without proper authorization or before the main core was 
deactivated.

And Narrius simply relaxed back in his throne at the palace for this first day, smiling 
coldly down at the little nine-year-old girl who was chained by the neck to one of the 
pillars of the royal hall, naked and bloodied from being beaten and subjected to experiment 
after experiment. Then he glanced up  as one of the head scientists entered the room, and 
calmly ordered: “Run a full genetic series on Zerrex, and extract anything important. Test 
his immune system as well, and see how it responds to viral diseases. Then you can try to 
remove his soul, and if  that fails, just use his body for physical experimentation.”

You leave my Daddy alone!” Marina screamed, and she tried to charge at Narrius, but 
the chain choked her at the last moment and she fell over, gasping. The Dragokkaren looked 
at her mildly, then he sipped idly at the obsidian goblet in his hand before turning his 
attention back to the scientist, who was writing down the tests to perform on a clipboard 
that had been hanging at his belt.

You can use the other daughter for gene splicing, and set the last one up, the muscular 
one, in the breeding program and break her.” he added calmly, as if nothing had happened, 
then paused and glanced down at Marina as she began to cry. “And oh. Mark her down to 
undergo any other enhancement series you can find.”

At that age, sir?” the scientist asked, but his voice was curious instead of upset or angry. 
Narrius still glanced at him with a slight frown, but the head scientist merely smiled slightly 



in return and bowed his head. “My apologies for my impudence, sir, but as she’s not an 
adult, we have no idea how she’ll develop. Her strength could treble or more, among other 
things. I wouldn’t want her to become too much of  a handful for you.”

The Dragokkaren snorted at this, then he grinned and tilted his head towards the 
Drakkaren in the lab coat. “You just don’t want to have to build stronger restraints. Don’t 
worry, my future wife will very soon cease to be of  any problem.” 

The scientist bowed deeply, nodding, and then left; left Narrius to sit in his throne after 
so casually starting a war that would, in a single day, result in the destruction of ten 
countries and the absorption of a countless number of small and weaker ones – a few 
which Narrius would simply erase from the face of the world anyway, leaving only a barren 
wasteland – and what would be almost useless resistance from the other superpowers, as 
they were attacked within and without by well-armed and well-trained forces, beginning the 
conflict called by many the first true world war… and for others heralded only 
Armageddon and the end of all days, as they watched their children enslaved, mothers 
raped, fathers broken, and friends killed from behind the blood-rusted bars of a cage or 
slave camp. But agreed on one thing, and it was this: the babe that had been rocked for so 
long in the Cradle of Life had finally sprung up, and it was a demon out of Hell that came 
out of  that accursed jungle crib. 

But for Zerrex and his fallen, lost family, the beginning of the end for the world, was 
already the rock-bottom of their own downward spiral; and none could have fallen further 
than that demon who had climbed so long and for a time flown with the angels, than the 
Drakkaren that hung possessed by a living darkness and hanging comatose from his ankles 
in that deep basement dungeon, or that little girl who lay crying in the palace of her 
grandfather, wearing nothing but a cruel metal collar digging into her neck as soldiers stood 
guard nearby with fully automatic assault rifles under the new banner of Hez’Ranna, and 
who even now knew that her life ahead would be nothing but a cruel, breaking torture that 
would finally culminate in her being raped by a monster that should be long dead, and 
giving birth to a son who he would raise to be just as evil and violent as himself.

For them, this was the bottom of the downward spiral of destruction, and now they had  
to walk the bedrock of that dark pit and force themselves to find the way back up and 
regain the path leading out and towards the pit… or be lost forever in a darkness blacker 
than the soul of even the cruel Dragokkaren who had for now, triumphed over every god 
and devil, mortal and monster in the world.

Act II: The Divine Wings of Tragedy
All Zerrex knew was darkness… sorrow, death, pain and failure. He knew that he had 

lost everything, and he could feel the tears streaming down his face as he twisted back and 
forth, and there was something covering his body… and then his eyes opened and he sat up 
suddenly, blinking several times as his hair fell in his eyes, confused and murky. His head 
hurt… but as he rubbed at his face, he blinked again and looked blearily around at his 
surroundings, more lost than he’d ever been in his life as he saw not a dark dungeon, but 



instead a bedroom. A messy, disorganized, jumbled bedroom where the scariest thing was 
the skull dangling by the eye sockets from a strip of  rawhide that had been run through it.

He looked around slowly in the quasi-darkness of what had to be early morning, and 
then he slid out of bed, knocking an ugly green blanket and a quilt down onto the floor as 
he rubbed at his head quietly. Was this a dream? A hallucination? Or was this another 
world? Was it Hell or Heaven, and why…

The reptile looked slowly back and forth, swallowing: white walls with shelves built into 
them at head level and then from waist down to the floor, and a hole bookcase half-hidden 
behind an open door… a desk cluttered with books, prescription bottles, lead slugs and 
plastic BBs. Hell, there was a road cone sitting beside a small cupboard unit – the top of 
which was stacked with DVDs – and another stand on which stood a television, the shelves 
below stuffed with video games and magazines and binders… and two large closets. One 
blockaded by the bed, the other three sliding doors that ate up half the wall. But all 
through the room where weapons, and taped to the wall was an illustration of a reptile in 
more sci-fi armor than anything else… and sitting in frames on the top of the shelf against 
the wall where two more pictures; both of him. One was a bit too lithe, but it was 
unmistakably him… the other a bit too… alligator?

Zerrex shook his head slowly, then looked down at his hands and blinked as he noted 
the silver ring on one, before he realized he could feel the cold metal of something else 
against his chest, and he reached up to grab it, finding himself looking down at some 
unknown kanji. He shook his head slowly, dropping it as his gaze settled on his body, and 
suddenly finding a mirror of  some kind seemed very important.

He turned to walk towards the door, wincing a bit at the pain shooting up his legs, and 
then almost tripping over something in the dark blue light. He stumbled, then caught 
himself in the doorway before shaking his head quickly and turning around. A motorcycle 
jacket hung from the handle… and there was a large, unornamented odachi just sitting 
against one of the shelves. Now he halted again, blinking, then shook his head quickly 
before walking out the door and onto a small landing at the top of a set of carpeted stairs. 
He winced, then walked slowly down these, pausing at the bottom – it was a short, U-
shaped hallway, with a door leading in from outside at the top of the U… and wherever he 
was, it definitely wasn’t Hez’Ranna anymore from the glance outside he took through the 
window.

The world outside was snowy, and he could feel the cold crawling over the scales of his 
bare chest, as he carefully looked around the corner of the stairs and down a few stone 
stairs leading into a basement, with a door right across from them. This made the 
Drakkaren mutter irritably: this had to be the worst place ever to be ambushed. Corners 
every-frigging-where he looked… and then he sighed before deciding to investigate this 
first.

A distinct, cold feeling rolled down his spine, and he looked back and forth nervously as 
he stepped down onto the icy cement floor. With a glance to the side, he noted a lot of 
dried foods stacked on a bunch of shelves, a dryer and washer, a sink, and a big red 



toolbox… and Zerrex paused to search this quickly before removing a long-necked 
screwdriver from one of the unlocked drawers on the unit. He really should have taken a 
weapon earlier from the room above, but… up there, this… feeling of creepiness, of 
something being just wrong and off, hadn’t been so strong. He shivered a bit again, then 
turned and headed towards the plain white wood door, opening it and stepping into a small 
bathroom.

The only thing that caught his attention, however, was the mirror… and as he stood on 
the cold tiles, he could only stare at himself in something like horror. It should have all 
been so obvious… but he’d been unwilling to believe it until he’d seen it with his own eyes.

He was… an ordinary-looking kid. Not a child, just… young, maybe around twenty at 
most. His eyes were hazel, his hair white but unkempt and fussy, corkscrewing in every 
direction, and his body had a few scars over it – particularly nasty ones on his breast and 
upper left arm, the latter looking almost like an attempted suicide that was either stopped 
by sheer luck or a fluke of nature – and he was lithe, maybe a bit towards athletic, but 
otherwise thin and with a less-than-average body. His scales were a bit lackluster, and prone 
to what looked like bits and pieces of rot here and there… and he was clad in a pair of 
torn black jeans that were loose on legs that felt like hell just from standing up this long.

And yet, he could remember everything… his name was Zerrex Narrius, and he’d fought 
his father, and… lost… everything. The Drakkaren dropped the screwdriver in the sink and 
fell down on the toilet, sitting down and hugging himself, trembling violently and lowering 
his head as he clenched his eyes shut, wondering with horror if this was his punishment, to 
be confined to a weak body and forced to watch as his father took over the world…

But no… no, he would not stand here and watch, he wouldn’t just… sit back, useless! 
And with tears in his eyes, he stood up and staggered out, snarling angrily as he ran back up 
the steps and grunting in pain as he headed back to his room, feeling pain shooting down 
his legs, before falling on the landing… and then staring up at a black-cloaked figure that 
seemed to pulse out of darkness itself, little more than a floating dark cloak with claws. 
Zerrex felt some horrible thing rise in him, fear, even terror… and then he blinked, and it 
was gone, and he trembled violently for a few moments on the floor before slowly getting 
up and panting quietly, looking back and forth and hitting the light switch for what was 
undoubtedly his room.

And in that light, he saw the glint of steel and weapons; the odachi, a knife on the table, 
airsoft guns and a single-shot rifle, a heavy chain sitting atop a stack of boxes, a set of 
samurai swords in a wooden holder, and a large broadsword resting between the handles of 
his clothes armoire. He blinked slowly as he walked forwards, glancing to the side to see a 
set of combat knives and a huge iron dagger, and then wandering over to look at what had 
caught his eyes beside the armoire… and seeing everything from construction tools like a 
huge sledgehammer to a compound bow and arrows.

Stacked neatly in a row by his bed, as well, were three canes: two black ones – and one of 
these wooden and with a carved bear’s head, the other just a plain, curving handle – and an 
elegant wood cane. And then his eyes turned back to the prescription bottles, and Zerrex 



felt a shudder roll through him as he crawled back into bed, knowing that there were two 
more truths that had just come to light.

One was that Narrius, no matter what, would never leave him such a menagerie of 
weapons, no matter how weak he deemed him… especially the rifle and bow. The second, 
was that, at least for now, he was not who he thought he was… and as he reached forwards, 
he quietly picked up a prescription bottle with a hand, swallowing thickly and looking 
down at it, reading quietly: “Clonazepam. Prescribed to John Guy… Oxycodone… 
Zoloft…” 

He dropped the bottle, and it clinked lightly by the others as Zerrex looked down at this 
mutely. Then he glanced to the laptop that dominated the desk, some brand he’d never 
heard of before, and he threw it open and hit the power button, looking back and forth in 
horror. It powered up after what felt like hours, and then came to a sign-in screen that said 
‘Zerrex Narrius,’ and had a cropped picture of his face from the drawing he had framed. 
The reptile winced, then typed in the first word that came to mind: his middle name.

The computer welcomed him with a cheery beep, then began to load up his saved 
settings from hibernation, and he slowly pushed himself off the bed – noting the wolf 
fleece blanket and again, the variety of books and other crap he had around the room… 
before walking over to the picture and quietly picking it up, looking down at it silently and 
the writing beside the illustration, murmuring quietly: “To my dear friend Johnny… may 
you always be this beautiful inside… Reia…”

Reia… the thought brought to mind… a vague image of a reptile, not a Drakkai, he 
thought, but close… one of the higher-order reptiles, a girl, a… someone? He shook his 
head fiercely, grabbing at his temples and snarling. Gods, why… why is this happening… 
to be thrown from one nightmare to the next…

Then he trembled and sighed, before jumping and bringing his hands up gamely… and 
then pausing as he looked down at them, frowning a bit and realizing that he had assumed 
his ready position with no trouble, which meant… fuck, it could mean a lot of things, 
really. So instead, he slumped and sighed, walking over to it and blinking as he again saw a 
desktop crowded with icons and with a background picture of a tall, powerful-looking 
white tiger with spikes of bone coming from his shoulders, elbows, knees, and rising up 
from his back, and a great, thick mane around a grinning face, a sword comparable to 
Blackheart in one hand and what could almost be an oversized gladius in the other. 
Didn’t… I… meet him, before?

He shook his head slowly, frowning quietly and glancing at himself instead… a bit lither 
than he had been, but otherwise… well-equipped with his twin handguns holstered at his 
side, the huge revolver at his leg, and Blackheart over one shoulder, colored dark in this 
picture… and then he snarled before slamming a fist into a wall, whispering: “What the 
fuck is going on!”

Then the reptile sighed and slumped, closing his eyes; his head was pounding, aching… 
and then he made a face and glanced to the side before grabbing one of the pill bottles and 
wrestling with it for a few moments, and finally popping it open to spill out a few 



oxycodone into his hand. He looked at them mildly, compared the instructions – ½ to 1 
pill 3 times a day – and then shrugged and popped all three into his muzzle, chewing them 
and wincing at the bitter, horrible taste before swallowing. Addictive behavior, he realized, 
but he didn’t give a crap at this point and time. And he’d much rather be a bit high than a 
lot confused.

Then he paused and glanced down, hesitating a moment with his hands on the keyboard 
and closing his eyes as he searched himself, down to the core and soul. He could remember 
Narrius clearly… and… something… that was trying to elude him. Almost as if… oh shit.

Drake. Narrius had spoken of some science project called a Nephilim, mentioned 
angels, control, manipulation, and darkness. And as Zerrex slowly rose his head, the puzzle 
pieces fell together in his mind, and his hazel eyes seemed to flash emerald in the darkness 
for a moment, reality itself almost bending as the puzzle locked together and finally formed 
the picture he had groped so long for. Narrius had put him into some kind of illusionary 
world… had mentioned doing experimentation on him… and a painless sleep. And so that 
was where he had to be… a world that Narrius had expected to drive him insane.

But during the period where this world had been built for him, where Drake had tried to 
assume control, or whatever had happened… Zerrex’s broken core had pieced itself 
together. Sleep did wonders for the Drakkaren in spirit, body and mind… and his 
overtaxed form had managed to build up its supports again, and he found that yeah, once 
more, he was ready to fight. He was past the shock his seeing his father alive again, and 
being so easily and totally destroyed… and past the hopelessness. And now he was just 
pissed-off at there being such a dirty, filthy trick played on him, and he wasn’t willing to let 
the terror or the panic back into his soul, fighting it off with resolution, and with the hope 
that his friends could still be alive. That his family, his beloved, and all those important to 
him, could still be around… and that it wasn’t too late to stop Narrius’s plans and crush 
his father once and for all.

And Zerrex couldn’t help the faintest of grins, closing his eyes and bowing his head 
forwards: he knew that of anyone and anything in this world, it would be Requiem who 
would nod and understand, and perhaps even be proud and happy that Zerrex was going to 
face a foe who seemed… indomitable. And that the foe was his father, and Zerrex was ready 
to die fighting him, if just to stall him… and he knew he also had Requiem to thank for 
that and those teachings he’d passed along. The uncle he’d never really knew or loved until 
the very end of it all, when they’d fought to the death… but during that duel, in those 
sparse few moments of violence, they had truly gotten to know each other, and Zerrex had 
gained a respect for him he’d never imagined he would feel for any antecedent of the 
Narrius household.

So instead he would play the game as best he could, putting all his faith into what he 
thought was the truth… and rapidly tapping keys, bringing up all the files he could find on 
himself… and there were a lot. Chat logs on some messaging service, story after story, 
tidbits and ideas here and there, all this crap that was meant to make him seem like he’d 
been… a fool with a delusion. But the more Zerrex worked, the more he came to see the 



flaws in the illusion: the little incorrect descriptions of Cherry, the glamorizing of certain 
battles… stories about things that had never actually happened. And of course, most 
ridiculous of all, he seemed to be ‘mates’ with a Mahihko Narrius, who had been formerly 
known as Lone Wulfe. This made Zerrex snort laughter; like he could ever be in love with 
that idiot.

A pause, though, as he read over the conversation logs, and a faint smile as he glanced 
through some of the things they’d done, worked, on, talked about. Even in this world, Lone 
had been a major screwup… but he’d been devoted in his own way. And once he’d changed 
his name to Mahihko, he’d only made a few more stupid mistakes and cries for attention 
before finally seeming to submit to Zerrex with heart, soul, and body… and he referred to 
Zerrex almost like a god… and treated him like both a father and a lover. Zerrex did see 
here and there things that… really did touch him, and the fact that the wolf had taken up 
art to try and give Zerrex even more happiness… and damn, did he draw well. Not as well 
as Reia, who he found after some research, or Killer – that was the name of the white tiger 
on the desktop, the one he’d some years back while out on a road trip with Cherry – and 
definitely not as much as some other people who’d done some bits and pieces of art of his 
character… but he’d done literally thousands of drawings, and most of them of the reptile. 
And he’d improved rapidly… and Zerrex grudgingly admitted he’d probably be the best 
person for him in this world from the little bit he’d seen.

Then it appeared he’d had some illicit sexual relationships with a few younger peoples… 
Gods, I never change, even in an illusion… and that his family was pretty screwed up, too. 
He had been enrolled in a university, but forced to drop out because of unknown medical 
reasons… and Zerrex had grinned a bit when he’d found a list keeping track of his 
symptoms and some more technical facts, before glancing at the pile of medical textbooks 
on the floor. Apparently in this world he wasn’t any smarter, but he was more patient with 
research, at least, and he mumbled a bit as he glanced them over. “Okay… so the only real 
thing to remember is that I walk everywhere with a cane… and that meds have no effect on 
me.” He paused, then muttered under his breath: his headache was still throbbing, alright, 
and he didn’t feel any effect from the triple dose of oxy he’d just popped. “Why can’t they 
change at least a bit around…”

At around nine that morning, Zerrex glanced up as he heard someone downstairs 
making coffee… and he carefully changed into a plain gray t-shirt and snagged the medical 
cane. He paused for a few moments, then decided his right leg complained the most, so he 
used it on that side, hobbling down the stairs as he kept his expression tired but 
noncommittal, not exactly knowing who he was going to run into or even what the rest of 
the house looked like. This could make things difficult… unless, of course, everyone thinks 
I suffer from psychotic delusions, too. 

He stepped through the easy-ambush hallway, then into a plain kitchen lit by pretty 
halogen bulbs to see a tired-looking Drakkaren with scales almost the same color as him 
making coffee… and she was pretty… and Zerrex’s breath almost caught in his throat as he 
recognized Celestial Narrius. For a moment, he trembled, and his eyes felt on the verge of 



tears as he simply watched her from the doorway, then he forced a yawn to cover wiping at 
his eyes as he said in a voice that shook only slightly: “Hey… mom.”

Good morning,” she replied, rubbing at the rumpled sweater she was wearing and 
glancing towards him with a tired smile, then she went back to making coffee as she 
murmured: “Fuckin’ ugly day outside, isn’t it?”

Okay. So it’s uh. She only looks a bit like my mother. “Yeah. Pretty nasty.” Zerrex agreed 
mildly, then he wandered into the room, feeling awkward, before remembering this was his 
home too, and so instead he turned to open the fridge and glance through it, coughing. 
“Where’s the… uh…”

“I’m gonna pick up milk today. Or like, you know, you could run over to the store and 
get yourself a bag.” she said drolly, then paused and added in a slightly-amused voice: “Oh 
wait. You can’t.”

Zerrex’s eye twitched as he closed the door, feeling irritated as he glared over his 
shoulder at her, but she was already wandering out of the kitchen and into what he could 
see through an archway was likely a living room. Oh. This is just great. She looks like mom 
but has Cherry’s mouth. He paused, then glanced at the fridge, and noted the variety of 
addiction and substance abuse support program magnets on it, before sighing a bit and 
rubbing at his head slowly. Oh. That explains it. 

He heard the click of a lighter in the other room, and soon after smelled the distinct, 
crisp smell of a cigarette as he glanced over the calendar hanging on the kitchen wall, unable 
to deny how morbid he felt. There was a few scattered doctor’s appointments, some 
“meetings” marked on it in red – he guessed support meetings – and some other crap, like 
‘Frenchie at five.’ He didn’t want to guess what that meant. But before he could pursue the 
female who was apparently his mother in this world into the next room to try and goad 
some information out of her, he heard a knock at the back door, and he leaned back with a 
blink to look out the kitchen and into the hallway, hating the lack of other doors in this 
home and seeing a female standing. A familiar-looking female, and he couldn’t help but grin 
widely before toning it down to a smile, forcing himself to keep in mind she’d like be 
extremely different.

He half-staggered down the hall – holy shit did this getting annoying fast, but by now 
he’d come to realize that without the cane, he’d likely be falling over every few feet, pain or 
not – and then opened the door and jerked his head with a smile. “Come on in, Cherry.”

“Cherry? Since when have you called me that?” asked the female with a blink, but she 
shrugged and grinned a bit nonetheless, her eyes flashing teasingly as she tromped into the 
house and kicked off her snow-covered boots, before turning to walk up the stairs leading 
into Zerrex’s room with a snort. “Sin, is what all the guys and girls call me. Probably ‘cause 
I’m so easy.”

Almost as easy as rolling out of bed. Except with you it’s usually rolling into 
something.” Zerrex replied mildly, stepping over her boots and hobbling up the stairs after 
her, cursing the hallucination’s apparent lack of consideration for crippled people. But when 



he glanced up, Cherry was still standing at the top of the stairs, looking almost amazed and 
still clad in the thick winter parka she had on. “What?”

Dude, you never say shit like that. I guess there’s a guy with some balls under that whole 
polite façade you put up after all.” Cherry replied, looking at him almost admiringly, and 
Zerrex mentally hit himself as she walked into the room, stripping off her jacket and 
tossing it on top of a cardboard box before sitting herself comfortably on his bed. Then she 
smiled at him as he hobbled into the room, still berating himself and reminding himself 
that right now, he should be doing his best to act like a normal person. “So hey, what you 
been up to?” A pause, a hesitation, and then in a softer voice: “You… the pain okay?”

Zerrex looked back at her as he put aside his cane against the bedpost, and he looked at 
her for a few long moments, sizing her up: shorter than him still, and actually, in this world, 
probably shorter than a lot of people. She had mismatched socks, ripped jeans, a cross-belt 
that was slung low on her waist, a tight white shirt that her black-bra beneath – probably a 
size too small for breasts that were still ridiculously-huge – showed right through, and a 
ripped jeans vest on, as well as a pair of plain dog tags around her neck… and he could see 
a thing of cigarettes in one pocket of the best and she stank of marijuana. She almost 
blushed a bit as they looked at each other, and then Zerrex smiled faintly as he sat down 
beside her, putting his hands on his knees and saying softly: “Sorry. But yeah, it’s pretty 
bad. Havin’ you around helps, though.”

Bastard.” She nudged him lightly, then grinned. “So hey, what you got in store for today? 
Wanna watch some porn? Or play a game? Or you just wanna make out?”

“I like the last option.” Zerrex said amusedly, leaning forwards playfully, and Cherry 
laughed and pushed him back, shaking her head with a wide grin and then pushing gently 
on his nose with one finger, making the Drakkaren wrinkle his muzzle.

Sorry, but you still ain’t high enough on the badass meter to get anything from me. 
Besides, everyone knows you have the hots for some other chick, too.” She looked at him 
suggestively, and Zerrex responded with a blank look that she took for him playing dumb, 
so she merely snorted amusedly. “Other than the motherfucker who lies to you all the time, 
you have two friends, Johnny. Me, and Reia. Who the fuck am I talking about, do you 
think?”

This time, the reptile didn’t have to fake a blush and a wince; somehow he had a feeling 
that Cherry was going to… still be Cherry. And Cherry’s advice for anything to do with sex 
or relationships, was never good. “Well… uh… I think that’s… going along fine, without 
your help, you know, Cherry…”

Cherry snorted, but seemed distracted at least for a moment as she replied irritably: 
“Sin, dude, Sin.” A pause, then she looked up thoughtfully and rubbed under her muzzle, 
and Zerrex couldn’t help but glance down at her impressive cleavage, wondering how old she 
actually was in this world and how her boobs already looked like she’d had her bowling balls 
inserted into her breasts. “But you know, Cherry does sound great. I’ll have to tell all the 
other punks I hang around with that…” she paused, then glanced at Zerrex. “Oh, right. 
There’s a party goin’ on… I know you… you aren’t comfortable around drinking, but look, 



I’ll be there the whole time, and I’ll be drivin’ so I ain’t gonna be drinking that much. And I 
know it’s hard for you to move, but we’ll be holding it at Daemon’s place…”

“The asshole who says he can shoot a tin can at a hundred feet but hasn’t even fired a 
real gun in his life?” Zerrex had no idea where this came from, but apparently it was the 
right thing to say, as Cherry slung an arm around him and laughed hard, leaning into him 
and grinning as she nodded firmly. 

Yeah, that’s him! Stupid motherfucker, I could probably shoot better than him.” And 
Zerrex smiled warmly at this, figuring it would likely remain true, even in this illusionary 
world. Then she paused, glanced at him oddly, and then coughed a bit before pulling out 
her pack of  cigs. “Mind if  I light up? And you want one of  these nails?”

Zerrex shook his head, but offered her a lighter from his cluttered desk, and she nodded 
gratefully as she lit up and inhaled deeply, before breathing out a cloud of smoke. And they 
sat for a bit as Cherry looked at him awkwardly every now and then, before finally softening 
and saying quietly: “Hey, Johnny… I… thanks, you know? I know we started off on the 
wrong foot and I… did a lot of nasty shit to you, but… I really am sorry about the crap I 
pulled even after your legs got all screwed up and I wanna make it up to you, okay? You… 
to be honest, you seem like a douche out in public, but you’re a pretty cool guy when you 
get talking. You just gotta stop bein’ so damn shy, you know?”

The Drakkaren laughed a bit, rubbing the back of his head and glancing down 
embarrassedly: it was almost like his brain was sucking up parts of the illusion, or he was 
someone creating that past for himself. Then he paused and decided to try a little 
experiment, nodding and saying softly: “But I shouldn’t have… you know. Said those things 
I did to you. I mean…” He pretended to struggle a bit here, then added: “I know what it’s 
like to have your parents messed up on drugs and… it was just stupid of  me.”

Cherry looked at him for a few moments, then she smiled faintly and looked away, 
rubbing a hand over her eyes before looking down at the cigarette in her hand. “You were 
right though, I’m going the same way as my fucking bitch mother. Look at you, you ain’t 
nothing like your family… a black sheep, but fuck, you just… fight that urge, and I know 
you have it, because of the way I’ve seen you…” She glanced up at him, then stopped, and 
then finally crushed out the cigarette in her hand with a wince of pain before tossing it 
back into the trash can across the bed, coughing. “Sorry.” 

“Hey, Cherry.” Zerrex said softly, and she looked up at him, and Zerrex quietly wrapped 
his arms around her waist and pulled her against him. She started, tensed up… and then 
trembled a bit before wrapping her arms back around him, and they lay down together for a 
little while, Cherry breathing softly against his chest, at first seeming to fight and resist and 
tense up… and then relaxing bit by bit, until finally she was all but clinging to him as he 
threw a blanket over them both, his eyes closed, rocking her slowly. 

He hadn’t guessed… he’d just… said what he wanted to be true, and it had come true, 
in this illusionary world. It showed that he had an extent of control… and it was 
something he’d have to test and find out. But for now, he wanted just to be here, enjoy this 
small bit of  Heaven he’d forced in the Hell, and let it revive him… even though he knew 



this wasn’t truly Cherry, it did bring up a wondering thought… was this what he and 
Cherry could have been? If there had never been any Goth Legion, if there had been no 
great war, if  they’d had the chance to just live a normal life… would this be it?

And then finally Cherry rose up, and kissed his cheek with a smile as she glanced at the 
clock before sitting at the edge of the bed, flushing a bit. She glanced at him quietly, then 
hesitated a few moments before saying finally in a mumble. “Thanks.” A pause, then a bit 
of a smile. “I like the name you gave me too… Cherry. I get it too, yeah, I ain’t that stupid, 
Cherry Blossom. Sounds better’n Sin Blossom, too… but…” she stopped again, looked 
down, then swallowed and reached into her pocket, pulling out a bottle of codeine tablets 
and tossing them to Zerrex, saying quietly: “Here. I’ve been popping these to get high, but 
maybe they’ll help you with the pain if oxy ain’t working. And if you want, I can get you a 
few grams of  weed, too. Might at least let you relax a bit. But… I should go”

Zerrex shook his head, glancing down at the bottle of codeine tablets, then he looked 
back up at Cherry with a bit of a smile. “Thanks… but… hey, if you got time, lemme 
show you something before you go.” He said softly, and Cherry tilted her head curiously as 
Zerrex forced himself to stand and hobbled over to the large closet that looked like a walk-
in, but actually had a few large dressers and all manner of crap that obviously wasn’t his 
shoved in as well. Then he pulled out the rifle with the scope he’d placed in earlier – just a 
security measure – before turning and handing it to Cherry with a smile. Cherry took it 
and looked over it nervously, and then Zerrex said softly: “How’d you like to prove you’re a 
better shot than that bastard Daemon?”

“Oh fuck, I was just being a smartass, Johnny…” Cherry stammered, but then Zerrex 
reached forwards and firmly tucked the lead hunting slugs he’d had resting on his table, and 
Cherry blinked again before meeting his eyes with surprise as they seemed to glow emerald 
for a moment. And then Zerrex grinned at her as he took the rifle back, walked over to the 
case he’d found for it sitting against the cupboard, placed it inside with the manuals, and 
then zipped it closed and came back, handing it over to the female.

She took it slowly, their eyes locking again, and Zerrex said softly: “You come back here 
in a few days… start at a hundred yards with the scope on “3,” and see if you can hit a fair 
sized target. Go out to the gravel pits, no one’s ever there-” Another random not-guess. “-
and I have faith that you’ll hit whatever you aim at. And then just keep moving back in 
increments of  ten feet and see what the best distance you can make is.”

Johnny, that’s really nice, but I have school, and my mom’d kill me-” Cherry’s voice 
almost took on a whining edge, but her eyes were alight with a strange spark that told 
Zerrex she just needed to give given the reason, and then Zerrex grabbed her shoulders and 
looked into her eyes firmly. She froze and looked back, and then swallowed thickly.

But before she could speak, Zerrex said softly: “You don’t listen to any words your 
mother says anymore anyway… and you got no problem skipping class. But Cherry, if you 
can do this… without practice, without even knowing how to use a gun… then think of 
what else you can do. And I know you can do this… but you come back the day after 
tomorrow, after two rounds at the gravel pit… and tell me how you feel.” A pause, and then 



Zerrex gave a bit of a smile. “I’ll share a secret with you. You know why I write? Because it 
keeps me addicted to one thing and away from something else, and lets me feel like I have a 
future… and shooting does the same thing for me, because it lets me feel in control, in 
power. I want you to experience that… and when you come back on-” And again, somehow 
he just knew. “Wednesday, you tell me how you felt when you blasted holes in those targets. 
And if you need those goddamn drugs I know you still got in your pocket and you reek of 
all goddamn day.”

Now Cherry looked ashamed as well as anything else, but she was also staring at Zerrex 
with a sort of awe, as if she’d seen him for the first time… before finally giving a faint grin. 
“Okay, motherfucker… but we’re gonna make a bet. If I’m right, and I just end up shooting 
wild, or whatever, you gotta buy me a week’s supply of acid. But if you’re right… I’ll give 
you a blowjob and be your personal bitch for the rest of  my life.”

That’s not what I want to hear.” Zerrex said softly, and Cherry frowned a bit, before the 
reptile met her eyes and said with a slight smile. “If I win, you can do that stuff if you 
want… but you don’t touch anything harder than some home grown marijuana for the rest 
of  your life.”

Cherry frowned at this, glanced down, and seemed to consider… before nodding slowly. 
“Fine. I got it. Deal.” She held out a hand, and Zerrex took it, thinking they were going to 
shake… but then she simply yanked him forwards, and their muzzles met in a hard, sloppy 
kiss for a few moments, before she drew back with a grin, leaving Zerrex looking down at 
her with shocked eyes and a dreamy feeling floating through his head that told him it had 
definitely been a long time since kissed anyone in person in this body. “Christ but you’re 
easier’n me. But I gotta run and join my homeboys at the mall, maybe spread my legs for’em 
too if  they’re badass enough.”

She grinned at this and winked, but then shook her head firmly as Zerrex made to 
follow her out and down the stairs once she’d grabbed her parka. “Hey, you stay where the 
fuck you are, cripple-boy!”

Bite me.” Zerrex said mildly, grabbing his cane and leaning on it heavily as he walked 
after her, and she smiled a bit as she stopped at the door, sliding on her boots and throwing 
her jacket on, case slung over her shoulder. Then she paused, looked at him, and nodded 
firmly before blowing him a kiss and a wink, and left back into the winter world without a 
goodbye.

“See you, Cherry.” Zerrex said softly, walking over to the door and closing it quietly as 
he leaned on it, before glancing up and over his shoulder, smiling a bit as he noted his 
mother standing there, smoking a cigarette and looking at him softly. “What?”

You’ve been doin’ good with her…” she said softly, looking at him with a bit of a soft 
smile, and now Zerrex could see his actual mother in those eyes, before she nodded and 
headed back towards the living room, adding over her shoulder: “Just don’t start smoking 
any pot with her, okay?”



Yeah, yeah.” Zerrex had replied softly, then he turned and headed back up the stairs to 
his room, wincing a bit as he used the cane to support him step after step, leaning against 
the wall and muttering quietly until he reached the landing… then feeling a cold chill as he 
looked into the room and once more saw that strange, cloaked figure. This time, however, 
he didn’t let the panic or fear take over, and inside he smiled slightly and said ironically: 
“There be no such things as ghosts, you’re more a bit of undercooked potato than evil 
spirit… or pot smoke than smoky phantasm.”

The shadowy thing swayed backwards, dark motes swirling off it as if it was surprised, 
and then it started forwards… but hesitated and once more floated back when Zerrex 
brandished his cane and walked into the room with a frown. “Apart from my misquoting, I 
will beat the crap out of you with this thing, because it’s obviously a solid piece of 
ironwood. But I guess if I hit you and you’re a ghost or hallucination, it’ll just pass right 
through… but if  you’re this Drake bastard, I’m guessing I’ll leave a mark.”

The creature floated for a few moments in indecision… then it suddenly melted into the 
floor before sliding away in a semi-liquid pool between the large shelf and cupboard and up 
the wall, then through the cracked-open window, and Zerrex blinked as he lowered his cane, 
then he rested forwards on it and snorted amusedly. “Cool trick.”

But the faint hope that had been growing in Zerrex had suddenly been given a major 
boost, and he could feel his strength returning, despite the pain and darkness that he knew 
surrounded him, and the fact that he was standing in an illusionary world, trapped in a 
weak, frail body… but with some strange bits of control despite whatever else was 
happening, the twisting, turning gears of madness that were working all around him to 
keep this play going and the stage shining. 

He closed his eyes, rubbing at his head slowly, then glanced up at the game system 
sitting by the television before wondering mildly how far exactly the illusion would 
stretch… and then a glance at the odachi in the hardwood sheath resting against the shelf, 
and another, more serious question entered his mind: could he die? 

The reptile spent a good few moments looking at the sword… and then a slow smile 
curled over his muzzle and he simply shook his head with a quiet laugh, saying softly: “Old 
wives’ tale says… if you’re about to die in a dream or trapped state like this… you wake up. 
I think the rules are bent here and a bit different… but overall the same. I can feel pain… 
pleasure… and everything else… but I can shape this reality too.” Zerrex paused, then he 
closed his eyes and nodded slowly to himself before walking quietly over to the sit back 
down on the bed and pull up his laptop, once more starting to go through the files and 
accessing the web service, digging up as many details as he could about this world through 
the plentitude of  files on who he was supposed to be, how he was supposed to act.

All-in-all, though, he found… he was himself. Johnny Guy was the son of Rose Celeste 
Mundus and Christian LePage, both divorced and remarried: one to Ken Mundus and the 
other to a professor at the local university, Gillian Koontz-Lepage. Zerrex muttered quietly 
as he dug through his motorcycle jacket – a search of his room had revealed a hell of a lot 
of crap, that he was still a packrat in this world, and that he still had a fetish for leather 



and… scary, gigantic, different-shaped phalluses he kept in one of the cardboard boxes – 
for his wallet, then produced everything from battered school IDs to a health plan card to 
his bank card and other paraphernalia. He also had two hundred dollar bills on him, and a 
credit slip he assumed was from some weeks ago saying he had a balance of almost five 
thousand dollars in his chequing account.

He obviously didn’t have a job… and, upon sneaking downstairs – less sneakily when he 
found his mother snoring on the couch under a blanket – and checking what looked like an 
office and the computer and files inside, he discovered a lot of Al-Anon materials, a bunch 
of job applications, and a sizeable union settlement, as well as notes in a small daybook 
such as ‘withdraw 4000 from Johnny’s college fund account.’ That made him frown in 
distaste, but it was likely something he’d agree to, nonetheless. Money, after all, wasn’t very 
important to him…

In short, though, his family was mostly poor… the only reason he’d been attending the 
local university in the first place because of family connections there through his 
stepmother, his mother had married into a rich family the second time around – but they’d 
been separated a long time now, and Zerrex didn’t have to guess to know that it definitely 
had something to do with problems between the three of them who lived here – and he 
only had money in his account because, despite the menagerie of crap he had in his 
room… it had been collected over countless years, and there were signs he’d extorted a good 
few bits of it from some government funding incentive. It also seemed that he’d won a 
sizeable scholarship, and he had a few honorary awards that were gathering dust in a corner 
for academic excellence, especially in English. But he got the feeling he cared as much for 
academics in this world as he did in his own.

He did notice, though, after an hour or so, his eyes began to hurt and things got 
blurry… and he glanced around for a little while before groaning as he saw a pair of glasses 
on a shelf, which he’d missed earlier. He looked at these morbidly, then put them on, the 
arms of the glasses clasping pinching the sides of his muzzle gently to stay in place as he 
attempted to smooth down his hair, looking up in small mirror on the wall… and then he 
sighed and mumbled dejectedly as he looked at the computer screen, hating how… 
everything was suddenly infinitely clearer.

So in short, he was… kinda worthless on this world, except that every few hours he got 
happy, bouncing emails from Lone… who was called Mahihko in this world… about how 
much he loved him and had saved him from himself and all this crap. Zerrex smiled faintly 
at this – it gave him a strange, sad kind of hope, and he couldn’t help but wish idly he’d 
tried harder with the lupine in the real world, worked to make him even better there… but 
then he shook his head slowly. But for that first day, he kept himself busy with studying the 
things he should already know: himself.

He realized, after a few hours of this, that he could likely just make things up, and warp 
reality to his will… just like he’d done with Cherry, and his strange foreknowledge that 
weren’t guesses. But then he shook his head slowly and returned to studying; he’d already 
started this research, and it kept him busy in a world where he seemed otherwise bedridden 



before wincing as he tried to straighten his legs and they released a howl of pain. At least 
his pain tolerance seemed as high as in his old body… and then he blinked and paused.

Obviously, the intangible things… his personality, his mind, and his memories… had 
remained untouched and the same. Even his abilities to process a situation and overcome 
his own emotions, once he’d finally pushed free of the panic and terror that had 
overwhelmed him so completely and led to this humiliating situation after he’d been forced 
to sit through the shock of his dead father coming back to life with a nasty plan for world 
domination. But did that mean everything was the same? Sure, he was in physical pain, and 
his body was much-smaller, and weak and frail looking, but he’d come across an exercise 
chart earlier that had shown he’d won a bodybuilding thing a year ago, before he’d gotten… 
sick with whatever he was sick with.

He frowned slowly as he looked down, then he bit his muzzle slowly before tossing his 
cane away and slowly spreading his legs to shoulder-width, taking in a deep breath as he 
locked one hand around his other fist, bowing his head, ivory hair falling over his eyes, and 
then he squared his shoulders and tensed his body with a snarl, gritting his teeth as he 
assumed the Death Focus: a dangerous, old concentration technique that had been 
developed by Requiem Narrius, that made the muscles tense, flex, and seemed to unlock the 
natural limiters the brain put over the muscles as energy flooded the core and concentration 
was tipped to the max. If done properly, it even killed all the body’s pain sensors for a few 
short moments… and Requiem had used it to defeat groups of armed soldiers without so 
much as a twitch, swords bouncing off him like toys and moving with a ghastly, unnatural 
speed and grace.

And Zerrex could literally feel the energy running through his body, could almost see it 
as he felt it flowing through the circuit of his arms and up through his set feet, flooding 
into the core of his being, filling his chest in what he imagined was a blue maelstrom that 
suddenly dispersed into all parts of his beings and left him feeling he was wearing an 
invincible, body-fitting armor. He looked up, face grim and eyes cold, then he looked back 
and forth before reaching down in a swift motion and snagging the few feet of iron chain 
that lay on one of the boxes piled in his room, the links more than an inch thick; but it was 
like lifting feathers, and Zerrex slid his hands so they were holding the middle of the chain 
but spaced still a good foot apart, before simply pulling… and like paper, the chain links 
snapped apart in the middle, a bit of metal flying across the room as the other half of link 
fell to the floor.

Then the reptile let out a soft breath, opening is eyes and tilting his head back, letting 
his body relax as his heart thudded in his chest, and his eyes slowly faded from emerald 
back to hazel as he grinned, flexing a fist, then looking down in surprise as he realized he’d 
crushed the chain he’d still been gripping in it without even realizing it. He smiled slightly, 
then gently put both lengths down before looking at his palms… and he blinked as he 
realized they were lineless. No signs of scale pattern, no twisting curves, no grooves or any 
sort of  mark over them… only a few old scars and cuts. 



Zerrex snorted softly, then shook his head slowly before glancing up at the ceiling 
above… and then making a face as black bubbles began to froth and drip down, then 
spread slowly. A clawed hand reached through, but no longer did Zerrex feel anything like 
terror: now he’d come to realize that this nightmare world, whatever else… truly was in his 
own head, and no longer was there any chance he’d been the one dreaming of Baskin’s Grove 
and that whole life before this. So instead of even bothering to misquote old authors or 
make irritable threats, he swung his cane in a hard upwards arc instead.

It tore through the dark mass of the hand like it was some kind of strange gelatinous 
mass, sending dark motes spewing outwards that floated upwards before vanishing, like 
embers of a dying fire, and the now-split claw twitched violently before quickly retracting 
into the ceiling, the darkness vanishing. Zerrex frowned at it, but he did admit there was a 
faint worm of anxiety in him now… this was obviously the Nephilim Drake. And if that 
thing managed to grab him at an inopportune moment, he didn’t know what might 
happen… and he frowned as he looked down, idly adjusting his glasses, them grumbling 
under his breath: “Now I just need to learn to control the rest of the world… and maybe 
the rest of  my body, so I don’t have to wear these stupid things.”

So for a few more hours he sat, bent over his laptop and checking birth records and all 
the other public information he could dig up, cross-referencing journal entries, chat logs, 
and his contact lists, address books, and everything else he could find. Whatever else, it 
seemed that Johnny spent a lot of his time on the computer… although paradoxically, he 
seemed to love the outdoors and constantly bitched about hating having the technological 
ball and chain tied to him all the time. And Zerrex could see flashes of himself, his own 
real personality showing through… especially with this Mahihko character, and Killer, and 
Reia. People he had obviously connected with… two of whom he knew in the real world – 
but in this one, Mahihko and Killer were thousands of miles away, and they only knew each 
other through emailing back and forth – but Reia… he’d never met. Never even heard of, 
and didn’t think he’d ever seen before. But when he finally discovered a picture of her, 
looking tired and embarrassed, standing in his doorway in a pinstriped dress shirt and a 
pair of  jeans, with a pair of  glasses hanging askew down her muzzle, he softened.

She was attractive, without being a prim-looking beauty queen. He liked the way she 
looked and held herself… a black-scaled dragoness with short horns that curved back, and 
what looked almost like white hair on her head: closer examination, however, revealed they 
were thick, long white scales. Her eyes were dark blue… beautiful eyes, he thought. Beyond 
that, he couldn’t make out much, and didn’t want to guess… but they had some connection. 
Apparently they’d argued a lot in the past, too… but… with the bad came the good. Yet 
Zerrex had the feeling, no matter what happened, she always came back to him… and he 
always ended up going back to her.

He shook his head a bit, then brushed his hair back quietly before his stomach 
grumbled, and he blinked and looked down at himself, realizing he hadn’t yet eaten 
anything to do. So he sighed and stood up, then tried to take a step forwards… and his leg 
gave out from under him, sending the lizard crashing down painfully on his face with a 
grunt. He winced, cursed angrily, then pushed himself back up to his feet, hissing at the 



throbbing pain that seemed to radiate from his knees up and down his legs, and the 
spasming muscles of  his hip that refused to carry his weight.

He carefully stood back up, then winced as he realized the left leg wasn’t much better… 
but the right, for whatever reason, was much worse. He shook his head a bit, then grabbed 
his cane and leaned heavily on it as he made his way out and down the stairs, mumbling 
again about what genius had put a set of  stairs leading up to a cripple’s room.

Then he found his way through the short corridor and to the kitchen, glancing idly 
around before checking the fridge – again, finding nothing, and his mother obviously wasn’t 
going out for any food today with the television still blaring and her snores filling the air – 
and then he paused and checked the crisper before pulling out a head of lettuce and a few 
long stalks of celery. Then he kicked it closed and grabbed the ranch dressing as he put this 
stuff  on the counter, using his cane to shut the refrigerator.

There was a good selection of knives standing ready to be used in the little wooden 
thing sitting on the edge of the counter… and ten cupboards, if he included the pair built 
into the bottom of the huge shelving unit that also had the microwave and a breadbasket 
sitting on it, along with a variety of dusty cookbooks. The reptile sighed, then he looked up 
and said clearly to himself: “This cupboard will contain a salad bowl.” 

Then the reptile reached up and opened the cupboard in front of him – how freaking 
long had it been since he’d had to actually reach up to open a cupboard? – and then made a 
face. There were bowls inside, all right… ones for ice cream, and stuffed in the back. But 
otherwise the cupboard was filled with all manner of medications… antidepressants, 
painkillers, antibiotics, and herbal supplements. And, ironically, two large cases of 
cigarettes: Zerrex was almost tempted to grab one, reflecting that he’d only smoked once or 
twice in the past and this would probably be the only time ever he could do it without any 
penalty to himself.

But then he closed the door and instead checked the other cupboards… it was in the 
fourth one that he checked that he found a variety of plain glass bowls. He took a medium 
sized one, and then ripped large chunks of lettuce leaves off the main head and shredded 
these up with his hands before snagging a butcher knife and chopping up the sticks of 
celery, at the same time reflecting on how weird this was. I’m making a meal for myself in a 
dream world, to satiate a hunger that likely isn’t really there. I’m just… going through all 
the motions, for no point or purpose, but to make myself feel better. Yet that is the point, 
isn’t it?

Philosophically interesting, otherwise irrelevant bullshit, piped up another voice in his 
mind, one Zerrex hadn’t heard for a while, and he grinned at the almost-welcome, long-
despised visitor: it was the voice of his past, the voice of the being he called Ravenlight. 
Ain’t your field and it’s way above your paygrade, bitch. So just stuff your face and forget 
about the rest of  the bullshit. 

“Been a while since I’ve heard from you.” Zerrex murmured to himself, as he flicked the 
bits of celery he’d cubed into the bowl with the lettuce, glancing up and not really caring 
that he was only talking to himself; hell, he guessed that technically, all of this was just him 



talking to himself, unless Drake was pulling the strings of some of the people around here. 
“I thought you’d taken a permanent vacation. Good to have some more company from 
inside my head though, ‘cept I note you’re still in my head in my head or… whatever.”

Fuck you. Ravenlight said disgustedly, and Zerrex could sense the eye roll that went with 
it, which made him grin as he tossed the knife in the sink and limped over to the other 
cupboard above the stove, guessing – and being rewarded for his guess – that there would be 
croutons there. As he carried the bag back over to the salad bowl, Ravenlight spoke up 
again irritably. Although I’m sure you’re enjoying yourself, I would like to point out that 
you have no clue where you are, what time it is, or anything else that’s going on. I hate you, 
I hate Cindy, I hate Cherry, and I hate Lone, and I even think your other daughter is kinda 
stupid and prances around way too much for her own good. But to be honest? I hate 
Narrius more. 

For once we agree on something.” Zerrex muttered, nodding as he threw handfuls of 
croutons into the salad bowl, then stood with his back against the counter and then began 
to eat handfuls of the hard bits of bread, turning the conversation back into his own head: 
So what do you suggest we do?

Find Drake, interrogate him, and kill him, came the immediate cold response. No matter 
what, if this world is of his design, to keep you… trapped, or whatever, then he’s gotta be 
somewhere around here. And I doubt this world is really all that big… if you walked too 
far out of this town, say, you’d probably just step into a lot of darkness or white space. 
Imagine how hard it is to manage your chaotic mind and keep your body in… coma, or 
possessed, or whatever? And since they’re using psychological tactics-

I get it, I get it. They’re trying to break me down, but for some reason, they can’t just put 
me in a living hell, or just trap me in a dark room with no windows or doors. Which means 
either my willpower is too strong or there’s something else there that’s messing with Drake’s 
ability to overpower me. Zerrex responded mildly, then he frowned a bit as he ate another 
handful of croutons, chewing slowly and relishing the crunching of them between his teeth. 
So instead they tried some advanced psychological warfare… make me think that… I was 
delirious, or that it was all a dream and I’ve woken up from, or that I just got lost in my 
own head. The story on the computer, Eudaemon or whatever, proves that… 

But I didn’t fall for it… my faith was too strong. And if that shade that keeps popping 
up is Drake… he’s trying to make me think I’m suffering from delusions that I’m inserting 
my own friends and family into. And I bet if I go find my ‘father’ in this world, he’ll look 
just like Narrius… The Drakkaren shook his head slowly. And the hope was probably that 
I’d get so lost in this world… that I’d believe it so much, become so happy with just living 
out the end of my days, that Drake could kill me or entrap me in the back of my mind, and 
they could do… Gods know what with my body.

“But I didn’t.” he mumbled quietly. “Because they made two mistakes… the stories that I 
read through aren’t exact, and there are too many loose strings and incorrect assumptions on 
the part of whoever wrote them… and two, I was able to change reality here. Not much, 
but enough to… manipulate people’s emotions a bit, and stuff like that. So I do have some 



control over this illusionary world. And the more I recognize it’s illusionary… the more 
power I seem to get.”

Then he paused and frowned, turning around and generously pouring dressing over the 
plain salad he’d made. “Of course, that’s assuming I’m correct… because this could all be 
some alternate universe and crap, as well, and this could be my real life… but…”

But that doesn’t matter. Philosophize all you want, but do it on your own time! 
Ravenlight snarled in his head, making Zerrex blink and wince. Don’t be an academic 
shithead that sits around and contemplates problems all day, sitting on his hand with his 
thumbs up his ass, but makes no action to resolve a conflict that would just take standing 
up instead of all his fancy words. Or do you want your family tortured, raped, and killed, 
like Lone?

A roll of fury passed through the reptile, and Ravenlight laughed quietly at this, before 
he seemed to whisper to him in a seductive, gentle tone: Good… remember who you are. 
Words don’t matter, actions prove things, and the strong, cruel hand will rule above the 
meek, no matter what the religious icons say to draw the gullible into their flock. I hate 
helping you, but I also recognize that if you die, I die… so I’m willing to swallow my pride 
for a little while in order to make sure that not only you, but we get out of here alive. And 
although I recognize I’m just one little twisted voice in your head, mixed up in that broken 
collection of files and pictures that makes up your traumatized brain, you owe me a favor if 
we get out of  here; agreed?

“What do you want?” Zerrex asked softly, as he continued to eat, then he snorted 
laughter as Ravenlight gave his request before grinning slowly and nodding, both loving and 
hating the shiver of  pleasure it gave him. “Fine… I’ll let people call me Captain again.”

Then he continued to eat his salad as he rested back against the counter, smiling slightly 
to himself and closing his eyes as he spoke with himself inside his head, running over his 
plans to capture Drake as soon as possible and get out of this nightmare… and then bring 
down Narrius for reasons both selfish and paradoxically altruistic.

Of course, by now Zerrex also recognized that capturing Drake – who seemed to have 
the ability to morph into any shape and pass through any substance he wanted at will, but 
seemed to still have an issue with being hit with large, heavy objects, at least – would be a 
hell of a difficult enterprise. Especially since he suspected the entire town would be Drake’s 
playground… after all, almost all of the notes and information he could find spoke only of 
the town they were in, called Ontario Bay, and nothing else. Apparently there was another 
town to the north that Johnny had visited a few times… but that was it. No record of even 
what country they were in… although Zerrex was sure it wasn’t either Hez’Ranna or Ire.

On the other hand, however, Drake kept popping up and attempting to attack him… so 
that meant at least the demon would come to him. Perhaps if he acted terrified, the creature 
would try and grab him… and Zerrex would promptly tackle it and beat the crap out of it. 
Or try to, at least… and he frowned a bit as he glanced up at the ceiling, before pausing as 
he realized something. It was only a guess, true… but then he put the empty bowl aside, 



licking the last of the ranch dressing off the fork before tossing that into the sink and 
grabbing his cane to quickly hobble up the stairs.

As he suspected, when he glanced up at the ceiling, he saw a mutltitude of scratches, 
gouges, and small cracks… what Drake had obviously escaped through. Just like how the 
window was slightly propped open… or the glass sphere Zerrex remembered seeing before 
everything went black. In order to move through something, Drake needed space, even if 
just a tiny crack… but he couldn’t simply slide through a solid surface. So if Zerrex could 
lure him into an area that used airtight doors and windows, like inside a hospital, he could 
trap the monster and have his way with him. And the Drakkaren grinned a bit to himself as 
he remembered the menagerie of doctor’s appointments on the walls… he was more than 
willing to bet that he’d be able to ‘wander away by mistake’ or into the wrong room, and 
with luck, Drake would attempt to jump him there.

Then he sat back down at the laptop and checked the clock: it was almost four. He 
smiled a bit at this, shaking his head slowly, then went back to searching through files and 
over the internet for all the information he could continue to dig up, every now and then 
idly playing with the kanji that hung on a chain around his neck. Then, after an hour or so, 
he finally stood and rubbed at his sore legs: none of the drugs he’d taken had done anything 
for him whatsoever, and he winced a bit before pausing as something poked at his brain.

He closed his eyes, then tried to pretend for a few moments he was Johnny, and he knew 
and followed all Johnny’s habits, and the routines and schedules that it seemed the 
Drakkaren had prided himself on: wake up around nine, take six hours to rest and go 
through the chores and exercises of the day, start writing at three, take a break at five or six 
to…

Have a bath.” Zerrex finished with a murmur, then he laughed quietly and nodded 
slowly, rubbing at his waist. That actually sounded like quite a good idea to him… and he 
paused as he tried to think of what else Johnny would likely do… and settled on grabbing 
his laptop and taking it with him as he headed downstairs, then staggered across the kitchen 
and to the other bathroom in the house: a fairly large, very clean room with a medium sized 
tub he could lay back and relax a bit in.

He paused and peered out the door, then blinked as he realized his mother was no 
longer on the couch before shrugging and leaning back inside, closing the door and 
automatically locking it and hitting a switch to turn on the fan. He blinked as both of these 
came so instinctively it was as if he’d been long practicing them… then felt an uneasy 
shudder pass through him. What if he had gotten things reversed… or Johnny had been 
alive, had existed… and they had somehow transplanted Zerrex into this body? What if…

Then he shook his head fiercely, not wanting Ravenlight to get riled up again and start 
shouting at him or cursing him for an idiot: he was already doing that plenty himself. The 
undercurrent of his thoughts was rife with fury and self-loathing for breaking down and 
giving in so easily as he had… at least he could have killed one or two of the Unseen and 
placed at least the tiniest knick in Narrius’s army. 



He sighed as he glanced at the taps, then he reached forwards and turned the hot up to 
full and the cold a touch, before using the toilet. Once that business was done – Gods, he 
hated the body sometimes – he flushed, washed his hands, and then turned the taps off for 
the water. Gingerly, he sank a foot into it… and sighed in relief at the feeling of water that 
burned a bit but wasn’t hot to the point where he couldn’t handle it. With one foot in the 
water, he turned back to his laptop – placed on the closed seat of the toilet – and then 
selected one of the music players. He wasn’t sure what to expect, but a premade playlist was 
already loaded into the player he chose… and he shrugged before turning it on, and relaxed 
back in the water to the sound of  electric guitars and keyboards filling the air.

Then he paused and opened one eye as a black mass suddenly poured down from the 
tap, bringing his legs back in revulsion as it spilled into the water and quickly spread 
through the tub like oil, spilling around his body and making the Drakkaren snarl as he 
grabbed the edge of the tub and tried to pull himself out. But the black gunk was sticky 
and bound to him tightly as soon as it touched him, all the water turning to pitch darkness, 
locking around his waist like liquid cement and pulling him tight against the bottom of the 
tub, strings of the black goo rising up to snag onto his back and try to drag him down as 
Zerrex grabbed both sides of the tub with his arms, flexing and grunting as he tried to pull 
himself up and out… and then his eyes widened as a shape began to form from the water 
in front of  him.

It rose up slowly, first just a shapeless blob that lengthened and thicekened, before an 
arm ripped out of the mass, with black, dripping strings hanging from it and connecting 
back into the singular limb and forming body…  and then a head and the other arm ripped 
out almost simultaneously, a featureless, lizard-head and another matching arm, both 
dripping of the same dark essence. As Zerrex watched, the form of the being became more 
defined, the shape more like that of a Drakkaren, until it opened a toothless jaw and rolled 
hollow-socket eyes back as the features became more and more distinct, Zerrex watching 
with horror as the watery blackness sloshed around him.

Then sharp fang teeth shot into place, and eyes opened – both of these pure white – 
before it closed both… and then grinned and reopened its eyes, now with malevolent black 
irisies. Its body was strong and muscular, form tall, attractive, and chiseled like a god… and 
then it reached forwards, grabbed Zerrex’s shoulder, and the body of Drake shifted into a 
wave of viscious black fluid that sloshed over the reptile’s form and forced him down into 
the tub as he flailed uselessly against the unmoving, sucking darkness, not even making a 
splash as the dark strings washed over him and forced him under what had once been water, 
into a burning hell of  suffocating liquid darkness.

His hands bounced and fingers twitched rapidly as the music from his laptop played on 
and on, voices yelling a chorus of heavy rock that the lizard could barely hear as Drake tried 
to drown him with his dark essence, struggling back and forth… and then suddenly, a 
sharp voice cut into his mind, dry and cold: Outgunned, outnumbered, tired, defeated, and 
suddenly facing not just an enemy platoon, but an elite, legendary soldier… you have no 
option but to outthink the enemy, because there is no other way to win. And although it 
seems impossible… there is a correct answer to every problem. The issue of failure only 



arises when we fail to think fast enough or process every bit of information we are given… 
and we only fail because we are firm in the belief that we cannot do it, no matter how hard 
we try.

Requiem… tutor, mentor, teacher… and more of a father than Narrius had ever been to 
him, even though the Dragokkaren had so rarely been there outside of training and 
schooling. But immediately Zerrex calmed himself, his lungs aching, heart pounding in his 
chest, eyes clutched shut and feeling Drake worming his way into his nostrils, through his 
grit teeth, to clog up his throat…

But now, he relaxed his body, going limp, and the need for oxygen wasn’t so bad anymore 
despite the intense pressure crushing him, since he wasn’t uselessly using up all his oxygen 
and strength trying to flail desperately and making his body work… and then he opened 
his eyes – the darkness immediately pressed down against him, which hurt like hell, but at 
the same time, didn’t – as he realized again where he was… inside his own head, trapped 
inside a word, and all he had to do was realize that his body was getting plenty of air… and 
that Drake was attempting to kill not him, but just this still-conscious part of him so deep, 
trapped inside this illusionary reality where he had no exit from… and he’d never heard of 
a hallucination that needed oxygen to breathe.

The logic, of course, was backwards, and the reasoning ridiculous… but suddenly the 
need for air was gone, and instead all the reptile had to deal with was Drake crushing him, 
instead of just choking… but he grinned violently: he had a good guess as to how to deal 
with that. Drake had just show off another trick by taking control of the water… and had 
somehow made the water so heavy that Zerrex couldn’t move that much in or through it… 
but he’d left himself  vulnerable in another aspect.

Zerrex grunted into the dark essence as he forced his foot to slide to the side, the heavy 
water rocking a bit but not splashing as he felt Drake trying to crush out his eyes, the 
pressure almost unbearable… and then he hooked the chain of the bathplug with a toeclaw 
before jerking his leg to the side as hard as he could: and even with all his mighty strength, 
he was only able to lever the plug open a crack… but a crack was all it took.

The heavy black water began to drain out of the tub, and sudden the force pushing 
down on him was gone, as the dark liquid vanished with surprising rapidity, and Zerrex sat 
up with a gag and a loud splash, spitting filthy essence out and watching it slide quickly 
away, a whirlpool of darkness being siphoned down the drain as the water level in the tub 
dropped with amazing rapidity, and then, as Zerrex slowly stood, panting roughly, he saw 
Drake take form again quickly. This time, without any drawn out theatrics, but a quick 
ripple that went through the water and all but exploded a half-liquid form of Drakkaren 
made of dark energy into the world, who quickly reached out his claws to scrabble uselessly 
at the floor of the tub as he stared up at Zerrex with horror… and Zerrex merely rose a 
hand and waved bye-bye as he pretended to flick a tear from his eyes.

And then Drake’s eyes bulged before he exploded into dark motes and black liquid that 
was rapidly sucked down the drain, and the plug fell back into place with a rattle as Zerrex 
snorted quietly before sitting down in the tub and coughing a few times, shaking his head 



slowly and rubbing at his wet head, muttering irritably under his breath: “Bastard messed 
up my bath. No one messes up my baths.” A pause, then he glanced down between his legs 
and blinked before straightened in horror as a much larger problem suddenly made itself 
apparent: “What the hell, I’m like… less than a third my normal size!”

As strange a reason as it seemed, the Drakkaren’s penis size was an excellent motivator 
for him to work on getting his old body back, and helped to renew his resolve all the more. 
It also helped that he had proved Drake certainly wasn’t infallible… although seemingly 
made of darkness, when he ‘possessed’ an object outside of his own body or made changes 
to his own constitution, it seemed that he gained the same vulnerabilities as that object… 
and Zerrex wondered idly how he could work that to his advantage as he stepped out of the 
tub, grabbing a towel from the rack and idly rubbing himself dry before putting his clothes 
back on, picking up his laptop, grabbing his cane and wandering out and into the living 
room.

Then he paused to look out quietly at the row of trees that guarded the house from view 
of the street, staring through the large, wall-size window that took up most of the front 
wall, and merely stood with his laptop cradled under one arm and still playing his music, 
watching the snow fall outside and feeling a wave of homesickeness run through him. 
Something he’d never felt before, because he’d never really had much of a home… even 
Baskin’s Grove had just seemed like a long-term stopping place for so many years, even after 
Marina had been born. Then he smiled faintly and reminded himself he probably was 
home… but he was just inside his own head, before he sighed and shook it slowly. So far, 
his mind was a hell of a terrifying place… and he knew this reality wasn’t one made of just 
his own ideas. Drake had fabricated this illusion to trap him… but now it was time to 
figure out a way to spring free.

That night, he finished the research he’d needed to do while eating some toast he’d made 
himself, and tried to have a conversation with his mother; even though he acted as he would 
likely be expected to, he still felt strange and awkward, doing this… after all, he’d never had 
the chance to talk to his mother as an adult before. But even though he knew she was just a 
pretend-being, it was… still a nice experience, a good break for him… just like being with 
false-Cherry had provided him a small respite from the violence running through his mind 
and the confusing riddle of this entire world and dilemma. Then he’d gone onto the 
messaging service around nine, and been happily greeted by Mahihko… and the two had 
talked, and Zerrex had played his role as best he could, fawning over the pictures he was 
sense and helping the wolf as best he could, trading affections done in brackets to denote 
action from word, talking about how he was going to move up to live with him once he 
finished school that year… and for some strange reason, it hurt. It truly hurt to lie to the 
poor bastard… but Zerrex shook his head, then he’d finally excused himself for the night. 
No one else had talked to him, at least, and it had saved a lot of  confusion and difficulty.

Then he’d sat in bed, closed his eyes, and nodded slowly. He could do this… he could 
live this fake life… and most of all, he knew he would remain strong and keep his mind 
intact, remember that this was the illusionary world… and that he was working to return to 
reality. And he would keep it secret and silent, and he would break free… and save what 



could be saved, and kill what had to be killed. And with these thoughts in his mind, he lay 
down in his bed, absently grabbed a plushy dog that Johnny apparently slept with, and 
pretended it was his daughter as he closed his eyes and went to sleep… and Drake watched 
him from the top corner of the room with a confused frown and his arms crossed, a 
darkness so deep that it seemed to stand out in profile against the dark that filled the room, 
black energy bubbling around him and motes like dying embers floating around his body, 
before he finally submerged back into the ceiling and vanished.

~~~
His genetic code is different from Patriarch Narrius’s. No, you fucking idiot, not like 

that! Of course it would be different, but he shares almost none of the same genes or 
genetic details… but he’s obviously his son. There’s the resemblance in the cheekbones and 
shape of the jaw, and he’s got a few rare Dragokkaren markers that so far seem unique to 
the Narrius bloodline… but he also only has a few genetic similarities to his mother. Same 
eyes as her, though, and that hair that was passed down…

Yes… maybe a series of genetic mutations, triggered by the hair growth virus, of all 
things? It’s the best theory we’ve got… no. I said, no, we can’t clone him, because Narrius 
wants his body destroyed when we’re done with it… and splicing him into Gorgon would 
be like trying to use napalm to put out a fire. Splice him into the Princess and Queen-1. 

Patriarch Narrius’s prediction was correct. He’s immune to soul removal… in fact, if the 
Empty Ones kiss him, they’re the ones who fall over dead. We’re running a check on his 
physical energy signature, but his Klyman test already came back abnormal and with fifty of 
fifty-two chakras spiked. It’s unprecedented…

We’ve isolated the superior genetic coding in his body and synthesized a prototype 
enhancement protocol with this… we’re going to test it on him, Queen-1, and a batch of 
soldiers, then keep tabs on the reactions of the first and any extraordinary developments in 
the latter… we also did genetic reconstruction surgery to upgrade his metabolism so we can 
keep his body serviceable for long-term testing, under orders from Patriarch Narrius.

~~~
Zerrex opened his eyes and blinked a few times, then he straightened up, head throbbing. 

He closed his eyes, then rubbed slowly at his skull before sighing and bowing his head 
forwards. It was still fairly early in the morning… and yet it felt like he’d slept for days, and 
not managed one bit of rest. And he could… faintly remember… voices, and at one point, 
needles and scientists standing around him… and white lights…

Then he shook his head slowly and brought his knees up under the blankets, rubbing 
idly at one arm and glancing back and forth before looking down quietly, frowning a bit 
and closing his eyes, before murmuring: “Did I… dream of  what they did to me?”

Before he could think any further on it, however, he heard a few quick knocks at the 
door downstairs, and he sighed before sliding out of bed, trying to brush his hair flat as he 
snagged his shirt from where it was half-hanging out of his hamper, thankful that he had at 
least slept in his pants. He slid his shirt on, then slowly began to make his way down the 



stairs, hobbling and stiff, mumbling about how he wished he could at least believe away the 
pain before reaching out and grabbing the doorhandle as the impatient visitor knocked 
again, then stepping into the doorway and blinking a bit. “Hey there.”

Hi, Johnny…” Reia said in a soft voice, looking at him with a hesitant smile… and then 
Zerrex stepped carefully back and smiled, motioning for her to come in. She was wearing a 
green, too-big-for-her jacket, and was almost exactly the same height as him, maybe just a 
tad bit shorter… and a new necklace with some silver ornament jangled a bit around her 
neck as she stepped inside. Her body was lithe, her eyes were kind but perhaps a bit clouded 
today, and he got the feeling that she often said things she regretted later on, and that she 
had too much pride then was good for her… but before he could look at her longer and 
remember any other details he might be able to dig up as ‘Johnny,’ his eyes switched passed 
her and to a black-cloaked figure that was currently raising a machinegun in both hands 
with a cold grin, his black eyes burning, and Zerrex’s own widened as he felt some sudden 
whirlwind of mixed emotions roll through him, and an instinct that overpowered his own 
need for self-preservation as he stepped forwards.

“Get down!” he shouted, and then shoved her violently to the side when she only stared, 
knocking her on her ass as she winced and stared at him with shock that he felt already turn 
to a bit of a glare… and then Drake opened fire on full automatic with a gun that Zerrex 
recognized as a lightweight tactical machine pistol with an extended stock set against his 
shoulder, and the gun more hissed then roared as Drake emptied the clip into him.

Bullets tore into the wall, the doorframe, and the easy target of the Drakkaren standing 
with his arms and legs almost spread, and the reptile felt at least a good dozen smack into 
his raised arms and chest, saw spiraling bursts of blood travel in slow motion out from his 
body even before his cane hit the ground… and then he stagger-stepped backwards with a 
snarl of agony as more slammed into his leg, his gut, his crotch, trailing a line up his 
stomach and three bullets ripping along his muzzle – one burying into his cheek and the 
other hitting his skull, sliding up the slope of hard bone, and ripping a swatch of scale and 
hair with it. And now Reia was screaming and crawling backwards, and he felt himself 
wanting to fall as Drake ejected the clip from the automatic weapon, a cold grin on his 
features as he looked at Zerrex, bleeding sluggishly from at least twenty holes in his body… 
slumping forwards…

And then he slowly looked up, and Drake reeled back in shock as Zerrex’s eyes glowed 
emerald before the Drakkaren rasped: “Nine millimeters? What a joke. Next time, use 
something bigger.”

With that, he snarled, shifted, and pushed his chest out as his teeth grit, blood burbling 
out of his wounds… before a few bullets fell out of what were only shallow wounds in his 
chest, the flexing muscles of the reptile pushing them forcefully outwards with little 
streamlets of blood, to fall and tink gently on the floor, crushed into unrecognizable scraps 
of metal. Tiny, but plated, fortified rounds that should have pierced through the Drakkaren 
and left only a ripped, unrecognizable body rolled slowly along the ground, then Zerrex’s 



eyes faded back to hazel, and Drake hissed before vanishing in a short-lived tornado of 
dark smoke and motes of  energy that quickly dispersed and floated away in the wind.

J… Johnny… oh god… we need… hospital… Johnny, I…” Reia stared, shocked, 
babbling incoherently… and then Zerrex stepped forwards and quietly closed the door 
before smiling faintly as he glanced down and offered his hand. The stunned dragoness 
took it, and Zerrex easily and gently hauled her to his feet: the flexing and bulging of his 
muscles from the exertion caused two more bullets to fall free, and she stared after these, 
wobbling on her feet as if about to faint, before looking up at him with a stunned, 
stupefied expression.

Please get me a towel from downstairs, take a moment to wash your face in cold water 
and just scream if you have to, and then bring me up a glass filled with water as well.” 
Zerrex said gently, then he patted her on the cheek and smiled faintly, trying to ignore the 
throbbing pain through his body before staggering past her and slowly walking up the 
stairs.

He waited a few moments, then heard Reia going along the chores he sent her as he 
stripped off his pants and shirt, and when she came up, she was still pale and trembling, 
but looked much better, although still shaken. And she had taken his advice and let loose a 
bit of a scream in the bathroom: he’d only heard the muffled yell into a towel because of 
the vent system, though.

Then she’d given him the items he’d requested, and Zerrex had softly thanked her before 
laying out one towel on the bed so he wouldn’t bleed so much, kept one nearby to be ready, 
and flicked open the pocket knife at his bedtable. Reia had stared at him for a few moments 
as he’d dug it into a would with a grunt, then extracted a bullet into one of his hands and 
idly dropped it into the cup of water, watching it spiral down to the bottom as the blood 
floated like liquid smoke to the top, murmuring idly: “It’s almost worth the pain to watch 
that… like a goddamn lava lamp.” A pause, then the reptile grabbed the nearest bottle of 
painkillers, upended the bottle, and threw a handful into his mouth, chewing them with 
disgust and swallowing. “Frig, but I hope that at least takes the edge off.”

“You… you wanna tell me what the hell is going on, Zerrex?” Reia asked in a trembling 
but sharp voice, and Zerrex glanced up at her with a mild look, and she went from pale to 
flushed, whispering an apology as she stared down. And for a few moments Zerrex only 
worked in silence, looking away as well and trying to figure out just what to tell her as she 
idly played with her hands, and rubbed at her eyes, clenching them shut tight.

It’s not weakness to cry a bit, you know.” Zerrex finally said softly, and she looked up at 
him with surprise and almost embarrassment, before wincing and looking away as he 
grunted and pried another bullet out of his arm with a bit of blood, and the reptile 
laughed quietly. “Don’t take it the wrong way, but… your pride does get you in trouble a 
lot. And yeah, I know… it’s partially how you protect yourself from me. But Reia, I just 
stood up to a wall of bullets for you… and I don’t want to dance around with you today… 
so let’s just…” A pause, then he laughed a bit as tears rose to his own eyes, as he looked at 
this wonderful and yet twisted dragoness that likely wasn’t real, who he’d probably never see 



in reality, but felt such a strong, strange attachment to and even bad for speaking so bluntly 
to… “Let’s just drop out acts, okay?”

Reia looked at him, trembled… and then nodded as a tear overspilled her eye, and 
Zerrex reached up to quietly stroke it away with one finger, before he leaned in and kissed 
her cheek lightly. And she moved forwards and clutched him around the neck, and he 
wrapped his own arms tight around her, holding her against his chest and closing his eyes, 
his blood flowing lightly onto her clothes and one hand clutching a knife with the same 
stuffs on it behind her back, his body flexing as he held her close… and then she finally 
said in a nearly-silent voice: “Don’t you dare die on me… because I don’t know what I’d do, 
Johnny. And I don’t care what you think or say, how things are between us… we’re friends, 
and don’t go forgetting that…”

I won’t.” Zerrex said softly, and then he closed his eyes, and simply held her against his 
chest for a little while, aching, and bloody, but again finding a small bit of grey sanctuary 
between the dark hell of the illusion and the white light of reality… and again something 
twisted inside of him at the pain he knew he’d have to endure at leaving all this wonderful, 
terrible prison of his mind behind just to return to a world where all civilization may have 
already lost a tragic war against a monster that had been born of  the Cradle of  Life. 

Then, after a few minutes of this, she drew back and gave a faint smile, glancing down at 
herself  and whispering: “You know, blood never washes out.”

Sorry.” The reptile replied softly, glancing over the blots and splotches of blood that had 
stained her blouse – when had she taken off her jacket? – and then he glanced up at her 
with a quiet laugh as he pulled up one leg of his boxers a bit, then pried a bullet out of his 
leg. “It… looks good on you though, I think.”

You’re an ass…” Reia responded with a faint laugh, looking at the reptile quietly, then 
blushing a bit and looking away as he winced and got the last bullet from his leg, before 
picking up the other towel and carefully mopping up his bloody chest and leg with it. 
“God…”

Zerrex glanced to the side, and smiled a bit as he saw the barely-visible white scales on 
her chest starting to turn a bit red; it was a strange reaction of her body, but he thought she 
was also aroused as much as horrified. It was alright… Zerrex could understand. He paused 
for a moment as he wiped the knife clean, then put it gently down on top of his closed 
laptop before sighing a bit and looking over at her softly. “Sorry about this whole thing… I 
didn’t think… it would happen again today.”

“What do you mean, again?” Reia turned to him with a frown, looking shocked, and 
then she laughed faintly. “And fuck, to think I was coming over here to tell you how 
stressed I was about having to head back to school…”

I prefer this over school.” Zerrex muttered under his breath, then he shook his head as 
Reia snorted, giving the faintest of smiles and looking at him with an odd mix of 
exasperation and softness. “But… yeah. Drake… his name is Drake. He’s targeting me for 



some reason, keeps attacking me… probably trying to kill me. But from what I’ve seen so 
far, he’s both an idiot and a lot weaker than I am.”

“He just shot you up with an assault rifle!” Reia replied with a bit of a twitch, glaring at 
him, and Zerrex figured it was better not to correct her: there was a rather large difference 
between a 9mm TMP and an assault rifle. “You need to… to call the police, or…”

And then without warning, she froze, and the world seemed to twist and warp for a few 
moments, a shooting pain going through Zerrex’s skull as he grabbed his head and let out a 
surprised yell. He winced in pain, then looked up and snarled as he saw Drake standing in 
the corner of the room, looking at him coldly, arms crossed and… something else strange, 
but he couldn’t put his hand on it…

He just stood there, then said in a deep, icy voice: “Second day in, and you’re already 
causing me umpteen problems. Luckily, I do have one trick up my sleeve, because I can’t 
have you turning this world to your advantage instead of mine… so instead of killing that 
arrogant, nosy bitch, I’m going to just rearrange things. I’m just here to give you a warning, 
though. Don’t talk to her or anyone else about me, or I’ll be forced to kill them. But since 
you’ve made yourself  such a nuisance, fine, I’ll talk to you… after you have a nice sleep.”

Then Drake snapped his fingers, and the world dissolved in blackness as Zerrex 
collapsed forwards, his eyes rolling up in his head as another shooting pain ripped through 
his mind… but he managed to grin even before he collapsed, as he saw Drake dissolve in to 
the shadows as well with his own grimace of agony. So whatever this is… it hurts him 
too…

And then he was simply plunged into darkness… but he did not sleep. His head 
throbbed in agony for a few moments… and then slowly, ever so slowly, he pushed himself 
up, looking back and forth as his headache began to subside, along with the pain in his 
body. He frowned a bit as he looked slowly around, then he caught sight of Drake, 
collapsed on the ground and slowly melting into the floor, and he watched the strange 
creature dissolve before shaking his head slowly, then looking up at the strange darkness all 
around him… before something clicked in his head as he glanced down and saw he was 
standing on obsidian tile. He concentrated for a moment, and the tile turned to white 
marble, and suddenly it all made sense.

And here I was thinking chaos or nothingness would be white.” he said softly, then bit 
his muzzle before deciding to test what he could do. First off, he imagined… just… that 
he was standing in a plain room. And the first thing that came to him wasn’t any part of the 
Hellabos Estate, or the room he’d just been in, or even a place from home… it was the 
single room that had given him so many memories he hated, and so many he cherished…

The floor was cold cement, grey, plain… the walls were steel, but carefully overlaid with 
red wood tiles and a brown bordering around the floor and ceiling. There were two doors 
leading in and out… one, however, simply led to a circular, stone cell… and the other led 
to a pair of stairs that would bring the person up to the first floor of the Narrius Estate. 
But Zerrex’s mind had automatically removed the golden plaque that had sat on the wall, 



and replaced it instead with another symbol he respected far more from his past, despite 
however it had disgusted him: the simple GL in gold of  the Goth Legion.

Then a heavy punching bag that had been sewn, taped, and repaired in many an area, 
appeared, dangling from the ceiling by a heavy metal chain, and Zerrex smiled a bit as he 
looked around the large room, which now had other exercise equipment piled in the 
corners. This room… where so many times, he’d been knocked down, had the crap kicked 
out of him by Narrius, been taunted and abused and taught that he was worthless… but 
where Requiem had taught him so many lessons, had given him the tools to survive… and 
Zerrex had never appreciated his teachings until only so many years ago, when they’d met 
again, and he’d been forced to kill his uncle in a duel of  honor. 

He laughed a bit, then looked down at himself and blinked as he realized the pain was 
gone… and his body had returned to normal. He examined his hands slowly, once more 
with only the gold ring, arms muscular and strong… body firm and chiseled. He stretched 
slowly as he glanced up, realizing that his height had increased back to his normal size 
too… and he laughed a bit before stepping forwards and throwing a few light punches into 
the bag.

It crunched under his easy blows, twisted, moved… and gods, it felt so real. It all looked 
so real, felt so real, and yet, he knew it was an illusion. He felt almost like he’d undergone 
some religious experience now, like he’d found faith – not in a god or God persay, but in 
that there was some other world, that even his own reality could be nothing but a twisted 
pile of lies… and even though he was never much for philosophy, he had to admit that it 
was interesting to him and something he’d enjoy thinking about and contemplating once all 
this was done… and of course, seeing what he could do and bend in reality, what other 
rules he could twist to his own ends. 

He slammed two more hard punches forwards into the bag, and it twitched away from 
him before swinging back, and he reached up to steady it gently, then he paused and closed 
his eyes, seeing what else he could bring forwards and make real: he concentrated, then his 
emerald irises opened and settled on another figure who had appeared in the room with 
him, and he couldn’t help but smile a bit and bow his head respectfully, feeling a strange 
thud in his chest. “Hey.”

The massive, twelve-foot three-inch Dragokkaren has a body thick with powerful, 
chiseled muscle, and his features are calm and almost serene, with ice-blue eyes that shine 
with intelligence and wisdom. His scales are the same crimson as his brothers, turning to a 
lighter hue over his powerful, broad chest, and although nowhere near as tall, he has a body 
that is wider and thicker with muscle without looking ridiculous. And although such a 
lumbering giant would seem to be slow, Zerrex knows that it is quite the opposite: Markus 
‘Requiem’ Narrius is among one of the most graceful fighters ever to step into any field of 
combat.

He is clad in a pair of plain, comfortable jeans, and with his old heavyweight 
championship belt tied tight around his waist, the massive, platter-sized gold plaque on the 
front of the brown rawhide belt inset with two Dragokkaren facing each other, and finally 



Zerrex recognizes what the symbol there is from: it must be a remnant of a Hez’Ranna 
championship, and that would be why Requiem had always worn it with such pride. And 
upon his feet are a pair of leather loafers, and the giant smiles at him, looking somewhat 
pleased as he says softly: “You’re learning better control with every passing moment, Zerrex. 
I’m proud of  you.”

The Drakkaren felt absurdly touched by this as he stood with one arm against the 
punching bag, smiling faintly before he said softly in reply: “But that’s just like me being 
proud of myself, huh? Because you’re not really Requiem… just another construct in my 
head, made of my memories and brought to life by… whatever power Drake has over me 
and in my mind right now.”

Well, if it’s any comfort, then I’d say the real Requiem would be proud of you for this, 
and for figuring out so quickly where we are.” replied the memory-Dragokkaren, and Zerrex 
laughed quietly before glancing up curiously as the giant crossed his arms, saying softly: 
“But you’ve missed one important thing, Zerrex… one extremely important piece of 
information, although it was presented only subtly. Can you think of  what it is?”

Zerrex frowned a bit thoughtfully, then he sat back – and a small chair appeared behind 
him as he did so, the Drakkaren conjuring it out of his mind without even realizing it and 
resting in it as he let his hands fall to his lap. He looked down at the ground, thinking hard, 
knowing that he must have recognized it on some level of his mind if Requiem was able to 
test him on this… and then he looked up and asked hesitantly, once more feeling like 
student-to-mentor – but for maybe the first time willing and even happy that he was able to 
be this with the Dragokkaren who’d spent so long training him: “Something Drake said, 
right? He said… that… it was important I didn’t tell Reia or anyone else about his 
presence… and… that means…”

And then it clicked, and Zerrex looked at Requiem with something like shock as 
Requiem smiled slightly and nodded slowly. Suddenly, everything fell into place… and the 
memory-Requiem voiced what the Drakkaren should have realized from the start: “Drake 
may be the master of the illusion… but his body and abilities are limited to the physics of 
this world, which is based off  your reality.

The only reason you’ve been trapped here is because you, effectively, have been tricked 
into trapping yourself. Drake can make suggestions, alterations, and interfere with you on a 
minor level… but otherwise, this world is a world of your creation, and bends to your will. 
And Drake himself, perhaps, is nothing more than a monster that possesses and incarnates 
your subconscious… is a mental creation that can only influence you in the same way that a 
voice in your head or a hallucination can. Through an emotional expression, by triggering 
certain emotional reactions and making you believe, put faith in something so hard that it 
becomes real…”

And then he made that easy gesture with one hand towards Zerrex that had used to 
make him so frustrated as a child, because it meant for him to continue, to finish the 
thought process himself… but now Zerrex immediately took up the idea with gratefulness, 
happy that he was being given the chance to work it out on his own instead of letting his 



memories of Requiem’s teachings and subconscious mind do all the work. “The power of 
the mind… the placebo effect, all that crap… believe in something so hard you make it 
real… that means… he can only kill me through shocking my system, take me over by 
forcing me to believe that he’s taking me over… and… that’s why he’s using these scare 
tactics. The theatrical, horror-movie style tub thing, the monster in the cloak, coming 
through the ceiling at me, even the submachine gun with Reia nearby… 

Because the last attack… he could have just used a sniper rifle and shot me in the head, 
and it would have killed me… hell, with his powers, why hasn’t he just taken up hiding 
somewhere if he has access to weaponry, or even slit my throat during the night? But it’s 
because they won’t kill me… he tried to use the spray tactic because a normal person would 
have been ripped apart by such gunfire, and Reia’s screams and freaking out when she’s 
apparently the strongest person Johnny knows, that would have made me believe I was 
dying… and then I would have given in, not broken in spirit, but that belief that I was 
physically dying so strong it would have let Drake take over completely…

“Even when he stopped time… it hurt him. He exerted all his powers to shut down the 
illusion he’d created, but it knocked him right out of it and he disappeared off to… 
wherever he has to hide to regenerate or wherever he goes when he’s not around here, out of 
the nothingness… the nothingness…” And then Zerrex stood, looked back and forth, 
before throwing his arms wide, and the room dissolve and suddenly they were standing 
beside a large, cheery water fountain, amidst of crowd of milling people, in the center 
square of the old Apple Villa that had once been in Baskin’s Grove, and Requiem was 
dressed in a pristine suit and he was in plain jeans and a black shirt.

And then he slowly let his arms fall as Requiem looked at him with a soft smile, his 
sapphire eyes glinting with happiness as Zerrex looked back at him with a mixture of 
amazement and something like laughter bubbling up in him. “The nothingness… that I’m 
the one who creates something from.”

You got it. So what does that mean for you, in simple terms?” Requiem asked, leaning 
on the fountain and glancing up at the sky above, as Zerrex looked slowly around the city 
he had conjured without so much of a blink, then down at his hands before he looked 
slowly back up at Requiem, laughing faintly… but now feeling a mix of horror as well as 
awe at his own newfound power.

That I can play god here…” Zerrex paused, then he pointed at the nearest building, and 
it exploded into a thousand fragments of stone and rock without the hint of fire or any 
other combustion, chunks of rock flying through the air… before they all suddenly froze in 
mid-flight, and then Zerrex clenched his fist, and the stones flew in the opposite direction, 
and the building pieced itself back together before stilling as if it had never simply blown 
apart.

Requiem nodded, tapping his claws on the fountain, as Zerrex looked around in wonder, 
feeling a rush as he recognized he could do… absolutely anything he wanted in this world, 
with no fear of retribution, that he could enjoy and do everything he wanted to do, without 
ever fighting again unless he felt the urge, kill without needing to worry about the 



consequences, love, and have everyone worship him, and even a mother and a father that 
really loved him back… before looking up as the Dragokkaren asked softly: “But why’s that 
a problem?”

Zerrex faltered, then he closed his mouth and looked down silently as he clenched his 
hands into fists, and a sinking feeling in his gut. He remained silent, eyes locked on the 
ground as the people milled around them without seeing them, all his creation, his 
imaginings… and then Requiem cleared his throat and walked forwards, gently settling a 
hand on his shoulder and looking down at him. Zerrex didn’t want to answer… didn’t want 
to face the truth… but even though this Requiem was his own creation and formed from 
his memories, it was still Requiem to the core… and for some unknown time, they stood 
there together… before Zerrex finally looked up to meet those compassionate sapphire eyes 
with his own hurt emerald… and the fact that there was such sadness in them just made the 
pain for the Drakkaren even worse.

Requiem spared him having to answer the question… but he didn’t spare him the 
answer, as he instead said softly: “Because you have a problem with power… and because 
this is the second part of the clever trap Drake has set in your mind. Even if he can’t kill 
you, or take control of yourself… you know that all reality may hold for you is your dead 
friends, a war against your father that you may never be able to win, and awakening in the 
agony of a body that will likely have been subjected to all manner of torture and 
experimentation. And knowing my brother, he probably already has all of Hez’Ranna 
broken to his will and ungodly experiments being done on all the serfs and soldiers being 
trained to kill without hesitation or mercy.

“But here… this place is almost as real as your own world… except you can control and 
have, do, anything you want. It’s like paradise… but Zerrex… every day you spend here-”

Will be superficial… and useless… and eventually I will give in to Drake… and I’ll be 
erased and he’ll take my place, probably possess my body and… who knows what will 
happen then. Maybe he wants to use me like a suit, or maybe Narrius just wants me erased 
but my body left living so that he can use it like raw meat…” Zerrex said quietly… and he 
looked down with a snarl before turning and slamming both fists down hard enough into 
the concrete wall of the fountain to crack it… then smiling, eyes filling with tears as he 
looked back at Requiem, who was gazing at him with both sorrow and pride. “And under 
the joy will be the guilt and pain of betrayal, of having turned my back on everyone, of 
being a coward and having dishonored myself… so it looks like I have to play hero and kill 
Drake.”

The Dragokkaren nodded, then walked up and gently rubbed his back with one large 
hand; and Zerrex felt both comforted and tortured by how real that hand felt, by how real 
Requiem seemed, even though he too was long dead… his blood on Zerrex’s own stained 
hands. He shuddered violently and dropped his head forwards, clenching his eyes shut and 
trying not to cry… and then Requiem said softly: “But remember… when you’re back in 
the illusionary world and that other body of yours… it’s the same as this world you’ve 
created yourself from chaos. The only difference is that Drake is combating with you to try 



and weave something so realistic you’ll believe in it fully, and your own faith will work 
against you. So start practicing changing and warping that world yourself to suit your own 
ends and desires… but don’t move against Drake until you’ve got enough control you know 
you’ll be able to overpower any stunts he pulls, and enough faith in yourself that it defeats 
the lie your senses tell you is true.”

Zerrex nodded numbly and slumped, sighing, then he glanced up at Requiem as the tall 
Dragokkaren nudged him and gave a bit of a smile. “But if I was real… I would be proud 
of you. You’re proving yourself on a battleground of not just physical, but emotional and 
mental as well now… and that in itself is an amazing thing that few real warriors can do.” 
He paused, then looked down and laughed quietly. “And Zerrex… even the mightiest of 
soldiers needs to take a break now and then and just enjoy himself. So why don’t you 
exercise your powers… and enjoy yourself  here for at least a little while?”

The reptile nodded quietly, then Requiem gently flicked away a tear that rolled down the 
smaller lizard’s cheek before turning and walking off into the crowd, vanishing from his 
sight… and the reptile sighed before looking up at the sky and leaning back against the 
fountain. “All the power in the world… and the first thing I do is recreate the site of a civil 
war…” He smiled faintly, then looked down. “Guess the battlefield really is where I 
belong… but alright. Since I can do anything… then let’s… have some fun.”

But even though the Drakkaren at first had ideas of massive orgies, or flying through the 
air, or being a literal king of the world… all he ended up doing was recreating his favorite 
memories and playing through them again and again… little sex, but more visiting with 
family, friends, and those who had died, and being comforted by their memory, gaining 
strength… until finally his mother, Celestial, came to him, and he approached her and they 
wrapped their arms around each other, and she gently held him to her bosom, the reptile 
closing his eyes as they lay down in a field of black roses and cherry trees that sang a secret, 
holy hymn as he finally descended into much-needed sleep.

~~~

I… I don’t understand. Drake can’t kill him. His body doesn’t react to the dark energy 
the same way as the others… we may have to infuse the other half of the nephilim to 
increase his ability, but that risks Drake accidentally ripping him apart from the inside as 
well. And Drake himself suggested that in just a mental form he’d be more capable of 
possession and mental control… the physical component to his body is really only 
necessary to add for torture purposes, and it’s inside Gorgon right now.

Patriarch Narrius is… displeased. He’s told us to expedite our operations, since the 
takeover isn’t going as planned and the rebel raids are hitting closer and closer to base. We 
have a leak.

Zerrex’s data has been removed from the genetics bank, but we’re continuing to process 
his DNA for use in the boost steroids and construction of the General Army. Our 
experiments on him seem to be affecting him in much different ways than expected, as 
well… his tolerance to our drugs is improving, and his strength has likely increased as a 
side-effect of the genetic ‘purifying’ we’ve performed. As you can see, so has his body size 



and mass, although his bones seem to be hollowing out. We extracted a sample of this for 
analysis.

His body is resisting atrophy… but we should still run a few tests to be sure his tendons 
haven’t shortened and his muscles are still reacting properly. Use chemical 32 and the 
electric stimulator… but watch yourself. He appears to be having short periods of 
increased activity every now and then in his frontal lobe. Most likely it means a neurological 
defect or some mental illness growing in his mind, but he could also be waking up, and 
Drake’s energy signature is also growing unstable. I want you to start him on one hundred 
milligrams of  dratoxin, increase it in increments of  fifty until you reach a thousand. 

So what if it’s ten times the normal dose? Don’t question me or I’ll report you to the 
Patriarch! We cannot take any chances of him waking up, and we need to keep him in coma, 
and the drug interactions could weaken the effect of the paralyzing agent, and he’s already 
showing resistance to everything else we pump in him!

Shit… there’s another group of anomalies on his flux chart and neural scan… either 
Drake is playing around too much or unable to restrain him properly… get the 
intrasignature communications device, the Patriarch himself wants to talk to Drake and get 
him moving faster, and to authorize more extreme tactics…

~~~

Zerrex awoke in his room, shaking his head slowly and with his arms and legs feeling a 
bit numb… but there at least wasn’t any pain. He glanced back and forth, then frowned a 
bit as he flexed his legs before smiling faintly as he looked down at himself: his clothes were 
a bit tighter, which meant he’d put on some bulk, and in this case it looked like muscle. 
Furthermore, his pants seemed a bit tighter in the crotch region… and when he opened his 
fly to check – he was wearing the same clothes as he had been before Drake had knocked 
him out – he saw that at least something looked like it had grown a few inches towards 
what was normal for him overnight. It was ridiculous how happy and optimistic this made 
him, as he stood up and stretched slowly… “I’m so goddamn shallow.”

He yawned a bit, then paused and looked down as he remembered yesterday, frowning 
slightly and looking around the room, forcing himself to realize again that none of it was 
real, that it was all in his head, and he should be the one in control… but he thought that 
his faith in that and his growing power over this illusionary world was illustrated all the 
more by the way his body had changed. Then he shook his head slowly and glanced at the 
clock… nine in the morning. Johnny must be a late sleeper… but I get the feeling he wasn’t, 
and it’s just that lately whatever is wrong with him kept him bedridden and out of  sorts.

The reptile laughed quietly: Johnny, after all, hadn’t really ever existed, but here he was, 
thinking of him like a real person. He smiled a bit, then shook his head slowly and walked 
out of the room… before pausing. Showing off his abilities and his growing power might 
not be the best tactic, if Drake was watching… and Zerrex had the feeling that even if he 
could control this entire world, the only way he would ever get out of this illusion, was 
through Drake. So he closed his eyes and concentrated, remembering the weakened body of 
Johnny… and when he opened them and glanced down, he saw that his form had returned 



to as it had been when he’d first woken up, although the pain at least still wasn’t there. 
Then, feeling a bit vain and mischievous, he concentrated on his crotch before coughing as 
he felt a certain something in there growing longer and larger without becoming erect. You 
know, I really am pathetic. Seriously pathetic. But what the hell, right? Gods, but I wish I 
could do that in person… of course, then Cherry would be all over me even more than 
usual…

He shook his head slowly, then closed his eyes at the burst of shame and pain that went 
through him: here he was, having fun inside his own head, when the others were likely being 
tortured and experimented on. He rubbed slowly at his temple, then held his hand up and 
caused his cane to appear in it with merely a thought, feeling a slight smile rise to his 
features despite the throb of despair still in his chest. Then he closed his eyes and shook his 
head quickly, forcing the self-destructive thoughts away that wanted to rise up; he would be 
even more useless to them just crying and beating himself up. And taking some enjoyment 
in this world, learning how to control even mundane and ridiculous things, could be the key 
to getting out of here and finding the path back into reality… and if he didn’t find a bit of 
enjoyment or take some relaxation for himself every now and then, then he’d end up a 
broken wreck.

Maybe I should start masturbating. Or imagine myself up some cute girl.” Zerrex 
murmured to himself, as he walked idly down the stairs, using the cane more as a prop now 
than anything else, before blinking and looking up at the door as he heard a rapid knocking. 
“Why in the name of hell does that keep happening? And why the hell does everyone bug 
me in the morning?” After all, no one had been here to see his mother… she had been 
eerily absent, in fact.

Zerrex sighed as he walked to the door, then glanced out the top window to see Cherry 
looking back and forth, rifle slung over her shoulder, before she grinned brightly and waved 
rapidly at him. He blinked, then opened the door, and she all but tackled him, throwing her 
arms around his neck and kissing his cheek loudly, almost squealing in delight, and Zerrex 
squawked and grabbed her, then pushed her free and coughed as he looked at her blankly. 
“What the hell?”

“You were… you were right!” she panted, and he blinked again as he realized she also 
looked exhausted… and she stared back before adding absently: “Oh, I ran here from 
downtown, I wanted to see you as soon as I got up.”

Ran here? Zerrex continued to stare: he was under the impression that the city, which 
while by no means a large one, was still sprawled a good distance in every direction. And 
then Cherry closed the door as she began to kick off her boots and undo her jacket, 
shuffling back and forth as she continued to almost babble, and still looking at him with 
awe: “I mean, I thought, you know, that it wouldn’t be any fun, or you know, I’d suck! But 
I… fuck! I mean, hell, I just, damn! I wasn’t gonna do it, was just gonna come back here 
again, lie to you, give it back, but it was such a pain in the ass lugging it around everywhere 
and hiding it from my mom that I finally just… you know… found myself on the bus and 



walked to the gravel pit outside of town, and there were… you know, like, beer bottles 
from old parties and shit, and I just-”

Then she blinked when Zerrex reached up and put a finger to her lips, and he coughed 
before saying clearly: “Calm down.”

Cherry flushed deeply at this, then he smiled a bit and patted her gently on the cheek. 
“Head on up to my room, I’ll follow you up, alright? You want a drink or anything?”

Sure, anything you got.” She said gratefully, then smiled again at him before almost 
prancing off up the stairs, Zerrex watching her with a soft laugh. A joyful, happy, non-
military Cherry who’d just discovered her passion and ability for sniping… this was another 
piece of sanctuary in the prison that had been built for him, which he was slowly turning 
into his own bit of twisted Eden. Then he shook his head before walking down into the 
basement, remembering catching a glimpse of some boxes of cola near the dried foods and 
shelves.

A few minutes later, he returned to his room, and was unsurprised to see Cherry 
marveling over the gun, idly polishing the already shining barrel with a rag and looking up 
at him with adoration and strange, deep respect. Then she put it aside, gently placing it 
atop the soft bag he’d given her yesterday to carry it in, and thanked him softly as she took 
a can of Frost cola from him – the same brand as he drank back home. They sat beside 
each other on the bed for a little while, and then Zerrex realized she didn’t even reek of 
weed today… and her clothes – old, ripped jeans, a torn white tank top and the jeans vest 
she’d had on before – weren’t as unkempt as before. Sure, they didn’t look very clean, but 
they were neater… almost like she’d tried to straighten them out before putting them on.

Then she coughed and rubbed the back of her head, before smiling at him and 
continuing her story as he nudged her quietly with his shoulder. “Well, like… so I went 
out. And I put some bottles up on a rock… and then I decided I’d just try taking a few 
shots.” Then she frowned a bit, before smiling brightly again and looking at him with a 
strange softness. “And when I… aimed, looked through the scope, it was… God… it was 
the best feeling in the world, you know? I was… in control, and there was just this… 
knowledge, this thrill that ran through me. Somehow, it was just all there… and fuck, I even 
know to aim just a bit to the right of the bottle to compensate for a wind that I barely even 
felt, and I blew the fucking thing to bits!”

She laughed loudly, throwing her head back and smiling warmly at him, then she 
softened. “And you know what? I realized… that I… I can do something. I won’t be just… 
sitting here, working in burger joints, forever, failing class after class. I don’t have to… I 
don’t need the drugs, and I don’t have to go down the same path my mom did. Maybe I’ll 
never be as smart as you, Johnny, or do all the shit you can, but… I feel… like I’m worth 
something now. And I just kept going back and back, and I must’ve stopped around two 
hundred feet away, still hitting the bottles I set up dead-on with every shot… and my hands 
just seemed to know what to do. Like, that shit you say about writing, yeah? You always say 
your hands do the work for you, and I always thought you were being modest or just a 
fuckin’ ass, not wanting to share some big secret… but that is the secret, isn’t it? Because I 



didn’t have to think, and I didn’t have to work. My hands just… damn, it was like they were 
fuckin’ alive, and they did their duty reloading the gun even though I’ve never even touched 
one of  these babies before…

You… really were right. And it made me feel so… so damn good inside, and… fuck, 
Johnny, it was… I never thought violence, or shooting, or stuff that’s supposed to be guy-
stuff like that… could be so beautiful.” She dropped her hands in her lap and swallowed a 
bit, looking at him with shining eyes, before smiling faintly and laughing softly as she 
glanced down. “But shit… somehow… you know more about me than I do about myself. 
And I guess… I can’t thank you enough.”

Just… call it a feeling. And you don’t need to thank me, Cherry.” Zerrex replied softly, 
nudging her gently and laughing a bit, before blinking as Cherry grinned at him, her eyes 
sparkling slightly, and he leaned back a bit. “Uh… what?”

Well, I wanna thank you. And I can think of a way I think you’ll like…” she replied 
teasingly, then gently stroked his face and leaned in to kiss his cheek before he felt her other 
hand working at his pants, and he felt a flush rising to his face before grunting softly as her 
hand grasped the thick flesh of his member and pulled it up and free, the male blushing as 
he felt his hard member quickly rising to an erection that was almost-painful. 

She laughed a bit, then looked down… and grinned widely as she saw a twenty-inch, 
black fleshed member before looking up at him with a whistle. “Holy shit! You’re a fucking 
giant… damn, if I knew you were this big, I would’ve been riding you every day instead of 
the other fuckheads I hang around with.” she paused, then grinned a bit wider and winked. 
“Too bad I ended up catchin’ a nasty STD from one of the boys I ended up fuckin’ through 
a glory hole in one of  the bars last night… last time I get drunk and do that, shit.” 

Then, without another word, she lowered her head and opened her jaws wide, and 
Zerrex grunted, dropping his cane and automatically grabbing the back of her head with 
one hand, the other clutching into a blanket on the bed as she took his sensitive flesh into 
her mouth. At the same time, however, he grinned widely, eyes closing as he mumbled: “Oh, 
this is me on a bad day… you should see how big I am when I’m having a good one.”

Cherry gave a muffled laugh around his cock at this, then she pushed herself down a bit 
further, taking a bit more than a quarter of his length down, before she coughed a bit as she 
forced herself down a bit forwards, closing her eyes and grunting as she grasped the base of 
his black, thick penis and began to stroke it slowly up and down as she started to bob his 
head slowly up and down, her other hand reaching up to massage along Zerrex’s back. She 
murred at the taste of his flesh as the Drakkaren rocked his hips, lightly thrusting into her 
maw as he groaned softly in pleasure. 

He felt the ecstasy already growing: this body, obviously, wasn’t as sexually experienced as 
his real one, despite the fact it was in his own mind. And Cherry also was nowhere near as 
good as the real Cherry… but she was still doing damned well, choking down almost half 
of his cock as she continued to stroke up and down his shaft, sucking back as she bobbed 
her head firmly up and down, the head of his huge shaft touching the back of her throat as 
she grunted and moaned, her other hand squeezing into his shirt as her eyes stayed tightly 



closed. She moved against the bucking of his hips, trying to take in more and gagging a bit 
every now and then as his member moved deeper and deeper.

It was only a few minutes before he felt his orgasm hit, and he arched his back with a 
soft groan of pleasure, his eyes almost rolling up in the back of his head as he fired a thick 
load of seed into her maw, followed by another quick few volleys that made Cherry cough 
and almost gag, but also moan in what was definitely pleasure. She slurped and sucked at 
him sloppily, bobbing her head faster as he leaned forwards over her, fingers clutching into 
her skull… before he finally slumped back a bit, panting quietly and relaxing as she drew 
her head up and murred. The load had felt pathetic to him… but the look on her face 
seemed to say it was the best she’d ever had, before she grinned widely and wrapped his 
arms around his neck.

She kissed him passionately, sloppily, hungrily, and forced his own seed into his mouth, 
making him taste the viscous bitterness of his own fluid, sharing his load with him as she 
squeezed his still-hard but tender member as she stroked up and down it idly, their tongues 
dancing hungrily and Zerrex finding himself strangely excited by the surprising, aggressive 
action of the female… before she drew back and grinned widely at him, whistling loudly. 
“Holy shit, but you’re like a fucking unevolved stud-horse.” A pause, then a wink and a soft 
murr as she leaned in against him, glancing down at his still hard cock and keeping her 
hand tight on it. “And fuck, still hard? You even lasted pretty good, since I know poor 
Johnny ain’t got no action ‘cept from the few times that his bitch-boytoy has come to see 
him.” Another pause, then a snort. “Fuck, makes me wonder why I hang around and be the 
slut for those losers that I gangbang with. And like, you’re the only guy who’s never gone 
‘ugh, that shit’s for fags,’ too, but I guess you’ve tasted guy-seed before.”

“Shush.” Zerrex said amusedly, before he leaned forwards, and they shared another deep, 
passionate kiss, and now she wrapped her arms around his neck as his wrapped tight 
around her waist, holding her against his side for a few moments, and then they drew back. 
Then they smiled a bit at each other, nose-to-nose, and Cherry laughed a bit before 
blushing quietly. Before she could speak, however, Zerrex said softly: “I know. You loved 
sucking my cock. And you want to hang out more with me.”

She twitched, looking surprised, and then gaping a bit and trying to think of something 
to say or some way to cover herself before simply grinning and shrugging, the blush rising 
deeper in her cheeks. “Okay, okay, you got me. Bastard.”

I get that a lot.” he replied with a slight smile, as he felt himself finally going flaccid, and 
standing up to tuck himself back into his pants. They bulged ridiculously, and the two 
glanced down at this before both shared another laugh, and then he sat back down – and 
was immediately tackled by the female, who snuggled into his chest with a sigh of pleasure 
as he wrapped his arms around her with surprise.

She looked up at him happily, then paused and winked. “You ever want a girlfriend? I 
mean, I’d go pretty steady with you, but you’d have to let me fuck around a bit… and it’s 
not like I’d ever expect you to just be straight with me, you could go nail some hot bitches 
yourself. And hey, maybe we could even haggle out a threesome every now and then, yeah?”



Zerrex snorted and smiled, then he winked and rubbed their muzzles together as he said 
idly. “Only if I got to call you bitch… bitch.” He responded, and she grinned and nuzzled 
into his chest, blushing deeply. “I take that as a yes.”

Fuckoff.” Cherry muttered into his chest, but he could feel her still grinning… and so 
for the next little while, they merely talked a bit to each other, sharing bits and pieces of 
information on their lives and how things were going for them… and the female quietly 
guided one of his hands as they spoke to her stomach, then up under her shirt, and it 
slowly ascended over her body to play lightly with a breast as she massaged slowly up and 
down his stomach. 

Before she left around noon, he extracted a promise from her that she wouldn’t do drugs 
anymore… and he also handed her the rifle and the case, and she’d looked at him for a few 
long moments with her mouth agape as he said softly: “It’s yours now. Take it… enjoy it… 
and get better and better. And one day, I’ll go out with you, and you can show me just what 
you’re really capable of.”

Johnny, I… I can’t… it’s too much, and my mom will kill me, and…” she babbled, and 
Zerrex shook his head firmly. She tried to shove it back into his hands, but then was 
surprised when he easily shoved it back into her arms with just one arm, leaning on his cane 
idly with the other. 

I said, take it, bitch.” He said softly, but with a low note of command… and Cherry 
looked at him for a few moments, before smiling a bit and throwing it over her shoulder 
and nodding firmly, then she turned and walked away. Before she left, however, she glanced 
back and suddenly threw him a rigid salute, and Zerrex got a glimpse of the future Cherry 
standing there, tall and ready and strong… but this Cherry not as tainted and twisted by 
the Goth Legion, but nonetheless the master of arms she would always be, in any reality or 
world.

Then she was gone, walking quickly off down the sidewalk, and Zerrex laughed quietly, 
shaking his head slowly before heading back up to his room and sighing as he sat down on 
the edge of the bed, looking idly back and forth. He figured he could practice a bit more 
now on manipulating things, or maybe do a bit more research… then he glanced up as 
something hit the window of his room with a loud double clink. He snorted, wondering if 
it was Cherry, who would probably flash him or something like that… but when he stood 
and twitched aside the curtain to look out, he saw not Cherry… but instead Drake 
standing there, glaring up at him, his shadow black against the snow, clad as always in his 
long cloak of  darkness.

Zerrex snarled, their eyes locking, obsidian and emerald… and then Drake twitched his 
muzzle, and the reptile snorted before turning. His eyes settled on Johnny’s apparent 
preferred outdoor wear – a heavy leather motorcycle jacket, and an old, beaten-up tan 
fedora, of all things – and then he threw these on, carrying the cane with him but not 
bothering to use it. If Drake tried to pull any tricks, however, it would at least make a good 
bashing-stick… and it would stop anyone who knew Johnny from staring too much at what 
they’d think would be a miraculous recovery.



He threw on the shoes he guessed were Johnny’s – a pair of black, steel toed hikers – and 
then headed quickly across the hall, through the kitchen, and out the sliding door, closest to 
the road. He slammed the door behind him, then waded through the snow that had piled 
up on the deck here before simply hopping the railing and landing in a frozen flowerbed. 
Then he stepped over the edge of this and onto the side lawn, at last jumping the ditch and 
landing on the snowy edge of the street and looking down to see Drake still standing there, 
hands in his pockets.

The reptile’s first instinct was to charge him, or attack him… but then he paused and 
frowned, glancing down and noting that his shadow was pointing towards the house and 
was fairly short… but  Drake’s was almost as long as his body, and when he turned to face 
him, the reptile noticed that it always stayed in front of him. The dark creature noticed 
Zerrex’s look, then he snorted and said mildly: “Fuck you and your observational skills.”

Then he turned away, his shadow remaining behind him this time, and began to walk 
down the street, and Zerrex’s eyes noticed that even when his feet left the ground, thick 
strings of strange black stuff still went down, connecting his feet to the shadow, and the 
reptile realized that whatever else, the dark creature’s shadow itself was a part of its body. 
And he snorted, then walked quickly along behind him, catching up to the dark entity and 
then walking side-by-side with him as he glanced up and said idly: “So, you’re really just a 
puddle of  goo, aren’t you? We must be getting strange looks.”

Other people can’t see me in this world.” Drake replied easily, looking down at Zerrex 
mildly, then he paused and drew his eyes idly over his body before his form suddenly 
became almost liquid, seeming to melt slowly down into slush for a moment before it 
reformed, and instead of the almost featureless Drakkaren standing there in a cloak, now he 
was walking beside what looked almost like a copy of his real body, except this one had 
black scales and black eyes. His shoulder-length white hair seemed to glow unnaturally, as 
well, twisting back and forth in thick spikes that were obviously some sort of weird energy, 
and he grinned, revealing those too-bright, too-big teeth locked perfectly together in his 
maw. “How about this?”

Zerrex glanced over him, then snorted as he realized his clothes had changed as well, 
turning to a suit as dark as his scales, with light grey pinstripes. Perfect and pristine… and 
then Drake snorted and held out a hand, and a bowler cap formed out of black energy, 
which he promptly placed on his head, cursing mildly under his breath. “I hate the 
sunlight.”

Too bad.” Zerrex replied irritably, but he had to agree that all the snow made it almost 
unbearably bright outside. The fact that Drake was uncomfortable, however, was enough to 
stop the lizard from attempting to show off and quench out the light to any degree. “So 
you obviously want to talk to me, asshole. Get to the point quick before I put my cane 
through your stomach.”

Drake rolled his eyes, but Zerrex did notice a minute twitch of what was perhaps fear. 
However, for a few moments, they only walked along the block in silence before he said 
finally: “You’re not like the others. I don’t know if it’s genetic, physical, spiritual, or maybe 



you’re just too stubborn, but I can’t control you. Despite all the evil in your body I have to 
feed off of and strengthen myself with… and as the Darkness Nephilim, I gain energy 
from pain, suffering, and any act that can be considered ‘evil…’ no matter what I try, you 
resist, and you repel me. Worst of all, it seems that you’ve gone and figured out how this 
world works… just because I’m not there to watch you turn the world upside down, doesn’t 
mean I don’t get a report back to find out what’s going on.”

He stopped for a few moments as they made their way across a cross-street, and then 
continued on as he looked at Zerrex, who, admittedly, was starting to get more curious than 
hostile. “My job is to control you. And if I can’t control you, Patriarch Narrius… your 
father… has informed me that I should kill you. Unfortunately, neither of these options 
are at my command…” then he paused and grinned coldly as he looked down at Zerrex. 
“But you interest me… because I’ve never met someone so unabashedly evil and anti-
everything that even I couldn’t tamper with them.”

I’m not evil.” Zerrex replied icily, his hand gripping the handle of his cane so tight that 
the scales of  his knuckles had turned white. “That would be my father.”

Whatever. It’s just a nonsense word, anyway… a point of view. And there’s only one 
person I’ve met with more darkness in him than you… and that would be your father. As I 
exist by feeding off dark energy, he’s the grand prize… but you’re a silver medal, so I’m 
happy with you.” A pause, and then Drake stopped and looked at Zerrex squarely, and the 
reptile turned and faced him as Drake’s shadow slid over the ground and lapped at his feet, 
slowly rolling up his legs… but almost massaging him, instead of holding him in place. 
The Drakkaren frowned, shivered a bit at the feeling… but not because it was 
uncomfortable.

Quite the opposite… the dark energy of Drake almost made him… excited, was 
enticing, felt good, warm, comfortable, and aroused enough that he had to fight against 
getting a hard-on. Then Zerrex’s emerald eyes looked up as Drake spoke again, touching 
him lightly under the chin and smiling slightly as a bit of that same dark energy flowed 
from his fingers and over his face as he whispered softly: “And I realize what you want to 
do when you get out of here… and you know, even though you yourself are a goldmine… I 
know there is so much energy that could be reaped in the world as well. I, however, have 
been split into two parts…

The physical part of me resides in another experimental creation called Gorgon. It 
allows me to take form in the reality that you so desperately seem to want to get back to, 
despite how much of a paradise this place is for you… but by itself, it had no function 
except to bind a creature’s powers and act like a toxin, restricting their strength and health. 
It is not sentient… but combined with my mental half, this part of me that’s currently 
giving this pretty little monologue you’re obviously enjoying from that bulge in your 
pants-” Goddammit! I’m going to crack him with my cane if he keeps this up… “-then I 
can take physical form and perform physical actions in reality. 

“Since you’re an idiot, you probably don’t understand what I’m saying, though. So to put 
it simply… I want to make you an offer.” And now Drake withdrew with a grin, and Zerrex 



blinked as they began to walk again, and now curiosity had definitely overwhelmed him… 
and he could feel himself still stepping in Drake’s shadow as they walked along, but the 
dark creature showed no signs of discomfort: quite the opposite, in fact, and Zerrex got the 
feeling he was likely feeding on some of those dark thoughts he’d been having.  “There are 
quite a few security measures in place apart from me to keep you in place, which you don’t 
seem to realize, and which I shouldn’t tell you about, but I’m going to anyway, because of 
what I’m interested in negotiating out with you.

I can help… to a point… in getting you out of here, and if you do the rest, then you 
get to wake up and go back to reality. But in reality, you might need some help… so I want 
you to go, find Gorgon, and kill the freak… and from the corpse, you’ll be able to take out 
the physical half of my body, which is kept in a regulation machine that stimulates it and 
acts sort of like an electronic brain. I’m not going to bother going into all the details 
because you’re an idiot and wouldn’t understand-”

Zerrex suddenly stopped and stomped down hard on the creature’s shadow, and was 
amazed at the result that happened: Drake’s arms flapped out, his bowler cap fell askew, his 
eyes bulged, and he jerked back as if Zerrex had just slammed a invisible choker collar 
around his neck. Then he fell heavily into a snowbank, and the reptile looked down at him 
mildly for a few moments. “I might not understand, no. And I bet you’re made partly from 
my father’s genetic coding, because you have that same really annoying habit of talking, 
talking, talking, and not shutting up. But I get what you’re saying. You’ll help me, if I help 
you. But my question becomes this: what happens when you get your physical body?”

Drake muttered angrily from his position on the ground, then he slowly got up to his 
feet, and his bowler cap vanished from its position on the ground before reappearing on his 
head as he brushed himself off.  Then the dark nephilim snorted quietly… before smiling 
slightly and saying softly: “This is where I get to play the devil, and you get to make a deal 
with me. I’ll give you a few days to think about it…

“But like I said before, I grow on darkness, and you yourself are a wellspring of dark 
energy… but your father is even bigger. I know your goal is to kill your father… and 
although right now I’m acting as a parasite, with my physical body, I can also serve 
symbiotically. You saw Hellabos, right, ripped apart inside-out? That was my 
handiwork…” He grinned slightly and tilted his head with a touch to the brim of his cap 
and a wink. “Okay, maybe not the best thing I could have said. But even when physically 
manifested, I function best when resting inside someone else’s body and working in tandem 
with them. And I will give you a whole new world of powers you wouldn’t have imagined 
existed…

And what do I get in return? For every person you kill… I will grow stronger. Everyone 
you fight, hurt, and rip apart… I will grow stronger.” He laughed softly and looked down, 
clenching his hands into fists. “And when you kill that goldmine of your father… I’ll be 
like a fat man at a twenty-course, all-you-can-eat buffet. I can’t begin to imagine how good 
his energy will taste or how much power I’ll take from him…”



“You think I’m an idiot?” Zerrex asked mildly, tilting his head with a snort, and Drake 
looked at him with a frown as the reptile rested on his cane and grinned coldly up at the 
dark creature. “Yeah, I saw what you did to Hellabos. Tore him apart, inside-to-out. I don’t 
think I want to be disemboweled from the inside, thanks… and even if you did pass into 
me that… strange shapeshifting ability you had, or whatever, by letting you use my body as 
a goddamned hotel for you… even if you granted me the power to reap through Narrius’s 
army and then fight my father on even ground with my own little pet freak to counter all 
the obvious genetic modifications he’s gone through… how do I know you won’t just rip 
me apart afterwards?”

And Drake smiled coldly at this. “Like any deal with any good devil… it all has to come 
on trust. But I will tell you this… without my help, you aren’t going to escape from this 
world. So you have no choice but to trust me… then let me help you after that, if you want 
to have any chance of getting past all the other monstrosities and dealing with the other 
nephilim that Hellabos created.”

Zerrex made a slight face at this… but inwardly, he knew it was true. And either Drake 
was extremely good at bluffing, or he wasn’t afraid because if knew that even if Zerrex did 
manage to capture or squash him somehow… he’d still be trapped inside his own head for 
the rest of eternity. He looked down, frowning… then Drake’s shadow slid back behind the 
creature, and the dark entity looked at him with a cold smile. “Looks like you’re having a 
difference of  opinion with yourself.”

Looks like you’re too retarded to get yourself your own body.” Zerrex shot back, and 
Drake blinked, before the reptile snorted quietly and looked down, shaking his head slowly, 
deciding to at least get some time to think by asking: “How many of you nephilim are 
there, anyway?”

Surprisingly, Drake smiled slightly, then he closed his eyes and tilted his head to the side, 
chanting in a mellow, even voice: “Feel the earth under your feet, glide with your wings into 
the sky, know that light shines down on your head, feel the burn of the fire in your eyes, 
taste the water of the rivers on your tongue, the tremble that each stroke of lighting fires 
through your gut, and clutch always tight the darkness in your heart.” Then he cleared his 
throat and glanced idly at Zerrex. “Hellabos was a literary buff… he… taught all of us 
nephilim that, a poem by an old poet who wrote plays for the courts of Hez’Ranna to 
enjoy. That describes the Seven Elemental Angels, or the nephilim, in his words. Hellabos 
modeled us off them, including our position in the body. We are all symbiotic entities with 
malleable bodies and fluctuating genetic codes, more energy than physical, and when we 
combine with someone, the core of our powers lodges into those described body parts, and 
when we use our abilities in conjunction or by command of whoever’s body we’re currently 
taking residence in, they are released from that point of  the body.”

So you would take up residence in my heart?” Zerrex said slowly, frowning a bit at the 
implications: it was a slightly important body part, after all. But Drake merely laughed 
softly and shook his head.



You’ve already noted my affinity with liquids…” a pause, and then he gave him a 
disgusted look. “And I haven’t forgiven you for flushing me down the drain, by the way, 
when I was merely trying to do my job.”

Well, excuse me all to Hell for stopping you from killing me.” Zerrex replied, voice 
dripping with sarcasm, then he snorted and smacked one leg of the creature lightly, noting 
the twitch that Drake made and the way his cane connected with solid material, and the 
wince of the darkness nephilim. “But if you’d completed that task, we’d never be able to 
have this conversation and get to be such good pals.”

Drake’s eye twitched a bit as he glared at Zerrex, who looked back flatly. Then the 
creature snorted and muttered something under his breath before continuing mildly: “I take 
up residence in the bloodstream. So unlike some others, my abilities can be released from 
any part of the body. Certain nephilim, however, such as Earth, can only affect things the 
feet touch or the body they’re in itself, since that is where they exist: and if the feet were say, 
removed, then the body and nephilim would be separated, and forcible separation of the 
nephilim from the host usually results in the death of  both, from shock.”

“Sounds more and more like you’re a parasite.” Zerrex muttered, but he had to admit, it 
was certainly an interesting concept. Then he sighed and shook his head slowly. “This is 
getting too sci-fi world for me. Get lost, Drake, and stop trying to kill me… and I’ll give 
you my answer in three days.”

Good. Feel free to do with this world as you will, then.” Drake said dismissively, but he 
seemed pleased. “At the least, take this one bit of advice. On the day when you plan to 
answer my agreement, see just what you can do in this world and have all the fun you like… 
and then I’ll come find you. But until then, I suppose…” And with that, the creature rose a 
hand and tipped his bowler cap to the fellow reptile as he vanished in a torrent of darkness, 
leaving Zerrex standing alone on the edge of  the snowy road, staring into the sky.

Then he finally sighed, shivering once at how cold it was outside before he turned and 
began to head back towards home, stumping along and leaning on the cane for support – 
not that his legs hurt, but simply because he hadn’t realized how slippery it was. As he 
walked, he thought about the deal he knew he was going to have to make with this 
particular devil… but again, of the strange way Drake had acted, and the few bits and 
pieces he had remembered of the scientists experimenting on him when he’d woken up this 
morning.

To start with, it was obvious Drake was going to double-cross him… despite the way 
that the dark creature had shown a grudging respect for him as they’d talked, it was only too 
obvious that Drake was out for his own ends rather than to save Zerrex’s life. And he also 
got the impression that the nephilim might have a certain weakness that the black-scaled 
Drakkaren creature didn’t want to reveal… and he got the sense that the nephilim might be 
more of a failed experiment than a properly-working one, otherwise Narrius would 
certainly have mass-produced such ferocious creatures that could bend so many laws of 
physics and seem to deny the basic rules of  reality itself. 



No… from his guess, Drake didn’t just want a host body… but he needed one, in order 
to survive. That, or be inside a sealed environment, like that glass sphere… and as the 
reptile looked down thoughtfully, he wondered why that could be. Hell, I guess it’s even 
possible that their bodies react with the air or something… but there’s no point in 
speculation. These three days, I have to prepare myself as best I can for what’s going to 
happen, and still pretend to be this ‘Johnny’ character… it seems Drake’s been covering for 
me for an extent, but who really knows? 

He sighed a bit as he reached the end of the street and turned the corner, this time 
deciding to walk the long way around and down the driveway to the back door instead of 
hopping the ditch: it would look rather odd if someone who was supposed to be crippled 
or unable to use his legs properly did that, he thought. After a few minutes, he found 
himself just pushing through the door, and his mother glanced at him curiously from the 
kitchen, asking: “Where’d you go?”

“Uh… the mall. Wanted to see if they had a new game in.” Zerrex lied glibly; it came 
automatically, and he figured it was a good one as she nodded and wandered away. Then he 
sighed a bit and kicked off his shoes before heading up to his room and sitting down on his 
bed. He felt sore and tired… but he knew this was more mental than anything else, from all 
the stress he’d been under lately in dealing with this strange pseudo-reality and the hell of 
not knowing what was going on outside. He closed his eyes and lay back for a few 
moments, then sighed and turned towards his laptop, deciding to at least try and keep up 
the role of  Johnny, like Drake had suggested, and check his email.

He blinked at the number he had… then muttered as he found most of them from 
Mahihko, steadily growing more urgent and wondering where he was, what had happened, 
etcetera. He sighed, then typed a quick reply, at first saying that he had just been tired and 
hadn’t gotten up… before deciding that was pretty pathetic and instead going for a power-
outage story. He still felt oddly bad for lying… but at the same time felt a brief wave of 
amused irritation. If you’re so damn worried about me… then why not call? Or are you too 
cheap to pay for a long-distance call to your so-called ‘soulmate?’

He shook his head a bit, then sighed and sent the email off before glancing idly through 
the others, feeling another wave of amusement: most of the people who Johnny seemed to 
get along with were in different countries, or on the other side of this one, which he’d 
finally learned was called Calla. And since it stretched over seven timezones, it meant it was 
a rather large one… and fairly developed, but apparently also fairly pacifistic. He shrugged 
a bit though, then sat back from the computer and looked idly around before musing to 
himself  on what he could do.

Finally, his eyes settled on a mug on his table – it had a vixen it a tight leather outfit on 
it, with long golden hair – and he grinned a bit before closing his eyes and concentrating. 
He felt a strange rush through him, and then the bed shifted a bit before he heard a bit of a 
giggle when he opened his eyes… and he smiled slightly as he saw the vixen from the mug 
sitting beside him. He glanced over her, then back at the mug, and realized he’d missed one 



detail, but with a quick thought, he fixed that, and a collar appeared out of thin air around 
her neck.

She smiled at him, then bowed her head towards him, saying warmly: “Hello, Zerrex. 
What can I do for you?”

He looked at her thoughtfully for a few moments… and then something twitched inside 
of him, the monster that had for so long been locked up and tightly secured. And he felt a 
strange, welling rage as it broke free of the rusted shackles that had bound it rise up 
through his being, and he smiled back at her as she looked at him with adoration, and said 
in a calm, casual voice: “Get that odachi… and draw it out of its sheath… and then shove 
it through your vagina and out your mouth. And enjoy it.”

She smiled at him warmly, like a waitress that had just been complemented on her 
serving skills, then she stood up, grabbed the huge, long, single-edged sword that looked 
like an oversized katana, and Zerrex watched with mixed surprise and cold satisfaction as 
she easily drew it in a long, extended motion, before gently putting the sheath aside, and 
sitting on the edge of the blade. She rubbed the blade between her legs, against the tight 
leather against her crotch, then she gripped it by the blade itself, and Zerrex glanced at it, 
realizing it was unsharpened. But then that part of him whispered again, and she let out a 
short, surprised “oh!” as the blade suddenly became razor sharp and bit into her fingers 
when she squeezed it.

But still, she smiled, even as blood ran down the blade and she spread her legs wide… 
and with a glance over her, the leather suit she wore ripped apart as if torn by invisible 
claws, and she blushed as her sumptuous bosom and lithe, wonderful body was revealed: red 
fur that turned almost gold instead of white over her chest, and a tight vagina with 
blossoming pink folds that seemed almost excited instead of pained, as she positioned the 
tip against her sex. Then she looked over at him and said in a warm voice free of pain: 
“Thank you, master. Please enjoy the show.”

Then, suddenly, she shoved down, laying back at the same time as she hand-over-hand 
shoved the blade into her, her body twisting and bulging as her head fell back, as she jerked 
it hard into her, inches, then feet, then the entire five-foot blade of the huge sword cutting 
through her and her head dropping back as more than a foot of bloody, gore-covered steel 
shoved out her mouth between her jaws, her eyes rolling in her head and her legs bucking as 
her sexual fluids squirted out as if in ecstasy, rolling down her thighs as if in bliss… her 
bloody hands grasping the black cloth-wrapped handle, and Zerrex stared at her impassively 
as she tried to smile despite the blade sticking out of her mouth… and he felt the demon 
inside him laughing and rising up, then whispering to him softly, so gently, so temptingly…

This is your power… you should stay in this world… or better yet, accept Drake’s offer, 
get to reality… and force people to do this, but then lap up their pain, and you will grow 
impossibly strong, and feed Drake’s strength, who will in turn feed your own with his 
power… it whispered, and this was not Ravenlight, but a deeper, darker voice. Ravenlight 
was a sadistic, evil bastard… but even his cruelty had a limit. 



No, this was the hell-voice, the demon-Zerrex that lived deep inside his secret heart, his 
dark, tortured soul… and then Zerrex clenched his eyes shut and turned suddenly away, 
wishing her gone. And then there was that shift again, and he slowly turned back as a 
tremble went through his body, and all that was left was a bloody sword laying on the bed. 
But with a simple wish, that too was gone, and instead the long katana-style sword was once 
more sheathed and resting in place against the wall.

Another shiver wracked his body, and Zerrex hugged himself, looking down silently. The 
last time that voice had been so strong had been in the Goth Legion… and true, it gave 
him power. Immeasurable strength in battle, made him able to perform the cruelest acts of 
necessity without a twitch, and look upon hells that would turn other people into 
gibbering, screaming lunatics without blinking… but it was a curse as well. A hunger that 
he had to feed every now and then so it didn’t grow so strong that it would break entirely 
free of its imprisonment deep inside of him and cause him to create some even more 
unspeakable act…

But he realized that in this world, he could also commit those sins without hurting 
anyone… and that gave him cause to wonder if he should stay in this world. Yet again, the 
truth was he had no real choice; even if everyone was dead, even with the knowledge that 
Drake was going to betray him at some point, he had to force his way back to reality… 
because he had to at least try and put a stop to whatever his father was doing, whatever sins 
he was committing. He had to play hero, even though he was the opposite, and a monster 
with hungers no creature should ever be cursed with on top of it, already doomed for Hell 
or worse… 

Then he shook his head slowly, and instead smiled faintly as another idea came to him. 
And he swallowed, then stood up and slowly walked downstairs, heading across the kitchen 
and into the living room, where his mother was sitting and smoking. She looked at him 
curiously, then asked: “Your legs feeling-”

Then she stopped and merely stared blankly as Zerrex forced his will forwards in 
another attempt at control, another wish… and the cigarettes vanished as snow pattered 
gently at the window, and a faint breeze rustled the trees outside. For a few moments, these 
were the only sounds… and then Celestial Narrius opened her emerald eyes and smiled at 
him. “Hello, Zerrex… how are you feeling, son?”

And Zerrex smiled faintly at her, and without even realizing it, his body underwent its 
own change, and he once more became the child he had once been before his father had 
killed his mother and corrupted him. He walked towards her, not even noticing that 
everything was bigger, and that he was nine years old again, and his hair was cropped and 
his eyes big and round and he was short for his age… and then he stood in front of her 
and blushed, putting his hands behind his back and looking down. 

I’m… I’m okay.” He said finally, with a shy glance up at her, then he smiled a bit. 
“What’s for supper, mom?”

I’ll make us hamburgers… would you like that, Light?” Celestial tilted her head, and it 
was almost enough to make Zerrex break down into tears, at mention of the old nickname. 



His father had always called him Raves, which he hated… but his mother had always called 
him Light, and said it was because… he was like an angel from Heaven, that shone the sun’s 
light onto the world. Tears rose in his eyes at the memory, and then she reached forwards 
with concern, gently touching his head as she asked softly: “Are you sure you’re okay?”

Yeah… yeah, I’m… I’m just great.” Zerrex whispered, then he stepped forwards and 
wrapped his arms tight around her neck, clenching his eyes shut and jumping up on the 
couch to curl against her, tears streaming down his face. She didn’t ask any questions, but 
merely held him, looking at him with a loving softness and affection that had been stolen 
too early from the Drakkaren’s life… and for a while he really did feel everything was okay. 
It didn’t matter that it was an illusion, or that in reality, she was long dead… 
philosophically interesting, but thoughts like that just brought pain and sadness. Letting go 
and letting himself rest in the illusion, on the other hand… that was okay. He could play 
pretend for a little while… because even life was just so many games and so many moments 
of playing pretend, in a world that might not even be real or just some cruel game of the 
gods…

The rest of the day, he dedicated to his mother… he went out with her grocery 
shopping, and pushed the cart for her with a smile, closing his eyes at the compliments 
about how he was already a big boy, getting so strong… picking up boxes of frost cola, and 
a box of cookies, and she bought some raw hamburger… and he didn’t care about the looks 
he was getting from people, shaping reality more towards his old life than the illusion Drake 
had designed. He didn’t care what paradoxes it would cause, as they walked through the 
shopping mall, and he even felt a strange sort of pride at the whispers… his beautiful 
mother, who had been a porn star for so many years before she’d met his father, almost 
seeming to glow with her inner light… her pure, inner light. Just because she had sold her 
body for money – and a hell of a lot in it, since Celestial Bodies had been one of the top 
porn stars of her day before she’d left the business – didn’t mean she was immoral, and that 
she wasn’t smart. She could have done a thousand other things… but she had always been a 
physical person, and had always been passionate, and simply enjoyed sex. But she had also 
been the one to teach him to read, and about the old authors, and prayer and religion… 
and he remembered that she and Requiem used to have such wonderful discussions 
whenever Requiem picked him up to take him to his fathers, or brought him back, the 
Dragokkaren always finding the time to stop in for a few hours, no matter how much it 
infuriated his older brother.

When they’d returned home, it hadn’t been the same house… instead, it had been the 
home that Zerrex had grown up in as a child, his mother’s house. He helped her put away 
the groceries, and then she’d taken his hand and smiled, saying it was time for him to have a 
bath and that she could use one too… and she’d lovingly led him to the second floor, and 
to the bathroom with the tiled floor and oversized Jacuzzi tub.

She had undressed… her body beautiful, breasts large, stomach taunt, and arms and legs 
both with a good bit of muscle – and Zerrex had never really realized until now much he 
was attracted to females who looked like his mother. Then she’d gently stripped him 
naked… and as she’d taken off his clothes, his body had grown, until he was taller than her, 



and he was looking down at her lovingly as the adult she’d never get to see, and they hugged 
tightly. Their naked bodies pressed together, but it wasn’t sexual in the slightest… instead, it 
was only loving and comfortable, wonderful… so wonderful. And then they’d both climbed 
into the tub that Zerrex didn’t remember filling, and the water was like liquid bliss, hot and 
comforting… and he remembered again that this was all his reality, his dream, and he was 
god here. Enjoying for these last three days the things he’d never experience when he 
returned back to reality… and it filled him with a mix of  pain and despair.

“Then just enjoy it now… real or not… and remember that we’re built from your 
memories…” his mother said softly, as she slid close to him in the water, then gently 
pushed his head back to soak it in the water. He smiled a bit up at her, unsurprised she’d 
somehow read his thoughts, and then she gently guided him back up as she took a bottle of 
shampoo from nearby and squirted some of the stuff into her hand, before gently 
beginning to lather up his hair and firmly knead through it. “And that your mother would 
have gladly done this for you… and that you know how much she loved you… and that she 
would be proud of you. So enjoy this… think of me as her spirit, giving to you the hope 
she can… before you go back to face down Narrius. And that is the best proof above all 
that you are her son… that despite all the pain, the hell of leaving this false reality where 
everything bows to you… you will. Not for good… but because it is right…”

Thank you…” Zerrex whispered, his voice hitching, and tears rolled down his cheeks to 
mix with the water already on them as both pain and happiness rolled through him. His 
mother continued to wash his hair… and for an hour, they would wash each other’s bodies, 
and he would drink in every detail of hers before they finally climbed out, gently drying 
each other off.

Then came supper… and Zerrex sat at the table and smiled quietly, watching her 
working, clad in a tight black dress, a string of diamonds around her neck, as she made the 
patties from the raw hamburger by hand, then grilled these. Zerrex himself was dressed in 
his usual black clothes, but he also had a suit jacket on… and then he said softly: “Come 
on, mom, sit down. Someone else can do that.”

No… that’d be lazy. And I promised my son some burgers tonight made by me, not 
someone else.” She said firmly, and he laughed a bit as she continued to cook and work. 
Finally, she came and sat down, serving them both, and he ate his with relish, loving the 
taste, the texture, and the fact they were sitting alone in the little kitchen together, both 
dressed up, eating by the light of a few candles, on a romantic date in their own home 
between mother and son.

When they were done, she brought out a tub of ice cream, and they went into the 
spacious living room with the big screen television and the couch and love seat, and they sat 
together on the latter, the ice cream between them, and put on a movie, both of them eating 
from the tub… laughing together, Celestial jumping sometimes, and teasingly rubbing up 
her son’s thigh at the sex scene, making Zerrex flush darkly. Then, at the end of it, they’d 
turned off the television, tossed the spoons and empty container of ice cream in the sink, 
and gone upstairs.



Zerrex had thought about having sex with her… but instead, as they lay in the bed 
together, he only shared a loving, passionate kiss with her before letting her curl him against 
her bosom comfortingly… and slowly fell into sleep, comforted, in the arms of the person 
who meant more than he could ever say, who had given him more than he could ever ask 
for, and who had been lost too early in his life… and they lay naked, comfortable, and 
protecting each other, and outside the large picture window, a building away, Drake stood 
on a rooftop.

And unlike what was expected, he watched with envy… and tears of pain streaming 
down his cheeks as he shuddered and rubbed at his eyes, the darkness around him burning, 
his white hair flowing in the wind. He was still in the copied body of Zerrex that he’d taken 
such a liking to… but it wasn’t copied emotions that was wrenching so hard at his own 
dark heart or night-colored soul. Because sure, he was evil, and he was the darkness… but 
that only meant the parallel of good and light, the balancing force of the universe, and as 
necessary for life and order as the sun, the stars, and love. And evil, cruel, and monstrous or 
not… he wasn’t without his own feelings… and even the most hateful of monsters could 
cry tears of bitter pain as they reflected on their own spiral of agony and loss, and could 
feel respect for another person… and even the most hated demon was never truly devoid of 
the double-edged sword of  love…

~~~
We can’t reverse the effects of the immortalization process… in other words, he’s 

rejecting all attempts on our part to age him. And with his natural vitality… who knows 
how long he’ll live for? He’s just like our soldiers now, and Patriarch Narrius… ageless… 
maybe infinite until he’s killed by malicious means, an accident, or the end of  times…

Drake is suppressing his energy to an extent… but he doesn’t seem to be doing much 
else. I’m worried that he’s not telling us something… and that maybe there’s another reason 
he’s the only nephilim with the ability to split in a mental half  and a physical half.

We have reports that the other nephilim have all been set into appropriate hosts, and 
that they’re also experimenting further on gene splicing and that Gorgon is actually running 
with two nephilim in her now… half of Drake, and light. We should introduce it to 
Subject 0 if  he ever wakes up… she’d probably fuck him right the hell up. 

Oh shit. Did you hear the news? The Patriarch revived an old scientist who was killed in 
a raid on an old Nazi bunker. Frozen, actually… they found his body in almost perfect 
condition, but the Patriarch ordered him placed into a Dragokkaren body to give him extra 
incentive to work for us… yeah, apparently he was a member of the Standard Rule Pack, 
you know, the canid superiority movement sixty years back… yeah, the guys who wiped out 
most of the cetaceans and rare species. They never started in on Hez’Ranna, though… too 
scared of  retaliation. Their first goal was apparently just to take over the ‘civilized world…’

Mengele Tstegi is running the department now… fucking bastard, but he’s a genius. 
Crazy, though… and does he ever rant a lot. But he’s scared enough of Narrius to obey… 
just like the rest of  us…



The results of the latest tests are amazing… and Tstegi’s genetic enhancement protocol 
seems to be doing… what we thought were impossible wonders. Run the new prototype on 
Subject 0 and Queen-1. And oh, pass on the news to the higher ups that the new batch of 
eggs has been prepared and are ready for fertilization.

I don’t understand it. We still can’t extract his soul… and we actually broke one of the 
machines trying to run a Quarem series on him to test his energy levels…

The Patriarch has ordered us to start building a new weapon… he wants it ready and 
fully-operational within the next five years… it’s a massive battle fortress…

~~~
Zerrex opened his eyes to find himself once more laying alone in the master bedroom of 

his old house… and he yawned before straightening and heading downstairs. He rubbed 
idly at his naked chest, and he concentrated as he walked, before smiling slightly as clothes 
simply appeared on his body. He had to admit, having some of these powers was pretty 
nice… and he really might as well use them to the fullest while he was still here.

And when he looked outside, he saw that it was still snowing… but the world had 
changed. It looked like a strange mix of cities… massive stone skyscrapers towered to the 
sky, alongside dark office buildings of black glass and silver steel in the distance… and 
cherry trees were covered in snow but somehow still alive and vibrant, and he could see 
people walking the streets, but few cars…

Then he approached the kitchen, and found his mother there, smiling and just finishing 
mixing a teaspoon of sugar into a cup of coffee. She handed this to him with a soft laugh, 
looking up into his eyes lovingly, and he took it and sipped gratefully at it. “Thank you.”

So have you been thinking at all about how to deal with Drake? Or just been too busy 
enjoying my company?” she asked softly, and he couldn’t help but admire her body and the 
clothes she’d put on today… a strapless, tight blue shirt that left her shoulders, arms, and 
most of her back bare, but for a crisscrossing X of string that she’d somehow tied in a 
perfect bow at the middle of her back to hold it tight against her… and a pair of fitted 
blue jeans and boots. And Zerrex couldn’t help but rub the back of his head slowly and 
blush in embarrassment.

“I’ve been busy admiring you, I guess.” He admitted, and she smiled softly at him before 
standing on her toes and kissing his cheek gently, as he bent slightly forwards towards her. 
Then they sat and silently sipped coffee for a little while, before he finally spoke again: 
“But what I’m relying on is the idea that Drake requires a host body… and there was that 
really weird… shadow thing, too.”

He frowned a bit at this, looking down into his coffee as he swirled it slowly, then he 
took another sip before glancing back up at his mother. “So basically I’ve got a guess and 
something I don’t exactly know what to make of, yet… but from what I have seen, his 
shadow is… maybe his real body? And he’s a reflection into the air of it… but I dunno. 
He’s amorphous, that’s the frigging problem…”



Celestial nodded, sipping at her own coffee before saying gently: “You should go talk to 
your father and Requiem about this, then… maybe they could help you better with it.” She 
paused at the look on Zerrex’s face, and smiled a bit. “No, no, don’t worry. Ifret is… 
different in this world, because this is your world. But… why don’t you go find out for 
yourself ?

He’s just across town… I’m sure you could take your motorcycle and get there in about 
five minutes, but why don’t you try taking a walk, seeing what you can see? Maybe it’ll jog 
your memory about a few things, huh?” Celestial suggested helpfully, and Zerrex looked at 
her thoughtfully for a few moments before nodding and taking one last long drink of 
coffee, then putting the mug aside.

Alright.” he said finally, then he walked over and leaned down to gently kiss her cheek. 
“I… I love you, mom.”

“I love you too, son. Have a good day today, okay?” Celestial replied tenderly, reaching 
up to gently pat the reptile’s cheek, and then she turned and headed towards the living room 
as Zerrex looked after her softly. Then he turned and headed for the back door, his combat 
boots and thick leather trenchcoat appearing on him as he opened the door and stepped 
out into a gentle winter world.

Everything was truly… beautiful out here. And as Zerrex walked down the sidewalk, 
letting his feet and instincts guide him, he glanced back and forth, smiling faintly as he 
passed by familiar locations that had been taken out of his memory: there was Tinman’s 
little house and his shop, and across the street was Elliot’s bar, and the reptile thought he 
could see the cat cleaning tables through the windows… a few houses down, he could see 
St. Augustine’s, where Marina had gone to school… and beside that the private academy 
where he’d gone himself  as a child for a few years.

And then he reached a large bridge… what could only be the Camelot Bridge, a place 
famous for two things: the only link for so many decades between Comfort Town and 
Apple Villa, and where the last stand of the Apple Villa vigilantes had occurred before 
Zerrex and Cherry had crushed their forces, ripped through their defensive line, and left a 
trail of slaughter all the way to the mayor’s house. But today it was widened, spacious, and 
peaceful… and Zerrex walked over it, trading a smile and a wave with a certain vixen who 
was standing next to a smiling, thick-bodied border collie, who was beaming with a pink of 
fluffy earmuffs sitting lopsided on her head.

After a few more minutes, he stopped in front of a massive office building, looking up 
to the top and seeing it was the ‘Headquarters of the Irenic Corporation,’ a huge, looming, 
imposing structure… and he frowned a bit. If this was where Narrius was, then he 
probably was no different than he’d been in reality. But then he paused and glanced to the 
building beside it… and laughed softly as he recognized a squat martial arts dojo, walking 
across the street and letting himself into the small waiting room directly inside, brushing 
himself  off  once and the snow vanishing from his body entirely without a trace.

There was a door leading to what he guessed was an observation area, and another door 
leading into the dojo itself… and otherwise, a bunch of red chairs, some nice, exotic plants 



in the corners, and a secretary sitting in a raised area behind a counter that curved around 
in a large L. The lioness glanced up at Zerrex, then smiled and nodded to him. “Hello 
there, honey. You can just go on in if you want. The brothers are just starting a class right 
now, but I’m sure they’ll be glad to see you.”

Zerrex nodded his thanks with a smile, then he pushed through the door and idly 
wished his boots away: the combat boots vanished from his feet without a trace as he 
entered the room, stepping down onto a soft mat. The dojo was pretty basic… padded 
white walls, a blue tile floor, a large black mat at the entrance that was currently littered 
with children’s shoes, and the center area composed of a large, padded square. There was 
also a series of hangars for coats, and another propped open door that Zerrex could see led 
into a change room. But he could only stand for a few moments as he swallowed and looked 
at the figure in the center of  the room.

Sitting around him, on the tiled floor around the soft mat, were around twenty kids of 
only nine years at the oldest, in plain white uniforms with tightly-tied belts of various 
colors around their waists… and among their ranks, looking up with the same rapt 
attention as the rest that made him look almost ridiculous, between a rabbit and a deer, was 
Requiem. He, on the other hand, was shirtless, and had his jeans and heavyweight belt 
on… but it was Narrius who first caught his attention.

Narrius, standing in the center of the room and talking in his charming voice… but 
without that undercurrent of violence… and then Zerrex blinked, and he realized that no, 
this wasn’t Narrius, but someone different… he had the same type of body, strong but 
lither than Requiem, although he was probably a foot and some inches taller… but his 
scales were a deep navy blue… the same darker blue that covered Zerrex’s chest. And his 
eyes were blue, not crimson… but his features were the same, his voice was the same… and 
he was wearing clothes Narrius would never deign to wear: black, loose cloth pants and a 
plain rawhide weave belt with a few loops on it for shotgun shells or some other ammo of 
the same like. And a plain tank top that had a few stains of grease on it… and then he 
suddenly paused in the middle of a sentence and turned around, and smiled a bit as all the 
eyes in the room suddenly turned to him. “Sorry kids, looks like we have a guest… my son, 
Zerrex.” A pause, and a laugh. “Don’t be shy, kiddo, I ain’t gonna bite. We were just going 
over defensive techniques, and how it’s important to avoid a fight if possible… but if you 
can’t flee, certain effective takedowns or restraining maneuvers. You think you’d like to help 
out at all?”

Zerrex nodded, looking stupefied, then he coughed and managed: “But um… don’t let 
me interrupt, huh? Um. I’ll just sit and let you give your talk, first… Dad.” And with that, 
he walked into the room, still barely able to believe his eyes as the tall Dragokkaren smiled 
at him and nodded, before he once more took up his speech. Zerrex could barely believe 
what he was hearing as he watched the being who was apparently his father in this world 
move and speak in his eloquent voice, talking about defensive tactics, using force only when 
necessary, and how it was important to maintain calm in all situations… and then there was 
a gentle rustle before the reptile blinked and looked to the side to see Requiem had come 
and sat beside him.



Life’s cruel, isn’t it?” he asked softly, leaning in close, and Zerrex glanced up at him 
quietly. “This is Eclipse… Eclipse Narrius. His nickname is Redeemer. Yes, Redeemer and 
Requiem.” The thick-muscled Dragokkaren laughed softly at the look Zerrex gave him. 
“This is the father you’ve always wished for… who was more like you, who was someone 
you could respect and look up to… who had the same urges as you, but always managed to 
control them, and more… conquer them. Someone who would have loved you 
unquestioningly, unhesitatingly… and who was looked up to as a hero, even, by other 
people, who could be counted on in any situation. Who had seen wars like you had, but had 
survived, come out the other end alive, and not twisted…” A pause, and a sad smile. “An 
impossible person, in other words, who’s the opposite of your real father. Ironically, this 
glorious male is your most selfish desire, most egotistical creation… someone who would 
love and cherish you most in all the world, and who would be there to hold you, and who 
doesn’t carry the same flaws as even I did in life, like being the willing lapdog of a monster 
until the very end. Brainwashed, almost, into idolizing my older brother, because he’d always 
taken care of  me… although that itself  was just him using me for his own ends.

“But enjoy Eclipse… and have no regrets. Because you’ve earned some time to yourself 
and some selfishness, and although he is the opposite of Narrius, he carries all of the same 
knowledge that you knew your father possessed and is composed of specific altered 
memories, I suppose you can say. In reality, you’re always just talking to yourself… but 
maybe that’s why you can find the best answer here on dealing with Drake.” Requiem said 
softly, then he leaned away with a smile and a glance back at Eclipse, his older brother in 
this world. “But for now, it’s time for class.”

-And so the best way to deal with someone larger and stronger than yourself is to stay 
calm, and remember that bigger doesn’t always mean better, especially in the case of our 
physical bodies.” Eclipse said clearly to the watching kids… and Zerrex looked around, 
feeling a strange pride swell in his chest for this imaginary being that had already captured 
all the hearts and love of the people in the room. And then the blue-scaled Dragokkaren 
turned to him and smiled, his blue eyes locking onto Zerrex’s own emerald: “Hey, son, why 
don’t you come up here and show these kids just what I’m talking about, huh? You’ve always 
been better than me or Requiem at those more graceful techniques… but we should 
probably show the students something simpler, first, before we get onto the more advanced 
stuff. The basics are the foundation for everything, after all… and without a good 
foundation…”

And Eclipse held up a hand next to his head with a wide smile, and the kids all called 
out: “You can’t have any good support!”

That’s right. And bad supports lead to collapse or corruption.” He said softly, and then 
looked at his son and extended a hand out to help him up to his feet… and Zerrex felt a 
wave of deep mingled joy and despair, just as he had last night with his mother. In half a 
minute, he had told Zerrex all the things the Drakkaren never had and never would hear 
from his own father, but had always wished to… in half a minute, he had been humble, 
caring, compassionate, and wise… things Narrius never had been, and never would be in all 



his life, especially towards his son. It almost made the reptile’s long-strained emotions give 
away… and then he reached up a hand and firmly took Eclipse’s.

He pulled him up to his feet and into a tight hug, and Zerrex returned it fiercely, closing 
his eyes and resting against him for a moment as Eclipse whispered softly down to him: 
“Sorry I can’t do more for you, Light… but after class, I do promise to help all I can.” 
Then the two pulled apart, and Zerrex coughed and bent his head as he wiped at his eyes, 
mumbling something as the blue-scaled Dragokkaren looked at him softly.

Then Zerrex looked up and smiled a bit, stepping back and crossing his arms as he 
tilted his head and asked: “So, do you think these kids can learn the basic step-and-butt? I 
was going to suggest a pull-away, but like you said, basics come first. And this is probably 
the easiest to do when dealing with a large attacker.”

Eclipse nodded thoughtfully. “Basic military stuff, huh? But I agree, that sounds like a 
pretty easy thing to start with, and it’d be good for the kids to learn, and I certainly feel 
knockin’ away someone twice your size is a good confidence booster. So sure, let’s start with 
that.” He smiled and crossed his arms, winking. “So you wanna explain the movement to 
the kids before we demonstrate, or should I?”

“You go ahead first with it. You’re better with the kids than I am.” Zerrex said softly, 
smiling a bit, and the Dragokkaren laughed a bit before nodding and relaxing back on the 
spot a bit, glancing around at the students before clearing his throat as his son watched him 
with almost rapt attention, and Requiem smiled faintly as he looked from one to the other, 
then refocused his attention on his older brother with warm eyes.

Well, first off, this is best used when someone is taking a wide swing at you, or even 
when they’re trying to grab or charge.” He explained, gesturing and making sure to look 
around at all the students, as if to make sure they were aware they were all being included. 
“Even certain kinds of kicks, but this is mostly best for wider, hooking kinds of 
movements and unskilled grapple attacks or attempts by someone to seize you or hit you 
high up.

“First, we want to set ourselves in a ready position, and remember, as always, to stay 
calm… to not give in to the automatic panic or fear that we all feel when someone comes at 
us.” Then he smiled and looked around at the class amusedly. “Or at least that I feel.” That 
earned a bit of a laugh from the students and some hesitant smiles, and then he continued 
on easily as he idly stretched out one arm in a windmill motion. “But when the person takes 
the swing at us or attempts to grab, we want to quickly backstep out of the way: but at the 
last moment, just after we pass out of their reach, we want to stop ourselves on our feet by 
planting them firmly and throwing our body weight forwards.

“Then we duck and simply launch ourselves at the enemy, shoulder first, aiming at about 
chest level and keeping low. It’s a fairly difficult tactic to master, even though it’s just a 
combination of two basic movements, so it’ll take you some time to get the timing down… 
learning how to reverse your momentum is the hardest part.” He paused and smiled around 
at the class again, crossing his arms and nodding firmly. “But if you can learn this trick, 
then you’ll have learned how to properly time your movements and the way that momentum 



can affect your body, both positively and negatively. It’s also the first step to learning how to 
control our center of gravity, which I’ll get more into in later lessons. It seems my son 
picked a great move for us to start in on learning.”

He paused and winked across at Zerrex, who blushed a bit and rubbed the back of his 
head embarrassedly, then Eclipse smiled again and tilted his head. “So kid, you want to get 
into position? Actions always speak louder than words, after all… and I think our students 
will get a lot more out of actually seeing the different ways the tactic is used than just 
listenin’ to me prattle on, ‘fore we get them to practice it themselves.”

“Alright… I’ll try not to hit you too hard.” Zerrex responded with a slight smile, then he 
turned to face his father, raising his hands in front of himself defensively in a basic ready 
position, one leg slightly out in front of himself and tensed. At the same time, Eclipse 
turned to face him full-on and he rose his own hands, then his son gave a quick nod to 
show he was ready.

Immediately, Eclipse ran forwards, cocking one arm back obviously and keeping his 
body fairly straight, then he threw a wide hook punch aimed at Zerrex’s head. The 
Drakkaren smiled inwardly at the easy, wide movements as he launched his weight 
backwards, letting his feet leave the floor for a moment as he ducked downwards at the 
same time, body bending as he leaned forwards, and then he caught himself on his toes as 
Eclipse’s swing went wide and high over his head.

His boots scraped against the mat beneath him for a moment, and then he suddenly 
launched himself forwards with a grunt, twisting his body slightly and lowering his head so 
his shoulder smashed into Eclipse’s chest, a wall of firm muscle and scale hidden beneath 
the cloth of his shirt. One arm went out, ready to strike or catch another punch or attempt 
to grab his back, and the other remained crossed over his chest to block any knees or lower 
blows… but instead of countering, Eclipse let himself grunt and stagger backwards, 
pinwheeling his arms for balance before stopping himself with one firmly-planted leg 
behind him.

Zerrex straightened, and then his illusionary father did the same, and they exchanged a 
smile as the kids whispered amongst each other: both knew that both could have easily 
continued or countered the movement at any point, but it was an excellent exercise and 
beginner tactic for the little kids to learn… that and the chance of them facing a bully with 
any talent whatsoever other than in just swinging his fists wildly was unlikely. The two faced 
each other, then they shared a respectful nod before Eclipse cleared his throat and looked 
around at the students. “So, as you can see, it’s effective even for knocking away people 
larger than you, especially if you hit them when they’re off-balance. So now if everyone will 
pair up, then Requiem will start the exercise and later on, Zerrex and myself will assist as 
well.”

Requiem took the hint and nodded, and then Eclipse walked over and threw a friendly 
arm around his son’s shoulders, leading him off to one side of the room by the coats with a 
smile, and the two sat down against the wall together, father relaxing as Zerrex looked at 
him oddly and felt another lump in his throat, and then the Dragokkaren looked down and 



laughed softly and he brought one knee up and rested his crossed wrists on it. “Gods, 
Light. I’ll never cease to admire your courage… coming here, not knowing what to expect, 
and then facing me when all you have of your father are these horrible, bad memories of a 
twisted bastard with no love for anyone in the world, including himself.”

I trusted mom… or at least, the reconstruction of her in my mind.” Zerrex replied 
softly, and then he laughed a bit and rubbed the back of his head slowly, glancing down and 
blushing. “Yeah, I admit, I was worried, because… you know. But Requiem explained it to 
me, who you are, but that you still retain-”

Every memory you have of Narrius. So in a way I know how he thinks… as much as 
you understand him, anyway, and both tainted by your biases but also from a purely 
observational, uninhibited point of view, too.” Eclipse replied softly, and Zerrex tilted his 
head as the Dragokkaren smiled a bit. “No, I can’t tell you exactly what Narrius is 
thinking… just like how you’ll never see any of the dark or secret parts of either Requiem 
or your mother in this illusionary world. All I know is what you know… built from every 
movement and memory of  Narrius that you’ve seen and experienced.”

Zerrex nodded slowly: it was hard as hell to understand, but he think he got it, in a basic 
sense. “So… what I know of them, what I understood about them… but… you’d never be 
able to tell me a bank account number or anything like that? But you could tell me… 
anything they’d told me, or make educated guesses about… their emotions, their thoughts, 
and what they felt when they did an action, based on… my subconscious understanding of 
their tone, words, body language, and all that other psychological crap?”

I never knew why you thought you weren’t smart…” Eclipse said softly, and he looked at 
Zerrex with a pride that made the Drakkaren blush and look down. Then his illusionary 
father nudged him gently before laughing a bit. “But you got it, kid.” A pause, and a 
hesitation. “But remember. Not all of this is a hundred percent. You could have 
misinterpreted because of the way your own mind works or your emotions process things, 
and even though every memory is crisp and clear – we’re built of things that you would 
never have access to in your own conscious mind, but Drake has ironically opened up a lot 
of weird paths in possessing you – some memories might be wrong, or there could be other 
forms of interference, too. For instance, any drugs that Narrius might have ordered tested 
on you could mess with your long-term memory.”

The smaller reptile nodded slowly, looking down, then he laughed a bit and glanced up 
at his illusionary father; the father he’d always wanted, but never even had a glimpse of. 
“Well… I guess the first obvious question is this. Why wouldn’t Narrius mass-produce 
nephilim like Drake?”

Eclipse looked down thoughtfully, then he said slowly: “One thing about your… your 
father… is that he’s not stupid. So he knows not to take stupid risks… and although 
soldiers imbued with nephilim like Drake that could give them… I dunno, powers of 
regeneration or the ability to slip through even the smallest of cracks… they would also 
become dangerous if they turned against Narrius. But moreover, the way Drake put it to 
you yesterday, it sounds like they have different obvious vulnerabilities for the most part 



that would make them useless. It also sounds like they were originally all designed to work 
in tandem with each other, but that Hellabos weaponized them and separated them from 
working in a single body. There must be some sort of defect in their systems… and 
Narrius must have all variety of  other genetically-superior soldier already concocted.

But that isn’t even the most important point.” He said firmly, and looked up to meet 
Zerrex’s eyes evenly. “The question shouldn’t be why doesn’t he mass produce them… but if 
they’re so powerful, why doesn’t he use Drake himself ?”

Zerrex frowned at this, then he looked down, rubbing at his head slowly. “I… he would 
only do that if it was too dangerous for him…” he said slowly. “And Drake said Narrius 
was a wellspring of dark energy… so Drake obviously has a few nasty side-effects he’s not 
mentioning to me and there must be some chance of possession or something as well. 
Maybe he’s afraid that if  he uses Drake himself, Drake won’t listen…”

Eclipse nodded, then he smiled a bit. “But remember. This is Narrius we’re talking 
about… and like I said, he isn’t stupid. Quite the opposite… his tactics, skills in battle, and 
even general knowledge all exceeded even Requiem’s, and dealing with him requires thinking 
outside the box. Drake is being used right now to keep you in a coma… and your body is 
being experimented on. All the other nephilim are likely placed in other bodies, and also 
being experimented on… and all for some unknown genetic strengthening purpose.”

Then the Drakkaren blinked slowly and looked up. “He’s… he’s trying to figure out a 
way to unite the nephilim in one body, isn’t he? It’s not just my body he’s dealing with… he 
wants to perfect these… intangible weapons and unite them into his own body.”

“That would be my guess.” Eclipse smiled slightly as he looked at Zerrex’s expression of 
horror. “Well, it’s obviously taking him a lot longer than expected, so there’s probably 
something there frustrating him… and my guess is that the nephilim are all currently more 
corrosive and parasitic than symbiotic. And Drake must be the most important one… and 
I’ll give you the answer for this question.

Not only is Drake capable of possessing the mind… he can split into two pieces, 
physical and mental. And as he also said, he gets to run freely through the bloodstream, 
whereas the other nephilim are restricted to certain body parts, and they die if separated 
from their host body, along with the host.” A pause and a quiet laugh. “Drake, likely, then 
serves as the connecting point between all the different nephilim and as a strange type of 
regulator himself… maybe he’s like the highway or transit system, working in the 
bloodstream, between stations… the nephilim. Connecting them together, and letting them 
work together and increasing their powers. 

Think of a large kingdom not connected by roads… it means that every town is on its 
own, vulnerable, and forced to defend itself, using its own weapons and soldiers and 
methods… but then you lay down the tracks for a super rail line. And what happens?”

They can share everything… all their weaponry, all their knowledge, all their soldiers… 
and all the information. Combine their powers, and unite into an empire the size of… who 
knows…” Zerrex said softly, looking down and shaking his head slowly. “And Drake would 



be messenger too… maybe that’s why he can split into two pieces. The physical rail line, 
like you said… and the mental engineer. The person who communicates back and forth 
between all the stations, all the nephilim, and the host body, the king and castle… the 
general who gives the orders.”

Eclipse nodded and looked up at the ceiling idly. “So Narrius put Drake in you for 
experimentation in controlling him, because you have the strongest physical body available, 
apart from his own. And not only will he get to work on Drake, he’ll get to work on you, 
and Drake will keep you comatose for… well… forever, in his mind, until he wants to 
dispose of  you. He’s not killing two birds with one stone, but maybe a dozen…”

Zerrex snorted at this, and muttered angrily under his breath: “Classic Narrius…” 
Then, when Eclipse glanced at him, he shook his head slowly. “So maybe Drake knows 
this… and either he doesn’t like being experimented on, or doesn’t like the idea of being a 
courier service for Narrius and the other nephilim who he probably figures he’s stronger 
than.”

Eclipse looked quietly amused at this, wrapping an arm amiably around his shoulders 
and squeezing his son gently, making Zerrex start and glance up at him in surprise. “Well, 
you’re smarter than you think, and you’re doing good to keep alive through all this and keep 
busy. You’ve even completely rearranged the illusionary world here to your liking… but you 
better get going, okay? This is the first day… the first trial.” A pause, and he nudged his son 
quietly with his shoulder. “And there’s someone outside who wants to see you and might be 
able to help you out a bit more if  you talk with her.”

Zerrex blinked at his father as he stood and smiled down at him, then he helped the 
Drakkaren up to his feet before walking over to the class, which was all practicing the basic 
knockback move. He frowned a bit, then shrugged and shook his head before turning and 
leaving the class, his mind full of other questions… before blinking as he saw Cherry 
standing there, grinning widely at him.

This, however, was the Cherry he knew from reality… except her body was a bit thinner, 
she was a few inches taller, and not quite as muscular. She was clad in the same kind of 
clothes she’d been wearing as the likely sixteen-year-old version of herself, though… except 
instead of jeans material, she had on a tight leather vest and tighter leather pants that all 
but shined. And the black shirt she wore covered most of her upper body, only a bit too 
small for her but still clinging to her breasts ridiculously-tightly.

The vest, however, was a thick military model and inscribed on the upper left breast not 
with the logo of the Goth Legion, but instead the word “RAVEN” in gold block letters, 
the R slightly larger than the others and with a long line branching out from the second leg 
and underlining the other letters. She also had a black hat on with a short brim over her 
eyes, with the same word writ upon it in the same style.

He smiled a bit as he glanced down: at least the motorcycle boots were the same. But 
when she saw him, she snapped to attention with a grin, slamming an arm across her breasts 
– making them jiggle on purpose, he bet – in salute and saying crisply: “Special Officer 
Cherry Blossom, reporting for duty Captain Ravenlight, sir!”



“It’s been a while since I’ve been called that.” Zerrex said softly, and it brought back both 
memories good and bad, that made a shiver roll along his spine as he looked at her idly. 
Then he nodded and gave a short, dismissive wave with one hand – the gesture for ‘at ease.’ 
Cherry immediately relaxed… which for her met letting one arm rest easy, and putting her 
hand on the butt of  the plain handgun at her hip. “Didn’t expect to find you here, though.”

That’s fuckin’ insulting.” she replied immediately, but her eyes sparkled with 
entertainment before she turned and strutted towards the door, hips swaying enticingly… 
although Zerrex was so used to this, that instead he found himself glancing over the massive 
sniper rifle on her back instead of the reptile’s massive booty. Cherry tossed an irritated 
glance over her shoulder at this, then she rolled her eyes. “Of course you haven’t changed 
any. Come on, be like any other guy and look at my ass!”

She proceeded to wiggle the aforementioned body part back and forth like a child, and 
Zerrex snorted laughter as Cherry smiled over her shoulder and winked: this was an 
obviously-more relaxed, less-corrupted version of the female. Then she opened the door 
and walked out onto the street, and Zerrex followed her, his coat appearing on his body 
once more – and by now, the Drakkaren had grown so used to these manipulations of his 
pseudo-reality that he didn’t even recognize he was making them.

They walked side-by-side down the sidewalk together in amiable, soft silence, Zerrex 
tossing looks at her, but neither needing to say anything: he knew they were going 
somewhere together, and that he’d find out where in time. And then suddenly the street 
sloped upwards a bit, and they walked from snowy road to a hot, stone rooftop in the 
jungle. 

Zerrex blinked, looking back and forth, then he walked slowly forwards and realized that 
he was standing atop a yellow-brick tower in Hez’Ranna’s capital city of Uroboros. And it 
was hot here… but turning around, he saw an access ramp and a snowy mix of cities 
behind him, in which the white stuff was still gently falling from the sky… but it was like 
he had stepped across some invisible border and into another world, where the wind wasn’t 
blowing, it was morning instead of some cloudy afternoon, and where no snow would ever 
cross into.

Cherry, meanwhile, was sitting on the edge of the rooftop, looking out over the stone 
city that was pockmarked with patches of nature, the twisted, catacombic streets that led 
off into jungle wilderness, and to the distant horizon where the sun was slowly rising… 
and then she smiled faintly Zerrex as he took a few steps forwards and said softly: “It’s 
beautiful, huh? But look closer…”

And the Drakkaren nodded before doing so… and he frowned quietly as he noticed the 
cracks running through the stone… the fallen ancient relics… and then the burning trees in 
the distance, a wildfire that was spreading through the forest. And as he watched, featureless 
Dragokkaren in black armor spilled into the streets like a plague, marching in tandem down 
the cobblestone roads, and tanks rolled into position in the square – squat, ugly things, and 
many with massive, portable mortars attached to platforms on top with a gunner ready to 
load and fire the huge long-distance weapon.



The fires slowly drew closer, ripping through the jungle, and out from the edge of the 
blaze walked Narrius, but in this world, Zerrex saw through the charming exterior and 
instead his true form was revealed. A cruel, twisted, misshapen beast, a drooling demon 
with fangs too big for his maw, and crimson eyes that rolled in his head, hands gnarled and 
bent into long bone claws as he walked forwards, naked but for a plain loincloth. He walked 
forwards, grinning viciously, towering above the army, and then he held up both his hands, 
and strange wooden crosses appeared in them…

Zerrex frowned, not understanding… and then he saw the strings coming down from 
them, attached to wooden marionettes: one of a male, and the other a female Dragokkaren. 
They danced and twisted to his will, and in response, the Hez’Ranna army shifted and 
moved as well in step, and the beast-Narrius roared laughed before flicking his wrists 
upwards, and the entire army rose their weapons to the sky before firing mindlessly in a 
single, great volley that echoed through the world, as the forest was consumed by flames: 
and in the distance, explosions filled the horizon from mortar shells slamming into the 
earth and bombs going off, and Zerrex clenched his eyes shut with a snarl, raising his hands 
to his head and clutching his ivory hair as he shouted: “No!”

When he opened his eyes again, he was looking once more at Hez’Ranna, back to its 
beautiful, natural state, the stone buildings once more gleaming, the jungle swaying in a 
gentle breeze and the sound of unevolved animals filling the air… and he turned to look at 
Cherry, who was quietly polishing her rifle, looking down at it silently, the gleaming metal 
reflecting her sorrowful expression. Then she finally spoke in a soft, gentle voice: “That’s 
what this world will become, Zerrex… and that’s what you have to face. A monster who has 
the control of… God, who the fuck knows how many soldiers in his hands… and I’m here 
to say it’s nothing you can face alone. And nothing you’ll have to face alone…”

But… what if the others… are…” Zerrex trembled a bit, then he sat down heavily on 
the stone roof, brushing his hair back in an anxious, tired gesture as he stared at the ground, 
sighing raggedly. “Fuck…”

Fuck is right.” Cherry agreed, then she easily holstered the huge sniper rifle on her back 
without a glance, the rag in her hand vanishing into thin air as she walked over and then 
simply sat in his lap, putting her muzzle end-to-end with his as she looked up at him and 
wrapping her arms tight around his neck. Zerrex flinched back a bit, looking surprised, and 
she smiled faintly up at him. “Okay, lesson time, asshole. Lessons you already know, but 
haven’t processed into your conscious self yet. Before we get to the hard stuff… easy 
question one. You know I was jealous and envious of Cindy every now and then… do you 
know why?”

Because I… no. It can’t be because she ended up being my wife… because… you 
rejected that…” Zerrex looked down with a frown tracing over his features, and Cherry 
smiled a bit. Most people would think he was feeling a wave of self-pity… but she knew he 
was only trying to think and sort through his own thoughts. The Drakkaren, after all, wasn’t 
good at all in dealing with his emotions.



Then he looked back up, hesitated, blushed a bit, and finally forced himself to answer by 
remembering this was really just an object he’d created in his mind, and it probably knew 
what he was thinking already. “Because you… envied that she was my daughter, since that’s 
what you’d wanted to be to me in your own screwed up way?”

Yeah, that’s right.” Cherry said softly, and she squeezed him firmly around the neck as 
she pushed her head against his chest for a moment, then she drew back and met his eyes 
with a smile. “Hey, is it really such a surprise or big deal? I had a crappy relationship with 
my dad… and so did you. The difference, though, is that I went looking for a father 
figure… and you, instead…”

She softened, then reached up and gently stroked his face, going on in a more 
compassionate voice: “You decided you didn’t need any idols… and took the harder path. 
Instead of looking for someone to cling on to… you felt… so betrayed, and so out of 
hope and luck that you turned away from everyone… but even though sure, that wasn’t so 
good, you did make a good thing out of those bad feelings and emotions. You decided you 
were going to be the best you could goddamn be, and you did it, Zer. You might not want 
to admit it, but even though you’re a fuckin’ bastard at times, you’ve taken your fight with 
God and Fate and whatever fucked you over big time in givin’ you Narrius as your daddy to 
the next level… you decided you were going to be there for everyone else, got the messiah 
complex without ODing on it. Because whereas most of the people who do that are too 
weak and just want to feed their own egos… you really, truly did want to help everyone 
who put even a bit of light or happiness in you, because you ain’t never got that yourself 
from anyone before. And since you couldn’t explain it in words, and maybe couldn’t even 
face it, you gave all you could to try and make those people happy.

You became a father figure to me from almost the start, Zerrex… you taught me, you 
comforted me, you loved me – and yeah, fucked me too, which daddies probably shouldn’t 
do with their daughters and is generally not acceptable in most cultures – and you were… 
just… there for me.” She laughed a bit and shook her head slowly, looking down. “And 
when Cindy… she got to be the real thing to you? Damn, but… damn. That pissed me off 
to no end… I was the one who’d stuck through with you forever, you know? I was the one 
who’d always been there with you, for years… and she, the product of some random rape, 
gets you as Daddy after all those years of  not even knowing your name or face.

“And you know, I think a lot of people have felt that way about you. You just… have a 
presence. You’re shy in your own way, but you’re also willing to listen to… to anyone, if 
they want to talk. And you don’t turn your back, or judge, or… anything like that. And 
once you know someone’s willing to change, or to listen, no matter what… then you get 
into teaching, and you’re a hardass, but you do it well, too.” She shook her head and smiled 
a bit. “So wife, equal… too much for me. Bitch was a good second to daughter… so I 
decided to stick with that, and it let me fuck you more often and be underneath you too, 
which I also liked. I like being your subordinate, taking orders… and maybe it’s also like… 
I don’t ever have to grow up doing this, too. I’ll always be here…I’ll always be the soldier, 
you’ll always be the General.”



Zerrex laughed a bit at this, wanting to argue… but Cherry pushed a finger to his lips 
and shook her head firmly. “Don’t start with me, assfuck. But now you’re going to have to 
use that charisma and ability you got hidden in you for leadership… because like I said, 
Narrius has an army out there. But as with any army, there’s gonna be deserters, and there’ll 
be people who don’t believe in the cause and think what he’s doing is wrong.

So you need to take and find those people… and you need to find the rebels who have 
to be out there, the Dragokkaren who might still believe in superiority, yeah, but who 
recognize that what Narrius wants is to destroy, destroy, destroy, not just dominate, and 
take it through unfair force instead of… uh… however else you prove you’re better 
without… you know, kicking the shit out of someone like a bully.” Cherry coughed and 
faltered, and Zerrex looked at her with faint amusement for a moment before she hugged 
him tight around the neck and squeezed him lightly, looking at him with quiet amusement. 
“Shut your fucking face, bitch.

But as tempting as it might be to find the real versions of us when you return to 
reality… you’re going to be hurting like shit and with Drake likely uncoordinated with you 
in your head, and just in general pain and chaos. So your first move once you get back into 
the real world is going to need to be to get out, and get yourself better, because if you die, 
there’s going to be no one to stop Narrius.” Cherry said evenly, looking into his eyes, and 
then she leaned up and kissed him gently, surprising him.

Then he responded, and their muzzles worked together for a few slow, passionate 
moments, one of her hands playing into his hair and her other staying tight around his 
neck, her body pressing forwards against his and their mouths working lovingly, tongues 
dancing gently… and then they both drew back, and Zerrex hesitated for a few moments 
before nodding slowly. “Alright. I… I’ll do what I can then, to make sure I get out first, and 
to get my health back before I try to rescue the others or lay an assault on their base. 
Everyone’s likely in their own facility by now, too…” He looked down and shook his head 
slowly. “And Narrius will probably… you know, have his own place set up somewhere else. 
I just hope that he hasn’t hurt Marina too badly…”

He seems to have a big investment in Marina.” Cherry responded gently, then she 
squeezed him gently around the neck. “You’ll get the littlest sister back fine, Boss. And I 
know that this time you’ll ice that motherfucker for good.” A pause, then she smiled 
slightly. “But you should head off and get some sleep… you’ve already done a lot today. 
Tomorrow you should likely just relax… and the last day you can take to have some fun 
and let out your stress as best you can before going to do whatever tests Drake has lined up 
for you.”

Thanks.” Zerrex nodded and laughed softly, and then the Drakkaren stood. He began to 
turn away, then stopped and looked back as Cherry reached up and squeezed his shoulder. 
She smiled hesitantly at him, then she leaned up and kissed his cheek before stepping back 
towards the edge of  the building.

And you do know that I always loved you.” She said softly, then she winked and rose her 
hand in a salute before letting herself fall off the edge, and Zerrex looked after her with a 



tremble and sharp thrum run through his chest… before he simply smiled faintly and 
closed his eyes, bowing his head and breathing softly. Even here… she’s gotta show off and 
exit with a bang that gets my heart racing.

As much as he wanted to check to make sure she was okay… he knew that it was just an 
illusion, and that it wouldn’t matter what had happened… and that she’d likely have 
vanished, anyway. So instead he turned to walk back down the road before pausing and 
shrugging, instead just closing his eyes and looking up, inviting sleep and comfort and 
letting himself  fall back…

Then he landed on something soft, and he found himself laying back against a long, soft 
black cushion the size of his body in the middle of a clearing, with trees on all sides of 
him… and he glanced back and forth before smiling faintly as Cindy and Marina came to 
him hand-in-hand, both clad in plain clothes, with Cherry loitering behind them, now 
dressed in an exercise top and jeans instead of her uniform… and they curled up with him 
on one side as Zerrex felt another female and a pair of strong arms from the other side, and 
he didn’t have to open his eyes to know it was his mother and father… and they skies 
swirled above them from sunlight to star-speckled darkness as Zerrex gave the softest of 
sighs and descended once more towards sleep.

Drake, once more, stood at the edge of the clearing… but he was unable to step foot 
inside, repelled by not some invisible protective force, but simply his own terror of being 
caught, as he looked upon something he’d never experienced but felt… a strange, horrible 
longing for. This time, however, he was managing to control his emotions, merely gazing 
instead of crying like he had earlier… and then he snorted softly before turning away and 
letting his body dissolve into the shadows. He needed to fake another report to Mengele, 
who was far sharper than the other idiots he’d been dealing with, and pretend he’d isolated 
Zerrex in the illusionary world when it was really Zerrex who’d trapped him… 

But that was life, wasn’t it? Hard for everyone. And the last thing that flashed was a 
Cheshire-cat grin, a flash of white teeth in what seemed to be nothing but the shadows 
before these too dissolved into sparkling motes of  light.

~~~
Mengele is insane… it’s impossible, no one has ever been able to overpower Drake. Yeah, 

no one has ever even survived with Drake inside them this long with no side effects… but 
ever since that asshole took over… I can’t count the weeks anymore that it’s been. But he’s a 
fucking psychopath. I’m almost tempted to make a complaint to one of the higher-ups or 
even Patriarch Narrius himself, since the king seems to be the only one who can control 
him.

What the fuck are you-! No! You’re… oh fuck, don’t do it, please, just, just get away 
from me! No! Aaaaaagh! You… son… of  a bi-

Did you hear what happened? One of our top scientists, Randall, was making fun of 
Tstegi… and the bastard just drew a gun and shot him to death. Randall was the one 
working on the halos for one of Narrius’s generals, the one working on body control. Yeah, 



I agree. Fucking zombie apocalypse, dear hell. Next he’ll want us building flying saucers and 
abducting pelts to shove electric probes up their asses…

Will someone please, please tell Mengele to not eat his salad at terminal B52-12? He 
got lettuce and dressing all over the keyboard. 

I’m scared that if I tell him, he’ll shoot me. He shot Morin last week for ‘being a twat.’ 
Well, yeah, Morin is a twat, so I don’t feel all that sorry for him.

Patriarch Narrius visited today, to take a look at his son… he says he was impressed by 
our work, and he’s going to deploy more scientists to this section over the coming year for 
more research and development, since it seems that Subject 0’s body can handle a lot more 
damage than we thought possible at first.

Okay, someone please explain to Mengele that we aren’t permitted to hang national 
socialist flags up over the Hez’Ranna flag. Fine, you pussies, I’ll do it.

Um. Anyone see Richard? Oh dear fuck, you’re kidding me. Mengele shot a swastika into 
him?...Please tell me he only has a thirteen round clip.

What the fuck is a luger? Isn’t that like, spit?
We got new orders today… inject Subject 0 with the new hyperactivation enzyme we 

were testing on subject 42 and then inject him with a strain of B-04 cyclovirus with type-2 
bacterial immunity and compliment resistance factors, see if  it kills him.

Subject 0 showed slight respiratory depression for about thirty minutes around eleven-
oh-five last night… than he somehow fought off the virus, even with it boosted by the 
hyper enzyme. Give him a twenty-four hour rest period, then see if he’s still healthy by 
doing a blood screen through transfiber microscope. If he is, wait another hour just to be 
sure, then inject him with uh… okay, ha ha, very funny. Mengele’s blood? And what genius 
wrote one of  the possible symptoms as growing a swastika? Fucking hell…

Mengele… just informed me that he’s been glancing over our security logs, and he’s 
requested a brand new lab team. He says we’ve gotten too comfortable with each other… 
and that he wants us all busy running genetic primers for all possible Drakkai-specific 
superimmunity disorders, and then extract blood, bone marrow, and lympathic fluid from 
subjects 0 through B-23… and once his replacement team shows up, he’s going to fire us… 
and I just want to say that… it’s been great knowing you guys and working with you as core 
chief supervisor, and I… you might have a better chance trying to make a run for it than 
staying here and doing his orders, because I figure he’s going to kill us all… but just so you 
guys know, there’s Enforcers posted at the main exit. I’m gonna… stay and delay Mengele 
or any of his cronies if they show up, give you guys a chance to escape… and… good luck 
if  you’re gonna try and get out.

Hey… you… your name is Zerrex, right? Damn… but you’ve been here a long time. 
Let’s see if we can get you more comfortable… ugh… shit, sorry… those chains are stuck 
firm. But… hey… I don’t know if you can hear me or not with Drake in your head… but 
if you can… I just wanna tell you that… well… sorry ain’t gonna do much, huh? But if 
you ever wake up… 



~~~

Zerrex opened his eyes in the darkness of nothing, sitting up and looking slowly around 
as his own home faded into reality around him – and damn, but didn’t it give him a strange 
sensation of vertigo – before he repeated softly: “Mengele Tstegi had a shuttle terminal 
built in the second basement that runs all the way to the edge of Uroboros with five 
different stops along the way… because he’s scared of being sealed in from above after his 
last experience in the bunker. And if  I ever wake up… then I should go through there.”

And then he remembered gunshots… and Zerrex closed his eyes, reaching up to run his 
hands through his hair nervously. He didn’t know how much was filtering through into his 
mind from his comatose state… but he knew… he was getting some words from the 
scientists who were apparently experimenting on his body. And that he’d been an idiot to 
think that… the time passing here in his mind… was the same as the time outside.

It had been weeks… maybe months in the real world. And Narrius would have moved… 
done… who knew what by now. The reptile clenched his eyes shut, snarling and trembling a 
bit… and then he let out a slow breath, looking down and slumping his shoulders a bit 
before glancing up and frowning a bit. The fact that they were still experimenting on him 
like this… that he was still alive… likely meant they were still at war. And tomorrow he’d 
be leaving here… but for whatever reason, Drake had said again and again, he should test 
his powers, been firm on that…

“So why don’t I do that today… so we can meet as soon as possible tomorrow.” Zerrex 
said softly, then he stood up before closing his eyes… and when he opened his emerald 
irises, he was standing in the middle of his hometown, Valise City, in the downtown 
district. Buildings rose to the sky here, massive office towers and skyscrapers, and cars 
roared by on either side of him as he glanced idly back and forth, then he smiled a bit. If 
he was ever to go on a rampage… this city of bad memories would certainly be a place to 
start.

People walked back and forth on the sidewalks, tossing him looks every now and then as 
his mind remembered every little detail, brought everything into focus… and then he closed 
his eyes as a particular large transport truck roared forwards towards where he stood in the 
center of the road, on the yellow median… and he stepped into the path of the huge 
vehicle before idly putting an arm out.

The horn blared, the tires squealed, and then the truck smashed into his casually 
extended hand… and the entire front of the massive vehicle crumpled, wheels spinning 
crazily as it rocked forwards enough to cause the heavy freight it was pulling on the back to 
bounce into the air, then crash back down on top of another unfortunate car… or rather, 
something else that was just a part of the illusion. Zerrex smiled a bit, white hair falling in 
his eyes as he glanced off in the other direction, removing his hand from the crushed-in 
metal of the truck’s front and letting his arm fall to the side as he glanced at the halted, 
staring idiots in the other lane, still sitting behind the wheels of their cars and gaping 
stupidly… and his eyes settled on the nearest, a beautiful, black Rolls Royce.



The Drakkaren reached his other hand up, and made an idle flicking motion with his 
wrist, one finger pointing at the car, then at the glass tower of an office building… and 
people screamed as the car suddenly flipped through the air as if propelled by some 
ungodly-powerful springboard, spinning rapidly before smashing into the office building 
and sending down a hail of glass shards… and then it simply exploded in a burst of flame 
and metal.

Shrapnel, glass, and blood hailed all around the reptile, but not a single thing touched 
him as he turned and began to walk idly down the road, letting his mind wander as he 
looked back and forth. People ran screaming from him, and cars crashed, smashed into each 
other, and a few went through the fronts of buildings… then some brave soul drew a gun 
and pointed it at him, shouting in a trembling voice: “Stop, you freak!”

Zerrex merely smiled a bit at him, then said softly: “This is my world.” And for a few 
moments the flabby coyote only looked at him stupidly, before his eyes filled with some 
strange light… and he straightened, then turned and instead began to shoot at running 
civilians, blasting down a female with a baby, knocking holes in the windshield of a car with 
a family of five in it, killing a small boy… before he shoved the gun into his own muzzle 
and blew his brains out as Zerrex watched with only the mildest of  entertainment.

The reptile flexed his hands… then he laughed quietly and looked up, flicking both 
wrists, and the road in front of him erupted forwards like a tidal wave, pavement cracking, 
but seeming to stretch like a rubber mat overtop a huge boulder that rolled along 
underneath it from one end to the other. The people and cars on the road weren’t so lucky, 
instead being flung haphazardly in every direction by the rolling hard concrete, crashing 
into walls of buildings and each other in midair, and those who weren’t lucky enough to 
land on a rooftop or go through a window came down and hit the ground with a hard splat 
and splash of  bright blood.

Then the Drakkaren sighed and closed his eyes. It was strangely… unexciting. He mused 
to himself for a few moments, then smiled slightly and looked at himself idly before 
closing his eyes: and then the screams and sounds of people fleeing, of the fire crackling 
along the building and the yells of males seemed suddenly much quieter as he grinned and 
opened his eyes to look out over the city from his new height of at least a mile tall, massive 
combat boots crushing building beneath them like toys as he surveyed the sprawling city 
with amusement. He reached out towards the tallest tower near him: it only came up to 
about the height of his thigh, and he crushed it without more than a simple flex of his arm 
downwards, laughing softly.

Sure, this was just an illusion… but since Zerrex had often spent most of his life 
towering over other people, he’d wondered every now and then how it would be to be bigger 
than everything else… and he couldn’t help but find it was definitely an interesting concept. 
He strode slowly through the city, crushing houses underneath him as if they were 
constructed of twigs, his sharp emerald eyes picking out people running away the size of 
the smallest termite… and then he got down to a kneel and put his hands out, bringing his 



face down near the ground to peer at a road teeming with these fleeing peoples… and he 
was amused to find that he could still barely make them out as they fled.

Then he straightened, and for a while, he enjoyed the feeling of walking through Valise, 
crushing buildings like toys, batting down others cheerfully with amusement… but after 
half  an hour or so, he mused and looked up, wondering what else he could do.

Then an idea came to him, and he concentrated, then once more found himself back at 
his normal height and standing instead on the top battlements of the front of a castle, and 
across from him was Kaiser Man, one of the superheroes he’d hated as a kid because he’d 
been able to do anything and was indestructible… and Zerrex grinned slowly as the purple-
suited canine looked at him oddly. “Well, now I’m the one with all the powers…” he 
muttered, then he cracked his knuckles slowly as he started forwards.

From that point on, Zerrex’s reign of terror in his own mind went through a hundred 
different phases, as he executed every wish he had ever had in that illusionary reality: he 
killed for pleasure, he knocked down buildings with just his fists, he became the master of a 
world of his own, with a thousand slaves at his disposal, he kicked and killed every 
politician, bully, and asshole he’d ever met, and he enjoyed his limitless power to the fullest 
extent… but finding always that it never truly fulfilled him. And then finally, the strangest 
of feelings ran through him, and he frowned a bit as he stood in the middle of a desert 
with Blackheart hanging from one hand and a thousand dead soldiers around him – he’d 
reenacted a scene from a video game he and Cherry had frustrated themselves for hours on, 
but never been able to beat, and thus had resulted in them throwing it in the blender while 
Cindy had muttered about how immature they were – and he shrugged before closing his 
eyes and merely letting the thought take course, take hold, and guide him.

And then he found himself standing back in Johnny’s room, in the illusionary house, 
weaponless, dressed in his normal clothing… and he looked back and forth thoughtfully 
before rubbing idly at the back of his neck. Then he shook his head slowly before smiling a 
bit and glancing down at his hands as he rose them. “Is that what I want to do? She’s an 
illusion, though, fake, like all the rest… and yet… I feel that much a kinship?”

He laughed quietly at himself, at his own strange feelings… probably something Cindy 
or Marina had inspired in him, really. Then he straightened and nodded a bit before leaving 
and heading down the stairs and out the door, once more letting his feet do their trick and 
guide him to the destination.

The house wasn’t that far away, thankfully… only a block… and then he slowly knocked 
thrice, and Reia opened the door after a few moments before blinking and staring at his 
chest, then slowly up at him. Zerrex coughed and blushed – it was so damned ridiculous to 
feel embarrassed in this false reality, but here he was, embarrassed – and then he smiled a 
bit and spread his arms, saying quietly: “Hey, Reia. I just wanted to stop in before… I…” 

And he couldn’t bring himself to say it… but as she simply stared, he stepped forwards 
and quietly hugged her against his powerful form, and she lay against him for a moment 
before pushing his hands against his chest and looking up at him softly, saying quietly: 
“Johnny? Is that… really you?”



Yeah. It’s really me.” Zerrex said softly, and he felt a strange sensation run through him 
as he looked down at her and smiled a bit. “My question though… is that really you?”

She blinked, and then he reached up and gently touched her face, and she twitched and 
flinched back, clenching her eyes shut as a strange thrill ran through her form… before she 
stepped back, reaching out to catch herself on the doorway to stop herself from falling. But 
she grabbed nothingness, instead, and then Zerrex caught her shoulder and steadied her, 
and she opened her eyes – a bit bluer now – before blinking stupidly and looking slowly 
around.

They were standing in a grassy field, that stretched as far as the eye could see… and in 
the distance were some mountains, but otherwise, it was just grass… and a few strange-
looking cherry trees around which grew small bunches of black roses. She straightened 
slowly as Zerrex gently let go of her, before frowning a bit and then blinking as she looked 
over herself, whispering: “The hell…”

Zerrex smiled slightly; the female was a bit taller, her body a bit lither, form not really 
more shapely, but that was fine… she was good-looking enough to begin with, in his 
opinion. Her scales had become slightly more lustrous but darker, and the thick hair-scales 
on her head were longer… her ears had a bit more of a canine look now, and her horns had 
lengthened as well.

The biggest changes, really, were her clothes… a tight black top that had no back to it, 
letting her spread her wings if need be in any situation… and a pair of tight blue jeans with 
a western-style belt instead of the tan pants she’d been wearing, along with combat boots 
akin to the reptile’s on her feet. And the only thing she wore now was a dark leather choker 
around her neck. She frowned and looked over herself, tugging at this last a bit, then 
glanced around before coughing and finally looking up at him, asking faintly: “So uh. Am I 
dreaming, did you drug me, or… am I just… crazy?”

She hesitated at the end, seeming to fear the last was true, and Zerrex snorted before 
nudging her lightly and looking quietly amused. “You’re fine. I just… changed the scenery 
around a bit and stuff.” He paused, then looked down thoughtfully, as he tried to figure out 
how to explain this to her. Sure, he could just will her to believe… but… that would 
almost be like cheating. And then he paused as he realized there was another way around 
it… and he smiled a bit as he glanced up at her as she looked at him with a concerned 
frown and her arms crossed.

“You’ve been asleep a long time.” He said finally, and she blinked, but the Drakkaren 
only laughed softly and shook his head, motioning around at the world. “This isn’t real, any 
of this… it’s just… a creation of the mind. That’s why I’m able to change it… because I’m 
just part of  that illusion too.” 

A strange chill rolled through the reptile as he realized what he could be saying… really 
could be true. But that led down the dangerous path of philosophy again, and he wanted to 
stay the hell away from there as much as possible. So he cleared his throat a bit as she 
frowned at him disbelievingly, and instead met her eyes as he said softly: “Didn’t you ever 
feel that you didn’t belong here? That… this world wasn’t something you should experience? 



Sure, you’ve done great over your life… better than I have, as we know…” He smiled 
slightly at this, because the irony was, he didn’t know… it just seemed that Johnny would 
likely be as screwed up as him. “But you’ve had it rough, too.

You don’t belong here anymore though…” he said gently, and the dragoness shook her 
head slowly before beginning to back away, raising her hands and looking back and forth 
before swallowing, then looking at him angrily.

No! You’re wrong!” she shouted, and then snarled and turned in a wide circle, beginning 
to walk away. Then she seemed to realize that she had nowhere to go, and so instead she 
stopped, covered her face with one hand, turned back around and walked back towards him, 
trembling a bit as Zerrex simply looked at her softly. He let her work through it as she 
walked back and forth, like she wanted to just run away from it all and not believe, but then 
she came back… and he wondered quietly what it would be like to be told this. Was he 
torturing her? And from her actions… was he lying to her? Or was she… “What is going 
on, Johnny?”

And she was looking up at him almost pleadingly, although she grabbed his shirt and her 
teeth were grit in near-fury… but then he reached up and touched her face gently, staying 
calm, and he pulled her against him as he wrapped his other arm around her. She resisted 
for a few moments, and then slumped against him, and the rage faded out of her as she 
simply clung on to him. He swayed quietly with her, closing his eyes and speaking softly as 
he bowed his head. “It’s been hard, hasn’t it? Not… getting that normal life. Treated like 
crap and… even when you were popular, not fitting in. Feeling… scared and out of the 
right body all the time, and covering it up as best you could. Responding in the only way 
you know how, and sayin’ things you regret later…

And now, when things are going alright with everything in your life, you’ve got someone 
special, and you’re going on, pursuing your dreams, and you seem to have… someone you 
can rely on, you get told that you have to give it all up and leave this bad dream for a worse 
reality.” Zerrex said quietly, and he realized that… he wasn’t talking to her at all. He was 
just talking to himself… and he clung onto her silently, wanting her to be real, almost 
willing it to be real, just for the selfish reason of wanting to be able to stay in the illusion, 
not wanting to step up to the plate again… but knowing he’d have to nonetheless. He’d 
have to go home, and face the destruction and carnage in his real world… and leave this 
being in his mind who he’d locked onto as real, who seemed a different person, who seemed 
more real than everyone else… alone in some dark place of his mind he had never tended 
to. Whether Reia was real or just a creation of his mind, then he felt sorry he’d never been 
there for her, even if  they’d never met or crossed paths.

He looked down for a few silent moments, then laughed quietly. “And why am I the one 
to do this? Only you know the question to that.” He looked down into her eyes quietly as 
she drew her head back to look up at him, then he leaned down to gently kiss her cheek. 
Sure, originally, he’d probably wanted to have sex with her… but now it seemed more 
important to keep her calm and alright. And she only continued to look at him, like she 
wanted to whisper something… and he merely smiled a bit before reaching up to stroke 



gently under her chin. “Hey, save it for when you get out of here. And I’ll tell you one 
thing… life is what you make it, but you really should try and be a bit more open and take 
some more risks with certain people.”

Zerrex began to slowly step backwards, and Reia began to fade out with the reality 
around her as she looked after him, clasping her hands together between her breasts and her 
eyes overbright, her expression radiant even if it was filled with sorrow… and then Zerrex 
rose a hand slowly and smiled a bit, feeling a tear roll down his cheek. And the words that 
came next… he had no idea what they meant, just that they were right. “I didn’t love you 
because I thought you were perfect… it was as much for your flaws as your beauties. But at 
least promise you’ll work on some of your problems a bit when you wake up, no matter 
how scared it makes you, huh? I promise you’ll feel better if  you do.”

And then Reia started towards him, saying something, but it was too late… and then 
Zerrex was once more surrounded by darkness, and alone, and he felt a strange weight 
slump down on him even as another left him. He glanced back and forth quietly, then 
rubbed the back of his head slowly before reaching up to rub the tear from his face… and 
then staring at his hand as he saw it was blood.

He stared at this for a moment… and then a crack of agony blasted through his head, 
and he snarled in pain, grabbing his skull and falling to his knees, letting out a yell, before 
pain smashed into him again like a sledgehammer, and he heard… so many yelling voices…

And then he collapsed, twitching once as his eyes rolled up into his head, and he faded 
into the darkness as well.

~~~
Drake is resisting the removal process. He says to give him more time… we tried to 

forcefully extract him, but it caused minor damage to the cerebral cortex and frontal lobe of 
the subject. We’ve also detected increased intracranial pressure. We’ve inserted a shunt and 
we’re performing molecular reconstruction surgery to correct the brain damage right now.

Response time is still a bit slow, but his brain is 98% functional. The last two percent 
will regenerate on its own as we’ve modified his already-impressive regenerative abilities to 
include areas not normally capable of  rejuvenation.

Herr Mengele will be pleased. His enhancement protocols are showing remarkable 
effects. Inform him immediately of  the results of  the latest synapses analysis.

The war is taking too long. Casualties are mounting… Patriarch Narrius and Herr 
Mengele both want the nephilim research going faster. Start phase three trials on Subject 0. 
Gorgon is being confined to Ruined Abyss because of her increased violence. It ripped 
apart two of  its keepers yesterday while they were trying to feed her. 

Mengele wants to tattoo him with a coded swastika, in case he ever escapes. He says the 
likelihood is low, but it could be a good idea anyway. That way if he ever does manage to 
break free, we’ll be able to track him down with a wide-range thermal or magnetic search. 
He also believes that it’ll cause many of the rebels who see it to shoot first and ask 
questions later, with the animosity it will cause.



Herr Mengele…

Patriarch Narrius…
The  king wants us to start a new project… the war is taking far too long. The 

codename for the project is Godsmite… it’s a genetic virus that will be programmed to 
wipe out all non-Drakkai… a nearly impossible project, but Herr Mengele seems to be 
looking forwards to it with excitement…

~~~
Zerrex woke up once more in Johnny’s room, blinking slowly as he straightened up, then 

he glanced back and forth before blinking and rubbing slowly at his white locks… before 
he heard a dry snort from above and looked up to see Drake half-emerged from the ceiling, 
arms crossed, his own energy-formed hair defying gravity and staying hanging over his face 
and head as he looked down at the reptile with something like irritation. “So I take it you’re 
ready to go already? Speeding up your plans and all with yesterday.”

The Drakkaren nodded, and Drake gave a mumble before bringing his legs down 
through the ceiling and landing on his feet, clad in his pristine suit and his dark scales 
almost glowing. Then he closed his eyes before opening them and giving a dry laugh as a 
twister of black energy rose up around him. “Go downstairs and through the crawlspace, 
and you’ll find the reverse world… get yourself through there, and I’ll do the rest and wake 
you up. Unfortunately, I can’t help you out at all there… so I hope you got balls enough to 
make it through yourself.”

Then, before Zerrex could even say anything, Drake and the tornado of dark energy 
both vanished into thin air, and the reptile cursed under his breath before standing 
uncertainly. He looked back and forth, then muttered irritably: “Well, thanks for helping 
out, asshole.”

He had to admit, however, the idea of a ‘reverse world’ in his mind made him just a tad 
bit nervous: it could mean a lot of things, and none of them were particularly pleasant. He 
paused as he thought to himself about what we should prepare, just in case… and then he 
closed his eyes and concentrated for a moment.

Then he felt a familiar weight on his back, and at his waist, and he grinned a bit as he 
looked down at the twin .52’s now hanging at his hips. And he could feel Blackheart resting 
comfortably on him as well… and he took a slow breath, rolling his shoulders before 
leaving Johnny’s room for the last time, glancing once over his shoulder and then heading 
down the stairs and then down the last short set into the basement. 

He stood for a few long moments at the entrance to the crawlspace… a wooden door 
with a knob, more a tightly-fitting board than anything else, standing slightly-pushed out 
from the wall. Then he reached forwards, feeling the same dark chill he’d felt earlier, and he 
tugged it lightly open and placed it gently aside, before kneeling down and peering inside 
into a musty, earthen tunnel. Zerrex made a bit of a face, then he sighed and crawled in, 
moving with a lumbering, scratchy gate over several thick but dirty plastic sheets, looking 



back and forth at the stacks of junk he was barely able to fit between as he wrinkled his 
muzzle at the smell.

Then he touched dry earth, and found himself crawling not on sheeting anymore, but 
mouldy, disgusting dirt, into a wider area… and he wondered for a few moments if Drake 
was just screwing with him before something slammed behind him, and he was left in 
untainted darkness, with no more light streaming in from the opening. He looked back and 
forth, feeling almost panicked by the tight space, the horrible smell and the 
uncompromising dark… and then he was suddenly falling through the air. 

The reptile flailed his limbs madly as he fell through what seemed like nothingness, 
snarling, and then he suddenly slammed into hard, cold stone with a grunt, almost 
smashing his head on the ground but barely managing to catch himself on his hands and 
knees. He felt hard asphalt bite into them though, as a road appeared beneath his hands… 
and he realized this was the first time he’d felt pain in this world.

He blinked, then slowly stood, glancing down to see the knees of his black jeans ripped, 
and his hands were scraped raw and bloody… and then he looked up… and he couldn’t 
repress a shudder as he realized where he was, and what this ‘reverse world’ was. It was like a 
sick joke… and Zerrex snorted quietly before grinning coldly, looking down and shaking 
his head slowly. This… this was a world that his conscious mind never could control, but 
that he had used to always walk in…

The sky was red, and the buildings in the distance were black, charred skeletons, jagged 
as they twisted up towards the sky… and Zerrex stood on a bridge of dark, cracked stone 
that was twisted and broken in places, with a river of blood flowing beneath it. It had 
shattered down the middle, and the reptile stood on the half that remained upright… the 
other half had already fallen into the thrashing red froth below. There was no sun, no 
moon, no source of light… but everywhere that red-tinted glow, and trees bent and seemed 
to curl away from the sky, dead branches that offered no shade and instead moved without 
wind, no leaves upon any of  them.

Slowly, the reptile walked forwards, along the dark path of the damaged road, 
pockmarked here and there in places and covered in deep cracks, with splatters of blood 
over it… and the ground was dead as well, the gray and tan of arid, dried up soil turned to 
sand. A few withered black vines stretched out in places in clumps, like bushes that had 
once existed, but been killed by a flash of heat and left to rot… but as Zerrex walked by 
one near the road, the vines trembled and reached for his legs. He leapt back, snarling and 
reaching up for his sword… but he grasped only thin air, and the reptile blinked before 
looking down and realizing that he guns were gone too, and he snorted quietly, murmuring: 
“Of course… nothing from the outside world could be brought into here.”

Then the reptile paused and looked up ahead, spotting… a desk? He frowned a bit, then 
approached it slowly before snorting quietly. An old, battered oak desk… the very same 
one he had in his old office back at home. And sitting upon it was a rusted, damaged 
revolver in a leg holster… the ancient, giant gun Zerrex had brought with him to 
Hez’Ranna. He took this carefully, then put the holster on around his shin, wincing as the 



straps seemed to squeeze his leg brutally tight even without the reptile’s hands working the 
clasp. Then he drew the gun and looked it over… stained in blood and rusty, and when he 
flicked it open, the shells looked black and dull and empty… but he thought it would 
work. The gun wasn’t real, after all, just an image… and of course it would have the same 
twisted image as the rest of  this broken world. 

Zerrex looked back and forth, and his gaze finally settled upon the broken city in the 
distance: he had no choice but to go there, from this road. He sighed, shaking his head a 
bit, then began to walk down the broken path, trying to ignore the whispers he heard every 
now and then at his ears and the way that the gnarled trees seemed to reach out towards 
him.

After a few minutes, he found himself climbing over the wreckage of a broken overpass, 
trying to ignore the cries of children and pleas for help coming from beneath it. He 
trembled a bit, his resolve shaken by the twisted nightmare and hating how at the same 
time, the evil part of him that had originally conjured this just laughed and thirsted for 
more, and then he managed to climb onto a long chunk of walkway that had once been 
attached and slide down the rusted metal sheeting to the other side of the road, landing 
with a grunt on his boots… before leaping forwards and turning around with a snarl as he 
heard a loud screaming of  metal behind him.

One of the sheets making up the fallen walkway had collapsed, revealing several long-
dead bodies… except they were still moving, their empty sockets staring at him, dried-gore-
streaked features pleading for help as they reached arms out through the broken metal 
mesh, tried to force their way through the cracks in the stone. Zerrex stumbled backwards 
in horror, away from the family and, worst of all, the tiny, crying child with the teddy bear, 
stuffing leaking from  the toy’s stump of  neck, severed head dangling…

And then the Drakkaren stepped a foot off the path, onto the dry soil of the earth, and 
a skeletal, black hand shot free of the ground and seized his ankle. The reptile let out a cry 
of disgust, jerking backwards, and then the hand yanked him back forwards, trying to pull 
him into the earth as more shot free of the ground, attached to long, spindly arms, clawing 
madly at him and seizing onto his leg with surprising strength.

Finally, the lizard grunted and fell backwards, tearing free of the hands, and he scrabbled 
quickly back on his butt into the center of the road, panting. The hands felt around for him 
for a few moments, then slowly withdrew into the earth, leaving a gaping black hole in the 
soil. Despite the thudding in the Drakkaren’s heart, he was almost tempted to look into 
that gap in the earth… but he knew that only terror and madness could lurk within, so 
instead he stood, closing his eyes for a moment and groaning quietly as he rubbed his head 
slowly, reminding himself it wasn’t real, trying to calm his panic and get rid of the terror 
that was threatening to take over.

When he opened his eyes, however, he found himself surrounded by floating, billowing 
figures in ripped black cloaks… and somehow, he thought this wasn’t just Drake playing a 
trick on him. Hoods covered their faces, and their hands were vicious, dark claws, and they 
were rotating slowly around him, then the Drakkaren felt his blood turn to ice before they 



halted and merely hovered. There had to be at least ten of them… but his eyes locked only 
on one as it reached up and slowly pushed back its cloak…

Revealing nothing. No head… just… a severed stump, the Drakkaren saw, on closer 
inspection. And then it slowly pulled open its cloak, and Zerrex’s tough mind rattled 
violently as it revealed a mutilated body crawling with maggots, earwigs, and massive 
spiders, little more than a chunk of thick, ugly flesh connected to two skeletal arms and 
half a severed leg. It floated for a few moments before falling flat to the ground, and a rush 
of gigantic earwigs and arachnids poured out of the gaping, torn neck of the creature and 
flooded towards the reptile, taking up the entire roadway.

Zerrex screamed in terror; he couldn’t help it. He staggered backwards, then spun 
around to flee… and one of the other cloaked creatures seized him, the hood falling back, 
and revealing the head of a strange, wormlike monster with huge mandibles and sickly 
intelligent eyes. It opened a maw that was filled with teeth and three long, tentacle-tongues 
that shot out and rubbed sharp, barbs along the reptile’s face, as his features paled, and then 
cockroaches began to spill out of its mouth before the tongues returned into its jaws, and 
as Zerrex felt the first few waves of bugs beginning to crawl up his body, it shot its head 
forwards and slammed its sharp mandibles into Zerrex’s cheeks, and then they twisted, 
forcing his mouth to open.

The horrible, monstrous creature kissed him, and its three tongues ripped down his 
throat, into his body, and he could feel the cockroaches spilling into his maw, twisting 
around, running rampant inside of him, as more bugs crawled up and over his body and 
claw hands dug into his hips. He could feel them biting, claw, and he vomited as the thing’s 
leech-like jaws began to work against him, feeling blood spilling down his face, agonized, 
and it held his eyes with its own baleful orbs, the horrible white flesh of the creature 
throbbing and spilling pus over itself like sweat, Zerrex screaming, tasting vomit, bugs, 
feeling agony as he was being ripped apart, and then bugs crawling into his eyes, into every 
orifice of  his body, biting his ass, his cock, his testicles, his stomach, inside of  his throat…

And then he was alone, screaming on the ground, curled up, puke covering his muzzle as 
he rolled back and forth in horror… before blinking and rolling to all fours, looking 
around, heart thundering his chest, panting and crying, still shrieking and nearly insane 
with the terror, and feeling blood rolling down his body… but all his instincts were yelling 
at him to get a hold of himself, to maintain control, to stay calm, stay calm, that it was an 
illusion, that it couldn’t really hurt him…

Zerrex latched onto the last thought… clenching his eyes shut, and that made the pain 
and the taste in his mouth better. He trembled slowly… then opened his emerald eyes and 
looked carefully around before beginning to breathe normally once more, adrenaline still 
pounding through his veins, but forcing himself to calm down. And after the horror he had 
just gone through… he shook his head slowly, then stood, shaking still and then 
whispering: “Gods, I’m fucked up.”

He gave a cracked laugh at this… and it seemed to get some of the poison out, so he let 
himself keep laughing, crying and likely hysterical… but he didn’t care. He grabbed his 



stomach, doubled over with the laughter… and then he felt his jaws suddenly stretched 
wide, and a clawed hand shot out of his mouth on the end of a triple-jointed arm, and 
Zerrex’s eyes widened for a moment before he clenched them shut and brought his own 
hands up at the same time as it made to swipe at his face…

But nothing hit him, and when he grit his teeth, he clenched them only on thin air. Then 
he slowly peeked one eye open, and saw that the arm was gone… but it had served to scare 
him out of the hysterics that this world had already ironically scared him into. He shook 
his head slowly… then he started walking forwards down the path once more, wincing 
quietly as he passed a broken-down tower, from which a thousand whispered emanated.

His gaze lingered on this for a moment, and then he glanced up again… and his eyes 
widened in horror as he saw the cloaked figures again, lined up in front of him. There were 
two less now, though… and he shuddered as he remembered the bugs. They floated, and he 
stood there, like a deer in the headlights, just waiting for them to scare him again-

Scare me. This world is the dark world… built on fear, terror, hate and… evil. But it’s 
still my world… these things are my… creations somehow… Zerrex felt his brain working 
slowly, as the cloaked things looked at each other, seemed to be sorting through each other, 
and he hated how stupid and weak he felt. Goddammit, I can’t think, and if this keeps up 
they’re going to drive me insane…

Maybe that’s the point, spoke up another part of his head suddenly, and the Drakkaren 
blinked and looked up. Did it actually hurt you last time? This is still your world… and 
you feel pain, but is it really the same pain you should be feeling, or imagined because you’re 
so scared-

Before he could finish the thought, though, one of the figures suddenly moved forwards 
as the others vanished, and the cloak fell off, revealing a strange, twisting mass of what 
looked like sand… and it slowly walked towards him, bits of ash blowing off in the wind 
before it suddenly leaped up into the air and flew towards his face, smashing into him with 
enough force to knock the reptile skidding along the cracked road on his back, choking 
him, filling his nostrils, his mouth, suffocating him and forcing into his eyes, causing them 
to burn as he felt it even sliding all the way down to his lungs to steal every last bit of 
breath from him…

But hadn’t he gone through this with Drake? And he hadn’t needed air then… did he 
need air any more now?

Zerrex’s eyes flashed open with the realization… and then the creature was suddenly 
just… gone, and he could breathe easily once more. Except he wasn’t really breathing… just 
as he wasn’t really experiencing this; all that was really happening was that he was being 
tested, again and again, forced to go through the worst experiences his twisted mind could 
dredge up to drive him insane… because if I lose my mind, if I lose control to the point I 
go insane… then… that’s game over, isn’t it? Drake gets full possession of my body… 
they’ve turned myself against myself. And he’d not here right now because this is me 
attacking myself  by mistake… my own darkness.



It’s my darkness… and I’m shivering like a lost little puppy in it… Zerrex looked down 
with a frown as he slowly sat up… but before he could finish, he glanced up to see another 
cloaked figure standing nearby: apparently they were bent on attacking in twos. It floated 
slowly… then threw off the cloak, and there was suddenly a giant Dragokkaren standing 
there, grinning cruelly. It looked almost like his father… powerfully-built, but even huger, 
perhaps twenty or so feet tall, and with flexing, bulging muscles that looked almost 
ridiculous. It was naked, save for a loincloth that a massive cock was visibly pressing 
against… and then he laughed before reaching down and tearing it back, revealing an 
ungodly, impossible length of flesh that was still flaccid, and he said in a hungry, 
bloodthirsty voice: “First I’m going to spear you with my cock… and see if I can get it 
right through your body and keep you alive.”

The Drakkaren twitched backwards in horror: he’d never been on the receiving end of a 
rape before… and then he gaped as he realized that not only was the Dragokkaren’s giant 
shaft impossibly long and thick… there were small spikes sticking out of it as well. He 
swallowed thickly… then forced himself to remember this was his world, this illusion, even 
as the giant stood and idly stroked his penis to an erection that had to be no less than 
twelve feet long, with conical, three-inch spikes sticking out of his shaft, evenly spaced every 
half  foot or so and all around the gargantuan, monstrous length.

He already knew, as the Dragokkaren waltzed forwards towards him, that it would be 
impossible to resist the giant… so instead, he had one other tactic in mind. If he was 
right… then he had figured out the key to get through this world… but if he was wrong… 
this was going to be a very humiliating and painful experience he was never going to forget. 
With that risk in mind, the Drakkaren stood up, and the monster with the spiked cock 
grinned… before faltering as Zerrex pushed his pants and boxers down and forced himself 
to look hungry and excited, before he turned around and dropped to all fours, raising his 
tail and looking over his shoulder with a grin and moaning: “Yes! Take me master… make 
me your bitch, put that big love-stick right through me!”

The Dragokkaren only stared at him… and then the creature suddenly hissed, looking 
infuriated as its muscles flexed and hate filled its eyes, grabbing its massive length as it 
dropped down to its knees, stroking its own huge cock and positioning himself against the 
reptile’s tailhole… and gods, it was like Zerrex felt not a tree, but a tower pressing against 
his tender rosebud, as the monster snarled: “Oh, you’ll get it bitch… all the way!”

And then it rammed forwards, and Zerrex arched his back, forcing himself to release a 
cry of pleasure instead of a scream of pain, as he felt the gigantic, thick meat shove several 
feet into him, feeling his body bulging ridiculously and spikes puncturing through him, 
ripping him apart… and then the Dragokkaren seized his hips, yanking him backwards as 
Zerrex cried out again, feeling his body tearing… but as the monster stood up to angle his 
huge tower of flesh into him, grabbing Zerrex’s legs and pulling them open, the reptile’s 
back pressing against the thick, muscular chest as the huge, spiked penis tore up into his 
body deeper and further, the pain truly was fading… and with that bit of knowledge added 
to his faith, Zerrex grinned and opened his eyes, then he looked up at the Dragokkaren and 
snarled: “What’s wrong with you, is that all a big asshole like you can manage?”



The giant looked back at him incredulously… then he roared and shoved upwards, and 
Zerrex felt his jaw dislocating, the spikes puncture his throat, and his body become almost 
boneless as he was slammed downwards until the hilt of the monster’s twelve foot cock 
slammed up against his buttocks, and the reptile’s jaws were ripped wide open by the huge 
member pushing up through it… but now, the pain was gone. There was actually pleasure, 
excitement, and amusement at the fact he… had just had a twelve foot penis ripped through 
his body, and yet… he felt nothing.

The Dragokkaren bounced him up and down uselessly, cackling, roaring, shouting 
threats… but he seemed to be quickly tiring, and his body was flickering in and out… 
before Zerrex suddenly brought a heel slamming backwards and into the giant’s balls. And 
just like that, the monster keeled over, and Zerrex found himself standing in front of a 
Dragokkaren of normal size, with a smaller-than-average and quickly softening penis, as he 
unlocked the dark demon that lay deep within him and looked down at him with the kindly 
smile of  teacher to pupil. “I’ll show you how it’s done, okay?”

The Dragokkaren stared at him in horror… and then Zerrex grinned violently as he 
reached down and squeezed his own member, feeling large, thick barbs emerge over the flesh 
as it dropped with a thick, meaty thud against the ground… still flaccid, but already almost 
eight feet long and thick as a tree. The Dragokkaren screamed in terror, then turned and 
tried to scramble away… and with a simple wish, clawed hands tore out of the ground, and 
Zerrex merely laughed quietly as his own shaft grew to an unbelievable twenty feet, covered 
in massive, downwards-twisting barbs that would be smooth to go in, but rip the poor 
victim apart coming out… not that his huge cock wouldn’t do that as it was. 

He’d discovered the secret to this world… it was hell. But if he left the demon inside 
him rampage… he could pass any test they threw at him, because he would be able to 
respond in kind. And the reptile merely laughed again as he positioned the bulging head of 
his huge cock against the now gangly-body of the weaker, smaller male, before he said 
cheerfully: “Showtime.”

With that, he shoved forwards, ripping his godlike member into the once-giant, making 
him scream, eyes bulging, body ripping and a waterfall of blood spilling from his devastated 
anus, and Zerrex snarled, feeling his body growing, thickening, as he shoved forwards again, 
seizing the Dragokkaren that was now tiny in comparison to his expanded, muscular body 
by the hips and rocking his hips forwards again, and this tile slamming to the hilt with a 
sigh of pleasure as the top  thirteen feet or so of his bulging member tore through the 
Dragokkaren’s jaws, as they stretched ridiculously, his whole body clinging to the 
Drakkaren’s impossibly-massive member like a too-tight rubber glove on a hand ten sizes 
bigger than it. Slowly, he drew back, savoring the attempts of the once-dominator to bite 
him, to struggle at all, his screams, and the sight of the tears rolling down his face, smiling 
at the pain he was causing as the barbs he’d imagined onto his cock ripped the internal 
organs and walls of the tortured now-victim to shreds… and then he shoved viciously 
forwards again.



He slammed to the hilt, wrecking-ball sized testicles swinging forwards as Zerrex 
grunted hungrily, perhaps thirty feet tall and with a bulging, powerful body, his eyes 
burning as he glared down at his dominator and shouted angrily: “No one messes with me 
in my own head!” A draw back, and then a violent shove of the giant member forwards as it 
pulsed thickly, sending out another raw spray of blood and gore. “And no one gets to be 
bigger than me, either!”

He accented this with another hard shove… then he began to piston his hips back and 
forth, grunting hungrily and panting raw, animal breaths in and out, knowing that it would 
add to the terror of his victim, letting his muscles flex and bulge, loom over the pitifully-
tiny creature as he rammed him again and again with his huge cock, roaring and working 
the massive member back and forth. His hot flesh ripped the Dragokkaren apart from the 
inside, stiff as steel, sending thick gouts of blood over his huge penis over and over, 
lubricating him further and allowing him to move with even greater ease.

The reptile worked his hips back and forth as he grunted again and again, looking down 
at the Dragokkaren with a grin, thrusting over and over through his body, unable to deny 
the ecstasy this kind of domination gave him: a level of devastating rape he’d never once 
managed in reality, and yet now felt a horrible, aching hunger to attempt. He slammed 
forwards over and over, thick black meat pounding the twisted, useless body of the 
attempted-abuser, and he rolled his head back as his eyes slid closed in utter sadistic bliss.

The Dragokkaren’s hips bucked with every slam forwards, and his small thighs and 
testicles were almost obliterated by every huge, powerful smash of the Drakkaren’s own 
incomparably-massive navy blue orbs. The scrawny, weaker lizard screamed and rocked back 
and forth, unable to free himself from the clutching, cold claws that had once served him, 
and were now obeying the far-more powerful Drakkaren, tears streaming down his features, 
his mouth ripped to shreds and most of his teeth torn out as well from the hard, stiff barbs 
that covered the Drakkaren’s penis: a definite one-up on his own spikes.

The massive cock slid easily forwards with every shove now, coated entirely in blood, but 
every yank back was still difficult even for the strong and gigantic Drakkaren, Zerrex letting 
out hungry pants of effort as his barbs tore through the flesh of his victim, sending out 
further splatters of blood and causing bits and pieces of his inner body to come out, 
trapped between the curved spikes. Zerrex grinned violently with every pull back, the 
ecstasy trebling, and then he thrusted hard back in, loving the shrieks and cries of the 
Dragokkaren, who was still flailing and spasming uselessly underneath him.

He could feel himself beginning to stiffen up as he worked harder in and out… and it 
caused the barbs to push out further and form a wider ridge, dragging back even harder 
against the now-victim and causing him to scream louder, the sound music to Zerrex’s ears. 
His claws sank into his broken legs, long torn free from his obliterated pelvis, and yet he 
crushed them between his hands anyway and jerked forwards, just to hear them stretch, the 
skin weak between body and limb by now, and the Dragokkaren shrieking and tears rolling 
down his face freely as he forced to live on with all his internal organs destroyed: several of 
the barbs had now even punctured through flesh and scale, sticking out, and Zerrex watched 



these travel back and forth along the ripped trenches in the Dragokkaren’s body with a 
strange, cruel joy.

And now he could feel his cock swelling up a bit harder too, testicles burning like fire as 
he began to snarl and pant harder, feeling his muscular body bulging as he found he could 
no longer hold himself back. So instead, he did the opposite, letting go entirely and 
slamming again and again his monstrous length straight through his victim, loving the 
feeling of more than ten feet of cock ripping back and forth, in one end and out the other, 
moving with such speed that it caused the Dragokkaren to vomit blood more than a meter, 
his eyes rolling up in his head as he wished only for death or any other end to this torture.

Finally, Zerrex arched his back and jerked fully free of the abused Dragokkaren, reaching 
down to stroke his twelve foot long penis rapidly with one hand as he straightened and 
spread his legs a bit, still on his knees. He roared, grinning savagely as shot after shot of 
seed began to blast out of his cock, every burst seeming at least a gallon of white load and 
smashing down over the ripped-apart Dragokkaren like a tidal wave, coating him with hot 
load as the victim of his vicious, hyper-rape fell prone and bloody to the road. He screamed 
and spasmed in the flow as the hands that had held him in place dissolved into the ground, 
and then he stared up in horror at the reptile that had so viciously raped and destroyed him 
as the last few blasts finally landed on him after what seemed like hours, Zerrex grunting 
hungrily but grinning widely and licking his muzzle, his body bulging with muscle and 
power, his eyes burning like the darkest devil’s in the deepest of  hells.

Then the Dragokkaren slowly dissolved into darkness, and Zerrex snorted quietly as he 
let his body go back to its normal sizes. He rolled his head slowly on his shoulders as he 
imagined a set of pants back on himself before continuing forwards, drawing the revolver 
and idly spinning it on one finger as he walked around the literal pond of white seed he’d 
spilled out over the imaginary being who’d tried to rape him and ended up being destroyed 
by the Drakkaren’s own vicious lusts.

It had been a long time since Zerrex had let himself bathe in his own darkness, 
however… and he hated the sadistic part of him that had gotten off to that so easily and 
so quickly. He hated how he’d so quickly turned what could have just been a simple, 
dominating rape into something… far more violent, far darker, and far more simply 
insane… and how he’d loved every minute of it. But at the same time, he smiled satirically 
and looked up at the red sky, sighing softly as he finally took his first steps into the 
corrupted city he’d always used to see in his dreaming nightmares. “This is my real fantasy 
world, isn’t it?”

“Most likely.” replied a voice, and Zerrex jumped before looking over to see Cherry 
standing in one of the dark cloaks, hood pushed back, a cold smile on her face as she stood 
with her arms crossed. Then she nodded to him before walking up beside him and saying 
softly: “May I walk with you, Master?”

Are you going to try to kill me or anything like that?” Zerrex asked evenly, bringing the 
revolver up when she drew close and pointing it between her eyes, and Cherry smiled at him 
with amusement before opening her cloak and letting it fall aside, revealing her body was 



naked… and her breasts probably even larger than they were in reality. The Drakkaren 
glanced at these with slight amusement, then he brought his eyes back up and said evenly: 
“And what about terrorizing me?”

Cherry grinned a bit… then she spread her legs… and the lips of her sex throbbed as 
she tilted her head back with a soft groan, a fleshy, gnarled arm reaching out. It was 
followed by another as her legs spread wider, hips almost seeming to disjoint, trembling 
violently… and then a small head forced itself out, along with half a body of a female 
Drakkaren. Then it straightened, and Zerrex realized it was a bloody, gore-and-flesh version 
of Cindy, but perhaps half her size as the nightmare-Cherry stood with her legs spread as 
wide as possible and somehow balancing without falling over… and then Cindy smiled – 
revealing a mouth full of fang teeth – and said in a voice that was strangely, intoxicatingly 
sweet despite her body: “I can give you a blowjob while you fuck her at the same time if 
you want…”

Zerrex swallowed thickly… both at the horrible conjoining this nightmare world had 
made of his loved ones, and at the fact he found this terrible monster… shamefully 
arousing. But then Cindy grinned at him and winked, waving goodbye, as Cherry stood up 
one on leg and let out a moan, sweet, sexual liquids of excitement flowing down her thigh 
as she grasped her other angle, and the skinned-looking Cindy drew back into her body 
with a fleshy plop. Then she stood once more, legs trembling a bit and blood leaking down 
her legs… before looking up at Zerrex and smiling slightly, holding out her arms: “Carry 
me, Master?”

The Drakkaren nodded slowly… then he suddenly brought the revolver up and his 
other hand floating overtop, fanning the hammer as he pounded three shots into Cherry’s 
chest and head. She screamed, staggering backwards and vomiting blood and some strange, 
black poison, her eyes rolling with dull fury as her jaws opened to reveal a mess of 
unnaturally-long, vicious fangs… and then her stomach bulged before skinned-Cindy tore 
one claw and half her face out of Cherry’s thick abs with a hungry snarl, her eyes 
burning… but Zerrex fired two more shots directly into her face as Cherry’s body fell 
backwards, and the added force sent the dual-female slamming into a black stone wall of a 
building.

The skeletal structure trembled, then collapsed, and two screams of pain went up before 
a massive, black smoke rose from the ruins with a horrible, ripping noise, like metal and 
flesh being torn asunder in unison. Zerrex snarled, wincing… then all was quiet, and the 
reptile stood with the smoking revolver in his hands, snorting and looking back and forth. 
But the rest of the streets were quiet… from the twisted hunks of metal that he supposed 
were cars, sitting lonely in the empty, broken road… to the towering, dead buildings that 
loomed against the red sky

He knew, however, that it wouldn’t stay that way for long… there were still more of the 
cloaked creatures out there. And all he knew was that he was looking for an exit from this 
world, so that could mean any number of things… but the Drakkaren snorted quietly and 



looked down, holstering the revolver and once more walking forwards; he had an idea that it 
wouldn’t be too hard to find which way the exit was.

But as he walked deeper into the city from the outskirts, he couldn’t help but grit his 
teeth as he noted all variety of dark-cloaked figures flying around… as well as mostly-
transparent ghosts, many of them whispering or twitching as they walked or even floated 
by. Most of them seemed to have no interest in him, however… and the only people who 
did at this point were the only other inhabitants of this strange, twisted world that he’d 
walked into, slaves in ripped, tattered remnants of clothes, and often with broken chains, 
collars, or manacles adorning their damaged bodies…

They crawled towards him and fawned as he walked past, looking at him with shining 
eyes, adoring him like a god… but never getting that close, or within distance of being 
kicked or grabbed. They were like curious wild animals… and it made Zerrex smile grimly, 
looking around shamefully. He knew that the one who made them that way was him… this 
was his own mind, after all.

He closed his eyes, rubbing slowly at his head, then wincing as a ghost ran by a few 
meters above the ground, chased by several other phantasms… and then he stopped in the 
middle of the street as several huddled, cloaked figures suddenly looked up from next to a 
fountain… and then all three dropped their hoods, and Zerrex felt a snarl rise to his 
muzzle.

Tinman: except the small badger’s gold-ringed eyes were cold and desolate… Vampire, a 
black wolf who had also been in the Goth Legion, grinning and showing off the teeth that 
got him his namesake, his dark eyes burning… and a snake called Ghost, his blue eyes 
alight with the cruel irony of the situation. Another member of the same old force… and 
another that had fallen to Zerrex’s hands. A homophobe, if he remembered correctly… 
Zerrex remembered the terror in those marine-blue eyes when he’d threatened playfully to 
rape him before he killed him. But sure, it made sense he of all members of the Legion 
would be here… a specialist at communicating with the dead, and able to perform astral 
projection and move things up to ten times his body weight without trouble, and roll right 
through walls while in that state…

The three of them dropped their cloaks, revealing black and red-splotched uniforms that 
would be useless in any environment for camouflage… except, of course, this one. This 
warped, twisted world, that was nothing but red and blacks… and all the goings-on in this 
mutilated city stopped as Zerrex stepped into the small square around the fountain area, 
hearing all manner of strange creature filling up the spaces between the streets to watch the 
showdown as Vampire stepped forwards first, spreading his arms and looking horribly 
cheerful, flicking his sunglasses out of a breast pocket meant for storing ammo in and 
putting them on… just so he could look overtop them. “Well, if it ain’t mister badass 
Captain Ravenlight! Funny to meet you here in this section of your mind… ever since you 
had that little girl, you’ve been parading around pretending to be one of the good guys. But 
I guess you got to remembering your true core after you raped one of the lust jailors into 
bits and pieces.”



There was a mass chuckle at this, and Zerrex snorted before saying coldly: “At least I’m 
not the poser who thinks he’s a badass because he likes to look overtop his shades.” This got 
a quiet laugh as well from the crowd, as Vampire scowled, and then the reptile glanced at 
Tinny and asked in a softer voice: “And what the hell are you doing with these morons 
here, Tinman? Last time I checked, ‘loser’ didn’t look all that good on you.” A pause, and 
then the badger winced – even if evil, Tinny was Tinny – as Zerrex looked into his eyes 
evenly and added: “I don’t want to have to kill you, too.”

Tinny looked back at him for a few long moments, then he laughed quietly and glanced 
down, almost seeming ashamed of himself. Vampire glanced over his shoulder irritably, the 
large, muscular wolf rubbing at his chest before clearing his throat loudly, and Ghost 
winced slightly, muttering something under his breath. Finally, Tinman looked back up and 
smiled a bit across at Zerrex. “We’re just creations… adaptations… and I’m no different. 
And I don’t want you to underestimate me or go easy on me just because I look and act like 
your old friend Tinman… sure, I know that most of the reason I’m here is to support 
Vampire and Ghost… but I don’t want to be underestimated. Because in this world, I won’t 
grow tired…” And then Tinny rose a hand, pointed at Zerrex, and cocked his thumb back, 
and the Drakkaren smiled slightly as he heard the dry click of his revolver hammer being 
pulled back, recognizing too late that the holster at his waist was empty, and not needing to 
turn around to know the gun was floating behind his head. “And anything is possible.”

Then pull the trigger.” Zerrex said softly, crossing his arms and keeping his head held 
high, and the badger visibly flinched before looking down. His hand wavered, and then he 
slowly lowered it with a sigh as Vamp snarled and looked over his shoulders at the badger, 
glaring at him as Zerrex smiled a bit, holding a hand out, the revolver returning to it. 
“Thank you, Tinny… but I do understand. I’ll respect you as my adversary in this world… 
and I won’t hold back in fighting you.”

Tinman nodded, smiling again, and the show of respect between the combatants – 
something that would be strange, foreign, and oh so exotic in this twisted, dilapidated 
world – caused a shudder and murmur to run through the crowd. Then Vampire snorted 
and stomped his feet a few times, continuing to look at the badger in disgust before looking 
over at Ghost and asking coldly: “You gonna turn all pussy on me too?”

No… I have every intention of crushing the lights out of Captain Ravenlight for 
good.” The desert snake said slowly, and Zerrex turned his eyes on the snake, watching as he 
grinned and tilted his head, revealing his huge fang teeth. The scales on his face were mostly 
brown-grey, and then the underside of his muzzle and over his body were singed gold, with 
no real distinguishing features except for the extra long tail he possessed, which trailed 
several feet along the ground behind him. He possessed no claws, instead only sensitive, 
rounded digits that were currently securely covered by tight black leather gloves, and a cross 
and a few other penny-sale religious symbols hung around his neck, secreted on separate 
chains, all of them long and coded by the type of necklace, which ranged from plain steel 
string to ornamented, jeweled metal circlets. When you dealt in spirits, he’d found, they 
tended to only be really talkative with a select few, and ninety percent of the time, that 
meant pretending you were a priest of  their religion.



Zerrex snorted softly: big words from the two morons who he’d killed himself. Vampire, 
also known as Drake Lazarus – he reflected that, no matter what the situation, the bad 
dude always seemed to be the one named ‘Drake,’ – would be the most difficult… he wasn’t 
particularly strong or fast, and he obviously still hadn’t improved at all in the brains 
department, but he was also nearly invincible. The Drakkaren knew he’d have to at least cut 
off the bastard’s head… and probably then tie down his stumbling corpse somehow until it 
finally died. Vampire, it seemed, had three different sets of internal systems… and they 
were all alive. He was a giant symbiotic life-form, with intelligent cells that would dodge 
out of the way of weapons, tighten together to protect against blows, and all other manner 
of  ridiculous ability… making him a pain in the ass.

Tinman, on the other hand, was the most dangerous, but the easiest to kill. Although he 
had the least amount of battle experience, was the smallest of the group, and had no real 
physical advantages, his power to control metal had devastating effects. It meant that Zerrex 
also wouldn’t be able to chance using even his revolver until the badger was out of the 
way… and, taking a quick glance at the sidepack the badger wore, the Drakkaren was also 
willing to be that this Tinny had a few other tricks up his sleeve as well. If Zerrex managed 
to get in close, however… he could probably flick Tinny with one finger and kill him.

That’s why Vampire had come forwards right away… to use his nearly-invincible body to 
form a barricade between Zerrex and the two weaker combatants. The Drakkaren snorted 
as the black wolf turned back towards him, rubbing the uniform that was tight against his 
muscular chest – probably a size too small for him, just so he could show off his excellent 
physique in greater detail. He had no regulation handgun or other weapons at his side, 
though… but then he reached up to the other breast pocket of his uniform, and pulled out 
a small metal case, grinning viciously. “And this time, Captain Ravenlight, we ain’t gonna 
leave anything to chance. Tinny, Ghost, and me, we’re gonna fuck you up good, and fuck 
you up hard.”

And what if I just make the three of you explode?” Zerrex asked softly, and Vampire 
blinked before laughing – although there was a nervous flicker in his eyes, and Ghost and 
Tinny both exchanged a look. The black wolf looked over his shoulder at them, and 
Tinman covered his face with his hands and Ghost simply shrugged, the desert snake 
looking lost and stupid. Vampire muttered under his breath at this, one eye twitching, then 
turned back to Zerrex with his grin relighting his features… before it faded a bit as he saw 
the Drakkaren was still standing with arms crossed and a small smile playing at his muzzle; 
after all, he hadn’t been kidding.

Well, you could do that.” Vampire said finally, apparently deciding to play a different 
tactic and swallowing a bit, as he looked over Zerrex slowly, then he laughed a bit shook his 
head slightly, tilting his muzzle towards him gamely as he continued in an even voice, black 
eyes locking onto the Boss’s own emerald. “But there is one thing you seem to be missing 
out on, Cap’n. 

This world… is built on darkness… and every time you use that darkness to… fuck 
something up, like you did that incubus, or you resist something that should kill you… you 



know, you show off in any way, pretty much, using unnatural shit that shouldn’t happen, 
warping this world with your mind… a tiny bit more corruption seeps into you.” And at 
this Vampire winked, leaning forwards with the hand holding the metal box on one knee, 
the other raised and index finger and thumb out, spaced slightly apart. “And see, every time 
you do that… this world gets a little bigger, lodges a little harder in your head… and the 
boss waiting at the end of the line gets a little stronger too. Fuck, with all the sins and shit 
you’ve piled up, you’ve already got a hell of a battle waiting for you… I don’t envy you, even 
if  you do dust us.”

And with that, Vampire laughed and shook his head, then he straightened and bounced 
the metal box on one hand, as Zerrex frowned and looked at the ground: Vampire had no 
reason to lie… actually, probably couldn’t lie, in this corrupted world where he had been 
reincarnated… but Zerrex didn’t think that meant he had to tell the whole truth, either. So 
the reptile frowned as he looked across at the wolf, who was grinning coldly again… before 
he snorted and shrugged widely. “But hey, you don’t gotta believe me. Just go ahead, blow 
us to shit. Make me explode or whatever, just use that twisted imagination of yours to make 
somethin’ crazy-ass happen to me… or you know, accept the fact all that lies between you 
and perdition is a revolver and your own fuckin’ fists…”

At this, though, Zerrex couldn’t help but laugh softly, looking down and shaking his 
head slowly, and Vampire frowned before flinching back as the Drakkaren looked up, his 
eyes flashing with green fire, and his jaws curling into a snarl: “That’s where you and I 
differ, Drake Lazarus. Because unlike you, I’ve never been scared of my own shadow unless I 
had twenty pounds of plastic explosive, three satchel charges, a handgun and superpowers 
to back me up… or a box full of steroids and two people I can boss around and order to 
watch my back while I waltz around giving my monologues like a spy movie villain. 

No, Vampire. For me, perdition has actually always been just under my feet… and the 
only thing stopping me from falling into Hell has always been my own willpower.” Zerrex 
motioned around at the red sky, the blackened, burned buildings, the twisted, corrupt 
sidewalk and broken fountain that Tinny and Ghost were pressed back against, and the 
entire world seemed to reverberate and twist with the anger of the Drakkaren as he snorted. 
“You seem to forget, this world, isn’t just a nightmare from my subconscious… it’s a world 
I used to fantasize about until I found out I had a one-in-a-million chance of pretending to 
be normal. Of getting to raise a family, of having a wife and kid, friends and getting to be 
bored at parent council meetings on the school budget and play pool with some other 
fathers down at the bars on Saturday nights. And yet you and everything else keeps coming 
back, again and again…”

Zerrex clenched a hand into a tight fist, slamming it down against his thigh as his glare 
ripped into Vampire, caused the showy wolf to stagger back in surprise at the raw hate that 
flashed there. “I am reminded, over and over, that my life doesn’t get to be normal. And that 
even if I walk out of here alive and sane, in control of my own goddamn body, it’s right 
back into Hell, and it’ll be into war. And you know what? I’ll likely be happy. Sick, twisted, 
and much as I hate it, war is where I belong, and I was never comfortable in peace times, 
sitting around on my hands and listening to people talk about the ‘horrors’ they had to 



endure over their lives. About mothers bitching about how goddamn hard it is to raise a kid 
when they should realize it’s a fucking blessing, and fathers saying their sons are disobedient 
or reckless, or talking about how they’re trying to get their kid on the sports team ‘cause 
he’s a bit of a loser, not realizing they’re just trying to change themselves, doing all the same 
stupid shit their parents did.

No matter where I go, destruction follows. So you know what my answer is to you 
Vampire? It’s a loud fuck you, and here’s some clarification just so we understand each 
other.” And with that, Zerrex brought up the revolver and fired a round into the wolf ’s 
head, sending him staggering backwards as he shrieked in agony, brain matter splattering 
out the back of his skull, before the reptile cocked back the trigger with his thumb and 
fired again. And again. And again.

Six shots later, and Vampire lay slumped on the ground with a hole in his head and five 
bloody tears through his chest and stomach, massive exit wounds out his back filling and 
overspilling with blood as the metal box lay nearby, tarnished and scratched from falling on 
the concrete. Tinman and Ghost both stared with horror at their fallen compatriot… and 
then Zerrex snorted quietly, automatically checking the revolver: and again, he found that 
the bullets were no different, his white hair falling over his face and shadowing his emerald 
eyes as he snapped the cylinder closed with a flick of his wrist and said softly: “Get up, 
scumbag. I’m not stupid enough to fall for that trick.”

A dry snort echoed up from the ground, and then Vampire looked up: one black eye was 
gone, and his teeth were soaked in blood as he spat out bone shrapnel from his skull that 
had torn out his jaws… before he grinned coldly as he stood up, one ear dangling uselessly 
from a few scraps of ligament and muscle: the base had been near where the bullet had torn 
out of  the wolf ’s head.

He looked grisly: a shining rib was visible through his uniform, and several loops of 
intestine were hanging out his stomach… and then the wolf winced and let out a long 
groan, leaning forwards and clutching at his abdomen, drool falling from his jaws as the 
coils of gut suddenly writhed before sliding like fleshy snakes back into his body, and the 
gaping wounds closed like lipless mouths. Vampire’s shoulders twitched and his head jerked 
as his body regenerated rapidly, and then he looked at Zerrex coldly, his one black iris 
glaring at him as the Drakkaren said softly: “Oh dear. Looks like you aren’t getting that 
other eye back… and I can see a certain something coming off  you.”

Vampire twitched again, then he looked down at himself and hissed: he was steaming 
dark energy into the sky, his body breaking down like the Dragokkaren, the incubus that 
Zerrex had turned the tables on earlier, had done. Except the black wolf seemed to be 
holding out a bit harder than his friend had, as he looked up at Zerrex for a moment, then 
down towards the black box, and then he made mad dive for it as the Drakkaren snarled 
and brought up his gun.

The revolver, however, was immediately torn out of his hands as Tinny raised a hand and 
made a pushing motion, the lizard stumbling back with the force, his eyes widening as the 
gun flew through the air and then skidded into the crowd behind him, as a collective sigh 



went up. Then he turned as Vampire began to cackle, drawing out the single syringe that 
was inside the metal box with fanatic reverence burning in his single eye… and Zerrex 
snorted before kicking a nearby chunk of concrete up into the air with one combat boot, 
then drawing his foot back and hammering it hard with the steel toe on his foot, sending it 
flying through the air and smashing into Vampire’s arm, causing him to scream and throw 
the needle a good distance away.

When the glass syringe hit the ground, it shattered, and Vampire shrieked before 
scrabbling forwards on all fours towards the fallen syringe with dismay, watching as the 
liquid inside bubbled on the cracked concrete and slipped into the road. Zerrex grinned 
viciously at this… before grunting as something suddenly picked him up and threw him a 
good ten feet backwards, causing him to land heavily on his back. He looked up in shock: 
Tinman certainly couldn’t do that… but then snarled as he saw Ghost fainted on the 
ground, and Tinny standing over him, wincing and holding a long coil of steel wire at the 
ready, on the defensive. Dammit, Ghost is using his astral projection to-

Before he could finish that thought, a powerful blunt force slammed down into his 
stomach like a piston, and the reptile’s eyes bulged, Zerrex clutching his abdomen and 
snarling in agony… then he flailed uselessly against thin air as he was suddenly levitated 
about a foot above the ground before being slammed down into the black asphalt hard 
enough to leave a small crater, spiraling cracks going in all directions from where he’d 
impacted. It knocked the sense from him for a moment before he quickly sat up, shaking 
his head as gray and black lights flashed in front of his eyes, snarling in desperation… and 
then his eyes widened in shock as he Tinman’s arms outstretched, the badger wincing and a 
broken skeleton of  a car floating above his head, before he hurled this at the Drakkaren.

Zerrex’s first instinct was to catch the vehicle… but it looked so damaged that he would 
likely end up catching part of the frame, and the rest of it would smash into him. So 
instead he did the next best thing, tensing his legs before leaping upwards and grunting in 
exertion as the car flipped rapidly through the air beneath him. He flipped in midair, and 
time seemed to slow, leaving him almost floating over the car for a moment as he reached 
one hand down and grabbed the exhaust pipe, seeming to pluck it with a strange gentleness 
from the bottom of the car… and then things sped back up, and Zerrex landed in a crouch 
from his flip as he threw the pipe like a spear at Tinny with a snarl, who squeaked and fell 
over Ghost’s body as he fell to get out of the way of the rusted hunk of metal. The 
interruption caused Ghost’s astral form to flicker into view and then distort, the snake 
levitating some twenty feet above him and yelling silently at Tinman, features furious and 
agonized as the badger struggled to climb off  the desert snake’s body.

Meanwhile, Vampire had stuffed the broken syringe into his mouth, and his features 
were twisted with agony as he chewed on the glass and then swallowed with gagging shrieks 
that caused his whole body to convulse… and at the same time, he was licking at the black 
pavement, tongue bloody from both the glass and scratching against the ground. But Zerrex 
could see his muscles writhing and bulging under his clothes, and then the black wolf 
suddenly arched his back on his knees as he let out a roar, arms going out to the sides as his 
body bulged hideously and his uniform shirt ripped to shreds, exploding into pieces of 



tattered cloth as his voice roughened into a deep, violent snarl, his legs thickening and his 
boots tearing apart as gigantic paws ripped through, and Vampire slowly got to his feet, his 
one black eye glinting in its socket with a psychotic, predatory hunger, his teeth lengthening 
and his fangs growing too large for his mouth, his arms and muscular upper body bulging, 
becoming so huge and powerful that his pink, raw skin showed through in places, his pelt 
of  black fur no longer able to cover his body.

He lumbered forwards a step, then he convulsed again as his body thickened, and Tinny 
was staring with shock as Vampire grew another foot, roaring like a violent animal, foaming 
and frothing at the mouth, reaching up and simply tearing off the tattered ear as black 
blood poured from his empty socket… and then he looked up at Zerrex with a vicious grin 
before charging, now almost half again the size of the Drakkaren. The lizard snarled and 
stumbled back… before he felt something grab his body and lift him into the air, 
restraining him as he struggled helplessly against Ghost’s again-invisible form.

He snarled, then closed his eyes and slammed his feet down, knowing that even as a 
phantasm, Ghost’s strength was limited… and the invisible being seemed to shudder as 
Zerrex managed to force himself free from the air, before the Drakkaren made a shrugging, 
throwing motion as he bent forwards with a grunt, muscles flexing powerfully, and the force 
that had been restraining his body was suddenly gone; instead, Ghost’s astral body came 
into view once more, a distorted, static-torn version of the snake hurtling through the air 
with a silent scream, his limbs flailing before he smacked into Vampire and knocked the 
goliath down with a loud grunt.

Zerrex snorted and immediately began to charge to the side, to put some distance 
between himself and the monstrous, super-sized Vampire and the quick-moving Ghost… 
but before he could get more than a few steps, he felt something snap around his neck, 
wrist, and ankle, causing him to stumble and fall to a kneel, one arm yanked out and his 
other hand clawing at his neck as a noose of steel wire dug into his throat. His emerald eyes 
twitched as he looked up to see Tinny biting his lip, wincing and holding three long strings 
of steel wire between his fingers, but his eyes were closed as he rose the other hand, this one 
with three narrow-bladed, small knives held tight.

The Drakkaren struggled uselessly as he heard Vampire getting to all fours and then 
loping towards him with a hungry snarl, turning to see drool falling from his muzzle… and 
Ghost again seized his body, dragging his other arm down forcefully, taking away all 
manner of defending himself as the reptile winced… then the black wolf leaped forwards 
to pounce him, his jaws opening wide and black eye glinting with victory as he lunged 
towards the Boss to land a fatal bite and rip him to shreds with the gnarled claws on his 
fingers… and out of desperation, Zerrex did the only thing he could, throwing himself 
forwards and bringing his other leg up as the steel wire cut viciously into his ankle and 
neck, at the same time twisting his body to bring his leg up.

It passed through where Ghost apparently was, and, despite invisible, the astral body of 
the snake was again sent flying away through the air… before his boot smashed into 
Vampire’s stomach, sinking into the earlier wound the reptile had made and causing the 



black wolf ’s eye to bulge, blood shooting from his maw and over the reptile’s face as Zerrex 
roared in exertion, swinging his leg down and using it more than an axis than a piston as 
Tinman yanked back on the steel wire and threw the knives at the same time. There was a 
bang like a shotgun as they fired off from his hand at enough force to smash through the 
sound barrier… and then Vampire was howling in agony, body convulsing, and Zerrex 
could see three small narrow tips coming out from inside his stomach and breast as he 
looked down at the Drakkaren in shock, and the Drakkaren looked back up with a snarl 
before finally kicking him off his foot and sending him skidding along the dry pavement a 
few feet, the black wolf ’s body twitching a few times as Tinny shrieked in horror and rose 
his hands to his face, losing his concentration.

The steel wire loosened from where it had almost torn through Zerrex’s body, leaving 
instead only deep, bloody gouges, and the Drakkaren quickly tore free of this before 
picking up the only thing in the area he knew Tinman wouldn’t be able to manipulate and 
throw back at him: he seized Vampire by the ankles as the black wolf sluggishly looked up, 
the demonized, gigantic creature almost looking more like a baby than a threat before 
squealing and flailing as Zerrex spun around with him once, twice, thrice, gaining 
momentum as he turned on his heels. Then he grinned and threw him like a discus in a 
satellite throw towards the still-shocked Tinman, and the badger screamed, reaching up to 
protect himself, but far too late.

Vampire’s body – perhaps more than a ton of thick, genetically-enhanced muscle, from 
the strain Zerrex had felt in moving his body and how hard his muscles were bulging right 
now – smashed into Tinny’s slender, ninety-pounds-when-wet-in-baggy-clothes frame, and 
crushed him through the stone wall of the fountain and into the centerpiece in the middle. 
A slog of disgusting black water poured out, with a few mutated, flopping bugs and 
creatures Zerrex didn’t want to identify, and then Vampire rolled half-in, half-out through 
the gap in the fountain wall, stunned. Tinny, on the other hand – Goddammit, I didn’t want 
to do that… I’m sorry, Tinman… rest in peace… – had in a word, been broken.

His skull was crushed in, his eyes glazed, and his entire narrow frame was twisted and 
wrecked, like a toy soldier that had been smashed apart by a cruel child with a hammer. 
Zerrex took a moment to sketch a silent salute and a respectful nod to the body as both 
Vampire and Ghost stirred – the latter’s concentration disrupted, awakened from his fainted 
state by the black gush of filthy water that had poured forth from the fountain – and then 
the two turned and slowly looked at their fallen comrade. 

Vampire staggered first to his feet, almost whining in his throat as he reached out and 
grabbed Tinny’s dead body, shaking it quickly… before trembling and falling back on his 
ass, staring in horror as it slowly dissolved into dark motes that floated up into the sky and 
vanished. Then the black wolf looked over his shoulder with a mix of horror and fury at 
Zerrex, before letting out a wounded roar and scrabbling to his paws to charge blindly at 
the reptile, tears of blood leaking from both eyes as Zerrex stood and retained the cold, 
rigid salute, one arm across his body and head bowed low.



He charged towards him, snarling in fury, hands clawing out in feral rage… and then 
Zerrex turned and reached out at the same time, snagging one wrist and slamming the other 
elbow into his gut, causing him to reel forwards over his body, spitting blood and his eye 
bulging in its socket, threatening to explode as well. Then he slammed his hand up, 
grabbing him under the jaw and twisting his wrist as he threw the giant monster wolf over 
his body and then straight down into the pavement, cracks spiraling through his skull and 
his neck popping viciously in place, shudders racing along his spine as his vertebrae popped 
like firecrackers. Then he fall backwards, sprawled on all fours, staring sightlessly at the sky 
and his body twitching mindlessly, uselessly, the rest of his brain leaking out of the gaping 
hole in his head as he finally slumped and dissolved into shadowy dust.

The Drakkaren snorted quietly, then he held up his hand and gave a single cold 
command: “Gun.” 

The revolver flew out of the crowd, thrown by a thousand worshipping hands, and 
Zerrex snagged it in midair without bothering to look, slapping the hammer down with the 
palm of his other hand in front of his waist and then bringing it up to point at Ghost, who 
was standing, shivering, eyes wide and stumbling back into the fountain, his eyes horrified, 
his body trembling violently. This snake, who’d been killed by the Drakkaren in life, only to 
come back in his head and then be killed again, coldly once more, callously once more. But 
then the desert reptile gave a shaking laugh, holding up his hands in surrender and saying: 
“If  you kill me now in cold blood, I’ll just come back stronger and-”

I hate philosophy.” Zerrex said softly, then pulled the trigger. A moment later, there was 
an echoing bang, and Ghost fell down to his knees, most of his head literally blown away: 
before his body even hit the ground, however, his form was blown away by a strong wind in 
so many sparkling motes of black dust. Then the Drakkaren laughed quietly and looked up 
at the red sky above: “But if you want to play like that, then remember this… in war, on 
the battlefield, there’s no such thing as cold blood or surrender. There’s just living, dying, 
and the hell that goes on in between.”

Then he glanced around, surveying the gathered crowd, and from slaves to ghosts, 
monsters like the Dragokkaren incubus that had assailed him earlier and broken, 
incorporeal beings dressed in long black cloaks, all were bowing to him, wordless murmurs 
rising up like the mad prostrations of a dying, raving priest. And down on street, the crowd 
parted to form a path, and Zerrex snorted softly as he began to head down this path, 
glancing idly at the sign and unsurprised to note that the street was named ‘Intent.’

“For the path to hell is paved with good intentions.” Zerrex murmured softly, as he 
walked down the broken, corrupt black stone of the road, shaking his head slowly as he 
glanced idly at buildings on either side. Then he finally came to a long, ragged bridge, 
frowning a bit as he looked at it curiously with a tilt of  his head. 

The water – but it looked like blood… the raging river of blood that probably spilled 
into the stream he’d started at earlier – was low, and the floating, broken bridge had been 
half-carried downstream, only staying in place because it was dragging on rusted, hidden 
chains that locked into the bottom, from his guess. The metal bridge had long, tall tiers 



going up either side, towers of metal that were connected by long steel crossbars, these slats 
all of the same rusted red metal… but Zerrex could see that otherwise it was built of 
swollen, stained wood that floated on heavy black logs over the raging water. He had no 
idea how long it was, though… after what looked like twenty meters across the wide 
expanse of water, the rest of it was lost from view in a thick, dark mist that obscured 
everything.

Zerrex frowned as he spun the revolver idly on one finger, looking at this new problem 
with a frown. The blood-water flowed down a long, straight canal… and the bridge, right 
now, was floating who-knew-how-far away from where it should have been. Peering into the 
watery abyss, Zerrex could see the maroon stains of rust – or blood… this world… I… am 
just completely screwed in the head… – lapped only a foot or so away from the top… 
when the current level of blood was maybe forty feet down. It wouldn’t be hard for him to 
jump down onto the bridge right now… but the rocking of it and the fact everything on 
the other side would likely be soaked would mean he’d have a hell of a time getting back 
out. Assuming that he even could, and that the bridge wasn’t currently leading to a wall 
instead of  the pathway he had to take.

The reptile muttered under his breath at this. Now he needed to find a way to raise the 
goddamn water level… and then he paused and glanced up as he heard a few soft giggles, 
looking to the right and then blinking as several slender, shapely female Drakkaren 
appeared from the shadows of a broken building, walking slowly towards him. But their feet 
ended in cloven hooves, and they had large, skeletal wings on their back with thick leather 
skin between them, and all of them had black collars with silver, rounded spades on them, 
and he didn’t have to be told what these were: Succubi, sexual demons of  lust and sin.

They smiled, all of them with burning, bright blue eyes, and the three all wrapped their 
arms around him… one kneeled down and hugged his leg, one cuddled against his waist, 
pushing her nose against his strong abdomen, the last wrapping her arms around his neck 
and looking into his eyes with a smile that revealed sharp, inwards-curving teeth, speaking 
in a voice that seemed unnatural and eerily echoing: “Greetings, Master… are you having a 
problem?”

Hands massaged along his muscular body, and sent out thrills of strange, warm pleasure 
rolling through his form. They were all green-scaled, with lighter yellow over their body, 
and their bodies… perfect. There was no word; he didn’t think that even the angels would 
look as beautiful as these strange creatures. They slowly played their claws – and they had 
no fingertips, only large, thick, black curling talons that took up the entire end of the finger 
– over his clothing, causing a soft scratching sound along the fabric as another of the 
triplets asked in the same voice: “Trying to get across the sunken bridge, Master?”

“Yes, I am… can you three help me with that?” Zerrex asked softly, tilting his head as he 
gently reached out to touch one on the shoulder, rubbing down the back of the other and 
smiling slightly… but keeping himself as distant as he could and unexcited. These he had 
to deal with differently than the incubus… since the succubus was a sexual demon, rape 



and any kind of desirous action against it would just empower it and give it more control 
over his body in turn. So instead he’d have to play it carefully…

But the creatures laughed and stood up, wrapping their arms around each other and the 
tall male Drakkaren, all of them smiling into his eyes with their own blue eyes burning. 
Then the three female demons looked at each other before they giggled and drew back, 
three pairs of hands touching his chest and face as they slowly moved back, and the one in 
the middle laughed and beckoned as she threw her arms around the neck of one of the 
others. The two demons traded a quick, light kiss as she was picked up by the others and 
they walked quickly backwards, easily carrying her as she spread and flapped her wings a 
bit, licking at one of the others’ breasts as her eyes half-lidded, and she continued to beckon 
to the reptile as they hurried away down the short stone pathway they had first come from.

Zerrex frowned a bit as they vanished around a corner, then he shrugged and followed 
slowly, moving along the grey stone of the walk as he glanced down and saw that here, the 
long trench met with a large square pool area that bridged off from the main path, ramping 
slowly up to four evenly-spaced stone cement pillars that rose up to the red skies above. 
Zerrex blinked as he stared at these, the three succubi standing nearby and giggling as they 
clustered together, holding and touching each other, vicious grins on their faces as Zerrex 
saw the source of  the blood.

A female hung from each people, their arms tied together by thick strips of rawhide with 
manacles that had been melded together overtop these, with chains jingling quietly, leaving 
them hanging from heavy, U-shaped spikes that had been pounded into the stone. Their 
legs were also spread, feet resting on large stone platforms that stuck out over the ramp 
slightly, with deep-gouged trenched through the stone from which ran blood… and three of 
the females were leaking literal rivers of blood, which flowed into the trenches, and then 
down the ramp and pumped into the water in massive torrents. Zerrex stared at this, then 
he realized they were virgins… or had been, and now they were leaking that virginal blood 
to fuel the raging river below.

It was twisted, it was sick… and horribly, the reptile also found it arousing. He grit his 
teeth, looking at the four females, and feeling a chill run down his spine: all early and 
definitely virginal rapes of his, all of different species. A black pantheress who almost 
shimmered blue with the luster of her fur, a husky that was almost pure white with only a 
few clouds of grey over her body, a red equine with a long golden mane… and a green 
Drakkaren he recognized. Mostly because of the swatch on her hip, a strange, curving 
birthmark that looked like a tattoo… and she of course, was the only one not bleeding. 
Ironic and cruel… yet he couldn’t help but grin coldly as he glanced over the group of 
succubus, saying softly: “You want me to rape her.”

“It’ll raise the level of the River Styx… and you’ll also pay our toll.” said one of the 
females, who was currently squatting and clinging to the leg of another, her blue eyes 
burning as she smiled at him coldly. One succubus stood tall, and the other had her head 
resting on the straight-standing one’s breasts, bent a bit and half-kneeling behind the low-
squatting demon. “But you don’t have to fuck her… however, we’ll still take our toll from 



your sexual energies. And we all have… very big hungers to fill, and we all get… a bit 
violent.”

As she spoke, a light wind ruffled the Drakkaren’s hair, and he twitched as invisible 
hands rubbed over his chest and body and seductive voices of madness whispered in his 
mind, to take them, make them scream, see who would break first… but knowing that even 
if he could conquer one or two of the triplets, the last one would either suck out all his life 
or kill him if he posed too much of a threat for even their sexual prowess to overcome. Or 
hell, they might just toy with him sexually for a while until they had him mewling like a 
kitten for more or to ejaculate, and then after he had that one blissful orgasm, rip his cock 
off, gut him and eat him alive. He’d studied his demonology well… after all, he was likely 
going to Hell, so he might as well know what his company was going to be like, right?

He paused for a moment as he glanced over the four again, noting their colors, and then 
letting his eyes rove up the pole… and noting a symbol carved into each, above the iron 
horseshoe spike binding their arms above their head and backs to the cement pillar. Old, 
traditional symbols… wavy lines, jagged lines, a curved half-spiral, a flat line, all above a 
different female… and then he smiled slightly and glanced back at the Succubus. “The four 
elements. Air, water, fire, earth. And she’s earth.”

Mmm… the energy released from you raping her successfully will be enormous…” 
breathed one of the succubi, and then she slowly, passionate kissed one of her sisters as the 
other lapped teasing up her inner leg, grinning at him widely. Zerrex felt tempted again, his 
body twitching, wanting to respond, to go over and throw himself at their mercy… but 
instead he nodded and looked towards the task ahead of him with a strange, slightly-
morbid eagerness. He supposed it was cruel… but how many chances did he get to enjoy 
raping a virgin twice? Especially when that virgin happened to be Cindy’s mother…

He walked slowly over to her, noting that the others were unconscious, almost 
comatose… although their naked bodies breathed easily, and despite the gushing flow of 
blood from their vaginas, they didn’t seem to be in pain. The Drakkaren, on the other hand, 
was shivering and twitching back and forth, as if in the grips of a nightmare… and as 
Zerrex slowly walked around to stand on the stone platform in front of her, undoing the 
fly of his pants, he looked into her face, saw the resemblance to Cindy in body and soul… 
she was shorter, though, her scales lighter, and almost white over her chest… smaller 
breasts… but lither as well, with curving, firm buttocks that he reached out hesitantly to 
touch, his hands sliding back along her hips to grasp them gently.

She didn’t awaken, and as he looked at her, he remembered how they’d met… it had been 
a party at the barracks, almost a rave, and something Zerrex rarely bothered attending, but 
he’d felt… a particular urge, a thirst that night, and it had been easy access to a place that 
would undoubtedly provide him with prey; whether innocent girls, drunken, drugged 
whores, or dick-hungry soldier girls just back from training who thought they could handle 
him, he didn’t care. He just wanted a raw, hard fuck, and from someone who would scream 
loud, because he’d been training overseas at that that time and no one spoke the same 
frigging language. So he wanted someone who would speak the primal tongue with him – 



screams of ecstasy, grunts of power, growls and claws digging deep to draw blood, and the 
terror in their eyes as he plunged into them and ripped them apart, the thrill of the 
predator taking down his prey after a successful hunt. And something messy and 
traumatizing, since he’d be heading back home soon and they’d never get a chance to find 
him…

So he’d gone there… a few girls had flirted with him, and he’d almost been tempted to 
drag one outside… or what the hell, both, he could restrain both easy in the alley. But then 
she’d caught his eye… and they had stared at each other, and she’d slid away from the 
soldier she’d been dancing with to approach the bar and grin at him, and he’d ordered her a 
drink… and then they’d gone out on the dance floor under the flashing, scintillating lights, 
pushing together… kissing then, him clutching her hips through the too-tight, too-short 
dress, loving the flash of panties, and this, yes, this was the one… he had to have her… he 
had to make her his, and his alone… his only, she would be all his for that night, and he 
would own her…

They pushed, rocked, moved in synchronization, and he let her be the aggressor, let 
himself move back with every time she ground against him, then suddenly pushing back… 
letting her slip a hand under his shirt to feel his chiseled abs, and then tease below his 
waistband to rub the scales of his crotch, and she responded in turn to him, and he’d 
grasped her buttocks like he had now and suddenly turned, shoved himself against her as 
they’d moved off the dance floor, and she’d laughed when they’d staggered together through 
a door into a bedroom and he’d kicked it closed…

They’d gone to the bed… kissed, she’d rubbed his chest, pressed against him, moaned, 
her breath smelling of peppermint and tequila, and his shirt was open, his muscular chest 
bare, and her hands played over it, rubbing at it, teasing his body and looking almost awed 
by his physique as he’d take a breast roughly into one hand and hiked her skirt high up with 
the other, almost to her breasts, to slide two fingers between her legs and tease her, making 
her moan, and she was wet, and he knew it was for him… but she’d teased him, tried to 
draw back…

And slowly, in this hell reality, Zerrex did the same thing to the bound Drakkaren, 
reaching two fingers down and pressing them against the closed, tight lips of her sex, 
drawing his fingers up her naked crotch instead of against the silk fabric of a pair of 
panties, and her eyes – blue as the morning, but with a strange green fleck in one, the 
imperfection that had drawn him in even before she’d become such a willing victim – 
reflected his memory, and he saw it play out like a show on a dark stage, in the most secret 
of theatres. Him shoving her down, her screaming, and him ripping his pants down, 
grinning savagely and letting her wrestle with him, letting her think she had a chance so 
she’d keep struggling… and then suddenly laughing and easily pushing her down, 
dominating her… then finding she was a virgin, kissing her… and oh Gods, she had bitten 
his tongue, and he had bitten back, clamping his jaws against hers, and she’d screamed into 
his maw as he’d pulled himself free and ripped her panties off, and then he’d torn down the 
front of  her dress…



He’d raped her hard, fast, brutally, slammed into her over and over, so powerfully that 
when some idiot good Samaritan had been attracted by the screams, he’d simply blushed 
and apologized and left quickly after he saw him ramming her on the bed… her back 
arched, eyes rolled up in her head, jaws agape and hands clutching at his shirt… and it had 
been more fucking than rape, and that had been how he’d truly taken her, truly raped her, 
and truly made her his property. He’d forced her to get into it… forced her to enjoy the 
rape, the battering, the bloodletting, the raw fucking.

He could see all that reflected in her eyes, and he smiled with strange tenderness as he 
reached his hand up to stroke her face tenderly, letting his pants fall around his hips, 
knowing she wouldn’t kick, wouldn’t struggle this time… her breaths already hard, breasts 
heaving on her chest as she stared at him with terror, then she whispered: “No… not 
again… not this time. I won’t play your game this time… you won’t pass. I didn’t give in to 
those bitches, and I didn’t give in to the incubi… you’re no different…”

I’m the Boss. And I’m different from when I raped you as well.” Zerrex gently stroked 
her face with the back of his hand, then he tenderly kissed her forehead… as he ground his 
body against her at the same time, stroking his shaft to its full thirty-two inch erection… 
and oh, yes, he was bigger now than he was then… more muscular, and far, far more 
experienced. Back then, he’d been little more than an infant with hungers it didn’t bother to 
control… now, however, he was truly a master of his craft. And as he tested her, pushing 
the bulging head of his obsidian tower of flesh against her tightly-closed gates, he wasn’t 
surprised to find that the lips of her sex were sealed like steel, and that even a firm push 
forwards with his hips wouldn’t open them. He felt faint amusement roll through his body 
as he looked into her defiant eyes, and then he gently stroked under her chin, leaning 
forwards and whispering in her ear: “You have no idea how fun you’re making this already. 
Squirm or be silent. It doesn’t matter… it comes out to about the same.”

She trembled a bit now, her eyes losing some of their assuredness, and he laughed softly 
as he reached both hands up, grinding his thick shaft against her and letting out a pleased 
sigh at the feel of her scales rubbing against his huge member. This was step one… the 
emotional attack. Talking her into it, without really talking her into it at all… shaking her 
foundations, making her doubt herself, attacking her very core with precise words. It was all 
a cold, calculated game, and he knew that despite how erotic it was, the power and pleasure 
rolling through him, this particular rape had to be played more like a game of chess than an 
idiotic, animal rape.

But that exhilaration, that new thrill… made it more fun, more wonderful, and more 
exotic than any other rape he’d performed in the past. Before he could get too caught up in 
his sadism, however, he paused for a brief moment to let her feel the tension build, then he 
whispered into her ear: “You do know… that I think of you a lot. You were my first 
Drakkaren… I won’t lie and say you were my first rape. And you’re a favorite memory, 
because I remember you responding to me… when I… touched your body…”

He accented these last words by gently settling his hands on her breasts, letting his palms 
barely skate over them before rubbing slowly down her sides, and she let out a soft groan 



and shook, the chains restraining her jangling and her legs bucking a bit… and then he 
settled his hands firmly on her hips, looking down into her eyes and keeping his expression 
serious but soft, his eyes locking with hers… and another door had been knocked down, 
another wall defeated, her defenses yielded further. 

But he still had to keep going… and he knew that he had to avoid torturing her. Sure, it 
would be fun to mention Cindy, see her anger, her rage, her hate, her spite… but it would 
also be idiotic, and a step in the opposite direction. He needed her to give herself to him 
willingly… and then willingly allow him to slam her with those tortures; he didn’t know 
how he knew this, but perhaps it was just on silent instinct. And he could feel the three 
demons watching, judging him with their playfulness gone and instead expressions solemn 
and interested, like marksmen at a hunting competition… and really? That’s all this was… 
he was just hunting a different kind of  prey with a different kind of  tool.

He slid his hands back up her sides: now was the time to gratify her and appear to 
submit to her, to cause her to open up more towards him… literally and metaphorically. He 
leaned in, sniffing her neck before kissing her throat gently, and she let out a short, quiet 
pant, clenching her eyes shut and gritting her teeth as his hands slowly moved out to grasp 
her breasts again, rolling them slowly together, and then brining one hand massaging down 
her stomach, feeling her body tense, tauten under his touch, then slowly relax as he idly 
played with one nipple. He rubbed his fingertips over it, back and forth, before pinching it 
gently between thumb and forefinger to squeeze it lightly and pull on it teasingly, making 
her give a little gasp as he twisted it, and feeling it harden in response… another good 
sign… just like the blush he saw creeping into her cheeks as his hand rubbed her stomach, 
the other moving from her best to play gently under her armpit, tickling her teasingly to 
make her twitch and the faintest of smiles appear on her face before he rubbed up her 
arm… and then back down to gently cup her face, leaning in and kissing her cheek… the 
bridge of her muzzle… and looking deep into her eyes, letting himself appear to hesitate 
before chastely kissing her hips.

He stayed cupping her face… and she seemed to forget for a few moments the position 
she was in, that she was chained up, that she was a victim here of his… and her eyes 
revealed another yield towards him as his hand slid to cup her hip, the other staying against 
her face. And then she leaned forwards ever so slightly, and he pushed his muzzle forwards 
to meet hers, his cock throbbing and erect between them, the black, hot flesh pulsing lightly 
with power and arousal as their mouths met.

They kissed hungrily, mouthing each other first, tasting each other… and then she 
hesitatingly slid her tongue forwards, and he gladly moved his own to meet hers. They 
danced and writhed in their maws, chasing and falling over each other before she suddenly 
ripped away with a moan, teeth grit, eyes clenched shut, whispering raggedly: “You 
motherfucker… you bastard… you fucking bastard…”

But her cheeks were still flushed, and Zerrex allowed himself a bit of a chuckle as he 
moved his hands to grasp her hips lightly… and he could tell she was half-looking at him 
through one peering eye, likely not wanting to, but unable to simply keep her eyes closed, 



her body trembling… and the Drakkaren moved on to the next stage of the game as the 
succubi murmured in soft approval.

He kissed down her exposed neck, and she shuddered, closing her eyes and tilting her 
head away, but unable to stop her back from arching slightly, her body from responding in 
those tiny, giving movements, her breath from quickening as her arms rattled the chains that 
kept them bound above her head… and then she moaned quietly and lowered her muzzle, 
and he could feel her hips trembling harder as he drew the kisses down the swell of one 
breast, then settled his muzzle against it, closing his eyes and suckling back on the firm 
mound, lapping his tongue around the rock-hard nipple. His own shaft throbbed for 
attention, painfully hard… but at this stage, it was most important to give her all the 
attention, despite whatever his own desires called for.

She reacted, twitching again, murmuring softly: “St… stop it…” but making no move 
to resist, and panting softly as her eyes opened in slits, watching him work his mouth gently 
at her bosom… before her slid slowly down further, sliding his hands back to grasp her 
buttocks lightly, then rolling down to grasp her thighs gently as his mouth trailed soft kisses 
down her stomach. She tensed, and relaxed, then tensed up again, before letting out a 
surprised grunt and trembling hard as he breathed softly on the lips of her sex. The folds of 
her labia, however, were glistening with wetness… and she had a rawer tone to her voice as 
she whispered blankly: “Oh… I… just…”

And Zerrex smiled… reassuringly, encouragingly… as he guided her legs up over his 
shoulders, then pushed his muzzle gently up and licked slowly at her vagina, guiding his 
tongue lightly between her folds… which now separated with a divine, amazing ease. And 
even just the stimulation of his tongue was enough to make her pant softly and shake her 
head from side-to-side, as if trying to deny the pleasure, the desire he knew was rolling 
through her bodies now. He lapped at her, kissing the lips of her sex gently with the lips of 
his muzzle, teasing her lightly, and her legs bucked slightly and squeezed her forwards 
against him, and now she was squirming, panting softly, as his hands kneaded her buttocks 
ever so gently and lovingly.

He nudged her clitoris with his muzzle, causing her to twitch harder and bite her tongue 
with a murmured denial… but then he drew his tongue around it teasingly before moving 
his muzzle back to nuzzle her vagina, smelling her, tasting her, and then breathing softly 
back out to cause her to tremble in pleasure, head rolling back. Once the Drakkaren had 
toyed with her enough, he finally stood, wiping lightly at his muzzle and then looking into 
her eyes firmly: now was the shortest but hardest step… to take control passively.

Their eyes met, and something in her still wanted to resist… but then a tear rolled down 
her cheek, lower jaw trembling, and her legs shaking hard as he gently pushed his muscular 
body forwards, dangling loosely by her arms as he reached a hand back to grasp his own 
huge member and guide the head of his cock against her trembling vagina: his engorged, 
throbbing, needing shaft. But no… he didn’t want to just ram her. He wanted to make her 
his all over again… he wanted to do the rape fully, and he wanted to do it right, which 
meant a bit of restraint and self-control. Then, finally… she bucked her hips ever-so-



slightly, and gave a broken, weak sob as she nodded and lowered her gaze from his, almost 
rasping a single word as her will broke and she gave in to him again, as he knew she would: 
“Please…”

   Thank you.” He said softly… and then he smiled down at her as he felt his body 
flexing, spreading her legs and holding one open by the thigh. She swallowed thickly, 
looking up at him, trembling violently… and then screaming and arching her back as he 
rammed forwards into her, piercing her once-impassable lips, ravaging her vagina, stretching 
her passage and tearing apart her hymen like a truck running through a wall of paper. She 
screamed again, arching her back, as he growled hungrily and grunted as he thrusted 
forwards, eyes rolling up in his head, the pleasure massive, amazing, and all but wanting to 
make him orgasm on the spot… but there was still half the battle left to fight, and he 
wanted to do it all, and do it well.

But he could already feel a steady flow of her blood streaming down his obsidian shaft, 
as he slammed to the hilt in her with another grunt and his body flexing powerfully, both 
hands now holding her legs open, claws digging lightly into her thighs as she jerked against 
the chains and shrieked again in pleasure-pain, head rolling back but the expression on her 
face wondrous and horrified at the same time. And he loved the feeling of her bleeding over 
him, knowing his shaft was already coated in her blood, which was flowing in a free stream, 
like water coming in a steady but weak flow from a damaged tap. Zerrex didn’t just want 
that tap damaged, though, as her hot life-stuff flowed down his grapefruit-sized testicles, 
over his crotch, down his thighs and pattered to the stone platform and into the trench 
below, much of it eventually joining the blood of the other raped virgins… no, he wanted 
to break that tap.

So as he stayed hilted in her, panting, his muscular body flexed, feeling her looking at 
him with delirious and hateful adoration, he drew slowly back, then plunged forwards again 
as he forced his voice to remain calm and easy, saying casually: “You know your daughter, 
Cindy? Our daughter, I should say…” she tensed up, her eyes opening, her face paling as 
she looked at him in horror and froze, but the clenching of her vagina just felt wonderful… 
and now, no matter how hard she pushed with her passage, he once more was the one in 
control, and he could rape her to his heart’s content with her flails just adding to his 
pleasure… “I had sex with her too… because she fell in love with me…”

You liar…” she began to tremble violently, bucking against him, but he laughed and 
ground back, grunting hungrily as his shaft tore deep into her again, once more on the 
psychological attack as he moved easily back and forth, cock squelching in and out of her 
tight passage as he murred and closed his eyes, holding her legs wide and easily open. All 
she could do was shiver and jangle her chains, then she screamed, her spit pattering onto his 
chest and face: “Fucking bastard liar!”

But her vagina clenched, more blood poured free with her rage, and he opened his eyes 
to meet hers with a cold smile as he began to pump a bit faster, pistoning his massive penis 
firmly in and out of her body as he kept up the casual voice, only letting it roughen slightly: 



“Oh am I? Then why is she… married to me? My loving wife… as well as my bitch, my toy. 
We even have our own little girl, Marina-”

St-stop it, stop it, s-s-stop, just stop…” The Drakkaren began to tremble violently, 
shaking her head back and forth in denial, sobbing more than speaking now, voice broken, 
her hips bucking hard back, her passage clenching even harder around Zerrex’s huge cock as 
her body responded to the pleasure automatically, despite the pain in her eyes, the tears 
running down her cheeks… and Zerrex licked it all up, hated and loved that he could enjoy 
this torture so thoroughly, as he worked his gigantic tower of flesh in and out of her… and 
he grinned sharkishly, grunting hungrily and working even harder, even faster now, feeling 
the pleasure building as her blood poured down his shaft in a gout, his crotch soaked with 
it, his steely-cock tearing her apart inside, stretching her violently as he slammed into her 
again and again, testicles smashing against her anus over and over as his claws sank into her 
thighs.

-And she’s growing up to love her Daddy too, and she’ll love her Daddy in a whole new 
way one day, and Cindy just can’t wait… she polishes up my cock every night with her 
mouth and just can’t wait until Marina’s big enough she can take it in without ripping her 
apart!” he shouted, then he laughed as he slammed into her harder and harder, pounding 
her with the massive, black flesh hard enough to cause her body to slap limply against the 
pillar again and again with loud, fleshy smacks, before she tilted her head back and simply 
screamed in despair and agony.

At the same time, she hit orgasm, her passage clutching the male’s massive member and 
squeezing it, causing Zerrex to roar and tilt his head back with a wide grin as he continued 
to piston viciously in and out, his eyes clenched tight in pleasure as blasts of her sexual 
fluids, mixed with blood, shot down the huge shaft in a disgusting, powerful flow, bursting 
out in waves that splattered long gouts of blood over the back of the cement pillar and the 
reptile’s legs again and again. The pleasure increased five, ten, a hundredfold for the male, 
his body flexing, working hungrily, powerfully and roaring, flexing as he slammed into her 
harder and harder, cock stiffening up as she shrieked and cried and moaned.

Then he arched his back and grinned down at her cruelly, locking her eyes with his own 
burning emerald, dominating her entirely and completely as he released thick jets of his 
seed into her again and again, and her body spasmed, breasts bouncing, the female 
screaming like it was fiery acid he was pouring into her and not his seed, which had 
ironically brought the most beautiful, innocent girl he’d ever met into the world… he 
slammed hard forwards, her hips rocking violently as she bounced lifelessly on his cock, her 
eyes full of hate and despair and agony before she shrieked again as he suddenly jerked 
down and free with a snarl, reaching down to stroke his bulging cock rapidly as her hips fell 
and bucked, now releasing a steady waterfall of  blood in a massive, continuous torrent.

She twisted back and forth as several more volleys of his seed splattered over her features 
and body, along with a few droplets of her own blood, and then he grunted softly and 
closed his eyes with a grin of deep, primal bliss as his orgasm came to an end, lowering his 
muzzle and then looking up to smile coldly at her, her stomach, breasts, and face all 



splattered with his thick load. She snarled, but it was hopeless, broken and lost, looking up 
at him with a terrible emptiness in those beautiful blue eyes, and he leaned down to kiss the 
cheek he’d just smeared with her own blood before meeting her irises and putting their 
muzzles side-by-side, whispering: “I promise I’ll take care of  her.”

And with that, he reached down, pulling up his pants and holding them idly up with one 
hand as his black shaft still-throbbed, still hot and erect, as Cindy’s mother dropped her 
muzzle and broke down into deep, lost sobs, her legs spread wide, her hips bucking every so 
often as impossible torrents of  blood gushed down and into the river below.

Zerrex approached the succubus triplets slowly, glancing idly over them: their breasts had 
swelled up, their bodies had thickened with muscle but become trimmer, more shapely in 
other places, their wings had grown larger, and long, shiny black bull horns had sprouted 
from their heads… and now he realized a fourth had joined them that looked the same as 
the other. A pause, and then Zerrex glanced at their collars, realizing the symbols on them 
had changed from  spades to the same elemental signs as on the pillars… and one different 
for each of  them.

And the four stood looking at him with gratitude, love, and trembling… and then one 
slowly licked along the top of her own muzzle with a long, forked tongue as she said softly: 
“Please Master… let us…”

Before he could say anything, they slid forwards, and two gently kissed at his face, giving 
him the deepest, most passionate kisses he had ever had when he turned his head towards 
one or the other – that tasted of brimstone, sex, and blood – and the other two licked 
hungrily at his shaft with their long tongues, cleaning it of blood and trading back and 
forth on suckling the tip, suckling out whatever spare seed the reptile had left to offer. Then 
the four stepped back, forming a square around the reptile… and Zerrex shuddered a bit as 
they all spoke softly: “Hail to our Father, hail to our Master.”

The worst part, though… was when he realized they were all crying red-tinted tears as 
they looked up at him with joy, their beautiful, angelic features almost too perfect, too 
unbearable to look at with those shining rubies rolling down their faces… and he closed his 
eyes for a moment as he forced his thoughts on something different, tasting the air of the 
hell world he was in, feeling the red sky burning his scales, the black ground beneath testing 
his balance with its cracks and rocks. When he opened his eyes, they were all facing him, 
looking at him lovingly again, all holding different objects.

From left to right… a dark metal necklace, with a silver, crescent-moon amulet dangling 
from it… a cape and cloak of red and black, with golden tassels… a huge, deadly 
rectangular cleaver sword, made of rusted steel and dark metal… and a single red rose. 
They all smiled at him, then the leftmost spoke: “We offer you these…”

“To let you know you are monarch and god of us…” said the next in line, bowing a bit 
towards him.

And that we shall forever serve you, milord, in prostration…” spoke the next, bowing 
her head respectfully and looking at him adoringly.



Then the last finally spoke, and her muzzle smiled wide as her eyes shone, holding out 
the rose. “To let you know that we shall never break your trust…”

If I can pass the last test of temptation.” Zerrex finished quietly, and the four 
quadruplets looked surprised as he smiled ironically. “You know, I should have known that 
I’d have creatures like you in my mind… nothing as pathetic and weak as a succubus… but 
demonic elementals, Hez’Ranna high-order demons. The four sisters of the judgment 
cross… earth and material temptation, fire and lust, water and wrath, air and greed.”

The four looked at each other… then they laughed and smiled, donning the items they 
had just offered. Earth with the silver necklace, Air with the heavy, royal cloak with the 
golden tassels, Water putting the deadly, rusted cleaver upon her back like a feather, and Fire 
now wearing the rose upon her head with the thorny stem twisted to form a tiara, the 
brilliant blossom off to the right. They bowed to him respectfully, then said softly in 
unison: “And you are Lord of  both Darkness and Light. What is your wish, Master?”

Zerrex glanced at the river… but was surprised to see that it had already filled, and that 
his raped victim had fallen into slumber; the flow of blood from the vaginas of the females 
had all slowed, still coming in a steady, impossible river, but no longer in great, gushing 
waterfalls. Then he walked a bit down the walkway, and they followed behind, the four 
temptresses not making a sound as they smiled to one another, whispering amongst 
themselves: Zerrex picked up words like savior, patriarch, and freedom, but… he didn’t 
think they were tempting him this time.

He found the bridge had floated back into place now, and the bloody river had risen 
back to such a height that it was sloshing against the banks… and then he turned and 
rubbed the back of his head slowly, running his hand through his ivory locks and saying 
softly: “I need information on this nightmare world. You four are the only ones I’ve met 
thus far who haven’t just groveled or tried to kill me. And I guess I should also ask the real 
reason why you wanted me to rape Cindy’s mother all over again.”

Air smiled a bit, looking over her shoulder coldly at the ruined city and the strange 
creatures milling in the distance inside it, then she shook her head slowly before looking 
back at Zerrex and smiling faintly, explaining quietly: “We needed someone who would be 
able to prove that he was truly the Master… you, in other words, who holds inside him so 
many levels of universe, who has all our lives in our hands. But I know.” A slight smile as 
her eyes half-lidded, and then from her voice came a perfect imitation of Zerrex’s: “You 
don’t like philosophy.”

He blinked, and the other sisters laughed before Water continued the story, picking up 
as if she’d been the one to tell it from the start: “The dark essence, the thing that calls itself 
Drake, came through here a few times… but no matter what form he assumed, it was easy 
to pick up who it was, and we booted him out every time. Unfortunately, we didn’t have the 
power to… do other things to him that we would have liked to.” She made a slight face at 
this, looking at the others as they nodded grimly, and Earth looked down and blushed. 
“Littlest sister here was trapped by the Sheep God.”



Sheep God.” Zerrex said blankly, and the others looked at him curiously, before they 
glanced at each other, seeming to trade some silent message of confusion. Then they all 
shook their heads and looked back at him with faint amusement. 

It’s the second-in-command of the High Commander, who rules over this twisted world, 
and the dark path that stretched beyond, leading to his mansion.” Earth explained in a soft 
voice, and then she smiled, and as Zerrex looked at her, he realized there was one difference 
between the quadruplets, and it was their eye color: beryl, aquamarine, gold, and ruby, 
instead of the light blue. “The Sheep God, on the other hand, guards the Gate leading into 
the dark path, what he calls the Walk of  Sins.

“The Sheep God imprisoned me, because I’m the weakest.” Earth murmured with an 
embarrassed blush, rubbing the back of her head, then she straightened and glanced back 
and forth at her sisters as they all reached out a hand and gently touched her back. “But he 
was ordered to, by the High Commander. 

You see… It’s a terrifying thought, and it does require some philosophy… but you aren’t 
the only person in this collection of universes you call your body, and you aren’t the only 
person who wishes to control these universes and see what you refer to as… the outside 
world, which we understand is… a reality like this, but with other different multiple world-
collections in it as well.” Earth continued, then blinked as Zerrex stared at her. “What?”

Uh…” he said stupidly, then shook his head quickly and waved a hand dismissively, 
looking embarrassed. “Nothing, nothing. Er. Keep talking, go on.” Ugh. The people in my 
head are smarter than I am.

The four elemental demons of desire traded looks again, then Fire shrugged and took 
up the story. “Across the bridge is the other half of the city, though… and stranger, darker 
things loom in that world than this one. Other monsters that thrive and feed on havoc, 
and… well, ever since you, who we call the Lord of Light and Darkness or the Conscious 
Walker, was imprisoned in the illusionary reality… the High Commander has been making 
his own bids for supremacy, as well as Drake. So although we only wished to test you, to 
make sure that you truly were the Conscious Walker, and not some other fool bent on 
taking over the universe of  countless worlds…”

Zerrex held up a hand: although a lot of this was going over his head, he thought he 
caught the gist of what that last bit meant fairly well. “So the High Commander… is being 
guarded by the Sheep God in a palace past here?”

Air snorted softly at this, then she smiled a bit as the others glanced down. “If only it 
were so simple… no, the High Commander is through the Gate, in a world that’s even 
more corrupt than this one, that he’s ripped out of the fabric of other different realities. 
He used to rule this world… but when Drake’s darkness was added to your own, he fed on 
that and his powers grew greatly. Now he sits in his Estate at the end of the dark path, 
through the Gate… and he guards the key to you regaining full control of these worlds, we 
believe. But only by defeating him will the worlds inside you knit together again…”



“I’m in a freaking comic book.” Zerrex said dazedly, looking up at the red sky, and the 
four demons of temptation blinked, before Water muttered, Air rolled her eyes, Fire 
shrugged and Earth merely blushed and smiled shyly. He looked back at them for a few 
moments, then shook his head and laughed dryly. “Well, I’d best keep following the metal-
brick road and go deal with… myself, then.” He shook his head slowly as he turned, 
muttering under his breath. “Of course this all makes sense and everything.”

Then he blinked as the four females leapt forwards at his back, each seizing a limb, then 
looking back and forth as he saw that Air and Water and each grasped an arm, and Fire and 
Earth a leg, leaning against him and smiling up at him, the other two – he had never 
realized they were the same height, almost perfectly, until now – with an arm around his 
shoulders and another grasping his wrist, before they whispered softly: “We’ll keep you 
company.”

The reptile blinked… then he twitched and let out a grunt of hot pain as a shock 
ripped through his body, staggering forwards and grabbing at his head as pain pulsed 
sharply in it for a moment… before he blinked and straightened, turning around to look at 
the four females, who were gazing at him lovingly with their hands clasped between their 
breasts, eyes glowing… and he quietly reached up to touch a choker that had appeared 
upon him: a thick black collar with an emerald, ruby, topaz and sapphire inset into it. Then 
the four laughed and vanished in a black mist, as a whisper went up from the air itself 
around the Drakkaren: “A key for the Gate, and some protection through the darkness 
ahead. Those who still serve their true purpose in this world, as your slaves and soldiers, 
will bow before you and make way for your power, and it will allow you to pass through the 
Gate that the Sheep God guards.”

Thank you.” He murmured softly, reaching up to touch the choker collar with a bit of 
embarrassment… but here, of course, at least there would be no one to ogle him, no one to 
mock him for wearing such a bit of jewelry, and no one to laugh behind their hands at him. 
Then again… a pause, and another touch at the jeweled choker as he began to walk back to 
the beginning of the bridge over the river Styx, glancing up and muttering: “It’s probably 
called the Boatman or Grim Bridge or something.”

Then he shook his head before beginning to walk across the slippery wooden slats, 
which creaked and swayed under his weight: not rotten or weak, but sponge-like and thick 
with absorbed blood from the river. Somehow, though, knowing he was crossing a floating 
bridge on a river of blood… made it easier than not knowing if the frothing, churning 
waters beneath him were blood or just coppery water.

Zerrex’s eyes roved over the thick mist that lay ahead, then he winced slightly as he found 
himself walking into it, the world suddenly becoming obscured in thick clouds of white. 
He could barely see the outline of the bridge as he walked along it… and worse, he 
thought he could see that of prancing figures in the distance, and hear them faintly yelling 
and jumping back and forth. A few moments later, however, they vanished… and then the 
reptile found himself walking through a mist so deep and thick that he couldn’t even see his 
hands when he paused to look down at them.



Then Drakkaren winced, then he closed his eyes, took a slow breath, and kept himself 
moving straight, tapping the slats in front of him with the toe of his combat boot to make 
sure that he wasn’t walking into a hole or off the edge of the bridge and into the flow: he 
could hear the river raging all the stronger here, the current apparently more vicious near 
the middle… or what he hoped was the middle of the bridge. After all, it had been… who 
knew how long that he’d been walking in this white mist? Time and space seemed to stop 
functioning in this white, consuming fog…

Something flickered in the distance, a lantern through the mist that caught Zerrex’s eye. 
It slowly seemed to be making its way towards him… and the Drakkaren lowered his hand 
by his revolver, cocking back the hammer with his thumb so it was ready to fire the moment 
he drew the gun. Bit by bit, the light drew closer… and Zerrex realized he was looking up 
not at a lantern, but at a small, glowing blue ball.

It shimmered as it moved towards him, swaying slowly up and down and twisting and 
turning every now and then… before it dropped down in front of the Drakkaren’s face, and 
the reptile winced, half-covering his eyes as the orb seemed to inspect him. Then it slowly 
floated away, dropping low enough that it revealed the engorged wooden slats over the 
bloody bridge before rising back into the air and moving down a relatively straight course.

The Drakkaren was tempted to follow it closely… but he quickly shook his head and 
instead looked down, focusing his will and his feet on not moving. It was so hard to not 
chase that shimmering orb of light, that one lantern in this wilderness of white nothing, 
but he knew that doing so would probably lead to death. It shimmered, it was pretty, and it 
was tempting… but it was also floating back and forth almost teasingly through the fog 
and there was a sense of  both melancholy and malevolence about the strange bluish sphere.

Zerrex figured he knew what it was… a will o’ wisp, a spirit lantern, a nasty trickster 
made of bits and pieces of pissed-off spirits or perhaps just born of nature’s unnecessary 
cruelties in the deepest nights and fogs. It would lead him true for a while… then bend ever 
so slowly, and Zerrex would find himself following it right off the edge and into the red 
river of blood to drown. He smiled faintly as he shook his head slowly, then murmured 
quietly to himself: “I need to stop reading all the fairy tales and ghost stories that I do. 
Apparently all my arcane and occult knowledge is coming back to bite me in the ass.”

He sighed a bit, rubbing a hand through his hair, but he kept his eyes and senses sharp 
as three more of the small orbs floated up from behind him, a pair to his left, and one to 
his right. All about the same color, some brighter, some darker, but all of them radiated the 
same sense of hopelessness, like they had once been lost themselves and lured to their 
deaths… but the Drakkaren kept his head down, one hand touching the choker idly to 
remind himself that not everything here would try and kill him, at least, and the other hand 
by his cocked revolver.

There was another way these creatures could have come about, though… but he hoped 
to hell it was impossible. A few moments later, however, as the fog began to clear, he 
snorted quietly and noted the figure standing ahead, now drawing his revolver again, but 
fearing it would be useless this time around. Maybe it wasn’t just useless blathering…



Ghost stood ahead… and now he’d become his namesake, as he levitated with his toes 
just touching the ground, head down and arms drooping, a twisted smile on what remained 
of his features, eyes burning… the latter being composed of an eye still in the socket of his 
skull, the other floating where it would have been had his head not been blown off. His 
military uniform looked filthy and streaked with blood, and will o’ wisps circled him with 
almost reverence… after all, the other thing Ghost had always been good at was calling the 
little freaks to him and using them to confuse people, controlling them with the ease Tinny 
had manipulated metal.

He laughed softly as Zerrex drew the revolver, floating a bit higher in the air and 
spreading his arms with a twisted smile, saying in a soft, eerie voice: “Go ahead, Captain 
Ravenlight. Pull the trigger, see what happens.”

Fine.” Zerrex fired, and the round tore a hole through Ghost’s stomach. The image of 
the ex-soldier flickered in and out of view, distorting with static, and then the spirit 
reappeared, his arms lowered, a grin back in place, his horrible eyes glaring at Zerrex; and 
now there was no hole left in his body. The Drakkaren snarled in frustration, then pulled 
the hammer back with his thumb and aimed again as Ghost laughed once more, and the 
grisly lanterns around him bounced and seemed to shake with their own merriment.

“You can’t hurt me, Ravenlight… but I, on the other hand… can hurt you plenty.” Then 
Ghost raised a hand as he levitated a bit higher, and Zerrex grunted as an invisible force 
seized him. He found himself lifted into the air, twisting back and forth with a snarl as the 
horrible, broken grin on the half-gone face of the snake grew wider, raising his arm above 
his head and causing Zerrex to float high into the air. “Spirits killed by violence… have 
such rage that it unlocks certain very powerful abilities from deep within…

I warned you, did I not?” Ghost squeezed his hand into a fist, and Zerrex’s back arched 
as something horrible constricted his body, his limbs bucking and almost losing his grip on 
the revolver as his head tilted back, hissing with pain and coughing blood into the air, 
feeling himself being slowly crushed… and then the force released from around him, and 
instead he felt as if he was being held by the back of the neck, body going limp and 
dangling in the psychic grip of the spirit as the desert snake tilted his head and continued 
to speak in almost a playful tone: “But I’m not going to kill you right away…”

Then Zerrex suddenly brought his gun up with a snarl and fired again, and Ghost’s eyes 
widened in surprise as the revolver round passed through his image again, causing him once 
more to flicker and distort with a snarl. Whatever else, it broke his concentration, and 
Zerrex found himself falling back towards the bridge… and the reptile realized too late 
how high he’d been, and that his impact would-

He smashed through the wooden slats and into the river of blood below, vanishing from 
sight as Ghost reappeared with a snarl, the spirit’s eyes glaring back and forth before he 
cursed as he saw the hole. He landed softly on his feet, then walked over, the will o’ wisps 
floating around him, and he ignored the whispers of the creatures as he closed his eyes and 
concentrated for a moment, causing his body to solidify so he could kneel down and put 
both hands out on the side of  the hole, muttering: “Where did he…”



Then the spirit’s eyes bulged as a huge green hand shot out of the water and snagged 
him by the top of his broken skull: there was no pain now that he was dead, but the horror 
and surprise more than made up for that, before he screamed as he was dragged down and 
into the bloody water. A foot slammed into his back as he struggled, and then he was 
twisting and rolling down the river, jerked along by the heavy current, shrieking angrily into 
the bloody water as he was once more cheated of  his prize.

Zerrex slowly climbed out of the river, his body soaked in blood, coughing and 
vomiting, the revolver soaked and useless now… and the reptile snorted as he crawled onto 
the bridge, looking to the side to see the will o ‘wisps floating quickly along the surface of 
the water, overtop their master, and then suddenly stop. And the Drakkaren rolled his eyes, 
then winced as another of the spirit orbs that had stayed behind brushed against his cheek 
and gave him a small electrical shock. Annoying at best… and Zerrex reached up his hand 
and crushed it, the thing giving a small squeal as it zapped his hand before disintegrating 
into broken bits of dark fairy dust that pattered down onto the wooden slats. The reptile 
shook his head slowly, then he glanced up as he saw the collection of other orbs floating 
back, muttering under his breath. “Gee. You’re not obvious at all.”

He watched the group of orbs float over the bridge… then Ghost slowly rose up 
through the broken wood, a snarl on his features, body once more non-physical. Zerrex 
noted, however, that he’d done quite a bit of damage just touching the spirit while it was in 
physical form… and it brought back the old question to his mind; could he kill something 
that was already dead?

More of Ghost’s skull had been broken away, and he could see a few nasty bruises on the 
dead body, as the ghost lanterns flickered and danced around him, as he levitated a foot or 
so above the bridge. Zerrex snorted as his eyes travelled over the obviously-frustrated desert 
snake before bracing himself as Ghost rose a hand and said furiously: “I’ll just crush you, 
here and now!”

As Ghost tried to close his hand, Zerrex closed his eyes, imagined the blocks of force 
coming towards him, and slammed his own hands out, hitting the psychic force squarely 
with his own brutal physical power, and Ghost reeled backwards, falling to the ground and 
grabbing his head with a shriek of intense mental agony, body flickering into physical 
reality with horror at how easily Zerrex had smashed aside his telekinetic attack. Then a 
hard fist mashed into his face, crushing his muzzle and dissolving it into dark, flickering 
lights, and another slammed up into his guts, causing the spirit to gag and cough, before 
screaming and grabbing Zerrex’s shoulders as the hard fist ripped through his stomach and 
out his back: there was no blood, no organs, but just black smoke… and the spirit looked at 
Zerrex, trembling violently before he whispered: “How?”

Zerrex looked back coldly into Ghost’s eyes… and then he simply smiled a bit and 
shook his head slowly, saying softly in return: “No clue. Maybe for the same reason that 
Drake, and all the rest of you can’t beat me. Maybe I have some other demon in me, darker 
or lower than all of you, or I’ve learned over the years to strike even down to the very soul 
with just my fists. But don’t feel bad, Ghost… you tried, right?” And then Zerrex paused, 



idly batting away the will o’ wisps that were flying around him, trying to protect their 
master, before he smiled into the horrified desert snake’s eyes and said gently: “Don’t ever 
come back, okay? Hell has a special place for you.”

Then he flicked his arm hard to the side, and Ghost shrieked, flying through the air and 
off the bridge, passing completely through one of the tiers before hitting the bloody water 
with a splash, his body bursting into dark smoke. The spirit lanterns tried to follow him 
out, then suddenly halted, and instead trembled violently before dissolving themselves with 
humanoid shrieks of agony, shattering like balls of lit glass into bits and pieces of black 
energy.

Zerrex looked out at the bloody river with a quiet snort, shaking his head slowly and 
closing his eyes, then he blinked as he heard quiet footsteps on the bridge. He looked 
ahead… but there was no one there, despite the fact that the footsteps grew louder… 
louder… then passed. He turned back and forth, then shook his head slowly before 
glancing up as the mists began to clear, and he smiled grimly as he noticed the end of the 
bridge was now in sight. “Good. I was getting sick of  this.”

He hurried quickly off the damned wooden bridge over the torrential river of blood, 
and found himself once more stepping into the ruins of a city, glancing up at the now too-
familiar red sky and the skeletal black, jagged structures. But he thought that down the 
road, he could see something else… something with different colors, and built well. So the 
reptile started quickly down the narrow, damaged path he’d been following the whole way, 
taking out his revolver… and blinking as he saw it was clean. Not only dry, but free of rust 
and damage… and now almost shining silver and black instead of red and tan. He paused 
to pop open the cylinder, then pulled out one of the rounds inside, looking over it slowly 
and then glancing at the bottom of the casing and murmuring: “.62 caliber, 150% 
gunpowder rounds, T-coated.” A pause, then an amused snort. “Holy crap. No wonder this 
thing is so powerful… at least in my mind, anyway.” Another pause as he walked along the 
road… then he glanced down as he realized it had become an actual road, of grey concrete 
and with a plain yellow median. He never thought he’d been so glad to see a bad paint job 
of a pair of yellow lines… and with another quick look around, he noticed that the 
buildings in this area had all been crushed down into brittle heaps, looking like piles of 
broken black bones… hell, even the sky above had turned from red to blue.

And then he looked ahead… and spotted two things that made his emerald eyes narrow 
coldly. The first was a church, with massive, locked iron gates barring entrance to the huge 
pair of red oaken doors that took up almost the entire front wall of the church. These were 
slightly recessed into a large stone archway, and the gates lay across the front of this, with 
heavy iron bars going back and forth in a checkerboard pattern, with random strings of 
what looked like grey vines running through it… but another look, and Zerrex could tell it 
was barbed wire that had been designed to look pretty, or someone’s twisted idea of a joke. 
Likely mine, in some way.

The walls were made of grey stone, with two towers on either side and a long walkway 
between them, made from golden wood… and towering above wall, including the red-



shingled rooftops, was a simple, hexagonal bell tower, with a single massive, golden bell 
dangling inside. Zerrex looked up at this for a moment… then down at the steps leading 
up the gates of the church, before asking softly to the second thing he’d noticed: “This the 
Gate, isn’t it?”

A Gate to God, perhaps.” The priest standing at one side of the stairs replied with soft 
benevolence. He was clad in all black clothes… from shoes, to dress pants, to buttoned-up 
shirt and buttons, to the casually-open dress jacket… except for the white collar around his 
neck. He was holding what looked like a bible from Ire, with a single golden tassel hanging 
from the bottom, and gold-edged corners. He was also tall, but that was to be expected… 
after all, despite the warmness of his ruby eyes and the expression on his face, he looked 
exactly like Narrius.

Zerrex paused for a moment, then he glanced up and asked mildly: “You know, it’s 
strange, that this bit of paradise should exist amidst all this Hell… would you open the 
gates for me, so I can sit inside the church?”

“I’m afraid that the church is closed for now, but we can sit on the steps and talk awhile 
if you like.” replied the priest courteously, then he sat down on the steps and smiled again 
calmly. “You look like you have the weight of many sins on your shoulders. Let us relieve 
that weight if  we can, how would that be?”

Why do they call you the Sheep God?” Zerrex asked calmly, glancing up at the golden 
bell. The priest didn’t look surprised… but thankfully spared him the insult of feigning 
surprise, instead looking at him for a few long moments. The Drakkaren, however, kept his 
eyes averted, not wanting to look at this monster that dared to take on the guise of his 
father to try and toy with his emotions, instead studying the bell and adding mildly: “Bet I 
could shoot that from here. It’s a good distance up, but a big target. From the angle, I might 
even be able to get a shot in under the balcony and a round inside… probably ricochet all 
over the place inside.”

“I’ll ask you to refrain from that, if you will.” The priest said with a bit of a 
disapproving frown, then he shook his head and calmed a bit, responding to the reptile’s 
first question after a few moments of silence. “The disbelievers and the enemies of the 
High Commander call me the Sheep God because they think I am nothing more than a 
foolish, iconic herder of other fools. But I alone command the true path as told in the holy 
scriptures, and I alone hold the key to salvation and Heaven, and to the worlds beyond and 
above… as well as those below.”

Now Zerrex smiled a bit, and turned eyes sparkling with entertainment towards the 
being. God or not… now it was time to test its ‘infinite patience.’ “No. That’s not why.” he 
said mildly, then paused for a moment, as if to say nothing more. It made the 
Dragokkaren’s eye twitch, as if exasperated, but when he opened his mouth – perhaps to say 
he wasn’t going to take the bait or maybe resign himself to the inevitable question of asking 
why, Zerrex steamrollered him with what seemed a different subject. “And disbelievers? You 
mean nonbelievers. A disbeliever is someone who may partake in your religion and customs, 



or simply wants evidence before they choose to believe anything. An agnostic, perhaps, who 
believes in divine order, just not you… not an atheist.

What you meant was nonbeliever… a nonbeliever has no faith in you, or anything else. 
They don’t believe anything, because they believe there’s nothing to be believed. People who 
are willfully ignorant, of religious teachings, you, and everything else… a nonbeliever would 
call you the Sheep God. A disbeliever would just call you an unproven reality that may or 
may not exist… or use your title in a different context.

The nonbelievers and enemies of this… High Commander, they call you the Sheep 
God… because they don’t believe you are iconic, or foolish. That’s both giving you too 
much credit.” And now Zerrex smiled patronizingly at the creature on the steps, which was 
snarling angrily… which made it resemble his father a whole lot more, he thought. “They 
call you the Sheep God because they think that’s all you are. A god, mayhaps… but an idiot 
god. You aren’t important enough to get a capital g, really, but they just throw it into the 
name to not hurt your feelings. And from what I see, I agree.

“What’s this whole getup? A ‘respect thy father,’ thing, something to try and convince me 
that Narrius isn’t as bad as he is, or that I still love him? I hear the talks from other people 
too… but I keep my mouth shut because they don’t understand that I know he is bad, and 
that there is no lost love between us, and they never will.” A pause, and another cold smile 
as Zerrex rose his revolver, aiming it at the god’s masked face. “You’re just a weak-kneed son 
of  a bitch, though. Abandoned by your daddy, were you, god or not?”

Be silent, you are in the presence of-” The Sheep God began, voice thunderous and the 
entire world twisting, but Zerrex just laughed as the skies above turned from blue to red, 
and the road beneath them blackened. After all, he could do that too, if  he wanted. 

Shut up.” He said curtly, and the thing looked shocked as Zerrex made a rolling gesture 
with the huge gun, snorting. “You’re nothing more than a sheep yourself. You’re the founder 
of a trademarked, corporate religion used more often than Santa Claus – who, by the way, 
is not just Saint Nick and a product of your stupid, crummy beliefs – to sell kids toys and 
books and fuel the self-important psychiatrist’s ability to tell every patient they meet, ‘don’t 
worry, it’s not your fault, you can’t control yourself because god made you that way, now 
write me a check for two hundred and fifty and come back next week to discuss all the 
mistakes you made after you left this office.’ You’re not the team mascot, but the backup 
loser who the coach wouldn’t put into play unless he had to, because all he does is fumble 
the ball and pass to the other team. 

You, are the washed-up, fucked-up bastard child of the first attempt at a botched 
happily-ever-after-if-you-behave-yourself story and a carnival clown with a type-A 
personality and moral OCD out the ass. And yet here you are, being immoral yourself… 
showing such pride, servility, idiocy, and arrogance, and hiding your face behind the mask 
of my father because you’re nothing more than a butt-ugly, cowardly maggot. And by the 
way, Sheep God, I don’t like playing make-believe.”

With that, Zerrex suddenly pointed the revolver to the side instead of towards the 
Dragokkaren, and he fired a single round into the bell high above them: the round slipped 



just under the cusp and slammed home inside the bell, ricocheting around and causing it to 
reverberate and clang loudly several times, and the entire church blackened and twisted, 
warping and corrupting: a tower collapsed, the barbed-wire ivy mutated and grew, curling 
back and forth and spilling down the steps, and the symbols on the doors glowed before 
they cracked open slightly and revealed a horrible, sucking blackness as the road cracked, 
narrow streams of steam spitting up from the Earth as giant black towers laced with dark 
vines rebuilt themselves all around the narrow square the church stood inside, looming high 
into the air and covered in glowing red symbols.

The Drakkaren glanced around mildly as the Sheep God stood up with a snarl, throwing 
his bible away and glaring at the reptile, trembling in fury as dark energy rose off him like 
smoke. Then he snorted and grinned, red eyes turning black as he whispered: “Oh, you 
want to see my true form, is that it, Conscious Walker? You want to do this the hard way, is 
that it? Then I shall reward you with a slow and agonizing death, and the High Commander 
will rule over all!”

Then the creature stepped backwards, wincing and clutching at its chest, before letting 
out a shriek as its head twisted violently to the side, and a long, multiple-jointed leg tore 
from its shoulder, covered in sharp barbs and shaped like the leg of a grasshopper. Then it 
bent forwards, clutching at itself and clenching its eyes shut as its lower jaw dislocated and 
mouth opened wide, throat bulging as another head slid out, the creature undergoing a 
horrible mutation as Zerrex snarled and stepped back, gun raised gamely.

Then it was laughing… dark, echoing laughter that seemed to make the world 
reverberate as the changes finished, and Zerrex was left looking at a horrible, disjointed 
monster. It had a long, six-legged lower body with two tails, one of them multi-joined like 
a scorpions and ending in a pair of vicious whips, the other a longer, flexible reptilian tail 
that had what looked like a massive axe blade stemming from it. The creature’s back was 
covered in long spikes with the sacrificed body of a male and female Drakkaren slammed 
through on spikes, their eyes sightless but mouths moving impossibly fast in recitation of a 
thousand passages and prayers, scales an impossible, ugly white and both bodies stretched 
out in cross-crucified formation, laying one beside the other with the vicious, single-barbed 
spikes sticking through bloody tears in their bodies like pincushions: this section of the 
beast’s body was shaped almost like a teacup, with a deep pool of blood from the two 
bodies swaying back and forth, small, clawed hands and damned faces constantly screaming 
silently in the never-splashing pool, the spikes rising up from the bloody water and the 
edges of  the bloody pond.

Every one of its legs was different: one hooved but with a double-jointed, brown leg 
with a long black mane down the underside, one ending in a huge canine paw, another an 
elephant’s leg with ivory nails, another hairless and pink with huge hooks, and the last a 
horrible, mottled, boneless purple tentacle that ended in what looked like almost a black 
hand with sharp, hooked talons. The last two legs were near the front of the creature, where 
it narrowed after the strange, wide teacup formation and twisted upwards into a thinning 
curve, leaving a thin, monstrous waist that looked like the thorax of  a praying mantis.



Then the despicable monster’s body widened impossibly, covered in a mix of bristly 
black hair, torn green scales, and greasy brown fur, the upper body massive and muscular, 
then bridging out to a huge, scaled arm covered in black tattooed crosses and ending in a 
strong, flexed hand with two jutting bones like hooks curving out from the wrist, serrated 
and forming a natural pair of vicious wristblades, and the other arm was naked, pink, black 
and fleshy, almost looking as if it hand been burned, and ending not in a hand, but a 
massive, vise-like lobster claw. Worst of all, though, was that in the middle of the thing’s 
chest was a recessed, massive pair of jaws that looked almost like a tumor with a pair of X-
shaped slashed through it, but then it opened its jaws and roared, revealing it had been 
nothing more than a set of four mandibles, and inside was a black tunnel lined with what 
looked like millions of  teeth, like a gigantic leech’s fearsome maw.

The skull was broken and twisted, a dead-white-scaled, eyeless Dragokkaren’s head with 
jaws broken open wide to reveal a long, white-fleshed neck like the body of a worm that 
pulsated and moved back and forth like a turtle, with the face of a black stallion: one eye, 
however, bulged from the socket and was bug-like and twisted, and the other was red and 
glaring, with no iris. It was perched between a pair of long grasshopper legs with barbs and 
multiple joints that seemed to serve almost like feelers, and had a maw filled with sharp 
teeth, then it opened this to reveal a long, twisting tongue covered in strange warts. It licked 
at the air slowly, then grinned horribly before it hissed and spoke from the jaws on its chest 
in a terrible, rasping voice: “Do you tremble in terror? Do you see now that I am far greater, 
far superior to-”

Zerrex didn’t let it finish, instead raising the revolver and blasting off five shots with the 
revolver in rapid succession, other hand fanning the hammer and causing the thing to squeal 
like an injured pig, staggering backwards on its six horrible legs as the second head retracted 
and blood and teeth exploded from the thing’s central mouth, the four mandibles closing 
tight to form that strange, tumorous white mound that took up most of its chest. Then it 
snarled and charged, and Zerrex grinned before running forwards himself and slipping into 
a slide as it slashed both arms downwards, smashing a crater in the road instead as the 
reptile slid below the monster.

It stomped, whinnying and howling all at the same time, six legs clawing and flailing 
underneath it as it turned around, but Zerrex’s slide has carried him behind the creature, 
and he snarled as the tails whipped, trying to catch him. Then he grabbed either tail at the 
base, and as the Sheep God looked over its shoulder in surprise, the reptile twisted and tore 
backwards and downwards at the same time, causing it to howl in agony as both tails 
spasmed before falling useless.

Zerrex grinned… then he let out a grunt of agony as the thing donkey-kicked him with 
its two back legs, sending him flying more than twenty feet through the air before he 
crashed and skidded on his back a short distance, before the reptile managed to roll 
backwards and get to a crouch, holstering his magnum revolver in the same liquid move and 
landing in a runner’s stance. He snorted, his emerald eyes glaring coldly ahead as the thing 
ran forwards and then cantered around in a wide circle, almost overbalancing its crooked 



body as it turned to sharply, and he quickly took another look over its freakish body, letting 
himself  get his breath back and rest a moment even as it charged at him.

Then he stood as the god continued to move towards him, not showing any fear, waiting, 
waiting as the monster opened its central jaw hungrily, screaming hungrily in a thousand 
voices, scaled arm locked down at its side with the wristblades of bone out to spear him, 
lobster claw raised to crush him, tilting its heavy body back so it could bring up the front 
two legs to rip him apart, both already twisted up to seize him… and then Zerrex snarled 
and booted a piece of pavement at his feet hard forwards and into one of the four working 
legs.

Its eyes bulged and it let out a loud whinnying scream as its massive,  unbalanced body 
tottered forwards, arms and legs flailing as it twisted to the side and Zerrex leapt smoothly 
to the other, but the damage was already done: before it could catch itself, its huge upper 
body had already leaned too far over to be recovered, even as all six legs clawed at the 
ground… and then it collapsed and slid heavily on its side, smacking its outer Dragokkaren 
head hard against the concrete road and blood spilling out of  the pool filling its back.

As Zerrex watched with both shock and something like twisted joy, ghosts began to 
climb out of the puddle, fading in and out of reality as they fled in all directions, flew into 
the air, sank into the ground, the damned spirits escaping from the Sheep God’s prison, and 
the two praying Drakkaren stuck on the spikes writhed and screamed promises of 
retribution, their empty sockets giving only blank threats. Then the thing began to totter 
back up to its feet, and Zerrex dived through the parade of still fleeing ghosts, leaping over 
the puddle of glassy blood and going into a roll, landing on his back as the monster looked 
over its shoulder and automatically gave the only defense it could to its backside, a hard 
donkey kick at waist level, glaring over its shoulder… but the reptile had landed beneath 
the level of its kick, and a moment later, the Sheep God screamed in agony as Zerrex seized 
its ankles, holding its legs straight out, then slamming both his knees hard upwards.

Before it could move, the reptile used his own knees, positioned just above the god’s, as 
an axis, and jerked hard down, and the legs snapped like toothpicks as they were forced to 
bend in opposite directions, falling limp and useless. The reptile felt a faint burst of 
triumph… then he blinked as something clawed and vicious seized his ankle in a viselike 
grip, looking down to see the tentacle arm had managed to stretch far enough backwards to 
grab him with the claw hand on the bottom… before he grunted as he was torn along the 
ground and lobbed easily into the air, the Drakkaren’s form spinning and leaving him 
defenseless in vertigo.

Then he was smashed away by the massive lobster claw, grunting in agony as it 
connected with his face and upper chest, head twitching to the side and his eyes filling with 
agony, body flying backwards… and then something slippery and horrible seized his 
already-damaged ankle and he felt it crack like a whip, slamming him down onto his back. 
He looked up with a snarl, agony burning through his body and spine as he realized the 
thing had wrapped its tongue around him, before it jerked him back towards it, and the 



maw opened wide, grasshopper-leg feelers reaching out for him and arms ready to seize him 
in a death hug as the Sheep God grinned terribly…

Zerrex forced his body to remain straight, refusing to flip… then kicked out his leg to 
the side of the maw, feeling its barbed feelers ripping at his legs and waist uselessly as the 
arms tried to close and the mandibles reached out for him, straining… but Zerrex put out 
his own hands, his muscles flexing as sweat rolled down his body, snarl curling down his 
maw and into a hellish grin as the head stared at him in disbelief, hands holding the 
monster’s wrists firmly and stopping it from capturing him in its death hug. It was still 
stunned by sheer surprise, if nothing else… and Zerrex took the moment of slack to smash 
it across the face with his foot, causing it to squeal in agony before he slammed his heel 
back the other way, then he drew the free leg up as blood flew from its mouth, tongue 
twitching from where it was around his ankle, and he simply stomped hard forwards.

The thing’s head was obliterated, the neck crunching, the monster screaming in pain as it 
shook back and forth, arms flailing up and down but unable to get loose of Zerrex’s death-
grip on its limbs, to either squeeze him or throw him away… and then the tongue from the 
somehow-still working mouth slung him hard upwards with another long whipping 
movement before releasing him to the sky.

The Drakkaren flew into the sky, his body rotating a few times before he managed to 
stop himself, snarling and looking for some other weak spot as it grabbed at its crushed 
face, even the Dragokkaren skull behind the real head broken and twisted from the force of 
his kicks… and then he drew his revolver as his eyes settled on the bleeding, praying 
Drakkaren lodged on its back, hanging upside down in midair as he began to fall and taking 
aim before he began to fall, more than fifty feet up from the thing’s vicious throw as he 
began to fire, fanning the hammer as he emptied six shots into the impaled creatures on its 
back.

The Sheep God screamed, back arching and its body twitching, arms and legs flailing as 
both of the long dead bodies spasmed and finally gave their own screams of pain, two holes 
in the female’s chest and three in the male, including a graze that had torn away most of its 
shoulder… and then the thing slumped forwards, crashing to the ground on its face with a 
thud that shook the world and sent up a plum of dust. A moment later, Zerrex landed in 
front of it in a flexed crouch, roughly a dozen feet away from the fallen, monstrous Sheep 
God, one arm out and the other over his bent leg, gripping his revolver tight, cold emerald 
eyes locked on the monster’s corpse.

It twitched a few times as blood began to roll out from its body, and then it began to 
shrivel and steam darkness into the sky, the reptile snorting in disgust and straightening as 
he holstered the huge gun and said quietly: “The strength of a god, is in the faith of its 
people.” A pause as he looked towards the church, the iron gates crumbling and the vines of 
barbed wire shivering before they rusted and rotted away into nothingness, and then the bell 
tower of the roof trembled before collapsing with the rest of the structure with a few loud, 
final tolls that rang through the entire cursed city.



Spirits, cloaked figures, slaves, demons, monsters, and creatures of the darkest night alike 
slowly gathered as the rest of the Sheep God went up in black smoke, many of them 
staring. The raped and rapist stood side-by-side, and all the devils and monsters of Zerrex’s 
own personal hells exchanged whispers and murmurs with the victims who stood nearby. 
Some of them had fallen to their knees, and others were wiping tears of joy away, as Zerrex 
slowly approached what was no longer a church, but a pile of rubble with a set of massive 
wooden doors standing alone in front of it, cracked open slightly and the murmur of 
madness coming from within. Zerrex paused to look around at the crowd that was 
gathering into the square, and then he smiled a bit as he saw their looks, their admiration, 
their thankfulness and their relief, even if was only for a few moments before they returned 
to the normal hells of this nightmare world. But even a monster has feelings… even a 
demon may love… Zerrex thought quietly, looking slowly over them all, before he simply 
nodded and turned, reaching up to undo the choker he was wearing and throwing it at the 
doorway.

It bounced off the cracked-open door with a clink… and then it was sent flying away as 
both doors exploded open with a rush of dark wind that made Zerrex grit his teeth, his 
white hair blowing back as hellish laughter rose up for a few moments. Then there was only 
the sound of the hellish maelstrom that was blowing out of the portal, and the reptile 
slowly walked into the darkness that lay between the Gate without looking back, and a 
moment later, it swallowed him up, before the massive wooden doors slammed closed and 
crumbled away to dust.

~~~
Zerrex had been wrong in saying his personal version of him-ruled hell had been a 

nightmare world. This… this, was a nightmare world.
It was cold… and he stood in a small patch of light that was cast as if from a spotlight. 

Everywhere around him was darkness and shadow, the ground a faint black outline against 
even blacker night skies, that were not cloudy or starless, but merely empty. Voices 
whispered and things rustled out of sight, in the world beyond the light… but already the 
reptile knew not to step out of the light, because it would lead only to madness and 
destruction.

He winced a bit, looking up slowly: there was only one pathway, a faint white light that 
led through the dark… but it was narrow and tiny, and he’d have to watch his step. He 
looked up, but saw no source from above… and although the ground where the light shone 
was white, he didn’t think it was from any light rising from the Earth. The Drakkaren made 
a slight face at this… sourcelessness, then he shook his head slowly before beginning down 
the path, not realizing he was hugging himself as he glanced warily back and forth, trying 
to concentrate only on putting one foot in front of  the other.

Every now and then, something would pass by above his head… sometimes flocks of 
things, that moved with a horrible, half-shriek, half-cackle, but always out of sight… and 
shapes would suddenly unfold out of the blackness, stagger towards the light with 
frightening speed, and then stop, just out of view. Zerrex winced the first time this 



happened, almost stumbling off the path… and when just a lock of his white hair passed 
into the darkness, he caught a hand in the corner of his eye reach out and yank on it, 
tearing a few hairs from his head before he turned with horror to stare after that pale, 
bloodless hand he’d seen… but there was nothing there. And when he looked back towards 
the shape, it had been gone.

He shook his head slowly, then looked behind him… and winced as he saw the lights 
had gone out. He still had no idea how long the path trailed on for… it could lead to a 
dead end, or just continue going forever, for all he knew… and the reptile bit the inside of 
his cheek before hurrying onwards, mumbling quietly to himself  about ghouls and ghosts.

Not much longer afterwards, he paused, as he heard crying in the distance… and a 
mournful whisper of ‘Daddy, daddy.’ At first, he thought it was Marina or Cindy, and his 
first instinct was to run off the path and towards that voice… before he winced and 
remembered both that this was his own mind – somehow – and what had happened the last 
time he’d only swayed a bit into the shadow world beyond. So instead, he hesitated, glancing 
down… and then looked up as he realized the voice was that of a little boy’s, not a girl’s. 
He looked up as it came closer… and then a figure crossed through the path ahead, a small 
child of about nine, rubbing at his tear-filled eyes and trimmed white hair covering his 
head… and Zerrex stared as the young version of himself simply walked into the shadows 
on the other side of  the path and was gobbled up again by the darkness.

A moment later, however, an adult stepped out of the same side, hands in the pockets of 
his leather trench, his white hair longer, falling over his face, green eyes distant and lost, 
features sad and sorrowful, a blood-stained Blackheart on his back… but glowing with a 
faint white light. He smiled a bit as he looked over at Zerrex idly for a few moments, and 
Zerrex looked back at himself with something like shock… before the other-him nodded 
and said softly: “No matter what, don’t step off the path. And if the darkness threatens, 
just close your eyes. Never panic… and remember this world is his world. Your gun won’t 
work here without bullets or broken ones… so here.”

It pulled a hand out of its pocket, and tossed a box to the ground before nodding 
quietly and stepping off into the darkness and vanishing, and Zerrex merely stared before 
blinking and walking over to the blank cardboard box, bending down and picking it up, 
then shaking it slowly. Something rattled inside loosely with the clink of metal, and then 
the Drakkaren shrugged and reached down to pull out his revolver, checking the long-
barreled weapon and then blinking as he saw it was empty. He snorted softly, then shook 
his head a bit before opening the box and seeing six strange, silver-cased bullets sitting 
inside. He smiled a bit at this, then loaded the huge revolver and snapped it shut, placing it 
back in his holster despite how comforting the weight was in his hand, then stepping over 
the box and walking onwards.

A few minutes later, he heard a terrible shrieking sound… and when he glanced up, his 
eyes widened in terror as a strange, horrible thing dived towards him. The body looked 
almost like a rippling plastic sheet, crackling and swaying, ending in ragged emptiness… 
and white, ragged claws floated to either side of it, twisted, broken hands with long, thin 



fingers ending in curving hooks… but the worst thing was the head. A disembodied, 
bulging, muzzleless, flat-faced head, with massive fangs too big for its mouth bulging from 
its jaws in every direction, jaws shrieking, eyes simply white balls inside the white featureless 
face, and it was diving downwards him.

Zerrex turned to run, panic overwhelming his iron will… but then he found himself 
face to face with his mother, except she was long-dead, her body white, scales bare of blood 
or pigment, her head twitching back and forth and eyes rolling sightlessly, mouth rapidly 
speaking too fast to be understood or even make sounds… and then her hand seized his 
throat in an iron vice, and the Drakkaren felt his neck being crushed as he grabbed her thin, 
pale arm, his eyes bulging in his head in horror and shock.

What the hell is wrong with you? roared an unexpected voice in his head, and then he 
was suddenly a child again, bleeding on the floor, Narrius standing over him and looking at 
him with disgust. You maggot! Weakling! Coward! Afraid of me, afraid of my fist, afraid of 
the air! Why do you fear pain, why fear anything? I’ll tell you why. Because you think it can’t 
be conquered. Because it’s better than you, and you can’t handle it. And if that’s true, you 
are not my son, or of my blood, and until you learn to control your fear, you can spend 
your nights outside on the lawn or run crying to your whore mother.

A snarl spread down Zerrex’s face, and then he shouted angrily the same answer he’d 
given all those years ago: “I am not weak… you… you motherfucker!” 

His hands went to work automatically, did their tricks like they always could in any close 
combat situation, as cold fury and the old dark thrill of the fight overwhelmed the fear, and 
he twisted and jerked the arm of his dead mother around, ripping the forearm out of the 
socket and forcing her to spin around as he brought it up to the middle of her back and 
jerked down to cause the bone to snap at the shoulder, then he seized the back of her neck 
with one hand and slammed his elbow out behind him with the other, knocking the white 
face of the vampire monster behind him into dust as he turned to glare at it furiously, then 
he caught the thing’s collar as the hands continued to lash towards him and slammed its 
body down into the ground. It dissolved into smoke, and he turned around as he felt a 
strange sensation crawling up his arm… and instead of his mother, he was holding a 
gargantuan, writhing centipede that was easily sliding through his grip, with massive, 
poisonous jaws and burning, hateful eyes.

Zerrex felt panic well at him again with terror, but this time he focused it out and 
instead waited for the thing to raise its mandibles, watching it stretch to pounce, and he 
brought his other hand lashing up to seize the thing under the jaw, crushing the life out of 
the giant bug and then quickly twisting and pulling, ripping it in half.

It spilled out a mass of maggots when it died… but Zerrex could handle maggots, as he 
tossed either half of the still-writhing body aside… and he snorted as cackles rose up all 
around him. He rose a boot to crush a group of the disgusting bugs… then he glanced up, 
and he felt his heart thud in his chest as he saw the light in the distance behind him not just 
gone… but rapidly vanishing, like a tidal wave of darkness was coming and obliterating all 
light in its path.



The Drakkaren did the only thing he could: he turned and ran, going into a rapid sprint 
and not looking behind him, but feeling the hands clawing at his back, seeing the light 
slowly fading out under his feet as he looked ahead… and Gods, what was that shape in the 
distance? He snarled angrily as he ran forwards, before the lights several meters ahead of 
him flashed out… but after maybe fifty feet of darkness, he could see what was 
undoubtedly a mansion bathed in grey light.

The reptile ran forwards… and then the light expanded, and he saw the other Zerrex 
running beside him, a snarl on his features, the bloody sword in his hand out and glowing, 
yelling: “Break through the doors… get to the High Commander, get to Ravenlight, kill 
him and get out of  here, and don’t worry about me!”

Zerrex nodded, and then they were both off the path of the light and into the darkness 
of the yard in front of the mansion, both of them fighting off clawing hands and roaring 
creatures. But the lost, broken Zerrex beside him was snarling in return, despairing but 
fearless, and every swing of his sword cleaved some wicked, corrupt creature of the shadows 
in two and sent out a brilliant flash of light that illuminated the world around them for a 
moment in white, causing naked, horrible monsters, blackened yet living trees, and demons 
from the reptile’s worst nightmares – nightmares that, unlike the hell-world before, he’d 
never found any pleasure in – to stagger backwards, covering their eyes and screaming.

The Drakkaren was unable to produce such vast effects… but he smashed his way 
through the opposition as best he could, ignoring the black and red eyes, the white grinning 
teeth, the claws raking through his body: not tearing at his blood, but tearing at his energy, 
at his life-force, at his soul and sending chills racking down his spine. And when a 
particularly large creature stepped in front of both of them – a living tree composed of 
screaming faces, with huge claw arms branching off into a thousand grasping children’s 
hands – the lost-Zerrex spun around and ducked low with a cleaving slice that sent out a 
bright, shocking wave, knocking the demons around them screaming and stumbling blindly, 
the tree-thing roaring in a million broken baby-voices… and as it fell, both of the 
Drakkaren leapt upwards in perfect time, grabbing the head of the thickest branches of the 
monster and dragging it along with them, the doors of the Estate only ten feet away… and 
then they used the creature’s thick, square top as a battering ram, smashing the thick wood 
of  the doors to reveal crumpled steel beneath and cracking them open.

Then the two threw the monster away, taking out another advancing army of maddened, 
corrupted souls, and Ravenlight leapt into the fray, shouting over his shoulder a single 
order, “Go!” before he was swallowed up by a hundred lost damned demons, the lost souls 
literally covering him with their numbers. Zerrex snarled at this, wanting to step forwards… 
but then light erupted in a massive cyclone and the monsters were blown away into dark 
motes or flung far into the shadow world, obliterated or tossed from the fray. The lost 
Zerrex was covered in blood, panting, his trench shredded and body already beyond 
repair… but he was grinning terribly, his eyes ablaze with the unconquerable pain of 
nothingness, a huge circle of white light around him and holding the monsters at bay, 
sending them shrinking back into the darkness as he added in a rasp: “Don’t worry about 
me, just kill Ravenlight!”



Then Blackheart – buried halfway in the ground, burning white despite the blood that 
eternally stained its handle and blade – flickered, and brilliance began to dissipate as Zerrex 
nodded and turned before simply slamming his shoulder forwards into the door and 
knocking them open, stumbling into the mansion foyer beyond. He looked over his 
shoulder, raising a hand and opening his mouth… but then the other Zerrex simply gave a 
faint smile as the light went out… and then all outside was darkness, and the insane 
laughter that rose up told the Drakkaren he was too late.

He slumped, closing his eyes and snarling, reaching up and running a hand through his 
white hair in frustration… before turning… and immediately locking his eyes on a set of 
double doors at the end of a red-carpeted hallway. The lights inside here were dim and 
flickering, only lit by candles… and he charged quickly forwards, slamming his way through 
the double doors inscribed with the Narrius family crest to step into a candlelit den and 
looking upon another version of himself, this one clad in a comfortable, regal purple and 
blue robe and with a wine glass in one hand, swirling the red liquor inside slowly. He had a 
polite smile on his face, but his green eyes were callous and cold, arrogant and amused, all 
at the same time.

All around him were slaves… three girls, massaging and not taking their eyes from the 
not-Zerrex even when the real-Zerrex rose his gun and cocked the hammer back with his 
thumb. But the other Drakkaren was unfazed, even at this, as he instead motioned to 
another comfortable looking chair in the shelf-lined, book-filled study, saying idly: “Please 
don’t be rude… take up a seat, we can have a little chat. I was quite impressed by how well 
you’ve been doing, you know…”

You can kiss my ass.” Zerrex snarled, and he pulled the trigger… but Ravenlight grinned 
coldly and easily swayed out of the way, the bullet instead blasting apart a shelf of books 
behind him. This finally caused a reaction among the slaves: they looked up as if in horror, 
them screamed and fled past Zerrex, and the reptile snorted as he cocked the hammer back. 
“Doesn’t matter. I have five left.”

You destroyed my first editions.” Ravenlight replied in a hurt tone, looking at him 
mockingly, before he sighed and put the wine glass on the small table beside him, then 
instead grabbed the bottle sitting in a bucket of ice, popping off the cork and taking a swig 
of this as he added drolly: “And sure, waste your ammo. You can’t hit me… I’m too fast for 
you, because I don’t hold back on my abilities like you do.”

Zerrex snarled, then he fired… and at the same time, Ravenlight brought up a hand, so 
fast that he didn’t even seem to move, not even leaving an afterimage behind. Then the 
Drakkaren blinked… and his eyes widened in shock as Ravenlight opened his hand with a 
grin and held out bullet. “Like I said, useless.”

You’re too prideful.” Zerrex responded softly, and he smiled slightly as he lowered the 
gun. Ravenlight blinked, then he looked down at his hand… and an eye twitched as he saw 
the long gouge down his palm and his bloody fingers. He clenched his hands shut with a 
snarl… then forced himself to calm, gritting his teeth in a pained smile at Zerrex, who 



rested back and glanced idly around the room. “And you have no taste in style or décor 
whatsoever.”

Fine.” Ravenlight stood up straight, his eyes burning with fury, and then he snapped his 
fingers… and suddenly the room around them changed, shaking and shimmering before 
turning into a plain steel cube with a single raised steel wall next to Zerrex. The Drakkaren 
blinked, looking quickly around, then back at Ravenlight… and snarling as he saw him clad 
not in a robe anymore, but in his old armor… and he realized that yes, Ravenlight and the 
High Commander were definitely one in the same: the cruel, uncompromising, dark voice 
in his head. The part of his personality that was evil, and wanted to do nothing but kill and 
hurt… was standing across from him, and now he was here and in a fight to the death with 
himself, where he, ironically, seemed to represent good.

He hated that it was wearing his old armor, though… black, heavy boots with metal 
shin-guards overtop that locked into his combat boots, thick, heavy mesh pants of the same 
color, and an obsidian, fitted combat armor covering his upper body: Kevlar and bullet-
catching mesh beneath, overlayed with flexible metal plates and glinting fiberglass, and 
form-shaped and fitting. It had heavy protectors over the shoulders as well… and then a 
long-sleeve mesh shirt with metal braces over his arms that could lock into gloves as well. 
The collar of this one was also slightly-raised, giving extra neck protection and leaving only 
the front of  the throat exposed.

And last but not least, his twin .52 magnums hung at Ravenlight’s hips on a plain belt, 
the Drakkaren’s arms out and away from the black handles… but Zerrex edged closer to the 
metal wall beside him anyway, knowing that they could be drawn and fired in a second. 
Ravenlight also had a sidepack on for clips… but Zerrex had a distinct feeling he didn’t 
need to reload unless he wanted to, and only an idiot would want to take the pause needed 
to reload.

Then Ravenlight laughed and spoke again, winking and grinning, his beryl eyes flashing. 
“Well, since you want to get right to it, and since you seem so eager to shoot me… I’ll give 
you the chance to, asshole. Hell, you can even have that handicap there you’re already 
getting all accustomed to.” He added tauntingly, as they stood in the small, cubic metal 
room… at least it was bright inside, from some unknown, unneeded light source. Then 
Zerrex paused as an unexpected voice spoke dourly in his head: Wow. I’m a fucking asshole. 
I don’t really sound like that, do I?

Yeah, you sorta do sometimes, Zerrex responded mildly to his mental version of 
Ravenlight, and then there was another pause as the physical – sorta? I think? Oh shit, we’re 
not really physical, we’re… too complicated, screw it… – Ravenlight stared him with a 
tilted head and his hands dropping to his side.

Screw that. Kill me before he makes me sound any more stupid quips. Ravenlight 
muttered, and Zerrex snorted as the Ravenlight across from him glared and snapped: 
“What the fuck are you laughing about, asshole? This is my world, I’m proving I’m just as 
real as you are, and that I, I, am the one who deserves to be in control of all these universes, 
all these hidden worlds!”



“Oh, well, you in my head…” Zerrex reached up and tapped his own temple, looking 
serious. “Just called you in this reality…” A point at the ground. “An asshole. And he told 
me to kill you.” A pause. “And by the way, we aren’t… really real if this is all happening in 
my head, and that means you’re just an overactive part of me, likely the result of all the crap 
that traumatized me and I went through when I was a kid-”

Ravenlight’s eye twitched horribly a few times, the snarl over his muzzle growing so wide 
that Zerrex thought his head might fall off, before the Drakkaren was interrupted by the 
other drawing his guns and shouting furiously: “Don’t you fuck with me!” 

Zerrex slid quickly behind the wall with a wince as Ravenlight opened fire, pounding 
bullets uselessly into the metal wall, and then he paused, noted the distance from the wall, 
and shoved his back against the wall and his legs against the wall in front of him, calling 
back idly: “Why, does it hurt your head, contemplating that, you know, this might not all 
be real? Hell, I might be the one in control, and you could just be, you know, because I’ve 
always been really fond of  all those psychological thrillers with all the weird twists…”

I said stop fucking with me!” Ravenlight’s voice was almost a scream of rage, and bullets 
pounded on the walls of both sides of the metal wall, making Zerrex wince at flakes of 
metal pattered off his legs and the random bullet bounced every now and then in some 
random direction. “Take me seriously! Fight me, you motherfucker, stop this useless 
prattling!”

As Ravenlight tiraded and fired uselessly, Zerrex used the noise to cover his quick 
ascension of the short wall, and then, once he felt he’d reached the top, he grunted and 
spun, grabbing the top of the wall with his free hand and laying the other arm flat against 
it, revolver out and aimed, cocked back, as he grinned and said coolly: “Sticks and stones 
may break my bones… but I can break your face.”

Ravenlight blinked, then looked up to the top of the ten foot wall in shock just as 
Zerrex pulled the trigger, before he flung himself to the side, his eyes wide with terror… 
but he was a moment too late, and the bullet ripped down his muzzle, shattering his 
cheekbone and ripping out a swatch of hair and sending out a fine spray of blood before 
Ravenlight hit the metal floor solidly with a grunt and aimed upwards with both guns, 
firing rapidly. Zerrex, however, had already dropped back behind the wall, now crouching 
and grinning despite only having three bullets left, as he added tauntingly: “Psychological 
tactics are the best weapon a well-trained soldier has, giving him the ability to influence his 
enemy into making mistakes. How do you feel, asshole?”

I’m going to kill you.” Ravenlight muttered, his features flushed, blood running down his 
face as he straightened, keeping his guns at the ready and held outwards… then he ejected 
one of his clips. As it fell, he tossed his handgun into the air and reached back to draw out 
another… and at the same time, reared his foot back, before firmly booting the still-full 
magazine out towards the enemy reptile. His other handgun still raised, he took aim as he 
drew another clip out of his sidepack and held it by the bottom, raised into the air beside 
his head as his handgun began to fall, everything seeming to move slowly and precisely for 
him… and then he fired a single bullet.



The bullet smashed into the clip, setting off the other rounds inside from the force and 
the sparks, and Zerrex let out a shout of agony, throwing himself to the side as he was 
pelted by bits of metal shrapnel, three of the heavy caliber bullets slamming into his leg 
and arm as he threw himself to the side to avoid the rest of them, coming out of hiding as 
Ravenlight grinned: as he moved his handgun to take aim at Zerrex, he let go of the clip he 
was holding and instead pushed it up with his palm as the handle of the gun came down 
perfectly, slapping it into place and knocking the gun back flying into the air in a short arc 
as he shouted furiously: “In my world, guns are what do the talking, fuckface!”

He fired, but Zerrex shoved himself off the ground and half-spun in midair, aiming the 
revolver out towards him and firing a shot that should have planted itself in Ravenlight’s 
head, but the evil Drakkaren bowed his body forwards, keeping his one arm extended and 
putting his other hand behind his back… and catching the other .52  behind his back 
before he spun on the spot. When his back was turned from the flashy, useless movement, 
however, Zerrex caught him in a lucky, precise shot between the shoulderblades, and 
Ravenlight stumbled forwards with a grunt, his body suffering from a massive shock for a 
moment as he fell to all fours.

Zerrex was tempted to fire his last bullet up Ravenlight’s ass as he landed on his back 
against the hard metal floor with a grunt, both for amusement and because it might actually 
kill the son of a bitch if he could hit anywhere along the spinal cord or even if the bullet 
went deep enough into his body… but then he settled instead for holstering the magnum 
and rolling back to the relative safety of behind the wall. He couldn’t take the risk… with 
one bullet left, getting a shot that precise through mesh, bullet-resistant weave would be a 
shot he simply wasn’t capable of. And so instead Ravenlight was able to quickly get up to 
his feet and turn, both handguns out, the Drakkaren snarling… and then calling out coldly: 
“What’s wrong, assfuck? You out of bullets? That’s just too bad… must suck having your 
‘infinite powers’ blocked by mine, huh?”

Zerrex hadn’t actually tried to make anything explode with his mind yet in this world… 
he had the feeling that if he did, something bad would happen, or worse… it would let 
Ravenlight sink deeper into his body. He knew even killing the bastard here wouldn’t get rid 
of him… at most, he’d be gone for a few weeks or months, maybe a year if he was lucky. 
But Zerrex wasn’t naïve enough to think that the evil inside him would die with some 
symbolic killing or turning-of-the-other-cheek… evil sank deep, grew roots, and this was at 
the most hacking at the trunk or one of the bigger branches. To get to the root… well… 
he’d have to put a hole in his own head once he returned to the physical reality, because he 
was the source of  the evil.

He snorted and muttered at this irony… then paused and drew the huge, ancient 
revolver as Ravenlight goaded him again, just picking up the words ‘fucker’ and ‘dipshit.’ He 
twisted the cylinder back one, then rolled out from hiding and took aim at the Drakkaren 
as he was in the middle of a shrug, and Ravenlight’s eyes widened as Zerrex shouted: “Eat 
this!”



He pulled the trigger, and Ravenlight’s body twisted in a quick, rolling jump to the side, 
his legs doing a scissors kick and his guns held tight against his chest, and the gun gave a 
dry click before Zerrex rolled back into cover and allowed himself to cackle cheerfully. He 
really was grinning, both at the fact Ravenlight had performed a ridiculous, ballerinaesque 
move to get out of the way of a single bullet when the bastard had already demonstrated he 
could catch one if he was concentrating… and because it would make Ravenlight think all 
the more he was out of bullets and had just taunted him again. Although he was still unsure 
of what exactly Ravenlight could make happen if he really wanted to, he didn’t think that 
his powers were anywhere near ‘infinite…’ so far, making his guns shoot without using 
ammo and changing the scenery around seemed to be the most he was capable of… both of 
which Zerrex had first done without even thinking about it.

Ravenlight snarled, his eye twitching again, and then he rapidly fired both guns at the 
metal wall again in frustration, shouting angrily: “Stop fucking with me, you bastard! I’ll 
kill you! I’ll fucking kill you!”

Yeah. Like I haven’t heard that before. Hasn’t happened yet.” Zerrex muttered, then he 
closed his eyes and concentrated for a few moments, thinking hard. Although Ravenlight 
had a lot of holes in his defense… seemed to let down his guard a lot and perform 
complex, dangerous moves when he should instead stick to routine, simple attacks and 
dodges… and seemed to go into tantrums and screaming at every defiance of his greatness 
– why, by the way, isn’t that great… – he seemed to be as good a shot as Cherry, faster than 
anyone he’d ever met, and was a trigger-happy, cruel asshole who was his own alter ego. He 
was pretty sure that Ravenlight was smarter than he let on… and that he wouldn’t let 
Zerrex get close enough to test his skills in hand-to-hand.

Then the Drakkaren blinked and fell over as the world rumbled, and he was suddenly 
sitting against air instead of a steel wall, looking stupidly as Ravenlight stood over him with 
a grin, a handgun aimed at his face. The other reptile opened his mouth to make some witty 
remark, but then he snarled when Zerrex grabbed his ankles… and let out a pained grunt as 
he rolled up and slammed both feet into his armored chest, knocking him over as his body 
swayed backwards and his feet stayed locked in the same place.

Ravenlight blasted a shot into his shin, sending agony through Zerrex as he winced, but 
instead of letting the pain conquer him, he rolled over, forcing Ravenlight to do the same 
and making him grunt as he tried to aim under him, firing again with the other handgun 
but missing completely as Zerrex managed to slide a bit further to the side, getting to his 
knees… and then the black-armored reptile half-rolled, firing the other magnum in a rapid 
horizontal sweep… but the muzzle-jump also caused the gun to buck upwards slightly with 
each shot, and so Zerrex only found himself taking a round in the shoulder instead of the 
chest as he swayed his head to the side, wincing as the next kissed his neck with sharp air. 
But now one foot was under him, and he quickly stood despite the agony in his legs and 
half-spun, slamming Ravenlight into the wall and causing him to release his breath in a 
shocked squeak, then he twisted the other way and threw the Drakkaren hard across the 
room as the evil reptile fired wildly.



One of his own bullets tore into his thigh as he continued to fire, trying to hit 
something, then he yelled in pain and ceased, rolling quickly onto his back and aiming with 
both handguns as he sat up, blasting rounds at Zerrex. The other Drakkaren moved faster 
than even he could aim, however, sprinting across the room as Ravenlight blew dents in the 
metal plating that made up the walls, before leaping into the air and kicking off one wall in 
the corner towards the other, and then doing a flip to come down and land in a crouch, 
panting as Ravenlight lowered his guns and slowly swung up to his feet, arms hanging in 
front of  him limply.

The two faced each other… Zerrex with multiple bullet wounds, Ravenlight bearing 
only a couple… but blood leaking from his mouth, body bruised and sore, his armor 
cracked and mesh clothes torn. Then he snorted and said raggedly: “You don’t deserve a 
fucking handicap.”

“Yeah, I guess it’d suck to have a cripple kick your ass.” Zerrex shot back, and 
Ravenlight’s eye twitched as the other reptile rubbed at his legs. But now the dark 
Drakkaren was trying to concentrate on tactics more than mad shooting, recognizing that it 
would only end up with him getting cornered and pounded. So instead he paused, then 
grinned a bit as he straightened and ejected both clips from his handguns, holding them out 
to the side.

Zerrex stared, and Ravenlight tilted his head with a wink. “Pause to reload!” He said 
cheerfully, and then tossed both guns high into the air as he drew two clips out of the 
sidepack, holding them to the side in either hand. Zerrex snarled at this, watching as 
Ravenlight threw the clips up next… then caught the guns by the barrels, keeping his eyes 
locked with his alter ego as the clips fell, spinning rapidly… before flicking his guns up and 
snapping his wrists at the same time, catching both clips in the handles and slapping them 
in against his shoulders. He frowned a bit across at the enemy reptile, still holding his guns 
by the barrels, then he twitched and asked angrily: “Why didn’t you attack me?”

Zerrex looked at him mildly. “Because you’ve got a clip under your foot, and you were 
going to slide that into my path and hope I stepped on it, or shoot it, or just shoot me 
when I charged like an idiot. Obviously your guns don’t consume clips, retard. And if I just 
had to tell you that, you’re even more stupid than I thought.” A pause. “Maybe you’re the 
one that needs the handicap, not me.”

Ravenlight blinked a few times… then he snarled at how easily he’d been seen through 
before his jaws stretched in a grin. “Fine… then… we’ll play a game. And I’ll have the 
handicap.” He snorted, then stomped a foot down, and two walls of steel rose up on either 
side of him, just a bit taller than the reptile but wide enough to give more than adequate 
cover, a good space between them but only a foot or so between the covering walls and the 
walls of  the room.

Then he let his arms drop and flicked his wrists backwards, tossing both huge handguns 
up and over his shoulders and catching them, then spinning both rapidly on his fingers, first 
parallel, then both facing the Drakkaren, then throwing them into the air, flipping rapidly, 
and bringing his hands open so that the barrels bounced off his open palms and they flew 



back upwards… then doing the same with the handles. Zerrex stared at the show of 
juggling, then he blinked as Ravenlight began to toss the guns higher, continuing to 
perform tricks as he turned and idly walked behind one of the walls. The two guns 
bounced high above, and Zerrex stared at this… before he saw only one gun fly up, and he 
tensed.

A gunshot, and Zerrex saw a blue streak hit the wall, then smash into his arm, and he 
staggered to the side with a grunt of pain, clutching at a deep tear along his arm, then he 
looked up with a snarl as he heard Ravenlight laugh, the Drakkaren walking back from 
behind the wall with a grin on his features, continuing to juggle the guns. Then he tossed 
them both in long arcs to the side, reached his arms out and caught them before throwing 
them underhanded in a straight line, the guns whistling past each other before Ravenlight 
caught them easily and aimed forwards, crossing his wrists and tilting both weapons to the 
side as he said idly: “Oh my, did I not mention the new kind of ammo I’m going to be 
trying out? But it looks like you lost the game… now you’ll have to pay the penalty.”

That’s a good way to get a casing in the eye.” Zerrex responded mildly, rubbing the back 
of his head and ignoring the evil Drakkaren’s entire attempt at being sinister. Ravenlight 
stared at him for a few moments, almost stupefied, and Zerrex shrugged, looking back at 
him plainly as he continued to smooth his hair down. And in all honesty, he wasn’t that 
worried… sure, the ricocheting rounds would be a pain in the ass, but Ravenlight didn’t 
seem to realize how much the power of a bullet decreased after a ricochet… and that the 
‘bullets’ didn’t seem to actually be slugs of metal, since he couldn’t feel anything lodged in 
his arm. Hell, it felt like a strong guy had hit him with a rock from a good distance away, 
and the cut on his arm testified that it was about the same damage, as well. So sure. If he 
gets me enough times, it’ll kill me… but I guess if I walked into a wall for a really long 
time, that’d kill me too. “Well, it’s true.”

Then Ravenlight snarled furiously and opened fire: and one bullet casing actually did 
come dangerously close to smacking him in the eye as Zerrex dodged to the side with an ‘I-
told-you-so” grin that only made the evil reptile fire faster, this time firing at the ceiling 
with one gun and tracking Zerrex’s zigzagging movement with the other.

Now things got complicated: the reptile couldn’t keep his eyes on the ricochets, 
Ravenlight, and where the hell he was going all at the same time: the result being him 
smacking into a wall with a grunt and then ducking low under a quick three-shot volley as 
the dark Drakkaren tilted his head back, laughing and firing rapidly at the corner with the 
gun tilted slightly in his hand to angle the ricochet rounds. Three of these smashed into 
Zerrex’s back, making him wince, before another pair of bullets shot into his chest, and at 
full force they caused him to stagger backwards and hit the wall, skidding slowly down it as 
he breathed harshly in and out, leaving a trail of blood behind. Whatever else Ravenlight’s 
game was, he did have to give him full marks for sadism: his whole body was in throbbing 
agony from the rips and tears along his body, which weren’t as easy to take in concert as he’d 
thought they’d be.



Here, catch.” Ravenlight invited cheerfully, then he ejected a clip and kicked it towards 
the bloody Drakkaren before laughing as it went in a high arc, his eyes burning as Zerrex 
covered his face with his arms and tried to make himself small, curling up in a ball as 
Ravenlight blasted the clip at its highest point, spewing bullets in every direction. Emerald 
eyes met with a snarl of anger from Zerrex and a grin of fury and glee from Ravenlight, 
blue streaks bouncing between them for a few moments before several faded out, leaving 
eight or so new gashes along Zerrex’s body, his clothes torn mostly to ribbons now and 
hanging loosely on him. Then Zerrex dropped his arms to his sides as he leaned back in the 
corner, panting harshly.

Then Ravenlight grinned and shrugged cheerfully, saying idly: “Well, maybe you’ll do 
better in the next round, huh? But time to reload!” He laughed as he ejected the other clip 
and threw the guns high in the air, his eyes blazing as he brought another two clips out 
from his apparently-inexhaustible sidepack, balancing them on his palms as he closed his 
eyes for a moment and tilted his head, enjoying his victory for a moment and the sound of- 
a hammer clicking back? My guns don’t have- shit! 

His eyes opened in shock as he saw Zerrex had pulled out the revolver and taken aim 
with it, the other Drakkaren snarling and then firing a single shot, and before Ravenlight 
could jump out of the way or reach for his guns, the bullet smashed into one of the clips 
that he was holding up and it exploded: not in a hail blue bullets, but a blast of bullet light 
that left Ravenlight screaming, turning one of his guns into a twisted hulk and leaving him 
standing in shattered armor, broken, twisted plates of metal falling off his body as the 
other clip and gun pattered to the ground uselessly, his ears ringing, shaking his head 
blindly, his mouth tasting like it was full of blood and metal… and then the blue flash 
began to fade as he clutched at the burned, torn-apart arm hanging at his side he hadn’t 
quite realized yet was his… and he opened his eyes to see Zerrex already in front of him 
and a fist cocked back.

His eyes widened, and then Zerrex smashed him in the face, sending him staggering 
backwards into the steel wall, before the reptile punched him again, this time slipping into a 
vulnerable point where there was just mesh and no metal plating: his right armpit. It caused 
his ribs to crack and his muscles to contract painfully, Ravenlight bringing up both arms to 
at try and ward him off… then screaming when Zerrex slammed the elbow of his other 
arm down into his no-longer protected shoulder, shattering it and ruining his left arm 
entirely.

Ravenlight shrieked again, eyes bulging and flailing at Zerrex uselessly with his other 
hand, agony making him even stupider, and the reptile grinned as he dropped his arm from 
where it had smashed into Ravenlight’s shoulder to grab his hair – and did it ever feel good 
to grab someone else’s hair instead of getting grabbed there! – and slamming him back 
against the wall, forcing him to straighten as he rammed one, two three jabs into his 
stomach.

The first cracked the armor plating; the second smashed it entirely and caused 
Ravenlight’s legs to buck up, leaving him suspended by only his hair for a moment… and 



with the third, Zerrex let go as he twisted his fist on impact, slamming it home into 
Ravenlight’s gut and smashing him against the metal hard enough to leave a dent, and 
Ravenlight grabbed at himself with his one working arm, bright colors flashing in front of 
his eyes as he fell to his knees and vomited. He heaved out expensive red wine and shrimp 
with the first wave, along with a good helping of blood and more solid gore, then, as he 
began to puke again, Zerrex kicked him hard in the forehead, and Ravenlight’s throat 
snagged on his own vomit. He clutched at his throat uselessly for a moment, then Zerrex 
slammed his heel down into the back of his head and knocked him sprawling in the puddle 
of ichors, before stepping back to avoid the vomit and blood that flew from his muzzle as 
he coughed and heaved violently.

Then Zerrex snorted and leapt back as Ravenlight seized his empty handgun and 
pointed it at his enemy, tears of humiliation burning his eyes and leaking down his cheeks 
as he stood, panting harshly, one arm useless, his skull fractured and bleeding, his body 
broken. He couldn’t even aim straight, his gun trembling violently back and forth as he 
twitched and gagged, and then black smoke begin to rise up off his body as a dark aura rose 
up around the beaten and battered creature, almost seeming to burn. Ravenlight coughed 
blood again, then he screamed and pulled the trigger of the .52 rapidly as Zerrex simply 
sidestepped to avoid what should have been a hail of bullets: “Stop it! Just end it already, 
stop this silly bullshit!” 

Before the Drakkaren could reply that Ravenlight deserved it, the world around them 
suddenly turned to darkness, and Ravenlight looked back and forth in horror, staggering 
backwards into what had before been a wall but was now just empty space, the two 
Drakkaren standing on a plain concrete floor before the Drakkaren turned to him and 
threw the .52 down in fury that masked utter terror: “I said stop!”

I’m not doing it!” Zerrex responded with a blink, touching his own chest and looking 
back and forth in confusion. Ravenlight stared at him, and their eyes locked for a 
moment… before Zerrex’s widened and slid over his shoulder as another Zerrex-shaped 
creature appeared out of thin air from the blackness, rolling up the sleeve of his business 
suit as the reptile shouted: “Behind you!”

It was already too late, though: even in that single moment, where Ravenlight and Zerrex 
played as allies, the Drakkaren beginning to turn, beginning to leap away… there was 
nothing they could do to save the already desperately-beaten Ravenlight. Instead of 
escaping, he froze and gagged, his back arching… and then the metal plating over his breast 
exploded outwards in twisted puzzle-pieces of shrapnel and  the metal weave tore, Drake 
smiling as he leaned in to put his muzzle beside Ravenlight, his arm through the evil 
Drakkaren’s chest, his heart pulsating slowly, sickly in his hand.

Ravenlight spasmed, blood dripping out of his maw as his eyes glazed, his body 
trembling as he managed enough strength to turn his head and look into Drake’s eyes with 
nothing but utter terror as Drake whispered gently: “Go to sleep.” And then, without a 
moment’s hesitation, he simply clenched his fist, and the heart in his hand exploded in a 
bloody mass that turned to dark motes of energy before they even touched the floor. He 



snorted and shoved Ravenlight’s corpse forwards, and it too dissolved into dark energy that 
floated into the air for a moment… before rolling forwards and into Drake.

Zerrex looked across at the dark nephilim… then he snarled slowly and straightened, his 
eyes darkening as he said slowly: “You… behind all this mess, all this catastrophe in my 
own head, is…”

Me.” Drake shrugged and looked mildly amused, idly rolling his sleeve off and shaking 
the black hand he’d torn through Ravenlight’s chest as if dirty, although it was already 
pristine. Then he looked up, his tendril-like white hair floating around his features as he 
added: “And thanks, by the way… you did a wonderful job with that talkative son-of-a-
bitch. It would have been such a pain in the ass to deal with him myself, you know… but as 
I’d hoped, you proved to be the stronger in battle, even after going through hell and 
darkness to get to him.”

So you wanted him dead… just because it would tire me out, and because you want total 
control of my body? You just made up that whole story about me needing to crush him, to 
make sure that I’d be weak enough for you to try and take care of yourself ?” Zerrex asked 
furiously, snarl growing wider as he clenched his hands into fists and leaned forwards, and 
Drake laughed and shook his head, looking amused.

Yes and no. Don’t look so outraged… relax, stress is bad for the heart.” Drake winked 
and idly tapped his chest, then he straightened his tie before clearing his throat and 
continuing calmly: “Ravenlight and I are both ‘evil,’ persay, but in about the same way that 
you and… Lucy Lollipops are both good people. So I needed him to be destroyed, because 
his moralistic ideals aren’t the same as my own… we two are much closer in our ideas, 
really, and our goals… thus I was really tempted to honor our bargain until I recognized 
how vulnerable you were, and I decided to make a play for myself.

“Don’t look so confused…” The dark nephilim rolled his eyes, and Zerrex’s eye twitched 
at the dismissive gesture and the sigh that the creature gave. “Fine, I’ll explain. It’s like… 
the crusades, or the inquisition. Different ideas of what good and evil are, just as there are 
different ideas of hero and villain. You yourself are an excellent example… Cindy sees you 
as a hero… Cherry sees you as a neutral master… and undoubtedly, Vampire, Cindy’s 
mother, and many others saw you as a villain. A cruel, monstrous enemy to be destroyed.”

He shook his head mildly. “It’s the sad truth of the simplistic societies that exist today; 
we recognize and accept broad concepts of ‘right,’ ‘wrong,’ ‘good,’ and ‘evil’ without ever 
pausing to think about what they really are, and how they can be perceived in the minds of 
others. The question that raises is… is there really any of these things? And the answer is 
yes: but your ignorant, pathetic race of fleshwalkers doesn’t wish to recognize this fact, 
wants to hide from it, because it means they themselves may commit things evil or wrong. 
Better to hide behind academics, behind moral this and moral that, and talk about it, then 
take any actions.” And with this, Drake grinned cruelly and coldly.

Then he straightened his tie and closed his eyes, bowing his muzzle forwards idly. “With 
this in mind… there are different breeds, and we find that good and evil aren’t really so 
different… but between right and wrong there is a vast expanse. Ravenlight wished only to 



do ‘wrong-evil,’ which is to say… not necessarily things egotistical, but things idiotic, 
gluttonous, and… shiny, for lack of a better word. He wanted to show off, and he wanted 
to use the power he got not just for his own ends and ideals, but for a future that would end 
in destruction. How is this evil? He admitted himself many times he is evil… evil in this 
case being the egotistical wish to have no affinity and do nothing with others, when in this 
society, even I recognize that I’ll have to help others if I wish to survive. So even the nicest 
of people can be evil if their actions are self-destructive and self-motivated… and perhaps 
only looking out for one’s self does become evil in the end, and it’s just your races 
unwillingness to accept that evil and cruelty do exist that leads us to believing it isn’t. The 
academic whining and babble again…

But wrong? Wrong is willfully hurting others in any way, and remember I’m keeping this 
to… simple terms so I don’t hurt your poor head. So again, in simple terms, evil is 
selfishness, and wrong is sadism. Good, then, is altruism, and kindness. But like with all 
things, there is a limit to these actions…” A pause and another knowing wink. “But think 
about it. In a world where we all were good people… there could never be too much 
generosity, because we’d always be giving, forgiving, willing to do more, and willing to help 
out anyone in trouble, and thus we’d all be happy and there would be peace. Maybe our 
world is more evil than any of us think… and the idea of labeling all these terms so 
terrifying because you fleshbags are all born evil, ungrateful sons-of-bitches.”

Zerrex snorted, looked down, then he drew his revolver and took aim towards Drake, 
saying softly: “I don’t care. Because if I get what you’re saying… we’re both evil, but we’re 
also both interested in doing the right thing, which is ironically… self-destructive for us 
evil people. But guess what, Drake? I still don’t like philosophy, despite how much of this 
talky-talk bullshit I’ve had to put up with all day.”

Then he pulled the trigger… and nothing sounded but a dry click. The reptile snarled, 
looking down at the revolver, and Drake laughed quietly, shaking his head slowly and 
speaking quietly as if he hadn’t been interrupted: “And that brings me back to the main 
point. I wanted him dead because I didn’t like him… and because he did need to die to 
make sure that you or I could maintain and get out of this body without that near-
schizophrenic mindset of yours kicking in and causing trouble. Secondly, with his 
consciousness gone, his powers dissolved into the air, into darkness in this world, along 
with every other sentient being you killed here that you didn’t create.” He looked up, and 
then Drake’s eyes flashed, and Zerrex let out a surprised gasp of pain, throwing his gun 
down as the metal began to melt, barrel drooping and handle leaving a patternwork of 
singe-marks over his hand. “Every person you killed, I’ve taken in their energy, the darkness 
that I feed off of, grow stronger off of. Now let me show you just what I am capable of, 
Zerrex.”

The Drake suddenly kneeled and slammed a hand into the ground, grinning as chunks 
of concrete flew into the air, and before Zerrex could move, the floor beside his foot 
exploded, and Drake’s hand – and horribly, the sleeve of his suit, his goddamn pinstriped 
suit – emerged, and seized Zerrex’s ankle in a tight grip, then dragged him downwards with 
enough force to tear the Drakkaren through the solid cement and into the earth below, 



Zerrex covering his face with his arms as he cried out in agony, tasting dirt and rock and 
barren earth before pain tore through his body again as he was ripped free from the 
concrete like a plant in a burst of stone, his eyes opening in a bloody haze, his legs and 
body alive with pain, almost broken, before Drake made an idle swatting motion as he 
looked away and straightened his tie with the other hand, and the reptile was sent crashing 
down into ground by an invisible sledgehammer of  force.

Then the dark nephilim walked over to him and idly put his hands behind his head, as 
Zerrex lay on his chest, a bloody, broken mess, his body aching, his head reeling, and the 
creature smiled slightly as he looked down at him idly. “Well, it looks like you’ve had 
enough. But don’t you look chewed up…” He paused, tilted his head upwards, then laughed 
and grinned, and suddenly Zerrex was laying on a small platform of white light floating in 
the air, and Drake was gigantic, more than ten times his size as he said idly in a voice that 
shook the lizard’s small world. “Well, it did give me a fun idea to finish you off and absorb 
your energy quicker. Thanks for the snack, and I hope you booked your trip to Hell in 
advance… because I hear it’s getting crowded there.”

Drake laughed, and it was like thunder as he grinned, picking the reptile up with two 
fingers as Zerrex coughed a bit and looked up at him blearily, finding himself raised up 
above the giant’s head, with the dark nephilim looking up at him cheerfully, horrible teeth 
bared, and the reptile realized what was going to happen too late, but he couldn’t even bring 
himself  to struggle as the creature added: “Everyone just seems to want in.”

Then his sharp-toothed jaws opened wide, and he dropped Zerrex into his mouth and 
swallowed, and all Zerrex knew was darkness… darkness through which he spiraled 
downwards endlessly, as if inside Drake’s stomach was the real nightmare world. There was 
no more pain though, no more… anything… no sound, no laughter, no screaming, no 
feeling, as he slumped his shoulders, thinking he must be upside down, but there wasn’t 
even any sense of vertigo, either, and he couldn’t help but tremble. After all his years of 
battle and war… his death comes from being eaten by a grinning version of him in a suit, a 
parasite that didn’t even have a body… and he sighed softly, closing his eyes in despair…

“Don’t be sad, mister.” whispered a voice, and a toddler’s figure flew by, a ghost from the 
past who was now an adult officer of the police force, and the canine smiled… but here he 
was still in diapers, waving happily at him, upside down. “You real strong, you is.”

It’ll be okay, Zerrex.” spoke another soft voice… and the reptile looked to the right in 
surprise, seeing Mel, another old friend… and the vixen winked at him, then toddled her 
fingers in a wave. She was upside down, too… and then Zerrex slowly rolled his body in the 
darkness, and now she was right-side up.

A laugh from behind him, and he turned around to see a collie dog smiling happily at 
him. She blushed like a schoolgirl, then somehow almost managed to fall over even in this 
darkness with nothing around her semitransparent body. “Ugh, I’m still as clumsy as ever… 
I don’t know how you can manage to be so graceful even dodging bullets…”

Fuck! What the fuck!” came an enraged voice, and then two more figures floated up… a 
pissed-off looking Vampire in his leather trenchcoat and leather… everything-else and 



Tinman, who was standing behind him in much simpler clothes, squeezing an ear nervously. 
Then Vampire shook a fist and yelled at him in the same furious tone: “You kick the shit 
out of me and you lose to this fucking asshole, Captain? You get your ass back up there and 
show him not to laugh at the Goth Legion!”

Tinman just mumbled a bit, then he finally smiled and said in a meek voice: “You’re the 
strongest person I’ve ever met, Mr. Zerrex. You are.”

A snort from behind him, and Zerrex turned slowly to see Elliot looking at him warmly, 
a bottle of beer in his hand and looking as though seated on an invisible chair… and sitting 
on his lap was Marina, and resting against his leg with her legs out was Cindy, looking at 
him with love in her eyes. “Boss, y’know, you did promise me you’d take care of Cindy and 
Marina.”

Meanie-head! Don’t make Daddy any more worried about us!” Marina snapped out, 
jumping up on his lap and glaring up at him crossly, and Elliot blinked before blushing, 
rubbing the back of  his head, and mumbling an apology.

Who’s the strongest person in the world, Marina?” Cindy asked softly, looking up at her 
daughter and sister warmly, and then Marina blinked and smiled happily, looking over her 
shoulder at Zerrex firmly.

Daddy is!” she said loudly, and Cindy nodded before they too floated away… and 
Zerrex rubbed at his eyes, trembling a bit. Then Lone floated up next, looking at him for a 
few long moments embarrassedly.

Finally, he glanced at him awkwardly as he shuffled from paw-to-paw, and murmured 
softly: “Your daughters said everything that has to be said. I couldn’t compare to you on 
your worst days, even now… and I could never have changed without you.”

Crush him.” said a cold voice from behind him, and Zerrex turned around to see 
Requiem standing tall, dressed in his pristine suit, his arms crossed. Beside him was his 
mother, and she looked at him and nodded slowly at the next words of the huge 
Dragokkaren: “You never give up, Zerrex. You never surrender. And you defeated me in the 
end without raising a fist… you’re better than your father, and you’re better than a 
goddamned parasitic monster.”

“The Boss is the best!” agreed a voice from behind him, and Zerrex turned around to see 
a pierced and scarred vixen smiling at him brilliantly, rubbing quietly at her naked stomach 
as a coyote looked back and forth embarrassedly behind her, and she laughed and clapped 
her hands together, the once-leader of the Godkillers grinning viciously: “Just pretend the 
fucker’s Tank. That should help.”

And then another voice said irritably: “Fucking pussy. Why the hell are you crying? You 
just got eaten. I got the living shit kicked out of  me.”

Zerrex blinked at this voice… it was familiar, but strange. And then another voice 
laughed… the same voice, except somehow so much different as it said cheerfully: “Dude, 
you just don’t have a heart. And you can’t call him a pussy since uh, he’s the one who just… 



broke you, when you had twin handguns, god mode, and a fugly face I personally wouldn’t 
want to touch with a ten-foot pole.”

Fuck you!” raged the voice, and now Zerrex realized who it was; it was impossible to 
mistake. And he looked down to see two more versions of himself sitting in what looked 
like a fifteen foot wide green meadow that had grown out of the darkness, one of them 
smiling happily and looking up at him, seated on a stump by a small streamlet with a few 
unevolved animals standing around curiously as he gently put down a flute… and the other 
was Ravenlight, his combat armor and body magically fixed, sitting a short distance away 
with his arms crossed, stubbornly facing away and looking off into the shadow world. 
Then, a moment later, he landed gently on his feet, looking down to see his own body clean 
and fixed, and realizing there was no more pain… and then he glanced around and 
coughed.

Uh… where am I?” he asked finally, feeling stupid and then self-consciously rubbing at 
his face, and Ravenlight made a series of mumbling noises and faces off into the darkness 
beyond before snorting loudly. The other Zerrex with the flute sighed and shook his head 
at this behavior, then he smiled over to the confused Drakkaren.

The Zerrex with the flute smiled and spread his arms wide, and then he said easily: 
“This is my little bit of paradise inside the body of Drake. And you can call me whatever 
you like, but I guess we can just go with flute-guy or Good or something for now.”

“I call him the pansy-fucker.” Ravenlight muttered, and Good rolled his eyes before 
raising his fingers to his mouth and whistling, but the sound was silent: however, Ravenlight 
twitched back and fell off the rock, and Zerrex’s eyes widened in surprise as a ghost of 
Cherry appeared from the shadows and roared, scowling at the evil lizard, then she grinned 
and winked at Good before looking to the true Zerrex with amusement. “What the fuck, 
why the shit am I last? At least I got to see all three of your chunks at once. But hey, you 
don’t have the time to dick around, Boss. Get your ass moving, huh?” 

And then she was gone… and something clicked in Zerrex’s mind as he looked from 
Good to Ravenlight… or Evil, as he should likely be named, before looking down at his 
own hands with a quiet snort of ironic amusement. The two other Drakkaren looked at 
him, and Zerrex said dryly: “I have a broken mind… three distinct sections of personality. 
Part of me that’s good, part of me that really doesn’t care about anything except the right 
thing, and part of  me that’s evil… and I’m just the dominant psyche, aren’t I?”

So-so.” Good teeter-tottered a hand back and forth, although he looked at Zerrex with a 
warm smile that would be patronizing coming from anyone else. “Glad I don’t have to 
explain it too much, though… but yeah, you’re Neutral, I guess we could say. Except more 
than that, you’re the highest-functioning of us, the one who’s always been in control of the 
body, so a bit more than a personality quirk or a voice.”

Ravenlight muttered under his breath. “I’m more than either of those things… but no, 
no, let’s just ignore me, you just talk about yourself… he listens to me more than you, 
anyway…”



Not recently.” Good argued, holding up a hand, then he rolled his eyes as Ravenlight 
flipped him off. “Anyway, anyway. Joking aside… you should probably go mess up Drake 
before he figures out how to control your body. I think he’s trying to wake you up right 
now… but he’s kinda got no clue how to do anything while still only the mental half, but I 
don’t think he’s such a hot-shot even with the physical part of  his body.”

Uh. I hate to say this, but he completely owned me up there…” Zerrex replied with a 
wince, frowning… and then his face darkening a bit as Good laughed and shook his head. 
“What?”

You… really think that? Oh, crap, sorry.” Good coughed into a closed fist, blushing a 
bit, then pocketing his flute as several mice scampered up onto his shoulder, and he smiled 
and reached up to stroke the tiny, unevolved creatures. “Nice little buggers, huh? Amazing 
how we’ve all evolved the same way… perhaps a proof of some higher power. But before I 
get rambling-”

There is no god, just whatever you can grab for yourself, and the stronger guy always 
kicks your ass before you get to it.” Ravenlight sulked, sitting back on his stone, and Zerrex 
looked at him blankly for a moment before turning his attention back to Good, as he rolled 
his eyes.

Just keep sitting there alone in the emo corner, and don’t try to slit your wrists, okay? I’ll 
be watching.” Good called loudly with one hand raised to his muzzle, and Ravenlight 
replied with a barrage of curses. But the smiling, shirtless and comfortable-looking 
Drakkaren – who was also smaller than he was, Zerrex noted – looked up at the reptile 
warmly and continued in an easy voice: “Here’s a thought. Drake didn’t kill you… or me, 
actually, and I’m the weakest of us bunch, admittedly… and he absorbed Ravenlight and 
put him back together instead of dissolving him. We’re important to the body to work… 
and Drake was hesitant even about capturing you as he did, admitted himself it was only 
because he thought he saw a vulnerability.”

Good smiled at Zerrex, letting him process this, then he held out an arm, and several 
birds flocked down to his outstretched limb, cooing and singing so pleasantly that even 
Ravenlight tossed an envious look over his shoulder. “So here’s a thought. Maybe our good 
friend Drake needs us for this body to function… and if that’s the truth, if he can’t really 
kill us but has to keep us in working order… and hell, look at you, you’re fine and he just 
scared you, more than anything else, if you think about it… well… maybe he needs us to 
function?”

It was like the Drakkaren could feel a nudging at his mind… and he looked back and 
forth before saying slowly: “Are you saying… that… adding up all of Drake’s actions, 
including…” How he acted… in all the worlds… especially the first world, he said he 
was… “That in reality, Drake is the one trapped here… and he’s just bluffing? That this is 
all a big illusion, that all he can do is keep me quiet through magic tricks?”

Well, duh, fuckhead!” Ravenlight spun around on the rock, snorting… and then making 
a face when a squirrel jumped up on his lap, looking revolted and shooing at it… but it 
refused to move, and so instead he leaned away, looking ridiculous as he continued to try 



and scold Zerrex with his eyes on the small, unevolved animal that was looking at him 
curiously. “Like, you moron! He was able to do me in because I’m not the Conscious 
Walker, I’m not the one who gets to make the rules, play as God in this world, and my 
powers are limited even in my own sub-reality… you, you’re the one who makes the rules, 
you’re the one with all the power… but like… uh… that big guy, what’s-his-face, always 
said, you believe you’re done for, you’re done for.”

“He means Requiem.” Good said drolly, then he coughed and rolled his eyes innocently 
as he made a quick shooing gesture with his hand and all the animals in the small meadow 
pounced, flew over, or sprinted and jumped up on Ravenlight, causing him to scream in 
terror, fall off the rock, and flail madly before simply falling still as all manner of birds and 
small beasts sat on him cheerfully. “And thank you for that poetic quote.”

You only fail… when you convince yourself you fail. It all made sense… even the way 
that Drake had killed Ravenlight… despite the savagery of the attack, he’d been quick to 
absorb his energy, and that’s all it had been… an absorption into his body, not destruction 
at all. Then Zerrex frowned slightly and looked at Good, asking softly: “But how do I get 
out of  here?”

Good merely smiled back at him, then he and the rest of the meadow – including 
Ravenlight and the menagerie on him – began to fade out as he said almost tenderly: “Just 
spread your wings and fly, Zerrex. Fly, ‘cause for the first time in history of all these 
collective universes inside you, your whole body’s backing you on this, not just random 
majorities here and there.”

Fuck him up.” Ravenlight muttered in apparent agreement, as they vanished into the 
shadows and left Zerrex standing in nothingness… and the Drakkaren looked down. He 
closed his eyes… and for the first time ever, there was no thought in his head except his 
own, there was nothing begging for attention, for some other thought. It made him wonder 
again… how real was all this? Was this another world, as real as the one outside his body he 
was so eager to return to. But then he just grinned and looked up, and rolled his shoulders 
as he flapped his wings metaphorically… and literally, closing his eyes and stretching out as 
he felt a pair of  large wings pushing free from his back, then flapping powerfully once.

He glanced back, and was surprised to see a pair of glowing, feathered angel wings… 
not demon wings like he’d expected. Pure white, and a few feathers floated down, but 
quickly vanished after they touched apparent ground… and with the same sizzling look of 
energy as Drake’s hair had possessed. Untainted, raw energy… and Zerrex grinned as he 
shook his head raising his head towards the sky and concentrating, then flapping them 
again, feet lifting from the ground as he murmured: “I hope I don’t look like a fairy or 
anything. But do I ever feel like an idiot… here goes, though.”

~~~
Drake was snarling, still tromping around inside Zerrex’s reality, the Drakkaren’s world 

too twisted for him to make sense of… and he’d already had to deal with more delays than 
he wanted to think about. Mostly because he didn’t think he could take over the physical 
body of the Drakkaren without the ability to physically manifest himself into the lizard’s 



form. After all, he wasn’t a frigging demon, and he wasn’t manipulating the strings of his 
spirit to force the physical body to move. No, he was stuck in the goddamn brain of the 
reptile, which was more skewered than your average mental job’s, and he wasn’t a fucking 
neurologist, either.

Then he blinked, standing in raw darkness, but feeling a horrible twinge in his body… 
before grabbing at his throat as his back arched and his jaws opened wide, and he felt his 
throat sear with agony and something smash his mouth open – taking a few teeth in the 
process, which promptly replaced themselves – and then fly out… and Drake blinked and 
stared, lowering his muzzle as Zerrex landed on the end of his muzzle, shirtless, clean, 
undamaged, and with his revolver in one hand… and a pair of angel wings coming from his 
back.

Trying out for the costume ball or the ice show?” Drake asked tauntingly, slowly 
bringing a hand up, then letting out a loud ‘ha!’ when he seized the reptile, Zerrex’s wings 
tightening around his body in a vain attempt to protect himself. Drake merely crushed as 
hard as he could, however, grinning darkly at how easy it had been to-

Zerrex’s angel wings spread back open, the reptile standing with one arm held out and 
his wings extended, and Drake screamed, staggering backwards as he looked in horror at the 
stump at the end of his sleeve: his hand quickly regenerated, but the fact that the Drakkaren 
had managed to destroy part of him without any apparent strain whatsoever meant bad 
things for him… and then Zerrex asked idly: “So, my guess is that you’re not going to hand 
the keys back over for my body the easy way, so my first question should probably be your 
size or mine?”

Fucking bastard!” Drake tried to smash the Drakkaren between his hands, but instead he 
only grabbed his own muzzle as Zerrex leapt backwards, grinning and his wings 
disappearing… and then Drake found himself once more facing a reptile of the same 
height as himself. He blinked, then shrieked as Zerrex held up a hand and a crystalline cube 
appeared around him.

Do not adjust your television set… we control the vertical, and the horizontal,” he 
intoned, then made two distinct crushing motions with his hands in the same directions as 
he’d just spoken, and Drake looked back and forth in terror as the cube and his own body 
shrank down to a tenth of its size, and Zerrex easily picked it up with one hand, looking at 
him mildly as he added: “I used to watch that show all the time. I love sci-fi stuff, you 
know…” Another pause. “So uh… just curious… but how many different tortures will I 
have to put you through for my personal amusement before you decide to go for the easy 
option? Because watching you fight off an alien invasion or maybe a zombie apocalypse 
sounds like a great stress-reliever right now.”

“No, no, no! Wait!” Drake screamed, shaking his head rapidly, and he looked up at the 
reptile with terror in his eyes, hands raised in surrender: “Please, back to the original deal, 
I’ll help you out, just… please, stop!”

Not so fun being on the receiving end, huh?” The Drakkaren said mildly, then he threw 
the glass cube away: it shattered and vanished, and Drake grunted as he landed heavily on 



his back, his shadow spilling around him like black water before gathering behind him and 
helping the dark creature rise to his feet, pushing him up as he panted harshly, clutching at 
his chest. The moment Zerrex turned his back, however, the dark nephilim snarled, turning 
one of his hands into a huge spike… before freezing in place, unable to move, as Zerrex 
rose a hand and said mildly: “Look behind you.”

Drake struggled uselessly against the invisible force restraining him… then slowly turned 
his gaze over his shoulder before staring in horror at… another Zerrex, this one with his 
arms crossed. He quickly looked back towards his front… but there was no one there, and 
his mouth worked uselessly before he looked back behind him at the other reptile: and if 
Drake could sweat, this would be when he’d be doing it. “P… please…” 

I bet the other people in my head would love to see me do this.” Zerrex said mildly, and 
then he rose a hand and closed it into a fist, his emerald eyes flashing, and Drake simply 
exploded into black fragments that quickly dissolved in the air. Then the reptile snorted 
and shook his head, glancing down at the dark shadow on the concrete ground that had 
come into creation sometime without the lizard really noticing and saying mildly: “You 
have no clue how obvious that is.”

He lowered his hand, and Drake’s body slowly reformed… except this time without his 
suit, and most of his sexless body pulsing reddish now, his eyes staring up at Zerrex as he 
rasped in  a pained voice from his crouched position: “You… kill me… and you’ll never 
get out of  your own mind…”

Wrong. I’ll find the way… but I just don’t have the luxury of time right now, so I have 
no choice but to again offer you our nice little deal… and warn you that if you double-
cross me at any point, I’ll kill you. Because now I recognize who’s trapped who.” Zerrex 
replied evenly, and Drake nodded rapidly, the pain on his features a testament to his 
honesty… at least at this point and time.

Then he extended a hand, and Zerrex realized that he was smaller as well: the reptile 
truly had done a much harder number on him than he’d intended. But he still didn’t trust 
the dark nephilim, even when he extended his own hand, and then Drake grinned and 
whispered: “We work on your schedule… no wonder they call you the Boss.”

And then a shock ran through the Drakkaren’s body, and he snarled as his entire form 
was suddenly aflame with agony, and Drake shouted clearly as everything around him 
twisted and convulsed violently: “Wake up!”

And for a moment there was nothing, only more pain, a darkness Zerrex couldn’t 
identify… and then his eyes opened, and how it hurt… but they opened in reality, and his 
body flared with pain as he finally came awake for a few bare moments in time seven years, 
fifty-two days, eight hours and thirty-eight minutes after Drake had first taken over his 
body and placed him into coma… and the first thing he did was faint from the pain.

Act III: Paradise Lost



Three minutes later, Zerrex twitched and woke up with a grunt, and even though 
psychotic – and worse, philosophically-paranoid – thoughts about how this could all be 
fake, a trap, another illusion made by Drake, etcetera, ran through his head… the utter 
freaking agony running through his body… his inability to wish it away no matter how 
hard he tried… and the fact that he stank of piss and his own waste let him no that this 
was no illusion. Nor would any illusion have graffiti from scientists on the walls of his cell 
that included jokes about protonucleons – what the fuck was a protonucleon? – and 
vaginas, and Zerrex didn’t think any part of him was that geeky. Furthermore, there were no 
sexy demonic entities here to clean him up. 

Help me.” he mumbled to no one in particular, but this time he got a response from his 
own head, as Drake said clearly, as if he was standing right beside him: Okay, sure, just let 
me go get my hacksaw. Oh wait, that’s useless, because you, you stupid fucker, just had to 
wake up and be in the physical world.

Somebody sounds jealous. I’ll buy you a sweater.” Zerrex mumbled, and he twitched, 
wincing with pain at how hard his head was pounding. He forced his body to bed – his 
spine and abdomen made their feelings about how unfair it was that they had to move first 
very clear – and then looked up to see a rusted iron chain that he had no doubt he could 
break if he wanted to. He groaned, mumbling, and then Drake sighed in his head before 
muttering: Give me a minute. Fuck. You’re such a baby. 

Zerrex gave him two… and then he blinked as he realized that the pain in his body had 
faded somewhat, so that now he could actually think and do something other than moan 
uselessly. He gave Drake a mental thank you, then he winced as he slowly forced his arm to 
move up and grab the end of the chain: it was like bending steel girders, though, just to 
move… and the other arm and fingers were worse. He figured they’d been bending the right 
one and keeping it limber and out of atrophy just to make sure the blood flow from it 
wouldn’t be restrained by anything. Thoughtful of  them. Really.

You talking to me? Drake asked irritably, and Zerrex snorted laughter and gave a pained 
grin: it was just so goddamn weird, to think to yourself… and then have someone ask that 
question in your head. He allowed himself to laugh a bit harder, watching for any notes of 
hysteria as he managed to get his other hand to bend around the iron links… and then he 
pulled as hard as he could.

This was apparently a mistake, because instead of breaking with a neat clink, he crushed 
several sets of links in his hand and tore the chain with such ease that he fell before he 
knew what the hell was going on. He hit the ground with a grunt, and groaned as the pain 
came back in full, his toeclaws twitching slightly but his body otherwise refusing to respond 
at all, leaving him spasming weakly on the ground. There were sirens going off in his head, 
that’s how much it hurt… and then he blinked slowly and cursed under his breath with a 
mutter. “Oh crap.”

But he still couldn’t move… and a goddamn biohazard alarm was going off for 
Subject-0. Neat. He was number zero. That sounded really great in a status report… and 
he mumbled a few other nasty curses as Drake yelled at him for a little while in his head, 



looking around his room at the obviously-broken camera in the corner, to the heavy, single 
door leading in and out, to the blood stains all over the walls and floor – he remembered 
that thankfully, not all of them belonged to him – and the brand new machinery sitting 
along the concrete walls, and something his few bits of medical knowledge identified as 
what was probably a crash cart: something usually kept in hospitals filled with all sorts of 
neat drugs, machinery, and crap to keep a person’s body living even if it tried to die. He 
wondered idly how much morphine was currently in stock, before he heard yelling voices… 
and then he quickly faked what would normally be a faint, but he guessed for him was 
being comatose.

He heard footsteps in the room… lots of footsteps… and the clink of keys, the 
readying of a rifle, and scientists bickering in Hez’Rannan. Then, as if someone had clicked 
the translation button on the television screen, he understood what they were saying… and 
Drake muttered that the quick-notes explanation was that he could share his own 
knowledge with Zerrex, just as he could read the reptile’s mind… and that the language of 
Hez’Ranna happened to be his own native tongue.

Oh yeah, he just fell, after all these years!” muttered someone, and then he sighed and 
shook his head. “Drake isn’t working, that’s the only explanation… come on, he had to 
have woken up, broken free, and then fainted after he fell.”

“You’re an idiot.” said a female voice clearly, and then she continued with complete 
confidence, saying mildly: “Drake has never failed before, and Drake never will fail us, 
because he’s the only completely-working nephilim… even now, after… who knows how 
many years of research by first Hellabos and his scientists, and then us and Mengele! And 
no one knows how or why Drake works the way he does… and do you really doubt 
Patriarch Narrius?”

“Like I can argue against that…” mumbled the first scientist, and then he shook his 
head and sighed. “Just check his pupils then, make sure he’s not responsive to light or 
stimuli… here, I’ll give the first check.”

And with that, he stepped forwards and kicked Zerrex hard in the chest, but compared 
to the rest of the pain the reptile was in, it was like a relaxing massage. Then he felt a foot 
stomp on his kidney, which was a bit worse… but no big deal. What was harder was not 
laughing at the sound of the slap and the female whining: “You bastard, you’re going to kill 
him! Get out of  here!”

The scientist snorted, and Zerrex heard some fumbling around and fading footsteps 
before another male voice said mildly, as someone kneeled beside him: “Don’t bother 
checking his eye movements… he’s not in true coma, remember, and we’ve been dosing him 
with the anti-atrophy drugs as well, even though he’s in more a vegetative state than a 
coma… and we’ve got mild response from him before, mumbles and once an arm 
movement.”

“That’s probably why Karaven doesn’t like him. He was the one that peed his pants when 
Subject-0 jerked.” muttered the female, and there were a few other snorts in the room before 



Zerrex felt a hand gently touch his neck, then chest. “Heartbeat’s still irregular, but I don’t 
think the arrhythmia’s gotten any worse. It’s definitely a side effect of  the extranobarbanol.”

We need the muscle paralytic… otherwise who knows what could happen.” added a 
younger voice, then it muttered: “But I bet it’s going to make it tough chops to get him 
back up there… maybe we should move him to a bed? And will someone turn off the 
goddamn alarm?”

A short silence, then a few clicks, and a deep voice rumbled: “Lab complex A223 
security center, this is guard ID 952. Requesting silencing of alarm, reason being 
malfunctioning equipment, over.” 

Guard ID 952, this is guard ID 770, responding to your call.” came back a curt, equally-
calm and trained voice: they almost made it sound like their ID numbers were their 
names… something Narrius would teach, no doubt, since it would make it harder to 
identify who-was-who, especially over radio communication and if they were given 
rotational identifiers… 1 today, 10 tomorrow, 100 the day after, etcetera, then starting at 1 
again. “Verify reason, over.”

A slight shift… and then the alarm flicked off and the voice on the other end said 
calmly: “Reason verified, thank you, guard ID 952. Praise the Hez’Ranna Regime.”

“And all glory to our superior race. Over and out.” returned the guard, and then the 
clicks of a radio being hung up on a belt as he added in a mutter: “Christ, this is the 
disowned prince. I didn’t think that the Patriarch would be keeping him in this facility.”

We aren’t allowed to talk about it.” said the calm, curt voice of the other male who’d 
spoken, the one who’d given the information about comas. Then he sighed and added in a 
mumble: “But I do wish I’d never taken this job under Mengele. He’s brilliant, but after all 
these years, I’m tired of singing his Pack chants on one hand and praising the Patriarch with 
the other.”

The female snorted, then he thought he sensed a grin as she tried to move his arm: it 
hurt like hell, but he made it as stiff as possible, resisting her movements as he realized 
what was the likely problem: his joints were swollen, and his muscles were paralyzed by 
some drug. “Then go join the resistance fighters, Mike.”

Mike snorted laughter, losing his professional demeanor for a moment, before clearing 
his throat. “I don’t have a death wish, either. Better to be a bit annoyed every now and then 
than end up being one of  Mengele’s experiments.”

Fingers prodded him, and then the female sighed. “I’ve got phase two muscle 
degeneration… his joints have stiffened up to the point they’re barely moving, and his 
muscles are flexed rigid. Maybe we should move him into the IECR for monitoring and 
detoxification…”

Mengele will kill us…” said Mike warningly… but then he sighed and nodded, then 
there were the sounds of shuffling footsteps. “I’ll go get a cart… no, it’s no trouble, guard, 
I’ll get it myself. Thanks… but I should find Karaven as well, make sure he won’t rat us out 
to Mengele…”



And then they were gone, and the female doctor was left checking over his body, before 
she stood and glanced over at the other doctor who was apparently in the room, asking 
mildly: “I’ll give you five bucks if you tell Mengele Pagel thinks his Nazi flag is a Hanukah 
ornament.”

The other scientist snorted at this, and Zerrex could hear the amusement in his voice as 
he spoke: “I’m not suicidal, hate to tell you. Karaven Pagel is Mengele’s lapdog… even if he 
went against Mengele and did something dumb, or argued with him all the time like you 
do, it wouldn’t change anything. Mengele loves having him around, he’s like a pet… that’s 
why Mengele lets him do anything he wants.”

“Too bad I’m not as inclined to kiss ass as he is then.” she muttered, then paused. “Ten 
dollars if  you’ll tell Mengele he’s a spy from the rebels.”

Then there was the sound of a cart smoothly rolling towards them, and footsteps as 
Mike presumably reentered the room with another. He and the other unknown party – 
Zerrex doubted it was Pagel – rolled the cart over beside the reptile’s prone body, and then 
Mike said in a kind voice: “Now if you two would be so kind to assist me… I’m not sure 
how much he weighs, but I know it’s probably nothing that we could lift. We’ll check it in 
the IECR.”

Bet it’s close to half a ton. A metric ton, that is.” remarked the young male’s voice, and 
Zerrex felt his arms and legs grasped, his shoulder joints creaking loudly and someone else 
muttering to be careful, agony ripping through his body as they lifted him… before they set 
him down on the table, and he felt it bend under his weight. He felt questions rising at his 
throat, almost tempted to open his eyes and ask just what the hell had happened to him, a 
sensation rising in his gut that something about him was very different… but all he got was 
what sounded like a grinning response from Drake: Be quiet and wait. It’s a nice surprise, I 
promise. 

 The reptile felt himself rolled around for a few minutes, and then someone stopped and 
there was the bleeping of someone entering a code into a keypad. Zerrex tried to remember 
the sounds… very low, very low, medium-high, very high. One… one… something… nine?

Okay. Uh. You’re psychotic. You can’t tell what the fuck the buttons which buttons are 
being pressed without looking. Drake muttered in his head, and Zerrex rolled his eyes 
inwardly with a mental mutter to shut up and wait.

Then he felt himself rolled into a room with buzzing machinery that beeped every now 
and the, and lights that made his scales feel strangely warm. Drake muttered something 
about restorative technologies, and Zerrex made a mental note to himself to find out what 
he could later… either by snagging a computer system, or a scientist and making them 
cooperate.

Then he felt himself shifted onto… a bed that was just a bit too small for him, and he 
heard mumbles before the top half  bed inclined on a whirring machine, leaving him half-
sitting on the tilted mattress as two powerful hands adjust him with a grunts and mutters. 
He guessed the Dragokkaren… and he guessed there were two of them. Standard low-



security even if they were well-armed and well-trained, and he apparently outweighed 
them… and that meant he was probably stronger than them, too, because from what he’d 
seen in his brief period of being awake, he hadn’t exactly put on any fat with whatever 
they’d been feeding him.

A sigh, a few mutters. “Let’s get a nurse in here… oh, right. The Patriarch denied our 
last request for more nursing staff, so all… six of them are probably all working on the 
patients in Fael Hall at this moment, right?”

Yeah, the soldiers who underwent angiogenesis regeneration experiments.” replied 
another calm voice… Mike, he guessed. “You want to change him into a robe?”

Well, we need to do all the usual… what’s that IV prepared with?” asked the female 
voice, and he heard the sound of gloves before he felt her undoing his pants and beginning 
to tug them off with small grunts of effort, as he kept his body and stiff as possible. Every 
jerk caused a roll of pain through his form, however, and he winced as he felt his tail being 
squished under his own weight and every hard jerk pulling on it. Then she finally managed 
to get his pants down, and he thought he could hear amusement in her voice as she asked: 
“So who wants to do the nurse stuff  and touch that?”

“Every time I see it, I think it’s not possible to attach that much flesh to someone and 
still have them capable of moving around properly… or not killing somebody with it just 
to get some attention.” muttered another voice, then the male sighed. “Fine, fine, I’ll do it. 
Dr. Caloha, why don’t you go snag a robe and get another nutrition bag from the cart, it’s… 
yeah, type two. Once we get him rested in, we’ll check the levels of paralytic in his blood 
and then I’ll get the oxyfibropan.”

There was a pause, and then Zerrex heard shuffling for a little bit before someone 
checked his pulse, then pulled open one of his eyes. He looked up to see a worn-looking 
Dragokkaren in a science coat, with a kind face and small glasses: not exactly the mad 
scientist type he’d expected. He brought out a small light, shone it in the reptile’s eye for a 
moment, then flicked it to the side several times, but the Drakkaren kept himself looking 
straight ahead. The doctor made a bit of a face at this, then sighed and shook his head, 
dropping his eyelid and looking away: a good thing too, because the next moment, he felt 
someone grasping his penis, and then… Oh my crap, they’re… Ow ow ow ow ow ow… 

Someone was rudely sliding a long rubber tube up his urethra to his bladder, and he 
suddenly didn’t have to work so hard to keep his body tense: instead, he had to work to 
stop himself from spasming. Sure, the pain in the other areas was bad… but this just felt 
plain nasty, and whereas he was used to pain over his body, he didn’t think it was so 
common anyone shoved anything up his penis.

A few moments later, the agony was over… and instead someone was just brushing him 
down with a wet cloth, and he was able to concentrate on listening again as he gave an 
inward sigh at the small relief the wet cloth was giving him, as they gently hand-washed his 
body. “-decreased, so maybe we messed up the dosage of the extranobarbanol? Or maybe 
one of the nurses who changed his last drip got the numbers wrong, set it for… well, even 
fifty milligrams over with this stuff  could mess him up more…”



I dunno… we have had periods before where he’d slipped deeper towards coma… but if 
his pupils aren’t responsive to stimuli anymore, we might have a bit of a problem.” A pause, 
and then Zerrex felt the doctor shuffling around him wet an area on his hand, before 
shoving a needle into him, almost causing him to twitch: the sudden sharp pain was mostly 
swallowed by the rest of the burning fire through his body, however, so he managed to 
restrain himself as the top of the IV was inserted. He concentrated on this for a moment, 
but it seemed they had just inserted the top portion: he wasn’t hooked up to anything yet. 

Then the reptile heard a bit more shuffling before strong hands grabbed him and leaned 
him forwards, and he felt something being slid over his head… a gown, he guessed. He 
expected them to fight with his arms to pull them through sleeves… but they just adjusted 
him slightly on the bed, bending his shoulders down a bit so his arms were more to his 
sides, and as he heard the scrap of thick cloth at the front and the back, he recognized that 
they’d put him in some armless, ties-at-either-side piece of  material.

Then he felt the IV in his hand twitch a bit as someone plugged a tube in, and someone 
else clipped something onto his finger: a moment later, he could hear a faintly-irregular 
beeping nearby, and the sound of a curtain being pulled as someone else grabbed some 
other thing dangling from the intravenous line. A few moments later, there was a double-
beep, something was withdrawn, and a voice said mildly: “Look at his readings… they’re all 
off. And it also seems he has less extranobarbanol in his system than he should, so yeah, 
someone must have messed up the dosage… he must be suffering from withdrawal effects, 
and who knows what the hell the nephilim is doing to him.”

I’ll start him on hypermorphine and a sedative to counter the side effects.” came the 
female’s voice, and there were footsteps before she spoke again, from over at some cart, 
apparently shuffling through materials. “I think ghesobardon. It’ll sedate him and cancel 
out the effects of  the hypermorphine.”

And  oxyfibropan, just to wash out the rest of the extranobarbanol… if he is having 
withdrawal symptoms, then the GSB should take care of that too, keep his heart pumping a 
bit slower but regular.” said the first doctor, Mike. He seemed to be the leader figure of the 
bunch, calm, collected and smooth… but without being too much of an ass. It wasn’t like 
Zerrex was really understanding half  of  what they said, but that was alright.

So instead, he merely lay back, keeping his eyes closed as they did their tests, and 
someone wiped him down a bit more and combed the crud out of his hair before leaving. 
Finally, all he heard was mechanical beeps as a heavy door slid closed, and he dared to peek 
one eye half-open… and saw nothing. He sighed softly, then looked to either side, the pain 
in his body already greatly diminished. He sat up a bit… then blinked at how easy it 
suddenly was to move. Sure, it hurt… but he felt like he usually did after a hard workout 
instead of  like he’d just gotten his ass handed to him by say, his uncle. 

He sighed a bit as he looked around, checking his surroundings: he could tell the walls 
on his right were one-way glass… and there was a metal door that was currently closed 
tightly. Then he glanced down at the clip on his finger, noted it was hooked into a monitor 
that displayed all sorts of scientific readouts – he understood the blood pressure, the heart 



rate, and that was really about it… – and then he looked to the other side to see a thin 
curtain was separating him and another individual shivering in the bed next door. He 
shuffled back and forth, then paused and looked down at his hands, frowning a bit as he 
muttered in a raspy, unused voice: “A thousand pounds?”

The reptile looked around… and he thought he could see a bathroom at the end of the 
room. He mused for a moment, then wiggled his toeclaws before nodding to himself slowly 
and bending his legs next… but the only real way was to test. He paused, however, looking 
up at the monitor and wondering idly if it would set off some alarm… then he reached up 
and tapped the power button, feeling strangely proud of  himself. First puzzle solved. 

The Drakkaren swung his legs out of bed, put his feet on the ground with a wince… 
and then he glanced down, pulled the thing on the end of one finger off and tore out the 
IV with a wince, flexing his hand, then he stood slowly, eyes closing, wincing… but Gods, 
it felt good. His bare feet on the floor, back in reality… he flexed a bit, then grinned as he 
hopped from foot-to-foot without any pain.

Then he bent backwards, wincing a bit at the crack of his spine and blinking owlishly as 
he looked up towards the plain ceiling lights in the low roof… his eyes were still unused to 
the light. A pause, and then he reached down under his gown and his eyes rolled up in his 
head with a small grunt of pain as he carefully pulled the rubber tube out of his penis. He 
had to admit, though, it felt… strangely damn good to grasp his own member again and 
know that… this was really real, this was here… and then he paused as he realized… Am I 
bigger down there? And… wait. My body is… 

He shook his head slowly as he dropped the gown, looking over himself… then he 
turned and headed down the narrow row between the two beds in this… IE-whatever… 
room and the shelving units that were filled with all manner of medical supply: apparently 
it doubled as a storage room, and he got the uneasy feeling from how… vulnerable all the 
important-looking stuff here was that it was probably not a room where the mobile 
patients were often allowed to stay. A pause, and he glanced at the visitor in the other 
bed… before wincing and cursing quietly under his breath, murmuring softly as he walked 
slowly up beside him: “You’re one of  those… Unseen. But… my Gods…

Its sightless, white eyes had withered up entirely in its sockets… and it was gargling 
silently, cloth restraints around its arms and legs as it struggled uselessly. The burned flesh 
around its eyes had turned black and was pulsing sickly, pus and blood alike rolling down 
its face… and foam was coming from its mouth. The body beneath the plain gown it had 
on was so shriveled and emaciated that he could see the outline of his ribs even through the 
cloth… and the thing’s scales had paled until they were nearly white… and in places, had 
turned black and were peeling back to reveal pus-covered, infected flesh beneath that was 
literally throbbing: and it was a sight the Drakkaren could only pity.

He shook his head slowly, then paused, hesitated a moment… before reaching a hand up 
and squeezing gently down on its throat. It writhed a bit harder, but it seemed to weak to 
fight as it began to wheeze in and out as the reptile put increasing pressure steadily on its 
esophagus, crushing it under his grip and recognizing the creature didn’t even notice the 



pain… it just noticed the lack of oxygen. “Shh… shush…” he whispered softly, and the 
thing seemed to recognize his voice, to look up at him for a moment… before its head 
finally fell back and it lay still, the reptile’s fingers leaving deep bruises around its crushed 
throat as Zerrex stepped back and shook his head slowly. “Sleep now.”

Then he turned and headed towards the bathroom, slipping inside… and then staring at 
himself in the full length mirror inside, his eyes widening, trembling violently. He looked at 
the scale on the wall, which… had to be wrong, had to be… then down at his hands, then 
back up at himself, and finally he whispered: “What the hell happened to me…”

According to the carefully-etched scale that started from the floor… he was standing at 
no less than twelve feet tall, and his body was thick and powerfully-muscled… a bit bulkier 
than before. He reached up and silently removed the gown… and revealed his broad, 
powerful body, covered in scars. There was also a large burn mark around one eye, and the 
eye had turned partially crimson, like a gunshot bloodstain that had splattered over emerald 
glass. And even his hair… it was so much longer – how the hell had he not noticed that? – 
hanging all the way down to his ankles in the back now, raggedly spilling to his shoulders, 
and with the front propped up as always in the strange, natural bangs he had. His body was 
thick, powerful, his muscles bulged and flexed with his movement, showing that he had 
perhaps less than an ounce of body fat between thick scales and fleshy muscle beneath… 
and his body was chiseled far better than he’d ever expected. And he was definitely bigger 
down under too, and he stared stupidly at this for a few moments, before looking once 
more at his hands and clenching his eyes shut.

The horrible thing was… yeah. He liked being bigger than people, he liked his power… 
but this was… too much. A hundred and fifty percent, probably more, than his original 
height? His body thick and muscular, attractive and bulky and powerful even despite the 
scars… but he wanted him back. He didn’t care that he was admittedly better this way, that 
he was obviously stronger, and that he was likely huger than even your average 
Dragokkaren… it had all come about the wrong way. Through freakish science, 
experimental genetics that had obviously ruined any chance of him being anything other 
than a war machine…

Stop being an idiot. Drake snarled, and Zerrex looked up into the mirror before 
punching it in a flash of sudden fury… and staring as he knocked a hole through it and 
into the concrete wall behind. Then he brought his hand back… and the scales were gouged 
and damaged, sure, but even with the chunks of glass that was stuck in his hand… none of 
them had penetrated through the thick, natural armor that had apparently been taken up yet 
another step by some biological experiment. Drake, however, got the point and shut up, 
letting Zerrex work through this his own way… before he looked at the last thing reflected 
in the broken mirror and frowned, looking down at his bulging right bicep with disgust. 
“Oh, what the hell is this?”

There was a thick black swastika tattooed onto his arm, with a strange, twisting barbed 
vine running through it… some Gaelic design overdone with a national socialist symbol. 



The reptile muttered, now completely sure this was reality, before he turned to head back 
out and figure out how he was going to break free of  the facility…

“Because you’re all idiots!” screamed a furious voice, and then the door slammed, and 
Zerrex stared in horror at the Drakkaren that walked into the room, snarling… then staring 
at him… but instead of that look turning to horror, the other reptile slowly grinned and 
then began to clap, laughing loudly: “Oh, priceless! This is amazing, truly amazing!” Then 
he paused and looked over his shoulder with a frown, then he ran over to the bed, quickly 
lowering it and snarling: “Hurry the hell up, get over here and lay down! Those other 
morons will be here any minute, I need them to think you’re dead so I can move you out of 
here!”

Zerrex blinked, then the Drakkaren literally jackknifed the bed in what looked like glee, 
turning the heart monitor back on and ripping the curtain aside to check the dead body of 
the Unseen. Then he looked up, frowned at Zerrex, and asked mildly: “So do you want to 
get out of here, or would you rather be reported to ‘mister mein fuehrer’ and get your ass 
killed?”

That got the reptile moving, running quickly over to the flat bed and jumping into it, at 
the same time trying to get a better look at his scrawny, bitchy savior. Before he could, 
however, he turned and threw a sheet over him, snarling: “Stay still, even if that little whiny 
bitch Pagel hits you, as I’m sure he will…”

There was something odd about him… his clothing… his voice… but Zerrex obeyed, 
at the same time hating the familiarity he had and trying to place it with a wince. Then he 
heard a dry curse, and the heart monitor above go crazy for a moment, glass shatter, and 
another loud curse before there was the sound of a curtain sliding back, and Zerrex tried to 
still his thudding heart as the door opened.

What… oh my God! What happened?” asked the shocked, terrified voice of Dr. Caloha, 
the female. This was met by a snort, and Zerrex suddenly felt himself being wheeled along 
as the Drakkaren muttered, then he responded by shouting in her face as he passed.

“You killed him with the hypermorphine, that’s what happened! Check his last stats on 
the heart monitor, it caused a massive cardiac incident. I’m moving him to the morgue for 
dissection and experimentation, and then I’ll have to inform our great and terrible boss of 
what happened.” As the Drakkaren spoke, his voice went from the angry shout that likely 
made the female cry to a loud calling as he rapidly wheeled the bed down the hall. Then a 
right, the sound of a door opening, and then another quick left, and a sigh of relief as the 
door slid closed and a lock clicked. “Here we go.”

Zerrex blinked, then he sat up and began to turn to face the Drakkaren… before his eyes 
stopped in shock as flashbacks of voices played through his head, looking at the beaten 
brown desk in the plain office stacked high with papers, syringes, and boxes of ammo… the 
battered leather chair behind… and then what looked like a modified Narrius crest that 
was now apparently the Hez’Ranna flag, hung between two hanging Nazi tapestries, both 
with black swastikas in white circles, faded and damaged, obviously from some old bunker, 
with many of  the golden tassels missing.



And then Mengele Tstegi walked between them, standing in front of his desk with his 
hands behind his back and grinning coldly at him, his eyes alight with madness and passion. 
He was short… scrawny… his lab coat was dirty white, streaked with blood and grime… 
and then he shrugged this off and sighed, tossing it away to reveal that he was wearing 
clothing made of  fur… and an old, gold-plated luger handgun hanging at his waist. 

The fur was black with brown streaks through it, the upper portion a tight, strange thing 
that covered his breast and upper arms, but left his forearms and thin stomach covered by 
fishnet. Then he had a belt with a double lightning bolt on the clasp, and a silver wolf head 
hanging beside this, dangling from the chain. Then his pants were plain, fitting into rawhide 
moccasins that looked like they were made of some other kind of animal’s skin… and then 
Zerrex recognized that the bottom of them were made of a pair of grotesquely-large wolf 
paws that fit snugly over the Drakkaren’s own feet, with silver chain wrapped around both 
ankles. And last, but certainly not least, he wore fingerless gloves over hands that were thin 
and small… and yet the shape wasn’t like his own, but more like a wolf ’s hand, with smaller 
claws and what looked almost like black pads on his fingertips.

He also had a heavy collar around his neck with the Hez’Ranna flag on it… but it 
looked like it was made of flexible metal, not leather. It was loose enough, though, that 
Zerrex could see the long surgical scar that went from the bottom of one eye looked like it 
went all the way around his neck… and the reptile almost winced before he sat up slowly 
and said softly: “You’re… the head scientist at this facility, aren’t you?”

Yes. I am. I’m not surprised…” he paused and smiled slightly, looking at him with 
mismatched eyes… and Zerrex noticed with horror that one was white, and a bit too small 
for its socket, giving it a strange, rolling appearance… and there were three long surgical 
scars that rolled out from this eye. The eye that had a color that only occurred naturally in a 
few species of canine and lupines. Oh dear Gods. “So how much awareness… did you have 
over all? Not as much as I’d thought, from the stares of terror I’m getting.” A pause, then a 
grin. “And by the way, how do you like the tattoo? I gave some… idiotic, impossible reason 
to those morons out there, but in reality I just thought it looked good on you… I like to 
leave a personal mark on all my favorite experiments, you know.”

Zerrex slowly stood, almost double the height of the puny, scrawny Drakkaren… but 
Mengele looked up at him fearlessly. Then he paused, checked the watch he had on one 
wrist, and held up a finger. “Give me a moment, will you?”

He walked around his desk, and Zerrex didn’t think anyone had ever turned their back 
on him with such utter lack of fear. It made him feel both respect… and cold anger at 
being treated so callously, before Mengele shooed him backwards a bit, and Zerrex snarled. 
At first, his instinct was to step forwards… but Mengele pointed upwards, and the 
Drakkaren cursed quietly as he saw a small camera built into the ceiling. So instead he 
stepped slowly back, and the Drakkaren smiled coldly before suddenly smashing his hands 
across his desk and then turning and kicking his chair over, and then he threw himself 
backwards into the wall with a wince. He slid down it, shook his head as he drew his 
handgun, and then called in a raw, furious voice: “Emergency! Security!”



The camera above clicked once, and then a cool, deep voice spoke over the intercom: 
“This is security operator ID 9-”

Shut the fuck up!” Mengele screamed, then he hobbled to his feet with a snarl, wincing 
in what looked like agony and half bent over as he shouted furiously, waving his handgun 
around angrily: “Code A5 biohazard alert, Subject-0 has escaped, lock down the entire 
fucking facility! Close it down, close all the security shutters!”

“Authorization, please, Dr. Tstegi.” replied the voice on the other end, but it sounded 
shaken, and Mengele’s eye twitched before he rose the handgun.

Here’s your fucking authorization!” And with that said, he shot off five rounds into the 
security camera, and Zerrex leapt back, wincing, as chunks of metal flew from the ceiling 
and then the camera fell out of place. There was a buzz of static from the intercom, and 
then an alarm began to go off and a heavy shutter slammed down in front of his office 
door, muffling the sound slightly as a cold voice repeated the same message about a 
biohazard lockdown over and over again.

Then Megele straightened, hit the safety on his Luger, and holstered it before grinning 
over at Zerrex coldly, walking back towards him around the desk and spreading his arms as 
he stood on the other side of the small, burning wreck of the camera. “That will buy you a 
few hours, maybe a day or two. You’ll be able to leave this facility through there.” The 
Drakkaren pointed at a hatch in the corner of the room by a bookshelf, adding mildly: “It’s 
my private shuttle back and forth, and my emergency escape route. After they built it, I 
made sure it wouldn’t be affected by any of their… idiot lockdowns or alarms or whatnot, 
and wouldn’t set off any, either. We have information there’s a rebel base somewhere 
nearby… if  you’re half  as strong as the stories say, then you’ll find it.”

Zerrex frowned at the scrawny Drakkaren, whose eyes were glinting and looking at him 
with both impartial entertainment and strange interest, before asking slowly: “Why are you 
doing this? You’re the head scientist here… you even called me your… ‘favorite experiment.’ 
So why help me like this instead of putting me back into coma or killing me and dissecting 
me?”

Mengele looked down for a few moments into the fire smoldering between them… and 
then he smiled a strange, lost smile as he said softly: “When I lived my real life, and even 
for a little while after I first was revived, I would have told you to shut up and go. But I have 
learned lately… that risk is fun, and story time is the best time of all. So I will tell you, 
lizard, my story.

“I was the head scientist for the Standard Rule Pack, a species-separatist movement that 
had nothing to do at all with national socialism… was quite the opposite in some ways. But 
because this happened… many a year after the Nazi movement that swept across Ire, we 
often used their bunkers and their abandoned camps to set up our own. It was the easiest, 
after all… and we were in the North, campaigning, killing, and fighting to set our wolves 
apart, to create not just a pack, but an Alpha Pack that would rule over all the northern 
wolves… perhaps even eventually all the world.



One of our main enemies to this was not the other wolves… quite the opposite, we were 
gaining new members every day, new people supporting the Lupe Council. But the 
cetaceans, who had already inspired their own order in the northlands and who were always 
so damned arrogant, thinking themselves better, stronger than us, and yet fearing what we 
would do should we organize ourselves akin to them, began to make more and more vicious 
attacks upon us, to which we responded with greater force every time. Finally, however, my 
people… lay broken and bloody in the snow, and as I worked frantically in the labs to make 
cures and weapons to kill our hated adversaries….” Mengele shook his head and then he 
smiled cruelly. “But there were good times, too. Times when our ambushes went 
successfully, times when we took power in cities… many of the other species recognized 
our superiority as well, in numbers, strength and pride, and of course, they were all happy 
to join us… the cetaceans with their… corruption and disgusting controlling ways, so 
often they ran the cities in gangs and by criminal, urban battle…

But they summoned help, running crying to Ire, as back then we of the north were our 
own country, and they sent a great army to support the cetaceans with bombers and fighter 
planes and tanks. We were crushed back and destroyed by superior weapons…” Mengele 
snarled at this, closing his eyes and clenching a hand into a fist, smacking his thigh angrily. 
“The bastards… ran crying for help, because they realized they were losing the war… so 
they got someone bigger! Someone meaner than us, and hid like cowards behind their… 
mechanical, pathetic toys! I, I do not dabble in such unrefined bullshit, but the art, the 
symphony of genetics and mutation…” Mengele looked down in utter disgust at his 
strange, padded and gloved hands. “Those weaklings… they call me a monster, a monster, 
because I dared to experiment upon the living and the dead, I dared to probe the mysteries 
of the unknown and explore the untamed wonders of the body, finding cures as often as I 
found killing drugs. But no, that they leave out of the textbooks, that they don’t dare speak 
of…

“And then they charged the living members of the Pack with war crimes, inhumane 
cruelties and… all other manner of… utter bullshit!” Mengele scowled, looking up and 
crossing his arms, fury burning in his mismatched eyes, canine-like teeth drawn back in a 
snarl. “If we had won, we would have been heroes! But we lost… and so they were the 
heroes, and they got a gentle smack on the wrists for what they did to us!

Ten thousand tons, ten thousand tons, of liquid nitrogen was poured into our deep 
bunker and the surrounding area! No one talks about that, though…” Mengele snarled and 
shook his head furiously. “All of us standing there, hearing the sound of what seemed to be 
a sea coming towards us, listening to the ceiling crack, the planes overhead dropping loads 
of the stuff, and finally the doors breaking and being frozen alive! Frozen alive, half-
drowned, but before you can, the stuff freezing in your lungs, turning solid! The agony…” 
Now the Drakkaren grabbed his head, wincing, and then he slowly composed himself and 
looked up coldly across at Zerrex.

He paused though for a few moments, then put his hands behind his back and turned 
around, gazing at one of the flags with fondness, and his scarred features smoothing out as 
he said softly: “They too, were misunderstood, swathed in black and called evil. That is why 



I loved the bunkers, too… because of all the strange things you could find inside, and study 
the history from a different side. Understand that in the early days, before they began… 
blatant genocide, they were supported by the very people who turned on them later and 
attacked them. See the love letters the officers wrote that never got delivered… the way they 
cared for those injured, and about the tortures that not they used, but were used on them 
from the other side. Starting in the far nation of Frerica, which had been so long repressed, 
children in the schools beaten, beaten if they sang the old national anthem instead of the 
new, standardized version not even written by a person of the nation’s blood… do you call 
them mad for patriotism?”

He turned back around and smiled, and this had a touch of softness to it that made him 
look strange, embers of the fire swirling up around him. “Yes, patriotism. That is the only 
charge I see them guilty of… do you… really think what they did was so terrible? They 
killed innocents, they killed people for stupid reasons, but dear God in his empty 
Heaven… that happens in every war, and every day. Races abused and mistreated, species 
crushed out of existence? The same thing happened to us, the northern wolves, and the 
surviving cetaceans were given medals and gold stars, and now there is no longer such a 
thing as the arctic wolf  in this world.

Death camps? There are plenty around the world, holding innocent people hostage, 
using torture techniques to get information and crush the life out of people… no. They 
had an ideal, and they tried and fought for it, because they had their back against the wall 
with shitting-idiot trade agreements that were crushing the life out of their once noble 
nation that had stood a thousand tests before this. But because they targeted once specific 
religion, one specific race, they were seen as villainous and hateful… but yet, we see ‘evil’ 
people every day abused and mistreated, tortured by the ‘good guys…’

“Do you think they’re so good? Are they so… pure at heart, so brilliant, such children of 
the one you call God?” Mengele smiled as Zerrex glanced away, closing his eyes. “Exactly. 
And I myself… brought back as… a belly-sliding reptile now, by your father, by the all-
inspiring Patriarch, to repeat history, do again a great service to the world, but the world 
resists…” Mengele paused and smiled slightly, shrugging as Zerrex looked up at him. “And 
this time? Many reptiles see him as a hero, and Hez’Ranna all but worships him despite the 
state it sits in now, this divine city damaged and in ruins… but even I see him as a monster, 
and I know you do as well. I’ve listened to Drake’s reports, heard what you’ve said about 
him, and think about him. But herein is the irony of the situation, and what I want to prove 
true once and for all; if you win this battle, they will call you a savior and your father a 
monster who uselessly slaughtered millions… but if you lose this battle, he will be the 
savior of the world… and you will be forgotten and painted black by history as an ignorant 
savage, a disobedient son who led army after army to their demise trying to stop the world 
from finally being at peace.”

Then Mengele turned and walked over to his desk, searching through the still-standing 
metal box on it as Zerrex looked down, snarling and clenching his hands into fists… then 
he glanced up when the scrawy scientist cleared his throat, standing nearby and holding out 
two thick file folders. “These are experiment details on yourself and… call it a tour of the 



city. You might want to go over these later… keep them safe and secure.” He paused and 
glanced over Zerrex as he took the files, then turned and added mildly: “If you’re still 
convinced you want to save the world, there’s a security booth at the main station, where my 
personal shuttle is. It’s only manned once a month, however, and there’s still a few weeks 
until the next routine check. I recommend you get some pants if you still want to challenge 
history.”

With that said, he turned away and began to straighten out his desk, dismissing the 
Drakkaren. And Zerrex looked at his back for a long few moments, before Mengele 
straightened and finally said: “This is simply another experiment. No matter what, Narrius 
will not kill me… you read the files, and you will find out why. But that swastika on your 
shoulder… wear it proudly. It symbolizes evil, hate and prejudice… but it’s for you to 
decide who is really the sinner and sinned-against, and if you’re interested in standing up to 
the world to do the right thing or sitting on your ass to do wrong. But should our paths 
cross again, the only time we’ll have for discussion is between the gunfire.”

Zerrex paused at this, then he snorted and gave a slight smile, feeling hate, respect, 
admiration, and even sadness mixing in his chest before he said softly: “Thank you, Dr. 
Tstegi.”

Mengele. As you are Zerrex, I am Mengele…” but when the Drakkaren turned, Zerrex 
had already vanished, the hatch in the corner just falling back into place as the Drakkaren’s 
eyes flashed, and he added softly: “But next time I’ll be the mad scientist and you’ll be the 
experiment come back to kill his creator.”

The white-haired Drakkaren, however, was already hurrying quickly down a narrow 
stone passage, wincing a bit and feeling a cold draft touch his scales… his body was 
starting to ache again, and he wished idly he’d stolen some of that super-morphine or 
whatever the hell it was. But as he moved… pumping his arms and jogging at an easy 
pace… he felt his joints limbering up more and more, and his muscles becoming more 
responsive and bending and flexing easier. Then he paused as he reached a door at the end 
of the dim hallway, and pushed through into what looked like a private subway station, 
complete with platform and guard booth… but as Mengele had promised there was no 
guard in the empty station and no stairs leading out, only what looked like a white, armored 
subway car with black-tinted windows sitting idly, the doors open and the vehicle ready to 
move.

Zerrex let out a sigh of relief, then he shook his head slowly, glancing down at the 
files… and deciding he’d read them later. For now, he had to get out of here… and he 
knew that it wouldn’t be long before Narrius would have his soldiers doing sweeps of the 
city to look for him. He frowned though, remembering Mengele’s last comment as he 
headed quickly for the door to the small security station, easily knocking the crappy door 
open with little more than a bump of his shoulder, and he looked around to see a desk, a 
small microphone on a stand, another intercom… and a row of lockers. The Drakkaren 
decided to check these first… frowning when he saw the lock on the door… then blinking 



when he yanked on it bad-naturedly and simply tore the plain combination lock right off 
with the strips of  metal that had held the door closed.

It swung idly open with a creak, and the reptile stared at a locker with a few magazines 
piled on top, a picture of a pretty Drakkaren in a bikini – it was really pathetic that he was 
tempted to steal it – and a small, old-style strap-shut backpack. He grabbed this and 
dumped it out, finding a box of condoms – like they would ever fit – some ugly-looking 
dress shirts, and a few pairs of pants… including a pair of black military pants that the 
Drakkaren seized on immediately. No boxers… but he slid into the pants with more 
thankfulness than he’d thought he’d ever have for such a simple thing, even after his 
loincloth experience.

He checked the rest of the lockers as well… finding a calendar in one and having a 
moment of horror as he realized how many years it had been, then fighting off the shock 
and instead forcing himself to search through the locker, not letting himself shut down. He 
could cry, yell, punch things, whatever, once he got on the train… for now, he had to move, 
and move fast.

The only other things he found of interest, however, were a few boxes of bullets and one 
of shells, a few scattered gun parts in a plastic bag, a pair of combat boots, and a heavy, 
plain cleaver sword. He frowned a bit at the last, wincing at how heavy it probably was… 
but then blinking as he lifted it with ease. He inspected it: it wasn’t very well kept, but it 
would more than do for now…

The handle of it was plain, wrapped rawhide… and the blade was thick, thinning to a 
narrow, brittle edge, and rectangular, maybe seven feet long and the handle adding another 
two feet to the total length. The handle also had a crappy leather strap on it that allowed 
him to throw it over one shoulder and carry it like that, and the backpack he decided to 
simply carry for now. He also managed to dig out some plan cloth bandages, which he 
added to his pack after contemplating wrapping up the tattoo… but decided against it and 
instead frowned a bit as he thought of Mengele’s words, heading out to the plain subway 
car.

He stepped inside, looked back and forth in surprise at how luxurious it was; red 
padded bench seats on either side, a small table in the center of the room that he threw his 
junk on, and in the back a tiny bar and fridge unit. There was also an open door leading 
into what looked like a cabin… and he walked forwards into this before blinking as he saw 
only a set of  windows, a plain chair, and a transparent electronic monitor.

He peered at this for a few moments… then a double beep sounded before a technical 
statistics readout printed across the screen in plain black font and a female voice said 
cheerfully: “Hello sir. Please identify yourself.”

Zerrex stared back and forth in surprise, staring around at all walls and corners of the 
room, then he stopped with his eyes on a tiny camera hidden in the corner. He stared at the 
camera for a few moments, then blurted stupidly. “Mengele Tstegi?”



I’m sorry, sir, your voice readout and image don’t match Dr. Tstegi’s. Please try again.” 
said the female voice in a comforting tone, and Zerrex frowned as he looked into the other 
corner and caught sight of another camera. It made him horribly nervous, and he looked 
into the screen and finally said: “Uh… Zerrex Narrius?”

There was a pause, and then his own voice said clearly and calmly: “Zerrex Narrius.” A 
moment later, the computer buzzed, the stats printout vanished, and instead a train route 
appeared with twenty different dots, seven of them larger than the others as the female 
voice said perkily: “Welcome, sir, to your first trip on the personal shuttle of Dr. Tstegi! 
We’ve been given a specific route course in mind by Dr. Tstegi to take you on, but if you 
have other plans in mind, we’re more than happy to comply. Please don’t hesitate and just 
ask if you’d like to go anywhere specific along the route, or feel free to take your seat in the 
passenger cabin and we’ll take you Dr. Tstegi’s preplanned place-by-place tour.”

Zerrex blinked at this, then he shrugged before mumbling: “Um. Thank you?” and 
quickly turning to flee the cabin as the computer laughed at him in the simulated female 
voice. He winced and rubbed his head, then stared as the doors slid closed and a red light 
flashed above them. The Drakkaren stared at this, then the train gave a small lurch – 
nothing more than a tiny jerk forwards, really – before sliding smoothly down the tracks 
with a comfortable electric hum, the floor barely vibrating under the feet of  the reptile.

He sighed and brushed his hair back from his eyes, wincing a bit and looking back and 
forth, then carefully sitting down and mumbling as he pulled his own hair, and shifting to 
brush it out to the side as he reached out and grabbed his backpack, pulling out a file. He 
looked down at it and the Hez’Ranna double Dragokkaren on it, feeling his stomach lurch, 
then he opened it, trying to think of anything but how long it had apparently been… but 
then his eyes settled on the front page and the four faces on it.

Oh… god…” he whispered, trembling violently as he stared down at the pictures… 
himself, Cindy, Cherry, and Marina. All with ID numbers, all old pictures, obviously… but 
the timestamp on the top corner of the page told him it had been printed on the 
fourteenth as part of a daily report, giving the reptile some idea of what day it had been as 
he laughed faintly and closed his eyes tightly: beside what he guessed were experimentation 
numbers, they were all stamped as active… and even though he knew Mengele was more 
than good enough to fabricate fake stats on a computer, the report was official… and had 
been stamped several times with different identifiers by those who’d seen it and authorized 
it, and it included his father, Narrius.

“And Mengele’s insane… but I don’t think he’s suicidal.” Zerrex said quietly, looking 
down at the report with relief, and simply gazing over the faces of his family, before his eyes 
locked on Marina’s picture. She was the only updated one, even though the stamp below 
noted it was a few years old… and her eyes were serious and cold, defiant and so damn 
bright that they just about burned out of the page, and she was beautiful and looked older 
than she would have been… thirteen but she could pass for twenty. Her face said she’d seen 
Narrius’s cruelty first hand… but he smiled and held back tears because he also thought 



her cold, icy look said Narrius had still failed to even bend her will. “She’s always been… 
so damn… stubborn…”

Just like her father, is she? Drake asked in a softer tone than usual, making his 
reappearance in his head as Zerrex snuffled and rubbed at his eyes, a few tears falling on the 
paper. The dark nephilim seemed to hesitate, then added mildly: They… they are all alive. 
They’ve all suffered, and I don’t think the older two females are doing so well… but they 
are alive.

Zerrex nodded and glanced quickly through the report, but much of it was coded… and 
all he could make out was a few locations, snarling as he saw that Cherry was being kept in 
a breeding facility… and then grinning as he muttered: “No, they wouldn’t have to rape 
her… she’d rape them or screw ‘em for kicks just to tell me later how strong she is… and 
Cindy’s in a genetics facility? Probably a POW death camp or genocide lab…” He shook 
his head slowly, then murmured quietly: “And what the hell is this…”

At the back of the report, were stapled notes, handwritten by Mengele, containing 
complicated figures and calculations so intense and insane that Zerrex couldn’t make out 
anything from it. He did, however, recognize almost immediately what it was, especially 
with the spiraling DNA graphs hand-drawn and illustrated by the mad scientist on the 
sides of the page in the margin. “No… it’s not possible. They tried that before, it didn’t 
work…”

It was a mutating, viral disease… the most fearsome weapon of war, a biological 
monster that would infect and kill entire armies. But this one, from the bits of English 
babble and the few science concepts Zerrex recognized from his military training on 
searching for important documents, was targeted specifically to anything non-Drakkai… 
and kill them. Likely slowly, because even though Mengele and Narrius seemed to be at 
odds on most other things… Zerrex could tell from one encounter with him they were 
likely almost equally as cruel.

And now all of Mengele’s words made sense, his speech about good, evil, right and 
wrong, the ‘experiment’ he said he was running, the reason that he’d let Zerrex go… maybe, 
although being Narrius’s head scientist, he wasn’t as evil as the reptile had thought at first, 
or he wasn’t nearly as cruel after all, in retrospect. Or hell, maybe he just wanted to save his 
own goddamn species… but whatever else, he’d given Zerrex something that forced the 
reptile to choose between participating in a war to save the world, or a war to save his 
family… but the chances of  doing both were slim-to-none.

The reptile closed his eyes, cursing Fate, cursing the idea of god or God, cursing his 
miserable life and dropping his head into his hands, snarling angrily. Of course he had no 
choice… he had to do what was right… and even though he was trying to keep optimistic, 
he knew that… goddammit, he knew they could be broken, not dead but wishing for it… 
tortured, experimented on like him, darkened and destroyed… and then Drake said in a 
hesitant voice: There… is a way to do both.

He blinked and looked up, then asked in a raw voice as tears spilled down his face: 
“How? How, Drake? How can I save them and… and do what’s right?”



You will never cease to amaze me… Drake said softly, and Zerrex frowned as he rubbed 
at his face slowly. Offered Heaven in your own world for… who knows how many days, 
weeks, years that could all be as long as you wanted… the control you’ve lusted for, the 
powers of God… and you fight to throw yourself back into Hell. Into a reality that’s a 
worse punishment than death ever could be… for what? A chance at seeing your family 
again? No… your motives are more and less selfish. To do the right thing, to be back in the 
war, to kill your father while blood and battle boil… you’re almost a saint with how many 
sins you’ve committed to ‘do the right thing.’

But you’re an idiot too. Drake remarked dryly. As with everything, the rule is location, 
location, location. You know your father… breeding facilities, genetics facilities, where he 
creates his soldiers. He’s obviously no longer recruiting… why recruit when you can clone, 
revive, create a soldier that will last forever and build an army out of ashes that could 
conquer nations with some gum and a roll of twine? Cindy and Cherry are kept at two 
facilities, probably in secure areas… if you can get to them, you can get them out, learn 
about the experiments going on, and then blow the building to bits… instead of being an 
idiot and blowing it up before you try going inside to look around, you fucking moron. It’s 
more dangerous… but the rewards are higher in the end and it still sits in your goal of 
doing right. And as for Marina… you remember what Narrius wants to do with her. 
Which means…

If I find Narrius… I find Marina. And I can accomplish two objectives at once…” 
Zerrex said slowly, and then he closed the file and carefully put it away in his backpack as a 
dark, cold smile spread over his face, and Drake snorted. See how much you can do when 
you stop and think instead of just going into ‘everything’s tragically hopeless’ mode? “Shut 
up, Drake. But yeah, I get your point.”

The reptile looked down at his hands slowly… at his shirtless chest covered with the 
scars of old experiments, as he touched the raw, black-burned scales over his eye… and then 
finally looked down at the swastika tattooed into his arm as a reminder from Mengele of 
what the war was about, what he was, and what he was fighting for. The vines seemed to 
twist back and forth, rotate as he flexed and relaxed… but before he could reach for his 
other folder, he heard the shuttle gearing down and then halt with a gentle bump, and the 
perky female voice said warmly: “First stop, Sector 10, otherwise known as Necropolis! 
Please enjoy your tour of the area, and let me know when you wish to continue the tour! 
The shuttle will lock down once you leave, and you only need to use the hand scanner 
outside next to the door to come back inside. Only you and Dr. Tstegi will be permitted 
inside, so please, don’t worry about your valuables! We’ll take excellent care of whatever you 
leave behind and have a state of the art security system in place as well. Please, enjoy your 
tour and have a nice day.”

Zerrex stared blankly at the ceiling… then he decided it wouldn’t hurt to take a look 
around… but he was careful to sling the massive cleaver over his shoulder as he stood up 
and left through the now-open door, which slid quickly closed once he had stepped 
through. He winced a bit at this, feeling the usual insecurities stir in him and a few 
paranoid worries that now it wouldn’t open and some shock troops would charge down the 



single stairway he saw leading up… but nothing happened, and after a few minutes, the 
reptile walked down the small platform and towards the only way out, looking back and 
forth mildly at the thick concrete walls and back and forth down the tunnel, wondering 
how far he’d gone from the facility as he began to climb the stone stairs leading up to the 
light.

He stepped out of a crudely-made hole in the road and onto the sidewalk… and stared 
around in silence at the city of Uroboros… or rather, what had once been the most 
beautiful city in Hez’Ranna, and was now filled with broken stone towers and towering 
steel cannons, the streets here empty and broken. In the distance he could see other 
buildings that didn’t look as horrible or broken… even just a few blocks away, he 
thought… but he could also see a massive steel wall had been erected, likely with no access 
except through guarded gates. And there was no sign anywhere that the reptile could see… 
no anything, as Zerrex reached up and nervously grasped his weapon, frowning and 
swallowing.

Ruins… destruction… the cost of war. He’d seen it all… and this place reminded him 
of somewhere that had been slammed by carpet bombing with low-power explosives used 
to shake up the enemy and distract them while the real blitzkrieg occurred somewhere else. 
Except that some of explosives looked like they’d occurred from surface-to-air or other 
ground-based weapons… and Zerrex didn’t want to think that this neighborhood had been 
emptied so Narrius could have a place to test new explosive weaponry… “But I wouldn’t 
put it past him… that son of  a bitch…”

The reptile closed his eyes and snarled angrily, clenching the handle of the cleaver sword 
on his back tightly… then he looked away and began to walk slowly down the sidewalk, 
figuring he could at least inspect the damaged buildings and see what he could see. Then he 
frowned and paused as he thought he saw someone in the shadows of a building, 
straightening and wincing as he rubbed self-consciously at his tattoo before calling calmly: 
“I’m looking for survivors… I have no intent on combat or harm, and I’m neither from the 
rebel forces or the Hez’Ranna army…” 

The figure twitched a bit, then stood… and Zerrex thought with relief that it was a wolf 
or some other kind of furred creature… and it turned, then moved towards him with 
strange, jerky motions. He frowned a bit at this, then started, his eyes flicking to the other 
side as a uniformed Drakkaren staggered out of the shadows in the same blocky 
movements… and he could hear someone moving in from behind too.

He around at the three figures moving towards him, snarling as he took the sword off 
his back and grasped the huge cleaver in both hands, eyes burning coldly as he realized he’d 
already stumbled into a new hell, a new battleground, and that this definitely was a testing 
ground of some sort… because the only similarity between the three figures was the 
strange, silvery rectangles he could see stabbed into the back of one of them when they fell 
over, and catch glimpses of on the others from the way they swayed from side-to-side… 
and the tight metal circlets they all wore with small antennae coming up from them. 



One was in a military uniform of Ire… blue, with an air force crest on the breast pocket 
and shoulders. He was bleeding from the mouth, but his eyes were alive… whereas the 
once-slave, now-zombie-thing wolf approaching the Drakkaren from behind was most 
definitely long dead, his eyes rotted away, his lower jawbone missing… along with most of 
his stomach, likely from some sort of heavy shotgun blast. But he moved with the same gait 
as the other two, the damage not seeming to slow him down in the slightest as he somehow 
gazed at Zerrex with dead eyes.

They all stopped about ten feet away… but Zerrex could see more approaching from all 
sides now, the reptile hemmed in… before he heard a loud clapping and quiet laughter, 
turning to see a Drakkaren in a black Hez’Ranna military uniform, wearing heavy silver 
steel boots with black straps that went across his shins and held the elongated shin-
protectors rising from them against his legs, his dark eyes sparkling with pleasure. The long 
sleeves of his military shirt had been rolled up to reveal crisscrossing leather straps that 
went up his arm, coming from a pair of strange, studded metal gloves he wore that looked 
like they had some sort of glowing sensors on the fingertips, and he also had a bandolier 
strapped across his chest, holding on a pair of  silver armors over his shoulder. 

He also had a black headband on, tied tight at the back… and beneath it, Zerrex could 
catch glimpses of silver melding in with the green scales. Worn to hide some old war 
wound patched up with steel, or something more sinister… and the high collar of his shirt 
with the single gold Dragokkaren on it made Zerrex think that he wasn’t just the average 
soldier, especially with the rest of his getup and the fact he was here, amongst all these 
other freakish aberrations, without so much as a twinge. In fact, they were continuing to 
gather towards them at a rapid rate… but parted a path for him, although two stayed close 
by, as if to quickly jump in the way as he stopped a short distance away from the much-
larger reptile, looking up at him from his own not-to-be-mocked ten feet and continuing to 
clap a few more times, looking positively delighted as he spoke in a friendly, cheerful voice: 
“Zerrex Narrius, Zerrex Narrius! The legendary Captain Ravenlight, in the flesh… I have 
to say, I’m both impressed and sadly disappointed. After all, you walked into a place called 
Necropolis… without even the vaguest hint of caution for what could be here. Then again, 
I suppose if you’ve been asleep seven and some years, you’re a tad bit anxious to get out and 
sniff  the fresh air, yes?”

With this, he clasped his hands against his chest and took a deep breath, before letting 
out a refreshed sigh, then going into a low, deep bow, stretching one leg out behind him and 
almost dropping to a kneel atop the other. “My name is Iago, and I am of the 1st Royal 
Elite Division, or RED. We are dedicated to protecting the Patriarch…” he grinned 
viciously, then crossed his arms in front of himself, fingers posed in strange hand symbols 
as he added cheerily: “And before we even get the order to scramble, you’ve already 
stumbled not just into my neighborhood, but my whole damn army.”

Zerrex snorted and looked around, wincing at the amount of soldiers that were 
assembling… some dead, some alive, and he couldn’t help but ask as many of these 
slumping things walked past him to assemble into plain line formation: “What the hell are 
these things?”



Puppets.” Iago said softly, then he pointed at one and made a few quick hand motions, 
and the reptile in broken combat armor danced on the spot, shaking his arms and kicking 
his legs in a blocky river dance. The Drakkaren pointing at him laughed, then winked at 
Zerrex’s expression of horror. “Don’t look so disgusted! They’re my Angels, every one of 
them outfitted with his Halo and a pair of  wings!”

Then Iago brought his hand back to gesture idly towards the reptile, saying in his 
horribly-pleasant voice: “Allow me to explain, sir. They are prisoners, POWs, dead bodies 
in serviceable condition, and otherwise unlucky souls – ninety percent of them lower order 
creatures, and only a handful Dragokkaren, may I add – that have been implanted with the 
metal ‘backpack…’” At this, Iago spun his hand idly, and one of the puppets in front of 
Zerrex leapt into the air and spun around, giving him a good look at the plain steel box on 
his back, before Iago made it spin back in a prim about-face that sent shivers up Zerrex’s 
spine. “And the Angel’s Coronet, which I’m sure you can make out for yourself on their 
heads, the ugly, obvious things they are. I, the soul general of the Divine Division of the 
army, called DivinDivis – betcha can’t guess where that’s from, huh? – am the only one 
capable of  manipulating them.

“Our genius scientist, Mengele, came up with the concept, did most of the grunt 
work… then refused to help out once it got to the technical stage. I don’t think he 
chickened out, he just gets bored with things and hates anything mechanical.” Iago made a 
slight face at this. “Rumor ‘round the water cooler is that he helped you escape, but we 
know even Patriarch Narrius won’t touch him. Your dad is doin’ swell by the way, he wanted 
any members of  RED to pass that along if  we ended up meeting up with you.”

Zerrex felt a thin burst of anger… then greater rage when Iago idly made another 
gesture, and one of the nearby ‘Angels’ got down on their hands and knees, allowing him to 
sit on its back and crossing his ankles with a smile. “Anyway, though. So I and the rest of 
my support staff finished the work, bringing these into creation. They’re still a bit clinky, 
and they’re not very graceful, but they are vicious, most of them have some kind of weapon, 
and they carry all sorts of nasty diseases.” He paused, then made a face and swept a hand 
back and forth in front of his muzzle. “But do they ever stink. Without me to guide them, 
they remain in an aware vegetative state, reacting to any stimuli in a hostile fashion and 
alerting me of what’s going on… but even though they’re basically powered by the 
backpacks, which stimulates certain nerve functions even after physical death so they can 
continue to move and act even with no blood in their veins, no heart palpating, no brain 
going tick-tick-tick… they can’t do anything on their own. Which makes for messy-poo 
sometimes, if  you get my drift.

Anyhow. But the great part is that I can control them through these…” Iago grinned, 
holding his hands up… then he reached up and twitched down his headband, revealing the 
smooth metal beneath it, imprinted on one side with the Hez’Ranna flag in black and 
white, before he pushed it carefully back into place. “And this. Both of which connect me 
to them as I wish, allow me to command them as I wish… I’m the zombie lord!” He 
laughed at this, rocking back and slapping his hands together, then he grinned as he stood 
up and flicked his hand, turning around and beginning to walk away through the crowd.



Where are you going?” Zerrex shouted furiously, but his path forwards was blocked, as 
enemies swarmed into place, tightening their lines to guard their master, Zerrex’s very soul 
burning with rage at the insane looks in the eyes of so many, the fact that the soldiers who 
had given their lives had been forced into bondage and slavery even after death for pointless 
battle, so many of them rotting and broken… and then Iago paused and turned around, 
smiling at him and bowing courteously again.

Then he straightened and cracked his fingers, saying kindly: “The exit is behind you… 
you’ll notice that all my entire army is in front of you. You can run like a coward – which I 
know you aren’t, and I know you won’t, Zerrex, I do – or you can fight my army… which, 
last night, became precisely one thousand precious Angels after we had to put down a batch 
who were no longer functioning properly due to body deterioration.” He paused, then 
turned around and flicked a wrist, and the entire army stepped into sharp line formation 
again as Zerrex stepped slowly back, putting a short distance between himself and the 
monsters, the cleaver-sword raised high by his head and the flat edge against his shoulder as 
he snarled furiously, watching Iago calming walk away, then flick one finger upwards, and 
the entire army of imprisoned slaves, soldiers, and civilians saluted as he called idly back: 
“Show me the power you possess, Zerrex. And if you kill them all, you can get one free shot 
in against me… one free chance to cut me in half  or do whatever you like.”

Then he was gone from sight as the wall of puppeted, damned souls drew into a tighter 
formation, a thousand living puppets facing the one, snarling Drakkaren, the Angels against 
the sinner who had already once more stepped into the war against his father without even 
realizing it, who had already come into contact with the RED soldiers that guarded the 
Patriarch, and who found that thrill of battle rising once more in his heart and hating how 
happy it made him… and the fact his body wasn’t tensing but relaxing, that he was 
trembling not from terror but excitement, and how Ravenlight whispered in his mind: This 
is the greatest challenge you have ever faced, in terms of sheer numbers and endurance. An 
army of puppets, an army of innocent people… and you know causing them pain is 
pointless, because they are driven by those things on their heads and back, and you know 
that even dead they may continue. So you’ll have to cause massive trauma to their 
systems… shock their bodies and stop them from responding, and the halos they wear will 
likely burn out trying to reboot them. Are you ready? More… aren’t you happy?

And the answer to that question was a simple yes, even as a single tear rolled down the 
reptile’s cheek, his jaws twisting into a cruelly-entertained grin despite everything he felt 
inside, from self-doubt to hate, and even Drake watched with bated breath, his eyes wide 
with disbelief and even terror in the reptile’s mind… and horror at the creature, he, the 
darkness nephilim, had possessed. A monster more cruel than him… but at the same time, 
a hero who would never accept the cursed title, who fought for salvation against all odds… 
not for himself, but for justice, retribution, and honor.

Then the first line of Angels surged forwards, and Zerrex threw his head back and 
laughed as he stepped forwards to meet them, long hair flying as he charged forwards to the 
blocky creatures, his emerald eyes burning as he moved forwards with the intent to kill, the 
intent to save, the intent to cause pain, and yet to make it as painless as possible for these 



tortured beings who had been twisted by technology into Iago’s service… but even if he 
had to cut every one of them into pieces, he would kill them all. Then Iago, and anyone else 
who dared to stand in the way between him, his family… and killing his father.

In the distance, standing high the blocky remains of a fallen pillar, the RED Drakkaren 
was laughing, grinning psychotically as he held his hands up high and concentrated, his 
fingers moving in quick, delicate gestures as he watched the sole figure of the Boss charging 
forwards, Iago calling cheerfully over his army of  Angels: “Let the puppet show begin!”

Zerrex barely heard his enemy’s taunting call: instead, he slashed viciously forwards and 
downwards on an angle, grunting with exertion as two of the Angels leapt at him and 
cutting them both into two pieces with the single slash and sending their remains flying 
backwards, before snarling as he slashed hard across his body in a horizontal cut and 
halving three others with terrible ease, their bodies little more than pieces of raw meat… 
and he was the butcher. 

Another Angel leapt at him, raising a kwaibar… and Zerrex reached up with one hand, 
catching it by the throat as he slammed the cleaver blade downwards to slice another puppet 
in half with a hard dropping cut. At the same time, he slammed his other hand down into 
the ground, crushing the Angel he held into the concrete and sending up a great burst of 
blood before snarling and throwing his weight forwards, rolling and carrying the huge 
sword with him onto his shoulders as another group of Angels attempted to pounce on 
him.

He landed in a kneel, sword draped across his shoulders, and then he grasped the hilt 
with both hands before slashing hard outwards at waist level, severing another few living 
puppets into pieces in front of him… before continuing the cut as he released the sword 
from his right and swung the blade in a huge helicopter with his left, barely able to believe 
himself with what ease he was handling the weapon and chopping apart the rotting bodies 
of the puppeted soldiers, knocking a couple behind him to the ground and cutting 
completely through most of the others, then quickly switching back to his right hand as his 
left passed over his head and shoving himself forwards and up to his feet with such fierce 
strength that he went into a short slide forwards on his feet, at the same time slashing 
outwards with the blade and a roar, his eyes burning, teeth grinning as he slapped a group 
of the Angels flying backwards and flailing uselessly through the air, crashing into their 
comrades.

 How many had he killed now, or how few? The Drakkaren didn’t know… and at this 
point, didn’t care, as he slashed the sword forwards and down in three quick chopping cuts, 
at the same time crab-stepping forwards before bringing the blade back low and to his side, 
then slashing viciously outwards and upwards again as he flicked his wrist, knocking another 
small group of Angels flying high into the air, then slashing the huge cleaver straight down 
with both hands to cut one of the puppets who took their place completely in half and 
knocking another’s corpse flying backwards, most of its head gone. The blade bit deep into 
the concrete, and Zerrex snorted before grasping the pommel in one hand, handle with the 
other, then leaning to the side and sending out a hard back roundhouse kick into the 



nearest angel, sending it crashing into a few other staggering Angels and knocking them 
down like bowling pins.

The Drakkaren was covered in blood already, as he grinned viciously, regaining his stance 
and twisting the handle of the sword as he tore upwards, causing the blade to spin like a 
shovel and knock several broken chunks of concrete into the air… and then he cocked the 
sword back over his shoulder, edge facing the ground, before slamming the blade forwards 
and sending the pieces of concrete rocketing through the army of Angels that was quickly 
surrounding him, killing Gods-knew how many with the stone shrapnel that ripped 
through the group like cannon balls at head level with most of the opposition. Then Zerrex 
staggered, snarling, as five of the zombie-like soldiers tackled him from all sides as the same 
time, attempting to drag him to the earth as others came forwards with kwaibars and empty 
eyes… and the reptile let out a roar before spinning on the spot, dragging the huge cleaver 
around in a circle and ripping a long trench in the ground and through the legs of any 
Angels who attempted to close around him, at the same time throwing out his other arm 
and dislodging all but one of the puppets, who was still clinging to his leg and biting deep 
into him with its mangled jaws, one hand stabbing his thigh with a large knife.

Zerrex snarled furiously at this, an eye twitching as he seized the once-living puppet, 
then he ripped it free from his leg, threw it into the air, and slammed it hard into the 
nearest group of enemies with a vicious swing of the cleaver. He panted harshly, growling 
and looking back and forth as the Angels once more began to stagger forwards, knowing 
that he was lucky: the stab to his thigh hurt like a bitch, but it was the only serious wound 
he had so far. Whatever else, his enhanced scales and body was protecting him to a greater 
extent than he’d expected, leaving only dull scratches from the vicious swings of the 
opponents all around him instead of  the deep slashes that would have been otherwise.

He thought at most he’d only destroyed fifty or so of the swarm… and his muscles were 
starting to feel stiff and sore already, likely from the continued disuse or all the drugs they 
had pumped into him. And he was still aching like hell… but he overrode his body’s 
complaints with the thrill of the battle, concentrating on the greater fact that if he didn’t 
fight, he would die. On the bright side, at least he didn’t have to do this all by hand… but 
as the Angels staggered forwards, the reptile rapidly backpedaling to try and get out of the 
circle, he couldn’t help but grin and snarl: “No matter the handicap or the number, I’ll 
crush them all…”

He glanced over his shoulder, saw the wall of enemies already behind him cutting him 
off, and then returned his attention to the more-rapidly approaching front: at least Iago 
seemed able to only manipulate so many at once. He growled, his eyes flashing as they 
tromped forwards, many of them waving some kind of weapon – kwaibar, knife, or 
serviceable pieces of wreckage – then ran forwards himself, feeling laughter and fury rising 
in his chest as he swung hard outwards with the giant cleaver, knocking enemies flying and 
chopping them asunder, then turning with the hard swing to add momentum to the next 
cleaving slice on a vertical angle, and once more letting the vicious attack turn his body.



This time, he reared back, brought the sword up behind him with all the energy he’d 
built up from his previous two strikes, then slammed it down hard enough to crush an 
Angel into gory chunks that splattered all over his comrades and bury the cleaver halfway 
into the ground. Something that would have terrified any normal group of soldiers and 
sent them fleeing, but the zombie-like creatures instead continued their staggering march 
forwards, and despite the fact that the roundhouse strikes with the giant blade had once 
more knocked down and killed many, many more of them remained, surging in from all 
sides and leaping on the reptile, not attacking but merely attempting to suffocate, crush him 
with their dead and damned bodies.

They piled up, forcing Zerrex to the ground with a grunt, his back hitting the pavement 
and his limbs covered with the festering creatures as they flung themselves on him like 
wooden marionettes dressed up in old rags… and he found himself face-to-face with a 
dead soldier, his eyes staring sightlessly, rot eating his features…features of someone who 
had died for a cause and should be at rest, but who had been perverted into one of Iago’s 
“Angels.” It was a terrible, monstrous thing… and Zerrex’s eyes widened as he realized if 
Narrius would do this to slaves and his own army… what would he do to the family of his 
‘failure son?’

The reptile’s eyes burned, his muscles flexed, and then he forced his body to roll over, 
getting his limbs beneath him… before shoving off the ground and straightening, arching 
his back and throwing out his arms with a roar, Angels flying in all directions to crash 
brokenly on the ground or knock over other living puppets. Immediately, they rose up as if 
pulled by strings, heads and limbs often hanging limply until they found their feet… but 
the Drakkaren had already renewed his own vicious attacks against Iago’s forces.

He slammed an elbow into the face of one, knocking the halo from its head and 
immediately sending it crashing down, then threw the same arm forwards in a hard punch 
that crushed in another’s skull. Another came from his other side with a kwaibar, and 
Zerrex reached out, snagging the lightweight weapon as it came down by the unsharpened 
edge, his palm against the flat of the blade before he easily snapped it off and threw it into 
the skull of another approaching Angel. And all the while he waded back towards his 
sword, crushing the sometimes-metaphorical life out of any puppets still on the ground 
until he reached the massive cleaver.

Instead of seizing it, however, he kicked the handle hard, causing the pavement to send 
out spiraling cracks and bits of dirt to spew up from the earth with small chunks of road 
as the sword stood straight. Then the reptile charged forwards, seizing the handle and 
ripping it from the earth, half-twisting his body and slamming it down it a hard over-the-
shoulder drop-cut that ripped an Angel in half before his emerald eyes, burning with fury, 
locked on Iago beyond the wall of puppets, then he snarled and dropped a shoulder as he 
looked to the side and saw an open space guarded only by a single living puppet.

He mashed it with a hard shoulder strike, sending it crashing into a fallen building and 
sliding bonelessly down the wall as the coronet fell from its head, then he turned, letting 
the cleaver drag over the road and sending up sparks, tensing his legs and lowering himself 



back, before raising the huge weapon at his side and running forwards, grinning sharkishly 
as he sprinted into the swarming army of  the living dead.

His sword held with the flat parallel to the ground, the reptile reaped any Angels that 
passed close to his side like stalks of corn, Iago’s face contorting with a surprised gape and 
raising his hands by mistake, as he watched the reptile’s insane charge. The result  was that 
all the Angels suddenly stood straight and tall, and Zerrex’s grin just spread wider as he 
brought the cleaver around in a hard slash and went into a berserk spin with most of his 
weight on one foot, ripping through the horde like a whirlwind for a few moments before 
he came to a halt near the other side of the road that the army had filled up, panting hard 
as body parts and blood rained down around him, head throbbing and eyes glinting 
viciously, covered in gore. The blade of his sword rested on the ground behind him, one of 
his muscular arms dangling in front and the other holding the handle of his sword close to 
where it met the blade, long hair falling over his face and down his back as the zombified 
forces once more began to march forwards towards him, raising their weapons.

Zerrex snorted, his muscles flexing, sweat rolling down his body as he tilted his head and 
murmured softly: “This is taking too long. I don’t know how many I’ve ripped to shreds… 
but there’s still an army left. Any choices, Drake?” Yeah. Uh… don’t show off and conserve 
your energy? “Hey, it’s rare I can actually use wild attacks in battle and not get 
countered…”

The reptile smiled slightly to himself, then he looked up as an Angel leapt towards him, 
slashing upwards with the sword and knocking it into the air, limp, broken and bloody… 
and almost immediately, another dived at his feet. This one, however, was crushed when 
Zerrex dropped the flat of the blade back down in a hard slam onto its back… and then 
the reptile snorted and brought one foot up to shatter the skull of another when it charged, 
knocking it flat.

Without hesitating, he quickly straightened and drew the cleaver up in front of himself 
as his instincts gave a sharp warning, and another Angel all but flew towards him as it was 
thrown by two others to splatter when it collided front-first with the sharp edge. Zerrex 
snorted, then drew the blade up and over his head, slicing the body cleanly in half before it 
had a chance to fall, before slashing hard back down in another over-the-shoulder cut as 
more enemies drew closer, killing two of them before he felt several of them once more 
manage to leap forwards and seize his body with their limbs, this time biting as well as they 
attempted to pin him while a group of others staggered forwards, stabbing at the 
Drakkaren with kwaibars and broken poles. 

Zerrex brought his cleaver up, holding the thick flat edge out towards them and 
grunting, sliding back against the stone wall of the ruined building behind him as their 
weapons collided with his, the strength of the puppets surprising. The reptile let them force 
the top edge of the sword back a bit… but then he stepped hard forwards and slammed his 
blade outwards, smashing the group of Angels backwards and temporarily gaining himself a 
short reprieve as their broken bodies bowled over the next line of approaching enemies. He 
took this time to remove the puppets clinging to him, smashing his back against the wall to 



kill the one latched onto there, throwing another head-first into a fallen pillar, and then 
ripping the last from his leg and easily snapping its neck with a quick twist of his wrist as 
he held it above his head by the throat.

He dropped the body with disgust, then looked up, snarling, as he saw the Angels 
moving forwards, panting quietly before forcing himself to relax and straighten. As he 
calmed, watching them move forwards, he thought again of how he could use their 
mechanical movements to his advantage… Iago could likely control one or two of them at 
a time without any problems, but right now, he was at a distance and trying to move his 
entire army. It meant the reptile could afford to be flashy, make mistakes, and even be a bit 
stupid… but it also meant…

As the puppets came forwards, raising their weapons, Zerrex slashed hard crosswise, 
chopping a good number of them in half and sending the others reeling back before they 
too collapsed, the sudden massive shock of the trauma to their bodies destroying whatever 
neural systems were still firing. The reptile snorted quietly: the obvious, easy strike should 
have been no problem to block, but just like how he’d managed to plow so many of them 
down with a simple charge and holding the sword out at waist level… 

He rose the cleaver again as the next wave of five or six came at him… and once more 
cut them all down with a simple slice at waist level that made most of them fall in halves. 
He figured that Iago would be counter this soon, though… so instead of letting another 
wave start staggering forwards from the slower-approaching crowd, the Drakkaren stepped 
quickly forwards and slashed viciously outwards: back and forth, then two hard upwards 
slashes that lopped the ankles off the lucky at the edge of the sword and removed the upper 
halves of body from most of the others, or more, often sending Angels falling in multiple 
pieces, before the reptile spun around with a hard turning slash that brought the cleaver in a 
wide, strong circle, the nine-foot blade knocking a good ten feet of secure space around the 
reptile as he stayed in a low kneel, his eyes closed, concentrating and calm, suppressing even 
the thrill and hungers inside of  him for the moment.

Then he stood, holding the sword out at his side… before suddenly going into a sprint 
again, ripping apart Angels that came into the sword’s path with terrible ease. This time, 
however, Iago had prepared a counterattack, throwing puppets laying flat with their 
weapons raised in the Drakkaren’s path and making others hold their weapons out as they 
stopped moving so the reptile would rip himself apart if he came too close or tripped over 
the grounded ones. Zerrex had already anticipated this, however… and instead of 
continuing the charge, he quickly skidded to a halt, then turned to the right on a forty-five 
degree angle and charging downwards this time.

Iago snarled, making a few quick gestures, this time making his Angels step out into 
Zerrex’s path, either grabbing at him or with their weapons pointed outwards… but this 
time the Drakkaren went into a low slide, swinging the blade in an easy upwards-angled cut 
that rent the bodies of his precious puppets asunder. Iago cursed through grit teeth, hands 
clenching into fists and causing his soldiers to pause for a moment: just long enough for 



Zerrex to roll on his side and then push off the ground, kicking his legs in a scissors and 
knocking several more of  the zombie minions flat as he stood tall again.

Zerrex snorted quietly, looking around and then grinning coldly; he had hacked and 
slashed down a good number now, and also proven a point to himself: Iago could order the 
entire group to do something, but could only effectively control a limited number at a time. 
Maybe a dozen, from what he could tell, fifteen at the very most. The reptile’s eyes flicked 
around at this, watching the Angels once more solidify themselves around him, encircling 
him completely, but leaving a short distance between them… before the group around him 
staggered forwards and threw themselves at him in a dive.

The Drakkaren tensed his legs, then he leapt upwards and kicked off the face of the 
nearest puppet to gain a greater height, as the others crashed to the ground below him, 
tilting the sword so it was point-down towards the ground, then grabbing the pommel with 
the other and shoving down as he dropped on top of the pile. The huge cleaver ripped 
through most of the puppets, and then the few that survived were destroyed when the 
Drakkaren stood straight and tore the sword free of the ground with a flick, eviscerating 
and beheading a good number of  the puppets that were now piled beneath him.

He stood on the precarious mound, sword in one hand, then he leapt backwards off it as 
he felt it shift beneath him and landed on the concrete ground as a few of the bodies slid to 
the broken street. He snorted, turning and easily slashing outwards at waist level, cleaving 
another good number of Angels apart as they tried to leap forwards towards what had been 
his back, and he made a slight face as blood sprayed up and over him, body parts spilling 
past him and landing by his feet before he looked up and shouted: “Is this the best you can 
do? Because I’m getting bored… Iago, right?”

The RED soldier, meanwhile, was snarling, rubbing at his temples and closing his eyes 
for a moment, trying to ignore the sound of Zerrex taking the chance to walk forwards and 
start swinging easily back and forth, cutting down more of his enslaved puppets: it was 
more important that he calm himself down, however, then that all the Angels continue 
attacking Zerrex at random. Their movements were getting more blocky and slower in 
response to his commands… which was caused by stress and high emotional responses to 
the white-haired Drakkaren’s taunts and impossible attacks.

And the goddamn counter in his head just kept going higher and higher, stopping him 
from concentrating! 378… 382… 395… 402… 405… and Iago realized that trying to 
calm down was useless, and only getting more of his pawns killed. At this rate, he really 
would have to deal with the reptile himself… and he couldn’t help but curse Mengele as he 
rose his hands, eyes narrowing as he manipulated the group Zerrex was taking aim at to 
leap back, his teeth gritting as he tried another tactic, making the Angels behind them jump 
up on the shoulders of their comrades as they crouched, before causing the latter to stand 
and the former to leap high and cannonball the reptile with their bodies.

Four puppets flew through the air, their bodies curled tight into balls… and Zerrex 
grinned coldly, his eyes flashing as he sidestepped and rose his sword to his shoulder like a 
baseball bat, cocking it back and then slamming hard forwards with a snarl, smashing their 



bodies with the flat of the blade and sending them rocketing through the army, knocking a 
good portion of them to the ground and killing a multitude more. At the same time, 
Zerrex stepped forwards and ducked low as he swung the cleaver out into another row of 
standing enemies, slicing them in half before half-dashing forwards again, still keeping low 
as Angels rose their weapons to attack, but easily chopping forwards before they had a 
chance to strike and knocking them to the ground on their backs… severed legs collapsing 
forwards on their knees a moment later.

Then the reptile straightened and glanced slowly back and forth, breathing softly and 
concentrating as he glanced around at the swarming enemies, watching them slowly 
staggering closer before his eyes locked onto a nearby pillar of stone that had once 
decorated the road. For a few moments, he only stared, then he grinned coldly as an idea 
seized him, and the Drakkaren swung the cleaver hard backwards, cocking it behind his 
waist with one hand and bringing the other up in front as he stomped forwards with one 
leg, flexing his body and snarling before stepping hard forwards and ripping the sword 
forwards, inadvertently cutting apart two Angels that attempted to jump at him from the 
side as he threw the massive cleaver through the air.

It spun rapidly, chopping through the ranks of zombie-like enemies like a murderous fan 
blade, until it crashed blade-first into the stone, ripping a deep gouge into the already-
damaged pillar with a shriek of metal-on-stone, as many an Angel collapsed to the street. 
The Drakkaren grinned coldly at this, then charged down the narrow corridor he had 
opened, only crushing those enemies who stepped directly into his path with his huge fists 
and then sliding to a stop by the sword, quickly stepping around it as the Angels staggered 
towards him, then twisting the huge cleaver and drawing the blade free at the same time to 
send cracks tearing through the stone column.

It tottered for a moment, barely holding… then another crack bridged out, met another 
fissure in the stone, and a few small bits of the yellow rock fell free. A moment later, the 
pillar fell forwards with a grinding crash, smashing to the ground and sending up a thick 
plume of dust as it crunched a number of the puppets under it. Iago snarled in the 
distance, unable to see through the crowd as he stood up high on the stone, only hearing 
the sword of Zerrex’s cleaver ripping through flesh and bodies as he ordered his Angels to 
retreat.

They stumbled backwards, some of the higher-functioning puppets turning to walk 
away faster from the Drakkaren… but for Zerrex, they were all simply slow-moving targets, 
and he grinned coldly as he slashed viciously outwards again with the huge sword, severing 
another three enemies into pieces with the giant, stained and blunted weapon in his hand, 
before pausing and glancing at the fallen stone column: one chunk had broken cleanly off, 
leaving what looked almost like a huge, thick stone wheel, and the reptile’s eyes flashed 
before he stepped forwards and booted this hard, sending it rolling through the crowd of 
Angels on the other side. The stone wheel barreled over many of them, flattening them and 
crushing them or knocking their coronets from their heads, and Zerrex charged in the other 
direction as the dust began to settle, hacking back and forth with quick, conservative slashes 



that nonetheless tore enemies asunder like a newspaper in a whirlwind, the reptile intent on 
once more getting all the damned soldiers on one side of  him.

Iago saw the Boss making his way through the soldiers that had encircled him, as the last 
of the cloud of crap sent up by the fall of the huge, heavy pillar cleared, and he turned his 
attention from trying to drag the Angels out of the path of the stone chunk Zerrex had 
sent rolling through his forces and instead to trying to get the puppets to step into Zerrex’s 
path. But again, it was useless: the reptile had already come too far, and with a vicious, 
ripping upwards strike that tore a short trench in the roadway, he sliced the two that had 
been close enough to try and stop the Drakkaren into halves and slammed his way through 
their remains, splattering his body with more blood and gore as he allowed the blade to fall 
to the ground behind him with a loud smash, still holding the sword as he dragged it along 
before spinning on the spot, the cleaver screaming against the stone road as he turned to 
once more face his opposition… and grinning cruelly as his emerald eyes sized up the 
broken army.

More than half of the puppets had to be dead… pieces of them littered everywhere, 
corpses scattered all over, in some places in waist deep piles… and they had lost their 
organization, instead now a scattered group of zombies staggering their way towards him 
with blank expressions, Iago standing on his own fallen pillar at the other side, controlling 
the movement of his Angels with easy hand gestures. The reptile’s sore, aching body felt 
renewed as he saw the damage he had already dealt, his muscles flexing and chest heaving 
with his breaths as sweat slowly rolled down his body… then he grinned coldly and 
snorted, straightening and hefting the cleaver to rest with the thicker flat edge against his 
shoulder, his body aching with pain and stress, but at the same time, feeling so damn 
good… I hate myself  for it… but this truly is what I live for… what I was meant to do…

He reached up and cracked his neck, idly brushing his hair back and not caring about 
the blood that had stained his locks red, or how goopy it felt in his long white hair: no, in 
battle, even the minor annoyances like that falling in his eyes, or stepping on the goddamn 
ankle-long stuff was enough to frustrate him. And even though he’d taken a beating from 
the Angels now, he’d barely noticed until he’d taken this brief respite the new marks and 
bruises on his body, and the mild scratches that covered most of his scales: despite his grace 
and power, their numbers had definitely given them the ability to at least get a few weak 
blows in every now and then… but now that he’d halved that number and thinned the herd 
of  puppets, he thought the going would be far easier.

The reptile snorted quietly as the Angels came towards him, and then he felt a strange 
roll of energy go through his body, a strange warmth in his muscles as Drake murmured in 
his head quietly, I have no idea what you truly are, Boss… no mortal, mere half-breed 
Drakkai could do this, could stand up to an army of a thousand, kill half of them, and 
then grin and simply roll his shoulders as he gets ready to kill the other half. But since we’re 
stuck together, I’ve given you a little gift… found the lever to get the endorphins running, 
so to speak. Get back to work.



“Thanks, Drake. But next time, buy me a sweater.” Zerrex muttered, and he grinned a 
bit. Much as he appreciated the boost, he didn’t want to start relying too heavy on Drake 
and whatever he could turn on or off in his body: it would be too much like cheating… or 
worse, he’d get used to it, and when the bastard did finally double-cross him, he’d worry too 
much about being at a disadvantage to fight and function properly. 

The reptile flexed, gripping the handle of his huge sword tightly with both hands, 
holding it to the side in a ready stance before running forwards to the first wave of 
approaching puppets, swinging hard and cleaving a group of them into two pieces. Another 
Angel pounced forwards towards him almost immediately afterwards, trying to seize him, 
and Zerrex easily hefted his blade in a powerful upwards slice, cutting it apart before he 
spun on the spot, performing a vicious turning slash that tore the enemies attempting to 
close around him asunder.

They crashed backwards, collapsing in bloody, broken piles as the Drakkaren leaned 
forwards, kicking off the ground to send himself flying forwards in a short hop as he 
swung hard outwards again in another strong straight cut through another group of 
opponents that attempted to go from a stagger to a jump. As the sword swung out to the 
side, the reptile grinned coldly and threw his body weight in the same direction, spinning at 
the same time as he swung the sword around his head in a vicious helicopter slice, ducking 
down to avoid slashing his own skull with the huge cleaver and instead ripping the huge 
sword through the Angels that had done their best to surround and try to close in on him.

Again, enemies crashed backwards into messy heaps of flesh and gore, a halo skittering 
over the road as the Drakkaren snorted, halting in a squat with the huge sword held in one 
hand in front of him, the other out and resting on his leg. Then his eyes flicked over his 
shoulder as he heard an Angel moving forwards behind him, bringing the huge blade up and 
not even bothering to look behind himself as he used the flat like a hammer, letting it slam 
down over his shoulder behind his back and crushing the puppet that had been attempting 
to ambush him into the ground. Immediately, however, he sensed and heard another one 
leap at him from behind… and the Drakkaren quickly slung the sword back over his 
shoulder, knocking the almost severed-in-half puppet flying through the air and crushing 
another into the ground as the huge cleaver blade slashed into the unfortunate.

Before the reptile could drag the sword back up from where it had dug into the road, 
however, Angels on either side leapt at him, seizing his arms and trying to hold them in 
place. The reptile grunted, then snarled and jerked backwards as a Dragokkaren-puppet 
with an axe leapt towards him, eyes sightless and blank, wearing broken, shattered battle 
armor that denoted him as some sort of  elite soldier, now turned puppet for Iago’s army.

The axe swung down… and Zerrex slid his legs forwards and kicked one up, the flat 
foot of his combat boot colliding with the weapon just beneath the fearsome metal head, 
before the reptile twisted his body and kicked the axe hard to the side, knocking the 
Dragokkaren flat. Then he snarled, pushing his palms down into the ground as he kicked 
both legs up and outwards at the same time, twisting himself and shoving off the ground 
to perform a handspring backwards that carried him out of the danger of another set of 



pouncing Angels and knocking the ones that had been clinging to him free and scattering 
them on the ground.

Another one leapt at him, and Zerrex greeted it with a straight palm thrust to the chest 
that sent a shudder through its body, before it simply fell over in a broken heap from the 
massive shock the reptile had inflicted with the precise blow. He snorted, then began to 
walk slowly forwards towards his sword, flinging Angels aside with his bare hands like dolls, 
then snorting as several of the puppets grasped the handle of his sword and tried to pull it 
free unsuccessfully. The Drakkaren brought one arm back, then slammed it hard outwards 
at head level, fist, elbow and forearm smashing into the heads of the three puppets and 
sending them crashing into the closing walls of the other soldiers, spilling many of their 
ranks onto the ground for a few moments. 

The reptile took the time to rip the cleaver free from the earth with one easy pull, then 
he kicked a kwaibar that was laying on the ground nearby up to his free hand, slamming the 
hilt of the sword into the back of the neck of one opponent and sending it crashing down 
in a heap as its spinal cord was severed, then turning and throwing the sword into the face 
of another, knocking it flat as coagulated blood oozed out of the gaping hole in its face. 
Before any others could get closer, the Drakkaren dropped the sword so the tip pointed to 
the earth on an angle, the end of the huge blade floating just above the ground before the 
reptile spun in a tight circle on one heel, raising the sword at the same time to chop the legs 
out from many of the Angels and sever through the waists of another group of 
unfortunates.

A puppet leapt towards the reptile with its weapon raised, and Zerrex easily caught it by 
the wrist and threw it like a living spear into another Angel, cutting through its throat 
before he snapped the one he’d used like a living weapon hard down into the ground, then 
snuffed out its life with a hard stomp of his foot as slashed the heavy cleaver hard in a 
powerful down-angled slash through a group of enemies, then following quickly up with a 
vicious crosswise cut that reaped through an even greater number of living puppets with the 
seven-foot blade. 

Before Iago could force the Angels to either charge and grab him or make another attack 
attempt, the Drakkaren quickly took the initiative, sprinting into the army himself and 
slashing back and forth viciously with the cleaver as he roared furiously, combat boots 
smashing over the road as he tore through the ranks like a wildfire, knocking enemies flying 
through the air and into pieces with the force of a tidal wave. Iago could only watch in 
shock and something almost like terror for a few moments as his precious puppets were 
torn asunder left and right, knocked through the air like toys or crushed into the ground to 
be left as nothing more than bloody smears on the ruined pavement.

Then, snarling, he brought both fists down, grinning as the Angels all suddenly slumped 
to their knees and dropped their heads, Zerrex’s next wide swing missing and causing the 
reptile to nearly stumble to a stop, the reptile saving himself instead by throwing a leg out 
to the side. Iago made a few quick gestures, immediately making three of the puppets leap 
at his leg and one silently rise to its feet behind the Drakkaren.



Iago, however, didn’t realize that he’d now overused this trick: Zerrex’s eyes glinted at the 
simple ambushing maneuver, and instead of leaping back or meeting the enemies in front of 
him with an attack, the reptile leapt into the air and flipped his body to the side, ripping 
the huge sword through the ground as he spun on his side in midair. The massive blade 
chopped easily through the enemy behind him… and then smashed down into the ground 
and through the three puppets that had landed awkwardly on top of each other as Zerrex 
continued his spin on his side and landed in a kneel, huge blade imbedded in the solid 
concrete of  the road.

And again, the Drakkaren went into a violent charge, slashing viciously through the 
ranks of the puppeted soldiers, ripping them apart with every hard slash of the massive 
cleaver and this time aiming his cuts lower, cutting legs from bodies as often as ripping 
puppets in half to avoid another trick like Iago had performed earlier. The reptile was 
precise and cold, aiming his massive sword at groups and avoiding any thrusting 
movements, instead using vicious, wide swings to rip multiple enemies apart with every 
violent strike of  the gigantic sword.

Once more, the reptile found himself by the pillar he’d knocked over earlier, panting 
quietly and looking back and forth, shaking his sweaty hair from his eyes as blood ran down 
his arms from light lacerations he’d taken from enemy attacks. He snorted quietly, then 
grinned cruelly as he looked over the greatly diminished army of soldiers, scattered here 
and there over the road now: earlier, Iago had tried to use a swastika formation – which 
amused him purely because of the coincidence with the tattoo on his arm – that would 
allow the Angels to defend themselves… but Zerrex had shown him the error of his ways 
by respond with a quick four-point slash he’d designed specifically to counter this type of 
close-knit grouping. And since all the puppets responded in the same fashion, it made it 
ridiculously easy to evade attacks as he started at one corner, lashed across the “arm” of the 
swastika with his sword held out, then twisting on a ninety degree angle and repeating until 
he had left the square area he’d formed with his movements filled with bloody, broken 
corpses.

It was a formation meant for use in low-visible, protect-the-civilians situations, usually 
only used by small platoons – and there had been the error: stuffing fifty or so puppets 
together in a blocky type of group just proved a disaster. And when Iago had broken them 
apart, he’d made another error: he’d set up lines, and Zerrex had mowed these down like 
corn with the cleaver. 

Now there were a hundred left… at most… scattered over the roadway. And Iago 
looked frustrated and embarrassed, his graceful movements now showing hesitant jerks 
every now and then, and Zerrex knew at any time he could march forwards and kill the 
bastard without an issue: this puppet-army seemed like it still had a few kinks to be worked 
out, such as the fact that they responded slowly and were meant for use at a distance… but 
from the way Iago kept attempting to lure him in, he thought that the entire army likely 
stopped responding to Iago’s orders at a distance of  a few mere blocks. 



The reptile snorted as one of the Angels leapt into the air, easily cutting it apart and 
sending it crashing down to the road, then he looked back and forth before snorting as Iago 
crossed his arms and the puppets began to march quickly back towards him, forming a 
tight-knit group again. Zerrex’s eyes narrowed and he tensed himself, then he ran forwards 
once more, slashing enemies to the ground and slamming the cleaver back and forth in hard 
slashes, knocking them flying in pieces in all directions, before wading directly into the 
gathered forces, stepping forwards and slashing hard outwards in a wide cut with the nine-
foot sword, halving enemies at the waist, then allowing is momentum to spin him and 
roaring as he chopped on a hard diagonal cut with the next slice, stepping forwards through 
the blood and gore hailing down from the first slice to annihilate another battle line of 
enemies, the huge cleaver stopping but a few inches above the ground, gripped tightly in 
both hands of the Drakkaren as he stood less than a dozen feet away from Iago, now 
protected only by a scant few puppets.

He was staring at him with horror… and then he rose his hands, fingers making 
graceful, speedy gestures, and the puppets at the edge of the rose suddenly charged with 
frightening speed, moving as if pulled by strings more than running. Zerrex looked around 
at this in surprise, as five of them ran towards him… but then he grinned again as one of 
them fell over, smashing its skull on the pavement and coronet rolling uselessly away, the 
others beginning to stagger not long after. Another major vulnerability… and then the 
Drakkaren’s eyes flicked from left to right as two more suddenly lunged at him with no 
grace or tact, Iago’s arms swishing behind him. 

The Drakkaren dropped the huge cleaver, sliding a foot out to catch the handle as he 
swung both fists out, crushing in the faces of the puppets before kicking the sword back up 
to his hand and stepping forwards with a grunt, muscles flexing as he swung one arm out in 
a single, powerful waist-level cut. The puppets fell in halves to the road, and Zerrex snorted 
quietly, switching back to his right hand as the remaining eleven damned and dead encircled 
him.

They dropped their weapons, then all of them flew towards the Drakkaren as one, half 
of them going for his feet, half of them going for his upper body. The reptile snarled as he 
responded to this by slamming the cleaver top-first into the ground, then he kicked off the 
road and swung himself by the heavy handle in a vicious aerial sweep, smashing the skulls 
of two of the puppets and sending their bodies skidding limply away down the road as the 
reptile’s body spun on the axis of the cleaver’s hilt, before he simply slammed his feet down, 
crushing two more beneath his feet. The other puppets began to crawl back up to stand, but 
Zerrex drew his blade from the earth in a vicious turning cut that sent cracks ripping 
through the already-damaged road and sent five more of them flying backwards with 
crushed heads, snapped necks, or cracked spines. 

That left two, and Zerrex slowly turned to these… then he couldn’t help the small, cruel 
smile that twisted his face as they stood limply before Iago, the RED soldier’s hands raised. 
They both faced out towards Zerrex, and then Iago made several twisting, quick and 
complicated gestures with his hands and fingers, and both of the puppets straightened 



before bowing jerkily, then one leapt onto the back of the other and dived towards the 
Drakkaren.

Using only one hand, the reptile swung his cleaver up in a simple, arcing slice that 
slashed the creature down the body from head to toes and sent it flying down the road to 
crash in a limp heap… then, when the other puppet charged him, the reptile slammed the 
cleaver down in a vicious, untamed drop slash that tore up the road. The last Angel, 
however, sidestepped this with  an ease that was terrible and almost comic with its jerky 
movements, before leaping forwards again-

Zerrex’s free hand shot out, seized the uniformed feline’s neck, then snapped it briskly… 
and he stood for a moment with the cat’s dead body hanging from his hand, then he 
glanced to his left, over the ruins, the blood, the broken bodies, and murmured softly: 
“Rest in peace.”

With that, he dropped the corpse… and looked to the right through the last swirls of 
settling dust, his emerald eyes locking on Iago’s own as the Drakkaren slowly lowered his 
hands to his waist… then he smiled coldly and began to clap, the sound perverting the air 
and echoing through the block. Zerrex stared, an eye twitching, and then Iago threw his 
head back and laughed long and hard, stepping easily off the pillar and walking forwards 
fearlessly, his cruel, gleeful grin back in place, eyes alight with amazement and wonder. 
“You truly live up to your legend, Zerrex! I am amazed, truly impressed, on how well you 
crashed my beautiful symphony, my heavenly chorus of Angels… and all the angels in 
heaven must the singing for you and the devils cheering you on as well!

Oh, my. My, my, my. You even figured out the way they work, analyzed them down to 
the core and my movements… that’s, that is what makes you terrifying, why the Patriarch 
tells us to never underestimate you!” The RED soldier leaned in close and reached up, 
poking Zerrex’s nose and making the reptile snarl angrily before he froze as the Drakkaren 
whispered: “That’s why all your family must look up to you so much…”

Then Iago smiled and drew back, turning around and giving a despairing sigh as he 
dropped his head against the back of one hand, before rolling his eyes upwards and 
spreading his arms in a wide shrug… but he couldn’t hide the dark, impish laughter that 
danced in his eyes as he peered over his shoulder, before spinning on the spot and settling 
himself, his arms still held out as a strange, light smile played around his face. “But I made 
a deal, and I am not one to shake or break my vows. Take your best shot, Zerrex Narrius… 
kill me if  you can.”

Zerrex snarled at this, then he stepped forwards, bringing the cleaver up over his head 
with one hand before simply slashing down as hard as he could, and Iago’s eyes widened 
and he jerked forwards as the massive cleaver ripped halfway through his body, tearing apart 
his heart, his lungs, and down into his stomach… before the Drakkaren grunted as the 
blade stopped, the Boss looking down at this with surprise as Iago slumped half forwards. I 
couldn’t cut all the way through him? Is he modified some way… and… what… 
something’s wrong…



He looked at the limp, hanging body of the RED soldier… and then his eyes widened 
and he tried to pull the blade free as he realized what was wrong, before snarling as Iago 
suddenly looked up with a gleeful grin, his eyes turned a solid, glaring red as his head 
slowly spun on his shoulders, turning entirely around once as he said cheerfully: “Oh my. 
You couldn’t kill me. Guess I’ll just have to kill you then.”

Steel wire, black cables, and strange, silvery liquid burst out of what should have been a 
mortal wound… if Iago was a living creature; but obviously that assumption had been 
proven incorrect. Instead, he shrugged the shoulder that had been torn asunder, the 
shoulder that should be impossible to move, and Zerrex felt a sudden blast of force, his 
arm whipping backwards and the cleaver flying free, spinning rapidly before crashing to the 
road several meters back. Zerrex snarled, beginning to turn to run for it, so he could fight 
back somehow against this monstrosity… but then Iago rose his arms and jeered: “Dance 
for me! Dance for me, oh great savior!”

Wires shot from his gloves, wrapping around the Drakkaren’s neck, wrists, his ankles… 
and Iago rose his arms, and Zerrex was forced to raise his own, his eyes widening in horror 
as he watched the moving, shivering cables inside Iago’s body knitting himself back 
together, the strange silver stuff spitting out and rebuilding a metallic breast in mere 
seconds, the watery stuff flowing up and then hardening almost instantly to rebuild the 
steel shell that apparently comprised the puppeteer’s body. A horrible, terrible joke… the 
puppetmaster himself was nothing more than a puppet less than his own damned soldiers, a 
piece of scrap junk… but Zerrex had made his own error now in forgetting Narrius’s 
cruelty, Narrius’s willingness to put any technology, any weapon at his disposal to use… 
and now he was suffering the consequences.

He could feel the steel wire around him tightening, and his muscles and joints suddenly 
gave a strange twitch, something like warmth replacing the pain as Iago laughed, hands up 
and fingers hooked, then…

Left index and forefinger dropped, thumb pulled back: Zerrex’s arms rose, elbows 
cocked, and his hands grabbed at his hair as he felt the muscles of his face contort. And 
Iago cackled, lowering his other arm as he rose the back of his own hand against his head, 
shouting: “Oh no, cries our valiant hero! He is trapped, trapped, trap-ped, by the evil, cruel 
villain! Whatever shall he do?”

Left fingers straightened, then pointed outwards as thumb curls in against palm. Middle 
two fingers of right hand make beckoning motion, other fingers straightened, thumb 
hooked forwards. “He checks for his gun, but damn, nothing there!” And as Iago continued 
to monologue drama, Zerrex’s hand lowered to reach for imaginary guns as he set himself in 
a Western gunslinger pose, before looking down, then his head snapping back and forth 
painfully… but he couldn’t control himself. In his head, he could feel Drake working 
furiously, but from Iago’s cackling, he knew it would be too little, too late…

Hands held straight out. All fingers hooked inwards. “And our valiant hero felt his heart 
thud in his chest, felt-”



“Goddamn you, I am the master of my own body!” Zerrex snarled suddenly, and then 
his muscles flexed as electrical shocks raced over him, the reptile’s eyes clenching shut as he 
let out a cry of agony, feeling the wires digging deeper into his wrist before he managed to 
force one arm up, as it trembled wildly, muscles tense and joints stiff. Iago’s eyes filled with 
surprise, and then he grunted as Zerrex grabbed the wire and jerked forwards lightly… 
before pulling as hard as he could on the steel string and grinning viciously as Iago flew 
forwards towards him.

He couldn’t bring his other arm up though, to punch… so the reptile did the next best 
thing, managing instead to slam his head downwards and into Iago’s as the metal creature 
flew forwards. His head smashed into the metal skull of the puppeteer, and Iago crashed to 
the ground in a slumped heap as Zerrex grabbed at his head and cursed, face contorted in a 
pained wince and tears in his eyes as his skull throbbed in utter agony. But then he gave a 
faint smile despite the pain as he realized he was moving of his own accord again… that the 
wires were actually loosening and falling off him without the Drakkaren needing to cut 
himself  free.

He looked down for a few moments at Iago… and then the RED soldier’s head spun 
around to glare up at him, sitting backwards on his shoulders as he snarled: “That hurt, you 
fucking Philistine!” Then his hands reached out and seized the reptile’s ankles, and Zerrex’s 
back arched as he felt an electrical shock run through his body, his teeth gritting, eyes 
bulging in not so much pain but instead surprise as he fell backwards and felt his body go 
limp, slumping low in a seated position.

Iago, meanwhile, stood up, then his head spun back around on his shoulders as he 
snorted, then muttered irritably as he noticed the flapping, torn cloth on his body: “I liked 
this shirt too.” He tore it off, revealing a literally-chiseled metal chest, and Zerrex looked up 
with a snort, noting that his faux scales only went up his forearms and not much past the 
elbow: from there to his neck, it was silvery metal… not steel, but whatever that strange 
liquid stuff had been. The Drakkaren snorted, then he stood shakily himself as Iago 
blinked, then looked down at his hands with a mutter. “That’s not possible… I must have 
screwed up on the voltage…”

Zerrex rolled his shoulders slowly, panting a bit, then he snorted and cracked his 
knuckles as Iago looked at him with those crimson eyes, recognizing now they must be 
glass… and not wanting to guess what kind of sensors this strange super-machine had. 
“Yeah, well, I get that a lot. But five bucks says I can outlast your batteries if you keep 
shocking me, asshole.”

Iago’s face twitched, and the Drakkaren wondered again just what the hell he was facing: 
it looked, acted, and reacted like a living, arrogant jerk… but was obviously not. It sounded 
sort of like Drake, actually… and then Zerrex paused and met the ruby glare of the 
machine. “So tell me. How does an asshole like you get inside a metal suit like that?”

Bioelectronics… it’s the new black.” Iago retorted, but he seemed somewhat pleased to 
be talking about himself nonetheless, as he clapped his hands together and grinned, 
straightening and shrugging. “Type three liquid carbon-steel exterior, autoprogrammed to 



reassume my shape and harden if I’m damaged, controlled by neural microchips and a few 
other neat little doodads I’ve got all throughout my body, such as the puppet-wire I hit you 
with earlier.” He paused, then added cheerfully as he patted his metal chest: “Level ten 
armor class, capable of resisting anti-tank class A missile weaponry, immunity to concussive 
explosives, and with electrical output capacity exceeding a hundred million volts.”

“You’re a can opener.” Zerrex said dryly, and Iago looked offended, snarling and raising a 
hand, then clenching it into a fist as he glared at the Drakkaren furiously.

I am a mechanical god! And just like you… I’ve got a very special nephilim of my own 
hidden in my body.” He settled himself, meeting Zerrex’s eyes and twisting his snarl into a 
cold smile, then slowly stripping off his gloves to reveal metallic hands beneath, small holes 
opening in the fingertips of the cybernetic war-machine and black cables snaking out. “And 
I’m going to make you bow to our combined power.”

The Drakkaren snorted quietly at this, then he shook his head slowly before turning 
away. Immediately, Iago snaked out the black cables from one hand, wrapping them tightly 
around one of Zerrex’s arms and quickly encircling it tight, but then the machine was 
ripped off its feet with a surprised grunt as the lizard seized the lengthy cables in his other 
hand, spinning at the same time and jerking Iago into the air and over his head before 
smashing him hard down into the ground, the cables falling loose to the ground as the Boss 
replied mildly: “I bow to no one. And I was special even before Drake got inside me… who 
was put there not to help me, but to screw me up. Maybe you didn’t hear that, though… 
maybe your superiors really don’t think you’re important enough to know all the important 
information…”

As the Boss spoke, he walked slowly over to the mechanical creature, then placed a foot 
on his chest, looking down at him coldly. He paused, eyes flicking to the side, before he slid 
a foot under the handle of his cleaver and hefted it easily up to his shoulder. Iago attempted 
to struggle, but the reptile simply bore down harder with his foot, crushing in the machine’s 
chest as it grunted in surprise and stared up at Zerrex with what the reptile imagined to be 
horror, as he balanced his sword on his shoulder and added mildly: “But I guess it doesn’t 
really matter anymore.”

Then he slammed the cleaver viciously down through the steel waistline of Iago, causing 
it to spasm and gargle, black fluids flowing out of its body before it snarled, and blue 
electricity shot up the blade of the cleaver and into the handle, causing Zerrex to snarl in 
pain, electricity jolting his system and causing his body to almost convulse on the spot, 
head twisting back and forth before he was finally blasted off his feet, skidding along the 
road on his back a few feet as Iago slowly stood, panting and snarling, but the metal rip and 
crushed plating of his chest quickly pushed back out and repaired itself with the liquid 
metal substance. He snorted, then grabbed the heavy cleaver, yanked it out of the ground, 
and walked slowly over to Zerrex, looking down at the slumped body of the Drakkaren as 
he muttered: “Fifty million volts. Who’s laughing now? Me. Ha ha.”

He rose the cleaver, a grin of triumph beginning to spread over his features… before it 
turned to shock as Zerrex suddenly spun from his prone position and kicked both legs out, 



seizing the machine’s ankle in a tight scissors and then twisting hard to the side. Iago 
crashed to the ground, his ankle snapping… and he literally screamed in agony, grabbing at 
his foot and seeming to forget everything else for the moment, the huge sword bouncing 
against the ground as Zerrex threw himself across the concrete in a roll, grabbing the 
handle and lifting it up, at first aiming for Iago’s head as he brought the sword up to 
chop… then suddenly changing direction and instead cutting off  one of  his feet.

Blood, strange ichors, and some other dark substance burst from the wound in a 
fountain, and Iago screamed again as a strange keening rose in the air, Zerrex stumbling 
back and snarling as a dark fire seemed to consume the foot he’d chopped off: part of the 
tail had ended up being lopped off as well, but it was already automatically regrowing: the 
foot, however, was staying as it was, and Iago’s crimson eyes were flashing as strange alarms 
rose up from him, shrieking: “You fucker! You fucker! No! No, no, no!”

Show’s over.” Zerrex responded coldly, then he stepped forwards and cut the other foot 
from the machine, suddenly understanding… and Iago spasmed once in agony before 
screaming again as electricity ripped over his body, and his plated metal chest crumpled 
inwards. His scales fell off uselessly, revealing rusted, damaged metal bits beneath, and the 
crimson light in his glass eyes faded rapidly out into nothingness, a weird, black ooze 
foaming out of his open maw before he finally slumped. Several loud clanks sounded from 
within the Drakkai… and then finally, all was still, both of his cut-off feet smoldering 
slowly as they sank into ruts in the ground, melting… either from the stuff kept inside, or 
the nephilim’s destruction. Either way, it made no difference to the Drakkaren.

How did you know? asked Drake in his head, sounding both shocked and amused, as 
Zerrex turned and headed slowly back towards the end of the block and where he’d first 
come in. The reptile paused in step at this, glancing up, before shrugging and heading 
towards the platform again; he could smell his hair smoking, and he felt… sorer than he 
had in a long time, and his muscles felt like they’d been ripped apart… and on top of that? 
He was frigging hungry, and he stank of rot, blood, gore, and death. No wonder, since he 
was covered in cuts, bruises, innards, the red life-stuff, and filth… and then he finally 
answered Drake’s question, as he began to walk down the stairs. “Well, he said he had a 
nephilim in him, for one thing… then there was the clue from how he reacted so violently 
when I caught his ankle, which I put together with the poem you told me and that… 
well… I figured metal comes from Earth, and that’s what would give him such control and 
concentration. The only other possibility was electricity, but since he’s a machine, he’d 
already be regulating that and capable of generation and control without much of a 
problem.”

You’re a freak. Drake muttered, and vanished into some dark corner of his mind, 
perhaps to brood on how easily Zerrex had slaughtered one of the other nephilim. Not that 
he likely cared, Zerrex realized with a slight smile, as he approached the thankfully-still-
present rail car and put his hand on the scanner by the shuttle’s door; it beeped him in, and 
he stepped inside as he muttered: “More likely because now he can see I’m scarier in real 
life than in my dream world.”



Twisted, but true… and he glanced up in irritation as the perky female voice asked: 
“Did you enjoy your tour?” After a few moments of continued silence, it seemed to 
hesitate, before asking: “Would you like to move on to the next location now?”

Sure.” Zerrex muttered, throwing his bloody cleaver down on the table and sighing a bit 
as he walked over to check the mini-fridge by the bar, as the shuttle started up and then 
began to roll down the tracks. Of course, there was nothing there but some caviar and a few 
bottles of distilled water, so the reptile made due with the latter, sipping it and then 
splashing a bit over his face and hands with a mumble. He felt filthy, out-of-sorts, pissed-
off, and otherwise nasty… which was not a good combination when also trapped behind 
enemy lines. And his battle with Iago wasn’t likely to go unnoticed… for all he knew, the 
next station could have waiting squads of  soldiers.

But instead of worrying, he simply wandered over to the bench and sat down heavily, 
grunting as he rested back against the cushions… before wincing as he felt that old 
paranoia take hold. He sighed, rubbing at his head… and with his luck, he’d regret this, but 
then he glanced up and said: “Skip the next platform, go straight to the one after that.”

Very well, sir.” said the chipper female voice, and then the Drakkaren sighed and rested 
back on the bench, looking up at the ceiling before he let his eyes slip closed, breathing 
softly. For a little while, at least, he was able to relax and get some of the tenseness out of 
his muscles… before glancing up with a frown as he thought he heard distant gunfire.

It was joined by an explosion that sounded much closer… and then the female voice 
spoke, but this time it was calm and cold instead of bouncy and giggly: “Approaching 
combat situation involving identified rebel soldiers and Hez’Ranna General Military. 
Orders?”

Slow down, stop the car at the platform, open the main doors, that’ll be good for now. 
Does this car have defenses?” Zerrex asked, glancing up towards the cabin and both hating 
and admiring how it was almost like he was talking to a officer awaiting orders… and how 
ready he was to supply them.

Immediately, there was a clink, and then the female voice rattled off clearly: “Two two-
point-five millimeter miniguns loaded with five thousand rounds of combusting ammo are 
placed in the roof with active thermal recognition technology, body wavelength sensors, 
and manual targeting and control capabilities from the main cabin. These are capable of 
activating both inside and outside the main car, through trapdoors, and function as turrets, 
but are capable of aiming to any point of a sphere, supported by mechanical arms. In case 
of emergency, there is also a flash cannon loaded with five time-detonating grenades and a 
self-destructive mechanism rigged into the bottom of the car, composed of Class-10 plastic 
explosive.”

Zerrex nodded, looking down, then he glanced up, noting the small, almost invisible 
breaks in the ceiling where he thought the trapdoors were located for the turrets to drop 
down out of. One was directly in front of the door… and the reptile pointed at this – 
figuring the computer was intelligent enough to figure out what he wanted – and said: 



“Activate the turret by the door and put it on standby, ready to fire if necessary. Aim it 
towards the door.”

Activating turret one now.” replied the female voice crisply, and the trapdoor Zerrex had 
managed to pick out slid back, a surprisingly small-and-sleek gatling gun unfolding: the 
biggest thing, in fact, was the large green ammo box attached to the back and covering the 
feeder: otherwise it was smaller than any other type of minigun the reptile had ever seen, 
and it rotated and moved smoothly on a thin, metal arm. The Drakkaren turned to watch 
out the window as they drew closer to the platform, wincing and trying to ignore a thud as 
they likely plowed some dead body over, before the shuttle halted.

Zerrex peered out the window, frowning… then he blinked and shouted: “Open the 
door!” watching as a rebel was blasted down by two huge Dragokkaren in black military 
uniforms, standing fearlessly on the stairs leading down, surrounded by cracked stone. 
Zerrex quickly leaned out the shuttle as he saw one of the shocked-looking rebels staring at 
him, calling: “Here, over here!”

Get inside!” roared a female voice, and Zerrex quickly stepped out of the way as one of 
the Dragokkaren on the stairs snarled and jerked a grenade off his belt: before he could 
throw, however, one of the rebels tossed an explosive of their own, sending up a cloud of 
thick smoke that covered their retreat as the remaining five rebels leapt into the car, just as 
the computer beeped and an alarm went off, the doors slamming shut as the enemy grenade 
tinked off  the wall of  the shuttle before exploding.

Zerrex grunted as he shuttle rocked, the windows cracking slightly from the force… but 
nothing else happened: he grinned, then shouted: “Get moving! Next location, double-
time.”

Roger.” The computer responded crisply, and then the vehicle jerked with less grace than 
usual and they sped off down the tunnel, as Zerrex sighed and rested back against the wall, 
crossing his arms and feeling faint stirring of relief as he looked around at the rebels he’d 
saved. Then he paused, frowned a bit, and then stared at two in particular: they stared back, 
looked at each other with their mismatched eyes, then turned back to him and ran forwards, 
hugging him and making the Drakkaren wince.

He flailed a bit, coughing as the twins Mist and Shine embraced him tightly, holding his 
arms out to the side as the other rebels took seats on the benches with muttered thank-
yous, then another of them did a double-take, his eyes going wide and the many necklaces 
he wore jingling. Then he pointed at him, mouthed wordlessly as one of the other Drakkai 
looked at Zerrex’s tattoo with mistrust… and then Becca babbled: “You! You’re Lord 
Zerrex!”

Yes… it is.” Mist said warmly, stepping back with her sister and flushing, both of them 
covered in blood and looking as exhausted as Zerrex felt… but both their eyes burned with 
a vitality that was almost frightening, as they stared up at him like he was their savior. And 
then Zerrex felt a twinge as Drake snorted laughter, and his stomach did a somersault as he 
realized what they were thinking, stumbling back against the wall, emerald eyes filling with 
panic as he shook his head quickly.



“I… it’s good to see you three, the only guys I ever really got to know in Hez’Ranna… 
but… I’m…” Zerrex broke off as one of the twins rubbed at tears spilling down her 
cheeks, and he could feel his heart breaking for her. One of the other Drakkai grunted and 
winced, and Zerrex glanced over at him before walking over and kneeling in front of him, 
taking the chance to escape the looks of the others… but he was only greeted by a weak 
grin from this Dragokkaren he had never met.

“Thank… fuck…” he whispered, then coughed… but there was no blood at least, 
despite how high up on his body the bullet wounds were. Zerrex paused a moment, then he 
drew himself back to glance over their uniforms and smile a bit: dark gold, good for 
blending in with the stone around here. They’d been performing a sneak operation of some 
sort, undoubtedly… but they were also wearing tight black flak vests, which was likely what 
had given them away.

The reptile leaned down for a moment… then he reached forwards and lightly plucked 
up a shining metal bullet from where it had lodged into the Dragokkaren’s vest. A study of 
the other two holes – likely, he’d gotten snapped by a burst from one of the soldiers – and 
he could see both. Shallow wounds that hurt like hell, and he paused for a moment before 
looking up at the soldier and asking softly: “You want that out?”

Yessir… that I do… sir…” he mumbled in return, shaking his head a bit… and Zerrex 
laughed softly as he glanced over at Becca and held out his hand, nodding at the short knife 
on his belt. The Drakkaren blinked, stared down at this, then drew the narrow blade from 
its holster, looking queasy as he handed it over to the Drakkaren… and the reptile took it 
before turning and quickly plunging the blade into a wound and twisting upwards, causing 
one of the bullets to pop out but also making the Dragokkaren writhe in agony, his eyes 
clenching shut as he hissed through his teeth.

“Next one’s gonna hurt a bit more ‘cause now you’re expecting it.” The reptile said 
mildly, and the soldier nodded, breathing slowly in and out… and Zerrex glanced back 
down before quickly extracting the other bullet in the same way, thankful that he at least 
didn’t have to be neat or careful: the round were still halfway stuck in the vest, and not long 
enough to leave any serious wounds.

Then the reptile handed the knife back over to the reptile who had once run a shop stall 
and blackmailed a pair of jeans from him, before he smiled faintly and glanced around at 
them all, standing up and hating how easy it was to fall into the flow of things. He turned, 
walking past the twins, then paused before turning back to them. Four Drakkai, and a tall 
Bengal tiger who had lost a good amount of teeth and had his mouth twisted in a 
permanent snarl.

He looked around at them all, dressed in their dusky gold uniforms, armed with rusted-
looking weaponry, cleaver swords and knives… and then he closed his eyes and brushed his 
hair back with a sigh. “Well, I guess… I need to come with you to the rebel base, and 
we’ll… help each other out.”

No… what you’ll do for us… will never be something we can repay.” Mist said softly, 
and Zerrex glanced up at her with disbelief, and she smiled as she caught the nervous 



expression on his face. “Don’t doubt yourself, Lord Zerrex… we’ve heard your exploits, 
we’ve seen the power of the Narrius bloodline.” A pause, and then the twins looked at each 
other before Mist blushed and looked down as Zerrex looked away. “I’m sorry.”

Zerrex nodded… then paused and softened, tilting his head. “So where exactly is this… 
rebel base, anyway? I already made the mistake of walking into the Necropolis area and 
meeting up with Iago… I don’t want to go through another battle like that.” He made a 
face, rubbing at the etches on his wrists, and then blinked as the others stared at him in 
shock. “What?”

Iago and his Thousand Angels? You… you killed them all?” whispered Shine, looking at 
him with awe: fear and reverence, in one neat package. Then she dropped to a kneel with 
Mist, and they bowed their heads towards him as Becca stared, the other Dragokkaren 
blinked stupidly and rubbed at his head, and the tiger looked at Zerrex with a strange 
thankfulness before bowing his head and rubbing at his eyes quietly.

He’s killed… so many of us.” the tiger murmured softly, still looking down at his lap as 
he swallowed thickly. “Benjamin… Jerry… all my friends, I saw him drag them off after 
the Patriarch’s cannons blew us out of the air, flying on a raid mission from Ire… we were 
supposed to bomb the rail lines and train he was using to haul… we don’t know… 
something, something that he was interested in out from the jungle, but somehow we were 
detected, even though we were supposed to be completely undetectable…

“We survived the crash… but that bastard Iago came and found us… he was guarding 
the shipment that day, along with a bunch of his… fucking marionettes… he tore us apart, 
and I only escaped because some Resistance Movement members who were following the 
train showed up and got me out of there.” He shook his head slowly, rubbing at his head 
and then laughing faintly. “I… heard he made puppets out of them, just like everyone 
else… and… I’m glad they aren’t being used anymore, that they’re at rest… and that the 
fucking bastard is dead.”

Zerrex nodded, glancing down and deciding to spare the details of his battle there for 
now, instead saying again: “Yeah… but I have no idea where the rebel base is. I have some 
information there that I’ll need to share with… whoever’s running you guys, and…” A 
pause and a faint smile. “I only just escaped today, and I really need a bath and to lay 
down.”

Mist nodded, and Shine asked: “Is there a map of the terminals?” she glanced to her 
sister when Zerrex pointed out the cabin, and Mist quickly walked over to check out the 
map as Shine shook her head and laughed faintly. “We heard you were still alive… but so 
few of us were willing to believe it, to think that… you were strong enough to survive a 
battle with Narrius, and then his experimentations and the science cells… 

“I… I’m not sure if you know this, but it’s been seven years, Zerrex… and we’ve spent 
most of those last few years fighting as hard as we could.” Shine softened and reached up to 
touch his cheek quietly, eyes trailing over his blood-bathed chest that was lined with cuts 
and scars. “The… experiments they’ve done on you look just horrendous… and we even 



heard that… that they put a nephilim inside you, one of the Seven Fallen Seraphim 
developed by the long-past Lord Hellabos.”

Long rest Lord Hellabos.” murmured Mist and Becca, as the female walked back towards 
him and the male bowed his head a bit, cleaning off his gun with a compulsive wiping 
gesture. Zerrex glanced at him for a moment, then turned his attention to Mist as she 
continued softly: “We knew we would never be strong enough to move against Narrius 
until after we had developed our power… and that we had the only time we’d ever get to 
gather our forces and maybe escape the city was those first few years. He had started a war, 
you know… within a week, the whole world was engulfed in fire and battle…

“Most of the jungle still stands… but there’s a new desert to the north, among some 
ruined facilities in the changed landscape. That’s our main headquarters, and we’ve got 
passages to it all throughout this city, all heavily guarded.” Mist looked down thoughtfully, 
then nervously back up at Zerrex. “But… we… we all have military training, and we’re 
joined by other soldiers every now and then… but the high military council is composed of 
myself and my sister, and three other Dragokkaren who claim to have past military 
experience.”

Leaders shouldn’t be going out and fighting.” Zerrex said softly, and the twins looked up 
at him, then glanced back down a blush as he met their eyes evenly, feeling them slowing as 
they approached the next stop. “It’s hard, but sometimes the best thing the generals can do 
is stick back, until a mission comes along that requires some special trick only you have or 
you reach the final push forwards, then you join your soldiers.” He paused, then glanced up 
as the doors opened.

We have to go three stations down, to the Untouchable District.” Mist murmured, 
rubbing at her face with the back of one hand… and Zerrex glanced up as the computer 
gave a beep, and nodded. Immediately, the doors slid closed and the shuttle began rolling 
smoothly once more, as she looked up at him and added with a blush: “We just… all our 
soldiers are injured veterans, outsiders who don’t know any of the terrain or the way the 
streets work, and it was only supposed to be a quick in-out guerilla attack…”

Zerrex nodded sympathetically: he could understand, but that didn’t make it right. He 
glanced up, and Becca slid quickly off the bench and pranced over to go sit by the injured 
Dragokkaren who had fallen asleep on the bench, mumbling and grabbing his side and 
twitching a bit, and the Drakkaren frowned slightly at this. The actual damage was 
nothing… but he knew that most of the time, the bullet wound didn’t need to be fatal for a 
victim to die of a gunshot wound. More than eighty percent of the time, the bullet hits an 
arm, a leg, or plows happily through without missing any internals… and then the massive 
system shock of actually being shot kicks in and screws up the mind, screws up the body, 
even makes you forget how to breathe sometimes.

After it happened a few times in a row, though, the shock didn’t kick in so much… just 
like most things, you could learn it with your body, even if this one you really didn’t want 
to. You also learned that even though the body was fragile… if the will to live was strong 
enough, it didn’t matter how many bullets got pumped into you: you went on, did your duty 



if you had to, and then died. And when you learned that, the term ‘gunshot wound’ almost 
became frivolous. Instead, there was ‘I got shot,’ and then you said how good or bad it felt 
compared to the other times you got shot… and you made your decision to live or die 
based more on that then where the bullet lodged or what kind of  round it was.

The now-huger Drakkaren led the twins over to the bench… and when he sat down, 
they immediately both half-crawled into his lap and curled against him, swords clinking 
lightly against the bench and ground, and Zerrex couldn’t help but smile faintly and wrap 
an arm around both their waist silently, heart thudding once as he remembered how Cherry 
and Cindy would vie for attention on his lap… but then he shook his head a bit before 
asking quietly: “What happened at the attack then… what was the location, target, enemy 
count?”

Nothing major… a small power supply shed… we were going to use some pipe bombs 
to blow it and knock out power to the surrounding area, so we could screw with some of 
their anti-air cannons.” The female paused, then sighed and shook her head slowly. “But 
everywhere’s doubled-up with soldiers and Hez’Ranna General Military, with one or two of 
the Dragokkaren Enforcers placed at every base to act as a support for the commanders… 
Narrius’s personal elite regiment, always the biggest, always the strongest.

“Anyway, we had to drop and run… they had thermal scanners, so they picked us up 
way faster than we thought they would… we botched the whole fucking thing.” Shine 
pushed her head against Zerrex’s chest, gritting her teeth and flushing angrily at herself, and 
Zerrex silently squeezed the twins closer as Mist looked down silently. “They killed five 
more of  our soldiers…”

If we’d disabled the power and the auto-targeting anti-air cannons, we could have left 
another portion of the sector open for attack.” Shine said quietly, closing her eyes. “That’s 
part of the reason why Necropolis looks the way it does now… we managed to disable six 
cannons in that district, out of the fifteen operating. Even though they look so huge and 
slow, they’re a combination weapon… they can fire either simple lead projectiles, which rip 
through a target and usually set it off if it’s a bomb or warhead, and I think up to a 
hundred of these rounds a minute, more if they don’t have to retarget different things… or 
some type of  mortar, usually a blue sun…”

Blue sun?” Zerrex tilted his head, frowning a bit. Nothing he’d ever heard of… but he’d 
never heard of cannons with machine-guns apparently hidden inside them, either. Although 
now it sounded like if these had effective enough range, they could stop even a carpet-
bombing attempt…

Mist nodded against him slowly. “Our scientists say they’re heavy-duty flare bombs… 
they don’t make much noise, but they go off in midair and cover an area in bright, white 
light for almost an hour before finally going out and falling to the ground. They’re used to 
stop enemy aerial attacks, while the smaller antiaircraft cannons – usually medium-range 
mobile weaponry on the backs of heavy flatbed trucks, and there’s a bunch hidden in the 
jungle and around the edges of  town – target and fire.”



Shine glanced at her sister, and then they both looked up at the reptile as she said softly: 
“We’re out of our element… originally, all we wanted to do was avenge Lord Hellabos and 
you… but after four years of guerilla warfare, we might just not have the power. Even if we 
get in deep… it’s impossible for us to escape with how fast his soldiers mobilize, the 
Enforcers, and the RED… we’re down to-”

Becca interrupted at this, speaking up in a clear voice as he continued to polish his gun: 
“Five hundred and seventy two trained soldiers. Twenty-eight thousand dead… seven 
thousand AWOL… ten thousand MIA. Most of what we do is evacuation and what they 
call ‘terrorism’ here and there… you know, dropping grenades in trashcans outside enemy 
guard posts as we pass. We also have twenty thousand in reserve… if you include the 
injured, the children, the evacuated civilians and support staff, the rookies like the 
embarrassingly big loser here-”

“Fuck you.” gave the Dragokkaren, but he flushed deeply as Zerrex blinked and glanced 
over him with a slight frown, but the question already forming in his mind was immediately 
cleared up when Becca looked up at him with reverence he tried to hide by acting offended.

Hey, me talk, not mister clone soldier.” He paused, smiled slightly as Zerrex’s look of 
confusion, and finally put his assault rifle aside. “See, the reason we’re so in the hole is that 
the Hez’Ranna General Military is now ninety-percent composed of Dragokkaren who all 
bear similar characteristics to this guy here. Extremely tall and muscular, all very strong, 
every one of them probably with balls bigger’n a pineapple, but none of them too smart, 
except for a rare few here and there.

“These are fabricated, cloned, genetically-enhanced-and-grown Dragokkaren.” Becca 
made a bit of a face as he patted the other reptile on the shoulder, as he muttered and 
rolled away, looking embarrassed and wincing at the pain in his body. “We managed to 
sneak a few of our science techs inside once… they did a quick analysis, but only one made 
it out alive with the notes of the others, said they’d been caught at the escape route. But the 
information he got was scary… these guys come from a Breeding Queen, and entire 
handfuls of eggs are inseminated at once. Then the eggs are removed and placed into 
special incubation machines, and within a month, they have a Dragokkaren baby: after a 
year, a fully-grown adult that they’ve found a way… I dunno how, but somehow, after that, 
they just stop aging. We have no clue what any of  the side-effects are, but… it’s pretty scary.

“Over the year, they’re given basic training, schooling, all that, and they learn fast. Way 
faster than they should… and finally, at the end of the year, they undergo another series of 
tests…” Becca glanced down at this… then he quietly took the hand of the Dragokkaren as 
the larger male closed his eyes and bowed his head. “If they don’t pass, they get killed. Then 
they extract DNA from the corpse for some… other project, and I don’t know what 
happens after that.

“Then they go through military training that’s lethal most of the time… so only ten of 
a hundred, say, Dragokkaren actually pass and enter the Hez’Ranna General Military, and 
another sole one will go on to become an Enforcer. But since now our oh-so-high-and-
mighty Patriarch is showing his true colors, that he only believes in Dragokkaren 



superiority, a lot of the Drakkai have lost faith.” He softened, and nudged his friend gently. 
“And handfuls of these guys even show up at the base now and then, naked, beaten, 
unarmed and generally kicked-to-crap.”

The Dragokkaren nodded, then said softly: “Queen Cherry sends us.” 
At this, Zerrex blinked and went rigid as the twins winced and Becca groaned, the tiger 

looking confused as Zerrex stared at the Dragokkaren… before snorting quietly and closing 
his eyes, bowing his head silently. Was he really that surprised? He’d read the files… and if 
there was one thing Cherry was good at, it was fucking. Her body was likely one of the few 
that could actually handle the strain of becoming a constant breeding ground for 
soldiers… but he clenched his hands into fists and looked down silently for a few moments 
in a burst of rage, trying to control himself before finally sighing and saying quietly: 
“When we get back to your base, we’ll have to do a full run-down of everything… from 
weapons and known soldiers that Narrius has in his service, to tactics and other strategies 
that you want to run over. And I have some files I got from his head scientist, Mengele 
Tstegi…”

“Dude, you survived Mengele?” Becca blinked a few times, then grinned slightly and 
nudged the Dragokkaren beside him, saying teasingly: “And isn’t that the guy they say is the 
father of  all your clone-freaks?”

I’m going to kill you later.” muttered the Dragokkaren, rolling over, and Becca gave a 
snort before leaning back against the bench, putting his hands behind his head. Before he 
could start to relax, however, Zerrex cleared his throat, and the Drakkaren winced and 
opened one eye, looking sour but his eyes unveiling a greater nervousness.

There was a pause for a moment, then the Boss asked mildly: “Do you still have my 
pants? And how the hell did a street urchin like you survive all these years? Did you open a 
shop servicing lonely soldiers or something?”

Mist and Shine both snorted and grinned against him, as Becca looked at the Drakkaren 
dourly for a few moments, apparently biting back a retort as his eyes roved from the 
bloodstained reptile to the bloodstained cleaver sitting on the table. Then he coughed and 
mumbled something under his breath as he tried to relax backwards again… felt the eyes of 
the other reptile still on him… and finally straightened with a wince, raising his hands in 
surrender. “Okay okay, friggin’ hell. I did business in Uroboros, yes, but I lived outside the 
city… and in the farming towns, we had the best chance of escaping the Inquisition, when 
Narrius sent out his soldiers to round us up, throw the ‘dangerous’ ones into the camps, 
give some people the ‘opportunity’ of joining the army, and let the others return home, for 
now.

I uh… had no inclination to go to jail or a death camp, so I chose to run. ‘Cept I also 
knew that if what the broadcast earlier had said was true… it didn’t give a whole lot of 
options for places to run to. I mean, come on, piss off the entire world and its armies, and 
in a good few days, they’ll be knocking down our doors, burning the jungle, and turning all 
of Hez’Ranna into a historical theme park for pelts.” Becca made a face, jerking his head at 



the tiger, and Zerrex blinked for a moment before realizing stupidly that the Drakkaren had 
switched to speaking Hez’Rannan sometime in the past, and the reptile hadn’t even noticed. 

You’re welcome. Drake muttered in his mind, and Zerrex rolled his eyes with a slight 
grin at how childish he sounded, before returning his attention to Becca, who had already 
continued on with his story in his quick, somewhat-clipped voice: “Bastards. So I did what 
most of the other people who are still here did… ran to the sewer system below, and most 
of us met up when we broke through one of the walls into an abandoned subway line. We 
took the line out of the city… lived in survival camps for a while until an enemy’s plane 
eventually mistook us and dropped a fucking bomb on our heads. Killed a good lot of 
good people… so we broke camp, headed further north, thinking the farther away, the less 
chance the enemy will blow us to shit without checking with their base, first.

“Anyway, we found… a desert.” Becca closed his eyes and bowed his head, silently 
touching the many necklaces that still jingled around his throat. “We found out later that 
Narrius had wanted to test a new experimental weapon, so he got one of his RED soldiers 
to leak information about a new weapon of mass-destruction he was going to be testing in 
the Snake Valley. They carpet-bombed it… but there was a single patch of burnt grass, 
where the bombs hadn’t managed to touch. Small… too small for any of the huge anti-
aircraft cannons there are sitting out there right now… but whatever the hell it was, there 
were also seven jets laying on the ground in broken pieces… and almost footprints.”

Zerrex nodded slowly, tilting his head. “Is this the same valley where you said your 
headquarters now were?”

Shine and Becca both nodded, but the female beat the shopkeeper to continuing the 
story: “Two day’s travel out by foot, probably only one for a trained army…” A glance 
down. “They had destroyed the… entire valley. It was terrible…

“But we knew that we had to cross it… because there had been an old factory out there. 
The problem was that it was unknown what they had been making out there… and when 
we went inside, we found out that it was an old genetics facility. Possibly one that Lord 
Hellabos used for running his experiments… but it was shut down, and we quickly cleaned 
up the… leftovers of other experiments, cleared the place out as best we could… and made 
camp inside. That first night though… was hard.” She smiled faintly, and Zerrex nodded 
slowly. He’d had the same type of  experience many a time before in the Goth Legion.

Then Mist took up the story: “But even though the building had been charred and 
burnt on the outside… all the towers still stood tall, and it was secure on the inside except 
for a little rumbling now and then when the big bombs fall nearby. It was meant to be a 
secure weapons laboratory for genetics experiments, after all… I guess that they wanted to 
make sure nothing ever broke loose.

We also discovered there was a barracks behind us, and we did the best to fix this up so 
we could have a place for everyone to stay… the building is large enough to house most of 
us, though, but some other people live at the checkpoints, like one of the places we’re going 
to now.” Mist paused and glanced up at him with a faint laugh. “Our one advantage is a 
hidden subway system that Narrius most likely has no records of… they go to different 



areas of Hez’Ranna, and connect into checkpoints we’ve been extremely careful to keep 
secret and shut down. Right now, we’re going to the safest one… but I’m not sure of the 
distance we’ll have to make over land to get to it.”

She paused and looked down, saying quietly: “There will be soldiers patrolling the 
roads… and even though this district is the least guarded in the area… we may still have to 
pass under turrets and near smart-cameras that will identify our faces. So I think we should 
send Becca out first to recon, then have him come back here.”

Becca nodded, quickly stripping off his armor and then the military clothes, to reveal a 
plain white dress shirt beneath, and a pair of just-slightly-too-loose jeans the Drakkaren 
recognized. He smiled a bit, looking up at Becca with amusement, and the sly reptile looked 
back up with a quick grin in return, tossing his uniform jacket to Zerrex. “For those jeans 
you got stiffed out of all those years ago. You might wanna cut your hair, though… your 
scars’ll screw up the face scanners, but any dumbass soldier can lock onto that.

Zerrex nodded, then he winced as Shine pulled back on it, causing his head to tilt back 
as he made a face and Shine said irritably to Becca: “You remember the last time we all saw 
him? It was down to his shoulders, not his- oh, sorry!” she quickly let go, blushing as her 
sister nudged her with a wince. Zerrex dropped his head forwards, blinking stupidly a few 
times and rubbing at his head gingerly, then he mumbled under his breath.

We’ll do what we have to, depending on the situation.” He said finally, as everyone stared 
at him, then he glanced over at Becca with a slight smile. “So you’re the one who gets to do 
all the fun shadowing, huh?”

Not much different than ripping outsiders off, so whatever. Just stepping lightly literally 
this time… and I can look at someone and tell if they’ll go for a bribe or not.” He paused, 
then stood up and walked towards the front of the car, checking the fridge and pulling out 
a bottle of  water, then asking: “Hey, any of  you guys want some? There’s like, ten bottles.”

We’re good.” Mist said, and Shine nodded. The Dragokkaren muttered something, and 
the tiger rose a hand, catching one, then two bottles: he leaned over, placing one across the 
table as the largest male of the group sat up with a grunt, grabbing the bottle and putting it 
in his mouth. Immediately, Becca rolled his eyes and headed over with a mutter, as one of 
the twins leaned up and said softly to him: “A lot of the soldiers we get don’t understand 
certain concepts… opening things, basic problem solving, physics and momentum. They’re 
not taught to coexist, but to fight…”

Zerrex nodded slowly, glancing over the Dragokkaren, before looking down from one 
twin to the other and then giving a bit of a smile. He had also heard something else earlier 
that had worried him… but he’d take it up once they were back to the base. And so, for 
now, he only cradled them close until the shuttle finally began to slow, and the computer 
beeped and said cheerfully: “Untouchable District: the only war-free zone. Please enjoy 
your stay!”

Stand-by here, prepare to move again if necessary, close the doors once one of our group 
leaves.” Zerrex responded calmly, and the computer switched back to its more authoritative 



tone with a click and a ‘yes, sir.’ Then he looked at Becca and smiled a bit. “You’re up. Don’t 
screw up.”

Bite me.” Becca responded, but he grinned a bit nonetheless before hurrying out of the 
shuttle and onto the platform, the doors sliding closed behind him. The others looked 
around at each other, and then it was the waiting game for a few minutes, even Shine and 
Mist getting up from where they had seated themselves against Zerrex to pace nervously 
and chat quietly.

A few minutes later, however, Becca scurried back down the stairs, and the doors opened 
for him without Zerrex even giving the command, the computer apparently understanding 
the situation. He panted a bit, wincing and muttering something about pissy guards, before 
looking up and saying lamely: “I uh. Can see the hospital from here, but it’s going to be 
tough going there. There are RED Minions patrolling… you know, the big scary guys in 
the combat suits, the ones who work for Black Requiem? At least five of them… but the 
good news is even the guards are trying to stay away from them too, so if we run, we have a 
good chance of making it. They’re still on the other side of town… but they’ll be here in 
ten minutes, tops.”

Zerrex’s eyes snapped up at this, then he shook his head slowly. It had to be a 
coincidence… it had to be. But if Narrius had done something like what he thought me 
might have done… they were in far bigger trouble than Becca realized. “What about this 
Black Requiem, then? Where’s he?”

The Drakkaren shook his head quickly, as Zerrex stood and slid his cleaver to rest 
against his back, picking up the pack with his other hand: Becca’s shirt was ridiculously 
tight against his enlarged, muscular body, and he felt like a bit of an idiot, but it did at least 
cover his form somewhat… until he flexed, of course, and then he figured the arms would 
at least go bye-bye. “No, Black Requiem is on permanent guard duty at the Narrius Estate.”

Zerrex nodded, then he grit his teeth and jerked his head towards the doors. “Get out 
there, then and I’ll send this thing on its way and join you guys in a moment.” He paused, 
waiting for the other soldiers to head out, before looking up at the computer screen and 
saying mildly: “Head back to base, the initiate self-destruct sequence. Lock down the doors, 
activate both gatling turrets above the roof, and proceed to recognize all moving targets as 
hostile and take action against them. Override any remote commands, blow in fifteen.” 

Validating voice… orders accepted. Inform Dr. Tstegi of this via private call line?” 
Zerrex paused, then grinned slightly to himself, imaging what his reaction would be. Either 
he’d freak out… or he’d start sending soldiers into the tunnel to get blown apart.

Inform Mengele. And tell him thanks. Now get going.” Zerrex quickly slid through the 
doors, and they slid closed with a beep before the shuttle started back towards the base. He 
smiled slightly, then turned to the waiting platoon, glancing over them and saying softly: 
“Becca, you lead, I’ll follow behind. I want the twins to guard the rear, and can you support 
him?”



Sure.” The tiger nodded, switching places with Becca, and Zerrex took a moment to 
contemplate on how even the genetically-superior Dragokkaren they were lugging around 
was a real baby about being shot for the first time in his life. Likely it was also the shock of 
being shot by his own old comrades… so Zerrex shrugged it off, then ran up behind Becca, 
following him quickly out.

They checked in either direction before emerging from the simple hole in the ground 
into the darkening streets, and Becca nudged his arm lightly, muttering and pointing to a 
building several long blocks away that almost burned blue with light, before the Drakkaren 
glanced up and realized… the streets had been repaved with cold grey concrete, lights had 
been installed, and a short distance away… there was a Dragokkaren standing and smoking 
a cigarette in what looked like a small bamboo hut thirty feet above the ground… except 
this hut also looked fully rotational and had some sort of assault gun attached to it. There 
was also a camera on the bottom, scanning rapidly back and forth… and Zerrex snarled as 
he glanced to either side now, picking up black walls that been used to divide up the city 
into districts to either side of them, some unknowable distance away but tall enough to be 
easily visible even in the dusky light. “See that? Cathol’s Hospital, and it’s one of the few 
institutions Narrius can’t touch… this is called the Untouchable segment of the city 
because it’s protected from aerial attacks by some sort of… arched magnetic shield, like a 
force-field. Makes reception crap… but it literally bounces bombs right back up at the 
planes. Beneath us is most of the city’s gas and apparently a nuclear power plant of some 
kind that generates all the electricity for Uroboros and northern Hez’Ranna.”

Zerrex nodded as the others came up the stairs behind them, then he made a face as he 
realized there were now lamp posts dotting the streets, and what looked like searchlights on 
top of some of the buildings… likely, Narrius had modernized everything to keep support 
and so he could keep up the appearance of trying to prove that Drakkai were the ultimate 
species, when Zerrex knew all he really wanted was war. He shook his head, then followed 
Becca quickly across the street and into a short alley between two tall buildings. 

Zerrex paused for a moment, then he rolled his eyes as the others didn’t wait for a signal, 
instead just ran towards him. He reached out and snagged Becca as he attempted to run 
forwards, then he murmured as the others drew into the alley: “Wait for me to signal. And 
that means you, too. We have to move as a group if we’re going to try and…” Pause. Next 
corner. Left. “…avoid contact.”

The reptile shoved his backpack into Becca’s arms, and the Drakkaren looked up at him 
sourly as he said mildly: “I’ll take point, we’ll go over the signals, just like a rookie class.” 
Then he turned, knowing he was getting death glares and not caring at this point as he 
headed for the mouth of the alley, eyes focused on the soldier’s shadow… before it 
twitched and a huge, black-scaled Dragokkaren leapt at him-

Zerrex’s hands slammed into the throat and reaching arm, shoving him hard enough into 
the side of a building to crack the stone wall and rattle the windows, then he landed a swift 
headbutt, causing it to grunt, and finally a hard straight knee to the stomach. The crimson 
eyes of the black-armored, black-scaled soldier bulged horribly, and then the huge, muscular 



reptile slumped forwards. Zerrex immediately spun it around, taking its head in his hands 
and snapping it briskly, before he glanced at the others, who were all staring at him with 
shock. “RED Minions, huh? Looks like they’re moving faster than expected. Come on, if 
he’s hooked up to a life monitor or is supposed to report in regularly, we’re going to have to 
move faster to make sure they don’t pincer us.”

Y… yeah, sure.” mumbled Becca, and he quickly toddled after the Drakkaren, staring up 
at him with disbelieving eyes before running out of the mouth of the alley and across the 
street to another. Zerrex glanced back as the others approached, then he ran across to where 
Becca was standing with the backpack cradled in his arms, looking quickly back and forth 
as he made a bit of a face… then pausing, waiting a moment and listening for any 
abnormalities, before nodding and beckoning the others to come over. This time they did it 
properly, moving in groups of two, as Becca scouted ahead, then came back and muttered 
that the route was clear.

They moved quickly forwards to the end of this alley, then down a side street that 
Zerrex didn’t think he would have even noticed, before running up a sidewalk, exposed in 
the light of a few window front stores, but no one inside noticed, or if they did, pretended 
not to. The hospital was now only a block or so away… but it was a Hez’Ranna block, and 
that meant maybe a half-to-full kilometer to cover. 

Zerrex winced as he noted most of this would have to be done in broad light, and there 
was another posted soldier in one of the guard huts rotating back and forth… but then 
Becca suddenly turned, opened a rusty metal door, and darted into another side alley, and 
they quickly made their way down this, the reptile waiting for the others; fortunately, at the 
least, the Dragokkaren was running without any support or more than the occasional wince 
now, and Zerrex followed the twins into the alley beyond.

He made his way back to the front as he noticed they were stopped… and rolled his 
eyes to see Becca attempting to scramble uselessly up a flat wooden fence. Zerrex cleared his 
throat… and when that failed, simply picked the Drakkaren up and lifted him aside, 
making him grumble irritably. Then he crossed his arms and watched as Zerrex easily and 
quietly tore the boards off, then shredded the chain length beneath like it was string instead 
of metal wiring, pushing his way through and looking relieved as he saw a straight passage 
that would take them right to the next road… and across that, was the hospital, a massive 
structure of steel and yellow stone. He started quickly ahead, then winced and stumbled 
backwards as another huge Dragokkaren dropped down in front of him… and then he 
heard one slam down behind him and felt it seize the handle of  his sword.

Zerrex grunted as the cleaver was torn from his body and tossed to the side – useless in 
this close environment anyway – before a hard punch caught him in the muzzle and sent 
him stumbling backwards as Becca squeaked and fled back through the hole in the fencing, 
blocking it  up as the others tried to run forwards. The reptile felt his arms seized with a 
snarl, held by a Dragokkaren even larger than he was in armor, and he saw a kick heading 
for his stomach from the other one in front of him… and he responded quickly by 
bringing his knee up, blocking the blow before spinning his body to the side and kicking 



the other foot up to knock the RED Minion in front of him into the wall, then landing 
quickly as the solider behind him tried to seize his arm again and reversing the hold, the 
Dragokkaren snarling, then hissing as he tore the arm from the socket as the other soldier 
staggered forwards. 

Zerrex stepped back, then grunted and kicked the one in front of him hard in the ass, 
sending him and his partner sprawling as they fell over each other. They both spun with 
surprise, but Zerrex had already hefted the huge cleaver and slashed it in a straight 
downwards cut, cutting through both of the similar-looking giants and into the ground 
with a snort. Then he paused and snarled as he saw the bruising on one neck, his eyes 
widening… and both of the dead bodies twitched once, then grinned and melted into 
black ooze as Zerrex leapt backwards, the dark liquid flowing into the cracked stone walls 
on either side. He made a face at this as Becca flew through the air to crash to the ground 
behind him with a groan, the others pushing through, then Mist blinking. “Where’d the 
RED Minions go?”

“I have a bad feeling that they’re not just soldiers. Come on, we have to move.” Zerrex 
said softly, then he looked at the gunk remaining on the cleaver before tossing it aside with 
a snarl, picking up his backpack again instead as he charged into the street, covering his face, 
the shredded arms of his shirt – destroyed indeed by his muscular body flexing – flapping 
around him as he tried to avoid identification from the variety of people walking this 
much-busier street, and the rebels that followed him did the same before Zerrex pushed 
through both sets of  glass doors and into the hospital foyer.

Before he could say anything, he felt himself grabbed by a guard and steered quickly 
towards the emergency room, and Zerrex’s first instinct was to grab him and break his 
arm… but the he caught sight of the terrified expression on his face as he muttered: 
“Goddammit, if the Patriarch gets any evidence you’re hiding here, he’ll probably bomb us 
to shit. You rebels have too much faith in people…”

Get your dirty hands off our savior, Marty!” Becca hissed, coming up to their side as 
they walked through a pair of dark-glass doors into a nearly empty waiting room save for a 
few nurses, and the soldier blinked before taking another look at Zerrex. Then he staggered 
backwards in shock, falling into one of  the seats and looking stupidly up at him.

Thankfully, Zerrex was saved the whole embarrassing thing all over again when the twins 
came in next, followed by the tiger and Dragokkaren, and they quickly guided him towards 
an Employee’s Only door. He followed Becca through as he ran ahead, then down towards a 
lounge where several doctors were chatting, before they stopped as the Drakkaren ran 
ahead, panting, and said mildly: “We got some really-stupid looking soldiers and a badass 
here. I think the badass is more a tired-ass though right now, so uh, if you guys would get 
us down to the checkpoint, that’d be real swell.”

Then Zerrex rounded the corners with the others, and several doctors stared at him 
before one of them stood up, gaping stupidly and finally stuttering: “You’re… you’re 
Zerrex, you’re Subject-0! I worked on you, did genetics tests on your body before we all got 
fired and that crazy bastard Mengele tried to kill us all!”



That crazy bastard Mengele probably saved me a whole hell of a lot of work.” Zerrex 
muttered, then rubbed at one of his shoulders with a wince. “But uh… I’m feeling kinda 
exposed here…”

“Right, right.” The doctor quickly ran over to large-size elevator at the back of the 
lounge, likely for transporting materials up from storage, then he glanced over at them and 
they  walked quickly over as the others just stared. Zerrex tried to avoid looking over his 
shoulder, as the Dragokkaren in the lab coat and plain clothes mumbled: “You know, it was 
nothing personal, either, with that whole… experimenting on you… thing… it was… 
orders, orders by Narrius, and sure, we were all interested, but you know, you were comatose 
and-”

Shut up.” Zerrex said tiredly, and he rolled his eyes as they apparent chill it sent through 
everyone present, as the doc’s eyes went wide, then he made a face and glanced at him. 
“You’re a geneticist, right? Then you can redeem yourself by looking at some of these files I 
got from Mengele. You should probably take a sick day or two though and come back with 
us to the base.” He paused, glancing over at the other doctors. “Can you make that 
happen?”

The two nodded rapidly, and the one in front of him winced as the doors opened, 
rubbing the back of  his head and saying carefully: “I’m… I’m not really liked-”

Zerrex grabbed him and threw him into the elevator, causing him to squeak loudly, and 
muttered: “Try spending seven years as a lab rat in a hostile laboratory facility, then tell me 
what it’s like to be ‘not liked’ by people.” He followed him in with the others, and Becca 
stepped in last, hitting the button for one of the subbasement levels as the tall, bloodied 
Drakkaren asked: “Where are we going?”

“Medical lab for treatment… converted from the other half of a sleep lab in the 
basement. After that, we take an old train car powered by a brand-new heavy-duty motor 
system we stole off one of Narrius’s supply trains after a successful raid.” Becca grinned a 
bit, peering up at the taller Drakkaren. “Just watch your ass, it’s a lot faster and not quite as 
smooth as that shuttle car we were on earlier.”

Great…” Zerrex muttered, then he shook his head slowly as the elevator began to 
descend with a loud whirring noise. The group shifted uncomfortably for a few moments – 
Becca glaring at the Dragokkaren, the twins nudging closer to Zerrex, the scientist trying to 
shift away to one corner. Finally, the elevator came to a halt, and the group of soldiers 
quickly spilled out and the doctor quickly walked down the hall to a locked door, tapping 
in a short four-digit code to cause a heavy soundproofed metal shutter to slide open to the 
side.

He stepped forwards into a plain white room, then approached a small table as the 
others filed in after him, and Zerrex noted the four different beds, before wincing as the 
doctor grabbed his arm and nudged him to sit on one, taking on a more professional tone 
now. “Come on, you first… and then I’ll take a look at the other injured.”



I’m fine.” The Dragokkaren muttered, looking down and almost embarrassed, then he 
coughed and nudged Becca. “We’ll go get the transport running and started up.” 

Alright.” Mist nodded, turning back and entering a code into the door to close and lock 
it, before she turned and leaned back against the heavy shutter. Shine, meanwhile sat down 
at the edge of one of the medical beds, as Zerrex threw his backpack down and shrugged 
the remains of his shirt off. Then the Drakkaren made a bit of a face as the scientist 
glanced over his body with a mutter. 

“It’s amazing you’re not suffering from any infections or other serious injuries… but 
there are a lot of newer cuts on you… did they wake you up from surgery?” asked the 
scientist, glancing up at him as he stepped back to slip on a pair of plastic gloves, before 
picking up a packet of disinfecting wipes and slowly starting to clean off the Dragokkaren’s 
bloodstained arms and chest in quick, effective wipes. Then he paused and added mildly: 
“It looks like you’ve undergone a lot of  genetic modification…”

Zerrex looked back at him flatly. “No. Really?” Then he paused as the scientist rolled his 
eyes and added: “And no, no surgery lately that I know of. I did just finish killing an army, 
though.”

“Somehow I’m not exactly that surprised.” The scientist replied mildly, as he began to 
lightly poke and prod along the reptile’s body and arms. Then he paused and glanced up at 
him with a slight smile, adding: “My name is Schindler, by the way. Josef  Schindler.”

The Drakkaren nodded, then winced a bit when he prodded one of the deep-etched 
wounds on his neck, making a face and then glaring at Schindler, who made a face in 
response. Then he pulled out a roll of cloth bandages from one pocket and began to apply 
them, wrapping them idly around the Drakkaren’s wounds before asking mildly: “Tattoo 
from Mengele, huh? You want me to cover it up with bandages too?”

Zerrex began to nod… then he paused and shook his head, laughing quietly and 
thinking of what Mengele had said earlier, and smiled a bit as he said softly: “Nah, let it 
alone. Just bandage up the major wounds for now, and then we’d better get going… don’t 
want to keep those two waiting long.”

The doctor gave him an odd look, then shrugged and nodded as he instead went to 
work applying bandages to the major wounds. The reptile shifted a bit, wincing at how 
tight he was pulling on them, and Schindler muttered: “Oh, stay still. For a war machine, 
you sure are fidgety.”

Make another crack like that and I’ll throw you across the room.” Zerrex growled lightly, 
glaring up at him. Schindler blinked and backed off a bit, then he snorted and reached 
forwards, tugging one of the bandages and quickly sliding a clip on to hold it in place as he 
looked at the Drakkaren sourly.

No you won’t. You need me to decipher Mengele’s findings.” he retorted, then paused 
and glanced down at the Drakkaren’s leg. “Take off your pants, you’ve got what looks like a 
stab wound on your thigh that I noticed earlier. I want to check it, apply bandages, and 
make sure it hasn’t contused the muscle.”



Uh… no.” Zerrex responded, then he snatched the roll of bandages out of Schindler’s 
hand, deciding childishly that he could be grouchy if the scientist was going to poke him 
with… irritatingly-true facts. Then he walked towards the open back door, wincing a bit 
and rubbing at his leg as he grabbed his backpack from another table and threw the 
bandages inside with his other junk, muttering irritably: “I can probably stitch and bandage 
better than you, anyway.”

Schindler rolled his eyes, snagging a small supply kit from the shelves and pausing to 
throw some other medical supplies in from the drawers as he called after the Drakkaren in 
an annoyed tone: “Yeah, I’ve had plenty of patients who thought the same thing and ended 
up dying of infection.” A pause and a grumble. “Of course, none of them had a mutating 
immune system like you, but that’s beside the point. I hope you get sepsis from a bad 
needle!” he added loudly, as he quickly trotted out after Zerrex and down the short hall. 

The twins looked at each other, rolled their eyes in unison, then followed, one of them 
hitting the switch for the power and doors on the way out, quickly sliding through the door 
and closing it before an electronic shutter fell. Mist stopped long enough to tap in a 
security code, then she jogged down the hall and through a dented metal door into an old 
subway system that had long been abandoned. Dominating the tunnel was an old, rusting 
locomotive engine with several empty coal cars behind it, empty and stained but otherwise 
relatively clean. Zerrex, however, looked horrified at their moving arrangements and the 
black steel train engine that had massive cables, wires, and what looked like a huge, 
mechanical blue growth on one side of it, with a steel weight on the other side of the 
machine to act as a counterbalance so the train didn’t tip over on any sharp corners. Oh 
dear Gods let there be no sharp corners… “I… uh… can I ride in the engine?”

“Nope, first come, first serve!” Becca called cheerfully, yanking his Dragokkaren friend 
down as he began to stand up. The soldier looked at him nervously, but Zerrex sighed and 
slumped his shoulders, morbidly walking over to one of the coal cars and jumping into the 
plain metal cart, which had… no protection from the wind or anything else, and was 
shaped more like a… butter holder or something than a serviceable vehicle.

The twins got in the cart ahead with the scarred orange-and-black-striped tiger… and 
Schindler climbed in with Zerrex, sitting on the other side and looking at him morbidly. 
The doctor paused to pat his pockets and then check a little case – likely for glasses – 
before sliding it back in the breast pocket of his science coat, also taking the time to remove 
his ID and tuck it away with a wince. “They’re too cheap to invest in any kind of shielding, 
wooden or otherwise…”

Slows us down!” called Becca, over the sound of the train gearing up – it sounded more 
like a high-tech plane than an aged train engine, which just made Zerrex wince all the more. 
The Drakkaren attempted to shrink deeper into the cart, mumbling under his breath before 
the train rocked forwards and then began to move, slowly at first, but rapidly accelerating 
down the long, dusky tunnel. Zerrex gritted his teeth, and the doctor made a face and 
lowered his head, paling a bit as he groaned and muttered something under his breath.



It only took half an hour of speeding along before the train began to slow… and then 
ten minutes after that, it rolled to a halt at a guarded platform, complete with cameras and 
sentry turrets, what looked like bulletproof glass walls, and soldiers standing ready behind 
these, quickly moving towards the open steel shutter that blocked access to the closed area 
that took up three quarters of  the plain stone platform.

Becca immediately leapt off, looking cheerful despite the rocky train ride, and helped his 
injured Dragokkaren friend down: a moment later, the twins and the tiger also jumped out, 
and Zerrex and the doctor groggily followed, Zerrex staggering back and forth a bit as 
Schindler muttered and rubbed at his stomach. The soldiers guarding the platform both 
stood at attention as Mist and Shine walked in first, followed quickly by the others, before 
the steel shutter closed: then they too followed the group through a heavier steel door and 
into a narrow hallway, as one of the twins smiled quietly over her shoulder and said softly: 
“Welcome to Amaterasu, Lord Zerrex. The last bastion of hope for the people, and our 
base of operation… go ahead and follow Shine to one of the briefing rooms, and I’ll go 
with the others to make our report and see how things are going, before I’ll meet you and 
her there.”

Zerrex nodded, then snagged the doctor’s arm as he tried to follow Mist away, making 
him wince as Shine lead the tall reptile down a fork in the path and to an open cement 
room with an elevator for transporting oversized equipment and weaponry. A level up, and 
a few halls away – along with quite a few stares – and the Drakkai walked through a plain 
set of open metal doors and into a plain meeting room, with a single large oak table, some 
scattered miniatures and maps, and a few extra files here and there.

Zerrex half-tossed the Dragokkaren doctor into a seat, and then dropped his backpack 
in front of him, rummaging through it as Schindler rubbed at his arm with a mutter. Then 
he blinked when the Drakkaren dropped two sets of files in front of him, and Shine 
couldn’t help but grin a bit as the taller reptile loomed threateningly over the smaller 
Dragokkaren, making him pale and lean back a bit. “Now I only need you alive and stable 
enough to be able to make out a few files. So I suggest you look through there double-quick 
and maybe give me an idea of just what the hell they did to me, huh? Save the file with the 
other information in it for later, but for this stuff, we can keep it between you, me, and 
maybe a few others on a need-to-know basis.”

Schindler made a face, then he nodded quickly, glancing at the file on top, then tossing it 
aside for now and opening up the other file on Zerrex, looking over it with a few mutters 
here and there as Zerrex tapped his fingers on the desk. The Drakkaren watched as the good 
doctor’s face went through a variety of stages, from amazement to horror to something like 
awe, and then he finally nudged lightly: “Why don’t you tell me what the hell you’re looking 
so excited about, huh?”

These experiment logs…” The Dragokkaren flipped through them, pulling the papers 
out of the folder and spreading them out into separate piles, muttering as he flipped back 
and forth through them, then he laughed faintly and glanced up at Zerrex with wondering 
eyes, before looking back down. “See, when we were experimenting on you for the first few 



rounds, it was to test your deoxyribo… er… I mean, your DNA, and then the various 
oddities we found in your bloodstream, including some antiviral antibodies that were 
drastically abnormal. We also discovered that your genetic material carries a few perhaps-
unique components to it, including several chemicals that seemed to naturally reduce and 
protect against all sorts of  drug and toxic effects.

Then we began steroid and basic genetic manipulation… manipulating certain protein 
makers here and there, expanding muscle growth, enhancing regeneration ability and 
stimulating certain sections of the brain to augment the nervous system and natural 
senses… increasing all of your already-improved physical attributes.” Schindler murmured, 
flapping through the files. “But they’ve done far more than simply that here…” He paused, 
glanced up at Zerrex, and the winced as the Drakkaren simply glared back at him.

He swallowed thickly, then carefully went on to explain: “See, most people only have up 
to five percent of their DNA actually doing something… ninety-five percent of it is 
useless, or just fills up space. You, on the other hand, had ninety-percent of your genetic 
code filled in with active DNA… as in, it was all put towards some sort of use, some sort 
of function. But these experiments they list… they show experimentation done on your 
body to manipulate both existing genetic markers and fill up the ‘blank space’ in the rest of 
your genetic coding…”

Shine blinked, frowning a bit… but the tall male looked down and clenched a hand into 
a fist, pushing it against the table. He thought he got what this meant… and then Schindler 
went on in a strangely-excited – but at the same time, almost horrified – voice: “This is 
genetic manipulation beyond levels I thought possible… including chromosome and 
physical mutation on a molecular level, and regeneration abilities far beyond anything we’d 
thought possible, but again, on a very experimental level… but at the same time, they’re 
removed what they refer to as ‘age markers,’ so your body won’t tire as easily, and implanted 
a sort of ‘immortality gene,’ so you will no longer physically age… but the truly interesting 
things are noted here…

You’re immune to energy drain of any sort, including the soul-drain ability many of the 
rebels fear… you’ve been implanted with something called Vaccine-B-two-oh-five… and 
last but certainly not least, your body has been designed to respond to certain stimuli both 
chemical and electrically-based, and they’ve done extensive brain surgery to develop your 
synapses and mental functions. Apparently, with enough training and concentration…” 
Schindler stopped, then laughed faintly and shook his head slowly. “No… no, it’s got to be 
impossible…”

What’s impossible?” Zerrex snapped, glowering down at the Dragokkaren doctor, and he 
blinked, almost falling out of the chair, before coughing and quickly straightening, looking 
embarrassed. 

For a few moments, he shuffled through the papers, apparently attempting to confirm 
whatever oddities he’d found, before finally glancing up at Zerrex and mumbling: “It looks 
like you can change the size of your body at will, with enough concentration and 
training… that you can increase height, strength, individual parts of your body, and even 



right down to your muscle size, so to speak… you can shrink down at will, or grow larger, 
however you wish.”

“That’s impossible.” Zerrex said flatly, then he paused and muttered: “I know one 
muscle that can do that, but I don’t see how the rest of  my body-”

You’re a perverted moron.” Schindler snapped, and his met the emerald eyes of the 
Drakkaren, glaring at each other with electricity all but shooting between them before the 
doctor continued irritably: “The concept is interesting, the trick is just putting it into 
practice… it all revolves around mutation, regeneration, and genetic involvement and 
mapping, see, especially regarding the vascular, muscular and nervous systems… even 
though the skeleton also needs to change, they’ve redesigned yours to an extent so it’s 
capable of  ‘folding,’ per say, and-”

Shine cleared her throat loudly, and the two reptiles looked up, Schindler almost greedily 
covering up the files and coughing as three Dragokkaren and Mist entered the room. Zerrex 
stepped back, rubbing the back of his head and coughing a bit as the military council lined 
up on the other side of the desk and took their seats, with a twin on either side of the three 
newcoming Dragokkaren.

The middle one was clad in black fiberglass armor, with plain steel cups covering the 
shoulders and a plain white uniform worn underneath: on his belt was holstered a magnum 
handgun and a sidepack beside three clipped grenades. His face, however, was younger than 
he expected… and despite the gear, Zerrex somehow found himself doubting the 
experience and worthiness of the soldier… especially once he recognized the hint of fear in 
his eyes. Not fear of Zerrex’s physical power or size… the red-scaled Dragokkaren was 
thirteen feet tall and muscular enough to almost put the enhanced Drakkaren to shame. 
No… it was fear of usurpation, of loss of power, and that was the most rookie and 
imprudent emotion to see in someone’s eyes. A wise leader accepted the strong; it was the 
fools that destroyed themselves by trying to drive off those who seemed stronger than them 
in order to keep rule of  the pack.

To the left, was a Dragokkaren with a mess of scars covering the right side of his face… 
definitely the handiwork of fragmentary grenade. He also bore an eyepatch, and was clad in 
a plain black uniform like many of the other soldiers Zerrex had seen, but with a plain gold 
circle stitched on the shoulder instead of the Hez’Ranna flag, and three red bars beneath it: 
likely a code of rank. He also had odd blue scales, and his single eye was a strange lavender, 
half-hidden beneath the brim of a plain uniform cap. At his waist was hung a collapsible 
nightstick and a plain General Army-issue handgun, one of Hez’Ranna’s custom designed 
weapons that Zerrex remembered was built for medium-range takedown purposes. The 
Drakkaren also thought he looked more curious than anything else, as he sat down slowly at 
the table, removing his cap and rolling his shoulders idly. At the Drakkaren’s best guess, he 
was an ex-MP for the General Army, or maybe a special branch division… but he wasn’t 
sure, all-in-all, and didn’t want to make any guesses: he was smaller than the others, but he 
also had his strong-looking wings furled out of his body instead of folded into his back, 
which the reptile had heard was usually painful for most Dragokkaren. Their wings were 



built differently from dragon wings or the wings that other species had, after all: leathery 
and thinner, and made more for gliding, but at the same time designed to fold flat against 
their backs, not  closed behind them.

Finally, that left the last Dragokkaren: another larger-than-average one with the common 
red scales of the Hez’Ranna species, but wearing plain jeans and a grease-splattered white t-
shirt with a military jacket thrown almost hastily overtop: needless to say, it was this 
Dragokkaren that Zerrex immediately warmed to. He smiled slightly, glancing him over and 
sizing him up from the details he took in: fingerless leather gloves for grip and mobility 
while keeping the palms protected, a handgun shoved untidily in a holster that hadn’t been 
tightened properly, leaving it dangling a bit in front of the chest, and a wrench stuck in his 
belt. He also had his military hat on backwards and lopsided, and he grinned a bit, nodding 
a greeting to Zerrex, and the Drakkaren was pleased to see his smile reached his light-blue 
eyes. “Pleasure to meet you, Lord Zerrex.”

“Yes. Good to finally meet… Lord Zerrex.” murmured the Dragokkaren in the center, 
and other council leader in the plain black uniform rolled his one purple eye and mimed 
shooting the still-standing reptile with one hand, looking disgusted.

It is our pleasure to welcome you, Lord Zerrex, truly. Especially from what we’ve heard 
of you from the twins.” He spoke up mildly, then nodded politely and extended a hand over 
the table. “My name is Cole Albatross. Our distinguished leader and High Councilor is 
Pagan Churchill, and the… dirty-looking one is Jim Huckleberry.”

“Just call me Huck. Everyone does.” The Dragokkaren said good-naturedly, then he 
relaxed back a bit as Churchill grunted, but he merely coughed and rolled his eyes upwards, 
adding idly: “Boss Church here thinks it’s undignified, like most of the others around here, 
to shorten names… old Hez’Ranna custom, remember? But I was born outside the 
country, only been here the last decade or so. So I’m not as neat and proper as they are, but 
they accept me here because I’ve got the experience some others are lacking.”

This finally seemed to get through to Churchill, who sat down and muttered irritably: “I 
am not lacking in any areas. I’ve had plenty of combat experience myself as well… this 
armor isn’t just for show.” he muttered sulkily, but as Zerrex slid into a seat, he got the 
distinct impression that Churchill might be fabricating a bit of the story to suit his own 
ends, as his eyes flicked away to the side. “I achieved the rank of colonel before Narrius 
took over and I defected to the rebel army, after seeing how cruel and evil he was…”

Time to show off our awards already?” Huck groaned and sat forwards, dropping his 
elbows on the table and face in his hands with a mumble, then he glanced up idly at Zerrex. 
“I transferred in here ten years ago from private military in Ire, joined the Hez’Ranna Aerial 
Defense Elite Squadron, or HADES – Shelpulkt in Hez’Rannan, but means the same 
thing… neat how that works both ways, huh? – and eventually worked my way up to 
Division Commander of the 24th Legion. I also spent seven of those years training as an 
aircraft mechanic as well, and I can service anything from a fighter jet to an anti-air cannon. 
My job’s always been to go in with the first team and bust some heads, but I can fly most 



helicopters and jets as well, and I did the whole three-level training deal for close, ranged, 
and quick-switch combat.”

Zerrex nodded slowly, then glanced at the Dragokkaren with the eyepatch as the blue-
scaled reptile snorted and smiled slightly. “Huck’s hiding his fancy awards and decorations, 
as usual, but I’ll let him get away with that or he’ll call out some of my own terrible secrets. 
Myself, I was in the General Army, Naval Division for seven years, worked as in Special Sea 
Services as a strategist and tactical weapons expert for five of those and then transferred 
from S3 to the Naval Military Investigation Service. Nowhere near as decorated, and I was 
also trained in some of the more illicit fields in S3, including torture and interrogation. 
Mostly I stay back as the master tactician, the guy who plays chess and comes up with the 
ideas of  what to do next, what the next move is. I’m a pencil-pusher.”

I’m the most distinguished here.” Churchill said dryly, as he glanced from one to the 
other: Zerrex was fine with the other two, but Churchill here was getting on his nerves, as 
he shifted position and openly grimaced. “I spent ten years in the General Army and served 
as part of the elite “Jungle Hunter” platoon, and was trained in combat in extreme 
situations. Afterwards, I was promoted to colonel, where I worked for five years, as well as 
receiving training from the esteemed General Fredrickson and the Grendel Academy for the 
Elite. I achieved top scores on all my examinations and field tests, and am trained in three 
styles of Hez’Rannan close combat and am a capable soldier with anything ranging from 
the General Army modified SB40 assault rifle to the Godhand 360 HSR, or heavy sniper 
rifle-”

“I’m sure he knows what it means.” snapped Mist suddenly, glaring at Churchill from 
down the table, and the tall Dragokkaren winced before muttering something as the female 
said mildly: “This isn’t a pissing contest.”

I just want to make sure everyone’s qualified for the job. I, after all, have many years of 
loyalty and service to Hez’Ranna, as did my father, who was once a General of this noble 
land.” Churchill replied icily, glaring from one twin to the other, as if unaware of who had 
snapped at him, and Zerrex sighed inwardly as Drake said irritably: Let’s kill him. I don’t 
like him. We can make up a reason later.

I agree, muttered Ravenlight in his head. Soldier-boy here is an elitist scumbag, a soldier-
brat who probably just pisses everyone else off in a real combat situation. Make him 
explode or something.

This isn’t in my head. Zerrex replied mildly, then he met Churchill’s eyes as the tall 
Dragokkaren asked evenly: “And what about you, Lord Zerrex? What are your 
qualifications, other than your currently-unloved bloodline?”

Mist and Shine winced a bit at this, and Huck dropped his face into his hands, 
apparently figuring it wasn’t the brightest way to start out… but Albatross was looking at 
Zerrex with a slight gleam in his eye, apparently knowing what would come next for 
Churchill and that he and the others were already on the safe side of things. He gave the 
Drakkaren the smallest of nods when his emerald eyes shifted to meet his lavender iris, and 



the reptile gave an almost imperceptible nod back before once more looking into Churchill’s 
eyes mildly. “Well, let’s see.

I began training in martial arts at three, went on to non-competitive… that is to say, 
killing… techniques at five.” Zerrex said casually, keeping eye contact and leaning back as 
he tried to get his body to relax, knowing how much more intimidating it was to be looking 
at a smiling psychopath than a tense soldier when you thought you were in a position of 
power: psychotics didn’t adhere to the rules, after all. “Before I joined the military, I killed 
my father, the reincarnation of which you’re currently locked in war with. Then, when I was 
sixteen, I went to work as a soldier for the Ire International Defense Division illegally, and I 
never got past being a grunt.” He shrugged. “I wasn’t interested in promotion. I just wanted 
to be a field soldier and participate in the bloodbath. Never had a weapon of choice back 
then… just used what they gave me, and my fists or a standard-issue combat knife when the 
enemy got close.

After a few years, I was granted my own unit, the Goth Legion. We were classified a top-
secret, elite ‘national defense’ unit. There were two ranks… Captain and not-captain, and I 
was the former, and everyone else the latter. I no longer remember how many years I spent 
running around, killing, raping, pillaging. We killed terrorists and pacifists, priests and 
prisoners, burned down cities, destroyed oil rigs, blew up terrorist training camps and I 
once set an orphanage on fire and ate cotton candy with who was then my bitch-girlfriend-
slave, just because it was pretty and we liked the sounds of the kids screaming as they tried 
to get out. 

“We were disbanded, and then I worked as a wandering mercenary. Sometimes I’d stop, 
do what I pleased, and then move on. Eventually I settled in one town, conquered it, ended 
up in battle between the poor and rich. So I simply crushed the police force and all the 
volunteer soldiers they had, killed a member of the former Legion, and the other two 
defected to my side.

A few years later I met my uncle again, Markus ‘Requiem’ Narrius. We fought, and I 
killed him too, in hand-to-hand combat.” Zerrex paused and looked down thoughtfully, 
than back up into Churchill’s eyes, and he was glad to see understanding there, and the 
dawning realization that he played to no one’s rules but his own, and he was only interested 
in doing what’s right… not helping them because it was good, or because he felt any 
patriotism or link to his heritage, or gave a crap about the world: the world, after all, was a 
good part of the reason he was the way he was today… and the world had also given birth 
to the monster that was currently destroying it. So in Zerrex’s opinion, the world could go 
screw itself. “My preferred weapons now are oversized swords for close combat or my fists, 
and I enjoy revolvers, bolt-action rifles, and magnum handguns for ranged.” The reptile 
added, with the air of  telling someone whether he preferred cake or ice cream.

He paused for a few more moments, tapping his fingers idly on the table as he glanced 
down thoughtfully, then back up, and Churchill shrank back under his gaze. “I’ve broken 
the hold of one of Narrius’s prized nephilim, I’ve already killed one of the RED soldiers, 
Iago, who was imbued with another of the elemental freaks – and taken down his entire 



army too, by the way, with a rusty hack-cleaver – and I’ve spent seven years in a coma to 
escape in one night, plus I’ve gotten files with classified information in them on several pet 
projects of Narrius, one of which you should be particularly interested in.” A pause. “That 
is, if we ever get around to seeing what’s in the folder rather than measuring who has the 
biggest cock. But that I’m pretty sure I’d kick your ass in too, General Churchill.”

The Dragokkaren shrank down in his seat, rubbing at his armor and mumbling 
something to himself as Albatross smiled slightly, and Huck merely snorted and leaned 
back, letting out a long whistle. “So basically… you’re saying that you’re no goody two-
shoes yourself, huh? A cure that’s just as bad as the disease?”

Zerrex paused again, looked down, then back up and met Huck’s eyes with a slight smile. 
“No. I’m far worse… but that’s perhaps the reason we can win this war.”

Good.” Huck nodded firmly and then reached across the table to slap Zerrex on the arm 
lightly, grinning a bit. “Because pretending to be a bunch of goody-goodies has gotten us 
dick-shit so far in this war, and I’m pretty tired of fuckin’ around and watching my people, 
my soldiers, get their asses canned by fucking dime-a-dozen genetic clones. Now, I think we 
can all agree you got some pretty impressive stats behind you… but I do gotta ask, what’s 
this information you got for us, huh?”

It’s bad news.” muttered Schindler, and Zerrex glanced to the side, unsurprised to see 
that he had stopped listening at some point and had instead picked up the file to browse 
through the information in the back, looking morbidly over the pages of calculations and 
genetics scales that had been written out by Mengele. “And I mean… end of the world bad. 
In this case, literally…”

“The hell are you talking about?” Huck asked, blinking, and Churchill mumbled 
something about impenetrable defenses, while Albatross leaned forwards with a frown. Mist 
and Shine exchanged a look behind the Dragokkaren, then leaned in slightly as well towards 
the doctor, as he sighed and rubbed at his eyes behind glasses perched near the end of his 
muzzle.

He looked back and forth, then shook his head slowly and finally said: “It’s an airborne 
genetic virus they’ve got underway called Godsmite… originally, it looks like it was 
designed to target a chromosome that specifically exists only in pelts… the genetic 
blueprint for fur or hair, in other words. If the virus found this marker in the host body, it 
would activate and cause multiple system failures in the subject, starting with minor tissue 
death before accumulating in full cardiac, hepatic, and pulmonary failure: the deadly trio, in 
other words. And if it didn’t find this, then the subject would only carry the virus for a 
limited period of  time, until it died.

But the virus apparently underwent a freak mutation, and began to target all skin types 
somehow… the vaccine they’d already developed stopped it in its tracks, however, and 
instead of shutting down the project, Narrius ordered another genetic modification to be 
made. Now it targets and infects everything… but apparently automatically shuts itself 
down if it recognizes a specific set of genes.” Schindler paused, then looked down at the 
papers and bit his cheek with a wince. “And… the genetic and chemical coding here is so 



goddamned confusing that I can’t yet determine exactly what those markers are and where 
they fit in yet. I’ll need to analyze these for a few hours… these are only based on notes 
apparently made by the arctic wind of  death, the mad doctor Mengele Tstegi.”

The council members all traded looks at this, exchanging looks and mutters before 
Churchill finally said in a voice that attempted calm, but didn’t quite make it: “I don’t see 
how this would be effective… or how they could manage to infect our facility here, which is 
safely locked-down and was used to test biological weapons of war anyway, so it obviously 
has countermeasures to deal with such types of  problem…”

Zerrex looked at the Dragokkaren mildly for a few moments as his voice tapered off, 
and then he asked casually: “What’s the first rule of  war?”

“Know thy enemy.” Churchill responded immediately, blinking, and then he squawked as 
Zerrex reached up and grabbed his throat, jerking him forwards over the table and glaring 
into his eyes.

So, have you been asleep for the last seven years, or what?” Zerrex continued to speak 
coldly, even as Churchill grabbed at his arm and wrist, wincing and shaking his head from 
side-to-side, yet at the same time attempting to avoid eye contact as he flushed deeply. “If 
Narrius can choose who this virus infects and kills, then he’s going to soak the entire world 
into it. An airborne toxin will get into the clouds, the water supply, the forest, and the 
ground, and probably live there for a good twenty-four or so hours, and everything not in a 
sealed environment will die. The facility was made to hold in biological weapons and resist 
bombs… but it isn’t airtight, is it? The virus will get in through the sewage system, the 
subway tunnels, the windows, and if just one soldier carries it into the overcrowded 
barracks in the back I hear you guys have, then you’re all going to die if the only symptom 
at first is tissue death, because everyone’s just going to mistake that for the usual bruises and 
bumps of  war and living rough.”

He threw him back, and Churchill skidded backwards a bit in his chair, wincing and 
rubbing at his neck, looking infuriated… but he remained silent, bowing his head and 
shaking a bit with rage at the chastisement. The other councilors looked uneasily back and 
forth, before Zerrex glanced at Schindler and asked mildly: “What’s the infection ratio?”

“Communicable between… anything, pretty much, main method of infection is being 
absorbed through the skin, however.” He winced a bit and shook his head slowly. “It 
resembles more a parasite than a virus because it’s capable of burrowing through scale or 
skin… infection this way apparently takes longer, as would be expected, than if it was 
inhaled… but the mortality rate is a hundred percent. Subjects showed massive organ 
scarring on autopsy, although it’s designed to go after the liver and heart first, eating the 
muscles and stopping them from functioning properly… but main people showed 
respiratory symptoms first. It seems to take up to a day to shut down the lungs, however, 
whereas hepatic and cardiac system failure occur in twelve hours.”

He shuffled through a few papers, frowned a bit, then added mildly: “The fastest rate of 
infection, however, occurred through open wounds… and type of blood-to-infection 
contact, and it can be transmitted through blood, saliva, and sexual secretions. They noted, 



however, that although it causes massive pain, the brain is rarely damaged by the virus, 
which is strange… I think it must target and destroy certain proteins to halt cell division 
and any physical regeneration ability in the body; that would explain why brain cells aren’t 
damaged, because they’re fundamentally different from the cells that make up most of the 
rest of  the body, have different building blocks, so to speak.

I think that Sub… that Zerrex is right, however. If this stuff is released into the 
atmosphere, it’ll only be a matter of time before this entire base is destroyed, as well as the 
rest of the world.” Schindler said grimly, then he sighed and rubbed at a temple slowly. “But 
I can’t make out half of the figures on here… like I said, I’ll need to take a few hours to 
look all these files over.

“Zerrex has also presented information on himself and his compatriots, which I also 
need to analyze. I’m fairly confident, however, that we should be able to determine the 
location and vulnerable points of  several key facilities and experiments-”

A moment later, the Dragokkaren was cut off as the Drakkaren cleared his throat, and 
the councilors looked at the Boss as he glanced around mildly, then said plainly: “I’d like to 
spend a few days here to rest, rejuvenate and prepare myself, as well as see what kind of 
arsenal and equipment you have… and then I’ll go in on a solo mission to scout out these 
areas myself and see what I can do. I’d appreciate a team to provide a distraction or long-
range support fire, depending on the location and the facility, but I don’t expect it… 
otherwise, give me some basic equipment and I’ll move in. I have a personal score to 
settle… and I’m also the best equipped to deal with this kind of solo operation and cause 
the maximum amount of  damage in the short window of  time that will be available.”

Narrius will be expecting you, however… you’ll likely meet up with class two alert 
resistance.” replied Albatross calmly, knitting his fingers together and sizing Zerrex up with 
his single lavender eye, then he smiled a bit. “I recognize that we have no authority over you 
and probably couldn’t stop you if you wanted to just go and cause a ruckus in the city, but I 
think you should wait at least four days before attacking… force Narrius to at least lower 
the level of city-wide alert, since even his army can’t stay on a ready-defend notice for any 
excessive length of time.” A pause, and a glance across at the grease-streaked Dragokkaren, 
who was wincing and playing with his wrench. “But what do you think, Huck?”

He seemed hesitant to answer… but finally he said nervously, glancing up at Zerrex with 
a bit of embarrassment: “I recognize you want to go and save your family, but Narrius’s 
experimentations have likely left nothing recognizable… we can’t afford to lose you, 
though, within a week of you showing up here. It would be horribly demoralizing, 
especially with the stories we’ve heard about you… so I think we should wait until Dr. 
Schindler analyzes the available data before making any hard decisions.”

“Only an idiot charges into a war.” Churchill muttered, rubbing at his throat, then he 
winced and twitched back as Zerrex lowered his head and laughed softly, then he looked up 
at the fellow reptile through strings of  fallen white hair.

Maybe you haven’t noticed… but we’re already at war.” Zerrex said softly, then he smiled 
ruefully. “And I’ve never been that smart… and I’ve never been willing to back down, either. 



Besides, I hate to disappoint people when they’re expecting me, and that’s precisely the 
tactic I want to play as well.” He paused, then rested back and crossed his arms, closing his 
eyes and bowing his head. “Three days, and I’ll take your subway system to the checkpoint 
in a military area. I’ll attack just before they end the high-alert phase… if my timing is 
right, the soldiers will get confused because they may get the order to gear down at the same 
time as the alarms go off, and the on-duty soldiers will be tired and hopefully panicked. 
Most soldiers, after all, have a very bad habit, and it’s assuming no one’s going to attack 
when on full alert; in fact, I’ve found that an excellent time to lay siege to the enemy is when 
they’re supposed to be expecting the attack, especially near the end of the alert phase. 
Soldiers relax, they make mistakes, they stop looking for the opponent… it’s not like an air 
raid, where everyone’s nervously watching the sky. They’ll also underestimate me, because 
Narrius will underestimate me and what I’m capable of…

What escapee, after all, runs back into a crowded military area? On high alert, Narrius 
will bring forwards reserve units to bolster his forces, but the only real difference between 
alert and no alert is that the entire army will be on-call and ready to move in predetermined 
platoons at a moment’s notice, and they’ll all be pissed off, tired, and itchy to fight because 
the Captains and Commanders likely will be on orders to keep everyone busy, awake and 
prepared. His soldiers will be scattered, watching the borders, a city-wide lockdown will 
likely be installed, and they’ll be combing all of Uroboros in platoons.” He paused and 
looked around the council with calm, cold eyes. “Narrius’s weakness is that he will not 
recognize his soldiers as anything other than pawns for battle, to be sacrificed as needed, 
and he’ll expect them to dance to his bidding even after spending seventy-two hours on full 
alert. He was the one who trained me in tactical warfare, so I can put forwards guesses as to 
how he thinks. To be honest, no, I don’t know how he’ll act with the advanced technology 
he has at his disposal… but what I just said is my best guess.”

The others looked back and forth, then Shine said softly: “You told myself and Mist 
that a leader shouldn’t be involved in an attack unless he or she is the only person capable 
for the job… are you sure that you’re the only person who can do this, Lord Zerrex?”

Zerrex glanced over at her, then he nodded and said softly: “Yes. I am.”
For a few moments there was silence… then Mist and Shine exchanged a look as 

Churchill shifted uncomfortably and Albatross looked at him thoughtfully. Huck was 
rubbing his head slowly, but before he could say anything, Churchill finally snorted and 
looked away, saying sulkily: “Idiotic… you sound like you just want to play hero. Attack 
the General Army while they’re on full alert, ready to mobilize? Even if there is… maybe… 
a moment of vulnerability after several days of lockdown, you’ll end up getting yourself 
killed in a flood of  soldiers once the General Army moves in…”

That’s why my first target would be a barracks or military outpost inside the city.” 
Zerrex replied mildly: “Use guerilla shock tactics, draw the attention to there, then make a 
quick escape, either through the sewers or over the rooftops, whichever is less guarded. The 
soldiers will swarm on their own base… and if I drop some timed or proximity bombs 
down, along with a buzzer or two, they may think they’re still under attack. Mass hysteria 



being the best outcome, demoralized and terrified platoons that start doing area sweeps the 
worst.”

“You’re going to try and use the ‘check it twice’ rule to your advantage, huh?” Albatross 
nodded thoughtfully, rubbing at the scarred side of his face slowly. “It’s been attempted in 
the past… and we’ve admittedly used it successfully as well. If there is one thing I’ll say, 
Narrius’s soldiers are bastards for protocol. Does make it pretty hard to get more than a few 
even if  we set up a honeypot, though…”

Zerrex nodded, recognizing the term and smiling grimly: in this case, it likely meant 
scoring a gut shot against an enemy soldier with a sniper in an open area, and then picking 
off anyone who tried to rescue their fallen comrade, who was usually left screaming and 
moaning in agony. Cruel, not exactly moral or humane, but effective… and unsurprisingly, 
an old favorite of Cherry’s, when they had been in the Goth Legion. Then again, the 
concept of morality had often been lost on her… “I figure it’ll give me more than enough 
time to get away, and even if they chase after me right away, I have the feeling they won’t 
break formation and they’ll try to keep in squads or platoons to attempt to avoid ambush. 
That’ll give me the advantage of speed, and once I’m inside a facility, I’ll be at an advantage, 
even if it is enemy terrain. They’ll likely have to radio for clearance, which will take time to 
process… and by then I can be inside and moving towards my target. Even if I encounter 
groups of  enemies, I’ll have a bit of  an edge.”

“Single versus group is a double-edged blade, though.” Huck murmured, rubbing the 
back of his head slowly and looking down at the table, before he glanced up at Zerrex, then 
smiled a bit and looked over at Shine. “What do you think, flickereyes?”

I think you can bite me.” she retorted, then traded a look with her sister before 
becoming serious once more and turning her attention towards Zerrex. “But otherwise? I 
have faith in Lord Zerrex. I think we should trust his judgment and let him do this, and 
vote to give him full support over his own unit of  handpicked soldiers.”

“I’ll second.” Mist said, and the three Dragokkaren in the center looked at the females, 
then each other, before Churchill crossed his arms, looking surly as he glared at the table, 
voicing his opinion through childishness more than anything else. 

Huck sighed and rubbed his head, then rose his hand and mumbled something that 
sounded like ‘to hell with it,’ and then Albatross rose his hand, but met Zerrex’s eyes with 
his own lavender one, smiling a bit. “I’ll lend my support, but only if you’re willing to allow 
me to assist you in picking your support staff and you discuss your plans with myself and 
the rest of  this council.”

Fair enough…” Zerrex nodded again after a moment, deciding it would be better not to 
argue… besides, Albatross seemed to know what he was doing, and he could use the help. 
He couldn’t help a bit of a grin though as he added mildly: “Just don’t slow me down, 
huh?”

The Dragokkaren snorted, then he laced his fingers together and rested his elbows on 
the table again, returning easily: “We’ll see who slows who down yet, Lord Zerrex. You 



might have the advantage in close combat, but I could probably outshoot you any day of 
the week, with or without both of  my eyes in my head.”

Maybe I’ll give you the chance to prove that, then.” Zerrex replied easily, then he paused 
and glanced mildly at Churchill as the Dragokkaren rumbled and shifted irritably, 
apparently disliking the fact that he was being ignored. The Drakkaren paused for a few 
moments before narrowing his eyes a bit as the so-called ‘High Councilor’ looked up at him 
with a defiant glare, asking mildly: “Is there a problem, Colonel Churchill?”

The larger reptile paused as he looked around the table, glowering, then he finally said 
plainly: “I don’t like you. Nor do I believe a bully like you should be given the support of 
the council and the freedom to do whatever he wants, so I want you to give me some proof 
that you’re who you say you are and not some nephilim-imbued or soulless spy from 
Narrius.”

This earned snarls from both the twins, and Huck winced at this before sliding his 
wrench off the table. It clattered to the ground, and he blushed as Schindler sent him an ill 
look, but the Dragokkaren quickly ducked and picked up his wrench… and apparently only 
Zerrex noticed that he didn’t bother returning to the table, instead sitting back against one 
of the concrete walls away from the table. Moving out of a dangerous situation… good 
call. A pause, and the Drakkaren noticed Albatross had put his head down on his arms and 
was looking disconsolately at the wall across from him. Or attempting to avoid getting 
caught in the crossfire by making one’s self as small a target as possible… amazing how 
military tactics apply to every day real life situations, huh? “What do you have in mind, 
Colonel?”

The Drakkaren kept his voice calm and cool, but Churchill twitched and growled as if 
he’d yelled or said something far more provoking… but his glare never quite reached 
Zerrex’s eyes. Meanwhile, the doctor sitting beside Zerrex had already gone back to work 
reading… and the reptile was feeling nervous: not for himself, but because both of the 
twins looked pissed-off enough to kill, and their hands were both straying towards the 
handles of the cleaver swords on their backs. Even though he’s from Hez’Ranna… he 
doesn’t recognize that a devoted Iuratus will kill anyone who so much as insults their 
Master, or even that Mist and Shine have recognized me as full Master now with Hellabos 
gone… “Well… Lord Zerrex, I was thinking that we could check your qualifications and 
credentials against those in the database, and maybe see if you can pass even the simplest of 
pre-military theory exams without using force to-”

There was a loud scraping of chairs, and a moment later Churchill found himself staring 
in horror at Zerrex as he dropped his head into a hand with a sigh, muttering under his 
breath as the Dragokkaren gulped… the simple action causing blood to flow down one 
cleaver blade from a shallow wound on his throat. Mist and Shine had both drawn their 
weapons on the Colonel and taken him by complete surprise, both of them snarling angrily, 
one blade on the back of his neck, positioned against the cervical vertebrae, and the other 
had already bitten lightly into his throat. Both twins were leaned towards the Dragokkaren, 



one bent low and the other stretched high, both apparently halted at the last moment from 
what would have otherwise been a decapitating slash. 

Albatross had shoved himself away from the table, wincing a bit and his hands covering 
his head, the huge cleaver just having passed over him. He looked more morbid than 
surprised, however, and then Mist snarled angrily: “Don’t take Lord Zerrex lightly, or we’ll 
kill you!”

Shine simply glared, and then she glanced over at Zerrex when the Drakkaren rose a 
hand; for a moment, she and her sister hesitated… then they met the emerald eyes of the 
reptile and drew their swords slowly back, Zerrex noting the slight drag and the way 
Churchill twitched and winced with a quiet hiss of pain. A threat that was maybe not 
entirely unnecessary, as the Dragokkaren immediately slumped in his seat and panted 
quietly, eyes rolling with fear as he looked back and forth, trembling a bit and putting his 
hands flat against the tabletop.

Zerrex looked across at Churchill calmly for a few moments, then he said softly: “That’s 
all the proof of my ability you need, Colonel. Two devoted Iuratus who believe in me, and 
who are willing to defend my name to the death; I’ve already demonstrated my military 
knowledge and my strength to you.”

“Go to hell…” muttered Churchill, but his voice quaked and lacked conviction. Before 
he could say anything else, though, Huck stood quickly and put a hand on his shoulder.

I think we’ve covered everything we needed to for this meeting… let’s break before 
anyone gets any more frustrated, how’s that sound?” he suggested gently, then nodded 
towards Albatross. “Maybe you and the twins can show Zerrex around the base… he 
probably wants to get cleaned up, too, and get some rest.” A pause, then a glance over at 
Schindler, who looked up with something like irritation. “And you can head over to one of 
the research labs if you want to run tests on any of that data… the other scientists here 
know your face.”

“I figured.” Schindler said dryly, then he stood as the others did as well, glancing over at 
Zerrex and muttering discreetly: “I’ll come find you after I’ve analyzed everything.”

The tall Drakkaren nodded, finding himself thinking back to what he’d said earlier as 
Albatross stood and tossed both twins a significant look, making them mutter as they 
returned their cleavers to their backs… and then the blue-scaled Dragokkaren smiled a bit 
and nodded as the doctor left the room and Huck leaned down to mutter something to 
Churchill: “Let’s get going. We’ve got a good tour to go on, I think, and there’ll probably be 
plenty of  people interested in talking to you, too, Lord Zerrex.”

For a moment, the reptile paused… then he nodded back and followed Albatross 
outside after snagging his backpack from the table, the twins taking up the rear and both 
shooting venomous glances over their shoulders at Churchill before the doors swung closed. 
The blue-scaled Dragokkaren gave them both a significant look, and they muttered irritably 
in tandem before both bowed a bit, then looked at Zerrex with much warmer eyes. “We 
have to go change out of our armor and write up our status reports to submit to the 



council later… but we’ll see you around, Lord Zerrex, perhaps visit your quarters tonight, 
once things settle down, and ensure that you’re comfortable here.”

“We’ll do all we can to help you and support you, Master.” Shine added, and the two 
bowed deeply again before both leaned up to kiss either cheek, then they turned and walked 
away, both tossing winks over their shoulders. Zerrex coughed a bit at this, then turned 
around and made a face at Albatross, who was shaking his head in disbelief.

What?” he asked mildly, and the one-eyed reptile rolled his lavender iris and then turned 
away with a laugh, motioning over his shoulder for the Drakkaren to follow. Zerrex did so, 
feeling a bit nonplussed as he shook his head slowly and caught up quickly to Albatross, as 
they walked down a long hallway, slinging his backpack over his shoulder and suddenly 
having a terrible feeling that he was in high school all over again. “So uh… have I made a 
bad first impression?”

“The worst.” The eyepatched Dragokkaren paused and glanced up at Zerrex with a grin 
and a wink. “But I think I like you nonetheless. You seem to know what you’re doing, and I 
like that… plus you’ve got balls, which is even better. Just watch yourself around our 
esteemed Colonel Churchill though, huh?” He paused and turned a bit more serious as they 
walked down a hallway, slipping past a few milling soldiers and exchanging nods: Zerrex was 
already hating the way they were looking at him, almost with admiration or awe. “He might 
be an asshole and a vainglorious, self-obsessed bastard, but he’s the figurehead of the 
army… or at least used to be.” Albatross looked around mildly as they passed into a more-
pleasant mess-hall type area, with large tables, good lighting and a nice atmosphere provided 
by a stereo playing some music from one corner of the room, the half-dead potted plants, 
and the peeling green wallpaper.

Sure, maybe it looked like crap to an outsider… but after you spent hundreds of days, 
thousands of hours in warfare, battle, and hiding out underground or inside an otherwise 
locked-down, secure, and sterile facility? It was like a touch of paradise… just like how 
one’s own bed and a blanket, however lumpy the first and thinned-out the second, turned 
into a sanctuary. It was also the reason that the crammed-up, pissed-off rebels fought so 
much harder than the soldiers in the big, comfy bases, too, whenever their home terrain was 
attacked: you weren’t fighting for just your friends and family, but fighting to keep the 
enemy out, to stop them from perverting the few places you could go to get away from the 
bloodshed and the hell.

Zerrex, however, winced at the looks he was getting, and the words that Albatross had 
just used… they were looking at him like he was a god descended from above, when he had 
more similarities with the opposite number. A lot more… and he leaned down to the 
Dragokkaren, muttering quietly to him: “Hate to break it to you, but I’m no savior… what 
have all these people heard about me?”

The tactician grinned a bit as his purple eye rolled up to look at Zerrex with a strange, 
knowing look, but his voice was far softer and gentler than his expression as he said quietly: 
“We’ve all heard the same stories… and we all know you fight for the same cause as us, to 
bring down the Patriarch. For you to have walked out alive after seven years of 



experimentation is what makes them stare in wonder… for you to be the son of Narrius is 
what makes them expect great, if  terrible, things from you.”

I’m…” What? Not like my father? But I am in so many ways, and perhaps that’s what 
bothers me most of all… but at the same time, I’m nothing like him, and we even seem to 
live… in entirely different worlds. Zerrex frowned and looked down quietly for a few 
moments as he tried to think of how to phrase that thought… but then he finally sighed 
and instead followed Albatross to a pair of double doors leading down another plain 
hallway.

They went through another door, and up a long flight of stairs… then down another 
narrow hallway, this one looking dusty and unused. Zerrex looked back and forth, but he 
felt morbid and even a bit miserable, more alone in this worship he was receiving than if 
they’d been shunning and hating him… that at least, he could have understood. Then he 
blinked as Albatross pushed open the door at the end of the hallway and they stepped out 
onto a long balcony that ran around the walls of a massive, octagonal room that was almost 
as deep as it was wide, with what looked like a glass ceiling: looking up, the Drakkaren 
could see soldiers going through training exercises in the room above, which seemed similar 
to this one, and Albatross murmured: “It’s not glass, if you’re wondering… it’s a type of 
clear metal, stronger than tempered titanium alloy. The roof above is made of the same 
stuff… ironically, it’s the only thing the Unseen can’t see through, along with the hundreds 
of thermal and other imaging sensors Narrius has at his disposal. It’s one-way… the other 
side looks like plain metal.

“This is the play area.” Albatross walked slowly to lean on the guard rail going around 
the balcony, looking down at the huge area below, which was filled with… all manner of 
things. It was like looking down on a bazaar or market square, and Zerrex could see 
everything from classes going on to shops selling products to weight training and martial 
arts practice. But ninety percent of the plain steel-and-stone enclosed area was filled with 
kids… kids climbing the fake trees, or resting on the wall, or reading at the desks, or 
getting their asses handed to them by older punks on the mats or in the small rings. 
Children of every age… and Zerrex began to snarl, saying he wouldn’t be taken in by such a 
trick, but then stopped at Albatross’s expression.

He looked… sad. Misery was too light a word… so was despair. Only the most basic, 
most simple word could come close to touching on the deep emotions on the scarred 
reptile’s face, as he looked out over the black guardrail and down onto the crowd below, 
saying quietly: “This is the bottom level of the barracks… this area also doubles as a bomb 
shelter. There’s a shutter that slides in up above so the kids don’t have to watch the missiles 
coming down…” he paused and looked up quietly, hands clenching the guardrail tightly. 
“We were hit by a raid three weeks ago, by what we call fireflies… bombs that light up the 
sky, then spread white fire wherever they hit. Used to weaken defenses… we don’t know if 
it was Narrius, or someone from the outside world, who we have no contact with. Only 
short-range frequencies aren’t picked up and immediately tracked to their location now… 
and all radio contact is monitored by the General Army. Only our customized Battle 



Communication Radio Interlay System is undetectable… but BaCoRIS only works when 
units are within five hundred meters of  each other. 

“We’re always under attack… we can’t tell the outside world that we’re not an enemy lab 
facility, or that we need support… we have no communication with outsiders, and many 
here just… hate the world we once mockingly called ‘civilized’ all the more. They make no 
attempt to check who they’re bombing before they do.” He snorted quietly. “Why should 
they? This is war. The enemy has to be destroyed, right? And collateral isn’t just 
anticipated… it’s expected and by some, looked forwards to; they can put a spin on it, 
blame Narrius, say he was using people as shields or… some other bullshit. It’s all 
political… it’s all so everyone looks good and he looks bad, but unfortunately, he doesn’t 
care… and he does a much better job of  inspiring control through terror than they do.

Last year, my… little brother was killed. Nah, not really my sibling…” he smiled faintly, 
glancing over at Zerrex as the Drakkaren slowly walked up to the railing and looked out 
over the crowd of people below. “I guess I sort of adopted him. Started training him 
myself, taught him how to shoot, said he’d be a great asset to our military when he got 
older… he was only twelve, and my real hope was that he’d never have to face that truth. 
That by the time he was able to enroll with our other soldiers, the war’d be over, but I guess 
that’s every big brother’s dream, huh?” He shook his head slowly and murmured quietly: 
“The General Army picked up some specific thermal imagery in the jungle, where we 
thought we were safe… and until last year, we had been. Too many other life-forms, too 
many other readings that messed up their scanners… and all we ever did was bring the kids 
out every now and then in small groups to walk around the jungle, to get outside, safe and 
away from the base and the war zone and the military, we thought.

Narrius had his army say hello with a full-scale mortar barrage. No survivors of the one 
hundred and two that went out… twelve volunteers, twenty-four soldiers, the rest 
children.” Albatross shook his head slowly. “It was stupid of us to assume that we were 
safe… it was a mistake, and that’s why we converted this room from a sleep area to a… sort 
of marketplace, I guess. We’d just finished construction on a new set of underground 
rooms, anyway… we were able to shift things around a bit in base, make the civilians more 
comfortable and get our soldiers in better quarters to respond faster.” He paused, then 
turned to Zerrex and looked up at him mildly. “The Patriarch has left us all in Hell. No 
one has ever survived his raids, and the only reason we’re all alive is because he has never 
attacked our base… not because he doesn’t know, but because I don’t think he cares to 
know. Despite how we celebrate our victories, or how we look at each other and say, ‘yeah, 
we’re making a difference,’ the truth is that to him, we’re little more than buzzing flies. We 
make some noise, we cause some minor annoyance, but in the end, he just has to wave us 
away… and if  he wanted to, he could kill us all in one fell swoop.

“But that’s changed now… you’ve proven by coming here, by showing up, that he’s not 
infallible. He’s not invincible, and neither are his soldiers. Killing Iago… which I have no 
doubt you’ve done… has likely wounded the morale of his soldiers far more than you or I 
can imagine; after all, for seven years, they’ve been almost unchallenged in Hez’Ranna. Then 
one night, a seven-years-kept-prisoner-and-experiment breaks loose, escapes a locked-down 



facility with confidential files containing their most precious information, and kills one of 
the RED. The most elite of the elite, the personal guard of Narrius… and he dies at your 
hand, along with his entire goddamn army.”

Albatross glanced out over the crowd and smiled grimly, then he looked back at Zerrex 
with the same calm, cold expression, the sadness in his eye turned to bitter hope of revenge. 
“Enemy soldiers will realize their own mortality… and our own will recognize that we can 
truly make a difference, and all of Hez’Ranna will contemplate this new turn of events. 
And yeah, Narrius will attempt to prove his invincibility by hunting us down and attacking 
us… but for years, we’ve been preparing silently for this event. When he attacks us, he’ll be 
forced to tip his hand ever so slightly, and it will give us a chance to counterattack his 
cannons, his military bases, his weapons of destruction, and he may even reveal one or two 
new weapons he’d been keeping hidden. Even if he wipes this facility off the map, we have 
enough shielding built between the top levels and the basements that he won’t be able to 
blow us apart with a nuclear bomb… and when he launches an attack against his own 
country, he’ll also reveal the long-hid secret that there are soldiers here, there are rebels here. 
Other countries may explore, and we might be able to evac the survivors… and maybe 
finally get some better armament and not have to worry about taking care of all our non-
combatants.”

You’ve been thinking of this a long time.” Zerrex said softly, and Albatross looked up at 
him sharply for a moment… then he gave a faint smile and nodded before turning and 
murmuring something… either a yes, or saying they should keep going as he headed 
around the long, circular walk. The Drakkaren followed a few steps behind the 
Dragokkaren as they headed towards a door, looking down thoughtfully and wondering 
quietly to himself if Albatross wasn’t underestimating Narrius… does he realize that 
Narrius may already have some contingency plan involved? Or that instead of a miracle or 
salvation, I may have just brought death and torture for all of  them by coming here?

He kept his silence, however, as they walked down through a short, yellow-stone 
corridor… then took a fork to the right and entered into a large, plain concrete hall, 
supported here and there by pillars – a few of them had crumbled away, however, and 
although the debris had been long cleaned up, they hadn’t bothered to remove the larger 
chunks: either the still standing base or up to half the pillar that remained standing tall, in 
one case. Instead, the cracks though the stonework had been carefully resealed with some 
kind of cement plaster, and the pillar reconnected with each its top or the wall above by 
heavy wooden supports they’d put into place to shore up the ceiling and restore support in 
areas. Albatross laughed a bit as they walked through this air, rolling his shoulders and 
murmuring: “The damage came from concussive blast tests, probably from one of Narrius’s 
death machines. Ground-shakers… we took a direct hit once and it didn’t do much, just 
cracked the outer armor of the base; we’ve got layered armor covering everything in this 
facility, and the soundproofing is so damn thick absorbs the vibrations from the concussive 
explosives. But when they fired off a few more around the base…” he shook his head 
slowly and quietly tapped a pillar as they walked by. “Cracked these right apart and a few 



other first sublevel supports. They’re more for looks anyway, but we really don’t want people 
panicking, so we fixed them all up right away.”

Then he turned and stepped quickly through another door, and Zerrex followed him 
through to find himself in a short hallway, before stopping as Albatross paused and glanced 
up at him with a quiet laugh. “These are your quarters. There’s a bathroom, a small storage 
area which doubles as a security center if you’d like any soldiers in here to guard you, and of 
course your own small bedroom. These rooms were originally designed for holding a quick-
mobilization platoon… so you’re going to feel any bomb blasts if they hit nearby, but 
unless the alarm goes off, try not to worry about it, alright? Narrius often uses this area for 
weapons testing, although most of his explosives are tested on the other side of the valley, 
but bombs and other weapons have been known to strike here every now and then.”

“Pretty dangerous place… but safe, I suppose.” Zerrex nodded a bit, glancing around at 
the stones for any signs of damage… but even his sharp and trained gaze couldn’t pick up 
any loose stones or cracks, so he figured the armoring over the base was at least fairly secure. 
So instead of questioning, he turned a bit of a smile to Albatross. “Where are you and the 
others located?”

Huck is across the hall from you, and I’m on the other side of the Ring, that big 
walkway we came in from.” The Dragokkaren replied, his lavender eye looking idly over 
Zerrex before he added: “Take some time, get cleaned up and change, if you want – 
someone’ll likely be along shortly to put new sheets on your bed and fill the dresser with 
uniforms and some casual clothes in your approximate size – and then I’ll be back in about 
an hour, probably, to take you back to the military facility and put you through a full tour. 
For now, though, I have to go cover tower detail and then get someone else to take over after 
my shift.”

The Drakkaren nodded, wondering to himself what exactly tower detail meant, but he 
figured it was better not to start probing too deeply into their military operations yet. 
Albatross nodded politely to him, then he turned away and headed off through the still-
open door, closing it behind him and leaving Zerrex standing alone in the hallway.

It was only a few moments later, however, that found him in the bathroom, running a 
hot bath for himself in the oversized tub: it looked big enough to seat a group of people, 
and Zerrex was willing to bet from the four seats that indeed was what it was meant for… 
but right now he just wanted to use it to get some relaxation in and clean the grime and 
blood from his body. He mumbled a bit as he rubbed idly at his wounded form, then began 
to strip the bandages off with a wince, knowing it would likely hurt like hell at first upon 
getting in… but also that it would be worth all the pain and nastiness.

He had already thrown his backpack into the bedroom to sort through later, leaving it 
sitting on the plain, definitely-too-small bed… and then he sighed as he took off his 
clothes, then looked at the toilet and made a bit of a face as he realized that he’d avoided 
using it consciously for a week in his head, or seven years and… he didn’t remember how 
many days anymore… and then sighed at the uncomfortable and by-now unfamiliar 



tremble of his stomach before muttering and hating the fact that he was going to have to 
get used to this all over again.

As he sat on the toilet, he looked back and forth gloomily… and then blinked and 
closed his eyes when he heard a mutter and shuffle from inside his head. Right now, of 
course, even Drake was welcome if he took his mind off things, and he closed his eyes, 
concentrating and trying to put himself back in the mental world, imagining Drake 
standing in a library or something.

Inside his head, Drake winced a bit as a room half-formed around him… but then it 
vanished and he mumbled under his breath again as, in the real world, Zerrex grabbed at his 
head with a wince as a grudging, dull ache throbbed through his brain. He could almost 
hear Drake’s disapproving mutters before the nephilim trapped in his body said finally in a 
mild voice: You’re pretty strong, and you’re smarter than you act. But you’re lacking in 
discipline… you don’t have the capacity to communicate with me for long periods of time, 
it puts too much stress on your mind. 

“I have no clue what you’re talking about.” Zerrex muttered to himself, then he grunted 
as he stood up and seized the toilet paper, making a disgusted face and mumbling under his 
breath. Drake responded by sighing, and Zerrex felt faint stirrings of irritated apathy and 
awkwardness rolling through him: likely the feelings of  the dark creature in his head.

Finally, Drake seemed to settle on a suitable response. Hellabos was interested in 
researching the spiritual from a scientific viewpoint: mixing things that too many people 
call unmixable, in other words. Patriarch Narrius also has followed this same route, 
although with much less interest in any philosophy or moralistic side quests, as I’m guessing 
you’ve figured out by now. The soul, the mind, the body, and how they differ from each 
other, what each one controls, what they mix into and how a person who has a strong body 
and a strong mind can, contradictorily, fold under pressure. The existence of good, evil, 
right and wrong.

One of the findings in the research into the existence of the soul was that there are four 
different disciplines, as defined by Hellabos and his scientists: physical, mental, emotional, 
and spiritual. Raw power, intelligence, level of serenity, and willpower… the last of which 
comes from experiences, base personality, heritage, beliefs, and is the most important. A 
pause as Drake apparently decided whether or not to go into detail on this, but then Zerrex 
caught almost a mental shrug before saying mildly: You have amazing physical power. You 
aren’t the smartest, but you aren’t an idiot… commonsense-wise, anyway. You have an 
incredible force of will and spiritual strength, even though you hate Fate, God, and any 
other idea of a divine entity… but you have almost no emotional tolerance. That’s why 
your head is hurting as you talk to me… you can will yourself to be calm and collected, but 
otherwise you’re roughly equivalent to an animal in terms of emotional stability and 
sensitivity… which is part of  what screws up your personality so much. 

Zerrex winced and made a face as he washed his hands off in the small sink, but he 
stayed silent as he flushed the toilet, not bothering to argue… after all, even he knew that 
was true. He wasn’t stable emotionally, far from it, and it did lead him to making stupid 



mistakes and doing idiotic things; worse yet, Drake was right. His head was starting to 
pound from trying to keep up this conversation, and he kept finding his attention 
wandering weirdly… thinking of odd things here and there, getting distracted by his own 
reflection and even his own voice in his head. And the other pieces of broken personality in 
his mind were all starting to talk in their own voices… but the Drakkaren held on grimly as 
he asked in a mumble, clenching his eyes shut: “So I can only talk to you…”

When you’re relaxed. When your mind isn’t crowded with thoughts… but that’ll change 
if  you can get my physical half, because then we can physically communicate, instead of-

I wonder where that part of him is… it’s in that Gorgon thing, right? But how am I 
supposed to get it out of a living creature… how do you extract a soul? Zerrex thought to 
himself, and he blanked for a moment, spacing out entirely before blinking and looking 
down as he saw the bathtub was almost entirely full now. He turned it off, then frowned 
and looked at the faucet, his head still aching a bit as he asked himself slowly: “What was I 
just thinking about?”

A pause, then he grabbed at his head and winced, cursing under his breath as he 
remembered Drake, remembered that he’d been talking to him… and then nothing. Even 
the pain in his head was gone now… but when he reached out for the dark creature that 
was buried somewhere deep inside him, he realized he couldn’t find him. Instead, his head 
started to ache again almost immediately, and his thoughts turned to a numbing, mental 
static that threatened to drive him insane. With a flinch, he drew his mental probe back 
from where he’d been searching his own mind, and instead sighed softly, muttering under 
his breath as he let himself instead slide into the hot water of the tub. Pain bit his wounds 
afresh like a burning acid, and he closed his eyes for a few moments before it dulled down 
to an irritable mumble, before finally softening into a tingling amidst the rest of the hot 
water.

He sat in the water, between two of the seats and down one wall of the recessed tub, 
glancing back and forth before lowering his head. He felt his arms wanting to do 
something, and then he let them rise slowly, holding them out as his long hair floated 
around him like a white foam around him, looking down at his hands through the rippling 
water.

The reptile closed his eyes, bowing his head forwards, then he smiled faintly as he shook 
it slowly, causing his hair to cascade down over his face. He brushed it back idly before 
sinking lower into the tub and tilting his head back so only the tip of his muzzle poked free 
from the surface of the still surface, his entire body both aching and relieved with the 
feeling of the hot water flowing around it, the heat forcing his muscles to finally begin to 
relax. As he half-lay in the deep tub, his legs drawn up a bit, he massaged slowly over his 
scalp, both loving and hating the feeling of his too-long hair, but trying to enjoy it while it 
lasted: after all, he’d obviously have to cut it if he wanted to function properly in battle. 
Better to not give the enemy a bigger target to grab onto… and it’ll get in the way of fast 
movement and probably even wide swings and stuff… certainly would be a lot harder to 
quick draw a sword from my back…



He shook his head slowly back and forth beneath the water, then sighed a bit as he 
slowly straightened and pushed up, streamlets rolling over his face and closed eyes like tears 
as he breathed slowly in and out, body straightened and head raised a bit. He closed his 
hands together, fingers intertwining as if he was about to pray, held at level with his 
heart… and he could hear it thumping in his chest, the sound so loud but so calm, and 
then he lowered his muzzle and opened his eyes with a soft breath.

Meditation was never one of his fortes… after all, the thing he did best was beating on 
people until they were either senseless or dead. He was an active person, a hard worker, and 
someone who learned things by doing, not by watching or reading it over… and thinking 
wasn’t exactly his strong point either. Sure, he could talk pretty, and he could strategize, and 
analyze any opponent fairly fast, but when it came to actually thinking? He had been 
amazed by the depths of his subconscious mind, the things sitting in there and even the 
things he had fought and destroyed… after all, he’d never imagined, ironically, that his 
imagination would be so frigging creative. Which his likely why he had almost gotten his 
ass kicked.

Zerrex snorted, muttering to himself under his breath. “Great. I underestimated 
myself… big surprise there. But maybe if I can get this right for once, then…” He paused, 
then lowered his head and murmured under his breath. “Oh, what the hell…”

He sighed a bit, then closed his eyes and concentrated, emerald eyes closed as he rested 
in the hot water, trying to leave reality for the moment and instead only embrace the worlds 
he’d learned that were within himself, to dive into his own subconscious to find what was 
there to be seen, what he could discover, uncover, and learn about himself. It was a hard 
process… but it was a worthwhile one too. He’d just… never really grasped the trick to it, 
that was all. 

He muttered under his breath as he lowered his head a bit more, even the rustling of the 
water around his body enough to disrupt his attention, along with vague thoughts that he 
was being a moron and that he had serious work to attend to, and of what the others would 
think if they caught him looking like he was praying in the tub. He did his best to push 
these away… then remembered Requiem had always told him not to push them away, just 
to let it flow by itself… and he took a slow breath again. “Relax…”

It was far harder to relax mentally than it was physically, however… and the Drakkaren 
admitted that sure, he’d trained his body… learned his mind with what he had to learn to 
do his job well… but he’d always found he did his job better listening to his emotions, 
never reigning them in, just killing as he felt like and doing as they pleased. When he 
needed to, he could will himself to calmness… but he rarely did. Even when it came to 
battle, on one hand, he was collective and coldly calculating every attack, every next move, 
predicting what the opponent would do next… but on the other, he just let his body move 
as it wanted, let rage, thrill, despair, excitement, pain, hate, and even love compel him as 
they would. Often it led to stupid mistakes… but he found he made more when he tried to 
stay calm and always follow protocol or do the so-called intelligent or right thing.



After about five minutes, he finally gave up with a frustrated grumble, muttering and 
looking back and forth as he untangled his fingers and sank quickly beneath the water, 
rubbing his hands through his hair under the water and wincing at the tangles he came 
across, before rising back out of the depths of the tub, draped in his own long white hairs. 
He blew out a long breath, then hit the stopper for the tub and stood, a dull throb going 
through his body as he half-crawled over the high wall and onto the plain tile flooring, 
straightening and rubbing idly at himself, then tossing another glance down at himself. He 
prodded his large, obsidian member idly with one finger, glanced around as if expecting to 
find a tape measure, then rolled his eyes and muttered under his breath: “Can’t concentrate 
or meditate, but what I can do is obsess about my penis. Aren’t I just a genius?”

The Drakkaren sighed, brushed his too-long hair back – sopping wet, he was almost 
treading on it when he took a step forwards just to grab a towel – and then roughly and 
quickly dried himself before drawing his hair back into a rough, long ponytail and holding 
it back behind his head with one hand. He jerked open the cupboard, then sighed as he 
found a pair of plain scissors. A pause, a look back and forth, and then he snapped the 
blades apart with one hand, creating a pair of crappy knives from one set of scissors.  He 
used one of these to roughly saw through the tight tangle of hairs just in front of his hand, 
leaving himself holding a ragged, ridiculously-long broom of white hanging from one hand, 
which he promptly shoved into the small garbage bin at the side of  the room.

He rubbed the remaining long white hairs free from his hands and body, then he glanced 
at the image of himself in the mirror and checked over his tangled mass of once-more 
shoulder-length locks. Then he sighed and wrapped a towel around his waist as he wandered 
out of  the bathroom and across the hall into the bedroom.

The maid had already come and gone… the room was neat, tidy, clean, and the sheets 
had been refreshed, and a plain blanket thrown overtop of this. He glanced at the few 
furnishings in the room, and noted that his backpack had been placed on top of the 
dresser. He walked over to this, then checked the drawers and pulled out some plain 
uniform pants and boxers that looked about his size: a quick check revealed a few other 
uniform-type shirts, a cloth jacket tucked away in one of the lower drawers, and some socks 
and civilian clothing. For now, the Drakkaren chose to go with the plain black pants and the 
military jacket, zipping it most of the way up, but leaving enough down that a good part of 
his masculine chest was still exposed… not because he wanted to show off or because he 
was stylish, but because he noted the jacket had a built in holster, and he’d usually been 
alright at a quick-draw from the chest. Never as good as Cherry… and hell, even Lone had 
gotten good enough to outdraw him – despite the fact he hesitated ninety percent of the 
time when it actually came around to pulling the trigger – but against your average grunt, 
he could hold his own. 

The Drakkaren shook his head a bit as he brushed his still-slightly-wet hair back from 
his eyes, then he glanced back and forth before heading out and collecting his combat 
boots, sliding his bare feet into them in the hallway. He rarely wore socks… even those 
designed for reptiles just irritated him. But likewise, he couldn’t stand walking around 
barefoot outside… not because of the occupational hazards that came with being in the 



military – glass, shrapnel, broken bits of sword or bayonet, etcetera – but more because he 
hated tracking dirt everywhere when he came in from outside. He was a picky person about 
hygiene and his body… sure, he wore the same clothes for a few days in a row, but that was 
again, ingrained military behavior… get up, put on the same uniform, go to work. No time 
for laundry on the battlefield and all that.

He mumbled something under his breath, then turned and walked out of his quarters, 
into the wide cement-pillar-adorned hall, then paused and slowly looked to the side, before 
making a face as he saw Albatross leaning against the wall with his arms crossed, head 
bowed and functional eye closed. “That’s… just slightly creepy.”

I got off shift early. Decided to wait for you here.” The Dragokkaren said plainly, and 
Zerrex couldn’t tell if this was an explanation in response to what he’d just said or if he’d 
just been unobtrusively, politely steamrollered. Then the blue-scaled reptile turned to him, 
flapping his wings once idly as they uncurled for a moment, before furling them tight again 
against his back and jerking his head to the double doors, glancing over him with a slight 
smile. “Come on, I’ll take you back to the military facility and you can pick out a suitable 
sidearm and weapon. We’ve got a good set available from raids we’ve done on supply lines 
and from all the times we’ve had to drag the corpses of soldiers with us in order to avoid 
detection. Troublesome, but then Narrius just assumes they went AWOL.”

Probably kills the rest of the platoon for allowing the supposed desertion… then any 
guards in the area for incompetence.” Zerrex muttered under his breath, and the other 
reptile glanced at him for a moment, before he gave a bit of  a grim smile.

Here’s hoping.” he said softly, then turned and led Zerrex back out onto the Ring and to 
the single hall that connected the military facility to the barracks behind it. The Drakkaren 
followed silently, idly rubbing at his roughly-hewn hair every now and then and feeling 
oddly embarrassed. He zipped up his jacket a bit more as he caught many of them looking 
to see if they could get a glance at his musculature or scarring for self-comparison… at 
least, he hoped it was just for the usual self-comparison. Admittedly, however, even the 
looks he was getting from some of the female soldiers weren’t really turning him on or 
provoking any of the interest it otherwise might… hell, even the fawning males would 
normally have flicked a few switches in him, especially the larger ones… but today, and 
with all his mixed emotions, he only wished he would be treated as a normal, all-but-
invisible grunt instead of some new General and savior. That thought, especially, terrified 
him in a way that he almost didn’t understand… brought up even more feelings of 
inadequacy and guilt, things he wasn’t used to and hated…

A pause, and then he glanced ahead with a bit of a blush as he saw Albatross was 
looking up at him, stopped in front of an electronically-locked steel door. The Drakkaren 
looked back at him for a moment, then he blushed a bit as Albatross asked in a careful, 
gentle voice: “You okay there, Boss?”

The last part had the effect of a shock on the reptile, and he glanced quickly down, 
before coughing and rubbing the back of his head slowly, looking up with a faint smile as 
the blue-scaled Drakkaren continued to stare at him, apparently confused by the almost-



violent reaction of the other lizard. Then Zerrex said quietly: “Yeah. I’m fine…” A pause. 
“Just… just got a shock there, that’s all. When I woke up, I didn’t know… how much time 
had passed. In my state of coma, it was like… every day I spent in my head, turned out to 
be a year here. So it still feels like two weeks ago, I was home in Baskin’s Grove, talkin’ to 
people, and back there, I’ve always just been called the Boss.” 

He looked down for a moment, then back up with a smile at Albatross that was a bit 
more sincere, a bit less forced. “It’s weird isn’t it, where you can find hints of  home, huh?”

The Dragokkaren nodded and laughed a bit, then he shrugged as he turned to the 
reader, hitting in a quick ten-digit code and responding easily: “Well, I guess that’s because 
our home is this whole damn planet… but hey, Hez’Ranna’s the birthplace of all Drakkai, 
right? So maybe you’ve always just felt hints of home somewhere else, and now you’re finally 
here.”

Zerrex laughed a bit at this, as the security door gave several loud clanks before 
Albatross pulled it open with a grunt, and the reptile stepped carefully through the door 
and into the weapons room beyond as he said softly: “No. I’ll only truly be home once I get 
my family back.”

Albatross nodded as he followed Zerrex into the surprisingly-large cement room, but he 
couldn’t help and frown slightly, biting the inside of his cheek as he glanced away before 
looking back at the reptile as he approached a set of shelves holding ammo and various 
explosives, saying slowly: “I… hate to say this, and I don’t want to patronize you, Lord 
Zerrex… but… you realize that they might all be dead, or worse, so debilitated or driven 
insane that…” He broke off, but when the other reptile glanced up at him quietly, he knew 
Zerrex got the point… and that the lizard was more than aware of exactly what his father 
was capable of, or even some of  the scientists who worked for him.

“Yeah… they might be at a point where death is a mercy.” He said softly, then he turned 
his attention back to the shelves and laughed a bit. “And I know every soldier says this 
about his team, his family, his children, after the enemy attacks them and takes them 
prisoner… but you have to meet them to know them. If I was being overoptimistic, then 
you’d hear me saying things like… ‘And maybe I’ll be able to get Lone back, too.’” He 
stopped and looked down, rubbing the back of his neck slowly. “He was eaten by one of 
those… freakish zombie things. The… soul sucker creatures, Empty Ones or something?”

We know.” The Dragokkaren looked down again, and Zerrex turned to look at him 
curiously before Albatross turned his eyes to the racks opposite that dominated the wall, 
filled with various types of rifle, from old bolt action weapons that had been in service 
since the dawn of Hez’Ranna’s industrial age to the massive drum-loading heavy machine 
guns favored by Narrius’s soldiers. “His name’s Alone now… sick play on words, probably 
from Narrius’s warping. He’s one of the RED soldiers, the only pelt elite, and Narrius 
sends him on quote-unquote diplomatic missions… the rest of the time he’s either leading 
a troupe of  soldiers on hunts or sitting in his lofty Wolf  Tower.”

With a u or o?” Zerrex asked sardonically, then gave a slightly-twisted grin to Albatross 
when he looked at him oddly. “Private joke, don’t worry about it. Lone’s always been a 



bastard about his last name… spelled it with a u and an e. But I knew that already… I had 
to watch the transformation, and I got the idea he wasn’t going to just stay a cutesy little 
pervert.” A pause and a slow shake of his head as he murmured: “It’s ironic how the past 
always comes back to bite us in the ass, huh? Lone… I mean, Alone, is just the old Lone 
come back to life, but in a physically-fit body with some ass-kicking training, so he’s not all 
hot air and huff and puff, or just an idiot with big guns. I’ll deal with him as well when I 
go to town… it’s time me and him settled the old scores without any mercy, anyway.” A 
pause, and then a quiet laugh as he walked over to the rifle rack that spanned most of the 
wall as well, stepping around a row of racks on the ground that also held automated 
weaponry. “But that’s exactly what I meant, too. Someone who’s… all rainbows and 
sunshine would probably say we could bring back every lost soul, every stolen soul, with the 
regeneration technology Narrius seems to have at his disposal… that slick jerk Mengele is 
certainly a few years out of his time, after all. A pessimist would say we’re already screwed. 
I’m somewhere in between, myself…

“I think we can bring down Narrius, but it’ll take a hell of a lot of effort.” Zerrex said 
softly, then he looked around the room again before walking towards the back, Albatross 
following him and looking quietly amused as the Drakkaren checked a weapon locker, then 
glanced over his shoulder with a frown. “All I see here are rifles… I need something big and 
heavy, a knife, and a handgun.”

Albatross snorted and shook his head, muttering under his breath: “Classic hero.” A 
pause, and then a grin as he caught Zerrex’s sour look. “What, you think you’re some 
invincible adrenaline-charged super-punk? Handguns are a sidearm for a reason. They miss 
a hell of a lot at long or even medium range, and once the enemy gets too close, accuracy 
goes down, not up, from the heightened thrills and chills runnin’ through the system. Knife 
is great, but like I keep telling the twins, lugging those giant-ass cleavers around must suck 
up a lot of  strength, and they’re too big to use… well… almost anywhere, effectively.”

Oh, get bent.” Zerrex rolled his eyes, then looked around before catching sight of 
another metal door and turning around, walking off over to it as the one-eyed Dragokkaren 
followed with a grin as the reptile replied mildly: “And by the way, I’m the guy who you 
morons keep calling the savior. But gee, there I go, pullin’ that hero crap, and suddenly it’s 
‘you’re such a moron.’”

I didn’t say moron. I just inferred it.” retorted Albatross, then he paused and jerked a 
semiautomatic rifle free from a rack as he passed, shouldering it and checking it over as he 
said plainly: “See, this is what you need. DGA-XLR 540, originally designed for extreme-
range sniping, but recently modified with a heavy alloy barrel and walnut stock that’s been 
reinforced with steel, heavy enough to crack a helmet and the skull beneath. It’s a bit long, a 
bit heavy, but with a good scope, you can blast a plane out of the sky at a distance of 1.5 
kilometers, if  you’re a good enough shot and… you’re… not even listening to me, are you?”

Zerrex gave a grunt, either of negation or affirmation: either way, it added up to the 
same thing, and Albatross rolled his one lavender eye as he shouldered the sniper rifle, 
looking distasteful. This room – the same size as the last, probably a good fifty-by-fifty feet 



– was filled only with handguns, and the shelves that lined one wall stuffed with boxes of 
bullets, sorted carefully out into different calibers and types by some diligent soul. The 
Drakkaren was busily checking over the different weapons available, picking up a gun here 
and there, checking the slide, peering into the bore like an overcurious child or suicidal 
moron… but Albatross couldn’t help but feel a sense of entertained respect. The lizard 
acted like a novice, but he obviously knew how to handle the weapons… and then he 
headed over to the lockers, and Albatross groaned as he immediately seized on a revolver, 
peering over it with a grin. “This looks great.”

Looks great. Yeah. So does a single-action antique rifle.” The Dragokkaren replied in a 
disgusted voice, his wings flapping idly once as if in agreement before furling tight again, as 
he tapped the huge semiautomatic rifle. “See this baby? Ten round capacity, with extended 
clips available that can hold up to twenty rounds. That ‘awesome-looking thing’ only holds 
eight shots… six in the custom version.”

“I said great, not awesome.” Zerrex replied absently, as he glanced over the gun, before 
pausing as he noted that the straight barrel was screwed on and could be easily detached; 
furthermore, it and the cylinder were also silver, whereas the rest of the gun was black and 
the handle was reddish-violet. He looked curiously up at Albatross as he remembered the 
words the Dragokkaren had just used, asking: “What do you mean, six in the custom? And 
why’s this thing seem like it’s made out of  building blocks.”

Albatross seemed to think for a few moments about whether or not he really wanted to 
answer… then he sighed and shook his head, pointing at the locker. “There should be a 
black box in there with a piece of tape on it that says ‘revolver kit.’ It has the custom parts 
in it, and there’s probably sidepack or quick-access kit you can strap on, too.

The barrel and the cylinder can both be removed off that gun and replaced with the 
custom parts, which are black in color, like the body of the gun. There’s also a stock, if I 
remember right, and a scope and laser sight for precise shooting.” He made a bit of a face as 
Zerrex began to rummage through the cubbyholes and small shelves in the locker on the 
hunt for this kit. “That’s why the gun has a more rifle-style handle… and why the rails on 
it are so big. The eight-round cylinder is designed to hold .45 reinforced rounds or even 
certain types of shotgun shell without damaging the barrel, although the dispersal pattern 
is ridiculously wide… and the six-round cylinder holds customized .60 anti-armor bullets.”

Zerrex grinned stupidly to himself as he pulled out the case, and Albatross looked at 
him with something like either sheer disbelief or blank disgust with everything, watching 
the Drakkaren almost fondle the case as he looked over it almost greedily. Then he sat down 
on the cement floor, looking all the more like a crazed child with a new toy as he opened 
the case and tossed the carry-pack aside for now, then paused and blinked as he saw the 
instructions glued to the top of the lid, reading in a murmur: “RED Enforcer Custom 
Model: DPA-45+/60AA.”

Albatross caught Zerrex’s confusion, then he laughed a bit and tilted his head. “Let me 
guess… you thought that the only RED units were the Patriarch’s private guard, right? I 
wish… then we’d only have a few to deal with.” he paused, and then smiled a bit at Zerrex. 



“Counting Iago, who you already took out, RED has four Commanders… the other three 
being Alone, Black Requiem, and Cherubim. The problem comes in that there are also 
RED Enforcers, who are handpicked, black-armored soldiers that usually guard high-
security areas, or are sent out on special-priority attack missions that require either total 
destruction or capturing important individuals.

“That gun, however, is five years old… and Narrius’s RED Division underwent a whole 
new equipment upgrade just a few months ago. They all use customized weaponry, and 
there are five divisions of the Enforcer… one for each commander, and then Narrius’s own 
personal division. They say that the soldiers have to go through a whole new training 
program to get in, and that only one or two of the twenty or so picked from the GA 
survive… and the max we’ve heard rumor of is three from the PA, which is a bit more 
trained because… you know, they’re the Private Army that protect the inner sanctums of 
Uroboros and defend the most important areas of Hez’Ranna where special research is 
going on, or which is more vulnerable to attack.

We stole a shipment of those guns, but unfortunately, our soldiers couldn’t use them… 
they worked fine as plain .45s, but only a few of our strongest could handle the kick from 
the shells, and just forget about the .60 caliber rounds.” He shook his head and snorted. 
“Fuckin’ Narrius and his stupid ideas. All he wants is a bigger kick… but what the hell are 
you going to do with a goddamn hand-cannon of sixty cals? Face down a tank? I’ll give him 
points for creativity though… ain’t never heard of  any gun that big before.”

Zerrex mused to himself as he unscrewed the barrel of the revolver and removed the 
cylinder, looking down thoughtfully at the gun and finally recognizing the design with a 
slight smile: he had seen this before, as he clicked in the six-round cylinder, then began to 
screw on the larger barrel: this one, however, was rectangular in shape, and when Zerrex 
locked it in entirely, it clicked tight against a small nook at the bottom of the gun. He rose 
it idly to head level, making sure the barrel was fully-straight, and then said softly: “The 
weird design of the body… I’ve seen it before. It’s much larger than normal, and so is the 
handle… it looks exactly like my old ancient rust-machine revolver, except with a place to 
attach a scope and the added rectangular barrel for better support.” A pause, then a grin up 
at Albatross. “Except my gun was .62 caliber… and I found the damn thing laying in the 
woods.”

The blue-scaled Dragokkaren looked at him for a few moments, apparently deciding 
whether to take him seriously or not, then he winced when Zerrex strafed the gun over him, 
twitching back and holding up his hands. “Do you know nothing about gun safety? Don’t 
point that frigging thing at me!”

Immediately, Zerrex responded by aiming the gun at the Dragokkaren’s foot, amusing 
himself as the reptile quickly stepped to the side with a wince, and he said playfully: 
“What, I thought these things were useless? Why are you hopping around all of a sudden? 
Besides, the cylinder’s out and there’s no bullets in it, you’re fine.”

The devil owns all guns and makes the final decision whether it fires or not.” Albatross 
replied moodily, as he rubbed slowly over his sniper rifle. “But fine. I don’t know about the 



accuracy or anything on those, but it kicks like a pissed-off racehorse. Ridiculously big, 
too.”

I hear people say that about me a lot, too. But once you go big, I notice that a lot of 
people don’t go back to what they had before.” Zerrex muttered in reply, glancing over the 
black gun and noting the faint streaks of reddish-purple along the indents in the black 
metal on the gun. The blue-scaled, eyepatched Dragokkaren merely grunted at this with 
another roll of his one eye before turning and heading back into the rifle room to put his 
semiautomatic sniper rifle away, leaving Zerrex to examine the curling instructions on the 
lid of the box, memorizing the types of shells that could be used in the weapon, then he 
slid it into the holster inside his jacket after snapping the cylinder shut with a flick of his 
wrist, figuring he could load it later. Instead, he focused for now on unfolding the sidepack 
– it folded up in half for ease of travel, sealing with Velcro and then tied tight to make sure 
it didn’t come loose anyway with string – and placing the parts inside the marked pockets. 
Thank Gods they’re labeled… if  they weren’t, I’d shove the wrong stuff  everywhere. 

After that, he picked the sidepack up and the empty kit… realized he didn’t have a belt 
as Albatross wandered back into the room… and then coughed and switched them both to 
carry under an arm as he walked over to inspect the boxes of bullets. Albatross rolled his 
eyes at this, then he leaned back against the wall, glancing up and saying idly: “We do still 
have a few stops to make… you can always come back here later…”

You promised me weapons. I want my weapons.” Zerrex replied peevishly, making a bit 
of a face at the Dragokkaren, then he snagged a large box of revolver rounds and adding 
that to the pile of stuff he was holding under one arm, then he turned and tilted his head, 
asking mildly: “So where’s the sharp objects, huh?”

Albatross looked at him flatly for a few moments, again seeming to size him up again 
with his lavender eye… then he headed over to the next doorway and looked at him with 
what seemed like disapproval. “You know, you are going to be seen as the figurehead of this 
army… you could act a bit more professional.”

Zerrex felt absurdly chastised… but as he rubbed at his head, he gave a stupid, 
embarrassed grin and responded easily: “Rules are for losers.”A pause… and then he 
became a bit more serious, laughing quietly and closing his eyes. “And I don’t want to be 
seen as a savior, or some high and mighty being, ‘cause I’m not.” Then he paused, and 
opened his eyes, meeting the lavender one of Albatross with his own even emerald gaze. 
“But I like to separate myself… and in a few ways, I’m much different on the battlefield. 
Call that my… professional life and calling. Otherwise, off field, I like to stay loose and 
maybe a bit crazy…” And with that, Zerrex gave a smile that revealed the truer levels of his 
being, the darkness and discontent that haunted him that he covered up so often with 
idiocy or almost childish oddness. “Because otherwise, I might truly go insane. And I’d 
rather not exist as a killing machine but try and find some other little niche for my 
character.”

Albatross almost winced back, before nodding and laughing faintly, bowing his head 
towards him respectfully. “Then you have my deepest apologies, Lord Zerrex, for 



questioning you.” He paused, then sighed and rolled his eyes. “But that doesn’t make me 
any happier about this. A few rooms down are the carry-on weapons, and after that are the 
primary melee wea… okay. Nevermind. I’ll just follow you.” The blue-scaled Dragokkaren 
sighed a bit as Zerrex immediately turned and took off, heading through the door but 
pausing and grinning stupidly, before making a face as Albatross continued to walk 
forwards, pushing him along as the reptile grunted and stumbled forwards through the 
room full of shotguns. “These are idiot guns. I’m not letting you throw on one of these as 
well.”

A properly used shotgun is a wonder-worker!” Zerrex complained in response to this, 
but he allowed himself to be shoved along as he grumbled under his breath: the next room 
was filled with explosives and ammunition, and the room after that had specialty weapons 
such as tasers and flamethrowers, along with premade kits for soldiers that contained a 
handgun, an assault rifle of some type that complimented the sidearm, and a kwaibar or 
other small melee weapon.

Then they pushed into a room filled with knives, kwaibars and other short-range 
traditional melee weapons of Hez’Ranna, and a few other odds and ends here and there. 
The reptile mused to himself as he browsed the racks and shelves, before finally settling on 
a black alloy combat knife with a rubberized, fitted handle, probably big enough to serve as 
a short sword or long dagger for a normal person, but the perfect size to work as a 
multiple-use knife for him. He checked the blade with one claw, making sure it was sharp 
and inspecting the serrated side for any damage, and Albatross said mildly: “I recognize 
you’re not going to listen to me, but although the design is eye-fetching and it looks 
dangerous, you’ll get lodged into something if you stab it and likely be unable to draw the 
knife out.”

“You’re underestimating my strength.” Zerrex replied absently, not even looking up as he 
sheathed the knife, then he flicked a small strap out around the handle and closed it with 
the small button to keep the weapon secure in the sheath. He glanced up, then groaned as 
Albatross opened his mouth again. “And yes, I know, the strap delays draw time by about 
half a second, which is long enough to get… pumped full of umpteen amounts of bullets 
from big scary guns that can shoot like, a million rounds a second if they’re set to fully 
automatic. But I’d like to point out there’s no one who can use those guns properly on fully 
automatic, because the recoil action can’t be countered by strength and basic physics 
demands that the gun barrel will rise upwards after a very short time on rock and roll mode 
and more than fifty percent of  the rounds will hit the ceiling or sky.”

Albatross blinked, then closed his mouth as Zerrex fussed with the knife for a few 
moments moodily, fastening it against his left shoulder with the handle on a downwards 
angle for easy access. Then he looked up mildly at the Dragokkaren before trotting off to 
the next room after picking up his for-a-few-moments abandoned revolver gear: he’d already 
managed to shove the box of bullets into one of the pockets of his jacket, where it hung 
out on a ridiculously jaunty angle.



The Dragokkaren sighed and followed him, rubbing at his head slowly beneath his plain 
black cap, then he refitted it, mumbling about how it was like dealing with Huck all over 
again. He entered the next room, and then made a face as he saw the Drakkaren grinning 
stupidly and bouncing around on his toes in front of a rack of massive cleavers. Other 
swords, spears, polearms and axes adorned the walls and sat in racks… but these had 
apparently attracted the reptile’s attention first for whatever reason, and Albatross sighed 
before leaning against a locker and glancing up at the ceiling. “You know, I’m not even 
going to start. And I’m going to regret asking this later, I realize, but why the cleavers?”

Zerrex glanced at him with a slight smile, then he chose one off the rack and hefted it 
easily in one hand: it had much the same design as the one he’d been using earlier, except 
that there was a large, cruel and curving silver spike on the other side of the topmost 
section of the blade, maybe half a foot long… and the sword itself had a fitted metal 
handle wrapped carefully in black leather, with a long strap attached at either end of the 
hilt for easy carrying purposes.

The rectangular blade itself was chrome silver, thick on one side and tapering to a thin 
blade, leaving the weapon maybe a foot wide. The edge was made of ivory steel, and 
although it was a bit dusty, the Drakkaren could tell it had been regularly cleaned: 
otherwise, it was plain of ornament and would serve well, he thought, as he held it out 
towards Albatross, making the Dragokkaren blink and tilt away as the tip of the sword 
almost touched him. “Incredibly long reach… in a crowded area, I can swing this and rip 
right through a crowd of enemies. Cutting power with the edge… but how heavy it is, is 
most likely the biggest advantage: armor that can’t be cut will be crushed or bludgeoned, 
and things that can’t be bludgeoned will be slashed apart. Sure, there’s as many cons as there 
are pros… but that goes for any weapon. If I factor in my own power, however, and the 
chance of  being halted by a wall is pretty slim to none.”

Zerrex paused as he rested the sword against his shoulder, then he added plainly: “And 
swords don’t have ammo, of course, so that’s probably their biggest advantage… and since I 
can usually close with most enemies in just a few minutes, and it’ll only take one or two hits 
with something like this to knock any enemy into pieces.”

Sounds like you’re betting too much on gettin’ close to me.” Albatross said mildly, 
making a bit of a face. “A kwaibar would be just as good if things came to close combat, I 
think. But for me it never gets to that point… I can land a hit to the weak point of any 
enemy while they’re still a klick away and on the march.”

“Swords are stronger than guns when wielded by the right hands…” Zerrex replied with 
a bit of a smile, glancing over at the one-eyed Dragokkaren as he slid the strap of the sword 
over his head and shoulder, letting the huge blade rest diagonally against his back. He 
glanced back and forth, then frowned a bit and reached up to idly brush at his hair, 
mumbling to himself about his ragged-ended hair before turning his attention back to the 
blue-scaled reptile, asking mildly: “Hey, hey, hey. So where are we going next, huh?”

The Dragokkaren made a face at him, then he rolled his eyes and shrugs, turning and 
beckoning for Zerrex to follow as he headed back through the series of weapons rooms and 



back towards one of the halls, looking over his shoulder and saying idly: “Well, next we 
better stop off next at the meeting hall, see who’s there, and announce your presence to the 
main soldiers, since we haven’t done that yet. Churchill and Huck will likely be there, too… 
and hopefully the former won’t be so much of an ass this time and the latter won’t fuck 
things up with his usual vulgar wit.”

Zerrex smiled a bit as he nodded, then, as they wandered along, he added another easy 
question, hoping that Albatross wouldn’t pick up on the implications… but the one-eyed 
Dragokkaren seemed a bit too sharp for him to get tricked by Zerrex’s plays on words: “So 
how did you three come into the roles of Commander, and how’d you choose which one 
was your high boss?”

“You mean, how did an ass like Churchill get to be the High Commander of the 
council, which seems composed otherwise of individuals more interested in getting the job 
done as smoothly as possible rather than following a bunch of ridiculous, rigid protocols?” 
Albatross asked casually, but a slight grin teased over his muzzle as he pulled open the door 
to the hall, glancing back at Zerrex with a wink of  his single eye.

Um. Yeah.” The Drakkaren admitted, coughing and rubbing the back of his head, and 
again making a bit of a face at the feel of his hair: something felt… weird. But he guessed 
it was just the fact that he’d chopped it off so suddenly more than anything else: Albatross 
either noted this or thought it was meant more for Churchill, turning away with a bit of a 
shrug and looking amused more than anything else.

The Dragokkaren mused a bit to himself for a few moments, then, as they walked down 
one of the halls of the military facility, he finally began to speak in his usual amiable, easy 
voice… but Zerrex thought he could pick up an undertone of disgust all the same. “I guess 
it all comes down to politics… politics and showing off, really. Sure, me and Huck got 
plenty of credentials… but our close-combat and environment experts, the twins, got no 
experience whatsoever outside of their Iuratus training… and no army wants a pair of 
slaves as their figurehead, no matter how strong they are.

“Then you got Huck. Huck isn’t… your average officer.” Albatross said carefully, but he 
seemed amused nonetheless, shaking his head as they wandered into a larger hall area and 
towards an elevator. As they stood waiting at it, he crossed his arms and closed his eye, 
resting back against the wall and looking ironically amused. “He’s the best soldier we 
have… but he has utterly no respect for rules, being on time, any of the usual laws of a 
soldier. But I’d rather have him by my side than anyone else, because if there’s one thing 
Huck does, and does well, it’s take care of  his teammates. 

He’s got a shitload of reprimands… he was dishonorably discharged from a unit for 
refusing to leave an area infested with enemy snipers until he dragged one of his dying 
friends from the ambush they’d set up in a jungle… and at the same time, he’s also got a 
ton of awards that he’ll never talk about because he’s ashamed of all the pretty pieces of 
metal he’s got for doing good. He’s not like some grunts, who’ll show off the salad they got 
on even their civilian clothes, who get all the certificates of honor they get framed and hang 



‘em up on the wall. But Huck doesn’t fight to kill the enemy… he fights to end the war, and 
he wants to make sure no one else has to die needlessly.”

Zerrex nodded slowly, as the elevator doors opened, and they waited for a few soldiers to 
stream out before stepping into the large-size elevator, Albatross tapping a button as he 
glanced around at the few other Drakkai standing in the service elevator, sharing a curt nod 
with them and then turning his attention back to the Drakkaren. “And me? Well… I guess 
I’m pretty decorated too. I got the requirements to serve as leader… just like Huck, I don’t 
like it, but me and him know that our best place right now is serving the people, working 
on the council with the twins and Church between doing work here around the base. We 
have our own specialties, but we’re the only people here who have really served as 
commanding officers for the units.” He paused, looking down thoughtfully as the elevator 
stopped and the doors opened, several of the soldiers leaving as he looked back up at 
Zerrex with a bit of  a smile.

“And then we come to Churchill,” he said mildly, as the doors slid back closed. “Our 
esteemed, highest-ranked commander. He’s worthless as a soldier… but he’s the person the 
soldiers originally rallied around, because of his former rank as Colonel of the General 
Army. And he does admittedly have a lot of knowledge about the tactics and training that 
the GA underwent, which was useful at first… but since Narrius is implementing his 
cloned soldiers more and more, and because they use much more vicious tactics, he’s started 
to get a bit useless. He also doesn’t seem to understand that no one is playing by the rules 
of  war anymore…”

Not that anyone played by them to begin with.” Zerrex murmured, and Albatross 
snorted with a nod, face twisted in an ironic smile as the elevator came to a halt again, and 
this time he stepped out with a few others when the doors opened. The Drakkaren followed 
him out, shaking his head slowly as he said quietly: “So you let him take the position of 
High Commander…”

Because that’s what everyone wanted.” Albatross shrugged slowly. “Fifty percent of our 
remaining forces are GA… twenty percent are specially-trained civilians like security guards 
and police personnel… the rest are rescued soldiers who are willing to work with us. We’ve 
got… God, who knows how many people who are ready, willing, and able to join the army 
with a bit of extra training – after all, all of Hez’Ranna undergoes physical training as part 
of one’s education growing up – but Churchill won’t hear of it, even though it would 
bolster our forces… because that would be bad for protocol, and because he realizes that he 
might lose his precious position as head of the council. He also said we should be run by 
election to choose our highest commander who has the veto and give power… and since he 
automatically managed fifty percent of the vote from the soldiers he used to boss 
around…”

Zerrex muttered under his breath, rolling his eyes as they headed through another long 
hallway and past a few gaggles of uniformed soldiers and plain-clothed civilians. “That’s 
great. More politics… and what you’re thinking, is that if you introduce me to the soldiers, 
they’ll rally around a new figurehead… and you’ll be able to knock Churchill out of power 



and add me to the council.” He paused and glared a bit at Albatross, making him quail and 
flap his wings a bit with a wince. “First. It’s more polite to ask then force me to figure it 
out on my own… and second, I don’t play well with others. No politics, no council crap.”

Albatross coughed as they approached a pair of plain metal double doors, then they 
pushed through into a plain auditorium… before Zerrex winced as he saw it was full of 
soldiers, sitting in the seats and milling in the isles, leaving only the main middle hall 
between the seats open. He looked back and forth, then up towards the stage as Albatross 
led him slowly forwards, murmuring under his breath: “Well, then you’re gonna be really 
pissed about this, because it’s more of an inauguration ceremony than anything else. We’re 
gonna ask you after a short introduction on the stage… and you aren’t uh… exactly in a 
position to refuse.”

Zerrex glared at the back of the blue-scaled Dragokkaren… but he made a disgusted 
face as he realized it was true: sure, he could act like a child, turn and storm outside… but 
what good would that do? This was embarrassing enough as it was to be caught off guard 
and dragged up on stage… but he’d be the laughingstock of the base if he turned and left, 
or as bad as Churchill. So instead he contented himself with a sigh as he looked up at the 
stage, seeing Huck standing there with an embarrassed grin, one arm around Churchill’s 
shoulders… and the latter was fuming visibly, looking harried and angry. The Drakkaren 
figured he might as well keep going forwards if just to teach the pissed-off Dragokkaren a 
lesson… and so he just grumbled under his breath as they approached the stage, wincing as 
he followed him up a short set of  a stairs and onto the lighted wooden set.

He stood on the small wooden stage under the glare of the lights, and immediately the 
twins looked up at him with cheerful smiles, grabbing his wrists and jerking him over to 
position between them, and Zerrex coughed a bit at the behavior of the two Iuratus as he 
glanced back and forth over the crowd, Albatross wandering over to Churchill and leaning 
up to mutter something to him. Zerrex winced a bit, then he looked from one sister to the 
other and said mildly: “I’m going to kick your asses later, so you know. Because I know you 
two are behind this crap.”

We’ll make it up to you later, Lord Zerrex.” Mist replied, stroking a finger over his chest, 
and Shine winked and leaned up to nuzzle into his neck gently, pushing through his long 
hair and making him twitch a bit and smile despite himself, a bit of a blush rising in his 
cheeks as he caught everyone staring at him, feeling the females pressing forwards even as he 
tried to maintain a bit of professionalism. Then they both paused as a single beep sounded, 
and stood back a bit, straightening… but both keeping a hand resting on the Drakkaren’s 
waist, just above the base of  his tail.

Churchill cleared his throat as he adjusted a small headset over his head, and then he 
spoke plainly, his voice magnified easily through the entire auditorium… and likely through 
some other public announcement system that flooded the base, from the after-second echo 
Zerrex through he could hear coming from the speakers. “I, General Churchill, High 
Councilor, would like to make an announcement to everyone here: as some of you likely 
already know, a great and honored soldier has come into our midst, after surviving seven 



years of torture at the hands of Patriarch Narrius’s cruelest scientist, Arctic Death Mengele. 
This soldier has been revered by many of our soldiers as the heir of the Narrius legacy and 
bloodline, and even as a savior in some circles: Zerrex Narrius, formerly Commander 
Ravenlight of  the Goth Legion.”

Captain. Captain Ravenlight… never ‘commander.’ I don’t need my terms sweetened… 
Zerrex mumbled to himself, and he thought he heard Drake give a grunt of agreement 
somewhere in his mind. He paused, then turned his attention back to Churchill’s speech, 
which sounded horribly dry and rehearsed. “As all of you know, the Patriarch’s facilities 
have been said to be unbreachable, just as his army has been said to be indestructible and 
the RED Commanders all but invulnerable, tyrants of terror.” Oh my Gods. Please tell me 
that’s a bad translation of Hez’Rannan on my part. Tyrants of terror? “But recently I have 
received verification that Lord Zerrex has single-handedly destroyed not only the feared 
“Puppet Legion,” but the RED Commander Iago, who had taken so many lives. We also 
have reports from scouts of severe damage to a facility inside the Palace Sector; the 
damaged facility has been determined to be the main genetics laboratory of Mengele Tstegi, 
and our hope is that grievous injury has been inflicted to either his person or the sensitive 
equipment we know was kept inside his labs.

Lord Zerrex has also aided in the escape of the twins and their military platoon after 
being ambushed inside the city during a failed attempt to destroy a power station.” Zerrex 
frowned slightly at the badly-hidden disapproval in Churchill’s voice, but he tried to keep 
himself looking calm and impassive. He agreed it was a stupid idea, sure, for the twins to 
have gone along… but there was no need to drag it out and humiliate them for it, and he 
risked a glance at Shine, knowing her sister’s expression would be similar.

Her face was tight, her eyes furious… and then Zerrex looked up sharply at Churchill’s 
next words: “Unfortunately, several soldiers were killed in the line of duty, but although we 
shall mourn these soldiers, we will also rejoice at the safe return of two important council 
members and the arrival of Lord Zerrex.” You bastard. Treating them… talking about them 
like… “Honorary services will be held at the end of the week, to recognize all those fallen 
in duty, and postmortem recognitions given to those brave fallen heroes.”

Zerrex’s face twitched a bit, hard as he tried to stay emotionless… but he could feel 
anger boiling inside him, and deep, raw hatred. Worst of all, something that rarely 
happened was now rising up inside of him, making it even harder to avoid fidgeting as his 
body tensed; Ravenlight was rising up, not just in dark fury but almost righteous anger, and 
the image that came to mind was almost comical, making Zerrex’s muzzle twist in a cold 
half-smile as his emerald eyes blazed. One of Drake being shoved to the side, a wince on his 
face and one of Ravenlight’s hands shoving into his cheek, a finger poking rudely into a 
winced eye as the black-armored reptile shook the other one furiously, cursing and yelling 
every obscenity he had at his disposal.

Fucking moron! No… fucking maggot, fucking weakling! Talking about soldiers like 
toys or pawns, talking about them like they’re nothing, saying that the pretty pieces of steel 
and copper will make it all so much better… god damn, but I want to break this bastard in 



two. Honorary services at the end of the week, all this… bullshit? Treat soldiers as 
soldiers… they know what they’re getting into with a war brewing, the chance of death and 
pain and loss of everything… don’t you make what they’ve thrown away in sacrifice 
worthless… just let them have their peace, go to sleep and get their well-deserved rest…

Shush. Gotta listen to the rest of the speech… and you’re not making much sense 
anyway. Zerrex murmured mentally, and Ravenlight seemed to go back to silent fury. Zerrex 
wondered for a moment why Ravenlight was the only voice he ever heard clearly – sure, 
there were random murmurs and whispers that made it through whatever barrier was in his 
brain, too, but only when he was really stressed or upset or lonely – before turning his 
attention back to the General. “-so thus, I believe it is important that we must find a way to 
stand together as one unit, one being, one organism, and begin the fight anew against our 
mortal enemy, the Patriarch and his solders.

“In order to most effectively do this, I hereby elect that Lord Zerrex should be made a 
part of the military council governing the affairs of this facility and the base…” he paused 
for a long moment, seeming to be fighting an internal struggle with himself, then he added 
grimly, as Huck winced and slapped a hand to his forehead: “I will, however, also 
recommend a probationary period and that Lord Zerrex undergo a general test of his 
abilities-”

The Drakkaren could feel the twins tensing on either side of him, and he could sense 
the murderous intent flowing up from both… so he did the only thing he could. He 
quickly stepped across the stage, then simply punched Churchill in the face, sending him 
crashing to the ground and skidding over the wooden stage, his headset flying into the air 
and doing a single, lazy flip before the reptile reached up and caught it, his other hand still 
holding the random junk he’d picked up from the weapon room. He coughed a bit at the 
stares he got and the murmur that went through the crowd, as Huck and Albatross stared 
stupidly, then he fit the snug headset over his own skull and coughed, tapping the 
microphone and saying lamely: “Uh… hey there. General Churchill… um. Ran into 
technical difficulties.”

He paused for a moment, glancing down at the prone, twitching body of the 
Dragokkaren who was laying at the feet of the other two winged reptiles, then he coughed 
again and rubbed the back of his head with one hand, turning towards the crowd. “I just 
want you all to know that I plan to do the best as I can serving on the council and 
preparing our troops for the upcoming battles. The wars will be hard, and the enemy is 
crueler, colder, and more sadistic than many of you have yet to imagine…” The Drakkaren 
glanced down, then back up, his voice becoming more serious, automatically settling in to 
the military-style dialogue, no longer feeling any queasiness from being in front of such a 
huge crowd and instead letting his words flow. They came as they did, and for whatever 
reason… they seemed to be the right ones. “But I’m here to prepare you for that.

“I am not a savior. I am not a god, and I am not a hero… I’m closer to the opposite 
number, which I keep saying clearly to even our other esteemed leaders.” Zerrex said mildly, 
his voice easily carrying over the announcement system and causing uneasy glances to pass 



between those listening – all listening now, instead of those few outside of the hall who 
had paid half-attention to Churchill’s usual blathering. “But we’ve tried playing as the good 
guys, and we’ve let our heroes and the nice people and prayed to our gods; none of them 
have helped us against this hell, this living devil, so I say screw playing nice. If you want a 
job done morally, ethically and in a way that lets you feel all squeaky-clean and peachy, then 
fine. Go talk to your priests, talk of  angels and gods and heaven.

But if you want a job done right, done fast, and an enemy crushed, then don’t talk to 
your gods or anyone else that brings salvation. In this kind of war, we have to meet the 
enemy with equal force, and be prepared to use every weapon we have at our disposal… and 
most of all, meet ruthlessness with ruthlessness. What, you afraid of Hell?” Zerrex grinned, 
then said calmly: “Where do you think we are now? Narrius has already risen Hell, and 
covered this entire world in his own dark image, his own corrupt world, which is chaos for 
the sake of chaos. God can’t help us now… only we can help ourselves in this godless 
world. 

We are soldiers. We are warriors. And now is the time for war, and the time for us to do 
what we do best… to fight, to live, to kill, to die. We will suffer… but even in Hell, we’ll 
find the strength to keep going, and we’ll march proud and united against the monster 
called the Patriarch, who’s already laid waste to this once-great nation and the entire world. 
And we aren’t here to play nice, or play war games, or screw around with protocol and law, 
because there no longer is any law. We have a chance to change the course of history… 
because if we fail, we’ll be seen as nothing but a bunch of miserable, idiot failures who 
stood in the way of good and civilization.” As Zerrex spoke, his voice rose, becoming 
harder and rawer as he half-shouted into the microphone: “Do you want Narrius to be seen 
as the good guy by the future generations, or reviled as the scum he is? Do you want to end 
up being seen as weaklings, as monsters, as the most non-patriotic terrorists by the history 
books, or are you willing to live, fight and die for the truth, for honor, for this entire 
goddamn world that is our home in its defense?”

The crowd responded with a loud: “No, sir!” that echoed through the room and the 
building, and Zerrex snorted as he paced back and forth, closing his eyes for a moment… 
then raising his head and glaring over the crowd before shouting back: “Then what the hell 
are you all doing? We have to fight harder, do better! We don’t even have the choice of 
giving up anymore, because we will be exterminated like feral rats in the food supply… 
because your children, your families, your friends, will be sent to the experiment labs, and 
ripped apart by bastards like Mengele to be turned into sex toys, monsters and slaves! Do 
you want that to happen? No? Then we have one choice, and that’s to fight and to crush the 
Patriarch!” A pause, and then he grinned coldly around at them all. “There’s only one 
person who wins in war… and that’s the bureaucrat. We soldiers suffer in ways that no one 
else will ever recognize or admit… we are the ones who get to experience the piss-your-
pants fear of the enemy charging down on us, outnumbering us by a thousand, a goddamn 
million, and better equipped, better in every way… but we have something they don’t.

We have a reason to fight… and a reason to win. Narrius doesn’t; Narrius just wants to 
see the clash and the violence… and there is no formed goal at the end of his plans. If he 



kills you… he’s won the war. And even when we kill him… we might write down that we 
won the war, that we crushed the monsters, that we eradicated evil. But we won’t win… this 
world is in shambles, we’ve all lost friends, family, children and lovers. We’ve all suffered… 
and we’ll continue to suffer. This beautiful city has been destroyed… but we can at least 
make sure that Narrius doesn’t get his way; we won’t win, but if we kill that bastard, then 
our next generation gets to live just like we did… not in peace, but not in Hell, either.

I don’t believe in political crap, and I don’t believe in feeding you and puffing you up 
with bullshit.” Zerrex said calmly, and he could see that he had locked the attention of the 
soldiers on him… and that they were uncomfortable. Good. They should be. “You’ve all 
heard things today you ain’t supposed to, I get that. That we can’t win the war in any sense 
but by making sure Narrius doesn’t get his way, that we still get to write the history 
textbooks. That we can’t win by playing by the rules, because there are no real rules in war, 
because war is honorless, war is cruel, war is a living force by itself, as terrible and cold as a 
natural disaster. It’s chaos, and that the person who wins is the good guy… and that we 
might have to use some tricks to win that you’ve been taught are against code and law. 

“But I will tell you that we do have a chance. No matter what else happens, we stand a 
chance… and that I will be there with you. I will march with you, and I will not… sit on 
the sidelines and cry and do nothing. Like you, I’m a soldier. Like you, I will be on the 
front lines, not just guiding the attacks but participating, because I’m not the smartest, and 
all I’ve really got going for me is the ability to swing a sword and shoot a gun.” A pause and 
a soft laugh. “You call me a savior? I’m the same as every one of you, another grunt on the 
line of battle. And when you go out there, on whatever duties you got, you remember that. 
And that every kill you make means one less soldier for Narrius and maybe one less 
Commander, that every building we raze is one less facility, that every person we save is a 
boost to our forces. And remember that no matter how many of us die, there will be 
someone else to rise up and continue the fight…

A million to one? So what?” Zerrex snorted and shrugged, shaking his head. “So what? 
We’re ghosts… and for every one of us they do manage to take down, we kill a hundred of 
them and blow up three buildings, and that’s following protocols that they already know, 
and that’s with them using all their fancy technology and super weapons. But I’m sick of 
talking and I know I’m making no sense anymore… so let’s get our asses in gear. Actions 
speak louder than words, anyway… so I’ll be looking around to pick out some of you 
better soldiers, and I’ll be ready and willing to prove myself to any one of you and be 
running through some new strategies I’ve got in mind. We’ve also got a major assault 
mission planned in the near future, and I’ll be going myself to prove to you that I’m no 
angel.” He paused and grinned. “Because angels don’t kill, right? But enough of  this.”

The Drakkaren reached up and tossed his headset away, sending it skittering over the 
stage as he looked at the other dumbfounded reptiles, nodding curtly and saying mildly: 
“That went well.” With that, he turned and jumped off the stage, heading giddily back to 
his quarters and once more feeling not just like an idiot, but like he’d done nothing but 
embarrass himself and screw up, anxiety rolling through him… despite the fact he could 
hear a loud clapping all around him as he pushed his way through the double doors… and 



into another flood of soldiers and civilians, all of them clapping and looking at him 
respectfully as well.

The reptile blushed, rubbing the back of his head as he stood in front of the crowd, 
then he walked forwards and carefully attempted to clear his path through the group, 
coughing a bit at the expressions on the soldiers around him, all of them chattering and 
murmuring, some of them tossing him cheers and comments, and a few seeming to follow 
him quickly through the crowd before he staggered out of the group and winced, quickly 
making his way towards an elevator with a few nonsensical murmurs. 

He stood by the elevator, hating the looks he was getting from everyone… but at the 
same time he had to admit it sent a thrill running through him. He liked the attention, 
definitely… but the power he had over these people already was enough to unnerve him as 
well. He shook his head as some of the soldiers followed him into the main hall, 
murmuring between themselves about whether or not to approach the Drakkaren… before 
he felt himself nudged from the side and he glanced over to see another reptile standing 
there, poking at his arm and looking up at him embarrassedly, before giving a stupid grin. 
“Um… nice tat?”

Zerrex blinked, then he glanced at the arm: the sleeve of his jacket had rolled all the way 
up to reveal his muscular bicep with the swastika tattooed on it between the barbs of the 
gaelic ivy. The Drakkaren coughed and blushed slightly, leaving an awkward silence between 
the two while the reptile sized up this newcomer.

A Drakkaren like he was, from the height… roughly seven feet tall, and dressed in a 
plain, unmarked tan uniform with gold streaks through it, old combat boots that had gone 
dusty beyond the salvation of any polish, and with a handgun at his side and a plain 
nightstick behind this. He also had the edge of a scar just under his collar… and Zerrex 
took another glance over him, at his lithe body that was covered neatly by the slightly-
rugged uniform, and then he smiled a bit and bowed his head towards him. “You’re a 
former Iuratus, aren’t you?”

I wish.” He laughed a bit and shook his head, smiling back at Zerrex and rubbing his 
green-scaled head, his blue eyes flickering a bit. “I was just an impoverished farmhand, a 
half-slave for another family while trying to take care of my own… but I had enough 
military training that I passed the entrance test for the rebel army.” A pause and a bit of a 
blush as he drew his hand back, realizing he’d been slowly massaging the Drakkaren’s bicep. 
“Sorry. Um. I um… I mean, I just wanted to talk to you and… see you up close, I 
guess…”

Zerrex nodded and laughed quietly, glancing over him again before nodding as the 
elevator opened. “Care to join me?” He stepped inside, then smiled a bit wider as the 
Drakkaren flushed deeply and stepped inside, smiling warmly up at him. “Glad for the 
company… so what’s your name?” A pause and a glance over him again.” And you look 
pretty young… how’d you get the extra training?”

The male smiled a bit up at him, looking a bit uneasy as he glanced down, before 
looking up again and starting to babble – and likely giving away far more information than 



he’d intended. “Well… I was um… I mean, my name is Hansel, Hans Genevieve… I mean, 
I’m twenty, or… you know, almost, I’m nineteen and a few months… and um… I was 
going to military academy, but when I was sixteen, my dad was drafted by the military and 
my mother died, so I had to take on the role of parent, sorta, for my younger sisters. I 
mean, sister and brother… so I had to leave the academy, instead ended up doing slave 
work for a family down the road, working in the farmhouse and sleeping there some nights, 
doing… you know… other stuff for the family, for the brothers that ran the house, and 
even the younger sister when she was… you know… in the mood and lonely… and… 
stuff…” he broke off, flushing and looking down, and Zerrex reached up and tilted his 
head upwards as the elevator rolled to a halt, meeting his eyes.

Don’t worry about it. I understand, and there’s nothin’ wrong with what you did… or 
enjoying it, either.” He added after a pause, and Hans blushed embarrassedly and toddled 
quickly after Zerrex, as he walked out of the elevator, the Drakkaren following quickly 
along in his wake and looking after him adoringly. Horribly, Zerrex already had an idea of 
getting the once-slave to suck his cock for some stress relief… and he quickly shook his 
head with a mutter to himself before glancing over his shoulder at Hans, adding easily: 
“But now you’re here, huh? Just an infantry soldier?”

“Mostly I work around base… I’m a guard and stuff…” he mumbled, looking 
embarrassed again as Zerrex nodded: standard rookie duty, not usually appreciated by the 
soldiers. He paused as he glanced around, flushing deeply as he toddled after his apparent 
new hero, then he mumbled: “I’ve never… been up around here before… don’t think I’ve 
really been in the civilian barracks… only came here a few months ago, and… you 
know…”

“Not really.” Zerrex said with a bit of a grin over his shoulder, making Hans blush 
deeper… and then he turned almost completely red when Zerrex put an arm around him 
and easily drew him up against his side. The reptile looked down at him with an amused 
smile, feeling his entertainment grow at the obvious bulge in Hans’s pants that the 
unfortunate Drakkaren was trying to cover up somehow, and instead drawing him closer: on 
one hand it hid the hardness in his pants, on the other… he could feel it pressing firmly 
against his leg, and again he had visions of this little, feminine male giving him some nice 
private time… “But no worries, right? You can accompany me back to my room, and maybe 
I’ll come find you later.”

The Drakkaren looked up at him with shining eyes, nodding rapidly, and Zerrex smiled 
a bit again, feeling more relaxed now… and he had the faintest hope that things, maybe, 
could turn out good here after all.

~~~
Narrius stood in the main meeting room of one of the larger military complexes in his 

main sector, hands behind his back, pristine suit almost a second skin on his body as he 
looked out the side window and into the courtyard below, where RED Enforcers were 
going through a standard military exercise: all of them naked but for a pair of black shorts, 
training with old automatic rifles loaded with .22 slugs and half loads of gunpowder. He 



watched idly as the two teams – differentiated by crimson and blue armbands – opened fire 
on each other, one of them falling from massive trauma to his leg. The bullets were little 
more than weak pellets, but his leg had more than twenty rifle rounds in it… and the game 
paused as one of the Enforcer Captains blew a whistle to pause the ‘game,’ then walked up, 
drawing his sidearm as the Dragokkaren clutching his leg winced and apparently tried to 
ask for mercy – Enforcers were trained to never, ever beg, even after torture – but was 
promptly cut off by a single shot to the head from one of the high-caliber handguns 
carried by the commanding officers, sending him down in a spray of gore and brain matter. 
His corpse was dragged away by two of his former compatriots, the gore mopped off the 
playing field… and then the game resumed, and Narrius turned his attention from his 
spectacle with boredom to the soldiers present.

Alone sat in a chair, his naked paws up on a table, baggy pants hanging around his legs 
and a loose leather military jacket with RED emblazoned on both shoulders and across the 
back hanging around him, a size too big… but the black uniform shirt over his chest tight 
to show off rippling muscle hidden beneath it. His arms and legs were also much stronger 
than when he’d first woken up, and he had a pair of sunglasses covering his eyes, one ear 
flicking disdainfully at the sound of the shot as he spun a massive silver .45 on one finger, 
with Excalibur II etched down the barrel, and a sword cut into the fitted handle. His fur 
had lost its black splotches and instead become pure white, and his eyes were a shifting 
periwinkle, hands clad in driving gloves to cover his padded but otherwise barer, more 
reptilian hands.

Sitting on the table next to him, her legs primly crossed and back purposefully turned to 
the wolf – knowing that lack of attention pissed him off – was Cherubim: the female was 
naked but for a two-piece black bikini that barely covered her ample breasts, and the 
bottom was more like a g-string than any kind of swimsuit, leaving little to the imagination 
as it clung tight against her crotch. Her legs were slender and strong, her arms muscular but 
lithe as well, her stomach taunt… and her scales were a strange reddish-blue. Stretching 
from this Drakkaren’s back was a pair of blackened angel wings, the mixed black, grey and 
white of ash: and on closer inspection, they were made not of feathers, but thick, leathery 
scales that came down to a sharp point at one end, shaped almost like teardrops. Her eyes 
were feral, golden yellow and with vertical, slitted pupils… and her teeth cruelly curved 
inwards like fangs as she smiled, before raising one finger and wrapping a long, forked 
tongue around it as she peered at Narrius. Her legs primly crossed, she tapped one three-
inch spike heel against the other on her knee-high motorcycle boots, which also bore silver 
circles up either side, with blacks straps connecting these to each other: but she had no 
weapons on her, whereas Alone had all manner of guns tucked into his waistband and 
holstered all along his body, as well as the one he carried in his hand.

That left two: one, a black-scaled Dragokkaren also dressed in a suit, sixteen feet tall, 
resting silently against the wall and with his crimson eyes currently focused on Narrius. 
Other than his clothing, however, he resembled the liquid creatures that Zerrex had 
dispatched earlier in the day. The other would also be familiar to Zerrex, but the reptile 
would be surprised to find that Mengele had already changed a bit more from his 



Drakkaren self: now he’d sewn on a few patches of white wolf fur over his scales, changing 
his overall appearance into an even more twisted hybrid. Every so often, he shot Alone a 
musing glance, treating the wolf more like prey than a fellow high-ranking member of 
Narrius’s army.

Finally, the Patriarch turned to them with distaste, saying mildly: “Zerrex has become a 
problem. He’s joined the rebels up in their pathetic little base in the dead valley… the 
facility is obviously rife with electrical power and thermal signals. Unfortunately, however, I 
expect an attack within a few days… Raves had never been one to wait.”

“Y’know, boss, first thing we should do? Shoot the fucker who let him go.” Alone said 
plainly, then he took aim over at Mengele, who looked completely unfazed as he grinned 
and peered over the tops of his sunglasses. “Oh, am I ever so sorry, herr meister wannabe-
wolf. I meant, the fucking idiot who didn’t let him go, but actually set the fucking son of a 
whore free.”

Pull the trigger, then.” Mengele responded with a snort, looking coldly back at Alone 
without a trace of fear in his eyes. Alone snarled, biting his lip and his finger tightening on 
the trigger as an eye twitched, the pure white wolf leaning forwards a bit towards him… 
and then the hybrid snorted and tilted his head, looking at him contemptibly. “What’s 
wrong, Alone? Don’t have the balls to do it because your master is in the room, and his 
good little lapdog needs the order before he can do anything? Or do you just not have the 
guts to shoot someone when you know even with your genetic enhancements and the 
nephilim inside you, you don’t stand a chance against me, guns or no guns? Pitiful fucking 
asshole… I might be impure, but at least I’m nothing like you…” He rose his muzzle with 
a haughty snort, his lips curling into a cruel grin. “An empty-soul doggie stealing and 
wearing the body of the scraps of a barrel of shit, one of the worst examples of the lupine 
species I’ve ever seen. You’re nothing more than a mannequin with brains.”

“Shut up!” Alone shouted furiously, and then he quailed back as Narrius turned his 
baleful red eyes on him, shrinking away and dropping his gun on the table with a sulky 
mutter, putting his hands quickly behind his head instead and attempting to lean back in 
his chair, gazing at a corner of the room steadfastedly as he added angrily: “At least I’m not 
dead.”

But you were never alive to begin with.” Mengele returned idly, then he snorted and 
turned his attention to Narrius, who had been watching the banter between the two with 
mild annoyance. “I think we should bomb the compound with Type 5 hemotoxic gas. 
Odorless, and they’ll all die of blood issues within a week from their red cells dying and 
turning toxic to their own systems. Three known vaccines, but they have no access to our 
laboratories or the equipment necessary to build them, and after a day, none of them will 
have the strength to operate anything complex, either.”

Cherubim smiled at him, idly stroking down her sides before tightly wrapping her arms 
around her stomach and looking at him with entertainment. “You and your poisons. Some 
of  us find slow, painful deaths sexy, you know.”



Mengele merely looked at her with disdain, then he said calmly: “And some of us find 
vultures like you disgusting and beyond even contempt. Go fuck Alone if you’re looking for 
an easy lay, you stupid harpy.”

The female snorted, looking back at him with a roll of her eyes, but otherwise she 
seemed unfazed. The argument seemed to be an old one between the two, as she stretched 
her wings out slowly, then she turned and grinned at the wolf, who was looking moodily 
off into the distance. “He prefers Cherry over me, I think. Even when he’s a big boy, he 
seems to get off way too fast with any girl who can put up resistance at all, and he ain’t so 
good… but you know Cherry, she just lives for sex now and even getting fucked by him a 
few times in a row she doesn’t seem to mind too much…”

“Fuck you!” Alone snarled, then he snorted and looked down angrily, moodily glancing 
back and forth as he threw his paws back up on the table, looking up at the ceiling with his 
hands behind his head. Narrius looked again at the three arguers distastefully, then he 
smiled slightly, turning his crimson eyes over to Cherubim.

Stop bickering.” he said softly, and immediately Alone and Cherubim both looked at 
him, swallowing quickly and fear flooding into their bodies as Narrius slowly flexed one of 
his gloved hands, looking down at it idly. Then he turned his crimson gaze over the three 
RED Commanders, continuing mildly: “I recognize there’s no lost love or comradeship 
between you, or we’d all be a bit more broken up over Iago’s demise. The loss of his unit, 
although of no real consequence with how utterly useless the Angels were, goes to show 
that Zerrex may be able to provide the rebels with an added punch, the idea of which I 
don’t enjoy contemplating.”

He paused, looking down at his hand and adding gently: “I didn’t give the four of you, 
my RED leaders, each a nephilim just so you could brag about your strength and wear 
jackets like this was some ridiculous club. And since each of you is the leader of a specific 
set of units, your loss would be grievous… although not fatal to my current plans. Of all 
of you, the only person so far who’s proven himself of any use is Mengele, which is why 
he’s permitted to survive despite his abhorrent tastes.” Narrius looked over the patches of 
wolf  on the Drakkaren with disgust, and Mengele merely snorted and rolled his eyes away.

Cherubim.” Narrius said softly, and the female immediately looked up raptly, flapping 
her wings once as she smiled brightly, but her eyes betrayed a tremor of terror as well. 
“We’ve detected rebel scouts entering the northernmost sector, seventeen. I want you to use 
your powers of persuasion to get them to take you back with them… and once you arrive at 
their base, set off a radio transmitter and give us their location. I’ll send you air support 
and we’ll simply blow apart the base and irradiate the ruins with a concentrated nuclear 
dispersal unit to make sure none survive.” He paused, then glanced over at Alone. “And you, 
pelt. I want you to go and start the Untrained on level four, and arm the hunting taskforce 
with assault weapons and battle gear. Black Requiem, you can report back to my Manse and 
make sure that Marina is… comfortable. I have a few more chores to take care of  yet.”

The silent Dragokkaren nodded, then dissolved into a black ooze that slid smoothly 
away, not leaving a trace as it exited the room under the crack in the door. Mengele watched 



this with boredom, waiting as the others stood, bowed their heads respectfully, and quickly 
left, leaving him sitting alone with Narrius. The Patriarch made a disgusted face as the 
double doors closed, then he glanced at Mengele and asked mildly: “How long will Alone 
and Cherubim last?”

Optimum performance?” Mengele shrugged. “All nephilim have a corrosive effect…  
Cherubim is already beginning to show signs of internal deterioration on the monthly 
exams as she grows physically stronger, but I doubt she’s even felt the effects yet… she’ll 
only last another twenty months at the most, however, and she’ll be dead and rotted. Alone 
will last a bit longer… maybe up to thirty-six months with proper maintenance. He doesn’t 
have the same physical properties, since he’s only an empty canister that’s mocking the 
effects of a soul… and ironically, his nasty chain-smoking habit seems to be stunting the 
effects of  the lightning nephilim.” 

“Pity.” Narrius said dryly, then he snorted and shook his head. “Well, Iago was a failed 
experiment as well… he lasted-”

Nineteen months, one week, two days, thirteen hours, forty-five minutes… and twenty-
two seconds.” Mengele responded with equal acridity, earning an irritated glare that he 
chose to ignore entirely. “Then we basically pasted his scales onto the metal shell of one of 
Autoreplicators. Filthy android…” He snorted. “But by then he’d been absorbed into the 
nephilim’s essence and their souls had mixed into one.”

But Drake is different.” Narrius said slowly, and Mengele simply shrugged, glancing 
upwards and not saying anything. The Dragokkaren again gave him a frustrated glare, an eye 
twitching, before he finally asked in as calm a voice as he could manage: “How did things 
go different with Zerrex and Drake?”

Mengele lowered his head in thought for a moment, then he glanced back up and 
shrugged. “Zerrex only has half of Drake contained in his body… your son has remarkable 
healing capabilities, beyond extraordinary… his energy signature is different, or maybe he 
and Drake just decided to be friends. For all I know, maybe the fact that Drake is the only 
sentient nephilim has something to do with it… but Drake has always tested differently in 
every exam, and he’s also the only nephilim who can assume an actual physical form and 
take physical presence in the world.” A pause and a shrug. “From what I can see, the other 
nephilim only ‘wake up’ certain sections of the brain and automatically help influence the 
environment around themselves by… some unknown means. That’s the only reason the 
Autoreplication Droid worked as Iago’s outer shell… and why it was capable of 
regenerating so fast when the others took literal hours to rebuild the smallest of  damages.”

Narrius closed his eyes and put a hand to his head, then he looked at the scientist and 
said finally: “I don’t want all your fancy little details and ideas, Mengele… that is not why I 
summoned you here, nor why I brought you back. And if you continue to frustrate me, I’m 
going to cut your head off, suspend it in a vial of life fluid, and torture you mercilessly day 
in, day out, until you give me the genetic sequencing primers I want-”

Mengele grinned at this though, then he laughed loudly, throwing his head back, and 
causing Narrius’s eye to twitch: the only inherited gesture that Zerrex shared with him. 



Before he could make another threat – or act on it, as the glove around his hand sizzled 
with electricity – the half-wolf merely looked up at him coldly and said icily: “Try it, 
bellycrawler. Go ahead. But keep in mind that you screwed up when you brought me back, 
you messed up my neural wiring… I don’t feel pain, pleasure, or anything at all. So why 
don’t you do your worst? Besides, I have plenty of tricks up my sleeve… don’t forget that I 
was the one who worked on the genetic coding for enhancement and controlled mutation.”

The Dragokkaren snorted at this, then he cracked his knuckles and said softly: “I have 
plenty of other methods of torture, Mengele, don’t worry about that. But fine. We’ll keep 
playing your way for now, but just remember… the more trouble you put me through, the 
more trouble I’ll put you through when it comes down to the end of the road, after you’ve 
finished the design of Godsmite.” With that, Narrius walked easily around the table in the 
meeting room and back towards the doors, pushing his way through and adding over his 
shoulder: “I know you’re trapped more by your own need to solve this new genetics puzzle 
than I am… and I always have a backup plan. So we can do it your way, Arctic Death, and 
everyone can go quietly… or I’ll use my machines and make everyone go in screaming 
agony.”

Then Narrius left, adjusting his tie and dusting invisible wrinkles out of his suit, leaving 
Mengele sitting alone with a snarl on his features, head bowed, hands planted firmly on the 
table as he stared at the flat surface with a mixture of  loathing and self-contempt.

~~~
Zerrex walked out of his quarters, rubbing the back of his head and feeling vaguely 

amused as he wandered between the stone pillars, huge cleaver resting against his back and 
revolver in a holster at his side, the pack holding the other parts and a few spare bullets 
sitting on his other hip. He rubbed slowly at the back of his head, looking faintly amused 
as he felt the long hairs, tied back in a ponytail with a long, torn cloth: it had already grown 
all the way down past the middle of his back, which was… vaguely creepy, in his opinion. 
The reptile had also discarded his military jacket in favor of a navy blue dress shirt that his 
new personal servant, Hans, had brought him, the male dedicating his life happily to the 
Drakkaren without him asking more than: “Do you know where I could get some plainer 
clothes?”

He rubbed his short-sleeved shirted chest idly, still feeling a bit uncomfortable with the 
giant swastika tattooed on his bicep. In the privacy of his room, while he’d been getting his 
other stuff ready and whatnot, he’d also managed to get his hands on a tape measure and 
check the new length of his penis… and it was definitely much larger than before with just 
a look and judging by his new size, and when he’d finally gotten around to check, he’d 
found he was almost twenty inches larger: 51.4 inches was his new length in total. It 
definitely made him grin stupidly… then wonder if he’d ever be able to hilt himself into 
anyone ever again without killing them.

Drake, of course, had taken this time to speak up, as the Drakkaren had been idly 
stroking his gigantic, fully-erect cock before he sat back on the bed and looked down at his 
huge member thoughtfully with the nephilim’s words. This is probably what would be 



termed your body’s “average” size… a height roughly between the minimum and maximum 
you can shift your form. You remember that, right? You can now perform a kind of shape-
shifting, which permits you to replicate and destroy cells as you wish, but consumes your 
energy to do so: in other words, you can force your body to grow larger or smaller. Your 
bones have also been redesigned so that they sort of… compress, or are… telescopic? Is 
that the word?

Anyway. Drake hadn’t been interested in the semantics, continuing on in a mild, calm 
voice that instantly made Zerrex realize the bastard was lying… and with that realization, 
when Drake’s mental voice didn’t so much as quiver, he also came to realize he’d instinctively 
somehow created a wall between them, as Drake rambled on pointlessly about how Zerrex 
wouldn’t be able to utilize his size-shifting properties and capabilities until they’d restored 
Drake’s two halves together for lots of technical medical reasons, etcetera. In fact, he went 
on so long that Zerrex had enough time for his erection to die down and his shaft to shrink 
back into itself, as he looked at the huge, powerful flesh that when flaccid, got small enough 
he could put on a pair of pants and walk around without looking like he had a coil of 
really big sausages stuck down one leg of his pants unless they were… really really 
ridiculously tight pants… and then Hans had opened the door, interrupting both of them 
and snapping Drake off as Zerrex’s concentration had been broken by the embarrassment 
of being caught naked, and Hans turned completely red before babbling mindlessly for 
maybe twenty minutes.

Eventually, Zerrex had gotten his clothes on, trying to ignore the way Hans was almost 
drooling over him and staring at him with what could only be described as pure wonder… 
but on the way out, he’d finally sighed and relented, looked down at the much-smaller male 
mildly, and said plainly: “Go ahead. Touch me.”

Hans had dragged his hands over his chest like he was touching a god, his flush rising 
hotter in his chest and his pants creaking… then Zerrex had smiled slightly and patted him 
gently on the shoulder before leaving, too well aware he’d most likely throttle the small male 
with his penis, even accidentally… or worse, he’d rip him apart inside out.

Now, however, that left the reptile wondering idly how to shift his body size… which 
led to his next task. Before he even reached the doors leading out of the cement hallway, 
however, they were flung open, and General Churchill stormed inside… along with Huck 
and Albatross, the former who was pleading with him and trying to pull him away, the 
latter yelling at him angrily and looking utterly incensed, his single purple eye burning with 
rage. Churchill was also dressed in full ceremonial gear… and he had an officer’s sword at 
his side, one of the decorative rapiers given to the exceptional soldiers – exceptional soldiers 
who graduated with high marks from military school, that was. Something which often 
came to mean nothing on the battlefield.

Zerrex sighed, then he rolled his eyes as Albatross and Huck turned their attention from 
Churchill to grappling with the twins, both wincing and struggling impressively against the 
twins, who were slowly forcing their ways forwards, snarling angrily and wrestling the two 
larger Dragokkaren gamely. Churchill looked over his shoulder with a wince, some of his 



anger turning to fear, and the Drakkaren couldn’t help but roll his emerald eyes: the so-
called ‘General’ had just walked into what could be defined as a perfect ambush, not just 
allowing himself  to be pincered, but in fact forcing it to happen.

Without a word, Zerrex rose his hand and snapped his fingers twice, and the twins 
looked up before grudgingly backing off, lurking near the doors, Shine with a hand on her 
cleaver’s handle and Mist cracking her knuckles threateningly, both glowering, both in jeans 
and plain military shirts that almost looked like the average civilian’s wear. Albatross and 
Huck both looked relieved… then the former looked horrified and the latter groaned and 
dropped his face in his grubby hands, smearing engine oil down his muzzle from his 
coveralls as Churchill drew his sword and announced in a proud, clear voice: “You, sir, have 
offended my honor. I challenge you to a duel in order to defend myself and my status, out 
of fear that a… tyrant like yourself will prove to be just like your father and steal me out of 
my rightful place!”

Zerrex simply slumped with a tired sigh, rolling his eyes as the insult that would 
normally have sent him into a killing rage just bounced off him. He’d expected something 
like this, after all… and he had a strong feeling that Churchill wasn’t going to do much 
more than squawk angrily, pace around, and then drag him off to some spot for public 
humiliation. “You’re like… really, really annoying. I’m gonna like, stab you in the eye.”

Churchill looked nonplussed at this reaction for a moment, then he snorted and flapped 
his arms, swinging the rapier back and forth and making Huck duck with a wince as the 
sword sailed dangerously close to his head, almost falling onto his grubby ass as he went 
from trying to get Churchill to back off to glaring at him. “Oh, so you are intent on taking 
my life-”

No. Just… hurting you. In a really… sucky way.” Zerrex responded lamely, straightening 
and rubbing the back of his head, causing the Dragokkaren to pause, blink, then glare again 
at him furiously, brandishing the sword at him. The Drakkaren coughed as Churchill 
approached, then rose a finger and pressed it to the badly-sharpened blade, carefully 
pushing it away to point in a different direction. “And stop waving that around. If you stab 
Huck or Albatross, I think you’ll get shot.”

“Don’t tell me what to do!” Churchill barked back, then he drew his sword quickly 
downwards, making Zerrex wince as it cut a small knick in his finger, and the Dragokkaren 
puffed his chest out – pretty useless, since he was wearing the stupid fitted armor – and 
squared his shoulders, saying loudly: “I demand that you come with me, and we have a duel 
in the training center in the top level of the barracks to determine supremacy, using…” A 
glance at the huge cleaver on Zerrex’s back. “Swords of honor and tradition, and not such 
foul, cheating weapons.”

I’m going to fuck him up so bad…” growled Shine, as she squeezed the handle of her 
cleaver, but Mist muttered something to her and the twins forced a cold smile as Churchill 
glanced over his shoulder at them with another visible wince. Zerrex sighed at the fact that 
the Dragokkaren took his full attention off him and dropped his guard entirely to his 



front, but, although tempted to kick him hard in the crotch, he resisted and simply stepped 
back, putting his cut finger into his muzzle to suck on it lightly.

Then the General turned back towards him, before snorting, doing a quick about face, 
and snapping the sword forwards as if ordering a charge before doing a quick march 
forwards through the doors, obviously expecting everyone to follow him, perhaps in some 
ridiculous formation. The reptile could almost feel pity for the poor idiot, as he shared a 
look with Albatross and Huckleberry, then he shrugged a bit and glanced at the twins, 
jerking his head, then beckoning with two fingers before shifting that to point over his 
shoulder with his thumb, and the twins nodded, bowing their heads respectfully.

The Drakkaren walked forwards, nodding to the two other males, and the females held 
the doors open for them before following a few paces behind, as Huck blinked and looked 
up at him curiously: “Okay uh… before we get to King Arthur there being an asshole… 
what the hell did you just order?”

Iuratrus commands.” Zerrex said plainly, then he shrugged and laughed quietly. “They’re 
warriors as much as anything else, in some ways more. Sure, they’re primarily sexual slaves… 
but they’re better trained than your average military. I told them to follow at a short 
distance to watch my back, just in case Churchill… you know… leaps out from behind a 
pillar or something. I know most of them because most of the servants back… home… 
used to respond to them, when I still lived at the Estate with my father.”

Albatross nodded, then glanced at Huck and added with an amused smile at his stare: 
“Did you… never know what Iuratus meant, you moron? You need to get out of your 
garage more often… and yes, the twins are sexual slaves, who are sworn to follow Lord 
Zerrex’s commands, and no one else’s.”

I think I hate you, you lucky bastard.” sulked Huck, crossing his arms and glaring up at 
the Drakkaren, then he shook his head and rubbed at his face, only succeeding in smearing 
more gunk over his face. “But in all seriousness… Churchill is going to try and kill you, I 
think, but then he’ll claim it was an accident later on… he thinks that by beating you, he 
can fortify his position as High Councilor, and that he’ll even take on the status of hero… 
he’s jealous, pissy, childish, a pussy-bitch-whiny-fucking-shitheaded-”

I think he gets it.” Albatross cut in mildly, then he made a disgusted face when Huck 
smeared grease on his otherwise clean uniform shirt, making him half-snarl and his face 
twitch in irritation. “You fucking ‘tard! You know how hard this is to clean?”

Now it goes with your face.” Huck shot back, but before they could break down into 
childish bickering – or rather, degrade even further – Zerrex grabbed both of them by the 
backs of the neck and stopped, glaring from one to the other and making them both cough 
and look back and forth, before Huck finally said meekly: “Er. Sorry. Albossatross, you’re 
the brains of the operation, you go ahead and explain. I’m the dude named after some fruit, 
after all.”

You are a fruit.” Albatross muttered under his breath, then he winced as Zerrex shook 
him once, flapping his wings once before furling them tight as Zerrex let them both drop, 



rubbing at the back of his neck with one hand and resettling his cap on his head with the 
other. “But when there’s a serious disagreement, it’s often been settled through sparring here 
in base… and there’s other duels that go on, generally with nonlethal weaponry or special 
knockout weapons, but there have been a few deaths caused by dueling. Accidental of 
course… but since we don’t have a leader other than Churchill, everything gets resolved the 
old-fashioned way if  we’re stuck on ideas.”

Zerrex sighed and shook his head slowly, raising a hand and gesturing idly for them to 
lead the way, and then he followed in the wake of the two onto the Ring and this time 
around the other side of it, muttering: “That’s genius, really. I take it Churchill is generally 
the one to authorize or referee these duels?” A pause and an expression of distaste. “Power’s 
really gone to his head… the council is supposed to function with a strong leader who’s 
knowledgeable in every area, not some… retard with a few social studies degrees from 
military school. The classroom is not the battlefield… and I get the feeling his schooling 
was far more oriented towards academic studies instead of  training.”

They reached a staircase: one of the only ones Zerrex had seen so far, now that he came 
to think of it… and the small group made their way up it as Huck took the time to explain 
the rules. “He’s going to want to duel you rapier-en-rapier… instead of… rapier-en-cleaver, 
‘cause he’s well aware one chop of that will turn his pretty reward sword into a bent piece of 
junk.” He paused as they reached a landing, then began to walk up another staircase that 
went in the opposite direction: apparently this pattern went on for a little while. “He’s 
pretty fast, and he has no experience or technique, but what he makes up for in lack of skill 
he makes up with in terms of brute strength and speed. He doesn’t fight to, you know, 
prove he’s better or in actual duel format, but he has the tendency to fight to kill… so he 
has no restraint, and he won’t draw back any of his blows. I dunno if that worries you at 
all…”

“Not really.” Zerrex said mildly, shaking his head and sighing, then he glanced up to see 
the next landing had a pair of doors leading off, and there was a rumble coming from the 
other side. “Anything else I should know?”

Try not to kill him, tempting as it is… when he’s not talking out his ass, he earns the 
rank of Colonel every now and then with his ideas. Maybe he should be delegated to 
training troops in theory classes, though, instead of leading the rebel world.” Albatross 
muttered, and Huck snorted.

He slapped Zerrex on the back, then grinned across at the blue-scaled Dragokkaren. 
“Hey, don’t you listen too close to Albossatross. He might be pretty smart, but he doesn’t 
get that some bad pet dogs you just gotta give a good, hard kick after they’ve been spoiled 
for years on end to knock the sense into him. But yeah, spare his life, huh? As a personal 
favor to me?” Huck looked up at him with what were likely supposed to be irresistible, 
pleading eyes, and the Drakkaren sighed and rolled his eyes, nodding once as they pushed 
through the doors, followed a few steps after by the Iuratus twins. A glance back at them 
told him they didn’t share the same sentiments as the Dragokkaren.



Then he was through the doors, and he saw that a long blue mattress had been rolled 
out over the steel floor… the reptile paused as he glanced down on his walk across the 
plain-looking tiles, and he realized that this must be above the Ring and the community 
area. He wondered briefly if the shutter had been closed… but then remembered that the 
clear metal was one-way, so it was impossible to tell what was going on below. Not like 
they’d be able to see anything… especially with that mat there. But did he have to call out 
all these soldiers…

All around the spacious training hall – it was really just a huge, open room – were 
soldiers: maybe two hundred, likely more… definitely everyone off duty, though. He 
winced a bit, then blinked as his head gave a sudden ache, reaching up to touch it idly as 
Drake said irritably, Just kill him. I’ll absorb the energy released by those you kill… and if 
they give in, I can snag their souls as well and break that down into pieces and use it as 
energy. A pause, and then Zerrex got the sense of Drake rolling his eyes. He’s not that 
important… and you said yourself, you have to be evil and ruthless… oh, don’t play 
semantics, that’s what you meant by your little-

Click, and off went Drake as Zerrex’s head ceased to ache, this time by the Drakkaren’s 
own doing. It was getting easier to block Drake out as needed and also communicate with 
him when he wanted… and now it felt like he almost had two sections of mind: one private 
for just himself, and the other that he shared space in with the dark nephilim. He didn’t 
have any time to wonder on this, though, as he stepped onto the map and easily took the 
huge cleaver off his back, putting it aside as a soldier walked forwards, head up and back 
rigid, face expressionless as he held out a plain, unornamented officer’s saber. The 
Drakkaren took it, making a face at the thin, narrow blade, a weapon meant far more for 
stabbing than anything else… and then he looked up as the soldier stepped quickly back to 
the edge of  the mat, where the battlefield ended and the crowd began.

Churchill was storming back and forth, sword in one hand, the other pointing at Zerrex, 
looking more like a sleazy, theatrical prize fighter than the time-honored General he 
claimed to be, glaring furiously at the reptile. The Drakkaren recognized this tactic, and he 
sighed as he swung the short sword back and forth, making a face at how papery it felt, 
then rolling his eyes and brushing his hair back, adjusting his hairband as Churchill began 
to shout, as he knew he would. The General really was acting more like a childish warlord 
than a seasoned veteran of… any battle or war. “There! There is the… the fool who says 
that he is the savior! Who says that he is the… the hero, the fighter, the… lying, cheating 
bastard, who wants to cause problems for everyone here, who has tried to steal my position 
as your humble but valuable leader from you… who I have challenged to a duel of honor, 
with weapons of  real battle instead of… filthy, cheating-”

“Plastic toys.” Zerrex said clearly, then he rose the sword, grasping the blade and handle 
firmly, before snapping it easily between his hands and throwing the two pieces to either 
side of him, snorting and shaking his head slowly. “I have no intention of killing you, 
Churchill, so why do I need shiny, useless tools of  battle?”



That was my father’s sword!” Churchill yelled in a strangled, horrified voice, and Zerrex 
blinked, then looked embarrassed and rubbed the back of his head; before he could say 
anything, however, Churchill snarled and charged towards the reptile, yelling furiously as his 
wings extended from the open back of his armor… and the reptile blinked as the 
Dragokkaren jumped into the air while still a good distance away and flapped his extended, 
huge wings hard once, sending him flying towards the lizard in a deadly pounce, swinging 
the sword viciously downwards in a hard, awkward slash.

Zerrex easily ducked and bent one leg, leaning forwards to catch the larger reptile’s wrist 
with one hand and arm with the other, turning as Churchill’s wings flapped stupidly… but 
the Drakkaren simply moved with liquid grace, more guiding than throwing the 
Dragokkaren down into the ground and sending him rolling away, the reptile wincing as the 
large wings of  the male slapped at him on his way rolling past. 

Churchill ended up on floor, crumpled on his stomach and breathing hard, his wings 
flapping and trying to retract, but his armor making it difficult to do on the fly: instead, 
the Dragokkaren slowly struggled up to his feet, grunting and wincing, his body armor 
making it harder to bend and lift his own heavy body as behind him, Zerrex kicked the 
fallen rapier of the reptile up to one hand and caught it, then snapped this blade as well. 
He tossed the broken blade forwards with an easy flick of the wrist, and it sailed by 
Churchill’s head to bury into the mat in front of him, the Dragokkaren jumping to his feet 
from his position on all fours and spinning around unevenly to glare at the reptile, his 
features twitching in anger that tried to mask fear, and terror that was easily becoming the 
dominant, overpowering emotion. “You… you…”

“Jerk? Bastard? Ass? I get all of those a lot.” Zerrex said mildly, as he walked forwards, 
hooking his thumbs in his pockets and looking down into Churchill’s eyes as the 
Dragokkaren shrank away from him. “Tell you what. You can keep your position on the 
council… but we’re gonna have to work something out privately, instead of in these stupid, 
worthless duels that are just a waste of  resources and soldiers.”

I’ll never work with you!” Churchill responded shrilly, and Zerrex smiled a bit before 
nodding and shrugging, then he easily brushed past the Dragokkaren, heading past him and 
towards the double doors as Churchill stared stupidly after him. Soldiers parted for the 
Drakkaren, nodding respectfully, all of them looking at him with amazement… and then 
the lizard paused and glanced over his shoulder.

His emerald eyes locked with Churchill’s, and he said evenly: “Fine. Then you’re off the 
council for your continued hostility and obvious inability to cooperate with anyone who 
you think is a ‘threat’ to your power. We’ll set up someone to put you through reeducation 
as a soldier and then you can start earning your way back to General through the same 
paths as everyone else, instead of just being a daddy’s boy and taking some fancy courses at 
some fancy posh school.” The reptile paused as he turned back around, then he called 
clearly: “Soldiers! Dismissed… return to duty or training.”

And with that, Zerrex made his way to the doors as the soldiers dispersed, leaving 
Churchill standing by his piece of broken sword, Albatross and Huck looking at each other 



with relief and the twins smiling with sweet cruelty at the once-leader of the rebels before 
following Zerrex out, both recognizing the silent message he had given as well: his 
unspoken acceptance of his new and yet old position of Boss, now of this band of soldiers 
as much as everything else.

~~~
Cherubim laughed quietly as she sat with the arms of two Dragokkaren around her, 

smiling as they waited for a train to arrive that would apparently take them back to the 
rebel base. They were sitting side by side, and she was in their laps, stroking the arm of one 
and idly tickling under the chin of the other. They were both sweating, armor discarded, 
and the lap of the one she was sitting on felt extremely hard indeed… and both of them 
had already tossed their guns away as well. They were panting, their heartbeats were erratic, 
their eyes rolled with terror… but neither could pull away from her as she easily curled 
against one and brought both hands up to gently grasp the sides of his muzzle, pulling it 
down so she was looking into his eyes, asking teasingly: “How long until the train gets here, 
babe?”

F… five… minutes…” he whispered… and she smiled, then leaned up and slowly 
kissed him, and the other Dragokkaren could only watch with horror as the male spasmed 
once, then his arms slackened and his eyes rolled open, cataracts spreading over them as his 
scales turned a dead, dull grey, his muscles weakening and clothes becoming loose on his 
frame as his body deteriorated rapidly… and then turned to dust, falling to nothingness 
and leaving Cherubim gently holding a skull and jawbone that fell away from her mouth, 
leaving her lightly kissing the end of the long muzzle, her eyes opening to look teasingly at 
the other reptile. Then a long crack suddenly spread through the skull, and she tossed it 
aside, standing up and brushing the body of the male aside… quite literally knocking it 
away and clearing herself a seat in the small security station that had been built in this 
terminal.

“Please…” The other soldier was crying now, staring in horror, and Cherubim looked at 
him with false sympathy for a few moments, even as her body underwent a strange change, 
light seeming to pulse under her scales as her breasts pushed out a bit more, her muscles 
thickened slightly. “Please… no…”

You seem so sad, poor thing. So scared… you’re just trembling so much…” she reached 
up and gently stroked his face, smiling at him with a kind look as she stood over him… 
then she stroked gently under his muzzle before playing her hands down his chest and 
winking as she reached his belt, noticing the prominent bulge in his pants despite his words, 
despite his terror. “But I know what’ll make you feel better…”

His eyes widened as she jerked his pants down, revealing a good sized cock… and she 
licked her lips with a grin up at him before kneeling slowly down between his legs, as he fell 
limp with just a look from her, his body shaking violently as she lowered her muzzle over 
his member, and pleasure rolled through him once before it turned to some insane, 
psychedelic feeling of lightness, of disproportionateness to the world… and then to a 
simple, horrible emptiness as he groaned and rolled his head back, his body giving a few 



short jerks as his scales began to turn grey, his cock becoming harder, thicker, bulging in her 
mouth and his testicles swelled… before it too withered as she easily bobbed her head up 
and down the hard flesh.

A few moments later, his body turned to dust just as the other soldier’s had… and he 
collapsed on his side in a puff of dust as Cherubim straightened and wiped her mouth 
with the back of one hand, grinning a bit as her body pulsed again and she let out a small 
breath of steam. Then she licked her muzzle slowly, readjusting her breasts against her 
bikini top as they swelled a bit further, her muscles bulging slightly… and then her form 
relaxed and she headed over to sit at the edge of the platform, legs kicking lightly as she 
rocked back and forth, her fallen angel wings flapping idly once before furling behind her, 
brushing at the plain white loincloth she’d donned as well… mostly because it had a black 
belt, upon which hung a plain black box with a green and red light on it, both currently 
blank.

Then a train approached, moving fairly slowly in reverse… and the soldier standing at 
the engine widened his eyes at the sight of her, turning to hit the controls… but Cherubim 
simply grinned and looked at him. All it took was for their eyes to meet for a moment, and 
then the male slumped forwards, his arms locking and his hands gripping the levers 
painfully tight. He panted roughly, suddenly unable to move and horribly, not wanting to, 
as the succubus got to her feet and slowly walked down the tracks towards him, before 
smiling and calling up in a seductive voice: “Come down here, big boy… I’ll turn a trick for 
you in return for you turning a trick for me…”

A few moments later, the soldier fell down dead in a puff of dust, and she wiped at her 
mouth again, groaning softly at the roil of hot desire in her stomach and licking her muzzle 
hungrily as she hopped easily up to the engine car, working the levers and loving the taste of 
a strong male on her muzzle… except none had ever been strong enough to resist her when 
she really went to work, and none of them had even managed to hit orgasm, so she only got 
to taste a male’s seed when she was careful not to suck out all their life force as well as their 
life-giving seed.

Perhaps it was a bit of a strange desire… yes, she wanted to suck a cock for more than 
five minutes, and wanted it to be someone who she didn’t have to be nice to, like that 
bastard Alone… she let him dominate her every now and then, let him fuck her, sucked him 
off until he was content, let him shoot in her mouth, shoot all over her face, cover her in 
seed… but it was weak, and it was disgusting, and at any time she could kill the fucker if 
she wanted. And that took all the fun out of it, made all the sex… boring, just plain 
worthlessness.

What she really wanted was someone who would resist her attempt to rape him… a 
male who would be able to force himself on her, even. Sure, when she had started her life, 
she had been a soldier… had, in fact, modeled her life after her older sister… and even 
though for a while she’d lost track of her, it was strange: she’d joined the military, gotten 
access to the private records, and then promptly stolen them and moved to Hez’Ranna. But 
then again, with her sister being the famed Cynthia ‘Cherry’ Blossom… it made sense she’d 



turn out to be just as vicious in her own way, even if she, the little sister, had obviously 
turned out to be the stronger one after all these years.

So what did she really want? It wasn’t hard to figure out, as she sat on the back of the 
engine, smiling and glancing over her hands as she rode down the tracks towards the rebel 
base. Her mission was really just to turn on the transmitter, which would almost instantly 
give the location of the rebels away to Narrius, so he could devise his air strike after 
gauging depth, shielding, and the area of the facility from the measurements the radio was 
also programmed to give. She laughed quietly to herself, looking down and grinning as she 
slowly rolled her hands over her breasts, squeezing the firm swells lightly and feeling that 
desire give a flare. She had already broken her sister… brought her down to the level of a 
sex-slave, a fucktoy for the soldiers in the breeding facility; but hell, she’d gotten a good 
spot, right? She’d made sure her older sister had been given residence as the first 
experimental Breeding Queen, and now she was the mother of probably seventy to eighty 
percent of the military. She was the big queen mommy… and she, the little sister, got to 
always be with her when she wasn’t out on duty or a special RED mission… she even kissed 
her, fucked her, made love to her and shared everything with her older sister, including all 
the energy she had to spare…

Cherubim gave a happy sigh, smiling and murring to herself as she slowly massaged the 
underswells of her enormous breasts, feeling her body shifting before she closed her eyes 
and concentrated on maintaining her form, licking her muzzle slowly. Now she was going 
to give her beloved bigger sister an even better present… she was going to either tame the 
legendary Zerrex, who she’d heard so much about, or bring his energy back and share it 
with her sister. She just hoped that she’d get around to fucking him this time… or that he’d 
at least managed to shoot his load while she was sucking all his life force out of his cock. 
She couldn’t wait, truly… Gods, the thought alone made her wanted to touch herself, play 
with herself  and have orgasm after delicious orgasm.

But there was also another stirring in the back of her mind that she didn’t dare 
entertain… not because it scared her, but because it was the faintest, smallest hope she had, 
from all the tales she’d heard from her sister. And it was that Zerrex would be just as 
powerful as Cherry told her, because even though Cherubim had been able to tame the 
older female and break her down to the level of a slave or servant that could be ordered 
around by the meanest, weakest of males, it had taken her many years. If Zerrex, however, 
had tamed her sister from a male-eating – and anything-raping – Amazon to a begging, 
slutty bitch in one night… then maybe he’d be a male that could even bend her.

“God knows the father couldn’t.” Cherubim laughed a bit behind one hand, grinning 
coldly to herself but feel disgusted all the same. Many times she’d tried to seduce 
Narrius… but the Dragokkaren seemed to have almost no sex drive or any urge to do 
anything with her… quite the opposite, he’d always grown irritated when she’d tried to have 
any sort of sexual contact with him, treating her like filth or scum. And he inspired terror 
in her, he inspired fear, and he fed her addiction to power and domination, to sadism, 
darkness, and cruelty… but he gave her no sexual fuel, which just led her to preying on 
other weak males.



And fuck, some might find it sick, but she’d had the strongest, most vicious rapists 
brought to her room in ones, twos, groups up to a dozen, looking for some way where she 
could be pressured, hurt… but no, they all fell to her charms… and then she sucked the 
life out of them. All they had to do was touch their body… but certain… sensitive areas 
worked best for her to pull life essence from. None satisfied her, though… the best they 
could ever do was give her a momentary pleasure, a quick, shitty burst of desire that faded 
away to disgust. She knew she was just like her abused older sister… she wanted to find 
someone who could control her. She wanted to fall to second-in-command… but until she 
found that person, she would serve Narrius faithfully and as loyally as an Iuratus, giving her 
life for him if necessary as he fed her other needs, gave her more power every day, but left 
her sexual hungers unchecked.

With every person’s life force she drank in, she grew stronger… it was one of the gifts of 
genetic manipulation gifted to her by Narrius and the air nephilim in her body, that had 
also created her wings and allowed her to fly. Her own natural powers had increased as 
well… and whereas her older sister got the passive psychic powers of precognition and 
insight, she had been gifted with more active powers.

The female paused, then looked up with a grin, and her eyes flashed as the carts attached 
to the back of the engine suddenly cracked, then imploded, crumpling inwards like pieces 
of tin dropped into the deepest parts of the sea. Telekinesis and mind control were her 
specialties… and both increased tenfold when she let her real body come out to play. She 
could toy with a person’s lusts and desires, drive them insane with feelings and mental 
hooks… and it all gave her a thrill of pleasure as well, of dark desire and ecstasy. Only 
people of exceptional willpower could withstand her tremendous mental power… and she 
whimpered a bit as she reached down and stroked two fingers between her legs, lowering her 
head and panting quietly, nipples so hard they were tenting the fabric and seemed to be 
threatening to rip right through the cloth.

She was excited, to say the least… and as she slowly chugged down the line, she closed 
her eyes and smiled in pleasure. It was better when it was drawn out, anyway… and it got 
even better after she’d denied herself a quick climax, forcing herself to wait, building the 
anxiety, the paranoia even, and both hating and loving it… and imagining this terrifying 
Zerrex. She had been instructed, specifically, by Narrius himself, to not engage him, to rip a 
hole through the base, summon her Archangels if necessary, but otherwise to get out as fast 
as she could… but oh, she had stopped in to see her sister… her always naked, broken 
sister on her throne, guarded by huge, gigantic males that were always ready to pleasure her, 
always there to serve her… and she had whispered such wonderful stories to her…

Cynterra “Cherubim” Blossom smiled to herself, closing her eyes and tilting her head 
back with a soft sigh, rocking her head back and forth as she made her way down the 
tracks… and then her eyes flicked over her shoulder, and a strange draft whispered down 
the tunnel to the end, the echoes carrying back to the female and telling her everything she 
needed to know. The two rebels guarding the platform blinked and shuddered at the odd 
chill, before both looked up as a figure appeared in front of them, a grinning female 
demon-



And then there were hooks in their minds, and their eyes burned as they slumped, 
dropping their weapons as the train slowly rolled to a halt and clacked gently against the 
end of the tunnel: after two quick, tender kisses, they both slumped to the ground, one of 
them gargling a bit as the last of his life force spilled out of his body, and Cherubim strode 
easily past the guards and into the rebel base, at the same time idly hitting the “on” button 
of the remote transceiver and tossing it idly back over her shoulder before the door to the 
platform closed. 

The small, black box flicked to red, giving a few slow beeps, before it turned green and a 
bit of static sounded through: this was followed up by plain typing, and then various 
different mechanical whirrs and clicks as the machine began to use sound and signal 
transmission studies to determine everything from the types of metal used to shield the 
base, to the depth under the earth and the distance from the base. All things Narrius likely 
could have found out through the use of satellites, thermal imagery, and other spy-style 
technologies… but it wasn’t the thing Narrius enjoyed doing. Rather, he preferred to send 
in a lone operative… and have them rip the enemy’s defenses apart from the inside-out 
before finishing them off with a bombing strike as they panicked and tried to evac. Cruel… 
but it worked.

Cherubim giggled a bit as she stepped out into a hallway full of soldiers, then she 
grinned as they paled, many of them turning and fleeing, only a few trying to raise their 
guns against her… and she smiled at them, and they trembled violently before shoving the 
barrels of their weapons into their mouths, up against the soft part of the guns, and pulled 
the triggers. Blood splattered across the walls and ceilings as they tottered, and the female 
smiled to herself before glancing over at a Bengal tiger that was trying to crawl away from 
her, his mouth frozen in an eternal snarl. “Hey, pelt. I’ll let you live if you tell me where 
Lord Zerrex is… I’m so anxious to meet him…”

His eyes widened as he shook violently, apparently debating self-worth against the army’s 
worth… then he whispered: “We heard… he’s in… conference with the others… level 
B2…”

Good kitty.” Cherubim said softly, smiling at him and leaning down, hands on her knees 
as she looked at him warmly, then she flicked her eyes to the side and the tiger flew across 
the corridor and crashed into a wall, before falling into a broken pile on the floor. She 
laughed a bit to herself, shaking her head slowly as she stood, then she frowned as an alarm 
went off and shutters descended in front of many a doorway. She cursed under her breath, 
not having expected them to have reacted so quickly, then snarled to herself as she realized 
she must have missed a camera or two in her haste to get inside and find the one her sister 
had spoken so highly of, the progeny of  Narrius…

She glanced back and forth, then looked up, her eyes flashing, and the cement roof 
cracked and trembled. But she could feel iron girders between… and she had a little 
problem with iron, of all metals. It was horribly unresponsive to her psychic abilities… and 
more frustrating to work with then it was worth. So instead she snarled and turned her gaze 
to the nearest door, hitting the shutter covering it with a blast of mental force and then 



throwing the half-inch thick titanium sheet aside with little more than a flick of her muzzle 
before quickly letting herself through the door and stepping into a hall that had already 
been emptied… but there was a shut down elevator as well.

Cherubim snorted at this, then walked over to it, creating a crack between the doors 
with a quick telekinetic wedge… then she hooked her fingers into this before yanking them 
easily open with her brute strength. A glance up confirmed that all the elevators had been 
halted on the top floor… but this served little issue for her as she jumped into the spacious 
shaft, and with a flap of her wings, soared upwards… then blew a hole in the floor of the 
elevator with nothing but a glare and hard, icy concentration.

She folded her wings tight around her body, spinning as she launched herself through 
the hole… then she landed neatly on the other side of the ragged gouge, her wings 
unwrapping from her form as she forcefully ripped open this set of elevator doors as well, 
stepping out onto the first floor freight shipping area with a snort and a smile. Another 
quick glance around confirmed an easy exit: a rusted shutter… and although she was 
tempted to have more fun, she could still faintly hear the alerts… and without the aid of 
the Archangels, she could encounter more problems than it was worth from an army of 
armed soldiers in an enclosed area. So better to play it safe… you get away this time, 
Zerrex… but next time… 

The female smiled slightly to herself as she strode out of the shutter… and then she 
stopped ten feet away from the building, standing in the artificial, sun-bleached desert, in 
the shadow of the rusting, unused top section of the facility. Something tickled at her 
senses… and so she slowly looked over her shoulder… before her eyes widened and she let 
out a sharp hiss as she caught sight of a single Drakkaren leaning against the wall with his 
arms crossed, waist-length ivory hair blowing in the short breeze that blew over these 
bomb-made plains… and then she realized that the person who had led her out into this 
fight-or-flight trap had to be none other than… “Lord Zerrex?”

“Just Zerrex is fine. Formalities are a waste of time in battle… and they just make for 
false respect.” Zerrex paused to glance over the female Drakkaren… a Drakkaren with ashen 
wings, not of feathers, but sharpened scales, shaped like teardrops or leaves. She was a good 
nine feet tall… very, very sumptuous and large breasts, firmly pressing against her bikini 
top… more lithe than muscular, with a flat, taunt stomach, but arms and legs that looked 
supple and strong. Her eyes and her face had features that were familiar to him… but 
especially those ice-blue eyes… and the fellow reptile stepped forwards, his hand on the 
butt of his revolver as he said softly: “Cherubim is what they call you, right? Because I’m 
pretty sure I’ve met all the RED Commanders, now… and I have to say, you don’t look like 
an average grunt.”

Sister was right about you. You’re smarter than you let on… then I expected you to be.” 
she paused and smiled slightly, licking her muzzle slowly as she strode towards him, then 
stopping a few feet away, looking up into his emerald eyes and saying idly, as she stretched 
her wings slowly out: “You made a mistake though… as you can see, I have a bit of an 



advantage in terms of combat outside and over wide spaces… and I could always fly 
away… but I’ve been so excited to meet the famous Boss… who tamed my older sister…”

Zerrex blinked, startled, and his eyes widened as he said slowly: “Cherry? You mean… 
but I thought she was…” A pause, a glance away, and then he returned his emerald eyes to 
her curious ones, as she slid a bit closer towards him, like a small, friendly animal that was 
not sure whether she was facing a hunter or fellow hunted, but she paused as he said in a 
calm, quiet voice: “Lie to me, try to screw with me… and I will make sure that you suffer.”

Our mother’s name is Beatrice Blossom… married to a perverted bastard, but she was 
renowned for her psychic stage shows… and the fact she was a bit of a nymphomaniac in 
public, a complete, screaming slut in private.” Cherubim responded softly, leaning up and 
whispering into Zerrex’s ear. “She had three daughters and two sons… the first was a son, 
killed by accident: he was dropped as a baby. The next was Cherry… then came another 
boy, but he was killed when he was only sixteen by an angry boyfriend with a shotgun after 
Charlie raped his girlfriend. I was born at the same time, a year younger than my older 
sister… and I loved her so much… always came with her everywhere… and our youngest 
sister, Carmen, we killed by mistake playing a game of  ‘doctor.’

“She’s so ashamed of her family, she’s rewritten her past… it took a while to get her to 
remember…” and now Cherubim slid her arms around Zerrex’s neck, and she slowly 
pressed herself against his chest… and her body suddenly hitched, as if she’d been punched 
in the gut, her teeth gritting and her eyes going wide as she staggered backwards, looking up 
at him with disbelief. The world seemed to flash black and white for a moment, and then 
she grabbed her head, shaking it from side-to-side as agony seared her mind, and she fell to 
her knees with a moan of pain, unwilling to believe what had just happened as Zerrex 
stared at her stupidly.

Did I like… kill her? The Drakkaren thought dumbly, blinking slowly… and then 
suddenly the female lunged upwards and tore at his shirt, making him lunge back against 
the wall with a wince, her hands ripping the front of his shirt from his chest before her 
arms wrapped tightly around his neck, her head pushing against him as she moaned, her 
hips bucking against his as the reptile’s arms went wide, looking down at her with shock as 
the remains of his shirt fluttered down around him… and he could feel her drooling 
against him, her hips bucking, and a strange… wetness? Did she… that’s not piss or sweat, 
that’s… what… “What the hell is going on with you?”

Before Zerrex could shove her away, however, the female staggered backwards again, 
grinning up at him, her eyes flashing and alive as she murmured: “Oh yes… no wonder she 
spoke so highly of you, no wonder I’m already so excited, so wet… you’re the one, you’re 
the one…” she slowly walked back and forth in front of him, panting quietly, her breath 
rushing in and out of her mouth as a bit of drool fell from her maw… before her eyes 
suddenly locked with Zerrex’s, and the reptile blinked and winced as he felt something 
strike his mind and bounce off. It was almost like Drake had flung a rock inside his head… 
but he knew from the frantic babblings the dark nephilim was trying to get through, he 
wouldn’t do that, as he met Cherubim’s eyes… watching her snarl spread over her face, and 



he felt another more insistent something bounce against his brain as he stared back at her 
dumbly, then he asked mildly: “I’m not much one for cursing, but what the fuck are you 
doing?”

You’re immune…” she breathed softly, and then she licked her muzzle hungrily, her eyes 
flashing with a strange sort of ecstatic amazement, and her body seemed to… wave, flow 
like water for a moment as she paced back and forth in front of him for a few moments, 
her movements almost jerky, her hands trembling as a dull light shone out from her body, 
causing Zerrex to stagger backwards with shock. “You have so much energy, so much 
willpower… so much spiritual force… you make me so excited, so hungry, just with your 
presence… but I can’t bow to you yet…” she grinned wider, then slapped her hands 
together and smiled up at him hungrily. “Just a few tests… oh yes… fuck me and fight 
me…”

Zerrex reached out and seized her shoulders, and Cherubim spasmed for a moment 
before trying to struggle free… but then snarling as she found her tremendous strength 
insufficient to break free from the reptile’s grip. She jerked back and forth, reaching up to 
grab his hands, then glared at him and sent forwards a blast of psychic force, shoving him 
back into the wall with a grunt… but when she swung again, her mental force hit some 
other strange energy, some purer, overpowering force as aquamarine and emerald eyes 
clashed, lightning-like energy almost visibly flashing between them… and then suddenly 
Cherubim slumped, panting hard, her powers gone out of her as Zerrex winced and felt the 
end of a telekinetic strike roll over his body, causing a deep ache through his entire being as 
his form felt like it was being compressed… then he too relaxed. His fingers remained 
firmly dug into her shoulders however, as their eyes met again… and he said softly: “You’re 
just like Cherry…”

She took care of me… was always stronger than me… but now I’m stronger than her, 
and you won’t break me as easily as you did her…” Cherubim responded with a cocky 
grin… but her eyes glanced away, betraying a hint of nervousness, indecisiveness… and that 
her words might not be as true as she was pretending to believe they were. Immediately, she 
tried to get on a different subject as well, use a different tactic, as she looked up at him 
challengingly and said easily: “I broke her, you know… I helped Narrius break her apart, 
break her down… and now she’s just a fucktoy, the Breeding Queen, and she-”

“Likely couldn’t be happier.” Zerrex said dryly, causing the female to start in surprise, 
before she felt her breath catch, almost quailing under the cold grin of the Drakkaren… 
and loving that feeling of a whole different brand of fear than Narrius inspired in her, as he 
met her eyes and he said softly: “I bet you want to suck my cock, don’t you, bitch?”

Cherubim felt an internal struggle… that she quickly lost as she finally whispered 
raggedly: “Yes… yes, I do…” 

But instead of feeling herself forced down, she was shoved back, staggering almost 
falling as she snarled at him, her eyes burning and a flush rising in her cheeks as Zerrex 
tilted his head with contempt and said mildly: “It can be your prize if you can show me 



you’re worthwhile in battle, slut… but from the looks of you, I could likely rape you in a 
metaphorical way without breaking a sweat.”

You arrogant fuck…” she whispered furiously, then she snorted and straightened, her 
scales seeming to shine again as she tried to seize the Drakkaren in a telekinetic grip, even 
raising her hand to add more focus and power to her mental imagery with a physical 
gesture… yet Zerrex countered it with his own, making what was almost an idle wave… 
and instead she felt like had punched a brick wall, and she staggered backwards, her eyes 
widening. She had caught a flash of blue energy that time… felt that powerful energy form 
somehow into a shield that had slapped her aside as if she’d been an idiot child waving a 
stick at a soldier… and she snarled a bit before a slow grin spread over her muzzle as she 
kicked easily backwards off the ground, flapping her wings thrice and then hovering thirty 
feet aloft, wings flapping slowly as the winds began to pick up around them in a cyclone 
that whipped dirt, rust and small stones around them, as if they were inside the center of a 
tornado funnel that rose up to the sky, dark clouds twisting violently high above as Zerrex 
merely grinned, stepping forwards as his hair twisted and whipped around his face and 
muzzle. “You know what? Well, you bastard… how about I just show you how wrong you 
are…”

Bring it on, any way you want…” Zerrex said softly, then he snorted and smiled slightly 
as he drew his heavy cleaver off his back, raising it gamely in front of himself and calling 
easily up to her over the howl of the windstorm: “You’re just like your older sister! Our 
first time? Lots of violent fighting, swinging uselessly at each other, and then afterwards 
screwing in the blood and gore!”

“Well, then I guess I’ll let you have a bit of fun first with my unit… and prove just what 
a master of combat you are.” Cherubim shouted furiously, throwing her arms wide and 
sending out a burst of wind in all directions that shattered the cyclone of dirt, metal and 
grit around them, falling all around them in a wide plume of smoke-like dust and revealing 
five other angel-winged Drakkaren floating through the dust storm. Then with one mighty, 
synchronized flap, they sent out a great gust of wind, filling the air with grit and detritus as 
Zerrex winced and covered his eyes, releasing one hand from his cleaver and quickly 
dropping it to his side.

Cherubim rose quickly into the air, halting with her back to the sun to give her a wide 
view of the area, her eyes flicking back and forth over the now-battlefield as a cruel grin 
spread over her features, suddenly finding it so easy to convince herself that the male was 
nothing special after all… just a lucky fool who Cherry had deluded herself into believing 
was great, as the five ‘Archangels’ who made up her unit dived at him through the haze of 
dirt that obscured the area: truly a misnomer, since all of them enjoyed nothing more than 
playing with prey’s desires by utilizing their attractive, feminine bodies… and then feasting 
on their blood, often sucking prey entirely dry in less than a few minutes. Vampiric succubi 
was a much better term for the demonic entities… and currently all of them were outfitted 
in their battle gear, meaning Zerrex stood no chance. Armed with leaf-headed stabbing 
spears or straight-poled, long-bladed scythes, and wearing white loincloths and white cloth 
tops that left plenty of cleavage visible, but also heavy ivory metal cusps that covered the 



shins, forearms and shoulders with solid plates, they were far better at both attack and 
defense then they were often given credit for… and undeniably among the most 
bloodthirsty, lust-hungry soldiers in Narrius’s army.

Then Cherubim’s eyes widened as the screaming rose up from the settling dust, along 
with the sound of  high-caliber gunshots.

The Drakkaren had instinctively covered his eyes as the dust cloud rose up… but he 
kept one arm over them, cocking his arm back with the cleaver as he drew his revolver with 
his other hand and located one of the Cherubim on sound as he heard it dive towards him, 
audibly cackling… and instead of letting himself think twice or opening his eyes, he simply 
unloaded three rounds in his revolver in the direction of the creature, and was rewarded by 
screams of agony and the sound of something crunching painfully to the ground. At the 
same time, he could hear the other Archangels trying to redirect their paths, screams of 
outrage mixing with the dying howls of agony… and he dropped the gun arm to slam the 
massive cleaver outwards, feeling it collide heavily with another creature and ripping 
through it, sending it down with another bay of pain, the blade rending flesh, bone and 
what sounded like wood without a problem before falling in a wide arc to smash into the 
ground as the Drakkaren leapt away and hit the ground in a roll: nonetheless, he felt 
something stab into his back deep enough to draw blood and rip through his armor-like 
scales, making him grunt in pain as it drew back and then lashed forwards again, but this 
time bit the ground… and he spun around, falling on his back and raising the revolver to 
see one of the Archangels staring down at him with hell-red, furious eyes… and he 
unloaded two shots into her chest, sending her squalling over with a shriek of agony, the 
short spear in her hands flying from them as the remaining two Archangels circled above 
like vultures, with scythes in their hands as Zerrex rolled back to his feet, listening to the 
pair above screaming angrily.

The Drakkaren snorted, then he ran forwards  towards where his cleaver was half-buried 
in the sand, leaping and snagging the handle of the huge weapon as he spun at the same 
time, sensing more than hearing one of the Archangels diving towards him and bringing his 
revolver up, then firing off the last round and causing it to shriek angrily, flapping its wings 
hard and shoving itself up into the air, away from the reptile as it snarled at him angrily, her 
eyes burning violently as Zerrex landed on his back, the sword tearing three and the reptile 
landing heavily on his back with a wince. Again, the Archangels dived down, scythes 
cocking back as the lizard leapt up to his feet… then he grunted and kicked off the desert 
floor, flipping in midair and yanking the huge sword around in a rising arc, smashing the 
huge blade into one of the creatures as it began to pass, giant sword ripping apart one of 
the creatures and sending up a spray of blood as it collided with the huge weapon, the 
other Archangel hissing and snapping its own scythe around in a wide circle as it reversed it, 
the underside of the blade ripping into Zerrex’s back and sending him crashing down, the 
sword flying out of his hand and smacking against the desert floor, bouncing lightly over 
the ground as he thudded into the hot sand with a grunt of agony, his strong body 
bouncing hard once against the earth.



He got his hands and knees out under him, landing heavily on all fours after the hard 
slam down into the ground, then he glanced to the side with a snarl, long hair falling over 
his face as the Archangel came around for another attack, scythe held out in a ready, vicious 
sweep and pole cradled in one arm; he already recognized that the creature would likely 
snag him even if he tried to jump up, so that left him with one option, which he promptly 
undertook.

The Drakkaren launched himself into the air from all fours, spinning rapidly and up 
over the long blade of the scythe and snagging the pole of the long weapon as the 
Archangel’s eyes widened, and he landed on his feet and snapped the weapon hard down in 
the opposite direction with a snarl and a hard flex of his arms, muscles bulging against the 
fabric of his shirt as the wings of the female were torn suddenly backwards, causing it to 
shriek in agony as Zerrex slammed it down into the ground, the blade kissing his shoulder 
but barely scratching through the thick scales as the creature crashed into the ground in a 
blast of  dust.

The long wooden pole of the weapon shuddered violently before the lizard pulled back 
firmly and spun the weapon once to hold it easily with the blade facing outwards, bending 
to lift his revolver from where it had fallen and holstering it as he eyed the broken mass of 
the last Archangel. It was whining incoherently, one tattered wing pointing half-up and then 
snapping suddenly back and to the side, feathers laying all around it and broken, cracked 
hollow bones poking out of the ripped appendage. One of the Archangel’s arms was 
obviously snapped as well, as the Drakkaren walked forwards… but then the crazed thing 
leapt to its feet and charged forwards, snarling and hissing, teeth bared and one arm 
reaching out for his neck, and Zerrex stepped backwards with a snort and a look of 
revulsion, quickly snapping the scythe out.

It grinned as he missed, the pole colliding lightly with its neck instead of the blade as 
Zerrex grasped the former in both hands, but then he merely snorted and jerked back even 
as the Archangel managed to snag his shoulder with one hand and was leaning forwards to 
bite. A moment later, the thing’s head hit his chest, a spray of blood splattering over his 
muzzle as the long, curved blade of the scythe stopped only an inch or two from his own 
throat, arms pulled back to one side of his body… before the headless form of the creature 
slumped and collapsed. The reptile gave another snort at this… then he flicked his wrist to 
snap the scythe out as the pole slid through his hands, until he tightened his grip around 
the last foot or so and glanced up towards the slowly-descending Cherubim. “I’m afraid I’ve 
broken all your toys… are you going to come down and play with me now?”

The female smiled coldly at him… then snorted when Zerrex cocked his arm back and 
threw the scythe at her, idly raising one hand: the speed of the weapon’s spin suddenly 
increased as it twisted to the side, then she reached out and idly caught it as her eyes locked 
with the Drakkaren’s before she simply dropped the last twenty feet to the ground, scythe 
held at the ready as she grinned coldly at him, watching as he stepped back several paces to 
pick up his huge cleaver without taking his eyes from her. “Maybe we can have a little bit of 
fun… a game of tag, maybe?” She winked and then slowly rubbed her free hand up her 



side, squeezing a breast idly as she placed the butt of the scythe against the desert floor. 
“No, you’re not the running type, are you?”

Zerrex smiled slightly at this, stepping forwards and half-raising his cleaver as he said in 
a surprisingly-charming voice: “For you, babe, I’d be anything.” A pause as she giggled and 
hugged herself, their eyes locking coldly, and then he added mildly: “But then why don’t we 
play a game that myself and your sister used to play a lot… we’ll meet in close combat and 
see who can land three cuts on their opponent. And I’ll even make a deal with you… if you 
win, I’ll eat you out. But if I win, you suck my cock…” Another pause, a wider grin. “But 
that’s really a win-win situation for you, isn’t it?”

“You’re making me just so hot, you gentleman, you.” Cherubim replied with a slow lick 
of her muzzle, grinning widely at him, then she lowered her head as her hand trailed over 
her body slowly again. “But you know, I think you deserve more if you can beat me… so 
let’s say that after I suck you off, I’ll let you fuck me as hard as you want… and then when 
we’re at the pillow talk stage, I’ll tell you everything that I can about Narrius…” A pause 
and a murr as she lightly suckled on one finger, loving and hating how she already wanted 
the outcome to be in his favor, how she thought she might have finally found that dominant 
male she’d always been looking for but unable to find in the crowd of losers… and loving 
the expression of surprise on his face when she added: “And I guess that would mean I’d 
have to defect to your army as well. Because if I went home after doing all this, your daddy 
would definitely kill me.”

The Drakkaren snorted, but he was too surprised at the open offers of the female… 
although his emerald eyes darkened as he realized there had to be some sort of trick, and an 
obvious one. Thinking back to the stories of the succubi… the frightened babbling of the 
soldier when the alert had been sounded and he’d charged into the meeting room to tell 
them what was going on… how eager the female was to apparently drop to her knees for 
him… and it all added together to form one terrible but obvious equation. On the other 
hand, though… Drake was laughing quietly in his mind and he could sense the dark 
creature grinning, then the nephilim said clearly, Go with it. She can’t hurt you… for the 
same reason I couldn’t take over your body, and how you could survive for so long with me 
inside of your form. Your energy signature… is different. There’s something weird about 
you… just like no one could ever remove your soul or put you in an Empty Shell. And I 
shouldn’t be the one saying this, but she is Cherry’s little sister… and looking over the 
memories you have of  her, this is… 

“Just like being with her all over again.” The reptile murmured, then he straightened and 
nodded when Cherubim tilted her head curiously, causing a wide grin to spread over her 
features as he said clearly: “I’ll do it then, bitch… and when we’re done, I’m going to parade 
you all around the base as my new favorite toy.”

If you can manage it… then I’ll be glad to go along.” Cherubim responded with a soft 
laugh, but she was amazed to find out… that her words were true. If Zerrex could defeat 
her, knock her down, wear her out and resist her life drain – and she did have a trump card 
up her sleeve still that she hadn’t yet used – then he’d truly live up to the reputation that 



Cherry had given him, and Cherubim would maybe… help him, and then she and her older 
sister could be happy together, under one strong male who could control and dominate 
them but would love them, too, because she was stronger than Cherry and better in every 
way now, but she was her sister, too… and if Zerrex loved Cherry, maybe he would come to 
love her and she would be safe under his protection, under his domination…

She snarled suddenly, dropping her head with a wince, then looking up and spreading 
her wings, suddenly leaping forwards and bringing the scythe back as she forced the 
thoughts away, instead shouting furiously: “But first you have to manage it!”

Zerrex snorted as she shot straight towards him… then he stepped forwards and 
revolved his sword in a heavy, firm upwards arc, snapping her with the cleaver before she 
could whip the scythe forwards and sending her flying into the air with a shriek of surprise 
and pain, blood jetting from her stomach as her wings crumpled, before she fell and landed 
heavily on her side, groaning quietly and grasping her kidney, the scythe laying nearby. Then 
she hissed softly and stared upwards with shock as the huge cleaver descended and gently 
pressed against her neck… before it drew another idle cut there, making her wince as she 
looked up at the male with amazement at how easily he’d taken her down… but physical 
combat had never been her forte, despite her strength. No, she won through assassination, 
lust, mind control, and her body… but this male, his will too strong to break or bend, his 
mind too sharp to fall for her stunts, his body too powerful for her to overcome…

She snarled a bit, looking down… but the expression felt like a mask as a deep flush 
rose in her cheeks, slowly getting up to a kneel, recognizing that Zerrex could kill her any 
time as he kept the sword lightly resting on her shoulder… before the cleaver drew back, 
and the Drakkaren said softly: “Take another swing, if  you want. But you’re down to one.”

Cherubim looked up at him with surprise, not believing what she had heard… this 
single act of not even mercy, but fairness, and she remembered over her life… how often 
had things been fair? How often had there been balance, had everything worked out? She 
trembled a bit… and then smiled faintly at him, hating how she almost melted before him 
as her wings flapped a few times, then furled behind her as she reached up and slowly drew 
a claw down her cheek, claw cutting through her scales easily and leaving a few beads of 
blood dripping down her face as she said softly: “Oh no… I think I’m down to zero.”

Zerrex looked at her for a few moments… then he snorted quietly and threw his cleaver 
aside, meeting her eyes, seeing the mix of emotion in them… and most of all, recognizing 
that pain, the hell in them, and the darkness. She looked back at him… and then shivered 
once as he opened his arms before she leapt forwards and into them, kissing slowly up his 
neck and tasting the sweat and grime and blood on his scales as she panted quietly before 
her hands slid down his body and pushed him backwards.

The Drakkaren blinked, before grunting as his back collided with the wall of the facility, 
and Cherubim slid down his body, kissing over his chest before nuzzling into his crotch as 
she fumbled and worked frantically to undo his belt, looking up at him with a grin that 
made her look shockingly like Cherry as she spoke in a seductive voice: “Ooh, now I gotta 
bring out this big boy, get you all ready and riled up…” A pause as she jerked his pants 



down, Zerrex staring down at her with something like amazement as one of his hands 
reached up to rest on her skull, and she sighed as if he had just given her a blissful massage 
instead of roughly grasped her head, pushing herself up against his palm as her blue eyes 
flicked up to his, then down to his boxers to gaze hungrily at the bulge of a huge but still-
flaccid shaft. “Oh, you never disappoint…”

She jerked down his boxers before he could respond… then her eyes widened at his size 
and she looked back up at him with definite lust burning in her eyes, her body flexing as 
she leaned forwards to breath in his scent and send soft pants over his huge member, feeling 
a flush rising in her face at how excited she was becoming… excited to the point where her 
lower region had already begun to spill out its sweet juices. “Ooh…” A pause, then she 
slowly lowered herself to stick her long tongue out, lapping teasingly at the bulging 
obsidian head of his member, simply enjoying the taste of the strong male before grinning 
slightly as she gazed up at him with entertainment, as he looked down at her with a slight 
smile and his eyes half-closed in pleasure.

“I might not last as long as usual, so you know… been seven and some years since I’ve 
had a good blowjob.” Zerrex said idly, and Cherubim snorted, a grin spreading over her 
muzzle as she lowered her head and reached up to grab the male’s hips, jaws opening 
hungrily as she began to take inch after inch of thick, flaccid flesh into her muzzle. Zerrex 
grunted quietly in pleasure at this, rolling his head back and feeling his body flexing, 
muscles working as his massive shaft buried down the tight, slick throat of the female 
without any trouble.

The effect was amazing, as Cherubim sealed her jaws around the already-massive girth 
of the male, suckling back hungrily as she felt him slip deep into her maw and into her 
throat, finally getting a response from the male’s member as it twitched once and then 
began to thicken. She arched her back, moaning softly as she closed her eyes… but as she 
tasted the male’s flesh, it was like any cock she’d sucked before… and even though he 
seemed to have more stamina, she felt a strange sense of loss at the idea that it might be no 
different than anyone else, and he might not even have the chance to get erect as her grin 
faded slightly and she wrapped her flexible tongue several times around the thick cock, 
careful to avoid snagging the huge male flesh with her sharp teeth as she began to suck back 
in earnest now, intent on draining the male’s life essence if at all possible… and if not… to 
give him the best blowjob he’d ever had.

She could feel his life trickle from his cock… and then it stopped as Zerrex gave a light 
groan of pleasure above her, his member thickening, growing inside her, pushing down her 
throat… which automatically stretched to accommodate the huge member, bulging 
outwards as a strange effervescence shone around her scales, the insides of her body easily 
doing the same trick she had learned so long ago as she began to rock herself firmly up and 
down, deepthroating the member and pushing her nose up into his waist, testicles that 
looked more like cannonballs bumping into her chin as one of Zerrex’s hands went and 
rested on his hip, the other staying firmly put on her skull. She couldn’t help but moan 
around the huge member as she began to suck harder, to work herself faster up and down 
the enormous cock, using all the strength she could find to pull the male’s energy from his 



body… but it was like there was a barrier there, and instead all she felt was a hot, throbbing 
mass in her mouth that was harder and stronger, filled with an energy so thick and powerful 
she could almost taste it, and she moaned as she worked herself faster up and down, her 
breasts bouncing with the force of  her movements along the male’s gigantic length.

Zerrex grit his teeth, head bowing forwards as he opened his eyes to look down at the 
female as her wings slowly wrapped around his legs as well, claws of one hand digging into 
his hips and the other pushing up forcefully over his chiseled abs with what looked like 
longing, watching her draw back more than a foot before slamming her head back upwards, 
amazed that she could swallow his entire cock without any discomfort, but instead a look 
of… Gods, was that joy? Something pure, beyond ecstasy or lust? And then he grunted 
again, feeling a flush rising in his face as her tongue rolled around his member again, muscle 
massaging and lightly moving against muscle as he felt himself beginning to stiffen already, 
his breaths coming a bit harder now as he felt an orgasm already rising in his long-unused 
cock. Oh Gods… not so soon…

It hadn’t even been ten minutes yet, as he tried fruitlessly to restrain himself… and then 
he arched his back slightly and began to thrust loosely into her maw, tilting his head back 
and releasing a hungry groan as his legs spread a bit further, both hands going to grab the 
back of her head and forcefully yanking her upwards as he began to thrust rapidly into her 
mouth, feeling her almost choking in surprise… and that only made him thrust harder, 
massive testicles pounding against her chin as her nose forcefully struck into his abdominals 
again and again, her claws digging through his armor-like scales as she felt the massive 
member rubbing the inside of  her mouth raw and becoming harder than steel.

Then the male arched his back and released a roar of pleasure, firing the first volley of 
seed with enough force that Cherubim almost felt herself rocked backwards in 
amazement… that, and the blast of load had come with an extra helping of his energy, 
showing that her efforts weren’t entirely fruitless, after all: more and more bursts of seed 
shot into her body as he rammed her again and again, growling hungrily like an animal and 
slamming himself into her face with enough force to crack concrete… but she sucked back 
hungrily, moaning and almost squealing in glory around his cock, loving the taste of his 
seed, a bittersweet taste she had so long forgotten, full of his strength, full of his power and 
energy… and she rocked herself harder, her muscles bulging, that strange glow seeming to 
push out of the cracks between them as she moaned hotly before he finally began to pull 
free… but as he did so, the reptile rolled his eyes upwards with ecstasy as he felt her loop 
her tongue around the base of his back shaft and suck back as hard as she could, urging a 
few more squirts of seed from his still-hard cock and wiping him clean, leaving only slick 
saliva in the place of  his hot, white load.

She sat back, panting hard and opening her eyes, which were almost glowing with power 
as she looked up at him hungrily, her body flexing, seeming to grow, then shrinking back 
down to its normal size and state, as the male lowered his head to look down at her… and 
their eyes locked as Zerrex panted lightly before suddenly grinning and winking at her, and 
her own widened as she realized… he hadn’t lost any of his power at all. His load itself had 
his energies imbued with it, and she could feel that flowing through her body and the 



wounds on her form rapidly healing themselves as the Drakkaren’s eyes suddenly sharpened 
and glanced down to where the cleaver mark should have been… and she grinned as she 
said softly: “You’re so strong… Lord and Master Zerrex…”

She stood slowly, her body trembling with the energy racing through her… and there 
was one more test to do, as she reached up and undid her bikini bra, revealing her ample, 
huge breasts with their large, hard nipples… and then she slid one finger between her hip, 
and the belt and string that held the bikini bottom and loincloth on, flicking it idly as she 
opened her wings: a sudden blast of wind tore both these clothes flying away as she stepped 
sinuously forwards, watching Zerrex lean back against the wall of the fortress and murring 
teasingly as she reached up and stroked under his muzzle slowly with one finger, licking her 
muzzle slowly with the other as she leaned up close, sandwiching his enormous shaft 
between their bodies. And she meant it, too… because deep inside her, she found that she 
wanted the male to pass this last test… to resist her most powerful pulls, to show that he 
was truly superior…

She leaned up, and kissed him, and he kissed her back with a strange, almost polite 
gentleness despite the rough power she felt him grasp her waist with… their tongues 
danced for a moment as his huge shaft throbbed… and then she slid back with a teasing 
murr, the kiss breaking, the female licking her lips. Even there, with his consent, she hadn’t 
been able to draw a single bit of energy… the romantic gesture, after all, usually gave her 
far more energy than she got from going down on a male, although both were good enough 
for your average soldier. And he watched her as she walked slowly away a few paces, hips 
swinging back and forth, before turning and smiling teasingly over her shoulder as she gave 
him big eyes, asking almost playfully: “Do you really like me for my personality?”

The Drakkaren frowned, then he tilted his head upwards and grinned a bit in response 
to this, saying idly as he leaned back against the wall and stroked easily up and down his 
huge length with one hand that was now completely unable to wrap around the great girth: 
“I don’t think I ever remembered saying I liked you. You’re the one crawling all over me…” 
A pause and a wink. “But you do have great tits, to be vulgar.”

You like big breasts, huh?” the female licked her muzzle teasingly, reaching up to squeeze 
her huge swells, then her eyes gave a strange flash as the golden energy began to glow from 
her body again, her voice turning into almost a distorted rumble for a moment as she added 
in a tone that was nearly menacing: “Then you’ll just love my real body…”

She laughed quietly, and it was a strange, echoing, dark sound that lowered by several 
decibels as she straightened… and her body seemed to become almost liquid for a few 
moments, the golden aura surrounding her. Zerrex blinked, leaning back against the wall as  
a wind kicked up around them, watching as her body shifted, change, and most of all, 
grew… first getting larger, than easily dwarfing him as it finally began to slow and the aura 
began to fade, and Zerrex could almost feel the waves of lust, power, and domination 
flowing off the female – subtle at first, but with this body revealed, so powerful and strong 
that it was enough to get even him drooling… and his hard cock throbbing, but almost 



making him more determined than he’d ever felt before to please… to last longer… and 
then to turn the tables and show that he was the strongest, the real alpha here. 

That could be difficult however, with her standing at almost thirty feet tall… and her 
arms and legs covered in thick, powerful muscles that looked almost as large as he was. Her 
wings had grown massive as well, taking on more of an inwards-curving edge to them along 
the bottom and spiking up at either extreme side… and she had also grown two sets of 
large, cruel horns that curved back from the sides of her head, a larger top set with two 
skeletal branches off it almost like a deer’s rack, and a smaller set just beneath these that 
curved outwards to a greater extreme. Her breasts were larger than wrecking balls, and 
covered more than half her chest without sagging at all, firm and enormous… nipples that 
looked like tank cannons… and the taunt stomach now had chiseled, firm abdominals. As 
she looked down at Zerrex with a cruel grin, he could see that her teeth had grown larger as 
well, barely fitting inside her muzzle… and almost her forearms and shins, there were small 
‘wings’ of bone that curved up towards her head in sets of threes, arranged on the sides and 
fronts of her limbs. Her tail snaked back and forth easily, and then it suddenly whipped 
around and the male found his arms and legs bound as he realized it was likely more than 
three times longer than her body, thin and flexible enough to almost be a tentacle… and 
with those cruel, meter-high bone fins bridging up the entire outer side, meaning they 
probably also continued up her back to her neck… and he wouldn’t have been surprised to 
find out he was right, or that they grew steadily bigger until the largest fin between her 
shoulderblades, then rapidly grew down, leaving a small bone nub of only roughly a foot at 
the base of  her neck.

She lifted him into the air up to head level, the male almost a third her size as she 
grinned coldly at him, and he looked into blue irises that were devoid of pupil, where the 
whites had turned proud gold… and then she lowered her head a bit as she rose him easily 
and said teasingly: “Kiss me, lover.”

This time, there wasn’t a nudge at his mind… but a powerful mental command that 
overrode even Drake and Ravenlight in his head. Still, all it did was cause his head to throb 
as he snarled up at her, then he swung one arm out and tore free of the embrace of her tail, 
making her wince back as he fell to the ground and landed in a crouch… before looking up 
at her from his position in front of feet with claws almost the size of his legs and calling 
clearly up to her: “Then you bend down to me, bitch. And stop trying to play games with 
my head.”

She snorted, then made a rising gesture with her hand… but instead of easily raising it 
above her head, she winced and found that in response, Zerrex had quickly set himself and 
lowered his head… and again their energies combated, that strange, physical force of his 
against her mental powers. But again, she lost… not as badly as before, as Zerrex slumped, 
and then she bad-temperedly flicked her wrist and at least managed to knock him back on 
his ass, causing the reptile to snarl… then grin coldly up at her: “Oh, well, now you’re 
actually a challenge, huh? Good to see you’ve gotten one advantage, not just in size…”



Shut up, pencil-dick.” she replied smoothly… and Zerrex snorted, glaring at her but 
realizing, horribly… that it was true in comparison to her size, as she smiled cruelly and 
walked easily around him, licking her muzzle slowly and then raising her head proudly as 
she spoke in a mild, playful tone: “What, too afraid to reply now?” A pause as she sat down 
and rested back against the wall of the facility… then she spread her legs and idly rubbed 
at her wet labia with one hand, spreading the lips of her sex slowly and then allowing them 
to close, gazing at Zerrex challengingly and adding teasingly: “Too afraid to fuck me, too, I 
bet?”

Zerrex knew that was what she wanted… and that approaching her, especially in this 
form, for any reason other than sheer combat purposes… was idiotic. But instead of 
backing off… he reached down and undid his still-attached weapons belt, tossing it aside, 
and then he stripped completely bare of his combat boots and pants, dropping the former 
on top of the latter to stop them from blowing away in the mild wind that was blowing all 
around them in a slow cyclonic pattern. He reached down and easily stroked along his huge, 
full cock, then said tauntingly in return, as he approached her – horrified and yet amused 
by the spark of lust she set off in him, especially now: “You’re the one who’s begging for it 
and already smeared with your own juices for me… I was just going to await a formal 
invitation, since you’re so big it might be a bit awkward trying to bend you over to rape you. 
I’d have to throw you on the ground instead… but this position works great. Then I can see 
those impressive breasts of  yours bouncing and you screaming my name.”

“We’ll see…” Cherubim couldn’t deny that she was amazed, though, by the male’s 
continued resistance, spreading her legs welcomingly and letting herself slide down a bit as 
she licked her muzzle slowly. After all, she’d killed platoons, units, even armies with this 
body without so much of a wince… and her telekinetic and mind control powers increased 
at least tenfold, whereas her sexual ability… well, she could blow a kiss over a city, and 
every man, woman and child would fall down dead, giving up their life energy. She was 
imbued with the strength of a million lost souls… and that was only counting soldiers, and 
not the many more she had slaughtered or raped during these long seven and some years of 
warfare. But this one male was withstanding everything, as he walked up to her and looked 
at her vagina with a grin, then he idly reached up and stroked her clitoris – it was almost 
the size of his shaft, and even thicker – making her groan a bit at the light thrill of pleasure 
before she felt him playing a hand over one lip of  her sex.

It’s like a cave.” He said amusedly… then he grasped his shaft and guided the head of 
his cock forwards between her lips, before looking up at her. And when their eyes met, there 
was no hostility, no animosity between them, only excitement… and instead of taunting 
him, she nodded quickly and seemed to almost soften with her interest, swallowing and 
looking more like an anxious, virginal schoolgirl for a fleeting moment, then a cruel, 
dominating monster. 

Zerrex looked up at her… and thought for a moment with pity that this is… what he 
had become himself in some ways. They were both monsters… but she had been deceived, 
and her hungers gone unfed on purpose, he would bet… and she had searched for a hero 
strong enough to slay her… or even more, a hero strong enough to control her and let her 



live, to mount her in more ways that one… in this scenario she was a monstrous dragoness, 
he was the bloody knight, and the only difference was his choice of lance to spear her with. 
He grinned a bit at the metaphor as he looked down again… then thrusted forwards and 
felt unexpected pleasure roll through him with a surprised grunt, her passage somehow 
tightening around his fifty-one inch member despite the fact she was more than thirty feet 
tall, her body rocking and the female moaning as she grinned at the sky, eyes sliding closed 
as his massive member slid smoothly into her.

He felt forwards against her body, his arms going out, his head colliding with her clitoris 
and making her gasp again in surprised ecstasy as she bucked her hips against him – a 
simple, easy movement that was like the sea sending a friendly storm-born wave to rock a 
boat, almost carrying him off his toes and then dropping him back on the flats of his feet 
with a grunt. He tried to pull back… and he could feel her passage actually holding him 
inside her, feeling her pulling instead of pushing with her tight vagina… and what felt 
almost like fleshy barbs that lined this passage in reverse making sure to hold him there. 
Then she relaxed and looked down at him, panting hungrily… before her eyes gleamed and 
she grinned wider as her body suddenly flexed and began to slowly grow even larger, 
expanding as she said in a hungry voice: “Gods… your energy… is so powerful… so 
good… but I’m sad that in this ultimate, true body of mine… I can suck you down to a 
husk…”

What?” Zerrex asked, blinking… and then he snorted and drew back before thrusting 
hard into her with a grunt, almost wincing at the strength it took, the feeling of his 
member almost being dragged out like it was on a torture rack… and Cherubim’s hips 
bucked again against him as she almost screamed in ecstasy, and her body underwent a 
sudden burst in speed in its change, until it stopped after gaining an extra five feet of 
height… breasts and muscles both engorged further… clitoris so huge Zerrex figure she 
could likely kill him with it… nipples pinker but harder-looking. Then she stopped, 
panting, looking down at him as he felt a strange heat building already inside of his shaft, 
feeling her passage sucking it in and massaging him at the same time, making his pleasure 
rise… before they both grinned at each other suddenly.

“It wasn’t you…” she said in a voice that was strangely soft, a shudder rolling through 
her form… before she smiled, her head lowering, her eyes narrowing a bit… but what she 
meant to be a command came out instead as a begging whisper: now she had finally found 
the male she could submit to… a male who she couldn’t drain even with this body, but 
instead who had unlocked some key piece inside of her, and silent tears rolled down her 
cheeks as she whimpered hungrily: “Fuck me… please…”

Gladly…” Zerrex drew his hips back forcefully, wincing as he grasped her body as hard 
as he could, her chiseled muscles offering little grip except at the ridge of her powerful 
form… and then he thrusted hard into her, and she tilted her head back and yelled her 
pleasure to the sky. Again, he drew back… thrusted… drew back… slammed home, 
beginning to pant, his muscles bulging, feeling her almost trying to pull him inside her with 
his passage – and Zerrex even grinning as he wondered what it would be like to crawl inside 
her body – as he began to piston his girth member in and out of her as hard as he could. 



After a few moments, it became easier as the pleasure rose… and he was growing used to 
the rocking of her hips, moving with it as he leaned forwards to lap teasing at her clitoris, 
making her pleasure rise all the higher…

And, after what felt like only a few moments to the reptile but an eternity of pleasure to 
Cherubim, she suddenly leaned forwards and down, and he looked up with surprise before 
his much-smaller muzzle was engulfed by her enormous one. Yet somehow the kiss 
worked… and then the female’s eyes snapped open as she felt something like a tear in her 
vagina… except it was obviously not physical, but instead something else. And from her 
mouth, there was the strangest sensation of pulling… and it felt like the male was growing 
bigger inside her, like his whole body was growing larger before she drew back, panting hard 
and staring at him with awe, hunger, and deepest lust as Zerrex stared back at her with 
surprise, his muscles bulging, his form not changed…

But she was smaller… and she felt herself continuing to grow smaller even as she threw 
her head back and felt an orgasm wrack her form, her liquids spraying out with enough 
force to almost knock Zerrex out of her as she bucked and writhed, smashing in part of the 
wall of the rebel base… her breasts jouncing on her chest… her maw upraised, crying out 
in ecstasy as her body continued to shrink. She was being dominated… and she could feel 
all the energy she’d gained over the years being ripped out of her… or maybe it was a gift 
from her to the lizard who had made her master, as she betrayed her entire will to him. 
Again and again, he pummeled her, rammed her with a shaft that wasn’t growing bigger… 
but was providing them both with more and more pleasure as he finally found her small 
enough that she could wrap her legs around him, the bones sinking back into her scales, her 
horns also regressing… huge breasts bouncing and growing smaller as well, but still staying 
comparably z-cup sized on her as she screamed in pleasure. Her shrinking was slow… but 
even though the pleasure was unbearable, amazing, and she had another powerful orgasm on 
the way… Zerrex held on tight, his shaft painfully-stiff but even after more than an hour, 
still ramming her without slowing, his muscles and body bulging, standing with his legs 
spread and hers wrapped around him, back at her normal size and shrieking in ecstasy as 
her body literally bulged with the movements of  his gargantuan cock. 

She slammed her head back and forth, easily supported in the air by the male before she 
felt another climax strike, pouring her sweet juices down his massive obsidian shaft… her 
hips bucking, her jaws screaming their pleasure, their amazement, their bliss… and then she 
forced herself upwards, sitting up on his waist as his hands grabbed her buttocks to support 
her, kissing him hungrily as she felt him stiffen even more and flex, rocking against her 
harder, pummeling her as she sent liquid after liquid burst down his huge shaft.

The male groaned hungrily into her muzzle as their tongues danced together… and then 
he fired off his hot, powerful load into her, filling her up again with that strange, wonderful 
sensation of energy, of power, of mistaken love, of being dominated and controlled as his 
seed poured into her body… and blood leaked heavily from her vagina, down his shaft, 
coating his crotch, inner legs and testicles even as the last jounced and slapped her tail 
lightly, spreading their wetness with a squelch. He slammed into her again and again, and 
Zerrex saw a golden light suddenly behind the closed lids of his eyes before it whiffed out 



in darkness… and he roared as his back arched and his head tilted skywards, tasting blood 
as Cherubim raised her head in her own scream, blood firing from her maw and her eyes 
widening as tears of blood rolled down her face… before she slumped against his chest, 
leaving Zerrex panting and looking down at her as the last few volleys of seed blasted into 
her, thrusting once, twice, thrice hard into her… and then simply stopping as he leaked his 
load from his huge member, looking at her speared on his massive cock and whispering in a 
ragged, confused voice the first stupid word that came to mind as he saw her bloody body: 
“Cherry?”

She smiled faintly… and her wings slowly rotted and fell away, leaving only scarred, 
blackened stumps as she looked up at him… and in an instant, he drew free from her that 
released a gush of seed and a waterfall of blood. He looked down at this in surprise and 
something like horror, feeling his monstrous cock throbbing and thinking he must have 
torn her insides apart and killed her by mistake as he fell to his knees, cradling her against 
his chest… but she reached a trembling hand up to stroke his face as she whispered faintly: 
“Sin…” A pause, then she added weakly: “Not your fault…”

Then she slumped, and Zerrex merely looked at her blankly for a few moments… before 
snarling and quickly leaping up to his feet as the wind died completely. But then he heard 
Drake’s calm words in his head, and he froze on the spot, not wanting to believe it after the 
strange, terrible, and yet wonderful kinship he’d formed with this girl. She’s given up her 
nephilim… her body is rapidly dying. You can do nothing… it’s basically rotting from the 
inside-out, and it’s spread through her vital innards first. There’s only one thing you can 
do…

“Kiss… me…” whispered Cynterra Blossom raggedly, and Zerrex looked down at her in 
surprise as she smiled weakly up at him, and he dropped to his knees as a few more bloody 
tears fell from her eyes. “Let me… feel loved. Let me… pretend. You loved… me… I 
always mixed up sex and love, fucking and domination and submission and control… 
power and lust… with… virtue and joy and love…” she coughed, vomiting black blood 
onto the reptile’s chest, then staring at it for a few moments before looking up at him 
silently and whispering raggedly: “Kiss me… and…” she began to cry harder now, and 
Zerrex could feel her body beginning to go limp in his hands, and he realized paralysis was 
setting in… and that she was only alive out of sheer willpower. “Let me… live on in you… 
I’ll pass my soul… my energy… give it to you out of  thanks…”

Any family of Cherry… is family of mine, Sin.” whispered Zerrex… and then he met 
her eyes and said the thing she had been waiting to hear all her life in a quiet, calm voice: “I 
can’t say I love you for you… but I know your sister loves you. And I’m going to tell her 
that you died a proud death… and well…” He stopped, felt a strange twinge in his gut, 
then added quietly: “If you believe you can live on in me… then I’d be honored to have 
that happen…”

The female reached up and wrapped her arms weakly around his neck as she smiled 
faintly, then she whispered quietly: “Can I be… yours?”



You already are.” Zerrex replied softly, then he lowered his head and kissed her: it was 
little more than a few gentle brushings of their lips and then their mouths locking together 
for a few moments, one last time… but the male felt some strange, powerful force suddenly 
enter his body, and he grunted and arched his back, eyes clenching shut as he suddenly 
stood straight, arms spasming outwards… but before he could freak out about the fact he’d 
just dropped the dying girl, he looked down as a strong wind blew by and reduced her form 
into a golden flow of flower petals. Zerrex watched them flying away in the wind with his 
breath caught in his chest, amazed and shocked at the transformation… before he thought 
he heard something behind him and he slowly turned around, standing naked, no longer 
erect, and covered in blood, to set his eyes on what looked like an angel.

She was beautiful, wearing plain clothing, her hands tucked in her pockets, and huge, 
feathered wings half-furled behind her back… then his eyes locked first on the slave collar, 
before meeting the sapphire eyes of Cynterra. He looked at this ghost for a few silent 
moments, at the wavering, transparent image as she smiled quietly at him, and then Drake 
murmured quietly, It’s a mental projection… not a true ‘spirit,’ because her soul is bound 
specifically to you, so only you and a few gifted… or rather, cursed… others can actively 
see it… but by no means a hallucination or delusion. Your body has become a container for 
more than one soul… and she resides literally inside you now, but dormant. I’ve never seen 
this phenomenon before, but Hellabos often theorized about it.

“Can you hear me?” Zerrex asked quietly, and Sin smiled and tried to speak, then paused 
and made a face as she rose her hand to her muzzle, when no sound came free. She frowned 
a bit, then simply shrugged, smiled, and nodded. Zerrex smiled faintly in return, asking 
Drake why she couldn’t talk… but he had no answer, giving the mental equivalent of a 
shrug himself.

Sin suddenly winked, blew Zerrex a kiss, then vanished in a flash of golden light… and 
Zerrex shook his head slowly before turning and beginning to collect his things. Inside him, 
though, he could feel a strange glow, almost a warmth… and through his body pulsed a 
new strength, a new power. On the same level, however, he admitted he felt kinda depressed 
and pissed off… his body hurt – especially his penis and his back, oddly – but otherwise… 
he thought he was okay.

He sighed as he did up his belt just above the waistline of his pants, making a face at the 
fact all the loopholes on his jeans had been torn when Cherubim had ripped them down – 
Cherubim Sin… I wonder if she’d like me calling her that? It sounds catchy, at least… – 
before collecting his cleaver and heading back into the facility, brushing a bit of dust from 
his body and shaking his head… which caused his hair to puff out and scrape gently 
against the back of his ankles. He snorted, rolling his eyes at how long the goddamn white 
locks had become again already… but it wasn’t as debilitating at he thought it would be. It 
just meant he had to be a bit more careful with his movements and probably meant no more 
front rolls for him, since he’d just land on a mess of  white hair.

Front rolls suck anyway.” He muttered, as he headed for a small, rusted intercom in one 
corner that had been originally used to notify security when shipments had come in. He 



played with the buttons for a few moments, trying to figure out how the hell to work it, 
then finally managed to connect to security station one… which was really just the main 
command terminal where the council members had been clustered and waiting for him to 
give the all-clear… which would be troublesome to explain about why it had taken so long, 
if  they asked too many questions about why the hell it had done just that.

Unfortunately, luck was not with him today… not only had he killed his one source of 
information by mistake – Drake cleared his throat at this and muttered something about 
how he was working as hard as he could to extract information from Cherubim’s soul, but 
was again limited because a certain somebody still hadn’t gotten his other half… which in 
turn made Zerrex threaten to punch him in the balls… which shut him up – and done so 
with screwing… it had apparently all been caught on security camera. Worst of all, 
however, was the fact that the person who answered the transmission call was Churchill: “I 
knew you were an enemy spy! You were fornicating, fornicating with that monster! You vile, 
honorless, filthy wretch, you dirty fool, you bad person, you-”

Dude, that was fuckin’ sweet!” cackled Huck in the background, then he yelled cheerfully 
in the distance over Churchill’s continued blathering: “The twins are all hot and bothered 
too, they’re all red and they look all- ow fuck don’t hit me don’t hit me! Fucking ow... hey, 
let go of  my… hoooooly shit!”

Zerrex didn’t want to imagine what had just happened as a sudden silence fell… and he 
glanced back and forth with a cough before asking uneasily: “Um. Can someone cancel the 
lockdown?” A pause… and continued silence. “Er. Hello?”

Sure, Lord Zerrex!” came a chipper female voice: Zerrex’s guess was that it was Shine, 
since she had the slightly-higher voice. Then he thought he heard a few giggles before it 
asked teasingly: “My sister and I would really love to play with you some more, if you 
want…” A pause, and Zerrex was about to deny this when the voice added: “How about a 
nice, long massage in the tub?”

Hot water… twins… massage… boobs… Zerrex stared stupidly at the intercom for a 
few moments, heard Huck say something that sounded like ‘Can I come too?’ and then a 
loud thud and a male whine that brought him back to reality… and he coughed before 
saying dumbly as he heard the alarms in the distance shut down: “Yeah, sure, great, yes… 
sounds great.” He paused, then took on a more serious voice as he asked: “But we were 
definitely compromised… and most likely Narrius has information on us.”

“Yes, he does… we found a swan box.” Albatross said clearly, sounded as unfettered as 
ever, like this was a normal day at the base. He paused, then coughed and explained at 
Zerrex’s continued, questioning silence: “Sorry. It’s a small black box that uses ultrasound 
and radio waves to take distinct measurements… certain types and wavelengths affect and 
pass through different substances at different levels… it’s complicated, I don’t even 
understand it, to be honest. But by the time we found it, it had finished transmitting… for 
safety, we smashed it, but most likely Narrius now knows all the logistical information he 
needs to destroy this base. Or will… before we shattered it, we attempted to backlog the 
signal – the one weakness of the swan box is that you can trace it to the location it’s being 



sent to and get exact coordinates of the enemy base or facility – but the tricky bastard is 
having it routed through satellites and national \centers worldwide. It’ll likely take him at 
least half  a day to get the signal… and so he’ll likely attack in the morning.”

Why not in the middle of the night?” Zerrex asked mildly, leaning over the intercom 
with a bit of a frown. “He could just target us with his cannons without fear of retribution 
at such a distance… or even fly a plane on silent mode with the lights off and drop a heavy 
bomb on us. We wouldn’t even be able to defend against a nighttime raid or cascade, since 
we couldn’t see anything, and I doubt this facility has anti-missile defenses.”

Shut up, you’re making me feel even more impoverished.” Albatross replied with a snort 
of amusement… and Zerrex thought he could sense a faint grin on the face of the 
Dragokkaren. “But night operations are against Hez’Ranna General Army protocol, for one 
thing, because the danger to groups is massive intensified, and a guerilla army like ours 
could wipe out whole platoons with one well-hidden soldier… and that expands into bomb 
operations for the idiot clones he’s built. Second… Narrius seems to spend the early 
evening giving orders to overseas military through private satellite, then the rest of the night 
at his mansion. At night, he goes on the defensive… he’s-”

“Not a nocturnal hunter.” Zerrex muttered and hit his forehead: he’d forgotten that one 
clear lesson from Narrius, which he’d always ignored: never hunt your prey at night. Narrius 
was a daylight monster, a noontime demon… and he was admittedly smart as well, knowing 
not to take risks when he could avoid them. So it made sense… why attack right away like 
an idiot? He could easily just wait out the night… then in the morning, after the rebels had 
likely spent the whole night awake in terror, launch a nuke or go on a bombing run, use 
their tattered nerves against them and leave them completely defenseless, then finish them 
off  with mortars or one well-trained wave of  soldiers.

If the Drakkaren had to guess, though, he was willing to bet Cherubim had gone rogue 
on her former Patriarch at the end… her duty was likely to cause chaos and anarchy, 
frighten people into a panic – a very basic military trick – but then she had instead tried to 
hunt down him, who Narrius was apparently most concerned with… that, of course, meant 
he had indeed tracked Death into the house of the rebels by mistake, but he could deal with 
his personal guilt later. And she had defected to him in a way that Narrius likely never 
would have anticipated… and which would infuriate him, when he found out about it. 

Albatross asked some question, likely confused… but Zerrex shook his head, then said 
quickly: “Look, I’ll be down in a few minutes. Activate everything, and tell all the soldiers 
to assemble in an hour inside that main hall thing above the barracks and the adults civvies 
to do the same along the Ring and in the bazaar below. Meet me in the first subbasement 
outside the freight elevator, alright?”

Right. Signing off.” Albatross responded clearly, not bothering to argue, and Zerrex 
nodded, then stood back and rubbed the back of his head as he winced, unable to locate 
the power button. Finally, he coughed and simply smashed the control panel with his fist 
before turning and quickly running away to the elevator as it beeped into life. Before he 
could reach it, however, it began to descend, and Zerrex let out a grumble as he slid through 



the torn-open doors and wincing as he heard the intercom sizzle and give a small explosion 
from behind him. As he slid through the doors, he peered over his shoulder and caught 
sight of smoke spiraling up from the broken panel, and he winced as he fell into the open 
shaft and landed on top of  the descending elevator.

He shook his head with a wince as he heard mumbles below him… probably yells, now 
that he was actually thinking about it, since there was half a foot of titanium between 
where he was and inside the elevator. It also wasn’t moving, so he couldn’t get into the 
subbasement… so he grumbled, wincing as he stepped on his own hair while moving 
around in the half-squat, then found the maintenance door and slid it open to peer down at 
the barrel of a gun and several surprised faces through mesh grating. Immediately, he jerked 
back and fell over as the soldier opened fire, blowing holes in the mesh and causing Zerrex 
to squawk and yell, his voice reverberating in the tunnel: “Dude! I’m not the enemy!”

Oh God! Lord Zerrex, I’m so sorry!” babbled a soldier’s voice… and then the elevator 
began to descend, making Zerrex wince and sigh as he turned around, stepping quickly off 
the elevator and onto the short ledge in a recession in the wall as he began to pass it, barely 
balancing on his toes and grabbing the crack in the center of the elevator. He resisted the 
urge to look down, knowing it would likely cause him to fall and hurt his head – or his 
everything, since it didn’t sound like it was stopping at the next subbasement in line – and 
then he flexed and jerked the doors open with a grunt, stepping forwards into a crowd of 
staring soldiers and rubbing the back of his head, coughing and feeling embarrassed as they 
took in his naked chest, the swastika tattoo on his bicep, his flushed features, tangled mass 
of hair… and of course his weapons.  Then someone muttered that it was Lord Zerrex, 
and the soldiers that had been halfheartedly raising their weapons dropped them with looks 
of  relief, as the reptile did his best to bustle politely through the crowd.

He found his way into a hallway and sighed, looking up just in time to see the other 
members of the council coming towards him… and then the twins broke into a charge and 
leapt at him, Zerrex wincing and catching one in either arm, automatically cradling them 
each in the crook of one strong limb as they curled against him cheerfully, saying happily: 
“Lord Zerrex! It’s so good to see you!”

Yes, we were… so… very impressed with the way you destroyed the succubus with 
sex… it was very daring and just proved you deserve to be called the savior of us all…” 
Mist added with a murr, nuzzling into his neck and then tossing a glare at Churchill when 
he drew too close – as in, within ten feet. The male winced and stepped backwards, raising 
his hands, as Huck slouched forwards and Albatross looked at Zerrex with mild amusement 
in his eyes. 

I hate you.” Huck said clearly again, glowering at the reptile and rubbing at a very large 
bump on his head. “You got twins. And get to screw a RED soldier to death. And beat up 
Churchill.” A pause and a glance over his shoulder at the tall Dragokkaren, who was now 
glaring at Huck vindictively, causing him to cough and grin stupidly as he blushed a bit. 
“Er. No offense, Churchill. You’re great, a real stand-up guy… and… stuff.”



Everyone’s busy trying to get to the main hall… let’s duck in here and talk.” Albatross 
said plainly, then he pushed open the door to a small reading room and stepped inside. 
Zerrex followed – the twins refusing to allow him to put them down and staying firmly put 
as they wrapped their legs around his waist – then sat down on a large, fluffy chair, the 
twins shifting to sit comfortably on the arms and both half-curling against him, making the 
Drakkaren once again wonder how they could do everything in parallels so easily.

Albatross had taken a seat on the other side of a short coffee table, making a face at the 
half-empty mug of now-cold stuff on the table and pushing it away from himself as Huck 
leaned on a bookshelf… and almost knocked it over as he quickly found out it wasn’t 
actually attached to the floor. He coughed and blushed as Churchill closed the door and 
stared at him like he was an idiot, then simply sat on the floor in front of the rows of 
books and rubbed the back of his head, glancing around at the others before finally asking 
plaintively: “So… what are we doing here again?”

We’re discussing possible ways to preempt or counter the threat of Narrius running an 
attack against us, idiot.” Albatross said mildly, then he turned his attention to Zerrex, losing 
the amusement in his voice and becoming serious once more as Huck also solemned… and 
even though Churchill was glowering at the Drakkaren who he saw as having stolen his 
position, he also seemed a bit more focused than usual. “I don’t think I have to say that the 
likelihood of Narrius sending in soldiers for the first wave is zero… but it does mean he’ll 
be using either heavy artillery and missiles, or airplanes carrying high-powered bombs.”

Huck nodded, then added mildly: “I’d vote for the last, myself, because he’s obviously 
going to know that we’ve got our base of operation underground… and any thermal or 
electrical imaging he can scrounge up will show him that the facility above ground is 
empty…” 

Then I need someone and a hundred soldiers to go up into the facility and run all the 
technology they can find, and all that.” A pause, then a glance at Churchill before he even 
had the chance to volunteer. “Actually, make it about fifty, five platoons of ten. Station 
them around like a skeleton crew… if he takes a picture and sees the clusters of people and 
then the soldiers in the facility, it’ll look like we just did an evac of the battle site into 
bunkers below it.”

Got it.” Churchill nodded and turned, not bothering with his usual remarks and instead 
taking off to do his mission. Zerrex watched him go, then he turned back to Albatross, 
who was smiling grimly.

Most likely, Narrius will see through the ruse…” A pause, then a slow shake of his 
head. “And even if  he doesn’t or decides to be careful, he’ll just nuke the facility first.”

I doubt he’ll use a nuclear bomb…” Huck said mildly, and Albatross frowned at him – 
at first for being an idiot… then seriously considering and looking at him as if to question 
‘why not?’ Huck looked back impassively… then shrugged. “The area is too close to 
Uroboros and Skan’Delah, and even if he uses a cold nuke, it might not penetrate deep 
enough into the earth to reach the facility, and he won’t be able to send in soldiers for a few 
days.”



Zerrex made a face. “But we’d all die from radiation.” A pause as the two stared at him, 
and Mist coughed a bit as Shine snickered softly and smiled slightly up at him. “What?”

Huck and Albatross exchanged a look, then the blue-scaled Dragokkaren said irritably, as 
Huckleberry attempted to look innocent: “You did that on purpose.”

Then he turned towards Zerrex, explaining quickly with another short glare at the 
Dragokkaren in the greasy coveralls: “Cold nukes contain a binding agent that reacts with 
the specific particle wavelengths that we call broadly, ‘radiation.’ So instead of spreading the 
radioactive energy around, they’re immediately pulled to the ground and only go as wide as 
the explosion… and then they steadily begin to break down, which is usually a process that 
takes hundreds of years. It only takes about a week… two, for the larger bombs that cause 
more concentrated radioactivity… and then the radiation is cleansed.”

Zerrex stared at Albatross blankly for a few moments, then he rubbed the back of his 
head and said stupidly: “That’s like… wow.”

It’s terrifying.” Albatross said softly, and Zerrex looked confused for a moment before 
the blue-scaled Dragokkaren smiled faintly and held up one finger. “See the tip of my claw? 
That’s what your standard warhead does… one that works on basic explosive principles.” A 
pause, the he clenched his hand into a fist. “And this… is a nuclear bomb’s capabilities. A 
middle-class type B, say about… five hundred to a thousand tons of nuclear power. These 
days, low grade ones carry a hundred, easy… and the high class type A? Up to ten 
thousand.

“Any of them can be made ‘cold,’ which, ridiculously, by the rules of war, say they’re 
‘okay’ to be used in battle against specific military targets in war with another nation. 
Because they do not ‘pollute the atmosphere,’ or ‘leave incurable disease or famine in an 
area.’ Sure, they utterly obliterate massive swathes of land, even small countries… take 
millions of lives… but because they don’t leave behind radiation, now they’re okay.” 
Albatross laughed dryly, shaking his head slowly as he smacked his fist down against the 
tabletop, snorting softly and looking down in disgust.

And now Zerrex could see why it was so horrifying, as he frowned and looked down… 
before glancing up as Huck said hesitantly: “But… I don’t think they’ll be used against us, 
at least. Plus the Patriarch is the only one who uses them… then again, he likes using 
twenty-thousand ton ‘hot’ nukes as well. 

But hey, Albossatross, what can we do to counter… say… mortar cannons, or an air 
strike?” Huck nudged him gently, awakening Albatross from his thoughts. The blue-scaled 
Dragokkaren glanced over at him for a few moments with a blank eye… then he shook his 
head and smiled a bit, rubbing at his scarred face slowly around the eyepatch.

“Sorry, I spaced out.” He glanced down, then back up, returning to his usual cool 
demeanor and flicking a half-smile at Huck. “And you’re an idiot. Mortars won’t reach this 
far from Uroboros or Skan’Delah… which means a missile attack or an air raid.” A pause as 
he glanced down, lacing his fingers together and looking at his hands thoughtfully. “But 
he’ll… likely do two waves. The first attack to destroy our armor and the ground facility… 



the second stronger or burrowing missiles to attack our bunkers… but because of our 
proximity, I don’t think he’d risk a missile attack.”

“You can’t say we’re too far away for that.” Huck said disgustedly, looking at Albatross 
with disbelief. “Look, I know we were the technological backwoods, but it’s been seven 
years since the Patriarch refitted our entire military and I’m pretty frickin’ sure even an old 
school RPG can go a few miles before it putters out.”

Albatross looked at him mildly for a few moments, then he rolled his eyes. “No, you ass. 
We’re too close… missiles are designed for long-range attacks, generally on other countries. 
Yes, there are short-range guided missiles as well… but they lack the same destructive 
power when we’re not talking nuclear, meant more for specific strikes against rural areas or 
shakeups, not total destruction. He might be able to knock a hole in our defensive shield 
with two volleys of… say… XBR5Ms, but it’d take around a hundred to burn even the 
main facility to the ground… and with the layering we have over the barracks, the support 
of the earth, and the armor of the bunkers?”A snort and a quick shake of the head. “Forget 
about it. And a long range missile would likely overshoot us... hell, the initial thrust of the 
missile could be enough to cause an overshot. 

I’m not saying it’s impossible… and nor is it out of the question that he’ll drag his 
artillery cannons out, set them up at the other end of the valley, and simply bombard us 
with fancy explosives with hard-to-pronounce names until we’re all charred skeletons in a 
deep hole in the ground. He could even launch a dirty bomb or some other nasty biological 
agent into the base, maybe a test run of that Godsmite crap you were mentioning earlier 
today.” Albatross nodded to Zerrex, then he sighed a bit as Huck looked at him with 
horror. “But I think the most likely candidate is an air raid.

“That, at least, we can defend against to a point… we have a dozen or so medium range 
50mm mounted cannons guarding this facility, five of them still work…” A glance and nod 
to Huck. “And he can get at least two or three more up by tomorrow.”

Fuck that, I can do all of them.” Huck grumbled, glaring at Albatross and looking 
indignant. “Don’t underestimate me, wing-boy pirate… face.”

The one-eyed Dragokkaren rolled his lavender eye, and even Zerrex looked nonplussed 
at the lame response of the male. Then he coughed and glanced at Shine as she nudged him, 
adding mildly: “We can defend against a missile attack, too.”

Albatross looked at her blankly, then winced as she looked at him firmly and said 
quietly: “Dodgeball.”

He looked back and forth nervously, then started to shake his head… before sighing and 
nodding, and Zerrex looked from the twins – both looking stoic – to the nervous-looking 
Dragokkaren. Then he finally laughed a bit and smiled faintly at Zerrex. “It’s a shitty 
method, but they’re right. We can position snipers on the roof, in front, and behind the 
facility, spaced wide and in different line formations, the lines forming three broad-range 
platoons. We’d also have to use special detection gear with fielding technology… and each 
platoon, headed by myself, Mist, and Shine as Spotters, would take the left, right and center 



wings of an incoming missile attack. Using special bullets… they almost look like giant 
matches, basically extendable rods that go down the sniper rifle, with large round heads that 
stick out the top, we could shoot the missiles and blow them apart… and by wearing 
thermal anti-explosive gear, we could protect ourselves from the heat and the force of an 
explosion.

The danger’s pretty obvious, though… even your best sniper will take up to half a 
minute to reload the rifle, and if the missiles get too close, or worse, hit, it could do serious 
damage to the platoon and the building from debris, shrapnel, or just knockin’ some poor 
bastard flying off the edge.” Albatross paused and looked down, then back up with a faint 
smile, and the twins returned it as he said softly: “But hey, if you aren’t willing to risk 
everything, then you make a shitty leader.”

“I can offer support if that railgun on the top floor is still functional, too.” Huck added, 
raising his hand, then shoving the blue scaled Dragokkaren as he began to open his mouth, 
giving a grumble and whining: “Shut up, don’t start! Listen to me for a change, 
Albossatross!” A pause, a sulky look at an irritable-looking Albatross, then Huck stuck out 
his tongue at him before looking at Zerrex and continuing in a more serious voice: “If you 
let me take five of the mechanics up with me, we can make sure the railgun is working, and 
flush out some rounds for the fuckin’ thing… and once the attack starts, be it planes or 
missiles, we can do something. Armored aircraft might stand up to a few shots from the 
other cannons, but a railgun will take down anything with wings with just one hit… and if 
it’s missiles and I’ve got my tech support team with me, we can triangulate where they’re 
coming from and pop a few nails into the bastard’s long-range cannons, crimp his style a bit 
and make it easier on the snipers.”

Albatross looked like he was about to argue… but then he simply nodded and laughed 
faintly, reaching down and rapping firmly on Huck’s head. “Guess you got a better brain in 
there than I usually give you credit for.”

Fuck off.” Huck grinned a bit up at Albatross despite himself, but then he softened and 
glanced over at Zerrex. “But what do you think, Boss?”

The Drakkaren almost started at the old nickname again, blinking, before he shook his 
head a bit and laughed quietly. “You guys know this better than I do…” A pause, a 
thoughtful glance down. “But first Narrius will probably try the air raid… then a missile 
strike if that fails. That’d be my guess, anyway…” Then he sighed and stood up, gently 
shrugging the twins off, then wrapping his arms around their shoulders when they quickly 
pressed against his sides. “But we should likely go and talk to the soldiers, then… much as 
I hate doing this.”

“Nah, you go get that rest.” Huck said as he stood up quickly, wiping himself off and 
smiling a bit, and Zerrex glanced at him curiously. “You’ve already thrown yourself into the 
face of death once today, no need for you to go and play politics. I’ll go grab some of the 
guys from the mechanics lab… mind if I take five or so from the guys working 
downstairs?”



Take them all.” Zerrex said absently, and Huck blinked before tilting his head as the 
Drakkaren smiled faintly and turned a bit more attention to the Dragokkaren. “Even if 
they’re maintaining power… it’s not as important as making sure we can defend ourselves. 
Because having the lights on won’t matter if  Narrius fires a nuke at us.”

Huck rose a hand and made a face. “Good point.” A pause, and a hesitation as he shared 
a look with Albatross. “And me and him were thinkin’… we only got five hundred GA 
trained soldiers right now… but plenty of the civvies are ready and willing to fight. I know, 
we shouldn’t drag innocents into war, but they’re all trained, and we’re not exactly doin’ 
good here…”

Instruct the higher-ranking officers, lieutenant and up, to go talk to the civilians, see 
who’s interested, and put them through this test.” Zerrex closed his eyes and tilted his head 
to the side, making a face as he shuffled through mental files, then he said clearly: “Split the 
ones who are willing to join up the army off, and bring them upstairs after you’re doing 
telling the soldiers what’s going on and sending them off  to rest-”

Wait, what about guard duty?” Albatross asked, tilting his head… then Zerrex looked at 
him with a mild gaze, which Mist and Shine both mimicked. Albatross stared at this, then 
he looked over and Huck attempted to give him the same look, causing Albatross to slap 
the end of his muzzle and make him wince back in pain with a yelp as the blue-scaled 
Dragokkaren sighed a bit. “Right. We’re getting bombed tomorrow. We lockdown the doors 
leading inside and the worst Narrius’ll do is send some advance scouts to stare at us before 
retreating. Cancel all patrols to make sure everyone’s in top shape for… hiding and possibly 
evacuation, or worse, fighting off  the Hez’Ranna General Army.”

Right.” Zerrex said mildly, then he looked back at Huck and continued in a casual voice: 
“Do what you’d do at any military bazaar or supply depot. Tables handing out uniforms 
and guns, give them out, and then tell them plainly we’re going to do a final march against 
Uroboros to try and at least disable some of the main cannons in a full attack. Tell them… 
we have no other choice, that we’ll all likely die, but that if we don’t, then Narrius will 
exterminate not only us, but all the children and those unable to fight as well. But that if we 
attack, we may be able to destroy the main cannons and even destroyed, he might decide 
there’s no one left in the facility and leave it alone. That we have a small chance to save 
those who can be saved.

“Then give them the option to leave.” Zerrex shrugged. “Wait fifteen minutes. After 
that? Tell them they’ve passed the first test and are now honorary soldiers, then run them 
through the usual crap and assess the strengths, weaknesses, etcetera.”

Albatross frowned a bit, tilting his head. “Shouldn’t we just do the latter? I understand 
the point of the first, but aren’t numbers the most important thing for us right now, so we 
have capable people on hand if  it becomes necessary to fight?”

Zerrex glanced over at him and smiled slightly, then he said clearly: “A coward is never a 
capable person. If these people aren’t willing to die or give up their lives to save their own 
children, then I don’t want them being placed in platoons where they may cut and run at 



the first sound of gunfire. This won’t cut all the cowards out of the army… but it will at 
least get rid of  a good bunch of  them.”

Before the one-eyed reptile could respond, looking almost curious now, Huck slapped 
him on the shoulder and grinned at him, winking. “You need to get your head out of all 
your damn manuals, Albossatross. You understand weapons and tactics, great, but I think 
you need to repeat high school psychology.”

Bite me.” Albatross snorted, then he shook his head as Zerrex smiled at the two of them, 
before turning and allowing the twins to guide him out. Then the winged Dragokkaren 
softened and glanced over at Huck, saying softly: “He’s killed two RED Commanders and 
their units in one day. Do you think he’s the real deal?”

Huck snorted and threw his arm around Albatross’s shoulders, leaning on him with a 
smile as he looked down at him warmly. “With just that? Nah. But throw in the fact he 
pretty much took over our base without a fight, kicked Churchill in the nuts… and that the 
twins got faith in him? Yeah. I think he’s the real deal.” A pause, and he let his arm slip free 
as he walked towards the door. “I just hope that’s good enough to deal with the troubles 
ahead and the Patriarch. I’ll see you in a few Albossatross, I’ve gotta snag my team, then 
send Churchill to give a pretty speech and take over doin’ repairs in the facility.”

Meanwhile, Zerrex was heading back towards his room, guided by Mist and Shine as 
they pressed close, whispering gentle reassurances to him. He realized as they walked that he 
could feel their warmth, hear their heartbeat, and almost the strange tickle of their 
thoughts, and he smiled a bit, glancing from one to the other and thinking again of 
Cherubim for a moment, as they walked down the long hall towards the Ring… then 
carefully pushed through the crowd of milling, anxious people already gathered there. 
Zerrex made a bit of a face at the looks he was getting, as he pushed through the group, but 
he was glad that he didn’t feel alone in this hoard with the twins beside him… until finally, 
they emerged through the doors and into the hall in front of  his room. 

Only a few moments later, and they were running water in the tub again, and gently 
stripping him down as they laughed softly and smiled up at him, the two already naked 
from the plainer clothes they had been wearing. Mist disappeared for a moment to carry his 
weaponry into the other room, promising to polish it up later for him, and Shine 
murmured that she’d have to braid his hair back for him to stop it from getting in the way. 
The reptile hated to admit it, but the idea did sound sort of appealing to him, as she found 
a comb and idly started to brush it as her sister came back and checked the water, then 
dipped a cloth into the filling basin and gently started massaging over Zerrex’s body with it, 
wiping at his already-healing wounds and the crap that covered his strong form.

Then they were climbing in the tub, and Zerrex sighed a bit, relaxing as he sat against 
one wall and the twins on either side on the sets, smiling at him compassionately and easily 
massaging over his sore arms, his sore body that was aching… and a few moments later, he 
slowly let his head roll down and fell asleep with a loud snore, as both the twins smiled 
amusedly, then pressed against him.



“Poor bastard,” Mist said softly, reaching up to idly stroke over the burned half of the 
Drakkaren’s face, then she glanced at her sister and asked quietly in a strange, syllabic 
language: “I really don’t want to do this, but… should we kill him now or later?”

Don’t even joke.” Shine said mildly in the same tongue, then she stretched, her body 
flexing and shimmering for a moment from the water before she looked across at Mist and 
smiled faintly. “We can’t ever go back to the Patriarch, you know that… and he could kill 
us both… fuck, he could probably rape us to death at the same time… stick that giant 
thing he hides in his pants through both our bodies.” She stopped, then smiled a bit more 
softly at her sister as she lowered her gaze shamefully. “You’re my other half… don’t look 
so down.”

But I’m scared!” Mist said suddenly, looking up quietly and seeming to flicker for a 
moment in and out of reality, and the water around her twisted up and around her body in 
strange shapes and arcs through the air before it dropped, rivulets flowing in all directions 
over her body as she sighed and shook her head, blushing a bit embarrassedly as Shine 
looked at her with gentle eyes. “I’m sorry. It’s just… the memories we took from the bodies 
of  the twins… the strength of  their bond as an Iuratus to him… I don’t like the idea-”

Shine laughed faintly and reached across to gently touch her sister’s face, making her 
look up shamefully. “No, the problem is that you do like the idea.” A pause, and a glance 
down, then back up as she added quietly: “And there’s nothing wrong with it, Mist, nothing 
at all. We can start a new life… we can let go of Narrius and connect with Zerrex… he 
will forgive us, he’ll understand that we only did what we had to do…”

Mist looked across at her sister miserably. “But… what if he doesn’t? I mean, if I had a 
pair of my favorite servants slaughtered and their memories absorbed, I’d be a bit ticked off 
too.”

“Mist must have been a real whiny bitch in life. Either that, or you’re my lame half.” 
Shine said with a grin, and Mist snorted and looked down embarrassedly as the female 
softened. “Zerrex is not his father… I have faith in that. I have faith that he’ll forgive us… 
that he’ll understand it was nothing personal. Besides, once he realizes what we can offer 
when we no longer have to hide in these bodies as separate entities… then he’ll have to 
forgive us, so we can help resist the attack on the base.”

The other twin nodded hesitantly… then sighed and slumped a bit before looking at 
her sister quietly and finally admitting with teary eyes: “I don’t want him to think we’re 
ugly.”

Oh come on now…” Shine slid over to her sister and hugged her gently, and for a 
moment their bodies seemed to do more than lock together, but literally meld into each 
other, before the other Drakkaren drew back and stroked the back of her sister’s face gently, 
looking supportively down into her eyes. “You saw what he did with Cherubim in her true 
body… I’m sure he’ll be more than glad to stay curled up with us even in our real form.”

The two looked at each other… the twins that were really only one entity, a powerful, 
living weapon, a tracking creature that was similar to the nephilim and the Empty Ones in 



the fact it was genetically modified and created in a test tube. It was one of the earliest 
experiments of the Patriarch’s… built from the cells of Black Requiem, Cherubim, Cherry, 
and Zerrex himself a month after the latter had been captured, and then trained for half a 
year and modified again and again, fed other living creatures and gaining their cells, their 
genetic coding… and even the ability to split into two different creatures, leaving a part of 
its personality in each, and continuing to easily function. The original design of the being 
had been for assassination and hunting down the rebels ruthlessly and quickly… and after 
the twins had been captured, uselessly tortured and interrogated, and violated in every other 
way imaginable without success – Shine had literally bitten the penis off one male during 
an attempted rape, and Mist had snapped another’s neck with her legs when he’d tried to 
tease her – they’d finally been given the test subjects for this creature, what some would say 
was a monster worthy of  Mengele’s designs.

It had split into the twins, had gained all their memories… all their feelings and 
emotions, and by this time, it had developed an extreme hatred of Narrius… not just from 
taking on the emotions of all the rebels, but because of the ruthless hours training, the 
shows it had to put on, and especially the sadistic punishment of being locked in a small 
glass cube for a week after it had failed to absorb Zerrex’s body… and then it had tried 
once more with no success and suffered the same agony, except this time the box was 
painted black, so it couldn’t even see out of it. After all, it could liquefy its physical form at 
will, and shapeshift into anything it pleased… but when it had to absorb something else, it 
had to completely dissolve itself and run only on instinctual, more primal drives and engulf 
a creature… then break it down entirely to absorb every slice of genetic coding inherent in 
the living being, as well as the so-called ‘soul’ and ‘life energy’ of a being itself. In short, it 
was designed much like an Empty One… but it had many of the qualities of the nephilim, 
as well as the intelligence of  Drake.

And it hated what it was. No, she… although really, it was a hermaphrodite, able to 
‘self-replicate’ if it really wanted to… but it preferred being female or at least more 
feminine in appearance. It… she… had no intention of bringing children created just by 
itself into the world though… and no children period if the world was going to remain in 
this state of war and chaos. Sure. She was a monster… and her real body was monstrous, 
huge, and terrifying to many… but you know what? She didn’t like killing… she liked 
poetry, and cappuccinos, and fucking candlelit dinners. And despite all the ‘education’ she 
had undergone under Narrius’s scientists and soldiers, that had never changed. Hell, she 
even admitted that she liked to… to ‘hold’ people, so to speak, feel them inside her but not 
killing or hurting them, just keeping them safe and secure inside her body… but the only 
time she ever got to experience this was with herself, holding herself quietly, looking down 
silently after she had locked the door and rejoined her two bodies into her real one.

After she had absorbed Mist and Shine, she had been sent on a mission out to locate the 
rebels… then kill them all if possible, or sabotage their defenses and then report back to 
base with their location. But when she had ‘returned’ to base after being ‘found’ injured by 
another group of rebels – the hospital was no secret to be one of the entrances to the rebel 
bases, but it wasn’t something Narrius could simply destroy because it also ran many 



experiments for his soldiers on the top floor that the doctors were silent about, and 
Mengele grew some other toys of his own there – they had been immediately embraced by 
Huck, who had told them he had been so damned worried. And they had been glad they 
had feigned amnesia, hadn’t just told Narrius where the rebel base was, had said it was a 
‘locked-down memory with no chance of  retrieval…’

Days had turned into weeks… and then she’d actually gone on a mission with the rebels, 
and helped destroy a train transporting fragile genetics materials. She had been so elated, so 
happy, just like the others when they’d returned with no one hurt or killed to the base, 
mission successful in more ways than they had imagined… and then she’d realized she had 
defected from Narrius… and was free of  him.

She was still programmed to obey him, however… or had thought she was, and sure, 
sometimes at night she felt horrible, felt lonely, felt miserable and like she could still make 
it up, even though she knew by now she was classified as a ‘failed experiment,’ and on 
extermination list Narrius no doubt kept… and no more creatures like her had been 
manufactured, either, which she thought was a bad sign for her survival. But ever since 
Zerrex had appeared, the male she couldn’t absorb, who even Drake couldn’t damage… she 
had felt content, except when Churchill had been an ass. Then her burst of rage hadn’t 
simply been pretend, or based on the memories of  the Iuratus.

She herself felt like an Iuratus now… and as she hugged herself quietly, she looked at 
the sleeping Zerrex before she smiled at her other half encouragingly and nodded, and they 
gently lifted him out of the water. Mist emptied the tub as Shine gently sat him down on 
the closed lid of the toilet, then the two toweled him off as best they could without waking 
him before carrying him to his room and laying him down gently. Once that was done, the 
two retreated to the other room in the facility, both still naked, their bodies giving strange 
vibrations and shifts as Shine closed the door and Mist sat on the floor between the bunk 
beds as her scales turned black, losing its solidity and half melting as she murmured: 
“Hurry, sister… we need to rest…”

You’re so impatient.” Shine said softly, still solid as she quietly locked the door… then 
she turned to her sister and walked over, leaving wet tracks behind herself as her body too, 
turned to the black stuff, with the consistency of melting wax. Then she simply stepped 
into Mist’s stomach, leg disappearing as the twins sighed in unison before Shine’s body fell 
with a wet smack, and their forms collided and merged in a dark shape, before a strange 
creature rose its head with a loud sigh, flicking its head upwards disdainfully and sending 
black ooze splattering across the room, where it quickly began to dissolve after striking a 
solid surface.

She did the same with her other limbs, standing up as the black gunk fell free from her 
body… a body covered in purple scales that turned white over her chest, with one eye that 
was emerald and the other a sparkling blue. She was more than sixteen feet tall, her arms 
bulging with muscle, and she had a double set of breasts: A large, massive pair that would 
have made Cherubim stare and compare herself to the other female with horror that she 
could actually have competition in that department, and a smaller set just beneath these, 



almost seeming to support the much-larger swells. She had larger muscles, as well, along 
with chiseled, thick abdominals… and her entire body was toned and powerful, flexing 
when she moved. Her scales, however, seemed strangely rough and almost thorny, 
overlapping like too-dense petals of  a flower.

She also possessed, however, a large, thick obsidian shaft, and a pair of gigantic black 
testicles to go with this… but just behind this was a slick vagina. Her tail was almost twice 
as long as her body, and it had a double row of what looked to the untrained eye like stud 
piercings through it, in a ladder formation down to a small, single stud at the tip… but 
upon closer inspection, were obviously ridges of bone. But even with this pattern of bones, 
the tail was just as flexible as Cherubim’s… and when she opened her mouth to yawn, 
tilting her head back, she revealed a set of sharpened, fang-like teeth and a long, curling 
tongue with a single silver stud piercing in the middle.

Her fingers were long, and claws looked almost manicured, and upon one finger was a 
ring that looked almost too small, but was actually built into her scales… a plain silver ring, 
with an inscription on it that said ‘For Hez’Ranna’s Purity’ on it. A bullshit ring she wanted 
to rip off… but couldn’t. The ring and the stud she usually wore in her tongue were the 
only physical manifestations of her will, and they never changed from body to body, only 
her placement of them in her form. If she ever lost one of them, she’d become far weaker 
and would no longer be able to split into two… and if she ever lost both, she would simply 
dissolve into black muck and slowly dissolve, until not a single strand of her DNA was left. 
With an inherently volatile body, she needed something to keep her controlled and make 
sure that everything was running properly… and so the ring and piercing had been 
introduced.

She smiled faintly as she brushed the other irregularity she bore back: long, white locks 
of hair, currently braided into four long tails that hung down behind her back, then tied 
neatly into knots at the bottom. Something she could do without even trying… she had 
full control over her body’s shape, form, weight, size, etcetera, after all, so why not make her 
hair braid itself ? She sighed a bit as she sat down and rested back against the wall, glancing 
glumly back and forth at the cots that were too small for her… and even now, she felt itchy 
and painful. Her real size was bigger than this, after all… even though Zerrex thought he 
had an obsession with size, she knew his was at least just playful. Narrius was the one 
creating monsters like her that were twenty or so feet tall…

She mumbled as she curled on her side, letting her body expand up to its true height of 
twenty one feet and some inches anyway, uncomfortable in this fairly-small room that was 
stuffed with weapon racks and caught between the two bunks… but it was better than 
feeling… itchy all night long. So she glanced back and forth, then felt another tingling 
sensation… and she sighed as she sat up and closed her eyes, concentrating.

Thick plates of bone pushed their way out of scales that turned into black mush: solid, 
nearly unbreakable natural armors with small spikes on the surface, on the outsides of her 
forearms, her shins… and then covering the top of her head, face, and muzzle as she 
winced, a pair of long black horns slid up and out of the sides of her skull, rolling slowly 



upwards. At the same time her sexual organs vanished: nipples and penis slid into her body, 
anus and vagina closed and sealed, as a short belt of vertebrae-like bones pushed their way 
out around her waist, and then a long plate sheet of the same ivory substance slid smoothly 
down from this as she grunted, going all the way down to her knees and leaving her sitting 
against the wall in natural bone armor, as the last of it – a front plate of bone that covered 
her stomach, her lower breasts, and about the lower front half of her upper set – slid out of 
her body and locked into place. It felt heavy… but she felt better in this, her truest form. 
Sexless, with bone armor instead of genitalia… and she rubbed at one eye quietly as she 
looked at the ground. It was hard to do, being beneath the eyesocket of an outer skull… 
but this had been the original design of her body. She had found out only after a few 
months that she could ‘strip naked’ and absorb the armor into her body, letting herself be a 
bit less terrifying to the natural eye… but once she’d done that, then all she had done was 
training, training, training in shapeshifting.

Worst of all, though, had been the dissections… shifting down to a body, and then 
letting herself be cut open by scalpels and forced to watch on a television screen – or by 
just looking in a mirror, if the facility was a backwater one – as the doctors pointed out 
and said in bland voices what they wanted to see here, here, and here, as some nurse held up 
a medical textbook for her to see what the insides of people looked like. And the 
humiliation of having things inserted into every orifice and then pulled out other places, or 
through her stomach, or turning into different shapes and sizes so that emotionless, faceless 
scientists in masks could write things down on clipboards…

Then Mengele Tstegi had come. He had been different with her… his tests crueler, 
harsher, colder… but he had never lied to her. He had spoken to her, for the short time 
that she knew him, like she wasn’t just a monster… sure, he’d always said to her mildly that 
she was his experiment, but he’d always added afterwards that she was one of his favorites, 
or that he’d still like to know how she was doing. And even when he hurt her, he treated her 
differently… in some ways, it was scarier, because it was almost obsession… and in 
another, she felt… alive? Was that the word? 

He asked her how she was feeling… he didn’t look at her with revulsion or interest, but 
seemed to… just accept her for who she was. He told her stories, he bitched about the 
Patriarch, he made twisted little jokes and he got her changed from feeding off rebels, other 
‘failed experiments’ or soldiers who had failed certain tests or appeared to want to defect, to 
real food. The last had taken forever to get used to… but she’d felt… so much better, 
healthier, after being weaned off the steady diet of living people. She felt less like a monster 
somehow, too… although once she’d said there wasn’t much difference.

Mengele had looked at her with his mismatched eyes… shrugged… and then speared a 
helping of salad on his fork and raised it, saying mildly: “Even this salad was alive, you’re 
right. Even this salad, made of vegetables, was sentient to a point… it has never screamed 
in pain, cried tears of joy, or fought for a cause it believed in… but it did once fight to 
stretch to the sky, to stay alive during cold winter, to live… until a force it could not 
overpower ripped it from the earth and brought it to the Patriarch’s pantry. But does the 
fact it has no voice make it any different from you or me? ‘Food’ is just a term for what’s 



socially acceptable to murder, extort, and eat.” A pause, his quirked, cold smile. “And you 
and I will always be known as monsters, simply because he have the strength to kill and have 
recognized the sanctity of all living things is the same… but that the noble lettuce will 
always deserve more respect for its silent attempt to reach the sky no matter what the 
cost… then the puling, crying coward who curls up in the corner and begs to not be killed 
even as he resigns himself to his coming fate by pissing his pants and trying to dig a hole to 
hide or bury himself  in the earth.”

A few weeks later, she’d been deployed as the twins… and never returned to the facility. 
She wondered quietly what Mengele was doing, letting Zerrex free… and how he was 
feeling. He had tampered with her DNA as well, said he’d given her some gift… but she’d 
never been able to figure out what he’d done, because it had been late at night and he had 
showed up unannounced. She shook her head, sighing and looking down, then closed her 
eyes and simply sat quietly back against the wall for a little while, eventually falling into a 
light slumber as she murmured some time later: “My name… he was the only one who said 
my name, too…”

And what was that?” asked a quiet voice, and she looked up in horror to see Zerrex 
leaning in the doorway, his eyes cold and contemplative as he stood in the doorway, his 
hands in his pockets. She looked at him, then flushed and looked down as her cheeks 
turned flaming red, and her eyes filled with tears and pain at the look he was giving her… 
before he sighed and softened a bit, stepping into the room and then kneeling carefully in 
front of her, his eyes locked on hers as he put his hands down on the floor, careful and 
ready to leap away at a moment’s notice. 

You hate me, don’t you?” she murmured, glancing up as a tear rolled down her face… 
and Zerrex gave a faint smile, shaking his head slowly and making a few guesses towards 
what this creature was. It’s not Mist and Shine… 

It’s just a shapeshifting puddle of ooze. Kill it. Drake said with disgust, and Zerrex 
glanced up for a moment with a frown at the voice, as he continued in an irritated voice, It 
absorbs genetic material and energy, takes on the appearance of a creature after it destroys 
it… but what makes this monster special is that it can take on memories. It’s little more 
than a single replicating string of deoxyribonucleic acid, though, with the power to create 
and alter its own body and memorize other genetic patterns… they were mass produced for 
a little while, but I hear that Patriarch Narrius had most of them destroyed because they 
were mentally incompetent and emotionally unstable. 

You… really don’t like her, huh? Jealous? Zerrex asked mentally, and he heard Drake 
snarl, which was almost enough to make him smile as he slid a bit closer to the female – he 
thought – creature, reaching up a hand to gently touch the end of her muzzle. She started 
back, crying a bit harder and flinching away, form almost seeming to shrink… but then she 
swallowed and looked at him as Zerrex said softly: “So you escaped Narrius… at some 
point, you absorbed the twins… but… then why did you stay here? I can understand why 
you’d stay in their forms… but why help the rebels?” A pause and a grim smile. “Or is he 
just that hard to be around?”



She nodded silently, he guessed to the latter… and Zerrex looked at her softly for a few 
moments before leaning back a bit as the armor-like bones on her body turned to black 
gunk and receded between the cracks in her scales, leaving her naked and genderless… and 
then she looked down and blushed silently as she murmured: “I… wanted to tell you…”

I figured something like that, when you started… talking with yourself, I guess, in the 
tub.” Zerrex smiled faintly, and she jumped, glancing up at him. “It wasn’t Hez’Rannan or 
any other tongue I knew… and despite the fact they were probably smart enough to know 
more than those languages, I also knew Hez’Ranna didn’t really teach anything other than 
the most common ‘civilized’ tongue and traditional Hez’Rannan. “Or well, at least started 
to figure out you weren’t the twins.” A pause as he frowned and looked down thoughtfully. 
“You felt… similar to Cherubim, I guess. And your heartbeats were synchronized… which 
I didn’t think even the twins would be able to do unless there was something about them. 
Instinct led me to wait at the door after you put me to bed… and I could hear you 
murmuring to yourself  and changing form.”

She nodded again, trembling violently… and then Zerrex quietly touched her face and 
sighed a bit, saying slowly: “I have no choice but to trust you. If you worked for the 
Patriarch… I know he’d never have sent in Cherubim. But you did lie… and although I can 
understand the reasons why…”

I know.” she murmured… then trembled… and suddenly reached forwards, grabbing 
him and hugging him close as she began to bawl loudly. Zerrex winced, almost struggling at 
first… but then he simply sighed a bit and rested against her, feeling both horrible and 
awkward with the way things were going. Okay. This wasn’t supposed to happen. “I’m 
sorry, I am, Lord Zerrex… please… I just…”

“It’s… it’s okay.” Zerrex said finally, which thankfully calmed her at least a bit… and he 
gave a faint smile before nudging her lightly and carefully prying herself up from her arms. 
She looked up at him miserably, and then he asked quietly: “So… how often do you have 
to be in that form for?”

You hate it, don’t you?” she asked quietly, looking down at her hands, and Zerrex 
winced. Stupid. Stupid stupid stupid question.

“No, no, no…” Zerrex paused and smiled a bit. “Hey, who wouldn’t like two pairs of 
breasts on a female?” An awkward pause as she glanced up at him quietly, and then he 
softened. “I just… meant… I hope you haven’t hurt yourself or been… you know… in 
pain or awkward because… it’s hard for you to pretend all the time you’re the twins… 
and… that’s amazing, you can play out two people…”

She shrugged a bit, then finally said after a moment, looking down and blushing: “It’s 
what I was trained to do… and it’s not hard. I can spend up to a week in the form of Mist 
and Shine before needing to take about ten minutes to half an hour to ‘rest’ in my true 
form… then I usually like to spend the night just… in a comfortable size in this form.” A 
pause, then she smiled slightly as she glanced down embarrassedly, letting her sexual organs 
surface as Zerrex stared at the penis that slowly emerged from her body. “And I’m… both, I 
suppose you could say.”



He continued to stare stupidly, then looked up at her and coughed, rubbing the back of 
his head and blushing quietly. “That’s pretty… er.” He shuffled awkwardly, and now she 
smiled faintly, feeling… strange at the fact he wasn’t horrified, but that he was looking at 
her with something like… attraction? Then he glanced up again and asked, with a bit of a 
lame smile: “Let’s… go back to my room, okay? You can… braid my hair, maybe, and if 
you can shift your size down a bit… you can spend it in bed with me like that.”

She immediately began to tear up again, looking at him with amazed warmth as she 
whispered: “I’m so sorry about Mist and Shine… I…”

It’s alright.” Zerrex said firmly, and she winced back a bit before he held his hand out to 
her, smiling faintly. “There are… always casualties in war, collateral damage and… soldiers 
live to die when the odds turn against them. I understand and know it was nothing 
personal, just like me killing Cherubim was nothing against her… it was what I had to do, 
and what I was… sorry to do, in the end.

But hey. You do have to answer me one question still…” he laughed faintly, then watched 
in amazement as she smiled at him and at the same time, shrank herself down to become 
equal height with him without so much of a twitch, and he couldn’t help but wonder 
quietly: Schindler said I could size-shift too… will I be able to do that one day, too, that 
easily? Could she… him… shi… oh Gods, it, maybe? Er. She doesn’t seem to mind… 
she… so… goddamn. I mean, could she even teach me how?

Then he realized she was still looking at him intently, their hands clasped… and he 
hefted her to her feet as he asked gently: “What’s your name?”

She smiled faintly back at him, then nodded respectfully and said quietly: “Mercury. My 
name is Mercury.”

Zerrex nodded and laughed softly, smiling to her and gently stroked her face, then he 
turned and headed for the door, gesturing for her to follow as he said softly: “Well, let’s go 
then, Mercury. You can tell me a bit about yourself well you take care of my hair so it isn’t 
such a goddamn mess.”

Thank you, Lord Zerrex.” Mercury said softly, smiling faintly after him… and then she 
quickly hurried after the male, and he smiled faintly as his emerald eyes flicked over his 
shoulder to look at her mismatched emerald and sapphire. After all, it wasn’t as if he had a 
choice… but, as Drake grumbled inside his mind angrily, he thought that a pissed off dark 
nephilim was another sign that he’d made a good choice, too.

~~~
To put it simply, Narrius was displeased.
He snarled as he paced back and forth in the meeting room, Alone almost hiding under 

the desk, he was shrunk so low towards the floor, his hands on the table and visibly 
shivering, as Black Requiem looked silently downwards… but his red eyes kept flicking 
anxiously towards the Dragokkaren. Last, but not least, Mengele was grinning cruelly, his 
feet up on the table, hands behind his head as he repeated for the third time – and 
cheerfully, at that, even though he usually loathed repetition: “I told you, Godsmite isn’t 



ready yet. We’re not even past stage two testing… if we drop the bomb now, there’s a fifty 
percent chance it won’t work.”

You’re a failure!” Narrius suddenly rounded on him, snarling and smashing a hand down 
hard enough into the wood of the table Alone was leaning on to shatter the surface and 
crack the metal beneath it, sending it collapsing inwards in two halves and causing the wolf 
to squeal and fall backwards in his chair, as Mengele threw his head back and laughed 
loudly.

I’m a failure? Talk to Cherubim. Or go look in a mirror.” Mengele said haughtily, tilting 
his head upwards as he met Narrius’s eyes challengingly: ever since Narrius’s threats this 
afternoon, he’d decided to be even more uncooperative and hostile than normal, and seeing 
the Dragokkaren lose his temper was working wonders for his usually miserable or dour 
mood. Even the team of worthless slackers that worked for him had noticed the difference 
and had been wondering if a mosque or some other Jewish settlement had just been entirely 
wiped out. “You’re the one who sent out the bitch, after all.”

Narrius snarled… then he forced himself to calm down, closing his eyes… and willing a 
cold smile back onto his features as he straightened, turned around, and approached the 
window of the meeting room, looking down into the courtyard, where several Enforcers 
were going through another drill: takedown practice on one of Black Requiem’s body 
clones. The black liquid soldier moved gracefully back and forth as other Dragokkaren 
watched impassively, the three fighting soldiers – naked except for loincloths and belts with 
their sidearm, a knife, and three clips of ammo – fired uselessly with their fully automatics 
at and into the body of the water creature. Both Narrius and Mengele could say it was 
useless… the entire point of this training was to train soldiers to last at least ten minutes 
even in the harshest, undefeatable conditions… and all three were currently panting, bloody, 
and one of them had a broken arm that was hanging limply at his side. They had been in 
the ring for nine minutes now… firing like idiots, blasting bullets through the semisolid 
black ooze that made up Black Requiem’s body. 

Then the creature in the ring suddenly paused… made a face when a round of full auto 
blasted his body apart… and then turned to a puddle of gunk that slid through the feet of 
the crowd and quickly up the wall, then through a small crack in the window, spent bullets 
pattering down uselessly out of its broken body with bits of black liquid. Then it reformed 
into the not-as-tall Dragokkaren in black armor, bowing respectfully to Narrius before 
walking over to Black Requiem and stepping into him, the dark-bodied Dragokkaren 
raising his head with a wince, before becoming a bit more solid as the clone he had created 
from his own dark matter slid back into place, brushing idly at his suit as Alone stared in 
horror.

Mengele snorted, glancing at Alone, then up to Black Requiem and saying callously: 
“What’s wrong, pretty doggy? Jealous of the superior being? Our RED Commander… the 
personal bodyguard of your Patriarch Narrius… is much better outfitted to go in and deal 
with the rebels than you are, but he’s busy, so maybe you and your worthless unit of 
‘Untrained’ will be forced to go in after all to clean up the mess that the bombs will 



undoubtedly leave, since we’ll be forced to go the air tactics attack route.” A pause, and a 
grin as Alone looked over at Mengele… but he was terrified into silence as Narrius’s cold 
red gaze slid onto his body. 

The half-wolf waited a few moments anyway, then snorted and continued easily, earning 
a disgruntled look from the black Dragokkaren: “He’s made from an exceptional genetic 
coding taken from the dead brother of Narrius himself, who Zerrex already put down for a 
dirt nap once… I think if you search your stolen memories, you’ll recognize an image of 
you pissing your pants in fear of him. But on top of that, he’s been given a liquid body… 
physical attacks on him are almost useless, and he regenerates fast enough that only 
someone who could inflict massive trauma would be able to ever dream of defeating him in 
physical combat. Hitting him with a bullet is like splattering water in a tub… and because 
of his liquid composition, bullets tend to shatter once they enter his body, losing the ability 
to cause a splatter effect when they rip out the other side or to mushroom and blow big 
holes in him.

Combine that with his prodigious strength, and the fact his body is controlled by a 
secret little thing I’m not dumb enough to tell you about…” Mengele snorted and 
shrugged, grinning coldly as Alone looked at him, trembling in horror. “And you have the 
ultimate warrior. Able to split into up to twenty replicas of himself, turn into a puddle on 
the ground, and slide through any crack, escape any prison, break down any door… and 
destroy any foe. What do you got? Pathetic strength, the lamest form of size-shifting, and 
the ability to shoot straight and run away really fast. All you are is idiotic attitude.”

“Fuck you!” Alone managed finally, half-sitting up from where he had fallen… and then 
he was quelled by a glare from Narrius, trembling and looking up at him with a faint smile, 
whispering: “My… my unit isn’t… they’re all snipers, we haven’t done level six yet…”

Then I suggest you should do that.” Narrius said coldly before flicking his fingers 
disdainfully, and the wolf yelped and turned, fleeing from the room. The Dragokkaren 
watched him with distaste, then murmured: “Pathetic weakling. A pelt, a pedophile who 
begs me for little girls and young ladies who he tries to make pregnant, and access to the 
breeding queen whenever she isn’t ‘busy.’ 

“But at least he listens to me.” Narrius snorted, looking at Mengele with disgust. “Get 
lost… and send in the Generals on your way out of here. And get back to work on 
Godsmite when you return to your stupid little playground.”

Yes, oh yes, great and wonderful Patriarch.” Mengele said drolly, standing and bowing 
ridiculously to accent his words, then he stood and flipped Narrius off with both hands, 
adding crudely: “Alone couldn’t fuck his way out of a wet paper bag, literally or 
metaphorically. But yeah, at least he listens to the crumbling statute.” And with that, he left 
and waved his hand idly to the soldiers standing outside for them to go in, leaving Narrius 
snarling furiously and glaring after him as he clenched his hands into tight fists at his sides.

Slowly, the Generals filtered in, all nine of them wincing and attempting to avoid 
Narrius’s deadly crimson gaze as they took their places at the table, with High General 
Mylan in the center. Although all of them were to be present for this… whatever it was, it 



was only Mylan who would be permitted to speak… and any attempt to break protocol 
would result in punishment… often a punishment that started with a ‘d’ and ended with an 
‘eath.’

Mylan was the spokesperson, the figurehead, the most decorated and most elite soldier 
of the group… but otherwise, all his information was taken secondhand on the advice of 
the Generals in a separate council they held before meeting with Narrius, after looking over 
a file filled with information. After a thirty minute bull session, they all had to assemble 
outside the door like kids waiting for class… or nervous students about to serve detention 
with the cruelest, most vicious pedophile teacher ever to roam the dark halls of  any school.

To Mylan’s right, two of the generals were from the Eastern and Western Divisions of 
the General Army… one was from the Private Army… and one was the leader of the 
Hez’Ranna Naval Division. To his left were his three personal aides, generals from the 
Military Overseer Branch, and the general of the Black Rogue Enforcers, a special division 
of RED that served as the storm team of Narrius’s army. But even he all but cowered 
before Narrius: here, bravery and impassiveness weren’t appreciated, but instead blood 
tribute and fear… and the latter of which wasn’t hard to show, because by no means did it 
ever have to be faked.

Patriarch Narrius, after all, held everyone in the grips of a fawning, awful terror: quite 
literally, a mix of servility, fear, worship, amazement, and utter horror. He was like a child 
of a wrathful god cast down into Hell out of fear of his powers… and who had easily 
climbed his way up from the abyss and decided to play with the mortals for a little while 
before he made his way back up to Heaven to crush his foolish, overachieving parents. His 
rulership was almost like that of the old barbarian tribes; the strongest of them all were 
given power… except unlike those dead, warring clans, he saw strength and the ability to 
inspire – not just fear, but wonder and amazement – with both intelligent technology and 
brutal displays of  force. 

And they all knew about the girl he kept locked up, the heir to the throne… the cold 
princess, many called her. Hell, the more enterprising of the bunch had even written books 
about her… and it had been only after a copy of this book had passed unnoticed through a 
discussion session that the soldiers had come to realize with dawning amazement that 
Narrius couldn’t read. Sure, he could recognize some words here and there… he knew what 
numbers and certain calculations meant… but everything he did, he did in his head, from 
his strategizing to his genetic sequencing to his battle plans, and then he always dictated his 
ideas out to them. Even more, whenever given a file, he always seemed to look over it 
impassively for a few moments for the few words he knew… then he’d shrug and demand a 
strategy and the situation be explained to him better than ‘with meaningless pictures of 
twisting shapes.’

Only now, after seven years of hard work, cruelly torturing, killing and maiming all 
those in their way… was Hez’Ranna beginning to understand and realize what was going 
on. But they were all too scared to do anything, everyone in the city under the cruel rule of 
soldiers, many of them cloned… and anyone who dared to go against them slaughtered, 



raped, violated, beaten down and otherwise crushed mercilessly. The soldiers too, however, 
were only acting on orders… and now, with all the clones – type three genetic soldiers, 
Narrius called them – it could even be argued that they didn’t know any better. Raised only 
to do battle, hurt and kill, and so many of them containing strings of the most violent 
genetic coding available… they had no idea, didn’t understand the effects of the things they 
did.

Perhaps it was the only reason Narrius ruled… now he had so many soldiers under his 
command that he had literally designed from the ground up, that didn’t know any life other 
than this and were taught they were ‘fortunate,’ and how Narrius was ‘cleansing and 
purifying’ the world, and educated on how ‘Narrius is the one true Patriarch and Lord of 
the world,’ that they would all gladly die to defend him… except it was also an easy way to 
shift the blame from themselves, and avoid admitting their own cowardice. Avoid saying just 
how little they had really done, how gladly they had gone over to his side, and how they had 
enjoyed the power they had held at first… but already, the strings of their empire were 
beginning to fall apart even as Narrius day-by-day grew closer and closer to dominating the 
world, his armies spreading like a plague over the globe and mauling cities, razing capitols 
and wiping out entire countries in the blink of  an eye…

Yet with every victory, the secret treasure box of power Narrius had tempted them with 
grew a bit more open, revealing not gold inside but darkness… and now all of them knew 
they were only staring at death and destruction as their prize. That their greed to shape the 
world in their image had led them to a prize of equal violence and ruin… and that no one 
would be walking out into this world with a smile except for Narrius. Already every day 
seemed darker, and sometimes the horizon burned unnatural red… and in the distance, 
thousands of miles away, they said that the entire continent of Ire was aflame, that millions, 
billions had died… that all the world outside Hez’Ranna already lay in crumbled ruins, 
and Narrius’s death squads were just now only doing sweep after sweep of the destroyed 
cities to ensure there was no last resistance, no pelt left without a tag, a marker, or living. 
Ironically, their knowledge of the world was less than ever before, and they only had the 
words of censored broadcasts that Narrius’s campaigns were going well, even these higher-
ups in the military… but none would be surprised to learn from Narrius that seventy-seven 
percent of the once ‘civilized’ world was officially Hez’Ranna territory… and that sixteen 
percent of the rest of the available land had been damaged, burned, or nuked to the point 
that it had been turned into a literal hellish wasteland, and would never be able to support 
life of  any kind again.

That left an estimated seven percent of the world standing tall and alone… a few 
scattered bastions of hope in the larger countries, a few smaller countries that hadn’t yet 
attracted Narrius’s deadly ruby gaze, a cabin or cottage here and there. Other than that, 
however… all were dead and in ruins, all had given in or fallen to Narrius’s terrible attacks, 
cruel tactics, and unrelenting soldiers backed by his genetic anomalies. He’d already started 
up his own factories and facilities in many of these countries, and shipped supplies, food, 
slaves, and possible soldiers to Hez’Ranna for everything from training… to cutting apart 
and serving as food, in the case of a few unlucky slaves and pelts. After all, the 



Dragokkaren’s favorite delicacy was still the well-cooked tender flesh of what he thought of 
as the lower species.

But of course, the outside world was never of any concern to Narrius… he just as soon 
ordered a missile strike against a country for displaying statues of him in improper lighting 
as destroy one that posed an active threat. The most common tactic of the Dragokkaren, 
too, was the ‘shake and sweep:’ a blitzkrieg of low-to-medium strength missiles or planes 
carpet-bombing a city… and then immediately following up by sending a small army of 
soldiers divided into platoons of five into the wreckage to comb through and kill everyone 
they came across.

Hez’Ranna itself, though… that was something Narrius seemed to cherish, where total 
power and control was most important to him. It was the nexus point, the hub of his power 
and operations, and it served as his military base, his home, his favorite hunting ground, 
and both bait and trap. And lately Narrius had thrown aside all his other duties to look 
solely upon the rebels that had caused minimal but still unsettling amounts of damage 
throughout all of Hez’Ranna… their main target, however, being Uroboros. But now that 
they had been joined up by Zerrex, the son of the Patriarch… Narrius’s intent had gone 
from more passively countering the rebels and causing them to lose morale until he wiped 
them out with a single display of brute force, to actively exterminating them and their base. 
He had turned from using their attacks as a political gambit that would, in the end, have 
fortified his position once he’d defeated them with grace and ease… to a cruel, cold 
military strike that would simply eradicate the problem and leave the rest of Hez’Ranna 
shivering in fear of the same retribution being acted out on any of them if they ever made 
the slightest move against Narrius’s forces.

Narrius, however, was betraying perhaps… a bit of hesitance? That’s what a few of the 
younger Generals thought… and they would have been sorely mistaken. The Patriarch was 
not hesitant, but instead trying to control his rage… and moreover, his fury at not only 
having been so disrespected by Mengele, but at needing the entire council of loathsome 
idiots, the nine highest-ranking Generals of his immense, world-spanning army, to say yes 
to everything he’d proposed and then finally make their own pathetic suggestions in return.

He snorted, then finally raised his hand and asked in a disgusted, icy voice: “So what is 
your analysis of the given situation that has now arisen? Cherubim and her unit are dead, 
and we’re still waiting on the coordinates of  the rebel base.”

After reviewing the information given, we agree more aggressive action should be 
taken…” Mylan replied slowly, shrinking back a bit in his seat and tapping his fingers 
against the table as he coughed and kept his eyes respectfully lowered. “And as always, 
Patriarch Narrius, we agree wholeheartedly with your ideas, but may we suggest first 
sending in a scouting unit composed of no less than twenty soldiers to physically assess and 
attempt to infiltrate the rebel base? We could also send in a bomb unit of five soldiers with 
them, to destroy their vulnerable points – generators, support pillars, security doors – and 
leave them open to further raids and attacks? That way we may only need to expend 
minimal resources and military strength to-”



Narrius reached down and grabbed Mylan’s collar, hauling him up and glaring into his 
eyes as the Dragokkaren paled in terror, wincing as a few sparks of electricity travelled over 
his scales and trembling violently as the much-larger reptile asked coldly: “Do you think I 
am not aware of this?” A pause, then Mylan arched his back with a hiss of pain, eyes 
bulging as a short burst of electricity shot over his body, and then Narrius continued to 
speak, voice deadly and soft: “We are not at ‘war’ with these rebels, nor is it an enemy ‘base.’ 
It is a stain. It is a spot, a blotch on my empire, and they are not soldiers, but miscreants 
and scum. Maggots and filth and weaklings that are undoubtedly riding on the carnal fury 
of  the biggest pile of  shit there, which right now simply happens to be my son.

In a quarantine situation, where an area is infected by… disease…” As Narrius spoke, 
he made a disgusted face and threw Mylan back into his chair, the high general panting 
with pain and clenching his eyes shut, before continuing: “We don’t play nicely with the 
lepers, the tumor-riddled ex-patients, the Typhoid Marys that are bent on infecting the rest 
of us with their sickness and genetic irregularities. We find their base, and we drop a bomb 
on it. And that is exactly what we are going to do with these… disgusting maggots, this 
scum of the earth. We’re going to purify them through fire and give them a taste of hell 
before they even get there.

“You have not been asked to give your opinion on… saving resources, military power or 
soldiers… I have merely asked what’s better: use our missiles, artillery guns or Mobile 
Combat Units to blot out this stain from a distance… or do a more thorough job by 
sweeping in with an air strike and dropping ten thousand tons of explosive force on them.” 
Narrius paused as he looked over the gathered generals with disgust, rubbing his palms 
together slowly before putting his hands behind his back and turning to approach the 
window, looking down into the courtyard, where the Enforcers had left and a few slaves 
were sweeping up. Children, too, nearby, chasing each other around and laughing… and 
Narrius watched them with distaste for a few moments, then smiled coldly when one of 
them fell and hit his head off the hard concrete wall, going limp on the ground as the other 
child stopped to nudge him a few times, looking horrified. And meanwhile, the pelt slaves 
simply continued to quietly clean up, deaf to the children’s pleas even when she tried to run 
over and get their attention. “But since you’re unable to come to me with a proper response 
in this regard… let’s do all of  the above.”

What?” whispered Mylan, sounding horrified, and Narrius tilted his head towards him, 
making an irritated face at the lack of respect, before Mylan gathered himself and asked in 
a shaking voice: “Sir… I mean… how can we coordinate…”

 At noon tomorrow… exactly noon… we drag fifteen artillery cannons loaded with 
long-range, high-impact mortars out to the valley. Guarding these will be three Mobile 
Units… one tank per line of five cannons. We’ll also triangulate their position and give 
them a little greeting, test the solidity of their base with two volleys of short range low-
impact rockets by fifteen hundred… and at seventeen hundred hours tomorrow night, when 
dusk begins to fall, I’ll send in the attack squadron from the Hez’Ranna Elite Aerial 
Tactics. A HEAT platoon of five will be more than enough to deal with them.” Narrius 
snorted softly, raising his hands and loosening the cuffs of his jacket idly. “Then the unit 



can circle their base while the mortars and mobile units finish the job with rocket barrages 
and burrowing missiles… and clean up whatever insects crawl out of the carrion with their 
guns.”

Outside, the child’s body was being removed by two soldiers, and another one had the 
arms of the girl restrained above her head, as she struggled uselessly, whimpering. The 
Enforcer was expressionless and impassive, however, and instead made a quick radio call to 
some other base, but Narrius already knew what would happen: the youngling would be 
sent to Alone, who would rape her and either kill her or add her to his harem, and then 
she’d probably die of malnourishment or neglect. Alone wasn’t exactly one who was ever 
very good at taking care of his toys… which in turn made Narrius think idly of Marina; a 
pause and a glance at Black Requiem, who was still present, and the giant nodded silently 
before dissolving and heading back to the Estate, to check on the so-called ‘Princess of 
Hez’Ranna.’

A princess who was already carrying his child… six months pregnant; soon it would be 
time to remove it from her womb and place it instead inside an artificial tank, to check on 
the genetic structure of his son and develop his body faster… and then Marina could be 
delegated as another breeding queen, just like her mother: unlike her mother, however, she 
had useful genetic data that he had wanted to make use of before manipulating her body 
into something to serve the army as either a toy or a factory.

He glanced outside again idly, then turned to the generals, who were all murmuring to 
each other, Mylan in the center looking pale but composed, before he finally whispered the 
only thing that he knew he could: “As you wish, Patriarch Narrius. Whatever you will… we 
shall do.”

~~~

When Zerrex awoke early the next morning, he felt… odd; it was like a warm blanket 
had surrounded the lower half of his body, and there were strings – sticky but at the same 
time, not – of the same stuff attached to his chest and back… and he still ached, but it was 
dull, and he was definitely nowhere near as stiff, either. And he could feel Mercury’s arms 
around him, her head resting overtop his… and then he opened his eyes and glanced down, 
blinking in surprise to see only about half his body: the rest was covered by some dark, 
semi-formed substance.

Sorry.” Mercury murmured lamely, and then she slowly slid back from him and pulled 
her own body free from around the male’s, making Zerrex blink and stare stupidly at his 
bare legs. “I just… wanted to keep you warm, I guess.”

That’s… pretty amazing.” Zerrex said slowly, then he rolled over to face her with a slight 
smile, glancing up into the features of the strange, dark creature as it blushed and looked 
down. Then he paused, looking over his body – naked, he’d ended up taking off his 
clothing, sharing some… personal time with the hermaphroditic creature… and damn, 
what an experience that had been – before tilting his head back up and asking curiously: 
“So… what kinda stuff  can you do with that?”



She smiled a bit, then reached out and touched his face gently before winking, and her 
body became almost liquid, hand sliding down his face and her sinuous darkness wrapping 
tightly around his body as she lost her form, Zerrex grunting in surprise and putting his 
arms out as he felt her cover him entirely… then solidify, and he stared as he realized that 
now it was like he was wearing a full-body leather jumpsuit that connected into heavy black 
boots over his feet, with both full pants and long sleeves. Then Mercury’s head emerged 
from his chest, looking up at him with a grin as he stared back down at her in amazement, 
and she said easily: “My body has the consistency of water, but with the ability to 
maneuver into the smallest spaces and over any surface. My original design was for 
infiltration… so I can mock clothing, carry-on items, and fit into any space.” She paused, 
her expression softening. “Usually… shapeshifting isn’t that comfortable… but when I can 
actually hold on to someone’s body like this, I can ‘eat’ a bit of their energy too, so to 
speak, and just… feel connected with them. Which does a hell of a lot for me and makes it 
feel… almost good.” She blushed, then paused and smiled again. “But my powers are 
passive… whereas Drake’s abilities, the nephilim sealed inside you, are active. And once you 
get him up and running…”

I am up and running… Drake muttered irritably, sounding offended, and then he added 
in an indignant voice: And tell the shapeshifting bitch to get off you. She makes my skin 
crawl… I’m the one who’s going to have to do this in the future for you.

You can do this kinda thing too? Zerrex asked curiously, but when Drake didn’t respond, 
he shrugged mentally and turned his attention back to Mercury, looking down at her softly. 
“Well, let me just tell you then, that this is… really, truly amazing to me. And that…” He 
paused, flexing his muscles, moving his body… and loving the raw feeling of her attached 
to him, covering him. It wasn’t like wearing clothing, and even though it felt tight – which 
was a bit embarrassing considering the down-under regions of his body – it also felt loose 
in the right areas… and when he flexed, it wasn’t like the ‘fabric’ of her body stretched… 
but instead moved with him, liquid and amazingly comfortable. But most of all… she was 
warm, and made him feel… connected. Cared for, even. “This really feels good on my end, 
too.”

“I’m glad.” Mercury said softly… then she winked and sank back into his chest, and he 
felt an odd tugging, as if someone was pulling on his back lightly. He blinked, then 
shrugged and lay down, letting himself rest spread-eagled… then closed his eyes and tilted 
his head back with a sigh of pleasure as she began to massage herself against his body, 
tightening and loosening here and there, heating against his muscles and generally making 
him relax, eyes closed, head tilted back. 

An arm slowly reached out from the reptile’s shoulder without Zerrex even noticing, 
snagging a pillow and dragging it over… then gently sliding it under the Drakkaren’s head, 
making him blink in surprise, before smiling slightly as he heard Mercury’s voice again, 
sounding almost embarrassed and coming from his body itself: “I know that… this is a bit 
inappropriate… but maybe, I… really could serve you, as your Iuratus… I know that Mist 
and Shine would have proven better company, but I can take any form you like, be anyone 
you want, and I’ll protect you until my death…”



Zerrex put his hands behind his head, closing his eyes, and then he said softly: “The 
only form I want you in, Mercury, is your real body… because I think you’re plenty 
beautiful just as you are.” To which Drake added in a mumble, You’re lame, and I think she 
should divvy herself  up into an orgy of  females.

Mercury, however, laughed as her body suddenly reformed, the black ‘clothes’ sliding up 
off of Zerrex and instead forming into the hermaphroditic creature, as she smiled down at 
him, playfully pinning his arms and straddling his waist as her eyes looked down into his 
tenderly. “You’re far too kind, Zerrex… far, far too kind. I’d almost call you naïve… but 
from what I’ve seen, you’ve been able to go good places with your trust.” A pause, then she 
kissed his cheek gently as the reptile opened his eyes and looked up at her softly. “But I 
promise then, to do all I can to serve you. I just wish I could provide you with more than 
armor, sex, and an extra soldier when the fighting starts… but I’m not as malleable as 
Drake is.”

What do you mean by that, anyway?” Zerrex asked curiously, tilting his head as she 
shrank down a bit to comfortably settle against his chest – and damn, but it was weird how 
used he was getting to this already. Then again… he had spent a good portion of his life 
involved with telekinetics, precognitives, and people who wouldn’t die even if you chopped 
their heads off… so size-shifting really wasn’t much of a stretch. It even seems pretty 
popular around here… “What makes Drake so special?”

I hate you. Drake muttered in his head. Not just am I special, I’m the most special. 
Thankfully, however, he was drowned out after this by Mercury’s explanation, as she looked 
at him curiously. “Well, for one thing, Drake is kept inside you… so he can be carried 
around any area without any difficulties at all. Better yet, when Drake’s physical half is 
present, you can not only wear his energy as armor or clothing, but use it to create weapons, 
or as weapons by themselves.”

Zerrex only stared at her blankly, and she coughed before sitting up on him and smiling 
a bit as she rubbed slowly over his chest, speaking softly: “Think of it this way. Drake will 
act… as an extension of your body, so long as he’s kept inside you. And you can use that 
extension in any way you please, within the limits of Drake’s ability to shape himself or 
reach out… so you can’t split yourself into pieces or dissolve yourself into goop like I can, 
nor can you absorb someone as I do… but if there was a keyhole that you didn’t have the 
key for, Drake could slide his energy into it, solidify it, and then you’d just be able to open 
the lock, no problem. If you needed a weapon, Drake could create one in your hands… and 
if you wanted to use Drake’s energy to attack someone… the form of the attack is only 
limited by your imagination.” She shrugged a bit. “Spikes… giant bowling balls… 
swords… anything, you could create and will to do as you please.”

Almost right. Drake murmured. I’ve got limits too. But- “Well, why can’t you do that?” 
Zerrex asked mildly, then he paused and grinned stupidly. “I’d much prefer to carry you 
around in me than Drake, by the way.” I fucking hate your guts sometimes. Like… you 
know how much shit I’m doing for you? You’re a… a jerk!



Mercury only smiled though, looking at him with soft affection as she reached up to 
stroke his face gently. “Silly. My body composition is different… I’d be toxic to your 
system and I’m more solid than Drake, because Drake’s pure energy, so I might clog your 
veins or whatever up as well. So I can only exist on the outside… and plus, what I do is 
different than Drake, because my creation works more on a material level. His is 
molecular… he uses energy to create solid, physical objects, whereas I just… manipulate 
what I really am to create… you’re lost, aren’t you?”

“Er. I get it. It’s just confusing… but I understand.” Zerrex nodded slowly, muttering 
and trying to remember his physics lessons – particles, nuclei, binding properties, oh my. 
He looked down for a moment, then glanced back up curiously. “So you’re saying that if… 
say… you turned into a sword for me, you’d feel it every time I chopped or defended with 
you?”

Pretty much.” Mercury smiled a bit. “That black goop? It regenerates pretty fast… but if 
it’s disconnected from either of its vital sources for even a moment…” She paused, then 
stuck out her tongue for a moment and raised her ring-wearing hand. “The things that act 
as a regulator to keep my volatile body from falling apart… all that dark gunk would 
disintegrate. And that would hurt like hell and shock my system. I’ve heard rumors that one 
of the RED Commanders is built on the same properties as me, but modified in a different 
way and controlled by a nephilim, so he doesn’t suffer from the same nasty drawbacks as 
me.”

Zerrex nodded slowly, thinking back to the ‘RED Minions’ they’d encountered in the 
alleyway, then tilting his head and smiling a bit. “Then just one last question for you… 
what do you plan to do once we show off  your real form to the rest of  the world?”

Mercury opened her mouth to answer… then tilted her head curiously for a few 
moments, and Zerrex blinked before staring as she split in two, shifting immediately into 
the bodies of the twins, flinging excess black matter from her form as they quickly buried 
under the blankets, tossing them up over themselves and Zerrex and curling under his arms 
as he stared, then looked up as there was a polite double-knock at his door. A moment 
later, Schindler stepped in, only to make a face as ‘Mist’ and ‘Shine’ giggled and Zerrex gave 
him the same disgusted face in return, shouting and blushing: “Hey, knock!” 

I did!” Schindler replied in a strangled voice, half-hiding behind the door, then he 
grumbled, winced, and stepped into the room anyway, as Zerrex held the twins tight against 
him… amazed by how Mercury was able to easily portray both of them and wondering 
how the hell she managed it, as the Dragokkaren doctor shuffled through some files, then 
cleared his throat. “I’ve uh. Completed my analysis of you… everything from your genetic 
blueprints to descriptions of all the important so-called abilities you have, and a few other 
bits and bytes here and there that you might want to look over when you have the time.” He 
made a face, walking forwards and throwing the file down on the edge of the bed, then 
stepping backwards as ‘Mist’ winked and put her hands behind her head, shaking her body 
to make her large breasts jiggle, then he promptly spun around on one foot and left, 
muttering irritably to himself  and leaving without another word.



Then Zerrex blinked as he heard a strange sludging sound behind his body, looking to 
the right and seeing one of the females gone… and then to the left, and feeling a bit of 
black goo splatter onto his body. He blinked again, then rubbed idly at it, looking surprised 
as he saw that Mercury had already shifted back to her normal – if somewhat shrunk-down 
– form. A moment, later, and the female idly reached one arm out, and Zerrex watched it 
lengthen ridiculously before it returned to normal proportions after she grabbed the file, 
glancing at him with a bit of  a blush. “Yes?”

“Er. Nothing.” Zerrex muttered, then he leaned in to peer at the information about him 
on the page, before Mercury blushed a bit deeper and handed the files over to him. Zerrex 
smiled a bit, taking the papers, and then he read quickly through, murmuring aloud the 
parts that looked important. “Increased regenerative abilities… ‘immortal’ gene, what the 
hell does that mean?” A pause and a glance up at Mercury, then back at the paper with a 
frown. “Shapeshifting pertaining to size and mass… increased physical ability traded off 
for eventual decrease in healing ability…” He shook his head slowly. “I don’t know what 
most of  this means.”

It means they did a surgery on you where they stopped your biological clock. Literally 
stopped you from aging… or at least, slowed it down so much it becomes insignificant.” 
Mercury replied softly, and Zerrex blinked before looking up at her curiously as she 
massaged one hand lightly over his back, resting against his side and laughing softly as she 
looked at the file. “It also means that even though you don’t age physically, you’ll still 
eventually die… your body will gradually lose the ability to heal itself over many years, and 
tumors may start to crop up instead of wounds healing… it’s like… the body forgets how 
to heal itself, or the cells don’t replicate, but mutate or give birth to something new.” She 
paused as Zerrex looked up at her softly, and then smiled faintly. “They usually gave me 
what they called the ‘stillbirths’ for food… failed experiments in those areas or lab rats who 
had the immortality gene but were then forced through a time cycle, which sped up the so-
called ‘aging’ process until it killed them.”

The Drakkaren nodded slowly, then he gently wrapped one arm around her waist, 
squeezing her close as they browsed the files on him together, Mercury pointing out things 
and terms she recognized and Zerrex doing his best to piece together the puzzle from what 
he knew, as well. The most interesting thing, however, was once he reached size-shifting, and 
the hermaphrodite perked up and then glanced at him with a grin. “You didn’t tell me you 
could do that!”

I have… no clue how exactly to do that.” Zerrex replied, rubbing the back of his head 
and making a face as he blocked out Drake before the dark nephilim could even start with 
his usual bull. “I can barely communicate with Drake… usually, I only hear him when he’s 
pissed off  about something and wants to bitch, whine, or make a point.” 

Mercury snorted, then shook her head and gently took one of his hands before closing 
her eyes, placing both of hers over his. Zerrex looked at her curiously, then she murmured: 
“This may sting a bit… but…”



The Drakkaren made a face… then winced in anticipation of pain as he felt his muscles 
suddenly seeming to strain, bulging outwards as if he was lifting twice his body weight, and 
a strange tingling sensation rolled through his fingers and palm… before he stared as his 
hand slowly grew to twice its normal size. The reptile gaped stupidly as Mercury took her 
hands away, grinning and wincing a bit as he looked at his hand dumbly, then at her and 
said blankly: “So I need a girl with a penis to make me bigger?”

Worked last night.” Mercury responded mischievously, then she giggled a bit behind one 
hand as Zerrex coughed and blushed slightly, rubbing the back of his head slowly with his 
not-giant hand, and flexing his fingers slowly. “But no…” she paused, softening and tilting 
her head towards him. “Muscles work on electrical stimulation, impulses, and chemical 
reactions that take place in various parts of the body. Your muscles have been changed, 
however… and if a certain chemical is released into them, then you’ll be able to change 
your body’s size, because it will cause them to… to put it metaphorically, to open up a 
different box of toys and lock them all together. I just concentrated to push some of that 
same chemical out of my body and into yours… one of the advantages of having a 
semisolid form.”

Zerrex nodded, looking at his hand still with amazement, then he coughed and tilted his 
head as he glanced over at her curiously. “So I need to inject myself with something in 
order to grow to different sizes?”

Mercury smiled and shook her head, laughing quietly. “No, the sizeshifting ability, as 
I’ve seen in other soldiers, can be activated instinctively or through conscious thought.” she 
paused and tilted her head towards him thoughtfully. “But it requires thought and 
discipline, and time to master. A lot of the normal soldiers who were designed with it 
ended up being given to me… which… is why I can do it so easily.” She shrugged a bit, 
looking down, then forcing herself to lighten as she glanced back up at him with a bit of a 
smile, meeting the softened emerald eyes of the Drakkaren. “It just takes time and practice, 
and it’s easier to make your entire body shift size than it is to do one part at a time… but 
right now, it shouldn’t be too hard to make your hand shrink down to normal. Why don’t 
you see if  you can put it back to normal?”

Zerrex looked at her for a few moments, then he made a bit of a face as he looked down 
at his hand, feeling anxious, stupid… and like he couldn’t do it. He was never good with 
any sort of power… that wasn’t his thing. Even with guns, he usually just got lucky… he’d 
never been a stand-up shot, never a fast learner, never a good draw… and Drake was 
muttering away in his head, too, which didn’t help. But Mercury was looking at him with 
faith and compassion, and she wouldn’t laugh at him… so instead he sighed, then nodded a 
bit and looked at his hand, concentrating on it, thinking of how ridiculous it looked bigger 
than everything else and wanting it to be smaller…

Nothing happened… and ridiculously, the image that came to mind, was Zerrex’s own 
penis. Imagining it going from big… to flaccid and small. Or well, at least, smaller… he’d 
never been small in any sense of the word. It was a horrible visual metaphor and something 
that probably few would understand… and they’d all figure he was a pervert despite 



understanding… but oddly enough… it seemed to help. His hand trembled, and that 
strange sensation rolled through him again… and then it shrank down to its normal, 
proportionate size, and Zerrex slumped back with a sigh as Mercury smiled warmly and 
reached up to squeeze his shoulder. “You’re amazing, Lord Zerrex… you truly are.”

Blah.” Zerrex responded, raising his hands… then he glanced at her thoughtfully. “So… 
this… ability to shift sizes…”

It was designed for soldiers, originally…” Mercury nodded, laughing quietly. “But I 
think the project was abandoned for some reason. There are still plenty out there, especially 
elites, who can do it, though, but only a few capable of shifting back and forth in the 
middle of battle… and even less capable of changing the size of one part of their body at 
a time. The thing is, though, when they grow larger, they become much, much stronger and 
heavier-”

But easier targets.” Zerrex murmured, and Mercury looked at him with surprise as the 
Drakkaren winced and rubbed the back of his head, sitting up to page quickly through the 
files on size-shifting and glancing down curiously at the notes the doctor had made. “And 
Schindler’s notes here say that the bones decompress or fold out or something… and even 
though flesh hardens to compensate – and there’s simply… much bigger cushions of flesh 
between scale and bone, too – the bones break easier than in smaller creatures because 
they’re comparatively smaller in larger ones.” The Drakkaren blinked stupidly. “Wait. That 
made no sense.”

I get what you’re trying to say.” Mercury responded, looking faintly amused… then she 
quietly grasped beneath Zerrex’s muzzle, looking down into his eyes softly, before giving 
him a gentle kiss on the lips, surprising him as their eyes met. “Lord Zerrex… why don’t 
you spend some time today working on changing your size up and down? Those muscles, 
too, need to be worked and limbered up before they’re ready to use… you don’t even need 
to shift sizes, just get used to the weird sensation you get when you do, and see if you can 
summon up that ability during periods of stress, to have it ready when you need. But I still 
think for the first little while at least, you should likely stick to doing what the rest of us 
do, and choosing your size before going into battle.” She paused, then stroked slowly down 
her face and laughed faintly. “But shouldn’t we be going? No alerts are going off, and that 
bastard Schindler was pretty calm… but we’ll need to meet with the council and Churchill. 
Today’s the big day, after all.”

Zerrex nodded, climbing out of bed and idly picking up his scattered clothes as he heard 
Mercury separating herself and then take on the form of the twins, before glancing over at 
‘Shine’ and asking curiously as he started to pull on his boxers and pants: “Do you know 
Schindler?”

Both of the twins frowned, and when they spoke, now it was in unison instead of 
finishing each other’s sentences. “He was one of the head geneticists for Narrius… and 
even though he freed a lot of good people, he has blood on his hands too. And I guess I 
just have a natural hatred for traitors, even when the person they betray is a bad one…”



The end doesn’t justify the means for you?” The Drakkaren asked, tilting his head and 
smiling a bit, and the twins nodded as black gunk spread over their forms before taking on 
the shape and almost perfect texture of the rebel uniforms. He paused to stare at this before 
walking over to the drawers to take out a new uniform shirt for himself, and they both 
grinned at him. “That’s creepy.”

Glad you like it.” Mist said cheerfully, winking at him before laughing quietly. “But 
believe me, I can do things a lot weirder. My minimum is tiny, my maximum is huge.”

And don’t I know how you like huge.” Shine added, and Zerrex rolled his eyes as the 
twins laughed, before heading out towards the door. He was quickly followed by the two, 
then Shine cursed lightly and Zerrex looked at her curiously as they stood in the small 
private hall, watching her run back into the room before returning a moment later with 
Zerrex’s weaponry. The reptile blinked, checked himself, then groaned: and last night he’d 
been so goddamn careful to put it all out where he’d remember.

“Thanks.” he mumbled, then carefully strapped his gear on and checked his revolver to 
make sure he’d reloaded it, before glancing at the two who were really one. “What about 
you and your cleavers?”

They both shook their heads, then spoke as one, voices mixing in a wonderful, 
scintillating way: “We’ll be on sniper duty with Albatross… no need to burden myself with 
close range weaponry.”

“We and… nevermind.” Zerrex coughed, rubbing the back of his head as he turned and 
headed for the doorway, mumbling: “Damn, this is so weird. You’re the only exception to 
every rule of  grammar in existence.”

Then he paused and stared as Shine stepped in front of him… except her breasts were 
twice as large. She grinned, fondling them… before they shrank back to their normal size, 
and she leaned up to whisper teasingly in his ear: “Just promise me that tonight, you’ll share 
your most secret fantasies with me… and I’ll make them all come true.”

And I’ll provide you all the pleasure I can offer with this shifting body of mine…” 
added Mist, pressing against him… except he could feel a massive, cylindrical hardness 
pressing into his back, but when he turned, it was just Mist standing there, looking 
innocent with one hand behind her back and idly nibbling on a finger with the other. “But 
you’ll have to be honest with me, or I might just give you some nightmares, instead.”

“Evil bitch.” Zerrex grinned despite himself, then he forced himself to turn and walk 
quickly ahead as Mercury laughed in both voices and leapt forwards to wrap an arm around 
either side of his waist, quickly walking with him and smiling as she rested her heads on the 
powerful breast of the Drakkaren, as his arms slid around her waists. It was good… it 
felt… wonderful… and she felt needed and happy. Even better, wanted… and that was the 
most beautiful feeling in the entire world.

A few moments later, as they were walking along the Ring in the general direction of… 
somewhere… they bumped into Albatross, however, and the male groaned and rolled his 
eye as he caught sight of them, looking slightly irritated. His military jacket was slight 



askew today, to reveal a lightweight weave vest beneath and two sets of dogtags hanging just 
above his breast. A glance down, and his jacket was quickly done up to hide these… but if 
Zerrex had to guess, the expression on the one-eyed Dragokkaren said it was likely his 
brother’s. “There you are. I’ve been looking all over for you… Mist, Shine, I need you to 
report to the armory, grab the best weapons you can find and then head upstairs to 
handpick a platoon of  soldiers… ten for each of  you.”

Sir.” Both females saluted, then quickly left without a word, obviously recognizing the 
urgency of the situation as Zerrex became more serious himself, almost regretting sleeping 
in… almost. Except he’d found out a few trump cards he could use in case of a serious 
battle… before staring as Albatross broke into a grin.

Lord Zerrex… I’ve been running around all morning, but I’m glad you got some rest. I 
hope you’re feeling rejuvenated, though… because things are going to get rough. It’s only 
nine, but we already have reports of enemy activity in Hez’Ranna.” He paused and glanced 
back and forth, then pointed at the clear metal ceiling, where it looked like soldiers in 
uniforms were going over quick training exercises. “We’ve enlisted a full ten-thousand from 
the civilians… the rest have been evacuated to the tunnels and are currently being guarded 
by what many people are already calling the ‘old military.’” He gave an ironic smile. “Cheeky 
bastards, huh?

“We found out something amazing, though… through sheer luck, maybe.” Albatross 
shook his head slowly. “Narrius still doesn’t know about the train tunnels… either that, or 
he’s been neglecting them. Through our largest tunnel, what we call the ‘path of good 
intentions-’” Zerrex had a minor flashback at this to some nasty excursions in his own 
mind, which made him wince, unnoticed to Albatross who was looking out over the rail of 
the Ring and at the empty bazaar below “-we’ve been able to set up a shortwave, old-style 
pass-along transmission system and we have a scout with a radar hack on an old coal cart, 
ready to pull back if any soldiers appear… but otherwise secure and listening in to 
transmissions. Narrius plans to start making his move at around noon… and we think that 
if worst comes to worst, we’ll be able to send the civilians running down the tunnel. Sorta 
like sending them running into a fire, but if Necropolis is clear, then there shouldn’t be 
more than minimal patrols… and since you killed Iago, I don’t think that area’s in much use 
anymore. Everyone’s been informed that at worst, they go there, they hide in the wreckage, 
then at nightfall they make their way back, to a safehouse they know of, or out of  the city.

“Churchill actually set this up… I was impressed.” A pause a sour face. “Except he still 
thinks he’s head of the council and not just an average grunt. For now, though, he’s doing 
okay and acting more like a soldier than a politician, so that’s working out at least. But 
Huckleberry wants to see you… just take the main freight elevator to the third floor of the 
facility and following the swearing and hammering, you’ll find him. I have to go check on 
the civilians, then escort my team to position.” And without another word, Albatross 
turned, leapt gracefully up onto the railing, then jumped off the Ring, spreading his wings 
and gliding easily down the bazaar floor.



Zerrex didn’t stop to watch, though: instead, he jogged quickly down the connecting hall 
between the barracks and the basement of the facility, then heading down the halls for the 
freight elevator. Now, however, he was responding automatically to the hails of soldiers as 
they passed, giving short, polite salutes in return, and even a smile and nod when he walked 
by Hans, who was blushing furiously and carrying several crates of ammo in the opposite 
direction. The Drakkaren wondered briefly where he was going, then he hit the button to 
call the freight elevator… made a face at the hole in the floor that hadn’t been repaired… 
realized there was probably no way to repair it… then sighed and hit the button to ascend 
to the third floor.

The elevator did so… creakily. It apparently was in a bad mood after the abuse it had 
taken recently, and didn’t like having to suddenly go up and down not just between the 
basements, but all the way to the top floor of the facility. “Well, I mean… close to the top 
floor.” Zerrex murmured, peering at the pad and noting a ‘4’ emblazoned on one of the 
buttons, as he idly kicked at a fragment of metal that was sticking up… then stared and 
winced as it snapped off and fell through the hole into the dark shaft of the elevator. He 
looked back and forth, leaning against the wall and coughing… then quickly hopped out 
and onto the third floor, peering back and forth… then smiling a bit as he heard a ‘tink… 
tink… fuckgoddammit!’

The reptile walked down a short, L-shaped hallway, then emerged into a dusty room that 
was covered with computers riddled with mold and rust. He blinked a bit at this, looking 
down at the sand and grit-covered flooring… then up to note the holes knocked here and 
there in the walls, and the gaping space with a slight balcony overhang, out of which 
pointed a massive cannon of some kind. Working on this were three mechanics… one of 
them nursing a wounded thumb… and then he leapt up, cursed again and threw down his 
hammer bad-naturedly, before blushing and rubbing the back of his head as he looked at 
Zerrex.

Awkward.” mumbled Huck, and the other engineers laughed as they continued to work: 
a wolf and a zebra, Zerrex noted. Well, of course he’s either less or not speciesist. He wasn’t 
born in the country. “Er, sorry, there, Boss. I keep hitting my frigging finger instead of this 
last goddamn bolt on this side. Those other two are already workin’ on the fun stuff, and 
I’m still stuck hammering the pressure armor back on.”

“No worries.” Zerrex said mildly, then he walked forwards, glancing over the huge 
cannon as Huck sucked his thumb and looked miserable, his coveralls half-shrugged off 
with the arms tied around his waist, leaving his chest bare except for the rawhide suspenders 
that held his pants from falling down, and the plain army-issue revolver he had holstered 
under one arm. Up way too close to his armpit… a rookie mistake that Zerrex found 
somehow endearing instead of irritating in this particular commander, as he asked: “So this 
is a railgun, huh?” He paused, then added meditatively: “Cherry fought one of these before. 
Said it shot faster than she could predict.”

Shoots faster than most people can blink, actually.” Huck responded with a bit of a grin, 
brightening now that he was in his element. He picked up the hammer – thick and 



bludgeoning on one side, but an extremely narrow cylinder on the other – flipped it around 
in his hand, then slammed it squarely into a large bolt, knocking it home and grunting in 
triumph as he said mildly: “We’ve found some ammo, but we ain’t gonna be able to test fire 
it for fear of alerting Narrius… and we also gotta clean these out.” He pointed down at a 
set of dirt and mold-clogged tracks in the ground, leading back from the cannon, then up 
at another set on the wall, which had vines growing out of them. “Need to roll this thing 
back in here and then close the missile shield. One or two hits, and this puppy’s toast.”

The Drakkaren nodded, then he shrugged off his cleaver and placed it to the ground as 
he kneeled down, reaching into the tracks and beginning to tear out handfuls of mold and 
vines as Huck stared at him, then grinned as the Drakkaren looked up mildly, as he brushed 
off  the gears that ran the entire mechanism inside the tracks. “What?”

You are a piece of work. I like it when the guy in charge can get down and dirty with 
some grunt work, too.” Huck laughed, then he winked and grabbed what looked like a 
double-tiered knife out of his toolbox and tossed it over to Zerrex, who caught it and 
blinked at the odd shape. “That’ll let you clear out the crap in there faster. I’m going to 
start on the other shutter once I finish calibrating the rail cannon.”

Alright.” Zerrex nodded, and for the next half hour, he worked on cleaning out the 
tracks as the two mechanics continued to make adjustments inside the machine, and Huck 
went from playing on the railgun’s computer to digging vines out of the gears that 
controlled the shutter system. Finally, both reptiles accomplished their objective, and with 
the press of a button, the massive cannon slid back into place and a heavy titanium shutter 
closed over the large gap.

Huck sat back for a moment as his mechanics went back to work, checking over the 
enormous weapon as Zerrex paused for a moment to look at the strange, futuristic 
cannon… before reminding himself he was inside the future, now, so he guessed it was just 
your average, modern-day weapon of war. It looked almost like the old mortars on ships… 
a loading section at the back, a digital aiming system and long-range sensor-camera built 
into the top, a lever to fire, a huge, rectangular body that sloped into a half-dome at the 
back and a massive, silver cannon that the mechanics were currently cleaning the dirt out of, 
clad in rubber gloves. Zerrex could see why, too… wires came from all points of the body 
to fit all along the huge cannon, powering the super-strong magnets inside that would allow 
it to fire off  its ammunition.

A glance to the side, at the stack of ‘rails’ Huck was sitting on… and there really was no 
better word to describe them. Big, long girders of metal that fired at blinding speeds, 
propelled by Gods-knew-what kind of electromagnetic force… and in this day and age, 
Zerrex didn’t want to bother guessing how far advanced these ones were compared to the 
one Cherry had taken on, and that had been big enough to blow a hole big enough for him 
to fit through even in his current size in a cement wall.

Then the Dragokkaren stood up with a grunt and grinned a bit, looking embarrassed. 
“Aww, shit. Right, Albossatross sent you here, didn’t he? The one-eyed bandit of sea 
burritos.” He coughed. “Don’t tell him I said that or he’ll beat me. He doesn’t like being 



reminded of those days sitting in an artificial log with a sniper rifle, shooting at idiots 
trying to transport drugs from sea to shining sea.” He paused, then stood up and said 
loudly: “Hey, Mikey, Gary, test-drive the thing dry, okay? I’m gonna go check on the 
others… if it makes a really loud pop, then we got it working. If it coughs or blows up, 
then um… run like fuck.” 

This is why I hate working with you!” the zebra yelled over his shoulder, as Huck 
slapped Zerrex on the back on the way out. The Drakkaren followed him with amusement 
after picking up his cleaver, placing it on his back and shaking his hair – now safely braided 
in a long, knotted ponytail at the back, and left hanging to standard shoulder length at the 
shoulders and front – out of  his eyes and away from the cleaver.

He followed Huck to the elevator… but then thankfully, they walked past it and over to 
a ladder and a pair of open hatches: one above, and one below. The Dragokkaren jumped 
onto this easily, then climbed up, and Zerrex followed him curiously to the next floor… 
before blinking as he emerged into a large, central hub area with shattered glass windows, a 
good dozen mechanics all working on repairing the computer system that circled the entire 
area… and several of the cracked monitors were already shining with life, whereas others 
remained dark. The Drakkaren stared around in amazement, and Huck grinned a bit as he 
blushed, rubbing the back of his head. “Well, I figured since we’ve been found out… it 
wouldn’t hurt to throw up some extra electrical interference, right? This was once the first 
level of the tower interface that this facility used… the other two were blown away, 
otherwise we’d be getting the computers up there running, too. But basically, this is just a 
big, round room with one gigantic supercomputer surrounding us… the best part, however, 
is that we got all sorts of nifty radar-type gadgets, and the range is so wide that we’ll get at 
least two minutes notice, even if the Patriarch sends his fastest planes out of Uroboros to 
bomb us.”

“Two minutes.” Zerrex murmured, then he nodded slowly: it wasn’t much time, but it 
was more than he’d thought. A bomber could only fly so fast, after all, depending on what 
it was carrying… and more often than not, it would have to fly in formation, or guarded by 
other planes. That could tack a lot of time on for pilots to get into and slow the group 
down… then the reptile shook his head quickly and glanced around the room at the 
flickering screens and the working mechanics. “This is way more than I could have expected 
of  you, Huck. You’ve got a talented crew here.”

Huck laughed, then grinned and shouted: “Hey, the Boss thinks we’re talented! What do 
you guys have to say to that?” The response was a rousing ‘thank you!’ that made Zerrex 
cough and smile… but he observed with admiration that none of the mechanics stopped 
working even as they responded. Huck had trained his engineers just as well as he’d trained 
his soldiers… hell, they were probably more disciplined than many officers the Drakkaren 
had seen. “Great. But hey, Lord Zerrex, I got one last thing to show you.”

With that, the Dragokkaren jumped back on the ladder, then slid easily down to the 
bottom, landing with a thud on a hatch two floors down and rubbing at his hands from the 
friction burns he’d gotten from using his palms on the sides of the ladder. Zerrex merely 



snorted, then did the same action, but his thickened scales protecting him more effectively 
than Huck’s had as the mechanic glowered at him. “You’re a showoff.”

You’re an ass.” Zerrex responded easily, and the greasy, sweaty mechanic rolled his eyes 
and made a face before turning and motioning for him to follow. The Drakkaren did so 
with amusement, walking down the same hallway as in the floor above… before emerging 
into a long, rectangular room that had a slight curve in it and thirteen different openings. 
This one was devoid of computers, but had many tracks that had already been cleaned out, 
leading out onto currently-empty, square balconies… and inside, working feverishly, were 
seven more mechanics, repairing what were undoubtedly the massive, long-barreled 50mm 
cannons that Albatross had talked about earlier. A good eight cannons had already been 
cleaned up… one of the mechanics was just finishing polishing out the barrel of a ninth… 
and the others were all working on repairing the last four, which seemed fairly rusted.

They all had the old-fashioned reticule… a few circles of metal, and that made Zerrex 
smile slightly, since it looked like most of the more advanced aiming systems had been 
shattered. He paused, looking down to the far right corner, and saw a few soldiers huddled 
in the corner, talking as they checked over bullets and loaded the ammo belts. They were all 
Dragokkaren… and all looked fairly similar… and Huck nodded wordlessly when Zerrex 
asked him a silent question with his eyes, before the mechanic shrugged, smiled, and gently 
wrapped an arm around Zerrex’s shoulder. “Yeah. They are. But they can be trusted… in 
fact, I’d trust them more than I would some of our whiny bitch-soldiers like Churchill. 
They might be genetic creations… but they know what they’re doing, they won’t back 
down, and they’re big enough they can handle moving the cannons themselves. I mean, 
they’re mounted and they’re each on a one-eighty degree axis… but they’re rusted, and 
there’s only so much I can do with engine grease, get it?” Huck snickered, squeezing Zerrex 
amiably around the shoulders as the reptile smiled a bit, looking at him… then blinking in 
surprise as the large male kissed his cheek with a loud smack. “Maybe you can arm one of 
‘em too, ‘less you’re already gonna be busy with first mate Albossatross on the royal ship of 
the facility roof ?”

Zerrex made a face and wiped at his cheek, and Huck looked lamely at him, coughing as 
he slid back a bit. “You uh. Not into…”

Getting slobber all over me.” Zerrex flicked the Dragokkaren’s drool at him, as he 
managed to look both relieved and offended at the same time. “Dear Gods, did you save up 
all your spit for that one moment?” Then the Drakkaren made a face before smiling a bit. 
“And now I get why you came here, too… the army didn’t like the fact you were gay, did 
they?”

Not really.” Huck admitted with a foolish smile. “Hitting on your superior officer is 
frowned upon. I realize that I coulda gone higher, but comin’ here… they don’t care if 
you’re gay or not.” Huck paused, glancing out over the working mechanics and softening a 
bit, revealing more of his calmer, gentler nature. “I loved Hez’Ranna. It was… like coming 
home, it really was. My… my orientation didn’t matter… hell, it was encouraged in some 
circles, and no one ever looks at you funny when you wanna hold hands with that guy you 



really like and walk down the street… there was no pollution… there was just… it was so 
damn nice, you know? Even in the military. They didn’t yell at you all the time, like they did 
in those shitholes in Ire, but they encouraged you. They were tougher, too, yeah, and the 
tests were so damn hard to pass, and every day it was this and that, here and there… but 
then you got to sit down at the end of it, and the commanding officers didn’t sit all 
together at a table, pencil-pushing shitheads who’d never seen a day’s battle lookin’ down at 
you from their high-and-mighty place… no, they sat right with you, talked to you, asked 
you how you were, treated you like a living being. That’s something they ain’t ever got out 
there… and that’s why Hez’Ranna fought so much harder and bred such superior warriors. 
They were strict… but they didn’t need to scream at you to get a point across, just say a few 
gentle words.

“But Narrius has made everything different.” Huck walked out to one of the balconies, 
and Zerrex followed him slowly, as they looked out over the artificial, war-created desert, 
the Dragokkaren looking disgusted. “He ruined it… and he’s done worse then beaten down 
the soldiers he’s created to turn them into weapons… he’s started breeding them just as 
weapons. And I hear over there, in his training grounds, they use real guns, real bullets, and 
try to kill each other… and anyone who gets seriously injured in training just gets shot, just 
like that, in the head. Kapow.” Huck accented this with a pantomime of shooting himself 
in the head, two fingers the barrel, thumb the hammer that cocked and then snapped. Then 
he softened, grasping the plain metal railing around the balcony, staring out at the desert 
before glancing to Zerrex and silently sliding an arm around his shoulders, asking 
hesitantly: “I don’t wanna pry… but… it must’ve been tough for you as a kid, huh?”

Zerrex looked out silently over the desert, then he simply nodded and said quietly: 
“Yeah.” A pause as the silence spiraled out, and the reptile found himself starting to talk 
again, liking the feeling of closeness, of physical contact with another strong male… 
because it felt like it had been an eternity since he’d ever felt a strong, muscular arm around 
his shoulders, someone offering to protect him… instead of him always, always, always 
being forced to protect. The fact that he ended up always sacrificing so much of himself for 
others… he thought that perhaps was the cruelest punishment of all that had been acted 
out upon him. “I was… just a young kid… when Narrius killed my mother. Or he tried to, 
at least… my mom… she was… a porn star.” He smiled a bit at this, shaking his head 
slowly as Huck looked at him curiously. “That’s what attracted Narrius’s attention at first, I 
think… because she was beautiful, and as an object, I guess, extremely, extremely valuable 
for her beauty, to all manner of modeling industries. But moreover, she was smart, too… so 
damn smart…” 

He glanced down, grasping the short metal railing around the balcony tight as he leaned 
forwards a bit against it, continuing to speak quietly: “But after she gave birth to me, he 
grew distant from her, she told me… more and more as I grew up. At first, for a little 
while, he was… attached to me. Not in a fatherly way, but he’d train me, rough me up, 
constantly push me, push me, push me… and then when I kept failing his too-hard tests, he 
grew distant from me, too. I’d go over every now and then, spend time there on holidays 



that I hated, but otherwise I lived with my mother. He or my uncle always trained me… 
Requiem. Requiem was… always more a father to me than he ever was…

Eventually, I guess Narrius decided that my mother was just a liability… and he sent an 
explosive-laden car to crash into her as she was going out for milk.” He smiled a bit, not 
adding the other part of the story as his eyes flicked away from Huck: how it had been the 
same day he’d lost his virginity as a young boy to his own mother… how he’d gone to bed 
and slept with her, made love to her, with her guidance. “She didn’t die… but one night, he 
brought her home… and he wanted me to rape her. He’d left me tapes, instructions… 
everything… on how to do it. That was also when I found out my mother was a porn 
star… he left me a bunch of videos of her and other males…” he broke off and glanced 
down, resting his forearms now against the balcony as Huck began to slowly rub his back.

For a few moments, he was quiet, then he closed his eyes and continued in a drier voice: 
“Narrius killed Celestial DePriese, my mother, by ripping her throat out with his teeth in 
front of me. Then he kicked me across the room… probably would have killed me too, 
except Requiem stepped in… he just argued with his brother, but Requiem… never stood 
up to Narrius. He idolized his big brother in all the right ways for all the wrong reasons, 
but I always thought he was stronger than that, smarter than that… just… blinded by love. 
So Narrius took his rage out on him instead… then left.

From then on, I lived at the Narrius Estate… I spent most of my days in intense 
physical training or at a private academy.” Zerrex looked down, then he laughed faintly and 
straightened, looking up at the sky. “And to shorten the story… eventually Narrius got 
sick. Once he got sick enough… I snuck into his room, and I ripped his throat out in 
return. Then I left the Estate, drenched in my father’s blood, and none of his guards or 
slaves or whatever stopped me, and Requiem never caught up to me until a few years ago.”

Did you kill him, too?” asked Huck in a soft voice, unable to stop himself and looking 
at Zerrex with deep, gentle compassion… and Zerrex turned to him and smiled faintly, 
rubbing at his eyes with the back of one hand… and then glancing down to see, 
unsurprisingly, they were dry. They only felt wet with tears that he wanted to cry… but was 
unable to.

Yes.” Zerrex paused, then added quietly: “And it was the most difficult thing I’ve ever 
had to do it my life. Fighting him was the greatest honor I have ever had… because it was 
like being allowed to duel with a god of grace and serenity. But killing him was like… 
picking up a rock and bludgeoning a nightingale to death…” A glance down and a soft sigh 
as he rested with his back against the rails, looking down as Huck squeezed his shoulder 
gently. “But from what it sounds like, I might have to do it all over again.”

“What do you mean?” Huck blinked, tilting his head… then he paused and glanced 
down with a quiet laugh. “No… you’re not saying that… of his RED Commanders, that 
Black Requiem, of  all people, is-”

Zerrex nodded slowly and laughed quietly, closing his eyes as he sighed and crossed his 
arms, saying softly: “Narrius has always trusted only Requiem to be his one personal 
bodyguard… and the shape, the form of those so-called ‘RED Minions’ I encountered with 



the others on the way back reminds me more and more of Requiem, the more I think about 
it… plus Narrius would be smart enough to have a backup plan, and he’s enough of a 
bastard to just want to cause me pain. Anything to make me hesitate… including a 
brainwashed and genetically-modified clone of  my mentor.”

“I’m really glad I don’t have your family.” Huck said plainly, and Zerrex stared at him for 
a moment before throwing his head back and laughing… then starting and freezing as 
Huck suddenly hugged him tight. He tensed… then forced himself to relax, going a bit 
limp as the Dragokkaren said encouragingly, drawing back and squeezing his shoulders: 
“It’ll all be alright, Lord Zerrex. We’ll protect you until the last drop of  our blood falls.”

Here, here.” came another mild voice, and the two turned to see Becca standing there, 
looking dour and dressed in a tight military uniform with a black cap on and a close-fitting 
vest of some strange, silvery material. His bare arms displayed his many charms and 
bracelets, the necklace with ‘Becca’ on it jangled free over the armor, and on his back Zerrex 
could see a plain, black metal sniper rifle with a built-in scope… a heavy, long metal 
barrel… and at the bottom, he’d actually attached a bayonet, as if he planned to stab the 
bombs to death. The look on his face, however, made the tall, white-haired Drakkaren 
nervous: it was the same look he’d had on when he’d cheated Zerrex out of his pants. “Hey, 
douchebag. I’ve been looking all over for you.”

Fuck you.” Huck spat immediately, glaring at the smaller Drakkaren, then he crossed his 
arms, his mood suddenly becoming remarkably irritable. Zerrex blinked, feeling nonplussed 
at how dark the usually-cheery Dragokkaren had become, as he mumbled under his breath: 
“What the hell do you want, Becca?”

So… it actually is his real name. Creepy. But before Zerrex couldn’t comment, Becca slid 
over beside him in one easy movement, leaned upwards, and whispered loudly behind one 
hand as Zerrex cocked his head curiously: “He’s mad at me because I dumped him last 
week. Actually, that’s a lie, because we were never going out to begin with…”

“I’m mad because I don’t like you, you homophobic little twat!” Huck retorted, flailing 
his arms, then he made a face and forced himself to calm down as he attracted the looks of 
several of his mechanics, instead giving a painful-looking, icy smile as one of his eyes 
twitched. “Are you just here to annoy me, or do you have some reason to be here?”

Becca seemed to consider for a few moments… then he turned a bit more serious, 
glancing over him mildly. “Albatross was contacted by the advance scout about movement 
in Narrius’s forces… like, heavy equipment and transports gathering at the northern sector. 
From the sounds of it, they’re preparing to bring mortar cannons out here… possibly 
attack us with artillery fire beforehand. Now, Albatross says that’ll be next to useless, but 
he’s worried a freak shot could damage the weapons… and because we’re doing passalong 
transmissions every klick or so…”

Right, it’s probably been half an hour since that report, meaning they could already be 
setting up the artillery to fire.” Huck murmured, then he quickly walked past them and into 
the long hall, glancing up at the ceilings and cursing quietly. “Shutters’re jammed… I don’t 
wanna just trust in fate here. I’m going to clean out the gears I can reach, then rewire the 



generator  that runs the shutters. If I supply some additional power, it might just tear 
through all the shit that’s been building up in here ever since the facility’s been 
abandoned… definitely strip the gears, either way, but whatever. Better to have some 
manually-operated shutters over a broken 50mm, ‘cause these things don’t come cheap.”

Even as he spoke, Huck was already at the sole computer terminal, hammering away at 
the buttons to try and get it working, before cursing angrily under his breath. “Shit, I can’t 
even get the computer system running, its-”

He was cut off by the sound of metal screaming against concrete as Zerrex jumped up, 
caught the edge of the first shutter in line by the smaller manual-operation handles sticking 
out of it, and then jerked down hard. One handle came off, but the shutter came halfway 
down, giving the Drakkaren enough leverage to yank with just one handle the heavy 
titanium alloy the rest of the way down to the floor. Huck stared at this, then he coughed 
and grabbed Becca, shoving him towards the door. “Tell Albossatross we’re good up here. 
And get someone to bring up some low-power plastic explosive, we might have to blow 
these shutters off  if  they get pounded by a few good mortars.”

“If that happens, I’ll just tear them off.” Zerrex grunted, as he yanked down another 
shutter – the difficulty was only in reaching them, since most of them were suspended 
twenty feet in the air, which was still a good few above his head and required a jump that 
made him feel like an idiot. Then he moved to the next, leapt up… and found himself 
hanging from the handles. He blinked… then snorted and hauled himself up before 
dropping his weight and jerking down at the same time, succeeding in tearing it halfway 
down but ripping out both handles and falling back on his ass with a wince at the same 
time. “Goddammit!”

I got it!” Huck called, digging through a duffel bag full of tools before producing a 
crowbar, as Zerrex went about yanking down the rest of the shutters. The Dragokkaren, 
meanwhile, cocked the heavy metal bar back and slammed it a few times into the shutter, 
causing dust to hail down and the metal door to drop a few good inches as he knocked a 
small ding in it, then he dropped to a kneel, managed to snag the hook of the metal bar 
into the ding, and yanked it down as hard as he could, leaving only a few inches between 
metal bottom and concrete floor.

The Boss rubbed at a forearm slowly as he walked over to the other male, then he smiled 
a bit, exchanging a high-five before clasping their hands as Huck grinned. “I ain’t so weak 
myself, you know. Just don’t like doin’ acrobatics.”

Bite me.” Zerrex said amusedly, before he shook his head. “I’m going to go see how 
Albatross is doing… see what he plans to do if they’re using mortars. After all, I don’t 
think they can exactly shoot those out of  the air.” 

You’d be surprised what Albossatross is capable of. He’s a fuckin’ wizard with a sniper 
rifle, puts me to damn shame.” Huck said cheerfully, then he clapped Zerrex on the 
shoulder and nodded as he glanced around at the watching mechanics, yelling: “Hey, hey, 
breaktime’s over, get back to work!”



The Drakkaren made his way back down the hall with a bit of a smile, glancing idly 
back and forth and feeling a few vague stirrings of discontent as he made his way through 
the facility, once more stepping into the elevator and riding it down to the first 
subbasement, then following the path back to the Ring. He paused as he realized he had no 
clue how to get down to the bazaar, and so instead content himself with wandering 
aimlessly through corridors for a little while and asking soldiers here and there where 
Albatross was. Finally, a female sniper told him that he was outside, and Zerrex nodded his 
thanks before turning and heading back the way he’d come; getting outside, at least, was the 
one thing he was sure he could do.

A few minutes later, he stepped out into the sandy desert, his eyes roving over the barren 
area before settling on a dusty, yellowish tent that had been set up. The Drakkaren walked 
over to this and slipped inside, and found Albatross and a few other snipers cleaning their 
guns, other gear laid out before them on neat cloths. The blue-scaled reptile glanced up 
curiously, saying mildly: “I already sent Becca back with some explosives for Huck… don’t 
tell me he wants something else now…”

No, I just came out to see how things are going. It sounds like we’re going to get hit by 
an artillery barrage first, too, so I wanted to check and find out what your plans were for 
your team.” The Drakkaren replied, glancing at the few other soldiers. Albatross looked 
sourly amused, as if he wasn’t used to being questioned like this, and Zerrex rubbed the 
back of his head, coughing and adding lamely: “No one tells me anything, so I have no clue 
what’s going on.”

We’re going to use thermal-repressing camo blankets and hide at a distance with our 
rifles ready.” one of the soldiers piped up mildly, looking at Zerrex with arrogant distaste as 
he finished polishing his rifle and now began to slide clips onto his belt. The Drakkaren 
frowned at the fellow lizard, who looked back at him with something approaching a sneer, 
as he cinched the blanket roll shut with his remaining cleaning kit inside. “Ten rods each, 
which Commander Albatross will hand out once we’re through working here. I recognize 
you’re just infantry, but don’t you have somewhere to be?”

Zerrex looked at him mildly, then he snorted and glanced at Albatross again, who now 
looked more uncomfortable than anything else, saying dryly: “Mortars aren’t going to be 
anything more than suppression fire. He’s going to end up mixing a missile barrage into the 
mess, so I hope you, Mist and Shine are all damn good spotters. I also don’t want you 
positioning snipers on the roof, but instead use the balconies outside… it’ll be safer and 
give you a fast retreat in case of trouble… just half-open the shutters and lay flat half-in, 
half-out, and keep a support bar handy so it doesn’t fall and cut any of you in half.” He 
paused, then glanced out through the flap of the tent. “How were you going to get to the 
roof, anyway?”

There’s a ladder around back… why?” Albatross asked, frowning a bit… and then he 
blinked as Zerrex turned and left, heading out the tent wordlessly and around to the back 
of the facility to find a rusted, damaged ladder. He quickly climbed this to the rounded 



rooftop of the second floor, walking down a short metal catwalk to another longer ladder 
that spanned up to the roof  of  the battered tower.

As he climbed, he could hear the burnt walls crumbling and creaking under his weight… 
but he made the roof of the tower without incident, stepping out onto a wider platform 
that was once perhaps used to land helicopters and medium-sized VTOL aircraft, but was 
now just a cracked rooftop on a cracked building… but it was an excellent sniper location, 
he would admit that. He walked a few times around the roof, making sure that it wouldn’t 
give out under his feet – the only really damaged area, however, was a broken hatch leading 
down into the top of the tower – and glancing around at the antennae and large pipes and 
smokestacks on either side, a few bridging up from this rooftop, many others from the 
wider roofs of the other floors. The facility was stacked like a bunch of old coins, with the 
largest few as the bottom… a few medium sized ones for the middle… and then a bunch 
of tiny pennies forming the tower, and off these other open spaces came everything from 
dying vines to enormous, rusted pipes and broken satellite dishes.

The reptile sat quietly on the edge of the roof, cleaver behind him, sidepack open and 
the scope that could be fitted to the revolver held in one hand, the Drakkaren peering 
through this and into the distance… and with it set to maximum magnification, he could 
almost make out the shape of Uroboros beyond the jungle, but the only really clear thing 
was the end of the dusty valley. He thought there were some specks moving around there 
too… but that could just be his imagination. 

He paused as he heard a few flapping sounds, then glanced up in time to see Albatross 
land smoothly beside him, wincing and rubbing at his shoulder, murmuring under his 
breath: “Goddamn rifle needs to be adjusted.” Then he paused, looked at Zerrex, and gave a 
bit of a smile. “Sorry for… everyone’s behavior, and… mine too, Lord Zerrex. I… we’re all 
just really stressed, since this is our first big battle, and our first time defending our base, 
too.” He stopped, then blushed a bit as he quietly offered a pair of binoculars in a plain 
case. “These might give you a better view than that, too.”

Thanks.” Zerrex said quietly, taking the case by the strap and letting it dangle over the 
edge with his legs, as he slid the scope back into his side kit before closing it. Then he 
pulled the case up to his lap as Albatross sat down beside him, glancing idly at the 
Dragokkaren and noting the five large metal rods with bulbous, spherical ends he had 
around each leg. “Are those…”

Yeah.” Albatross nodded, glancing down and touching one idly. “What we’ll be using to 
set off the missiles with, the things I was telling you about earlier.” He stopped, then 
looked up at Zerrex before looking off into the distance with his single lavender eye, as 
Zerrex opened the case to pull out the military binoculars and gaze through them. “See 
anything?”

He paused for a few moments… then the Drakkaren shook his head a bit. “There’s 
surveyors over there, looks like… they’re setting up an attack, but I don’t think they’ll 
actually get around to it for a while, yet. We have a lot of time yet…” He lowered the 
binoculars, then adjusted them idly before laying back on the rooftop and looking straight 



up, flicking a few buttons on the side before muttering under his breath: “There’s a spy 
satellite above us, too.”

Albatross looked at him with surprise, as Zerrex drew back the binoculars, then he 
blushed a bit and rubbed the back of his head before trailing his hand down his braid. “It’s 
an… old trick I learned. You just set the binoculars to thermal mode… the satellites show 
up as big yellow specks. It’s so distant I can’t define it… but I can at least make it out.”

Really…” Albatross murmured, then he lay back himself, propped his sniper rifle against 
his shoulder, and aimed upwards, hitting a button on the built in scope in the huge, 
semiautomatic rifle, before snorting in faint amusement. “Well, what do you know…” A 
pause, then he rapped off two quick shots, wincing a bit each time before sitting up and 
rubbing at his shoulder. “Fuck, it’s a bitch to shoot like that.” 

Zerrex stared at him, then he glanced up and was somehow unsurprised to see what 
looked almost like sparkles in the sky… except the reptile was well aware that the pretty 
sparkly lights were most likely metal, shrapnel and fire. He confirmed this with a quick 
look through the binoculars, watching as the satellite fell out of orbit, before smiling 
slightly and glancing over at Albatross with faint amusement. “Huck was right. You are 
amazing with a sniper rifle.”

I’ve been doin’ range shooting all my life… ain’t really that far a shot, either.” Albatross 
responded embarrassedly, rubbing the back of his head as he stood and slid his rifle onto 
his back, then he laughed a bit and smiled. “Well, hopefully that buys us some blind time, 
anyway… so I’m gonna hurry down, get the soldiers to set up some more tents, and rig up 
some emergency gear if I got the time, too. Just shout if you need anything, Lord Zerrex, 
and I’ll do what I can for you.”

“Thanks, Albatross.” Zerrex said softly, then he smiled a bit as the Dragokkaren nodded 
before turning and jumping off the roof, spreading his wings and gliding in a quick 
downwards spiral towards the earth. The Drakkaren watched this for a few moments with 
faint amusement, wondering idly what it was like to fly… then sighing and sitting back a 
bit as he rose the binoculars to his face again, staring through them into the distance and 
murmuring under his breath: “Better yet, what’s it like to have a frigging vacation…”

No, it’s not that that bothers you. Drake said in his head, and his voice was oddly gentle, 
as Zerrex glanced up. It’s because you really… are on a sort of vacation right now, aren’t 
you? Leading a military unit, no family around, no friends. Enjoying the company of other 
people for a change, working hard and in control, fighting against your father in a whole 
new change to prove how much better you are than him, without having to resort to cheap 
thrills or idiot, cowardly acts of violent revenge. Sure, you seek justice, and retribution… 
but this time, you’ll do it facing off against him in hand-to-hand instead of knife-to-dying-
throat. 

Zerrex shifted a bit, looking down… but then he laughed dryly, eyes flicking to the side 
as he murmured softly: “Yeah, but I try to avoid thinking about that so I can pretend I’m 
noble.” He paused, hesitated, then added quietly: “And does it make me a bastard that…”



That you’re not acting as broken up over everything as you actually are? That you’re not 
playing drama queen, but moving on with your life? That, despite your optimistic denials, 
you are writhing inside with agony over your losses? Drake sounded almost amused, but 
also irritated and sardonic. Zerrex, you’re an idiot, but you’re not weak. You know how to 
compartmentalize, separate things off, deal with things one issue at a time. I think you’re 
doing pretty good, considering it’s been seven years… and you’ve ended up waking to a 
hostile world where you’re seen as either a savior or a monster. 

Fucking hell, but only you would see the ability to force yourself through and endure the 
pain of losing your loved ones – temporarily or possibly forever – as a bad thing. Drake 
paused, seemed to wrestle with himself, then he finally sighed a bit and muttered: I’m going 
to regret this later. But slide backwards so you don’t fall off the edge, lay down on the roof, 
and close your eyes.

Zerrex blinked a bit… then he shrugged mentally and did so, putting his hands behind 
his head and looking up at the blue sky above for a few moments before his eyes slid 
closed… and suddenly he was standing in a plain room with Drake, who was looking at 
him with mild distaste, the dark nephilim’s body still mimicking his down to the white 
locks that floated all the way down to his ankles… except his hair still had that ghostly 
light and strange, tendrilish look to it. Zerrex blinked, opening his eyes automatically, and 
Drake swore at him with a wide variety of curses as the reptile found himself looking at the 
blue sky above once more. You cuntbuster, it’s an illusion! Close your damn eyes, this is hard 
for me and your head is going to start aching soon, which’ll screw everything up. We only 
have so long to communicate before your brain starts blocking me out automatically for 
reasons we’ve discussed already, you emotional midget.

The Drakkaren felt oddly offended at the last sentiment, but he contented himself with 
a few vague mumbles and instead once more closed his eyes, breathing softly in and out as 
he once more found himself looking at Drake in a plain, empty room. Then Drake sighed, 
closed his eyes and snapped his fingers… and suddenly Zerrex was looking at his family. At 
Marina, Cherry, and Cindy… and he felt his heart twist as Drake murmured, standing 
behind the smiling trio of females: You’re not weak. You do love them. You’ve just been 
under a lot of stress, a lot of shock, and all your life, you’ve been betrayed, cheated, and 
hurt, and so you’re used to making yourself feel better by manipulating, seducing, and 
simply infatuating other people to get physical contact. Only your daughters have never 
turned their backs on you… and even though Cherry’s done some stupid shit in the past, 
you know how much she loves you.

She really, really does… piped up another voice, and Zerrex turned with surprise to see 
Cynterra standing nearby, smiling quietly at him. She was shorter than Cherry now… 
looked younger… but had that same ‘go-to-hell’ look in her eyes and a grin that said 
fucking with her was best done at one’s own discretion. Her hands were shoved in the 
pockets of a plain jeans jacket as she looked at Zerrex lovingly, and when the reptile looked 
over at Drake, he saw the dark nephilim was just as stunned as him… before he suddenly 
grunted and literally fizzed out of existence at a single glance from the female, before she 



turned her blue eyes back to him with a wink. I woke up from all the commotion… Drake 
makes a lot of  mental noise.

“Does he?” Zerrex asked quietly… and he didn’t realize there were tears streaming 
silently down his cheeks, as his body burned with a mix of joy and pain. The room faded 
out… but his family was still standing nearby, looking at him with deep adoration. 
Cynterra Cherubim walked over to them, looking over them quietly, and Zerrex asked in a 
shaky, awe-filled voice: “Aren’t my girls… so pretty?”

Yeah, they are. The ghost-Drakkaren inside him agreed, then she turned and smiled 
softly. You’ve been working on size-shifting, haven’t you? Well, so long as my soul is inside 
you, I can help you with that. Call me your training wheels. She laughed a bit at this… and 
it was such a pretty sound. She was a like a more docile Cherry, in some ways… but when 
she grinned, it showed the side of her that was just as wild as her sister. Or call it paying 
rent to stick around in your body, until you finally get to my sister. I’ve attached myself to 
you for a reason, after all… I want to see Cherry one last time.

I figured.” Zerrex murmured softly, then he paused and tilted his head, asking quietly: 
“How can you help me out with that?”

As long as I’m in your body, you can… for lack of a better term… utilize my powers. 
You have my soul… basically, the map and instruction booklet for doing a bunch of things. 
Some things you can’t do, no, because you don’t have the proper kind of body or genetic 
markers and makeup… but the basics, like changing your size up and down, that’s already 
programmed into you. I just wanna help you learn your way through that. Cynterra paused, 
then softened and stepped forwards as Zerrex looked longingly at his family once before 
they vanished, and then he turned his full attention to her with a blink. I’m sorry.

“What? Oh…” Zerrex laughed a bit, rubbing at his head slowly… it was beginning to 
ache extremely badly, but… he hadn’t noticed the pain. He’d been too obsessed with 
looking at the picture-perfect memory of Cherry and his daughters… his wife, his little 
girl, his… in some ways, his sister. “It’s okay…”

We can talk in your head when you can concentrate and take some time to yourself… 
but I’m deeper than Drake, and I spend a lot of time dormant in your body, to avoid 
putting stress on you. Cynterra said softly, then she kissed his cheek… and Zerrex could 
swear he felt something invisible brush his face in reality. So I’m going to go back to 
sleep… but whenever you need me, just think hard of me, and I’ll wake up and run to do 
what I can. Or get Drake to read my soul, he’s good at stuff like that, even though he 
doesn’t like to talk much about it. A pause and a vague smile. Odd, strange creature he is. 
But whenever you want to sizeshift… think of… Another pause, then a cryptic grin. The 
color gold. 

And with that, she was gone… and Zerrex blinked a few times as he opened his eyes… 
before covering his face and groaning, clenching them shut again as his head gave a wicked 
throb. He rolled back and forth on the ground, and the pain spread throughout his entire 
body… colors were too bright, and the gentle breeze that ruffled through his hair almost 
felt like sandpaper scraping across his scales. For a few moments, he could only lay there in 



agony, and then trembling horror as voices he thought he’d long ago defeated suddenly 
picked up and began to talk and chatter in his head like a thousand lost souls… before they 
went silent, and he slumped back against the rooftop, panting hard, heart hammering in his 
chest. Now he’d learned what happened if he pushed his concentration under sheer will 
alone… and when he reached up to rub at his face, he found not only tears, but a bit of 
blood on the burned side of his face as well. He traced them upwards, and found his left 
eye had bled slightly… unnerving, but fortunately, the Drakkaren didn’t think it was 
anything serious. He had the feeling that side of his face was mangled enough it wouldn’t 
take too much stress to cause the damaged veins to crack or whatever… so instead he just 
sighed and let himself  slump back against the rooftop.

For an hour or so, he lay there, the heat growing around him as the sun rose higher, but 
the cool breeze over the barren weapon-made desert keeping him comfortable and cool. His 
headache slowly vanished, along with the rest of the pains in his body, and instead he found 
himself once more thinking of the weird line Cherubim Sin had told him… finally 
murmuring aloud: “What the hell does that mean, think of  gold?”

How the hell should I know? asked Ravenlight peevishly in his head, the voice of his 
darker side rising up for a moment before pausing and mumbling: Where’s Drake when you 
need him? 

Sealed away somewhere, probably. Or going through my mental porn collection…” 
Zerrex murmured, and it took him a few moments to realize he’d actually said that out 
loud. Then he finally sat up with a sigh – moving carefully, however, as his head gave a 
grumble of protest – and then rose the binoculars to his eyes and gazed off into the 
distance, still musing about the color gold…

He thought of how she had literally turned gold… and then, stupidly, something in his 
head mumbled that his energy wasn’t gold, it was blue. So he should think of the color 
blue. Zerrex dropped the binoculars at this thought, stared back and forth, then pulled his 
shirt up to look at the dark navy scales of his stomach, mumbling: “Where the hell did that 
come from?”

But even though the idea had come at complete random and was completely 
ridiculous… it seemed… right somehow. So instead of arguing, the reptile just shrugged, 
sighing a bit as brought the military binoculars back up to his face to peer at the moving 
shapes in the distance… who were still… surveying? He frowned a bit… adjusted the 
lenses…

Then he mumbled under his breath as he realized what they were doing. “Leveling out 
the land… so they are going to be using artillery. And not lightweight cannons from how 
hard they seem to be working, either… this really is getting freaking ridiculous.” The 
Drakkaren sighed a bit, then he shook his head slowly, deciding to check again in another 
hour or so… after all, even if the transports suddenly showed up with the guns ready to go, 
it would take them probably ninety minutes to get it off the trucks, set it up, calibrate it, 
and then make sure the goddamn cannons wouldn’t tip over or rock back and forth every 
time they fired.



Zerrex made a slight face of distaste… then he put the binoculars aside and lay back, 
hands behind his head as he relaxed quietly on the roof. Below him, he could hear the bustle 
of activity… and he hated the waiting game, but… the clouds above were nice, the breeze 
was wonderful, the skies were beautiful, and Zerrex felt needed, wanted, but not… 
suffocated by people. Instead, they were following his directions, but not running and 
whining to him every five minutes about who did this and what did that, or about any 
possible changes in… whatever. The Drakkaren had confidence that they’d let him know if 
anything major changed… just as he had confidence that Albatross, Huck, and maybe even 
Churchill were capable of  dealing with any conflicts that arose.

And Mercury will sure as hell get my points across without me even being there.” He 
murmured, then smiled a bit and laughed softly to himself, thinking idly of the strange – 
but to him, wonderful – creature. Mercury’s the blue planet, right? Or at least I think that’s 
the color they associate with it. Maybe that’s where the blue thing came from.

Except Zerrex knew it wasn’t; in the past, he’d had strange, odd experiences where he’d 
seemed to give off a faint blue iridescence, or visualized a blue glow while blocking or 
dealing with some opponent who possessed a special talent or special power he’d been 
forced to block. Like that damn vixen who’d adored him so much… that made him smile 
faintly, as he remembered fighting her, and her incredibly strong telekinesis… and he’d 
remembered… concentrating, and somehow blocking her psychic energy with what felt like 
his own physical force. And even then, he remembered… blue.

“Weird.” Zerrex murmured, then he closed his eyes and shrugged a bit… before sitting 
up and smiling slightly. “Well, what the hell, right? Why not give it a try…” he laughed 
faintly before concentrating… then pausing and looking down at himself, realizing that if 
he did manage to change his size… he’d rip apart his clothes. And worse, some of the 
words of Mercury came back to him: that he’d use up his energy to shift his body size, and 
that he could understand. It meant he’d probably spend the rest of the day tired, sore, and 
needing to either sleep or just relax… and that would mean he’d be useless for when 
Narrius finally laid siege to the rebel base.

He laughed dryly at this, shaking his head slowly. “Not that I’ll likely be of any use 
anyway… but I guess I could… do that other exercise she was talking about then. Just see if 
I can get used to it… used to the feeling, bringing it up and concentrating like that.” The 
Drakkaren paused, then nodded a bit as he lay back down, and closed his eyes.

At first, he visualized… the penis metaphor he’d tried earlier. It didn’t work as well; next, 
he tried making it blue, or imagining an aura around it… which… just made him snort 
laughter. Finally, he settled on thinking of blue and concentrating on what he wanted to 
happen… and that failed as well, leaving him feeling a bit frustrated as he clasped his hands 
over his chiseled abs, shifting uncomfortably. He wasn’t feeling anything but extremely 
stupid… and thoughts like I can’t do this… This is impossible… and I’m such a loser… 
this is just make-believe… kept swarming in, despite his knowledge of strange powers that 
existed in the world, his belief in the supernatural… and even his experiences earlier today 
with changing his hand down by himself  in size.



After a while, however, those thoughts finally began to play out through patient 
waiting… and then the reptile caught a strange glimpse of gold mixing in with his blue. It 
was like… two colors swirling together, combining and yet not mixing… but instead 
turning into some new pattern and design. He felt his toeclaws twitch… his hair seemed to 
curl in a wind that he couldn’t feel… and then a strange, prickling sensation spread over his 
entire form, which surprised the reptile so much that he lost his concentration, and it faded 
so quickly the reptile wondered if  it had ever really been there at all.

He coughed and muttered to himself… then tried again, and he found it far easier to 
bring back that odd feeling this time around, the strange gold and blue mix rising almost 
immediately in his mind. The sensation spread through his entire body, from his extremities 
inwards to his body’s core… and it was the strangest sensation he’d ever felt. At first almost 
painful, making him shift back and forth uncomfortably as he struggled to hold on to his 
concentration… and then it slowly turned into more of a tingling warmth than anything 
else.

Hesitantly, the Drakkaren thought about increasing his size upwards, not sure whether 
he had to really work and will himself bigger or if it would just happen automatically… 
but then another thought struck him, and he paused for a moment… before shrugging and 
concentrating, eyes clenching shut a bit as a strange, shock-like sensation rolled through his 
body. He grit his teeth as he felt his muscles tensing and seem to thicken, and almost a fire 
roll through his form as his clothes suddenly grew looser and his feet too small for his 
combat boots… and after a few minutes of extreme discomfort, it grew a bit easier for him 
to take. The burning went down from a blaze to a few candles scattered throughout his 
body, and the strain went from as if he was trying to roll a massive boulder up a hill to 
dragging a heavy shelf  behind him on a cart.

Finally, after almost ten minutes, he was done, leaving him panting and shocked at how 
slow and arduous it had been, and how hard it was to hold on to his concentration… and 
wondering just how the hell Mercury was able to shift her size and form up and down so 
fast, and even split into two, liquid body or not. He couldn’t imagine the training she’d 
done, as he grunted and sat up, before staring stupidly down at himself and seeing that 
everything was not only loose… it was almost two times to big. A pause as he raised his 
hands, then he glanced over at his cleaver… and he realized dumbly that he had to be… 
“I’m shorter than the cleaver.”

Is this your minimum height? Drake asked mildly, making Zerrex start in surprise as he 
spoke up from his head… and then the dark nephilim smiled amusedly. Interesting. I’d say 
you’re seven and a half feet tall, give or take a few inches… and from what I’m picking up, 
when you shrink down, everything compresses… so this body would be excellent for 
defense and conserving energy. You did expend quite a bit to shift into this form, but I 
guess that’s just because you’re a rookie at this…

Go away. You’re going to make my head hurt again.” The Drakkaren muttered, but he 
was secretly glad of the presence and information the dark nephilim had provided: 
moreover, it was… strangely nice that Drake, the creature pent up inside his body, was 



finally taking a more active interest in something he was doing, other than… in just killing 
things. The entity rolled its mental eyes at Zerrex, however, but it did quickly vanish after 
giving a mild warning. Change back to your normal height as fast as you can… you’ll need 
to rest for at least a few minutes to recharge after you do. Get something to eat, too.

Zerrex paused at the last comment, as he concentrated on shifting upwards, and realized 
stupidly… he hadn’t eaten at all in… a long, long time. Yet… at the same time, he wasn’t 
hungry. He wondered if it was a side-effect of the immortality genes or whatever… but as 
then he shrugged and instead concentrated on returning to his new ‘normal’ size.

It was a bit easier this time going back, now that he knew what to expect… and then the 
Drakkaren was once more fitting his clothes – they were a bit tighter, actually, and he 
figured he’d added an inch or two… or three… to his height by mistake – before he walked 
over to the edge of the roof and glanced down. Albatross and company were below, setting 
up what looked like tarps… and the Drakkaren cupped his hands by his muzzle and 
shouted: “Hey, Albatross! Go get Huck and some food, and come up here for a strategy 
meeting over lunch! I think the cannons are being moved into place!”

The last was sorta a lie… but Zerrex wanted to justify things somehow, and it did get 
Albatross moving a bit faster with a surprised start. Then the Drakkaren sat back… and a 
wave of dizziness and nausea threatened to overthrow him for a moment as he blinked 
slowly a few times. His body… ached… and he suddenly felt… so… goddamn tired…

He yawned a bit, slumping forwards and stretching slowly, then shook his head quickly 
before looking up and rubbing at his head with a slow wince. Then he began to slowly 
topple forwards… but a hand gently caught his shoulder, and he looked up blearily to see 
the Shine half of Mercury looking down at him with soft compassion. “You’ve been 
working on shapeshifting, haven’t you?”

Zerrex nodded dumbly, and she smiled a bit, before leaning down and gently kissing 
him: Zerrex kissed her back, glad of the contact… before blinking in surprise as he felt that 
same odd, strange feeling from yesterday, of taking energy into his body. Then she pulled 
back and laughed quietly, leaving the Drakkaren feeling a bit more energized. “You’re a 
lecher in all kinds of  ways, Lord Zerrex… and maybe a bit of  an energy vampire, too.”

Energy vampire?” Zerrex blinked, rubbing at the back of his head slowly, and Mercury 
looked at him with mild amusement for a few moments before rolling her eyes.

The Empty Ones are an extreme example.” she said finally, then paused. “I suppose in 
some ways, I am too. We don’t need food to exist… but we instead eat actual energy to 
restore our bodies and keep ourselves functioning. But food is a great, faster way to get 
nutrition, whereas stolen energy is usually used up pretty fast… it takes a whole person or 
two to replace a good meal.” Mercury-Shine softened, then stroked Zerrex’s face gently. 
“And you seem to be having a bit of trouble getting back into the basics, if you don’t mind 
me saying so.”

Zerrex paused… then he blushed a bit and nodded slowly as he realized what she said… 
was true. He’d forgotten to use the bathroom this morning, for one thing – usually 



something he always did, but at least, since he hadn’t eaten, he hadn’t peed himself either – 
and it had taken forever – and a romp with Mercury – to get comfortable enough to 
actually go to sleep last night, and even then he’d slept fitfully until finally, Mercury had 
held him against her, and comforted him to sleep that way. Now he wasn’t even 
remembering to eat… simply because, he thought, he hadn’t needed to for those seven days 
in the dream world… those seven long years in coma. Plus he’d gotten so damn 
preoccupied so damn fast with the rebels…

He shook his head slowly, then glanced up her and gently touched her face as she sat 
beside him, saying softly: “What would I do without you?” A pause, then a quiet laugh. 
“And where’s the rest of  you, huh?”

My other half ’s busy with the snipers… but don’t worry, Mist won’t be jealous once I 
recombine with her later.” Shine winked, then curled against Zerrex’s side, letting out a soft 
sigh as the two rested quietly together, and Zerrex glanced off in the distance. He frowned 
a bit, then snagged the binoculars from nearby and glanced through them, as Shine looked 
at him, then out into the distance and said softly: “So it begins, huh?”

It looks that way.” Zerrex murmured softly, staring through the tactical goggles and at a 
group of transport trucks in the far distance, as well as what looked like three covered 
troop transports… except Zerrex could half-see into one, and there definitely weren’t 
solders in there, but what looked almost like the cannon of a tank. More worrisome at this 
moment, however, were the enormous tan and silver artillery cannons – they were taking 
their time setting them up, but Zerrex thought that was a bad sign, with how carefully they 
were laying things out and getting themselves readied. He also didn’t like that there were 
only a scattering of soldiers at the artillery site, and the rest looked like slaves and 
engineers… that meant Narrius was confident about not needing guards, just minimal 
security to keep the mechanics in check… which was a very bad sign indeed.

Mercury-Shine glanced over at him for a few moments, then she finally asked quietly: 
“Lord Zerrex… I… even if we beat this attack somehow… won’t Narrius just… launch 
another and another bombing raid, until he crushes us down completely?”

Zerrex looked over at Shine… and then he quietly squeezed her around the waist against 
his side, laughing faintly and shaking his head slowly, looking out into the distance and 
saying softly: “No… because Narrius doesn’t like to reuse battle tactics. If this attack fails 
against us… even if it only fails by say… one missile, or only a handful of our soldiers are 
left standing in these ruins… he won’t launch another bombing raid. Not because it might 
be a waste of resources… but because it wouldn’t look good, and it wouldn’t be efficient 
hunting, to use his terms.

“Narrius hates… being beaten. And so in order to remain the winner, he’ll try to pass 
off a failed attack as just a weakening attempt, and then use a different strategy. Which is 
the sole weakness we have to play on to buy ourselves some time.” Zerrex nodded slowly, as 
Shine frowned quietly. “If we beat all his strategies, of course, he won’t just lay down and 
die, but he’ll get frustrated and go overboard in attacking us… which could give us an 
advantage, actually, but only if he tries to send in a million soldiers or something, who we 



can pretty much just fire randomly at and kill off dozens of per burst, even though the 
numeric advantage seems like it should be enough to let him win without a fight. But I’m 
thinking he’d likely just bomb the crap out of  us…”

Mercury continued to look at him quietly… then she sighed a bit and nodded slowly, 
curling against him silently. “Which is why he hasn’t created any more units like me… he 
doesn’t… like to be reminded of his failures, huh?” she paused, then blinked as Zerrex 
gently guided her muzzle up to meet her eyes.

I’m a failure of his, too.” he said softly, and kissed her gently: their mouths met, their 
tongues danced together slowly, and Mercury wrapped her arms around his neck tightly, 
pulling herself close as their jaws continued to slowly, tenderly work together, before it 
broke and she curled herself against his chest, listening to his heart thud in his chest as the 
Drakkaren closed his eyes and held her close, continuing in a quiet but firm voice: “And I 
promise you… he won’t win. That we… the people he sees as losers and failures… will rise 
up against him, overpower him, and bring the bastard down.”

“I believe you.” Mercury murmured softly, then she smiled quietly as she curled tighter 
to him, and they sat together like that for a little while, until finally Albatross and Huck 
made their way up to the roof: one flying idly with a plain basket, the other wearing a 
backpack and looking irritable as he flapped a hand every now and then as Albatross flew 
too close to him.

Shoo! You’re like a buzzing fly or something! Go away!” Huck said irritably, taking off 
the backpack and slinging it at Albatross, but the other Dragokkaren simply snorted and 
caught it as he landed, as Huck turned a miserable look on Zerrex and Mercury-Shine. 
“And look. There’s the Boss with one of  the twins. God, I hate you for getting the twins.”

“You’re gay.” Zerrex responded mildly, more as point-of-fact than insult, but Huck 
merely rolled his eyes and flapped his arms.

Finally, he snorted, then whined loudly: “That’s besides the point! They’re twins! Do you 
know the chances of twins, twins in the world? Just… damn, I hate you.” he muttered, then 
plopped down as Albatross began to unpack some canned food, dried jerky, and several 
bottles of  water and cans of  cola. “And gee. What a buffet.”

Albatross rolled his eyes. “You’re the fruit here. Go bake a cake.” He then had to 
promptly duck a thrown can of tuna, which hit the ground behind him, then bounced a few 
times before rolling over the edge, earning Huck a death glare from the one lavender iris of 
the Dragokkaren. “We only have limited supplies, Huckleberry… we can’t waste them!”

Then don’t duck it next time.” Huck responded in a sour but reasonable voice, snagging 
a bottle of water and splashing it over his face, to the discontent of Albatross. Zerrex 
merely snorted, grabbing some crackers and a few strips of beef jerky, and relishing the 
salty taste of the latter as the now-wet mechanic looked back and forth, then became more 
serious after a sigh. “So what do we got going on?”



They’re slowly setting up some pretty heavy-duty artillery… taking their time, though, 
laying down tarps, ground sheets, and metal platforms after leveling out the ground.” 
Zerrex said mildly, as he stuffed more of  the beef  jerky into his mouth.

Huck blinked at him, then said blankly: “Seriously?” before leaping up to his feet, 
snagging the binoculars when Zerrex offered them, and walking to the edge of the roof as 
he rose the long-distance military goggles and gazed through them, murmuring quietly 
under his breath. “Shit… but it doesn’t make sense. Those are XMR-44 cannons… they’ve 
got helluva distance on them bitches, but they do shit-all in terms of damage.” A pause and 
a grin as he turned to Zerrex. “You could probably take a direct hit from one and just end 
up pissed off, Boss, with that rock-hard body of  yours.”

“Hit on him later. Serious time now.” Albatross said drolly, earning a glare from Huck 
before he turned his attention back to the horizon. Once the Dragokkaren had his back 
turned, however, Albatross picked up an empty bottle to toss at the mechanic… but 
Mercury-Shine easily snagged it out of the air, earning a glower and a mutter of ‘fun-killer’ 
from the one-eyed reptile.

The other Dragokkaren, of course, was completely oblivious to all this… and Zerrex 
was busy listening to him instead of the others for once, as he continued to talk in a more 
serious tone that now attracted the attention of the other two rebels. “They don’t have 
much firepower at all… see, they screwed up in the design of the bore and ammunition… 
it launches what we call ‘bomb balls’ instead of actual mortars. Those’re pretty shitty 
designed themselves, too… they have an explosive core and they fragment on impact, but 
the metal they used almost never breaks up properly. Get whacked by a chunk and it’s more 
like being hit by a small, slow-moving car than anything else… hurts like a bitch, makes for 
a great story, but really not all that cool.

“They make up for it though, by being able to fire damn fast and being easy to reload 
and launch… they’re usually used solely for taking out low-defense enemy camps, though. 
The fact that they’re here makes me wonder if the Patriarch has either some other plan up 
his sleeve… or if he’s just going to try and lay down a suppression fire while he prepares his 
real weapons, so we can’t defend and just take the attack.” He made a face as he lowered the 
binoculars, then he sighed and walked back over to the group, sitting down and snagging a 
can of fish and some crackers. “And those transports bug me, too. It’s like he’s trying to 
hide something in them, and like, I don’t got the X-ray vision needed to see through a green 
tent cover.”

So what’s your guess?” Albatross asked mildly, sipping at a bottle of water, and Huck 
looked at him for a few moments, before glancing down thoughtfully.

Low-damaging barrage fire to suppress us, and maybe a random heavy rock or 
something too fired from one of those things… just a big chunk of lead, because it’ll do 
more damage from sheer weight alone than the crappy bombs those things fire.” Huck said 
slowly. “And then he’ll use a missile barrage… fire it at the same time or directly after 
another wave of bombs. Plus he’s got… my best guess is long range RPGs or something 
stored in the transports for those few milling soldiers to play with, maybe one of them 



loaded with a mini-nuke that could tear down the front wall of his base at worse. But those 
kinds of small-area, long-range warheads require a special type of launcher to fire, so I’ll 
identify which missile you gotta knock out of  the air first, okay, Albossatross?”

“Roger.” Albatross said mildly, then he glanced at Zerrex thoughtfully. “What are you 
going to do, Boss?”

Zerrex frowned and looked down for a few moments… then he shook his head and 
shrugged a bit. “I’m going to stay up here, see what I can see, keep watch… I just have a 
feeling there’s going to be something else coming. Narrius never plays with all his cards on 
the table… he always has an extra wildcard hidden up his sleeve that we’ll need to prepare 
for.”

“Fuck, but I hope you’re wrong on this account.” Huck murmured, and he earned a faint 
smile from the Drakkaren at this.

I hope I’m wrong too.” he said softly, as Mercury-Shine cuddled closer against his side, 
and Albatross looked off into the distance with a thoughtful, nervous frown. For the next 
few minutes, they ate in silence… until Zerrex finally added quietly: “I got faith in you two, 
though, that you can deal with whatever Narrius throws at us.” A pause, and then he 
fumbled finally: “And… I’m sorry for bringing this down on you all and causing Narrius to 
focus his attention on this base.”

Oh, don’t be a douche, it was only a matter of time before it happened anyway.” Huck 
said airily, waving a hand, then clapping Zerrex on the shoulder as he smiled and held up a 
cracker slathered with canned fish in the other hand. “Besides, it’s great to have you here, 
Lord Zerrex, and we’ll gladly fight with you and for you to the death. You’ve raised the 
morale of  our soldiers way beyond anything we’ve dreamed possible.”

Mercury-Shine nodded, then nudged him quietly and said softly: “So stop bein’ selfish, 
asshole. Besides… it’s… wonderful to get to see you again.” She paused and smiled up at 
him, meeting his eyes quietly, and Zerrex felt like she truly was speaking from the heart and 
not just some fable to keep up appearances, making him wonder quietly… how much of 
Shine and Mist really still lived on it Mercury’s body, mind and soul. “Lord Zerrex, my 
sister and I live to serve you… and without you, we were fighting only for revenge. With 
you, we have reason to live and fight for justice as well… and reason to finally smile again 
after seven years of  pain.” 

Albatross nodded firmly as well, then he laughed faintly as he glanced over at Zerrex 
mildly. “And better sooner than later… maybe now we’ll finally get some support from the 
other nations, once they realize there’s a base here… then this whole battle would be a 
blessing instead of a curse.” He stopped and looked down at the food laid out before them, 
adding quietly: “And better sooner than later, too… it’s time we stopped fucking around 
and actually stood up and fought. We’re soldiers… no more war games where we attack 
cannon facilities in the hopes that someone else will bomb the city to do our work for us; 
it’s time we stood up and did our work ourselves.”



Zerrex looked around at the three… then he smiled faintly and nodded quietly, eating 
another strip of dried meat and feeling deeply grateful towards them… and convinced now 
more than ever that he had to make sure the rebels won. Call it a messiah complex… or 
maybe it was just that he hated losing in any way, and didn’t want to sit and watch the rest 
of his friends become butchered meat. Selfish or altruistic, it didn’t matter; either way, the 
end was that he would die in the defense of  this base if  it was required to save it.

They ate in silence for a few more minutes, before discussing the other possibilities: an 
air strike, etcetera. All of which Zerrex would be useless during… he suggested taking a 
team and moving forwards over the battlefield, or just going himself… but the others had 
shook their heads and Huck had explained that Narrius used thermal and electrical 
scanners to help pinpoint specific weak points with his artillery cannons. Zerrex would be 
easily detected moving closer on these, and he couldn’t attempt to circle back through the 
tunnels for the same reason – worse, Hez’Ranna was likely still on full alert right now, and 
even if they didn’t know about the tunnels, every area of the city would be patrolled by 
soldiers and the turrets would all be armed and ready to cut apart any unfortunates that 
ventured out during quarantine without a badge or some other identifier that showed they 
had explicit permission from the higher-ups to walk around on the streets even during crisis 
times.

Fifty minutes later, just past one, they gathered up their equipment and left Zerrex 
sitting on the rooftop with a radio for ease of communication, with two preset bandwidths 
to contact Albatross and Huck. They also explained Churchill was running several test drills 
for evacuation, checking to make sure that everyone knew what they were supposed to do 
before assembling his soldiers… and Albatross was busily setting up his team of snipers the 
way Zerrex had suggested, half on the balconies, and running through quick-change drills 
with Huck in case they had to change out for the cannons in the advent of  an air raid. 

Mercury, in the form of Mist and Shine, had taken her own snipers to a position a good 
distance from the base, carefully judging the positions of the cannons that were being set 
up – they formed a semicircle, in three well-defined lines of five. Mercury-Mist had to 
resist the urge to blow the head off a mechanic, not wanting to provoke an attack… and 
Mercury-Shine radioed to Albatross that they were setting up a barrage line, but she and 
her platoon were in position out of  their estimated line of  fire, awaiting orders.

Albatross glanced at this himself… then he sighed a bit and radioed up to Zerrex the 
information the Drakkaren possibly already knew, except Huck chimed in that it didn’t 
make much sense, the Dragokkaren frowning. The artillery line was too basic… it looked 
like they were doing a test run, not an actual battle with an enemy.

That’s not the worst of our problems.” Zerrex muttered, looking through the binoculars 
at the three tall machines that had finally been unloaded from the military transports, and 
recognizing what could only be battle-ready Combat Armors, just like the ones he’d fought 
so many years ago now after a certain overzealous wolf had headed a group of idiot 
millionaires from the old Apple Villa half of town, who wanted to overthrow Zerrex and 



put their super-rich lifestyles back in fashion and once more oppress and overrule the lower 
classes.

These ones were shaped a bit differently, however… they had much larger foot bases, 
which probably meant more support… the armor was weird, silvery… and the bodies were 
shaped like massive octagonal prisms, without any clear cockpit or visual area, although 
Zerrex guessed it didn’t help he was at such a long distance. They all seemed to be equipped 
with the same armament, at least, but the large, square shoulders of the machines worried 
him… they were either medium-to-long range missile launchers or search lights, and he had 
severe doubts it was the latter.

Huck, do me a favor.” Zerrex said slowly, switching frequency for a moment to talk 
directly to him, then he smiled coldly: “I want you to bring out that big rail cannon of 
yours… load it up, charge it up, whatever it takes to ready it… and take aim…” A pause, a 
glance through the binoculars as he held the plain shortwave radio up with the other hand 
and wished idly for a headset… “Straight ahead. You’ll see what I’m talking about.”

Got it, Boss, just gimme a minute to run up there… hey, Albossatross, take over!” A 
pause, and some shuffling, clanking sounds… grumbling… and then the Dragokkaren was 
yelling orders, which was followed by more shuffling and whirring. Then he snorted and 
said mildly: “That’s pretty fuckin’ lame. The arrangement is a focus curtain, three groups of 
five cannons, each guarded by a… shit, those are Centurion model armors.” A pause, and 
Zerrex sensed a grin. “Hey, you didn’t go all technofreak on me… don’t tell me you’ve seen 
these hunks of  shit before?”

“Cherry and I fought five or six of them, yeah. I thought I told you that.” Zerrex said 
mildly, shaking his head a bit and idly adjusting the base of his long braid, looking off into 
the distance thoughtfully as he pulled out his revolver and began to spin it on one finger – a 
bad habit, almost as bad as playing with the cylinder when he was bored. “Will your rail 
cannon-”

Don’t even insult me like that, you dipshit.” huffed Huck, then he gave some other order 
or command and added with a bit of pride: “This’ll knock a hole in the battle armor, the 
cannon behind it, and maybe even the main wall of Hez’Ranna unless my angle’s a bit off 
and I chunk the ground instead. But shit, maybe we’ll get lucky and slam a weapon 
stockpile.”

Zerrex snorted, then he said added another soft order: “Wait until all the soldiers are 
assembled and preparing to fire at us… that’s the best chance we’ll have of doing the most 
damage possible with a single shot. After that, you should probably withdraw the cannon 
and close the shutters.”

Huck gave a noncommittal grunt, and Zerrex laughed a bit. “Alright, alright, I’ll let you 
decide what to do with your precious baby, just don’t run crying to me if you get it 
broken… but hey, just watch your ass, okay? I’m going to radio Albatross and tell him that 
once you take the shot, we’ll begin the attack. I think he’s got a few snipers set up without 
those bomb things or whatever he called them… either way, I’m sure he’s got a rifle that 
shoots that far.”



Even if he don’t, Albossatross can make the shot himself.” Huck said proudly, and then 
he signed off as Zerrex wondered idly again on the way Huck seemed to fawn over the one-
eyed Dragokkaren before shrugging to himself and contacting the reptile in question. A few 
minutes later, and Albatross agreed with the attack order, noting that Narrius had minimal 
soldiers placed at the ready… and the spotter for their side seemed pretty obvious, standing 
with his flag raised high at the front line. The blue-scaled Dragokkaren said he’d take care 
of that shot himself, see what happened… and Zerrex nodded to himself, murmuring that 
they’d probably slow down and take one shot at a time.

The Drakkaren spent the next hour looking over the enemy layout and frowning 
quietly… something truly wasn’t making sense to him. But finally, at two-fifty nine, the 
spotter took up his position and raised his flag, obviously preparing to fire… and Huck 
preempted him with perfect timing, a massive, echoing bang that wasn’t like any gunshot 
Zerrex had ever heard floating through the base before a huge hole appeared in the center 
combat armor; a moment later the cannon behind him exploded, knocking over another 
pair of artillery like dominos on the left, and turning the one to the right to a blackened 
husk as a massive explosion rose up.

“Shit!” Huck yelled into the comlink, over the whirring of machinery. “I got 
information that missiles are heading this way, a whole fucking fleet, and from that 
explosion, those can’t be low-impact mortars!”

I got it!” Albatross shouted, joining the conversation on the same frequency, and Zerrex 
snarled as he watched through the binoculars, watching the spotter go down. At the same 
time, the battle armors began to move forwards, and inwards to take on a different battle 
position, as several artillery fired but the rest remained still, soldiers flocking back and forth 
in obvious confusion. The Drakkaren could also see at least ten rapidly-approaching 
missiles, however, and three sparkling mortars flying through the air…

One of these suddenly exploded, the huge blast and shockwave that emanated setting off 
the other two, then there was another loud blast as the rail cannon fired again, knocking 
over another combat armor and plowing into a badly-positioned artillery cannon behind it. 
Zerrex could see a strange, jagged chunk of metal sticking out of the cannon for a few 
moments, before one of the engineers tried to fire his weapon despite the soldiers flocking 
towards him… and it went up in a massive explosion that knocked the rest of the artillery 
on the left side falling like dead trees, the few soldiers that had escaped the blast scattering 
as the ammo reserves behind them went up in flames, leaving only one row of mortar 
cannons and one slowly-approaching combat armor that had just fired a barrage of long-
range missiles from the shoulder-mounted scatter launcher.

And the missiles above were still coming closer… Zerrex could see strange silver rods 
flying through the air, but a few fell short even as Albatross shouted angrily to hold fire, 
before one of them did blow up, taking another two with it and sending one more spiraling 
crazily downwards to knock a new crater into the desert… before the Drakkaren cursed 
and shouted as he gazed through his binoculars: “There’s another volley after this one, too!  
A follow up!”



“Fuck!” Huck shouted. “The goddamn rail cannon is jammed, what the fuck! I need a 
few minutes of  cover fire to fix this thing!”

You got it.” Albatross said grimly, as several more missiles detonated in the air… and 
then Zerrex’s eyes widened as the last remaining few put on a spurt of speed before 
slamming into the front wall of the base, screams sounding up as Zerrex was knocked 
backwards by the force of the explosions. Cursing and fury filled the lines, before Albatross 
said raggedly: “My unit took a direct hit! Mist, Shine-” his voice suddenly cut out as he 
switched frequencies, and Zerrex climbed to his feet as he snarled, looking up at the next 
approaching volley of missiles, and now mortars as well… then he looked down, saw he 
was still holding his revolver, and laughed shakily.

Yeah, right. I’m not Cherry.” He muttered, then holstered the gun before blinking, as 
another set of mortars fired off… then he brought up his radio and shouted into it: 
“Albatross, look for a second spotter!”

There was no response… but with the rapidly approaching missiles and arcing mortars, 
there wasn’t exactly time. And still, Zerrex saw no return fire from their side, as he ran to 
the back of the roof and anchored himself on all fours, snarling and watching them draw 
closer… closer…

A single volley of metal sticks fired into the air at the last possible moment, colliding 
with most of the explosives and sending up a massive blast that almost knocked Zerrex 
from the roof… along with the shaking of the building as a few missiles pounded into the 
empty tower region and the armored front of the base. The smoke that filled the air, 
however, formed a thick screen for the second volley of mortars… and Zerrex stared in 
horror as they came through, realizing they weren’t aimed at the front, and instead he ran 
forwards, sprinting to the damaged front of the roof as the mortars sailed past and 
slammed into the barracks connected to the base.

The explosion was massive, enough to send Zerrex skidding off the roof with a grunt of 
agony as a massive firestorm rose up behind him and the whole building shook, parts of the 
tower crumbling inwards as the reptile barely managed to snag the edge of the roof, hanging 
from one hand with a wince, his muscles aching and his hair swaying in the breeze, panting 
raggedly as he began to heft himself back up. He’d lost both his binoculars and his radio… 
but as the smoke cleared… he saw no more volleys taking place. The combat armor was 
still approaching, still firing volleys of missiles that thankfully only collided with the 
already-emptied first floor of the base, shattering window, brick, and metal plate 
uselessly… before it stopped. As Zerrex grunted and pulled himself onto the rooftop, the 
machine fell backwards and exploded, and Huck gave a broken, crazed cackle loud enough 
to be heard even from here, as the Drakkaren managed to get up to the roof  once more.

He panted quietly, sitting on the edge of the rooftop with a wince, his scales slightly 
charred from the explosion and unsurprised to see unnatural, chemical fires burning here 
and there over the rooftop, slowly beginning to patter out. In the distance, he could barely 
make out the monolithic and mostly-dead artillery cannons standing silent… and every 



now and then, there was a dry crack from below as someone took a potshot, before finally 
all was quiet.

For a few moments, at least… then a third missile volley fired off, forcing Zerrex to 
trudge to the back of the base as he heard everyone simply shutting their doors this time: 
when the missiles collided, the explosions rumbled the building, knocked a few holes in the 
less-armored tower… but otherwise the facility stood up to the barrage without trouble. 
Whatever else, Narrius had put most of his strength into the artillery cannons… but 
underestimated his enemies and cost himself the battle. The Drakkaren snorted quietly, 
somehow unsurprised as he wiped sweat from his body, hating how he felt like he’d just 
gotten in the way… then, a few minutes later, he glanced to the side to see Albatross 
climbing up the ladder and pulling himself onto the rooftop with a grunt, looking a bit 
rattled himself and with a few shrapnel wounds, but grinning tiredly nonetheless. “Thank 
God. Looks like you survived.”

I thought you flew everywhere.” Zerrex said tiredly, earning himself an eye roll as the 
Dragokkaren joined him at the crumbled edge of the rooftop, then he smiled in thanks as 
the fellow reptile handed him a bottle of water. He sloshed it over his features, then took  a 
drink and sighed deeply. “Twenty minutes of  violence is all it came down to, huh?”

We were severely underestimated, though. The next attack will have better defenses.” 
Albatross said softly, then he glanced to the side and smiled faintly. “And how’d you know 
the soldiers wouldn’t fire without a spotter?”

Zerrex shook his head a bit, looking down and saying softly: “They’re cloned soldiers, 
right? They follow protocol and set rules, they’re taught from birth to only obey. And I’ve 
heard they don’t think so good on their own feet… I figured if they didn’t have a spotter, 
they’d either switch to a one-at-a-time blast-and-check method, or keep sending someone 
else out to spot. First using soldiers, then the other mechanics.”

There weren’t any mechanics or engineers… it just looked that way a distance.” Albatross 
said softly, and Zerrex looked up in surprise. “They were all General Army soldiers, which 
is why they were trying to level the already-flat ground and set up supports… and also why 
I think they screwed up with the artillery layout. The Patriarch probably just ordered a 
simple attack formation like that, even with dangerous high-power explosives, because they 
wouldn’t have been able to follow advanced orders. I also think he expected us to just 
cower… but thank Gods that’s over with minimum casualties, huh?”

How’d we fare for round one?” Zerrex asked softly, and Albatross looked at him oddly 
for a few moments.

Finally, he answered in a slow voice: “Five dead, seventeen injured, including myself, you 
and Huck. Huck almost blew himself up, crazy motherfucker, but he got lucky and the 
missile hit the wall instead of the rail cannon. Missed the opening in the wall by inches… 
other than that, the damage to the base seems pretty minimal… the roof of the barracks is 
cracked, from what I hear, but the front armor over the main facility is just dented. What 
do you mean by ‘round one,’ though?”



“It was too small.” Zerrex said simply, shaking his head slowly, then murmuring softly: 
“Withdraw your team of snipers, close the shutters that can still be closed, and tend to the 
injured… but tell Mist and Shine to keep their teams positioned. If anyone on the platoon 
is injured or just too shellshocked to keep fighting, trade them out… we’re going to wait 
out until nightfall at the ready. Tell Huck to ready the rail cannon again, too, then make 
him at least get some bandages on or whatever.”

He paused, then smiled a bit as Albatross looked at him with a slight frown. “I just… I 
have this feeling, you know? And my instincts aren’t usually wrong on this… so lock down 
the facility and prepare the defenses for another possible attack. I’m gonna stay up here, 
keep watch just in case…”

“What do you think the next attack is going to consist of, then?” Albatross asked slowly, 
as he shifted uncomfortably and made a bit of a face. “You sure it isn’t just the fact you 
almost got hit by a wide-range concussive firebomb that’s making you… a bit rattled?”

Zerrex paused, glanced up… then he looked back at Albatross with a bit of a grin. 
“Dude, that’s been a normal part of my everyday life for… who knows how long. It takes a 
lot more than that to rattle me anymore…” He paused, then laughed a bit as he glanced 
down, shaking his head slowly. “I don’t know… I guess – if I had to guess – then I’d say 
either a heavy-duty missile barrage, or a blitzkrieg from some heavy-duty bomber planes, 
maybe something like a flying fortress or two.” He stopped, then shook his head again. “I 
just want to keep an eye on things up here.”

“Mind if I stay awhile with you, then?” Albatross asked, and Zerrex tilted his head 
curiously as the one-eyed male smiled a bit, pulling his rifle off his back and cradling it in 
his lap. “You look like you could use a bit of company. And I see you lost your gear in the 
explosion… plus I might be able to at least rattle off  a few good shots up here.

You know… I heard a story once, about a famous sniper. His name was… Samuel 
Mariner, but everyone in his unit called him Hawkeye.” Albatross smiled a bit, nodding as 
he gazed down at the desert floor below thoughtfully. “He worked in the naval military’s 
40th regiment… bit of a cold, cynical bastard, but he usually led the team right. Served as 
master sniper on the freighter he was part of, took care of  the shots no one else could.

They say once, he took out an enemy bomber… by getting this… beautiful, perfect shot 
right through the doors of a bomb carrier that had been flying overhead for a few hours, 
apparently deciding whether to blow them up or not. Thing is, it turned out this bird was a 
friendly who was trying to warn them they were dangerously close to a reef. When the 
bomber went down in a big ball of flame, it hit that reef and cracked it apart before 
sinking… knocked half of it just a bit deeper into the water, so it couldn’t be seen beneath 
the surface.”

Albatross paused for a moment, glancing off into the distance thoughtfully, lavender eye 
burning with old memories as he idly touched his chest, fingering his dog tags through his 
shirt. “So they ended up crashing on the reef and getting lodged on the submerged half… 
and they hammered the shape of a bird into his nameplates. They were stuck out at sea… 



you know that phrase, water, water everywhere, but not a drop to drink?” Albatross laughed 
a bit and shook his head slowly. “Damn, but was that ever true then.”

He stopped for another few moments, then smiled a bit at Zerrex. “They were ‘rescued’ 
by another ship just before their food supplies went out. ‘Cept these people from the 
civilized world didn’t want Hez’Ranna soldiers on board, and were pissed off because our 
army was sailing out on ‘international, world-owned waters.’ So they ended up killing 
everyone on board except for Hawkeye, offering instead to let him come on, but only if he 
taught their soldiers all his secrets of  sniping.”

But there is no secret.” Zerrex said softly, and Albatross looked at him curiously as 
Zerrex turned his emerald gaze on him, meeting his lavender eye with a bit of a smile. “You 
could teach me the basics, but not to shoot just as well as you… you can’t put that feeling 
you get when you find the shot and take it, and get that perfect hit… just as I can’t explain 
what it’s like to wade into battle armed with just a sword or my fists, shocking the enemy 
army into melee instead of the old ranged combat crap. How it gives me such a damn 
thrill.” He paused, looking down thoughtfully, then glancing back up mildly and asking: 
“How’d you escape?”

Albatross shrugged, apparently unsurprised that Zerrex had seen through his cover story, 
and giving a bit of a smile to the Drakkaren. “I did what some of the old soldiers call a 
‘repentance’ shot.” He quietly touched his eyepatch. “Hard to kill yourself with a sniper 
rifle… but if you load it with low caliber bullets, you can ricochet them off certain 
surfaces. I did a double ricochet that ended up scratching a long scar down my muzzle, then 
it nicked and shattered into fragments. One of them took my eye… the others just lodged 
in my face. They had to take me to the hospital wing and knock me out to remove the 
fragments and treat the damage… and they didn’t bind me down. Didn’t even put a guard 
on the bed, because they figured I’d be in too much pain… so I did the only thing I could 
when I woke up, and dived out the window and into the sea.

I crawled ashore one of the islands to the north of here, a small trading country… had 
sea-scum in my face though, nasty stuff that was burrowing into my scales. Parasites that 
infect and eat away at the flesh… and in the impoverished country, away from medical care 
and any method of treating the worms… and I didn’t want to wait until the next trade ship 
that ran through, because I knew once they reached my bloodstream, I’d be dead.” He 
shrugged and smiled a bit. “I ended up staggering outside with an oil lamp… poured some 
of the fuel on my face… then smashed the lap against my muzzle.” He silently rubbed at 
the burn marks over his features, not the result of any explosion after all. “Burnt all the 
parasites away… but I just let people think it’s the leftover from a kiss of a grenade. 
Everyone thinks Hawkeye Mariner’s dead, and I like to keep it that way.”

Zerrex nodded, closing his eyes for a moment… then he shook his head and glanced 
over at Albatross, nudging him gently. “So you think you can pull off the same shot against 
the enemy this time?”

I think I can try.” Albatross turned his eye to Zerrex, smiling faintly and nodding. Then 
he sighed and stood up, stretching out a bit and walking in a short circle as he cradled the 



enormous rifle easily in his arms, looking down thoughtfully. Then he paused and glanced 
over at Zerrex, who was watching him curiously. “Thanks for listenin’. I’m gonna call down 
to Huck, get his ass in gear and send out the rest of  your orders to the other squads.”

Thanks.” Zerrex nodded again, then he turned his gaze back out into the distance, 
rubbing idly at his head and making a bit of a face as he wondered idly what time it was, 
and what exactly had him so unnerved, as Albatross brought Huck up on radio.

It was almost four at that point… and the next hour was spent just sitting, talking, and 
going over battle plans while arguing on and off with Huck about what his job was, what 
he should be doing, and why exactly he couldn’t do this or that. Finally, as the clock ticked 
around to five, and darkness began to set in as the sun lowered out of the reddish, 
darkening sky, Albatross’s radio beeped twice, interrupting a conversation the two were 
having as a harried voice babbled: “Incoming from Hez’Ranna, high-velocity aircraft 
detected, a full squadron consisting of  no less than five military jets!”

Albatross frowned and grabbed the radio, but before he could say anything, Huck’s voice 
came clearly through the radio, muttering: “What the fuck are you talking about, jets… jets 
can’t… what the hell, you’re right, those are jets.” A pause, a shuffle of equipment and then 
his voice was coming through clearly instead of from a distorted distance as he spoke to 
them nervously: “Hey, Albossatross, Lord Zerrex, you might wanna get off the roof. These 
things are moving… goddamn fast. I’m looking at a sound image of them on the radar 
system we got rigged up, and they look nothing like bombers, though… they’re single pilot 
attack craft, no idea why Narrius would send these things out… but they are closing with 
us fast, they must be in visual range by now…”

Albatross snorted, running back a few steps to get away from the edge of the roof, then 
he brought up his rifle and looked through the scope of his rifle at a group of five rapidly-
moving dots… and Zerrex snarled as the jets seemed to accelerate out of the horizon, 
becoming larger and more distinct with surprising rapidity… and then some other booster 
kicked in on them, and they slowed in midair as they fanned out into a line on their 
approach towards the base and lowered themselves until they were level with the roof, now 
only fifteen or so feet away and hovering by the use of a booster system built into the 
bottom of  the planes. VTOL aircraft… and they’ve got some nasty artillery…

They looked no different than any jets Zerrex had seen, except for the fact that they had 
slightly longer wings… but everything else, from cockpit to tail, looked normal on the top. 
The Hez’Ranna Double Standard was painted onto both wings of the otherwise steel-grey 
aircraft over the former GA logo, but on the underside were the real modifications that 
made the reptile question how these could exist.

Huge booster systems on either side of the main body, giant metal rectangles with heavy 
flaps that could shift back and forth to adjust the direction of the flow when they were 
active… as they were now, allowing the plane to hover. The wings also possessed strange, 
sleeker-designed turbines that looked almost like miniature rocket engines… and beside 
these, on the inside of the wings, was a pair of Vulcan cannons, with barrels that stretched 
almost further than the nose of the plane, connecting into massive ammo boxes that slid 



smoothly into the place underside the wing and fit between gun and body, leaving only a 
small space between each. But it was beneath the plan that really worried the Drakkaren: on 
either side of what looked like folded-up skis – landing gear that had been slid up to fit 
against the plane’s belly – was a single large red missile, upon which a long, curving black 
Dragokkaren had been painted. The rocket looked dangerous, in a word… and Zerrex 
narrowed his eyes when he realized they didn’t have warheads: no, the heads of these were 
screw-shaped, like they were meant to drill through armor… and that meant they were 
either time- or remote-detonated. And likely carry enough of a charge to blow the base 
apart…

“Zerrex Narrius!” thundered a voice suddenly, and the middle plane slid forwards 
slightly, Zerrex starting a bit and then looking through the tinted plate glass to see  the 
pilot sitting inside, clad in some different uniform, with heavy gloves on as he held a 
joystick with one hand and the other was pressing down what was most likely an intercom 
button, his eyes masked by the black facemask he wore as part of his uniform helmet. “We 
have been given orders to terminate you and destroy this base if you resist, in this order if 
possible. Patriarch Narrius has also authorized the use of lethal force against any who 
attempt to offer you assistance in any way, shape or form, from sanctuary to combat. Will 
you agree to surrender?”

Zerrex looked down… then he glanced at Albatross, who had his rifle raised and a snarl 
over his features… before the Drakkaren turned his emerald gaze back to the pilot and 
grinned coldly. “Sure.” A pause as he sensed Albatross start, before the lizard suddenly ran 
forwards, hand going up to grab his cleaver as he shouted: “Let me just get on that plane so  
I can come back to base with you!”

Before the shocked pilot could react, Zerrex was already flying through the air, throwing 
himself off the edge of the building even as the plane began to fly backwards… and then 
he landed with a crash on the smooth nose, skidding forwards and almost tripping over the 
dome-shaped, glass cockpit as the plane beeped and shook back and forth, the other planes 
quickly flying back, then launching forwards and going into synchronized, parallel turns, 
leaving trails of smoke behind them as the pilot of the center plane grunted and struggled 
for control, still floating and rocking back and forth in front of the tower of the rebel 
facility. Then Zerrex smashed in the glass dome protecting him, and the pilot barely had 
time to scream as the Drakkaren drew his revolver and placed one point-blank shot into the 
junction of shoulder and neck, the other slamming his cleaver down through the plane’s 
armor and into the body of  the vehicle as it gave a scream and suddenly jerked upwards.

Albatross hit the roof, covering his head and wincing as the plane shot over the top of 
the tower and then curved upwards, spiraling lazily once as the pilot fell back dead in his 
seat, jerking back on the controls and Zerrex holding onto the handle of his sword for his 
life, the blade slowly beginning to peel through the armor before Zerrex more sensed than 
heard another plane giving chase behind him, and he kicked off the top of the one he was 
on, flipping backwards and drawing his sword free at the same time as he holstered his gun 
in the same smooth, practiced motion, snarling as he went into free fall… and a barrage of 
bullets slammed into the roof of the plane where he had been standing moments before, 



causing the sensitive machinery inside to burst into flames as the jet spiraled out of control 
and flew off  into the distance.

The Drakkaren, meanwhile, fell from the air, then swung his sword downwards at the 
last moment as he looked down and saw the plane that had just fired at him passing 
beneath him, catching the edge of the wing with his sword: instead of jerking down, 
however, he forced his body to flip upwards, hauling himself forwards as the plane 
accelerated quickly away. He missed landing on the plane… but thankfully also missed 
being cooked by the boosters and gained a bit more time flying up into the air, spinning 
once with the huge cleaver held out in his hand, then his eyes flashed to the side as another 
plane dived at him like a massive bird of prey, and he forced his body to flip forwards, 
swinging the massive sword out as it fired uselessly at him with both Vulcan cannons, 
bullets hissing through the air around him before the plane shook with the impact of the 
cleaver… and Zerrex half-rolled, half-fell onto the back of the plane with a grunt of pain, 
bouncing over the glass dome of the jet as planes screamed through the air around him, hair 
whipping around in the wind as the Drakkaren grunted, then cursed when one plane 
stopped to hover and begin cycling its Vulcan cannons, and the one he was currently riding 
gracefully spun, dropping him into the sights of  the other jet.

Before it could blast him out of the air, however, there was a loud, sonic scream… and 
then the plane simply exploded, hovering for a few more moments before simply 
plummeting from the air, a massive girder of steel impaled through its body. Zerrex 
grinned… then his eyes flicked down as another plane shot by beneath him, quickly 
followed in formation by the other two, and he swung his weight downwards as hard as he 
could grasping the handle of the cleaver with one hand on the neck and the other the 
pommel, pointing the blade straight down.

The second plane passed beneath him, followed closely by the third… but then it 
screamed in protest as Zerrex’s cleaver shot through the body, narrowly missing the missile 
attached to the underbelly as it tilted back and forth awkwardly, the pilot covering his face 
and yelling as sparks flew inside the small cockpit and the dome of glass cracked: a moment 
later, it popped off when he hit the ‘eject’ button, but Zerrex reached up, grabbing the 
pilot’s leg as the Dragokkaren flew up into the air, still strapped to his seat. 

He looked down at the Drakkaren with horror as Zerrex easily dragged him down 
instead of up, the reptile yanking his massive sword free of the plane and kicking off as it 
began to drop out of the air… then he swung, using the Dragokkaren like an axis and 
making him shriek in fear as the other two planes moved back in for the kill, both of them 
firing their guns in concert: instead of annihilating Zerrex, however, they plowed apart their 
fellow pilot before his parachute even opened, the Drakkaren safely flipping in midair 
behind the chair as it flew backwards, then wincing as the back of it collided with his own 
spine… and then letting out a yelp as the pressurized chute on the back burst free, 
knocking him higher into the air with a wince as he spread his arms and forced his body to 
flip backwards, feeling his cleaver knocked from his hand and falling to the earth below… 
and then blinking stupidly as he landed on one of the planes before wincing as it did a 
barrel roll, clinging to the roof and almost sliding off, but the momentum of the movement 



enough to keep him against the roof. Before the pilot could do any more tricks, however, 
the Drakkaren quickly smashed one hand through the pressurized glass and smashed the 
pilot’s face down into the computer of the plane, making him grunt as his helmet cracked 
and the computer sparked and fizzled, a fire lighting on the keyboard

Before he could do anything else, however, he heard a massive explosion a moment 
before he was flung out into thin air and found himself falling to the hard desert floor in 
front of the facility, his hair on fire, his body in horrible agony and feeling bits of metal 
shrapnel lodged into him as he looked over his shoulder to see the other plane spiraling 
down to the ground below in who knew how many pieces… and then he blearily turned his 
stupefied gaze to the desert floor below, watching it rapidly approach as he thought quietly: 
I never thought I’d die from a fall like this… but hey, I went out with a hell of  a bang…

Two figures were already moving, however, sprinting with all their energy to where 
Zerrex would hit the hard, packed sand… and then Mist and Shine looked at each other as 
Albatross cursed himself for the shot he’d taken on the other plane’s exposed belly and 
missile, throwing his rifle angrily off the roof of the facility and watching Zerrex plummet, 
as Huck stared in horror, shaking his head back and forth in denial. Even Churchill 
watched with a regret and pain he didn’t want to feel as Zerrex fell from the air like a 
flaming meteor, not calling out his usual commands, but only silent as Mist and Shine ran, 
ran, ran, as if they could catch him. Everyone knew that as they were, however, they’d just 
be crushed under the weight of the Drakkaren… that the best outcome would be a pile of 
three broken lizards…

Then the two females turned to black, strange liquid darkness as instead of halting, they 
jumped towards each other in midair, colliding… and it spun, twisted like a dark tempest, 
turned into some massive black shape before Mercury in her full, armored glory exploded 
out of the black gunk to the shock of all present, flying up into the air as if launched from 
a cannon, dark ooze falling around her as she reached both hands up and caught the 
Drakkaren with them, curling him down against her double bosom as he smashed into her 
body… before she fell heavily and slammed back-first into the desert floor, sending up a 
blinding cloud of  sand.

A few moments later it settled… and Zerrex stirred before smiling faintly as 
straightened quietly on her body, looking down into her eyes as she coughed a bit of blood, 
then wiped at her mouth and smiled quietly back, and he said quietly: “You… you saved 
my life.” He stopped, then added in a nearly-silent voice: “Thank you.”

You’d do the same for me… and did.” Mercury replied quietly… then she winced and 
laughed faintly as she patted at the reptile’s hair, putting out the last few embers burning in 
his hair and sending up a puff of smoke as she murmured softly: “But I guess I’ll have to 
do some pretty serious explaining now to these guys, huh?”

Looks like it.” Zerrex murmured in agreement, as he straightened and slid off her… 
then he smiled a bit and nudged her quietly as the snipers present and the few soldiers that 
had snuck out to watch the confrontation stared, and she stood up, rubbing at one arm and 
blushing embarrassedly. “Hell of  a way to make an entrance, though.”



He paused, then opened his muzzle to introduce her… and then Mercury’s eyes went 
wide, and she pointed into the distance, shouting: “Incoming!”

The snipers scattered, the soldiers ran for the base as Zerrex snarled and began to turn, 
but he already knew he and Mercury were too far away: the being had charged out so far, so 
fast, to save him… and now he could see a missile zigzagging back and forth, lighting up 
the world around it like a deadly star, seeming to be nothing more than a glowing ball of 
light… before Zerrex realized, as he moved, that the missile twisted to move with him. 
Somehow, it was locked on to his signature… and so instead of heading towards the base, 
he ran forwards into the desert, snarling, and as he expected, the missile suddenly went into 
a deep, steeper dive as Mercury gave chase after him. He looked over his shoulder, then 
snarled: “No, it’ll kill us both!”

I won’t let you die, Lord Zerrex!” Mercury shouted in return, then she dived forwards 
and the reptile’s eyes widened as her body became almost liquid before contacting with him, 
and he was thrown down to the ground before the darkness engulfed him. A few moments 
later, it felt like he was… literally inside of her… and then he let out a cry of shock as the 
whole world shook and a vast, horrible sound filled his ears, the whole world seeming to 
tighten around his body painfully… before he felt warmth trickling down his face, and the 
smell of burning replaced everything else. His head throbbed with sound… and then he 
slowly felt himself sliding free and out of Mercury’s body, emerging in a puddle of blood 
and black ooze, and then he shakily stood up before staring down in horror at Mercury.

The female was panting quietly, her upper body half-formed and… horribly broken. 
Her legs and tail had been entirely disintegrated… along with half of one arm and all of 
the other… and every broken limb, every torn part of her body leaked black ooze. Her 
form was swollen and engorged otherwise, her bone armor cracked… and her eyes leaked 
black blood and tears as she lay back in her own bodily wreckage. And at the end of every 
shattered stump, her body went from solid and tangible to that horrible, dark gunk… 
before she rolled her eyes slowly up to look at Zerrex, forcing a faint smile as she whispered: 
“I am sorry… but… I am yours. And I can’t let you die… when you’re the one who’ll save 
us all.”

“Mercury… I’m no savior…” Zerrex said quietly, falling on his knees by her and 
reaching down a hand to touch her face… then quickly withdrawing it with a quiet curse 
when his hand sank into her scales, causing them to lose their solidity and turn into that 
horrible dark gunk. She whimpered though and looked at him pleadingly… and trembling, 
Zerrex slowly lowered his hand back to touch her face, leaning in close and ignoring the 
wreckage, the fires that burned around them in favor of this beautiful, failed creation that 
had just saved his life. 

Again, his fingers sank into her… but she smiled faintly, murmuring softly but firmly: 
“You’re the only one who can do this…” She paused, then trembled as her outer skull 
cracked and fell off her face, her voice becoming a bit more ragged now. “I’m sorry… I’m 
losing myself now… the explosion damaged both my cores. I can’t heal myself… but let me 
at least do you one last service. I consumed Mist and Shine, and with that, gained 



knowledge of you, and for so many selfish reasons I sought you out… but now I’ll enact 
their last wish, that I can feel burning inside of  me…”

With that, the hermaphroditic creature slumped… then dissolved into strange, dark 
goo: but this time, it slid forwards along Zerrex’s arm, up his legs, and covering his body as 
the reptile arched his back, feeling a burning, tingling pain, but the whisper of a thousand 
trapped souls as well… and then it engulfed him entirely, clinging to his body like a tight-
fitting, living suit that slid into his nostrils and mouth. For a few moments, the pain 
intensified and Zerrex had the horrible feeling of being invaded… and then it was over, and 
there was almost a flash of light as he slowly staggered up to his feet, wincing a bit to 
himself and looking down at his hands. His body seemed to pulse with raw power, and 
then Drake murmured into his mind: She gave all her energy to you… thousands of souls, 
it feels like. A feast for not just me, but you… and I realize how cruel I may sound, but her 
demise has definitely offered you an amazing boost.

I’d rather have her back than a selfish increase in my own strength any day.” Zerrex 
murmured quietly, as he stood and looked off into the distance angrily… but the hatred 
and anger wasn’t for Drake. Drake was unable to control the way he thought, and Zerrex 
loathed himself for the knowledge that the dark nephilim did have a point… but almost all 
of his real hatred was directed to the Patriarch sitting in his walled city, behind his army of 
soldiers and cannons and technology. The bastard who kept taking away the people he 
cared about and cared for… before closing his eyes and lowering his muzzle for a few 
moments.

Finally, after a few moments, Drake nudged him mentally, and said in an oddly gentle 
voice: You should probably get moving… Narrius might fire off another volley of 
whatever, or send out some bombers this time around.  The time’s come to get off the 
battlefield and rest in the fortress.

Yeah…” murmured Zerrex, then he shook his head a bit as he glanced up and around 
the desert, finally settling on his cleaver – it had been flung a good distance away, and 
although not destroyed, the blade had been charred and blackened, twisted and made 
useless from the explosion. He sighed a bit at this sight, then turned and instead quietly 
trudged towards the base, where a few wounded soldiers were sitting outside the main 
shutter and staring at him in fear and wonder: true awe.

He hated it… both the fear, and the wonder, as he looked up at them quietly. He just 
wanted to be treated normally for a change… and even Churchill was looking at him with 
different eyes now. Before anyone could say anything, though, he shouldered his way 
through the small group… and then past the soldiers inside to the freight elevator, which 
was at least standing open for a change. He sighed a bit as he stepped inside and hit the 
button a few times uselessly, before someone murmured quietly: “The electrical systems are 
offline… it rattled our power grid…”

The Drakkaren heard a few other words from other people, like ‘electromagnetic pulse,’ 
‘shock blast,’ and ‘nuclear explosion,’ but they didn’t really matter, as he shrugged and looked 
down through the hole, wondering idly to himself if he could survive the drop to the 



lowest basement… and realizing with irony that even if he did, he’d have no idea what halls 
and stairs would lead where. So instead he simply sat inside the elevator, head lowered and 
arms resting on his knees as he half-drew them up to his chest, and at least even Churchill 
had the sense not to piss with him today, after everything that had happened…

And finally, five minutes later, the elevator rumbled and the doors slid closed, blocking 
the Drakkaren from the view of the others as he gave a bit of a sigh, then hit the button to 
take him down to the basement levels. He just wanted to go to his quarters now and lay the 
hell down… and try to deal with this ache in his body and the different levels of fury 
rollicking through his head. He figured he was also a bit shellshocked, too… it had been a 
long time, after all, since anyone had thrown themselves in front of any kind of hostile 
object for him in any way. Usually he was the idiot who played hero… but this time, it had 
been Mercury, and maybe the will of the twins inside of her, if he wanted to believe in that 
sort of thing for a little while, like spirits, the afterlife, and the survival of will even after 
death.

But hell, I know it does.” he murmured, stepping out of the elevator and then switching 
the conversation to his head as he saw a few other milling soldiers stop to stare at him, 
letting his feet automatically guide him down the hallways. After all, I dealt with it all the 
time. You could almost have called us the supernatural warfare unit… but it’s just not so 
cute as the religious people put it, and it definitely ain’t as ‘cool’ as the paranormal experts 
put it. It just… sorta… is. Death is a part of life, just as much as life… is a part of death. 
Don’t like the paradox and the parallel, then too bad, go screw yourself.

You’re always so morbid, murmured Drake in his head, and then he paused and added 
mildly: And you’re acting like a rookie, Captain Ravenlight. Your first order of  business… 

“I know.” and Zerrex sighed as his feet forced him to shift direction, instead bringing 
him back out towards the foyer in front of the elevator instead of towards his room, and 
then over to a surprised officer as he held out a hand and asked mildly: “Let me see your 
radio.”

She handed it over, staring at him like he was… well… a god, which would have usually 
turned him on, but right now just made him feel exasperated. On the bright side, however, 
she didn’t talk, and Zerrex clicked the radio on as he flicked to Albatross’s frequency and 
said mildly: “You better still be alive. You and Huck both.”

What the fuck happened?” Huck asked in a strangled voice, blotting out the response of 
Albatross. On the bright side, it let Zerrex let them know they were both still alive… on 
the other hand, however, Huck sounded nearly hysterical. “Just what the fuck happened to 
Mist and Shine?”

“I’ll explain in a few minutes… just come and meet me down in front of the elevator at 
the level four subbasement.” Zerrex said quietly, then he flicked the radio off, cancelling out 
a yell from Huck and calmer response from Albatross, and tossed it back to the female 
officer with a grunt of thanks before he made his way over to the elevator doors, leaning 
against the wall beside them and crossing his arms as he looked around the room 
impatiently.



When the elevator doors slid open and the two familiar Dragokkaren stood out, Zerrex 
nodded to them, and then headed quietly over towards the nearest set of doors: Albatross 
and Huck quickly followed, the former reminding the latter with a glare about a certain 
promise he’d made not to harass the haggard-looking Drakkaren too much, and Huck 
glared back before throwing an arm around Zerrex’s shoulders as they passed through the 
doorway.

The reptile stiffened and almost shrugged it off, but Huck just firmed his grip around 
his shoulder instead, before gently steering him to the side and through the door into the 
den they had used earlier, sighing and letting his limb slide from the lizard’s body. Then he 
sat down in the chair opposite, and Albatross leaned up against the wall, closing his eyes 
and murmuring: “We’re sorry for what happened, Zerrex. But none of us figured he’d try 
using a pulse missile… but we are… truly glad you’re alright and sorry for the loss of…” 
He paused and laughed a bit. “Well, I’m guessing that wasn’t actually the twins.”

“No… her name was Mercury.” Zerrex said softly, looking down and lacing his fingers 
together quietly. “I found out last night, while with the twins, who and what she was. 
Another…” A pause and a bit of a frown as he thought of how to phrase it, then he shook 
his head a bit and said simply: “Another of Narrius’s test subjects. She me the twins before 
they died… which was how she knew to take on their form when she came here. She was… 
afraid that everyone would think she was a monster, and they’d throw her out of the base… 
so for all these years, she was hiding in those two bodies… and then she went and had to 
sacrifice herself  to save my pathetic life.”

Huck looked at him quietly, and then Albatross sighed and murmured gently: “Zerrex, 
you’re the only one who can save us…” He stopped when a flash of pain filled the lizard’s 
features for a moment, emerald eyes looking away silently. Then the one-eyed Dragokkaren 
sighed a bit and rubbed at his head slowly, murmuring: “Sorry… but it’s what a lot of 
people here believe is true…”

Before Zerrex could give his standard smartass response, he frowned… then hissed and 
grabbed at his head as a ringing filled his skull, body twitching forwards as he closed his 
eyes tight… and then he was back in his mind, standing in that room with Drake looking 
at him coldly. The reptile blinked, then Drake stepped forwards and jerked his head back, 
muttering: I don’t have much time, so I’ll be brief. You need to deal with these emotions, 
Boss, because they’re building up, and affecting your performance. If you need a hug, get a 
hug. If you need to be coddled, get coddled. If you need to kill, you know I’m never one to 
say no to that. But stop being whiny and emotional, because now is not the time.

And then the Drakkaren was back in reality, clutching at his aching, skull, teeth grit, and 
both Dragokkaren on either side of him, looking concerned and asking what was wrong, 
what had happened… before the reptile shook his head and weakly tried to struggle out of 
the hands on his shoulders, pushing at them both to no avail and murmuring: “Drake… 
just… Drake wanted to say something to me… the dark nephilim in my head…”

 The two Dragokkaren stared at him, and Zerrex realized he’d never mentioned the 
creature to either of them before: sure, he’d said something to Mercury the night before, 



after she’d revealed she’d been able to sense the nephilim inside of Zerrex without trouble – 
it had taken him a ridiculously long time to realize she’d talked about something she 
shouldn’t’ve had any knowledge of, however – and maybe he’d said Drake’s name offhand 
here and there… but how would they know the name of the dark nephilim caged up inside 
Zerrex? And yeah, he’d mentioned him a few times before… but he didn’t think he’d ever 
stopped to say that the nephilim was still active.

Huck and Albatross were looking at him quietly, and it was making Zerrex unnerved, as 
he lowered his hands and glanced back and forth from one to the other. Their hands had 
settled on his shoulders, and they had slid a bit close to him on either side, and Zerrex got 
the distinct feeling of being pinned and cornered. Then Huck asked gently: “Think you 
could tell us a bit about Drake, there, Zerrex?”

Think you could back off a bit? You’re freaking me out slightly.” Zerrex replied mildly, 
looking at the two, and they seemed to start before sliding back a bit, sharing a nervous 
laugh… but the reptile noted they didn’t exactly retreat that far. He frowned slightly, eyes 
flicking from one to the other, then he added in the same even voice: “I mean, why don’t 
you two step far back?”

Huck shook his head a bit, crossing his arms and meeting the reptile’s emerald eyes. 
“No can do, Boss. Nephilim, from what we’ve experienced, are pretty nasty things, and 
pretty tricky, too. For all we know, this Drake thing could be transmitting information to 
Narrius… we understand that your intentions are good, but we really think the best course 
of action in a situation like this is you tell us everything you know about it, and we figure 
out how to rip it out of  your head.”

Uh. Zerrex? That’ll kill us both. Drake said calmly, but the nervous twitch he seemed to 
give in the Drakkaren’s head made Zerrex quite sure the bastard wasn’t lying for once. Until 
I rejoin with my physical half, I ain’t goin’ anywhere. Once I can assume physical form, it’s a 
whole different story… but I think you should likely do something… instructive… here, 
because I’m getting the feeling they think I ordered the attack or you’re going to betray 
them.

I’m not an idiot… Zerrex murmured in his own mind, looking at Albatross now, who 
was slightly slouched forwards with his hands on his hips… ready to draw his sidearm, in 
other words, just pretending to be relaxed. The Drakkaren didn’t like where this was 
going… and he was no good at talking his way out of situations, but he decided it was best 
to comply for now.

He sighed, then looked at the two Dragokkaren and said mildly: “Drake is split into two 
portions, physical and mental. The mental half resides inside my brain, and it’s what kept 
me in coma for seven years. I don’t know where the physical half is… my guess is either one 
of the RED Commanders or another experiment, but I need to find that… once he rejoins 
with his physical half, then he can safely extract himself from my mind, and I can deal with 
him then, either kill him or just send him on his way with a thank you card for helping me 
against Narrius. He’s not usually awake, and he usually only mutters something when he 



feels I’m in danger. He’s well-aware that if I die, he dies… and that Narrius doesn’t really 
want either of  us alive any longer.”

Nice lie. Drake said admiringly, seeming to grin in his head. I think you must have 
picked up something while staying in that illusionary world.

But despite the coolness of the reptile’s answer, neither Huck nor Albatross backed off, 
instead exchanging a look before Albatross said plainly: “Zerrex. We need to know all the 
exact specifics of Drake… we know that you slipped Schindler a research file on yourself, 
for one thing, and he won’t share the contents of this with anyone. We just want to know 
what’s going on.”

I told you already.” Zerrex said mildly, then he stood up himself, looking from one to 
the other coldly. “So what, I’ve got a nephilim inside me, and that automatically makes me a 
monster?”

We didn’t say that.” Huck said jovially, laughing a bit as he shook his head from side to 
side and stepped forwards, raising a hand to push Zerrex back down into the chair. “Now 
why don’t you sit your ass-”

Zerrex snagged his wrist at the last moment and yanked him around… and as expected, 
Huck’s reflexes were fearsomely fast, the Dragokkaren quickly drawing his gun with his 
other hand and shoving it up and backwards to try and lock it under Zerrex’s muzzle… but 
the Drakkaren easily stepped backwards, switched his grip to Huck’s shoulders, and threw 
him straight down with a hard grunt, slamming him through the table and into the floor 
and stunning him, handgun sliding away as he grunted stupidly.

Albatross looked at the Drakkaren with shock, then he went for his handgun, but Zerrex 
snagged his own revolver faster, drawing it and taking aim at him as he snapped back the 
hammer with the palm of his other hand, then kept that floating overtop the gun. They 
stared at each other, Albatross with his gun half-drawn but frozen, and then the 
Dragokkaren said softly, his lavender iris meeting Zerrex’s emerald: “Don’t do this, Lord 
Zerrex. We don’t mean any harm.”

I’m sick of being treated like a savior or a monster.” Zerrex responded coldly, stepping 
slowly forwards and holding his gun out as he dropped his other hand by his side, until the 
barrel was almost pressed against Albatross’s chest, his arm straight out. This was another 
old trick he’d learned, as he met Albatross’s eyes. “Because I’m not the former, and I’ve tried 
so damn hard not to be the latter… shouldn’t that count for-”

Before he could finish his sentence, Albatross grabbed his arm, just like he knew the 
Dragokkaren would: he was smart enough to try and get in a quick disarm if he could. 
What he didn’t anticipate, however, was that Zerrex wasn’t stupid enough to walk into 
grabbing range, and his own fierce strength. When the blue-scaled Dragokkaren grabbed 
him, Zerrex simply slid his arm forwards a bit, then jerked him around in a circle so that 
the smaller reptile was pressed against his back, his wings sandwiched uselessly between 
them and one of the reptile’s arms around his neck, the other grabbing his head as the cold 
steel of  the revolver rested against his cheek. “Nice try.”



Albatross tried to reply, but he was already unable to breathe, struggling lightly before 
slumping… and Zerrex smiled a bit to himself as he leaned down and whispered quietly, 
continuing to squeeze the air from the Dragokkaren in the tight sleeper hold: “You’re two 
seconds off.”

The one-eyed reptile gave the tiniest of fidgets… and then he started to struggle again, 
this time for real as he gagged and tried to breathe, the reptile’s arm crushing his windpipe 
as he flailed weakly… then finally slumped, this time for real, as Zerrex loosed his grip just 
long enough to check his pulse and found it lowered. As he’d expected, Albatross had gone 
through interrogation and torture resistance training… learned to cut down on his need for 
oxygen, control the physical drives of his body. An admirable, amazing trait… but no one 
could last for too long without getting any air to the brain, so he hoped sincerely he hadn’t 
hurt the bastard at all.

He heard a groan from behind him as he began to leave, then he sighed and turned 
around to see Huck looking up at him stupidly, apparently recognizing the fact that he had 
no chance of winning in physical combat… and even with his gun, he’d likely just get it 
taken away from him in such a small space. The Drakkaren looked down at him coldly, and 
Huck looked back up dumbly before he slowly began to sit up, opening his muzzle to say 
something-

Zerrex kicked him once under the chin, swift and hard, and Huck fell onto his back with 
a grunt of pain, his eyes rolling up in his head, knocked unconscious. Then the reptile 
cursed quietly under his breath before turning and heading quickly out of the room with a 
disgusted snarl, trying to remember how the path that led to the tunnels as he headed 
quickly for the freight elevator. Just one day, and already I’ve worn out my welcome…

He sighed quietly to himself, closing his eyes before forcing a smile as he existed to the 
main hall, glancing back and forth before feeling both relieved and horrified as he caught 
sight of Hans, the Drakkaren immediately running over to him with a bright smile. “Lord 
Zerrex! How are you, sir? I’ve been looking for you and the other council members to give 
my report!”

“Really?” Zerrex paused, then lied glibly: “Well, Huck and Albatross are both a bit busy 
right now, so why don’t you give the report to me while you take me down to the tunnels?” 
When Hans looked confused for a few moments, the Drakkaren added mildly: “We 
managed to triangulate the location of some of the missile batteries Narrius was using, and 
since I’m the best person available for close-quarters combat, I volunteered to go in and see 
what I could do about getting rid of  them.”

Sure, sir! Should we stop off at the armory?” Hans asked curiously, as he pranced over to 
the elevator and jumped inside, holding the door for the Drakkaren. Zerrex smiled a bit to 
himself, then he shook his head and idly touched his revolver.

No need for that, I’m going to do on-site preparations.” Zerrex said softly, and this at 
least wasn’t a lie. He figured he knew where he’d go first, too… and then he stepped into 
the elevator with Hans and a few others, and the younger soldier smiled brightly and hit the 
button for the fourth floor. “Why don’t you give me your report now?”



Very good, sir.” He nodded, then blushed a bit and nodded rapidly again. “And sure, of 
course!” He paused, hesitated, then rubbed the back of his head. “Well, after scouting 
ahead through the tunnels with several others, we assessed minimal damages and began 
loading the civilians back into the barracks… there were no reported casualties, and no 
reported injuries. We’re now preparing to fortify our defenses further, and all soldiers are 
being withdrawn and assembled by General Churchill into the top section of the barracks 
base. The main hall has also sustained minimum damage from the mortar explosives, but 
we’ve yet to identify either what they were or the specific damage done to the roof.

“Um… otherwise, things are… pretty good.” He finished lamely, and flushed a bit. 
“Sorry, sir. I mean, General Churchill has yet to address the soldiers, and otherwise, he’s 
waiting on Huck and Albatross and… yourself.” He paused and tilted his head curiously, as 
the elevator stopped at the third subbasement to let several soldiers off. “I thought you and 
the others would be addressing the situation before anything else happened. Isn’t that 
standard procedure? And won’t Narrius pick up your thermal reading or something if you 
attempt to get inside through the tunnels?”

Zerrex shook his head quickly, argued briefly with himself whether to say something too 
complicated for Hans to understand or just tell him that it was top secret, before deciding 
to go with the former. “We’re thinking his intelligence might suffer the standard logistics 
QRS fault after the launch of the final pulse missile, or that he’s placed his sensitives on 
standby to reduce damage from the EMP shock, which likely carried back into Hez’Ranna. 
That’s why it’s so important for us to move fast and hard with maximum power and 
minimum units into Hez’Ranna, and that if he has suffered the former instead of the 
latter, we’re hoping that his compromised systems will underevaluate my presence and won’t 
register my signature.”

Hans looked dumbfounded as the elevator clicked open to the fourth floor, and Zerrex 
nudged him gently out with a smile, slapping his back lightly and laughing softly. “In short, 
don’t worry about it, kid. Just a change of plans… and if you think about it, the only 
reason we won is because we didn’t follow the standard procedure, but Narrius did.”

The smaller Drakkaren brightened at this, then he nodded firmly in assent. “That’s very 
true Lord Zerrex, definitely.” Then he paused, before smiling and motioning for the reptile 
to follow. “This way, sir…”

He kept up a good chatter as they walked, which Zerrex found not irritating but 
endearing at this point… before they finally stepped carefully through a long line of people 
walking slowly into the building, and Hans said loudly: “Sorry, sir, but we’re still emptying 
the passage… but I guess I’ll go make my report then, huh?”

Go ahead, soldier.” Zerrex nodded, then he smiled a bit, tacking on one last lie to buy 
himself some more time: “Try the meeting room on the third subbasement first, I think 
they’re moving there.”

Thanks, Lord Zerrex! Good luck on your mission!” Hans said cheerfully, waving to him 
as he turned and was drawn away with the flow of the crowd… and Zerrex watched, people 
stepping around him and looking up at him with mixed expressions, before turning and 



walking through the flow of people, his expression darkening as he stepped off the guarded 
platform, shouldered his way alongside the train and the damaged coal cars… then finally 
began to walk down the long tunnel, his size, expression, and the rumors that had already 
flown around about him through the base earning him a wide berth but many a stare. 

The Drakkaren’s fast pace and long legs brought him quickly down the tunnel, and soon 
enough he was walking alone, with no one around him: he was thankful, however, that he 
could still hear the faint echoes of voices. After all, until they managed to clear all the 
civilians out of the passage, they wouldn’t be able to use the train to pursue him. And 
Zerrex planned to be long gone by then, as he picked up his pace to a light jog, then smiled 
a bit as he reached a fork in the path, turning quickly down to the left instead of the right 
and murmuring quietly: “And it looks like they’ll have to break up the search parties, too… 
which means they’ll have to use a lot of soldiers. And that means they’ll be moving slow… 
it’s a small favor, but it’s still a good blessing.”

He nodded a bit to himself, trying to clear his mind of what had just happened: the fact 
he’d just assaulted both of the remaining commanders on the council and gone AWOL. He 
didn’t like it… but what he liked even less had been their sudden hostility. Sure, maybe it 
had all just been the tension of battle, but somehow the reptile had sensed something a bit 
more malevolent, a bit more sinister in sudden plans for him… and then he snorted and 
shook his head, muttering angrily: “It’s not like I asked for this… demon to be placed 
inside me.”

You aren’t exactly mister sunshine yourself. Drake shot back, sounding offended. Then 
he paused, and added thoughtfully: But you know… maybe it’s not just me for once. Maybe 
the fact the twins also turned into a freakish… I mean, what they saw as a freakish demon, 
which saved you from falling to your death… and then sacrificed its life for you… maybe 
that had something to do with it, too.

“What, they thought I had something to do with the death of Mist and Shine?” Zerrex 
asked incredulously, not even realizing he was talking aloud to Drake. “That’s ridiculous, 
insulting, and-”

In their minds, completely plausible. Drake responded stubbornly, then he sighed. Think 
about it. I mean, really think about it, and uh… don’t get pissed at me for what I’m about 
to say, ‘cause I’m just saying it theoretically, from their point of view. You’re the son of 
Narrius. You’re the only person ever to come back alive and sane from his scientists. You 
ride in on Mengele’s personal shuttle and say how you made buddy-buddy with him-

“Friend’s a friend, pal’s a pal, but a buddy is someone you sleep with.” Zerrex muttered, 
but he didn’t like where Drake was going; what he liked even less, however, was that the dark 
nephilim was making complete sense. 

And the twins were originally your Iuratus, who would have done anything for you after 
the death of their former master. He stopped, then sighed and Zerrex could picture the 
pinstripe-suited being shaking his head and shrugging. Oh, and then add in all that other 
stuff from before. Especially the stuff about the RED Commanders, how they all seem to 
be nephilim-imbued and have their own personal minions to do shit for them. So when it 



comes right down to it… yeah. If I hadn’t been stuck dealing with your sorry ass for seven 
years, I would start getting suspicious, too.

“And now I’ve gone and punched them both out and ‘fled’ into the tunnels that will lead 
me right back into Uroboros.” Zerrex muttered, slapping his forehead and sighing. “Think 
it’s too late to turn back and apologize?”

Uh. Yeah. You do that. And then you can go end the war by giving your daddy a hug and 
going fishing off the coast, and the world will return to being a happy and joyful place. 
Drake said drolly, and Zerrex gave a sour grin; at least the bastard was developing a sense of 
humor instead of bitching all the time about this and that. Then the dark creature paused 
oddly. Stop here for a minute.

Zerrex did so, more out of curiosity than anything else as he reminded the thing in his 
head: “Fine… but you better not be wanting to rest or something stupid like that. Two 
reasons; one, I’m the guy doing all the work, since I’m the one with the body… and two, 
they’re going to be after me once Hans finds the unconscious bodies of two Dragokkaren 
soldiers.”

Drake muttered some unintelligible curses, then said mildly: I get it. But one thing I can 
do for you is keep track of your location, especially relevant to where you’re coming from. 
I’ve memorized every detailed map of Hez’Ranna, had them all written into my brain… 
and since you’ve been jogging for a good twenty minutes at a good pace, I think we’re near 
the end of the valley, near where the artillery was originally set up; the tribes that lived out 
here used to live in caves, and so I think you should start paying attention to the walls, look 
for cracks and water damage. We might be able to break through into a cavern and get to 
the surface outside the city.

“Great.” Zerrex muttered quietly. “Become mortar targets.” He slowed his pace, however, 
now looking back and forth, but the only light came from old, broken bulbs set into the 
ceiling above. The Drakkaren didn’t know how much longer this light would last, either… 
if Huck and Albatross were anywhere near as smart as they seemed and they had spook 
equipment available, they might put him at an even worse disadvantage and shut down the 
lights.

After a few minutes of searching and looking back and forth, Zerrex’s sharp eyes settled 
on a strange indent in the wall, and he walked over to it, frowning a bit. The bricks were 
slumped and mossy… and when the reptile touched them, they gave way slightly. Without 
further ado, the Drakkaren rose a leg and kicked the wall as hard as he could, opening a 
narrow gap into a cavern beyond, and the Drakkaren grinned slightly, murmuring softly: 
“Looks like you’re useful after all, Drake. Thanks.”

If I don’t save your ass, we both end up dead. Drake responded dryly, as Zerrex yanked 
away stones and chunks of brick and concrete to open up a plain hollow between the tunnel 
and what looked like a glistening cavern beyond. There was some rotted wooden boards in 
between here too, and some other kind of foaming and cobwebs that the reptile swept away 
quickly, before forcing himself through the reeking detritus with a grunt and a chuckle of 
amusement at the dark nephilim’s comment.



Modesty of a true hero.” he murmured to himself, then he paused for a moment in the 
cave to let his eyes adjust. Oddly enough, however, it wasn’t that dark in here… and a few 
glances around showed the reptile why, as his eyes settled on bits and pieces of gleaming 
crystal here and there, which glowed with a strange phosphorescence. He reached out to 
touch one, and Drake immediately barked: Don’t! 

Zerrex blinked, straightening with one arm still outstretched, feeling like a kid with his 
hand in the cookie jar, and the dark nephilim sighed in relief before explaining: They’re 
glowing because they’ve absorbed radioactive energy… they seal it inside themselves, but if 
you touch it, there’s likely enough stored in these crystals that even you’ll become sick. 

“Oh. Great.” Zerrex said faintly, drawing slowly back, then he coughed and snorted 
laughter. He almost felt Drake staring at him, then he said plainly: “So I can’t kill you with 
chemotherapy, huh?”

Fuck you. Drake said disgustedly, then receded into his head as Zerrex laughed again; his 
merriment had a slightly-crazed edge to it, but it did help him feel better somehow, more in 
control of himself as he turned and made his way down a narrow passage, bending over 
with a wince and carefully avoiding the sharp bits of crystal here and there, doing what he 
could to avoid any sort of physical contact, but still giggling stupidly to himself as he 
wandered slowly forwards down the natural hall of  stone.

Then he made a bit of a face, once more hating his new size as he came to an even 
shorter crevice, looking down it… and cursing quietly under his breath as he saw several 
large clumps of crystal stuck on the walls and floor. He also realized that his body was 
nowhere near small enough to get through there… and then he glanced up and murmured 
quietly: “At least… not like this.”

He paused, then closed his eyes and concentrated… and once more that image of blue 
and gold mixing came to his mind before he began to shrink; after only a few minutes this 
time, he felt his body stop and lock into place, and the tingling that had covered his scales 
and rolled through his muscles vanished. Then he sighed, slumping a bit and feeling 
somewhat dizzy, then he grunted and straightened, murmuring: “At least my control’s 
getting better…” Or maybe it’s because of  Mercury’s parting gift…

Before he could wonder too much on what it was, however, he managed to cut his 
thoughts short, stripping down to his boxers… then sighing and taking those off too, at 
how loose they were. He shuffled awkwardly around in the dark before finally managing to 
tie his pants tight around his waist in a sort of makeshift sash, and decided to discard his 
shirt entirely. He then reattached the side kit and gun holster to his naked leg and waist, 
before sighing a bit and looking over himself  morbidly. “Well, won’t this be fun…”

Then he shook his head and slid into the low crack in the wall: at least now, however, it 
was a comfortable size for him to move through. He just had to be careful at the patches of 
green crystal, attempting to give it a wide berth as he crawled under it on his belly, or over 
it with his back pressed against the ceiling.



The passage didn’t stretch on for very long, at least… the narrow, small tunnel widened 
into a much brighter cavern full of mosses and lichen, with only a few patches of glowing 
crystal here and there: more common were large stalactites hanging from the ceiling, 
dripping water into a crystalline pool below that was glowing with the terrible radioactive 
patches. Zerrex made a bit of a face at this… then he shook his head slowly, walking along 
the rough stone floor and glancing up at the cracks in the ceiling through which shed the 
last dying rays of daylight… and then he turned a corner and stepped into the mouth of 
the cave with a grunt of surprise, covering his eyes and peering back and forth as he 
wandered slowly out and into the sacred jungles of  Hez’Ranna.

He knew that even out here, though, he’d be in danger… Narrius would have no issue 
with launching mortars or firebombs in order to either kill him or drive him out, after all. 
He sighed a bit as he wandered slowly into a grove of trees, feeling lost, alone, and hating 
the fact he was on the enemy battlefield again, likely in full view… so the first thing he 
needed to find was cover. Or rather, cover where there weren’t any radioactive materials.

The Drakkaren’s bare feet crunched over the ground as he walked forwards, wincing a bit 
at the sharp sticks that poked into his callused soles every now and then, but knowing it 
wouldn’t be long before he got used to the feeling again. He didn’t bother shifting upwards: 
his makeshift loincloth was working fine, and why make himself a bigger target? The reptile 
shook his head a bit, before pausing as he heard a rustling… then stopping for a moment 
to actually listen.

All around were the sounds of life… birds chirping, insects whirring, animals making 
their own calls and grunts. In a moment, he realized that he wouldn’t be caught so long as 
he stayed on his own… the thermal readings would just pick up another shape in the 
crowd, and Narrius might not expect him to be able to use the strange ability he’d had 
installed into his body… and he couldn’t help but smile faintly as he looked at the ground 
and watched a feral snake slowly begin to slither by. Before he could stop himself, he 
snapped out a foot with a wince and stepped on its neck, then twisted his heel to snap it, 
sending it spasming over onto its back with a hiss and uselessly baring its fangs for a few 
moments before falling still. Then he sighed a bit, picking it up and murmuring: “Well, 
whatever…”

He slung the dead body of the good-sized creature over his shoulder, wondering 
distastefully if this counted as eating his own kind, as he walked further into the brush and 
did his best to orient himself, looking up at the fading light in the sky. He needed to set up 
a place to rest… and then he paused, tilting his head to the side as he heard the telltale 
sound of water, quickly turning and jogging through the vines, undergrowth and twisting, 
massive trees that made up the jungle of  the Cradle of  Life.

The reptile slowed as he reached a small brook, sighing a bit in relief… then he paused 
and looked up with a frown at another shape in the distance. He took the time to take a 
few drinks of water, however, before moving on and still carrying his dead snake with him, 
sloshing through the narrow stream that sent icy water over his ankles, then forcing his way 



through a dense grove of trees to place a foot on cold, ivy-covered stone. The Drakkaren 
blinked… then looked up curiously and realized he’d found the ruins of  an old temple.

It had long ago collapsed in on itself, leaving on a few pillars standing and the lower 
section of a set of stairs, along with some yellow brick here and there… but when the 
Drakkaren kneeled to scrape lightly at the stone he’d stepped on, he realized he could still 
make out some of the markings on it and gave the faintest of smiles, scraping a bit of ivy 
off so he could look at the designs for a few moments. Then he straightened and walked 
slowly around the area to look in at the side of the temple, noting a gaping hole through 
the stones that apparently led down into the earth.

Zerrex carefully walked over to this, keeping himself ready in case it was the burrow of 
some large animal… but even though it smelled a bit musty, he couldn’t make anything out 
in the darkness, nor did he hear any snarls or growls from within. He still paused for a few 
moments as he bent down to examine the dirt, frowning at the tracks he’d never seen before 
and the way the stones had been scraped and lacerated near the burrow… and for whatever 
reason, he just didn’t like the look of  the…

Eww.” Zerrex made a disgusted face as a ridiculously-large spider scuttled out of a large 
crack in the rocks and ran towards his foot: the goddamn thing had to have a body the size 
of a baseball. He immediately stomped it, cursed at the sharp body hairs that stabbed into 
his foot when he did, and then drew his foot back to see the legs of the thing still spasming 
and twitching, and green goop leaking out from its crushed form as it flailed weakly. He 
looked at the thing with horror… then cursed loudly as another large spider barreled out 
of the ruins and scuttled towards him, this one just a bit smaller but with the same purple 
body and black legs. 

The Drakkaren made a face and kicked at it, and it went running off in another 
direction instead of at him, before stopping a short distance away and turning around. The 
lizard had never heard of creatures like this before, though… and then his eyes widened in 
horror as what looked like a dozen more of the large spiders made their way out of the 
ruins. The Drakkaren was seriously tempted to go for his gun, as they came towards him en 
masse… and then suddenly halted and scattered, and Zerrex blinked stupidly before tilting 
his head towards the burrow as a bit of dirt rustled down from it… and then a massive 
form all but exploded from it, leaping outwards and then landing on all eight legs as it 
seemed to look back and forth, before turning slowly towards him.

Zerrex was staring in utter disgust, repulsion and almost terror at the largest spider he 
had ever seen: it was at least as big as he was at this size, and had somehow folded itself 
down to fit into the tunnel in the ground. It looked at him with eight terrible, stupid black 
domes that bulged out of its purple, barbed hide, and it had massive, pincer-like 
mandibles… and the body was disgusting and bloated. There was also a huge white sac on 
the back of the creature… and Zerrex realized a moment later that it was an egg sac, as the 
thing slowly took a step towards him.

 Its jaws clicked as it stepped forwards, legs seeming to shudder, and a glance down 
noted the huge hooks on the end of its limbs… definitely big enough and sharp enough to 



cut him apart if it got close. He also didn’t want to think of what kind of poisons it had in 
its maw, or of how it would feel to be eaten alive by this thing and its apparent babies, as he 
stepped slowly backwards… and it took two quick steps forwards, closing the distance 
between them and then halting again as it began to shiver and tense itself.

Then, without further warning, it suddenly leapt towards the Drakkaren, and Zerrex did 
the only thing he could: horrified, he leapt backwards and threw the snake at it, and the 
large, bulbous creature caught it in its mandibles, fell to the ground, and began to busily 
chew it up as the other baby spiders flocked over to it. While temporarily distracted 
devouring its prey, Zerrex turned and fled into the jungle, sprinting as fast as he dared to 
go, leaping over rotten logs, past trees, fallen monoliths, and ripping through vines and 
underbrush before skidding to a halt and grabbing his knees, panting hard as he slumped 
forwards and murmured in a strangled voice: “That was fucked up.”

No shit. Drake agreed in a strained voice. Never thought I’d see something that was 
naturally uglier than you. I don’t even know what that thing was… but that means it wasn’t 
bred in the labs, so…

“Dude, I have to get out of this jungle.” Zerrex muttered to himself, brushing his hair 
back with a wince and looking nervously over his shoulder… then his eyes bulged as he saw 
the massive spider from earlier leaping from tree to tree, looking at him with those dull 
eyes. The reptile snarled, and then he looked down at the tall grasses of the small, muddy 
field he’d halted in, realizing he was at an even greater disadvantage here… the smaller bugs 
could sneak up on him without him ever knowing until too late. He cursed and turned to 
run… and almost ran into a draybeast, which roared stupidly at him and reared back in 
either shock or warning.

It was one of the few creatures that had never evolved: more than ten feet tall standing 
on its stubby back legs, with a plump belly, greasy fur that shined after being cleaned and 
tanned, long, draconic tails and muscular forelegs that ended in huge paws with short claws, 
its body was matched only by its head. The thing had a long muzzle full of ugly, flat teeth, 
small, beady eyes, a white-furred face instead of the dark brown hair that covered its body, 
and huge, floppy ears that made it look a bit ridiculous. Zerrex, however, could deal with 
freakish; it wasn’t the fact he was dealing with a huge mutant spider that was bothering him, 
but the fact that there were a dozen or so baby spiders chasing him, and the goddamn giant 
purple one just had to be pregnant and lugging around an egg sac, which for whatever 
reason, tripled the creepiness.

Zerrex took the only option he thought he could: he leapt forwards, snagged the neck of 
the standing draybeast, and spun around it to land neatly on its back like it was a mount, 
making it squeal stupidly and fall to all fours as the Drakkaren wrapped both of his hands 
into the thick mane of the beast… but before it bucked, the massive spider dropped to the 
floor of the jungle, and the creature stiffened up beneath Zerrex, half-rising again with a 
loud snarl. It seemed the reptile had lucked out… the two beasts seemed to be natural 
enemies, as the spider slung itself lower to the ground and the draybeast stepped backwards 
a few paces, growling and attempting to shrug the reptile off  its back.



The Drakkaren winced… then he paused and glanced to the side before reaching out 
and snagging a long bamboo chute, snapping it off at the ground and sending out a spill of 
water as he leveled it like a spear, jagged point facing out as he kept the other hand locked 
in the draybeast’s neck. It grunted and bucked a few more times… but then stilled and 
instead faced its other nemesis. Zerrex smiled a bit as he tightened his grip on the creature 
with his legs, keeping the long spear of bamboo leveled like a lance and straightening his 
back as he murmured quietly: “You help me, and I’ll help you.”

He knew it wouldn’t understand, but he’d always heard that the draybeasts were at least 
quasi-intelligent… they had their own system of communication, and banded together to 
fight off bigger enemies. The spider, on the other hand, likely only saw them as food… its 
eyes didn’t exactly gleam with intellect, but quite the contrary. Before Zerrex could think 
too hard on the subject, however, the monstrous arachnid leapt forwards, mandibles 
clicking, and the draybeast reared up with a loud roar, swatting at it with its oversized 
forearms and knocking the spider down.

The bug slung itself forwards, however, biting and ripping at the draybeast’s stomach 
and making it give a wounded cry, and Zerrex snarled as he launched himself forwards and 
stabbed the spear down through the midsection of the spider, the sharp bamboo sprig 
tearing through its body and slamming into the ground below, propelled by the reptile’s 
powerful muscles. The spider was instantly slammed downwards, hissing and trying to draw 
back… and the draybeast dropped both paws down onto its head, squishing it and causing 
it to spasm as the animal drew back with a wounded whine, its innards spilling out from the 
massive rip in its stomach before it keeled over.

Zerrex stood at the side of the spider, then he made a disgusted face and kicked the 
bug… which caused one of its legs to lash out and snap hard across his body, knocking 
him onto his back with a grunt. Immediately, one of the smaller bugs that had apparently 
followed their mother jumped up onto his face, and Zerrex screeched loudly, grabbing at it 
and throwing it away with enough force to splatter it against a tree before scrambling to his 
feet and staggering backwards. Before he could do anything, however, the sac on the 
mother’s back burst open… and hundreds of tarantula-sized ‘babies’ spilled out into the 
ground and began to flock forwards, many of them immediately converging on the dying 
draybeast. It rolled its eyes in horror, giving a too-intelligent moan of anguish… and all 
Zerrex could do was turn and run before the spiders overcame him as well.

After another short but vicious sprint, he came to a stop, panting hard and leaning 
against a tree… then wincing as he looked up at the sky. The canopy above absorbed much 
of the light, but now it didn’t even matter: the jungle was darkening rapidly now, leaving 
him at a horrible disadvantage and still without any place to rest. He’d be easy prey for any 
of the other giant spiders or other jungle creatures… before he paused and glanced up at 
the tree he was leaning against. Even in the twilight, he could make out the shape… and 
then he reached up, grabbing a few firm vines that hung from the branches and slowly 
beginning to pull himself up, using his feet to ‘walk’ up the tree and murmuring quietly to 
himself: “Please don’t let there be anything too nasty up here…”



The reptile reached the lowest branches after a few moments more of work, hauling 
himself up… then climbing slowly and carefully higher. At one point, he found himself 
face-to-face with another snake, which stared at him for a few moments… then slithered 
away with its body already engorged, apparently already having eaten. Zerrex made a bit of 
a face at this… then he climbed a bit higher, the branches creaking faintly under his weight 
before he found a space where the trunk forked, sliding his body into it and laying back, the 
rough bark of the tree digging into his skin and vines hanging all around him, creating 
almost a curtain. The branches up here wouldn’t support much weight, either – he’d had to 
move extremely carefully to get up here – and he hoped that would work to his advantage, 
as he lay back and sighed a bit. A few moments later, he closed his eyes, then murmured 
under his breath: “I’ll just try and get some good sleep, then…”

He closed his eyes, laying back and realizing he hadn’t eaten anything… again… but 
then he just shrugged and muttered. He was used to doing missions without much to ration 
out, anyway… the snake would have been nice to take a few bites out of, but it had made a 
much better decoy. It wasn’t like his stamina ever suffered… his body had been hardened to 
run on minimum fuel with maximum efficiency.

Still… it had been a while since the Legion, and he’d admittedly gotten used to being 
able to have food when he wanted it… so hunger wasn’t the main problem, but boredom, 
nervousness, and lust were. Not lust for sex – after the giant spider, he’d never been less 
horny in his life – but for some good old junk food. He promised himself that he’d raid a 
food supply the moment he got the chance, and that seemed to content his stomach a bit as 
he rested quietly back, relaxing a bit and crossing his arms over his abdominals, lowering his 
head and trying to relax so he could sleep.

It was a long night, though… and it took the lizard a long time to get to sleep. He’d 
never been used to sleeping much, after all, so it was uncomfortable to stay in one position 
for too long… but once he finally managed to settle down, he snored quietly away, relaxed 
and finally resting as best he could. Over the night, animals, bugs, and other things came 
and went… until he opened his eye in the morning to find a snake sunbathing on the warm 
scales of his naked chest. An exceedingly-large snake with three eyes, which made him start 
when he woke up, and in turn, caused the snake to jump a bit and stare at him for a few 
moments.

They looked at each other stupidly… and then the snake opened its mouth and hissed, 
revealing a double set of fangs. More pressing than this was the sheer length of the snake, 
as Zerrex slowly leaned to the side and peered down to see that half its body was still 
wrapped around the trunk below, whereas the other half was laying all curled up along his 
body, and its head had been on his shoulder and chest… and then Zerrex rose his hands in 
surrender, coughing, and the thing slowly lay back down as the Drakkaren muttered to 
himself, looking up and noting the blue sky above through a hole in the canopy he’d 
managed to position himself  below. I’m an idiot.

He sighed a bit, causing the snake to stir and glare at him angrily again with the creepy 
eye in the center of its forehead… before Zerrex peered around once more, then blinked as 



he saw several large fruits dangling from the tree nearby. He reached out and plucked one – 
it looked like a soccer-ball sized apple – then peered at it. The snake, however, had had 
enough of the constant disturbances, rearing back with a hiss before snapping its head 
forwards to bite, and Zerrex stared in horror at it as he did the only thing he could: he 
shoved the huge fruit forwards.

The snake’s fangs sank into it, then lodged in the fruit as it shook its head back and 
forth before staring dumbly at Zerrex and the Drakkaren coughed before gently pushing it 
off his body, the creature rendered harmless now. It fell with a loud crash off the tree into 
the branches below, then gurgled at him and slowly began to slither away, the fruit still 
trapped in its jaws. Zerrex shrugged a bit, then he picked another and relaxed again, feeling 
vaguely proud of himself as he took a bite and smiled, relaxing against the tree with one 
hand behind his head. It had a strange, almost meaty texture, but the taste was distinctly 
sweet… and he bounced the large fruit in his hand before taking another bite and relishing 
the taste.

Heartfruit. In Hez’Rannan, Mekaglosa. Drake explained idly, then he paused before 
continuing: It’s a delicacy in Hez’Ranna, usually served after being cooked, because a 
common parasite that often causes severe diarrhea makes its home in them. Zerrex 
immediately spat out the chunk of fruit in his mouth and made several loud gagging noises, 
wiping at his tongue with the back of his hand before Drake continued in the same amiable 
voice: Which you’re immune to, by the way. 

“I hate you.” Zerrex said blandly, then he looked at the fruit distrustfully before sighing 
and giving in to his need for food, for both nourishment and just the sheer pleasure of 
eating something. He munched it down to the core, then decided to pocket this with a 
shrug: a golf-ball sized stone was good to hurt people with.

He ate a few more Mekaglosa fruit, then carefully made his way down to the floor of 
the jungle, idly checking his gear and then glancing up and murmuring: “Hey, Drake. Direct 
me to Uroboros, fastest route. And you got any info about how I can get in?” 

Good luck. Thermal scanners will pick up any and everything, and the closer you draw 
to Uroboros, the better they’re able to detect. Drake said mildly, then he paused and 
shrugged. But you’ve pulled off some pretty crazy stunts in the past, so what the hell. 
Twenty-two klicks to your right, and you’ll reach the main wall of the city. You can’t use the 
classic ‘get in through the sewers’ ruse because Narrius had laser shutters installed at every 
entrance and exit… so I think your best bet is to find a way to scale the walls or find and 
break through a weaker section, which’ll set off  alerts, but…

“I’m going there to start a party anyway.” Zerrex murmured, then he paused and smiled 
slightly. “Hey, uh, Drake? Has thermal imaging gotten any better, or just wider range?”

Just like radar… why? Drake asked slowly, and the Drakkaren merely shrugged as he 
checked over his equipment before starting to jog lightly in the direction that Drake had 
pointed out. He’d have to move fast if he wanted to make Uroboros by nightfall… and he 
knew he’d have to make a stop along the way, too.



Thankfully, the journey wasn’t as eventful this time around… although the Drakkaren 
did have to venture through a swamp and carefully sneak past three of the large purple 
spiders that had taken up residence at one end of it, and also carefully wind his way 
through several herds of draybeast. He paused at the end of the swamp, however, taking off 
all his gear and clothing and wrapping everything up in his pants… and then he took a 
deep breath before dropping in the mud and rolling back and forth, covering his entire 
body in the disgusting, filthy muck. When he straightened, he was covered head-to-
toeclaws, even his hair streaked with brown gunk… and Drake wordlessly left in horror and 
disgust as Zerrex picked up his gear with one hand and began to jog once more towards 
Uroboros. Now, however, he had to be more careful to avoid wiping too much gunk off 
himself, or moving so much that he began to sweat: the latter would not only raise his body 
temperature, but clear off  the masking of  goo he’d slopped all over his body.

By nightfall, however, the Drakkaren had at least made the main road and was carefully 
making his way down the dirt path… before dropping to a crouch and pretending to be a 
rock when a military transport slowly rolled by. The tactic worked surprisingly well… and 
then he continued towards the capitol before slowing and wincing at a pain in his side, 
moving instead at a walk. The trek through the jungle had taken a lot longer than he’d 
thought… normally, he’d be able to do from fifty to a hundred klicks in a day, no 
problem… but he’d forgotten to take in both his reduced size and the cruelty of  the terrain.

So instead, the Drakkaren staggered his way down the road… then paused as he reached 
a small farming homestead, looking at it longingly and the lights shining inside. He 
realized, however, that if he continued to follow the main road and move through these 
communities, he at least wouldn’t be found out by the scanning technology, mud mask or 
no mud mask… and so he wiped some of the gunk from his features and staggered quietly 
into the yard and around the small home, glancing idly back and forth before settling his 
eyes on a gunk-filled, stinking pond that looked like it was used to water the small crops 
and gardens planted in the open fields around the house.

Zerrex grunted as he threw his equipment aside and waded into the water, splashing it 
quietly over himself and wiping off the muck as best he could… before wincing and 
straightening as he heard the familiar click of what could only be a double-barrel shotgun. 
No other weapon, after all, inspired that kind of ‘aww crap’ feeling at close range without 
even being visible, as a rough voice ordered: “Turn around.”

The Drakkaren rose his hands and did so, wincing at the fact he was naked and 
splattered with mud, before recognizing that both probably wouldn’t really matter… and 
looking up at a Dragokkaren in a rawhide tunic, the shotgun Zerrex had expected to see 
aimed squarely at his face, but the other reptile still a prudent distance away. By his feet was 
a lit lantern, and Zerrex cursed himself for neither hearing the… well, defender of his 
farmland, he guessed, or noting the light. “The hell are you doin’ here, and all covered in 
shit? And hey, get the fuck outta the waterin’ hole, you’re gonna sour it up.”

Zerrex made a face and did as he was commanded, walking forwards with his hands 
raised and using that to close the distance a few feet between himself and the farmer, then 



halting and sighing, still too far away to do anything and dripping water. He thought for a 
moment, glancing back and forth, then replied mildly: “I just spent all day trekking through 
the jungle… I had to slather myself in mud so that I didn’t set off the thermal scanners 
once I came in close enough that they could start detailing me. I’m trying to sneak into the 
city, and I was just stopping to clean the crap off  my body…”

The farmer looked at him for a few moments thoughtfully… then he nodded a bit and 
slowly lowered his gun, carefully pushing back the hammers, and Zerrex sighed in relief, 
relaxing as the Dragokkaren smiled a bit. “Sorry there for that entrance, then. Though you 
mighta been a raider or here to steal some of my water or crops… hard times have fallen on 
this here place. But say, what do you mean, sneak into the city? Only an idiot would try to 
break into Uroboros… it’s a fortress.”

He shook his head slowly, then paused and searched the Drakkaren with another 
measuring gaze. “You ain’t a rebel, are you? I admire what they’re doin’, sure, but they’re 
troublemakers for the rest of  us when they fuck up, which is a bit too often for my likings.”

Zerrex recognized that the value of saying something stupid like, ‘well, they’re trying 
their best,’ would be lost here, so he simply shook his head and laughed a bit. “I ended up 
getting into a bit of a disagreement with them at their base, which is why I had to make my 
way through the jungle.” He stopped, recognized that the Dragokkaren might not exactly be 
the most sympathetic to his aim, and added: “I just want to get into the city to see if I can 
sneak my family out… we ended up getting separated…”

He’d hit the right note this time, as the farmer nodded sympathetically. “I know what 
that’s like. When the lockdown first happened, I lost my boys and Helga for a few months. 
They was trapped at their sisters in sector five, and it took me forever to get a worker’s 
permit so I could get them back out… but tell you what, son. There’s a bathhouse ‘round at 
the back, and you look ‘bout the same size as my youngest boy. I’ll have him bring you out 
some fresh clothes to change into, and then you can come on in. ‘Salmost dinnertime, so 
you might as well sit down and stay the night if you like… the gates’ll be locked down until 
tomorrow, anyhow.”

Thanks… I’d really appreciate that.” Zerrex smiled and nodded, then he politely 
introduced himself  and held out a hand, earning a strange look from the farmer.

He frowned a bit, then shrugged and shook the relatively-clean hand of the reptile with 
a bit of a smile. “I swear I’ve heard that name o’ yours somewhere before. Zerrex, huh? But 
I’m Jericho Defoe. Me and my lady were born out o’ country, just like you… but you speak 
pretty good Hez’Rannan. Anyhow, come on in once you’re cleaned up”

It took me a good few years to get it down.” The Drakkaren replied as Defoe walked 
away, smiling a bit to himself as he realized with some surprise that… yes, indeed, of 
course he’d been speaking Hez’Rannan all this time. But everything sounded like it was 
coming across in his own native tongue, and that was all he was speaking… and he heard 
Drake snort in his head before rolling his eyes and grudgingly offering the dark nephilim a 
thank you for his translation work, from regular words to names, turning them from things 
like Sylkamis to Bob.



Drake didn’t reply, and Zerrex shrugged as he grabbed his stuff and wandered idly 
towards the only other building he could find, a small, squat tan building with no windows 
and no door, just a plain archway from which shone a faint light. The reptile stepped 
through this… then blinked as he found himself in a large room with a plain cement floor 
and a single shelf  stacked with towels.

The Drakkaren tossed his stuff onto this as he turned his eyes on the thing that 
dominated the room: a covered tub so enormous – and likely so deep – it could almost be a 
pool. It was certainly bigger than a hot tub… and there were also four showerheads set on 
tall steel poles all set an equal distance from each other in a square formation. When Zerrex 
rolled back the lid – it was almost a plastic shutter – he found the tub was already filled 
with heated water, and the Drakkaren noted vents in the sides of the concrete walls that 
likely led to some kind of  old fashioned purification system.

He shrugged a bit, then slid into the water and sighed, relaxing a bit as something 
clicked on, glancing up at the small, hanging lamp on the ceiling as he felt the water faintly 
pulling at him. He wondered idly on how Hez’Ranna functioned in a mix of tradition and 
technology… then paused and looked over his shoulder as he heard a faint noise from 
behind him, determined not to be caught off  guard again.

A young Dragokkaren – he had to be no more than sixteen, and likely younger – stepped 
into the bathhouse with a blush and a bit of a smile, holding up some clothes and placing 
them onto an empty rack by the towels, saying shyly: “Hi, sir… my dad just said I should 
put these clothes out for you, and um… it’s nice to meet you, sir, my name is Daniel…”

The pleasure’s mine.” Zerrex nodded to him, then smiled slightly as the lithe, slender 
male blushed and nodded quickly back before retreating. Then the reptile turned and sighed 
a bit, relaxing as he slid down into the water and sloshed some of it over his features and 
body, before scrubbing at himself with his hands to work out as much of the muck as he 
could manage.

Finally, he straightened, sopping wet, still-braided hair limp and clinging to his back, 
then he brushed his white locks from his eyes and climbed carefully out of the tub, sliding 
the lid back closed over the water as whatever system below busily cleaned the muck from it, 
before grabbing a towel from the shelves and drying himself quickly off. Once that was 
done, he carefully slid himself into the kid’s clothing, feeling dryly amused at the fact the 
frigging sixteen year old was taller than him… and in this body, maybe even a bit bulkier 
despite how skinny he’d looked in the weak light.

The Drakkaren glanced over himself once finished: a plain hide shirt, a pair of rawhide 
pants, and a set of old sandals that fit comfortably over his feet. The Drakkaren decided to 
discard his muck-covered pants, keeping only his sidepacks and placing them on once more 
as he carried the pants outside, then shrugged and tossed them into the woods.

He turned towards the homestead, walking around to the front and wondering if he 
should knock or let himself in, as he approached the screen door… but he was spared the 
trouble as a female Dragokkaren smiled and opened the door for him, bowing politely. 



“Hello, sir, it’s a pleasure to have a visitor here… it’s been a long time since we’ve had 
anyone to spend some time with.”

“I’m just lucky to have come across such hospitable people.” Zerrex returned, as he 
stepped into the homestead and looked… up… at her with a smile. She had at least two 
feet on him… and he wondered again if all the advantages of being small really made this 
whole thing worth it. Then he coughed when she leaned down and kissed his cheek before 
putting an arm around him and easily guiding him inside to the kitchen, where the rest of 
the family was gathered around a large table in the small, crowded room full of old-
fashioned equipment.

She sat primly at the table beside her husband, as Zerrex took the open spot between 
two males, making mental notes to himself about the family as he kept his look curious and 
genial. Five Dragokkaren… four males, one female…

There was Jericho, who was a bit rough-looking but seemed pleasant enough… his son 
Daniel, who really was quite slender and shy, a blush already rising in his cheeks just from 
sitting next to Zerrex, and who seemed… incredibly feminine, from the way he was sitting 
and even to his features… then the other two brothers, one of whom looked almost exactly 
like a slightly-smaller, more-serious version of his father… and one who looked pissed-off 
and irritable.

The last wasn’t clad in the same kind of homemade clothing as the others… but instead 
jeans and a black leather jacket that was open to reveal a bare, thin chest. He was also about 
ten feet tall… just a foot shorter than his father, and maybe only a few inches under his 
older brother. He wore on inverted cross on a necklace that had several bones dangling 
from it, as well, and his features were unnaturally pale, as he looked back and forth coldly, 
seeming disgusted with the whole family event. Zerrex was sure that if he saw his feet, he’d 
be wearing dirty combat boots, too… and the reptile self-consciously tugged down the 
sleeve of his shirt to make sure that the swastika tattooed on his arm was hidden from view. 
He didn’t want the Goth member of  the family getting any ideas, after all.

“Say grace, Paul.” Jericho said, and then the Dragokkaren all laced their fingers together 
and bowed their heads onto their hands, and Zerrex winced and quickly mimicked them: 
here was one thing he was never comfortable with. Then he realized that no, not everyone 
had done so, as his emerald eyes flicked to the side: the middle brother had just snorted and 
leaned back in his chair, making a disgusted face and muttering something under his breath.

Paul, the oldest, recited in a clear, faithful voice: “We thank thee, God, for your blessing 
and this bounty with which you have rewarded us for our hard work, and for keeping us 
alive and together as a family even through these hard times. In love and servitude we stay, 
and gladly we shall feast tonight with your name for ever and ever in our minds and hearts, 
amen.”

Amen.” echoed around the table, and the middle brother muttered something like ‘fuck-
nuggets.’ 



Zerrex straightened as the Dragokkaren did the same, then Jericho smiled across at him 
as he grabbed a pitcher of milk from the table and poured himself a glass, saying warmly: 
“Well, just help yourself, and welcome to our little family, Zerrex. I guess you’ve already met 
Danny, my youngest, and my wife, Helga… but these other two males are my sons, Paul 
and Luke.”

Pleasure to meet you.” Paul said amiably, and extended a hand across the table, which 
Zerrex smiled and shook. “Zerrex, right?”

Right.” The Drakkaren nodded, then he glanced sideways at Luke when the Dragokkaren 
grunted, leaning over his plate and shoving vegetables into his mouth. Zerrex noted that 
whereas every other plate was stocked with a bit of salad, some small pieces of bread, 
potatoes and what he thought was meatloaf, Luke only had some plain salad and a large 
hunk of meat, which he was currently mutilating with his knife as he continued to shovel 
salad into his maw. There’s something fucking wrong with him. A pause, and Drake added 
mildly: Watch your back. He might be a spy for the Patriarch.

He’s an emo punk, not a traitor. Zerrex replied mentally, as he smiled around at the 
other Dragokkaren and began to gladly eat… and after a morning spent munching on 
Mekaglosa, it was especially delicious indeed.

The family asked the usual nosy questions, and Zerrex did his best to reply to everything 
in turn: where he was from, what kind of work he did, etcetera. Then, ruining the mood, 
Luke piped up in a flat baritone: “Ex-military and carrying a gun. Bet he’ll kill us all in our 
sleep like all the little whiny bitches soldiers are.”

Luke!” Helga said sharply, and Zerrex gave the pale Dragokkaren an irritable look, 
halting with a forkful of meatloaf halfway to his muzzle. Then the female Dragokkaren 
looked at him with a bit of a blush, saying quickly: “I’m sorry for his behavior… he’s just 
been going through a phase lately…”

“I don’t need you to apologize for me.” Luke grumbled crossly, then he looked down at 
Zerrex with a sneer. “Or maybe she’s just doing it because she knows that a bitch like you 
wouldn’t ever have the guts to stick up for yourself.”

“That’s enough, Luke!” Jericho said sharply, and then his middle son snorted and shoved 
away from the table, turning and leaving the room as Paul and Jericho watched with 
distaste, and Helga and Daniel with worry and sadness. Then the father of the family 
looked over at Zerrex and rubbed the back of his head. “Sorry for his behavior… like his 
mother said, we’ve been able to do… nothing with him. He went from being such a kind 
lad to… such a deviant just a few months ago…”

The Dragokkaren shook his head slowly, then he added mildly: “So please don’t take his 
comments to heart.”

“It’s alright.” Zerrex said softly and nodded with a smile, but the rest of the dinner was 
continued in an uncomfortable silence, the only sound the shuffling of forks and knives. 
Afterwards, Daniel and Helga took the dishes to the sink, and the other three reptiles stood 
and followed Jericho out into the den – a cozy, fair-sized room with a draybeast-fur rug, a 



coffeetable, and some other odds and ends; television, a phone, a radio being the most 
technology present. Even the lamps looked like they ran off oil or some other chemical 
substance.

Oh, so you know, Zerrex, just down the hall is the bathroom and the boys’ rooms. I hope 
you don’t mind staying rooming with Daniel for the night.” Jericho said apologetically. “But 
whenever you like, you can just head on off. Danny-boy’s agreed to sleep on the cot if you 
want the bed.”

I appreciate it, thanks.” Zerrex smiled and nodded, then glanced at the television as 
Jericho clicked it on, his eyes narrowing a bit at the smiling newscaster on the screen: in the 
background, was a picture of Narrius in the top corner, beside the Hez’Ranna Double 
Standard. The news story was about some takeover, and current population and size 
estimates were being tallied up at the bottom of the screen in percentages and fractions. 
Propaganda. Some art of  war techniques never change…

“What bullshit is this?” asked Jericho disgustedly, and Paul crossed his arms and nodded 
firmly with a grunt. “I can’t believe they’re still spewing this crap twenty-four seven, I’m sick 
of it, and I’m sick of the Patriarch. He demands more and more production from all of us 
here, but now we have to grow our fields not outside in the Royal Common Grounds, but 
instead in the fuckin’ greenhouses in sector two! They might grow faster, sure, but it sure as 
hell cuts down on how much I can turn out and how often I can tend to ‘em.”

Zerrex opened his mouth to reply, before pausing and glancing up as there was a loud 
double-knock at the door, and Jericho cursed under his breath, sounding disgusted. 
“Fucking patrols. I better go see what’s going on.”

Before Zerrex could do or say anything, Jericho stood up and approached the door, 
opening it and revealing two large, black-uniformed Dragokkaren. They looked coldly down 
at him – both were massive clone-soldiers, the Drakkaren recognized – and then one of 
them held up a poster of… aww, crap. “Have you-”

He broke off as he glanced upwards… then shoved Jericho out of the way, immediately 
beginning to raise his assault rifle with a snarl. Zerrex, however, was faster, leaping forwards 
quickly with a snarl and smashing his elbow down into the barrel, then slamming a palm 
into both soldiers before they could react, knocking them sprawling out the door as he 
walked quickly outside. Immediately, both soldiers dropped the heavy assault guns and went 
for their kwaibars, and Zerrex grinned a bit: they were well trained, they followed protocol 
to the letter… and that, ironically, would be their undoing.

Before the first could jerk his kwaibar free of the sheath on his back, Zerrex stepped 
forwards and briskly snapped his neck: then, as the second soldier stood and leapt at him 
with a snarl and the short sword drawn back, the Drakkaren rose his own hand in reply, 
slapping the flat side of the blade and knocking the soldier’s arm wide before sinking his 
other fist into the uniformed stomach of the Dragokkaren. The soldier collapsed overtop 
him, eyes bulging, one hand clawing weakly, uselessly at the reptile’s arm, and then Zerrex 
snaked the hand he’d used to block the Dragokkaren’s initial attack across his body, snagged 



the junction of shoulder and neck, and popped the top vertebrae out of his spine with little 
more than a twist and jerk.

The soldier collapsed lifelessly, eyes rolling up in his head, and then the reptile sighed a 
bit and brushed his hair back slowly, pausing long enough to pick up the fallen paper and 
glancing down at it. His picture… size, weight, and height stats… and the label of ‘do not 
attempt to engage; extremely dangerous.’ He sighed, then tossed it to the wind before 
glancing at the clustered Dragokkaren family, all of them looking at him with horror, 
before smiling a bit. “Sorry about-”

“Get the hell off my property!” Jericho shouted at him, and Zerrex could tell his anger 
was masking his fear… but nonetheless, it frustrated him. Instead of responding, however, 
the Drakkaren stepped forwards once… and immediately, the door was slammed on his 
face. A few moments later, Zerrex could see faces peeking around curtains in the windows, 
and he sighed before shaking his head slowly and taking his time in gathering up the 
belongings of the soldiers, salvaging what he could in preparation for his attempt in getting 
over the enemy walls.

He had the revolver and a few rounds, a few spare shells… he took one of the massive 
assault rifles, glancing over the rectangular design with the huge barrel drum before setting 
it to single-fire mode… he had six clips, which he tucked in another sidepack he liberated 
and attached to his belt… a handful of grenades that he stashed on his belt… and finally, a 
kwaibar that currently rested easily on his other hip. The assault rifle he decided to carry… 
it would likely be the first thing he discarded. He loathed using automatic weapons… he 
could respect their efficiency, design and use in combat, sure, but that didn’t mean he 
actually liked using them.

The Drakkaren thought idly about dragging one of the bodies off… shifting his own 
form upwards… and then wearing one of the uniforms and attempting to sneak in that 
way… but even though it was a tactic that worked in the movies and in general platoons, 
the reptile was aware of two minor problems: one, the clone soldiers were ingrained with 
specific protocols and signs he was sure he had no clue of… and two, they were frigging 
clones. They weren’t perfect replicas of each other… but he sure as hell didn’t look like a 
pureblood Dragokkaren of  Hez’Ranna.

The reptile made a bit of a face, then he started off down the side of the road at a light 
jog, sighing a bit. With his luck, the soldiers he’d just taken out were part of a patrol convoy 
or special platoon… meaning that very soon, a pissed-off group of soldiers was going to 
be chasing him down or sound an alert back to the already-on-alert city. Making a 
successful attack was starting to look more and more impossible… and the reptile made a 
face as he jogged down the road before pausing and peering through the darkness ahead to 
the too-familiar shape of a military transport sitting on the edge of the road. A light was 
on in the back, and soldiers were sitting around, looking bored and chatting… and likely 
waiting for their friends.

Zerrex recognized that he had a choice: the first option was to charge in, screaming and 
roaring, and blast and hack them all apart like a psychotic action movie star. As the reptile 



kneeled at the side of the road, thankful for the darkness and once more utterly loathing his 
white hair, he decided this option would get him killed because they all had the same huge 
assault rifles. Worse, for them, they were normal-sized assault rifles, plus, on top of the six 
soldiers he could see, there was at least the driver to contend with, and whatever other 
patrols were currently out… so for all he knew, he could be dealing with double the 
number that he saw. 

Next option: he had the rifle on single shot, and even though he was a crappy shot, he 
could lay up and probably pick them all off at a safe distance in the darkness. A pause, and 
then he tossed this aside with disgust, too… it sounded great, but he was at a few serious 
disadvantages. Such as the fact his ‘safe distance’ was about forty feet away… and they 
wouldn’t scatter, screaming, into the night at the first gunshot or comrade to fall. Likely, 
they’d turn out the lights and leave him in complete darkness… form a firing line… and 
just strafe the road with firepower. The muzzle flashes would reveal their position… but his 
would do the same. And even in the darkness, they’d have the advantage of a defensive 
position… plus then they could still sound an alert or the truck could drive away. Worst of 
all? They could get pissed off and just lob grenades, and he’d have to run away screaming 
and hope that none of them were smart enough to toss a flashbang, which would illuminate 
the whole area long enough for one of  them to put a few caps in his ass.

Moving on: he could throw a grenade into their truck. Now, even though this sounded 
pretty pathetically easy… it was a lot hard to toss an impact-detonating grenade into the 
exact area you wanted it to than it seemed. For one thing, he wasn’t exactly a star pitcher… 
Cherry used to yell at him about how terrible his aim was and how often she had to duck 
things when he threw them at her playing catch or whatever. For another, this wasn’t a 
baseball… it was a small metal cylinder with a button on top, set with a counterweight on 
the bottom to ensure that it landed on the pressure sensitive pad that would set it off.

The Drakkaren mused as he pulled this out, rolling it back and forth between his 
fingers. The goddamn thing was small, too… and following the laws of physics, he couldn’t 
just… chuck it forwards with all his strength. Just like lobbing a ball of paper, it had to be 
done more with grace than raw muscle power… and he made a face, then sighed. It was, 
however, his best bet… after all-

 Don’t move.” said a cold voice, and the barrel of an assault rifle pressed against the side 
of his head, making the Drakkaren blink, then curse under his breath at being snuck up on 
for the second freaking time this day. Except this time, he didn’t think he could use some 
half-lies to get the rifle away from him… and he could sense at least two others, also with 
their guns trained on him, standing a prudent distance away. So even if he took out this 
guy… he got riddled with bullets. “Drop the weapon.”

Like, what the hell? Drop it?” Zerrex held up the grenade and hit the button, then he 
grinned stupidly up at the Dragokkaren, who suddenly paled and looked horrified. “You 
still want me to drop it, rookie?”

Sir, please put down the explosive device!” the Dragokkaren said in a strained voice, and 
another reptile went running by towards the transport, shouting some code. The other 



Dragokkaren inside the transport immediately tensed and grabbed their weapons, beginning 
to file out… so Zerrex did the only thing he could at this point. 

He shrugged and said mildly: “Okay.” And with that, flicked the grenade over his 
shoulder and jumped to a squat, covering his head as the soldiers around him yelled in 
terror and ran: clones or not, protocol-ingrained or not, they seemed to recognize the 
meaning of  a tossed explosive device.

The moment Zerrex heard the click of the grenade hitting the ground, he leapt into the 
air, and then the explosion ripped the earth behind him, sending him literally flying as he 
yelped loudly, arms flailing and assault rifle flying by, turned to a ruined hunk of shrapnel 
to hit some unfortunate soldier in the face. He crumpled as the others covered their faces 
and staggered away from the blast on instinct, as Zerrex’s smoking body hit the ground, and 
the Drakkaren snarled before rolling off the road and into the underbrush, then drawing 
the only other blast grenade he had, cackling to himself before tossing it into the group of 
soldiers. It bounced once, and they dived to the floor, screaming… before Zerrex cursed as 
he realized he hadn’t armed the goddamn thing.

The scattered soldiers were still on the dirt, however, heads covered, probably wondering 
why they hadn’t all just been obliterated… and the reptile charged forwards, drawing his 
kwaibar and leaping onto the back of the nearest, stabbing down through his spine and 
causing him to shriek in agony. But then soldiers were rolling up to their feet, and the 
others hit by the explosion behind him were climbing to their feet as well, snarling and 
taking aim… and Zerrex searched his sidepack for the familiar, larger shape of a flashbang 
even as he jumped forwards and slashed through the throat of another with the kwaibar. As 
he fell in a bloody mess, gargling and dropping his rifle, the Drakkaren threw the grenade 
straight down and then covered his eyes with his arm, grinning coldly as the explosive went 
off and blinded everyone in the vicinity, sending up a mass of screams and gunfire that only 
came through as faint, weak pops.

Zerrex opened half-blinded eyes, everything seeming to pulse with whiteness, feeling 
bullets tear by his body and a few of the low-caliber slugs pound into one arm, causing him 
to stagger with a snarl, before he went to work. He ran towards the nearest soldier, the 
world full of soundless pulses and echoes, his eyes aching as he slammed the kwaibar into 
the stomach of one, then ripped it free as he turned at the same time, slashing through the 
arm of another before finishing him with a hard downwards chop. Two others had already 
gone down to friendly fire, and three Dragokkaren were unwittingly firing madly at each 
other, before two more of them went down in screams that were barely filtering through to 
the reptile’s aching head.

He turned to kill another… but then saw the truck was starting to move, and threw 
himself forwards, slamming the Dragokkaren who barred his path aside as he drew two 
grenades out of his pouch and tore the ring off one of them with his teeth, figuring it 
would set off the other as he tossed them over his shoulder, then leapt into the transport, 
the sound of him landing on the floor of the vehicle covered by the double explosion of 
two incendiary grenades that splattered fire over the remaining soldiers, sending them down 



in screaming heaps. Zerrex covered his muzzle as he groaned, his stomach heaving as he 
forced himself to crawl forwards, away from the heat and the chemical fires that were now 
burning at the mouth of the transport and along the green, flame-retardant canopy… then 
he slumped forwards and closed his eyes, as sound slowly came back to the world in bursts 
and weird, thudding noises, his head aching and body pounding, blood dripping down one 
arm and his almost-new clothes singed and charred.

He slowly pulled himself into a sitting position, wincing at the rocking of the transport 
as he forced himself up onto the seat… and the driver was shouting into a radio, yelling: 
“Code 32-16-71! I repeat patrol platoon 32 is 16-71, and the hostile is making his way 
towards Uroboros! Reinforce the alert, set all gates to aggressive defense mode after I get 
back into the capitol!”

It is not your place to command, but your advice will be taken into consideration.” came 
the cold voice of dispatch on the other end of the line: Zerrex recognized that voice… the 
creator and keeper of the sacred church of protocol, the soldiers who had either never done 
or seen too much battle on the front line… but either way, didn’t care about the living, 
dead, or dying, just about reinforcing their command and control. “Return to base for 
debriefing and prepare to make your report directly to the division commander. Over and 
out.”

Fucking bastard!” the driver spat on the other side of the thin wall between the cab of 
the truck and the soldier’s compartment, then he muttered: “At least the fucking gates are 
open… like hell I’d stop…” A pause, and the sound of a radio being slammed back into its 
holder. “I can’t believe this crap, though. I go from being a Colonel in the GA to a driver-
bitch, just because… what, I’m not sixteen feet tall, but thirteen and a half ?” 

He muttered in disgust to himself some more, as Zerrex silently prowled around the 
benches… but the inside of the compartment was clean. On the bright side, the fires were 
going out… and then the truck began to slow before the reptile grunted as they went over 
several large bumps. The driver blinked and looked in the rearview mirror, halting the truck 
and calling: “Hey, is anyone back there?”

Then the Dragokkaren drew his gun and turned around, pulling the glass window back 
to peer into the compartment… but it was entirely empty. He shook his head slowly… 
muttered something about needing a drink… then turned around and drove off, deeper 
into the capital city. And Zerrex watched him from the nearby shadows of a darkened 
house, smiling slightly to himself as he stood behind a long-dead lamppost: once more he’d 
managed to infiltrate Hez’Ranna. Now he just needed to find a base of operations to lay 
up for the night and where he could spend the next day preparing… and then it would be 
time for him to make his move and strike back against the Dragokkaren who had tried to 
take everything away from him.

Zerrex turned and walked slowly down the alleyway between the two houses, then he 
paused, glanced up at a ladder hanging conspicuously low, and hefted himself up on it, 
grunting as he ascended by just his hands before managing to get one foot on the rusted 



metal. He paused, then groaned as he realized he was only wearing one sandal… I must’ve 
lost the other in the explosion… ugh.

The reptile made a face, then kicked off the other and turned back to climbing the 
ladder, reaching the rooftops easily and sitting back on the ledge to gaze out over the city… 
a surprisingly good view it was, too. He had thought the building was squat and small 
compared to the others, but now he realized that he’d entered the city through a hilly area, 
and they were actually above most of the other stone buildings. Here and there Zerrex 
could see metal walls, and buildings lit up like fire… and over one particular area, a strange, 
glowing haze. The Drakkaren guessed that was the bomb shield… and he looked at it 
thoughtfully for a few moments, wondering idly how much collateral damage the city would 
suffer if  he blew up one of  the thingies that looked like it was generating or maintaining it.

No… even one, even the losses of innocent life I know will occur… they’re all too 
much, the reptile thought grimly, looking silently out over the city. I want to kill Narrius. 
But I can’t just mow down everyone I want to get to him… good or bad, savior or monster, 
loved or hated… I can’t kill more than necessary. Because that’s the old dark ways… and 
it’d be a dishonor both to Marina and Cindy.

He nodded a bit to himself, then paused and tilted his head curiously as saw a strange 
flicker in what looked like the folds of reality itself, an area of the roof warping and 
twisting… before Cynterra appeared, smiling at him softly. She raised a hand, then 
motioned for him to follow… and the Drakkaren did so curiously, watching as she floated 
backwards at the same speed he moved. He hesitated a moment… but she smiled and 
beckoned again as she turned and levitated in the air, before floating quietly off in another 
direction, and Zerrex smiled faintly to himself before shrugging a bit and following despite 
his misgivings. 

He leapt from rooftop-to-rooftop, slid down to run along ledges he never would have 
noticed otherwise, and walked silently beyond patrol guards, almost brushing them but 
never alerting them as they wandered the streets. Soon enough, he found himself nearing 
the more densely-populated area of the city, with larger buildings and more spots to hide, 
more lights to be found by… but a massive steel wall blocked his progress, and for some 
reason, he didn’t think the soldiers standing at the gates, armed with shotguns, would be 
letting him through anytime soon.

Then Cynterra tapped – or would have, if she wasn’t just a ghost in his mind – a half-
hidden, broken window behind a dumpster in the alley below… and Zerrex jumped quietly 
down from the rooftop he was standing on to land beside it. He paused, then carefully slid 
through as Cherubim Sin floated through the wall with a smile.

He grunted as he almost slipped on a discarded newspaper… then steadied himself and 
slowly walked across the ruins of what looked like a fire. He also noted a pair of double 
doors that Cherubim was standing by… and then she slid through them, and Zerrex 
followed, forcing one of the doors open with a hard nudge of his shoulder, and blinked as 
he stepped into a long ballroom. He slowly made his way down this, towards Cynterra at 
the other end… and he could swear that real phantasms, not just memory-ghosts from his 



mind, brushed around him, whispered to him, and danced eternally in his haunted place… 
before Drake murmured: They must have shut down this place when they set up the 
Curtains… it looks like this hall travels right through the wall separating the sectors.

Zerrex laughed quietly as he nodded slowly, approaching the other end of the hall… 
and then blinked when Cynterra floated upwards to sit neatly on the edge of a hole in the 
roof. The Drakkaren made a bit of a face at this, but the wall here was broken and uneven, 
so it wasn’t too difficult for him to climb up and slip out, before he leapt to the next roof 
and landed in a roll with a grunt. He straightened, then brushed himself slowly off before 
Cherubim beckoned for him to move. The Drakkaren was about to, before blinking and 
ducking behind a crate as he heard loud footsteps.

He couldn’t see anyone, however, and he frowned as he peered around… before slowly 
looking up and realizing there was a large, raised wooden patio above this roof, and a guard 
was slowly patrolling along it. The lizard winced, then bolted for Cynterra, who quickly 
dropped out of the air and into an alleyway, and Zerrex skidded over the edge before 
snagging a metal drainage pole and sliding down it with a loud squeaking sound.

Fortunately, it didn’t seem to attract any extra attention, and then the Drakkaren turned 
and followed the female’s ghost through a short series of alleyways, then pausing as they 
reached a main road. The female flittered across it – going right through a guard and 
causing herself to faze in and out of reality for a few moments, making Zerrex wince at the 
static distortion it caused – before motioning quickly for him to follow. The reptile 
hesitated, made a face, then sighed and sprinted across the wide main road, hating the fact 
it was fully lit and the guard patrolling slowly down it. These guards were wearing mesh 
vests, too, which would be a bitch to deal with in close combat because the metal rings hurt 
like crap to punch… before he glanced up to catch a smile from Cynterra. Then she blew 
him a kiss as she pointed a plain steel door… and vanished.

He blinked… then shook his head slowly and carefully went through the camouflaged, 
rusted door in the stone wall… and descended a set of narrow stairs, wincing at the water 
dripping from the ceiling. He touched the banister, and found it was mossy, drawing his 
hand quickly back… and even the stone under his feet felt moist.

He stepped out into what could have been a sewage passage… except it was long 
abandoned. And Drake laughed quietly before murmuring in his head: It’s an old 
aqueduct… except this one was used for transportation. During the Great War between 
Hez’Ranna and the civilized world… I guess that’d be the first, this would be the second 
War on the World… Hez’Ranna soldiers used to transport their supplies to and from 
secret military bases and stage attacks on enemies inside and outside the city by using 
these… there’s only a few access points left, and I’m sure the water’s stagnant or gone by 
now…

Drake was right about that, at least. When Zerrex walked forwards along the narrow 
cement pathway along the edge of the rectangular trench through which water flowed in a 
Z-shape, he saw there was only a puddle of murky water left… and a glance down the one 
arm of the trench showed that the sluice-gate was firmly shut. He had no idea what was on 



the other side… but the reptile thought he’d keep it in mind, asking quietly: “You have the 
maps for this area memorized? The aqueducts, I mean.” I should… give me a few minutes. I 
got a lot of  shit to sort through.

Zerrex nodded a bit, then he turned and walked deeper into the aqueduct, rounding a 
corner to find… another short branch, then a dead end with another closed steel shutter. A 
peer into the murky water, and the reptile made a face at the strange crabs he saw lurking in 
the trench, walking threatening back and forth and clacking their claws at him. He leaned 
away, then turned around and blinked as he saw a rusted metal door… before shrugging a 
bit and letting himself  through.

He stepped into some sort of management office… that had been completely 
redesigned into a private one-room soldier’s bachelor pad. Or rather, bachelorette pad, as 
Zerrex recognized who this place had to belong to, especially after catching sight of a few 
worn pictures of Cherry on the wall. He smiled a bit to himself, walking over to these and 
looking at them silently as the door swung shut behind him on the pneumatic hinge… then 
he sighed softly and lowered his gaze, putting his hands out to rest on the table in front of 
himself and looking quietly down at the candles on the table, before glancing up at the 
faintly-flickering light. There was no switch on the wall… but that was okay. He liked the 
light… he had spent too much of  his life in darkness, anyway.

The reptile took another glance around the room, sizing up what there was: a desk with 
drawers he’d have to search, pressed against the wall with all the half-melted candles… a few 
shelves stocked with odds and ends, everything from toilet paper to a few guns and 
ammo… a shotgun sat in the corner… there was a plain mattress and some sheets and 
pillows thrown haphazardly into one corner, slumped and broken, but still comfortable-
looking… and a plain dresser that had a top stacked with all manner of crap, including 
what looked like a satanic altar. Zerrex stared at this mildly for a few moments, then 
coughed and shook his head. “Whatever.”

He turned and inspected the drawers next. Paper, matches, some files, some more boxes 
of ammo, and… unsurprisingly… a good bit of porn, some of it extremely sadistic and 
kinky. The reptile paused, then took out one of the magazines to browse later for his own 
personal amusement… then frowning a bit as he realized there was something beneath the 
stack of  porno mags.

He picked them up… and then blinked and pulled out a heavy steel lockbox. Not that it 
was any problem for him… he looked back and forth, then raised it above his head and was 
about to slam it into the ground when Drake said drolly: Hey, idiot. What if it’s either 
booby-trapped or there’s something fragile in there?

Zerrex’s lame mental response was: I like boobies. Then, while Drake was likely staring in 
horror, he threw the box down into the floor as hard as he could, causing it to pop open as 
the metal front dented inwards before it fell on its bottom. Zerrex looked down at it… 
looked back and forth to make sure he wasn’t dead… then bent down and carefully opened 
it… before laughing faintly and slowly withdrawing one of Cherry’s prized weapons, 
murmuring quietly: “Wow… now how the hell did she get a hold of  you?”



It was a deadly whip of sharpened chain links and a fitted metal grip that felt… almost 
perfect and right in Zerrex’s hand right now, with the size he had shrunk down to. It also 
ended in a vicious hook that would tear huge gouges out of pretty much anything it was 
snapped against… and Zerrex gently put this aside for now, smiling faintly. He wasn’t so 
good with that style of weapon… but Cherry had taught him enough that he thought it 
would more than suffice. I’ll have to take care of  it, though… Cherry will want it back.

He laughed a bit to himself, closing his eyes… and hating the fact he was starting to 
accept, starting to know that he may be deluding himself. He hated how… Marina and 
Cindy and Cherry were all… almost fading from his mind, as he was focusing more and 
more on revenge to fill the black hole in his heart was trying so goddamn hard to pretend 
wasn’t there… before he sighed and shook his head, murmuring quietly: “They’ll be fine… 
Cherubim said herself, Cherry’s alive. Maybe messed up, but still alive, and that’s the first 
step.”

He nodded a bit to himself, then glanced up when Drake spoke up in his head. I figured 
out the map of the waterworks, too, and where we must be… one of the residential 
districts, probably sector twenty. I also think I know how we can get into the military sector 
where all the facilities are located… specifically, I think we can break in through a training 
facility for the clone soldiers. The only use of the aqueducts these days is for waste and 
water dumping, so a few of  them still connect to say, oversized pools or fountains…

“So we’ll go in through the maintenance area. Pretty classic.” Zerrex murmured, nodding 
a bit to himself as he picked up the shotgun in the corner of the room, then walked over 
and sat on the bed, idly looking it over and sizing it up as a modified twelve gauge, pump-
action riot control shotgun for blasting down mobs. “How far am I going to have to wade 
through… crabs and crap?”

Three klicks northwest… the tunnels don’t make a straight line to the place I’m 
thinking of, though, so we’ll say… four and a half ? I’d bet the water is nice and low the 
whole way, though, so it shouldn’t take more than an hour, maybe an hour and a half to 
there. Drake replied, then paused. I don’t know much about the layouts of the facilities 
themselves, though. I’ve only got general Hez’Ranna information in me. All my time spent 
in any facility was in that fucking air-sealed sphere, which was inside that fucking armored 
briefcase… which spent most of  its time in a safe.

“Pleasant. Sounds like you really were the favorite of the bunch.” Zerrex muttered, 
checking to see if the shotgun was empty or not and electing a snort of amusement from 
Drake. “Just guide me in the general direction, and I’ll do the rest.” A pause, then he added 
quietly: “And if we come across it, we’ll get your physical half back tomorrow while we lay 
waste to Narrius’s facilities, before I attack the Estate.”

Drake seemed almost stunned… before he smiled in Zerrex’s mind and nodded in 
return. He seemed to struggle for a moment – Zerrex could almost feel the mental war 
going on inside his head… which was… technically in his own head as well – before saying 
finally: Thank you… Boss. Just make sure we get through alive… and that your family 
doesn’t slow us down when you free them.



Zerrex grinned to himself as he put down the shotgun, standing up and walking over the 
shelf to snag one of the handguns: insulting as it might sound at first, it was really the first 
time Drake had admitted in a real chance that his family may still be alive… and for that, 
the reptile was grateful.

Act IV: The Divine Comedy
Narrius closed his crimson eyes, rubbing slowly at his forehead as he stood in the main 

hall of his Estate. He had been busy in the conference room, giving orders to his other 
units overseas… when some idiot commander had phoned up about needing to lock down 
the city and set the gates to aggressive-defense mode, which meant the one-warning rule 
would be in effect. As in, the gates would give the first person there one warning, and any 
further attempts to enter the city or even get too close would be met by automated gatling 
gun fire from the half-hidden turrets in the gate archways. The only people permitted to 
pass in and out would be military who had already had their genetic imprint coded into the 
gates and who carried one specific gene that only the special detectors set up at the gates 
would pick up on.

And, foolishly, Narrius hadn’t recognized that his son would likely have the same 
goddamn gene as the other soldiers did, because he happened to be related to him through 
blood. Marina had it, after all… and it was the Narrius family legacy, the genetic imprint 
that existed in every member of  the Narrius family.

He sighed to himself, shaking his head in disgust before looking down from the balcony 
he stood on overlooking the expanses of the hall below, where Alone was fidgeting 
nervously and badly-dressed in rumpled clothing – he’d actually dared to answer the call 
while busy humping one of his girls, which had earned him a few severe reprimands and the 
loss of his privileges for a week, along with the large bruise on one side of his face that 
Black Requiem had given him on his entrance into the Estate. His naked paws had tracked 
mud onto the red carpets as well, and the maids were already attempting to clean this up 
quickly.

Black Requiem himself stood behind Narrius, his arms crossed, lurking in the 
background and glaring distastefully down at Mengele with his ruby eyes. The latter was 
sitting happily on his ass on the carpet, looking around at the expensive, lavish décor and 
the armed Enforcers that stood silent guard at either curving staircase that led up to the 
same center island: then two more staircases led up from here to a large walkway that went 
around the entire front hall. Off this walkway were two balconies, one of which Narrius 
stood on right now, both of  them at the opposite end of  the hall from the entrance doors.

Finally, the Patriarch said slowly: “I want you to find Zerrex. Alone, take three squads of 
your Untrained, scan the jungle area outside the city. Bring two Unseen with you as well… 
do two complete circles of  the area, and then report back to me.”



“But that’ll take until morning!” Alone whined, and then he screamed and fell over when 
a furious snarl broke out over Narrius’s face and he slammed a hand down into the railing 
hard enough to shatter it, electricity ripping deep, charred gouges along the wood.

Then I suggest you get to work!” he shouted, and Alone squealed again and turned 
around, clawing at the carpet and tripping over a maid on the way to the door, whacking his 
head off it with a yelp before he shoved them open and ran off into the night. Narrius gave 
a disgusted snort as Mengele laughed loudly, then the Patriarch turned his eyes on the 
doctor with a snarl. “And you, get your worthless ass to the genetics labs, start control-
collar testing on Gorgon and get the other Unseen up and running!”

Mengele stood slowly, smiling and spreading his arms: today, he was clad in a fur shirt – 
not wolf this time, but some other animal – and a plain pair of military pants, with his 
tattered lab coat hanging around him…and now one of his hands had become completely 
wolf-like as well. His body seemed to have filled out somewhat with muscle as well… and 
one furry, clawed moccasin tapped against the ground as he said pleasantly: “Ninety 
percent of your Unseen are dead from massive muscular degeneration that mutated into 
necrotizing fasciitis. That’s a disease almost immune to drug therapy… and the radical 
reversal procedure usually just delays the spread of the illness. The only known treatment 
still, even after all our medical breakthroughs, is amputation; or flesh genetics tampering, 
but that usually results in tumors or petrifaction. And you’d be surprised how many people 
would prefer death over being turned to stone.

Even the Blind Girl is dead. She’s a pretty statue in your courtyard now, right? And she 
possessed her powers naturally, was the one genetic model you built the other Unseen off 
of, true? So I cannot rush the mass-production of the other unseen until I find out just how 
and why her natural immunities and body resistances morphed from positives to… definite 
negatives.” He paused, then added mildly: “Of course, if you still want me to, I can just 
pop the next batch of a hundred or so Unseen out… but I’m fairly sure they’ll all be dead 
between three to five years from now. Increasing the power of their immune and muscle 
systems seems to have sped up the process, not delayed it-”

“I get it.” Narrius said softly, his eye twitching, then he forced a cold smile. “And what 
about your pet project? You called it the Family?”

Mengele shrugged, looking back at Narrius mildly. “My pet project is Godsmite. It’s a 
terrible weapon, but it’s my personal box of sin… I can’t stop myself from working on it, 
much as I’d prefer to be working on a disease that only targeted and killed you.” He paused 
after this blatant comment, then continued casually: “But they’re coming along well. Stage 
four physical bodies right now, stage zero brainwaves. They’re ‘empty containers,’ so to 
speak, and they’ll be perfect beings once they’re completed… but I still have the issue of 
injecting souls into them.

As you know, the growth process I’ve been using would be called ‘occult science’ by 
people in the old days… because I prefer to create physical bodies, then inject them with a 
person’s soul or memories or energy by using specific genetic memory blueprints and your 
now-worthless Empty Ones. I don’t like your clone-soldiers… they all have the same 



memories, same functionality. I want these to be different… which is why I want to seek 
permission to use the souls of certain special individuals once the bodies are completed. I’ll 
also need four Empty Ones for this purpose or another soul removal and replacement 
technology. Energy, being energy, is extremely difficult to extract, after all… I can’t just 
transplant their brains or use a syringe.”

Narrius looked down at him coldly… then he nodded slowly and said mildly: “They 
have to be programmed to obey my commands, however, Mengele. And if I find you’ve 
tampered with them at all, to obey you or others, or they’re not as combat-worthy or are 
damaged in any other way-”

I know the drill.” Mengele said tiredly. “Tyrant gets all the fun, gets to play with the toys 
I build. You’re like a child emperor.” Then he paused, adding mildly: “By the way, that 
reminds me. When am I supposed to operate on Marina?”

Narrius’s face went from irritation, to anger, to a cruel smile, as he tilted his head down 
at him and asked contemptibly: “Can’t you ever rise above your pathetic drives, Mengele? 
You say I’m the one who gets all the toys, but you’re the one always asking to play with 
them and building new ones, rebuilding the old, and touching up everything you can.” He 
paused, then glanced down towards Marina’s room: the doors of which were currently 
locked and guarded by two elite Enforcer Commanders, both of them massive giants 
equipped with the best weapons available. “A week or so from now and the fetus will be 
developed enough to remove from the womb and placed into a genetics tank. Then you can 
do whatever you like with Marina, but I do wish for her to eventually be turned into 
another breeding queen.”

Of course.” Mengele said distastefully. “To produce more useless soldiers for your 
equally-pathetic army, so you can watch them kill each other and get blown up by the 
enemy.” He rolled his eyes, then turned and walked away, flipping a wave to Narrius. “I’m 
going to go cut myself because at least I’m proud of being such a whiny masochistic bitch, 
and I don’t have to make up reasons like, ‘my army sucks even though they’re all clones of 
me.’”

“I didn’t give you leave to go.” Narrius snapped coldly, and the two Enforcers guarding 
the doors stepped in front of them, barring the half-wolf ’s progress. But Mengele just 
smiled coldly to them both and brushed easily past their leveled weapons, knowing that 
they or Narrius wouldn’t dare harm him at this stage… and waving a single raised middle 
finger at Narrius as a means of  farewell without bothering to turn around.

The Dragokkaren snorted in disgust… then he looked over at Black Requiem and said 
coldly: “Take over on guard duty and send those two out with platoons of elites, have them 
comb the city. Make sure you pay special attention to Necropolis and the military 
sectors… Raves may attempt to get as close as possible to me and attack during the night, 
when he thinks I’m asleep.”

“Sir.” Black Requiem rumbled, then he suddenly froze in place. Narrius looked up at 
him with a frown… before snarling as the giant’s hands suddenly locked around his throat, 



hissing and arching his back, red eyes bulging in shock as the black-scaled Dragokkaren 
rasped: “Why… did you wake me up… brother… why did you…”

Fuck off !” Narrius snarled reached up a hand to slam into his former younger brother’s 
side, before discharging an electrical shock into him that immediately made the giant slump 
docilely again. He then waved a hand angrily at the soldiers that had started to charge up 
from their posts, yelling in a ragged voice: “Get back to your fucking positions!”

They did so immediately, with more haste then they’d moved to save Narrius, as Black 
Requiem’s body melted slightly, droplets of water forming and raining down to the floor, 
seeming to melt like wax… and then Narrius snorted and swept up one of his sleeves to 
reveal a keypad. He tapped a few buttons, then reached up and grabbed Requiem’s slowly-
dissolving body, this time releasing a horrible, emerald jolt of electricity that travelled over 
Black Requiem’s body. The creature stiffened immediately, his melting body immediately 
assimilating itself once more into the form of the dark-suited, dark-scaled, crimson eyed 
Dragokkaren… and Narrius looked up at him coldly, saying softly: “Don’t lose control of 
him again, or the next time I shock your body, I’ll leave all your bits and pieces 
disconnected.”

He hit a button on his arm computer, then slid his sleeve back down as the giant kneeled 
and bowed his head respectfully… but when Narrius turned and walked away, a look of 
pain flashed over the features of the dark being, and the crimson eyes flicked to sapphire 
for a moment before once more glowing red. 

~~~

Zerrex had the strangest dream, as he snored quietly under the flickering, dull light in 
the broken but incredibly comfortable mattress: he dreamed that he, Cynterra, and Mercury 
were in a green field, and the two females were dancing through a floating mist of golden 
flower petals and blue butterflies… but once Zerrex tried to draw close, to join them, it was 
all whisked away, and instead he was standing inside a large, glass cube… like a security box 
for prisoners too dangerous to let sit in the witness box in court, because they may kill… or 
be killed by others. 

He blinked, pressing against the glass wall in front of himself… then frowned as a 
judge’s bench came into existence across from him, but large enough to sit three people. 
And then, behind it, he saw himself… or rather, three of him come into existence. It didn’t 
take much more than a single glance, however, to realize that they both were and weren’t.

The one on the left was Ravenlight, in full combat armor, sitting with his arms crossed 
and looking disgusted… the one on the right was the being he’d called ‘Good,’ but in the 
center sat a figure he didn’t recognize. It almost reminded him of the strange, despairing 
Zerrex he’d met inside the twisted world of the Dark Path inside himself… but he looked 
somehow crueler. The only real similarities – other than the obvious ones of body – were 
the black leather trenchcoat… and the painful sadness in his eyes.

Then the center one straightened and picked up a gavel, slamming it down and saying in 
a cold voice: “Conscious Walker. We are the three Psyches… and we have many names you 



can call us by. Darkness, Neutrality, Light; Good, Zero and Evil; Night, Dusk, and Day; 
Death, Life, and Birth. But I suppose you’d prefer our namesakes… as you are Zerrex, we 
are all Zerrex, but at the same, we have different names. Like you, I too, am called Zerrex… 
you already know Ravenlight… and last, we shall call simply Zer. Names have far reaching 
implications… as do the way we address each other.”

Zerrex nodded slowly, looking across at the other Zerrex… at who he decided must be 
the Cold part of himself. The part he had been told he represented… before the three 
judge-Zerrex looked at each other, then back at the main reptile, Good frowning sadly and 
Ravenlight grinning coldly as he spoke next. “Looks like someone hasn’t been keeping up 
with himself… or rather, isn’t treating his different pieces with enough care and 
compassion. Ever since Drake moved in, we’ve been… a bit more active, a bit more aware, 
and a bit more able to influence you… and it seems that now all three of us have separated 
from you, the conscious Zerrex, and we’re here to implement a few rule changes.”

Sorry.” Good blushed a bit, rubbing idly at the top of the bench and glancing down 
quietly as he played his claws along the surface. “Ravenlight’s been pissed off ever since you 
and him fought, and Drake killed him… he says it was unfair-”

“Fuck right it was unfair!” Ravenlight said righteously. “Isn’t that right, Boss? Don’t I 
deserve a second go at this bastard, especially after he hasn’t honored our deal to get him 
called Captain Ravenlight even once?”

Fuck off and shut up.” Cold said blandly, giving Ravenlight a death glare, and the evil 
Drakkaren paled and clamped his jaws shut: obvious Cold was the strongest part of him… 
which didn’t really surprise Zerrex. If he had to guess, they’d each inherited one of his 
characteristics, too… and his best guess would be that Cold had his willpower, Ravenlight 
his skills and physical strength, and that left Good with the trappings of mental and 
emotional essence he had, which… wasn’t too much. It would sure as hell explain the way 
they all acted, though.

Then Zerrex paused… before glancing up quietly, his emerald eyes flashing and causing 
the glass box he was standing in to distort, and then melt. The three psyches looked at him 
with surprise… and then the reptile said softly: “You three are forgetting one crucial 
element. You belong to me… you all make up parts of me. And unless we work in concert, 
we aren’t getting out of  here alive.

Maybe you don’t get it, but I’m made up of all three of you… and yeah. I’ve recognized 
for a long time that my personality gets a bit jagged at times, that I’m really screwed in the 
head. Almost a different personality for every different mood… which is where I guess you 
three come in.” His eyes narrowed as he glanced from Good to Cold to Ravenlight… and 
then he smiled slightly. “But you forget something. I’ve already reined you all in once. I can 
do it again.”

You didn’t rein me in.” Cold replied evenly, and then he snapped his fingers, and the 
darkness that they had been sitting in transformed into a clearing in an icy, snow-covered 
forest. “And this is different from a discorporate world created by Drake, this is your head, 
turning against you-”



Zerrex paused… then he shook his head and held up a hand, silencing Cold. And the 
effect on the other two was amazing, as they looked nervously at the center Zerrex, who 
reached up and touched his muzzle as if he’d been struck, his icy demeanor broken as the 
real Zerrex said quietly: “No, this is all… just a bad dream.” He paused again, then smiled a 
bit and shrugged, adding: “To be honest… I’m not comfortable with it either, the fact 
that… you three are all inside of me. With knowing… that I’m really just a summative 
whole of  three broken pieces of  traumatized personality.

A child who just wants to be happy, who never grew up because he never really existed to 
begin with… a dark, hungry animal who drowns himself in blood and lust to hide his 
despair over never having a father, and thus never being able to please the same… and a 
hard, cold… but broken being who is emotionless on the battlefield because he just wants 
to die… who cries into his pillow at night despite his cold exterior… because he’s been 
betrayed so many times by everyone around him, by all the gods in the sky, fate and nature 
herself…” Zerrex said softly… and as he spoke, Ravenlight’s eyes turned crimson before he 
vanished into motes of darkness, and Good shrank down to become a quiet child holding a 
stuffed version of himself as an adult, who smiled faintly before he turned into sparkling 
white wisps. It left Cold standing alone, his face twitching… but tears streaming down his 
face as he hugged himself, blood leaking from cut wrists as he clenched his eyes shut and 
tried to turn away… but he couldn’t, Zerrex’s hard emerald gaze locking onto him. “Who 
never wants to be seen as weak, but thinks he is.

“Apart, we’re screwed up. A filthy monster, a suicidal, emotional wreck, and a retarded 
kid.” Zerrex paused, then he turned away and began to walk through the forest as the snow 
melted… but instead of becoming spring, time reversed itself into autumn, and the 
Drakkaren added mildly as Cold dissolved behind him into blue energy: “That’s where I 
come in. Together we can fill in each other’s weaknesses. But apart, we’ll be killed by the 
first person who comes across us.”

Then he smiled a bit as he found himself walking towards a glassy pool in the center of 
a large clearing, and everyone who’d ever mattered to him was there, smiling and waiting… 
but the moment he stepped into the field of tall grasses towards them… his eyes snapped 
open and he woke up to the sound of  banging.

The Drakkaren sat up with a grunt, as he heard loud noises… just outside, in the 
aqueduct, and he cursed under his breath before looking quickly around for a hiding spot. 
Then he winced as he heard a loud, rumbling voice say to check the maintenance office, and 
he did the only thing he could: he rolled to the side, into the wall, and jerked the broken 
mattress up overtop his body, head twisted to the side and muzzle sandwiched between 
floor and bed as he winced and lay still, holding his breath and trying to ignore the moldy 
stench and feeling of  some sort of  bugs running over his body.

The soldier stood in the doorway, looking back and forth… then he shouted: “Room’s 
clear, sir! No sign of  the suspected interloper or Lady Cherubim!”

A masculine, loud grunt… and then the door slowly closed. Zerrex began to slowly 
count to a hundred as he heard the footsteps retreating… but after about forty-two, he 



couldn’t stand the feeling of bugs crawling under him anymore and he rolled quickly free, 
gasping and slapping at his back as he hopped to his feet and pranced around the room, 
making a disgusted face. He almost kicked over the shotgun – which likely would have set it 
off – but managed to narrowly avoid alerting the entire freaking neighborhood by 
stumbling to the side instead, and landing heavily on his tailbone with a grunt of pain, 
grabbing his ass and mumbling: “I think I broke it.”

I think you’re just an ass yourself. Drake muttered in his head. Now come on. We’re 
getting better at this whole communication thing through practice and you’re not getting 
nearly as stressed anymore, but that doesn’t mean I actually like talking to you. It’s around 
seven in the morning… you’d better start your preparations and hope that another unit 
doesn’t come back to check in around here.

So you’re a clock too, huh?” Zerrex muttered, and Drake mentally scowled before 
responding with a bad-natured fuck you. The reptile yawned, slapping at his back again 
lightly and mumbling about touchy demons, then he stood up and wandered over to the 
shelf with the handguns, deciding he’d start slow for now with breaking down the guns and 
making sure everything was in order, before actually moving around to planning tonight… 
but there was already a worm of anxiousness and even excitement in his body. Tonight… I 
finally see my family again…  

The best and worst feeling the Drakkaren had, however… was happiness; he was happy 
that the time of the battle had already rolled around, even if he may have been rushing 
things slightly… but he had never exactly been the most patient of creatures. Of course, he 
was also happy with the prospect of seeing his family again… but even the other prospect 
on the table, that today could very well be the day he died… maybe he was even happy with 
that, too.

He had lived a long life… and much of it miserable. His childhood had been nothing 
but a mess, his teenage years one mental war after another, until he joined the army so he 
could throw himself in a physical battlefield… and his whole adult life had been spent 
fighting enemy after enemy, because it was so goddamn easier to beat down something than 
think it through. A physical enemy you could demolish, and crush, and kick on the ground 
when it begged for mercy or snap its pathetic neck when it tried to crawl away… a mental 
enemy just tore you up inside, and you couldn’t do anything to fight back but lay in bed and 
try to sleep to run away from it for a little while.

Even after he’d ‘freed’ Baskin’s Grove, even after Marina’s birth, he’d been trapped in his 
own private mental war; a war that came back to him on the darkest of nights, or any time 
he spent alone or had to listen to the tears of either daughter. Call it whatever you 
wanted… but it had meant a lot of faked smiles, a lot of long, silent walks out to the 
woods, a lot of hard sex with Cherry and a lot of trying uselessly to find hobbies he could 
do. But he was a misanthrope to the extreme, one of society’s rejects… and Zerrex grinned 
a bit to himself, recalling his past frustrations with amusement: something he was rarely 
able to do, but the mood today, the sheer joy of walking towards impossible, almost certain 
death… it was twisted, but it made him feel ridiculously positive. 



As he ejected the clip from a handgun to check the number of bullets in the magazine, 
he tilted his head back, his hands going about their business on their own, like they’d always 
been able to do. It was when he tried to order them to do something that he got in 
trouble… like after Cindy had suggested that he try to find either a part time job or some 
sort of  interest to keep himself  occupied.

He tried to start with simple things, like, say… reading. But Cherry would always come 
by, make fun of him while he sat staring dumbly at something like Chaucer or Milton, and 
then steal his translation notes. The worst had been when he’d been working on the Divine 
Comedy, fuddling through one of the more common translations and writing notes to 
himself on words that he didn’t understand… Cherry had wandered in, peered at him for a 
little while like he was an interesting animal in the zoo, then snagged his book and he’d had 
to chase her through the house while she’d run through the house, cackling. Marina had 
only been a few months old at this time… and their antics had awoken her from a nap, 
which had caused Cindy to chase both of them out of the house, furious, and locked them 
out for the entire night. The two had ended up sitting on the stoop of the house, looking at 
each other lamely, Dante’s ‘Inferno’ laying in tatters between them.

Next, he’d tried building models, but he often refused to follow the instructions… 
which led to him creating mutant tanks and planes. Out of frustration, he’d often take these 
outside and smash them apart, or he’d smear glue all over himself by mistake… which 
would lead to all sorts of other nasty problems. Cindy had finally put a stop to that when 
he’d left the glue out on the table and Marina had tried to eat it, still just a baby.

Puzzles had been his third attempt at a hobby… but he had a bad habit of losing pieces. 
Often, these pieces would later have to be extracted from baby Marina’s mouth, and then 
Cindy would rail on him, telling him furiously that she wasn’t a dog, and he’d whine that he 
knew it, he didn’t give her the pieces to chew on, and she’d ask him how the hell a baby who 
couldn’t even crawl yet got a hold of the puzzle bits, then. That had left Zerrex 
dumbfounded for the longest time… until he’d come across Cherry giggling stupidly and 
giving Marina various odd things from around the house to chew on, and he’d loomed over 
her until she had finally paled, and then he’d… taken her outside to ‘have a friendly chat’ 
with her. And that had been the last time he’d tried exploring his love of  puzzles.

The reptile laughed a bit as he shook his head, smiling slightly as he looked down 
thoughtfully, now piecing a second handgun that he’d already broken down back together as 
he murmured softly: “I said that guns and knives and stuff were my hobby… and Cindy 
had always been so damned adamant that my hobby and my old work shouldn’t mix. 
Nothing to do with shooting, taking care of battle equipment, etcetera… but I think she 
just wanted to bring out the romantic in me…”

After that short argument, he’d relented, as always… and it was never really arguing with 
Cindy, it was him making faces as she out-reasoned him, cornered him with logic, and then 
beat on his head with her fists – sometimes literally – until he backed down, since he 
couldn’t bear to raise a hand to his daughter. He might dominate and be their leader in all 



things… but when it came to the social equities and all that other crap, Cindy tended to be 
the one ordering him around.

She had, however, suggested either yoga or tai-bo… and Zerrex wouldn’t be caught dead 
doing the former – especially after a nasty experience he’d had with Cindy a while back 
when she’d insisted on him trying some weird-ass yoga positions with her – and didn’t even 
know what the hell the latter was. She’d told him blatantly that it was the same ‘martial arts 
junk’ that he always did, so he’d muttered and attempted it… been horrified by the fact it 
was more an aerobics workout with a funky backbeat and weird camera angles than 
anything else… and immediately decided to move on to something else.

So he’d tried… writing. Cindy had always encouraged him, and even Lone had 
attempted to peek at some of his work… which once resulted in Zerrex closing a window 
on him. Cherry, of course, just cackled and attempted to steal his pages so he’d spend more 
time with her… and Marina too often crawled over to claw at his legs and the papers on 
his desk. But it had been relaxing, and it had been something he’d worked hard for and 
gotten better at over the years… except that he’d just… lost interest one day. His family 
had turned into his main concern, after all, and after Marina turned three, she’d begun to 
gravitate from spending all her time with her mother to spending all her time with her 
father.

Before giving up on his search for hobbies, however, he’d also attempted drawing for… 
about a week. He’d been horrified to discover that Marina’s pictures often turned out better 
than his own… mostly because hers actually looked like what they were supposed to look 
like. Needless to say, he’d stopped once he’d found this fact out.

So, all-in-all, it had come down to him basically sitting around and playing video games 
every now and then with Cherry and Marina. He felt like a geek for it, but Cindy had made 
a face and been forced to relent, even though she muttered often about how she really didn’t 
like the content of the video games. Zerrex had muttered something in return about a 
certain bathtub incident between her, Marina and Cherry, and his wife-daughter had 
blushed furiously before walking quickly away. Cherry had blinked and looked at him 
stupidly, then asked if he’d been there… and Zerrex had sighed and promptly taken the 
chance to get a headshot in on her in the game they were playing, which caused Cherry to 
squawk and tackle him to the ground.

Zerrex smiled faintly, now piecing his revolver back together, switching the parts out for 
the eight-shot cylinder and smaller barrel as he murmured to himself: “Well, at least 
tonight I’ll get to see them all again… Gods, but I bet Marina’s grown right up…” 

He laughed a bit as he looked down at the gear he’d set out on the cement floor, looking 
over it thoughtfully. He had three sidepacks if you included the small kit for the revolver… 
one flash grenade… he’d be taking in two handguns and several clips for each, stocked in 
one side pack, plus additional revolver rounds for the .45 and shotgun shells for the 
modified version… a kwaibar that he’d found under the shelf with a blackened steel 
blade… and Cherry’s whip. It wasn’t exactly infiltration gear… but it would have to do, and 
his first order of business once inside the enemy facility would have to be to procure some 



better equipment and some ammo. Possibly an enemy uniform, as well… and he made a 
face as he touched his hair, which had long begin to frizz out of the braid and was filthy, 
burnt, and generally just in a bad way.

He thought about cutting it off… then sighed and figured it would just grow back, as 
he instead fumbled at the knot at the end of the braid and let it fall free, closing his eyes 
and brushing it idly back, his bangs falling over his eyes as he smiled slightly to himself. 
Well, whatever. I can deal with an extra handicap, right?

Of course you can. Drake said mildly, seeming ironically amused. It’s not like you 
already aren’t at enough of a disadvantage, of course. I wouldn’t call you arrogant, I 
suppose… but you’re sure as hell a cocky bastard. 

The Drakkaren paused, tilting his head upwards… then he shrugged a bit and laughed 
quietly to himself. “Well, you know, if it’s tied back, it doesn’t bother me at all… I guess I 
just don’t know how to tie it back so well.” He rubbed the back of his head thoughtfully, 
then shrugged a bit. “And it’s not like it’ll get in the way that much… sure, it could mean 
some nasty-ass grabs from behind, but… you know…”

You’re such a moron. Drake said flatly, then he paused for a long moment before saying 
mildly: Well, no matter what you decide to do with your hair, the plan stays the same, 
doesn’t it? When do you plan to leave through the aqueduct?

I’ll go around… five, six? When dusk begins to fall… I’ll run the operation at night.” 
Zerrex said softly, then he paused and glanced at the equipment on the floor before smiling 
a bit to himself and laying back, closing his eyes and relaxing against the broken mattress. 
“And that means for the rest of the day I get to lay around… wake me up around four, if 
I’m not up already, alright?”

Drake mumbled something in response, but he seemed to be agreeing disagreeably. The 
Drakkaren smiled a bit to himself, then he closed his eyes and let himself relax and rest. It 
seemed only moments later that he was opening his eyes again, and sitting up to Drake 
murmuring: Good timing.

He nodded a bit; his own internal clock was surprisingly accurate, usually within ten 
minutes or so, and always early, never late. Then he straightened a bit, yawning and rubbing 
at his back slowly, before glancing idly at the rations on the shelf and deciding to eat a bit 
before he got around to suiting up. 

After a short meal of dried meats he found on the shelf, the reptile wiped his hands idly 
off on the mattress, and then strapped on his equipment, rolling his shoulders a bit and 
feeling awkward with most of his gear strapped to his waist. He wasn’t used to not having 
at least one bit of heavy-duty equipment thrown over his shoulders… then he shook his 
head a bit before figuring it was about time to head out, pushing through the door into the 
aqueduct as he checked himself  one last time.

Then he made a face as he looked down at the sludgy water before sighing and dropping 
in, wincing as his bare feet plodded through the murk and he kicked at a crab that tried to 
rush his foot. It backed off, clicking angrily at him, before the Drakkaren turned his 



attention instead to the sluice gate in front of him. He looked back and forth for some 
means to operate it… then sighed as he saw the control lever had been removed, rolling his 
eyes before taking a step back… then lowering his shoulder and slamming forwards into the 
shutter.

It dented with a loud groan… and a second hard shoulder tackle knocked it free, 
sending it bouncing a few times down a passage full of… and Zerrex stared in horror, 
wondering how his day could get any worse as the crab behind him seemed to click almost 
cheerfully to the hundreds… perhaps thousands… that covered every wall and surface of 
the tunnel ahead.

Zerrex groaned to himself, then he winced: they literally covered the entire floor of the 
tunnel ahead, in some places stacked two or three deep… and the Drakkaren saw ones that 
had to be almost the size of manhole covers, clacking their huge claws and glaring at him 
with hungry, beady eyes. A good number of them were even on the walls… and Zerrex 
leaned into the passage a bit, peering at this and murmuring: “Damn. I didn’t even know 
they could do that.”

Then he winced as he felt something pinch his foot, before looking down in horror to 
see one of the crabs had strafed forwards and currently was busy clacking and clawing at his 
toeclaws. He winced, then kicked it away before making a face and wondering how exactly 
he was going to cross this death pit… before his eyes roved upwards to the piping along the 
top of  the aqueduct, and he muttered under his breath. “Oh, great.”

A few minutes later, however, found Zerrex swinging along at a good pace, his legs 
curled up to his chest, wincing as he moved over a frothing mass of crabs. There were just 
too goddamn many of them, and some of them were huge… and worse, some of them 
frigging tried to jump up to claw him, and often almost made it. He could also feel painful 
clawing at his tail every now and then… the Drakkaren had never been any good at 
manipulating that particular appendage, so he was only able to raise it so high out of the 
reach of  the smaller crabs… but unfortunately, not the bigger ones.

Then he passed over a less-active group of the strange hard-shelled creatures, before he 
frowned and looked down, carefully lowering his legs… then dropping into the dark water, 
crunching many of their bodies under his feet as he reached down and picked one up. It was 
dead… a long time, from the stench – thankfully and horribly, dead and rotten crab didn’t 
smell too much different from living and happy crab, but Zerrex thought the reek in general 
was rancid – before he tossed it down, making a face. It was charred… which meant 
someone had been cleaning at least one section of the ducts out, likely with a flamethrower 
unit of  some sort. 

Since their bodies hadn’t been completely incinerated here, however, he guessed they were 
either killed from the water boiling, or the tail-end of the flames… and a lot of 
flamethrowers had a hell of a long reach, so the reptile thought he was still safe yet. Well, as 
safe as he could be in a crab-infested, dark tunnel in enemy territory… and then he shook 
his head before carefully continuing on: a few minutes later, he was no longer stepping on 
whole crab carcasses but likely broken bits of the later, that crumbled easily under his 



feet… and then moving through a disgusting, burned sludge that almost made him want to 
take back to the pipes.

But the tunnel was lightening, and he could see what looked like one end of the 
aqueduct ahead… and after a few more minutes of sloshing through muck, he emerged 
into a cleaner patch of water, curling his toeclaws to try and get the sludge out from 
between them as he stepped into a small, lighted area. The Drakkaren hefted himself up 
with a grunt from the trench, then quietly squelched to the much-cleaner door of what was 
most likely a maintenance office before cracking it quietly open a nudge and peeking inside.

Armed Dragokkaren security guards were inside, all with headsets, a few sitting in front 
of monitors, and two of them standing guard… except one looked like he was asleep on 
his feet, leaning back against a wall and snoring with his cap over his eyes, and the other had 
his rifle hanging from a strap around his neck as he played on his cellphone, either playing a 
game or text messaging someone. Then he muttered a curse directed at his apparent 
girlfriend, and Zerrex decided it was probably the latter, as he gently closed the door before 
glancing quickly around for security cameras and then peeking around the corner.

One camera was sweeping rustily back and forth… it would be fairly easy to slip under, 
but it sped up every now and then, making the sweep unpredictable. No problem for him to 
get under it… but if it sped up at the wrong time, it would catch him running up the stairs 
he was trying to head towards. Drake, however, muttered that this was the wrong stop… 
and Zerrex made a disgusted face and replied in his head: I am not wading through what’s 
most likely sewage for another half hour… besides, I didn’t think the offices would actually 
be guarded. That’s a pretty serious team, even if  they seem a bit lame.

Fine. But don’t blame me for where we emerge. Drake muttered irritably, and Zerrex 
frowned a bit before shrugging to himself. He’d figure it out on his own… then, as the 
camera began to span back the other way, he quickly slipped underneath it. A pause, and 
then as it swept away from the stairs, he reached up and held it steady, causing the gears to 
strip and the camera to spark a bit before staying still, locked on the wall opposite.

Then the reptile turned and sprinted to the end of the hall and up the stairs, hoping he 
wasn’t leaving any visible tracks behind but not daring to look as he came to another short 
hallway at the top, ending in a ladder and a closed manhole covering. Zerrex made a face at 
this… then he quickly climbed up and hefted the lid to peer outside into an empty, 
blackened tunnel.

It was empty, however… and the Drakkaren mumbled a bit of thanks for this small 
favor as he shoved the manhole cover aside and climbed out before quickly replacing it and 
looking around at what seemed to be the wrecked end of a tunnel, where some powerful 
explosion had taken place. Concrete was either blackened or torn entirely away, reduced to 
debris and junk here and there… and even what looked like an old train platform had been 
partially disintegrated, the windows on an empty guard booth blown in.

A few more moments passed before Zerrex realized where he was, as he hefted himself 
up to the remains of the platform… then he snorted and shook his head slowly, 
murmuring quietly: “Full circle, huh?”



Except this time you’re attacking, not running away. Drake responded, then he laughed 
dryly. Well, you can say your thanks to Mengele then, if he’s in his office. But just keep in 
mind you weren’t the only genetics project here… there could be all manner of nasty tricks 
waiting for us inside, along with Mengele himself. 

Zerrex nodded in return, then he walked forwards and pushed through the door, 
following the plain concrete passage back into the genetics facility where he had first woken 
up… and more specifically, Mengele’s personal office.

The good doctor wasn’t in today, however… instead, the office was silent, and Zerrex 
looked back and forth before pausing and deciding to search his desk on a whim. There 
were all sorts of science files, and Zerrex browsed quickly through these… but everything 
was in terms and codes he didn’t understand, or had nothing to do with the project at hand. 
The Drakkaren thought idly about shredding the experiment papers, but figured there were 
other copies stored elsewhere… Mengele didn’t seem to exactly care about the state of his 
records, either, from his cluttered desk. He did, however, find a silencer that fit nicely on 
one his plain handgun, and a few boxes of  bullets, but he decided to leave the latter.

The Drakkaren looked back and forth as he quietly slid out through the door… but he 
couldn’t hear anyone, as he carefully slid forwards along one wall. He was completely 
unfamiliar with this facility… had no maps or details of anything… and he only knew that 
somewhere there was a heavy freight elevator that would take him up to what had once been 
the Hellabos mansion. 

He carefully rounded a corner, then paused at a door and carefully opened it, then 
peered inside. It was a private bedroom for one of the scientists… and he couldn’t help but 
decide to check it out, slipping inside and closing the door behind him. A quick perusal of 
the things found it was the female’s room… and he found nothing interesting except a well-
kept vibrator. The reptile coughed as he peered at this for a few moments, shaking it back 
and forth curiously, then he shrugged and hid it back in the drawer before looking down 
and picking up a clipboard of names and information. There was detailed info here on all 
sorts of nasty genetic experiments they’d been doing here… but this facility’s specialty 
seemed to be the design and maintenance of  the Empty Ones.

After their creation, it seemed they were almost immediately shipped out of Hez’Ranna 
and sent to back up different units of soldiers and to absorb prisoners and severely-injured 
soldiers. The Drakkaren made a face at this, then he flipped to the back pages of the 
clipboard, which contained information on the Unseen as well: another ‘product’ of this 
facility, but it seemed that the old ones he’d known – including the Blind Girl – had already 
died. The version he knew had two codenames: Seers and Martyrs, because they had been 
gifted with the ability to see through almost any substance and predict enemy attacks… 
and because they had all died within five years of their creation, except for the Blind Girl… 
who’d lasted until a few years back and then apparently turned to stone.

Good riddance, bitch.” Zerrex muttered, then he shuffled through the papers, glancing 
over the stats for the new ‘battle-ready’ models of the Unseen, who would apparently not 
have the nasty tendency of keeling over dead, but also wouldn’t possess the same powers or 



abilities as their predecessors did. The Drakkaren decided he’d halt their production, too, if 
he got the chance… and then he checked the only other connecting room – a bathroom – 
before heading out into the hall… and frowning at how quiet it was.

Only one patrol of soldiers passed him, and these were rookies Zerrex didn’t think he 
should have even bothered hiding from: and all he did was slide carefully into a niche in the 
wall and wait for them to pass, apparently too absorbed in whatever they were talking about 
to actually perform their duties properly. The Drakkaren frowned a bit at this, wondering 
what the hell was up: he’d thought all of the beings Narrius deemed ‘weak’ or ‘improper’ 
would have been destroyed and removed from his army by now… before he realized that 
Narrius indeed couldn’t run personal checks every day. Furthermore, the army would have 
to let in anyone who passed their do-or-die tests for the clones… and despite the fact they 
all looked relatively the same, they still seemed to have distinct personalities. 

It was a curiosity the Drakkaren might have to interrogate a scientist or two about… 
and then, as he was about turn down the hall to where it intersected with another, he froze 
and quickly spun back behind the corner as he heard a familiar voice and footsteps walking 
by. 

“Did I say… ‘yes, go ahead and implement the beta trials,’ or did I say ‘wait until I get 
back and look over the results from alpha?’” asked Mengele irritably, as two sets of 
footsteps – no, three… there was a third, but he was quiet – and then Zerrex heard him 
snort in disgust, cutting off someone else as he added darkly: “After the last team’s 
incompetence, I was hoping that this time around, I’d get a group of people who can 
actually do something. But it seems I was wrong again on that account… all of you are 
stupid lapdogs to an even stupider tyrant who thinks he has a science degree with a double-
specialty in genetics and biowarfare because he can make up a few pretty theories.”

I’m sorry, sir!” babbled one, a high-pitched female voice that grated on Zerrex’s brain 
and made him wince. “It’s just, we’re all nervous, and, and well, I’m still just learning how to 
properly control this body… it’s been years since I was alive, sir, and you must have some 
sympathy for how hard it is when you yourself  were-”

I was able to control myself in a week.” Mengele said dryly. “But I guess I can also piss 
standing up, which is something you can’t do.” A pause, and Zerrex could almost feel the 
half-wolf roll his eyes in disgust and him make some… wide, theatrical gesture. “Yes, I’m 
calling you inferior because you’re a female. Just like fuckhead over here is inferior because 
he’s a shitting lizard.”

Please don’t insult me.” said a cold, mechanical voice. “It is rude. I don’t enjoy it. If you 
continue to act this hostile, I’m going to put in for a transfer. And as the only psychologist 
in Hez’Ranna capable of  training the Empty Ones…”

Mengele laughed, and there was a sound of rustling, screams, and then a single gunshot 
before mister calm and serious was on the floor, his voice broken with baby-like sobs… and 
Zerrex imagined he was curled on the floor at Mengele’s feet. The visual itself almost 
tempted him to look… but he settled for just listening close as the half-wolf said 



soothingly: “Oh, get up and stop your fucking bawling. It just grazed your leg.” A pause, 
another gunshot, more screams. “See, now that’s a shot to the knee!”

“Bastard!” screamed the other male who had spoken before, his voice suddenly high and 
squeaky with anger and terror. “What the fuck do you think you’re doing?”

There was a long pause, and then sobbing apologies and murmuring, begging for 
mercy… before Mengele sighed; the rustle of his luger being holstered followed this, and 
then he said contemptibly: “Pick yourself up and have some dignity… or crawl on your 
belly like the scum you are to the medical bay, I don’t care. But you’re right, I do need you 
to train the Empty Ones… but keep in mind you are not irreplaceable. If you continue to 
frustrate me, I may… for instance… take one of your better trained creations, have him 
suck out your soul… and then work with a version of you who I’m sure will be much more 
happy to cooperate. Until, of  course, his one-year lifespan runs dry.”

They have a lifespan of one year? But what about Lone? Zerrex frowned a bit, glancing 
down, before looking back up as more muttering followed, and then there was the sound of 
someone being carried away as Mengele sighed, before he apparently followed them down 
the hallway, still yelling and cursing them. A few moments later, heavy combat boots 
thudded after him… a personal escort, it sounded like, purposefully kept at a distance. The 
Drakkaren smiled a bit at this old trick, waiting a few more moments… then he carefully 
made his way forwards and peered back and forth down the hallway.

There were two guards standing at one end by a heavy security door with a retinal 
scanner and a pair of cameras mounted in the corners… and they also looked as if they’d 
been equipped with some extra scanning equipment, too. The guards, at least, were as 
relaxed as the others… and down the other way, Zerrex could see the end of the procession, 
and Mengele conversing with two huge, black-armored Dragokkaren who looked very 
different from the others: they were calm, cold, and on guard. Then the reptile winced as he 
heard the footsteps of some other patrol nearby and his instincts yelled at him, but there 
was nowhere to duck here… before he looked up, kicked off the wall, and snagged a pipe 
hanging off the ceiling, jerking himself up and flat against the ceiling, twisting his head to 
the side with a grunt and putting his feet flat against the wall. Then he paused and looked 
down stupidly, realizing he had managed to leap at least twenty feet up with a single kick 
off the wall… and then further, that his goddamn long white hair was hanging down 
almost seven of  those feet.

The Drakkaren winced as he heard the footsteps and voices drawing closer, locking one 
arm around the pipe as he snagged his long hair with the other hand and wrapped it 
quickly several times around his arm, before pulling that flat against his back to hold his 
hair up, sighing and mumbling under his breath. A few moments later, the guards rounded 
the corner, talking and laughing with each other… one of them wasn’t even armed, just 
walking idly around in his uniform, even his side holster empty. And the other was holding 
his assault rifle upside down and in reverse, cradling it more like a child than a gun: rejects 
from other bases who could fight better than the others when it came down to it… but 



otherwise didn’t seem to have gotten the point of the city being on full alert or the idea 
that a patrol required actually looking out for something.

Zerrex was beginning to get the very distinct feeling that this facility, despite being in 
Uroboros itself, had melted into a backwater base that was only still on the map and not 
a… shopping mall or something, because Mengele was here. Even just a few days ago, when 
he’d first awoken, he remembered the guards following protocol to the letter… but he 
guessed that ever since he’d escaped and the city had been placed on full alert, many of the 
bases had lost their elite soldiers to be placed on far-more important city patrols… and 
now the retards and the rookies were doing what they saw as busywork. Two fatal errors 
that Zerrex planned to use to his full advantage, as he grinned slightly to himself and slowly 
lowered his legs down from the wall, untangling his hair from around his arm as he landed 
smoothly and quietly on the floor in his bare feet. 

He glanced back and forth, then slunk carefully around the corner and followed the 
patrol, moving slowly and keeping his back against the wall as he slid around a large 
outcropping that he hoped would keep him out of sight from the two other guards at the 
main door, should they look up. Then he paused as he caught sight of a doorway across 
from him… grumbled under his breath… and made his way carefully over to slip through 
it.

The reptile made a face at the humidity that hit him, and recognized immediately from 
the sound of pouring water that he was in a large shower room. There was laughter… 
and… grunting? He paused, stepping forwards down the short hall to peer around the 
archway… and then making a face as he saw a cluster of Dragokkaren gathered around two 
couples, the whole grip grinning, water pouring from facets above and the short walls 
unable to hide the sight of the two pairs screwing on benches in front of everyone else, as 
one of the soldiers held up a wad of cash in his hand and said cheerfully: “Odds are three-
to-one on Pascal and Johanna both cummin’ first! Come on, assholes, put down your 
money, huh?”

Zerrex could barely repress a laugh, grinning despite himself, and at the same time 
disgusted. Not by the betting and the sex – hell, he’d love to get in on some deviant 
behavior mixed with gambling himself – but by the fact they were all obviously supposed to 
be on duty guards.  He carefully made his way past the shower room… and at the end of 
the hall, slipped through another archway into a locker room with only one slowly dressing 
soldier, who had a large bruise on his face and was muttering under his breath angrily: 
obviously a fun-ruiner. As he finished tying up his combat boot, Zerrex slid back around 
the arch and into the tiled hall, pushing his back against the wall and standing silent, and 
the soldier passed by him half a minute later without a glance in his direction, snarling at 
himself instead as he clutched his assault rifle too tightly. He was a shorter Drakkaren, 
probably even smaller than him… and Zerrex guessed he wasn’t a clone but a soldier passed 
over from the original GA.

Then the reptile quickly slid around into the locker room, and the first thing he found – 
with a sigh of relief and muttered thank you to whatever he believed in – was a 



compression backpack. It looked sort of like a mutant pile of sewed-together pockets… 
and there was a surprising amount of room in it, as well. It would fit flat against Zerrex’s 
back as well, enabling him to move around fairly easily… and the Drakkaren spent another 
few minutes rooting through the various lockers before he found a strange pair of uniform 
pants with odd, flexible but tough material. It was like hard leather, except it stretched… 
and Zerrex immediately abandoned his current clothes to put these on, glancing down and 
unsurprised to see they looked exactly like the uniform pants, which looked exactly like his 
own pants, and he didn’t need Drake to point out that they were for someone with the same 
size-shifting ability as him… although he’d likely still tear the stretchy material if he went 
too big.

Finally, the Drakkaren found a pair of combat boots… and giggled like an idiot when 
he put a hand inside and found out that even though they offered perfect support, they 
were equally capable of the same strange expansion, seeming to almost unfold instead of 
stretch, however. The reptile immediately donned these as well… then he straightened as a 
feminine voice asked mildly: “Hey, pal, you want me to tie your hair back for you, too?”

Zerrex grinned stupidly, twisting his head to the side… and seeing the full unit of naked 
soldiers glowering at him. He coughed and rubbed the back of his head, then he rose his 
hands and said dumbly: “I’m uh, a new recruit and-”

Bullshit.” One of them grumbled, and a mutter went through the crowd before the rough 
male voice asked again angrily: “So punk, tell me why we shouldn’t beat a shit like you up, 
huh?”

The Drakkaren paused… realized with something like horror for them that they had 
utterly no idea who he was… and then he shrugged and tossed down his backpack, 
coughing and cracking his knuckles idly. “Because you couldn’t?” The group of 
Dragokkaren gave a rumble at this, some of them half-grinning as they looked up at the 
scowl of the biggest reptile, their apparent leader. “But you seem pretty sure of yourself, so 
why don’t we make a bet? If I win, you can let me go and the pretty lady their ties my hair 
back for me, ‘cause I can never do it myself.” Zerrex blew her a kiss, and she blushed but 
grinned widely, letting her towel slip a bit down from her breasts as the other soldiers 
laughed and someone muttered something that earned him a hard punch from the muscular 
female.

Fine, diehard, but if I win, we’re gonna drag you into the little shower room over there 
and kick your face in before reporting you to the superiors. And the freak-bitch who runs 
this base is a little pissy, asshole.” The Dragokkaren responded coldly, and Zerrex shrugged 
and nodded, looking ruefully amused.

Yeah, so I’ve seen.” He paused, then straightened and beckoned. “I’m ready when you are, 
big boy. Just don’t hurt yourself  or do anything stupid, huh? I’ll teach you a lesson or two.”

The huge Dragokkaren snarled, then he stomped forwards with a grin and threw a 
single, straight punch down, figuring his ten foot four of muscular bulk had a major 
advantage over Zerrex’s slighter, smaller seven-seven… but then the reptile easily hammered 
the Dragokkaren’s straight punch out of the air before simply slapping him across the face 



with a hard backhand slap, tilting his head and saying idly, as the crowd behind him roared 
with laughter: “Didn’t I tell you not to do anything stupid?”

The Dragokkaren’s brown eyes flashed, then he snarled furiously before lunging 
forwards, and this time Zerrex sank his first into his gut, causing his eyes to bulge as he 
wrapped his arms around his stomach, making ‘hurk… hurk…’ noises as he fell to his 
knees, his abs already bruising as he trembled violently. The crowd murmured… then 
Zerrex put a finger between his eyes and gently pushed him over onto his back, and the 
soldiers laughed and jostled raucously, someone shouting: “Pay up, bitches, pay up! Little 
brother just took out Captain Brock! Christ, what the fuck, dude?”

Ain’t you some hot stuff ?” asked the female soldier, walking forwards and grinning as 
she winked. “It’s just my lucky day, it seems… I won the bet in the shower room and now I 
win a bet with you.” she paused and pushed her toweled body against his, wrapping her 
arms around his neck and able to look eye-to-eye with him as she winked. “Why didn’t you 
come and check us out, huh, there, tough guy? It woulda been a show you woulda loved.”

I was uh… busy with other matters.” Zerrex said lamely, reaching down to squeeze her 
hips through the cloth as the other soldiers laughed and jostled, before smiling slightly and 
glancing down at Brock as he groaned and began to climb up from the ground… then he 
laughed a bit as the female turned him around and began to play through his hair, closing 
his eyes. “That does feel nice…”

She slowly began to braid his hair, as he tried to ignore the catcalls and jeers from 
behind him, as she asked idly: “So what’s your name, hot stuff ?”

Zerrex.” he said automatically, then immediately cursed himself. But she snorted and 
laughed, leaning in to rest her muzzle on his shoulder lightly.

Well, Zerrex, mine’s Johanna. And I do declare, we’ve been hunting someone who has the 
same name as you.” The Drakkaren said easily, and he heard a bit more of an accent 
slipping into her voice now as she finished a rough braid… and then Zerrex felt his hands 
being guided backwards as she added easily: “And here’s another friend of  mine…”

Then he felt a pair of handcuffs slapped onto him, and he felt horrified… before one of 
the Dragokkaren shouted cheerfully: “Newbie hazing!” Then the horror mounted tenfold, 
and Zerrex winced as he felt himself being propelled forcefully down the hall, terrified at 
what exactly they wanted to do to him… before they barreled directly into a set of 
uniformed guards and the tattletale with the bruise on his face, and chaos ensued as people 
began yelling orders at each other… then cursed at each other… and then it broke down 
into a brawl as Zerrex snapped the metal chain between his handcuffs and quickly crawled 
along the floor with a wince, through the legs of the naked Drakkai – unable to stop from 
leering upwards every now and then – before crawling through the archway and back into 
the locker room, snagging his backpack as the two groups of soldiers continued to shout 
and brawl, looking around for a means of escape and finally setting his eyes on a large vent 
above a row of  lockers.



He climbed quickly up on top of the tall lockers against the wall, then pried it open and 
slid inside before spinning around and slamming the vent back into place, then grunting 
and twisting around in the large metal passage, crawling silently on all fours and breathing a 
sigh of relief as he made his way through the ventilation passage, mumbling to himself 
about idiot military before pausing as he reached an intersection. He tilted his head 
curiously towards the right… then coughed and turned, silently making his way forwards as 
he murmured: “You’re kidding me.”

He reached the end of the vent, peering out through the grating… and into a massive 
white room filled with what looked like genetic capsules containing the floating bodies of 
what he guessed were Unseen and Empty Ones. Then a soldier slowly patrolled by… but 
Zerrex could see a pair of wires coming down from his headphones and into a portable 
music player, and he was humming along to himself as he walked along. The Drakkaren 
rolled his eyes at this, then he couldn’t help but grin a bit as he forced the vent cover out of 
place, then carefully replaced it and stood on what he guessed was a second-level walkway 
around a massive, open room. 

Zerrex turned, deciding to admire the view in a moment as he turned and quickly jogged 
after the taller Dragokkaren soldier… but with a quick kick to the back of his leg, he 
solved this problem. The soldier fell to his knees with a grunt, but before he could make 
any more noise, Zerrex snapped his neck quickly and then gently set him down, looking 
around the room with a frown.

Where he stood now was at a corner of the room, on the metal walkway… and he could 
see that there were at least four levels to this room, every level set up the same way: the wall 
he’d made his way in through the vent was solid the entire way up… there were two sets of 
staircases at what Zerrex guessed where the northeast and southeast corners, protected by 
metal mesh fencing to leave only one way in and out… and most of the rest of the walls 
covered by genetics containers that leaned slightly backwards. Zerrex approached one of 
these slowly, then he looked into it to see the twitching body of an Empty One, its freakish 
form half-floating in some strange, green liquid inside the battery-shaped capsule: the walls 
of it pressurized glass, the top and bottom flat steel. Dark wires and plastic tubing went 
from the tops and bottoms of the capsule into the recessed whitewashed wall behind them, 
and they rested, leaning back on an angle, in heavy metal holders. Zerrex could tell they 
could be removed at whim, however… and with a glance out to the main floor, he noted a 
strange, empty tank where several currently-empty capsules sat. Their former occupants 
were wandering around the empty glass cage, looking stupidly at the teams of scientists 
observing them and the slowly patrolling soldiers and guards positioned at various points 
around the area.

The reptile could also make out a few empty gurneys… all manner of computers on the 
walls… and what looked like stacks of metal crates at the far end of the large, open room. 
The first level was apparently far different from the upper three levels… and then Zerrex 
winced as he looked around to see the other soldier who’d been patrolling on the other side 
of the room, walking closer and frowning as he began to raise his assault rifle. Zerrex made 
a face, then he bent down and pretended to inspect the body, shaking his head a bit as the 



soldier picked up speed and ran over to him, asking loudly: “Hey, who the hell are… damn, 
what happened?”

The soldier dropped down to a crouch as well, and the lizard immediately leapt 
forwards, seized him in a chokehold, and twisted viciously, snapping his neck as well and 
sending him down on his back. Then the reptile sighed and shook his head, muttering 
quietly: “They really are either too ingrained in protocol or just stupid…”

He turned his attention away, drawing his silenced handgun and making a bit of a face. 
It just seemed so damn insufficient… it felt like wielding a freaking toy. He sighed a bit, 
then decided to set up a small diversion, leaning against the rail to balance himself before 
taking aim at the furthest target possible and opening fire, the gun spitting instead of 
roaring and the scientist screaming and dropping down to cover himself as a few blooms of 
blood spread over his science coat… and, as expected, another scientist immediately left his 
post, along with a few soldiers, as Zerrex jackknifed the railing and then dropped to the 
floor below, landing heavily on another soldier and bringing the silenced handgun up to 
pound the last five bullets in the clip into the next nearest, sending the clone-soldier down 
with a scream as he clawed at his bloody face, falling backwards and spasming lightly on the 
ground.

Zerrex grinned as he ejected the clip and snagged another from his sidepack, running 
forwards towards the next soldier as scientists yelled and soldiers began to take up firing 
positions, before he leapt into the air as the Dragokkaren in front of him dropped to a 
crouch and raised his assault rifle, the lizard leaning hard to the side before he shoved both 
feet forwards and smashed in the face of the enemy, sending him crashing down in a limp 
heap, his assault rifle firing wildly as Zerrex smacked the clip into place before hitting the 
ground on his side with a grunt. Then he rolled onto his stomach, taking aim at another 
two guards who were already firing wildly at him, blasting their legs out from under them 
and sending them down in agony, crashing to the ground.

The reptile figured that’d take most of the fight out of them… then he snarled and 
winced, grabbing at his arm as he felt bullets tear by it, one or two of them managing to 
lodge in his scales as he rolled onto his back and then kicked up to his feet, half-aiming at 
the soldiers as he forced himself to slow his movements, walking instead of jogging as he 
fired randomly: one lucky shot took down a scientist, but now an alarm was beginning to 
sound, and Zerrex figured it was time for him to make his escape, as bullets whizzed around 
him and shouts filled the air, the enemies beginning to organize themselves.

They were still panicked, however… and Zerrex used this to his advantage he suddenly 
went into a run, shoving the handgun its holster as he grinned viciously and curved 
suddenly towards one of the Dragokkaren, who stumbled backwards in shock, firing a burst 
of bullets into the ground and almost knocking over his friend before the reptile slammed 
into him with a simple but effective shoulder charge, sending him flying backwards hard 
enough to crack the glass of the aquarium. The reptile grinned, then he easily plucked the 
assault rifle from the hands of his terrified friend before wincing as the Dragokkaren 
managed to punch him hard in the face, sending him staggering before a burst of assault 



rifle fire knocked him on his ass. He grunted in pain, seeing stars as his head rapped off the 
cement… but before they could either finish him or the Dragokkaren in front of him could 
tackle him, he threw himself backwards and fired a burst into the soldier, sending him 
down in a burst of blood and shattered armor before rolling to his feet and setting the rifle 
to full automatic, snarling and simply unloading into the glass aquarium as he strafed back 
and forth.

The glass wall shattered, and the once-trapped Empty Ones spilled out with surprising 
speed as the rifle jammed. Zerrex threw it away, then staggered as he took another round in 
the shoulder, cursing under his breath… but now the soldiers were distracted, opening up 
on the monsters instead of him and screaming in horror. The Drakkaren added to this 
confusion by yanking out his last stun grenade, pulling the pin, and then throwing this over 
his shoulder as he charged towards the doors, watching as the heavy security doors finally 
slid open and revealed a fully-armed, goggle-equipped battleline… and they were all 
immediately blinded and sent down screaming in agony as their magnification lenses all 
picked up the blast of  the stun grenade.

The reptile didn’t bother shoving past them: instead, he leapt into the air, then kicked 
off a stunned Dragokkaren to snag the railing of the second floor, spinning himself over it: 
but the flash had worked its magic on him too, and with his compromised reflexes and the 
damage to his body, he simply fell face-first onto the metal floor with no grace whatsoever, 
almost succeeding in knocking himself unconscious as his head throbbed. He grunted 
stupidly as he forced himself to stagger up to his feet, heading back over to the vent and 
quickly slipping back inside as gunfire and screaming erupted from behind him, joined now 
by a few other explosions that he hoped were the terminals going up, and then the furious 
yelling of  who could only be Mengele Tstegi.

Zerrex grinned dumbly to himself as he crawled through the vent… paused and cursed 
himself for forgetting to put the grating back in… then figured it didn’t matter anyway, as 
he quickly crawled his way forwards. His head ached, his vision was blurry, he was sore and 
bleeding from umpteen different wounds… but he could literally feel his body forcing the 
bullets out, which… hurt like hell… but he was glad that his enhanced defense mechanisms 
apparently had more uses than just thickening his scales. He made a bit of a face as he 
reached a grating, wondering if this was far enough or not… and then Drake said in his 
mind irritably: Nice show. Pointless, but really great. Idiot. But just keep going straight, 
then turn left at the last intersection.

The Drakkaren shrugged… but did as Drake said, crawling quickly through the 
ventilation shaft, then turning left when he could go forwards no further and making his 
way down to what seemed like another dead end. After a moment of testing the wall, 
however, he thought the metal had a bit of give to it… and then after some pushing, 
prodding, and finally a hard punch, the reptile forcefully tore a hole through the metal and 
found his way into a dark-lit elevator shaft.

Actually, he fell through, succeeding in giving himself a rather nasty cut on the leg and 
swearing loudly as he grabbed at it, wincing and trying to rub at his sore back at the same 



time from falling out of the passage and onto the top of the elevator… before his eyes 
bulged in horror as the elevator began to slowly ascend. He looked back and forth in shock 
as it moved quickly upwards, realizing that he’d likely be crushed against the ceiling… then 
he finally drew his kwaibar, prepared to cut the cable… before realizing dumbly there was 
no cable.

So instead, he simply threw the traditional sword off the edge, and it caught in whatever 
gears moved the elevator up and down with a loud scream of metal, the reptile wincing at 
the sound and then the curses of soldiers inside the elevator. He sighed with relief, looking 
up to see the doors only twenty feet or so above, before approaching the wall and slowly 
beginning to climb up it, thankful for the strange, bumpy shape of the wall that let him 
find excellent holds for his feet and hands.

It didn’t take him long to reach the doors of the elevator… and the Drakkaren wedged 
his hands between them before forcing them open and pulling himself up into a plain, 
currently-empty hallway. He winced and grabbed at his head, then stared as his memories 
seemed to replay in front of his eyes, watching translucent ghosts of figures from the past 
run through the open vault door and into an imaginary elevator; the reptile clenched his 
eyes shut at a short burst of pain that filtered through his head… and then it was gone, and 
reality set back in.

Instead, he turned and walked quickly by the doors leading into the personal barracks… 
or what had once been Hellabos’s PA barracks. Now he guessed they were just used by the 
General Army… and the Drakkaren wasn’t surprised that once he ascended the stairs from 
the basement, the entire mansion seemed to have been refurbished into a military base. 
Fortunately, however, he was coming in from one of the guarded areas… so all the soldiers 
were facing away from him, which made it ridiculously easy for the reptile to kill them one-
by-one without triggering any alarms, until he entered the main hall of  the estate.

He peered through the doors, and then closed them quickly with a wince as he made out 
at least sixteen guards poised and ready, which made that way a definite no. Instead, he slid 
down a short side passage… stared at a window in the distance… and then a patrol of two 
soldiers rounded the corner. They looked at each other dumbly for a few moments… 
before Zerrex broke into a full sprint and the soldiers rose their weapons, one of them 
shouting: “Halt!”

Instead of stopping, Zerrex shoved both of them aside into the walls, stunning them, 
before stage-diving through the window and then letting out a yelp, having forgotten about 
the fact that the goddamn building was on a landscaped hill. He rolled a good distance 
towards the fence before managing to regain his feet and then turning that into a run, 
wincing at the spikes, the wrought-iron posts, and the electrified smoothwire – not to 
mention the bullets smashing into the ground behind him – before he leapt to the side and 
rolled as his instincts screamed a warning.

A moment later, a bullet smashed into the ground nearby, and the Drakkaren winced as 
he jumped to his feet and started running towards the fence again, this time moving in a 
random, zigzagging pattern. He’d forgotten about the goddamn snipers on the ledges, 



too… and then he rolled his eyes up in his head, groaned to himself about how utterly 
stupid this was… and twisted so he was heading towards the main gates instead before 
covering his face and simply smashing through them, snarling at the electricity that raced 
over his body as the lock snapped and the gates flew open before he staggered slowly and 
fell to his knees, breath rasping in and out, smoke floating up from his wounds and hair.

He snarled, emerald eyes flashing before forcing himself up to his feet… and then a 
sniper’s bullet urged him on, ripping a tear down his cheek as the soldiers behind him gave 
chase: at least the two guarding the gates had been fried when Zerrex had inadvertently 
knocked the electrified metal into them. He snorted, then charged stupidly towards the first 
building he could see and made a sharp turn around it, shoving over a soldier who got in 
his way and then leaping a garbage can as he made his way into what was no longer a rich 
district, but a military zone.

After a few more minutes, he finally slowed to a halt, panting hard and slumping a bit as 
he grabbed at his aching chest, sitting down behind a dumpster and closing his eyes, letting 
his head fall back. He was pretty sure he’d lost the patrols… and he was in severe need of a 
moment’s rest before he continued on. His whole body hurt… and he was beginning to 
think he’d gotten a bit rusty or underestimated these soldiers and their capabilities. Likely 
the latter… and he made a disgusted face as he looked at the wounds on himself, 
murmuring quietly as he continued to pant slowly: “I got too hasty… I should have taken 
the hint they were better armed and prepared than I expected once I found that 
maintenance office and all those dead crabs… and now they’re going to be searching the 
city, not the military base for me…”

Don’t be a bitch. Drake said crossly, and Zerrex frowned up at the sky as the dark 
nephilim shrugged in his head. So what? You screwed up, big deal. You’re still alive, and 
you’ve shocked their forces, and probably caused some serious damage to a rather nasty 
operation. Alright, maybe you shouldn’t have tried to play hero… but if it’s any 
consolation, it probably seemed like a failed attack attempt on the genetics facility, so with 
luck they’ll concentrate their forces there when your real targets…

Are yet to be hit.” Zerrex finished quietly, then he nodded and slowly stood up. He’d 
regained his breath… and he glanced up to catch sight of a fire escape above, before 
hopping quickly up and snagging the end of it, slowly pulling himself up before carefully 
making his way to the top of a building that had gone from citizens’ apartments to private 
military rooms. It was one of the taller buildings in the area, and thankfully without a 
guard posted on the roof… and as he stood on top of it, he found he had a clear view of 
the entire area… or at least the places he had in mind to raid tonight.

The nearest looked like a museum that had been converted into a military base: huge 
spotlights shone up from the gardens surrounding it onto the face of the building, and a 
flight of grey cement stairs led up to a pair of glass double doors leading inside. The 
building seemed to bulge outwards, made almost entirely of twisting, various colored 
cement and black tinted windows, seeming to swell from the base with several large, curved 
pillars twisting up into the walls… and then mutating from the mix of classical past 



architecture into a strange, black box of glass and metal on the top, sitting like a dark spire 
or black crown upon the flat skull of some ancient being. A pause, and Zerrex smiled 
grimly as he realized that the gothic building indeed was vaguely skull-shaped… except it 
lacked a muzzle. Then he shook his head slowly, kneeling down and narrowing his emerald 
eyes: it was also well lit… and guards patrolled regularly through the gardens that 
surrounded it. Furthermore, the walls looked steep and tall from the road… the building 
was inset with its surrounding gardens into its own square base of stone, with only one set 
of stairs leading up to the front doors… and it took up what looked like an entire city 
block. He’d know more once he drew closer, and figured already it would be a bitch to get 
through, even if Cherry wasn’t hard to find… but since Drake had identified this as the 
Breeding Center, he expected all manner of  trouble once he got inside.

The Drakkaren looked back and forth musingly, then he paused as he noted a long 
drainage pipe that went down the front of the building: he used this to shimmy down, then 
crossed the street and slipped through an alley to halt in the shadows, looking across the 
road beyond to the stairs leading up to the Breeding Center. He now noted the strange 
devices built into either side of the concrete at the foot of the stairs, near the cold-faced 
guards standing at attention… and cursed under his breath. Some sort of  alarm system… 

It’s probably a genetic reader. Looks for specific augmentations to a person’s genetic code 
for verification… murmured Drake, and Zerrex grumbled under his breath before carefully 
slipping along the wall, staying carefully in the shadows. He knew that after the lockdown 
of the area was finished, they’d start doing sweeps and sending patrols through… meaning 
he had to be fast in getting from building-to-building in order to maintain his lead on the 
enemy.

And of course, the guards here were much more vigilant… and Zerrex sighed. He’d just 
have to make a dash for it… and he paused, kneeling under a balcony behind the relative 
safety of a cluster of garbage cans, then he checked his equipment for loose straps or 
anything that would make excess noise before standing, straightening, and silently sprinting 
across the street, then running a short distance up the wall before throwing his weight 
forwards and kicking up as hard as he could, managing to snag the ledge of the twenty-foot 
tall wall of  concrete and jackknife neatly over into some shrubs.

He stayed low for a few moments, counting quietly to thirty… then stuck his head up 
out of the large ferns after hearing no click of gear or mush of boots. He winced a bit as he 
slid out of the shrubbery and brushed at himself, carefully walking forwards along the 
sidewalk but sticking to the green grass to avoid leaving any dirty bootprints or signs of his 
presence.

The reptile ducked behind a tree as a group of three soldiers on patrol passed… two 
with assault rifles, and one following behind at a slower pace with a shotgun. It was like he 
was in a whole different frigging world now, and it made him tense and unnerved. This area 
was too well-lit for his tastes from the spotlights below and the lampposts above… and the 
patrols way too well-trained, maintaining a constant pace and distance from each other, and 



murmuring quiet codes into their headsets every now and then, or pausing to resynchronize 
their movements with the other patrols.

Zerrex watched for a few minutes from his safe haven with the large tree in front of him 
and a cluster of bamboo all around this, effectively hidden from every side but still able to 
peer out… before he nodded a bit to himself. He had a forty-five second window between 
patrol units rounding the corner ahead, and his eyes had long settled on a specific point of 
entry that he wanted to use, a vent in the side of the building. The problem would be 
getting there silently, not even getting out there, since he’d already noted where he could 
successfully shimmy up to the location, but stealth infiltration was not exactly his strong 
point.

Then the first patrol was leaving his line of sight, and Zerrex winced before pushing free 
of the bamboo and running towards the nearby support pillar, spinning around so he was 
at the ‘back’ of the curved stone support, away from the Breeding Center, before quickly 
shimmying up it and halting in a squat on the flat top, wincing a bit as he silently edged his 
way towards the building and pressed his back against it. Since he was above the lamps, the 
light up here was dull and he’d be much harder to see… but he wasn’t up high enough to 
reach the vent yet. He’d have to climb the twisted and ‘artsy’ side of  the building.

The Drakkaren decided to wait for the patrol currently making its rounds below him to 
pass… and then he turned and began to quietly climb the wall of the building, wincing at 
what he was doing and muttering to himself about not looking down. There was no lack of 
holds, at least… and then he found an easy ledge to shimmy across to reach the steel grate 
covering the shaft. He paused, waited for a patrol below to pass as his fingers whined about 
how sore they were getting, then he easily tore it off – muttering as he felt the sharp edges 
of the vent tear into his fingers and leave shallow cuts – before tossing it in the air to seize 
it by the edge, ready to toss it… then sighing. Cool as it might be, and great for a 
temporary distraction… no matter how far or hard he threw it, these soldiers would likely 
figure out what he’d done too damn fast to risk it. So instead, he slipped inside the 
building, twisting the vent cover on an angle to drag it inside with him, since he couldn’t 
refit it without risking it falling off  on its own.

The reptile murmured softly to himself as he crawled through the vent, relaxing a bit: at 
least infiltration here had been successful. He paused and glanced down at his hands, and 
winced at the small stains of blood he was leaving behind. Although it’s not going to be too 
hard to track me, once they figure out I’m inside… but for now I just have to figure out 
where Cherry is…

He paused as he reached a grating in the floor… then looked ahead and made a face as 
he realized that these squares of open grate continued down the length of what was likely 
an entire hallway. So he could either make sliced cheese out of his hands and knees by 
attempting to crawl over the sharp grating and probably fall through at some point… or 
just let himself  carefully out now.

He decided to go with the latter, sliding silently out and dropping to the floor, landing 
in an easy flexed crouch and glancing back and forth with a frown, as the sound of him 



hitting the floor echoed up and down an empty hall. Zerrex straightened slowly, looking up 
and down the grey halls of what seemed almost a prison, amazed there were no guards, and 
at the same time confused by the murmurs coming from the different-sized, heavy steel 
security doors set along the hallway.

The Drakkaren finally approached one that was built more for someone his height, then 
stood on his toes to peer through a narrow, barred window, to see a pair of eyes peering 
back at him before something slammed itself against the door. He blinked and winced back 
as he realized it was a female of his same species… but she was all but drooling, looking 
almost animal as she mewled and clawed at the door, panting quietly as her mutters became 
more distinct. “Please, come in here with me, come on inside, you big strong soldier, let me 
please you, let’s please each other, come and fuck me, I need it, I need it…”

Zerrex frowned slightly, then he shook his head and silently walked onwards, the raised 
voice from the cell dying down and the female ceasing to batter herself against the door. 
Sex-toys, insane slaves or nymphomaniacs… it made no difference. They’d been twisted 
again for the pleasure of the soldiers, at his best guess… but then again, this was the 
Breeding Center. Yet Zerrex had his doubts somehow that these females restrained in these 
cells were used for ‘breeding,’ but more likely just rough sex. “Probably a ‘treat’ for good 
little soldiers…”

He looked back and forth as he approached an electronic door at the end of the hallway, 
frowning a bit at the empty guard spots… then wincing as he halted in front of the door. 
There was a button he had to press to open it… which meant it would slide into the wall 
when he did and the absence of handle – or even any sort of crack – meant he couldn’t 
exactly force it open a crack, either. Which would have set off some internal alarms, 
anyway…

The reptile rubbed at his head slowly, then hit the button and carefully peered through 
the doorway into the next hall… but a quick check of either side of the corridor and 
around the corners of the doorway revealed it was just as empty as the other hall had been. 
The lizard made a bit of a face, rubbing the back of his head slowly. It didn’t make sense, 
with the well-trained guards posted out front… why would they go so far to protect the 
facility from the outside, but leave the inside bare?

Zerrex sighed a bit, shaking his head slowly, and then he walked slowly forwards into the 
sterile white hall, looking now carefully for any signs of battle or attack. Then he heard a 
toilet flush ahead of him, cursed as he looked frantically back and forth for some means of 
escape… and then a massive Dragokkaren emerged from a room above, wearing only the 
plain, traditional loincloth and rubbing idly at his face with his wrist, yawning… before his 
eyes widened as he turned towards the Drakkaren.

The reptile, on the other hand, was staring up at this new adversary with horror: he had 
to be at least twenty-two feet tall, muscular, powerful, a perfect idol for his species. He had 
a moment to wonder stupidly if this was some master plan of Narrius’s… before the 
goliath turned to him and then suddenly dropped to a kneel. Zerrex wondered dumbly 



what the hell was going on, as the Dragokkaren bowed his head, and then he looked up 
with an awed smile. “Lord Zerrex?”

Uh… yeah?” The Drakkaren replied slowly, looking at him – Gods, the giant was able to 
look down at him from a humble kneel, what the hell? – and keeping his body tensed and 
ready in case of any sudden movements: he figured at best he’d just run through the ten foot 
door he’d entered from. The place back there only had twenty-foot high ceilings… and he 
doubted the huge Dragokkaren could slip through the shutter door. 

Then his apprehension was washed away by shock as the Dragokkaren’s smile stretched 
wider, and he said warmly: “Queen Cherry has told us to be expecting you… she long 
prophesized you’d awaken and return to the world, and once you did, she told us that 
within the week you’d make your move. So all of the loyal children have been so anxious to 
meet you, our godfather and the mightiest of  all noble lords…”

Um. What?” Zerrex asked stupidly… and then the Dragokkaren stood and laughed, 
smiling warmly and clapping his hands together, looking down at him brightly like an 
oversized child before cautiously extending a hand. Zerrex immediately recognized that 
taking that hand would be a serious tactical error… but he couldn’t help from reaching out 
at the childish expression on the giant’s face, his mouth going dry and his body trembling a 
bit as he blurted: “Can you take me to her?”

Right away, Lord Zerrex.” The giant said quietly, then he turned and began to jog down 
the hallway, and the much-smaller Drakkaren winced and sprinted to keep up. It was 
tempting to shift his form upwards… but as they approached a smaller pair of double 
doors, the Dragokkaren closed his eyes and concentrated for a moment before his body 
shrank even in mid-movement, the reptile moving without a stumble until he was half his 
original size – still a good few feet on the Drakkaren, but nothing as spectacular as before 
as the two reptiles shouldered their way through the double doors and then stopped in 
front of  an elevator with a camera and automated turret. 

The Dragokkaren bounced a few times, waving into this… and a tiny red light on the 
camera flicked blue, as the large, automated machine gun beside it whirred and lowered 
from the ready position. Behind them, the doors swung closed… and then the larger reptile 
blushed and dropped Zerrex’s hand as he hugged himself, smiling down at the reptile and 
saying embarrassedly: “My apologies if I startled you at all, Lord Zerrex… but many of 
the older elites are imbued with the ability to shift and compress our body sizes at will, for 
infiltration purposes. My natural height isn’t exactly something that would fit into any area 
of the civilized area, yes? But now with you here… we won’t have to worry about the war 
anymore, will we?”

Zerrex met the shining eyes of the Dragokkaren with a faint twinge of sorrow, before he 
said softly: “There’ll always be war, I think.” He hesitated, recognized the look of ‘you: 
savior’ in the eyes of the larger reptile, then felt himself give in and sigh inwardly as he 
murmured softly: “But at least we can put an end to this one.”



“My brothers and sisters will be so happy.” The Dragokkaren said softly, then the 
elevator doors clicked open, and Zerrex stepped inside with him before the reptile looked 
up and said clearly: “Queen’s Chambers, Black Box level. Passcode is 15015372.”

Passcode correct. Authenticating voice… verifying.” replied the elevator computer, as the 
camera in the top corner that the Dragokkaren was facing made ticking noises, zooming in 
and out of the large, masculine figure. “Voice and image confirmed as soldier ID 
0002151.”

Then the elevator shifted before beginning to slide upwards, and the Dragokkaren 
turned to smile at Zerrex wonderingly, looking as though he wanted to reach out and touch 
him again or just drop to his knees and worship. It made Zerrex wonder two things… what 
the hell Cherry had been telling them… and how exactly had she broken the programming 
that all these clone-soldiers had to go through? He paused, and added a third mental 
question: This guy doesn’t look or act like the others… but he mentioned something about 
the older soldiers, meaning he’s an… older model? That’s disturbing to think of and put 
into context… “So uh… what’s your name?”

2151.” replied the soldier with a touched smile, and Zerrex felt a twist of pain and deep 
hate twist his gut: for the scientists, the military specialists, and especially for his father, 
who likely came up with this whole twisted system. They don’t even have names… “Queen 
Cherry says she hates our names, though. She promised that if we all get out of this, she’ll 
name every one of  her loyal children… living and dead.”

He nodded firmly, and Zerrex couldn’t help a faint smile; it meant that a lot of them 
would be getting weird-ass names and things like ‘Bob the XXI.’ But he liked the idea… and 
he was both unsettled and amused by the fact that Cherry had been the one to come up 
with this apparently on her own. It wasn’t exactly like the old Cherry he’d known… but he 
paused and reflected that… things had certainly changed as of  late. 

At the same time, of course, it was like her: she, who had respected him and honor 
enough to try and kill him before the other members of the Goth Legion could get to him 
and kill him by some less-savory means than one-on-one combat as equals. She hid it well, 
but she had respect for some people, even if she did like to spend ninety percent of her 
time being as much of an irritating bitch as possible. He paused and reflected, however, that 
this didn’t exactly mean she was bitchy: just that she enjoyed her games and frustrating 
people. Not that she ever apologized when she ever went too far… but she did understand 
the concept of  lines, even if  she had to cross it a few times before finally backing off. 

As the elevator rose, the Drakkaren bowed his head and thought quietly, feeling anxiety 
worming its way through his body; this wasn’t exactly the way he’d anticipated meeting 
Cherry… before he smiled faintly and looked up at 2151, who was looking back at him 
curiously. “I think that’s great… kid.” Well… he does look younger than me… and if he’s a 
clone, he can’t be more than… seven? Crud. I wonder if having sex with these things is 
considered pedophilia. They’re certainly… fully developed… “So uh… how much longer 
until we arrive?”



“Anxious, Lord Zerrex?” asked the Dragokkaren kindly. “So is Queen Cherry. She’s been 
constantly talking about you these last few days. Even Fuhrer Mengele visited, you know, 
and that so rarely ever happens. He wanted to extract some DNA from our Queen and talk 
with her for a while about you.”

Zerrex felt a strange touch of dark apprehension at this, nodding slowly, but before he 
could ask the Dragokkaren to go on, the doors slid open to reveal a long, red-carpeted hall, 
ending in a pair of double-doors guarded by a pair of cameras and two tattooed, massive 
Dragokkaren – two more twenty-and-some foot goliaths, both of these armed with assault 
rifles that looked like they belonged in antiaircraft batteries. One of them had a grenade 
launcher attachment on the bottom of his rifle as well, whereas the other had a large, long 
bayonet.

They both nodded and half-bowed to Zerrex, sliding one leg out respectfully, clad in 
only loincloths… and the reptile slowly stepped out of the elevator as 2151 smiled 
encouragingly to him, before the doors closed as the Dragokkaren stepped back. Then the 
reptile made a bit of a face and turned back towards the goliaths and what he expected was 
the entrance to Cherry’s throne room. 

He meant to walk to the double doors… but after a few paces he was jogging… then 
running, barreling through them and smashing the two oak doors open to the cries of a 
female in ecstasy… before staring ahead at a throne where Cherry seemed to be rather 
preoccupied at the moment… with two more gargantuan males. The reptile made a bit of a 
face, somehow unsurprised to meet her this way… but at the same time he was smiling, and 
he felt tears rising to his eyes before the two huge males slowly pulled themselves free and 
stepped quickly to the side, picking up fallen spears as they tried unsuccessfully to tuck 
their erections away into their plain rawhide tunics. 

Zerrex looked around the room as he walked slowly forwards, taking in the wide, 
spacious, but cubical and plain structure, unadorned with anything except for a pair of 
plain braziers on either side of the throne that sat in the middle of the room… and the 
pair of guards armed with bamboo spears, the traditional weapon of Hez’Ranna’s elite. 
Then his eyes settled on the figure in the gold and crimson throne, and he felt his knees 
weaken before he half-fell to a crouch, emerald eyes widening as he set his eyes on Cherry… 
who was smiling faintly at him before she spoke in a voice that was more powerful and 
more alluring than before… but at the same time, more lost in her own strange world of 
seduction and war. “I thought you loved me for something other than my body?”

I… I just can’t… believe what they’ve done to it.” Zerrex whispered in return, looking at 
her silently as he felt a tear roll down his cheek… and then Cherry stood and walked slowly 
towards him, as he forced himself to his feet… for the first time in his life looking up into 
her eyes as he staggered forwards. It was undoubtedly Cherry – those ice-blue, grinning eyes 
hadn’t changed, or the features of  her face… but everything else had.

She was at least nine feet tall… thin and lithe instead of muscular… and her scales had 
been turned crimson over her body, fading to a pink on the inside of her form and over a 
pair of breasts more enormous than Cherubim’s had been… a cherry pink, as if her body 



had been designed to mock her name. She had no claws, and when she smiled, he could see 
her teeth were smaller, blunted instead of sharp, as if to take away all her natural 
weapons… and worst of all, even though she wore a strange, single piece of silk clothing 
that wrapped around her like cloth bandages over her breasts – or at least, enough to cover 
the nipples – around her neck, and sliding back into place – albeit wetted – around her 
crotch… the single long, thick rectangle of cloth that hung from her neck and cascaded 
down her body, past her knees… couldn’t hide the way it twisted and folded at her 
stomach, like there was some grisly hole there.

Zerrex stared dumbly at this, and Cherry caught his look, then she smiled a bit, seeming 
to soften as she slowly pushed the cloth aside, showing Zerrex a bizarre wound he never 
wanted to see, causing him almost to fall over again: a long, gaping gash in her stomach 
from waist to just under her breasts. Horribly, the comparison that came to mind with her 
sexualized body was that it was almost like a vagina… and then she grasped one of his 
wrists with surprising strength, brought his hand forwards as she stepped close to him, 
murmuring softly: “Go ahead, touch it… it doesn’t hurt at all anymore… you can even put 
your hand inside.” She smiled down at him, and the lovingness, the complacence in that 
expression – nothing like the old go-to-hell Cherry – was horrible.

He felt his knees weaken… and then she easily caught him and hefted him up as his 
hand brushed against her gutted stomach, and she laughed softly, looking into his eyes 
warmly and teasing gently: “Lord Zerrex, have you lost your courage over the years? One 
cut in me and you’re looking scared out of your wits.” She paused, gently stroking his hair 
back, before tracing slowly over the burns on his face and leaning closer, whispering quietly. 
“But how they’ve scarred your pretty body… I can’t stand seeing that. You’re the one who 
should be insulted… after all, my job is just to fuck all day. I get all the cock I can handle 
and more.”

She laughed warmly, and then half-carried him over to her throne, sitting him in her 
lap… and at a quiet jangling the reptile heard, he glanced up to finally note the steel collar 
around her neck, with an ID number chiseled into it. A heavy chain dangled from one side 
of it, over the throne and around to the back… and Zerrex suddenly understood the reason 
this room wasn’t locked, but was so empty. It really was a cell… and Cherry was just as 
much a prisoner as he had been, or perhaps even more with her ‘duties.’ It disgusted him… 
and then he blinked as he brushed his forehead with a gentle kiss.

You remind me of many of my children.” she said softly, and he looked up at her with 
shock: there had been words he’d never expected to hear, before she continued as she curled 
his body against hers a bit more tightly. “The ones who I meet with again, after they’ve 
become soldiers, are just so shocked… they don’t expect me of all people to be their 
mother, you know.” she nodded informatively, then paused and quietly traced kisses down 
his muzzle and smiled into his eyes as he looked up into hers with welling despair. “But 
then we usually get down to business pretty fast… I do more than a hundred matings a day 
now, you know. Patriarch Narrius keeps me busy-busy-busy.



“Oh, show Lord Zerrex the egg batches, he’s always so curious about how things work, 
you know!” Cherry said quickly, waving at one of the nearby guards, and he nodded before 
reaching into a sidepack attached to his belt and pulling out what looked like a plain, small 
sphere. He handed it over to the female, and Cherry snatched it before holding it up to 
Zerrex, saying proudly: “See this? It contains up to ten of my children! What they do is… 
here, I’ll show you.” She paused, then straightened a bit and grunted softly as she brought 
the baseball-sized, bluish sphere down and pushed it into her body, through the gaping cut 
in her stomach. Zerrex twitched back automatically, and she looked at him almost 
reproachfully. “Now, now, Lord Zerrex, it’s a beautiful thing, it really is. It took my sister 
many tries to… oh… my sister, how is she?”

Cherry tilted her head curiously, and Zerrex winced… and that was enough to cause her 
to look downcast. “I get it… you and her had a nasty fight and she was killed, yes? I 
warned her you were the most superior male in existence… far more than the Patriarch.” 
She paused, then seemed to fight with herself before whispering: “And that’s why we always 
called you the Boss.”

Then, as suddenly as it had come, the moment she seemed to be returning to herself was 
gone, and instead she said cheerfully: “So then the males fuck me in the other hole you’ve 
always loved on me, and they inseminate the sphere, and then it’s removed, just like…” she 
grunted and reached into herself, before pulling the sphere – now coated in a bit of blood 
and some other unidentifiable juices – free from her body. “This! And then the scientists 
cart it off to their lab in the genetics facility, and they split the eggs up and put them into 
special capsules, and they grow some more children of mine.” She smiled again, then idly 
tossed the sphere into one of the braziers, and it dissolved rapidly after hitting the flaming 
oil as she added: “They usually give the soldiers injections or pills or something to make 
them extra-productive you know. And then they have them all line up naked, excited and 
ready… and they take me one at a time while one of the scientists watches and makes 
notes, and some other guy in a biohazard suit extracts the thing out of  me once it’s done.

But I know you love how things work, and that’s exactly that!” she smiled and kissed 
Zerrex almost shyly on the cheek, adding: “And of course some days they just let the 
soldiers off-duty have sex with me or the harlots down the hall, just to let off steam… but 
I hold the record for most males ever in a gangbang.” She nodded firmly, as if extremely 
proud of  this fact, then paused, apparently waiting for the Drakkaren to say something.

That sounds like you.” the reptile said finally… and Cherry clapped almost gleefully, 
looking happy before tilting her head curiously as Zerrex slowly climbed out of her lap, 
slumped and feeling despondent… this was Cherry… but it was not. He hadn’t expected 
her to be broken so thoroughly… and then he paused and looked up as the ghost of 
Cynterra flickered into existence. She was crying quietly, hugging herself, looking 
horrified… and Zerrex closed his eyes and turned away from the flickering image and back 
to the female he’d known so well in the past, kneeling in front of her and gently taking her 
hands as he looked up into her eyes, feeling tears roll down his cheeks himself as he 
whispered: “I’m sorry I ever brought you here, that I ever got you into this mess, Cherry…”



Don’t be like that, Boss…” Cherry whispered back immediately, swallowing herself… 
and then she clenched her eyes shut and trembled violently, before meeting his eyes and 
saying in a meek, terrified… but still defiant voice: “Fuck… you?”

It was almost a question… but Zerrex smiled faintly all the same, straightening and 
wiping at his eyes as he gently touched her cheek, hating how she almost twitched back… 
but then their eyes met, and he said quietly: “I knew they could never break you entirely… 
that there’ll always be some part of you alive in there. And I am going to rescue you, get 
you out of  here… you’re… important to me. No matter what form you come in.”

“I can’t leave.” Cherry said softly, looking down for a moment as she gently touched 
Zerrex’s chest… then she glanced back up at him and smiled faintly. “Not alive. I’m… I’m 
only good for sex.”

Oh come on…” Zerrex said quietly, nudging her gently. “Now you, don’t be like that.” 
Then he stopped… and gently took the chain whip from his side, holding it out to her… 
and she quietly took it, looking down at it with a frown, as if it was something she’d long 
forgotten but tried many times to remember, like a lost passage of a story in time. “Don’t 
you remember this? How you kicked my ass that one day, back when we met after… so 
long being apart?”

Cherry seemed to be struggling internally, and then she meekly shook her head, 
twitching back as if expecting to be hit… and Zerrex sighed softly, stroking her face gently 
and then tilting her muzzle upwards as he looked into her eyes, murmuring quietly: “Well, 
in any case, I brought you something else, too.” Then he leaned down and quietly kissed her 
lips, and she froze before kissing him gently back… and then her eyes widened.

There was a flash of gold, laughing children, sounds of rough sex and violence, but 
grinning amusement all the same… a murmured apology… and tears. Tears like rain, 
dropping from the air and hitting the ground, rippling through the floor, distorting time… 
before the kiss broke and the two drew apart, Cherry looking up at Zerrex with shock and 
Zerrex looking back quietly, his body trembling and heart racing. Those tears were rolling 
down her cheeks now… before she suddenly smiled and whispered: “Thank you. And now 
I know what to do.”

Zerrex tilted his head… but before he could ask, she quietly reached up and pulled on a 
simple string that held her strange garment tied together, and then pulled it easily off and 
threw it to the side with the chain whip, as she looked up at him pleadingly, spreading her 
legs and whispering: “Can you fuck me, Master Zerrex? And… maybe… say those… you 
know…” 

I love you, Cherry.” Zerrex replied quietly, as he smiled faintly and reached down to 
undo his pants: he knew how idiotic this was, sex in enemy territory… but it was nothing 
they’d never done before. And besides, this place here seemed like a faint whisper of 
sanctuary, of a safe haven… so instead of worrying about it, he simply did as his instincts 
told him to, throwing off all his clothing and equipment until he was naked as well and 
leaning down to kiss her again as she wrapped her arms around his neck and her legs 
around his waist.



He slid a hand down over the long tear in her stomach, and she breathed a hot sigh into 
his muzzle of surprise, bucking her eyes slowly as her eyes fluttered before clenching tight 
again as she kissed him with renewed vigor, one of her own hands beginning its slow 
journey down his muscular breast. Then she arched her back against him, moaning softly 
into his maw as he quietly rubbed at her slick, ready vagina, before the kiss broke as Zerrex 
slid a finger into her and met her eyes with a slight smile. “I hate getting sloppy seconds 
with you.”

Bite me.” Cherry murmured softly, leaning down to nuzzle into his neck and lick at it 
slowly as she trailed her fingers down his toned, chiseled abdominals, before moving further 
to quietly touch his black, thick shaft with what was almost reverence. The two smiled into 
each other’s eyes after a moment, then she gently grasped his flaccid member and stroked it 
once, laughing quietly. “And even with you smaller than I remembered… you’re still just as 
big down here, it feels like…”

The male Drakkaren twitched a bit, grunting softly as he rubbed their muzzles together 
slowly, then he smiled slightly and kissed idly down to her cheek as she slowly began to 
stroke up and down his hardening cock. He murred lightly, thrusting gently into her grip as 
he slid another digit forwards and into the female’s passage, his other hand sliding up to 
squeeze a firm, massive breast slowly, unable to even fondle the entire great swell with one 
of his large hands. Then their lips met again and they kissed hungrily once more, tongues 
slowly dancing together as the male slid another digit forwards into her vagina, pushing 
deep into her as the kiss broke and he slowly licked down her muzzle. 

She moaned softly as he slid his fingers in and out of her slowly, feeling her juices 
trickling slowly from her hot, tight passage, feeling the folds of her sex squeezing and 
massaging against his digits as the reptile’s shaft thickened and hardened to its full length of 
thirty-two inches; the original size of the lizard’s large, black cock. She murred hungrily as 
she continued to stroke the firm, powerful penis, leaning in close against his muscular body, 
rubbing herself against his strong form and at the same time arching her back as he pushed 
back against her, lowering his head to rest against her enormous bosom. 

He kissed and lapped slowly at her swells, grinding his huge, dark-fleshed member 
forwards into her hand as he continued to move his fingers in and out of her vagina, feeling 
her hand easily moving up and down his massive, hard flesh. Both of them moved together, 
one of Cherry’s hands sliding up along his back before combing into his white locks, 
squeezing into his hair as the Drakkaren lowered his head against one large swell, lapping 
slowly around her nipple before gently suckling at a nipple… and then rearing back in 
surprise as he tasted a strange sweet, warm substance, feeling it dribbling down his chin and 
realizing a moment later it was breastmilk. 

I’m in state of constant pregnancy… so I’m always lactating. The boys seem to like 
it…” Cherry said lovingly, stroking the back of his head slowly as she looked down at him 
with a warm smile. Zerrex gazed back up at her with a slight grin, and she tilted her muzzle 
down towards him, kissing up his muzzle slowly and lightly pecking at his forehead as she 
asked seductively: “But what matters is… do you think it’s sexy?”



“You know me, I’ll try anything at least once.” Zerrex said softly in return, then he 
wiped at his muzzle before grinning a bit wider and then slowly touching her nipple with 
his tongue, before leaning forwards to settle his mouth once more against her large, firm 
swell and suckling gently back, his other hand continuing to piston slowly in and out of 
her. His fingers worked back and forth as he tasted more of her hot milk spilling into his 
mouth, tasting it, rolling it around his muzzle and swallowing back, loving the warm, 
pleasant feeling of it as he felt her begin to stroke up and down his hot shaft a bit harder 
and faster.

Then he pulled slowly back, but before he could draw too far, she brought her hand up 
from grasping his penis to snag him under the muzzle, pulling him up against her and 
kissing him hungrily. Their jaws worked hungrily, the female tasting the sweet bounty of 
her own breasts as tongues danced and he ground himself against her body, before she 
moaned and rocked her body back against him with a sudden spasm as he felt his huge, 
thick penis pressing into the permanent cut in her stomach.

A moment later, the kiss broke and Zerrex stepped back as Cherry rested back in her 
throne, spreading her legs wide and grinning at him as he stood before her with his huge 
member erect and strong, the female cocking her head as she asked teasingly: “So if I’m 
Queen… you must be above king, above Patriarch… and is that the scepter you choose to 
rule with?”

It’s a scepter I’ll rule you with, at least.” Zerrex replied, grinning and lowering the 
bulbous, thick head of his bulging black-fleshed member against her sex, before rocking his 
hips forwards and grinding himself against her vagina, making her groan softly in surprise 
as she bucked her hips, then almost whimpered as his hands reached down and squeezed her 
breasts firmly, a bit of her warm milk spilling free over his hands and along her body. Then 
he slid his hands down from her large, sumptuous bosom to grasp her hips tightly as he 
ground forwards again, large, thick head of his cock burying forwards into her body as 
Cherry arched her back and tilted her head upwards with a loud moan of  pleasure. 

She twitched a bit, her legs bucking… before she shrieked in ecstasy, her hands reaching 
down to claw into the arms of her throne as the reptile’s thick cock slammed forwards, 
Zerrex’s muscular form flexing as he groaned hungrily, claws digging into the female’s hips 
as his grin spread wider, hair falling over his eyes as he growled hungrily, member already 
submerged almost to the hilt in her before he dragged back and then rocked forwards again, 
beginning a powerful thrusting in and out of her sex as Cherry rocked her hips firmly back 
against him, large breasts bouncing as she moaned loudly in pleasure, cradling his waist with 
her legs as she rocked her head back and forth in ecstasy.

Zerrex thrusted forwards, grunting hungrily, body flexing powerfully as he worked his 
great length in and out of her passage, watching her breasts bounce, her expression of 
ecstasy, her body work and writhe… even the twist and roll of her stomach and the cut in 
her body, the way it seemed almost to blossom outwards with every pound of his huge shaft 
into her body was so erotic, so damn arousing… and she was moaning his name, one hand 
reaching up to play through his hair, squeezing into his locks as her blue eyes opened and 



her mouth fell into a long, hungry gape of pleasure, rocking her hips hard forwards against 
the male as he grunted and began to piston even harder in and out of  her body. 

His muscles bulged as he worked in and out of her harder and harder, black penis 
slamming deep into her body, making her shriek in pleasure, breasts jiggling and bouncing, 
nipples hard and leaking, splattering a bit of their sweet white milk over the Drakkaren’s 
body with every bounce of her huge bust. The lizard groaned quietly again, his loudening 
cries mixing with Cherry’s shrieks of ecstasy as he slammed into her again and again, feeling 
her body shifting and moving beneath him.

He felt himself already beginning to harden inside her as he pistoned faster and harder 
in and out of her body, enormous testicles slapping her anus in a hard tattoo as he grunted 
hungrily and worked his enormous shaft in and out of her tight sex, his member beginning 
to stiffen up as she shrieked loudly and rocked her hips hard back against him, feeling her 
tightening around his girth, her sweet fluids spilling down her passage and over his heavy, 
powerful length grinding in and out of  her sex.

The reptile began to move harder and faster, unable to resist picking up in both speed 
and power as he grunted hungrily, sweat starting to roll down his scales as he felt his 
massive shaft slamming in and out of the female’s tight vagina, growling hungrily as worked 
his thick meat in and out of Cherry’s body. She bucked back against him over and over, 
panting hard, squeezing him tight around the waist with her legs as he rammed into her 
over and over, hilting into her with every hard thrust.

Zerrex began to move faster and harder, feeling his shaft stiffening up inside of Cherry’s 
tight passage, his huge member ripping back and forth as his balls smacked hard against the 
female’s buttocks, squelching into her again and again with loud, fleshy thuds, as his girthy, 
thick shaft took on the hardness of steel. He rammed it back and forth in and out of the 
female, over and over and over, arching his back as his toeclaws scraped into the floor, and 
Cherry’s hands squeezed into the arms of her throne, arching her back and releasing a 
shriek of  pleasure as she felt the male release his hot load into her body.

Shot after shot of his thick seed sprayed into her, burst into her body and filled her up 
as she shrieked in ecstasy, ground herself back against the huge gold and metal chair, 
bucked and rocked against the powerful male, her juices continuing to flood out and some 
of the male’s own thick seed leaking out with her fluids as the sound of him slamming into 
her again and again squelched loudly through the air until he finally began to slow, panting 
hard and leaning forwards into her as her arms slipped around his neck and hugged him 
against her sumptuous, huge bosom, cradling him against her as his stiff shaft remained 
buried inside of her, releasing a few last spurts of his hot load into her body as he rested 
against her, the two reptiles panting quietly before Cherry shuddered a bit as he slowly drew 
free, then pulled him gently up to sit in her lap.

He rested against her, hearing her heart thud, his head on her bosom, his body flexing as 
he rested against her before letting out a soft sigh as she murred and stroked through his 
hair lovingly, the other arm cradling him tight around the waist before he looked up as she 
looked down, laughing softly and kissing his lips quietly. “You’re as wonderful as ever.”



“I didn’t even make you orgasm this time around, though, I’m afraid.” Zerrex laughed 
softly before lowering his head to kiss away the few drips of milk dribbling from her breasts 
and making her murr softly as she gently slipped her hand from his waist under his muzzle, 
tilting his head up to gaze into his eyes lovingly.

I’m afraid that the scientists removed my ability to orgasm… I just sort of slowly leak.” 
Cherry replied softly, then she gently kissed his forehead before sighing a bit and playing 
through his hair, as Zerrex looked up at her with a frown. “It tires the body out faster, so… 
yeah.” she paused before quietly pushing him up to his feet and smiling up at him with 
quiet amusement. “But I guess it’s time to suit up and head out, huh?”

That it is.” Zerrex replied with a bit of a smile, and for a few moments he stood, 
looking at her as she rested back in the throne and letting his erection die down before he 
strapped his equipment back on and checked himself over thoughtfully, before meeting 
Cherry’s eyes with a smile. She smiled back lovingly, standing up and quietly throwing the 
loose chain binding her to the stake behind the bed over her shoulder, then looking down at 
Zerrex softly.

The two looked at each other softly… then Cherry laughed quietly and stepped 
forwards, stroking a finger gently under his muzzle and saying softly: “Now it’s time for us 
to do the one last thing….. and it’ll be a hard thing, I know… but I think it’s the only way 
for me to get out of  here with you.”

Zerrex felt his heart stop, his gut roll over in his stomach as he swallowed thickly… and 
Cherry held a hand out, and one of the guards stepped forwards to gently place a 
ceremonial silver kwaibar into it. Then she stepped towards him and quietly held it out to 
the male she’d always seen as her Master, the only male to ever truly dominate and control 
her, and then silently pushed it down into his hand. “I want to join my sister’s soul inside 
you… and gift you with my abilities.” 

“Cherry… I… I don’t want to kill you… to lose you again…” Zerrex whispered, his 
voice ragged, feeling tears building in his eyes… but the female only smiled and stroked his 
face gently, pushing a hand into his hair as she used the other to slowly guide the point of 
the blade down… then she grunted quietly as the thin weapon slid into the wound in her 
stomach. It trembled there as the Drakkaren looked up at her with agony burning in his 
emerald eyes, even as she looked down at him with soft adoration and serenity.

You’ll never lose me, Lord and Master Zerrex, father of all my children, love of my 
life…” Cherry whispered quietly in return, then she laughed faintly. “The only difference 
will be… that instead of  outside… I will always be inside of  you.” 

She grasped his wrist gently… and before he could stop her, she suddenly jerked hard 
forwards and upwards, arching her back and letting out a grunt, her eyes clenching shut and 
blood spraying from her mouth, leaking down the blade half-buried through her body as 
Zerrex’s eyes widened in horror… and then she let out a fluttering sigh, her body trembling 
as she fell forwards against him. He meant to cry out, to give some meaningless prayer or 
simply yell her name… but her jaws met his on the way down, they kissed… and into his 
body he felt rush a strange energy, a flurry of darkness and blood as red as rich wine. He 



felt it, saw it mix with the gold energy, for a moment heard laughter, saw two young girls 
dancing together, holding each other’s hands as they spun, spun, spun… and then Zerrex 
fell to his knees as Cherry’s body went up in a rush of red flames and autumn leaves, 
leaving him kneeling in the ashes of his beloved as he panted raw breaths in and out, 
slumped and broken, one trembling hand still holding the shattered handle of a charred, 
ruined kwaibar and the other reaching out to grab the throne of gold and red as he let out a 
raw, wounded cry.

The Drakkaren forced his eyes open, even as he let out a sob, felt tears racing down his 
cheeks… and then he leapt up in surprise as he saw Cherry, the old Cherry with her 
muscles and cocky grin, standing there beside her younger sister, Sin. The two were leaning 
on each other, looking at him softly with their blue eyes full of compassion… and then 
Cherry winked, pointed a finger at him, and cocked her thumb back before she mimed 
shooting him and then vanished in a flicker of red light, Sin disappearing with her in her 
own burst of  gold. 

Zerrex was left staring dumbly at empty space… before he slowly staggered backwards as 
the two huge guards approached. He stared at them, then they both kneeled before him and 
murmured quietly: “Praise be to Lord Zerrex, King and Master of the loyal children of 
Queen Mother Cherry. Ask of  us, and we shall serve.”

The reptile looked from one to the other quietly… then he bowed his head silently for a 
few moments before finally looking up and asking quietly, brushing his tears away: “How 
many… children are loyal to their mother? Will be… loyal to me?”

He wanted to be sad… but now was not the time. And the burning sensation in his 
chest… the feeling of a hand still caressing his masculine abs and yeah, even rubbing down 
to his crotch… it helped. The presence of Cherry inside of him… he could feel her. And it 
made it easier to turn away, to control his emotions for now as the Dragokkaren exchanged 
looks, then one of the tattooed giants murmured softly: “At least half of our number born 
of  her.”

The reptile nodded slowly, wiping at his eyes quietly… then he closed his eyes and 
touched his head: it throbbed with pain, before he heard Drake shout angrily: Stop moving 
people in! Your body can’t handle anymore, you’re going to cause massive deterioration in 
your own form and energy sickness, poisoning of the very soul that can’t be reversed! Even 
with just half of me in your head, your body is under strain… and even with the energy 
signatures of the two females you’ve taken in mixing, and my power of processing energy, 
you can’t expect to be able to hold on to their souls forever… or that it won’t have any 
negative consequences. This is just a crawling, slow way to die… you’ll just speed up the 
process at which your body eventually loses its ability to repair itself…

Shush.” Zerrex murmured to himself, and then there was silence in his head… and the 
throbbing pain went away. Sure, he felt like… a sac that too much straw had been stuffed 
into, or maybe a condom on a penis that was just too big – the second metaphor made him 
smile faintly. But it was true… yet as he stood there, he could feel the energy dispersing 
through his form, could feel his senses sharpening, his body swelling a bit, his strength 



returning… and he lowered his head in though before saying quietly to the Dragokkaren: 
“Then now is the time to call all your brothers and sisters together. Riot in the cities, tell 
everyone of what’s happened… and create a distraction. Cause mayhem, tear down 
everything you can, and when enemy forces begin to push you from the city, go willingly 
and find the rebel base, find strongholds, find outposts and prepare to turn the tide of this 
war, to crush the Patriarch for everything he’s done to us.” He looked up at the 
Dragokkaren, and then nodded firmly, meeting Zerrex’s eyes with respect and reverence. 
“For Queen Mother Cherry. For the sisters and brothers of yours, the children… of 
mine… that he’s killed… for the pain he’s forced you to endure. And when the war is won, 
I’ll fulfill the Queen’s last wishes… and every one of  you will be given a real name.”

The Dragokkaren saluted crisply… then the doors slammed open behind Zerrex and 
the reptile snarled, not needing to turn around. He recognized that slapping sound 
anywhere, even on carpet… and the rude voice that called: “Hey, Cherry, baby, I’m gonna 
fuck you at full size… hey… who the fuck are-”

Zerrex turned around to face Alone, and the wolf ’s eyes widened in shock before he 
grinned callously… but his grey eyes flickered with fear nonetheless, as the cocky lupine 
drew a revolver from the folds of his loose leather jacket, baggy pants and rumbled dress 
shirt swaying as he stepped forwards, swaying his hips almost like a model on the catwalk. 
The two Dragokkaren started forwards, but Zerrex held up a hand before saying coldly: 
“You have your orders. I’ll deal with this scum.”

The two nodded, then jogged around the wolf, giving him a wide berth as Alone 
swaggered forwards, spinning the massive, silvery revolver on one hand and tilting his head 
towards Zerrex as his grin spread wider, eyes flashing and now more confident. “Oh, you’ll 
deal with me, will you? Fuckin’ retard.” He laughed, taking aim at Zerrex’s kneecap and then 
firing off  a single shot.

Ghost images flashed in front of Zerrex’s eyes, something he’d never seen, moments 
before the wolf pulled the trigger… and he easily slid his leg out of the way, as he realized 
this is what Cherry must have always seen. As he focused… suddenly every movement of 
Alone was noted in advance, a grey, translucent shape swaying backwards and snarling in 
shock… before Alone overlapped it with his own movement. Then that gray shape came 
back, taking aim again, and a piece of it broke off, a single revolver round aimed at his 
face… and Zerrex tilted his head to the side a few moments before Alone made the same 
movement, blasting off another shot that whispered alongside the reptile’s muzzle… but 
buried instead into the metal throne behind him as the wolf shouted in a voice of mixed 
fear, confusion, and fury: “Stop playing games, stop fucking with my… head…”

Alone broke off as Zerrex’s emerald eyes locked with his own periwinkle ones, and his 
eyes widened before he staggered backwards in surprise, then forced out an angry snarl as he 
rose the huge gun… but now the barrel was distinctly trembling as Zerrex whispered softly 
to himself: “Do you think I have room for another soul, Drake?”

Go ahead. Like it matters what I say… A pause, and then the dark nephilim snorted 
contemptibly. This weakling’s soul wouldn’t amount to much more than foam off the pond 



compared to the literal sea of energy from the others, though. Nephilim or not… Alone 
serves as Ambassador, the puppet and joke of Narrius’s army, and they used to talk about 
him a lot… 

“How worthless he was.” The voice that came out of Zerrex’s mouth was cold, cruel, and 
deep, not his own at all, as the Drakkaren felt his facial muscles curve into a sadistic grin, 
almost a sneer: it was neither his expression. Apparently Drake had learned how to 
manipulate some of his body… but Zerrex allowed it to happen as he walked forwards, 
Drake speaking from his mouth but the Drakkaren controlling his body as the dark 
creature continued, to the horror of Alone: “He leads his own unit of video-game rejects, 
nerds and slaves turned into battle soldiers, a pelt unit that Narrius refuses to put through 
actual training, since it would be difficult if the lesser species tried to turn on their 
superiors one day-”

Shut up, shut up!” Alone shrieked in terror, staggering backwards  through the open 
doors and blasting off two more shots: the first Zerrex easily sidestepped without even 
breaking his brisk pace, the second went high on its own. “What the fuck are you?”

-and used their own techniques of battle against them. So he plays Ambassador to the 
pelt countries with actual resources that Narrius wishes to harness, gathers them up, makes 
deals… and then exterminates anyone who gets in the way of the plans of the Patriarch. 
That’s what I’ve heard, anyway.” Drake paused, and Zerrex’s face twitched, his head jerking 
to the side before the Drakkaren’s sneer turned to a disgusted smile.

He’s a politician, then.” Zerrex said softly, then he snorted and easily swayed out of the 
way of another round from the revolver, now closing in on the trembling lupine, before 
closing his eyes and bowing his head forwards and to the side slightly, the last bullet from 
the revolver’s chamber roaring through his hair before burying into the frame of the door. 
The Drakkaren loomed over the wolf shell, his eyes still closed, head partially bowed and 
hands loose at his sides, Alone’s revolver planted firmly against his strong breast.

Then he opened his eyes as Alone looked up at him challengingly, furiously, but his eyes 
burning with terror… and he said softly: “Go ahead. Pull the trigger. But you’ve used up all 
six shots in your gun… and all your fancy tricks won’t help you now, nor all the guns 
stashed on your body.”

Fuck you!” Alone screamed, but only the dry click of the hammer sounded when he did 
indeed squeeze… and his eyes widened in horror at Zerrex’s grin before the reptile’s hands 
lashed out, one seizing his wrist and the other his bicep as he slammed his elbow forwards 
at the same time, smashing in the wolf ’s face and causing him to scream, clutching at his 
broken muzzle with one hand as his nose spurted blood, almost tripping over his own paws 
as he twisted to the side.

Then his eyes bulged in agony, and he shrieked in pain as Zerrex twisted in opposite 
directions with all his brute strength, snarling and snapping the wolf ’s arm like a toy, his 
bones dislodging from their sockets completely as he tried uselessly to pull free of the 
reptile’s grip. Zerrex easily held him by just the wrist, however, bringing the other hand up 
to backhand him hard across the face and causing him to spin around to avoid falling over, 



before his hand slammed down on his other shoulder and the lizard grinned wider, emerald 
eyes cold as Alone fell to his knees, screaming and scrabbling uselessly at a gun stuck in his 
belt. “I’ll give you a taste of  real power, Lone!”

The Drakkaren grunted, then he jerked hard upwards, and the wolf ’s arm snapped 
completely, twisting in a way that could only be described as ugly, bone ripping out of his 
shoulder in broken, spiky clumps as Alone’s eyes bulged, his back arched, and he screamed, 
pulling the trigger of the handgun in his belt uselessly and blasting round into the floor in 
front of him and tearing gouges down his inner leg. Then the reptile switched his grip to 
the wolf ’s upper arm and simply ripped as he shoved the wolf forwards at the same time, 
tossing the wolf ’s right arm in one direction… and sending the wolf skidding on his front 
in another, blood bursting from his severed limb as he shrieked in agony, spasming on the 
ground before rolling up to his feet, grasping at the broken stump with his other hand and 
tears of horror leaking down his face, shrieking: “What the fuck is wrong with you? Isn’t 
this the body of  your friend?”

Lone… the Lone you represent… is a monster I should have settled scores with many 
years ago. Who I killed in the attack on the Mayor’s House… who killed Mary.” Zerrex 
replied coldly, then he cracked his knuckles and snorted as Lone drew an automatic pistol 
from behind him and pointed it with a violently-shaking hand at the reptile. “I have no 
problem killing Lone. The person… the friend… I knew, who you absorbed, that wasn’t 
Lone. That wasn’t a sick, egotistical wolf, but someone who was doing everything they 
could to change and be better. Who was trying hard, even if yeah, he did screw up every 
now and then.

“You… I look forwards to butchering.” Zerrex’s grin stretched across his features again, 
then he laughed quietly and spread his arms, tilting his head and challenging: “Go ahead, 
shoot! Shoot, proud wolf ! Shoot, puppet of  the Patriarch, Narrius’s little pelt bitch!”

The wolf backed up a few steps, panting hard, blood leaking from his mouth, pouring 
from his stump, dribbling down his nose and from one ear… and then he looked over his 
shoulder as the elevator behind him dinged open, at three Drakkaren dressed in humble 
tunics. He immediately turned on them, snarling and blasting them down with a quick 
strafing movement before leaping into the elevator and dropping the gun to mash the 
control panel, then he threw himself towards the back wall of the elevator in terror as 
Zerrex stepped forwards, snarling furiously and shouting: “Fine, then run! But I’ll catch up 
to you, you bastard, head start or not!”

Then the doors slammed shut, and Zerrex could hear the elevator beginning to descend 
before he snorted, then stepped forwards and forced his claws into the cracks between the 
doors; then his fingertips… and finally he managed to get a grip and tear the doors open 
completely, causing sparks to fly and metal to squeal as it crumpled inwards at either end. 
For a moment he paused to look into the empty shaft, at the rapidly descending elevator… 
and then images of himself, of Cherry, of Sin, of his family and even of the Lone he’d 
known and worked with came to mind… and he snarled before simply leaping into the 
shaft on faith.



He fell… and landed heavily on the top with a grunt, denting in the roof of the elevator 
with the force of his landing. The sound of it wasn’t enough to drown out the scream of 
horror from Alone, however, or the sound of the wolf scrabbling frantically at the elevator 
doors as it came to a stop a moment later. Zerrex snorted, then smashed open the 
maintenance hatch in the roof and dropped through, before quickly stepping through the 
closing doors of the elevator to give chase to Alone, as the wolf made a frantic dash 
through the building.

The Drakkaren found himself no longer in empty halls, however: Drakkai of all shape 
and size were charging back and forth, some armed, some nude, some in ceremonial dress 
and others in military uniforms with military equipment. They were all yelling, heading for 
exits in every direction, and Alone had a goddamn good head start, crawling as he screamed 
and forced his way through the shocked reptiles… and Zerrex had to shove his way through 
these masses after the wolf until he finally reached the main doors. Then, as he smashed 
through them and back into the night air, Alone screamed: “Level four! Cover fire!”

Zerrex had a brief glimpse of non-reptiles of all shape and size, species and type, before 
he realized they all also had rifles… and were situated in front of a blockade made of dead 
Drakkai. He snarled, then tossed himself to the side as they fired off a burst, not even 
specifically aiming for anything but instead taking out a line of charging Drakkai, as Lone 
ran through the night streets, shrieking and yelling. The Drakkaren snarled, then ran along 
the edge of the wall before leaping off the cement platform instead of taking the main 
stairs, shadowy, translucent images everywhere… and Zerrex wondered how the hell Cherry 
had stayed sane with all these ghosts constantly in her vision.

They were indeed far more blessing than curse, however… he dodged every bullet aimed 
at him from the strange soldiers, even made a mental picture of them in his mind as he 
chased after the unsurprisingly-fast wolf: Lone had always been good at running away, 
though. And even as he fled, he yelled commands to who the reptile figured were his 
personal unit, the beings Drake had spoken about: the army of nerds and slaves and general 
pelt rejects who likely composed only a small part of  Narrius’s army.

They all wore suits of what looked like blue rubber, with rawhide belts crisscrossing here 
and there to hold ammunition for their weapons… and they all seemed to be armed with 
semi-automatic rifles of some kind. Long barrels, huge clips, but what looked like some 
modification on the stock to nullify recoil. The rubber suits they had covered their entire 
bodies, included blue boots, long gloves, and hoods that covered the backs of their heads 
and their ears… and they all had massive goggles on, that covered the entire upper portion 
of their faces and foreheads. They looked almost like thermal goggles, except somehow 
bigger, and were strapped firmly to their heads… almost locked, it seemed like. And all of 
Lone’s commands seemed to be ‘level’ this and ‘difficulty’ that…

Where the hell is he going…” Zerrex snarled… before he found himself halted as a 
group of the soldiers suddenly stepped in front of him, forming a short line of four 
people. Immediately, Zerrex snagged his own revolver as he threw himself out of the path 
of the grey bullets, raising his revolver… and everywhere he aimed, his eyes suddenly picked 



up translucent images of what the bullet would do, what would happen. It was so 
enthralling that he forgot to fire… and instead landed heavily and awkwardly on his side 
before wincing and quickly rolling backwards, at the same time snapping off a single shot 
and taking down one of  the soldiers.

Damn, Lloyd’s out of the game!” called one of the soldiers in an almost cheerful voice, 
then he asked in a sincere voice: “Hey, can we pause for a minute? I need to pee.”

“We’ll keep playing.” said another, and the three looked at each other… giving Zerrex an 
opening to stand and pound two more revolver rounds out, knocking down the other two. 
The last soldier cursed a bit under his breath, looking startled, at this, then he turned to 
yell… before Zerrex ran forwards and simply punched him hard across the face. Pressing as 
it was to catch up to Alone, and even knowing he was risking allowing the wolf to set up an 
ambush ahead… the blood trail the wolf was leaving behind was easy to track, and 
probably meant the lupine would be dead in another minute or so anyway. Plus he needed 
information, and even though he could hear screaming and yelling all around, explosions 
and the sounds of a riot starting up as Cherry’s children spread the news of their rebellion 
far and wide, this narrow area between two corners was currently completely clear.

The soldier that Zerrex had just mashed in was… crying loudly however, as the reptile 
held him, and struggling weakly as he yelled: “You…you’re not supposed to really hit in 
team play! That was really mean!” He continued to flail about, then squeaked and sobbed 
harder when Zerrex shook him… before squawking and blinking dumbly as Zerrex tore off 
his goggles, looking at the reptile blankly. “Hey, who are you? You’re not from Red or Blue 
Camp, are you? Are you a different unit?”

What the hell are you talking about?” Zerrex shook him briefly again, making him 
squeal and then tremble in horror when the Drakkaren asked coldly: “What’s your unit? 
How many of  you are there? What are you called?”

We’re… we’re the gamers. Lord Alone always calls us the Untrained though, just like the 
Patriarch. We’re the entertainment masters… hey, where are my other team members?” the 
fox looked back and forth in confusion. “You just tagged them, right?”

Zerrex snorted, then grabbed the vulpine’s muzzle and jerked his head down… and the 
fox looked at the corpses of his fallen friends dumbly for a few moments… then he 
screamed in horror and clawed at Zerrex, starting to cry again as he struggled weakly, 
yelling: “No! No! It’s not real! The games aren’t real!” He began to cry harder… and then 
suddenly simply fainted, and Zerrex blinked dumbly before dropping the vulpine’s 
unconscious form. He frowned… then looked down at the fallen goggles and slowly picked 
them up, before putting them over his eyes even as Drake shifted uncomfortably in his head 
and muttered something about illusions.

The reptile saw thermal images… except they had been modified somehow. It took him 
a few moments to place exactly how… and then he snorted in disgust, snarling and 
throwing them down before crushing the goggles under his heel after taking a glance at the 
bodies. They portrayed a video game reality… thermal vision that also gave point status 
scores, and showed the names of the teammates, their kills, and their current status… 



except instead of dead, it said ‘tagged.’ A glance at their arsenal again, and Zerrex realized 
they looked more like toys than real guns, just like their suits reminded him of the body-
impact suits used in some of  the old higher-class boot camps with laser weapons.

He shook his head slowly, then continued on, pacing himself now as he slung his 
revolver open, tossed out the useless cartridges, and let his hands change out the cylinders 
and switch in the larger one now, before beginning to load it with shotgun shells as he 
pieced together clues in his mind. They weren’t soldiers… they really were untrained 
civilians who just thought they were playing some sort of virtual reality video game, 
some… suped-up first person shooter. A disgusting use of slaves… and a way they could 
be used in war without ever learning to fight back or even actually ‘kill.’ And all Narrius 
would ever need to do to subdue them… would be to kill the ones who realized what they 
were actually doing, and keep their real equipment and game equipment separate. If they 
really did get equipped with fake game gear, that was… because Zerrex wouldn’t doubt that 
being ‘tagged’ also meant they were… ‘sent home’ or whatever the euphemism was for their 
‘soldiers’ being killed.

A perfect pelt unit, easy to run, easy to be disposed of after their use was up… just like 
Alone, who seemed to be too stupid to realize that he too, was an expendable just like them. 
The Drakkaren snorted angrily… then he cocked back the hammer of the revolver with the 
palm of his hand as he stepped into a wide square filled with rampaging, yelling Drakkai, 
soldiers, and the Untrained run by Alone… who was huddling behind a double-line of his 
soldiers at the top of a tall set of stairs, some old military museum like turned into a 
stockpile. He was whimpering and clutching at his arm… and then the wolf shrieked: 
“We’re… level ten! Level ten, extreme difficulty! Ignore all hostiles except for… the leader, 
the leader of the enemy team, the Drakkaren with the weird signal readings and the 
shape… the hair…”

Then Alone slumped down to a crouch, panting hard and clutching at himself as one of 
the soldiers said nervously: “Sir, we’ve only done up to level four on normal… we’re not 
ready-”

I think you’re ready!” Alone said, apparently trying to be encouraging but instead coming 
across as harsh, as he grinned and pointed at Zerrex. “He’s worth… a thousand points for 
whoever scores the kill! And a gold medal! Now go on, shoot! Shoot!”

Zerrex snorted, then he brought up his revolver, snarling and sidestepping rapidly: the 
Drakkai that were currently charging back and forth were making it hard to get a bead on 
the double line of at least twenty soldiers, however – a dozen in front, and eight forming a 
secondary line standing in front of Alone, at the top of the stairs. When they opened fire, 
as Zerrex ducked behind a pillar, they succeeded only in taking down several of the rioting 
Drakkai, however… which just caused many of the reptiles to turn their rage on them, 
yelling about taking revenge for the Queen and for Lord Zerrex.

The reptile hadn’t honestly expected things to devolve this fast: whatever else, the 
children of Cherry had gotten word out fast. Now the streets were erupt with a mob of 
frenzied Dragokkaren and Drakkaren, who seemed to be pointlessly yelling and drawing 



fire… except much of this covered small, organized groups who turned their rampage onto 
various facilities and buildings, smashing through doors and windows and killing other 
soldiers that Zerrex heard called ‘bastard offspring of the Patriarch.’ It made Zerrex grin 
sickly as a few bullets whizzed around him, digging gouges in the pillars: that’s really what 
they all were, after all…

Then the  reptile heard Alone screaming, and he glanced around the pillar as the 
Untrained ceased to fire and the wolf shrugged off the ruins of his jacket and dress shirt… 
eyes clenched shut and head turned away, jaws open wide as blood spurted from his stump, 
his hand grasping his ruined shoulder… before he snarled furiously and began to give 
jagged, shrieking laughter as the reptile saw sinew and muscle twisting together in long 
strands and raw flesh forming, horrible cracking sounds coming up before the wolf arched 
his back and roared, body flexing as fingers burst from a bloody clump at the end of the 
long fleshy limb, and then the muscles twitched and thickened into place, forming a naked, 
bleeding, and fleshy arm that ended in a perfect hand and segmented digits with thick bone 
claws. Alone grinned darkly, then he shouted: “Fine! Since the coward hides, I’ll face him! 
I’ll face him in front of  all of  you! Ceasefire!”

Then the wolf staggered forwards, smashing one arm outwards and sending several 
Untrained units flying as the lupine stumbled down the steps, then fell to the cement of the 
large square as the rioters stopped for at least a moment to watch, electricity racing over 
Alone’s body as he shrieked, muscles and joints popping, eyes bulging as his body rippled, 
then began to rapidly expand, stretching and ripping his pants as his roar became guttural 
and deep. His body went from sleek but attractive to massively, hugely muscled, his raw arm 
bulging bigger than the rest, becoming monstrous and oversized, hanging past his knees as 
the rest of his body stayed in proportion. Then his pants tore free as the wolf straightened 
with a howl, his arms held out to his sides, fur lanky and ragged, body covered with 
chiseled muscle as he straightened, muzzle foaming and periwinkle eyes burning, pure white 
fur patchy in some places as he stood at more than twenty feet tall, roaring: “Come out, 
little lizard! I’m bigger, I’m stronger, I’m better! Now even my cock is probably bigger than 
your whole puny body, come and suck it and maybe I’ll let you go!”

Filth.” Zerrex said clearly, and the crowd parted for him, a murmur rolling through it as 
Zerrex stepped into the rapidly-emptying square, the Untrained, soldiers, and children of 
Cherry alike backing up to give the two room for the battle, Lone grinning, his eyes 
psychotic with rage and a terror that still remained, his mutated, fleshy arm dripping black 
blood and still sizzling with electricity, faced by the Drakkaren as he murmured softly: “I’ve 
drunk not a drop of mead, but after this I plan to… and I will slay this monster of yours, 
for I am the monster slayer. Yet I need no thanes to bring this Grendel to me, whose arm 
I’ve already removed… but it looks like I still need to finish the job.”

“Stop your fucking muttering!” Alone screamed, then he charged forwards, drawing both 
his hands up before slamming them straight down, laughing raucously. “Die!”

Zerrex easily rose his forearm, then snarled at the force of the blow, enough to make him 
flex and strain back against the crude double hammer of the wolf… and then he swung his 



arm hard up and outwards, knocking Alone back with a grunt of surprise before Zerrex 
stepped forwards and smashed a hard punch into the wolf ’s inner thigh, making him squeal 
as he fell to one knee, his muscles giving out and both hands slamming into the floor of the 
square to balance him. His muzzle contorted with a snarl of pain, eyes clenching shut… 
before he looked up in shock as Zerrex used his other leg like a step and leapt up onto his 
back, and then the wolf screamed when the reptile slammed an elbow down between his 
ears, cracking his skull.

He immediately stood, grabbing madly at the lizard… who easily kicked off his head 
and twisted around in midair, slamming a foot into his cheek and sending the giant wolf 
crashing down in a heap of useless muscle. His eyes flashed as he looked up at Zerrex with 
a grunt and a snarl, then he dove forwards as the reptile landed neatly… but Zerrex had 
already seen the attack coming, and he grinned coldly: precog required reaction speed to 
work properly, but he had the speed. And with that, it meant he could perform tactics he 
usually couldn’t use… and without needing to look, he kicked off the ground and rolled in 
midair, one arm out and his body twisted upwards before he punched one fist hard down 
into the wolf ’s spine, just above the tailbone.

Alone fell to the ground with a scream of pain, his eyes bulging as his vertebrae was 
jarred loose, his legs ceasing to respond. He scrabbled uselessly at the dirty tiles of the 
square, snarling, electricity flowing over his form, trying to bypass the broken circuit in his 
spine even as he forced himself to start regenerating… but then Zerrex’s foot slammed 
down into his back and the much smaller reptile grabbed a wrist in either hand, jerking his 
arms up as the reptile said softly: “Well, this time I won’t be as nice and give you something 
as easy to repair.”

Lone’s eyes bulged in horror as he realized, even with his improved strength, he was no 
match for the Drakkaren… and then he screamed, tasting earth and blood as Zerrex 
stepped forwards, forcing both his arms upwards at the same time, pushing in the wrong 
direction to snap them both out of their sockets before tearing down, ripping the ligaments 
and muscles apart in his shoulders before the reptile dropped to one knee on top of the 
wolf ’s head, smashing his face into the ground. Then he leapt forwards, rolling off and to a 
crouch as Lone’s body flowed with electricity and he rapidly began to shrink, forced to 
reduce his size in order to heal himself, screaming in agony as arcs of blue lightning shot 
back and forth through the air around him.

Then he slowly climbed to his feet, body restored, breaths panting harshly in and out, 
eyes bulging and lungs aching, back to his original size. He staggered uselessly… and then 
looked up dumbly just to realize that Zerrex wasn’t standing in front of him anymore. A 
moment later, and he realized the reptile was behind him, and they were standing almost 
back to back, Lone looking over his shoulder with horror as the Drakkaren said softly: 
“Only an idiot would use a tactic that leaves him tired and broken in the middle of  battle.”

Bastard!” Alone rasped, beginning to turn… before realizing that Zerrex had one arm 
backwards on a slight angle. And without looking, the reptile pulled the trigger of the 
revolver, and both of  the wolf ’s legs were torn apart by combat-grade riot shell.



The wolf fell with a scream to his knees, and then Zerrex seized the back of his head 
and yanked him upwards, forcing his back to bend painfully… before the reptile dropped 
his jaws onto Alone’s in a kiss of death. Electricity raced over both their bodies and Alone 
twitched back and forth wildly, blood pouring out of his eyes and mouth as Zerrex inhaled 
and Alone breathed out every soul, every memory of the wolf he had consumed… and 
then the Drakkaren stepped back, white light and energy rolling through him as he rose his 
revolver.

Alone’s body twisted and convulsed, shed his fur as his ears rotted and fell off, as his 
eyes became sightless and his muzzle filled instead with broken, rotting teeth instead of 
sharper fangs, regressing rapidly back to his empty, original body… and then Zerrex 
unloaded another shell directly into the creature’s face, sending the broken, dead corpse of 
the Empty One sprawling over on the ground. Immediately, the Untrained units screamed 
and fled in all directions, and the riot around the reptile began anew… but left him in an 
almost perfect circle of freedom, the children of Cherry… his children… yelling, roaring 
with pride and power… and Zerrex closed his eyes for a moment before opening them to 
see Lone standing before him.

The ghost memory of the wolf blushed deeply… and there was a flower tucked behind 
one of his ears. He was finally thin, to the point of being lithe… and he had many a 
piercing in his ear and the pocketwatch the reptile had given him long ago dangling around 
his neck. He was also smiling shyly up at him, in thanks and gratitude that looked 
eternal… and Zerrex nodded quietly to him before murmuring softly: “No one deserves 
that kind of  Hell.”

Lone smiled at him again… shyly blew him a kiss… then vanished, and Zerrex shook 
his head in slow, faint amusement. Then he straightened and rolled his shoulders slowly, 
before walking back through the rioting crowd, easily swaying out of the way of the 
soldiers, thrown rocks, and fired bullets as he headed towards the main road again, a strange 
serenity filling him as he felt energies mixing in his body, and the presence of his old 
friends all around him as Drake murmured quietly: More monster than god… more devil 
than savior… but everyone prays to you as their last hope of salvation. I’d fear a world with 
you in charge, though…

“So do I.” Zerrex murmured quietly. “The trappings of power and royalty are not for 
me… I’m not a hero king. I just like to kill and happen to be exceedingly good at it.” A 
pause as he ducked a thrown spear, which found its lodging in the throat of a soldier 
behind him; one of the unfaithful, Zerrex guessed, from the cheer that rose up from the 
living mob all around him. Then he paused for a moment, glancing to the side as an 
explosion rose in the air, and he cursed quietly. “I should hurry up though, huh?”

Genetics facility is one kilometer straight. I’ll give you the finer details as we approach. 
Drake said curtly. Hopefully no one’s blown it up before you get there.

The Drakkaren nodded, then started to run, swallowing thickly… but grinning coldly. 
He had two more stops to make… and who knew what other little sidetrips that might pop 
up over the course of the night. But it would be a long, hard haul… and the reptile had to 



admit he was glad of it. Horrified, and in terrible pain… but at the same time… so 
goddamn happy. Because now he was one with his family… and he knew that as long as 
Cindy was alive, he could either have her by his side… or become one with her too, as 
dangerous as the proposition was if even Drake warned him against it. He knew it was 
selfish to be using his body as a container for these poor souls, and in the process, 
borrowing their energy, their abilities… but all the same… he also knew he deserved some 
selfishness. And it’s not like any of  them seem to object…

~~~
What the fuck is going on out there?” roared Narrius, pacing back and forth in the 

conference room, and the three generals on three of the twenty or so monitors that made 
up one wall each winced and looked around as if in utter despair. The other seventeen 
monitors only showed static, however… meaning Narrius was left with just these three to 
rage at. Even Black Requiem was standing guard in front of Marina’s room: every Enforcer 
had been sent in on emergency duty to attempt to quell the riot that was raging through his 
city. His goddamn city, not theirs… “Why now, what the fuck is happening?”

“Sir… I… I don’t know!” babbled one, looking back and forth in terror, still only half-
dressed and with a few bits of armor thrown hastily and messily on as he tapped away at 
the computer he was apparently sitting at. “It’s like… one enormous riot, spreading 
outwards from Uroboros, already infecting the other cities! Our loyal forces are spread thin, 
all our special units are deployed, and we’re reporting a ten percent mortality rate already… 
but… that’s of  total soldiers, since we’re killing our own-”

They’re scum! Traitors!” Narrius shouted at the screens, then he snarled angrily and 
turned to another general. “You! What’s your status report, tell me where this whole mess 
started! And why haven’t any of you found Zerrex yet? He obviously has something to do 
with this, he’s always been good at stirring up trouble… weak dogs travel in packs, after all, 
and so do spineless maggots.”

It appears you’re right about that, sir.” The Dragokkaren replied with a wince, wiping at 
coffee he’d spilled all over his uniform a few moments ago when the holographic projection 
of Narrius had appeared in the sterile command center of the Hez’Ranna General Military 
Security Division. “We got a report that the Hellabos genetics facility was compromised 
and took moderate damage in a solo operative attack, which was apparently a diversion… 
soon after, we have reports from recalibrated genetic scanners of Zerrex entering the 
Breeding Center, but because of the top secret nature of these reports and the need to 
authenticate, we only became aware of  this fact about ten minutes after the riot started-”

Narrius’s eye twitched, then he picked up a laptop from the table and flung it at the 
monitor, shattering it as he shouted: “Don’t patronize me! I don’t need you to pat me on 
the back and tell me good job, I need you to do your goddamn jobs… what happened? 
How did he infiltrate the breeding center, and what’s the status of  Queen-1?”

Terminated.” said the last general, who was adjusting his uniform with a wince: he was 
working in another section of the Hez’Ranna Security HQ, and was currently glancing up 
a set of monitors that displayed the current status of important individuals through long-



range genetic scanning. “Breeding Queen 1, I repeat, was terminated twenty-eight minutes 
and thirty-two seconds ago. Royal Elite Division, Ambassador/Commander Alone was 
rendered incapacitated seven minutes and eighteen seconds ago, then destroyed entirely. We 
have no chance of resuscitation through use of transferring his genetic coding into another 
Empty Shell, as we’ve done in the past when he’s been rendered terminal or expired.”

The Patriarch snarled furiously, clenching his hands into tight fists before turning away 
and slamming a fist down into the table. Then he snorted and looked up, saying coldly: 
“Where’s Mengele? What’s his status?”

Currently, he’s in the only sector not under heavy attack… the Untouchable Sector. But 
he’s refusing contact on all frequencies, common, civilian, and emergency.” The first general 
replied, sliding back a bit from the monitor, as Narrius’s crimson glare seemed to pierce 
through the camera connection he had and into his very soul. “He… he said to say… he’s 
glad your ant farm is broken…”

Narrius snorted, then he looked down at one fist before glancing back up and saying 
darkly: “Upload all of Mengele’s private files, and his DNA samples to Paradise, then make 
the preparations for launch. I want Paradise up and running before morning, and I want 
launch to occur by noon tomorrow. I’m on my way to oversee, I’ll arrive in an hour.”

Sir!” None of the generals bothered to argue or say it was impossible: if Narrius wanted 
it done, they had one choice, and it was to make sure they got it done. Then they signed off, 
their monitors turning black as Narrius shoved his way past his personal guards and barked 
for them to prepare the helicopter, as he drew back his sleeve and attempted to call Mengele 
on his private alert line.

The half-wolf, however, had no intention of picking up, as he tossed his comlink across 
the room and into an open jar of alcohol, where it fizzled and died. He grinned a bit, then 
turned his attention back to the pair of large-size and single medium-sized capsules in the 
clustered room, which otherwise was stuffed with a computer, a laptop and all manner of 
card keys containing vital information and his passcodes, and files stacked from floor to 
ceiling. Many papers were even on the ground, and Mengele tread back and forth over them 
as he watched the small television in the corner and murmured: “How fragile your great 
kingdom suddenly seems, Patriarch… but I guess that’s the problem with your clone 
soldiers. You kept changing the model, wanted them to behave differently, become better 
weapons… and you forgot to remove from them the element of emotion called attachment, 
because you figured they’d be loyal to you and admire your power… but they weren’t your 
children. They all have your genetic code… they share almost none of the actual physical 
characteristics of their actual ‘parents,’ all the soldiers that Cherry was forced to fuck, all 
made in your image to one degree or another… but they all grew to see Cherry as their 
mother. Some sons and daughters hate their mothers… and some love their mothers… but 
many of them will fight for family just because… family is family, no matter how much you 
brainwash them.” He laughed dryly. “It makes me wonder how shitty a father you really 
were to Zerrex…”



He paused, then walked towards the medium-sized capsule, in which floated a naked, 
almost formless body, looking like an undetailed clay figure of a wolf. Then Mengele 
smiled a bit and idly stroked along the glass, whispering: “A real father tries to bring back 
his children… and I’m through playing your games. I’ll have my son back, with all the 
qualities of my old extinct race… and we’ll leave, find the lost Packs, and unite them 
against you and overthrow you. I can wait here in the Untouchable District until the riots 
subside… with the ten billion tons of fusion power generated by the fragile technology 
beneath this area, I know it’s the one place that won’t be in danger, guarded by all your force 
fields and elite. And up here, in this hospital, I can keep working on my Family… my 
experiments.”

Mengele twitched a bit, then he rolled his shoulders and laughed dryly again, turning to 
sit down and watch the live news bulletin that came up, tilting his head curiously as he 
watched the news anchor spouting almost gibberish about how the main gates had just been 
blown apart, and many ‘traitors’ were escaping the city… but his eyes – now both replaced 
with white, iridescent lupine irises – picked up at least two known ‘rebels’ in those ranks, 
and moving inwards, not outwards. He grinned a bit and shook his head slowly, then 
murmured: “Oh, but it is getting fun. It looks like your whole new world order is about to 
collapse from inside, after seven years of war on the world outside your borders… ironic, 
isn’t it?”

His eyes glinted, and then he spun around in his chair to pull his laptop over and begin 
tapping rapidly away, muttering as he worked on writing up the last genetic sequences on 
what had become his hobby: Godsmite. Intelligent as he may be, however, Mengele failed to 
note one subtle, small, but terrible truth: the laptop was Narrius’s technology.

And every word that he wrote was currently being recorded into twenty different 
computers, including the handheld PC that Narrius carried with him in his breast pocket… 
and the Dragokkaren grinned coldly as he watched calculations spilling out onto the screen 
and complex mathematical formulas being unearthed. As Narrius had fallen into Mengele’s 
trap, the half-wolf had fallen into the Dragokarren’s… and so spiraled another seemingly-
eternal paradox in the city of  Uroboros: the infinite snake that eats its own tail.

~~~

Zerrex winced as a small motorized vehicle flew through the air, quickly stepping out of 
the way as the Dragokkaren that had thrown it picked up another from the parking lot, 
then hurled it at the guard tower, snarling and covered in bullet wounds. A moment later, 
however, the goliath was sent down by a rocket fired from one of the guards, and Zerrex 
made a face as he ran through the crowd as a roar of rage went up from the rioting children 
of Cherry and gunfire peppered the area. The shots were wild however, and the soldiers in 
the metal towers above that guarded this section of the military sector were quickly losing 
confidence and beginning to panic: there was no protocol to deal with half of one’s army 
deciding to mutiny, after all.

The Drakkaren ducked as a ghost image of a rock flew over his head, followed quickly 
by the real thing, then he straightened and sprinted down the narrow road that led directly 



to the genetics facility: one of the most important buildings in Narrius’s kingdom. It was 
also currently guarded by three lines of black-armored Enforcers armed with heavy-duty 
assault weaponry, and five of the Combat Armors Zerrex had last encountered at long 
range in the defense of the rebel base. Many of the children who had attempted to attack 
were laying dead, corpses piled high… and the living were still yelling and taunting, but the 
soldiers were unresponsive. The Enforcers were cold, standing at attention, and in many 
cases unharmed or even without a scratch on their armor: Narrius’s ultimate fallback army, 
the best of  the best.

Fortunately, they weren’t very smart, as Zerrex quickly snuck around to the side of the 
facility instead of attacking the main gates, slipping down a narrow side alley: the soldiers 
had obviously been given the order to repel any attack on the facility or respond to physical 
duress with lethal force… but that meant they wouldn’t budge from their position. And 
with all the noises of the riots and alarms going off everywhere, it didn’t take the 
Drakkaren very long to smash in a window and leap through – completely undetected, since 
there were already at least three other alarms going off  inside the facility.

He found himself inside a small bedroom, and two scientists were huddled in a corner, 
whimpering to each other as they played cards on a laptop. They hadn’t even noticed 
Zerrex’s jump through the window… and the Drakkaren decided to leave them alone, 
moving instead into a hallway and stepping out almost directly into a patrol of two 
Enforcers. Immediately, they rose their guns… and Zerrex launched himself backwards as 
time seemed to slow down to a crawl.

He reached for his gun, feeling his muscles flexing, moving at what seemed a fairly lazy 
speed for him… but so much faster than the other soldiers. And his precog was still kicking 
in even with the slow motion, as the reptile realized this had to be some hidden, latent 
power of Lone’s. He brought up his revolver with a cold grin, then fired one shell into the 
first soldier before twisting in midair and slamming the hammer back, then firing off 
another round: a moment later, time’s flow returned to normal and the reptile landed 
heavily on his back with a grunt of pain as the two armored Enforcers staggered backwards, 
one of  them blasting the ceiling as he yelled… Oh crap. That’s not pain.

Then the two soldiers threw down their guns and drew kwaibars as Zerrex rolled 
backwards to his feet, facing them as he winced and realized he’d just pissed them off, gun 
ready in his hand. He paused, then sensed a figure behind him and spun, pulling the trigger 
of the revolver and blasting a shell into the face of another soldier who had been 
attempting to sneak up on him, sending him down in a screaming heap as he heard the 
other two charging forwards. The Drakkaren winced, then dropped forwards to his hands 
and donkey-kicked both legs backwards into the Enforcers, knocking them sprawling 
backwards in the narrow hall as Zerrex landed heavily on his stomach with a grunt of  pain.

A moment later, he rolled back to his feet again, forced a bit further down the hallway 
and this time finding himself in a waiting room of sorts at the end of the hall and wincing 
as he saw two more Enforcers charging down another hallway towards him, both of them 
raising their rifles… and the Drakkaren quickly leapt back down the hall that the other 



Enforcers were already blockading again. He caught ghost images of the kwaibars swinging 
at him, then he ducked and slammed both fists forwards, catching both soldiers in the gut 
and knocking them staggering backwards, before snatching one of the short swords from 
the limp Dragokkaren’s hand.

He spun around, the kwaibar held with the point towards his back, hand on the bottom 
of the machete-like weapon before tilting it upwards and slamming it through the 
unprotected throat of the other Enforcer, causing him to gag and stagger before the reptile 
spun and leapt forwards at the same time, slashing through the other’s neck and knocking 
him flat on his back. Then the Drakkaren snarled and took off down the hallway, hating 
how he had to aim so far damn upwards just to hit the necks of his opponents at this size, 
before flinching and throwing himself sideways through a door as several bullets breezed by 
him and dug small gashes through his scales.

The Drakkaren winced as he found himself in a security room, the only way in or out an 
elevator that was currently locked down… and he cursed under his breath before running 
forwards towards it anyway, ramming it with his shoulder and cracking the doors open 
before tearing them wide: ridiculously, he almost paused to reflect on how many goddamn 
elevators he’d had to break through before he found himself falling instead of 
contemplating, arms flailing as he cursed and realized the elevator had stopped on a higher 
floor.

A moment later, he crashed to the ground, landing painfully on all fours and rolling 
straight into a wall with a loud half-curse, half-yelp. Then he groaned, finding himself 
laying flat on his back with his legs riding up the wall, cheeks flushed with embarrassment 
at his own utter lameness as Drake groaned. You’re a retard. Despite all your training, all 
your balls and all your skills… you’re an idiot.

“Shut up…” Zerrex mumbled, then he slowly forced himself up to his feet, brushing at 
his chest and swaying awkwardly on the spot as he grunted and winced, shaking his head 
slowly in pain. Then he looked up and sighed in relief as he saw that the bottom level of 
the shaft at least had an old fashioned pull gate instead of anything else, and he yanked this 
easily open before stepping inside and glancing back and forth with a frown as his eyes 
adjusted to the dim lighting of… what seemed like a cavern. “This… this is never a good 
sign.”

He took a few moments to take in his setting and tuck his fallen kwaibar into his belt, 
wondering what the hell something like this would be doing underneath a genetics 
facility… and not liking at all the ideas that came to mind as he muttered under his breath. 
This main, large cave he was in was already pretty nasty-looking, after all; lit by old cave 
lanterns hung on steel wire suspended from the ceiling, spikes of rock jutting from both 
cave floor and the roof, and with the only other sign of any intelligent activity a picnic 
bench half-covered in bloodstains and sawdust. Something had recently been sitting on it… 
and then Zerrex glanced up as he heard a guttural roar from somewhere deeper 
underground.



The Drakkaren felt a pull to explore further, however… and there were small lamps here 
and there to guide his way, as he walked through the brown stone cave, stepping through a 
narrow mouth and into another open area, much like the first… except there were two open 
briefcases here. Zerrex checked them both and found empty foam padding in the shape of a 
gun and a clip, and he decided to quickly reload his own revolver with shotgun shells, 
spinning it once and muttering: “Glad the recoil isn’t too insane on this after all…”

Then he shook his head before pausing as he noted a last object half-hidden under the 
bench, in the shadows… and he bent, then picked up a laptop and sat down at the picnic 
table, setting the laptop on the top and opening it to reveal the Hez’Ranna logo, before the 
screen flashed and displayed the word: “ABYSS” in white against a black screen, with a 
strange, manticore-like beast etched in grey behind this. The symbol of whatever genetics 
corporation acted as the mask for Narrius’s operations, Zerrex guessed… and he made a 
face as he examined the creature a bit closer: Dragokkaren wings and head, big, bulky body 
– Draybeast? Bear? – narrow forelegs ending in large paws and thick hindlegs that ended in 
hooves, with a long scorpion’s tail.

He shook his head slowly, then hit the enter key, and paused as a list appeared on screen: 
he decided to go with subject names, first… and he browsed over several interesting 
codenames, including ‘Titan,’ ‘Gorgon,’ and ‘XXXII.’ Then he exited after finding he couldn’t 
access any of the files without the proper verification codes, and checked another heading, 
‘Important Residents.’

Cindy’s name jumped out at him… and then the Drakkaren muttered irritably when he 
realized he couldn’t access her information for the same reason: he didn’t know the 
password. He sighed, then stood and shook his head: it was enough to know that Cindy was 
here, though, locked up somewhere in this strange Abyss, which he was beginning to think 
was some sort of prison for creatures deemed as failures or too powerful… and the reptile 
couldn’t pretend he wasn’t scared to discover what exactly had happened to his daughter, 
and which Narrius had considered her.

He sighed a bit as he shook his head slowly, brushing his hair out of his eyes before 
shrugging and continuing forwards, muttering quietly: “Well, at least I know she’s safe from 
the riots. It’s just going to… take a bit of time to find her, and with some luck she’s safe 
from everything else, too.”

With that, the reptile nodded a bit to himself, then paused as he saw he was met with a 
choice of two passages to continue down: one, a well-lit upper passage that apparently led 
into another large cavern… or a darker hall that sloped down deeper into the earth below. 
The Drakkaren paused, then decided to go with the creepier, likely more dangerous latter 
choice: after all, getting back the things you cared for most never meant taking the easy 
road. He smiled a bit to himself  at this, then he nodded and began to jog quietly.

He noticed that there were a lot of metal pipes on the walls… and every here and there, 
a grating that seemed to look off only into darkness or shadow. It made him wonder what 
lay beyond, and what exactly they were doing with these subjects… then he pauses as he 
heard another mournful, loud roar… and winced, muttering: “I get that the acoustics are 



better… but for sound to travel from… wherever that thing is, that thing has to be either 
pretty huge or pretty loud.” A pause, and then he sighed and rubbed at his head, which was 
beginning to ache a bit. “With my luck, it’s probably both.”

He decided to slow his pace down and try to relax, calm down a bit from all the 
tenseness he felt in his system… after all, he had a kwaibar on him, and his revolver. A 
moment later, he had both of these out, the gun in his left and the kwaibar ready in his 
more-talented right. When it came to weapons, however, both hands knew plenty of tricks. 
He snorted softly at this thought, before pausing as he saw a door ahead slowly swing open, 
and a figure in a ripped lab coat staggered out, panting roughly.

The scientist swayed unsteadily, and then he turned towards Zerrex, his expression 
blank… before he began to foam at the mouth, raising his hands and staggering rapidly 
towards the reptile as he let out a loud gurgle, blood bursting from his mouth. The 
Drakkaren snarled, expecting an attack… but then the Dragokkaren fell to his knees and 
slumped forwards, still attempting to crawl forwards… and Zerrex looked down, realizing 
with horror his eyes looked as if they had been burned out, rasping: “Is… who is that… I 
heard someone… doesn’t matter… run… run… the attack… security locks are broken, the 
XXXIIs are free…”

What the hell are they?” Zerrex kneeled down, checking the scientist’s pulse and wincing 
at how fast and erratic it was, before almost lurching backwards as the reptile on the ground 
gave a broken laugh and trembled violently, looking up at Zerrex with a grin that was both 
terrified and awed as he mouthed two words: ‘wait… see…’ before slumping back to the 
ground… and his breath caught in his chest… and never started up again.

The reptile frowned a bit… then sighed and winced at what he had to do next, 
holstering his revolver and then carefully rolling the corpse over, causing the dead body to 
belch a putrid last breath, and Zerrex made a disgusted face as he quickly patted down the 
scientist. A quick search found a keycard with some Hez’Rannan glyphs on it and a much-
plainer, much more legible ‘A,’ and Zerrex pocketed this before straightening and redrawing 
his gun.

He stepped forwards, down the passage, glancing to the right and noting a dead end… 
but also what looked like several cell doors. He decided to travel down this first and make 
sure there would be nothing to ambush him from here – realizing with distaste, of course, 
it gave something else a chance to ambush him from behind – and carefully stepped down 
the hallway, glancing into the cells and then frowning as he looked into the first.

An Empty One was locked inside, but it seemed different… one arm was bigger than 
the other, and it seemed to have sprouted odd hairs and patches of fur here and there. It 
was also sobbing quietly, sitting in a corner… before it turned its features towards Zerrex 
and hissed something in some unknown language at him, and the reptile winced back at the 
deformed beast, half of the face changed to that of its prey, but the other half remaining 
the horrible, stitched-shut features of the empty shell it truly was. It glared at him… then 
went back to crying in the corner, and the Drakkaren silently made his way to the next cell 



to find a creature much the same way, except this one also seemed catatonic. Failed soul 
transfers?

The last one, however, was the opposite of the others: instead of half-transformed, it 
had almost melted with the depth of change it had gone through, with features of what 
looked like every species all overlapping its body and jagged spikes of black hair sticking 
out of its head, along with three differently-shaped ears. It looked at Zerrex quietly for a 
few moments… then grinned, revealing a maw filled with tusks, fangs, canines, and teeth 
shoving out of bloody gums in every possible direction, before it tackled the locked gate 
and gave a sibilant moan that was almost a plea of  let me out, let me out.

Zerrex recoiled, then he shook his head slowly at these terrible, deformed freaks before 
turning… and finding himself face-to-face with another Empty One. Unlike the others 
Zerrex had seen, however, this one had skin like a chameleon, shifting to match its 
background with every movement of the creature as it reached up to snag Zerrex’s face and 
leaned forwards to kiss him-

The reptile snarled, jerking his head back, then slamming it forwards in a hard headbutt, 
knocking the creature backwards before he stabbed viciously forwards with the kwaibar, 
tearing through the monster’s ribs and causing it to spasm violently. Then it collapsed 
backwards with a long, dry hiss, and the reptile drew the short sword free from the freak’s 
body as the other Empty Ones moaned and gurgled, rattling the bars of their cells, earning 
a cold look from the lizard. His instance of pity was past for these freaks of nature, as they 
all reached through the rusting, crisscrossing bars for him, no longer displaying emotions 
but instead once more soulless wretches hungry for more victims: but they had displayed 
more intelligence than the zombies they had acted like, distracting him long enough for 
another one to sneak up on him.

This was definitely a storage place for the dangerous creatures… and Zerrex frowned 
before glancing up from the body before him as he heard the squeak of a gate. He readied 
himself, snarling a bit and holding the kwaibar in front of him, cocking the hammer of the 
revolver back with his thumb… before his eyes widened as a strange, short creature slipped 
down the connecting hall on four short, stubby arms. It had a dark, mottled green body 
that made it hard to see in these dark tunnels, like moss on the brown stone… and instead 
of hands, it seemed to have large, rounded suckers that let it cling to whatever surface it 
wanted. The tail of the beast was long, snapping back and forth like a whip… and the head 
was horrible, with blind, rolling iguana eyes and three long, twisting tongues that the 
creature was flicking in and out. Spines ridged its… well… spine, down to the tip of its 
long tail… and it seemed to be drooling some sort of acid: this was confirmed when the 
creature spat a large spray of the stuff over the dead corpse, sending up steam as it rapidly 
ate into the body, and then the creature lapped at the wounds and softened flesh of the 
corpse with its three tongues.

“Not something I want to get close to.” Zerrex murmured, and the creature suddenly 
looked up from where it had been slowly dragging away the corpse, then sped up one of the 
walls with surprising speed and ran up to the ceiling: from there, it charged towards the 



Drakkaren, tongues flailing and opening its maw to attack, but the Drakkaren had already 
quietly stepped out of the way and now blasted a shell into the freak, causing it to scream 
and fall onto its back as its body almost exploded, blood spilling out of the creature as its 
legs kicked and flailed wildly… and Zerrex put another round into it for safety reasons, 
stilling the beast forever.

He guessed this was a XXXII… although he had to wonder why the hell they were 
called ‘thirty-twos.’ He hoped it was just a serial number or something like that… because 
the other possibilities were unpleasant. The Drakkaren sighed, then he shook his head 
slowly as he gazed down at the strange beast with its plunger-like hands, and then he 
switched hands. Right was always primary, and now it held the magnum… and left had the 
kwaibar, which he planned to use more for defense purposes now in this strange, damned 
place.

The Drakkaren paused a moment longer to reload, then he continued back into the hall 
and down the way he’d been going, pausing to peer into the cell the doctor had come out 
from: it was another long hallway. A look down the hall he’d been walking confirmed it 
dead-ended… but Zerrex sighed, deciding to check the entire area before making his way 
down this next hall. He didn’t want to miss anything here, after all… too many nasty 
creatures, too many hidden dangers, and too high a chance of  missing his daughter.

There were five more cell doors at the end of this hall, three on his right, two on the 
left… and the two to the left were made of clear metal, the rooms inside coated with some 
strange, slippery plastic. In each of the cells were at least four XXXIIs… and in the plain 
barred-cells, Zerrex found a few more chameleonic Empty Ones. He then received an 
unpleasant surprise when one of the creatures shoved open the broken door to their cell 
and two of the skin-changing creatures charged out at him, but a quick revolver round to 
the face solved one problem, and a hard hack down with the kwaibar solved the other.

Zerrex then turned and headed back towards the hall he’d bypassed earlier, but winced 
and paused a short distance away as he noted a large, red-colored XXXII pacing back and 
forth. It had arms that looked almost muscular, and its hands were more defined, including 
opposable thumbs… plus it was pretty quick to turn towards him, rearing back as its tail 
lashed back and forth. Then it slowly reared its head back… before Zerrex’s eyes widened at 
the ghost image that came to him, and the reptile flung himself against the wall with a snarl 
as the creature belched a long line of acid, splattering down the entire hallway to the horror 
of  the Drakkaren.

Then it fell over and apparently died… and Zerrex stared dumbly at it for a few 
moments before realizing that it had splattered itself with its own acid, and that had killed 
it. He carefully made his way forwards, avoiding stepping in any of the gunk… then made a 
face and muttered: “Goddamn. The thing’s huge… at least four feet tall.” A pause, and he 
kicked it lightly, then winced at how fragile it was: it crumpled like paper under his foot as 
he murmured softly: “Powerful attack… but they didn’t learn how to control the creature 
or toughen up its body. Looks like only the mouth can stand that acidic gunk.”



He shook his head slowly, then carefully slid around the large beast and slipped down 
the hallway, looking back and forth with a frown, and careful to keep his eyes on the ceiling 
as well this time around. This hall was better lit at least, from both sides by a long string of 
high-intensity lights… and even though a few had burned out or broken here and there, the 
others provided enough light to more than cover for their fallen brethren. Sure, it meant he 
was lit up like a lunchtime special, but it gave him a clear view of anything that might be 
attempting to rush him, as well. 

The lizard also noted the fact there were a lot of clear metal doors here… and that some 
of them had been melted through, or corners broken off. He had to dispatch three other 
XXXIIs within forty feet of the doors, but he also noted that a few of them refused to 
leave their enclosure, even when he made sure to present a good target and had harassed 
them a bit, and the reptile was quick to note these were also composed of a pair of red and 
green XXXIIs, usually guarding a nest made of what looked like decomposing remains, 
torn cloth, and stuff  that the Drakkaren didn’t want to guess at. 

He was definitely getting a crash course in the kind of experiments that had been done 
over the years, however: biological weapons abound, as well as genetic manipulation and 
efforts to tap into the soul itself. After another hundred feet, however, Zerrex reached the 
end of the XXXII corridor, and he turned back to travel down a hallway he’d spotted 
earlier, guarded by a pair of gates, before pausing and looking up as he heard a loud roar 
again. The XXXII that had been stalking him – a small, spry one that reminded him of 
Hans for some reason, possibly because the little green thing looked so girly that Zerrex 
had decided to just ignore it as it crawled along the ceiling… it hadn’t made any attempts 
to spit on him, anyway, it just observed – immediately let out a strange, yelping cry and 
dropped to the ground, flailing on its back before rolling to its feet and running away to 
the nearest cell with a hole in it, and then the Drakkaren grunted as the entire building 
shook with either an explosion… or worse, something moving.

He snarled a bit, then straightened as the trembles stopped… and Zerrex looked back 
and forth before Drake murmured: Something stirred beneath the ground.

And all the people treading the earth did quake with terror.” The lizard muttered, then 
he turned and headed towards the gates, sighing quietly as he spun the kwaibar idly in one 
hand before snapping the cylinder of his revolver open and quickly reloading it. “You 
know, at least I used to be paid for dealing with this kind of  crap…”

The Drakkaren rolled his eyes a bit, then flicked his wrist to snap the cylinder closed 
and shouldered the gates open, which squealed and groaned loudly. He made a face… then 
paused as he looked down and spotted a broken handgun, muttering: “Well, that’s never a 
good sign.”

A moment later, the handgun ascended into the air in front of the Drakkaren’s startled 
gaze… and as it passed near a light source, the reptile saw fine webs coming off it as it was 
pulled into a narrow hole in the ceiling. He rubbed the back of his head slowly as he peered 
up at this crack, and a few moments later, heard several loud, terrible crunching noises 



before an indistinguishable chunk of metal fell out of the crack in the ceiling. “And… 
that’s always an even worse sign.”

The reptile hesitated for a moment, then recognized that taking his time could likely 
screw him over here… before he saw strange, silky strands fall out of the hole in the ceiling 
before him, flicking gently back and forth. The lizard winced a bit before slipping over to 
one wall and pushing his back against it as the strands danced and flicked in the middle of 
the hallway, seeming to search for something, and he carefully made his way along the wall a 
good, safe distance away. A few moments later, a terrible, hideous, and gargantuan centipede 
emerged, its jaws and mandibles wide open and those many threads dangling from it, before 
it forced two clawed, barbed legs far larger than its hundred others out of the passage and 
seemed to claw at the air uselessly, its bulbous eyes glaring back and forth.

Zerrex was so horrified with this he stopped watching here he was going… and then his 
instincts kicked in and gave him a mental boot, making him spin around and then his eyes 
widen in horror as he found himself almost walking into the corpse of another one of the 
giant centipedes that was half – or partially – hanging from another hole. All surfaces here 
were also draped in sticky webs, with odd bulges here and there that the reptile didn’t want 
to make guesses about what they contained, and beyond he could see the massive, sprawled 
body of another dead creature. They were all covered in claw and bite marks, with large 
chunks ripped from their bodies… and if the reptile had to guess, he’d say they didn’t like 
sharing their territory with each other.

He made his way slowly down the hall, stepping over the giant bug’s corpse, then 
continuing his way forwards as the silken web-work began to end. He also passed by four 
large-size clear metal doors… but one of these had been broken down, two were cracked 
and open, and the last was closed, but the centipede occupant inside the huge steel cube – 
covered in webs and chunks of dead, rotting meat – was sprawled out, dead and torn into 
pieces. The reptile made a bit of a face at this, then he sighed in relief as he found himself 
facing a security shutter. At least the freaky-ass things in here won’t be able to follow me… 

Ventilation system. Cracks in the ceiling. Come on Zerrex, you know better than that. 
Drake cajoled mirthlessly. How about we try the doctor’s card before we break the shutter 
open, huh?

Zerrex paused, glanced at the runes on the door, then he shrugged and nodded, turning 
instead to an electronic scanner. It had a ‘C’ on it, but he attempted to use the card 
anyway… and a moment later the light clicked from red to green, and he figured he must 
have ‘A’ level clearance. Thank Gods it’s not a matching game.

The reptile dropped to his knees to peer under the shutter, looking for hostiles… and 
there was indeed a pair of trembling legs. The sound of a surprised squeal and the fall of 
the Dragokkaren on his ass informed Zerrex that this wasn’t exactly an enemy, however, and 
then the scientist crawled quickly under the raising shutter… before his eyes locked on 
Zerrex, he squeaked in terror, and he spun around and began crawling quickly in the other 
direction.



By now, of course, Zerrex was able to just duck a little and walk through the security 
shutter, snagging the scientist by the back of the collar and jerking him onto his ass as he 
let out a squeal of horror and wet his pants. The Drakkaren stared down at him as he 
babbled away the usual cries of mercy, covering his face… and then Zerrex shook him and 
said mildly: “So why are you so scared of me? I mean, everyone working for the Patriarch 
who recognizes me here either tries to run away from me or kill me… but you seem 
especially scared.”

It’s just… you’re… scary!” the scientist squealed, which wouldn’t actually be a bad lie if 
the reptile hadn’t already known it was a lie. “Please let me go, I’m not even one of the 
higher ups, I was just took notes from Mengele!”

Zerrex paused, then threw the scientist down on his back, causing him to grunt in pain, 
before he stomped down on his chest. The pin was more psychological than physical, since 
it was probably the easiest to break out of, but it did what it was supposed to do: asserted 
his dominance and made the Dragokkaren beneath him whimper and cower in terror as 
Zerrex bent down and quickly searched through his pockets before coming up with a wallet. 
He opened this, and glanced idly at what looked like some sort of ID card. “Lallis 
Kyellin… genetic coder. That’s a pretty important job, isn’t it?” He paused and ground his 
heel down into the Dragokkaren, making him squeak as Zerrex felt his ribs cracking under 
his foot. “So are you terrified of  me because you helped modify my genetic code?”

“I never did any of the modifying, I’m not a technician!” Lallis babbled, raising his 
hands and waving them wildly, looking terrified. “I wrote the theories, the codes, that’s all I 
did, I just wrote the genetic coding! But Mengele was the one who came up with the ideas, I 
just supplied technical theory and terms, I swear I didn’t know what they were doing with 
Gorgon-” 

He snapped his mouth shut at this, paling, but it only took a dark look of interest from 
Zerrex to get him frantically squealing again. “I swear, I didn’t know they were for use on 
her, I didn’t know that Gorgon Project and Three Daughters were being connected, I just-”

Three Daughters? Cherry referred to herself as my daughter before… and Narrius 
would think… no… “You were the one who wrote the modified coding for myself and my 
daughters and Cherry, aren’t you?” He snarled, then put his foot on the other side of the 
Dragokkaren and reached down to grab him by the throat, hauling him up to eye level as he 
squeaked and his heels pattered against the floor, then he grunted when Zerrex slammed 
him into the wall, shouting angrily: “I saw what you did to Cherry, now what the hell did 
you do to Marina and Cindy?”

Don’t shout. You’ll attract them… or worse, wake up the Titans…” whispered Lallis… 
and even though his fury, Zerrex realized that if something was bad enough to make Lallis 
more scared of them than a pissed-off ‘experiment’ and son of the Patriarch that currently 
was binding him against a wall, it had to be something nasty.

Attract what?” Zerrex asked coldly, but he kept his voice low as he shook Lallis a few 
times, then let him drop. The Dragokkaren whimpered and slid to the ground, landing 
heavily on his buttocks and staring dumbly down the passage, then Zerrex kicked him hard 



in the leg and repeated in a snarl: “Attract what? And if you make me repeat myself again, 
I’ll break your face.”

“The V2s. The Empty Shells… more intelligent than the Empty Ones, capable of 
aligning their external temperature to the air around them, suppressing their bodily 
processes for extended periods of time, and changing their skin to meld with the 
environment. Literally able to become invisible… but uncontrollable, always hungry, and 
incapable of completing the soul transfer, eating energy instead of assimilating form and 
storing it.” Lallis murmured… but just like all the other scientists, there was that sick pride 
in his voice, and he couldn’t seem to control himself from spouting out more information. 
“We built the XXXIIs, which I’m sure you’ve met, to control them because they sense 
vibrations in the air, specifically sound… but I’m sure you’ve recognized by now those too 
were failures.”

Zerrex nodded, then glanced down the hallway as he kept his revolver at the ready, other 
hand floating over it as he muttered: “So what else is stored down here? How many more 
freakshows am I going to have to deal with on my way to finding my daughter?” A pause, 
and a death glare that caused Lallis to leap back against the wall, looking terrified. “And 
where is she?”

A Block, the Deep Abyss Holding Center. But you… you’ll never make it to DAHC, it’s 
a whole level below this, and then you’ll have to get access to the underground security 
office…” Lallis laughed shakily, then he smiled dumbly and held out his shaking hands: 
“Can… can I have my wallet back?”

Zerrex glanced down at it, then tossed it down the hallway in front of him and said 
darkly: “Fetch.” A moment later, when Lallis just stared dumbly down the hall in horror, he 
asked: “Tell me what else is down here, and I’ll not only let you live… I’ll make sure the 
path to your stupid wallet is clear and then you can be on your way.”

Lallis nodded rapidly, looking at him with dumb happiness, like an unevolved dog 
offered a treat. “Yes, yes! Okay!” he laughed shakily, then pointed down the hall and said in 
a trembling voice: “Hez’Ranna Manticores are to the left, and to the right is another long 
hallway. Through a broken shutter are more V2s in cells they’ve probably opened or broken 
out of, and then there’s a research room. Elevators in here leading down to the Titans and 
other projects, and a stairwell leading down to the V2 breeding facility. They were kept in 
capsules… but most of them have likely broken free, along with any Angel units we were 
modifying or creating.” Lallis paused and gave a hesitant grin. “I hear you took care of all 
Iago’s though, so those should be no problem for you.

There’s a heavy shutter door leading through there into the power chamber, which will 
remain sealed when it detects a biohazard, but it can be overrun with the proper ID card 
and if the AI program is shut down, which means dealing with the main computer system 
in the breeding facility.” He paused, trembling a bit and then wincing when Zerrex glared at 
him. “I dunno, just destroy the computer! It’ll overload the breaker in the door!”

Through there is the power room… and through the power room is another long 
passage that’ll take you to the security center, just follow the signs.” Lallis half-fell over at 



Zerrex’s deadly look. “I can’t think!” A pause, another series of shivers. “Through the 
security office is the door leading into the DAHC. That’s where you’ll find your daughter, 
and… it shouldn’t be too hard. I hear she broke out of her cell when the alarms started to 
go off… someone up above destroyed a power station, the electrical discharge triggered a 
knockback, it fried our circuits… the whole facility down here is terminal.”

Great.” Zerrex muttered, then he holstered his revolver and instead drew his kwaibar, 
walking down the long hallway and hearing the scientist all but skittering along behind him. 
As he passed the wallet, Lallis grabbed it and then turned and fled, his shoes smacking 
loudly down the tunnel… before he heard the Dragokkaren cackling as Zerrex reached the 
end of  the tunnel, then he turned with a snarl to see the shutter descending rapidly. 

He muttered irritably… then snarled when he realized that the control panel on this 
side was broken. Then the heavy bombproof shutter closed entirely, and the reptile made a 
disgusted face. That… would take a lot of time to break through. It was at least a foot of 
steel… and he sighed before turning and taking the route that the doctor had pointed out, 
rolling his shoulders irritably. It already seemed like it was going to be a hell of a long trek 
through this crazy, twisted underground facility…

Oddly enough, however, he wasn’t too disturbed by the V2’s, as he made his way down 
the hall containing their cells… most of them were content to stand back behind their cell 
doors of crisscrossing metal strips, peering at him distrustfully, a few making odd grunting 
noises and one or two clawing at each other as if to point out to their friends – or rather, 
cellmates, since there were at least three of the deformed creatures per cell – the odd 
Drakkaren striding through their territory. One or two staggered after him… but the rest 
backed quickly off when Zerrex cut the head off one without slowing and simply shoved 
the other aside, knocking it over, where it whined and spasmed on the ground, deformed 
limbs making it all but impossible to climb back to its feet.

Then he passed into the ‘research room,’ which was just another hollowed-out cavern 
with a picnic bench – this one pretty deteriorated and with green fungus growing all over 
it… closer inspection revealed that the mold was eating and rotting the wood as it quickly 
spread out of some spilled beaker of green gunk, which Drake informed him he shouldn’t 
even poke with the kwaibar when Zerrex drew the sword to do so – some empty 
briefcases… and a crate with a laptop on it in the corner. The Drakkaren looked at this… 
then he sighed and shook his head, instead deciding to keep on, turning a corner and 
finding another set of  chiseled stairs leading down deeper into the earth.

Zerrex made his way slowly down these… then he pushed his way through a heavy steel 
door and into a huge, open cavern, with a wide, flat ‘stage’ that he had just stepped on, 
before the floor sloped upwards on a forty-five degree angle until it eventually made a 
sudden curve upwards to meet the mossy ceiling. There were two sets of stairs here as well, 
carved into the angled floor… which divided the six or so rows of glowing green genetic 
capsules into three groups of  thirty.

The reptile made a face, frowning a bit as he looked closer over these, then noticed some 
of the capsules had shattered and were only reflecting the glow of their neighbors. All of 



them had long tubes coming out of them to go up to one of many long steel pipes along 
the ceiling… and a glance to the left side of the room showed Zerrex what looked almost 
like a metal podium, which sat in the middle of  a large, flat steel floor.

The Drakkaren couldn’t make out any visible hostiles… and another look confirmed 
another heavy, bombproof shutter almost directly across from him, built into a recessed 
area of the wall with a red double standard on it… and the reptile made a disgusted face. It 
was pretty small compared to everything else, ten feet tall and five feet wide… and it looked 
like it had been reinforced with the stone around it, so it would probably be next to 
impossible for even him to knock down. Plus, he just didn’t think he had the time… he 
couldn’t hear the riot above anymore, but he had the growing feeling that it was starting to 
draw to a close and the children of Cherry were letting themselves be driven from the city 
or hiding in any safe areas they could find.

So instead, he approached the plain steel podium and looked down at the top of it, 
grasping the widened top and looking down thoughtfully into a pale blue screen, which had 
the word “ULTIMA” in white block letters across the top left corner. Below, it identified 
itself  in smaller lettering as an ‘Artificial-Intelligence-Guided Security Control Center.’

The reptile made a bit of a face, then he tapped one of the buttons on the side, and a 
deep, mechanical voice that Zerrex sensed a certain malignancy in – Great. An evil 
computer. – asked: “What is the current situation?”

I need to override the shutter door… the power system might be failing.” Zerrex said 
clearly, and then he glanced around the room before noting there were no visible cameras. 
That made him nervous. And after a long silence from the computer, he added mildly: 
“And I need to get to the security offices beyond.”

“Nice try, Son of the Patriarch.” replied the machine-voice glibly, and Zerrex snarled 
before wincing as he heard the sound of pneumatics behind him, and two metallic 
Dragokkaren rose up out of hidden trapdoors that had just slid open in the floor, both of 
them toting assault rifles and taking aim at him, burning red eyes glaring. They had silvery 
bodies, made of connected metal plates that were designed to illustrate what Zerrex guessed 
was the ideal physical form – powerful without becoming ridiculous, tall, and… well… 
steely, for lack of a better word and a better pun – before both cocked their rifles and took 
aim at Zerrex’s head. “My systems have been uploaded with strategic information on-”

“Goddammit, I freaking hate monologues.” Zerrex snarled, then he rose his knee before 
slamming his foot back into the computer podium and knocking it out of place, the wires 
and fragile circuits inside disjointing and sparking before the stubby tower of metal simply 
fell over as something inside exploded, and both mechanical units fell silent, the red light in 
their eyes fading and their mechanical bodies slumping. It was only then that Zerrex 
realized this was likely what Iago would have looked like with all his faux scales stripped… 
and he smiled a bit, reaching out and patting one on the shoulder, muttering: “Sorry I 
misjudged you. Drakkaren, not Dragokkaren.”

Apology not accepted.” The machine replied in the computer’s voice, and its red eyes 
flashed on before it smashed Zerrex in the face with the stock of the assault rifle, sending 



him crashing down as he snarled and winced, then ghost images appeared in front of him as 
both machines rose their assault rifles and began to fire. He quickly rolled to the side and 
threw himself out of harm’s way, and they turned clunkily around, continuing to try and 
strafe him with firepower before both ran out of  bullets. 

So you what? Uploaded yourself into them?” Zerrex asked coldly, hating that he was 
talking to a computer and watching the two machines toss away their empty guns, both of 
them beginning to slowly walk forwards: their movements were different from Iago’s, less 
solid, less complex… and he had the distinct feeling they also wouldn’t stand up to as much 
punishment, either. “I’m really bad with technology, you know. And I don’t usually get into 
threesomes on the first date.”

The computer buzzed angrily at him, then both of the machines ‘spoke,’ their jaws 
opening and some internal speaker spouting forth the voice of the AI program. “I possess 
no sexual drive. And I plan to destroy you.”

Zerrex rolled his eyes, muttering under his breath: “Talk about foreplay,” before stepping 
quickly backwards, gauging the movement ability of the two as they stayed an equal 
distance apart and turned towards him. The Drakkaren wondered how much they knew 
about him, how they would react to his tactics, and how they were able to ‘see’ him. He 
thought for a moment about drawing his gun, shooting out their red ‘eyes,’ but figured that 
the computer must be able to see him somehow… before he realized that the two machines 
were lined up in a perfect, straight line, and he grinned before simply charging forwards: 
he’d already managed a few good quips today, after all.

He slammed into the first machine with a hard shoulder bash… and then staggered 
backwards and fell over with a grunt as the robot rocked backwards on its heels, but that 
was it. The chest plate was severely dented in, and it fizzed a bit… but then it reached down 
and grabbed Zerrex’s foot as the reptile rubbed at his head dumbly, before Zerrex yelped 
and covered his face as the machine picked him up, and spun him hard around to simply 
slam him into the other robot.

The Drakkaren fell to the ground again with a groan, before the second robot reached 
down and picked him up, its steel hands crushing his arms as the AI program said coldly: 
“Gravity boosters and magnetically-reactive coating over the machines. You can’t knock 
these machines over so easily… you have the tactical planning abilities of  a child.”

With that said, and the second robot restraining the Drakkaren’s arms as he struggled, 
the first walked around and grasped Zerrex’s neck and head, preparing to snap his spine. 
The reptile snarled furiously, then closed his eyes before bringing both legs up, hanging 
suspended from the arms of the slightly-taller machine, and slamming both feet forwards 
into its chest plate, dislodging himself and slamming his full weight into the robot behind 
him with all his strength, causing it to stagger and release him as well.

The reptile fell heavily on his ass, then he winced and dived out of the way as the first 
machine attempted to slam a fist down through him, instead burying itself to the elbow 
into the ground. Immediately, Zerrex saw his chance, running forwards and leaping onto its 
back like it was an unevolved pony, then reaching down and snarling as he grabbed its arm 



when it twisted it backwards on its joint to try and grab him. The second robot moved 
forwards as well to assist… but the reptile quickly rolled off its back and jerked the arm 
with him, causing the machine to let out a warning beep before falling forwards and landing 
heavily on its chest.

It flailed against the floor for a few moments before suddenly crumpling inwards, and 
the AI machine let out several mechanical squawks and snarls, the second robot making 
staggering and flailing motions as Zerrex snorted in disgust, panting quietly, his arms 
aching from the strength he’d had to use. “Looks like you didn’t pressure-treat it entirely… 
once it got stuck to the floor, your goddamn gravity booster in the machine did the rest of 
the work for me and crushed it like a tin can. Ever see someone stand on a tin can? No 
problem, lots of  support. But stand on the body, and you crush it.”

Calculating… incorrect mass assignment detected in machines. Recalibrating.” The AI 
voice spoke mechanically, before the second robot shut down. Zerrex ran forwards, seeing 
his chance… and then he snagged the broken chest plate on the front of the machine even 
as it began to flicker to life and tearing forwards, ripping it off. The machine flickered to 
life and seized him in a death hug, causing Zerrex to wince in pain as the sharp edges of its 
armor cut into his chest… but then he shoved a hand into its stomach and simply tore at 
the sensitive wiring and circuitry he found, causing the red eyes to fizz out again before it 
simply fell over and sparked a few times on the ground. 

He snorted, and then glanced up as an alarm went off, and the program spoke again, in 
a cracked, psychotic voice that somehow made Zerrex doubt this thing was really all 
machine; it was too full of fury, and somehow too… damned, as it raved: “So you think 
you’ve won, Son of the Patriarch? You think you’re successful? Fine! Get through the door, 
find your darling child, but be warned, I’m still alive, I’m uploading even now to Paradise, 
and already validating the order to unleash a whole new terror into this world… after, of 
course, this facility self-destructs! Run, run, run, if  you want to-”

Then the voice was lost in a garble of static, before a calm mechanical tone took over 
and said clearly: “Level two biohazard detected in production facility ID 43522. Warning: 
switching to emergency power.” As the lights suddenly blacked out – even the capsules 
going dark, which Zerrex thought was a very bad sign – the voice spoke again as the alarms 
continued to blare, and the lights flashed back on… except providing only dim red light 
that flickered in and out: “Warning: power reroute interrupted by hostile program. 
Overload detected: all shutters in B4, B5, B6, B7 opening. All doors in B3, B4, B5, B6, B7, 
B8 opening.”

The voice continued to speak as the reptile heard groans and the sound of cracking glass 
filling the room… as well as the shutter to the side sliding open and revealing a brighter 
area beyond. Zerrex immediately decided to ignore everything else as he ran into the power 
room, then snarled as he realized it was just a massive, circular platform with some sort of 
huge cylindrical turbine in the center that stretched up through a hole in the ceiling 
above… and down into a dark abyss below that Zerrex couldn’t see the bottom of. There 
was some sort of bridge leading off the left, but the two large rectangles of steel that made 



it up had folded downwards and left a gaping hole instead of a bridgeway, and the reptile 
snarled at this before looking to the right… except the shutter had lodged somehow, and 
the Drakkaren could see horrible, grasping claws underneath it anyway, and hear roars and 
hisses. So instead he went with his only option as he glanced over his shoulder to see a mass 
of soulless, zombie-like creatures staggering after him, all of them equipped with all sorts 
of technology and wires sprouting from their bodies, but clogging the air at the same time 
with the stench of rotten flesh. A moment later, the voice of the AI computer, of Ultima, 
rose up from them, screaming furiously: “Play with my Angels, Zerrex! And they’re much 
stronger than Iago’s pathetic zombies!”

Zerrex decided not to, instead turning and sprinting down the single open catwalk and 
smashing through a rusted door at the end of it, before slamming it behind him and 
slamming his elbow into the frame beside the handle to jam it shut. The light here was red 
again… but he could see nothing down the narrow corridor, and there was another open, 
narrow shutter at the end of this long stone hall leading into what looked like some kind of 
security room. Alarms blared all around him, only adding to the sense of urgency as the 
reptile charged forwards and then ran into the room, which was currently manned only by 
the mauled corpses of scientists and soldiers. Blood dripped from the ceiling, and Zerrex 
looked up to see a massive hole torn in the roof and several hanging, sparking wires… 
through whatever had entered and then exited. He winced a bit, hoping that it was long 
gone… before he glanced to the side to spot another open shutter, with a panel beside it 
that had a large ‘A’ on it.

The reptile smiled faintly, realizing he wouldn’t need the card after all… but keeping it 
handy just in case, as he stepped into a concrete stairwell. He walked down it, turned at the 
island and went down another set of stairs… before coming out to a narrow stone hallway 
with a cracked cement wall and a heavy, bombproof security shutter with the letters DAHC 
on it, and the name spelled out in full below in rusting paint. There was a single switch 
beside this… and the alarms seemed distant now as Zerrex pressed it, the switch flicking 
from red to green, and the shutter rising slowly into the ceiling before Zerrex stepped 
through into a large, open cavern.

His eyes first picked out all the corpses… and then the massive creature that was 
currently shaking a uniformed Dragokkaren soldier armed with a taser around like a rag 
doll, before he screamed as it slammed it straight down into the ground and crushed it 
beneath its hands. Then the monster roared, throwing its head back and forth, a bloody 
foam coming from its jaws, and the roar shook the cave as Zerrex snarled and held his 
hands up as if to protect himself from the sound. Then the creature turned towards him… 
and Zerrex felt horror and agony tear at his chest as even Drake whispered: She’s… 

“Cindy.” Zerrex whispered… and the creature looked at him with a stupid snarl, 
lurching forwards slowly as the Drakkaren took in the extent of the horrible experiments 
that had been conducted on his daughter. No longer was she the tall, pretty girl he’d 
loved… her body had been warped and mutilated, changed into something entirely 
different. Her arms bulged with massive, ridiculous muscle, and ended not in fingers but 
gnarled, twisted claws… one arm much larger than the other, with muscles upon muscles 



that looked almost like giant warts or sick, pulsing tumors, the back of her hand dragging 
against the ground and the flesh yellow and scaleless… and the other arm was at least 
proportionate, but the scales had turned red, edged in thick black and seeming almost to 
burn. There was also a strange, metal chamber built into this arm, with wires all along its 
length…

Her body was thick and massive: not fat, just… bulky and thick. Her back was layered in 
strange black mounds that formed a large, hilly hump almost as big as her… and even 
slouched forwards as long as she was, she stood at least ten feet tall, which meant she had to 
be at least twenty if she was standing straight, instead of bowed forwards with her legs bent 
almost into a squat. She had one huge breast, on the same side as her gargantuan, more-
deformed arm, and the other was normal sized, but both were nippleless: she was naked, 
but sexless now, genderless. The hump of fleshy mounds and her one huge breast were both 
yellowish, and seemed to sprout, or rip from the rest of her body, which was still patterned 
in green scales that turned black and ripped raggedly around the yellow flesh, as if that part 
of  her had burst like foam that had turned solid from her form.

Her legs were huge and thick-muscled as well, and her ended in gargantuan claws, almost 
talons, with one huge spike jutting back from either heel. They were both scaled green… 
although her tail was composed of that yellow flesh, almost thirty feet long, dragging 
behind her like a great, segmented dead snake, ending in a menagerie of all-sized spikes that 
were coated in blood.

Her head whipped back and forth as she arched her back, rose her hands and roared 
again, foaming and furious, the blood of the many victims scattered around this tunnel 
leaking from huge, oversized jaws. Her eyes – almost pure white now, with only black dots, 
lacking an iris – burned with hatred and fury Zerrex had never known his daughter to 
possess… and a crown of spikes and terrible horns ripped up from her skull. Her head had 
turned the same putrid yellow as her mutant arm and most of her body… and around her 
neck, wrists and ankles were heavy, ivory metal bars from which jangled long chains. She 
drooled and slavered as she looked over at Zerrex with hate and anger that made him fall to 
his knees, because it was the same feelings he’d had all his life… and looking at his 
daughter, as she began to lurch towards him – the huge arm reaching out to slam and rip 
into the ground ahead of her and her legs hobbling along to catch up to the hand, then the 
process repeating – he realized they’d turned his beautiful little girl… his always-innocent 
Cindy, into a living version of the darkness inside him that even Ravenlight and Drake 
quailed away from.

She approached, and he didn’t care what she did to him. He had failed her. He had come 
too late… and tears rolled down his cheeks as he began to sob, covering his face in his 
hands and falling forwards as he howled: “I’m sorry! It’ll never be enough, but I’m so 
goddamn sorry… I failed you, I failed Cherry, I know I’ve failed Marina! I can’t take back 
the past, I can’t return things right, I can’t do anything right, I’m so… fucking… sorry…”

Then the reptile slumped and fell on his side, curling up and crying hard as he heard the 
beast they’d mutilated his daughter into becoming approaching with hungry grunts and 



growls… before it stopped before him, the thing’s breaths panting raggedly in and out. The 
creature loomed over him… and Zerrex didn’t have the strength to fight this thing, only 
wanting the pain to end now, his mind full of static and agony as he felt the giant hand 
descend on him and grasp him  in its claws… then lift him slowly up, the reptile limp in 
her grip.

The opened his emerald eyes as its maw descended, growling and snarling… and first 
looked silently away to see the tattoo on its yellow arm of ‘GORGON,’ with ‘PROJECT 
XXII’ beneath it… before looking quietly up, knowing he had to at least look his once-
daughter in the eye. Just like Cherry, her face remained the same… and that hurt most of 
all. They met each other’s eyes… and then the snarl of the creature slowly subsided, its 
expression becoming blank for a few moments as the other smaller hand reached up to 
grasp him, and the creature frowned before looking at him curiously. It tilted its head back 
and forth as it inspected him, making strange noises in its throat… then Zerrex lifted his 
hand and quietly touched her muzzle, whispering: “I’m sorry, Cindy. I’m so sorry I couldn’t 
save you, my innocent little angel…”

The creature’s eyes fluttered at the contact… and then it slowly put Zerrex down and 
looked at him silently for a few moments, the hate, the anger leaving its eyes as it gave a 
quiet whimper. Zerrex stood before it, his hand stroking its face quietly as he trembled, 
tears rolling down his own features… and Cindy silently brushed back his hair before 
leaning down and nuzzling him, closing her own eyes and whining quietly in her throat, 
pushing her muzzle against his face and through his hair. Then her arms quietly wrapped 
around him, and he wrapped his around her neck.

They clung to each other quietly for a few moments… then Cindy drew back and 
turned quickly around, making whining noises and short, sobbing grunts. Zerrex looked at 
her back for a few moments, then he silently walked around to the other side of her again, 
looking up at her face as she whimpered and tried to turn away, but this time he caught her 
and murmured the hardest words he’d ever had to say: “I’ll… I’ll free you from this pain. 
Just like I did Cherry.” He stopped, then felt Drake silently nudge him and murmur 
something in his head that he’d feared hearing, before he sighed quietly and whispered: 
“You have… something inside of you that I need, though. It means I’ll have to take your 
soul out of you while you die… I don’t want to… imprison you in my body if you don’t 
want to be, though-”

But she leaned down and bumped their muzzles together, pushing her muzzle against 
him firmly as she let out a long rumble, and Zerrex laughed faintly: he didn’t need words to 
communicate with her, he never did. So he nodded quietly… and then silently drew his 
kwaibar, holding it up… and swallowing thickly. This was even harder than with Cherry… 
and the look of relief in Cindy’s eyes both terrified and agonized him; yet it made it a bit 
easier, too, as he drew the blade back and quietly rose his other hand in front of him, 
murmuring: “I love you, Cindy. I always have. And even like this, you’re beautiful to me… 
but you’re in pain, and you’ve been… turned into something you must hate beyond death. 
So I’m going to end the pain… and just… just like we promised…” His voice hitched. 
“We’ll stay together forever…”



Then the reptile stepped forwards and swung the blade in an arc as he let out a roar, 
spinning the sword at the same time in his hand to bring it around in a stabbing motion 
and tearing it through Cindy’s chest, causing her to let out a guttural moan and vomit blood 
as he pierced deep into her, purple ooze and black blood leaking from the wound as she fell 
forwards. Zerrex caught her around the neck as she did so… and then he met her twisted 
jaws with his own, not caring about the way her teeth ground into his, or the blood and 
taste of  dead flesh, or the heaviness of  her deformed body pressing down against him… 

They kissed, and her light flowed into him in a rush, and Zerrex heard Drake screaming 
in his head as agony flooded his body: no matter how tainted her flesh and body, twisted 
and broken her mind… her soul was pure, far purer than his own, and then he saw Cindy 
smiling at him in his mind, and he held on through the pain, and through the blinding 
light… and her warmth, her love, her compassion filled up his being as the reptile’s back 
arched with a groan… but before he could pull back, something putrid and vile touched his 
soul.

A moment later, darkness flooded into him: a horrible, choking feeling, as he staggered 
backwards, recognizing this all too well: it was the same blackness that had surrounded him 
before he’d fallen comatose, the physical side of Drake… and  as the reptile stumbled 
backwards and Cherry’s monstrous corpse dissolved into motes of light, he fell to his knees 
with a shout of fury, arms flailing but barely able to move against the black sludge that 
flowed over his being as he saw Drake snarling and leaping forwards in his mind to connect 
his mind to his physical half, and the Drakkaren felt himself consumed by the darkness 
before once more he opened his eyes and found himself  standing in his own mind.

Drake stood there, looking down at Zerrex with a mix of amusement and apparent 
contempt, dark energy floating off his form as the reptile slowly climbed up to his feet 
with a grunt of pain. The two looked at each other, Drakkaren and dark nephilim, their 
forms reflecting each other… and then Drake smiled as he rolled his shoulders and his 
body solidified completely, before he said coldly: “I’m much, much stronger now, Zerrex.” A 
pause, and then the world flickered around them… before Zerrex realized they were 
standing not in his mind now, but in reality.

And Drake stood across from him, arms crossed, head tilted upwards as he continued to 
speak mildly: “First off, I’d like to point out how inhospitable you’ve been to me…”

“Bite me.” Zerrex rasped, rubbing at his sore throat, and Drake rolled his eyes in disgust 
as the Drakkaren straightened, then he laughed harshly and rose his hands, saying darkly: 
“So is this it then, Drake? This our standoff, or are you gonna run away?”

Neither. I want to seal our contract.” Drake responded mildly, then he grinned and 
melted into the floor, before the reptile felt something on him, and he saw the dark 
nephilim leaning against his side easily, a friendly arm around his shoulders. “See, for a 
while, I was figuring you wouldn’t be so hard to take down once I got my physical-”

Then Drake let out a loud ‘hurk’ as Zerrex rammed a fist through his body, splattering 
black gunk over the cave floor in front of them and ripping a large portion out of the dark 
nephilim’s stomach, leaving him standing dumbly with his arms out, before the creature 



stared as Zerrex drew his revolver and fired a shell into his face. The dark Drakkaren reared 
back, yelling and grabbing at his features as the slag ripped through his form, before 
dissolving into a puddle of dark goo on the ground. Zerrex’s sharp eyes watched as it 
quickly slid away, before Drake reformed at some distance with a snarl. “Oh, so you want 
to play rough, is that it?”

No, I want you to get to a point. Besides, I know that doesn’t hurt you. Much.” Zerrex 
responded with a snarl, tilting his head and glancing over Drake’s form as he solidified and 
recomposed himself – both literally and figuratively. “You’re like an enhanced version of 
Mercury, aren’t you?”

Sort of.” Drake admitted stiffly, then he shook his arms out and rubbed slowly at his 
sleeves, as if to straighten them. “In short, you lack tact, but for some reason, you also have 
an amazing amount of energy and strength in your body.” He paused, then seemed almost 
disgusted as he added in a mutter: “So I think that I will continue to aid you if you let me 
take up residence in your body, which may be painful at first but will come to be good for 
both of us, since I also am starting to believe you are indeed capable of taking down the 
Patriarch.”

Zerrex snorted, holstering the gun and murmuring: “And why do I need your help 
anyway, huh?”

Drake looked up at him coldly, before he grinned slowly and held out a hand, saying 
softly in return: “Then why don’t you let me in… and I’ll give you a taste of what we’re 
capable of once our bodies are symbiotically linked? You can give me a test run, so to 
speak.”

The Drakkaren knew it was a temptation he’d do better to resist… but finally he 
nodded slowly and said softly: “Fine. But just answer one question first…” He paused, then 
tilted his head towards Drake as the dark nephilim struggled to hide his irritation and 
impatience. “Without being in a body… your powers are suppressed and you can’t survive 
more than a few minutes, can you?”

Drake’s eyes widened… and then he muttered: “I thought I told you the second in so 
many words. As to the first… good guess. The more energy I use up and shape myself in… 
the quicker I die. So since you seem to want to humiliate me, fine, I’ll beg.” Drake clasped 
his hands and asked in a disgusted, pleading voice: “Please, oh please, great Lord Zerrex, let 
me use your body so I don’t dissolve within the next five minutes?”

Zerrex smiled slightly and said softly: “You’re not on your knees, for one thing. You can 
beg better than that.” And then, as Drake stared at him in horror, he held out a hand and 
added mildly: “But I’ll show you some mercy for now, since you’re providing me with 
something useful.”

Good.” Drake grumbled, then he grinned as he stepped forwards before dissolving, his 
body turning into a long, twisting line of dark energy that spiraled towards the reptile. 
Zerrex winced at this as it contacted with his arm – it felt strangely warm, alive, like some 
sort of dark serpent as it weaved itself around him, covering his body as Zerrex grunted 



before wincing as the dark gunk forced its way down his nostrils, into his mouth, and he 
couldn’t stop from struggling a bit before a spark of pain went up in his mind and he fell 
forwards, grasping his scalp as Drake said coldly inside his head: Stop whining. 

It hurts, you… dickhead!” Zerrex retorted, and then he winced again before the aching 
began to subside and the horrible taste of sulfur and death left his maw, the reptile rubbing 
his tongue against his teeth and spitting a few times in utter disgust before pausing and 
glancing down at himself, staring as Drake said, with a ridiculous hint of pride: Aren’t I 
awesome?

“I hate suits.” Zerrex muttered: the energy over his body had indeed formed into a 
perfect replica of a black, three-piece suit… Drake grumbled something in return about 
how he was lacking in the class department before the clothes on his body turned almost to 
liquid, rippling and then changing shape to become a tight t-shirt that fit snugly over his 
chest, and withdrew from covering his black pants. 

He shrugged, then nodded a bit, rubbing the back of his head and smoothing his hair 
out of  the way before asking mildly: “So what, are you just a living wardrobe?”

Fine. Ugh… look, hold your arm up. Zerrex did so, then stared as some of the darkness 
slid down his strong limb and formed a bracelet around his wrist. Then he felt Drake nudge 
his head up to glance at a hanging light above his head. Raise your arm.

The reptile did so… and then stared when a streamer of dark energy shot out of it and 
knocked out the light, making Zerrex leaping back with a wince as bits of glass hailed down 
where he had been standing a few moments ago. Then he muttered: “Well, okay. That was 
sorta cool. Very comic book, but whatever… I guess like Mercury you can form your body 
into anything?” But so long as I’m inside you and feeding off the darkness and energy in 
your body, and from the energy released when you kill people, I can also turn into weapons.

Drake decided to illustrate by pooling the bracelet of darkness into Zerrex’s hand and 
forming it into a kwaibar, and the reptile looked at this curiously, swinging the light-as-air 
weapon back and forth before it dissolved and rolled back to his body. Then the Drakkaren 
made a bit of a face and said mildly: “Great as this all is, Drake… it looks like you’re going 
to be useless in combat. It’s not like I can pause to order you to turn into something every 
now and then, you know.”

The dark nephilim muttered something in Zerrex’s head, then said clearly: Look. Every 
move you make is processed by your brain before you actually do it, whether it seems that 
you just ‘move on instinct’ or not. Since I’m also hooked into your brain, specifically the 
area around your frontal lobe… and my physical form is currently pulsing through your 
nervous system and your bloodstream as well as covering your body… after our bodies 
synchronize, our symbiotic relationship will allow us to become and act as if one creature. 
Unfortunately, it means I’ll feel the same pain as you do… but you’ll also be able to use my 
powers as if  they’re your own, as long as I’m in your body.

Zerrex tilted his head at this, then he mumbled: “Just don’t think you’re moving in 
permanently. I already have plenty of… new residents and… other things to get used to.” 



The reptile lowered his head, closing his eyes tight for a moment… before he shook it 
slowly and sighed a bit, forcing back the despair that wanted to well up in him again. He’d 
been distracted by Drake’s assery for a little bit, but again, it seemed the pain was already 
coming back… before he twitched as Cindy slowly faded into existence.

She smiled at him as she adjusted her spiked bracelets, winking: the old, beautiful Cindy 
Narrius, his daughter… and then she waved to him and bounced a bit on the spot before 
running over to a shutter. Zerrex approached it with a frown, noting the numeric keypad… 
and Cindy pointed out a set of numbers with quick taps that the reptile quickly memorized 
before smiling at him softly and vanishing. The Drakkaren looked at this for a long time, 
then he quietly punched in the number – 2236 – and watched the shutter open, murmuring 
softly: “That’s right. I haven’t failed completely yet… I still have my last daughter. Marina. 
The legacy of  myself  and Cindy…”

Last of the Narrius bloodline. Drake muttered. God, you’re a fucked-up bunch. This last 
made Zerrex grin widely, wiping at his emerald eyes, before he started and looked up as the 
facility shook, dust rolling down from the ceiling as a cool mechanical voice announced: 
“Project Genesis is now in effect. I repeat, Project Genesis is now in effect. As per 
instructions, the self destruct sequence is now in effect, and complete destruction of this 
facility will occur within ten minutes. Minimum safe distance is one hundred feet from the 
facility.”

Then the message began to repeat, and Zerrex winced before charging down the stone 
hallway beyond the shutter he’d just opened, past cells that rattled with monsters trapped 
and screaming within, before rounding a corner and staring at a shut-down emergency 
elevator on the right… and what looked like an ancient maintenance ladder on the left. He 
muttered under his breath, then winced before jumping on the latter and beginning to 
quickly climb up a long, blood-colored metal shaft. Flakes of rust and dirt floated down 
with every tremble of the facility, and the reptile grunted as he climbed rapidly higher and 
higher, Drake yelling at him to hurry the hell up and Zerrex replying with a snarl: “Dude, 
we’re at least seven basements down from ground level!”

After six minutes of climbing, Zerrex reached the top, which was covered by a heavy 
hatch… and took a good thirty seconds more of ramming his shoulder upwards to 
dislodge this. Then he forced it open with a squeal, and he quickly climbed out the top 
with a grunt, pulling himself out and into an old supply shed filled with blood-smeared, 
rusting cages. 

The reptile attempted to push through the large metal double doors in the dark shed… 
and he heard the jingle of chains on the other side. He muttered as Drake began to say 
something about using his powers to cut through, but then the Drakkaren quickly looked 
back and forth and muttered: “Nope, this is quicker.”

Then he simply covered his face and barreled through one of the wooden walls to find 
himself at the back of the facility and in front of a good thirty foot high concrete wall. 
Meanwhile, the reptile could hear sirens going off and loud, blaring alarms as they reached 
the two minute mark, and he held up his hand, shaking it back and forth wildly as he 



winced and said loudly: “Hey uh, Drake? Now could be a good time to do that comic book 
thing!”

The dark nephilim muttered, then Zerrex glanced down to see a dark coil of rope 
forming at his side, and he grasped this before flicking it upwards: immediately, the end of 
the rope turned into a set of large, grappling spikes, and the rope snapped back and forth 
through the air as it guided itself over the edge of the wall before slamming itself inside. 
Then Zerrex ran up the wall using the rope, which rapidly coiled itself back into his body 
at waist level at the same, the reptile grinning and unable to deny that this was actually a bit 
more than just pretty cool or rather neat. 

He reached the top of the security wall, then leapt off and landed heavily on the road 
beyond, wincing at the fact that even the Enforcers were scattering from the facility now 
and ignoring him. He decided to follow this trend and charged off down the street himself, 
at the same time flicking his revolver open and changing out the cylinders with the use of 
the kit even at a quick jog, asking mildly: “Hey, Drake, you wouldn’t happen to know what 
Project Genesis is, would you?”

No clue. Why don’t you stick around and find out? A pause, and then Zerrex ducked 
into a narrow alley between two large stone buildings, peering around the corner before 
grunting and staring as Drake’s upper half emerged from his chest, grabbing his shoulders 
and glaring down into his eyes as he snarled: “Do you want to die? I was kidding!”

Well, since we’re in an alley, do you want to make out instead?” Zerrex asked dumbly, the 
only retort he could think of. Drake stared at him in horror, made a face, then shuddered 
and withdrew back into Zerrex’s body as the Drakkaren grunted and winced at the feeling 
of the creature’s strange composition sliding back to mix with his own. I hate you. And why 
do you always reply with sexual lines? 

Because they’re the only ones I can ever think of on short notice.” The reptile muttered 
in reply, kneeling down as he unscrewed the large barrel to change it out for the smaller one, 
completing the eight-shot .45. “See, what I should have said to that AI thing was 
something like, ‘Well, at least I come with full software installed, and don’t need a 
registration key after a thirty day trial…’”

That’s… really lame. Drake muttered… and Zerrex paused, then made a face and 
nodded in agreement. Before the two could banter any more, however, a loud explosion 
sounded from the facility, and the ground shook… before the building began to collapse 
inwards, a massive cloud of dust rising into the air as the reptile covered his face and slid 
back into the alley, feeling a blast of strong wind roll by before the air began to settle… but 
the earth trembled, and the ground shifted, the stone road shattering and heaving upwards 
in places as a roll like an earthquake rolled through the blocks surrounding the facility.

What the hell is that? Zerrex snarled, then he spun out, wincing and covering his face as 
he gazed through the cloud hovering over the ruins of the facility… before his eyes 
widened in horror as a massive silhouette appeared through the settling dust. It looked 
almost like a gargantuan hand… before it slammed down and grabbed the wall of the 
facility, hauling itself  upwards… and Zerrex realized it was far more than that.



The hand was connected to a shaggy arm… which was connected to a muscular body… 
of a gigantic, at least a hundred and fifty foot tall wolf. It was male in design, but if it had 
any sexual parts, it was well hidden by a large tuft of shaggy fur over its crotch, as it 
straightened and roared, shaking the facility, naked and born into the world from the hole 
in the ground, and Zerrex snarled as heard the pops of gunfire in the distance, insignificant 
compared the laughter that rolled out of the creature’s maw before it stomped down on 
something near it and smashed a building with another hand, grinning viciously. It was pure 
white… but the fur seemed thick and ragged, almost like it was wearing some kind of thick 
wool sweater… and then two other creatures emerged from the ground as well behind it; 
another canine, equally naked but with golden fur and floppy ears, but the same stupid 
violence burning in its eyes… and a tall feline with the same build, just a bit shorter than 
the other two giants.

It, however, also had large plates of armor apparently bolted somehow into its shoulders 
and over its shins and forearms: it gleamed gold, and Zerrex figured it was probably 
something like painted tank armor. The reptile snarled in disgust as Drake muttered: 
Genesis. They were just born out of  the ruins of  the facility…

Yeah, well, let’s put them back in their graves.” Zerrex said darkly, and Drake stared at 
him in horror as the reptile started forwards towards the three goliaths, who were starting 
to wade through the city, smashing buildings, crushing people beneath their huge paws, and 
laughing as they raged forwards. The Drakkaren sensed Drake wanted to stop him… before 
the dark nephilim seemed to realize it was useless at the sudden fury burning from the 
Drakkaren’s very soul at the monsters Narrius had created to mock the lower races, who he 
had always seen as ‘barbaric, pathetic maggots,’ and instead muttered: Fine. But your kwaibar 
and guns will be useless against them… whereas dark energy burns through almost 
anything. So here… a replicated gift for you to use for now.

The Drakkaren stopped… then held out his hands instinctively as dark energy bubbled 
out from beneath the scales on his palms, feeling the ‘shirt’ on his chest tightening to 
become as armor and then watching as a Blackheart of black energy formed in his hands, 
before he snorted and grinned a bit, lowering his head, his white locks falling over his face 
as he said softly: “I guess you’re alright, Drake.” He paused, hefting the massive sword and 
swinging it easily back and forth, before asking mildly: “Am I working in a time frame with 
this weapon?”

Drake shook his head inside his mind. Like I said, I can maintain form and all sorts of 
other special tricks as long as I’m connected to your body somehow. I feed off energy, 
darkness, violence… and since you’re using that to make war on some bloodthirsty 
goliaths…

“Should be plenty of all three flying around.” Zerrex muttered to himself, then he 
nodded and charged towards the ruins of the facility as the gigantic wolf turned towards 
him from his attack down the street, grinning viciously and roaring some impossible to 
understand, too-loud sound at the others, who turned curiously before laughing as they saw 
the Drakkaren charging the monolithic lupine. Then Zerrex stopped and held up the sword 



as the blade flashed white instead of black for a moment, shouting furiously: “Hey, big 
shot! Stop your pathetic rampage and face somehow who’s not just going to scream and try 
to run away, or are you too busy picking on the weak and chasing harmless punks?”

The little one wants us to stop.” simpered the gargantuan wolf, his voice wavering in and 
out, the sheer amount of sound almost making it indecipherable to the reptile… but it 
became clearer as the lupine leaned down on one knee tauntingly, as the others gave 
booming laughs – and Zerrex noted there wasn’t anything slow in their movements at all. 
They were fast, they didn’t move like the giants in video games or in all those dumb movies: 
they had speed and size. “We have one order from Patriarch Narrius, silly little lizard, and 
it is to destroy!”

At the last, Zerrex saw a massive ghost image… and he snarled as the wolf followed into 
it, suddenly standing and stomping a paw downwards… but Zerrex kneeled and stabbed 
upwards with the sword at the same time, and instead of being crushed, the lupine screamed 
and drew his foot back, the sword still buried in it, and Zerrex clinging to the blade as 
blood poured down around him, coating him… and he could feel Drake’s physical presence 
almost lapping it up, turning it into raw energy for the dark nephilim’s own uses. The other 
giants were laughing hard at their friend, as he tried to balance on one foot and reached 
down to swat the bottom of his paw… but Zerrex had already half-flipped, using the dark 
sword as an axis and kicked off the paw of the lupine, placing the blade of energy onto his 
back and then catching the thick fur as he began to quickly crawl up his leg: for once, his 
long white hair would have come in useful if it had been unbraided and given him some 
cover, and he grinned at this thought as he quickly made his way up the lupine’s thigh as the 
wolf swatted at his foot and raged: “Get off my paw! Get off, where the fuck are you, little 
lizard?”

“Let me show you.” Zerrex murmured, then he drew the sword from where he’d placed it 
on his back – and was it ever nice to just be able to let a blade go and know Drake would 
hold onto it form him – before slamming it forwards into the wolf ’s thigh, aiming for the 
muscle. The lupine howled in pain, and Zerrex let himself drop as the giant’s hands moved 
to grasp his thigh, which was bubbling up blood as long, thick locks of white fur fell down 
around the reptile.

The other two goliaths just cackled louder at this, grinning and apparently deciding to 
watch the show over continuing their rampage, as the wolf nearly overbalanced and put his 
other leg down, snarling angrily and shouting: “You can’t hide forever! I’ll crush you!” And 
with that, he began to dance around, throwing a tantrum as he kicked buildings, smacked 
his own body with his hands, and roared to the sky, but Zerrex had already secreted himself 
on the back of the giant’s heel as his voice became too loud for the reptile to hear and 
follow properly.

The Drakkaren simply clung onto the thick fur, wincing and dodging stones that flew 
his way every now and then, keeping his eyes open for ghost images and real chunks of rock 
alike. At the same time, the reptile found himself unsurprised to find bullets and small bits 
of stone trapped in the thick fur of the wolf as he realized exactly why this and the other 



giants had such shaggy, lanky fur – it formed a natural mesh that acted as a trap for any 
sort of material that was thrown at the goliaths by whatever means, likely easily capable of 
halting bullet and steel blade alike.

On the other hand, however, it made it incredibly easy for the reptile to quickly climb his 
way up the back of the wolf ’s leg as it halted its tantrum, slumping forwards and panting 
hard, the other two goliaths jeering at it loudly. Then the reptile slung his way from the 
giant’s leg to its tail, snagging onto the long, bushy appendage as it snarled and looked 
down at itself, gazing back and forth as its tail automatically rose in an ancient – and in the 
reptile’s opinion, literally and incredibly gay – sign of dominance. Also incredibly stupid… 
as Zerrex immediately slung his way from the tip of the lupine’s tail to the middle of the 
giant’s back, as it roared: “I know you’re down there, little lizard! Stop hiding!”

The Drakkaren crawled his way quickly up to the wolf ’s shoulder, then shouted clearly 
up into its ear, as he snapped his huge, black sword of energy from his back: “I’m right 
here, maggot!”

The wolf jumped as if shocked, turning his head as Zerrex had hoped it would, and the 
reptile leapt forwards onto its muzzle as it rose its hands and made a face of what seemed 
like revulsion as the other two goliaths cackled all the louder as the Drakkaren charged 
down the wolf ’s maw before leaping forwards and slamming the dark sword down through 
the lupine’s left eye. It screamed in agony as blood and eye matter sprayed up around the 
reptile, immediately snapping its head downwards as it clapped its hands to its face… but 
Zerrex felt time slow as he turned, feeling himself falling as he watched the ghost images of 
the goliath wolf ’s hands approaching slowly.

He twisted his body in midair, pushing both hands out above his head and grinning 
coldly as he slid between two fingers, kicking his legs down at the same time and causing his 
body to flip as he reached a hand up and snagged the shorter fur on the wolf ’s hands, 
catching a handful of fur and locking his fingers in… before time returned to normal, the 
giant arching his back and screaming in agony, blood gushing around his fingers as Zerrex 
sat safely between two fingers before leaping forwards as the wolf faced towards the sky 
with a howl of agony… and then slammed down onto the other eye of the lupine, stabbing 
the sword deep through it and exploding the other eye beneath its lid, black energy burning 
through the wolf as it staggered backwards, arms flailing outwards as it shrieked in agony, 
shaking its head back and forth uselessly as Zerrex felt himself thrown to the side, clinging 
onto the wolf ’s face with a grunt.

Then it froze, clawing uselessly at its cheeks with gigantic claws, crying blood and dark 
ichors as Zerrex looked up, emerald eyes widening in shock as he saw another one of the 
giants no longer laughing but charging in, both hands raised in a tomahawk. Immediately, 
Zerrex did what his instincts told him to do, charging down the wolf ’s muzzle and then 
diving forwards even as the other huge canine slammed its hands downwards with a grunt, 
crushing in the skull of  the giant lupine and sending it bonelessly to the ground.

The reptile landed easily on the dog’s muzzle, and it stared at him before yelling 
wordlessly and slapping at its own face, but Zerrex had already launched himself to the 



side, landing on its other forearm and skidding downwards before he slammed the sword 
down into its wrist as it tried to shake him free. It whined in pain, then screamed and 
clutched its arm uselessly with its other hand as Zerrex grinned coldly and charged forwards 
up its limb, dragging the sword straight up the arm and ripping a wide trench along the 
path of  the golden dog’s vein, spewing forth a literal river of  blood.

It finally tried to bat him away with a shriek of something to the cat, but the lizard 
easily kicked off the dog’s hand and up to the shoulder, before leaping forwards along the 
front of the creature and slashing the dark sword outwards, slashing another long tear along 
its throat and causing it to stagger backwards with a loud gag, eyes bulging its shock. The 
single stumble step backwards took it safely out of Zerrex’s range, however, and he instead 
found himself falling through the air unchecked towards broken ground too torn apart 
from the giant’s rampage and too far below for it to be safe.

Without thinking, he drew the sword back, then snapped it forwards, and it turned from 
a gigantic blade to a long, snapping whip of darkness, tearing into the end of the dog’s 
muzzle as it squealed and snapped its head upwards: the Drakkaren sailed upwards with it 
on a vicious arc, then crashed down into the open jaws of  the dog.

Immediately, it snapped its maw shut, gagging before swallowing as the whip reformed 
into a dark sword of energy, and Zerrex felt himself being propelled downwards towards its 
throat before kicking off its thick tongue and stabbing the blade upwards with a yell that 
echoed through its maw like a fleshy cave. It screamed, shaking its head back and forth, 
blood and saliva splattering over the reptile’s body as the Drakkaren shouted: “Drake, give 
me a hand here, huh? Doesn’t seem that my sword ripped all the way into this freak’s brain!”

I got it covered. Drake said mildly, and then the reptile felt the strange dark energy 
rippled through his body, seem to roll through his form. Unseen to him, the blade shot 
forwards, lengthening suddenly and rapidly as it tore through the dog’s brain and out the 
back of its skull, the canine stiffening and drooling stupidly as it slumped forwards a bit, 
still standing but now dumb and broken. A moment later, the sword turned from a single 
blade into a spiked forest, long, straight spear branches firing from every direction out of 
the middle of the huge dark blade and ripping apart the dog’s brain, spikes of dark energy 
knocking holes in the creature’s skull from every direction. 

Its mouth gaped open as it arched its back and shivered violently… before it slowly 
began to topple backwards, and Zerrex let the sword dissolve into dark energy, feeling it 
sliding back into his form as he leapt out of the dog’s maw, a streamer of blackness trailing 
behind him as he kicked off the dog’s chin, then ran rapidly down its falling body. Before 
the goliath hit the ground, he kicked off its body and flew a good distance through the air 
before landing on the cracked stone road and wincing at the impact of the giant hitting the 
ground, feeling a tremble shake the earth and almost falling over as he staggered to his feet 
and turned around.

Ghost images of falling stone assailed him, and the reptile threw himself backwards 
before performing several rapid reverse handsprings, stones crashing to the ground all 
around him before he flipped fully backwards once and landed in a crouch, skidding 



backwards with a grunt and grinning coldly at the fallen corpse of the giant dog, laying 
half-in and half-out of the deep hole in the ground. Then he snarled and glanced up at the 
feline that was staring down at him in horror.

They looked at each other, their eyes seeming to meet, and then the feline snarled before 
roaring and starting to run forwards: the Drakkaren snarled, raising his hands as dust and 
small stones hailed around him, before he straightened in surprise as a strange ghost image 
passed in front of his eyes… and then he heard the hiss of a surface-to-air missile before he 
watched it collide with the cat’s face, sending it reeling backwards as it screamed in pain.

Several more missiles followed up after this, slamming into the giant’s upper body and 
face, explosions filling the sky for a moment before it fell backwards and into another 
building that fell in on it, stone and rock half burying its broken, destroyed features. Zerrex 
looked at this for a few moments, then he slowly turned around and smiled faintly at what 
he saw, unable to deny his surprise.

Huck grinned a bit, his face still a bit swollen as he lowered a massive missile launcher 
with what looked almost like a huge, oversized banana clip from his shoulder. He was 
standing on the back of a military jeep, and Albatross was leaning on the door with the 
sniper rifle balanced against his shoulder. A moment later, two other vehicles showed up, 
these with a gunner standing on the back and manning a huge automatic rifle on a tripod 
instead of a platform. The two jeeps were also stuffed with Dragokkaren soldiers… and 
then Huck called embarrassedly: “Uh… hey, Boss!”

I already had to lecture… well, Mercury, I guess, but to you Mist and Shine… on 
leaders not running into battle.” Zerrex said softly, but his voice carried as he walked over to 
the others, tilting his head as he looked from one to the other before smiling a bit more. 
“But I’ll save that for later, since you just saved my ass.”

“Fuck no.” Huck snorted and shook his head, grinning as he slapped Albatross on the 
head, who glared up at him as he dropped the launcher almost carelessly, making several of 
the Dragokkaren soldiers wince. Then he sat down on the back of the slightly-raised 
platform on the back of the jeep, looking across at Zerrex amusedly. “Don’t you start with 
that sick shit, Lord Zerrex. Those other giant’s corpses are kinda hard to hide.”

The reptile laughed a bit, rubbing the back of his head, then he glanced over to 
Albatross as the one-eyed reptile said quietly: “We’re sorry for our behavior earlier, Lord 
Zerrex. We decided that we had to make it up to you… and at least offer you a bit of 
support. We’ve had scouts posted inside the city looking and watching for signs of you… 
but you hid yourself  pretty damn well.

Of course… when the riot broke out… we figured you had something to do with it. We 
got the details from some of the… children, they called themselves, and made our way into 
the city through our secret tunnel.” He paused and then said softly: “I’m sorry about Queen 
Cherry.”

Zerrex felt a pang… but then he smiled faintly and nodded quietly, closing his eyes and 
touching his chest. “She and… my daughter Cindy… are in here now. Along with Lone, 



too.” He laughed faintly and shook his head slowly, murmuring quietly as he kept his eyes 
shut tight: “I didn’t know what to do with Lone, after all… but I wanted to tear him out of 
the Empty One that had stolen his form and soul. So I dealt with Alone and his unit of 
soldiers… so I have just one more stop I need to make.”

Albatross and Huck both nodded, then the latter Dragokkaren clapped him on the 
shoulder, meeting his eyes when the reptile glanced up at him quietly. “Alright Boss. You 
got my condolences too… but if it’s any solace, we hear that Marina is alive at least, kept 
inside Narrius’s mansion. They call her China Goddess sometimes, because no one’s ever 
allowed to touch her and even the Patriarch treats her as fragile.

Look, if you wanna go ahead to make that final strike and take her back, now is 
definitely the time to do it.” The Dragokkaren continued, glancing around at the other 
soldiers. “Apparently the soldiers are even without any direction right now. Someone 
bombed the main communications building, maybe kamikazed it, no one knows shit right 
now with how crazy it’s all been. But the last command they got was to withdraw from 
whatever combat situations they were in to protect the gates, protect the bases, and the 
vulnerable genetics and military facilities. We had a hell of a fight blasting through the 
fuckin’ main gate after we blew it to shit, but after that? Smooth sailing. Didn’t even try to 
chase us or fire more than a few shots in our general direction once we started headin’ down 
the road.

“We took the scenic tour, you know, to check out the lay of the land… and we 
happened to pass by Narrius’s Estate, in the palace district at the north end of town, before 
we saw felt the tremors from whatever the fuck happened here and let those three freaks of 
nature out. Completely unguarded… gates wide open… even the turrets are unmanned.” 
Huck grinned widely, before he made a face. “One problem, though. There were RED 
Minions on patrol, Black Requiem’s dudes… big, scary fuckheads that I was really really 
tempted to rocket, but this piece of  shit is useless for anything other than long range.”

Huck kicked the large missile launcher sitting beside him on the jeep, and the soldiers 
winced as Zerrex made a face himself, rubbing a hand through his hair as Albatross said 
bluntly: “You want to stop hitting the explosives, Huck?”A pause as the large Dragokkaren 
blushed deep red and looked lamely around at the soldiers, and then the blue-scaled reptile 
flapped his wings once before furling them against his back again and glancing over at 
Zerrex mildly. “If you want, we can bring you to the palace while these other two jeeps 
make lightning strikes at the facilities around here. We’ll stir up some havoc, and then after 
we drop you at the Patriarch’s mansion, blow a hole in the least-guarded area and prepare 
you an escape route through the Untouchable District.”

I’d appreciate that quite a bit.” Zerrex said softly, then nodded firmly as Albatross smiled 
slightly and extended a hand, the Drakkaren reaching out to clasp it and pump it once 
firmly. “Let’s break some skulls, Albatross.”

“Hell yeah!” Huck shouted, pumping a fist in the air and yelling: “Hey, soldiers! You 
ready to raise some havoc?”



From hell, sir!” shouted back the unit of Dragokkaren, thumping their feet against the 
floor of  the jeep and all of  them grinning up at Huck. 

The reptile nodded firmly at the reply, clapping his hands as he paced back and forth, 
then shouted again: “Who are we fighting for, soldiers?”

Hez’Ranna!” They called back in perfect synchronization, and roared to the sky as 
Zerrex grinned and shook his head slowly, and Drake said amusedly in his head: This is one 
way to cause a distraction…

What do we want? Come on you pussies, raise your voices high, show some spirit!” 
Huck yelled again encouragingly, flapping his arms and grinning wider, and the soldiers 
clapped thrice before shouting back a single word that made Zerrex close his eyes and tilt 
his head up with a soft sigh, as if a gentle breeze had just blown over his features. 
Freedom… 

Then the soldiers gave another loud, brazen cheer, and the Drakkaren opened his eyes as 
Albatross bowed to him and Huck slid to the side of the platform, nudging the rocket 
launcher over and sitting down with a grin to Zerrex, nudging him teasingly with an elbow 
as he adjusted his unsurprisingly-dirty military uniform and saying cheerfully: “Never 
thought our first date would go like this, huh? And after you kicked my ass.”

Funny. You said the same thing to me, first mission we worked together.” Albatross said 
dryly, as he climbed in to sit on Zerrex’s other side, and making the Drakkaren snort 
laughter as the jeeps twisted carefully around to take on a basic convoy formation, the jeep 
that Zerrex sat in with the two rebel commanders in the center position as they drove 
quickly down the empty streets of the locked-down city. Huck rolled his eyes, then 
Albatross turned his attention to the reptile sitting between them, glancing down at him 
curiously. “And you are much smaller than I remember.”

“I have the same genetic enhancement as some of the children.” The Drakkaren replied, 
rubbing the back of  his head and coughing a bit. “I can shift my size up and down at will.”

Kick-ass.” Huck grinned stupidly down at him, his eyes widening as he looked down at 
the reptile curiously. “So, like, can you um. Change the sizes of  different things-”

Huck.” The blue-scaled Dragokkaren rolled his lavender eye, and the other large reptile 
gave him an injured look as Zerrex snorted laughter. “But I suppose that certainly comes in 
handy for infiltration and whatnot.”

Zerrex nodded a bit as he glanced ahead down the road, watching as they rolled around a 
corner before frowning slightly and looking up at the other males thoughtfully. “I thought 
Narrius stayed in his Estate all night. Is there any information on where he’s gone or 
hiding-” A pause, and a wince of pain as he touched his head. The other two looked at him 
with concern, and the Drakkaren rose a hand, laughing faintly. “Sorry. It’s… the strain on 
my body from all the battles I’ve been doing today. I’ve gotten a touch beaten up.”

The commanders nodded sympathetically, then Huck threw his arm around Zerrex and 
squeezed him against his side, looking down at him with a smile. “No problem, Boss. But 
no, we got no clue what the hell is up with the Patriarch…” he frowned slightly. “Intel from 



the children, before we sent them off to our various little checkpoints, encampments, and 
the main base – ‘cept yeah, I’m sure there’s still plenty of them hanging out around the city 
in hiding somewhere – tell us that he left with a full military escort, plowed his way 
through friend and foe alike, and headed to some Enforcer-guarded facility in the military 
sector. The giants were probably just a distraction to take the eyes off  him.”

The Drakkaren made a face, then he sighed and nodded. “Outflanked again.” He 
paused, then sat back a bit, then frowned a bit and asked, looking embarrassed: “Do you… 
have enough resources to supply the children? I know that having too many soldiers is… 
just as bad as having too few… and that they’ll make it even more obvious where the base is 
and all that…”

Well, good luck bombing it.” Albatross said mildly, then he shared a grin with Huck as 
Zerrex looked back and forth curiously, before the Dragokkaren continued calmly as the 
other reptile rocked giddily back and forth with his childish expression just widening: “It 
seems that the children haven’t just rioted here, but communicated using Narrius’s wide-
range radio network to broadcast the… passing of Queen Cherry and the rise of a certain 
Lord Zerrex to the entire nation of Hez’Ranna. There’s fast-tracked reports of revolts 
through every major town, and we’ve even hacked into Narrius’s radio frequencies to 
confirm… his generals are so frazzled that they haven’t even bothered to code their 
messages in some cases.”

His entire network has collapsed from the inside in one night… his military 
infrastructure just took a major blow at his only weak point and fell apart.” Huck said 
cheerfully, then squeezed Zerrex amiably again, winking down at him. “Pretty good for our 
young rookie savior. Now his entire military force has been left scattered and damaged, half 
of his artillery batteries have been destroyed, his facilities have been trashed and his generals 
are completely disorganized and panicked. Even if he orders a full-out attack against us 
with his long range weapons, we’ll pick it up fast enough to counter… and we’ve even 
blown holes in the Great Wall protecting the city to drag out some of his portable 
technologies.”

The smaller lizard nodded slowly, resting back a bit on the platform as they twisted 
around another corner, and then glanced up ahead to gaze thoughtfully over a pair of 
shattered gates, dead corpses of soldiers littered around the gaping opening as the rolled 
easily through. Zerrex noted that the high turrets on either side of the gate were 
undamaged… but the soldiers inside were slumped dead over the sides, and he had no 
problem guessing that they had been the neat work of  Albatross. 

They drove on in relative quiet for a short while, switching to more serious topics and 
instead discussing tactics, times and what they should do before Zerrex checked over his 
armament: kwaibar, revolver, and Cherry’s whip, with plenty of additional rounds for the 
second. He’d lost his handguns sometime during the brawls he’d gone through and the 
other junk he’d been carrying on him, likely when he’d gotten into the fight with the giants.

Together, the three decided that the Drakkaren would take a total of two hours to make 
it to the Untouchable District after they dropped him off: the jeeps would concentrate their 



attacks on blowing holes in the surrounding gates and doing a ‘mad jackal’ operation, 
tossing grenades out of the vehicles at random to sow confusion in the ranks of the 
enemies and distract them from their actual aim, but without actively making too many 
attempts to damage the opponent’s military forces or even their buildings. It seemed almost 
ridiculous… but it would also give Zerrex a fairly obvious path to follow to reach back to 
the Untouchable District, which would likely take a good forty minutes or so on foot to 
reach, and up to double that if  he tried to do so stealthily.

He nodded at this, then glanced up to the side, and his face turned stony as the jeeps 
rolled to a halt in front of the Narrius Estate. It looked just like the old Estate from his 
past memories of home, but enlarged and with an entire extra wing on one side, and a few 
extra floors piled onto the original building. Both Huck and Albatross remained quiet, 
looking at the reptile as he stared at the mansion… and then he smiled grimly as he stood 
and hopped off the back, glancing up at the two Dragokkaren commanders and saying 
softly: “I’ll see you in two hours. And if I’m not back by then with my daughter, assume the 
worst… I’ll either catch up to you later, or you guys will just have to manage without me.”

“Yeah, but I doubt it’ll be the last.” Huck replied with a bit of a smile, then he nodded 
firmly down to lizard and struck a rigid salute. “You take care of yourself, Boss, and kick 
some ass.”

We’ll be waiting for you, Lord Zerrex. Watch your back.” Albatross added mildly, and 
Zerrex nodded in return to the two before turning away and walking through the open steel 
gates and down the pathway towards the double doors leading into the main hall of the 
Narrius Estate. He paused to stand quietly in front of them with one hand gripping the 
handle tightly, bowing his head forwards and closing his eyes as he listened to the jeeps 
driving off, engines roaring as they left him there to face his next challenge alone.

He did know, however… that he at least had something to go back to. And he was 
infinitely glad that the rebels hadn’t made an enemy of him, despite their actions against 
each other: it made it easier to bear this weight somehow, as he quietly squeezed the golden 
handle of the ironwood doors, his gaze flicking down slowly as he murmured softly: “Just 
let my daughter be alright, and I think I can survive this hell… let me take her to a safe 
place, let me get her back to the rebel base… and I think I can make sure everything will be 
okay.”

He bowed his head forwards in thought for a few more moments… then sighed and 
quietly pushed his way inside through the doors and pulled them closed behind him, 
stepping into the luxurious entrance hall and looking around in distaste at the elegant 
carpeting, the pictures on the wall, and almost shivering at the malignant air that filled the 
place. He could feel his father’s presence emanating from every tile, every fiber of the 
building… and it disgusted him. All he wanted to do was get through here, find his 
daughter, and then get out as fast as possible… before his eyes flicked upwards as he saw a 
dark shape on one of  the balconies above move.

It turned liquid before the reptile could get a fix on what it was, transforming into a 
boiling blackness that arced through the air, leaving a long tail behind it before falling to 



the floor below in the space between the twin staircases leading up and reforming into a 
crouched, silent Dragokkaren clad in a plain suit, with black, liquid scales that quickly 
solidified and burning red eyes that flicked up to meet Zerrex’s emerald… before the 
creature fell forwards with a snarl, grasping its head, features shifting and changing and the 
eyes flickering as a strange buzz filled the air.

A moment later, Requiem stood and opened his eyes, back to the cold sapphire Zerrex 
had once known… and his body shifted a bit, features changing slightly to better mimic his 
old, hard face as he walked forwards and straightened the dark lapels of the black-energy 
suit he wore, looking both disgusted and filled with deep self-loathing as he murmured 
softly: “My apologies, Zerrex. I didn’t want to have to meet you under these 
circumstances… never dreamed that brother would return, nor that he would have become 
so… demented.”

Zerrex nodded almost stiffly; not from dislike, but simply trying to maintain control of 
himself as he glanced over Requiem’s black-scaled body, murmuring softly: “I am too. I 
never wanted to fight you to begin with… and I certainly don’t want to do it again, 
especially in these kinds of  circumstances.”

“Yes… with so-called ‘powers’ that are a mockery of nature, even more disgusting than 
guns and of the cheap products of the same science that produced such abominations to 
begin with.” Requiem replied in a mutter, then he shook his head slowly and winced, the 
darkness over his body becoming semisolid, writhing along his form as he closed his eyes 
and took a deep breath as black liquid dripped from him like melted wax, before his body 
stabilized and locked back into shape.

He gave a faint smile at Zerrex’s expression of sympathy and horror, raising a hand and 
shaking his head a bit. “It’s not your concern. My body has the same sort of properties as 
Drake, who I can sense inside of you, complete with his physical essence locked back into 
place.” He paused, then tilted his head forwards. “I feel… different mixing energies as well. 
I can recognize them, but they’re hard to place… a lot of my memories are fuzzy from the 
nephilim that’s binding my body together but also attempting to control my mind.” A pause 
and a snort of disgust. “Like I’d ever allow myself to be controlled by a two-bit science 
project… I’m deeply hurt by how much brother has apparently not only undervalued me, 
but also you, by trying to seal and control us both with test-tube grown ghosts.”

Fuck that! Drake snorted, raging quietly in Zerrex’s head, but the reptile shoved him 
mentally aside as he replied in a calm voice, the faintest of smiles playing about his muzzle: 
“Father never has appreciated us, Requiem. I’m sorry, but it’s true… and this is just the 
proof.” A pause and a glance upwards. “Then again, I guess he’s never appreciated the world, 
either, which he’s wracking just as much hell on.

“But to answer your question, yeah. Cherry… Cindy… and even Lone.” He quietly 
tapped his chest, lowering his muzzle a bit and looking more at the Dragokkaren’s feet than 
his face. “Their energies, their… souls, are inside me. They were… too damaged from 
Narrius’s experiments, too twisted up, and I couldn’t bear to let even that jerkoff Lone live 
on as Alone.” He smiled a bit and met Requiem’s eyes as the Dragokkaren looked at him 



softly, with a sympathy he didn’t feel he deserved: his uncle’s situation was worse than his 
own, after all. “So it’s the water nephilim inside you, is it?”

Apparently also the last… you seem to have gone through the other nephilim fairly 
quickly.” Requiem said softly, and Zerrex blinked a bit as the Dragokkaren smiled slightly. 
“It’s the reason you were able to remove their souls… they were likely already jarred loose 
from being forced to share room with the nephilim, and Drake can control the flow and 
energy of the lower-functioning experimental creatures. Cherry was sealed with fire, and 
regulated by some sort of device Mengele used… Alone had electricity, and he and the 
nephilim were transferred every now and then to another body, another Empty One that 
took on his form, and the nephilim aided in that process… and Cindy had both light and 
darkness in her.” He stopped, then added quietly: “You have my deepest apologies from me, 
for being unable to stop them from doing the terrible things I’ve heard rumored had been 
done to her. She was a beautiful person, and always so innocent, standing above the seas of 
blood that the rest of  our family seems to be drowning in.”

“Thank you.” Zerrex murmured quietly, then he glanced down before looking back up, 
hesitating a bit before finally finding himself unable to resist, as Narrius tilted his head 
curiously: “Is Marina…”

Requiem laughed dryly and nodded slowly. “She is… she’s alive and been kept… 
healthy.” The Dragokkaren seemed hesitant to say more however, looking down and lacing 
his fingers together before he looked up and added mildly: “I was always told to watch her 
and protect her. Brother had such little interest in taking care of her, but that was probably 
for the best… and yes, he did order experiments upon her body… and she is changed, but 
she is…” He glanced down, then looked back up and smiled faintly. “At the periods like 
this, where I can break the nephilim’s hold on my mind, I used to sit with her, and we 
would talk. It would be like talks I wish I had with you, Zerrex… and I have always done 
everything in my power to protect her, but I fear it was never much.”

The Drakkaren nodded, swallowing a bit and meeting the dark Dragokkaren’s sapphire 
eyes as he said softly: “You were always more of a father to me than anything else, 
Requiem… and always a good one.” He paused and glanced down, rubbing the back of 
head as the tall creature looked startled, then softened and gazed at Zerrex with compassion 
before the reptile managed to ask in a hesitant voice: “What did… Narrius… he said 
something about using her to continue the bloodline…”

She’s… pregnant with his child.” Requiem glanced away, and Zerrex felt a deep pain tear 
his chest as the Dragokkaren looked down and murmured softly: “I’m sorry.” A few 
moments of silence passed… and then he glanced back up and sighed softly, continuing in 
a gentle voice: “She’s less than a week away now from the child being viable enough to 
remove from her body… and to be placed into a genetic chamber for alteration. My 
brother wishes to create a perfect being of sorts, that he will train and who will serve him 
as a… ‘true son,’ in his words. I am sorry… I am so very, truly sorry, Zerrex. For his harsh 
words and worse, despicable actions.



But she does not want the child… she says it festers inside her like a monster or a 
demon.” He shook his head slowly, then pointed up and to the right, and Zerrex followed 
his gaze to an archway at the top of the stairs that bridged into a hall. “She’s at the end of 
the corridor at the top of the stairs… through a pair of unlocked doors, waiting for you to 
save her. When you see her…” Requiem struggled for a few moments to find the words, 
then he looked down as if embarrassed, speaking quietly: “I’ve never said it to her, but give 
her my love. And Zerrex… you too, I love as my own. You’re family, and more… you’ve 
always been my favorite student, and you’ve always been admirable, in my eyes.” He paused, 
meeting his emerald eyes quietly with his own sapphire. “And I know it makes this all 
harder, but it is something I don’t want to back away from saying.”

Zerrex nodded, then he dropped to a kneel and lowered his head, closing his eyes and 
bowing respectfully. “And I thank you for that… it means… so much to me.” He paused, 
then looked up and smiled faintly as Requiem’s lapis eyes met his again. “So is there 
anything else? Or are we going to have to move on to the more unpleasant business now?”

You’ve always been so goddamn impatient.” Requiem murmured, then he shook his head 
slowly before brushing at his chest as Zerrex stood and laughed quietly. A moment later, he 
closed his eyes, before saying softly: “But you’re right. If I keep on with these speeches, I’m 
going to ambush you by accident when the nephilim takes back over. I just want to say 
again, that I’m sorry for how things worked out.”

It’s not your fault. Don’t blame yourself.” Zerrex said softly, then he paused and slid one 
foot forwards, raising his hands in a ready position as he murmured quietly: “And I’ll gladly 
pass your words on to my daughter. I’m sorry that I have to kill you again.”

Don’t get cocky now.” Requiem opened his blue eyes, smiling slightly as he rolled his 
shoulders, his suit vanishing into his body as the dark liquid rippled over his form, leaving 
him standing sexless and powerful, his eyes flashing as he spread his arms and said clearly: 
“Zerrex. I’m afraid this battle will be different from our last, because you’ll be fighting the 
nephilim that’s usurping my memories instead of me: it will use every tactic it knows, every 
cheap trick at its disposal to attempt to destroy you. Don’t underestimate its skills, since 
they’re born of mine, and improved by its filthy powers. I’m sorry this fight can’t be fair and 
even.”

The Drakkaren snorted and grinned coldly, rolling his shoulders slowly, and then he 
held out his hands: he felt excited and anxious… and he could feel Drake squirming inside 
his head, hungry for the battle. He couldn’t blame the creature: Requiem would be more 
than a challenge, especially with the water nephilim in his head calling the shots and forcing 
the Dragokkaren to use abilities and attacks he otherwise would never touch. It was both 
terrible and wonderful, a new chance to once more prove himself: a new test to pass that he 
knew would leave him in pain, but would also give him the satisfaction of showing that he 
had indeed mastered his body… and the quieter happiness of being able to honorably place 
Requiem to rest.

He closed his eyes, then rolled his head on his shoulders and opened them as he 
straightened a bit, shifting his stance slightly as the Dragokkaren tilted his head with 



interest, Zerrex feeling his own darkness writhing across his form before forming a tighter 
armor on his body, as he said clearly: “It’s still fair and even, Requiem… you have your 
tricks, I have mine.” He paused, then added quietly: “Now let’s finish this, uncle. Again we 
have to meet on the field of battle… but we’ll face this cruel joke and overcome, as we 
always have. And I won’t let this mockery continue.”

I’ll be counting on you then, Zerrex.” Requiem said clearly, before he closed his eyes and 
snarled, head shaking back and forth… before his face twisted and became almost blank of 
features, and when he opened his eyes again, they shone crimson as the water nephilim, 
Black Requiem, stared across at him furiously.

He saw hate in those eyes, and cruel intelligence, and the Drakkaren snarled as he tilted 
his head and called darkly: “So you’re the freak that’s dared to try and take over a true 
warrior, huh? Just like with Lone, I’m going to enjoy crushing you to the ground and 
tearing you apart, bit-by-bit, piece-by-piece.” He stopped, then shouted in a raw, angry 
voice: “I won’t let scum like you play games with true soldiers, who live, breathe, and die for 
honor, not just for power and self-indulgence!”

 Black Requiem merely continued to stare, however… then suddenly grinned callously 
and split down the middle as it seemed to step in opposite directions. As it broke apart, its 
body filled in the other half of its form, until two versions of the dark creature stood side 
by side, a few sparse droplets of dark water rolling across its form as it rippled before 
settling again. Zerrex merely snorted at this, however, then he held out a hand and the 
greatsword of dark energy came into being, making the creatures hesitate as the reptile said 
coldly: “You’re not the only special monster here anymore. I’ve got a nasty little friend 
myself, I’m afraid, who I think is starting to finally get along with me.”

Bite me. I just enjoy watching you kill things. Drake mumbled, almost seeming strangely 
embarrassed… then he winced as the pair of dark Dragokkaren set themselves. Zerrex 
readied himself, holding the huge dark blade out on an angle as the dark nephilim added: 
Look. My energy won’t be as effective on these creatures as the giants you took down 
outside. They’re made of the same stuff as I am, an amorphous jelly capable of taking solid 
form-

Don’t talk about jelly. You make me think of lubricant, and masturbating with you 
around would be awkward. Zerrex murmured in his head, which shut Drake up and let him 
clear his mind, smiling slightly as he tilted his head forwards and said calmly: “Showtime. 
Come to me, or I’ll go to you.”

The two Dragokkaren immediately lowered their heads, snarling, then charged forwards 
before one grabbed the hands of the other and leapt forwards: his partner spun him 
towards Zerrex as the first Dragokkaren flipped and performed a twisting double-scissor 
kick, but the reptile easily ducked under this before snarling and bringing a hand up to 
smash through the body of the dark-liquid creature, the other easily holding the dark sword 
in a defensive position across his body.

Both of them grinned viciously as the standing Dragokkaren leapt backwards, releasing 
his partner’s hand as Zerrex’s fist and forearm ripped through his stomach… and then it 



simply exploded above him, splashing dark goo over the reptile’s body and causing the 
reptile to stagger backwards. He gave a cry of disgust as he felt the black sword dissipate 
back into darkness, the oil-colored liquid that had splattered over his body clinging to him 
like goo and then seeming to become heavy: a moment later, that heaviness was joined by a 
feeling of agony as the thick splotches of goo over his body shot spikes through everywhere 
it had managed to splatter, causing Zerrex to cry out in agony as he fell forwards to his 
knees, weighed down and his muscles torn apart by the dark gunk.

Black Requiem grinned wider, then charged forwards, drawing its arm back as its hand 
turned into a straight, flat razor, its arm in the center of the rectangular, meter-long blade 
as it hardened instantly… before the creature’s eyes widened and it leapt back instead of 
continuing to sprint forwards as darkness covered Zerrex’s body before spiking out in all 
directions and violently shivering, dislodging the gunk and knocking it to the ground. 
Immediately, the dark goo slid back along the floor to rejoin with the Dragokkaren, as it 
stood and snarled, watching Zerrex slowly stand as his own black mass receded back along 
his body, spikes shrinking as he muttered quietly to Drake: “Thanks. I wasn’t expecting 
that.”

Like everyone’s told you, watch your ass. Drake replied coldly. This isn’t like the other 
nephilim, nor is he someone you can hope to beat down with brute force. He’s literally 
living liquid… and now he’s got the intellect and experiences of your uncle compounded 
with that nearly-invincible body. Ever try to empty a tub of water by just smacking it with 
your fists?

Got to break what’s holding it together, not the water, got it.” Zerrex murmured, then he 
straightened and rubbed at his other arm, wincing a bit as a thin flow of blood pattered 
down. It hurt worst of all the nasty, stabbing pains he now felt all over his body… most 
likely because that had been one of the places where the spikes of the creature had ripped 
right through. He made a face, hoping that at least the muscle wasn’t compromised, as he 
flexed his hand slowly; his fingers felt a bit numb, but they seemed to be working fine 
otherwise, and he took a slow breath as Black Requiem breathed softly and grasped his arm, 
shifting the giant razor back into a plain hand.

He had never faced an opponent this dangerous or this experienced… or so willing to 
use any tactics necessary to end the battle as quickly as possible. It added to the excitement, 
yes… but it also made the Drakkaren even more apprehensive, snarling slightly and 
wondering if he had been a bit too confident in stepping into this battle. He had also been 
forced to realize that he needed to maintain concentration of some kind, some sort of calm 
over everything else, in order to use Drake’s powers effectively… but they did at least seem 
to be synchronizing their abilities, as Zerrex focused his body and his mind, rolling his 
shoulders and readying himself.

Black Requiem gazed at him with a mix of contempt and disgust, then grinned again as 
an arm and leg suddenly tore their way out of his chest, followed by a bowed head and a 
body: a moment later, a clone of the creature stepped free as if ducking through a low 
doorway, followed by another… and yet another, as these beings split as well until Zerrex 



found himself facing a group of at least twenty clones. They all glared at him with cold 
hate in their ruby eyes and their bodies rippling like pools of standing-tall water under 
glass, and the Drakkaren tensed as he focused and created a straight blade of  dark energy.

The ‘two’ faced each other, twenty Black Requiems and a single Zerrex that was mixed 
with the essence of his family and soaked with Drake’s dark powers… and then the reptile 
snorted before straightening and flicking his other wrist, causing another sword to appear in 
his hand as he looked coldly across at the group and said clearly: “Make as many as you 
want… I have no fear of  you.”

The Dragokkaren shifted, growling… and then the giant standing tall in the back 
cocked its head upwards with a vicious grin and rose a hand, pointing at Zerrex. 
Immediately, the nineteen other giants surged forwards, and Zerrex snarled as he lowered 
himself  slightly before leaping forwards and into the crowd of  soldiers.

He ducked, spinning on his toes and lunging to the side as one swung out at him, 
immediately slashing upwards with one of the katanas and slicing its forearm from its body, 
causing it to snarl and draw back as its removed limb immediately dissolved into black 
water that splattered uselessly on the floor. At the same time, the Drakkaren snapped his 
other katana backwards and upwards, slicing into the crotch and abdomen of another giant 
to send it stumbling backwards, before ducking and swaying out of the way of another dark 
Dragokkaren as it ran forwards, evading ghost images as he sensed another leaping at him 
from behind and going into a slide: immediately, he leapt backwards, throwing his arms 
above his head and arching his back as the Dragokkaren slid beneath him… before twisting 
to flip his body over and land in skidding crouch, knuckles pressing against the fabric of 
the rug and the other arm raised, sword pointed out towards the group of liquid creatures 
as his emerald eyes flashed.

He leapt forwards, once more immediately surrounded by the nineteen Dragokkaren as 
their leader watched coldly, ducking as one of them attempted to punch him and instead 
smashed the enemy behind it: instead of knocking the other clone backwards, however, it 
only melded into its body before the creature was pulled forwards as it by a magnetic force, 
and Zerrex barely managed to slide out of the way in time to avoid being sandwiched by 
the two.

Then he caught a ghost image in the corner of his eye before a foot caught him under 
the chin, causing him to spit blood as he reared his head back, snarling in pain before a pair 
of powerful hands smashed into his back, knocking him flat. Then he felt hands 
pummeling into him and feet crushing him from all sides, causing him to yell and twist in 
agony, before snarling and focusing himself, slamming a foot down and spinning around, 
slashing his swords outwards and smashing a leg outwards in a hard, vicious kick at the 
same time.

He slipped quickly from the kick and slash onto his stomach, and pushed hard up into 
the air, spinning through the air and swords windmilling on either side of him before he 
landed easily on his feet and glared around at the circle of Dragokkaren. He sensed dark 
creatures on either side of him leaping forwards before he ducked, performing a half-assed 



splits with a wince as he stabbed both katanas up and slashed violently downwards, 
splattering them all over their compatriots as they liquefied. 

The other Dragokkaren stumbled backwards, snarling as the leader began to stalk 
forwards, and the reptile leapt backwards and spun around, throwing himself into a long 
roll and then wincing as he almost knocked himself flat on his ass from stepping on his 
long braid. Instead, he slipped and nearly fell, before spinning around and widening his eyes 
as he saw all seventeen dark creatures charging at him, before Drake snarled: Aim for the 
mouth!

As one of Black Requiem’s clones charged forwards, bringing its hand back, Zerrex 
jumped forwards himself and stabbed viciously upwards, ramming a katana through the 
clone’s upper jaw with a snarl. Immediately, the creature shivered violently before staggering 
backwards, ripples rolling through its form before it seemed to harden and fell apart into 
bits of  broken black clay that shattered and melted into water when it hit the ground.

Zerrex stared in surprise as the other Dragokkaren skidded to a stop, splattering into 
each other and melding together like jelly dominoes before the mishmash of dark creatures 
snarled and quickly began to melt together, reforming into one solid being that rolled its 
shoulders slowly, glaring furiously at the Drakkaren. The reptile looked back with a cold 
grin, some of the creature’s dark body essence dripping off the dark blade as he snorted 
and licked his muzzle slowly. “What’s wrong, freak? Drake knows the poem that brought 
you into creation… but last time I had to point out where the weak point was.” 

He spun the swords beside him, then rose them back in front of himself, holding them 
in an X and tilting his head as he asked mildly: “So what other tricks are you going to try 
before we meet in some good old fashioned combat, huh?” He paused, then let go of the 
swords, causing them to vanish, the dark energy sliding back between his scales and into his 
body as he looked at the Dragokkaren squarely, adding another question coolly: “Or are 
you too much of a coward, birdbath? And are we going to keep playing and dancing around 
with these theatre tricks until I finally have you one-on-one, huh?”

The creature’s body rippled a few times, muscles growing into clear definition and body 
expanding outwards as it glared furiously at the lizard, rolling its head slowly as it cracked 
its knuckles threateningly. Zerrex snorted and grinned a bit, nodding slowly as he rose his 
hands gamely and said clearly: “Much better, asshole. Let’s see just what we can do with you 
in close combat.” 

This is idiotic… Drake rumbled in his head, and Zerrex just grinned a bit wider. You 
know he’s just going to feint and use his abilities at close range… 

The reptile nodded a bit, then he replied with a murmur in his own mind, as he and 
Black Requiem began to circle: I know. In fact, it’s what I’m counting on… and you being 
synchronized enough with me to know when I give the signal for what I want to happen, 
once I find the proper opening.



Drake paused in his head… before nodding as he flipped through the reptile’s mind and 
apparently decided to trust him for once. Zerrex smiled slightly at this, before snorting as 
the dark Dragokkaren suddenly lunged forwards and swung a fist down towards him.

He leapt backwards, easily evading the ghost image, before stepping forwards and 
attempting to grab the creature’s arm; immediately, however, it became slick and watery, 
sliding easily free from Zerrex’s grip as it spun on the spot to face back-towards Zerrex, 
slamming an elbow around towards the Drakkaren’s face. Immediately, the lizard ducked 
this, easily avoiding it thanks to the ghost images that flickered in front of his eyes… 
before throwing himself to the side as his instincts yelled at him. No ghost image appeared, 
but instead only a straight spike of darkness that ripped forwards out of the creature’s side 
and attempted to pierce through his face.

He skidded along the floor, snarling and holding up his hands, before running 
forwards… and registered the sound of splashing as the Dragokkaren leapt backwards with 
a cold grin. He looked down to find himself running through a dark puddle that sloshed 
up over his boots before strands of dark jelly shot up and wrapped around his legs, 
followed quickly by limbs that formed and surged up out of the water, hands seizing his 
pants and digging into his legs as the reptile snarled, finding himself trapped in the middle 
of  the puddle as Black Requiem ran forwards.

It was like being snagged in Drake’s living shadow, as the reptile swayed on spot, unable 
to tear free as he watched the dark creature sliding forwards through its own dark gunk, feet 
melting into it as the Dragokkaren grinned vicious, red eyes burning as it swung a hand 
forwards in a hard right hook. Zerrex did the only thing he could do: he swung his own 
arm up to block the incoming ghost image, then winced as the limb struck his own and 
exploded, splattering gunk over his face and upper body.

Black Requiem continued to twist… and then he bent downwards, seeming to tear open 
at the waist as a replication of the dark Dragokkaren’s upper half ripped out of the 
creature, but this one had long, conical lances instead of forearms, stabbing them both 
forwards towards the Drakkaren.

Immediately, the lizard ducked… before wincing as the other upper half of the 
Dragokkaren swung its still-solid arm upwards in a vicious uppercut, but the reptile quickly 
swung his other arm out, blocking it with his own in an L before slamming his other fist 
down through the creature and splattering it all over the ground, then falling forwards when 
the creature solidified again and slammed both lance-arms down into his back, knocking 
him down into the dark puddle, which immediately attempted to surround and crush him.

The reptile struggled against it before forcing his limbs under him, then throwing 
himself to the side, long tendrils and strings of black gunk still clinging to him, but one of 
the lances of the Dragokkaren spearing only the carpet instead of into the lizard’s body. He 
hit the ground and rolled as the dark liquid rolled towards him in a wave and attempted to 
engulf him again, before kicking up and sliding backwards through the gunk before two 
long tentacles of black goo snapped tight around his legs again, binding him to the spot 



and then hardening, making it impossible for him to even fall over this time as Black 
Requiem’s lance-arms reformed back into its huge fists.

Zerrex snarled, then he suddenly felt pain rip through his body a moment before he felt 
his back arch, eyes snapping closed and arms reaching out to the side as Drake’s upper body 
suddenly tore out of his chest. Black Requiem’s eyes widened in shock, the crimson in them 
stuttering for a moment before Drake slammed a hand down, ripping it into the dark 
Dragokkaren’s chest and causing him to gag violently before the other hand of the dark 
nephilim flashed out, seized the creature by the top of the head, and then tore violently 
upwards, ripping the water nephilim’s head completely off.

Its skull shattered like an ancient vase in Drake’s hands, and it exploded into droplets of 
water that hailed down to the floor as the body dissolved into dark gunk. Then Zerrex 
managed to straighten with a wince, the dark nephilim slumping forwards as it withdrew 
into the reptile’s chest, before his eyes widened as the gunk in front of them shot upwards 
like a geyser and then quickly reformed into Black Requiem.

The dark Dragokkaren grinned widely as Zerrex looked at it in shock, then he snarled 
and slammed a fist forwards… which passed harmlessly straight through the creature, 
before the watery body of the Dragokkaren solidified around it, binding him in place as 
Black Requiem’s fists came up, smashing Zerrex once, twice, thrice in the face and sending 
blood shooting from his muzzle, left arm uselessly bound in its body, unable to rip free 
before the creature brought both hands back and snarled viciously, ready to crush in the 
Drakkaren’s skull as his head hung limply, maw and nose bleeding heavily.

Before it could, however, the reptile’s head suddenly snapped upwards, his right arm 
cocked back, and then he slammed a straight palm hard into the creature’s breast, causing 
the creature to shudder as a ripple passed through its entire body and Zerrex’s palm sank 
into the monstrosity… then he grinned coldly as the dark gunk began to cover his hand 
and crawl up his arm. A moment later, however, its eyes widened as it tried to move but 
failed, arms frozen in place and the black liquid surrounding all four of the lizard’s limbs 
suddenly turning to clay, then falling away and shattering into dusty water when it hit the 
floor.

The dark creature gargled, ripples passing through its body and chunks of it slowly 
beginning to fall off… before one of Drake’s hands tore out of its mouth, followed by an 
arm… and then another knocked off the entire top of Black Requiem’s head, which fell 
and shattered uselessly on the ground. Then the dark nephilim straightened, his upper half 
grotesquely sticking out of the creature’s neck as he leaned back a bit and smiled slightly 
down at Zerrex, looking almost impressed. “Nice idea. I fried the poor bastard… I’ll 
refrain from making any remarks out of  respect for… your respect for him.”

Then the dark nephilim dissolved into darkness and flowed in a spiraling arc through 
the air and back into Zerrex’s body, causing the reptile to wince and roll his shoulders as a 
thrill of pain and strange exhilaration ran through him… before pausing and frowning a 
bit. Most of the creature had been reduced to dust or dirty water that was already soaking 
through the floor… but part of it was slowly reforming into a frail, broken Drakkaren. The 



real lizard looked at this with strange softness as it dripped black gunk to the floor below, 
before looking up with eyes that flashed from dying red back to blue.

“Not as long as last time, nearly…” Requiem rasped… then he laughed faintly as he 
began to dissolve, dark liquid rolling off his body and his form half-melting before 
solidifying again, apparently from force of will. He twitched a bit as he panted on the 
ground, before looking up at Zerrex and giving a faint smile. “Good luck. And… put 
brother to rest…”

A moment later, he slumped forwards, and his eyes lost their color before he melted into 
the ground, and Zerrex felt a strange roll through his body, looking down at himself as he 
almost felt the energy rolling into his form, Drake pulling in the darkness and that strange 
energy floating in the air around his body and seeming to gorge himself on it while at the 
same time, filling the lizard’s body with the leftover.

Zerrex straightened, looking at the spreading water stains on the carpet and hating that 
this was all that remained of Requiem… but at the same time, somehow feeling it was 
almost fitting. He was one with the world again, he flowed with the waters, down another 
path, another journey to the sea… and the lizard smiled faintly before glancing quietly up 
at the hallway the Dragokkaren had pointed out earlier.

He stood for a few long moments, looking up there, and even Drake was silent… before 
the lizard slowly made his way to the nearest staircase and climbed it, every step so damn 
hard, so damn heavy. The Drakkaren looked down quietly at the carpeted stairs, and then 
the hardwood floor of the second level as he stepped up onto the landing and found 
himself  staring down the long, empty corridor at the pair of  ornate doors at the end.

The reptile slowly walked down the hall, and it was like the air had grown thick, like 
gravity was weighing him down more and more with every step. His heart thudded quietly 
in his chest, and apprehension made his body tremble as he wiped at the blood smeared on 
his face, boots sounding so goddamn loud as he thudded down the hallway before he 
stopped at the doors and grasped the handle. The cold felt too cold, the metal too solid, 
and even though they moved with ease, it seemed to take far too much strength to open the 
doors and pull them slowly open… and his breath caught in his throat as his eyes settled on 
the figure of  his now sixteen year old daughter sitting on the grand, curtained bed.

She was beautiful… slender and slim, good-sized breasts just like her mother, lithe and 
with attractive, slender arms. She had good visible muscle on her arms, but not so much… 
and everything else was covered by a long black dress with a pair of cloth weave straps that 
held it up over her shoulders. It was cut high up to her thigh on one side, but her legs were 
primly crossed and it hung to her ankles, leaving her legs completely hidden beneath it.

Her scales almost glowed… they were the same emerald as his, but he could see from 
her cleavage and the rest of the visible inside of her body that they turned a much lighter 
green over her inner body. She also had those same brilliant blue eyes he remembered, which 
currently smiled up at him softly… and the only visible change to her body that he guessed 
were from Narrius’s experiments was the addition of a large black fin that sprouted from 



her forehead and went back to the back of her neck, shaped almost like a dark, thin 
Mohawk. 

Finally, she had a few bits of jewelry on… and a strange, glowing collar around her neck, 
locked with some sort of strange-shaped, silver clasp with several clear crystal studs, inside 
which danced strange blue lights. She looked up at him with a strange tranquility before she 
slowly stood up, five inches or so shorter than his current, shortest height, but the tall fin 
adding those necessary inches to make her the same height as him. They looked at each 
other for a few long moments, and then she quietly opened her arms and whispered softly: 
“Hello, Daddy. It’s been too long… and I’ve been so excited waiting for you.”

Hello, Marina.” Zerrex replied quietly, and then he stepped forwards and wrapped his 
arms tight around her waist as she clung to him and pushed her head against his chest, her 
arms wrapping tight around his neck as he lifted her up and spun her around several times 
with a loud, happy laugh, feeling tears rising to his eyes again – Gods, this had been such an 
emotional day, and he could feel it all welling up in him…

“Take my collar off, please, father.” Marina said in her soft, calm voice, as Zerrex put her 
down and looked at her oddly, and she smiled quietly. “It represses my abilities and 
emotions, so I’m sorry if  I seem off  at all. I can’t remove it myself.”

Zerrex nodded, then he quietly reached up and undid the clasp, before tossing the collar 
away… and Marina’s eyes flickered a few time before a bright, happy smile spread over her 
face, she squealed: “Daddy!” in a louder voice, and tackled him backwards onto the bed, 
laughing loudly and squeezing his head into her bosom as his eyes widened and he laughed 
himself, flailing a bit as they rolled back and forth on the bed, the female Drakkaren yelling 
happily: “Oh thank Gods! I’m so happy to see you, I’m so damn glad! Thank you, Daddy, I 
knew you’d come for me, I knew everything that Cherry and Requiem told me was true…” 
Then she paused, looked into his eyes, and a flicker of pain shot through her blue eyes as 
she straddled him on the bed, quietly touching his cheek and murmuring softly: “Their 
souls… are inside you. Cherry, Lone, and Mommy’s… and the fallen angel, Drake…”

She stopped as Zerrex looked up at her in shock… and then she smiled softly, taking his 
face between his hands and leaning down to kiss him slowly, their mouths meeting for a few 
moments as Zerrex’s eyes widened even further, and he felt the pregnant bulge of her belly 
rubbing slowly against his stomach as he automatically grasped her sides. After a few 
moments, she sat up and met her father’s eyes with a soft laugh before he even managed to 
kiss back. “I didn’t mean to startle you… I just…” she paused and looked down at him 
quietly, slowly bowing her head and rubbing at her pregnant stomach gently.

He looked back up at her quietly for a few moments… then he reached up and touched 
her face as their eyes met, feeling a strange flicker through his mind… before he smiled 
faintly as she seemed to be reading into him, realizing that it was exactly what she was 
doing. He’d felt that strange paging through his mind with Drake… and he didn’t need the 
dark nephilim grumbling – but cautiously, since the creature had already recognized Zerrex 
would likely spit him out, step on him, and then eat him if he said anything bad about 
Marina – before the daughter of Zerrex smiled slightly and nodded before he could even 



ask. “You’re right. I’m a psychic, a telepath. I can read minds…” she paused and leaned 
down to kiss his cheek quietly. “I’m also a telekinetic… and I’ve been trained in all manner 
of combat as well, although carefully.” She stopped again, then said softly: “Narrius has 
used me… for all his most important experiments, to bring me close to… ‘perfect,’ in his 
words…”

She stopped, and silently brought her hands back to touch her own stomach, closing her 
eyes and bowing her head a bit as she swayed slowly on the spot, before looking down as 
Zerrex gazed up at her compassionately and quietly stroked a single tear from her eye, 
making her smile faintly as she said softly: “I know what you feel like… I can feel your 
emotions…” she silently took one of his hands, then slowly brought it up over the curve of 
her stomach, then to rest gently over her heart. “Can you feel mine?”

Just like me. You feel just like me… and just like Cindy.” Zerrex gazed up at his daughter 
softly, before smiling faintly and silently tapping his temple when Marina looked at him 
curiously. She smiled a bit in return, then gazed down into his eyes as the Drakkaren 
concentrated on a single memory: one he thought he’d never share with his daughter – 
especially like this – but now it seemed… so damn appropriate. And it wasn’t like he’d 
managed to shield her from the darkness of  the world…

He felt a firm mental reprimand, and the reptile blinked as Marina glared down at him, 
grabbing his shoulders and pushing firmly down on them as she said quietly: “Don’t you 
start that, Daddy… none of this was your fault. You aren’t weak because you couldn’t stop 
him… he was a monster, a living weapon, and modified by greedy scientists into something 
even more terrible. He was someone who even Requiem couldn’t handle in life, and he was 
your equal… now show me that damn memory of  yours, huh?” 

He laughed a bit, smiling faintly back: she sounded… just like Cindy. It made his heart 
swell up with happiness and shame for his self-pitying, before she gently stroked his face 
and leaned down to kiss his cheek quietly, and surprising him as she said gently: “You 
weren’t pitying yourself, you were just feeling needless self-degradation.”

Zerrex nodded a bit, then he laughed quietly and stroked her face gently in return, 
murmuring softly: “I’m… so damn glad you haven’t changed.” he paused, then closed his 
eyes and concentrated on that specific memory from the past, from all those years ago in 
Baskin’s Grove before he’d even known Cindy was his daughter… when Lone had raped her 
and hurt her so badly.

Marina found herself surprised as she watched this memory of her mother, of seeing 
her hurt, crying after being raped… then the comfort that followed… and she smiled 
faintly, glancing down and looking at her father softly as the memories flooded her mind 
and she processed the many long hours Zerrex had spent with Cindy… and Mary… in 
simple seconds, before taking her father’s face lightly between her hands and meeting his 
eyes lovingly. “History repeats, doesn’t it? It’s cruel… but just like my mother, I’ve only had 
sex once… and now I want my second time to be with you. I want you to purify my body 
with yours…” she halted at Zerrex’s soft look, and then smiled faintly, adding quietly: “It 
might sound like I just want to get you in bed… and I know it wasn’t your intention in any 



way to just get in my pants… but I feel that you really can purify me in the very same way 
as you did my mother.”

“Marina…” Zerrex looked up at her softly, touching her stomach gently and murmuring 
softly: “It’s your son… and it can be our son, if  you want-”

No.” Marina said softly but firmly, and Zerrex met the female’s eyes with his own, seeing 
his own steel reflected in them as she continued in the same voice: “It’s a life… and it’s his 
life.” Then she smiled coldly and added: “And I want to leave the ruins of it splattered all 
over this bed for him to find.”

Sick bitch.” Zerrex said in an awed voice, and Marina winked and giggled, blushing a bit 
as she looked down at him with a warm smile and her cheeks flushed, as his hands rolled 
over the curves of her stomach, and then he saw her eyes widen in surprise – and Gods, was 
that pleased surprise? – as he felt her rolling through his memories. “But I’m a pretty 
twisted person myself.”

“So it seems.” Marina said softly, looking down at him with love and stroking his face 
gently, then she laughed quietly and couldn’t help a faint grin coming to her face as she 
asked teasingly: “You sure that Cindy was my mother? Because paging through these 
memories of yours… she seems too damn innocent. Cherry seems to be acting a lot more 
like me.”

Zerrex laughed a bit at this and looked up at Marina amusedly, before suddenly rolling 
and making her squeal and giggle, her grin spreading wide over her muzzle as her father 
easily pinned her against the bed by the wrists, her legs to either side of him and squeezing 
him teasingly around the waist. “Some of those memories should give you nightmares… 
and if they don’t, then maybe somehow you were supposed to be Cherry’s kid but got born 
out of  Cindy by accident.” 

She smiled slightly at this, then said softly: “But they do say that the tortured become 
the torturers, after all, right? But I think we both have a natural tendency towards it 
anyway.” A pause, and then she rolled her groin against him and asked teasingly: “And does 
that give you a hint of  what I think of  the old Captain Ravenlight?”

For some reason, coming from her… it didn’t bother him. Instead, it sent a chill of 
pleasure through him as he grinned widely down at her, and as their eyes met, he felt a flash 
in his mind before an image of her chained and screaming filled his head. He jerked his 
head back in surprise, then realized she’d sent it as she flushed a bit and murmured softly: 
“I can see inside you… and feel your fear of being in power… but you do realize you’re 
superior in so many ways, right? Especially physically.” She stopped and added quietly, 
meeting his eyes as she slid her hands free of his weak grip and reached up to run her hands 
through his hair as he leaned down towards her: “We don’t submit ourselves to you because 
you’re just a big scary male, by the way… we submit to you… because we know you’ll 
protect us. You love to hurt, sure, and you love to dominate, crush wills, spirits and even 
bodies…” A pause, as she leaned up and licked his throat slowly, making him shudder a bit 
in pleasure. “But you’ll never let anyone else lay a hand on us if you can stop them, even if 
it means giving your life.”



Marina…” Zerrex said softly… but then he felt a single finger push at his muzzle, and 
she smiled slightly before gently drawing another hand down his chest, and the darkness 
covering his body slowly withdrew as her voice spoke in his mind, driving even Drake back 
with surprise as it whispered seductively: No more talk. Show me your power, Daddy. 
Purify my body with your own sacred temple… and your warrior’s staff.

The male swallowed and nodded slowly, looking down into his daughter’s eyes lovingly 
as she reached up and stroked her hands through his hair. He lowered his head at the same 
time, as the darkness that had covered him receded completely into his body, before meeting 
her lips and kissing her lovingly, working their jaws together slowly as Zerrex ground his 
body slowly down against the female’s. Their tongues danced as his strong form pushed 
down against the pregnant curve of her belly, and his hands slid slowly down to grasp her 
waist, squeezing gently into her hips as he rocked his hips lightly forwards against her, 
causing her to buck slowly in return with a soft murr as their kiss broke.

The Drakkaren smiled slightly into the female’s eyes, then he slowly slipped back, 
beginning to unbutton his pants as Marina reached behind herself, untying the knot that 
held the dress tight around her waist by means of a hidden inner belt. She slowly slid it off 
from around her shoulders as she watched her father push his pants down… then giggled 
quietly behind a hand as he mumbled about his combat boots before sitting on the bed 
beside her, watching her kick off her own heels as she said softly: “This is a lot less 
romantic or arousing then I thought it would be.”

“It’s all part of the game. Unless you want me to just rip that pretty dress off.” Zerrex 
paused, then he grinned and reached over, snagging it and causing Marina to give a short 
shriek of surprise when he knotted his hand into the cloth and simply yanked forwards as 
hard as he could, tearing the silky fabric and revealing her black bra and underwear beneath, 
causing her to flush and self-consciously grab her bulging belly as he tossed the torn-
asunder garment aside, strips of cloth floating down as he coughed and added mildly: 
“Well, it’s not something we’ll be able to carry around anyway. I’m assuming you have better 
clothes…” A pause and a glance over her body, at her large breasts that were squeezed into 
a too-small bra and her tight panties as he added mildly: “Not that I’d mind you being 
naked.”

Daddy, I hate you.” Marina said morbidly, and Zerrex snorted laughter at her childish 
expression before she paused and grinned at him, and the male blanched as his boxers 
suddenly decided to remove themselves the moment he kicked off his boots, sliding down 
his legs… then tearing in half when he kept one leg up and the other lowered, turning to 
glare at Marina as his once-boxers halted their descent down his legs, instead staring at his 
crotch. “Oh my.”

Zerrex looked back at his daughter with mild amusement as he reached up a hand and 
clicked the clasp of her bra easily with one hand, her breasts bouncing free and the brassiere 
falling to the ground as Marina blushed deeply and the Drakkaren glanced down at her 
bust, watching her half cover herself as he said softly: “Oh my. A bit swollen up there, are 
you?”



And here…” Marina replied with a bit of a smile, looking over at him as she slowly slid 
down her panties and gazed into his eyes softly, revealing her tender vagina… and the lips 
of her sex were indeed bulging outwards slightly, her clitoris already a hard, erect nub as she 
spread her legs and gently took one of her father’s hands, guiding it slowly down to rub up 
her inner thigh and towards her labia, murmuring quietly: “It’s sensitive…”

Zerrex gently cupped her inner thigh, then slowly rolled his hand to her sex, touching it 
gently, feeling her tense up a bit before the female closed her eyes and let out a soft, hot 
breath of desire as he massaged her lips slowly, feeling them already giving a bit, already wet 
and burning with passion under his fingers. He smiled slightly as she lowered her head and 
rocked it from side-to-side, panting softly with just this as he murmured: “Haven’t had any 
sexual release in a while, have you?”

“Impossible with the collar on.” Marina replied quietly, then she leaned back and closed 
her eyes, tilting her head up and letting out a quiet moan as she bucked her hips, teeth 
clenching shut as she moaned quietly: “Oh Daddy, it’s so fucking sensitive… oh Daddy…”

The larger male looked at her with his slight smile widening a bit, quietly sliding his 
fingers forwards into her body, causing her to spasm a bit as some of her sweet liquids 
trickled free and down her legs, the female groaned softly as she arched her back before 
leaning towards her father, slipping her arms up around his neck and forcing her jaws onto 
his, kissing him hungrily, passionately, and causing the male to give a grunt of surprise. His 
fingers pushed deep into her as he wrapped his other arm tight around her waist, leaning 
back against her as he felt her arms clutching him around the neck, their jaws working 
hungrily, their tongues dancing slowly as their bodies pressed closer together.

Then one of Marina’s hands slid slowly down over his chest, tracing his masculine, 
chiseled abs before grasping his thick black cock, squeezing the flaccid member before 
beginning to stroke it slowly as the male twitched in the female’s hand, and he grunted 
softly again into her muzzle as his large shaft slowly grew up towards full erection. He 
squeezed her slowly against his side as the kiss broke and his other hand continued to work 
slowly in and out of the female’s tight vagina, as she pushed her head against his chest and 
began to give short, hard pants in and out, bucking her hips harder against his thrusting, 
moving fingers.

She moaned softly, grinding her head against his masculine breast and rocking her hips 
even harder as he slid another digit forwards into her sex, moving three fingers firmly back 
and forth, in and out between the female’s tight, swollen lips and into her gripping, sensitive 
passage. She groaned again hungrily, closing her eyes in bliss and nuzzling his neck blindly 
as she rocked her hips forwards hard again and again against the male’s strong, moving 
digits, her body pulsing with pleasure, her cries becoming louder and louder against his 
chest as she continued to fiercely stroke up and down his gargantuan ebony shaft, the male 
giving soft grunts of  pleasure as he felt himself  quickly reaching full, thick erection.

Marina, meanwhile, began to buck her hips fiercely, moaning loudly into Zerrex’s neck, 
one hand rolling up to clutch into his hair and squeeze the back of his skull as the other 
squeezed and massaged over his huge black penis, before she grasped the base of his thirty-



two inch length and moaned loudly, arching her back and trembling as she began to buck 
her hips hard over and over, her jaws unhinging in an expression of ecstasy as her vagina 
grasped his fingers and rolling her head back as she cried out loudly, her fluids flowing in a 
burst down her passage.

Zerrex murred slightly, looking down with slight surprise as he watched the female’s 
juice spray out around his fingers in a surprisingly-strong flow, spurting out of her vagina as 
she bucked her hips hard again and again, body spasming as she ground herself forwards 
against the male, breasts jouncing. He had to admit, he was impressed as her fluids squirted 
out again, splattering over the bed and down to the carpet below, her legs trembling 
violently as she finally relaxed and began to slow, a good flow of her juices still trickling 
down his fingers as the youngest of Zerrex’s children bucked a few last times, panting softly 
and relaxing against him before shuddering a bit as the reptile withdrew his thick digits.

She panted softly as she straightened, and then she opened her eyes and smiled faintly as 
the reptile slid his fingers up to her mouth, quietly accepting them into her maw and 
suckling her own fluids from them, half-closing her eyes as she looked up at her father. He 
smiled back at her lovingly, kissing her forehead as he cradled her close against his powerful 
chest, then said softly: “So you’re a squirter, huh? Not a lot of  girls can do that, you know.”

I don’t care… it’s only special if it makes my Daddy happy.” Marina responded warmly, 
kissing his neck quietly and making the large male laugh quietly and look down at her with 
love and pleasure, before he grunted softly as she stroked slowly up and down along his 
thick member again, gazing into his eyes seductively. “But now you need to do something 
for me…” A pause, and then she added quietly: “And you better do it rough and hard 
enough that you kill this parasite inside of  me.”

Zerrex met her eyes… then he smiled again, his eyes flickering with a mix of dark desire 
and affection as he stroked her face gently… then he seized his daughter’s arms in an iron 
grip, causing her to grunt and look up at him in surprise as he spun and threw her hard 
back onto the bed. She bounced back against the mattress, before grunting quietly and 
looking up at him with a grin of shocked pleasure as he leapt over her, his hard shaft 
pressing into her bulging belly as he forced her easily down onto her back, her legs 
automatically going out to either side of the male before he drew back. “Then hold on as 
hard as you can.

Marina reached up, grabbing the crossbars of the bed, then moaning loudly as Zerrex 
slipped his hand down and rubbed the back of it in a slow, rolling motion against her 
swollen sex, feeling her heat, her need, her wetness… and then grasping the base of his 
enormous member with his other hand and guiding the bulging head of his thick cock 
forwards, as he slid his other hand over her bulging stomach, pressing against the pregnant 
curve as he rocked his hips slowly forwards at the same time.

She moaned quietly, trembling a bit as she arched her back, feeling him pushing forwards 
through her sex… before rolling her head back and crying out in pleasure as he suddenly 
rammed hard into her with a grunt, burying a quarter of his great length into her body and 
causing her to tremble violently as her claws dug gashes into the crossbar at the head of the 



bed. She bucked back against him, feeling searing pain, deep pleasure and burning heat 
filling her body, spreading up from her loins as Zerrex grunted from his position between 
her legs, tilting forwards slightly and growling hungrily as he slid both hands down to push 
her legs up, grasping her thighs as his eyes met hers, blood already trickling out of her so-
long unused, almost virginal passage, moaning at the feeling of her first consensual 
penetration.

She trembled violently, panting hungrily before she arched her back and shrieked as her 
father rammed forwards powerfully, his muscles bulging and flexing, ivory bangs hanging in 
his eyes as he grinned and forced his cock forwards into her, ripping deeper into her vagina, 
giant, girthy shaft burrowing steadily into her, towards her womb. She shook back and forth 
in agony, squeezed him with her legs, and her body flexed to the point where it seemed 
she’d tear her own hide of scales, her jaw locking, then opening in another shrieking cry as 
she bucked back automatically against her father’s forceful thrust forwards.

Again, he pushed into her, growling without even realizing it, as he slammed his massive 
cock forwards, tearing into her, and a sick crunching sound filled the air from inside of her. 
Marina’s legs suddenly bucked hard, squeezed his sides as she shrieked, and the muscles of 
her vagina contracted, her stomach cramping, her body trying to reject the intruder… but 
Zerrex was stronger, and Marina’s mind ignored the pleas of her traitor body as she arched 
her back, tilted her head back and screamed: “Do it!”

Zerrex shoved viciously forwards with a roar, piercing into her… and her screams of 
agony rent the air as her breasts bounced. Tears rolled from her eyes down sweaty cheeks, 
blood splattered out of her vagina… but when she screamed again, there was a primal rage 
and triumph mixed with her agony, her hips bucking rapidly back against the male as a sick 
tearing, squelching filled the air, and the Drakkaren groaned hungrily as he felt his massive, 
steel-hard cock rip through something.

The strangest feeling, however, was Drake, moving down his shaft, his dark energy 
flowing out from the reptile into the female’s body, into her womb… mixing with her for a 
few moments as the dark nephilim began to eat away at the energy of the crushed, damaged 
monster inside of Marina. The Drakkaren snarled, wanting to tell him to withdraw, to not 
violate his daughter… but Marina forced her head up, and their eyes met… and he nodded 
slightly at her desperate look. She wanted every bit of Narrius’s progeny torn from her 
body… and if this double violation was the best way to do it, from her own father… then 
so be it. Darkness purifying darkness… it’d be romantic if  it wasn’t so brutal.

The lizard drew slowly back… then he thrusted his massive member forwards again, 
tearing into Marina and causing her to scream in agony, bucking her hips… but she was 
grinning at the same time, her shrieks of pain mixed with laughter as she snapped the frame 
of the bed. She grunted, her hands slipping loose… and then Zerrex thrusted straight up as 
he hauled forwards on her hips as well, and she screamed, as she rocked forwards, her hands 
moving instead to grasp his shoulders, blood and some other sick ichors leaking from 
around the reptile’s massive shaft and out of her clenching, cramping vagina as she felt her 
body begin to shiver violently.



She began to bounce up and down her father’s hard shaft, propelled by his strong 
thrusts, screaming, her belly spasming as her breasts jounced, her arms wrapping tight 
around her neck as she pressed her head against his firmly-muscled, strong chest. She 
screamed, feeling him savagely pounding up into her as he snarled and arched his back, his 
muscles flexing, his body almost the same size as hers but yet feeling so huge, and his penis 
like a steel tower that ripped through her with searing white hot fire, making her eyes spark 
and dance with light, her mind twist with agony… but her soul was filled with serenity. 
And for all the violence, for all that power, as she felt her life fluids spilling out from her, as 
one of his hands wrapped around her waist and his claws dug into her hips as they bucked 
forcefully, out of rhythm with his strong thrusts and almost shivering instead of rocking, 
his other arm stayed around her neck, held her close with such gentility, such serenity, that 
she knew all this was being done for her… that he would never hurt her… but if he did 
have to, he wouldn’t cry and back out just because of that same love for her. He would do 
his duty as father, as master… and it comforted her.

The male was the opposite: his body was filled up with a power he’d rarely known, he 
felt glorious, a physical ecstasy beyond anything he’d ever experienced. He felt strong, 
powerful, godlike, and the glory of righteous destruction, of revenge that was almost 
religious, not justice but holy and dark retribution. He slammed into his daughter again and 
again, felt his body trembling, barely holding back from unleashing his full strength, his full 
power, loving the fact that two lives had hung in the balance and he’d already taken one of 
them, willingly sacrificed by his pregnant daughter. No, more than that… given to him, and 
with her screams, with her movements in return, the strength with which she squeezed his 
neck, she worshipped him, gave herself  to him as well.

He pounded into her, snarling and growling like a beast, reduced almost to a feral, 
hungry monster as he slammed his cock into her body over and over, ripped his gargantuan 
shaft up into her tight, torn-apart passage, felt her blood spewing out around his member 
as his cock was surrounded and hugged not just by her walls, but the corpse of something 
else as well. He rammed her again and again, felt his power grow as he arched his back and 
roared in ecstasy, Marina’s screams of agony joining with him in a rising crescendo, but even 
despite the pleasure, his soul hurt to the core at the same time. 

He knew what he was doing was one of the cruelest, darkest things he’d ever done… but 
even though it wasn’t good in any way imaginable, it was still right, as he thrusted hard into 
his daughter again and again, massive shaft tearing her apart, her tears flowing down her 
cheeks, a bit of blood even leaking from her mouth as something else inside her tore and 
she shrieked in agony again… but only clutched to him all the harder, still bucking despite 
the cramps he could feel rolling through her form and causing her to twist, to jounce on his 
huge obsidian penis. The Drakkaren grunted loudly, looking down at his daughter, and she 
looked back up at him pleadingly, whining and crying up to him, telling him with her gaze, 
with her sounds that she loved him, wanted him, needed him… and he told her the same in 
the same way, groaning hungrily, his breath washing across her face as they flexed and 
worked against each other.



The reptile’s massive testicles bounced, soaked in blood, the navy scales almost turned 
red and black by the gore leaking out from around the male’s shaft… before her passage 
clenched again against his cock, and she bucked several times once more, screaming and 
arching her back as she left long scratches along his back, claws digging their way out to his 
shoulders as her eyes bulged and several massive shivers rolled through her body: now it 
wasn’t only attempting to shove out the intruder… but abort the broken, dead corpse of 
the creature inside her, as she arched her back and screamed: “Daddy! Daddy! Shove me 
down!”

He did so, and she grunted in pain as he slammed her down onto the bed, binding her 
by the shoulder as he growled and began to work even harder, slamming faster in and out, 
her entire body rocking as she screamed and shrieked, legs kicking on either side of him as 
her breasts bounced up and down, her pregnant belly dilating then bulging, shivering as she 
clutched into his shoulders, then she arched her back and shrieked again as the muscles of 
her vagina clamped down and she pushed hard, causing Zerrex to growl and his eyes to 
widen in surprise as he felt his massive cock heaved downwards… before he slammed his 
massive penis back up into her, hilting again, her swollen lips kissing his crotch as his 
testicles smashed into her anus. Under him, she immediately screamed again, and then her 
muscles contracted once more, and Zerrex roared in pleasure as he arched his back, closing 
his eyes and grinning as he felt the thing that had once been inside her crushed and ripped 
apart even further, as Drake’s energy swirled around his shaft, and he felt himself 
hardening, stiffening even further before Marina dropped her head back, shrieking: “Oh 
Daddy! Oh Daddy! Oh Daddy, yes, Daddy, pull out and come all over me!”

The Drakkaren didn’t argue, instead ramming her a few more times as her muscles 
forced back, harder and harder and making him stiffer and stiffer… before he finally tore 
free of her vagina, looking down at her with a vicious grin as a torrent of blood, liquids 
and semisolid gore spilled out after it. Marina screamed as her head rolled back and forth 
on the bed, her limbs spasming as her legs dropped to either side, her hips bucking and 
torn-open passage almost spitting another flow of blood and several more unidentifiable 
chunks as Zerrex grasped his own shaft and stroked it rapidly, growling hungrily as the 
female forced herself to look up at him, the reptile sliding back… before arching his back 
and roaring as he released his thick load, spraying up over her body, over the bloody puddle 
forming on the bed, his seed mixing with the gore and dead, lost miscarriage as Marina 
continued to shriek, dropping her head back and then beginning to laugh through her 
screams, clutching her inner thighs and holding her legs open as her blood and the dead 
demon that had been raped into her was released in a broken heap, her father’s hot white 
load continuing to spray over her body and the mess between her legs again and again.

It was ritual, it was brutal, it was carnal, and both of the Drakkaren roared like 
monsters, Zerrex flexing, feeling a dark grin spreading over his features as he bucked his 
hips into his hand, thrusting his massive shaft forwards as volley after volley of white load 
continued to pour forth… before it finally began to slow to a halt, as Marina continued to 
rock and buck on the spot, crying and moaning as she slowly spread the male’s seed into her 
scales, licked at bloody and semen-stained hands, rubbed over her face… before looking up 



at her father, who was panting softly, his senses returning for a moment as he looked over 
her with almost horror and then down at himself… but she smiled and managed to rasp: 
“Daddy… aren’t you… going to let me taste the aftermath?”

The male looked at her with dumb surprise… then he smiled faintly and crawled onto 
the bed, quietly touching Marina’s deflating belly as she rocked a few times, her vagina torn 
and bruised and brutalized, her body heaving and bloody… and then Zerrex slowly grasped 
his shaft and lowered it towards her mouth as he got to his knees beside her, and Marina 
leaned forwards, wrapping one arm around his waist and grasping the base of his blood-
and-gore-and-seed-stained cock with her other hand, bringing it to her muzzle and taking it 
into her mouth. Zerrex’s eyes rolled up in the back of his head as he gave a groan of pure 
bliss, feeling her taking it down to her throat and sucking blissfully at it, her body still 
shivering and bucking violently… before she drew back, stroking his member slowly and 
rubbing it over her face as she sighed softly, whispering quietly: “I wish we had the time… 
for more…”

But we… gotta get cleaned up and then go, that’s right.” Zerrex said shakily, as his 
daughter licked at his still-hard, sensitive cock, making him grunt quietly and wince as he 
felt himself stiffen up a bit and release a few more droplets of seed, splattering his 
daughter’s cheek. She only smiled weakly up at him, however, before clenching her eyes shut 
and bucking her hips slowly, a sick, squelching sound coming up before something else 
rolled out from her vagina, and she groaned quietly as another disgusting mass came free 
from her.

Hurts a fuck of a lot more than I thought it would.” She whispered raggedly… then 
smiled faintly as Zerrex looked at her softly, reaching up to stroke his face lovingly. “But it 
feels even better, too.” A pause, and a quiet murmur: “The bathroom… is through that 
door over there. Can you… please…”

Carry you?” Zerrex smiled quietly and stood up, slipping his arms around her… and she 
wrapped her own around his neck, moaning and twitching violently as he hefted her into 
the air before easily moving over to the bathroom. Before he could shift her to open the 
door, however, Marina glanced at it and it clicked, the handle turned, and the door opened 
wide. Zerrex looked down at her softly, then he kissed her lips gently and she smiled faintly 
as he said softly: “Don’t push yourself. You just got raped into miscarriage, and all I had to 
do was stuff  my oversized dick into you. I’m in better shape right now than you.”

“Fuck you… Daddy.” Marina replied stoutly, even though she seemed to faze in and out 
of consciousness for a brief moment between her words. Then she shook her head as they 
stepped into the small bathroom and slipped from his arms as he kept one hand on her 
shoulder, looking at her with soft concern. She only smiled faintly, however, then opened 
the door to the shower stall and stepped inside, breathing quietly before sitting quietly back 
in a small, angled seat that left her seated awkwardly on her toes with her tail hanging down 
between her legs, her torn and battered vagina exposed before she reached up and grasped a 
metal bar placed into the wall of  the bathroom at an odd angle.



As Zerrex looked at her softly, she glanced over at the taps and they spun, before water 
sprang forth from the showerhead, making her grunt and wince away, then sigh and relax a 
bit as it rapidly heated up. She looked down at her shattered vagina, from which still hung 
some vestiges of gore… then glanced up at her father and murmured softly: “Can you…” 
A pause as she seemed unable to think of the proper words, then she met his eyes and 
instead an image of Zerrex literally reaching into her and tearing out whatever remained of 
the long-dead, aborted creation from inside, before it flickered out as she winced and 
cramped again, legs bucking. “Fuck!”

Alright, just tell me if it hurts too much.” Zerrex said softly, stepping into the shower 
stall with the female, and she smiled weakly as he kneeled down between her legs, making a 
face before quietly slipping his hand forwards… then closing it into a tight fist and forcing 
it up into her vagina. The female groaned and rolled her eyes upwards, gritting her teeth and 
dropping her head back to cause her black fin to scratch along the wall, then she yelped as 
Zerrex touched something sensitive. Goddammit, I’m blind… I know there’s probably the 
placenta or whatever… and… a whole bunch of  other bits that should come out…

I can do it… Drake said morbidly, seeming resigned and embarrassed. Then he sighed 
and muttered: Just… don’t you ever. Ever. Tell anyone about this. 

Zerrex snorted and nodded, murmuring: “Alright.” A moment later, as Marina looked at 
him curiously, he felt the dark nephilim sliding his way through his body and out his 
hands… and then the female groaned and rocked back against the wall, hips thudding as 
several tendrils of darkness brushed gently along her battered sex as inside, long, curling 
strands of dark energy worked their way into and around the female’s womb, snapping up 
any ‘bits,’ as the male Drakkaren had termed them, and dissolving the no-longer needed 
pieces of the female’s pregnant anatomy, from the umbilical cord – torn during the violent 
rape – to the pieces of the placenta that hadn’t already been ejected with the broken chunks 
of  Narrius’s son.

After a few minutes, Zerrex drew his hand back with a sigh, standing up into the spray 
of the water and then holding his arms out to catch his daughter in them as she slid from 
the seat and fainted against him with an inarticulate murmur. Her father quietly held her, as 
blood leaked down her legs and her body twitched weakly, heart thudding – fast, but 
slowing down, as he checked her pulse by using the sensitive end of  his muzzle.

He cradled her limp body under the spray of the water, then gently shifted her as he 
rubbed his hand against a bar of soap sitting in the rack below the showerhead, then slowly 
began to rub it over her form, looking at her softly and taking his time as he cleaned her 
under the hot shower. After a few minutes, her eyes flickered and she tensed a bit… before 
looking up at him softly as he quietly stroked her face and cleaned her of the seed and 
blood he’d left on her, making her smile faintly as she whispered: “You used to always bathe 
me as a kid, didn’t you?”

You’re still a kid.” Zerrex said softly, teasing her gently, and she laughed quietly before 
grabbing his crotch, and the Drakkaren almost dropped her before tilting his head back as 
she slowly stroked his flaccid black meat under the spray of  water.



Bite me, Daddy. And don’t get so excited… just returning the favor that you did for me.” 
Marina replied gently, then kissed his neck before she straightened and winced, rubbing 
over herself slowly, still trembling and cramping, and now with her belly limp and almost 
flabby-looking, deflated. Zerrex looked at her softly, then gently helped her with the last of 
her cleaning, rubbing soap over her back as she washed her front, getting the hard-to-reach 
areas or places she missed in her faint daze. Hot water sure felt good, yes… but maybe it 
wasn’t the best of  ideas with the damage her body had taken.

He ignored the sting of guilt as his mind added grudgingly, from him, and instead 
focused on his daughter as she turned the shower off, helping her carefully step out and 
onto the tiled floor of the bathroom. Then he gently toweled her down despite her weak 
protests, making her blush a bit before the tall male quickly dried himself off and shook 
his head, brushing down his messy white hair idly with his hands as Marina stumbled her 
way back out to the room. Zerrex followed her, then glanced down at his torn boxers with a 
face.

Drake muttered something in his head… then Zerrex glanced down in surprise as 
darkness ebbed out from beneath his scales and formed a pair of leathery-looking pants, 
covering him neatly… and then seeped out over his feet and turned into a pair of heavy-
looking black greaves, glinting in the light as small spikes formed along the toes, on either 
side of the sole, and at the heel. The Drakkaren looked down at these curiously as Marina 
snorted amusedly and pulled clothes out of her drawer, saying softly: “I’m glad you and the 
nephilim are getting along, at least. Great uncle wasn’t so lucky, I guess.”

Drake’s intelligent… to a point.” Zerrex added, and then he winced when the pants 
tightened in the crotch area, making him cough before he added lamely: “And I guess we 
just got along… good… when um. I mean, after we met in my head. Really.”

Marina stared at his lack of ability to form a proper sentence, and the reptile made a 
face before turning to pick up his equipment. Before he did, however, Marina laughed a bit 
and said  mildly: “Why don’t you go take a look down the hall before you start picking up 
that crap? Room straight down from here.” She paused and looked at him softly, rubbing 
the back of her neck as Zerrex tilted his head curiously at her. “I think there’s some stuff 
you’ll like in there.”

Alright.” Zerrex nodded slowly… then he patted her gently on the shoulder and kissed 
her cheek as he walked by, making her blush and hug herself gently for a few moments, 
looking over her shoulder at him gratefully as he headed out to the hallway. He thought of 
saying to call if she needed him, half turning back towards her… but then smiled a bit and 
shook his head, instead turning back down the hall and walking quickly towards the set of 
doors at the other end. I won’t undervalue her like that. She knows I’m here for her… and 
I’m sure she can handle herself. She’s got some amazing abilities, after all… and to be able 
to bear all the agony she must be in and still be standing… hell, to be sane after everything 
Narrius has likely done to her…



She’s truly her father’s daughter. Drake murmured in his head, and Zerrex laughed 
quietly, glancing up silently. He knew that line from somewhere… somewhere in the past, 
involving a certain mentor and certain child of  his…

Then he pushed his way through the double doors at the end of the hall and stepped 
into the room… before halting and staring dumbly, his arms falling limp at his sides as he 
found himself inside what looked like a private art’s showroom.  Except this art was 
artwork of war… and the Drakkaren looked slowly back and forth before murmuring 
quietly: “So I was a trophy too, to you, you bastard…”

Different-shaped glass cases filled the area, surrounding a black, two-stepped platform 
upon which sat a pristine, perfect replica of his old modified military motorcycle… and if 
the Drakkaren had to guess, he’d bet it worked, too. He stepped slowly forwards, looking 
around the room at the black platforms and podiums… every one of them contained a 
replica of some weapon he’d used in his past. A pause as he stepped forwards to examine 
the nearest, which contained a rack upon which sat the twin .52 magnums he’d cherished 
and often harnessed as his main weapon back in the military… but without even opening 
the small glass door, he noted that the barrels had been plugged and the purple steel was 
actually just cheap plastic. A crappy imitation gun…

But other weapons, like the ancient sniper rifle that sat in another nearby case – used by 
Cherry, so it wasn’t just him… myself, everyone important to me… are we your trophies, 
your showcased toys? – that… was definitely real, and a quick trip to the side of the case 
told him that it wasn’t plugged, either, although it could still be jammed by some other 
means. But Zerrex doubted it… that would denote fear, after all, or that Narrius didn’t 
have total mastery over everything in his not-so-little kingdom.

Then Zerrex’s eyes settled on something near the back… and he walked slowly over to it, 
looking into the cylindrical glass case at his massive sword, Blackheart, fully restored, as if it 
had never been shattered. The blade all but gleamed, the hilt seemed to whisper for the 
reptile to grasp it… and then the Drakkaren’s eyes widened as blue seemed to flicker over 
the blade, arching over the sharp edges and curling around it before vanishing. Either a very 
advanced security system, some sort of weird-ass aura, or just a trick of his eyes… and 
Zerrex hesitated as he quietly touched the glass case. The sword called his name again, and 
the Drakkaren wondered why the pull of it was so strong, as he looked at it, seeming to 
float with the hilt down in the case, hanging suspended by a plain black rack…

Blackheart… you’re either uncreative or way too hard on yourself, Father.” Marina said 
softly, and Zerrex turned in surprise to see her leaning in the doorway, smiling faintly. She 
still looked weak, but she was dressed in a tight-fitting military uniform now, with the 
sleeves rolled up to her biceps and the Drakkaren’s revolver and sidepacks hanging easily off 
a plain leather belt. She also had a pair of heavy combat boots on, and Zerrex didn’t need 
to look at them for more than a few moments to recognize that they were an imitation of 
Cherry’s old motorcycle boots… and she also had the female’s chain whip hanging at her 
other side. Zerrex felt something ripple inside him, and he smiled faintly; he thought it 
meant that Cherry approved.



Then she walked forwards, quietly tracing her fingers over some of the glass cases, but 
keeping her eyes locked with his, her blue glowing so bright… before stopping to gently 
brush her hands over his face and into his hair, and locking her fingers into his scalp as he 
lowered his head and she rose hers. They kissed again, slowly, passionately, and Zerrex’s 
hands reached out to grasp and squeeze her hips gently, pulling her body a bit closer, her 
breasts pushing against his chest… and he could feel from their movement, from the 
hardness of  her nipples even through the fabric of  the cloth, that she wasn’t wearing a bra.

Then she drew back, looking up at him softly and smiling a bit, touching her stomach 
self-consciously and tilting her head as she asked: “So you ready to leave, then?”

Almost.” Zerrex smiled back, gently stroking her face, then he turned around and gazed 
at Blackheart once more, before bringing a fist up and smashing it through the glass: the 
entire cylinder shattered, pieces of glass hailing down all around him as an alarm began to 
blare, then he reached a hand up and seized the handle.

His emerald eyes widened for a moment as a surge of what felt like electricity ran 
through his body, crackling over his scales, his muscles flexing and his hair coming loose 
from the braid as it almost fanned out, and then the reptile slowly drew the sword free and 
looked at the blade as it turned more white than silver, almost glowing with power. He held 
it in both hands as that blue current ran through it again and this time joined with his 
body, and he murmured softly: “Is this all from all the lives you’ve taken? Is this the energy 
of all those souls? Or after all these years of killing and combat together, has the old saying 
come true and my fondest weapon become an extension of  myself ?”

Then he shook his head slowly and glanced down, smiling faintly as he saw several straps 
dangling from the back of the blade: a quick turn around and he saw what he’d expected: a 
small magnetic holder on a bandolier, stuck to the sword. The Drakkaren slid this on, 
adjusting the X-shaped straps and making sure the huge sword fit snug against his back, 
placed on an angle for easy access and with none of his loose hair in the way, before he 
turned around to see Marina sitting on his motorcycle with her legs crossed primly and 
looking at him with amusement and curiosity.

Now I’m ready.” He said clearly, and she slid off the motorcycle to let him take the main 
position, adding mildly: “And you’re going to utterly hate this form of transportation with 
your current state.”

Yeah, yeah. I’ll manage.” Marina replied with a bit of a grin, then she slid on in front of 
him, sitting down in his lap as the reptile rolled his shoulders, the motorcycle a bit big for 
him now as she added idly: “Looks like you’re too small to be comfortable on this baby, 
though. I guess you’ll have to size up, huh?”

I’m never too small.” Zerrex grumbled, turning the keys – and both loving and hating 
the fact they were already in the ignition – before gunning the throttle and spinning the 
bike easily around in a circle towards the doors on the spot, loving the feel of getting back 
on the iron horse after so many years. Marina squeaked and immediately pressed back 
against him, her eyes wide as she clung to the handlebars beside his arms… and then Zerrex 



grinned before starting forwards, hair fanning out behind him as he drove out of the room, 
guiding himself  easily around the various display cases and out to the second floor walkway.

A moment later, he was descending the stairs as Marina winced and tried to keep her ass 
in the air or pressed against the Drakkaren’s crotch, when Zerrex grunted and tried to 
ignore the feeling of his daughter’s buttocks thudding into his groin over and over again 
until they hit the floor… then Marina winced as they roared towards the doors before 
using her powers to fling them open, and the motorcycle sailed out onto the walkway 
before driving down through the open gates and into the empty streets of Uroboros as 
sirens continued to sound and the sounds of  battle rose up from other sectors of  the city.

Zerrex followed the trail of damage and the sound of explosions in the distance, as 
Marina pressed back against him and relished every bump, every twist, and the joy of riding 
as she had as a child, safe against her father’s body. They twisted through corners, down 
short alleyways, and ignored Hez’Ranna patrols or soldiers, Zerrex’s new senses kicking in 
every now and then, warning him of impending attack; be it rock, bullet, or even 
Dragokkaren standing stupidly in the middle of the road. And at the speeds he was 
managing to keep up despite the catacomb of the city streets, it wasn’t long before they 
reached a destroyed gate, where two jeeps were weaving back and forth.

Enforcers were lined up in front of the gates, firing their guns with cool, calculated 
precision, and Zerrex guessed that even with his newfound abilities, he’d have to be 
goddamn lucky to plow through their ranks… before Marina straightened a bit and then 
gave a grunt of exertion as she shoved a hand forwards. The Drakkaren could almost feel 
the wave of force departing from her… before the jeep laying side-down on the ground 
with several wounded rebels crouched behind it suddenly slid forwards and simply smashed 
through the line of Enforcers, squashing most of them as it rolled into the Untouchable 
District and scattered the others, who were quickly blasted down from rifle fire as Zerrex 
hit the brakes and slid to a stop. He grinned at the rebels as they stared at him, one hand 
wrapping around his daughter’s waist as he looked back and forth before asking mildly: “I 
thought you were going to set up an escape route.”

“Damn, Boss! Thank fuck.” Huck wheezed, rubbing at his blood-splattered face from on 
board one of the jeeps, then he winced as Albatross jerked him back from standing on the 
platform.

Get the wounded on the jeeps! Come on, we’re only ten meters from the damn 
checkpoint, once we’re in the Untouchable sector they can’t lay a hand on us!” Albatross 
snapped briskly, and the other Dragokkaren nodded as several soldiers leapt off the jeep to 
grab the wounded and help them to the vehicles. Zerrex smiled slightly at this, then rose a 
hand when Albatross nodded to him respectfully before the Drakkaren drove his 
motorcycle forwards and through the ravaged gates.

Half a minute later, he was joined by the two jeeps, and one took point, Zerrex followed 
alongside the other that carried the two Commanders, calling over to them loudly: “So are 
you sure this area is clear?”



That alarm you hear? It’s a bit different from the ones outside!” Huck replied clearly 
over the din of the moving military vehicles and alarms that rang through the city. “It’s a 
full lockdown alert, usually they use it when there’s a biohazard or shit in the area… means 
everyone stays inside, only special patrollers out. We already fucked those guys up, though, 
and they won’t be reinforced… and the Enforcers and normal GA are too busy keeping the 
gates shut to bother with us, and the protocol says to just stop enemies attempting to get 
through… they won’t shoot at us unless we piss them off.”

Zerrex nodded, amazed as always by the way that the soldiers clung to their rules and 
regulations… before glancing up at a familiar building in the distance and frowning a bit, 
before murmuring: “The hospital… is this-”

Checkpoint.” Albatross said clearly, and then the small convoy slowed before halting in 
front of the building. The two commanders leapt off with two other Dragokkaren 
soldiers… then Zerrex slid off his motorcycle as the jeeps took off again, the blue-scaled 
reptile smiling as the white-haired lizard tilted his head. “Well, we can’t bring those through 
the passage… although your motorcycle will probably fit.” He paused, then carefully slid 
the huge rifle he was still carrying into the holster on his back, making a slight face. 
“Doctors will bitch, of  course, as they always do.”

Marina quietly clung to Zerrex’s side as she glanced up at the building… and Zerrex 
looked down at her for a moment before looking up again as both Huck and Albatross 
seemed to realize dumbly that the female was there, and who she was. For a moment, the 
group looked at each other lamely as the two soldiers went to hold the doors open… and 
then Zerrex said calmly: “This is Marina, my daughter. Marina, I’d like you to meet the 
rebel leaders, Tim Huckleberry and Cole Albatross.”

Jim.” Huck corrected absently, then he leaned down and smiled cheerfully to Marina, 
crossing his arms. “And hello there, Marina, it’s a pleasure to meet you.”

Right.” Marina looked crossly from one to the other, making them frown, before they 
both blinked as she snapped: “If Daddy says he can bring me back alive, he sure as hell can! 
Don’t go doubting him, you assmooks!”

Zerrex winced, then he gently grasped his daughter’s shoulders and pulled her back, 
calming her as he mumbled something about hormones before coughing and carefully 
lifting her back to sit on the bike, before grasping the handles and easily rolling it forwards 
into the foyer of the hospital. Huck and Albatross exchanged a stupid look, then followed 
wordlessly as the soldiers ran forwards to open the other set of glass doors for the 
Drakkaren that led into the emergency unit.

As he began to head towards the locked door at the back – a nurse already running to 
open it and looking at the cluster of rebels with awe and admiration – Marina suddenly put 
a hand to her father’s chest, stopping him as she cocked her head. Then she softened and 
quietly reached up to stroke his face, the male looking down at her curiously as she 
murmured: “There’s someone here you should go see alone, Daddy… a scientist… who’s 
been waiting for you…”



Mengele.” Zerrex said softly, and he nodded before hesitating, then undoing the clip in 
the center of the bandolier to shrug it off and handing his sword to Huck, who had a 
moment to look at him curiously before almost falling over from Blackheart’s weight and 
staring stupidly up at Zerrex from his half-crouched position. He paused, hating to leave 
them without explanation – and also loathing the eyes of the few civilians sitting in the 
emergency room – then finally saying plainly: “Go on ahead, take Marina back to base-”

Fuck that.” Marina snorted, then jumped off the bike and sat down in one of the plain 
chairs, crossing her arms and looking up at him stubbornly. “I’m waiting for you.”

Zerrex sighed, rubbed at his head, then tried next: “Okay… Albatross, Huck, take my 
stuff  back with the soldiers-”

Fuck that!” Huck echoed, then he sat stoically down beside Marina and placed 
Blackheart across his lap, as Albatross made a face and winced, but quietly crossed his arms 
in defiance as the louder Dragokkaren added: “Dudes! You soldiers take the bike back, and 
report to Church that we’re just making one last strike, because we’ve got the opportunity to 
take out a major player, but that Lord Zerrex is safe and sound and so’s his daughter. Now, 
let’s all-” He stopped and held up his hands as Zerrex gave him a smoldering look, 
shrinking meekly in his chair. “Okay, please don’t hurt me, your rules.”

“Good.” The reptile muttered, then he shook his head. “Alright. I’ll be back when I’m 
done… talking to Mengele. Don’t wait all night for me, though.”

We’ll wait as long as it takes.” Marina said softly, and then she smiled up at her father, 
softening a bit as their eyes met. “You got lots to fight for Daddy. I’ll be here when you 
come back, and then we can go get some well-deserved rest together at the base, huh?” A 
pause, and then she threw an arm around Huck’s shoulders, who blanched. “I’ll just talk 
with these two and keep them out of  trouble.”

Thanks, Marina.” Zerrex smiled slightly, then he exchanged a nod with Albatross, before 
heading back out of the room and into the main foyer, heading now towards the front desk, 
which was clustered with staff talking in headsets: upon seeing him, however, one young 
nurse quickly rushed over to assist him. “Pardon me, but I’m looking for Dr. Mengele 
Tstegi… do you know where I can find him?”

The Drakkaren expected an answer of no, or a stare, or something other than the nurse 
smiling and nodding, checking over a computer terminal before saying politely: “Lord 
Zerrex? He mentioned you to the staff, said to expect you and direct you to the eighteenth 
floor Private Research Facility.” She paused and smiled embarrassedly. “And we’re sorry for 
supporting both sides, too… but we have a duty to take care of  everyone.”

I understand.” Zerrex said softly, then he paused and glanced back at the elevator at the 
back of  the foyer. “Do I need anything special to get there?”

The eighteenth floor is currently unlocked for your ease of access.” The nurse said 
kindly, then she glanced up and walked away as she began to chatter away on her headset. 
Zerrex watched her mildly for a few moments… then he smiled faintly and turned, heading 
instead to the elevator at the back and rubbing his bare chest slowly. 



The Drakkaren hit the call button, waited a few minutes, then stepped into the car as it 
emptied, wincing as he saw people flooding forwards from the crowded lobby and rapidly 
tapping the close button before waving cheerfully from the vanishing gap in the doors at the 
snarling crowd. Then he tapped the button for the eighteenth floor, and silently ascended. 

He paused and glanced up: the absence of bad music was strangely creepy, as the row of 
lights above ticked slowly along. After a few minutes, it came to a halt, and Zerrex stepped 
out into a small hallway. The Drakkaren frowned a bit as he glanced at the doors on either 
side… before settling his gaze on the slightly-ajar one at the end of the hall: any questions 
he might have had were settled in the next moment, however, as Mengele snapped irritably 
from what sounded like a good distance away: “What the hell are you waiting for? An 
invitation?”

It’s rude to barge in unannounced.” Zerrex replied mildly, as he walked down to the end 
of the hall and pushed through the doorway into a cluttered office, frowning a bit as he 
glanced back and forth: three capsules on one side, Mengele sitting at a computer on the 
other, the strange half-wolf sitting with his moccasins tapping irritably against the floor 
and otherwise clad in clothes made of  hides and dark furs.

The scientist looked at him coldly for a few moments, sizing him up… then he nodded 
slowly. “You’ve synchronized fairly well with Drake, it seems. Impressive… I’ve never seen a 
nephilim not cause a complete breakdown in any physical entity.” He paused, then slid out 
of his chair and looked over Zerrex mildly again before turning to walk towards the 
capsules, putting his hands behind his back and looking into the green glow with the 
slightest of  smiles. “But you’re a tad bit different than your average person.”

Zerrex merely looked at him quietly, before Mengele turned and crossed his arms, 
looking at the Drakkaren with interest, continuing to speak in a mild, easy voice: “Do you 
know what DNA is? It’s made up of different genes, genetic information… and this genetic 
information is contained and bound together in… what I suppose you could call strands.” 
He paused, then shrugged slowly. “Think of… a string. One string, however, is actually 
made of  dozens of  small strands, all wrapped together to form that one large string.

“Following this metaphor… your average lupine has roughly sixty-five strings tied 
together to make up one complete strand of genetic material, containing… almost infinite 
genetic knowledge. Instincts, memories, abilities, the blueprints of form, creation and life 
itself.” Mengele stropped, then turned back to the smaller capsule, stroking the glass surface 
slowly and looking in at the body of the lupine inside, murmuring quietly: “And yet there’s 
also this intangible, unidentifiable mass inside called the ‘soul,’ hidden either in these genetic 
strings or… somewhere still yet unknown to us, but inside the body, that has some other 
hidden knowledge in it. We live in a world where the soul is proven by sciences basic and 
advanced, but has been taken from being a religious experience to a basic bit of scientific 
knowledge, just like the mind or blood once was.

But I digress. Back to the point: different species have different numbers of… string… 
making up their genetic code.” Mengele paused, then turned and glanced at the other 
capsules, which contained the floating shapes of a reptilian species, likely Drakkaren. He 



looked at them with something like bitterness, as he said mildly: “Your so-called ‘superior’ 
species, the Drakkai… have a hundred and ten, and a hundred and fifteen strings 
respectively making up Drakkaren and Dragokkaren code. The extra five strings in the 
Dragokkaren, however, contain little to no extra genetic information… even the physical 
map of  their form is just modified genes. 

From one viewpoint… yes, the species is superior. They have more genetic information 
at their disposal, but that doesn’t necessarily make them truly better… it’s what we do with 
what we have that determines our strength.” Mengele said mildly, then he turned a cold grin 
on Zerrex. “I never would have believed it myself, but of all the people to prove this theory, 
it was your father that truly did it for me and restored my faith in my own race.”

The Drakkaren frowned at this, tilting his head and asking slowly: “What are you 
talking about? What exactly do you mean by that… Narrius has never exactly been pelt-
friendly, if  you don’t mind the expression.”

Mengele snorted, but his smile did spread slightly wider. “Believe me. I’ve heard that and 
worse rather often working for the Patriarch.” A pause, and then he turned fully towards the 
reptile and said calmly: “Narrius is a genetic anomaly, an engineered impossibility… he 
doesn’t have 115 genetic cuts, but…” And then the wolf  rose a single finger. “Only one.”

Zerrex stared, feeling his blood run cold. “What? That’s… that’s not possible. I mean, 
he can’t have just…”

Yes, he shouldn’t be intelligent… capable of reproduction… or even sentient.” Mengele 
replied, and he made a disgusted face, glancing down at the floor for a moment. “And 
obviously he’s all of those. Somehow… all of his genetic information is contained in that 
one slice, compressed and combined into one string of genes. It’s something I never even 
dreamed of being possible.” The wolf shook his head slowly, then he rose his white wolf 
eyes to meet Zerrex’s. “And of  course… then there’s you.”

What, do I only have half the genes or something?” The Drakkaren asked mildly, trying 
to get his head around the strange knowledge he’d just been endowed with. Mengele, 
however, only grinned at him… and he asked in a sharper voice: “What is it, Mengele?”

Don’t get so antsy. I’m not going to keep anything from you.” The half-wolf replied 
mildly, then he shrugged and smiled again as he held his arms out at his sides. “You’re my 
favorite experiment, you know… and one of the few who seems to listen when I talk. But 
you… you possess twenty-thousand of these genetic strings. More than any other creature 
in existence; even our most-powerful, most complex engineered creations contain at most a 
thousand.”

Zerrex stared at the half-wolf, who rose his hand and shrugged. “I don’t understand it 
either. Can still barely believe it… and when you came to us, you had ninety percent of 
those genes used, and ten percent full of what we usually term as worthless DNA – batches 
of unused genes or useless information passed down from centuries ago, no longer 
pertinent to today’s world or environment.”



The Drakkaren looked down at his hands slowly, examining them as if he’d never seen 
them before, then he looked up and asked slowly: “And… you changed my code. You 
modified that last ten percent…”

Mengele looked almost surprised… then he laughed quietly and nodded. “That is 
correct. Just like a kite string can be untied, we removed certain strands of information… 
and replaced them with our own. The ability to shift sizes, for instance… whereas other 
cells we simply modified to remove inherent limiters or other such things as that I don’t 
want to get into, because I’ll start rambling again and you won’t understand a word of it.” 
The wolf finished dryly, and Zerrex half glared before muttering under his breath, since he 
knew it was true.

But we have other business to attend to, anyway.” The half-wolf paused, then brushed 
idly at the furred side of his face before pushing his way past Zerrex, making the Drakkaren 
stumble a bit in surprise  as he watched Mengele shuffle around, knocking papers loose in 
every direction before finally grabbing up a strange-looking device with a tube on one end 
that fed into a strange, black cube. “You have a few extra souls in your body… which will 
eventually cause extra deterioration in your form and makes it less appealing to me to try 
and kill you while you’re toting those around.”

The Drakkaren snorted, then he grinned slightly, despite the fact he still felt a pang in 
his chest: he knew it would come down to this, to having to kill Mengele, as he watched 
him affix the device to what looked almost like a centrifuge with three large tubes that fed 
into the capsules… before he frowned and paused. “Wait, how did you know about these 
extra souls inside me? And what the hell are you doing?”

Mengele rolled his eyes as he finished screwing on the black cube, then he flicked the 
mouthpiece of the golden tube idly. A moment later, he straightened and turned around to 
look at Zerrex mildly, crossing his arms and giving the Drakkaren a look of distaste. “I 
suppose I said in the past, I wasn’t going to help you any more… but I can’t resist offering 
one final service to you.” He paused and added mildly: “You killed that arrogant son of a 
bitch Alone, after all… and I think you deserve a small reward if you can crimp Narrius’s 
plans enough by not only ruining his army and his prized Cradle of Life… but by killing 
his master geneticist.

Quiet.” The half-wolf held up a hand for silence as Zerrex’s eyes widened a bit, before he 
could even say anything, and then Mengele gave a faint grin, his white eyes flickering like 
ghostly flares. “You’re such a predictable creature, white-haired lizard. But the device I have 
here will transfer souls into these bodies… one is an arctic wolf ’s like myself, and the two 
here are called ‘The Family,’ and they are perfect Drakkaren…” He paused and shook his 
head slowly. “They’re what we call ‘dream bodies,’ composed of a substance somewhat like 
the same energy that makes up Drake, or the goo of Black Requiem, who I’m sure you’ve 
also destroyed…  except theirs will solidify after assimilating the specific body that 
corresponds best with the soul inserted into it.”

Zerrex frowned a bit, but Mengele snorted and shrugged. “Think of it this way. The 
body and soul don’t always mix well… for instance, look at me.” Mengele waved at his own 



body with disgust. “When I first was reborn, I was horrified, and had to immediately begin 
attempts to reconstruct my old body.” The half-wolf paused, then added mildly: “Just the 
same way with other people… say for instance… a transsexual, transvestite. Someone who 
is born of one gender but wishes to be the other… it’s a failure of the soul and body to 
mix well. As it is with someone who feels they… say… should be thin, but are fat, 
although that too could obviously be from the disgusting laziness inherited by so many 
species with the advent of  ugly mechanical things.

These bodies have a set species and sex… but otherwise, they will reform their bodies to 
become the most physically-appealing to the soul, will become a reflection of the person’s 
soul itself. They are also already predesigned with certain genetic codes, such as what we 
refer to as the immortality gene, which halts the aging process.” Mengele stopped and 
looked at Zerrex’s blank expression with irritation. “You’re a learn-by-doing type more than 
anything else, yes, I know.

“What it comes down to is this. You can have your family back… Cherry, Cindy… and 
that repulsive little wolf Lone, if you want, as well.” Mengele said distastefully, and Zerrex’s 
eyes widened as he felt his body tense up slightly: there had to be a catch. And that catch 
came next as the wolf continued coldly: “But you’ll have to give up their souls into these 
bodies… and wait for them to mature, shape, and adjust until their souls finally take 
control of  these forms.

And the last string is this: we’re going to have ourselves a bit of a game upstairs in my 
territory… and if you win, you get to walk away with your family. But if I win… I’m not 
only going to manipulate the encoding in these bodies and wipe their souls clean as best I 
can to reform them to my pleasures… I’m going to complete the coding for Godsmite.” 
Mengele jerked his thumb at the laptop sitting on the table, meeting Zerrex’s eyes coldly, 
and the Drakkaren frowned as he gazed back, rolling his shoulders as the half-wolf added: 
“And I recently found out Narrius has been monitoring my work… so as it is, he has at 
least ninety-five percent of the required programming and coding to make the virus work. 
If  you can stop me, however… and win our little game…”

“I get my family back, and stop Godsmite from being prepared.” Zerrex said slowly, then 
he snorted quietly, emerald and ivory irises meeting as he asked coldly: “Why, Mengele? 
Why pit yourself  against me like this? Or more, do this all for me?”

The half-wolf looked down, frowning a bit… before he glanced back up and said 
mildly: “Because you’re my favorite experiment, and perhaps I just want to test myself 
against you. See exactly what the feared Lord Zerrex, the Boss, can actually do… experience 
that for myself.” Mengele paused, then grinned outright and spread his arms. “My friend, it 
comes down to the things that’ve always driven me; pride and curiosity. I want to prove 
myself  superior to you… and I’m interested to see just how fearsome you truly are.”

Zerrex laughed quietly to himself, glancing down… then he looked back up with a grin 
in return, saying teasingly: “But you’re not stupid enough to pit yourself against me with 
four souls inside of  me, huh?”



Oh, so you ate Cherubim’s as well, after all. But I’m sure she and Cherry have mixed 
their energies together… bitch was always crawling all over her older sister.” Mengele 
snorted with mild amusement, then he waggled a finger and answered: “A smart scientist 
takes risks where needed… but no one profits from unnecessary dangers. Who knows what 
kinds of abilities those have created and fueled in you.” Then he stepped back and jerked a 
thumb at the golden tube, saying mildly: “You’ll have to concentrate… but Drake should 
be able to assist you in the process of breathing out the souls into the energy sorter. From 
there, they’ll be placed into the body.”

He stopped, then he suddenly stepped in front of Zerrex and coughed, making a face: 
“Oh, I forgot. The Family are not male and female… they’re female and hermaphrodite.” 
Zerrex stared, and Mengele shrugged. “The Family was supposed to replicate themselves 
over the globe after the war was won… a Family of Drakkaren slaves to serve as soldiers 
and servants, and one family of perfect Dragokkaren that were supposed to be born from 
your daughter and Narrius’s progeny to rule over everyone and everything. So these Adam 
and Eve models were designed to be able to reproduce as quickly as possible, which meant-”

“Self-impregnation for Adam.” Zerrex made a bit of a face, then he slowly rubbed the 
back of  his head before snorting. “Somehow I doubt Cherry will mind having a cock.”

You’re so vulgar. And yet I can’t disagree after having met her.” Mengele replied mildly, 
making a face and stepping back as he crossed his arms with a snort. “I guess that’s why it 
didn’t seem as important to mention.”

Zerrex nodded a bit, then he bowed his head forwards towards the small tube as he made 
a face and then settled his mouth over the golden tube. At the same, he felt Drake rising up 
through his body, flooding his mind and murmuring: This could hurt. A pause, a 
hesitation. Close your eyes. I’ll wake up the other souls. It’ll hurt, but… 

It’s okay… whispered a voice in his head, and Zerrex suddenly found himself standing 
in his mind, standing in a black room and facing four people: Cherry and Cynterra with 
their arms around each other, pressed side-to-side and smiling… Cindy looking at him 
with a bit of a blush… and Lone rubbing his head as he quietly adjusted the flower behind 
his ear. They all nodded silently to him… and Zerrex nodded back before reality faded 
back in, and he felt all manner of energies, colors, strange feelings flowing through him… 
before finally settling his mouth on the tube and blowing hard.

When he blew, it felt like something reached up out of the tube and grabbed his tongue, 
sucked all his breath away… before the Drakkaren grunted and let out a hiss of pain at the 
agony that rolled through him, grabbing the sides of the computer terminal as gold, white 
and red all flashed in front of his eyes, twisting and rolling as he felt the energies and souls 
of the others flowing down the pipe… before he finally grunted and slid backwards as 
darkness flashed in front of his eyes and Drake cut the flow off, the Drakkaren falling 
heavily back on his ass with a grunt.

He blinked and shook his head stupidly… then looked up at Mengele when the half-
wolf looked down at him with mild entertainment. “That didn’t take very long…” A pause 
as he glanced to the capsules, frowning as the green liquid inside began to bubble and long, 



mechanical arms with needle-ends extended forwards, piercing into the strange, semisolid 
bodies. “Strange. It’s almost like they know what’s going on.”

They probably do.” Zerrex winced and brushed a hand through his locks, feeling his 
long white hair pulled on as he attempted to push himself up from the ground. Then he 
reached a hand up to grab the table, and Mengele caught it before helping him to his feet, 
the Drakkaren blinking and looking at him with a faint smile. “Thanks.”

Anytime.” Mengele said mildly, then he turned and headed for a door at the back of the 
room, motioning for the reptile to follow. Zerrex did so, and winced as the door opened 
and a rush of cold air came out. The wolf smiled slightly over his shoulder at him, then 
laughed dryly: “It’s about to get a lot worse, little lizard.”

The Drakkaren nodded but stayed silent, and Mengele seemed to appreciate this for 
some odd reason, turning and heading up a set of stone stairs. Zerrex followed him, and 
then stared, his Drake-booted feet stepping through a doorway… and then an electronic 
shutter closed as a short alarm blared for a moment, a mechanical voice saying calmly: 
“Multiple life forms have been detected. The Low Temperature Research Facility will now 
remain in lockdown mode until only one life form is present inside the cold terrain 
simulator.”

Zerrex looked around slowly… at the steely, icy walls and the large vents that were 
breathing frozen mist into the air, the snowy hills and the huge circular rink of ice that was 
splattered here and there with bits of snow, and surrounded by drifts that rested against 
walls of clear metal, behind which Zerrex could see empty viewing rooms. Then the 
Drakkaren looked towards the center of the room as he stepped out onto the huge, circular 
rink of uneven ice towards Mengele, who was tossing away his furred clothing as he said 
clearly: “We’re in my territory now… and you’re going to find why I still have the nickname 
Arctic Death.” A pause as he stood before the reptile, male in design but without any visible 
genitalia that Zerrex could see, then the half-wolf smiled coldly as his reptilian half 
shuddered slowly.

Then fur sprouted up from the scales, covered them, and his head twitched to the side, 
bones and flesh shifting somehow as he grit his teeth, lowering his head as his muscles 
bulged against his fur and his scales turned white or receded into his body somehow. A 
moment later, he was left standing at ten feet tall, not as bulky as the Drakkaren but with 
obvious power in his body, and his white eyes opened; now he was a pure white lupine with 
shaggy, bristling fur and a thick, impressive mane of long, spiky same. He grinned darkly, 
then arched his back and howled, and Zerrex covered his face with his arms as the sound 
bounced around the room, hitting the curved walls and causing the ice beneath the feet of 
the two to snap, long cracks forming in the rink’s surface.

Mengele readied himself with a grin, shouting in a deeper voice: “This is more like my 
old body, Lord Zerrex! Let’s see how you stand up to the first test!” A pause, then the huge 
wolf suddenly threw himself to the side, landing on all four lithe limbs and shoving himself 
off the ground, leaping high into the air before diving straight down and shattering through 
the ice and into the water below.



Zerrex snarled, watching more cracks spiraling out from the hole in the rink and now 
unable to see Mengele beneath the thick ice: a moment later, however, the wolf ’s hand tore 
through the ice and attempted to snag his ankle, but Zerrex managed to leap back in 
time… before the wolf ’s whole body smashed upwards through the white rink, chunks of it 
flying in all directions as the wolf ’s white irises met Zerrex’s with a grin, the lupine bringing 
both legs up as the reptile’s own eyes widened before Mengele kicked him in the stomach 
with both paws, sending the reptile crashing down into the ice and skidding across the rink 
into a snowdrift, a puff  of  white powder bursting into the air.

The lizard quickly climbed up to his feet, snarling as he saw Mengele flip gracefully in 
midair before diving back underwater, and the reptile looked back and forth as he ran back 
out onto the rink, muttering under his breath: “I got too used to using Cherry’s precog… 
goddammit, and I don’t know-”

Before he could even finish his sentence, however, the ice beneath the reptile’s feet 
cracked, and the Drakkaren stumbled, knocked off balance before a pair of powerful hands 
ripped through the broken ice, seized his ankles, and dragged him down into the freezing 
water. Zerrex barely managed a breath before he was thrown down and shoved to the 
bottom of the deep pool, Mengele’s fists smashing into his stomach and causing him to 
expel his breath in a gust, his body spasming as he choked on water before the wolf seized 
him viciously around the neck and wrapped his arms around his waist, binding him under 
the water and at the same time attempting to snap his neck, as the reptile felt his head 
already getting light from air loss and his body too shocked by the sudden freezing cold to 
react.

Drake, however, came to his aid, the dark nephilim’s fist suddenly forming out of 
Zerrex’s back and slamming into the wolf ’s gut, dislodging Mengele in a burst of bubbles 
before it quickly withdrew. The wolf snarled and swam for the surface as Zerrex 
immediately did the same, clawing his way through the water before grabbing the edges of 
the ice and yanking himself free, panting raggedly before he stared as Mengele charged 
towards him and went into a slide.

This time, however, Zerrex ducked into the water, then reached up and seized the wolf ’s 
ankle before yanking the lupine down as he dived back into the icy fluid, feeling Drake’s 
energy rolling through his body and keeping him warm even in the below-freezing liquid. 
The underside of the lupine’s muzzle smacked against the solid surface of the rink, causing 
him to spasm and gag, before the reptile threw the wolf straight down through the water 
and followed up by diving down and pummeling the lupine with his fists, Mengele snarling 
and wincing, before he and the Drakkaren grappled under the water, hands locking together 
and bodies spinning through the dark depths of  the deep pool. 

The lupine managed to bring a knee up into Zerrex’s stomach, causing him to grunt and 
wince, losing a bit of his air… but the Drakkaren replied with a headbutt against Mengele’s 
sensitive nose, causing him to immediately withdraw in a mist of blood, covering his face as 
he kicked rapidly away through the water.



The Drakkaren, meanwhile, swam for the surface as he felt his muscles freezing, and 
then he hauled himself out of the water, panting hard and wincing as he felt ice almost 
forming over his body, his sopping hair hanging down and sticking to his back as Mengele 
climbed out of a hole a good distance away, panting raggedly himself. The two 
straightened… then Mengele snorted and grinned over at him, wincing and holding his 
side. “You and Drake certainly have bound together nicely… it’s amazing.” He rasped, then 
shook himself off a bit more before straightening and taking a few steps back, tilting his 
head forwards as his fur began to recede and dark green scales pushed out in their place, as 
he spread his arms and snarled: “But I’ve got a few tricks myself… call this my tribute out 
of  respect for the so-called superior species.”

Then he arched his back with a grunt, flexing bulging, powerful muscles, his height 
increasing to a powerful fifteen and some feet, his white eyes burning as his many surgical 
scars stood out in pure white against his naked, huge body that was bulging with power, 
black, block swastika tattoos coming into existence on either shoulder with a plain barcode 
beneath these reading ‘00001.’ A moment later, and huge wings burst out of his back as he 
groaned and stumbled forwards… then straightened and held out his hands, wings flapping 
once as he held his arms out straight, palms facing towards the Drakkaren as the now-
massive, now-Dragokkaren said coldly: “Not the same speed, but my physical power will 
more than rival yours, now. And these scales do provide an admirable natural armor.”

You don’t have to tell me that.” Zerrex replied with a snort, a cold grin surfacing on his 
features before he flexed a hand, feeling Drake’s energy ebbing out of it and glancing down 
at the darkness that was crawling along it before looking up and adding darkly: “But do you 
have the same resistance as your other body?”

Then Mengele’s eyes widened and the huge Dragokkaren leapt backwards, flapping its 
wings once… but his body was too heavy for flight, only boosting his airtime instead as 
Zerrex punched the ice and sent Drake’s energy forwards, creating a long, deep crack down 
the surface that raced straight towards the giant. Mengele snarled, throwing himself to the 
side even as Zerrex ran straight fowards, a tail of darkness trailing out from his fist before 
the reptile snapped his hand outwards and splattered dark goo over the Dragokkaren’s face 
before he had a chance to even prepare an attack.

Mengele Tstegi staggered backwards, snarling and wiping at his face with a roar of 
disgust and fury… and Zerrex took the chance to curve his run, sprinting past Mengele 
and twisting around to leap up on his back as he looked back and forth in surprise, then 
yelled and clawed at his back. Zerrex slid back and forth, evading the attacks of the giant 
before he slid down the middle of his back, then seized both wings near the bases and 
landed a hard kick into his lower spine, causing him to shriek in agony as he staggered 
forwards and both leathery wings were torn easily from his back. 

Then the Drakkaren ducked as he tossed the two appendages aside, wincing at the spray 
of blood, before letting out a grunt of pain as one of Mengele’s fists caught him under the 
jaw and sent him flying backwards, skidding along the ice before he rolled backwards and 
shoved himself off the rink with his hands and landing on his toes… but then sliding 



forwards to land on all fours as the Dragokkaren started towards him, snarling. Zerrex 
shook his head quickly, grunting and wincing to himself… then rolling to the side when 
Mengele attempted to step on him, before letting out a loud cry of agony, vomiting blood 
high into the air as the Dragokkaren smashed him in the stomach with his other fist, 
knocking him through the ice and deep into the water below.

Zerrex’s body shivered violently beneath the water, twitching back and forth, choking 
and gagging… before he forced himself to flip over so he was upright under the water, then 
he snapped one hand upwards, firing a string of dark energy out of the water and hooking 
into the edge of one of the holes in the rink before using that to pull himself forwards and 
up from the water, bursting through the surface and rolling along the surface of the ice with 
a grunt.

Then he slid up to his feet, wincing and shaking his head slowly, before he looked across 
at Mengele, who was busy hauling his enormous body out of a large hole he’d made in the 
ice. The Dragokkaren snarled in pain as his body hit the air, however, rubbing at his legs 
slowly as he panted and looked across at the real reptile with disbelief. “How can you stand 
this… this hellish frost?”

It takes growing up in the body.” Zerrex responded mildly, rolling his shoulders and then 
raising his hands as he grinned a bit. “Plus I have the dark nephilim inside of me, 
remember… but come on, doc, don’t fail me now. You’ve been holding up pretty good.”

Mengele snorted… then fur once more sprouted from his form as he shifted back down 
to a wolf ’s body… except this time, with a bit of extra muscle, and the tattoos and scarring 
didn’t vanish completely into the shaggy fur: instead, the fur itself turned black in places, 
showing both the tats and the webwork of  scarring over his body.

The two faced each other… then Mengele grinned and suddenly rushed forwards, 
dropping to all fours and hurtling himself forwards with a snarl, before he leapt at Zerrex 
with a howl: the Drakkaren, however, dropped quickly onto his back and slammed both feet 
upwards, knocking himself down into the ice with enough force to crack it, but sending 
Mengele flying skywards with a shriek of agony, before the wolf plummeted back towards 
the surface of the rink: at the same time, Zerrex forced himself to half-roll backwards, 
getting his hands down against the broken surface of the rink as he hefted himself to a 
handstand and swung his legs forwards in a vicious bicycle kick that sent Mengele flying 
across the room with another loud shriek of  agony.

He crashed into the clear metal wall at the edge of the rink with enough force to crack 
it, before falling limply into a snowdrift, sending up a thick plume of white dust. Zerrex, 
meanwhile, landed on his feet with a wince and watched the drift for any sign of 
movement… and a few moments later, the arctic wolf forced himself up and free, bleeding 
heavily from the mouth and a deep, boot-shaped gouge in his abdomen. He struggled to 
breath, holding his own intestines into his body as he staggered forwards towards Zerrex… 
and then he grinned one last time as his fur peeled away from one side of his flesh, 
revealing the scales beneath as he murmured raggedly: “I see now… that it’s not the outside 
shell… damn, how could I have been so fucking… stupid…” A pause, and then he 



slumped as he stepped back onto the rink, looking across at Zerrex with his white eyes 
slowly glazing… then he arched his back and released a long, mournful howl that caused 
the water to ripple and the clear metal walls to vibrate, Zerrex rocking back and forth as the 
ice beneath him shifted and cracked, as if  an earthquake had struck the area.

The Drakkaren covered his face with his arms, snarling… and then Mengele fell to his 
knees and then fell forwards on his face, a pool of blood steadily beginning to spread 
around him as his fur turned black and flaked off in places… and then the ice shifted 
again, and a long crack formed in the rink before he was swallowed up as the frozen surface 
of the water shifted and he was pulled down into the depths of the pool below, through the 
shattered ice.

The ice ceased to move… and Zerrex slowly stepped backwards as the water and ice 
turned from white and clear to crimson. The Drakkaren looked down at this… then he 
grunted as the rink’s surface cracked again and shifted, the air suddenly turning from frosty 
cold to warm. Steam rapidly began to rise from the blood-colored water and ice… and the 
lizard winced before spinning around and charging towards the small metal walkway that 
led into the rink as the ice began to turn to slush and shatter under his feet.

A moment after he stepped onto the metal surface of the walk, the rink shattered, 
geysers of red water blasting into the air with chunks of ice, a roar filling the air as the 
white snow flew like a blizzard inside a madly-shaken snow globe. The lizard stared at this 
show, watching the flurry of white powder and the sprays of crimson blood filling the air 
before it finally settled, leaving only waves of red water swaying back and forth as Zerrex 
rubbed sweat from his brow… and a moment later, a mechanical voice said: “Irreversible 
damage detected to research facility’s cold terrain simulator. All other life forms detected 
terminated. Cancelling lockdown and unlocking cold terrain laboratory door.”

The Drakkaren glanced over his shoulder to at the sound of several loud clicking noises, 
watching as the metal shutter trembled, then rolled upwards into the ceiling. He turned 
towards it… then took one last look over his shoulder at the settling pandemonium behind 
him before forcing his eyes back forwards and walking out of the room as he rubbed slowly 
at the tattoo of  the swastika on his arm. 

He walked slowly down the steps to the office, then quietly pushed through the steel 
door at the bottom and closed it behind himself, sighing and relaxing a bit in the warm 
area; it was a good middle point between the two extremes the room above had snapped 
between. He closed his eyes, resting back against the still-cold door for a few moments… 
then looked up quietly and gazed at the capsules, murmuring softly: “I don’t even know 
how to use those…”

Check for notes, I guess. Drake advised, then paused as he recognized this was easier said 
than done, muttering: Or not. Try his computer?

“Most of these notes are handwritten, though.” Zerrex ducked to pick up a stack of 
papers on the floor, looking at them thoughtfully and murmuring under his breath: “These 
look like research findings on the Empty Ones… did Hellabos create things-”



Without understanding what he was making? How else do you think every great thing 
has come into existence today? Drake asked, and his tone would be patronizing if he didn’t 
sound honestly surprised as well. Just because we know this so-called energy called ‘the 
soul’ runs through the body and exists… doesn’t mean we understand what it really is. I 
feed off dark energy released into the atmosphere, but that’s so many fancy catchphrases 
just linked together… I don’t know how I work, how I feed off emotions, or violence, or 
how I can suck the life-force out of something without leaving a mark but aging it or 
dissimilating it. Just like you don’t know… where you came from, what you really are. A 
product of  gods, evolution, or an evolution-created god or a god-created evolution? 

“You’re making me go cross-eyed.” Zerrex mumbled, grabbing his head and 
straightening, then ignoring Drake’s usual vulgar comebacks as he walked deeper into the 
office and searched idly through the papers on the table, before finally sighing and 
approaching the laptop.

It only took the Drakkaren a few moments of browsing to realize with distaste that this 
was definitely not what he wanted, however: the current open file showed a replicating set of 
genes moving in a slow hourglass swirl, and beside it were calculations that were completely 
unfathomable to the reptile. He stared dumbly at this for a few moments, then hit a few 
keys to see what would happen, and winced as he watched the entire chain fall apart and be 
replaced with the word ‘ERROR’ in bright red.

He coughed, then closed the program and glanced quickly through the neatly-labeled 
files on the computer, tapping through them quickly… but they all seemed to be 
complicated mathematical formulas. The lizard figured that Mengele must do his actual 
designing on the computer to save time if he made a mistake or had to replace a set of 
genetic data… and then he could simply send it out electronically to all his colleagues as 
well.

Zerrex turned back towards the capsule with a sigh, and approached the computer in 
front of it. The Drakkaren looked at this dumbly, since it seemed to be awaiting some sort 
of command process – even though mechanical arms inside the capsule were already 
working busily, and the grey clay-bodies were… shifting and moving erratically, almost 
strangely – before he entered dumbly into the window the only word he could think of: 
‘help.’

The computer immediately spat out dozens of command strings of no real use to the 
Drakkaren… then the screen flickered and went dark, making Zerrex wince and step 
quickly backwards, technophobia getting the best of him as he wondered just what the hell 
he’d done wrong.  A moment later, however, the terminal flickered back on… except this 
time, the screen was different, displaying an electrocardiogram of all three ‘subjects’ in the 
tube.

“Beginning memory replay.” said a cold, metallic voice, and Zerrex glanced around the 
room, blinking. A moment later, however, the flat monitor flickered again, then displayed 
another set of vital signs as the voice continued in its dissociated tone: “During physical 
formation, the bodies of the subjects must not be disturbed. Excess interaction will cause 



permanent genetic malformation; please use all care possible when moving capsules to and 
from research facilities by ensuring they are carefully transported through use of magnetic 
lift. Formation of subjects will require…” a pause as it calculated, then it spoke again 
almost boldly, as if proud of itself, but pausing ridiculously between every word or so. 
“Seven. To Ten. Days.

Afterwards, mental processes will begin to take root. This will require… One. To Ten. 
Days. Estimation is that total elapsed time for formation of beings will require… Eighteen. 
Days. Please note, however, the capsules will be automatically drained when the imbuing 
process is complete, and subjects may awaken immediately. No warning is set to be given at 
ninety-nine percent completion ratio. Note that mental process creation can be interrupted 
and halted at any time. That is all.” Then the voice shut down with an audible hum, and 
Zerrex made a face as he looked at the capsules again, feeling a strange tremble roll through 
his body.

Twenty days at the most… and right now he was confident he could end the war in that 
time, bring his loved ones back to a world that was peaceful… and that made him smile. 
He nodded slowly, giving a faint laugh as he rubbed his hair back from his face, before 
murmuring: “Where’s this magnetic lift thing, then?”

Transportation request acknowledged.” spoke the mechanical voice, making Zerrex 
jump… before he stared as the computer terminal sank into floor and the capsules came 
down with it, before settling down.  A moment later, a metal sheet slid across the ground… 
before the capsule slowly began to roll down the wall to lay lengthwise-down along the 
floor, and Zerrex realized that the capsules themselves were built into long, wheeled 
trolleys, with short handles that extended up from the base of the capsule that would allow 
him to move them easily. A pause, and he made a face as he realized how difficult it would 
be to maneuver these oversized capsule around, as he grasped the handle…before blinking 
in surprise as he moved it a few inches. It was lighter than air… and he paused for a 
moment before attempting to stand it back up on its base, and found he could do so 
without any strain whatsoever.

He shrugged a bit, guessing it was where the magnetic part came in or something… and 
then paused as he glanced down at a small, square screen built into the base of the capsule. 
It showed the current process that was going on in code… a percentage ratio he guessed 
was completion rate… and a glowing bar beneath this labeled ‘Stability.’ Currently, it was 
yellowish… but as he watched, it turned green once more, and the reptile winced as he 
looked up at the Drakkaren form in the capsule, murmuring quietly: “My mistake. Sorry 
there…” A glance between her legs, and a cough as he realized it wasn’t just a her after all. 
“Cherry.”

The reptile straightened a bit, grasping a small handle at the side of the capsule and 
wheeling it forwards towards the door: he figured that if the bar went into the red zone, it 
would probably mean that the genetic information was damaged… and the reptile made a 
face before sighing a bit and carefully slipping around the side of the capsule to pull the 



door open, then wheeling the tall capsule through. A pause, then he glanced down and 
murmured to Drake: “You got any tricks up your sleeve?”

Just don’t drop the frigging capsule. Drake muttered, and Zerrex rolled his eyes; the dark 
nephilim, as always, chose the worst times to be a bitch. The Drakkaren sighed at this, then 
carefully wheeled the capsule down the narrow hall towards the elevator… gently put it 
down on its back… and then hit the call button, glancing back and forth idly.

When the elevator doors opened, however, there was a single occupant: a small, grinning 
Drakkaren kid, who was wearing baggy clothes, a rumpled sweater too big for him, and a 
fake officer’s cap backwards on his head. He bounced back and forth in sandals as he 
looked up at Zerrex, then stared at the capsule and immediately ran over to it, beginning to 
stroke the glass and tap on it as he said happily: “Ooh, mister! That’s a really neat thing, a 
really really neat thing you got there! What’s it do, huh, huh?”

Zerrex stared in horror as the kid put his palms against the glass, staring into the depths 
of the capsule, and the much larger reptile immediately snapped: “Get your face off there, 
punk!”

The kid glared at him but stepped back, jutting his chin out and crossing his arms as he 
looked at him aggressively, and Zerrex quickly rolled the capsule into the elevator… before 
making a face as he realized he’d only be able to move one at a time, as he slipped in beside 
it. Immediately, however, the kid sprang in next to him… and Zerrex sighed, asking 
irritably: “Don’t you have somewhere else to be?”

Nope!” The kid snorted, looking immediately up at one corner of the elevator sulkily. 
“This hospital sucks balls. So I’m riding the elevator up and down… this is my elevator!” 
he said firmly, and then yelped when Zerrex easily shoved him out into the hall.

“Well, I’m using it so… run along and play.” This earned a disgusted, angry glare… and 
then Zerrex realized that the kid would have access to the other capsules and could mess 
them up, so he muttered and sighed, catching the doors as they closed as the kid continued 
to look at him with distaste. “Fine, whatever you want, kid. Get in.”

No!” the Dragokkaren spat immediately, then spun around and ran down the corridor, 
yelling at the top of his lungs as he headed for the door at the end of the hall. Zerrex 
immediately paled and leapt after him… then cursed loudly and turned as the elevator 
doors began to close, automatically snapping an arm up.

 Drake’s dark essence snapped out of his hand in a whip, then part of it formed a thick 
block that held the doors open as the dark nephilim took over, the end past the block inside 
the elevator becoming a thick tendril that twisted its way around and pulled the small, 
emergency stop switch. Immediately, buzzers went off, and the elevator door slid all the way 
open,  Zerrex turning with a wince and springing after the kid as he shoved the door open 
and said loudly: “Cool!”

The larger lizard pounded down the hallway, Drake shouting at him irritably as the dark 
energy behind him fell to the floor and melted into goo, the reptile not wanting to wait for 
it to curl itself back into his body… and then the kid turned with a devilish grin and 



slammed the door shut. Zerrex let out a yell, then slammed face-first into it before falling 
backwards, groaning and rubbing at his aching skull, running his hands through his hair as 
the Dragokkaren reopened the door and asked cheerfully: “You wanna come in, mister big 
and hairy?”

Then the kid squeaked when Zerrex snapped out an arm and hefted him into the air, 
glaring down at him as he stood and the child flailed uselessly. “Look kid, you’re old 
enough to know not to act like a frigging jerk. Now are you going to stay quiet, or am I 
going to have to tape you to the ceiling and lock you in one of these rooms here?” Zerrex 
jerked his head to the side, and the Drakkaren grabbed his wrist, kicking uselessly at his 
chest and not quite making it.

“Shut up!” he hollered in return to Zerrex’s threats, then grinned again and said angrily: 
“I’m the son of  the hospital administrator, you can’t tell me what to do!”

Watch me.” Zerrex said darkly, and the flash of his emerald eyes seemed to finally get it 
through the child that he wasn’t dealing with any of the hospital staff, who he apparently 
could push around and terrorize without fear of retribution. Then the larger lizard carried 
him over to the nearest door, shoved it open, and glanced around at the pile of dusty boxes 
and papers, figuring it was a store room.

Sit here for a while.” Zerrex held the kid over a pile of taped boxes and dropped him on 
them, making him grunt and stare before the Drakkaren withdrew and closed the door. 
Then he slammed an elbow into the frame, warping it, before he checked to make sure it 
was solidly closed and grinned when he felt it not budge a bit, even when he leaned on it.

The kid, meanwhile, was pounding loudly on the doorway, shouting to be let out, then 
screaming something about how there were monsters in there with him… and Zerrex 
winced as he thought of Mengele’s creations. Before he fell for it, however, he asked clearly 
through the door: “Yeah, what kind of  monsters?”

The kid stopped yelling, apparently to think, and Zerrex rolled his eyes before leaving, 
deciding he didn’t care if someone did eat the stupid child. He approached the elevator, 
stepping through dissolved muck, and Drake muttered: If you do that too often or I get 
ripped to shreds too much… you do realize that I’ll weaken and in turn, you will too…

As long as we’re symbiotically attached, huh? Great.” Zerrex made a face as he stepped 
into the elevator and hit the button for the emergency stop, then the one for the ground 
floor. He sighed and relaxed a bit against the wall, closing his eyes as the elevator slowly 
descended… and smiled a bit when, unsurprisingly, the ride was straight and smooth, 
despite how crowded the hospital had seemed.

Then Zerrex pushed his precious cargo out into the main lobby, attracting the stares of 
security and doctors alike – both too afraid to pester him – and he made his way down to 
the ER wing. A pause, and a bright grin to one of the security guards at the main doors, 
and immediately the large Dragokkaren and his partner ran over to hold the glass double 
doors open for him, Zerrex giving a serene ‘thank you,’ before pushing his way into the 
smaller ER room.



Marina, Huck and Albatross all stared… and then Marina broke into a grin, whispering: 
“Is that what I think it is, Daddy?”

Shush. Don’t spoil the surprise.” Zerrex said softly, and then Marina leapt up and ran 
over to him, tackle hugging him and almost fainting in his arms as she laughed quietly, 
closing her eyes and pushing against his chest, her legs trembling under her as the male 
looked down at her lovingly, then quietly slipped his arms beneath her, glancing up at Huck 
and Albatross. “There’s two more capsules like this upstairs, eighteenth floor. The far right 
elevator in the main lobby is pretty much empty… if it isn’t, I’m sure you two can make it 
that way. They’re easy to move, but they have to be transported with extreme care, otherwise 
the genetic material inside will be damaged.” He paused at their looks, then said softly: “It’s 
a parting gift from Mengele. He’s no longer a threat.” Then the Drakkaren glanced down, 
before looking back up and forcing himself to say the words he didn’t want to: “I killed 
him.

And oh. There was a laptop with genetic information on it… I couldn’t decipher it, but 
I don’t know if we should bring it back to base or not…” Zerrex frowned a bit, shaking his 
head slowly, then he glanced self-conscious around the room, which was filled with staring 
and murmuring patients: people who had likely been transported here through some… 
secret, illicit means to get emergency treatment for being in the wrong spot when the 
soldiers opened fire. “I’ll tell you more there.”

“Got it, Boss.” Huck saluted him, grinning widely. “We’ll meet you in the back then. 
Damn, this is a good news day.” He laughed, shaking his head slowly, then whistling to the 
nurse sitting and staring at the desk. “Hey, hot stuff, mind openin’ the door for the big guy 
here and his daughter?”

She shook her head quickly, stuttering a quick no, then ran around from her post to 
push the large pneumatic door open: Zerrex easily shifted Marina to one arm, using the 
other to carefully guide the green capsule through and down to the back room, where he’d 
remembered first meeting the various doctors of the hospital. This time, however, the break 
room was empty… and the reptile glanced around as he hit the call button for the large-
size elevator, glad that they’d be able to at least fit all the capsules in here before pushing the 
first in and to the side, after carefully placing Marina in one of  the chairs.

She still looked a bit woozy and dazed… but she recovered faster this time then he’d 
remembered earlier, blushing quietly and murmuring: “Sorry, Daddy. I just got carried away 
when I realized…” A glance down. “Gods… I’d never thought I’d see Mommy or Cherry 
again… or even Mr. Wulfe…”

It’ll be something.” Zerrex said softly, wondering absently at the same time exactly how 
much access she had to his brain… and Marina glanced up at him with a bit of an 
embarrassed blush, and he rubbed his head lamely, murmuring: “Sorry.”

No, no. It’s my fault, I’m the one who should be apologizing.” Marina said softly, 
rubbing at the back of her head quietly. “One of the reasons Narrius always kept me in the 
collar was because I find it so easy to listen in to people… I tend to… do it automatically 
when I look at someone.” She smiled faintly. “Sometimes it almost gets a little bit 



overwhelming, you know? But… I like it, too, I love being… feeling… special.” She 
stopped, and added quietly: “Like your daughter… like I can do something good, 
something… even great for you…”

Zerrex looked at her softly, wanting to ask why she was  so dedicated when he felt… 
he’d let her and the rest of the family down… and Marina’s sharp glance upwards caught 
him off-guard yet again, as she said softly but firmly: “Don’t ever feel like that Daddy… 
ever… you had no idea that Narrius was alive… no reason, even, to believe that Hellabos 
had cloned him back to life. Even I couldn’t predict that; someone halfway across the world 
who had plans revolving around… me… for world domination.” She shook her head slowly 
and murmured quietly: “It’s unfathomable that this has all happened… and in such a short 
period of  time.

So don’t blame yourself.” She closed her eyes and bowed her head forwards, resting back 
against the table and smiling faintly as she added: “And I worship the ground you walk on, 
Daddy… because it doesn’t take me more than a look into your eyes, and I can see into the 
battles you’ve had to face, and everything you’ve done… all while hating yourself. While not 
wanting to live, while… Daddy, I’m sorry.” She whispered, as Zerrex turned away and 
closed his eyes. A pause, and she added in a trembling voice: “It’s not weak… you aren’t. 
You never will be.”

It’s hard to believe that…” Zerrex murmured softly, looking down at his hands quietly as 
he turned them back and forth… before glancing up and turning around, giving a faint 
smile. “So faking anything ain’t gonna work with you, huh?” 

Marina laughed softly at this, shaking her head slowly. “No, I’m afraid it won’t, Daddy.” 
She softened a bit, then slowly stood, and Zerrex walked over to her, before smiling a bit as 
she gently touched his face. “You’ll feel better when we get back to the rebel base. I 
promise.”

Alright.” Zerrex nodded, then hugged her tightly, and she returned the embrace, pushing 
her head against him quietly. A few minutes later, as the two sat together, Huck came in 
with the first capsule, looking disgusted. The two stared at him as he bad-temperedly – but 
carefully, there was that at least – wheeled the capsule into the open elevator beside the 
other one, then he turned and settled a death glare on Zerrex.

“Why the hell didn’t you warn us about that little freaking goblin?” he asked angrily, 
then threw his arms out as he began to storm back and forth around the room, not waiting 
for an answer but instead going into a tirade. “See, me and Albossatross are all, great great, 
this’ll be easy shit, yeah, yeah, not knowing about the little bastard a certain someone 
trapped in the fuckin’ file storage room. So we get up there, and the elevator goes ding, and 
I guess the fucker heard the ding ‘cause… ‘cause he starts freaking screaming! Fucknuts but 
I almost leapt into Albatross’s arms!

God’s balls, but hell, the little fucker won’t stop, yelling there’s big purple monsters or 
some shit in there with him, and I’m goin’, what the fuck, and Albatross is all, fuck that, we 
got a job to do, and I’m like, fuck you! I’m not gonna let some little kid get eaten by 



something. So I force the door open, and this bastard kid runs out and bites me in the 
fucking crotch!”

Huck stopped to glare, thrusting his groin out and pointing with both hands at his 
offended area, and Zerrex burst into laughter, almost falling off the chair, as Marina simply 
continued to look stunned. Both of these sentiments apparently offended Huck, however, 
as he shouted and waved his fists angrily: “Hey, my virility is now, like, fucked to shit! What 
if I wanted kids one day? Or is it because I’m gay, you homophobic shit? Like, fuck, that 
part is important to me! I used my dick a lot, you know… and hell, I don’t think my 
barracks are going to ever produce any more little soldiers, either… and that’s a bad thing, 
‘cause you know, some dudes are really into facials and feeling their partner send out the 
troops, if  you get what I mean, and like-”

Huck, shut up.” Albatross said mildly, pushing the last, small capsule into the room, and 
the other Dragokkaren looked offended as the one-eyed reptile added: “I think you’re going 
to cause Lord Zerrex to laugh himself  into a hernia.”

Zerrex was still busy cackling on the ground, but after a few moments he managed to 
crawl to his feet, wiping at his eyes and grinning stupidly at Huck. “You’re awesome.” Then 
he paused and turned to Albatross as Huck cursed under his breath and muttered 
something. “So how did you deal with that little bastard?”

“After he took a chunk out of Huck, Huck kicked him across the room. He’s still 
knocked out.” Albatross said mildly, then he glanced at the other Dragokkaren. “He’s upset 
because he mentioned something about wanting me to kiss his wound better, and I told 
him not to sexually assault his commanding officers, especially while on duty.”

I’m gonna frickin’ stab you later, douchebag.” Huck said, looking at Albatross 
distastefully, then he sighed and stomped over to the elevator as Zerrex gently slid his arm 
around Marina, aiding her as she rested against him and they followed as well, the 
Dragokkaren looking miserable. “It’s going to be a long walk back to base, isn’t it?”

The road back really wasn’t nearly as bad as Huck predicted, however: by daybreak, 
they’d made the facility, their spirits still elevated from the more-than-successful missions as 
Zerrex explained what exactly was in the capsules… which caused Huck to stop attempting 
to ride or run with the one he was pushing. During the latter half of the walk, however, as 
they moved along in a comfortable silence, Marina leaned up and murmured softly: “I can 
feel their minds working… I can feel their souls discovering what they want their bodies to 
be. It’s a long, hard road.” She stopped, then whispered: “Let’s sit with the capsules for a 
while after we get back to the base.”

Zerrex looked at her strangely, but then nodded slowly… and after they’d found 
themselves back in the base, Albatross and Huck had gladly covered for him, saying they’d 
explain everything to Churchill, and that Zerrex could be debriefed later tonight, after he’d 
taken care of the rest of his business. The Drakkaren had nodded, and then been left alone 
with his daughter in his quarters… and the three glowing capsules that were in the other 
room that was meant more for soldiers than genetics experiments. He and Marina now sat 



there… looking at the capsules… and then Marina smiled faintly and traded a look with 
Zerrex.

Which do you want to start with first?” she asked softly, and Zerrex looked at her 
strangely before she shrugged and murmured softly: “You’re intertwined with all three of 
these… and I can feel them reaching out for guidance. I think you know us all best… so 
why don’t you act as their guides?” she paused, and smiled lovingly at her father, stroking his 
face gently as they sat together on one of the bunk beds. “Don’t worry about me, Daddy. 
Telepathic communication is a specialty of mine, I thought you’d notice that by now… and 
no matter how long it feels, it’ll only take minutes, even just seconds, perhaps. The mind 
plays tricks with time.” She stopped, then added softly: “If I need to draw back… I will. 
But otherwise, let me act as your… speaker and microphone, your image… and talk 
through me.”

“How?” Zerrex looked at his daughter softly… then she smiled and gently reached up to 
touch his cheek. A moment later, he felt a strange swirling sensation roll through his body, 
and Marina faded out of view… before he found himself standing in a dark room with her. 
And oddly enough, Drake was standing beside him, looking unimpressed, as the reptile 
blinked and glanced back and forth.

Easier than I thought.” Marina said, but her voice had a dreamlike quality, and she was 
dressed in plainer clothes here. Zerrex looked at her in confusion, and she grinned. “You’re 
pretty open to any kind of mind tricks because Drake’s in you. He makes a great 
connection line.”

Bite me.” Drake muttered, and then he vanished into darkness… before reappearing on 
the other side of Zerrex, grabbing his shoulders and growling: “I don’t like it here. This is 
an illusionary world… she might just generate false responses based on expectation and 
your own memories of  the others, not actually bring you in contact with them.”

Zerrex looked over at Drake amusedly, then nudged him with his elbow… and 
unsurprisingly, it felt like flesh instead of the dark substance the dark nephilim was usually 
composed of. “Maybe you just don’t like being on equal ground with me.”

This caused the creature to snort and vanish, then reappear in front of him this time, 
blocking Marina from view as he crossed his arms in distaste. “Yeah, that’s why I’m stuck 
being your partner when there’s a thousand others I could likely possess and hold and use 
my powers out of in the real world.” A pause, and then he glanced down at himself with a 
snarl, his body becoming static-ridden before he vanished from reality.

Marina looked serenely at him, saying softly: “We don’t need him for this trip. Once I’ve 
got a lock on your mind, we can talk to the others fine.” A pause, and then she said softly: 
“Although we aren’t really going to be talking. More watching and interacting where 
necessary. So let’s go, Daddy.” A smile, and then she vanished… and Zerrex felt a twist of 
vertigo, felt like he was falling… before he suddenly found himself standing in a grassy 
field.



The Drakkaren blinked, trying to look around… before he realized he couldn’t. It was 
like he was being forced to watch a projected image on a television screen or something… 
and as he watched, the ground and sky seemed to trickle together before twisting itself into 
new shapes, forming several tents, stalls, the things you’d expect to see at a travelling circus. 
As the reptile watched, however, the colors seemed off, less vibrant than reality, faded… 
and then his eyes widened when he heard Cherry say softly: “Why… why am I here… this 
is before my time, anyway… or at least I was very young…”

Remember Mom? She was famous.” Cynterra replied, her own tone gentle… and Zerrex 
realized where they were now. An illegal, travelling caravan… gypsies, carnies, and 
magicians… and the famous Beatrice Blossom, who was renowned in many circles as the 
greatest of all psychics, and many others as the hungriest of all whores. Then he was inside 
the tent, apparently standing down in one of the dirt rings, near a large fire… and a 
striking, proud-looking Drakkaren was in the center stage holding two metal hoops and 
dressed in little more than a loincloth with no back and a strap of cloth over large, 
sumptuous breasts, her body taunt and strong, strikingly, amazingly beautiful, and yet she 
had such cold and hungry eyes… and then she began to dance.

The fires scattered around the ring turned blue to the gasps of the crowd, as she danced 
and twisted, spinning the hoops around her body, her arms, her limbs, and then closing her 
eyes and calling in a powerful voice: “Seat 316, Jeremiah Andrews, stand! Lawyer, divorced 
twice, cheated on his wife, doesn’t believe in my powers but fears to be called out of the 
crowd like I’ve just done, staring at my body and wondering what it’d be like to be between 
my legs…”

The crowd laughed as a figure in the distance stood, too far to make out, and then 
Beatrice stopped and grinned as she threw both rings into the air, and the crowd gasped as 
she caught one on one finger: it rotated on the tip of her claw like a centrifuge… and then 
the other ring fell as well, and that too spun on the metal tip in the opposite direction, both 
rings speeding up as she pointed with the other hand and shouted: “You want proof ? Shall 
I tell you something no one else knows? Give me your answer, Jerry!”

Cheers rang up from the crowd as she stood there… and then a grin spread over her 
features as she closed her eyes, before they flashed open and she said clearly: “You lost your 
virginity to your stepsister!”

Laughter, and the figure above was running for the exit, covering his head as cheers and 
catcalls rang up through the crowd… and then a vision of afterwards, after everything was 
over, the tents closed down… and Beatrice was on the grass with two big males she’d 
seduced, screaming for more… and in the distance, standing behind a tree, was a four-year 
old Cherry watching, a teddy bear dangling from her hand. Beside her was a powerful, 
cruel-looking Drakkaren, who said disgustedly: “You were born the same way. Now let’s get 
back before your mother sees us… but since you wanted to know so bad, this is where all 
the money comes from… but it all gets wasted on your mother’s luxury items. Stupid 
bitch’s cunt could feed the world if she didn’t have to buy so much fancy shit… I said, 
come on!” And then he slapped Cherry down, and when she began to cry, he pushed her 



into the ground and asked in a threatening voice: “Do I have to punish you again? Or do 
you want to go and join your mother out there, huh, is that it? Spread your legs for every 
male…”

“I don’t want to see this…” Cherry murmured quietly, sounding horrified and hurt… 
and then the image flickered to Beatrice doing a strip show inside a tent for a crowd of 
rowdy males… before the tent flap closed and an older, eight year old Cherry walked away 
silently, rubbing at her bleeding vagina and crying a bit. And somehow Zerrex knew that 
her father had just raped her… and it wasn’t the first time. And he could also hear a 
horrible call from inside, a shout of: “Hey, pay up, gimme the money and I’ll give you a 
spot in line… and if you really want it, I’ll let you have at my oldest little girl, too, but 
that’ll cost you double! But she’s young and prime!” 

Cherry wandered away down a dirt path, rubbing at her face quietly, snarling angrily and 
kicking at a stone as she passed, still dragging her teddy bear around with her… before she 
looked up as she heard yells and screams from a nearby field. Immediately, she ran over… 
and Cynterra was there, crying and bloody, being held down by a group of boys as they 
screamed things like ‘whore,’ and ‘devil child,’ and ‘fucktoy’ at her, likely without even 
knowing the meaning, and they were tearing at her clothes, laughing at her bruises, at her 
battered vagina… and Cherry snarled before running forwards and yelling: “You get away 
from my sister!”

The four boys looked up in surprise… grinned… and then Cherry grabbed a stick from 
the ground and bashed one across the face and sent him down, crying and screaming. Then 
she began to beat on him violently with the stick, and the other three ran away as Cherry 
tossed it after them, before turning back to the first boy she’d already knocked down, 
starting to kick him over and over as she yelled at him angrily: “We’re not worthless! You’re 
worthless! We’re not!”

Finally, she stopped… and the boy was nearly dead, spasming weakly, barely breathing, 
bloody all over from the beating Cherry had given him with the stick and her homemade, 
leather and wood shoes. Then she helped Cynterra up to her feet and gave her the teddy 
bear, which the younger, smaller Drakkaren hugged as she sniffled and looked into her big 
sister’s eyes, whispering: “Thanks, Cindy…”

It’s Cherry.” She grumbled, then threw an arm around her shoulders and began to guide 
her away… and Zerrex noted with a faint smile that Cherry was wearing shorts and a 
shirt… but Cynterra had a pretty blouse and dress on, even though both were ripped and 
took some adjusting to get back on to cover her body, and her underwear was ripped apart. 
“You need to learn to take care of  yourself, Sin… it’s not like anyone else will…”

We lived in hell.” Cynterra said quietly, and other images of rapes, violence, and 
degradation over the years flashed in front of Zerrex’s eyes, before the screen seemed to 
split… showing Cherry and Cynterra running in opposite directions, and angry people 
running after them both, yelling about the dead body of their younger sibling they’d found, 
bloody and obviously sexually abused… torn up, in fact. And Cynterra was crying… but 
Cherry was just glaring off in the distance, looking more like a male despite her bouncing 



breasts than the maid-dressed Cynterra who had a smaller bosom than her sister… and in 
Cherry’s hand was an old metal pipe with a rounded head she’d found. “But you always 
protected me until we split up… after we killed our youngest, because you said you wanted 
it to hurt less when she eventually was sold off as a whore… and I screwed up with the 
gag…”

“It was my fault.” Cherry’s voice said softly, but it was laced with agony. “I shouldn’t 
have…”

A quiet laugh, a strange sensation, and then there were two more images again, beside 
each other… Cynterra crying and alone in a windmill… Cherry in the back of a bar, her 
pants down, crying out as a trucker took her hard, and grinning darkly, hatefully… making 
money in the only way she knew. “You carried the curse of the family stronger than I did, 
that need, that lust for sex… but you also always had the better powers, the better eyes. And 
you’ve always been stronger…” Images of the two joining the military, Cynterra staying 
back and whimpering even as she was delegated to an all-female unit… Cherry being raped 
in the shower… or at least it seemed like a gang rape, until she forced herself to turn 
around once the current large, and much older-Dragokkaren pulled out, so she could kiss 
him hungrily, to the laughter of  the others.

I don’t want to remember that.” Cherry whispered… but despite the embarrassment… 
there was something else there, too. Maybe a mutant pride, or a bit of lust… and Cynterra 
laughed before the image flickered again… showing Cynterra walking down the streets of 
Hez’Ranna in awe… and Cherry on a battlefield. A battlefield Zerrex recognized…

It was dirt and rock, devastated by ancient explosive blasts… and a death-test for Goth 
Legion applicants. As Cherry ducked behind a half-destroyed brick wall to check her 
supplies… she heard a noise from behind a rock ahead, and a soldier ran screaming out… 
but before she could snag her assault rifle or her combat knife, a quick burst knocked the 
soldier to the ground, dead.

Then a huge male emerged from behind the huge, broken rock, looking disgusted as he 
lowered his own assault rifle and hit the switch on the side. He paused, glanced up ahead, 
then shrugged and shouldered the rifle before emptying the last of the clip through the 
barbed wire that surrounded a small mine ‘garden,’ sending up a volley of explosions before 
ejecting the clip and changing it out for a full one, muttering under his breath: “Hopefully 
that’ll draw out a few more flies or they’ll think I’m dead. Either works for me.”

Then the memory-Zerrex paused, his eyes narrowed as Cherry peered up from behind 
the wall, and he grinned a bit, aiming his rifle at her and saying callously: “Hey, bitch, I 
recognize you. You’re the one who was having the party with the guys in the shower, right?”

Fuck you, asshole. Bet you didn’t join in ‘cause your cock ain’t big enough to please a girl, 
since you can’t even please your butt-buddies, right?” Cherry shot back, standing and 
drawing her own rifle up in a smooth movement: the two faced each other with a grin… 
and then Zerrex snorted.



You should watch what you’re talkin’ about, sweetheart.” He replied darkly… and then 
he lunged to the side, so fast that Cherry wondered if he had the same ability as her, the 
burst of bullets she’d fired only hitting the stone behind him. She snarled, then ducked 
before covering her face with her arms in surprise, as Zerrex simply charged forwards and 
kicked through the brick wall, knocking her back into the crater behind her, her rifle flying 
from her hands… and she rolled a few times before managing to get her feet under her in a 
crouch and immediately lunge back up with a snarl, grinning and dodging bursts of bullets 
as she sprinted back up the crater wall.

She snapped her combat knife out of her leg holster as Zerrex looked at her furiously, 
recognizing him now as the current leader of the pack… and that if she overtook him, 
she’d be the one in charge, and everyone would have to bow to her! It made her grin wider, 
her eyes burning with vicious desire as she ducked under another burst of assault rifle fire, 
drawing in close… before dodging as he swung the hot barrel of the automatic rifle at her  
and lunging forwards to attempt to cut his guts out of  his stomach.

Zerrex snapped the butt of the rifle down in time to block, however, snarling as he 
switched his grip to the body of the gun… but then Cherry got her other hand up and 
simply ripped it out of his hands, knocking it into the mud beneath them as she slashed 
forwards with the knife again. The Drakkaren infuriated her by once more stepping 
backwards, however… then, when she stabbed forwards, putting too much weight into her 
front and almost overbalancing herself… he caught her arm and then spun with a snarl, 
throwing her towards the stone behind him as ghost images spoke too late in front of her 
eyes.

She only grinned, however, snarling and forcing her body to flip… not forwards, but in 
reverse, slowing her progress through the air as she revolved so that her back was facing the 
ground, arms pinwheeling once… before her feet slammed into the body of the rock and 
she charged up it with the momentum built from her athletic movement, then kicked off 
and twisted in midair, throwing the knife straight down at the same time. 

The Drakkaren, however, slid to the side, the blade cutting through one the pouches on 
his uniform shirt and spilling its contents out as she landed gracefully in a crouch… and 
then the reptile drew his own combat knife and quickly threw it back at her. She grinned 
immediately, twisting out of the way and reaching out… then catching it and letting her 
arm cross her body, prepared to throw but recognizing it was a useless attack, calling 
instead: “You’re pretty good, motherfucker. You must be the asshole currently in the lead of 
our little games.”

Zerrex snorted as he reached down and drew her combat knife out of the ground, then 
he flipped it so the blade was pointing downwards, wiping it off on his shirt before holding 
it out and ready, saying softly: “Like I care. Power isn’t determined by rank. I just want a job 
where I can do what I do best.”

And mess people up…” Cherry breathed softly… and Zerrex looked at her in 
surprise… before the two grinned at each other and charged forwards, meeting in the 
middle. Knife-blade met knife-blade, and hand met hand... then they both suddenly lunged 



their muzzles forwards as well, trading a sloppy, passionate kiss even as Cherry revolved her 
wrist to free herself from Zerrex’s grip and then slid her forearm across his hand, locking 
her elbow against his palm as she snagged his other wrist and tried to force the blade of the 
knife down… but Zerrex easily twisted her arm and yanked her to the side, then drew 
himself back, the kiss breaking as she slashed at him again with the knife as she was thrown 
away, the blade almost cutting into the reptile’s throat and instead catching his hair, 
shredding his shoulder-length locks as they both leapt away and drew short trenches 
through the mud, skidding backwards.

Then they ran forwards again… and Cherry’s eyes flickered as she suddenly turned and 
snapped the knife off in one direction, and Zerrex hurled the other knife over her head, 
into the chest of another soldier that had been attempting to sneak up behind her: 
meanwhile, the sniper on a high, rocky ledge above fell… and then the two Drakkaren 
slammed into each other, and this time their jaws locked and their arms went around each 
other’s bodies, holding each other close…

The image faded, and Cherry protested loudly: “Hey! No! I remember what happened 
after that, I want to see us fucking! That was some frigging great sex!”

And he taught you to love yourself. To love sex. And to love your position… as his 
second, as his slave, as his bitch.” murmured Cynterra… and then she laughed quietly as she 
whispered: “And the only person you grew jealous of… was…”

A flicker… and Cindy was sitting on the couch with Zerrex, who had his head rolled 
back and was snoring loudly, making the Zerrex who was watching wince. I didn’t know I 
did that. A moment later, however, Cherry walked into the room from the kitchen, 
glowering at the two before saying mildly: “He only snores when he’s with you, you know.”

Well, he only swears when he’s with you.” Cindy shot back, and the two glared at each 
other for a moment before huffing and looking in opposite directions, and Zerrex 
continued to simply sleep through it all. The Drakkaren wondered quietly exactly how 
much he had slept through and missed between the three he’d started to think of as his 
girls… and then he found himself surprised when the next image faded in, of Cherry 
standing quietly in Marina’s room, back when she was just a baby. 

The room was plain, neat and organized… a… Zerrex could never remember the 
name… hung from the ceiling, suspended on invisible wires, spinning, slowly forever-
spinning, made of rocket ships and feral animals and mythic beasts… the shelves were full 
of books, and a trunk in the corner stuffed with baby toys… and stuffed animals filled the 
crib, and Marina was under the blankets, a pacifier in her mouth, and clutching a fluffy 
brown bear. And from the nightlight in the corner and the gentle glow coming in from the 
doorway… Cherry looked so goddamn sad.

The usually rough, fearless female then blinked when Marina suddenly made a quiet 
noise in her sleep… then began to kick at the blankets and cry, her eyes flicking open and 
the pacifier falling out of her mouth. She flailed quietly in the bed, and Cherry gripped the 
edge of the crib with something like terror, looking back and forth and muttering under 
her breath: “Oh crap, I don’t know… what the fuck do I do? Oh shit!” A pause, and then 



she turned and ran, and Zerrex’s vision followed her, almost like a camera was running 
behind her as she charged towards the kitchen and stared at a note on the fridge written in 
Cindy’s neat handwriting.

She hit the freezer door as the crying became louder, wincing and mumbling: “Baby this, 
baby that, dear fuck, Cindy, I get it. Don’t drop the baby. Okay… here. ‘If she starts crying, 
she wants to be… fed?’ What the fuck? I ain’t lactating!” Cherry stared down at her own 
huge breasts, squeezing them, then she made a face before continuing to read and sighing. 
“Oh hell yes. Formula in the fridge.”

She opened the fridge… and stared at the empty baby bottle before touching her lips 
with an expression of horror… and Zerrex was somehow… not all that surprised. After all, 
Cherry wouldn’t care about the difference between a baby bottle and a regular drinking 
bottle… and if  she saw something in the fridge… “Oh shit. Oh shit, oh shit, oh shit.”

Then she winced, opened her mouth to yell as the crying got louder, and immediately 
snapped it shut and slapped herself across the face, snarling: “You are not going that route 
with this kid, Cherry! Don’t think about it!” she paused, then closed the fridge door and 
muttered: “Cindy’s calmed Marina down plenty of times… okay… okay… let’s try this… 
maybe she’s just… had a nightmare or…”

A pause, and she stared as she stepped into the baby’s room, at the cradle, and a tremble 
ran through her body. Zerrex could almost feel the self-doubt and self-loathing running 
through her form… and finally, he understood, feeling his heart thud in his chest as he saw 
the truth. Cherry had never been able to produce children… never would… and she had 
grown up hating her family so much that she had eventually written them out of her mind, 
redesigned her entire history so much that she hadn’t even been able to talk to Zerrex about 
it… had honestly come to believe her own made-up stories. 

But Marina had started to break down that wall… had brought back the memories 
Cherry had of Cynterra… and of her own horrible, abused childhood. Now she was faced 
with a choice of repeating those atrocities… and likely meeting her death at the hands of 
her master… or trying to break free of her own mental walls. Face the demons in herself 
she’d let parade and run her all her life until she’d come to love the feelings of being taken, 
the hatred, the darkness… and try to be a bit, for lack of  a better term, ‘well-adjusted.’

She walked quietly over to the crib, and reached down, picking up Marina under the 
armpits … and Marina stared at Cherry, and Cherry stared at Marina. They looked at each 
other for a long time in the darkness of the room… before Cherry finally bit her tongue 
and carefully pulled Marina close against her bosom, cradling the baby in her arms and 
trembling slightly. Marina, however, curled against her more than willingly… put her thumb 
in her mouth… and as Cherry held her silently in the darkness, a tear trickling down her 
cheek, the baby fell asleep with a few nonsense mumbles, and her other hand reached down 
and quietly snagged one of Cherry’s fingers, squeezing it firmly as she slipped off to 
dreamland.

Cherry stood for the longest time, with tears rolling down her cheeks at this beautiful 
thing she held in her arms, this piece of Zerrex, this beloved child… and bowed her head 



silently, whispering quietly: “I won’t ever let you go, Marina…” A pause, a long hesitation 
before she murmured: “Littlest sister…”

Then the memory faded… and Cherry whispered in a broken voice: “But I did fail 
Marina…”

No…” Zerrex said softly… and his voice echoed through the folds of memory, time 
and space inside this strange world, and he could sense Cherry suddenly looking up as he 
said clearly: “You didn’t!”

You didn’t…” echoed Marina and Cynterra… and the two sounded almost heartbroken 
as images flickered in and out of reality: Cherry, Cindy and Zerrex laughing as Marina took 
her first steps… Cherry and Zerrex sharing a grin, a laugh, and then quailing from Cindy 
when Marina’s first word turned out to be ‘fuck…’ Cherry and Marina holding hands as 
they walked out to get a treat – ice cream for Marina, a skin mag for Cherry.

Then more; the two sitting together, playing with building blocks… all four of them 
sitting outside and Marina curled up in Cherry’s lap, snoozing, and Cindy looking at the 
larger female almost enviously… Cherry grinning stupidly as she gave Marina things to 
chew on, winced when she started choking on one, and slapped her on the back so hard it 
not only made the puzzle piece fly out of her mouth but the baby do a somersault… 
Cherry using her precog to throw herself up the stairs of the Mayor’s House and catch 
Marina as she fell, then twist and safely secure her against her oversized breasts as she 
landed heavily on her back and half-slid down the bottom row of  steps.

And last of all, Cherry chained in the throne of the Breeding Queen with Cherubim – 
not yet known as her sister – beside her, watching as two huge Dragokkaren brought a 
bruised Marina in a dirty tunic inside with Narrius and the Blind Girl, who looked at her 
with distaste before saying mildly: “I promised the little girl she could see her family 
members once a year. She wanted to see who she keeps calling her older sister, even though 
you’re more likely just a fucktoy of  my son’s.”

Don’t swear in front of her.” Cherry snarled, then she grinned viciously as she strained at 
the manacles, leaning forwards, panting hard as she looked around and said furiously: “By 
the way, you’re dead. You… and everyone else here. Dead.” A pause, and then she looked 
into Marina’s eyes and said clearly: “Because Daddy’s going to come back… no matter what 
they do to him, Zerrex is going to come back, darling, and he’s going to put a stop to these 
bad people. I promise… your big sister promises that.”

“Time’s up.” Narrius said darkly, an eye twitching, before he glanced over at Cherubim, 
saying coldly: “Now it’s time for a different family visit, for you and us both.” A pause, a 
glance down at Marina, then he made a disgusted face as the female ran forwards and leapt 
up into Cherry’s lap, hugging her around the neck tightly.

I love you, Cherry!” she cried, then her eyes bulged before she slumped forwards, and 
Cherry screamed in fury, pain and protest as electricity raced over both of their bodies 
from Narrius’s hand. A moment later, Marina was lifted limply into the air, sparks still 
arcing over her scales as she hung from his grip.



You fucking bastard! Let’s see you pull that shit on someone who can fight back! You 
motherfucker, I’m going to fucking kill you!” snarled Cherry, fighting hard enough against 
the manacles to dig into her scales, jerking back and forth as the metal protested loudly. 
“You let her go, you piece of  shit!”

Narrius’s red eyes surveyed her coldly… then he gave a snort of disgust and turned 
away, waving a hand idly and saying darkly: “Deal with her.”

As he walked away with his convoy of guards, Cherubim slid in front of Cherry and 
down into her lap, looking at her with sympathy and love as she leaned in close, causing 
Cherry to draw back in distaste and surprise as the other female’s scales glowed and rippled, 
Cherubim whispering: “It’s horrible, sister, I know, but it’ll all be okay in the end… you’ll 
see. We’re together again, and I know we can make each other happy… I’ll take great care of 
you once you’re… settled in…”

What are you talking about?” Cherry whispered, staring at horror into eyes that were so 
goddamn familiar… and then she swallowed thickly as she protested weakly: “I’m an only 
child… I was a waitress… my mother… was…”

Cherubim smiled softly at her, taking her face between her hands and quietly kissing her 
lips, and suddenly Cherry’s body felt weak, slumping back as she felt drained… tired… and 
Cynterra whispered: “It looks like we have a lot of  work to do… big sister…”

A moment later, the memory vanished as Cherry’s eyes widened in the throne and she 
began to scream in horror… and her shrieks faded as the Cherry of now asked, her voice 
hitching: “God damn you, Sin… why are you showing me all this… I always protected you, 
now you’re… what? Being a vengeful spirit because I failed you too? Because we couldn’t 
stick together?”

No.” Cynterra murmured, and she sounded devastated, before both she and Cherry 
faded into existence on a plain cement path between two fields, like a sidewalk that ran not 
beside a road, but through a plain. They were facing each other, and both crying, holding 
each other’s hands tightly as the younger, smaller female whispered: “You have to see 
yourself… from every angle… and now choose your path.”

But what about you?” Cherry asked in a murmur, trembling and looking at her sister 
with agony in her eyes… but Cynterra only smiled, and Cherry bowed her head silently, 
whispering: “I don’t want to lose you again. Fail you again.”

The younger Drakkaren hugged her older sister tightly as Cherry fell limp… and then 
she smiled against her bosom and said quietly: “No. From now on, we’re together forever 
and ever… Master Zerrex has made sure we’ll never be apart again.”

Then, slowly, her body merged with Cherry’s as golden light shone up from her melting 
form, Cherry’s back wincing and agony on her face as her body bucked a few times, like she 
was being shocked… and her tears turned gold for a moment before the female was left 
standing alone in a final flash of light, leaving her standing on the sidewalk, trembling 
violently as she looked around. Zerrex couldn’t say anything, could only watch as Cherry 



stood there, eyes closed, head bowed, hugging herself for a few moments… before she 
looked up and down the path to a fork in the road.

The female slowly approached this… and then stopped, looking down the left first and 
swallowing as she saw an encampment that was a mix of military and gypsy, and the sky 
above it was red… the ground beneath it black. The world there was lit by burning barrels 
that reeked of chemical fuel and dead bodies… and she could see the silhouette of erotic 
dancers and yelling males in some tents, and assassins polishing their prized weapons in 
others. Huge, bulky males walked slowly through the mud and dirt… and barely-dressed 
females stood at every corner, a handgun ready beside them… but the cocky grin on their 
features speaking of  a more dangerous tool at their disposal.

The males looked like the Dragokkaren clones Cherry had called her children, but 
rougher… and in some cases, bigger, dressed in tight military uniforms. The females, on the 
other hand, looked like Cherry… and then several of both genders walked forwards to the 
edge of the path, calling out softly in horrible, siren voices: “This way, Cherry… let your 
darker nature take over… build yourself a body that’s a living weapon, fucking and 
murdering your way to glorious retribution… and when you go to hell, you’ll already have a 
head start as a demon and even the devils will bow before your might, lick your feet and 
kiss the ground for a chance to fuck you and spread their demon seed and birth the 
mightiest of dark children…” The females moaned as the males grabbed them, growling 
like they were prey, and the females ground themselves against them like they were toys. “At 
least come and walk amongst us…”

Cherry tore her gaze away, snarling and closing her eyes… before looking up at the other 
pathway. At the end was a house… a plain white house… and her eyes turned almost glassy 
as she began to walk towards this, motorcycle boots thudding along the sidewalk as the 
dark souls cried out in anguish and fury. She walked to the door, Zerrex’s vision following 
her… and then quietly stepped through a rose garden to look in through the window, and 
Zerrex was seeing again, two images… one of Cherry… and a larger one of the inside of 
the building, as if  through her eyes.

Inside, sat… him. He was reading the newspaper in a reclining chair, looking strangely 
in place with his blue dress shirt and black dress pants on, a pair of slippers on his feet… 
and then he lowered the paper to smile and watch the three little girls playing on the rug. 
Baby versions of Cherry, Cindy and Marina… but all the same age, all giggling happily as 
Cherry played with the cars and toy soldiers, zooming around blocks that Marina was 
putting together and scaring the princess dolls that Cindy was playing with. Then the image 
flickered, and instead Zerrex was sitting with the three females cradled close, all of them in 
dresses, and he was talking to them about how proud he was of them… that he never 
doubted they’d get through high school… and they were all beautiful, they were all 
together, and Cherry was her old self but lither, better looking, and… happy. Happy and in 
a dress that she was uncomfortably adjusting every few minutes… and somehow she knew 
that the three of them were all going to prom that night and waiting for their dates, just as 
Zerrex did.



Then Cherry tore herself away from the window, rubbing at her eyes and crying quietly 
to herself, trembling violently… and how she wanted to go through that door. But then she 
quietly touched her throat… the collar there… and instead she walked slowly back down to 
the fork in the path and sat down as Zerrex softened, watching her wipe at the tears on her 
face, curling her legs up against her body and bowing her head forwards to rest on her 
knees, crying quietly as she hugged herself and then said in a trembling voice: “I want to be 
happy… but I… don’t belong there… and I don’t want to go back into the darkness…

Oh please… give me a sign… god… no… god has always lied, always betrayed me, I 
want my Daddy, I want my Zerrex, my master, my fa-father…” And with that, she began to 
cry again, falling over on her side and covering her face, and Zerrex clenched his eyes shut, 
unable to bear seeing her like this, and snarling, opening his eyes to claw at the fabric of 
reality himself… before he felt his body slipping through, heard his feet on the cement as 
he forced himself  to walk forwards… and ripped through into this dream world.

The entire world twisted and jarred as Cherry looked up in shock… and Zerrex 
dropped to his knees and hugged her, and she threw herself against his chest and wrapped 
her arms around him, crying hard, sobbing against his chest. “I’m so goddamn sorry I never 
told you… I’m so sorry…”

It’s okay… it’s going to be okay…” Zerrex whispered, and then he quietly stroked her 
face when she looked up at him with tear-filled eyes, smiling faintly and silently rocking her 
in his arms as he murmured quietly: “And to be honest… I couldn’t ever see you as a 
goody-two-shoes like that either… that’s Cindy’s job, not yours.”

Cherry laughed faintly, squeezing him tight and pressing silently against his chest… 
before she said weakly: “But I don’t want to… to be swallowed up again by Hell… I don’t 
want to be evil…”

It doesn’t matter… so long as you do what’s right.” Zerrex said quietly, and he slowly 
straightened, looking down at her softly and stroking her face gently as she gazed up at him, 
tears silently rolling down her cheeks as her breath hitched in and out. “Good and evil… 
without them both, there’s no balance. Just like without… you and Cindy, say, in my life, 
there’d be no balance.” He smiled faintly and kissed her cheek gently. “Okay, bad example. 
Cindy can be pretty nasty at times and you can be pretty cute.”

“Fuck you.” Cherry murmured softly, then she took his hand quietly and closed her eyes, 
lowering her head as she said shamefully: “I… I don’t want to go to the darkness… but at 
the same time… I want it, and I’m lying. I want it to fill me up… I want to soak and bask 
in it…” a pause and look up at him quietly. “And I just know… if I walk into that good 
place there… I won’t come out the same. But if I go into the darkness…” she looked down 
and murmured quietly: “Fuck, this is so corny and stupid. But it’ll be like… intensifying 
who I am. Purifying myself… accepting myself. 

Yeah, I… I’ve always needed sex. Even being raped turned into… almost something 
consensual, with how much I love it. And there was always the need for power… and then 
the need to be yours, and your soldier, and your most elite… but never, ever above you in 



anything.” She looked up at Zerrex silently, squeezing his hand as she whispered: “So I can’t 
go in there alone. Please… help me down that path. And don’t ever let go.”

I never will.” Zerrex said softly… and then they quietly walked down towards the 
darkness together, Cherry closing her eyes as they stepped across the boundary… and into 
blackness that was without form and eternal… but as it burned so deep and dark, 
swallowed them up, their hands stayed locked… and there was the knowledge that they 
were together.

A few moments later, however, Zerrex’s eyes flickered… and he opened them to see 
Marina gazing down at him softly with a quiet smile. He immediately sat up and said 
breathlessly: “Cherry! Where’s…”

It’s okay.” Marina gently stroked his chest, and he blinked slowly as he realized he was in 
reality… before glancing down at the capsule and watching as it beeped quietly and the 
arms began to work faster, the strange body inside seeming to begin solidifying on its own. 
He stared at this… and Marina hugged him gently around the neck, saying softly: “She’s 
okay now… her soul’s descended, her body’s constructing itself to match her desires.” A 
pause and a faint smile. “You guys never told me Cherry was such a badass.”

She and I… go back a long, dark path.” Zerrex said softly, looking at his daughter softly. 
“It’s why… Cindy always got cranky when you wanted to go out with her. She knew Cherry 
would never hurt you… but she was worried that you might start takin’ after her in a few of 
her more unsightly ways, so to speak.”

Marina laughed faintly, then closed her eyes and quietly pushed her head against his 
chest. “I guess I did after all…” A pause, and a soft look up at him. “So… you ready to do 
the next?”

Zerrex looked back down at her softly, wrapping an arm around her quietly and 
murmuring gently: “Only if you’re okay with this… mentally and physically.” A pause and a 
quiet laugh. “You’re amazing, you know that?”

Nah.” Marina blushed quietly, glancing down. “It’s Narrius’s genetic tampering… his 
plan was to turn me into a Breeding Queen that would pass my powers on… give him a 
race of super-Dragokkaren that could kill with just a look, and control the Empty Ones, 
even reprogram them and others with just their minds if  necessary…”

I’m not talking about your powers, even though they’re pretty awesome too.” Zerrex said 
softly, and Marina looked up at him in surprise as the reptile smiled a bit and kissed her 
cheek quietly. “I’m talking about your spirit. Not a lot of people would have the courage to 
do this.”

Marina blushed even deeper now, glancing down in embarrassment and rubbing the back 
of her head slowly… and Zerrex laughed quietly before murmuring gently: “Let’s try this 
again, then, daughter. We’ll go to Cindy… she’s probably the least screwed-up of the 
bunch.”



Alright, Daddy.” Marina smiled faintly up at him… and then closed her eyes, wrapping 
her arms tight around his neck… and the two slumped quietly back down against the bed 
as they once more stepped into darkness… and then images faded quietly in.

Cindy was apparently still on her own path of memories… and Zerrex blushed a bit as 
he saw himself standing in a bar with her and the deceased Elliot… then watched as he 
bent and kissed her hand, and she blushed and smiled in pleasure. The first time they’d 
met… and they hadn’t even known they were daughter and father yet. Elliot, her godfather, 
taking care of her after her mother had been raped and murdered… and who had just 
propositioned Zerrex, turning him into a mercenary that would eventually become the 
fearsome lord of  Comfort Town, and eventually of  all of  Baskin’s Grove.

The image flickered… and Cindy murmured softly: “Daddy… you were so uptight at 
first…” A quiet laugh, and then she was waiting tables, smiling quietly as Zerrex stepped 
into the bar, looking around grouchily before sitting at his usual table and wincing a bit 
when Cindy approached. The two stared at each other for a long while… then she asked 
meekly: “Mr. Zerrex, what would you like to drink?”

The regular.” Zerrex said lamely… and when Cindy continued to look at him, he 
scratched his head, realizing she’d have no idea what that was. “Whisky. A bottle of… 
your… hardest? Er… the one with the most alcohol…” He stopped as Cindy continued to 
stare, blushing deeply and looking like she was about to cry… and then he finally said 
stupidly: “Actually, just get me some ice, a big mug, and a few cans of  frost cola.”

At this, Cindy brightened and almost stumbled over her own feet to get it… before 
pausing and asking: “Oh… Mr. Zerrex, do you want anything else with that? Food, I 
mean?”

Uh. Fries.” Zerrex muttered for no reason at all, and rubbed at his head as she blushed 
and ran off to prepare that in the back. The vision followed her, but Zerrex remembered 
what had happened after that… he’d dropped his head against the table, then awkwardly 
stood and left the bar, rubbing at his face and feeling horribly embarrassed.

But Cindy had still come out ten minutes later… and she looked crestfallen, Zerrex 
missing from the table. Elliot, standing at the bar, had laughed quietly and smiled at her 
faintly, saying softly: “You be careful around him, little miss. He’s a dangerous person.”

He’s cute.” Cindy had murmured in reply, but not loud enough for Elliot to hear before 
she’d slipped back into the back… and had sat at the little table and eaten and sipped at the 
cola herself. The image flickered to later that night, after the bar had closed down… and 
Elliot was going through various bottles of whisky with her, explaining malt, alcohol 
percentages, grains, and the fermentation process, as she listened, enthralled.

Another flicker… and now Cindy was sixteen, standing at the bar and laughing a bit as 
she talked to two cute males… football players from the local high school, on the other 
half of town. She didn’t understand why everyone was looking at them so angrily… they, 
after all, had nothing to do with the conflict between Apple Villa and Comfort Town. But 



when Zerrex stepped into the bar, she looked over at him softly and realized that maybe she 
just had the power to see things that other people didn’t. 

She excused herself as she picked up a round metal tray with a bottle of whiskey and an 
empty glass already placed at the ready on it, walking quickly over to the Drakkaren and 
placing it down with a polite: “Sir.” Then she paused as she looked down at his slumped 
shoulders and lowered muzzle, asking quietly: “Are you okay, Zerrex?”

He looked up at her as if startled, then gave a bit of a smile and nodded. “Yeah, sure. 
I’m… fine.” he said softly, then grabbed the bottle of whisky and pulled the top off, taking 
a long drink from the neck with a sigh. He paused, and glanced up with a bit of a frown as 
Cindy lingered nonetheless, asking gently: “Don’t you have something else to tend to?”

She blushed quietly, glancing down and bobbing her head once as she kneaded her hands 
together… before murmuring quietly: “I’d like to help you, if I could. You’re a good 
person-”

I’m not a good person…” Zerrex said quietly, swirling the whisky in the bottle and 
looking into the liquid silently… then he glanced up as Cindy smiled faintly and tilted his 
head, asking dryly: “What? Do you have some fairy-tale line to think I am, or to make it all 
better?”

What happened?” Cindy asked quietly, undeterred, and Zerrex glanced down, suddenly 
looking ashamed of himself for his behavior. She reached out and touched his shoulder… 
and he flinched away a bit, tensing up before slowly relaxing, but not meeting her eyes as 
she asked again insistently: “What’s going on, Zerrex?”

She’d never found out, though… Elliot had stepped out of the bar and told her quietly 
but firmly to leave Mr. Zerrex alone and tend to her job, and she’d flushed and nodded. 
Zerrex had gone back to looking miserably at his bottle… and the Drakkaren, watching 
this, smiled faintly: it hadn’t been anything big, but he’d been thinking too much, thinking 
about his life, and his inability to do much of anything except kill. He remembered that 
because it had been during one of the long stretches when there’d been no ‘business’ to be 
had…

The image flickered… and then Cindy was standing quietly at her mother’s grave, in the 
outskirts of town, wearing one of Elliot’s old jackets and rubbing at her face quietly. In the 
distance, she could hear a funeral service, mixed with angry yelling; Apple Villa thought it 
had a monopoly even over the dead, and thus even things like funerals became business 
transactions, and the rich people always asked ridiculous prices for a plot… and even more 
if  you wanted to be cremated.

Elliot was standing around near the edge of the neatly-cut lawn… he hated Cindy 
walking around on her own, and so accompanied her everywhere he could, even though 
both sides of town were starting to be much neater than before: Zerrex had worked 
wonders in the town. And Cindy smiled faintly: that was almost part of the reason she was 
out here.



What do you think of him, Mom?” she asked the grave quietly, dropping down on her 
knees and gently grasping the headstone, looking at her mother’s name chiseled there. 
“Would you like him because he’s trying so hard to bring justice to this town… or would 
you hate him for his methods and his violence? He’s so polite… but so cold at times… and 
I feel such an attraction to him, too…” she smiled faintly. “He’s the Boss, so I guess a lot of 
the girls like him, since he’s a badass… but… I can’t explain it…”

If Zerrex had known who Cindy’s mother was, he could have told her that she would 
have hated him… but not for the reasons she’d given, but because he’d raped her and 
tortured her with it. Drawn it out… crushed her spirit… made her his when she didn’t 
want to be. He laughed faintly, glancing down… and then the memory faded out, before 
another faded in… 

Cindy was looking down at Zerrex almost irritably… and he was shirtless, grumbling, 
and working away underneath the stove, a few tools laid out beside him and splattered with 
grease as he asked in an annoyed voice: “How the hell did you manage to break the pipes, 
again?”

“Shut up.” Cindy muttered, and Zerrex gave her a surprised look as she blushed a bit, 
but added in a mumble: “Just fix it, okay, Boss?”

There was a short silence for a few moments as Cindy went back to washing dishes… 
and then Zerrex asked from beneath the stove in a hesitant voice: “You… okay?”

Not really…” Cindy paused and glanced down, then she glanced back at the stove that 
the reptile was still buried under, before saying quietly: “I’m sorry I snapped at you earlier. 
It’s just been a long day… Elliot and I had an argument about the Apple Villa people 
coming in and out of here, I guess…” she stopped, then continued on in a stumbling voice: 
“I just… I don’t understand why there has to be so much violence still… I know, I’m 
young, and it’s…not something that’s simple-”

It is simple.” Zerrex said mildly, then he slid out from beneath the stove and lowered it 
back to the ground, standing up and looking across at Cindy with what she thought might 
be compassion… a rareness from the Boss. “It’s… Cindy, look. I grew up… I mean, I was 
a soldier when I was younger.” He stopped, hesitated… then continued quietly as he 
stepped a bit closer to her… and she slid closer to him, looking up into his eyes. “Death, 
and death, and sex and violence. That was all that surrounded me… a lot like here. People 
fight… and when two different cultures of people meet… it’s almost never in unity and it 
always dissolves into violence, one trying to prove they’re better than the other.” He 
stopped… then quietly reached up and stroked her face, leaving a bit of a grease smudge 
behind as her body shook at the thrill of contact, as he added in a soft murmur: “But 
around you at least… I always feel… at peace.”

“Thank you… Boss.” Cindy replied, looking up into his eyes… and their muzzles 
slowly lowered towards each other… before they both glanced up as Elliot shouldered his 
way through the door with a tray full of empty plates and glasses. They missed the kiss, but 
instead Cindy threw herself against Zerrex and the Drakkaren hugged her impulsively, 
looking down at her with surprise.



Then Elliot glanced up and saw them… and he rolled his eyes, and Cindy felt… almost 
despair as she saw that glimmer of fear in them as he said in a voice a bit harsher than his 
usual tone: “Get away from him, Cindy… I mean…” A faint look of startled shame at his 
own meanness, as Zerrex’s features darkened a bit… but Cindy thought that was just his 
way of hiding pain… that look of frustration and bitterness mixed together. “You still 
have work to do before you can bounce your baubles with the Boss.”

Yes, sir.” Cindy murmured, then quietly parted from him and smiled faintly, murmuring 
gently: “Take care of  yourself, Boss.”

You too.” Zerrex nodded, looking a bit stiff, then he began to gather up the tools to 
leave, and the image faded out.

Cindy’s voice laughed softly, and it sounded like she was smiling as she whispered: “You 
were always so stubborn… so damn bitter… but so resentful when someone interrupted 
our time together… and so protective.”

A flicker, and another image came up… Cindy walking along the sidewalk, still dressed 
in her usual barmaid outfit, glancing over a shopping list as she walked down the streets… 
and then someone shouldered her roughly, and she fell back against a wall with a wince as 
several rowdy punks in ripped, baggy clothes laughed… but a moment later, as Cindy 
looked at them with the old innocent hurt in her eyes – she’d been so damn naïve back then 
– their laughter died, and one of them ran away, squealing in terror as a large, imposing 
figure seized the other two by their collars and lifted them into the air, and Zerrex snarled: 
“I think you should apologize, pelt!”

“I think I should too!” the cat whimpered, and Zerrex dropped him and his canine 
friend down, then promptly spun them around to face Cindy, who looked at them with 
gentle sympathy. “Miss, miss, I uh… I’m sorry! Really really sorry!”

Zerrex, please let them go… if you just beat apologies out of people, it doesn’t make 
them really sorry.” Cindy said softly, and the taller male Drakkaren looked at her with 
surprise… before he sighed and threw the two punks to the side instead of into the wall as 
he’d obviously wanted to, looking at the brick almost longingly as the kids ran away, before 
she stepped up to him and smiled a bit, wrapping one of her arms in his and causing him 
to start in surprise as she’d guided him quickly down the street, arm-in-arm and saying 
happily: “But thanks very much for coming around and lending a hand… you know that 
without you I’m completely defenseless… I can’t bear to hurt a fly…” She stopped for a 
moment, then began to babble away as a blush rose in her cheeks, and Zerrex looked down 
at her with quiet, badly-hidden affection, soaking up every word.

Then the image faded out… and suddenly Cindy was standing back at the grave site of 
her mother, crying quietly and resting against the headstone, clutching it. Night had long 
fallen… and a mist was slowly rolling through the cemetery like a dense white cloud. Zerrex 
watched her quietly… and then she bowed her head against the stone and whispered 
raggedly: “I found my father… and he’s… the male who raped you… I’m sorry, 
Mommy… I’m sorry…



I’m so sorry… but… I don’t know… I don’t want him to suffer. Maybe he really is a 
violent, cruel monster… but… I don’t want to hurt him… he’s my Daddy, and he’s taught 
me so much… please forgive me… forgive me…” Cindy began to cry harder, curling 
against the headstone and sobbing violently. “He’s a bastard… but how he’s suffered over 
his life… don’t hate him from where you are in Heaven, because I don’t… and he’s taking 
good care of me… never hurts me… and he’s lost everyone else he cares about. I can’t leave 
him, I just can’t… I love him, and I want to be with him… I’m his little girl, nothing’s 
going to change that, and I don’t ever want anything to ever mess that up…”

She continued to cry for the longest time, as Zerrex watched, his heart wrenching and 
wishing everything could be simpler… and then the memory faded out, and Cindy 
murmured softly: “I remember… how long I struggled with it. And yet… at the same 
time… I just… it was never uncomfortable with him. It was only when I was alone that I 
struggled… with him, I was happy… and always his beloved daughter…”

A few moments later, and a new memory faded in… Cherry and Cindy were walking 
somewhere, Cindy bouncing along behind her as she asked impatiently: “So tell me, come 
on!”

Look, bitch, these ain’t like… fairy tale stories or… Princess Mumpty meets the Kind-
Hearted Dragon.” Cherry rounded on her suddenly, and Cindy stepped back to avoid 
running into her with her eyes wide, as the masculine female threw her arms out and 
continued darkly: “This is like… fuckin’… tales of super-hardcore sex and violence from 
slutty twat the thirty-third.”

You’re a bitch.” Cindy said plainly, then ducked a swing of Cherry’s aimed at her head, 
making the muscular female blink in surprise… then before Cindy could say anything, she 
cried out as Cherry kicked her in the ribs and knocked her on her ass, her eyes filling with 
tears as Cherry looked at her with disbelief.

I barely nudged you!” she whined, then looked back and forth in terror as Cindy began 
to bawl loudly, cursing and then throwing the female over her shoulder like a bag… and 
Cindy grinned for a moment through her tears before beginning to pound on Cherry’s 
back, sobbing louder now. “Shut up, shut up…”

Cherry charged off the road and into a narrow grove of trees, then dropped the female 
back on her rear… which just made Cindy start crying louder, yelling and rocking her head 
from side to side as Cherry looked aghast, waving her hands frantically in front of the 
female’s face and seeming to forget for a moment she was dealing with an adult as she 
hissed: “Come on, shut up and I’ll give you anything! Porn, ice cream, sex, whatever! But if 
Zerrex hears about this he’ll fucking kill me!”

Cindy continued to cry… and then Cherry winced before squatting in front of her and 
saying miserably: “Alright… what if  I tell you that story you wanted to hear, then?”

The smaller female perked up a bit, sniffling and rubbing at her eyes as she asked in a 
whimper: “Really?”



Really really.” Cherry still looked uncomfortable as hell, however, before she sighed and 
sat back on the ground, glaring at Cindy morbidly. “But don’t you go spreading this shit 
around, got it? And you didn’t hear it from me.”

Okay.” Cindy nodded a few times, snuffling some more, but leaning closer… and 
Cherry hesitated for a few more moments before the muscular female finally sighed and 
began to speak.

Look. I don’t know much about it… or at least, not as much as you seem to think that I 
should.” Cherry looked confused for a moment at her own words, then shook her head and 
leaned a bit closer, continuing in a conspiratory voice: “Zerrex and I were part of the Goth 
Legion unit… I know you’ve gotten that much out of him, sure. And you’ve probably read 
some of the shit we’ve pulled and seen that in the logs… but the Captain Ravenlight I 
knew wasn’t dumb enough to put down everything he did.

“It’s pretty stupid shit to keep records of all your past crimes, after all, and the Cap’n 
ain’t stupid… but here, yeah, it looks like he’s able to relax his guard, being above the law… 
hell, making the law, even.” Cherry paused, then added meditatively: “In any case, the Goth 
Legion was made up of the strongest, best soldiers, a platoon of elites…” Another pause 
and a grin. “Well, elites and one mascot, the Tinman.”

Cindy blinked a bit, leaning in close and asking curiously: “So Mr. Pettigrew really is-”

Mr. Pettigrew? What’s this shit?” Cherry snorted and looked at the other female with 
amusement. “Tinman, Tinny, girl. Say it with me.” She paused, then winced at Cindy’s flat 
look. “Fine, fine, be a bitch. But so yeah, anyway, Tinny too, he’s one of the former 
members, not just some kid Vamp picked up off the streets ‘cause he liked his ass. We all 
had our unique powers… I guess the reason Tinman got in, is because he was the most 
unique in some ways… but he also balanced the team. A zero to Zerrex’s perfect ten, some 
of the commanders used to joke, which was pretty mean but unfortunately also true. He 
was a useless shit for half the first year… then just got in the way for the last half…” But 
Cherry spoke with a strange fondness, smiling as if  recalling a happy memory.

“Anyhow, Captain Ravenlight… Zerrex, I mean, the Boss… was the commander of the 
platoon. The reason was because he was tougher than all of us…” A pause and a quiet 
laugh, and she shook her head slowly. “We started with a hundred people, all of us 
handpicked applicants for the Goth Legion… and every day we’d do some sort of test, and 
every day five to ten of us would go home, and sometimes overnight, others would 
‘mysteriously’ vanish. Finally, we were put on an old battlefield… and told to kill each 
other.” Cherry’s eyes glinted as Cindy looked shocked.

Zerrex was leading the pack… the tests they’d done almost specifically targeted that 
lucky bastard, after all.” A wink and a grin. “The only one he ever lost in was accuracy. He 
scored a seven-five, which sounds great, yeah… but your average grunt gets sixty on the 
course, your average officer eighty, and snipers were expected to get ninety… elite snipers 
one-ten.” A pause and a snort of amusement. “It’s called using a lineup.” Cherry illustrated 
the following points using her fingers. “See these two here? Well, this other finger here is 
the bullet… and if you fire it at the right angle, from the right elevation… you pierce 



through both targets: the first at head, the second at chest level. It was a tough-ass course, 
nothing actively realistic but designed to see if you could accurately assess a situation and 
your shots. I got a hundred and fifty…”

Cherry took a moment to look pompously proud of herself, crossing her arms and 
tilting her head up… then she returned to explaining the tests. “The others were stuff 
like… toughness, and strength, endurance, etcetera. The stuff that… that your dad really 
excels in.” A pause and a snort of amusement. “They did the toughness test by locking our 
hands up at our sides… then just having some big muscle freaks beat on us until we 
screamed that we couldn’t take it anymore or we fainted.” A pause. “I fainted, didn’t scream 
then. Just afterwards when I brought the dudes out back for some relaxation afterwards.”

“You’re such a whore.” Cindy said mildly, and Cherry leaned back and laughed heartily, 
rocking a bit on the spot as she crossed her legs, then returning her grin to Cindy.

Told you, bitch, this ain’t fairy tale time.” she paused and winked. “The first time the 
Boss and I fucked was during the final battle exam. Unprofessional, but damn, it scored us a 
ton of extra points. And he exhausted me, too… I couldn’t even reach for my gun or 
anything, and he put his right against my temple afterwards… his real gun, I mean, not the 
bigger one in his crotch region…” But Cherry looked dreamily into the sky, like this was 
the most romantic thing that had ever happened to her. “And I figured I was dead, no 
precog could save me now… and oh, he made me beg for a while… toyed with me… I 
played along, I begged for my life, said I’d suck him off, and he said he’d like that idea but I 
wasn’t good enough for him, I was just a dirty, muddy whore… and then he uncocked the 
hammer, jerked me to my feet and grinned, said that if I proved I was better than the other 
girls, however, he’d let me live…

At the end, there were twenty-five of us left… and I was the last female out of the 
thirteen that tried out.” A pause and a wink across at Cindy, who looked torn between 
enthrallment and revulsion. “It was fucking awesome. One of them had been raped to 
death, definitely by Zerrex’s hand… and then, finally, we drew lots for one-on-one duels 
inside a ring. Three ways to lose: surrender, die, or get thrown out of  the area.”

She rocked a bit back and forth, tilting her head downwards thoughtfully. “And after 
that… we were together. We were the Goth Legion… and Captain Ravenlight was chosen 
as our commanding officer, our leader. He could toss all of us around like rag dolls, after 
all… and back then, even fighting him together, we would have lost. Our strengths weren’t 
developed as they would be later on… but even now I think we’d all get our asses kicked.” 
She laughed faintly and shook her head slowly. “We had some… major, fun times together. 
And not your idea of fun either.” A glance up at Cindy as she smiled a bit. “So that answer 
your question?”

It does sound like a fairy tale, when you add this end to the story in… almost a happily-
ever-after.” Cindy murmured, and Cherry looked at her curiously as Cindy looked back with 
amusement. “You know, the original Sleeping Beauty? Prince doesn’t kiss her awake… the 
prince rapes her, makes her pregnant, and she gives birth to twins. And then one of the 



twins sucks this enchanted piece of flax out of her finger and she wakes up and takes care 
of  the kids. And when the prince comes back and find her, they fall in love.”

“Shit, I need to get me some fairy tale books.” Cherry said, looking honestly surprised, 
then she jumped up to her feet with a grunt, brushing herself off. “Now come on, the Boss 
is going to wonder where the hell we are and if I’ve been doing naughty things to you. I just 
told him I was going to do a short scout around, after all…”

Cindy nodded, climbing up herself… and then the memory faded out again, before 
another faded in… and this was later on, a few years in the future. Cindy was again 
following Cherry around the house, clad in her spiked bracelets… and Cherry naked except 
for a pair of shorts and a towel that hung over her sweaty bosom, apparently after a 
workout. She also looked irritated as she kept playing with the ring on her finger, 
muttering: “I don’t know why you’d want to call me that, Cindy. Seriously. It’s not like I’d 
ever make much of  one… and like, we’re… comrades-in-arms-”

Friends.” Cindy said stoically, and Cherry winced as she opened the fridge, digging 
through it as she added gently: “But technically, you are my stepmother, Cherry… so I 
really don’t have any issue calling you Mom or-”

Yeah, well, it’s creepy.” Cherry retorted, then shuddered as she snagged a bottle of beer, 
looking at it mildly. “Dunno why Zerrex never drinks this stuff.” A pause as she used her 
mouth to pop the cap off, then spat it into the sink before taking a deep drink and sighing 
as she returned her look to Cindy morbidly, who was blocking the door to the next room… 
and Cherry was aware that she couldn’t simply barge her way through the once-innocent girl 
anymore. This Cindy didn’t cry when you pushed her down on her ass… she grabbed your 
legs and jerked you down after her. “Look, I’m just not comfortable with it…”

The image flickered… and suddenly it was Cindy standing quietly in front of the fridge 
as she played idly with a ring around her finger that Cherry had once worn, murmuring 
softly to the muscular female – who was leaning in the doorway, muscular, tattooed, and 
for-once, somber-looking. “I’m just not comfortable like this… it’s hard to think of 
being… that… to Zerrex…”

He loves you.” she said gently, then glanced down and laughed softly, looking back up 
with a bit of a smile. “Enough to make me envious.” She paused and nodded slowly at 
Cindy’s surprised look, then touched her collar gently. “You know, he punched me out after 
I gave the ring back, did I ever tell you that? I think the only thing that stopped him from 
really losing it on me was that I promised to always stick around… I’ve… gone behind his 
back a few times now with shit, and I hate myself  for it.

“But he didn’t object… he… knew we were playing a fake reality.” she added quietly, as 
Cindy’s face softened. “Look, girl. You’re still his daughter. He loves you. He really, truly 
loves you… and I know he loves me too, yeah.” She looked awkwardly up at the ceiling. 
“And… and I do care… love… him… but it’s different. I wish it could be like yours, pure 
and innocent and all that shit… but between me and him, it’s pretty fucked-up.



I’ve come to realize that… this is what I want. And I can’t even pretend to the Boss… to 
my Master… to be his wife.” She stopped and murmured quietly: “I never want to be his 
equal… I never want that. It’s too hard to think of… and I’d kill myself if I was ever his 
superior. Yeah, I’m a better shot… I talk harder but I’m probably a bit smarter in some 
things… and I got freaky-shit powers… but he’ll always outrank me. And I want it that 
way.” She looked up across at Cindy with a faint smile, at the female’s quiet frown. “I can’t 
explain it, babe. But there’s a comfort in knowing that I’ll always be protected by him… as 
his… and that he’ll treat me as property, take care of me like… a favorite weapon or some 
other objectified shit like that. I love it. But you…

You’re pure, and you’re better than I am in a lot of ways. You deserve him…” Then 
Cherry walked over, swallowing, before hugging Cindy tightly, surprising the female into 
hugging her back as the muscular female murmured gently: “Don’t feel bad because you’re 
taking my place. Feel good because you’re filling up a hole in his heart… I know where I 
belong – under him. And you, you belong with him.”

Then the memory faded out as Cindy began to cry quietly and slumped in the female’s 
embrace, looking grateful and sorrowful at the same time… and then it was ten months 
later, the day before Marina’s birthday. Cindy was in the hospital, in labor and groaning 
quietly in pain, and Zerrex was standing beside her, squeezing her hand gently… and the 
two were smiling even as tears of pain flowed down the female’s cheeks, as she whispered: 
“Well, it hurts like hell… but it’s not as bad as they say. But I guess I’ve had a lot of 
practice with you, huh?”

Shush, don’t scare the doctors.” Zerrex said softly, patting her hand gently as he laughed 
a bit, clad in a blue hospital gown, white gloves… and a hairnet that he kept adjusting with 
his other hand, as he made a face. “I don’t see why I have to wear all this stuff  though…”

To protect the baby.” Cindy muttered, glancing up at him and then giving a bit of a 
glare. “She’s not going to come into this world-”

“She’s our kid. She’s tougher than any stupid germs.” Zerrex replied gently, leaning down 
to kiss away the tears from one cheek… and Cindy laughed a bit before closing her eyes 
and grunting as the doctor gave the order to ‘push, push.’ The Drakkaren glanced down 
with a wince, then mumbled: “Thank Gods Cherry isn’t here. She’d likely try to reach in 
and rip the poor kid out.”

Cindy laughed a bit, then glanced up at Zerrex and asked in a whisper: “Is she going to 
visit later, though?”

Zerrex smiled softly and stroked her face gently with the back of his hand, wiping away 
the tears on her other cheek as he nodded. “I made her promise. She says childbirth is 
disgusting, but she’ll show up to see the baby after she’s born, sometime tomorrow 
afternoon.”

Okay…” Cindy smiled faintly, laying back and closing her eyes… and the memory 
faded out.



Then it faded back in to her nursing Marina, the baby suckling at one breast as Cherry 
sat across from her, staring, and Zerrex rested on the couch beside Cindy, apparently 
engrossed in a child-rearing book as he murmured: “Did you know that Drakkai are really 
more mammal than reptile? That’s why the females often have such large breasts… few 
other reptilian species possess mammary glands or any sort of  bust…”

Dude, you guys are freaks.” Cherry muttered, and shook her head before coughing and 
asking cheerfully: “Hey, Cindy? Can I suck at your other tit? You got two, after all.”

Fuck you.” Cindy said mildly, and Cherry looked stunned as the other female stared and 
covered her mouth with her free hand, even Zerrex glancing up from his reading before she 
spluttered: “I’m sorry, I don’t know what-”

You’ve been hanging out with Cherry too much.” Zerrex responded amusedly, then he 
reached down and tickled Marina’s stomach as the baby withdrew herself from Cindy’s 
bosom, saying cheerfully: “Your mother’s developing a nasty mouth, Marina.”

“Man-doo!” Marina agreed in baby talk, looking up at Zerrex happily before she 
yawned, and then she gave another smile as her limbs flailed a bit more, and Cindy laughed 
softly as she carefully readjusted her bra and sweater back to cover her large, swelled breasts, 
as Cherry looked at Zerrex reproachfully.

Then the image flickered and faded out… and Cindy said softly: “So many good 
memories… so much to cherish… and so much innocence hidden in the darkness. You 
taught me that, father… that you don’t have to be a good person to do the right thing, you 
don’t have to follow the path of light… to combat evil and cruelty. And that sometimes, 
only darkness can make light shine bright enough to wash away a worse, encroaching 
evil…”

Then static filled the air, everything buzzing strangely before a plain dirt road appeared 
through a forest… and Cindy faded into to view, rolling her head on her shoulders and 
breathing softly. She smiled as she looked over her shoulder… and Zerrex knew that even 
without being there, she could sense him, could see him somehow. “Daddy…”

Cindy…” Zerrex said softly… then he smiled faintly as he realized there wasn’t a fork 
this time, but the path was straight and true, the skies above beautiful, birds singing in the 
trees, animals running through the forest… and everything was right, everything was good. 
Cindy truly had always been the straightest arrow of them all, always seeking out the truth, 
always being herself… and then she laughed softly and smiled brighter as she turned 
towards him and dipped in a curtsey, holding out a skirt that was invisible – she was clad in 
jeans and a plain exercise top, after all.

Thanks for always leading me right, Daddy…” Cindy said softly… and when she 
turned and started to walk down the path towards a strange castle in the distance, Zerrex 
thought he saw a flicker of two other silhouettes on either side of her, gently grasping her 
shoulders and leading her forwards: Celestial and Requiem, his mother and uncle, the 
parents he’d always wished he’d had. “And thank you for never giving up… for carrying us 
through everything. For taking care of Marina… for letting me know the truth.” She 



stopped in the distance… and looked over her shoulder with another loving, gentle smile, 
her blue eyes seeming to gaze into his soul even from here. “And for always being 
yourself… and teaching me all I know.”

Then the Drakkaren’s vision slowly faded to white light… before his eyes flickered 
again… and he was staring up at Marina, whose own eyes were overbright as she whispered 
quietly: “Oh Daddy… she’s so-”

“Beautiful and good…” Zerrex finished in a soft murmur, reaching up to stroke his 
daughter’s face and looking into her eyes lovingly. “Just like you, Marina… just like you 
inside. You’ve got her beauty… my power… her good nature… and my sense of right and 
wrong…”

Daddy!” Marina cried, and dropped down against his chest, curling against him and 
crying softly, and Zerrex simply held her tightly for a few moments, bowing his head over 
her and closing his eyes as he rocked her gently in his arms. Nothing else mattered… 
nothing else was important… and they were together, as the capsule pinged and form 
inside rippled, starting to finally take shape.

But after a short time, Marina quickly collected herself and straightened, wiping at her 
face embarrassedly as Zerrex looked at her softly, and then she said gruffly: “We should 
keep going… just one left to do, after all…”

Only if you’re up to it.” Zerrex replied gently, and Marina nodded firmly as she sat up a 
bit, and the white-haired lizard laughed quietly as he brushed his hair out of his eyes. 
“Alright, kid. Let’s finish this off, then… last is Lone.” A pause and a glance over at the 
capsule, wincing. “And I’m sure it’ll be a bit twisted up in there.”

You can handle it, Daddy… you’ve never failed us when we needed you.” Marina said 
softly… and before Zerrex could respond, he already felt his eyes closing and his body once 
more relaxing, then he stepped into darkness… and the darkness faded in on a crazed, 
twisted city that literally loomed to a dark sky above. Cars – fancy cars, big cars, fast cars, 
muscle cars – were parked on either side of the street, and the road was charcoal black, with 
a single yellow strip like a messy slash down the center lane; and in the middle of this sat 
Lone, huddled up in a small ball and crying quietly.

Apparently Zerrex had missed the memories part of the tour: instead, the wolf was 
looking back and forth in terror, ignored by the faceless, suited canines that walked back 
and forth in large crowds along the clustered sidewalks, as Zerrex looked at him with a 
strange wrenching sensation in his gut. And down the road, he could see a fork… one that 
led deeper into this maze-like, monstrous city, and another that seemed to rise towards the 
sky, a high overpass that bridged over a deep gorge that separated the city from the outside 
world… and then the road dived down, turning into a rickety, wooden bridge… and then 
going beyond into a beautiful valley full of  trees and flowers in bloom.

The other fork, however, traversed a dangerous path of street thugs, broken windows, 
and torn buildings… and then reality twisted, and Lone was suddenly thrown backwards as 



the street rippled, howling before hitting the pole with a thump and a loud, cruel voice 
yelled at him angrily: “Choose!”

As Lone curled up against the lamppost, another male canine came into view… a gaunt, 
white-furred wolf with angry features, clad in a rich suit and all manner of finery: gold and 
silver rings, a necklace that was made of golden circles, and he had a pair of sunglasses 
perched over his periwinkle eyes, as he looked down at Lone and put his hands on his hips, 
gritting his teeth – revealing several that glinted gold. “Goddamn, Lone! Are you a kid or 
an adult?”

“I’m a kid!” Lone cried, and he clung to the pole as his father kicked him hard in the 
ribs, yelling: “I hate you! Go away! I hate you!”

The male looked repulsed… then he snorted and grabbed the back of Lone’s neck, 
dragging him up as his son clung to the metal pole, pointing at the valley and shouting: 
“That’s worthless! You’re not a faggot, are you? Are you?” A glare, and then he snorted and 
pointed in the other direction, saying coldly: “And there! That’s the big city, money, power, 
everything, not that nature bullshit! So go… there!”

And then he flung Lone forwards, causing the white-and-black-furred lupine to stagger 
before falling on his face as he cried out loudly, trembling as he lay on the broken roadway 
that led down to the slums and office buildings, the urban warzone… and he looked up in 
horror as he saw several versions of himself standing nearby. Zerrex recognized the one in 
front smoking a cigarette all-too-well… a pure white wolf with a bit of brawn and a cruel 
grin, all attitude and only so tough as long as he had the huge revolver on him… and the 
idiotic name flashed in the light, Excalibur II. He blew out a long puff of smoke, cigarette 
in his other hand, and another revolver jammed in his waistband under his leather jacket… 
and if  Zerrex had to guess, he’d say that was probably Excalibur.

Lone Wulfe, the arrogant, cruel, and idiotic bastard, the real Lone Wulfe that was inside 
of Lone, that had briefly surfaced in Alone, strutted forwards down the street… followed 
by a huge, dumbly-grinning musclebound wolf that was twenty feet tall and naked except 
for a pair of shorts that bulged at the crotch, and another naked white wolf who had a pair 
of female lupines with him, his arms wrapped around them as they giggled and leered. He 
spun the revolver on his finger, then said tauntingly: “Hey, what’s wrong, bitch? You lost or 
something? Or do you want a piece of  this action… to encounter this power…” 

The wolf slowly waved around at the others, the huge male chortling, the other lupines 
laughing together… and then Lone’s eyes flashed as he looked at the trembling mess of fur 
and confusion that made up the real wolf who didn’t yet realize where he was or the 
consequences of his action, crawling forwards hesitantly as the white wolf murred: “That’s 
right, baby, that’s it, come on… you know what’s down this path? Power. Attention. Love. 
Sex. You’ll never have to be any male’s bitch again… not even Zerrex’s… and you’ll 
dominate everyone around you, you’ll have powers unbound, a sexy bod, a big cock, 
whatever you need… whatever you want… be Lone fuckin’ Wulfe, baby, because Lone 
Wulfe is bad ass…”



The black-and-white wolf hesitantly climbed to his feet… took another trembling step 
forwards… and then his eyes filled with uncertainty as he staggered backwards, swallowing 
and shaking his head quickly as he whispered: “Zerrex is… good to me…”

Ha!” Lone spat as the others laughed hard. “Good to you? The motherfucker ground 
me… us… into the ground! He tortured you… forced you down… even made you suck 
his cock, do you remember that? How humiliating it was, how-”

“Fulfilling.” Lone murmured, and then he fell over at a scream of rage from Lone, as the 
white wolf immediately began to stomp forwards… and as he passed from his zone into 
the main road, his body began to change, his muscles turning flabby, his features becoming 
ugly and twisted, his voice turning into a spoiled child’s shriek.

Fulfilling? Fulfilling? You faggot! You worthless shitting punk!” he screamed, and the real 
wolf fell over, crying out loudly and beginning to crawl rapidly backwards as Lone’s leather 
jacket turned into a dirty cloth windbreaker because he couldn’t do laundry on his own, as 
his guns rusted because he’d learned to shoot but never take care of them, as he left a trail 
of blood behind him because he’d bragged and relied too much on the toughness of his 
paws when they were oh-so-tender… “You’re just a gay weakling, you don’t like chicks but 
dick, you can’t do anything right or… or… you’re useless! Useless!” And Lone began to cry 
in rage as he threw the broken gun down and went into a temper tantrum, shouting and 
stomping around as Zerrex snarled in fury, watching Lone begin to prance around the real 
wolf and land kicks against him every now and then, as he covered his face and cried out in 
agony.

Zerrex forced his way forwards… and after a few moments of struggling, felt himself 
rip into this twisted world, landing heavily on the ground before charging forwards and 
glaring furiously at the fat white wolf that was still tantruming and yelling at the lupine on 
the ground. A moment later, however, Lone looked up, and he looked horrified at the 
behemoth Drakkaren charging towards him… before screaming and dissolving as Zerrex 
leapt forwards and slammed a fist through his body.

Lone exploded into a vile filth that vanished into the air… then reformed at the border 
between dark and roadway between, flying backwards and bowling over the other wolves as 
he popped back into reality in his previous form, knocking them all sprawling. The reptile 
snorted at this, then ignored their yelling and cursing as he bent down beside the wolf and 
gently took his hand, helping him up to his feet as he snuffled and whimpered quietly. 
“Zer…”

“It’s okay, kid.” Zerrex added the last automatically, and Lone’s eyes filled with tears 
before he threw himself  forwards, clinging to him and crying quietly.

I don’t wanna be Lone anymore! Lone’s a bad person!” he sobbed, and once more he 
sounded distinctly childlike… and Zerrex just held him close, looking down at him quietly 
as he swayed on the spot with him silently. The wolf ’s body shivered, crying hard as he said 
in a trembling voice: “I’m so sorry, Daddy…”



The last just slipped out, and Zerrex twitched in shock before looking down at him, at 
Lone’s teary eyes… and he swallowed as he realized… that yeah, maybe he was a father 
figure even to the wolf, strange as it seemed. They hadn’t exactly met like father and son… 
but… Zerrex had always been the one to clean up the wolf ’s messes… to pick him up when 
he’d fallen… had given him more chances than he’d given anyone before and of course… 
had taught the little bastard so much. Hell, they’d even gone fishing together once, as one of 
the wolf ’s brilliant ideas…

He had never realized until now that Lone had gone from hating him to admiring 
him… just as he’d never realized they’d gone from archenemies to… what could be called 
friends. They spent time at each other’s homes… they had gone out as… a family, almost, 
cottaging and camping for short periods of time, with Cherry and Cindy and Marina… 
Lone had even wormed a few private trips with Zerrex out of the deal, and had – well, after 
a lot of enmity and kicking the wolf ’s fat political ass – come to him for advice on 
everything from how to run the city to what he should do to get along with people better – 
the last wasn’t exactly Zerrex’s field of  expertise, of  course.

Lone had done everything he could to change from being Lone to someone else, 
someone who he didn’t know inside… and Zerrex had always observed with interest that 
wasn’t entirely impartial. He’d always wondered exactly what the hell the wolf was really 
capable of… after all, as Lone, he’d really been a stupid, power-hungry jerk who didn’t seem 
to get the world wasn’t his playground, more a child than anything else. A stunted 
adolescent who just didn’t seem to understand that other people were even real, that they 
had feelings… even during his rapes, probably thought they were really having fun, they 
were just upset because he was so powerful or something dumb like that.

And he was still a child… his mind trapped in never-never land, and he wasn’t worth 
hatred… he was simply pitiful, and in need of guidance. He was just a little boy who had 
likely just grown out of diapers before he’d stopped growing up mentally. So Zerrex just 
hugged him close, then murmured quietly in his ear, when he looked up at him with 
something like horror that he’d said the wrong thing after the long silence: “It’s okay… it’s 
okay, Lone… son…”

The word was strange coming from his mouth, and he didn’t know if he yet felt that way 
about the wolf… but Lone smiled weakly and hopped up quietly against his body, and 
Zerrex laughed faintly as he took the hint and picked the lupine gently up into his arms, 
curling him close and walking slowly towards the other path. Lone, meanwhile, had stuck a 
thumb in his mouth… and as Zerrex looked at him, his body shrank down a bit, making it 
easier for Zerrex to hold him close as the wolf looked up at him with the faintest of smiles, 
the tinges of grey fading from his muzzle and his features becoming youthful again, young 
and child-like as he whispered: “Thank you, Zer…”

So are you sure you want this path, Lone?” Zerrex asked gently, looking down it and 
wondering what it held for the wolf… but thinking he had some faint ideas as he looked at 
the wolf ’s changed body, halting at the ramp leading up to the overpass. Lone looked up at 
him… then he nodded quietly before blushing a bit.



I don’t want to be called Lone anymore…” He murmured softly, then he smiled a bit as 
he stroked Zerrex’s face gently. “You can think up a new name for me, huh? I wanna be 
yours.”

So many people… so devoted… it’s… strange to me… Zerrex felt a twist in his gut… 
but he smiled faintly nonetheless and nodded quietly, murmuring softly: “Alright, kiddo. I’ll 
think of  something then.”

With that, he started forwards down the path… but after only a few steps, everything 
faded back out… and he opened his emerald eyes to a quiet ding and Marina slumped on 
his chest.

He looked at her with concern, stroking her face gently… but she only gave a quiet 
snore in response, and he softened, smiling faintly as looked at her lovingly. She had 
exhausted herself for him again… hidden her own tiredness until finally she’d collapsed. 
And he felt a bit tired himself, too… but knew that he had a job still to do. So he only 
laughed quietly, gently slipping his arms under his daughter’s body and standing carefully as 
she instinctively curled up, still deep asleep as the Drakkaren carefully wound his way past 
the capsules and out the open door. He paused, then pulled it closed behind himself with 
one foot, then winced at the loud click… but Marina didn’t so much as shift in his arms. 

He gazed down at her lovingly for a few moments… then quietly kissed her forehead, 
standing there and feeling… so complete, so warm. Sure, he was in the middle of a war… 
but his family was safe and secure, he was helping to fight and bring down a tyrant – even if 
that tyrant was his father – and for once his hands felt clean… clean of innocent blood, at 
least. He knew it wouldn’t stay that way… it never did… but for now… god damn, it was 
nice.

He smiled a bit as he looked at Marina lovingly, the reason for all his success… the 
reason he was able to fight so hard and continue on so long. As he walked carefully back 
towards his room, shouldering his way through the door and putting her down on the bed, 
he only wanted to curl up with her and sleep… but he knew that sooner or later, the other 
rebel commanders would want to see him, and he sighed a bit before leaning down to kiss 
her cheek gently again and murmur to her: “Sleep well… I love you, Marina.”

Marina smiled a bit in her sleep as she lay on the bed… and Zerrex lingered a few 
moments longer before turning and leaving, brushing his hair back before carefully closing 
the door behind himself. Then he turned and left his quarters, emerging into the hallway 
with the damaged pillars and surprised to find the group of Dragokkaren that were 
currently camped out and looking at him with awe.

They blushed deeply and bowed, a few of them in uniform, a few in traditional clothes, 
and some in what would be called plain clothes in the civilized world… and Zerrex guessed 
that if Narrius had managed to do anything good for Hez’Ranna, it was bring in far more 
trade and cause the economy to flourish… even if that was just an accident of his great war 
on the entire world.



Zerrex nodded to them respectfully… then carefully made his way through the throng 
of camped-out soldiers to the doors… and was unsurprised to find out many others had 
set up bases around the Ring. He paused to glance up… and saw soldiers all lined up, 
apparently facing three other figures… and Zerrex halted in his attempt to force his way 
through the crowd one way, and instead turned to go in the other direction, muttering 
under his breath. “Of course Churchill has to give some great speech to the masses…”

People don’t learn very fast, that’s all. Drake said in an ironic voice, and Zerrex gave a 
slight grin at this before staring as a female soldier ground herself against him as he 
passed… before his grin widened and he winked at her as she tossed him a wave. She’d 
definitely taken on more of Cherry’s characteristics than were probably meant to… and 
then he coughed and carefully stepped over a small child who stared up at him in awe from 
his position on the ground, murmuring an apology as he continued to wend his way 
towards the door and again wondering if he’d really done such a kindness in causing all 
these soldiers to defect. War, after all, wasn’t just about killing your enemy as fast as 
possible… but economics and politics as well. 

The stairwell, thankfully, was empty… and Zerrex made his way quickly up to the floor 
above, pushing his way through the double doors and wincing a bit as he remembered this 
was also where he’d kicked Churchill’s ass the first time through. He paused as he noted all 
the soldiers currently in attendance were rebels, as well… and he carefully pushed his way 
through their ranks as Churchill’s voice rang out proudly through the hall, soldiers looking 
at him with surprise, a few with amazement… and a few just with irritation. “This is our 
day of pride, soldiers… the day that we have finally seen the fruits of our efforts spring 
forth, the day when we have finally made a successful attack against the enemy and crushed 
their spirits, their pride, and their forces. The capital of Hez’Ranna is within our grasp, and 
soon we shall seize it in our grasp and… and we our honored by the forerunner of our 
campaign being present!”

Zerrex blinked, and then the soldier drew back from around him as Churchill pointed at 
him with a grin and probably a bit of retribution, and the Dragokkaren said firmly: “Lord 
Zerrex has returned to us after days spent inside the enemy’s territory, sizing up their 
strength and then attacking them at their most vital points… not only annihilating the 
enemy’s genetics facilities, but destroying the fearsome RED Unit Commanders and freeing 
hundreds of thousands of soldiers from Narrius’s brainwashing. No longer does the 
Patriarch hold the upper hand… now we, and all the other rebels like us scattered 
throughout Hez’Ranna… will not only be able to join together and unite to form one 
coalition of righteous vengeance, but we are on equal ground with him, if not greater! The 
entire world backs us, not him, and his forces are disorganized and demoralized, scattered 
and without their commanders to guide them… all of this thanks to your efforts, and the 
hero who has proven himself  again and again, Lord Zerrex!”

Oh, this is cheesy. And horrifying. Zerrex winced as the soldiers clapped politely and he 
made his way to where the three Dragokkaren were clustered, Albatross rolling his eyes and 
Huck grinning, apparently not understanding that it now looked like Zerrex had come all 
this way just to get pointed out… and thus plenty of the soldiers here likely now hated his 



guts. Churchill, of course, looked cheerful and righteously amused, obviously understanding 
that he’d just scored a major point for ‘regaining his supremacy’ from the Drakkaren who he 
obviously still loathed.

The reptile made his way to the front… then he coughed and shook Churchill’s hand, 
making the much-larger Dragokkaren wince when he squeezed much harder than was 
necessary. “Thanks… Church.” A glare that Zerrex ignored as he cleared his throat and 
turned to the soldiers, wincing as the large Dragokkaren slapped him a few times on the 
back and saying mildly: “But what I did wasn’t anywhere near as important as the bravery 
you soldiers have displayed in your continuous defiance of the Patriarch and your attacks 
on Uroboros… many a time you have all proven your bravery, torn down the walls of the 
capital, and withstood barrage after barrage of attack… and you all are far more deserving 
of praise than myself.” He paused as he felt a few of the soldiers looking at him with a bit 
less coldness and more calculation, apparently trying to decide if  he was honest or not.

But I’m sorry if I’ve interrupted… I only came here to steal away Commanders 
Huckleberry and Albatross for a routine debriefing on the information I’ve gained from my 
infiltration of the city.” He paused and smiled, bowing to the crowd and then glancing up 
at Churchill, saying pleasantly: “So please, continue your speech, Colonel-General.”

Churchill twitched and glared at the hidden insult in the mix of the ranks, clenching his 
fist at his side as he implied that the Dragokkaren had no clue whatsoever what was actually 
going on in the military or how the rankings even worked. Then he turned and jerked his 
head to the two Dragokkaren… and Huck motioned to a door at the other side of the 
room, and the three made their way towards it and slipped through as Churchill began to 
speak again in a slightly lower tone than before.

They slipped into a wide hallway beyond… and the moment the doors were closed, 
Huck cackled and Albatross sighed and leaned against the wall as the larger Dragokkaren 
bounced back and forth on his heels, grinning stupidly as he slapped Zerrex on the 
shoulders. “Nice work, Boss! You really fucked up Church’s flow there… and thank God 
you got me out of there. I hate standing there and lookin’ all fuckin’ pretty or some shit like 
that.” He shivered and made a disgusted face. “Him and his speeches. Irritating shit, really 
is.”

Zerrex nodded, looking distastefully at the closed fire doors as he rubbed at the swastika 
tattoo on his arm, muttering: “That’s always pissed me off, to be honest… I’m sure 
Narrius does the same thing with his solders, but more cursing and calling them worthless 
than praising them with political nonsense words and catchphrases.” He paused, then 
glanced over at Albatross, adding in a quieter voice: “And so did you discover anything on 
Mengele’s laptop, or were you dragged away too fast?”

I still have it in here.” Albatross looked faintly amused as he gently patted the large back 
pocket on the back of his uniform, which was probably big enough to hold a few boxes of 
shells, but was currently occupied only by the slim laptop of the now-deceased geneticist. 
“Huck and I just had enough time to disarm before Churchill found us and dragged us up 
here to stand on display with him… I don’t think he realizes we’re just doing this to humor 



him more than anything else anymore. He’s no longer a base commander, nor a Colonel or 
a General of the GA… but when he’s not boring the troops, he can sometimes at least get 
their morale up.”

Zerrex nodded again, then he brushed his hair out of his eyes as he turned his attention 
back to Huck, who was relaxing now against a wall and fiddling a bit with his handgun, 
which looked like it had jammed somehow. “And what about the excess soldiers? They’re 
kinda everywhere…”

But Huck grinned wide at this, glancing up as he wiggled the slide and caused an unused 
bullet to fall out of the receiver, where it had managed to lock up the entire weapon. “Oh, 
we’re great. Right now we’re just setting up some tents outside…” He paused, then winked. 
“These dudes are prepared as shit, though. Apparently your Queen Cherry had a secret 
protocol set up with some of the children’s commanding officers in case of your arrival… 
they led groups of soldiers into some of the weapons storehouses and ran off with some 
magnetic field generators. We set them up to cover our base in a medium-range force field 
that metal can’t penetrate through, since we’ve got no artillery… likewise, we won’t even be 
able to like, walk through it or whatever if any of our dudes have any kind of metal 
weapons on them… but they’ll be able to stop anything short of  heavy explosive artillery.

“Basically, we’re pretty set in terms of defense now… sure, the generators are pretty 
obvious and probably could be taken on by some lucky shots or a bomb-car, but they 
generate such a powerful electromagnetic field that they’ll create a sorta… shock effect on 
an artillery shells that come towards us, compressin’ the explosive heads and setting them 
off  in midair.” He grinned widely. “It’s some pretty slick shit, really.”

Zerrex looked at Huck blankly, losing his concentration and for some reason thinking 
instead only of how damn hungry he was, then he shook his head and asked dumbly: 
“What?”

Fuck you.” Huck rolled his eyes, groaning and grabbing his head before holstering his 
handgun with a sigh. Zerrex blushed a bit, rubbing the back of his head as Huck sighed 
and knitted his fingers together, looking musingly back and forth before adding mildly: 
“Otherwise, we’re pretty good. We’ve got a mess tent set up outside, and we’re going to 
perform a few raids on Uroboros and beg around the farms for anyone who sympathizes 
with the rebels, get them to give up some extra goods if they have the stuff to spare. 
Toiletries and stuff will be pretty nasty too, for a while, until we get like… some sort of 
super bathroom built, but as it is, we’ve got a few outhouses and portable toilets set up 
outside, and I’m sure they’ve all been trained for jungle combat, too.”

The Drakkaren nodded slowly once more, then looked over at Albatross to see if he had 
anything to say. The one-eyed Dragokkaren only made a face for a few moments however… 
then he sighed and shrugged a bit. “I don’t know if our defenses are really as stable as Huck 
likes to brag… the shield only half-covers us, leave us exposed from behind. It creates a half 
dome… and there’s the problem of  being unable to counter the enemy as well.

“But what’s really bothering me is that we’re going to be using up our stock of food 
damn fast… we’ve had to divide up our rations pretty sparsely, and we only have enough for 



a few months with all these soldiers.” He paused and laughed a bit. “I will admit, however, 
that we’ve already been able to establish contact with all the other rebel bases over CB 
frequencies and then switched to private military codec… and they’re all pretty thankful for 
the boost of soldiers as well. We have a few information techs working their asses off in the 
tower, talking with the other rebel bases… but there aren’t a lot of  other camps.”

Albatross stopped and shook his head, murmuring quietly: “Remember, in all of 
Hez’Ranna, there’s only maybe… twenty major city centers, and a few other scattered 
settlements through the jungle. All of these, of course, are reinforced with clone soldiers 
and military personnel… although many of them are basic infantry and almost all of their 
specialized units are shipped in from Uroboros, although a few of the other major military 
centers also have their own breeding facilities and genetics labs.

Otherwise, most of the other major cities are guarded and patrolled by tanks, combat 
armors, and basic military infantry…” Albatross paused. “However, we have as-yet 
unconfirmed information that Narrius has deployed almost all of his heavy military 
vehicles out to other countries… he’s using them to lay heavy attack and put pressure on 
other cities, which explains the lack of  military vehicles in Uroboros itself.

Unfortunately, we also received a pretty serious warning.” Albatross made a face, and 
even Huck solemned from the half-taunting he’d been doing of the blue Dragokkaren, 
going from flapping his arms and making wide arm gestures to resting back against the 
wall. “Almost all of Narrius’s remaining combat vehicles have withdrawn into a defensive 
formation in the city… and the rest are being loaded up and prepared for transportation 
with teams of Enforcers, and they’re apparently heading here.” Albatross said quietly. 
“Worse still, it appears that most of the other rebel encampments have been under constant 
attack… and many of them are just small groups of soldiers in tents in no-radar zones, or 
groups of civilians gathering in woodsheds and the outer limits of mostly-unguarded 
settlements.

“And Narrius has also disappeared completely off the radar with his private military 
force… even the spies left in Uroboros can’t find any trace of him, and we’ve had no 
messages from them whatsoever… which his bad, because I told the guys in the office 
upstairs to contact me the moment they heard even a rumor from one of our infiltrated 
soldiers about the Patriarch’s whereabouts.” Albatross shook his head slowly, then he fixed 
Zerrex with a look and gave a bit of a grim smile. “He’s not the kind to lay up in a bunker, 
is he?”

Zerrex snorted and shook his head, saying softly: “Not at all, no. If he’s vanished off 
the map, then he’s probably got some nasty plan in mind… what other defensive options do 
we have?”

Squads deployed to patrol the tunnels beneath us and report back at the first sound of 
trouble, we’ve now got access to soldiers in type five shell armor overlay that are patrolling 
the outer limits around the wide dome of the shield…” Huck said slowly. “And that shit’ll 
stand up to a direct hit from a mortar and only leave a few bruises on the guy inside. It’s 
also got a thermal suit inside it so they’re safe from extreme heat and cold, too.”



“I positioned soldiers on the roof to watch the area with thermal goggles and standard 
military binoculars, too, for any incoming… whatever.” Albatross added mildly, then he 
paused and glanced over at Huck. “And big guy here wants to get the rail cannon working 
again, and start a communications line and see if we can build a supply route between 
ourselves and the other rebel encampments stationed nearby.” 

Zerrex nodded a bit, resting back against the wall and sighing softly, shaking his head 
and frowning as he looked at the floor. “It doesn’t make sense…” he paused, then glanced 
up at the two and smiled a bit. “But… I guess I also owe you two an apology for messing 
your heads up earlier…”

Fuck that.” Huck said airily, blushing a bit and waving a hand. “We acted like assholes, 
Lord Zerrex, that’s all it comes down to. We pushed you into a corner, and you just reacted, 
that’s it.”

I should have been a bit more tactful.” Albatross admitted mildly, then he traded a lame 
look with Huck before turning his gaze back towards him, adding: “We didn’t really… 
think of you, just of the nephilim inside you. Worried that he controlled you or-” And 
then his single lavender eye widened in shock as Zerrex felt a pair of hands grab his 
shoulders, and something loom up over him and a black muzzle appear near his features, 
along with several long white locks composed of  white energy.

Drake’s body curved up out of his back, and he could feel the darkness trailing down his 
spine to connect with his dark-energy pants as Zerrex sighed and crossed his arms, and the 
dark nephilim said mildly – as always in a dark-cloned form of Zerrex: “You know, I have 
feelings too, and that really hurts them. I recognize I have my flaws and I can be a bit of a 
prick at times… but I’ve done a lot for Zerrex here, too.”

“Sorry.” The Drakkaren muttered, rubbing the back of his head and blushing a bit as 
Albatross and Huck continued to stare in shock and perhaps terror at the creature leaning 
out of Zerrex’s back, and continuing to grin and look at them with black, hungry eyes. 
“When I was attacking the Patriarch’s facilities, I… picked up the other half of Drake, 
since he was cut into two.” Zerrex didn’t feel like going into the details of exactly where that 
other half had been stored, but winced at the look the two Dragokkaren gave him, raising 
his hands. “Hey, it was the only way to get him to stop eating at my brain! He wouldn’t 
shut up until I snagged the other chunk of him… and he’s agreed to help in return for me 
snagging his physical half.”

True.” Drake muttered and looked disconsolate as he leaned on Zerrex’s shoulders, then 
began to melt back into him, Zerrex tilting his head and wincing as the creature’s head 
stayed awkwardly birthed from the side of his neck like a horrible growth, the rest of his 
body vanishing into the lizard’s form, tendrils of darkness rolling across his scales. “So I’ve 
been helping dumbass wind his way through Hez’Ranna and deal with some of these 
freaks…” A pause, and he added mildly: “And believe me, I wish I could control him. Then 
we’d have less falling over.”

A moment later, Zerrex reached up and smacked Drake’s head lightly, splattering black 
gunk over his own cheek and the walls and causing the dark nephilim to recede completely 



into his body with a disgusted growl. Then Zerrex coughed and looked up at the two; 
Albatross seemed a bit less horrified, but Huck was still gaping dumbly as the Drakkaren 
mumbled a weak apology and blushed deeper. “Sorry… he’s… stupid.” At least I don’t get 
beaten up by little kids.

That was a fluke! Zerrex blurted inside his own head in reply, which just made Drake 
snort and roll his eyes, before he looked up as Huck rose a hand and a single finger. He 
only continued to stare for a few moments… before asking dumbly: “Can all his body parts 
do that? Because um. You could be really popular with both chicks and dudes if like, 
y’know-”

“Oh my Gods, go play with your toys!” Albatross said disgustedly, and shoved Huck 
towards the fire doors as the other Dragokkaren cackled. Zerrex, meanwhile, gave both a 
sigh of relief and roll of his eyes, once more amazed by Huck’s innate ability to break the 
ice in any situation… or at least say something so stupid it made any awkwardness 
irrelevant.

After a minute or so – the time it took Huck to control his laughter – Albatross finally 
glanced over at Zerrex and asked mildly: “So uh. Interruptions aside… do you have any 
idea of  what Narrius would be planning if  he’s pulled back all his forces like this?” 

Zerrex frowned a bit, glancing down and then shaking his head slowly. “It can’t be 
something so small as a standard military attack using tanks and military vehicles. Sure, it 
can be devastating, and I’m sure it’ll take him all of five minutes to recognize where our 
vulnerable point is… but it’d be pretty easy for us to set up a rocket defense or even prepare 
a counterattack that would give us the upper hand. It’s too… simple for him, I guess you 
could say.

I also know that Godsmite isn’t complete… so he won’t be able to use that against us, 
either.” The Drakkaren shook his head slowly. “It won’t be anything classic military, 
however, when he does attack us…”

Those giant fuckers certainly weren’t very classic military.” Huck agreed, then he growled 
under his breath. “Bastards started destroying Uroboros, too, like they were fuckin’ 
partying… what do you think that shit means? Have we been chasin’ the phooka horse all 
this time? The Patriarch’s even abandoned his goddamn mansion and palaces, sounds like 
he’s pullin’ a phantom act to me.”

Albatross snorted at this, and the smaller lizard made a face. “No, I don’t think we’re 
dealing with any ghosts… something way more sinister than something as simple as a 
vanishing and reappearing act. I don’t doubt he’s got some secret facilities somewhere, 
readying some kind of quick attack.” He paused and then frowned and leaned back against 
a wall, rubbing at his head slowly. “We have to have missed something…”

“I’ll tell the soldiers to infiltrate the genetics facilities and Narrius’s private labs, Estates 
and palaces.” The one-eyed Dragokkaren said immediately, frowning a bit before he glanced 
over at Huck. “You think you could repair that long-range transmission hacker that some 
of  the soldiers brought back?”



Yeah, but we’ll have to set it up in the jungle somewhere, away from the fields here… the 
electromagnetic field will screw with our ability to receive transmissions.” Huck paused, 
then rubbed under his muzzle thoughtfully. “Okay, okay, yeah, I think I know what we can 
do. But it’s gonna take us some time to get it set up.”

That’s fine.” Zerrex paused and laughed a bit as he rubbed at his head, before saying 
embarrassedly: “Where’s the uh, cafeteria again? I’m getting pretty frigging hungry.” 

Huck snorted laughter, then he grinned and slapped Zerrex on the shoulder. “Just go 
back down to the ring and right out through the passage. It’s near the elevator, retard. 
Remember how to get there?” He winked and nudged him teasingly, then glanced up at 
Albatross as Zerrex glared up at him. “Come on, Albossatross. You can walk with me.” 

Great.” Albatross said mildly, then he looked at Zerrex and nodded, tipping the bill of 
his cap to the Drakkaren. “I’ll see you around. Take care of yourself, Lord Zerrex…” Then 
he paused before smiling as he dug in his pocket and pulled out a plain black cell phone. 
“Here, if you need to contact us for any reason, don’t hesitate to call. We’re already logged 
in the memory, along with the administrators for the various other sections of the rebel 
force.”

Thanks.” Zerrex said gratefully, taking the phone, then he paused as a small holder 
formed in his waistband and the Drakkaren tucked it easily into this. Albatross noted this 
with a curious tilt of his head, whereas Huck was too busy bouncing impatiently from foot-
to-foot like a toddler that needed to go to the bathroom.

Then he nodded to the two before making his way carefully back through the other 
room, walking slowly along the edge and watching Churchill run drills with the soldiers in 
groups, and unable to help but give a slight smile as he worked his way towards the doors: it 
looked more like a high school gym class than military training, as one group ran laps while 
the others sat around and apparently just talked, Churchill blathering all the while. Of 
course, Zerrex still gave a sigh of relief when he managed to slip through the doors and 
into the stairwell: the last thing he wanted was Churchill forcing him to lead the military 
training.

After a good twenty minutes, he finally managed to wend his way through the crowds 
and into the cafeteria, then he winced a bit at the amount of people present and how many 
of them were staring at him. For a few moments he stood at the head of the cafeteria… 
then he finally coughed and wound his way carefully through the rows of tables to the back, 
picking up a plastic tray and then taking his place in line with the other soldiers.

A Dragokkaren clone at the end of the line took a glance at him… looked away… then 
glanced back in apparent shock. Zerrex winced at this, keeping his emerald eyes away as he 
rolled them upwards and coughed, blushing a bit and attempting to look unimportant as he 
slid his tray down the thankfully self-serve line, grabbing himself a bit of salad, some bread, 
and grilled fish and potato salad… before frowning a bit as he picked up some plastic 
utensils at the end of the row. There was very little of everything here, however… and as 
the Drakkaren walked over to a drink dispenser, he noticed a stack of fliers, snagging one 
and a can of  cola as he felt a strange, burning thirst in him.



He stood for a moment, then shook it off as he swallowed thickly, wincing. He really 
wanted some whisky… some alcohol… and he cursed quietly under his breath before 
forcing his attention back to finding a seat… and deciding to take a seat on the steps at the 
side of the cafeteria hall when he caught the hopeful gazes of almost every soldier in the 
hall turn towards him. The reptile sat and bowed his head silently, picking at his salad idly 
with his fork as he sighed a bit and closed his eyes… and after a little while, he willed the 
thirst away. 

He’d started noticing this particular problem soon after Marina had been born, and 
when he’d been cutting down on his drinking because of Cindy’s concerns for Marina’s 
health. He still didn’t honestly understand how those things were connected, but he’d 
figured it was alright: he was willing to make whatever sacrifices were needed for his wife 
and daughter and… youngest daughter. He smiled faintly, then lowered his muzzle a bit 
more, whispering quietly to himself: “And then it started.”

At first he’d felt… weird. He’d developed a bit of a tremble… felt irritated more often 
than usual… gotten more frustrated. And there had been an odd burning in the back of his 
throat… a need to take a drink more and more often. But he’d resisted… and sometimes it 
went away for a little bit, other times it didn’t, and drove him insane until he’d either given 
in or turned his mind to something else.

It went up and down… gotten better and worse… and Zerrex had realized he might 
have a bit of a problem. Sure, he’d never really gotten drunk off anything he’d poured into 
his system… but he had come to depend on it, maybe. He could sit and drink… and it 
would help him feel better, sometimes, too, and to relax… and he’d come sometimes to 
associate drinking with peace, perhaps, with… good things. 

Once he’d realized what the route of his sudden irritability was, however, he’d felt 
horrified and disgusted with himself… even ashamed. He’d hated that he’d let something 
like this sneak up on him, that he’d become… dependant, maybe even addicted. But he’d 
never been able to quit entirely… and that had been another source of his shame as he’d 
always end up taking ‘just one more drink,’ that always resulted in another and another.

He quietly shoveled salad into his mouth, eating slowly as he sat back a bit on the steps, 
looking out over the soldiers thoughtfully before shaking his head a bit. The Drakkaren 
reached down, cracking the can of cola open and taking a sip from it before continuing to 
eat and mentally reprimanding himself for once more roaming down a path he didn’t need 
to follow right now. I have more important things to tend to than my own failings… and I 
can at least manage that problem right now by keeping busy with my other urges. 

He nodded to himself a bit, then paused and frowned, glancing up and muttering 
quietly: “So what the hell are you up to, father… literally the root of all my problems…” A 
pause and a cold grin. “But I guess without you I wouldn’t exist…” Then he glanced down 
and added darkly: “But sometimes that seems like it would have been a blessing.”

~~~



Narrius snorted in disgust as he walked down a steel, sterile hallway, red eyes cold as two 
Unseen Seers walked slowly behind him, both males covered in surgical scars and naked 
except for their white loincloths, rawhide bandoliers that connected into golden shoulder 
armors, and the tight ivory blindfolds they wore. Scientists and Enforcers alike quickly 
stepped out of the Patriarch’s way as he approached a pair of heavy electronic doors, which 
slid into the walls as he entered what looked like a massive, circular control chamber, the 
walls clear metal looking out into a dank darkness and computer terminals circling the 
entire octagonal room.

He stepped down the short few steps leading into the center of the area, placing his 
hands on the octagon-shaped table in the center: on every angled surface it had a control 
panel with all manner of buttons and levers, and the center of the strange, large terminal 
was open, looking into a glowing white, circular core. The Unseen, meanwhile, took up 
their positions by the doors as Narrius tapped in a short code and pulled one of the levers, 
causing a holographic image of a DNA chain to appear, immediately snapping: “How long 
until Godsmite is completed? What’s Mengele’s status, why the hell hasn’t it updated in 
more than an hour now?”

Doctor Mengele Tstegi has been terminated.” said a clear female voice, and Narrius’s  
ruby eyes flashed in surprise, as he glanced up at the holograph of the slowly-rotating 
hourglass-shaped gene chain. 

Narrius looked down for a moment into the white core, squeezing the sides of the 
terminal, and then he glanced back up with a cold grin and asked in a disgusted voice: 
“Was it Subject-0 that terminated him?”

“This has been confirmed as of fifty-nine minutes ago.” The voice agreed, and Narrius 
nodded slowly, looking more-than-displeased. He shook his head, then glanced back up and 
focused his ruby eyes on the chain and the few bits and pieces of red on the chain that 
indicated damaged or inactive genes that still needed to be programmed properly.

Fine…” he said dismissively, then hit another few buttons on the control panel before 
ordering: “Run a full analysis of Mengele’s findings, and then enter his genetic properties 
into the partial reconstruction chamber.” He paused, then grinned coldly. “Just rebuild his 
brain, it’s the only part worth anything… and then extract his mental data and put it into 
the AI computer. The ULTIMA system can take care of  the rest.”

“Yes, sir.” The computerized voice responded, and this was followed by a series of clicks 
and taps before one of the clear metal windows flickered and a diagnostics screen appeared 
on it. Narrius glanced over at this, then he turned his attention back to the terminal as he 
tapped in a few more buttons, and the genetic string fizzed out and turned into a virtual, 
three-dimensional map of  the world.

Narrius looked over this coldly as it slowly rotated on one axis… then he snorted and 
shook his head at the distribution of power and global information it provided in real time 
from his various satellites and military centers, including population estimates, miniature 
damage reports, and his percentage of  global control.



The last had suffered massively… and Narrius snarled at this as he barked: “Computer! 
Why the hell has my power suffered such a blow?”

Riots and rebel forces have emerged internationally.” the computer responded calmly. 
“Currently, Hez’Ranna has suffered the largest blow and suffered the greatest loss of 
military power and control. Also, we have confirmed that the Breeding Queen one has been 
terminated, which has apparently caused a revolt in military power, led by Subject-0. Rebel 
forces have also been noted to have increased tremendously in technological and numeric 
power. Current threat ratio has increased from thirty-two to eighty-five percent to 
Uroboros and vulnerable points have emerged in Sectors five, six, seven, nine, twelve, 
twenty-two and twenty-seven.”

“Don’t give me worthless statistics.” The Dragokkaren snorted, then looked coldly up at 
the world map again. “What areas are giving us the most trouble?”

Ire’s inner states are heavily defended and are using missile redirection technology to 
interfere with artillery and long-range missile strikes, and have tank-trapping pits to halt 
our advance forwards.” The mechanical female said calmly. “The united northern kingdoms 
of Kendrew and Kesteven have also posed a major difficulty, using the terrain to their 
advantage and tactical warfare designed to delay our soldiers’ movements towards their 
capital. As per orders, we are deploying assassins to deal with their King and High General, 
codename Wyvern. Once he is eliminated, we anticipate no further delays in operations.”

Narrius snorted, looking distastefully at the map as a wintery kingdom came onscreen, 
in the colder northern lands, protected by mountains and forest… but not entrapped by 
them, a short field cut around the capital cities and with small thermal signals dotting the 
area here and there: either soldiers or hot patches where infantry had recently been or 
motors and heat-retaining devices were placed. Then he hit another button, zooming back 
out onto the world map as he muttered: “Stupid pelts. Thinking they’re superior to my 
forces… ridiculous. I’ll simply crush the warrior tigers out of existence, then.” A pause, and 
then he asked coldly: “What are the military statistics for that section of  the world?”

Seventy-two percent General Army, twenty percent mobile artillery, including tank and 
aerial bombing units, eight percent elite units; total of twenty-thousand units currently 
deployed and moving in a straight-line razing formation. Estimated five thousand casualties: 
these have not been included in these calculations.” The computer replied easily. “Enemy 
forces estimated at thirty-eight thousand troops in total, currently attempting to maintain a 
defensive line to prevent penetration around its extensive borders while withdrawing all 
possible troops to defend its capital. Extensive bombing runs have severely damaged enemy 
trade lines and fortifications, however. All aerial vehicles have failed to reach the enemy 
capital due to anti-aircraft countermeasures, however.”

The Dragokkaren made a disgusted face, then he asked darkly: “Does the enemy have 
nuclear capabilities? Give me a complete tactical history.”

Unknown.” A pause, and then the holograph of the world faded, instead bringing up a 
flickering image of a male white tiger, tall and powerful, arms held out to either side and 
with small bone spikes sticking from the major joints: a moment later, the image flickered, 



and the fur, skin and flesh melted away from half the image to instead reveal the bone 
structure, vascular system and inner organs of the species. It began to revolve slowly on the 
spot, as a genetic chain appeared to the right of the tiger, revolving at the same speed as the 
tiger’s image. “Cultural studies and genetic qualities indicate that they are more suited for 
melee combat: they possess similar muscular designs as Drakkai and are naturally-powerful 
creatures. Their behavior appears to revolve around traditional honor beliefs and a 
monarchy system involving rulership through power and domination; they were a natural 
enemy of arctic dire wolves, who possessed similar qualities and have been recorded to have 
clashed many times over the years, each kingdom attempting to enslave the other.

“Because of their cultural habits and the psych profile completed and assembled on their 
leader, known only by the name of ‘Killer,’ nuclear capability is possible but extremely 
unlikely. Their military still prefers to clash with melee weaponry and utilizes high-grade 
ranged weaponry and powerful offensive tactics, but tends to prefer meeting enemies with 
equal force instead of overpowering them through the use of advanced technology. Also, 
the use of explosives and artillery seems to be primarily defensive instead of offensive; Seers 
have also been unable to detect any strong presence of  processed plutonium or uranium.

No other serious threats have been detected in the north: one area, ruled by a rival 
general of Lord Killer’s, was demolished by one of the loaded bomb trucks carrying a cold 
nuclear explosive, which also opened up the first line of battle for our soldiers to move in 
through. The ruler was apparently offered sanctuary by Lord Killer, but his current 
whereabouts and status are unknown.” The female voice continued easily. Then the slowly-
spinning hologram paused before vanishing, and the DNA chain instead rose in its place, 
expanding and pointing out certain genes. “It has been noted that the stronger members of 
the species possess a distinct genetic mutation that has caused a distinct bone formation 
our scientists have called ‘thorns.’

“These bone thorns are noted to be naturally sharp and capable of both attack and 
defense, estimated calculations placing them at twice or greater the normal density of bone 
comparative to others present in the body. Currently, research teams in the northern 
encampments are dissecting the bodies of enemy soldiers and examining both genetic and 
physical data, which will be uploaded to Paradise computers through direct satellite link 
within twenty-four hours. Status reports and enemy evaluations are also due from 
commanding officers within twelve hours.”

Inform me when they’re here.” Narrius commanded evenly, then he tapped a short 
command into the computer, causing the hologram to vanish. He tapped his finger on the 
side of the console slowly… then asked irritably: “What’s the current operational status of 
Paradise?”

“Currently forty-two percent active.” the computer replied promptly. “Thirteen percent 
remains inactive due to computer and technical malfunctions; this includes the Forbidden 
Tree and Apple of Eden, which comprises seven percent of total systems. Paradise remains 
at rest in hibernation mode, with all systems functioning at minimal power instead of 
optimal performance; systems, however, are preparing for phase three of the activation 



process, and Paradise will boost to eighty percent activation within three hours, with all 
systems at nominal power and capability.”

Narrius made a disgusted face at the technobabble, then he snorted and shook his head 
in distaste. “I want Paradise up and running in one hour. Bypass the safety systems.”

There were a few clicks, and then the female voice replied calmly: “Command 
postponed until override is activated and voice is confirmed as being a Class A military 
officer.” A pause, and then the system fizzled static as the Dragokkaren’s red eye twitched. 
“Please speak the override command clearly and precisely with the command order.”

Code Azazel. Override main power restraints and bypass all safety systems.” The 
Dragokkaren said slowly and calmly, but he was gripping the side of the console tightly, 
looking frustrated… then he reared back a bit with a wince when the lights flickered and 
the white core of  the console went dark for a moment.

It turned back on after a few seconds, and the female voice said apologetically: “Systems 
have failed to initialize due to incomplete wiring in the central cortex computer system and 
damaged connections between the CCCS and the core nervous complex. Please reenter 
override command at the nearest control hub.”

Narrius’s face twitched again, then he snarled before turning away from the terminal and 
clenching his hands into fists at his sides, stomping away and heading back up the stairs as 
he glanced from one Seer to the next and snapping: “Come!” before shoving the metal 
doors open when they failed to slide apart quickly enough, causing the gears to squeal in 
their sockets as he stomped down the hall, followed by the two emotionless Unseen. Then 
he turned hard right to another electronic door, hitting a button on the wall that quickly 
opened it with a pneumatic hiss and glaring around at the computer- and scientist-filled 
room.

They immediately all stood and bowed to him respectfully, and Narrius gave them a 
look of disgust as he waved a hand, watching them immediately scuttle back into their 
desks to start working hard again, obviously terrified of any sort of reprimand from the 
Patriarch or his bodyguards. He looked over them with distaste, then snorted and glared 
furiously over the group before asking coldly: “How many of you have been working on 
getting Paradise up and running?”

Sir!” five of the scientists stood up, and Narrius flicked a hand irritably in the direction 
of the door, dismissing them from their duties as he glanced at the two Unseen. They both 
shared a nod as the scientists filtered out, then followed them silently into the hall, and a 
moment later, shrieks of agony rose up as the shutter closed, but before it could shut 
completely a thick gush of blood came in through the hall and splattered against the floor 
and nearest console.

The other technicians paled as Narrius snorted at this, then he walked over the nearest 
control terminal and tapped away at the buttons for a few moments, causing the monitor to 
flicker from the data it was currently spilling out in code to instead switch to a black screen 
with the word ‘ULTIMA’ in the top left corner. A moment later, the Double Standard of 



Hez’Ranna flickered into existence, and a mechanical, simpering voice asked: “Yes, Lord 
Narrius, Patriarch of  Hez’Ranna?”

“Ultima, override the security system on the power grid and deactivate the power 
monitor. I want Paradise up and running within one hour.” Narrius commanded darkly. 
“Don’t bother me with codewords, I trust you can verify my voice and the fact I’m standing 
right here in front of  one of  the terminals.”

A few clicks, and then the AI computer replied smoothly: “Yes, Patriarch, I shall 
override the security countermeasures for you, no other verification is necessary. I’m 
currently accessing the core mainframe of Paradise and my estimates is that with all 
powerlines supplying energy at ninety percent and rerouting power from the subground 
stations instead of  into Uroboros, Paradise will be operational within fifty-two minutes.”

Narrius nodded, looking somewhat more pacified as he asked mildly: “When will the 
systems have stabilized enough for movement and launch?”

I calculate roughly twenty-five minutes after systems gain full activity.” Ultima 
responded, and Narrius sneered a bit at this; that, at least, was within the timeframe he 
wanted to hear. “Should I prepare all systems for the launch process?”

The Dragokkaren paused and tapped his fingers idly against the console, then he 
nodded slowly; the benefits definitely outweighed the risks in this situation… and most of 
his necessary soldiers and weapons were already safe inside Paradise, with the others 
deployed to guard Uroboros and the rest of Hez’Ranna for invasion or attack by the rebels. 
Overplaying his hand was impossible at this point, and he was certain that the rebels knew 
about Godsmite by now, from Mengele’s interference… so he might as well put the rest of 
his cards down on the table and let them see for themselves how hopeless the battle was. 
After all, it might even make them decide to just give up, as such worthless scum should in 
the face of  a far-superior adversary.

He smiled ruthlessly at this, then said softly: “Activate launch process, then… and also 
activate all Paradise-controlled underground production facilities. Gear up the labs and the 
Black Enforcer manufacturing facility… roll up tank production to fifty, and wake up 
Medusa and the Sisters, and slowly wean them off sedation.” A pause. “Speaking of which, 
has the Blind Girl’s body arrived?”

Analysis of her body and the chemical composition of her petrified state is currently 
being analyzed.” Ultima said after a moment of clicking. “A full report on the composition 
of  her body is due within the hour.”

Narrius nodded again, then he crossed his arms and asked coldly: “That leaves one last 
little bit of  business, regarding Subject-0… how well have he and Drake fused together?”

Ultima paused for a long moment; either an AI reaction or the machine pulling together 
several silent calculations. Then the screen flickered before displaying two genetic codes 
side-by-side, saying evenly: “The dark nephilim and Subject-0, judging from security 
footage and energy measurements taken during moments of conflict, show at least seventy-
five percent mental assimilation and fifty percent physical combination. Symbiosis has 



developed to at least stage three, with a possibility of having already reached stage five, 
where both beings have started to take on each other’s characteristics and physical abilities, 
as well as experiencing mixed emotions and sensations.

Better data will be produced after Subject-0 is located and scanned by high-accuracy 
magnetic resolution satellite: currently attempting to target Subject-0 utilizing genetic 
scanners from orbiting satellite relays.” Ultima paused again, then made a few more 
mechanical whirrs before adding plainly: “Would you like me to build a composite of 
Subject-0?”

Narrius tapped his fingers slowly, then he shook his head and replied irritably: “No, but 
inform me when you have his exact location and lock on to him, so that we can target his 
relative location to Paradise and prepare to deal with him by whatever means necessary.” He 
paused, then asked: “Where are the scientists currently analyzing the Blind Girl?”

The screen immediately flickered, bringing up a small map. “She is currently being held 
in the systemic biology labs, on level five. Shall I inform them of your imminent arrival or 
interest in the project?”

No, I’ll go and pay a visit now, best to let them be surprised.” Narrius responded with a 
slight, cold grin, then he turned and left, saying idly over his shoulder: “Keep working, 
Ultima. I’ll pay a visit to you in person later on.”

“Thank you, Lord Patriarch.” simpered Ultima, sounding almost sickeningly happy as 
the Dragokkaren turned and paused in front of the shutter, then the machine added 
quickly: “Allow me, Patriarch.”

Then the shutter slid open, and Narrius stepped out into the hall, glancing idly over the 
butchered bodies of the scientists that were already being carefully bagged up by staff in 
grey uniforms, a few others in the same sterile outfit mopping up the blood mindlessly and 
nodding respectfully to the Patriarch when he stood out. The other Unseen, meanwhile, 
were standing ready, blood splattered on their bodies and soaked into their loincloths, and 
the Dragokkaren glanced idly over them before asking the maintenance staff mildly: “So 
exactly what are you doing, wasting time with this useless shit? It only takes one of you to 
clean up a set of  bodies, last time I checked, and one to mop up the blood on the floor.”

The blank-faced Dragokkaren looked up at their master, then nodded before three of 
them turned and walked away from the tasks they had been doing, their faces still 
expressionless. Narrius watched them with dry entertainment, then he snorted quietly; 
brainwashed soldiers were only so useful, after all… but servants who had undergone brain 
alterations really pushed the line between useless and worth some little value. But it was 
better to give Enforcers or dedicated soldiers who failed in a mission or exam some sort of 
job that would make them feel like they were doing something for their country than just 
kill them and leave them rotting… if, of course, they could even feel anything after being 
lobotomized and reprogrammed with a simple ‘domestication’ machine that sat in its place.

The Patriarch buffed his claws against his shirt, turning his attention to the nearest 
expressionless janitor and glancing down at him mildly, then he kicked him hard in the 



stomach, causing the uniformed Dragokkaren to flop on his side and spasm a bit as 
Narrius said mildly: “Double-time, worthless shit. By the time I get back here, I want this 
hallway sparkling, or no rations for the rest of the week for you and the rest of your 
scrawny crew.” In reality, of course, Narrius would decide on whim whether or not he 
wanted to feed the servant-class Dragokkaren… they never whined about not getting any 
food, after all. “Now hurry your ass up.” 

Then he turned and shoved his way past the other servile reptile, knocking him into the 
wall as he clutched his mop close and stared blankly at the ground, waiting for the Unseen 
to pass as well before once more slowly going about his work, as his fellow worker began to 
drag away a corpse to the nearest dump chute, both of them emotionless and empty; 
puppets that served Narrius’s every whim.

Of course, the Patriarch had already put both drones out of his mind, as he strode 
quickly towards the elevator at the end of the hall with the Unseen at either side. One of 
them stepped forwards and hit the button for him as they approached, and Narrius shot the 
guard a dark look, causing him to swallow and draw back as he said coldly: “Don’t overstep 
your bounds, and don’t patronize me. Or I’ll tear you apart.”

The Unseen nodded as the doors clicked open, and then the three stepped into the 
empty elevator, Narrius hitting the button for the fifth level labs without bothering to look. 
After a few moments of descent, the lift halted, then the doors slid open and revealed 
another stainless-steel passage, which Narrius quickly strode down, then paused and glanced 
up at the BOW insignia above a pair of heavy black double doors. He nodded, and the 
Unseen opened these for him, permitting Narrius to step into the small room beyond.

It was a sort of plain dressing room, and the Patriarch glanced with distaste at the 
medical gowns, face coverings, and other odds and ends on the wall before approaching the 
airlock and hitting the button to open it: the Unseen had strict orders not to follow him in 
here, even if it hadn’t taken more than a silent glare of his ruby eyes to give it. Instead, they 
stood outside, guarding the doors leading into this laboratory section to prevent anyone 
from entering or exiting while Narrius performed his personal inspection of the facility. He 
snorted at this euphemism, as he tapped the button to open the clear metal, sealed door in 
front of  him, then he stepped into the airlock and crossed his arms with distaste.

The gate slid back shut behind him, hissing shut as it resealed itself, then the vents on 
either side of the wall of the cubical airlock opened, and a combination of air, pure oxygen, 
and bacteria-killing agents was blown into the room with a gushing roar, which was overlaid 
with the hum of fans that ruffled Narrius’s pristine suit and blew the air down towards 
filters at ground level. After thirty second or so of this, the purifying system halted, and a 
moment later the clear metal shutter in front of the Dragokkaren slid open and the 
Patriarch stepped out of the airlock, brushing idly at his suit as he stepped into a cold steel 
hallway that was lined with windows looking into different labs and experiment rooms.

Narrius slowly made his way down the passage, glancing back and forth idly at the 
scientists who were working hard on their different projects, before pausing near the end of 
the hall and pushing through a door, stepping into a room with a group of Dragokkaren 



carrying clipboards clustered in front of a capsule full of clear liquid that swirled slowly 
around its occupant. And the Dragokkaren smiled slightly at this, his eyes narrowing as he 
asked in a calm, easy voice: “How have things been going with the restoration?”

Several of the scientists jumped, and the project leader spun towards Narrius with 
something like shock before he forced a smile, pulling off his facemask and bowing 
respectfully. “Patriarch Narrius… so good of you to drop by…” he murmured, then 
paused and added in his quiet voice, wincing slightly: “Unfortunately, it seems that the 
deterioration on the Blind Girl’s body is too severe to bring her back to life… we have, 
however, successfully discovered a way to reverse the petrifaction process…”

He paused, then motioned for the scientists to continue whatever they were doing before 
heading over to a nearby stone table, upon which sat a broken hunk of arm that looked as 
though it had come off an incredibly-detailed statue… except for the fact that many of the 
cracks along the arm’s surface were clogged with blood, along with the shattered end of the 
limb. Narrius looked down at this with distaste before he said mildly: “Didn’t I order that 
she was to be restored with as little damage as possible done to the body?”

Yes, sir.” The scientist nodded as he picked up a vial and a syringe, slowly filling it as he 
glanced up at the Patriarch with a flush. “The workers dropped her body carrying it in, 
though. Apparently the stone that composes her form had become very brittle over the 
years… and her brain is dead, along with several of her major organ systems. But even the 
loss of her limb and vital functions may be repairable, or at least we’ll be able to design a 
puppet from her body.

But the real breakthrough is this…” and now the scientist lowered the syringe and deftly 
stabbed it into the upper arm through the stony outer layering, before injecting the clear 
fluid: and a few moments later, the area of the arm he’d stabbed twitched, then slowly 
turned from stone back to flesh, slowly spreading along the arm as Narrius tilted his head, 
looking only mildly curious at best. The scientist, however, watched the process with 
complete enthrallment before looking up at the Patriarch and smiling. “See? We’ve 
engineered a new substance called GR-32. It literally has the capability to reboot 
augmented genes and restore the original format of the genetic coding by replacing and 
rewriting genes that show any trace of  synthetic DNA…”

Narrius nodded at this, then he said softly: “But you disobeyed my orders.” A pause as 
the scientist stared at him… then he screamed when Narrius’s arm lashed across the table, 
seizing him and dragging him forwards as the Dragokkaren added coldly: “And today 
especially, is not a day where I appreciate being crossed.”

The scientist grabbed at the Patriarch’s wrist, trying to pull away… then Narrius 
grinned darkly as his hand crackled with electricity, causing the leader of the project to 
scream, jerking backwards several time as his body began to smoke, his legs jittering and his 
bladder letting go as his body convulsed with agony, then the Dragokkaren looked at him 
with disgust before the electricity turned from blue-tinged to white, snapping back and 
forth over the scientist’s body in long arcs before Narrius simply opened his hand and let 
the dead geneticist fall to the ground in a smoldering heap, smoke leaking from his eyes and 



gaping, twisted mouth as his scales sparked lightly. He snorted, then wiped his hand against 
his jacket in distaste before glancing up at the group of remaining scientists, taking in their 
expressions of  horror. “You… Renault. You’re project leader now.” 

Sir.” The Dragokkaren nodded, trembling a bit and bowing slightly, then he asked in a 
squeaky voice: “What are your commands… Lord Patriarch, sir?”

Dispose of this garbage.” Narrius placed a foot on the body of the scientist he’d just 
killed, twisting his heel and looking down at it with distaste before glancing back up to 
Renault and continuing idly: “I also want you to continue the analysis of the Blind Girl… 
if her nerves are still intact and she hasn’t suffered too much damage from this idiot’s 
miserable failings, then prepare her body for rewiring and mechanical design. And get rid of 
this, too.” He made a face, reaching out and shoving the tray that the arm rested on off the 
metal table, spilling it and the syringe onto the floor with a clatter, before he paused and 
picked up the vial, looking idly down at it.

He was silent for a few moments, then asked slowly: “Where did this come from? The 
label isn’t from this lab…”

Apparently it was developed by one of Dr. Tstegi’s understudies, after he took some of 
his research… um…” Renault trembled as he shuffled through his clipboard quickly, then 
he said faintly: “Unfortunately, he was killed in the riots… but his data was kept on the 
military computer mainframe, so it should all be uploaded to Paradise…”

Narrius nodded, then he left without a word, tucking the vial into his pocket and 
heading out of the lab, a slow grin beginning to spread over his features; he thought he 
might have just found the last piece of the puzzle he needed to complete his plans for 
destruction… and how he’d be able to ensure the death of  his renegade son.

He strode quickly through the halls, then exited the BOW Division and crossed the hall 
into an empty office. He sat down at a computer behind a desk, then tapped several 
buttons, bringing Ultima onscreen and asking coldly: “What’s the status of Black Requiem 
and my son?”

A hesitation… and then the AI said slowly: “Black Requiem was terminated during the 
defense of your private Estate… and the status of Eve is currently unknown.” Another long 
pause, then the screen flickered and showed Marina’s bedroom from the view of a hidden 
camera… and the Patriarch’s red eyes widened in shock as he saw the bloodstained blankets 
of the bed… blood and… something else… then a moment later, the camera rewound and 
a security recording began to play out of- “Imagery confirms Subject-0 and Marina… and 
the abortion of  your-”

Narrius snarled furiously, then he grabbed the flat monitor and tore it out of the 
terminal, turning and hurling it across the room as he shouted: “Don’t play with me, 
Ultima! Don’t show me such fucking filth when I make a location request!” Then the 
Dragokkaren spun and slammed his fists down into the computer’s control board, smashing 
it in as electricity sparked from his hand, his suit tearing slightly at the seams as his muscles 
bulged, his teeth gritting in fury, animal snarls rising in his throat before he raged: “Fuck!”



~~~

Zerrex glanced up from where he sat, feeling a strange tremor in the air… then he 
shrugged and sighed as he continued to eat his grilled fish with a look of distaste. It 
probably wasn’t anything important, after all… but he couldn’t shake off a feeling that 
something relatively important had just happened. He paused for a few more moments… 
then shrugged again and glanced down at the food on his tray, moving it around idly and 
then forcing himself to continue eating, even though he wasn’t really hungry anymore. He 
recognized, however, that he needed the energy… and that he couldn’t afford to waste any 
food here, with everyone down to rations and the soldiers not fortunate enough to have 
passes for the mess hall likely only getting the equivalent of  one meal a day.

The Drakkaren rolled his shoulders slowly as he sat back on the steps, continuing to 
watch the other soldiers idly, trying to find some peace in their behavior, their laughter and 
cheer. So many of them were grinning – clones and not alike – and almost everyone looked 
like they were in a good mood… it really was a wonderful thing to see. He paused and 
smiled a bit as he rested back, taking another slow sip of his cola and then shaking his head 
slowly as he remembered the speech he’d given earlier… before the attack.

Back then, he’d said there were no winners in war… but he didn’t really believe that. 
Sure, it wasn’t like winning a game, or winning a prize… but the cold, hard truth of it was 
that there was. To the victor go the spoils, and in this case, it was not only being granted the 
chance to live and survive and prosper… but to restore some sort of civilization and 
tranquility to a world that had been saturated with chaos for far too long.

Even this war would have a victory, although likely a hollow one… except Zerrex didn’t 
think that the civilized world would be pushing on Hez’Ranna again anytime soon. He 
glanced down, closing his eyes and thinking idly back in the past, remembered sitting at the 
door as his father held meetings in the conference rooms of the Estate to discuss tactics 
and military movements with his fellow Commanders… the people he’d always thought of 
as his ‘inferiors.’

With Narrius, it always came down to the same thing: wipe them out. Not simply 
‘defeat the enemy’ or ‘force the enemy to withdraw,’ but instead a much plainer, worlds more 
ruthless tactic: destroy them. He’d never had a problem simply commanding his soldiers to 
use whatever means necessary to exterminate the opposing forces like they were cattle to be 
slaughtered… and he hated himself for this… but it was the only quality of his father that 
he’d liked. No, never his method and means – once Narrius had used Agent X, an 
inflammatory agent, to kill a group of soldiers below an orphanage… which had also killed 
all the children and patrons in the building above – but… his coldness in battle. And 
Narrius… as much as he hated everything about him… could never be called a coward.

The Drakkaren smiled grimly at this, glancing down and quietly eating the last few bits 
of salad, then he paused and bowed his head. His father was terrible and monstrous… and 
none of his qualities were quote-unquote ‘good,’ but he had never been a coward. Zerrex 
despised that fact about Narrius, that he was just too ruthless or maybe too animal to feel 



fear, know and recognize what it was; and he knew that the Dragokkaren also had a long, 
decorated career that put his own Goth Legion experiences to shame.

If he remembered correctly, Narrius had first been rumored to have joined with a gang 
in Hez’Ranna more than… a century ago, perhaps, and built up his own private platoon. 
He knew nothing of Narrius’s parents or home, or anything else about his father: he only 
knew that he had grown up here, with his brother Requiem, and he’d been born into a 
family that had taken the position of aristocrats… but Narrius’s original home had been 
the dark jungle of  the Cradle of  Life. 

Drake grunted at this, and Zerrex glanced up as he muttered: You know, there’s an old 
Hez’Ranna legend about the Narrius family that emerged over the years of his rule… it 
came to surface because Hellabos – at this time, obviously working for Narrius – ordered 
the destruction of all hard copies of birth records over a hundred years old. Narrius’s were 
eradicated, presumably… but everything was updated to electronic by this time, and these 
even Narrius can’t destroy with the internet and how easy it’s become to access information 
on all levels, from anywhere, with the proper skills and knowing where to go and what to 
do.

So you’re interested. Drake said mildly, then he nodded a bit mentally to the Drakkaren, 
before saying quietly: Since you’re in a crowded area, I’m not going to cut you out of reality 
for more than a few seconds. This might hurt… but the full story is only going to take less 
than a minute. It’s a bit long though, so… bear with me, and try to put up with the pain. 
He paused, then asked awkwardly: Are you okay with that? 

Zerrex smiled slightly at this as he finished off his grilled fish, then he glanced down at 
the tray and blinked: he didn’t remember eating the potato salad, but apparently he’d 
devoured it, because there was nothing there. Then he shrugged and put the tray aside, 
taking a sip of his cola and murmuring under his breath: “Thanks. I am… just give me a 
moment.”

He paused, then closed his eyes and laced his fingers together, and inside Zerrex’s head, 
Drake twitched away in shock, muttering: That’s…

Shut up. Zerrex said mentally, but his voice was gentler than might be expected, as he 
squared his shoulder and took a deep breath before forcing his body to relax. Immediately, 
however, Drake began to squirm, and the Drakkaren asked in a sharper voice: The hell’s 
your problem?

You can’t do that with me in your head! Drake replied in a frustrated voice, apparently 
mentally clawing at himself. You’re trying to create an opposing process… doing that could 
literally squish me out of  existence! And where the hell did you learn that, anyway?

“It’s one of Requiem’s forbidden martial techniques.” Zerrex murmured under his 
breath, then he sighed and relaxed, rolling his shoulders and letting go of the focus he’d 
started, feeling his mind working a bit faster nonetheless. “But alright, Drake. You take 
point then, and lead me on this little journey. Looks like I can’t be using this trick with you 
symbiotically connected to me, then.”



Bastard. Drake muttered, but he sounded a bit impressed nonetheless. A few moments 
later, however, Zerrex felt his mind twist as a flare of pain went up in his head, before he 
plummeted out of  reality and into a black, white and red world of  the past.

~~~
The Dragokkaren and Drakkaren are all in traditional dress, but not made of the 

rawhide, processed material that Zerrex has seen on the others in his tour of Uroboros and 
this strange country. Instead, these clothes – dirty, ragged, but far more durable-looking – 
made their future counterparts look almost like tawdry, cheap imitations, with their 
hanging strings and beads. 

Many of the Dragokkaren wear jewelry – and spotted with jungle-debris or not, it still 
looks more expensive and more beautiful than even most of the junk toted by the rich 
losers from Apple Villa. But these are obviously not just worn for style or flair… they are 
marks of status, and every one of them is twisted in sacred symbols that Zerrex somehow 
knows and recognizes: a bracelet in the shape of a snake, with three curves to symbolize the 
entrance, the path, the exit: birth, life, and death. And of course, around the neck of one 
Dragokkaren, hanging on a silver chain, is another golden snake, eating its own tail: infinity, 
Uroboros.

There are twenty or so of them in the tribe, standing near a campfire… and this is 
obviously one of the more nomadic bands, with their large tents and wheeled carts: some of 
these carts, however, look almost like moving homes instead of carriages, one of them more 
a moving palace than anything else, with silver-plated wheels covered in golden runes. This 
is obviously the home of the leader of the village, always ready to be pulled through the 
secret paths carved in the jungles that lead between their places of worship: the holy 
temples.

Zerrex understands that they move back and forth between temples that they’ve built, in 
worship to their gods, and for protection from the monsters of the wildlands here and 
enemy tribes. The reptile also notes that there are chained Drakkaren, naked of anything 
except for tattoos on their bodies that denote them as slaves – a symbol of a hand over the 
breast, surrounded by a twisting black line. The reptile looks at this curiously for a few 
moments, and then understands: eternal grip, eternally held. These slaves look miserable, 
locked in shackles and neck chains to one-another and one of the carts… but they don’t 
realize that they also have an advantage over the other slaves of the world. They truly will be 
protected by these Dragokkaren instead of treated as expendables… and once the dishonor 
of being stolen away or kidnapped-slash-taken prisoner from an enemy tribe fades, they 
may even have the chance to prove themselves as Iuratus.

Zerrex notes that there are only two of these present… a female and a male, both 
powerfully-built and tall: these are the traits seen as attractive by the Dragokkaren, after all, 
along with impressive endowment in males and bust size in females. And also, almost all of 
them have red scales… but the tint is so faint in this world of blacks, and whites, that 
Zerrex can barely see this is fact from anything other than his brief knowledge of 
Hez’Ranna.



The Iuratus have silver collars on, and golden bracelets and ankle shackles… and their 
tattoos have been modified with three small lines on the top and bottom now cutting 
through the jagged circle. He looks at them curiously: they are naked except for 
loincloths… but kneel on the ground in front of the male Zerrex guesses is the chieftain, 
the male wearing the Uroboros pendant.

He also carries a spear… the same spear as Requiem has always favored, the sacred 
fighting spear, made of a single length of bamboo and with a plain blade. Three feathers 
hang from the neck of the spear, white, red and black… and Zerrex is somehow sure that 
these are the real colors of the feathers in reality, as well… or were, since he is in the past 
now, experiencing a past that may never have been. They symbolize the three traits a warrior 
must show to gain the privilege of undertaking a sacred quest… and only upon the 
completion of this quest, may he become the chieftain of the tribe. These three holy traits 
are strength, wisdom, and honor.

The chieftain, however, looks quiet and unnerved… a rarity, Zerrex somehow knows. 
His tribe all look worried as well: seven females, nine males, and four young children, three 
male and one little girl clinging to her mother’s leg. The Iuratus are still kneeled, holding 
high velvety cushions: upon one sits a silver, twisted kris… and upon the other is a small 
cup, almost a chalice but without the handle. It almost looks like a golden bowl, but is a bit 
too small… and curls up a bit too high.

Finally, the chieftain turns his spear over and places it blade-down into the ground, 
before he picks up the kris and the cup, and the Iuratus withdraw to the other slaves. They 
murmur, and the Iuratus silence them quickly before bowing to their master as the chief 
steps around his spear and holds out both objects.

The gathered tribe immediately kneels in front of him, and they all bow their heads 
respectfully… and fearfully. Zerrex sees them all from his vantage point, back in the trees, 
easily able to see them in the clearing where they have set up their tents and gathered their 
carts, only a short distance away from the temple that looms overtop the others… and 
finally the chieftain says in a powerful voice, speaking in an ancient dialect of Hez’Rannan 
that Zerrex yet somehow understands: “Who will challenge the darkness that has infested 
our lands, our holiest temple, Nature’s Womb? All Hez’Ranna, all of our sacred island, has 
become sick and infected… look at the dying trees which bear us no fruit, the plains that 
yield no game, the state of the fellow tribes and even the great village of Snake’s Tooth. And 
it is because of the living darkness that has taken up its home in the mother of all other 
temples and of  all our tribes.

All fifteen of the Great Chieftains have decreed it must be destroyed… even our little 
brothers fear and flee from it.” The chieftain paused, then sighed and rose the cup and kris 
above his head. “And we must first either appease this monster as a new god and turn our 
backs on Holy Mother Earth, appease it with an offering of the shed blood of our 
children… or we must take up arms against it, and a brave hero must step forwards to kill 
the monster.”



The members of the tribe looked uneasily back and forth… then the youngest girl, 
clinging to her mother’s leg, stepped forwards, trembling and whimpering, but forcing out 
as her mother kneeled behind her and looked at her with sorrow: “If no one will step 
forwards, then I will offer myself to the darkness… ask it to go away and allow it to take 
me if  it so wants, for my family, for our people…”

Mianna, don’t…” whispered her mother, gripping her daughter’s shoulders… but the 
little girl shook her head as she snuffled and wiped at her eyes. 

No Momma. I’m the smallest… I’m the weakest, and I’m sick with the Tremor, 
anyway.” whispered the little girl, then she smiled a bit and bowed her head, kneeling in 
front of  the chieftain. “If  it will save my people, I will give my life…”

“No, no!” said one of the males, sounding outraged as he stood, gesturing violently with 
one arm and startling the rest of the crowd: he was a powerful, huge Dragokkaren male, 
with a silver necklace around his neck, several large fangs and feathers dangling from this. 
He also wore a long loincloth and had a kwaibar strapped to his lower back, and plain 
sandals over his feet… but his position was best illustrated by his silver armlets and 
shinguards, and the dark, twisting tattoo over his body.

He looked around at the others, then threw his arms out and said angrily to the 
chieftain: “Why don’t we assemble our forces, assemble an army, and kill the dark creature? 
Why don’t we all fight as one, instead of sending one to attack, pretending they are a hero, 
a savior, only to be killed… and that will serve only to fuel the power of the monster and 
crush our own spirits! Let us attack as-”

Silence, Manore.” said the chieftain firmly, but he looked at the younger male with 
compassion in his dark eyes. “We must follow the rules of the tribe, and the rules of 
honor… without them, there is nothing that separates us from the beasts and this very-”

Damn the rules!” Manore shouted, and he turned to his fellows, looking at them 
imploringly as he gestured at the girl… and Zerrex realized that she was his illegitimate 
child. She had the same eyes… “I don’t want to sacrifice another innocent… will none of 
you stand with me, stand and help me? Will… will no one… forget the… the rules for 
just… for just…”

He fell to his knees, slumping forwards, and the chieftain stepped quietly over to him, 
placing the kris in his belt and holding the cup in his other hand as he gently grasped the 
shoulder of the young warrior, who began to cry quietly and grasped the chief ’s hand 
tightly. He rocked back and forth, and the chieftain said gently: “We would just be sending 
an army of warriors to their deaths, and leaving our slaves and children unprotected. The 
darkness has been smart in taking its stronghold… the Mother Temple’s entrance, after all, 
is just a small room at the top of the staircase, safeguarded inside stone. The monster will 
wait for us at the entrance, and kill our soldiers as they attempt to squeeze through in 
groups… and we know that we cannot lure it out from its stronghold.

“All that’s left is to believe in the sacred prophecies… that when darkness comes, good 
will also rise from the very loins of that which craves to kill all life, and defeat it. And only 



one who follows the code of honor may destroy it, who meets darkness with the pure light 
of unyielding righteousness, of forceful honor. In a battle that all our lives hang on, 
between the warrior of right and the monster of wrong, the sacred clash of angel and 
demon.

Long have we understood that the deepest pits of the Mother Temple were to never be 
disturbed, but we did not follow these teachings… and the foolish actions of one greedy 
child who explored too deep into the temple has released the darkness from her Womb, the 
deepest and darkest part of the temple.” The chieftain paused and added gently. “And we 
are all said to be descendants of Asteroth, Mother of Hell, and our ancestors tell of 
coming into this world from the Holy Temple… and how they used to worship a great, evil 
priestess who whispered incantations that would summon night or lure the little cousins 
close so we, the higher species, could kill and feast upon them.

“But they also record of a great warrior, who led the others from their stupor, forced the 
priestess down deep into the depths of her unholy temple, and then sealed her into the 
sacrifice pit, where she was killed by the furious spirits of the dead. But her own raging 
ghost has now infected these deep places… and it has now broken free and seeks revenge.

That is why we must follow the rules of honor written by this great warrior and his 
disciples. To destroy her once and for all.” The Chieftain finished gently, and then he 
blinked when Manore stood and shrugged off his arm, before turning and heading quickly 
off  into the jungle. “Manore!”

He stopped, then looked over his shoulder and grinned weakly. “I am sorry, but I have 
to leave. You’re right… someone does have to kill the monster… and it may as well be me 
as the next warrior.”

Manore!” shouted the chief, but the Dragokkaren was already sprinting into the jungle, 
ducking and weaving through the trees. Zerrex, of course, realized – just as much of the 
rest of the tribe did – that Manore was more full of false bravado than he was of righteous 
intent. But at least the little girl was offered a little bit of hope, smiling quietly instead of 
stoically facing her impending death.

He didn’t turn back… but he did slow from a run the nearer he drew to the temple, 
wincing and rubbing at his head as he sighed and quietly approached the goliath stone 
structure. Then he stopped some feet away, sitting down and resting his chin in his hands 
glumly, as he murmured quietly: “I’m no hero… oh give me a sign, Great Spirit… help me 
out here, huh?”

And as if summoned by that sign, a Dragokkaren poked its muzzle out of the bushes 
and peered at him, and Manore stared dumbly back at it, before sighing and muttering: 
“Oh, you’re a  Cubba… what do you want?”

The moment that Zerrex heard the word, he understood exactly why the other 
Dragokkaren was acting oddly, crawling forwards on all fours, naked and looking at 
Manore with a foolish, innocent curiosity. It was a rare Dragokkaren from the wilderness, 
referred to as one of the ‘little cousins,’ or unevolved animals… a Dragokkaren that hadn’t 



yet evolved, but instead still had the mentality and body of an animal. It lacked wings, for 
one thing… and although it had larger musculature, its limbs were shaped so that it was 
built lower to the ground and was able to move easily on all fours.

The Cubba, however, moved curiously closer towards Manore, who looked disgusted as 
he stood up and rose his arms, waving them a bit as he let out a shout, apparently hoping to 
scare the Cubba away. It flinched back… and when its face turned towards Zerrex, he was 
horrified to find it had the same features as his father, yet at the same time, not exactly 
surprised. Narrius, after all, was far more beast than civilized being…

The Cubba, however, didn’t run away. Instead, it whined lightly in its throat and pawed 
at the ground, apparently trying to communicate something to the larger Dragokkaren. 
Zerrex recognized that there must have been a lot of strange warfare between not only the 
other tribes, but the Cubbas as well, who he figured likely moved in packs… and who 
would not understand the difference between Cubba and evolved Dragokkaren, rape and 
love.

Manore waved and paraded around for a few moments, making himself as imposing as 
possible… before he finally sighed and sat down, shaking his head and murmuring: “I 
would have scared away half the jungle by now and scared away the other half… what do 
you want, little Cubba?” Manore fixed it with a cold glare, then he paused as it toddled a bit 
closer, looking up at him curiously. A pause… and then the Dragokkaren’s eyes brightened. 
“I know… you want to take the place of Li, is that it? You’re a gift, you’re going to… that’s 
it!”

He stood up suddenly, smiling warmly and leaning down to clap lightly, and the Cubba 
straightened a bit, looking up at him attentively before Manore turned and headed towards 
the temple. The Cubba followed, likely more out of curiosity than anything else… but once 
they reached the clearing of the temple, at the mouth of which swirled a great darkness, the 
Cubba whined in its throat and tried to draw away.

Manore, however, quickly turned and snagged its neck, jerking it forwards and 
muttering: “Come on, come on, just a little bit further. Up the steps, and everything can be 
okay again…” He stopped as the Cubba tried to draw back again… then he sighed a bit 
before finally smashing an elbow down into the Cubba’s back, knocking it senseless to the 
ground. It lay stunned… and Manore hefted the creature up onto his back, then grunted 
and started forwards – the Cubba was bigger and bulkier than he was, but he managed to 
heft it up enough so that only its toeclaws dragged along the ground.

He forced himself up the stairs, climbing step after step towards the sweltering, dark 
jaws of the temple, shouting loudly: “Darkness! We bring a peace offering! We bring a 
sacrifice of… of one of the strongest warriors of the land! He has offered himself to you, 
for the prospect of peace… please take this offering, and let the rest of us live in peace, and 
we even promise one sacrifice for every year of your reign, may it be so glorious and 
long…”

He laughed shakily, wincing as he stepped in a puddle of blood, then forced himself to 
continue upwards. He was growling in pain, eyes clenched as if he was suffering a terrible 



migraine, and his body trembling with horrible strain… before he finally stepped up to the 
top of the temple, leaning forwards and throwing the Cubba into the dark mouth of the 
cave. It hit the ground and yelped loudly… then screeched in terror and immediately spun, 
attempting to run out of the mouth of the cave… but a living darkness shot forth, tendrils 
of blackness wrapping around the poor creature as it screamed in terror before it was 
dragged back into the nightmare of  whatever lay beyond.

Manore covered his face, staggering down the steps and staring in horror into the 
darkness… and a few moments later, a dark, cruel laugh rang out of the mouth of the 
temple, and asked in a silky, feminine voice: “Do you think I’m a fool? This is not a 
warrior, a Dragokkaren. This is a Cubba, an animal… but even his life is worth more than 
yours, foolish child.

But you’ve given me an idea. As I am, I can poison the lands, but cannot leave this 
place… and there is a great world beyond this island that is out of the reach of even my 
most potent powers. And insulted as I am by this ‘sacrifice,’ I have a will to do more hate 
and damage to you savages, you traitor children. So I will send forth an emissary… I will 
pass from this world, but in my place leave a true monster, a parentless creature who will 
show you no mercy… because he is only born for destruction and chaos… because he 
knows no love, or compassion, no misery or joy, only destruction… only darkness… and 
he will bring this unto the world.”

And then the voice died out, and the entire world seemed to tremble, birds taking wing 
from the trees and packs of animals stampeding, Cubba and Dragokkaren alike looking up 
as a chill passed through the air, and Manore felt the stairs shift under his feet before he fell 
and rolled down the bottom with a yell of pain and terror… and a few moments later, it 
was over, and darkness like smoke floated up into the air, a few long tendrils of it reaching 
up to the sky with a twisted, broken laugh before it dissipated.

Manore was on his back, one arm crossed over his chest and the other supporting 
himself as he panted quietly, staring up in terror as a figure slowly emerged. The Cubba 
emerged… but now it stood on two feet, and its eyes had turned from a faint grey in this 
black and white world to bitter, deadly red. Half-formed, mutant wings tore from his back, 
ragged and unkempt, damaged and useless, rotten and dead… but the Cubba grinned 
coldly, tilting his head back and forth ,before he asked calmly: “What’s wrong, little child 
of  Hez’Ranna?”

Monster! Monster! The darkness has birthed a monster!” Manore shrieked, then he spun 
around, clawing through the dirt before charging into the jungle, crashing his way through 
as Narrius arched his back and roared to skies above… and then the world slowly began to 
fade out, and Zerrex felt a shiver race down his spine as the last thing to fade away were 
those terrible crimson eyes that seemed to look at him even through the darkness.

~~~
Roughly seven seconds after he’d closed his eyes, Zerrex rocked hard on the spot and 

grunted in surprise, his eyes widening as grabbed his chest with one hand, the other 
reaching back to steady himself as lowered his muzzle and snarled a bit to himself. Then he 



let out a long, slow breath, as he tilted his head back and gazed up at the ceiling, emerald 
eyes flickering.

Drake was observing him curiously… and the Drakkaren made a bit of a face before he 
sighed and shook his head a bit, brushing his ivory hair back carefully as he grabbed his 
cola and took a deep drink that finished the contents in the can. Then he sighed again and 
tossed this onto his tray, muttering under his breath: “That’s certainly one story behind 
Narrius.”

Don’t tell me you believe it. Drake said mildly, sounding somewhat surprised. It’s only a 
story. A… philosophical journey into the mindset of our beloved, devoted, bastard 
Patriarch, likely written by politicians and cultural experts more than some creative digging 
from a bunch of  dorky clones. 

Narrius’s age is unknown. Even when… back in the past, when I was a kid, I never knew 
how old he was, and Celestial… my mom… never – I mean, likely didn’t either…” Zerrex 
muttered, shaking his head quickly again before straightening and rubbing at his skull: it 
was aching pretty bad, both with stress from… everything and also from Drake’s little bit 
of visual storytime. He sighed and shook his head slowly, then sat back a bit and glanced 
down at his empty tray thoughtfully.

So do you have any other little bits or pieces of information for me? How many legends 
are there about… my family?” Zerrex finished after a moment. He felt confused and 
tired… and the fact that here, the Narrius family name was still considered royalty after 
seven and some years of mindless war under the leadership of Patriarch Narrius himself… 
it was almost lunacy to him. In any other government, he would have been overthrown long 
ago… but he’d managed to use not only the monarchial style of government to his 
advantage, but the very culture of Hez’Ranna: the good, right ideals of not backing out, 
never giving up, not betraying the leader… they had all turned against them. That, and 
likely the fear that Narrius inspired just by walking into a room in all of  his inner circle…

Zerrex snorted quietly at this, shaking his head in disgust. Any world ruled through fear 
and terror crumbled from within too fast for his liking… but Narrius wasn’t interested in 
holding any pieces together, which was likely why he was so difficult to deal with as an 
opponent. Narrius didn’t want to rule a happy, prosperous kingdom… he wanted to prove 
that he was the king of the hill in a game of destruction, that he would and could kill 
anyone and everyone that got in his way… and that the world, to him, was little more than 
a material playground, with people as his toys. Narrius wanted destruction and death, and 
didn’t even understand topics like the economy, or politics, or religion; he only knew them 
as tools to move and motivate people with.

The reptile sighed and looked down quietly, feeling a faint bit of shame worm its way 
into him. After all… it wasn’t like he understood those things either, and he knew in some 
ways he was just as bad, as dark, as cruel, as his biological father; and in other ways, he was 
worse. He hated himself for it… for the tricks of manipulation he’d picked up, for the 
dark, violent core of his being, for the way he bathed in blood and lust. The latter, of 
course, was his own personal hell and private playground… Narrius’s interests didn’t lay in 



such mundane things as rape and sex and murder, but in far broader ideas like the current 
apocalypse he was successfully bestowing upon the world.

Worst of all, the Drakkaren didn’t want to admit to himself, and especially not to the 
others, the deep truth of the matter… that the war might in fact be completely and utterly 
hopeless. That there might not be a way to destroy Narrius’s ambitions… that he might 
still not have played his full hand, and was hiding some secret weapon of mass destruction 
up his sleeve. No, that was too pathetic, too vulgar and gross a term for a trump card of 
Narrius’s… and not enough to cover the destruction it would likely be able to lay waste to 
the world with. Zerrex knew that with the technology, researchers and power currently in 
the Patriarch’s hands, he could very well build a new Pandora’s Box, or summon up the Four 
Horsemen of the Apocalypse… or perhaps just drag a meteor into the earth or drop a 
nuclear bomb into the world’s core.

“No, those are all too theatrical for him.” Zerrex muttered. “He prefers something with 
guaranteed success… like this Godsmite thing…”

Godsmite… that, of course, wasn’t the source of a lot of good thoughts in Zerrex’s 
head either. After all, even with Mengele dead, he’d probably only delayed the development 
of the virus or gas or whatever the hell the genetic agent was that was apparently 
programmed to kill them all… despite Mengele’s cocky attitude, the Drakkaren knew that 
he wasn’t the only person capable of developing the formula, especially with most of the 
genetic coding for the virus already written… he just would’ve been the one who could have 
finished it off  fastest.

Which meant that the war had to be ended soon… but in order to do that, first they’d 
need to locate and kill Narrius, since he knew they didn’t have the military strength to push 
back his forces. The Drakkaren reached down and touched the cell phone, sitting on the 
little holster that had formed for it… then he sighed and drew his hand away. As much as 
he’d like to, it would be pointless and probably just irritating for him to call up Huck and 
Albatross and ask if  they had any news on Narrius or his whereabouts…

So instead, Zerrex decided to do the next best thing… and that would be to get some 
sleep. He sighed, shaking his head slowly and picking up his tray to dump the crap off it in 
the nearest garbage can… and a few minutes later, he was walking back down the halls 
towards his private quarters.

Again, he found himself taking ridiculously long to get past camped-out soldiers, most 
of them clones… and when he finally got to his room, he realized how utterly exhausted he 
was. Without even realizing what was happening, Drake’s energy withdrew into his own 
body, leaving him naked and the cell phone falling with a quiet, missed muffled thud 
against the ground.

He yawned as he crawled into bed beside Marina – curled up and quietly snoring away – 
then he dropped his head on the pillow and, within a few moments, found himself drifting 
off  into sleep.

~~~



His sleep, however, was not dreamless… and once more, he found himself stepping into 
the world of his mind. He frowned a bit as he looked slowly back and forth… before a 
voice murmured softly: “Well, well, here we are again.”

The Drakkaren turned, finding himself facing Drake… the dark nephilim standing with 
his arms crossed, white, glowing hair floating around his head as he tilted his muzzle 
upwards with a bit of an arrogant glare, his eyes dark and focused as he looked across at 
Zerrex. Zerrex looked back with his frown deepening, and then Drake snorted and grinned 
a bit, spreading his arms as the world changed around them to become a cold, desolate 
desert of cement, the dark nephilm saying mildly: “I think we got off on the wrong foot, 
Zerrex. But I guess we’re going to keep going on that negative foot, because I’m afraid I’ve 
got to ask you to meet me again in a little duel.”

“What the hell are you talking about? Didn’t I kick your ass enough the first time?” The 
Drakkaren asked, looking irritated as he narrowed his eyes and flexed his fingers. “By the 
way, Drake… if you try and take over my mind again… I will wipe you out of existence 
once I wake up…”

No, you misunderstand.” The dark nephilim rose his hands, wincing, and Zerrex paused 
for a moment, glancing over the creature curiously. Drake was apparently trying to find the 
proper words for whatever he was trying to ask, then he finally managed out slowly, with a 
wince of  distaste: “I need… you to help me.”

Zerrex relaxed a bit, but he stayed on guard, keeping an eye on Drake’s shadow, which 
was twitching back and forth strangely. “What the hell are you talking about? Just say 
it…” He paused and added with a slight grin. “Dirty as it sounds, you’ve been inside me 
for seven and some years now… I guess that means you got some pretty good endurance, 
too, huh?”

I hate you.” Drake said morbidly, rolling his eyes and sighing as his face twitched a bit, 
then he crossed his arms and finally said mildly, averting his eyes from the lizard’s: “I’ve 
absorbed a lot of energy recently. Aftermath, overload from the souls you took into your 
body, energy from all the death you’ve left in your path and of course, from all the violent 
acts you’ve been committing and the fighting in general. However, in order for me to better 
utilize this energy, I need to visualize it and what I want to do with it… and that’s easier to 
do in this world.”

You’re almost stuttering.” Zerrex’s grin spread a bit wider though, to Drake’s obvious 
distaste as the Drakkaren rested back against a small hut that came into being, and the 
Drakkaren felt proud of himself for having mastered the ability to control the terrain in his 
own mind. “So basically what you’re asking… is you want to have a sparring and training 
session with me, and you want to develop combat techniques at the same time and better 
learn to focus your energies. And you’re half implying you want me to teach you them. I’m 
touched Drake, really… so when are you gonna send me the bouquet of roses and 
chocolates, or is this just a soon-to-pass crush-on-teacher kinda phase?”

I hate you. So very, very much.” Drake repeated stubbornly, his eye twitching, but Zerrex 
laughed when the dark nephilim adjusted the collar of his suit with a disgusted look, 



displaying a flicker of discomfort before he asked sharply: “So are you going to help me or 
not, you… fuck?”

“Out of names to call me already?” Zerrex asked, looking entertained, and Drake 
flipped him off before he snorted. “I think you picked up too much from Lone. But 
alright…” He paused and mused a bit, before tilting his head and asking idly: “So how 
exactly do you want to work this? Are we going to practice your current known techniques 
with you against me, since in this realm you can stay in… well…” he paused and rubbed 
his head. “I guess it’s not physical… and technically not tangible, either, but we’ll go with 
that… er, anyway, so are we going to do that first, and then move into developing 
techniques, maybe sparring or helping each other out, and then you combining with me in 
this world and doin’ stuff  like that? Or what do you have in mind?”

Drake looked at him with surprise, blinking a few times, then he rubbed his head slowly. 
“Alright. That was a bit easier than I thought it would be…” He paused before meeting 
Zerrex’s eyes with his own and asking in a suspicious voice: “Why are you doing this for 
me, though?”

The Drakkaren looked across at Drake curiously… then he smiled a bit and glanced 
down, putting his hands in the pockets of a pair of uniform pants that appeared on his 
lower body. “We might not like it… but we’re partners, for better or worse. And yeah, I 
don’t like trusting you, because you’ve lied to me in the past and I know that you’re going to 
continue to lie to me, if it suits your ends.” He halted for a few moments, then rubbed the 
back of his head slowly. “But for as long as we work together… we might as well act our 
roles and deal with this whole creepy symbiosis bullshit. Gay as it is.” He paused and 
grinned a bit, winking across at Drake. “Literally, I mean.”

You’re a bastard.” Drake responded, but he was smiling a bit in return, and even looked a 
bit more relaxed, nodding slowly as he polished his claws against his suit jacket, then 
reached down and undid the cuffs. “But I appreciate that… I do appreciate that…” He 
stopped, and added quietly: “Thank you.”

“My pleasure.” Zerrex replied, toning his grin down to a slight smile, before he 
straightened and flicked his hands up to a ready position, sliding one leg back as he 
narrowed his eyes and added mildly: “So are we going to get down to business, or just keep 
chatting?”

Fine, fine.” The dark nephilim grinned a bit, straightening as his suit vanished and dark 
energy wreathed over his body. “But I won’t be holding back, Lord Zerrex. So don’t take it 
personally.”

I’d only be insulted if you didn’t go your best.” The Drakkaren replied easily, before he 
grinned and jumped backwards from a hand reaching out of Drake’s shadow, which had 
rolled towards him while the dark nephilim had been speaking.

The dark creature grinned, then nodded and charged forwards, his shadow rolling along 
the ground as his feet slapped against the ground, before he snapped a hand forwards, a 
string of black energy wrapping tightly around the Drakkaren and binding him, arms 



squeezed against his body as his eyes widened and Drake transformed his other hand into a 
long, deadly lance, stabbing it viciously forwards and through Zerrex’s chest.

The Drakkaren winced in pain, but the shock to his body was still startling, to say the 
least; he struggled a bit against the tight bind, then said irritably as Drake glared at him: 
“You know, this is great and all… but pretty simple.”

Bite me.” Drake snorted and drew the lance back, while at the same time shifting his 
limb back to the form of a normal hand, and allowing the energy coil to vanish from 
around Zerrex. “If  you’re not going to fight, this is going to be pointless.”

I was just letting you boost up your morale, that’s all.” Zerrex said lamely, then he 
coughed and rubbed the back of his head, half turning as Drake groaned and rolled his 
eyes… then let out a grunt as the Drakkaren suddenly spun, slamming an elbow into the 
dark nephilim’s gut before slamming him under the chin with a rising palm from his other 
hand, adding triumphantly: “Never let down your guard in a battle!”

Drake’s body, however, refused to lift into the air: instead, he sprawled backwards, all 
manner of dark strings and energy connecting from his body to the shadow, before he 
splashed down and splattered against the ground, sending up a geyser of dark energy before 
it suddenly twisted into a cyclone and reformed into Drake, who glared at the reptile with a 
cold grin. “That’s more like the feared Boss… let’s play, then.”

He paused, then leapt forwards suddenly, bringing his other arm up and reaching 
forwards as his limb stretched outwards ridiculously, thickening at the same time as his 
hand expanded as well and attempted to seize the Drakkaren. Zerrex easily leapt to the side, 
avoiding this without much of a flinch… before the fingers suddenly bent backwards and 
clawed towards the lizard again, attempting to seize him tightly in their grips.

Immediately, Zerrex dropped, wincing as his legs spread completely in a split and he 
pressed his chest flat against the ground. The hand passed only inches above him… and 
then Zerrex pushed his own against the ground, rolling forwards and shoving off the flat 
ground, performing a front flip and landing easily on his feet.

He leapt forwards… and then grinned as Drake’s arm continued to curl around towards 
him, before exploding from the elbow into dark tentacles, tendrils of energy snapping 
forwards eagerly towards the reptile as his forearm dissolved. Immediately, Zerrex tensed 
himself against the ground, concentrating and holding out a hand… and Blackheart 
appeared in it before the reptile stepped forwards, snapping his sword hard forwards in a 
vicious double slash, cutting apart the reaching tendrils and forcing them backwards as 
Drake snarled furiously.

A moment later, his arm reformed as the tentacles of darkness vanished… then the dark 
nephilim slammed a foot down, and spikes of dark energy shot up out of the ground 
around the Drakkaren, Zerrex covering his face with his arms and staggering backwards as 
several of the long spikes of energy ripped through his body, stunning him for a moment, 
before he felt himself thrown into the air as Drake dropped to the ground and slammed a 
fist into the earth, sending up a dark geyser that hurtled the reptile high.



He felt his body spasm, his eyes clenching shut as he flipped several times, before 
spinning to regain his moment as Drake lashed a chain of dark energy up towards him… 
and the reptile responded by hurtling the sword at the dark nephilim. To Drake’s shock, the 
blade slashed easily through his chain, splattering dark energy in every direction before it 
sliced through the creature’s body and splashed bits of  him against the floor.

The dark nephilim fell backwards… but before he even hit the ground, he dissolved and 
reformed on his feet, cracking his neck as he reached out behind him to grasp the handle of 
the blade: the sword had buried halfway into the ground… but the moment Zerrex landed 
from his fall through the air, Drake immediately hurled the giant sword back at him with a 
snarl.

The Drakkaren snorted and leapt upwards immediately to avoid the simple, 
straightforward attack… but another string of Drake’s energy shot up from the ground and 
snagged the handle of the giant sword, spinning it violently in a windmill as he sent it 
hurtling upwards; Zerrex’s eyes widened, and he reacted instinctively, bending his body 
forwards and managing to throw himself in an arc over his spinning blade. He winced as it 
managed to dig a thin cut in his chest before Drake threw it straight up into the air, 
growling: “Come on, stop with these pathetic games!”

The reptile landed on his hands, then immediately dropped and rolled into a crouch, 
skidding forwards a bit as he looked across at the dark creature with a slight smile. Before 
he could give any quips or lame one-liners in return, however, he realized a moment too late 
he had slid into Drake’s shadow and it had circled him. Before he could throw himself free, 
black teeth snapped out of the edges of the shadow, and it became a living maw that 
quickly snapped closed and began to crush the life from the Drakkaren.

Zerrex winced, struggling back and forth in the grips of the shadowy jaws… before he 
forcefully punched a hand through the fabric of darkness, sending out a burst of black 
motes as Drake twitched backwards, his body rocking and bringing his arms up as if to 
defend himself from invisible blows; he attempted to regain his balance, but then was 
knocked heavily on his ass when Zerrex suddenly tore his way through the hole he’d made 
in the wall of  the maw.

The lizard leapt backwards as Drake sent up a line of black fire in his direction, and the 
two glared at each other, the reptile’s emerald eyes flashing and Drake’s black ones burned. 
They faced each other, Zerrex flexing and panting a bit, the dark nephilim’s body rippling 
and solidifying before he stretched and snorted, stepping back a bit and raising his fists as 
he asked coldly: “So how confident are you in melee, Lord Zerrex?”

“Come and find out.” The Drakkaren straightened… and then he lowered his muzzle, 
hands resting at his sides for a few moments, letting his body tense, then slowly begin to 
relax as he focused his mind, then finally rose his head, arms still relaxed at his sides as he 
looked across at Drake, who was looking at him with some confusion, before the lizard 
grinned and repeated: “Come. Unless you’re afraid.”

Drake twitched at this… then he snarled and charged forwards, shadow twisting out 
behind him as he sprinted towards the reptile, his body solidifying before he threw a simple, 



straight punch at the reptile’s face… and without so much as a twitch, Zerrex’s own hand 
shot up, catching the punch and easily halting it. Drake’s eyes widened as he immediately 
staggered backwards in horror; Zerrex didn’t bother to pursue the dark nephilim however… 
then he grinned when Drake immediately snapped his shadow forwards and seized his feet.

A moment later, he stepped forwards and attempted to throw a hard punch into the 
Drakkaren’s gut… but Zerrex easily knocked the fist away with an elbow, causing Drake to 
reel forwards in surprise, instead, but attempting to recover by throwing a palm towards the 
reptile’s face. Instead of contacting, however, the lizard swayed easily to the side and 
snapped his shoulder forwards into Drake’s muzzle, causing him to reel back and the 
shadow to loosen from around his feet… and immediately, Zerrex slid a foot free before 
stomping down hard on it.

The effect was amazing, causing Drake to let out a screech of surprise and arch his back, 
suddenly standing tall and stiff, as if he’d been hit by an electrical shock: then the reptile 
spun and followed up with a hard back roundhouse kick to the dark nephilim’s gut.

Instead of knocking him over, however, the creature’s body caved in, Drake slumping and 
his body becoming wax-like… before Zerrex smashed his two fists into the creature’s chest 
and face, and Drake’s physical body shattered into dark energy, dissolving in a burst of 
black liquid into the shadow below.

This quickly slithered away and free from the lizard’s feet, and Drake reformed in a 
crouch, panting and looking up at Zerrex in surprise, and the reptile smiled slightly as he 
nodded to the dark nephilim, saying mildly: “Nice try. But you use attacks that are far too 
direct… I guess when you have a liquid body, you don’t really need to use base physical 
strikes, huh?”

“You cheated. You used a prediction trick.” Drake winced as he slowly staggered to his 
feet, glaring across at the reptile and rolling his shoulders as his suit reformed on his body, 
looking grouchy and embarrassed. Zerrex paused, tilted his head back and forth 
thoughtfully, then he shrugged a bit at the nephilim’s accusation, causing him to look 
disgusted. “Well, it’s true!”

Well, y’know, you’re the only person stupid enough to wait twenty seconds or so while I 
focus myself.” Zerrex replied blandly, and Drake rolled his eyes again in distaste before the 
Drakkaren crossed his arms and rested back a bit, looking at the creature with mischief 
dancing in his eyes. “So am I going to keep kicking your ass for the next while… or do you 
want to actually get around to technique development now?” 

Drake muttered something under his breath, crossing his arms before finally giving a 
sigh and a hesitant nod of agreement. “Alright… but I don’t want you screwing with me 
too much, Zerrex.” The two paused as they looked at each other, then Drake snorted and 
his suit dissolved once more, his body twisting and rippling as he straightened and rose his 
fists, then blinked when the Drakkaren rose a hand. “What?”

The lizard looked back at him thoughtfully, then said mildly: “Let’s work on your 
combat skills first, Drake. Try coming at me and performing a more basic attack-”



Don’t underestimate me, Lord Zerrex.” The dark nephilim snorted, raising his hands 
before he closed his eyes, and the lizard paused and frowned a bit, watching the black 
energy that composed Drake’s body swirl faster for a moment before it solidified again, and 
then Drake grinned and charged forwards. This time, however, he went down into a slide… 
but when Zerrex stepped to the side and snapped a hard low kick at the creature’s head, 
Drake’s body disappeared, and the reptile snarled as he sensed the creature behind him, 
raising an arm and barely managing to block a hard punch aimed at his muzzle.

The dark creature threw another hand forwards at Zerrex’s spine, but the reptile 
managed to get his hand behind his back, catching it to the dark nephilim’s shock: the 
creature, however, immediately attempted to slam a foot up into the back of the lizard’s 
leg… but Zerrex rose a foot, Drake’s shin striking the bottom of his combat boot with a 
wince before the nephilim grunted as Zerrex stepped forwards and slid his hand from the 
creature’s hand to wrist, jerking him forwards… then dropping to a crouch and a spinning a 
leg around in a forwards sweep.

Drake fell forwards over his leg instead of flipping, and Zerrex cursed under his breath 
as Drake’s body dissolved… then reformed with the lizard’s leg held in a tight bind as dark 
energy spilled over it, then turned into the creature’s upper limbs. Now he was kneeling, 
grinning coldly his black hands tightly holding Zerrex’s ankle and shin… before Drake rose 
an elbow, and Zerrex’s eyes widened – the dark nephilim meant to smash in his knee.

Before that could happen, Zerrex slammed his hands into the ground, twisted and lifted 
his body off the earth, and slammed his other foot into Drake’s face, sending him crashing 
backwards with a grunt of pain. His body rolled several times, strands of dark energy 
running from the creature’s shadow to whatever part of his body was currently in contact 
with it, before Drake managed to get his limbs under him and skidded to a halt in a half 
squat with his fingers clawing into the ground.

Zerrex looked across at the creature with mild entertainment as he straightened… and 
Drake grinned a bit as he stood up, raising his hands and saying idly: “I thought you’d enjoy 
that.”

It was entertaining, yes. I enjoy watching you get ass-kicked.” Zerrex responded easily, 
and the dark nephilim snorted, looking disgusted, but also grudgingly-amused. “I realize 
you aren’t capable of separating from your shadow, so that roll was just extreme 
exaggeration, wasn’t it?”

I didn’t just imply that, after all.” The dark nephilim cocked his head, looking dryly 
amused. “This is strange. Knowing all your techniques or not… for whatever reason, I’m 
still having a serious problem dealing with your strange style of  movement.”

“The best technique I wish to learn, is to have no technique.” Zerrex said sagely, and 
Drake stared at him before the Drakkaren paused and added mildly: “You know, I always 
sound like such a loser saying stuff like that. I mean, it’s not like I’m this wise old dude 
in… any way or fashion. Well, I guess now I’m sorta old…” A pause and he crossed his 
arms, asking Drake mildly: “You know, you got seven years of  birthday gifts you owe me.”



Drake stared at him blankly for a few moments… then the dark creature twitched a bit 
before growling and starting to sprint towards the lizard, feinting left and right before he 
slid suddenly to the left and snapped towards Zerrex with a hard, straight sweep at shin 
level, his shadow propelling him forwards as Zerrex winced and dived forwards over the 
outstretched limb.

When he hit the ground, however, instead of going into a roll, he twisted his body from 
one hand and onto his forearm, using that as an axis and feeling his scales grind against the 
ground before kicking hard into Drake’s face, sending him backwards with most of his 
muzzle dissolved and missing, the dark nephilim hitting the ground heavily and half-
melting as Zerrex easily landed in a crouch… then coughed and grinned over his shoulder 
at the creature. “You look much prettier like that.”

Drake twitched, dissolved… then reformed, standing straight and glaring furiously at 
the Drakkaren. “Will you take this seriously?” he raged, then began to pace back and forth 
as the lizard stared at him, wondering if the dark nephilim had snapped as he continued to 
rant angrily: “Sex this, sex that, always babbling on and on about fucking something or 
raping something, doing this to people and that to people! Babble-babble-babble, and then 
hitting on everything you come across, including me… which is like… degrading, do you 
not get that? I don’t want to be propositioned every frigging time I do… like… anything!

I demand… respect, and… and stuff like that!” the dark nephilim rose a hand as Zerrex 
winced back. “I demand that, being trapped in your body, you start behaving better, as a 
proper and respectful warrior should instead of a horny ass who would probably molest a 
child if it had a pair of breasts-” A death glare as Zerrex opened his muzzle. “Don’t say 
anything!”

“Okay.” The Drakkaren said meekly, twitching away and deciding it was better to just let 
Drake have this out: but he also noted something else… the more Drake moved and talked, 
the more his body was solidifying… and the more emotion he displayed, the more… real 
he acted, he guessed. It was like by introducing the nephilim to awkward situations he 
wasn’t used to… he was forcing Drake to take on the characteristics of something other 
than a living weapon, which was apparently something the dark nephilim was not exactly 
comfortable with, from his current violent reaction.

Before Zerrex had much chance to muse further on this, however, the dark nephilim had 
begun to rant again, continuing to pace as his suit reformed on his body, saying clearly: 
“The three rules of a warrior are strength, wisdom, and honor, that has never changed over 
all the years of warfare throughout Hez’Ranna… and that will continue to serve as a motto 
and a tradition, as… as something to be proud of, to aspire to! You, however, seem to take 
pride in… lacking humility!” That uh. Would just be pride. But I better not talk or Drake 
might stab me in the face. “You… have to whip your penis out at every chance you get, you 
have… no clue how many people you might have… hell, even I might have been a spy, or 
Marina might have been replaced by a clone, but no, let’s have sex with her on the bed in 
enemy territory! Let’s… make gay inferences to the dark nephilim – and, by the way, I am 
asexual, therefore I cannot be gay, so… go… fuck yourself – and let’s just… like…” Drake 



spluttered out finally, seeming to simply dissolve into inarticulate anger as he flailed his 
arms a bit, and then he glared when Zerrex carefully rose a single finger. “What?”

“Does that mean you have a vagina and a penis? And boobs?” Zerrex asked blandly, and 
Drake stared at him, stupefied. The Drakkaren coughed… then he screeched and leapt out 
of  the way when Drake attempted to tackle him.

The Drakkaren ran away, cackling, as Drake yelled curses after him and chased him 
through the reptile’s own mind, the lizard easily keeping ahead of the dark nephilim and his 
racing shadow, and easily stepping out of the way of Drake’s lashing energy. He paused, 
then created a door in front of him and stepped through it, before slamming it shut on the 
dark nephilim’s face, knocking the creature over before he peered around the frame of the 
steel door. “I borrowed this idea from that dumb kid.”

“I hate you.” Drake muttered from the ground, then he climbed to his feet instead of 
reforming, rubbing at his face and glaring angrily at the lizard as the door faded out of 
existence, and Zerrex rubbed the back of his head with a lame grin. “Why the hell are you 
pushing me like this?”

Because it’s fun.” Zerrex said simply, then he coughed and rubbed the back of his head, 
peering at Drake. “So if  you’re a herm…”

I said asexual. I didn’t say hermaphrodite specifically.” Drake said sourly, then he tilted 
his head at the Drakkaren’s look, before rolling his eyes in disgust. “You’re supposed to be 
helping me. Not… harassing me by making me turn into things for your enjoyment.”

It could be considered training.” Zerrex wheedled, grinning a bit as he clapped his hands 
and swayed a bit on the spot… then wincing when Drake rose a fist threateningly. “Alright, 
alright! I’ll negotiate… show me your real body, and I’ll um… I’ll stop harassing you for 
the rest of  this session.”

Drake looked at him dourly. “This is my real form, you moron.” A pause as he glanced 
down at his suited self, then he smiled a bit as he glanced up at Zerrex, who looked 
surprised. “Sure, I added a few things here and there… but essentially, once we bound 
together, my form took on one that was similar to yours; call it ‘genetic respect.’”

The lizard paused… looked at Drake pleadingly… and the dark nephilim finally sighed 
and said morbidly: “I’m going to regret this.” A pause, and a moment later he reached up, 
sliding his hands into his hair and arching his back as his body suddenly lost its masculinity, 
becoming thinner as the suit squeezed tighter around the now-her body, a large pair of 
breasts pushing out from her chest, and a female Drake stood in front of Zerrex in a 
haughty, come-hither pose.

For a little while, Zerrex stared, which made Drake visibly wince… then he said stupidly: 
“Dude. I have a chick inside me. That’s so dirty and yet so frigging awesome.” A pause, a 
giggle, a leer, and then the reptile rose his hands and waggled his fingers as he leaned 
towards the dark nephilim. “So, uh, can you do this in reality, too-”

“Fuck off and get your ass laid somewhere else.” Drake snorted, and immediately her 
form turned back to a he, as he crossed his arms and glared at the lizard. Zerrex twitched 



back, looking absurdly disappointed, and the dark nephilim asked disgustedly: “Is sex the 
only thing you ever think about?”

Have you ever had it?” Zerrex shot back, and Drake looked stunned before the reptile 
looked pleased with himself. “Exactly… bitch. So don’t judge something until you’ve had it 
for yourself and… stuff.” He paused, and added mildly: “That also explains why you’re so 
damn uptight all the time. Maybe you just need to get laid.”

Maybe you need a grenade shoved up your ass.” The dark nephilim muttered, then he 
looked distastefully at the reptile as Zerrex rolled his eyes. “And yes, I can understand that 
it’s an… enjoyable act. Just as rape would be. But why are you… obsessed with it?”

Zerrex paused… then he looked down thoughtfully, realizing Drake was asking him a 
serious question. He thought he knew the answer, but not the best way to phrase it… and 
then he finally glanced up and off into the distance, at a pair of figures that stood in what 
looked like the living room of a comfortably-sized home; a child and a mother, holding 
hands… “My mother and I… we were… my first experience was with her. And then… 
when Narrius found out… he introduced me into… the darker realm of sex, bondage, 
gangbangs, rape… snuff.” He paused and smiled a bit as he turned his eyes to Drake, who 
was watching him thoughtfully. “Then he killed her in front of me after I refused to rape 
her… and I guess… that screwed me up a bit.

“It’s not like… well… it’s not like I always think about it. And… a lot of the time, it’s 
not even the sex I’m interested in.” Zerrex said softly, rubbing the back of his head and 
letting his eyes rove downwards a bit now. “It’s… the act itself. During rape, it’s… such 
power, you know?” He laughed quietly. “And during lovemaking… it’s… so wonderful. The 
contact, giving yourself  to each other…

I’m a dominant male… so much I tend to dominate other dominant males.” Zerrex 
looked faintly amused at this, shrugging a bit. “And I guess I just always learned to express 
that not through being a jerk or whatever, but… getting laid and showing off my power 
that way, flaunting my size, my strength, my… ability in bed.” He mused a bit as he crossed 
his arms. “And sure, I like sharing that power, too, sometimes… hell, I’ll admit that I’ve 
been on bottom a few times, too, for other males, done sixty-nines and even dropped to my 
knees for a few… but… you can retain such power even acting the role of submissive. You 
can still control the person ‘on top,’ so to speak…” A pause and a grin. “Cherry, actually, 
used to be the best at that. She could kill people by suckin’ them off, and not the cheap way 
Cherubim tried to kill me, but by just torturing them with pleasure until they popped.”

Drake looked at Zerrex mildly for a few moments… then he asked him slowly: “So 
you’re trying to tell me the fact you’re a perverted freak… is just a friendly personality 
quirk?”

I didn’t say friendly.” Zerrex shrugged and looked slightly entertained at this, then he 
crossed his arms and added in a gentler voice: “I’m not like, a sexaholic. I don’t need it… 
I’m used to having it way more often ‘cause Cherry’s a frigging nymphomaniac… and I like 
to seduce people, play with people, stuff like that… but during the first few months of 
Marina’s life, when Cindy was too tired to do much and Cherry was running errands for me 



to other towns, I went months without getting much of anything.” A pause and a shrug, 
then he blushed a bit as he admitted: “But I did curl up with Cindy every night, Marina 
between us… and that’s what I really like. That’s what I’m addicted to… not the sex. The 
snuggling… the touching… the physical contact. I’m a whore for that, and I love that, 
because it’s… not something I ever got a whole lot of, except from my mother… and then 
she was…”

Drake nodded and turned away, looking up into the sky quietly for a few moments, and 
Zerrex looked at his back curiously before the dark nephilim spoke as if they hadn’t just 
had this long conversation… but Zerrex thought from his voice that the strange creature 
might actually be struggling to hold in his emotions. “So what do you want to do in terms 
of developing and harnessing my powers? I’ve never done this before.” He stopped, and 
whispered to himself… but it carried to the lizard as if on an unfelt wind: “With 
anyone…”

The Drakkaren looked at the creature with a bit of a smile, watching those long tendrils 
of white energy that made up Drake’s hair flick and shiver back and forth, joining each 
other, then splitting off into pointed lengths… and finally, he suggested easily: “Why don’t 
you combine into my body in this world, to mimic the powers we’d have together in the real 
world… and then we’ll just see what we can use comfortably and how well our abilities have 
locked together?”

It’ll be easier for me to see what you want to happen in this world, since you’re also 
technically running this entire place with your mind… but it’ll still help, you’re right.” 
Drake responded, then he turned and nodded a bit. “I also need to learn to interpret your 
signals better… so the more we do this, the better our minds and bodies will learn to 
synchronize, until we have complete access to each other’s form.”

Zerrex paused… then he grinned a bit, crossing his arms as Drake began to dissolve and 
asking amusedly: “So you can actually control my body, too.”

Drake paused for a moment from his dissolution, then he said plainly: “Well, I brought 
you here, to a world that you control, correct? I could probably also make your body move 
around if I wanted to… but there’s no point in puppeting your form when you seem to 
hold up well enough on your own.”

The dark nephilim dissolved into his shadow, which slid forwards and curled around 
Zerrex, covering him and cloaking him in darkness, the reptile arching his back and tilting 
his head upwards with a sigh as he felt the creature’s energy rolling over his form, sliding 
into him between his scales, leak down his jaws, his nostrils… and, awkwardly, he suddenly 
found himself… enjoying this smooth combination, the way that he felt Drake slide into 
him, fill up his body with his strange, dark power. He looked down at his hands, then he 
paused and smiled a bit as he realized another thing… for perhaps the first time ever, the 
creature had complimented him almost outright. Sure, it was grudging, but compared to 
before? 

“Thanks, Drake…” he murmured, then he grinned a bit as he flexed his hands… and a 
pair of gloves formed around them. A pause and a simple flick of his mind… and Drake’s 



energy formed several large spikes on his combat boots, which made the reptile grin a bit 
wider. Then he paused and concentrated… and Drake seemed inwardly surprised, but took 
on the form that Zerrex wished him to, anyway.

The Drakkaren rolled his shoulders slowly as he stood in his full combat armor from 
the old days, which shone a gleaming, metallic black… and then he laughed quietly and 
grinned a bit, looking down at himself and murmuring: “Good and bad memories alike… 
it still looks good on me.” He paused, then winced as Drake shifted into a three-piece suit. 
“What the hell?”

You have no taste. Drake muttered in his head, and Zerrex snorted, before the dark 
nephilim asked mildly: So are you going to do something a bit more difficult, or what?

Zerrex mused to himself as he formed a pair of dark sunglasses in one hand, and created 
a tie of dark energy around his hair, holding it in a ponytail. A moment later, however, it 
slid from the back of his head and downwards, twisting at the same time to turn his loose 
tail into a tight braid, and locking into place at the bottom of this. Then the Drakkaren 
placed the shades over his eyes, the glasses locking into place against his muzzle, before he 
reached into his suit and drew out a black handgun, looking back and forth as he gripped it 
in both hands and said mysteriously: “My name? I’m the secret agent dude.”

Immediately, everything on the Drakkaren melted back into his body as Drake gave a 
groan of disgust, and Zerrex winced before shaking the handgun rapidly and forcing the 
dark nephilim to solidify it. The rest of the energy, however, vanished into Zerrex’s body, 
and the reptile said morbidly: “I was having fun.”

We aren’t supposed to be having fun right now. Drake said mildly. Right now, we’re 
supposed to be working on combat techniques. 

Zerrex rolled his eyes and made fuh-fuhing noises, then winced when he felt a sharp 
pain in his head and muttered: “Fine, fine. I get it. I’ll be a bit more serious, then…” He 
paused, then aimed the gun and said mildly: “I guess this is more for show than much else 
though, huh?”

Drake paused in his head, then nodded and said mildly: Sure, you could tap off a few 
shots, and my energy will deal more damage at range than bullets. But the range wouldn’t be 
great, since the stuff that makes up my body automatically dissolves after a short time… 
and as I’ve told you before, if  I lose parts of  me… then I use up far more energy.

You really need to work on your stamina there, then.” Zerrex said plainly, then winced a 
bit at the dark nephilim’s mental glare. “Okay, okay, fine, Serious. I remember the deal.” He 
paused, then mumbled under his breath: “But we do really need to work on your sense of 
humor, too.”

Bite me. Drake said plainly in the reptile’s head… inside his head. A pause as Zerrex 
winced about how confusing that was to think about, before he avoided confronting the 
terrors of metaphysics by changing his train of thought quickly to concentrating instead on 
exactly what the dark nephilim wanted.



He snapped a hand out, and a long rope of dark energy appeared in it, then this 
mutated into a solid chain of large, thick links of the black stuff that made up Drake. 
Zerrex grinned a bit, before snapping the chain once forwards, and a handle formed where 
the reptile was gripping it and a set of large, curved claws sprouted from the top, taking on 
the form of a grappling hook. Zerrex looked down at this thoughtfully for a few moments, 
grasping the long chain body in his other hand near the neck of the set of hooks… then he 
began to spin that end rapidly, before slinging it forwards with a grunt.

It flew through the air, the chain lengthening itself rapidly… then a large spike popped 
out of the end of the large grappling hook the moment before Zerrex jerked the weapon 
back. The chain snapped, then the head of the weapon flew sailed backwards in a high arc, 
the chain automatically curling itself up at his feet like a thin dark-metal snake… and a 
moment before the head of the weapon struck the ground, it dissolved into a black mass of 
energy that quickly slid its way back up the Drakkaren’s leg and curled over his body, 
transforming into a half-snake that wrapped its lower, coiling body tight around Zerrex’s 
legs, a pair of arms idly locking around his neck as Drake’s head peered over his shoulder 
and asked mildly: “Is this some other sexual fetish of  yours?”

“I’m testing you.” Now the lizard sounded pettish, instead of the other way around, 
before he shrugged the dark nephilim off his shoulders, the creature quickly rebinding with 
his body and flowing into his scales as he muttered: “Gee. Now who’s trying to make jokes? 
The moment I can’t, you start getting mouthy.” A pause, then he made a quick flicking 
motion with both hands, and a moment later he was grasping a pair of twin, black, 
smooth-handle katanas with long, arching blades. “Can you actually leave my body as an 
object, or do I always have to be in contact with you in some way for you to remain solid? 
And why exactly does your energy turn to muddy goo every time it disconnects from you?”

Drake paused and hesitated, shifting uncomfortably in the reptile’s head as Zerrex easily 
swung the swords idly back and forth, then he finally sighed and said awkwardly: It’s 
because of the design of my body… even though I’m supposed to be darkness, all the 
nephilim are really just representatives of their elements, more than actively imbued with 
the element itself. All of us are – or rather, were – formless, shifting, intelligent masses that 
can assume whatever physical body we desire within a certain predetermined set of 
dimensions.

The thing is, we all are also controlled by some sort of focal point, which is where our 
energies are contained and that acts as our mind… my mind, I suppose. He paused, then 
added uneasily: It’s a small, machine-produced crystal, in most cases, which regulates 
nanomachines – nanites – that busily run through my body and regulate my form. These 
things are microscopic, built to the same size as bacteria, roughly… but the machine that 
controls all of  me is a bit bigger, roughly the size of  a… say… a large pill, or a small coin.

That’s my brain, my heart, all my inner organs… my control center. Hellabos designed 
us this way so we could resemble as closely as possible the Seven Nephilim of Hez’Ranna 
legend: the elementals and the divines. It moves constantly through my body, but always 
stays in a place safe from attack, and it’s protected from all forms of discharge or elemental, 



mental attack as well. He paused, then preempted Zerrex’s question. I know what you’re 
about to ask. About how I can split, right?

Since my physical essence can be given orders and form into anything, or become 
‘formless,’ the nanites that are all throughout me and regulating my physical presence can 
memorize certain commands and traits. They automatically die if I’m split off from too 
long, or if they are cut off violently from the source of command, my control center… my 
mind… but so long as they’re regulated, they can divide from my mind and into an airtight 
chamber, or even someone else’s body if that person has the ability to regulate my energy, 
through either some sort of  mechanized system or a natural power.

A bit confusing, yeah? Yeah. But you get the idea, roughly… otherwise, I can only survive 
for about five seconds at most, split from your body. He paused again, then added mildly: 
And admittedly, in an open environment, I’m unprotected from other energy signatures and 
the negative effects of even the air itself. But if I keep myself connected to you somehow… 
then I can protect myself from that by borrowing some of your energy and forming a 
shield around myself  with that. Sort of  like skin, I suppose.

“You’re so screwed up.” Zerrex said dumbly, but he glanced down at the blades with 
newfound questions in his mind, wondering just what the hell Hellabos had been 
experimenting with and how the hell he’d come up with all this crap in the first place. Then 
he shook his head slowly and sighed a bit, murmuring under his breath: “Actually, this is all 
so screwed up… but I guess that means so long as your core is inside me…”

Then yes, my ‘mental half ’ is inside of you, which is sort of a misnomer. Drake 
answered mildly, and the swords in Zerrex’s hands slid back into his body, easily sifting 
through his scales. And I can use that to attempt to take over and control anyone I come 
across or encounter, then puppet their body… and if connected to their physical half, most 
people I can explode or implode when it suits me to. He paused and seemed to grin as 
Zerrex winced and touched his stomach a bit, as several large spikes of dark energy 
suddenly jutted from the scales of his stomach, sides, and back. Sorta looks like that. A 
pause, and then the spikes withdrew as Zerrex made a face and rolled his shoulders slowly. 
But I suppose you’ll be happy to know that I have trouble even wending my way through 
your body. And that I’ve gotten too used to letting you regulate and use my energy for 
something like that to be anywhere near as effective on you.

“Gee. Thanks.” Zerrex said mildly, then he rolled his eyes before spreading his arms, and 
darkness leaked out from his body again, this time knitting itself into a black trenchcoat as 
he added: “And if this is you having trouble passing through my body, I have to wonder 
exactly how you move if something’s ‘easy’ for you… and hey, wait a minute.” He frowned a 
bit, crossing his arms. “Mercury was the same as you, and she could split into two… and 
Black Requiem was also made of that gooey stuff, but I fought… Gods know how many 
seemingly-invincible clones of him before you finally told me to aim for the jaw and I killed 
one of  the bastards. How’d that work?”

Mercury also had two regulation cores… and Black Requiem had twenty or so in his 
body. Drake responded, sounding distasteful: Zerrex was beginning to understand that he 



only really sounded like this when talking about something that was, in all likelihood, 
stronger than him somehow. Black Requiem also had shielded cores… so he could survive 
indefinitely. Adding that to the fact his genetic coding somehow seemed like it was mixed 
with actual Dragokkaren DNA instead of synthetic… and you have yourself an incredibly-
advanced version of a nephilim. It did, however, seem to be lacking in the mental 
department… and admittedly, I was as surprised as you that it followed the same rules as 
the other nephilim did.

Zerrex paused and nodded slowly, tapping his arms against the leather coat… then he 
paused, took it off, and tossed it away… but kept a string of dark energy attached from 
this to his hand. He grinned slightly, then flicked his wrist and the long leather trench 
transformed instead into a shadowy copy of himself – a bit smaller than Drake, and 
without the glowing white tendrils of  hair.

Then the lizard brought up his other arm and flicked it, tossing a blob of dark energy 
outwards with a long string attached to it… and this formed into another clone of the 
reptile, this one resting in a kneel with a grin on its features, another long string going from 
the center of the clone’s back and into Zerrex’s hand. The reptile paused, placed his 
fingertips together… then flicked them open, creating five long strings of dark energy as he 
muttered under his breath: “Just how much can you turn into?”

Drake immediately rose his upper half out of Zerrex’s back, then easily crossed his arms 
over the Drakkaren’s head and rested forwards on it, peering down at him with mild 
amusement as he said idly: “Probably not much more than this… but admittedly, this is 
more than I used to be able to do, by far, definitely.”

The lizard dropped his arms by his sides, then he asked blandly: “Hey, uh, Drake? You 
wanna get off my head? Or am I going to have to bash you again?” He paused, and then 
questioned: “And exactly why the hell do you feel this urge to always pull half  out of  me?”

“I like to tease.” Drake snapped back, and looked proud of himself as Zerrex tilted his 
head up to stare at him stupidly for a few moments. The dark nephilim looked back, then 
he shrugged and let his body fall back limply, muttering as he withdrew into the 
Drakkaren’s back: “Well, at least I tried.”

Jerk.” Zerrex rolled his eyes, then he paused as he drew both of his hands up, causing the 
clones to stand tall, and he wondered mildly about what exactly he could do with them and 
how he could control them… before shrugging and deciding it was enough of an 
experiment for now with just bringing them out. He drew his hands back, and both the 
clones dissolved into darkness that quickly flowed back into the lizard’s body, and Zerrex 
reached up to crack his neck as a last few strings and tendrils of energy arced and rolled 
around his limbs before settling into his scales.

He reached up, brushing a hand through his hair and trying to keep his thoughts on 
other things as he snapped the other hand out to the side… but a pole of dark energy 
wavered into existence, as the reptile grinned a bit; a glance at the simple, six-foot pole, and 
large blades sprung into existence on either end of it, with vicious barbs sticking out of 



either flat as the Drakkaren said mildly: “There’s a nice weapon… I don’t really know what 
we can practice, either, anymore, Drake… you seem to have everything down pretty well.”

Drake nodded mentally, then he seemed to pause before asking in a hesitant voice: 
Well… what about development, then? We have synchronized fairly well – although I guess 
we’ll better see just how well in the real world – and although my specialty is seat-of-the-
pants creation-

Zerrex snorted laughter, interrupting the dark nephilim as he brushed his hair back and 
grinned a bit. “Seat-of-the-pants? Gee. Them darn pants is torned again, lawd, lawd.” A 
pause and a cough as he felt a bolt of pain in his head, rocking forwards on his heels when 
Drake hit him mentally. “But okay, okay. You mean, you have no problem with… er, 
making it up as you go-”

Improvisation. Drake said acidly, and Zerrex nodded again, looking lame. “Yes, that’s the 
word. Improv, but you want to have a repertoire of moves at your disposal, huh?” Zerrex 
paused, then laughed a bit again as he shook his head slowly. “Damn, I feel like such an 
anime geek or a video game nerd. Techniques, moves? Sure, I got names for everything I 
do… and it’s good to practice everything regularly… but… you know, it’s so weird to talk 
about it in this context…”

I think I get it, the dark nephilim said dryly, and Zerrex felt the strange blackness of the 
creature roll through his body, pulse inside of him as Drake shifted, apparently feeling 
awkward still with their strange relationship and how things were developing between them. 
But that’s it, yes. I… I’d like to know what would be… preferable… in… various situations 
that we’re likely to encounter…

“You’re so damn stiff. You need to relax, seriously.” The lizard said, but his voice was 
gentle as he smiled a bit, before he closed his eyes and put his hands together, 
concentrating. Immediately Drake bristled inside of him… but instead of once more 
attempting to focus, instead Zerrex created the best combat ground he could think of in 
this, his mental world.

Beneath them, a cracked city street rose up… and beside this on one side was a steep 
slope guarded by a broken wooden fence strung together by barbed wire; beyond this was 
grassy and slick halfway down the high hill, then it suddenly became a muddy, barren 
wasteland, a thick, cratered valley full of swampy earth that sprawled all along the bottom 
of the ragged wall, leading into what had once been a field, but instead was now a warzone, 
with several parked, broken tanks, barbed wire strung between damaged wooden slats, and 
thick hillocks made from mud, corpses and sandbags.

On the other side of the Drakkaren rose up several tall, damaged office buildings and 
smaller stores – many with the front windows shattered, then boarded up shutters dropped 
over the doors, and many others idly burning with fires that seemed as despairing as the rest 
of the scenery, charred and damaged. Trash littered the alleys, half-covering splatters of 
blood and in some places, corpses of fallen soldiers, many still clutching their third-world 
assault weapons.



When Zerrex opened his eyes, he frowned and winced a bit at how well this place had 
been recreated… the scene of the Ridgetown Massacre. It had been one of the Goth 
Legion’s first gigs, and they had been sent in to stir up as much mayhem as possible in the 
area in order to draw public attention: the government of his ‘beloved’ country, Ire, would 
then use footage from this to curse out the tiny, war-torn country and put pressure on its 
own government to sign  a one-sided alliance treaty that would basically place Ire in charge 
of  Lekvados, or whatever the place had been called.

They had snuck in undercover, dressed up in fake uniforms of the local militia, a 
translator doing all the talking for them and saying they were some special group sent in to 
help fight off the raids on the city of Ridgetown from enemy forces. Since it was a tiny 
country on a string of islands that no one really cared about – except the business tycoons 
who wanted to dig for fuel and chop down the forests, and the greedy politicians who 
wanted to own just a little bit more of the world – their military, especially in this sector, 
was disorganized and made up more of civilians wielding century-old rifles and machetes 
than modernized military equipment.

The group had waited for a raid to begin on the city… and had then simply begun the 
killing spree, annihilating everyone they came across, ‘friend’ or ‘foe.’ The soldiers, used to 
hard battles, fighting in the dirt, and dealing with weaponry that didn’t work half the time, 
had put up a fairly good battle… better than a lot of soldiers from countries that boasted 
‘powerful military sectors,’ definitely. But that wasn’t much of a surprise… when you lived 
in a broken world, ate the dead because you had no other food and drank the tears of your 
family for sustenance, and talked idly about being shot in the leg that morning because a 
bullet wound was nothing special in that world… then yeah. You tended not to cry at the 
first sign of  impending attack.

Zerrex rolled his shoulders slowly as he glanced around this reconstructed memory, 
murmuring quietly: “And it didn’t help that the battleground was so twisted like this… 
farmland transformed into a ruined warzone on one side, and a shattered city on the other, 
with most of the battle squeezed between on the road and the invaders using all manner of 
machine and tool to climb the slopes.” He paused, then glanced up at the top of a nearby 
home, grinning slightly as he called out loudly despite Drake being able to hear his very 
thoughts: “I want you to make a rope and a hook! Memorize that design, because we’re 
going to use it a lot at first here!”

Drake winced and made a loud noise… but before Zerrex could bring his hand up, the 
world shook, and the Drakkaren stumbled with a grunt as reality around him began to fizz 
in and out. He staggered back and forth, snarling as blackness overwhelmed everything, and 
he felt his body become heavy, his eyes become tired, and his head spun with vertigo and 
dizziness… before everything flickered again, and blackness descended completely. 

A moment later, Zerrex sat up in bed, letting out a surprised grunt as he straightened 
and grabbed at the sheets of the bed, then he blinked dumbly as he looked over at Marina, 
who was grasping his shoulder and shaking him violently. The reptile blinked stupidly a few 
times as she said something, before he tilted his muzzle and asked dumbly: “What?”



Marina looked at him mildly, then she rattled him again, and Zerrex fidgeted out of her 
grip as she yawned and replied tiredly: “Your fucking phone woke me up. You dropped it in 
the hall and the damn thing wouldn’t sto… stop…” A pause as she yawned again, 
stretching this time and flexing, before she fell against the pillows and smacked her muzzle 
loudly, closing her eyes and continuing in a sleepy voice: “Stop ringing until I picked it up 
and answered it… it was Huck, he wants to talk to you in the tower, but says to take your 
time getting there, for some reason…”

Zerrex blinked a few times at this… frowned a bit… then he sighed and nodded, 
stretching slowly himself and resisting the urge to yawn as he winced, feeling his back 
crackle as he slid out of bed. He rocked on his feet for a few moments, then reached up and 
grabbed his head, wincing as pain shot through his body… and Marina opened one eye 
with a frown, looking at him curiously as she asked: “What’s wrong, Daddy?”

I thought you were all up in my head and stuff.” Zerrex mumbled, swaying on his feet 
again as he glanced down at himself, then sighed and decided to put on a pair of real pants, 
despite the monumental effort he felt this would take. He staggered over to the drawers, 
then fought with them and finally won, managing to drag out a pair of boxers and pants as 
he answered her blandly: “Drake and I were fighting in my head. Well, sorta fighting. Play-
fighting? Sparring, that’s the word.”

Marina blinked a few times, and then Zerrex felt her mentally nudge and poke at his 
brain, before she frowned a bit as the larger male almost overbalanced in attempting to 
stand on one foot to pull his boxers on. He grumbled, then finally sighed and walked over 
to sit on the bed as his daughter said slowly: “I’m not picking up on him in your mind or 
anything…”

Zerrex gave her a confused look… then he paused and held out a hand, but no darkness 
seeped out of his scales. He frowned at this, flexing his fingers slowly… then murmured 
quietly: “Shock… it must have been the shock of being startled out of the mental 
world…” A pause and a wince as he stretched again, his muscles suddenly deciding to take 
that moment to forward their complaints about his vicious mistreatment of them to the 
Drakkaren, and his brain decided to toss in some whining about how it had been abused 
lately, too. 

The reptile closed his eyes as pain washed through his body… then he took a slow 
breath and touched his forehead gently, Marina now sitting up and reaching out to touch 
his shoulder gently, asking in a more concerned voice: “Hey, Daddy, are you okay? Look, if 
you’re not up to it, you shouldn’t go… I can even go for you, get them to spill whatever to 
me…”

“I’ve felt worse.” Zerrex responded stubbornly, then he wrestled his pants on before 
straightening and doing up the fly, then winced when he realized he had no combat boots. 
He cursed his luck at this, before sighing and rolling his shoulders slowly with another face, 
then giving a bit of a smile to Marina over his shoulder, adding softly: “Rest, okay darling? 
You’ve been the one trapped in hell for seven years… I got to sleep through most of  it.”



It was only hell because I wasn’t with you.” Marina responded gently, standing up and 
stepping over to him, wrapping her arms around his waist and closing her eyes as she leaned 
into his body, nuzzling into his neck quietly through his long hair. Zerrex softened at this, 
reaching down to take one of her hands, the other stroking gently and lovingly over his 
chiseled abdominals. “Come on, Daddy. Let me go with you.”

“No, stay here… sleep.” Zerrex turned to her, but smiled a bit more honestly this time, 
taking one of her hands in both his own and squeezing it gently as he looked into her 
sapphire eyes lovingly. “I really do appreciate it… but you do need sleep, or you’re going to 
wear yourself down, and I… I need you to be well.” The Drakkaren paused, and then he 
stroked her face slowly with the back of his hand, meeting her eyes quietly. “That’s 
important to me… and I might need your powers for any upcoming raids, too.”

Marina smiled a bit at him, then added quietly: “But you hope you don’t. Because you 
want to take care of everything yourself… and you want to me to be safe, and secure, and 
not live in a world of destruction… just like you want to end the war before the others 
wake up, to bring even Cherry back to a place of peace, where you choose your own battles, 
your own wars, and end them as you like: where the innocent aren’t butchered and the guilty 
are laid to eternal unrest, the damned can’t break free of their cages in hell, and none of 
your loved ones suffer.” Marina paused, then reached up and quietly took her father’s face in 
her hands, leaning up as if to kiss him but instead only murmuring gently, as she drew close 
and their eyes stayed locked: “But we do, suffer, Daddy. As long as you do… we do. Please 
don’t make yourself a martyr… because if you bring us all back, just to lose you… we may 
as well have never lived at all.”

Don’t say that, Marina…” Zerrex said quietly, reaching up to squeeze her shoulders 
slowly and meeting her eyes. “Don’t say that. I do… really truly want what’s best. And I’m 
sorry if my thoughts aren’t so positive right now.” He smiled a bit as his daughter looked up 
at him uncomfortably, seeming to measure his behavior. “I’ll feel better once I wake up 
some more.”

Alright…” Marina said slowly, then she nodded and leaned up to kiss his cheek gently, 
her hands sliding down his face to patter quietly against his chest, before she withdrew from 
him and tossed him another thoughtful look over her shoulder, adding in a soft murmur: 
“Take care of yourself, Daddy… and I’m going to stay up until you get back, but I’ll at 
least stay in bed.”

Okay.” Zerrex nodded, then he smiled a bit as he remembered back to when Marina was 
still a young child; she’d been just as damn stubborn then as now, too. He remembered her 
defiant eyes as she looked up at him with her hands on her hips, not more than… gods, 
five, six?

I’m gonna stay up! I’m a big girl and I’m not gonna go to bed until Daddy comes home! 
Marina had said proudly… her little hands on her hips, splattered in paint and wearing a 
homemade cloth apron that was supposed to protect her clothes but never really did. She 
had glared up at him because he had been going to the movies that night, one of the later 
shows with Cindy, and Cherry had agreed to watch Marina until they got back and to put 



her to bed at her usual time, at nine-thirty: just like her father, she never slept for too long 
unless she wasn’t feeling well.

Zerrex had laughed a bit at this, then smiled and kneeled down, tickling gently under her 
chin before telling her gently that he’d be waiting to see her when they got home, then… 
and of course, when he and Cindy had gotten up, Marina and Cherry were both curled up 
and snoring away on the couch. Cindy had grinned a bit at this, murmuring about getting 
the camera… but the male had snorted and muttered back about how Cherry might think 
it was a gun and throw Marina at them or something in her scramble for cover.

He’d ended up carrying Marina to her bed… and then Cherry to his, and the muscular 
female had been surprised but pleased when she’d woken up to find herself curled 
comfortably with Zerrex and Cindy. For once, however, she’d been too tired to even make 
too many obtuse sexual comments, and had promptly gone back to sleep with the others.

As the Drakkaren looked at his daughter softly, who smiled a bit across at him and 
returned the gentle gaze, he also realized how fortunate he was: not a lot of people got the 
pleasure of being able to sleep comfortably together, after all. But he and his little family… 
his three daughters, he supposed he could call them now – and do so with pride – had 
always been able to curl up together without any complaint. And he knew that he was 
looking forwards to that more than ever now… just laying in bed with the others, 
comfortable and secure… 

Finally, he shook his head a bit, then nodded to Marina before beginning to turn… and 
his daughter cleared her throat. He paused, glancing over his shoulder at her… and she said 
casually, her eyes sparkling with entertainment: “Daddy, your fly’s undone.”

The reptile blinked stupidly, looked down at his pants… then muttered and rolled his 
eyes as he zipped his pants closed, earning a snicker from Marina. The Drakkaren looked 
over his shoulder at her with mild amusement, before he rolled his eyes and walked out of 
the room, tossing her a wave and an easy: “Yeah, yeah. See you soon, daughter.”

He gently closed the door, laughing a bit to himself now… then he walked down the 
hallway, putting one hand in his pocket and using the other to nudge open the door leading 
out of his quarters. He once more winced as he looked around at the milling and camped-
out Dragokkaren, who all stared up at him in awe… before making a face as a child ran up 
to him and almost bumped into him, holding up his arms and babbling: “You’re Lord 
Zerrex, huh, huh?”

Uh. Hi.” Zerrex said carefully, looking down at the child distrustfully: he could still 
remember all too well the little brat he had encountered in the hospital, and he didn’t want 
a repeat of  that experience anytime soon. “Yes, I am…”

Wow!” Except the kid drew out the ‘ow’ sound for roughly ten seconds, which made the 
Drakkaren wince back a bit… except now he could feel others crowding in around him 
curiously, increasing his sense of claustrophobia, as the kid bounced back and forth in front 
of him and made it impossible to pass as he prattled: “You’re so awesome! You saved all of 



us, and, and, and I hear you took on a bunch of giants and beat them up good! And… and 
I hear, I hear you’re even going to fight the Patriarch! You’re so cool, that’s so awesome!”

“Er. Thanks.” Zerrex winced again, attempting to sidestep around the child that was 
apparently enthralled with his presence: it made him wonder exactly what kind of stories 
were circulating about him… and furthermore, how the hell the stories got out so fast. But 
he knew that military bases were notorious for their gossip as much as anything else… 
soldiers liked to share rumors – especially about commanding officers – more often than 
they polished their combat boots. “I uh, have to go now…”

The kid, however, apparently didn’t hear this, instead reaching up to poke his arm several 
times… and Zerrex’s eyes widened in horror as he realized it was the bicep with the 
swastika tattooed on it, and now the entire group of people in the room were being drawn 
towards this, as the kid asked innocently: “What’s this symbol mean, mister? I think I sawed 
it before, I think I did…”

It’s um… just… a tattoo that I was… tattooed with.” Zerrex said lamely, giving a bit of 
a strained laugh and rubbing the back of his head as he saw some of the Dragokkaren now 
gazing at him with flickering distrust, a few soldiers even resting their hands on their 
weapons and beginning to look a mite bit pissed off. The Drakkaren winced, then added 
quickly: “A… bad person named… Mengele Tstegi put it on me when I was locked up in 
one of  their facilities.”

The kid’s eyes grew wide… and the lizard felt the tension in the air depart, giving an 
inward sigh of relief. Sure, he felt bad using the doc like that… especially since he was, well, 
dead… but he didn’t think any amount of explaining he did would get them to follow his 
view that maybe Mengele hadn’t been such a bad guy after all; generally, they lost their sense 
of humor or understanding once someone started butchering their families and 
experimenting on their friends for profit and personal amusement. “Wow! Does that mean 
you were like… tortured and stuff ? Was it like… gruesome and did they stab you and-”

“That’s enough out of you, son.” said another Dragokkaren in a kind voice, the soldier 
stepping forwards and gently dragging the young kid backwards. There was a semblance 
between their faces that made Zerrex think they were brothers for a moment… but then the 
Dragokkaren looked up at Zerrex, smiled, and said: “Sorry for 43212’s behavior. He’s a 
new-line kid… didn’t even begin his basic training yet. He’s from what we call the political 
family…” The larger male grinned and rubbed the kid’s head in a ruffling motion, making 
him grumble and cross his arms. “The Patriarch decided to market a different series of 
clones to the world, see. Children who mature much slower than we do, the military 
clones… almost at the same rate as fleshborns.” Zerrex guessed this was a clone term for 
those who didn’t come out of a test-tube. “Kids here like 43212 got to act like normal 
children, attend normal military schooling, all that stuff, and it was broadcasted on the 
television all the time. Something about world welfare and keeping up appearances with the 
rest of  our nation.”



The Drakkaren nodded slowly, then he looked at the kid with a new softness, kneeling 
down and asking gently: “Hey, kid. How about a name instead of that crappy serial ID 
number you’ve gone by, huh? Call it a welcome present to the real world.”

The kid’s eyes widened, and then he nodded rapidly, smiling and beginning to babble 
stupidly: “Yeah, yeah! Yeah, that sounds great! I’d love a name, gimme a name, please, Lord 
Zerrex, I’d really like that!”

I think I’m going to call you Chatterbox.” Zerrex said mildly, and this earned a laugh 
from some of the members of the crowd… but the kid looked like he was about to explode 
with happiness. The Drakkaren blinked… then decided to go with it, instead of calling it a 
joke and coughing a bit, attempting to hide his grin as he said as calmly as he could: “Yeah, 
Chatterbox. It uh. Really suits you.”

Thanks, Lord Zerrex! Thanks so much!” The kid beamed up at him happily, bouncing a 
bit from foot-to-foot. “That’s really great, I love my name, thanks a lot! You’re the best ever, 
Lord Zerrex!”

Uh. Thanks, kid. Now I have to go and meet with the other Commanders.” Zerrex said, 
standing and rubbing the back of his head, then he turned and headed for the door, tossing 
a wave over his shoulder. The other soldiers called their goodbyes and their gratitude after 
him, and Zerrex couldn’t help but smile a bit to himself; at least it seemed like things here 
had turned up somewhat. 

Of course, what he didn’t realize was that these fun side-trips issues would continue as 
he attempted to make his way towards the facility beyond the barracks, wincing as he 
stepped out into the Ring and was immediately almost swallowed up by the crowd milling 
there. Many of them looked at him with curiosity… and too many others with a fawning 
gaze, as if  he was truly the savior they had all been waiting for. 

He attempted to sneak along against the wall, hoping blindly that perhaps no one would 
lock onto him somehow… but a group of three females somehow managed to immediately 
corner him, grabbing his arms and one of them pushing against his chest, looking up at 
him seductively as she asked in a half-murr: “Tell me, stranger. Would you happen to be 
Lord Zerrex?”

Zerrex wanted to say something smart and impressive in return to this; maybe something 
like, ‘why ask a question when you already know the answer?’ or some other bit of 
badassery. Instead, of course, all he managed was a stupid look as he felt her large breasts 
push against him, the other females pinning his arms lightly back against the wall, then he 
said finally: “Uh. Yeah. That’s me.”

“Good. Here’s a little token on behalf of us.” The female leaned up now, wrapping her 
arms around his neck and kissing him hungrily, passionately, and Zerrex kissed her back, 
feeling his arms curling around the waists of the other two as they nuzzled at his neck and 
kissed at his face, to the laughter and cheers of the crowd around him. Their tongues 
danced, and then Zerrex felt the kiss break… and another took up the place of the first, 
just as passionate, just as sloppy; finally, this was followed by the third… and as she stroked 



his face, the reptile grunted quietly as he felt one of the girls sliding up and down along his 
lower abs, licking at them, as they last rubbed his legs and nuzzled at his crotch.

Finally, the kiss broke, and he could barely resist their touches, their moving hands and 
talented mouths as they teased at his neck, his stomach and crotch… then he blushed a bit 
as he felt the eyes of the crowd around him gazing with entertainment at the show he was 
unwittingly putting on with the females, before he reached down and gently nudged one of 
the three to their feet and then the other, and they all faced him with teasing smiles, hands 
playing over his chest, grasping his shoulders, stroking his face as one asked with a playful 
murr: “Oh my. Are we not good enough for Lord Zerrex?”

“Oh hell no, you definitely are.” The Drakkaren almost babbled, looking over them with 
a grin, then he wondered idly how the hell he was going to get out of this situation while 
still seeming polite, the three honestly looking almost upset that he seemed to want to leave. 
He paused, then forced a sigh and wrapped his arms around two of the Dragokkaren – 
both taller than his current size – and nuzzled the third, deciding to go with blaming 
someone else again; he seemed to be doing that way too often lately. “But I have to go and 
see the Commanders… some… important… strategy thing… meeting…”

The three looked up at him curiously, then one of them – Zerrex recognized her as the 
female who had ground up against him earlier, actually – asked with a teasing smile: “Well, 
maybe later you can show us your room, then, Lord Zerrex. We’d love to spend some extra 
time with you…”

I’ll show you all my quarters.” Zerrex replied dumbly, grinning at her, then trading a 
light kiss with her… the next… and the last Dragokkaren, before he pulled carefully away, 
not having to fake his regret as he slipped back into the crowd and left the three females to 
be propositioned by all manner of male. He let out a sigh of relief as he made his way 
quickly through the crowd down the Ring… then winced when a tall Dragokkaren stepped 
out in front of him, clad in what looked like a military uniform at first glance and almost 
glaring at him. Oh crap. Is it an assassin? Or worse, just someone who’s bitchy and doesn’t 
enjoy my particular charm and grace? 

Charm and grace my ass. Drake muttered from the depths of his head, and Zerrex 
perked up a bit slightly at his voice; it had been a while since he’d heard from the creature 
last. Before he could ask, however, Drake seemed to give the mental equivalent of a drunken 
groan. My head is splitting…

Before the lizard could sympathize or even taunt the dark being, however, he was 
interrupted by the large Dragokkaren in front of him asking stonily: “Do you have any idea 
what you and your rebel friends are doing to our country? To our economy?”

A pause… and another glance over the Dragokkaren, and Zerrex realized he was wearing 
tattered overalls and a thick rawhide shirt. Not your standard military or casual wear… and 
a glance down at muddy boots made Zerrex figure this guy was a farmer of some sort 
who’d been caught up in the chaos. Not that he couldn’t pass as a soldier if he didn’t want 
to… he looked angry enough to be a pissed-off vet who hadn’t been given his dues. The 



lizard made a bit of a face… then he rolled his shoulders and said mildly: “I uh… don’t 
know.”

The Dragokkaren didn’t look surprised, but of course it just gave him another reason to 
be ticked off… then again, the lizard figured he didn’t need any extra nudges to find reasons 
to get angrier at the Drakkaren. He glared at him, then said angrily: “You little prick…” A 
pause as soldiers grabbed his arms warningly, but then he shoved them to the side and 
snarled back and forth: “What, all your fucking lackeys helping protect your ass instead 
of-”

Let him go. Let him have his say.” Zerrex said evenly, and he hated how easily he slipped 
into the old tone of command, his voice quiet but powerful, and the soldiers didn’t hesitate 
as they stepped back and away from the two, their eyes locking as the reptile continued 
softly: “We’re not like the Patriarch, after all. We believe in giving everyone their freedoms, 
and that includes giving their opinion on things… even if  we don’t agree with it.”

“Fuckin’ Nazi bastard.” The Dragokkaren said disgustedly, tilting his head with a snort. 
“Is that how you justify that fuckin’ offensive tattoo you’re wearing? Rebels, great. When has 
there ever been a rebellion that’s done good things for the country?”

Zerrex shrugged, crossing his arms and saying mildly: “So what? You saying we should 
all sit and take the Patriarch’s reign of terror, until he kills us all because he’s bored? Do you 
honestly believe that he’s a better devil and a ruler of  a smoother hell than we are?”

The Dragokkaren snorted again, tilting his head upwards and saying rudely: “Fucking 
right, I do. But the Patriarch won’t be in power forever… once he takes over the world, I’m 
sure there’ll be someone else, somewhere else, that will take that power back… take the 
world over instead or something…”

“Like the leader of a rebellion?” Zerrex said drolly, tilting his head, and the Dragokkaren 
snarled as the lizard sighed and shook his head. “And Narrius isn’t playing war games with 
the usual rules, but a definite lack thereof: who knows how much of the world has been 
reduced to ashes and wastelands by nuclear bombardments and death troops.” He rested 
back a bit, adding darkly: “Not to mention the fact he seems particularly interested in here, 
in Hez’Ranna. Who knows what kind of mess and destruction he’ll bring here in his search 
for greater power? He doesn’t understand limited resources, or money issues, or any crap 
like that…”

At least he doesn’t butcher innocent wives and children in his raids!” The Dragokkaren 
shot back angrily. “How many people have suffered… been killed, tortured, mutilated, 
because of your fucking attacks on the city? How many people have… have been taken to 
death camps and genetic facilities for experimentation, because of alleged rebel 
connections? That’s not his fault! That’s because you-”

Because we what? Exist?” Zerrex snapped off, snarling slightly and looking disgusted. 
“Bastards like you are the worst kind of scum…” He paused and snorted. “You just want 
to start trouble, find someone else to blame for your problems, since you can’t deal with the 
fact the real world has gone to hell.



You’re filth…” The Drakkaren shook his head slowly, and the Dragokkaren snarled 
angrily at him, clenching his hands into tight fists. “You need to wake up from your own 
fantasy world and face reality… stop fence-sitting and recognize that it’s too damn late for 
dodging back and forth, and take a side. In war, you get to be one side or the other, and it’s 
insulting when you cry about the pain you suffer from our battles… when we’re the ones 
fighting so hard to change the world, not just for us, but for you. To save all of Hez’Ranna 
from the Patriarch’s infection… the Patriarch’s reign of death… while all you do is blindly 
follow your bastard-master’s orders.”

Zerrex snorted, then didn’t so much as flinch when the Dragokkaren grabbed his 
shoulders tightly, squeezing into them as the larger male leaned own threateningly… but 
Zerrex met his furious eyes evenly. “What the hell do you know, little scum lizard?” A 
pause, and he shook him violently, and the reptile rocked on his heels, but didn’t go off 
balance, keeping his arms crossed as he said darkly: “You don’t know what it’s like… you 
don’t have any clue what it’s like for us, not soldiers, just farmers and trade workers forced 
to fuel your war, take care of  your people, clean up your messes and your bodies!” 

And we protect your asses and save your lives!” Zerrex shot back, then he slid his arms 
up and snapped the tall Dragokkaren’s hands off his shoulders, before forcefully yanking 
him down onto his knees, the tall reptile grunting in surprise before he stared at him in 
surprise, Zerrex’s hands grasping the straps of his suspenders as he glared at him coldly. 
“What, you want to talk with force? That’s the language I speak best… but I prefer 
negotiating in a more civilized manner, at least to begin with.”

The Drakkaren paused, then shook the Dragokkaren violently and added coldly: “Like I 
said, it’s time to choose a side. If you want to join us here, then we’ll welcome you… 
troublemaking bastard or not. But if you want to join up with the Patriarch and help him, 
go on your way and we won’t make any problems for you.” A pause, and a cold look as he 
stepped away and past the reptile, halting only a moment to say over his shoulder darkly: 
“So get up or get out. We can use your help… but keep in mind we don’t need it.”

With that, he turned and pushed his way through the crowd, carefully moving back 
through the group of soldiers and wending his way through the ranks of reptiles that 
dominated the area. Deep inside him, he felt the old darkness churning and rolling, the old 
hatred twisting in his heart and soul and mind… the hatred for the people who sat on the 
sidelines, who played the lines between, who refused to take a side and bitched-bitched-
bitched about the war, but constantly made their own ridiculous profits from it, gorging 
themselves on blood and filth. War, after all, was as much an economic process as it was 
physical: what no one seemed to realize, however, was that the Patriarch wasn’t spending 
money on producing his military forces – everything he got, he paid for with terror and 
intimidation.

Zerrex shook his head slowly as he made his way through the crowd, doing his best to 
ignore the people around him before sighing and shaking his head slowly. This was starting 
to get ridiculous, the way people were fawning over him, admiring him, still whispering 



about him… but he thought he might actually make the doors this time before wincing as, 
of  all people, Hans literally ran into him and then fell over backwards.

The fellow Drakkaren stared at him from the floor, then he flushed deeply before 
beginning to babble almost immediately, raising his arms and flapping them wildly; it’d be 
comical if there were a hundred burly, staring Dragokkaren looming around the area the 
fact it once more centered attention on him. “Oh my Gods! Lord Zerrex, I’m so very sorry, 
I didn’t even see you there, and, and, and I don’t know how I could have missed you! I’m so 
sorry, please forgive me… I didn’t hurt you, I mean, I know I couldn’t hurt you, but you 
aren’t bothered at all, are you? I’m sorry, I really am-”

Uh… Hans… you’re the one on the floor.” Zerrex made a bit of a face, leaning down a 
bit and offering a hand, hoping to at least shut the babbling reptile up. Of course, Hans’s 
face only turned a deeper red as he took Zerrex’s hand before allowing himself to be hauled 
up to his feet, and the fellow reptile grinned like an idiot, flapping his other arm as he 
began to talk faster, along the same lines as… he always seemed to around the white-haired 
lizard.

He sighed inwardly at this, then drew back a bit as Hans began to brush him off, 
holding up his hands and saying firmly: “Hans, please. I’m perfectly okay. Stop worrying 
yourself, alright?” A pause as he gently nudged the reptile, coughing a bit and saying firmly: 
“Look, I have to head off  and talk to Huck and Albatross, but-”

Oh, I have to give my report! I’m so damn late, but Churchill wants me to run all over, 
round up all the noncombatants! It’s really hard, I mean…” He paused, then leaned in and 
added in a conspiratory voice, not seeming to notice that everyone else around them leaned 
in as well and just paid closer attention to him muttering: “Everyone looks the same, from 
technician to soldier to commander… and since almost everyone’s in plain clothes, it’s 
going to take me weeks…”

“That uh… sucks.” Zerrex said mildly, glancing around at the other Dragokkaren… 
many of whom seemed offended by this sentiment. He thought of mentioning the fact that 
it wouldn’t take more than a simple announcement, and everyone would divide themselves 
up nice and evenly into whatever areas were designated for them and they could do a head 
count like that… but the Drakkaren had the idea that Churchill likely just wanted Hans 
out of the way or something, and for once, he couldn’t blame the Dragokkaren. Hans 
seemed like a great guy… but also a bit of a bumbling, too-young rookie. “Well, you have 
fun with that, I’m off to see the Commanders. Who uh… really need me there. With them. 
Talking with them, I mean.”

Then Hans brightened, and Zerrex felt his gut plummet as the Drakkaren said brightly: 
“I know, Lord Zerrex! You could do me a huge favor!” What? Take my pants off in front of 
you? “You could um… you could give my report for me to Commander Huckleberry and 
Commander Albatross! I’m sure they wouldn’t mind at all, and it’d catch me right up on my 
duties and stuff, too-”

“Y’know, that’s probably classified information, and I’m not exactly a commander of 
this base, I just kill things, so that sorta makes me infantry…” Zerrex said quickly, wincing 



and flapping his arms a bit. Once again, he was in an awkward situation, as most of the 
other Dragokkaren simply looked curious, and he wondered how many of the clone soldiers 
had ever given or received an actual status report: his guess was that Narrius just had his 
commanders tell him whether or not the mission was successful and any interesting pieces 
of information that went along with that. To him, after all, troops and resources were both 
all but infinite… or had been. “Look, Hans, you’ll-”

Oh, please! Just listen, it’s really short, and all they had me do was count the supplies we 
managed to secure during the great riot in Uroboros!” Oh crap. I’m no good with 
numbers… Then Hans closed his eyes, and recited clearly, everyone present listening 
curiously as Zerrex slapped a hand over his face – This is just great. Now everyone’s going 
to know all manner of information on our supplies… does he not realize how important 
this information is for the military commanders to keep secret? – “We secured ten-
thousand rounds of ammunition for our heavy machine guns, and twenty-five thousand 
rounds for our standard weaponry, most of this for the basic S&B 4500 DE Special Forces 
Assault Rifle-”

“Wait, did you just say Shadowhawk and Blackhawk?” Zerrex frowned at this, reaching 
up to nudge Hans in order to halt his flow of babble, and the Drakkaren looked at him 
with surprise, tilting his head oddly.

Yes… even though most of the weapons we use are unlabeled Type 70 imitations.” Hans 
said slowly. “But most of the original weapons still carry the company’s signature mark and 
the original registry code on the barrel. The Type 70 just has a longer barrel and three 
instead of  two-shot burst fire, but it’s made of  cheaper materials.”

Zerrex shook his head, then murmured: “Go on with your report, then, soldier. Sorry I 
interrupted. Just curious.” He glanced down thoughtfully, crossing his arms as Hans 
continued to rap off all manner of statistics and information, but this time he wasn’t 
paying as much attention. Instead, he was thinking about Shadowhawk and Blackhawk, the 
gun company that had also manufactured and customized the twin .52 magnum handguns 
he used… but he’d heard they’d gone out of business a long time ago, after the assassination 
of Shirley Blackhawk, one of the founders of the corporation and the first female gun 
expert.

He wasn’t as much of a gun freak as he sometimes appeared to be, with his vast 
knowledge of the weapons: but hey, spend so many years in the military, and you pick up a 
lot of things from all the wannabe heroes who had never put their theories into practice 
and fellow weapons freaks you ran in to. He mused a bit as he reached instinctively for the 
guns that weren’t at his sides anymore, looking down thoughtfully; the only extra gun trivia 
he’d ever known, after all, was stuff on Shadowhawk and Blackhawk… a name that was 
right up there with every other leading world weapons manufacturer.

He knew they’d been taken over by another company that was owned by the Irenic 
Military Division, which still sometimes printed the S&B logo on some of its prototypes or 
specialty weapons… but it was never done at the same level as when the company had 
originally been its own master, and there was especially no way that an Irenic Type 43 



“Echo Barrel” would stand up to his original versions of the .52 magnum. His were full-
metal, not plastic or synthetic… and his also worked off the famous recoil-replay system; a 
special counterweight built into the handle of the gun triggered a mechanism in the weapon 
that fed the power of the weapon’s recoil back down the barrel and aided in accelerating the 
bullet all the faster, while reducing the reload time from clip to cradle inside the gun. 
Zerrex had no clue how it worked: he just knew that it made every successive shot from the 
magnums all the more powerful and explained why he could fire the guns so fast when he 
needed to.

Zerrex mused a bit to himself on this as he looked down thoughtfully. When Ire had 
seized control of S&B, the company’s stocks had plummeted and it had gone from 
producing the finest-quality weapons – albeit expensive – to cheap, low-material goods. He 
remembered that it had even perked Narrius’s attention back then, and that his father had 
been disgusted… and he smiled faintly to himself. The .52s had been Narrius’s originally, 
after all… likely one of his many illegally-seized sets of weapons. The Dragokkaren had 
kept an enormous vault full of guns back at the Estate in a sealed underground chamber, 
every weapon kept on a shelf for display purposes with a clip sitting beside it, lit from 
behind by bright white wall reflectors that glimmered like snow in the light… but the guns 
had also always been loaded, and the safeties rarely on. Narrius rarely used them except 
when forced to, out on military duty… and even then, he almost always favored a plain 
handgun to anything else.

They had always just served as symbols of his power… walls and shelves and cases full 
of every type of gun imaginable, most of them S&B make, but a few others from out of 
country, including the Hez’Ranna models of weaponry like their drum assault rifle. But 
now it sounded like S&B had somehow been revived simply for Narrius’s entertainment, 
and they were producing the arms for the Hez’Ranna military… which was a bad sign, to 
say the least, but would also explain why Narrius was favoring infantry more often over his 
war machines to perform his razing and raids – Shadowhawk and Blackhawk’s finest 
achievements had always been penetration rifles fitted with long-range, thermodynamic 
scopes that would see through a tank’s armor… and enable the user to blast round after 
round through even the thickest titanium and carbon steel like it was pancake batter.

The reptile glanced up idly, nodding a few times mindlessly to Hans, and forcing 
himself to tune in before wincing as he realized the Drakkaren hadn’t breathed and was 
beginning to sway dizzily on his feet, as he rasped onwards: “Forty-two jeeps, including 
three with folding metal coverings and seventeen with  clear metal windshields and 
medium-strength tensile armor… and… and-”

“Hans, take a breath.” Zerrex said firmly, reaching out to touch the Drakkaren’s shoulder. 
Hans stared at him for a few moments… blinked several times as he smiled dumbly… then 
Zerrex sighed when the Drakkaren keeled over backwards in a faint, rubbing the back of his 
head and looking lamely around at the other soldiers. Finally, his gaze settled on a 
Dragokkaren that was awkwardly half-bent, as if unsure if he was allowed to do anything, 
and he pointed at him. “Hey, you.”



Immediately, the soldier straightened and snapped out a salute, barking: “Sorry, sir! I 
didn’t mean to leave formation, sir!” The Dragokkaren’s eyes looked glum, however, as he 
added in a voice that had an undercurrent of grim determination in it: “What is my 
punishment, sir?”

No punishment.” Zerrex blinked and shrugged, and the Dragokkaren looked confused, 
although still rigid, and the reptile sighed, raising his hands. “At ease, soldier. No need to 
be formal here, we’re all off duty and equal grunts.” Now the Dragokkaren was staring – 
along with several others around them – and the lizard rubbed the back of his head, 
muttering: “Drake, help me out here…”

You’re on your own with this one, pal. Drake said with an internal wince, seeming to 
shrink back inside his head, and Zerrex rolled his eyes at this. I’m no soldier. I’m a divine 
nephilim… I don’t understand protocols and codes. You should have figured out by now I 
don’t exactly play by the rules.

Yeah, real rebel you are.” The reptile muttered under his breath, then he sighed a bit and 
made a face, pointing at the passed-out Drakkaren and saying plainly: “Think you and 
some others can haul him off to the infirmary or something?” A pause, and he rubbed the 
back of his head. “Of course, I’ve got no idea where it is… so you’ll have to ask around. At 
worst, just uh… put him in a room somewhere and try to wake him up or something.”

“Sir!” The Dragokkaren nodded firmly, then smiled a bit when Zerrex gave him a look. 
“I mean… sure, Lord Zerrex.” He paused, then glanced around at another two 
Dragokkaren, who nodded, and the three of them hefted Hans gently up, one grasping his 
feet, one his shoulders, and the other leading the two as they carefully weaved through the 
crowd in a convoy formation, with the vanguard nudging people aside here and there. 
Zerrex quickly followed this, watching them moving with a feeling of both compassion and 
strange pain – even at ease, they were still little more than trained animals, soldiers to the 
core in a way that he hated to see: soldiers who had never lived a life other than serving as 
puppets and pawns of one general… then happily moving to become the puppets of 
another without even realizing it.

He felt almost like he was manipulating them, as they walked carefully down in a line 
formation, the front soldier asking here and there where the infirmary was… before being 
pointed down the ring by a local, an old dog in a plain suit, and Zerrex used this 
opportunity to slip out and through another door, making his way down the narrow but 
not-empty hall that ran between barracks and facility. As he stepped carefully over a pair of 
sleeping soldiers that were clutching each other childishly, he was beginning to wonder if 
that bastard Huck had set all this up somehow… and then he sighed as he emerged into the 
busy, active main facility, which was still clogged with soldiers… but most of them seemed 
to be pretending, at least, that they were busy with something else.

The Drakkaren made his way through the crowd here, no longer being stopped every five 
minutes… but just as he thought he was safe, heading for the elevator and beginning to 
relax, he heard a loud giggle… then felt himself attacked from the side, and turned in 
horror to find a group of  tattooed Iuratus, who were all looking up at him wonderingly.



They were all Drakkaren… and his heart stopped for a moment as he realized they’d 
also all been experimented on. There were two females and three males, all of them slender, 
naked except for loincloths and cloth bandages, and stripped of whatever jewelry they had 
once worn. Surgical scars traced over their bodies here and there like the strokes of a 
tormented artist wielding a paintbrush of white, scars long and thick alike detailing their 
frames as they looked up at him happily, one of the females still clutching his arm and 
saying cheerfully up to him: “Lord Zerrex! It’s so good to finally see you, to finally meet 
you! You… you are Lord Zerrex, right?” A pause, and a curious look, and the reptile sighed 
a bit and nodded, smiling faintly. He couldn’t lie to these poor, tortured souls.

Yes, I am.” A pause as he glanced them over, looking at the white eyes of one, which had 
been surrounded by burns much like that which he had seen around the Unseen: another 
was rubbing quietly at a stub of an arm, which connected into a cruel, steel-plated 
prosthetic limb that had thick metal, rectangular scales that were stacked strangely, forming 
a cruel, odd armor almost shaped like an oriental bracer; this connected down to a flat 
forearm and a hand made of  heavy, black-kevlar mesh and thick steel claws.

Both of the females were covered in a mapwork of surgical scars… and one, he noted, 
had a tight collar around her neck that was apparently melted into the scales somehow. She 
rubbed at this nervously, but it seemed more of a gesture of apprehension then 
discomfort… and that left the last, a small male. He was also covered in scars, and at first it 
seemed like there wasn’t much else wrong with him, at least… but a moment later, Zerrex 
realized that one of his eyes had been replaced, and his scales had a rougher look to them 
than it did compared to the others.

He glanced over these five tortured Iuratus again, none of them particularly attractive, 
physically thin and beaten-up, most of them a bit smaller than him, all of them with their 
ribs visible, malnourished, obviously runts of the species and covered in experimental 
scars… but as Zerrex stood, he felt his heart go out to these tattooed, tortured creatures, 
with the barcodes on their biceps. They were all looking at him nervously now, even the 
lead female… and she trembled a bit before blurting: “I’m sorry, but… Lord Zerrex? 
Would you… you know… we just wanted to say that we’re very… happy that you freed us, 
and if  you ever need anything, we’re here for you, Lord Zerrex…”

Zerrex looked at the group of slaves, then he smiled a bit and nodded to them, reaching 
out to squeeze the leader’s shoulder as he said gently: “It wasn’t just me who freed you, you 
know… but I am glad to see that you’re free of the Patriarch’s experiment labs.” He paused 
and looked over them all, then added softly: “You aren’t in too much pain, are you? Are you 
all okay?”

They shook their heads, looking at him respectfully, and another spoke up this time, the 
male with the artificial arm, murmuring gently: “No… we’re fine… thank you, Lord 
Zerrex, we truly appreciate that… we just wanted to offer our services, and that of the 
other slaves freed from the genetics labs… many of them are in much greater pain than we 
are…”



Zerrex nodded, looking around at the five again, then he laughed quietly and tilted his 
head, asking curiously: “How many of you managed to escape during the riot? Just an 
estimate is fine, I don’t need the exact number if you don’t have it.” The last thing the lizard 
wanted, after all, was a bunch of slaves attempting to run through the facility, attempting to 
locate each other.

Sixty-one escapees… sixty-three if you include two babies that some of the slaves have 
taken in.” spoke up the blind Iuratus, and he lowered his head, blushing a bit when Zerrex 
turned a curious look to him. “I’m sorry, Lord Zerrex, I spoke out of  turn.”

Not at all.” The Drakkaren said, raising his hands and smiling, and the Iuratus perked 
his head up a bit. “I was just wondering how you managed to get such a good count.”

Well, there were a hundred slaves in total at… any time in the genetics facility.” The 
other female said in a voice that had a slight rasp to it, as she quietly nudged at her 
ingrained collar. Zerrex turned his attention to her, and she flushed a bit, but continued to 
speak in a low voice. “It was run by a Doctor Willowbrook… he was obsessed with the 
Iuratus, with trying to break us and brainwash us, and see how far we would go for our 
former masters, if he could crush our spirits by torturing them in front of us, making them 
give us up, or renounce us as useful slaves… he used constant psychological warfare on us as 
much as physiological…

“Willowbrook was evil… he also performed all manner of experimentations on us for 
the Patriarch and for Mengele, the Arctic Wind of Death.” She shook her head slowly, then 
added quietly: “A hundred slaves at all times, though, that was his quota… and he’d kill 
dozens of us at a time, just to get a new shipment sent in from the secret death camps in 
the warehouses or the jungles…”

“Liberation… Summerland… Holy White… all places in the jungle…” murmured the 
blind Drakkaren, taking up the story as Zerrex turned to him with a frown. “The places 
they brought us after they kidnapped us and held us prisoner. They’d chopped all the trees 
down, or cleared the ruins out of infestations of… all manner of jungle beast with 
flamethrowers and grenade launchers… kept guards armed to the max in anti-ballistic 
armor, Enforcers of the highest rank, patrolling outside a double cordon of barbed wire 
and electrified razor wire, the fences thirty feet tall and tipped with barbed spikes… and 
the few who managed to climb that high were often left to dangle from the wooden posts 
by their hands, screaming, impaled on those deadly thorns…

They kept us inside corrals, usually chained to posts, while they stayed in tents outside 
the perimeter, by the only gate leading in and out… and when they moved us to the 
genetics facility, I remember I was boxed up in crate with a single hole punched in it for air, 
and I was tied and bound, and they had shoved some plastic sheeting into the box with 
me…” he murmured, looking down quietly, blind eyes focused on the floor. “The labs 
seemed like a blessing at first… the cells were wonderful compared to being out in the 
jungle in the mud, being fed rotten food once a day… and then Willowbrook got around to 
experimenting on myself  and my cellmate. 



“I don’t see anymore like normal people do… I see… but the shapes are terrible and 
strange.” He covered his eyes, trembling a bit. “And even feeling my hands over my eyes, I 
cannot see them. I see through them… everything is red, and blue and black… but it did 
let me keep track of the others when the facility was attacked by the rioting soldiers.” He 
swallowed and looked up, smiling faintly at Zerrex. “They spoke highly of you, Lord 
Zerrex… said you were causing mayhem in the city, and we should do the same… they 
opened all our cells, and we picked up the arms we could and the soldiers… protected us, 
as they fought through the city…”

The other Iuratus were nodding, and the leader took up the story again, blushing a bit as 
the blind slave looked at her. “Most of us managed to escape… but many had gone mad 
from pain and rage… and I remember that they chose to stay behind, dragging 
Willowbrook off to his own experiment chambers in a mob.” She shook her head slowly. 
“At the very least, they’ll make a Djantui out of him… and he’ll be left to haunt those labs 
with the other souls he ruined…”

Zerrex nodded slowly: that was a word of Hez’Rannan he actually recognized: literally, it 
meant something like ‘stain,’ but it was also another word for an angry spirit that had died a 
violent death. A bad memory, basically, that took form and shape… then he shook his head 
and laughed quietly, murmuring softly: “Then I’m glad to hear the majority of you made it 
out alive…” A pause, and he crossed his arms as they nodded and half-bowed to him, 
clasping their hands respectfully as he softened a bit. “You’re all hard workers, aren’t you? 
We could use your strength and abilities, once you’ve rested up a bit, for farming out here 
and gathering other raw materials… we’ve got a lot of mouths to feed, and a lot of people 
to take care of. I’ll make sure you and the other slaves aren’t forgotten or mistreated.”

“Thank you, Lord Zerrex.” The female smiled up at him, blushing and kneeling, bowing 
her head deeply as she murmured: “We truly are indebted to you and your unwavering 
kindness…”

It’s nothing…” Zerrex laughed a bit, shaking his head and raising a hand, before he 
stepped quickly towards the elevator, snagging the door as it began to close and then 
squeezing in with some military personnel, raising a hand to the Iuratus and saying quickly: 
“Come find me later, and I’ll tell you what’s going on.”

Then the elevator door snicked shut, and the Drakkaren sighed, hitting the button for 
the third floor as he felt soldiers staring at his back and murmuring about him to one-
another. It was slightly irritating, yes… but it wasn’t all that unexpected, either, as he stood 
and rode the elevator down to the bottom floor – and of course, it was busy and packed, 
people filtering and in out around him – before it began to rise towards the top, and the 
reptile made a bit of a face as he crossed his arms, still standing in the rough center front of 
the elevator, still looking determinedly up at the ceiling, not wanting to put any more delays 
between himself  and reaching the others.

Finally, he stepped out onto the third floor with a group of mechanics… then turned 
and grabbed the ladder at the side of the room, hauling himself up into the tower, which 
was bustling with activity and noise, all manner of beeps, clicks, and language filling the air 



as operators and technicians ran back and forth between computer terminals. And in the 
midst of it all stood Huck and Albatross, the latter leaning down and cupping one hand 
over a headphone as he spoke clearly into a microphone: “No, that’s not worth it… just 
keep moving, scout ahead to the position I… yeah, that’s right. Look, I have to head off, 
advisory meeting…” A pause, then a click as Zerrex approached them.

Huck was looking benignly around at everyone and everything, looking in his element 
despite the grease stains on his uniform and the toolkit hanging at his belt, a radio clipped 
beside this and a headset dangling around his neck, with a long, curling wire going from 
this to the former. He winked as Zerrex approached, the Drakkaren rubbing the back of his 
head lamely as someone closed the hatch behind him, and the large Dragokkaren asked 
teasingly: “Run into a bit of trouble on the way up? Or some tortured souls in need of 
your divine remedy?”

I hate you.” Zerrex said mildly, and Huck snorted laughter as the Drakkaren looked 
from him to Albatross sourly, the blue Dragokkaren rubbing at the scarred side of his face 
slowly and looking exhausted. “So what was so urgent that you needed to contact me… but 
not urgent enough to give me any good reason to shove my way through the crowd and 
ignore the child, angry farmer, and group of Iuratus I just ran into?” He jerked his thumb 
over his shoulder, then paused and added reflectively: “That reminds me, I gotta talk to you 
about that…”

All in good time.” Huck said easily, raising a hand and then becoming serious, as he 
reached behind him and dug in a fanny pack for a moment, peering upwards before 
producing a small handheld television. He passed this to Zerrex – who looked at it, 
nonplussed – before glancing around, then snagging a headset off a technician, who gave a 
yelp and an offended glare to the Dragokkaren as he tossed this over to the reptile, his deft 
fingers plucking the cord from where it was plugged into the mechanic’s radio. The fellow 
soldier glared at Huck… but Huck just stuck out his tongue and glared back. “Callin’ rank 
on you, buddy, and I’m confiscating this here headset for an important military-type 
purpose. Now get your ass moving, I need SAT1 and SAT2 hacked, working, and set up by 
the end of  business today, and that’s some complicated shit.”

Then he turned his attention back to the Drakkaren as Albatross sighed and shook his 
head, turning away for a moment to talk on his headset again as Huck became a bit more 
serious, saying slowly: “Plug in, wait about…” he paused and seemed to calculate 
something in his head. “Fifteen seconds, then turn the little bitch on. Don’t think you’ll be 
pleased by what you see.”

Zerrex looked at him with mild confusion, then he nodded slowly, keeping time in his 
head as he slipped the headset on and plugged it into the handheld TV. A few moments 
later, he flicked it on… just in time to see the Hez’Ranna flag fade out of view, and white 
runes flashed across the screen. He frowned at this – he still didn’t exactly have the written 
part of the language down – but Drake translated in his head: It says ‘This is a cyclical 
broadcast from the Hez’Ranna Government, currently taking place on all channels, in all 
languages… please stay tuned for this important news bulletin.’



Roughly thirty seconds or so later, the screen flickered… then Narrius came into view, 
sitting at his desk in his expensive suit, and looking solemn… but his eyes flickered with 
red displeasure. His hands were folded on his desk, and he looked coldly into the camera 
for a few moments before he began to speak in a calm voice: “As I’m sure most of you are 
aware, recently Hez’Ranna suffered an attack from within. An attack that has left many of 
our soldiers wounded and damaged the morale of our country and our people, and perhaps 
caused many of you to question the power of the Patriarch, and the prestige of our people: 
of  Hez’Ranna.

“Yes, it is true. A riot that began in the capital city of Uroboros spread throughout the 
entire island: in some cases, even to other parts of the world. However, the loyal and elite 
soldiers that are still working, steadfast, for the glory of Hez’Ranna and our people, has 
managed to contain this disturbance in a short period of time with minimal damage and 
casualties. I repeat, however: this disturbance has been contained, and will not occur again.

At the center of this riot are the rebels: the scum who have infested our nation like a 
sickness, like a parasite, and twisted their way into its very heart.” Narrius snorted in 
disgust at this, then he straightened and said clearly: “And I know that you are watching this 
broadcast, I know that you are out there, laughing to yourselves, thinking that you’re safe 
now, with your stolen technology and army of defected soldiers. But remember this, lords 
of traitors, this is my country. And I know where you are.” Narrius’s crimson eyes glinted at 
this, and he grinned cruelly. “This riot, this insurgence, is far too little, far too late. For all 
of you out there watching this… all the world… know my power. Know that I will not 
stop… no matter what you do. And that any weapon you bring against me is useless, and 
will only be met with greater, crueler force.

“This war is already over: only a few nations remain unconquered, too stupid to put 
down their weapons. Therefore, I feel it is the right time to declare two things.” At this, 
Narrius rose a hand and two fingers, glaring into the camera, and Zerrex snarled, his 
emerald eyes seeming to meet and lock with Narrius’s ruby ones even through the walls of 
space and time and the television set. “One: Hez’Ranna declares global victory. The world 
is in our control, and therefore we will call this new, unified nation Great Hez’Ranna, with 
its capital state the island of  Hez’Ranna, and its capital city Uroboros. 

Two: I, Patriarch of Hez’Ranna, will now assume position of High Patriarch, the world 
leader, and my coronation ceremony and the celebration of victory will have missiles for 
candles and war for entertainment; I will finish the job, conquering the last seven percent of 
the world for the glory of Great Hez’Ranna after I unveil the final, ultimate weapon of the 
great race of the Dragokkaren, when I drop the wrath of the gods and devils of Hez’Ranna 
upon the world that has, for so long, ostracized them and sealed them away from their so-
called ‘civilized’ reality.” Narrius’s eyes flashed, and he rose his muzzle arrogantly, 
proclaiming coldly: “And I declare here, today, that Dragokkaren are the supreme and 
ultimate race, and that we shall rule and run this world as our own garden, that we shall 
return to paradise from chaos… and that all shall be unified under one master, one god, 
one reality!



All of you will bow to me. And if you do not bow, you shall die.” Narrius finished 
softly, then he rested his hands gently against the table, looking into the camera with a cold 
smile. “Prepare yourselves, rebels and pelts, scum-lizards and traitor Drakkai. Prepare 
yourselves, because this war will soon be over: the pretty parlor games are at an end.”

Then Narrius stood, before he paused, glanced away, then added almost idly: “And by 
the way… I have a personal message for my son.” He turned his eyes back to the camera 
now, and Zerrex felt a chill and tremble of rage roll through him at the same time, making a 
whirlwind inside his body. “Don’t think I’ve forgotten about you and your little family. But 
I’m saving you for the end, traitor… I want you to watch your ideals, your world collapse 
around you… and I’ll be waiting for you to come to me.” A pause, and a ruthless smile. 
“Father knows best, after all; and what I know is this… you are worthless, and your 
campaign is useless and foolish. You cannot win.

“To the rest of you… enjoy your last few days of peaceful sleep… because this world is 
about to undergo the most dramatic change of all, and return to its natural state.” Narrius 
finished coldly, and then the screen flickered before turning to political statistics, reports, 
and other information that had apparently been declassified to bolster support for 
Narrius… except, as Zerrex slid off the headphones, he thought it should now be pretty 
obvious to anyone with even half a brain that their beloved Patriarch wasn’t exactly all he’d 
claimed to be at first, and nor were his ideals anything but self-serving and monstrous. The 
Drakkaren frowned in disgust, looking down as he held the television and headset out to 
Huck… and the Dragokkaren gently took it from him.

Albatross pushed down his own headset to join the conversation, saying softly: “That 
broadcast has been repeating every five minutes, between sets of military information 
they’re just… giving away. Most of it statistical bullshit, of course… stuff I’m pretty sure 
the producers or consultants just tacked on to make him look better… but that’s about it.” 
He paused, then shook his head slowly. “But to be honest? I find it pretty damn 
worrisome.”

I do too.” Zerrex looked down, clenching his hands into fists, then forcing his rage away, 
at least for the moment. He took a slow breath, then looked back up at the two 
Dragokkaren and shook his head slowly, crossing his arms as he felt Drake squirming in his 
mind a bit in apparent discomfort. “It’s not like Narrius to monologue or reveal his 
plans… at least, not until he’s ready for the final showdown. And from what he’s saying, 
there’s something big planned… something that’s going to hit us pretty goddamn hard.” 

Huck nodded, looking at him mildly. “That’s the least of our problems right now, 
though.” He paused as the Drakkaren blinked at him, tilting his head, then he smiled a bit 
and approached a nearby radar terminal, hitting a few buttons and bringing up a scan of 
the area on a cracked monitor, which showed a large, white cluster at one end of a green 
grid. “See this? Those are massing soldiers… I have no idea what the hell they’re up to, but 
somehow I’m guessing they aren’t picking flowers or making get-well cards for their injured 
buddies.”



Possible attack?” Zerrex asked immediately, frowning and looking out one of the dirty 
windows… and he thought he could indeed see something in the far distance. Huck and 
Albatross joined him, the blue-scaled Dragokkaren unsnapping a small, personal telescope 
from his belt and peering through it with his one good eye.

It looks like it.” he murmured, then shook his head slowly. “And Huck… tell me I’m 
not seeing what I think I’m seeing.”

Already picked them up on the scanner, so unfortunately yeah, it’s true.” The 
Dragokkaren said grimly, crossing his arms and then glancing over at Zerrex. “They’ve got a 
group of those giants like the ones we ran into in Uroboros out there… the fuckin’ 
hundred foot tall furballs, except these guys have armor… built right into their bodies, 
looks like. That, and some of  them are even wielding big-ass clubs.”

Zerrex made a face at this, shaking his head slowly, but the Dragokkaren wasn’t yet done, 
smiling ironically as he glanced back out the window. “They also got mobile artillery, 
different models of Combat Armor, and even some good old fashioned tanks.” He paused. 
“SAMD-7’s. Fucking barracks on wheels… those things tote soldiers around and got a 
shitload of  weapons and ammo.”

They aren’t all SAMDs…” Albatross said mildly, looking through the scope again and 
muttering under his breath. “Looks like they have some other types of tank lined up and 
ready there, too… mobile rams and armored transports, too.”

“Great.” Huck muttered under his breath, shaking his head, then he glanced over at 
Zerrex. “So yeah, in short… I’m a bit concerned right now about our defensive status. 
Albatross really might have a point about this whole dome thing not being so great… and 
if they hit us with enough firepower, it’ll eventually start damaging the shield generators, 
and if  that goes, then we’re sorta fucked.”

I figured as much.” Zerrex shook his head slowly, then he sighed and rubbed at his head 
slowly. “War is too damn complicated for me when you throw in all this other technology 
and crap… what other junk do we have at our disposal, then?” A pause, and he glowered at 
the Dragokkaren. “Other than all the crap I heard you sent Hans after?”

Huck grinned at this, and Albatross coughed and blushed a bit, looking away. “Oh, so 
you ran into Hansel, did you? Perky li’l bastard, isn’t he? Gotta love him, even if he is 
annoying as fuck more than anything else half the time.” He paused, then glanced 
thoughtfully over at Albatross. “Speaking of which, didn’t Church say he gave him some 
more busy work to keep him occupied and out of  our way?”

Albatross nodded, looking sourly amused, before glancing over at Zerrex and smiling a 
bit. “I know, I know, don’t look so pissed off. Hans is a great kid, but he’s just not the 
military type. Could you really see him trying to function out on the battlefield with the 
rest of  us?” He softened. “It’s not a bad thing… he’s just too… generous, I guess.”

Reminds me of Tinny.” Zerrex murmured softly, smiling a bit and glancing down for a 
moment, then he looked back up and added gently: “Give him a chance, then. Put him on 
guard duty or some other less glamorous deal… once he gets out of the infirmary, anyway.” 



He paused as the two stared at him, rubbing the back of his head and realizing what he had 
to say next wouldn’t exactly help Hans’s case. “He uh, told me to give you guys his report. 
He then attempted to tell me the amount of everything you’d taken in one long breath, and 
he ended up fainting once he was oxygen deprived for probably a few good minutes.”

Oh dear sweet fuck.” Huck mumbled, rolling his eyes and sighing a bit, shaking his head 
slowly. “He’s like a frigging team mascot more than anything else.” He paused, then looked 
at Zerrex and asked mildly: “What were those numbers, anyway? I want to enter them into 
the stats register, get all that shit up to date.”

Go count for yourself.” Zerrex replied mildly, and Huck glared at him before the lizard 
shrugged. “I’m not going to pay attention to something like that… sorta have other things 
on my mind, you know? Besides, last time I checked, you’re the one in charge of all the 
mechanical crap around here, so counting stuff  is your job, isn’t it?”

That doesn’t mean I want to actually do it!” whined the large Dragokkaren, crossing his 
arms and looking at Zerrex sulkily. “You ever tried to sit for three hours in a small concrete 
room, counting boxes of bullets, and checking to make sure every single one of those boxes 
has exactly so many bullets in them? Fuckin’ insane.” He grumbled a bit at this, looking 
moodily back and forth before holding up his hands and coughing at Zerrex’s glare. 
“Alright, alright, alright. I’ll get one of my more competent lackeys to do it later… but in 
all seriousness, do you think we’re standing okay in terms of  supplies?”

The lizard mused, then glanced at Albatross, who was looking at Huck with something 
like disbelief. “You wanna take this one, Commander?”

Gladly.” Albatross paused, then grabbed Huck’s collar and shook him a bit, making the 
large Dragokkaren squeak as the one-eyed reptile berated him sternly: “Use some common 
sense, moron! We’ve gone from five hundred troops to like… ten thousand… to half a 
frigging million or something like that, and probably half of that number has crammed 
itself into the base, barracks, and those tents outside in the kilometer-wide safe zone 
around the facility. A lot of these people brought something with them… but not a whole 
damn lot, and we were never exactly storing a whole lot of ammo and supplies here: I mean, 
rationing two clips per soldier isn’t really the standard.

Where things really start to get problematic, however, is with the food supplies. I mean, 
we’ve gone from being able to sustain ourselves indefinitely, to one month. And how long 
will those tents outside hold up, huh? Plus the shield generators will need to be shut down 
if it rains or if there’s any other kind of abnormal weather.” He paused, then shook Huck 
again, making him squawk as he grabbed at Albatross’s hands. “And we barely have any 
medical supplies to begin with, too!”

Okay, okay, I get it, we’re screwed!” Huck groaned, rolling his eyes and shaking himself 
loose from the blue-scaled Dragokkaren, then he glanced back and forth morbidly. “So 
what are we supposed to do? Lots of suicide missions or something? Pretend we’re the 
Patriarch and treat soldiers like pawns, or give up and hope he’s nice to us? You’re really 
cramping my exits here, Albossatross… and I sure as hell don’t want to say any of that to 



my soldiers, and there’s no way we’re surrendering after all the hardships we’ve gone 
through…”

The other Dragokkaren nodded and sighed, shrugging and shaking his head a bit… and 
Zerrex frowned, looking down. He thought there was only one true option for them left… 
but he hesitated as he stared musing at the ground. It would be a hell of a gamble, after 
all… then he finally rose his eyes when he realized the other two were staring at him, and he 
said quietly: “We’ll have to take Uroboros, then.”

The two looked at him stupidly, then Huck blinked owlishly before asking in a gentle, 
careful voice: “So, uh, you been sniffing any glue lately, Lord Zerrex? Or is this code for 
‘lots of  suicide missions?”

The one-eyed Dragokkaren however, was looking at Zerrex curiously… and then he 
grinned a bit and nodded slowly, which just made Huck slowly edge away from them as he 
paled a bit. “No, no… he’s right… he’s right! We’ve been thinking too much like we’re still 
a guerilla army… but now we have at least half the number of soldiers on our side from 
that military, and all of Narrius’s other supply lines will be slowed. That main line, that 
huge gathering has to be his last defensive line, or will serve as his last offensive push 
towards us, to try and scare us off… but Uroboros already has soldiers hiding out inside it, 
and can’t be guarded by more than a skeleton crew per sector and all the military facilities 
probably locked down during the huge riot. If we push forwards now… we might just be 
able to take the capital city away from the Patriarch!”

Dude, that’s such a fuckin’ long shot, I don’t think even Lord Zerrex’s money shot would 
travel that far.” Huck said blatantly, then he let out a whine when Zerrex punched his arm 
lightly, rubbing at his wounded area and glaring at the reptile huffily. “Well, fuck you too! 
But god damn, I don’t know…” He gritted his teeth, wincing a bit as he looked from 
Albatross to Zerrex, then he sighed and shook his head. “Look, let’s bring it up with 
Churchill. I hate the douchebag, but if we beat him enough, he’s sure to be serious and at 
least provide some other kind of take on the situation. Plus if we wanna go for it, we can 
get him to pull his fancy-speech shit… he can at least play the politics for us so we don’t 
have to.”

The others nodded at this, then Huck added slowly: “But even if we take Uroboros, we 
should use it only as a base for our soldiers… I don’t want to endanger civilians at all, get 
it? So I say that we move whoever’s willing into the outskirts and out to this base, then we 
extend a full magnetic dome around here. We’ll keep this as our main control hub, protect it 
at all costs, and use the Patriarch’s own artillery to guard it, and move back and forth 
through the tunnels as necessary.”

Sounds like a good idea to me.” Zerrex responded, then he paused and tilted his head. 
“By the way… I ran into some abandoned Iuratus on my way up here, too-”

Sorry bunch, aren’t they?” Albatross interrupted gently, and Zerrex looked over at him 
curiously, the blue Dragokkaren smiling a bit. “They wouldn’t even talk to me when I 
approached them… wouldn’t do more than mumble and look away. They have so many 
scars on them it puts you to shame.” He nodded towards Zerrex’s naked chest, which was 



riddled with its own tracework of surgical scars, and the Drakkaren blushed a bit and 
quietly touched his swastika, as Albatross added mildly: “And some nasty tats themselves.”

The lizard nodded, then he coughed and rubbed the back of his head, looking from one 
to the other and saying mildly: “There’s… sixty-three of them, and two of those are babies, 
if I remember right… maybe it was sixty-four, I don’t know. But they offered to do work, 
wanted to be useful around here, and I don’t think they want to ask for much, at least most 
of them being Iuratus with dead masters… so I was thinking we could set them up in the 
civilians area, maybe lay out some extra bunks or something…” he broke off as Huck 
shook his head slowly.

I’d like to, too, but we’re over capacity, like I said.” His tone was apologetic, and he did 
look truly sorry… before he paused and grinned a bit. “But hey, tell you what. Maybe we 
can ship some of them into the outskirts… and at least move the ones with the kids to 
somewhere safe.” He looked down thoughtfully, rubbing at his head slowly. “And I guess if 
we go through with this whole Uroboros idea, we’ll move them and potentially my teams of 
mechanics and tech-heads into the city, won’t we? Then they can work the fields there and 
those giant-ass greenhouse gardens.”

Zerrex nodded back, feeling a bit more relaxed now, despite everything that seemed to be 
going on. “That’d be good, yeah… but I guess that only leaves one more matter at hand.” 
He frowned a bit, feeling his body already give a twitch of distaste as he remembered the 
broadcast, the hatred already building in him… and a sudden need for a drink in his throat 
and his mind, making it hard to concentrate as he muttered: “Narrius…”

The others looked at him for a moment, then Huck glanced at his compatriot. “What 
do you think, Albossatross? What comes next on this menu of horrors? We’ve had giants, 
genetic freaks that suck out your fuckin’ soul, monsters, a badass with a freaky-as-shit clone 
thing inside him-”

Bite me. Drake’s a nephilim, not a clone.” Zerrex said drolly, but Huck pretended not to 
notice, instead just rolling his eyes and raising his hands as he counted things off on his 
fingers.

A nuclear holocaust in Ire… I hear Narrius purposefully sunk some oil rigs over near 
what used to be the technological capital of the world, Lunis, too.” He made a disgusted 
face. “Fucked them up good… shithead just seemed to be fucking with the environment 
and making all the greenie tree-hugging hippies cry, since all he did was sink ship after ship 
with his own destroyers… then he finally napalmed the oil slicks. Smart-ass bastard set up a 
firewall, then moved his long-range artillery ships into position… and hid submarines 
under those.

When the Lunis naval forces attempted to attack… pow, they all got sunk by torpedoes, 
and Narrius fired all manner of crazy shit from his juggernauts. Razed the entire coastline 
of Lunis, turned it into a fuckin’ desert. And technology or not, they couldn’t do shit 
anymore… hell, they had no more resources on that little island country, everything was 
electric nights and mechanical days there: no forests, no nothing.” Huck shook his head 
slowly, snorting. “He finished them off with a high-discharge EMP… the electromagnetic 



pulse wiped out the last of their technology in the major cities, complete, irreversible 
blackout. They say it turned into a jungle more savage than this one there… ‘cause at least 
in this one, the trees aren’t made of concrete and you don’t have to rely on eating each other 
to survive.”

Zerrex snorted, nodding slowly. It sounded like Narrius, definitely… and then he 
glanced up and frowned a bit. “So until the end… it was all just one big show, wasn’t it? 
The destroyers, the flames, everything masked… his real movements…”

The Drakkaren stopped, his face slowly losing its color as he realized… yeah. That’s 
what Narrius always does… how he always operates. The bastard is smart… not just smart, 
but a tactical genius, way better than me… than anyone I’ve ever met, much as I hate to 
compliment him. And even though he’s an animal… he’s patient until it gets to the end. 
Then he starts to unravel a bit… when things are vulnerable, he loses his poker face, shows 
his hand…

Narrius’s voice echoed in his head, the broadcast he’d seen only minutes before replaying: 
Natural state… world returns… last days of peaceful sleep… paradise… return to 
paradise…

I know where you are. This war is already over. I will finish the job… the final, ultimate 
weapon…

Then the reptile jerked, looking up in horror at Huck as the Dragokkaren shook him 
lightly, and he snarled a bit, glancing out the window and cursing under his breath. 
“Goddammit… it’s a trick! It’s all been a trick!”

~~~
Narrius stood back in the main control center of his most secret project, his most secret 

facility, gripping the sides of the octagonal terminal as his crimson eyes flicked back and 
forth, over the scientists that were all currently hard at work entering verification codes and 
finishing the last of the rundown process for Paradise. And he was grinning coldly; sure, the 
loss of his child had been horrible… but not totally unexpected. As always, he was 
prepared… he had his backups. Six of them, in fact… none of these weak and vulnerable 
flesh carried inside weak and vulnerable flesh, but instead slowly-growing bodies that rested 
securely inside the metal wombs of genetics capsules, near the center of Paradise. As if I’d 
ever trust Mengele to run any of my most important projects… He paused, then looked 
disdainfully at the holograph floating above the terminal, which showed the current 
progress of  Paradise’s system functionality. “Hurry up!”

His harsh tone caused many of the scientists present to jump and look at him with 
terror… but all of them immediately began to work faster, and Narrius smiled grimly to 
himself, glancing back at the hologram and watching the floating shape in the corner flicker 
and turn from ‘97%’ to ‘98%.’ Soon… very soon, everything would be ready. And it would 
likely as not draw the rebels forwards… and once they came out, he’d squash them like 
bugs. 



Every other project – his real military, his real ambitions – had also been progressing 
nicely. For instance, the Enforcers – merely test dummies, incomplete prototypes he had 
used to test the efficiency, loyalty, and ability of clone soldiers that boasted Phase One 
superior DNA – had all proven to be exceptional units… therefore Narrius expected his 
Black Rogue Enforcers, who carried the full Phase Three genetic codes, to prove reliable 
killing machines. Sure, it would likely take around a month to manufacture enough of them 
to make sure, without a doubt, he’d be able to wipe all of Hez’Ranna clean of everyone 
who irritated him, but most of that time would be spent developing Godsmite and the 
weapons core of  Paradise.

They’d never have the durability of their Phase Two counterpart, however… and Narrius 
grinned coldly as he murmured: “But wouldn’t you be honored, brother… I’m recognizing 
your usefulness, if not your strength. They’re all forged in your image, after all… and that 
should fuck with Zerrex’s head nicely, as well.” He made a disgusted face. “The only thing 
that took too long to deal with was your ridiculously-stubborn brain… it took the idiot 
scientists too long to finally figure out they should just wipe the slate clean and install a 
control chip in place of  the frontal lobe in each clone.”

He shook his head slowly, then glared around at the scientists again as Paradise flicked 
to 99% completion, then snapped impatiently: “Why the hell aren’t we ready for launch 
yet? We still need to draw the rebels out… and you filth need to get back to work on the 
rest of  the projects in this facility!”

~~~
Zerrex looked back and forth from Huck to Albatross grimly, hating how he had no real 

proof… but was somehow absolutely sure that all of Narrius’s other projects until now had 
been a smokescreen, a cover. Even Drake, however, seemed confused, asking in his mind: 
What the hell are you talking about, Zerrex? Then why did he work so hard on the 
nephilim projects, like me? Why keep you alive and perform all those experiments, steal all 
that genetic material from everywhere?

“I don’t know!” Zerrex said irritably, then winced as the two Dragokkaren looked at him 
blankly, grasping the side of his head with one hand and mumbling: “Not you two, Drake. 
He’s asking the same questions though, pretty much… but look, we need to get ready for 
attack… lock down the facility or something, or…”

Boss, you need to calm down.” Huck said mildly, then winced when Zerrex grabbed him, 
immediately holding up his hands and coughing as his eyes widened at the lizard’s 
expression. “Friendly suggestion! Just a friendly suggestion, not an order, I swear! I’ll shut 
up now.”

The white-haired lizard made a distasteful face, then he glanced over at Albatross, who 
rubbed the back of his head and coughed a bit. “Locking down could be a mistake, Lord 
Zerrex. Especially if it is an attack like you’re predicting…” He paused, crossing his arms 
and sighing a bit as he slumped back. “I think the best thing we can do is… just… sit and 
wait for it to happen. We can’t really boost our defenses up anymore, anyway… that 



magnetic shield and the few repairs we’ve managed on the metal shielding of this facility is 
just about the best we can manage, aside from evacuating into the tunnels.”

Zerrex nodded, then forced himself to relax, stepping back from Huck and blushing a 
bit as he looked embarrassedly from one to the other, then he sighed and shook his head 
slowly, murmuring quietly: “I know… sorry guys. I guess I’m just… a bit scared.” He 
admitted, and then smiled faintly at the looks on the faces of the two males. “What, you 
think even we genetically-predispositioned killing machines with experimental body 
enhancements don’t get scared?”

Uh. Hmm. That’s a really hard question. Let’s see… how about… no!” Huck said, 
wincing and hugging himself as he stared back and forth in something like abject despair. 
“Don’t go saying shit like that, Boss! That’s like… the most… uncoolest thing ever, because 
it means that… like… look, I’m a fruit, and you’re… a bazooka.” He paused and coughed, 
holding up his hands. “Non-sexual, seriously! I’m this little fruitcup in a tin can… but 
inside I’m all squishy pears and shit. You’re a tank: inside, you’re explosive and… you got… 
soldiers with guns and… scary faces and shit…

Therefore this means if you have reason to be scared… I have reason to be fucking 
terrified, and I do not want to be fucking terrified. I’m fucking terrified of being fuckin’ 
terrified, so I guess that means I’m not just fuckin’ terrified, I’m utterly-fucking 
horrified…” Huck paused, then stared at the expressions of  the two. “What?”

Zerrex grabbed his hair and winced, and Albatross merely sighed and patted Huck on 
the shoulder gently, as the Dragokkaren looked at the two strangely. “At ease, soldier. We 
get the picture. Just… please. Don’t go hurting yourself too…” A pause and a frown as a 
tremble ran through the tower. “What the hell was that?”

Sir, sir!” called one of the technicians, and the three turned, surprised by the urgency of 
the mechanic’s voice. Worse, however, was the pale face of the mechanic as he wiped at his 
forehead with a dirty rag, stammering: “Massive… something like massive… massive 
tectonic activity detected beneath the surface of the ground… something’s moving, sir! 
Except it’s also giving huge thermal readings, and it’s definitely not an… not an 
earthquake…”

“Then what is it?” snapped Huck, approaching the panel and frowning as he noted the 
distance… and then the world seemed to tremble again, Zerrex grunting as a bit of dust 
rained down from the ceiling and he almost fell over, setting himself firmly against the 
ground. Huck, on his way to the console, was less lucky, staggering into a table and almost 
knocking it flat as he howled: “Holy shit! Albossatross, man down on deck!”

Albatross snarled, but he had the least trouble navigating across the room towards the 
control panel as it shook again: Zerrex, meanwhile, was just glad he didn’t fall over, as the 
world rattled once more. “You’d be damn useless on a ship, Huck! You need to learn to 
walk a tightrope in a thunderstorm on a destroyer!”

I hate ships!” bawled the other Dragokkaren, and Zerrex snorted, privately agreeing as he 
felt the tower give again, then he looked up at the ceiling with a snarl as he heard something 



crack above. Wait… this whole tower is fragile, isn’t it? Burned out or something… “Dude! 
Someone check the fucking bounce relay! Hit coordinates 32.16.54… oh crap!”

Huck spilled over the table with a grunt at another heavy shake that hit the building, as 
Albatross slid a bit to the side and Zerrex fell to one knee… and as one of the windows 
shattered, the Drakkaren looked out in shock as he heard a louder rumble… and a massive 
dust cloud arose from Uroboros as the sound of crashing stone and buildings filled the air. 
For a few moments, the world shook harder, and the Drakkaren snarled as he saw bits and 
pieces of rock and metal rain down just outside the building from the towers above, 
crashing into the walls and sides of the base… before the tremors finally halted, and the 
reptile slowly stood, snarling a bit as he heard Huck standing groggily, yelling abjectly: 
“Dude! What happened? I almost pissed myself !”

That.” Zerrex said quietly, and he approached the shattered window as Albatross turned, 
lavender eye widening… and the group of mechanics lined up at the broken windows, as 
outside, soldiers stood from the ground and many others filed out from the base, 
murmuring their amazement, shock, and horror at the thing now floating in the skys above 
Uroboros: as for the first time, they saw what the Drakkaren somehow knew, was the 
weapon that Narrius spoke of… and likely his paradise, as well. No… it was a riddle of 
words, wasn’t it? A pause, a flicker of thoughts, images, and a sudden memory of words 
spoken by scientists so long ago now, during the briefest moment of  consciousness…

It’s a massive battle fortress…
Paradise…

Zerrex looked down silently, and then back up at the ship which now floated in the 
sky… no, not a ship, a monstrous, floating facility. It was shaped almost like a blimp, 
except slightly rounder, and with strange, dome-like bulges along the body of what would 
normally be a balloon… but in this case, was solid steel. It seemed to sit on a thick metal 
tray that spanned its body, as well, instead of a small cabin… and Zerrex could see, even 
from this distance, bits and pieces of stone that had clung onto it over the many years it 
must have been in development falling slowly down from the bottom of the enormous 
machine to crash into the city below.

It had risen above the crowd of dust that had blown over the city… and now Zerrex 
could see that there were several large, rectangular cabins on the top, big enough to be 
visible even from this distance… although he had no doubt that all through the body was 
all manner of other machinery as well. It looked impenetrable, like a floating, mechanical 
island… and the reptile found it truly terrifying to behold. The worst part, perhaps, was 
that it was all plain steel, with no attempt at all to make it appealing to the eye or anything 
else… it was what it was… and what that was, was obviously a death machine.

Paradise floated slowly above Uroboros, hovering silently by some unknown method of 
propulsion… and then Huck snarled, looking over at Albatross, who was gazing through 
his telescope at it. “Shit… look, let’s get in close, run a scan over the fuckin’ thing, and see 
if we can blast its vulnerable points with rockets… hopefully we can do some damage to it 
before it fucks us up good and proper.”



No.” Zerrex said quietly, staring at the machine as he gripped the windowframe; bits of 
glass were digging into his hands, deep enough to draw blood… but right now he didn’t 
care as he gazed at it, gazed at this monstrous aircraft that was larger than several city blocks 
put together, and was now beginning to float slowly towards the jungle. He felt Huck and 
Albatross both looking at him, and he murmured quietly: “He’s playing chess with us.”

What?” Huck frowned, nudging Zerrex lightly and asking in a concerned voice: “Boss, 
are you okay? What do you mean… because look, that thing is going to be out of range 
soon… but if  I lower the shield, I-”

You’ll leave the base vulnerable.” Zerrex’s voice was soft, strangely gentle, and Huck 
halted as he began to move towards the computers. He frowned, then came and leaned on 
the windowframe again as Zerrex drew his hands back, glanced down at the shallow cuts 
and the fragments of glass stuck in his palms, then he made a face and pulled several of 
them out, causing the other males to wince. Then the male shook himself a bit, waking 
himself out of the stupor of hatred he’d fallen into: the disgust so deep it had made him 
almost feel serene. “Look. It’s… if he had a weapon, if he could destroy us with that 
thing… do you think he’d be floating teasingly away? No… he’d accelerate towards us, and 
just… drop it on us. I’m sure that thing’s heavy enough to crush our shields and this base.

That… that’s the queen in chess. The most powerful piece.” He continued, his tone 
becoming a bit more solid now. “But even if it’s the strongest piece… it’s still not the most 
important one, so it can be used as bait for a trap. I’m sure Narrius has a way out of there 
if he needs to…” He stopped again, then murmured quietly: “And even if we send all our 
knights, rooks and bishops forwards… they could still get taken out by pawns if they’re too 
focused on just attacking the queen.”

“Nice metaphor.” Huck said wonderingly, looking out at the ship and then nodding 
slowly, before he cursed quietly under his breath. “Shit… got way too ahead of myself 
again…”

Albatross smiled a bit at this, then he sighed and brought the telescope up again, 
adjusting it slowly as he gazed at the floating fortress, watching it withdraw slowly into the 
distance and murmuring quietly: “One question then, Boss… what exactly is the king up 
to? Why’s he pulling this piece out now?”

Zerrex didn’t like the answer that came to mind for this… but as he looked out at 
Paradise, he found the courage to speak it anyway: “Because whatever else, he doesn’t have 
anything left to lose… and he’s almost ready to play his real hand.”

Act V: To Topple Even God
Zerrex’s wish, unfortunately, didn’t come true: he wasn’t able to end the war within a 

week… or even in twenty days. Twenty-eight days later, exactly four weeks after Paradise 
had risen from the corpse of Uroboros… the war was still raging on. On the other hand, 
though… they certainly had made a hell of  a lot of  progress.



The first thing the Drakkaren had done, after seeing Paradise rise from the earth, had 
been to go and check on the genetics capsules… and thankfully, none of them showed red 
or reported any permanent genetic damage, even though they had obviously all been joggled 
around a bit. That had likely been in part thanks to Marina, however; at the first signs of 
the shaking, she had quickly made her way out of bed, staggered down the hallway… then 
fallen over and winced as she’d stretched out her mind to grasp the capsules with it, using 
her telekinetic powers to heft them all gently off the floor and keep them safely floating 
and free of the rougher shakes, before putting them gently back down and simply laying 
half-in and half-out of  the doorway until her father had found her.

Zerrex had then been forced to take part in a ‘committee meeting’ to discuss their plans 
for attacking Uroboros and what had just happened: the rise of the machine they’d all learn 
soon enough was called Paradise. After wasting an hour trading barbs and insults with 
Churchill, they’d finally settled on doing the obvious: tracking the flying fortress and 
assaulting Uroboros only when it was deemed safe.

Over the next few days, they’d suffered a pathetic attack from a disorganized wave of 
soldiers, Empty Ones, and a Titan wielding a massive stone-headed hammer… but it had 
been almost ridiculously anticlimactic. Zerrex had manned the rail cannon and taken down 
the latter with a single shot to the chest, Huck cheerfully explaining how the weapon 
worked, while the sounds of a gunfight erupted outside, and Albatross – positioned on the 
roof – and his team of snipers had targeted and killed the Empty Ones using magnum 
carbines and headshots.

It had lasted all of fifteen minutes, then Huck had restored the magnetic shield: they’d 
shut it down to deal with the enemy soldiers. They only had one casualty on their side, and 
three wounded, compared to forty-two enemy casualties, including thirteen Empty Ones 
and the single Titan.

The rest of the enemy forces had vanished from where they had gathered in front of 
Uroboros… and the city itself was defended only by a bare minimum of soldiers. After a 
week of preparation – including sneaking platoons of soldiers in to every checkpoint and 
secret area they could think of – Zerrex, Huck, Albatross, and Churchill had finally led an 
assault from every edge of  the compass.

The Drakkaren had also been learning to control his size-shifting ability with Marina 
and Drake’s help – both of them fairly willing, although it had taken Drake some extra 
convincing; he seemed to feel strangely betrayed by Narrius’s actions, or at least disgusted 
with the fact he wasn’t the prized pet project after all. Finally, though, he’d relented… and 
they had begun their work on training and honing the Drakkaren’s strange new talent.

Therefore, when they’d made their charge, Zerrex had led a special unit of Dragokkaren 
with the same genetic property as himself; of course, since he had the original prototype 
ability, they were able to shift upwards faster and larger than he was… but the fact that he 
could still stomp around as a twenty-foot giant certainly had its appeal, nonetheless, and 
Zerrex wasn’t going to complain if most of the unit managed three-to-five extra feet on 
him. He and twenty others attacked through the main gate, drawing enemy fire and the 



attention of the tanks as they moved in at their smallest sizes first, blinding the line of 
enemy vehicles with smoke grenades… then shifting upwards and simply picking the tanks 
up in pairs, throwing them into buildings or flipping them upside down, and knocking over 
the few Combat Armors that were also posted to support the line of heavy armored 
vehicles guarding the main entrance.  

Albatross, assisted by Marina and the rest of his sniping team, had attacked from the 
north end of town, silently climbing the walls, then using their position and the advantage 
of surprise to take out enemies posted in turrets and on rooftops, before getting to work on 
wending their way deeper into the city, pausing every now and then so Marina could use her 
psychic powers to feel out the minds of others and give information about their location, 
and if they had noticed the group of soldiers prowling silently from roof-to-roof and 
silently dispatching the occasional guard.

Huck, meanwhile, blew yet another hole in the wall of the city, and led in his team of 
five jeeps: these, however, were outfitted much better than his last set, with machineguns on 
either side of the fast vehicles and a larger recoilless rifle on the back, loaded with 
exploding shells that would scatter shrapnel in every direction. As always, Huck’s job was to 
cause as much of a ruckus as possible to draw out any other soldiers… and he was grinning 
like an idiot as he manned one of the cannons, shouting cheerfully: “Hey assholes! Party 
time, come and taste the entrée!”

That left Churchill, who had originally opted for a quieter entry with grappling hooks, 
but had instead been forced to use plastic explosive to knock a hole in the wall for the 
amount of soldiers he wanted to flood the city with: a full five platoons of his ‘elite 
military,’ which meant whichever fifty GA had kissed his ass the most and gotten this duty 
as a reward. He marched bravely at the back of the pack in full combat armor, guarded by a 
wall of senior soldiers as he shouted battle slogans and various ridiculous political ideals 
like ‘freedom for all.’

Zerrex’s goal, once in the city and past the main offensive line of tanks and Combat 
Armors – which had been, in his opinion, far too easy to get past – was to find the other 
heavy assault vehicles and destroy them as well, in order to cripple Narrius’s defense forces: 
in order to better do this, Huck had printed several satellite images and marked known 
blockades and transportation hubs where the tanks would likely be waiting. Zerrex 
immediately rushed towards these with his group, the Drakkaren shifting down several sizes 
to conserve energy… and so he could better use his newly-regained Blackheart, the sword 
seeming to almost shimmer in his hand as he sprinted to keep up with the enormous 
Dragokkaren in their shape-fitting and stretchable lightweight armor.

Albatross, Marina, and the rest of the snipers, meanwhile, set up around what had once 
been the center of town, but was now just a hollow, shattered crater than went who knew 
how deep into the earth. They sat silently in spots that had already been marked out for 
them as safe by the many soldiers laying in wait all throughout the city, every now and then 
picking off a soldier as he ran from some place to another, but careful to leave alone the 



commanding officers, generally marked by their expressions of terror and the huge convoys 
of  Enforcers they moved in, as much as their uniforms and medals.

Huck, of course, was gleefully blowing things apart as he rode around in his jeeps: not 
usually the best choice for assault, but perfect for breezing through the narrow, twisting 
streets of Hez’Ranna, easily evading the enemy tanks and flattening infantry as Huck 
signaled every now and then for a soldier to toss an invention that the Dragokkaren was 
very proud of: a chaff and flash grenade duct-taped together, which would temporarily 
block all radio waves and electrical transmissions in the area, causing all manner of 
distortion on the enemy scanners… while the flash grenade worked to stun any infantry 
attempt to follow them, and likely blinded any poor bastards attempting to watch them 
through thermal imaging.

Churchill’s job was more basic: sweep through the city towards the center, eliminating 
and driving back any enemy forces they came across. Even if the Colonel-General had no 
clue what he was doing, and flinched at every few bursts of bullet-fire, his soldiers at least 
remained competent enough to follow through with their jobs without any trouble.

After an hour of rampaging, Huck finally drew into the checkpoint they’d decided on, 
finding Zerrex already waiting for him, panting and bloody, with only a few of his original 
team members; the Drakkaren looked more pissed-off than damaged, however, but Huck 
still couldn’t resist asking as he leaned out of his jeep, at the battered look of the other 
Dragokkaren: “Holy shit, what happened?”

Fucking combat armors ambushed us in a parking lot they were using as a refueling 
hub… they must have been tipped off by some coward watching from the sidelines.” The 
reptile grumbled, and Huck got the impression that the Drakkaren was a bit more irritated 
than he’d guessed at first. “Morons tried to use incendiary rounds when we took cover in 
one of the stairwells, probably to smoke us out… they ended up setting their own fuel 
dump on fire instead, blew the whole goddamn thing to pieces. Me and these crawled out 
of the wreckage… the others didn’t make it.” A pause, and he added dryly: “On the bright 
side, we took out most of the tanks on the eastern half of the town and all around the 
gates, at least.”

“Shit.” Huck winced, deciding this likely wasn’t the best time to talk about all the fun 
he’d been having with his explosives, then he paused and tilted his head. “My hearing’s a bit 
off… but are those air raid sirens?”

Zerrex tilted his head as well, then he frowned a bit as Drake told him what he thought 
they were. “No… I think it’s a full alert.” A pause and a ruthless grin, as Zerrex – standing 
currently at ten feet tall – shouldered Blackheart easily and said softly: “It sounds like our 
friends are finally coming out to party and play.”

“Great.” The Dragokkaren leaned on the door of his jeep, fumbling in the multi-
pocketed combat vest he wore as he added easily: “You’re really frigging scary, you know 
that, right?”



I get that a lot.” Zerrex responded mildly, then he covered his eyes as Huck produced a 
flare gun and rose it into the air, the Dragokkaren doing the same and wincing before 
pulling the trigger, and sending up a bright blue star into the air. It hung there for a few 
moments, then slowly began to fall, sputtering out on the way down and leaving a streamer 
of  black smoke behind it.

A few moments later, the two looked up – and Albatross, resting silently on a fire escape 
above in tight, black leather, with a heavy Kevlar vest on and his hat cocked at a jaunty 
angle, gun cradled in his arms, rolled his purple eye – at the sound of Churchill’s voice 
booming through the city streets, shouting: “Uroboros military! This is your sole chance to 
surrender! If  you fail to do so, you will be shown no mercy, and…”

Churchill’s loud, pompous voice soon became little more than background noise, as 
Huck jerked his thumb towards the general direction it was coming from and asked Zerrex 
idly: “You think he realizes that we just made him like, the complete center of attention for 
every soldier in the area?”

Probably not.” Zerrex snorted and shook his head, smiling a bit at this as he rolled his 
shoulders, then used Drake’s energy to lock Blackheart safely against his back, stretching his 
arms out and flexing a bit as he continued mildly: “He’s a bit of  an idiot, after all.”

Idiot or not, however, his voice did the trick, either through his carefully-chosen words 
or the sheer torture of listening to him rattle on for hours on end. The fact that eighty 
percent of the remaining military forces were taken hostage by rebel soldiers in plain 
clothing, but toting very large weapons probably also helped… as did the fact that one of 
the commanding officers suddenly fell down dead with a large bullet hole in his head when 
they attempted to meet in a dark back alley, and no one could identify where the hell the 
shot had come from.

In the end, Uroboros was successfully taken: that night they began the cleanup 
operations, fortifying the city against enemy attacks, and moving soldiers and slaves into 
more comfortable quarters. After the brutal reign of the Patriarch, many of the civilians 
were also more than willing to help them, offering shelter and supplies where they could… 
and most of them murmuring in horrified voices about what had happened here, and the 
destruction of  the inner city from the movement of  Paradise.

As expected, Narrius retaliated with several attacks on his own city, blasting apart 
buildings he likely deemed important or thought would be used against him… but this 
time, they were able to defend themselves, knocking more than a dozen planes from the sky 
and causing the others to turn back. Huck was also able to put his engineering skills to 
work on the heavily-damaged magnetic shield over the Untouchable District, which for a 
while had been flickering on and off like a dying nightlight… but after realigning the 
machinery and tightening a few screws here and there, the Dragokkaren got the machines 
up and running again… and even promised to have several other districts safely covered by 
the same kind of  device within the month.

Churchill moved into Uroboros, offering gallantly to take command and make sure that 
the soldiers were well-disciplined and well-kept… and Huck moved steadily back and forth 



between Uroboros and the rebel base – which had officially been designated the 
headquarters of the Hez’Ranna Resistance Movement after their monumental success in 
taking Uroboros over – while Albatross and Zerrex spent most of their time at the base. 
The former said that someone responsible had to keep an eye on things… and the latter 
reptile simply didn’t want to spend his time cooped up in a city where his only memories 
were of  people attempting to kill him in one way or another.

Thirteen days after Paradise rose from the depths of the ground, Zerrex woke up to do 
his usual check on the capsules, carefully sliding out of bed and around Marina – who was 
snoring and drooling a bit on her pillow – and then stepped into the room to find with 
amazement that one of them had opened… and the female was standing with her back to 
him, looking down at herself, scales still shimmering and a puddle of liquid on the floor 
around the capsules. But even from here, he could tell she was beautiful… tall and slender, 
with a sculpted body and her scales tight on firm muscle… 

Then she turned towards him and smiled softly… and her eyes sparkled a brilliant blue, 
much lighter than the darker navy over her chest… and over her body, her scales were 
emerald: her scales the same color, almost exactly, as his now. Cindy looked at him lovingly, 
standing naked there, her body flexing a bit, just an inch or two shy of eight feet tall, her 
breasts a good size but perhaps not as large as before, and then she said in the gentle voice 
of  a body that was eternally sixteen years old: “Hello, Daddy.”

He remembered hugging her tight, so damn tight, curling her against his chest… and he 
remembered that they cried… so much it woke up Marina, who joined them, cried with 
them… and they spent the whole day in bed. Cindy talked about wonderful she felt to be 
awake and alive again, how she felt complete now, and secure and happy… and Zerrex 
remembered holding her hand quietly the whole goddamn day, and curling up with her that 
night, Marina grinning a bit as she teased that she was going to give her father and big sister 
some quiet time together.

We don’t have to, you know.” Zerrex said softly, but Cindy had looked at him with 
amusement, eyes sparkling in way that said ‘I’m not that naïve.’ Then he’d coughed and 
grinned a bit, rolling his shoulders as she’d pushed close and gently guided him down… 
and it had been good. It had been so damn good.

They’d kissed quietly, both of them naked, the Drakkaren taking on the old size he had 
used to be, before they’d come to Hez’Ranna… and soon, he’d found himself thickening, 
lengthening, getting hard… and she’d gently stroked him as he’d lain on his back, carefully 
guiding his thick shaft between her legs before squatting down on it, moaning quietly and 
tilting her head back… and he’d thrusted up as she’d dropped down, piercing her hymen, 
and they’d made love in the way that Lone had stolen from him all those years ago, him the 
experienced, powerful male, her the virgin, this her first time, the unbroken angel giving her 
innocence to the devil knight. 

A trail of her innocent blood had rolled down his shaft… and tears had leaked down 
her cheeks from her eyes, as she’d let out the softest of moans, lowering her muzzle towards 
him, pressing her hands against his masculine breast… and he’d gripped her hips, grunting 



softly as she’d continued to push down, her legs straddling him as she moved inch-after-
delicious-inch downwards, taking him in, feeling him filling her up, and it wasn’t the first 
time but yet it was, and it was delicious and painful, and he was so huge… so powerful… 
and she wanted him all inside her. She groaned quietly, arching her back and trembling a 
bit, her breaths coming in soft, hot pants as she rolled her hips slowly… then she grunted 
quietly again as she settled against him, her torn lips kissing into his crotch, their eyes 
meeting. She wanted more: and he wanted to give her more.

They moved together, and it was wonderful: she bucked her hips, drawing up and rolling 
down, her hands gripping tightly into her own hips, mouth open in a gaping, soft moan as 
he rocked upwards and drew back in time with her movements, feeling that trickle of blood 
slide along the base of his penis, then down one testicle and to slide gently further down to 
the underside of his tail, and finally to the sheets below. She rocked and bucked, and he slid 
his hands up to lace with her fingers and cup her hips with his palms, and she groaned 
lovingly as she leaned down over him.

Their breath travelled over each other’s faces, and they studied one-another’s expressions, 
eyes gazing deep into each other’s soul as they moved and ground together. Finally, she slid 
down against him, curling her body against his chest as she rocked and gyrated her hips, the 
Drakkaren thrusting a bit harder up into her body as she moaned against him in hunger and 
need, her sweet fluids spilling out now with that streamlet of blood from her sex, her hips 
bucking a bit harder as she slid her hands up to grip his shoulders. He felt her breasts 
pressing against his chest, tilted his head back as she kissed at his throat, grasped her hips 
tight in his hands as he half-closed his eyes in ecstasy… but resisted the urge to give in, 
instead letting the pleasure mount and mount and mount…

She writhed and moaned hard, fingers squeezing into him as she pushed her head against 
his chest and had her first orgasm of that night: her fluids rolled down his shaft, spilled 
down his crotch, her body rocked and ground against his chiseled muscles. He murred 
softly, sliding his arms around her body and embracing her tight against his chest, 
beginning to rock harder, harder into her, holding her close as she whispered words of love 
to him between her soft moans of  bliss.

He groaned quietly, beginning to pick up in speed after a few minutes… and she did as 
well in her movements, as she spread her legs wider; then they rolled in one fluid motion, 
him on top, her below him, his hands still grasping her hips as he hilted into her for a 
moment, her sex squeezing his passage tight, grasping it like a hot vise as she arched her 
back and let out a gentle cry of bliss, feeling him so hot, so hard, so powerful… and he 
loved her, he loved her, he loved her… they moved together as one as she held her legs open 
for him, felt him draw back and penetrate deep with his great length again and again, as he 
grunted quietly and slid his long, powerful member into her over and over… but gently, 
gently… passionately… their sweat mixing… their bodies moving as one as she arched her 
back and felt her second climax strike.

His body dominated hers… but protected her at the same time. He was gentle as much 
as he was firm and powerful: as he slid his length into her tight confines again and again, he 



rocked her body, but never hurt her… it always felt good, it was always so damn good. And 
they kissed… they kissed, and their tongues danced, and his always wrestled hers down, 
pushed hers back… but never did he bite or pin his hands holding her hips tight, squeezing 
into her waist, as her legs bucked and her own hands moved over his chest and grasped his 
shoulders…

The kiss broke, and they panted quietly to one another, before Cindy finally moaned 
and Zerrex arched his back, his speed increasing, and they both gave in to the ecstasy, the 
pleasure of the climax, the power of the orgasm: their bodies rocked together powerfully, 
lovingly, and they cried out as one as Cindy’s juices flowed forth and Zerrex’s seed poured 
into her… and when it was done, he lowered himself slowly atop her, still buried in her as 
she clutched at him lovingly, and the two panted softly together before he finally drew 
free… they rolled over, and his softening shaft was squeezed between their bodies, the last 
of its strong semen leaking forth as her tattered vagina leaked its own essence of blood and 
seed… the two looked into each other’s eyes, panting softly, bodies covered in sweat, the 
smaller female resting against the bulky, powerful male… and Cindy whispered softly: “I 
love you, Daddy…”

I love you too, Cindy… my daughter…” Zerrex murmured gently in return… and soon 
enough, they were both asleep.

The fourteenth day was wonderful for Zerrex as well, as he outfitted Cindy and went 
over his duties with her… and what she could do to help out the base and Uroboros. 
Marina – with her telepathic powers – was much better at communicating exactly what had 
happened here… so Zerrex let her fill her big sister and mother in on those details, letting 
them bond and get to know each other again at the same time.

The two ended up taking over watch duty for that day in Uroboros… and Zerrex was 
somehow unsurprised when Cindy came back in her own type of wear instead of the 
standard military uniform: an exercise top, a pair of leather pants, high-heeled motorcycle 
boots… and her standard spiked bracelets and spiked collar. Marina, at least, came back in 
the uniform, with her sleeves rolled up and a plain rawhide harness on, staring at her 
mother oddly… but by some strange, silent agreement, they had all decided they preferred 
the title of  big sister for Cindy instead of  mother.

On the fifteenth day, while the others were out at military duty, Zerrex took a moment 
from running through exercise drills with some platoons – Churchill would kill him if he 
found out – to checking in on the capsules. And when he stepped into the room, he was 
immediately tackled by a cackling hermaphroditic Cherry, who yelled gleefully: “Boss! I 
have a dick! Sweet fucking ass!”

Cherry, obviously had also used this new part of her body several times, and ended up 
smearing Zerrex’s uniform with the seed she was now capable of producing… and for a 
while, Zerrex could only stare at her, before finally asking: “Why did I bring you back, 
again?”



Fuck you too!” Cherry retorted… then they looked at each other and hugged tightly, 
trading a kiss and mumbling gentle words that sounded strangely like ‘I love you’ under 
their breath. Then they withdrew… and Zerrex took a good look over Cherry’s new body.

Her scales had kept their strange pink-red color that he’d seen on her as Breeding 
Queen… but when he’d commented on this, she’d winked and made a crack in the realm of: 
“Well, today I felt like being cherry-flavored.” A moment later, however, her scales had 
flickered to black, and she grinned, winking. “Now I’m the same flavor as your dick!”

The female’s body, of course, had also taken on its old musculature… not quite as 
impressive as just before they’d gone to Hez’Ranna, but Cherry had cheerfully showed off 
the other power she’d accidentally discovered in her first five minutes, after making an idle 
wish of: “I couldn’t be happier with a big cock… unless I could make stuff bigger, too!” 
And with that, she’d discovered that she could shift her size up and down… and more 
specifically, the size of  her musculature.

Normally, she stood at roughly eight foot five… finally able to boast being larger than 
Cindy, and even Zerrex. This also made her cackle, until Zerrex cheerfully explained that he 
could size shift too, and just preferred to stay at smaller sizes for ease of movement and 
whatnot, which flattened her glow somewhat. She muttered that she was going to find out 
exactly what her full size was… but then Drake decided to take that moment to pop out, 
reaching out of his body and grasping his shoulders, then hauling his upper body up out of 
his back and looking at Cherry idly as she paled and stared. “That’s not such a good idea.”

Holy fuck, it’s a necrophiliac!” Cherry yelled in apparent horror, then slapped at 
Drake… which knocked both Zerrex and Drake to the ground. The reptile never really 
figured out what she meant… but he had to quickly explain exactly what the hell was 
‘wrong with the fucker that came out of  his fucking back.’

It took about five minutes to stop Cherry from kicking him… and then five minutes 
into his explanation, she said cheerfully: “Look at my penis!” Which… made Zerrex stare 
at her flatly… then grin dumbly and agree as she worked herself  up to another erection.

The addition in the crotch and one other thing were the only new things on Cherry’s 
body: the other was a strange Mohawk of golden fins on her head, which went from the 
back of her neck to her forehead, a row of five fins with the largest in the middle. He 
poked at these for a moment, then Cherry barked at him irritably: “Oh, come on! Look at 
my boobs! Or my dick!” She paused, then grinned dumbly again: “It’s awesome!”

Cherry’s penis was almost just like his: a thick, veiny black shaft, with a pair of large, 
black testicles dangling below these, as Cherry’s scales flickered and returned to the normal 
color she’d always, the beryl that faded slightly over her chest. She smiled slightly as she 
winked up at him and leaned back, saying cheerfully: “You like my big cock? Looks like 
twenty inches, huh?” A pause and a grin. “When I’m this size. I can’t wait to see what I 
look like biggest.”

The muscular female had cackled again, then tackled him again and squeezed him, 
before murring softly and kissing at his neck, their arms wrapping around each other and 



holding tight to each other, meeting one another’s eyes, before Cherry murred quietly and 
ground her thick cock against forwards against Zerrex’s body, and the female said cheerfully: 
“So… wanna play for a little while?”

Zerrex rolled his eyes… but five minutes later, he was sitting in bed with Cherry, and 
they were both resting together and kissing gently, their hands grasping each other’s lengths 
and Cherry’s other arm around his shoulders, and his playing idly with one of her huge 
breasts as he leaned towards her, murring amusedly before he drew back, their tongues 
flicking each other’s once in the air before he asked softly: “You remember…”

Cynterra? I think this is definitely some of her doing…” she murred quietly, her eyes 
closed, bowing her head forwards as she panted gently, bucking her hips lightly as she 
grinned dreamily at the feeling of Zerrex’s hand moving idly up and down her shaft, 
squeezing and pausing at slow intervals. “Oh holy shit, and I thought I was… ooh… good 
at this… either you’ve been spending some extra time with the boys or just jerking off a 
lot…”

“Don’t make me stop, Cherry.” Zerrex replied in a stern but teasing voice, then he slid a 
hand for from jerking her shaft to sliding two fingers under her testicles and between the 
lips of her sex, making her twitch and moan hungrily. He grinned at this for a moment, 
then leaned forwards and teasingly kissed her cheek as she began to stroke him faster, her 
other hand squeezing her tight around the neck. “Because you know I will…”

“Ugh… fuck… I don’t wanna shoot all over my tits again by myself…” she moaned 
again, as Zerrex reached up to begin stroking her thick cock a bit harder, making the now-
hermaphrodite buck a bit as one of Cherry’s eyes twitched, her tongue lolling out as she 
stared up at the roof in ecstasy. “Oh come on, Master Zerrex, fuck me! Fuck me, you 
bastard!”

Zerrex snorted amusedly, then he reached up and grabbed her shoulders, twisting her 
and shoving her back down on the bunk bed, making her grunt in surprise as her back hit 
the mattress hard and several of the springs clanked loudly inside, the reptile grasping his 
own thick penis and stroking it teasingly, a bit of his pre leaking from the tip and rolling 
down his shaft, making the bulging head of his thirty-two inch length glisten in the light as 
he slid back off the bed and stood in front of her. He grinned hungrily, saying softly: 
“Why don’t you beg for it, bitch? Why don’t you beg for my cock…” A pause and a murr. 
“And I’ll give you an extra-special treat if  you do… you worthless whore.”

She looked up at him with eyes that filled with a strange brightness… or rather, a loving, 
happy darkness, as she gladly accepted that position: his second, but nothing compared to 
him; his favorite slut, bitch, slave… but also his favorite punching bag and toy. Her cock 
trembled, her body shivered as she shifted to face him and leaned back on the bed, moaning 
softly and spreading her legs wide for him, grasping her inner thighs as she held herself 
open for him, large testicles dangling and almost entirely covering the slit of her vagina 
except for a small bit of visible pink flesh and her excited juices that were leaking down her 
taunt buttocks. “Please, Master… please put your big, powerful cock in me… shove it in 
deep, fuck me hard… please Master, let me please you with my worthless body… let me 



feel your strength inside me, fill me up with your seed… let me feel your power…” she 
murred hungrily, then groaned, large breasts bouncing on her chest as she added hungrily: 
“Holy shit I think I’m gonna come right off the bat… oh fuck Zerrex, it’s been too 
long…”

We’ll see about that, bitch. You hold it in for Master!” Zerrex replied, giving the order 
with a dark grin as he grasped the thick base of his shaft and curled the other around her 
neck, adding easily: “But I’m glad you seem so excited…” A pause as he guided himself 
beneath her testicles nudging them as he felt the lips of her sex pressing against him, 
blossoming open for him as he slid forwards… and then he murred as he said softly: “You 
do realize you’re a virgin right now… right?”

Cherry’s eyes widened… then she shrieked in a mix of agony and ecstasy as Zerrex 
suddenly growled hungrily and slammed forwards, shoving almost the entire full length of 
his huge member into her body, smashing her back hard against the wall as she tried to arch 
her head back, but instead ground the yellow, bone-hard crescent fins on her head against 
the wall, her body spasming  and her legs trembling violently as her claws dug into her own 
inner thighs, a flow of blood splattering from her sex as she screamed again, trying to tilt 
her head back… but Zerrex’s hand slid up to seize the top of her muzzle. He grinned 
coldly down at her, before adding darkly: “Here, bitch. Try your own taste.”

The female Drakkaren already had done this, of course… but it was a whole new 
experience with him forcefully jerking her head down onto the other shaft, slipping his 
hand to the back of her head as he rammed forwards again with a grunt and a grin of 
pleasure, his other hand slapping down onto her hips and digging his claws into her body, 
her own fingers squeezing tight into her thighs as she gave a muffled shriek of pleasure 
around her cock, teeth digging small gashes over her own length, tasting blood, and her own 
flesh and seed. 

She moaned and screamed around her own length, buried deep into her muzzle as he 
forcefully jerked her head forwards and slammed his hips towards her at the same time, 
hilting into her as he snarled hungrily, sliding one leg up on the bed as he leaned up into 
her, then he drew his long cock back, feeling his huge length ripping back from her tight 
passage as he groaned her hungrily, a deep, pleasured growl rising in his throat as he felt her 
blood spill out around his huge shaft.

The female shrieked again, her breasts bouncing, rubbing against her own large cock, her 
eyes clenching shut as her mouth sealed around her own shaft and she felt Zerrex shifting 
his body to crush her back against the wall, leaning into her, forcing his weight against her 
as she felt her huge cock stiffening up again, her muscles bulging and thickening as she 
howled in ecstasy that was only added to by the immense pain in her crotch as Zerrex began 
to slam forwards again and again, half-crushing her testicles between their bodies as his own 
slapped hard against the anus of the Drakkaren Zerrex would always see as his daughter, his 
girl, his bitch… even if  she did now have a penis.

He grinned at this, ramming her again and again with his engorged, powerful shaft, 
grunting hungrily as he squeezed one hand into her hip and forcefully held her head down 



with the other, jerking her forwards and forcing her to bob up and down her own girthy 
cock, Cherry moaning and spasming as the hermaphroditic female jerked and moaned 
hotly, trembling violently. She bucked her hips hard back against the male, feeling her 
passage being ripped apart by the male’s powerful movements, his claws digging into her 
scales as she shrieked and felt her own twenty inch shaft forcing deeper into her muzzle as 
she began to stiffen up already, bucking her hips hard again and again as she cried out in 
ecstasy from the firm, deep shoves of the male’s thick penis into her as he thrusted 
powerfully in and out of  her body. 

She spasmed, feeling her penis slamming back against her throat, trembling and 
twitching violently, her eyes snapping open as she reached up and clawed at his shoulders, 
grasping them tightly and digging thin scratches over his scales as she felt that familiar heat 
in her loins and that growing pleasure, strange stiffness in her member, her body arching as 
she screamed around her cock, eyes rolling up in her head as her twenty inch shaft released 
thick blast after blast of her own hot seed up into her maw, filling her muzzle as her huge 
breasts bounced and rubbed against her thick member.

Volley after volley of her hot load blasted down her own throat, filled up her mouth, 
spilled out of her jaws and dripped down her own shaft and onto her breasts as she gargled 
and cried out loudly over and over, as Zerrex’s huge member slammed into her again and 
again: at the same time, he could feel her sweet, lubricating juices bursting down her vagina 
as well, spilling down his enormous member as the Drakkaren as Zerrex continued to 
thrust violently into her again and again, growling hungrily as he forced her forwards and 
rocked his thick penis deep into her bloody, torn passage over and over, feeling her sweet 
liquids bursting over his hot, powerful cock.

The reptile grunted hungrily as he grinned down at Cherry, growling deeply as he called 
in a hungry, lustful voice: “I thought I told you to hold it in, bitch! What’s wrong, you get a 
cock and you lose all your endurance, whore? We’re gonna have to work on that… and I’m 
gonna have to punish you good and proper…” He growled again, grinning wider as he 
began to make his short and powerful pistoning movements with his cock, slamming into 
her, then drawing back quickly and pausing, before rocking forwards again, jouncing her 
entire body and causing her to shriek over and over.

Her body spasmed, her breasts bounced and her still-hard cock was trapped inside her 
own jaws, Cherry barely able to scream around it as the male growled hungrily and 
continued to torture her with the quick, staccato pounding of his own thick, veiny black 
member. Her blood still flowed down her passage, still leaked around that huge shaft that 
felt so monstrous, buried so deep inside of her, drawing halfway out and then shoving 
violently to the hilt and forcing her to experience a whole new brand of pain as her new-
formed testicles were crushed between her body and the male’s own muscular bulk.

The Drakkaren snorted as he slammed into her again and again, bouncing her body, 
rocking her firmly and causing her to twitch and twist in a wonderful mix of pain and 
pleasure, panting harder as she moaned around the engorged head of her erect shaft, feeling 
him hilt into her again, the gyrate his hips, grinding against the walls of her sex as she 



wrapped her legs around him and brought her hands down to squeeze into the sheets, 
moaning hungrily and trembling in violent pleasure.

He murred hungrily, revolving his hips, feeling her walls gripping, clutching his cock, her 
form shivering before he finally slid his hand away from her neck and allowed her to jerk 
her head back with a moan, arching her back and crying out to the air as her throbbing 
shaft rested between her huge breasts, her body shaking lightly with every thrust in and out 
as he grasped a hip in one hand and a breast in the, firmly squeezing into the swell as he 
growled hungrily: “You want it, huh, bitch? Tell Master you want his cock…”

I want it… I need it!” Cherry cried out, then she arched her back with a shriek of 
pleasure as Zerrex began to thrust in and out of her again, not moving in the short, 
interrupted thrusts but instead leaning forwards as his muscles bulged powerfully, his body 
flexing as he pumped his thick black shaft in and out of her tight passage. He began to 
grunt hungrily as he arched his back, his testicles slapping hard against her anus with every 
thrust, his body dominating hers easily, as she groaned and swept her head from side to 
side, still bent awkwardly, her own new cock slapping against her face, her muzzle, her nose, 
her cheek with every shove of  his penis deep into her body.

She moaned hungrily, her passage beginning to clench hard again around his pumping 
obsidian member, pounding deep into her with it as she shrieked again in ecstasy… and 
then he arched his back as he clenched her breast firmly in the grip of one hand, the other 
slapping her side hard as he curled it down to grasp her buttock as her legs squeezed tight 
around his waist, feeling himself beginning to stiffen up as her newly-born, girthy penis 
began to twitch as well.

He thrusted into her violently, growling hungrily as he closed his eyes, breaths coming in 
grunting pants as he pinned her easily with the hand on her breast, the claws of his other 
hand digging into her buttocks as she reached up to grasp his muscular forearms. Her body 
trembled as her passage tightly clenched around his cock, Cherry throwing her head back 
with a shriek of ecstasy as he arched his back and roared in pleasure, calling out hungrily: 
“Here, bitch! Oh… take your Master’s cock, you little whore! Take my load!”

Yes… yes Master!” The female cried out in return, arching her back before screaming in 
ecstasy as Zerrex tore into her again and again with his thick cock, ripping into her tight 
passage as blood splattered over his crotch and testicles and he gave his own hungry growl 
of pleasure. Then she shrieked again as Zerrex began to pump harder and faster into her 
body, roaring in ecstasy as his testicles slapped hard against her anus hard again and again.

Then they both shrieked in pleasure as Zerrex’s huge cock tore into her tight passage 
over and over, his penis beginning to stiffen up inside of her before he arched his back and 
roared in pleasure as he began to ram her harder and harder with his thirty-two inch 
member, slamming into her again and again as he unleashed his own torrent of hot seed, 
blasting into her body and filling her passage up with his hot, thick semen.

Cherry’s voice rose in a hungry cry, her hands clawing along Zerrex’s arms as he slid 
both hands up to grip her breasts, squeezing into them with a growl as his load poured into 
her body, and she released her own sweet juices at the same time, the reptile’s climax too 



much for her to resist as she cried out over and over in bliss, her cock spasming again before 
unloading jets of her own seed over her face, the hermaphroditic female’s body trembling as 
she moaned hungrily, body jerking as her passage released its hot fluids at the same time as 
Zerrex’s orgasm poured into her body.

A few moments later, they finally began to slow together, Zerrex settling on top of her 
body and admittedly enjoying the feeling of both her breasts and thick, stiff cock breathing 
against them, leaking a bit against his chest as they slowly rolled into bed beside each other, 
and the female nuzzled slowly under his throat, murmuring softly as their bodies shifted 
together and physically changed at the same time: Cherry growing smaller, Zerrex larger.

The two curled against each other, Cherry’s eyes clenching shut as her hips bucked a few 
times at the feeling of being stretched as the Drakkaren’s body expanded. She smiled softly, 
blood still leaking from her passage and the shallow cuts they’d scratched into each other, 
before she gently touched his tattoo and murmured: “I need some new tats myself… this 
looks good on you…”

Thanks…” Zerrex said quietly… and then they looked into each other’s eyes, and 
Zerrex leaned down and whispered the forbidden words to her, and she said them quietly 
back as a single tear rolled down her cheek… finally feeling set in place and comfortable.

Later, he dressed her up in a military uniform, and they walked around the base before 
making a short side trip to the civilian barracks, which Zerrex was now starting to 
memorize. There, he snagged a plain leather collar… and told the female this would have to 
do for now. Cherry, however, acted like it was the greatest gift she’d ever been given, happily 
donning it and walking around at Zerrex’s side with a wide, pleased grin, her uniform 
sleeves rolled up to the elbow and a pair of heavy metallic combat boots on her feet, blue 
eyes gazing curiously around at the others as she outfitted herself.

He introduced her to Huck and Albatross: unlike with Cindy, this went both better and 
worse; better because they immediately recognized her military potential… worse, because 
they also recognized immediately that she was a troublemaking bitch. Of course, Albatross 
was the one looking pessimistic, while Huck grinned like an idiot, staring off in the 
distance as Cherry whispered nasty things to him, and Zerrex muttered aside to the one-
eyed Dragokkaren: “I refer to her as a female ‘cause it’s easier… but she’s actually a herm. 
Not like she knows what to do with her penis, though… she just thinks it’s a fashion 
accessory.”

Fuck you.” Cherry said blandly in return to this, glancing up from Huck with an irritable 
look… but her eyes sparkled with mischief. “You certainly didn’t seem to mind it on me at 
all.”

I’m just thinking of all the fun shows I’ll get to watch of you raping other girls.” Zerrex 
shot back, and Cherry’s eyes sparkled again as she grinned wide, and the other Drakkaren 
groaned and rolled his eyes, knowing immediately somehow that she was imagining raping 
Lone in return for all he’d done to her. This could turn out pretty bad.



Cindy and Marina’s return home, however, had a strange and wonderful effect on 
Cherry: she stared at them, then quietly took Zerrex’s hand… and half-hid behind him, like 
a shy little girl on the first day of school. Then Marina and Cindy had exchanged a look 
and both opened their arms to her, the youngest female saying quietly: “It’s been too long, 
big sis.”

And Cherry went to them and embraced them, and they curled together as Zerrex 
looked at his girls… his three daughters, the darkness, the light, and the world between, 
with love and compassion… then embraced them all, held them all against his form that 
night as they curled together, and they explored each other, and talked about their 
experiences, their lives, and what they remembered of everything that had happened to 
them.

On the sixteenth day, not much of interest happened, other than Zerrex doing a casual 
check of the genetics capsules… and then staring in shock as he interrupted Cherry and 
Cindy, the latter female bent over one and moaning in pleasure, her body rocking as Cherry 
bent over her and snarled hungrily, pounding her with her own large cock as she held her 
tight by a hip and a shoulder, calling hungrily: “Love it bitch, say my name, bitch! Tell me 
who’s your mistress, slut! Tell me- oh shit! Boss!”

Cherry stared at him in horror, and Cindy looked up guiltily… and the Drakkaren 
coughed before holding up his hands and muttering: “Carry on,” then quickly withdrawing, 
deciding he’d carefully knock from now on. Of course, he also had to take a few minutes to 
control himself and resist barging in again to help Cherry with her fun… and he licked his 
muzzle slowly at the thought of the female being ‘fully-equipped’ now, and all the variety of 
things they could do together. He had to shake himself a few times… then mumble about 
a cold shower before deciding to stop in and see Churchill while he did a patrol of 
Uroboros today, since that never failed to ruin any level of  sexuality.

On the eighteenth day, Lone awoke… and Zerrex sat on the bed, watching the capsule 
drain of the strange life-fluid, before the top slid with a pneumatic hiss… and slowly, 
groggily, a battered lupine climbed out. Zerrex, however, didn’t exactly expect what he saw.

In the past, Lone had always been all about muscle and appearing to be bulky and strong 
when he was really just a fatass… but this wolf was petite and feminine, hardly toned at all. 
His body was thin and lithe, but not gaunt or emaciated… girly, in a word. And his features 
were young, vital, and child-like… the only thing that remained the same was the color of 
his fur. His eyes were closed, like a newborn pup’s, and his body trembled slowly, a long, 
brush-like tail dangling limply behind him as he whined quietly in his throat, then 
slipped… but Zerrex quickly stepped forwards and caught the lupine before he could fall, 
feeling water slosh over his scales and splatter him as it was squeezed from the wolf ’s thick 
fur.

The Drakkaren looked down at him with a strange compassion as Lone tilted his head 
upwards and forced his eyes open… then he looked at Zerrex quietly, their color flickering 
from grey to emerald as he murmured softly: “Who… you’re the Boss… Zerrex?” he 
shifted a bit, looking uncertain, and the Drakkaren frowned slightly, but nodded slowly. 



After a few moments, the wolf continued in a confused voice… and Zerrex wondered if 
he’d been accidently damaged at all somehow, as the wolf asked quietly: “Who am I… my 
name’s… I don’t remember.”

It’s…” Zerrex halted for a moment, then glanced down… before looking back up and 
saying gently: “Your name… it’s… Mahihko.” He didn’t know where this word came 
from… but it sounded right. And much better than Lone Wulfe: Zerrex saw no reason to 
force-feed the wolf memories he was either repressing or had honestly forgotten or lost… 
later, yes, he’d have to… but for now, he could be gentle. Cindy had taught him that in 
compassion there was often strength: he would use that lesson now, as best he could.

The wolf looked up at him… then he smiled a bit, nodding slowly and murmuring 
quietly: “Mahihko… that sounds right…” he nodded again, then glanced down at himself 
and asked curiously: “Why am I all wet, Zerrex?”

This also took some creative explaining, as Zerrex gently led the wolf out and to his 
room, where Marina was sitting and looking at them curiously: the once-Lone, now-
Mahihko didn’t recognize her, however, or see the look traded between Zerrex and his 
daughter: a look that carried a thousand thoughts between the telepath and her father. She 
was an enormous help to him, however, helping Mahihko sit down, caring for him with her 
natural gentility, whereas Zerrex was fumbling awkwardly here and there in trying to figure 
out what he should do and how he should treat this wolf… and dealing with a strange 
feeling he had deep in his chest, like a clenching around his heart and gut. It wasn’t a bad 
feeling, exactly… but more anxiety, like every step had to be careful, every movement 
flawless: it was the feeling he always got before a dangerous mission that would have a high 
cost on him… but a much-greater reward.

He took the day off his duties – which, thankfully, amounted to little more than 
watching for Paradise, but Hans happily did that for him instead – to talk over things with 
the wolf and help him out ‘remembering’ himself. Mahihko was very gentle, very quiet, and 
very effeminate, talking about things from his ‘past life’ that he had indeed loved… but 
skipping over many others and even looking confused or distasteful at mentions of Cherry 
or other females, or even the trappings of  power.

At the end, Zerrex was able to easily sum up the newly-reborn lupine in a few words: 
‘gentle, gay child.’ The more Mahihko woke up, the more he seemed to act like he was a 
well-behaved ten-year old… and the more he clung onto Zerrex’s arm, often not even 
looking at the others as first Cindy, then Cherry came into the room. He was the opposite 
of Alone, the monster Zerrex had fought so many days ago now; where Alone had been 
selfish and cruel, Mahihko was happy and giving, asking almost immediately what he could 
do to help out around the base. Despite all the sins of the past, this incarnation of the wolf 
bore a strange innocence about him… it was like somehow the wolf Zerrex had known had 
gone through a deeper metamorphosis inside the cocoon of the genetics capsule… and 
saying that he’d emerged as a butterfly wasn’t exactly too girly at all to explain Mahihko’s 
new presence.



The night was awkward, of course. Mahihko didn’t want to sleep alone… and finally, 
Cherry, of all people, had volunteered to spend the night with him, and grumbled a garbled 
positive when Zerrex had said firmly not to molest him in any way – she’d already been 
having fun with a few unfortunate officers, and all manner of rumors had spread all over 
the base about her. The night, however, did pass without incident, and the next day – 
nineteen days after the rise of Paradise – Zerrex held a strategy meeting with Huck, 
Albatross and Churchill… and the rest of his family was also invited. He and his three 
daughters made their way underground to Uroboros with Albatross by the private car 
system they’d set up in the tunnels, and Mahihko was left to toddle around the civilian 
barracks and make himself useful, guarded by a happy, blushing Hans, who was all too 
happy to help Mahihko learn his way around the base.

At the strategy council, Churchill had noted the strange lull in the Patriarch’s activities: 
all reports, however, pointed to some sort of operation going on in the deep jungle, near 
where Paradise currently hovered. Other cities had also been fortified in response to their 
takeover of Uroboros, cordoned off and militarized, many of them turned into battlefields 
and blockaded, but the number of soldiers in every city was still down dramatically, leaving 
them vulnerable to strong offensive attacks. Their numbers were likely insufficient to guard 
such large areas and still keep a tight hold on the civilians and workers; Churchill, therefore, 
wanted to send out groups of  soldiers to rebel camps in need.

“Only the ones that actually need the soldiers though…” Albatross said quietly but 
firmly. “If we have any extra platoons left once you’ve sent reinforcement to all the groups 
currently in need of strong workers and good soldiers, then you can send the extra to the 
other soldiers just looking for some extra muscle for their raids.”

But if we’re aggressive, we can take more cities, demoralize them further and weaken the 
Patriarch further!” Churchill said firmly, but most of the others shook their heads and the 
topic was closed. This wasn’t conventional warfare, after all… and Churchill still didn’t 
seem to realize that one well-trained and disciplined platoon would rip apart any 
disorganized army of untrained, unhappy, and underfed soldiers any day. It did, however, 
require time and patience… and their goal was no longer to ‘take cities’ but to find a way to 
destroy the Patriarch’s stronghold without reckless endangerment.

Huck then gave his report on how the magnetic fields were coming; these ones were 
much, much stronger than the crappy dome they’d set up around the rebel base, and so far 
they had three ‘safe’ districts: the sector fifteen farming district, the Untouchable District, 
and one of the military areas with an enlarged barracks, where many of the soldiers were 
now staying. Things were still a bit cramped, but he hoped to set up one last field within 
the week in another of the larger sectors to ensure the safety of their more-fragile 
operations, and added that most of the bases seemed bombproof and would be 
structurally-sound.

He also reported that they’d been working hard on repairing both the jets and the 
helicopters that were still functional, along with the mobile artillery he’d found rusting in 
another of the mechanical areas. The Dragokkaren was also able to give estimates from 



manifest logs he’d found about how large Narrius’s airforce was, but he also noted that it 
likely didn’t matter, anyway. The information was negligible because most of his planes had 
been deployed to far-off areas of the worlds… just as most of Narrius’s destroyers and 
other warships were busy guarding important passes and various other areas: only a few 
transports moved back and forth from the ports, which had a bare minimum of two 
warships present by each major dock… but these were nuke-carrying juggernauts, so their 
strength wasn’t to be underestimated.

The capture of the airfield in Uroboros was important, however: although most 
chemical fuels had gone out of style, except for a synthetic – but highly explosive, as Zerrex 
had discovered in the ambush at the heavy transport facility – gasoline called ZXC-42, 
there weren’t a lot of other areas where Narrius would be capable of landing his aerial 
transports if he wanted to order a retreat from other areas of the world in order to 
reinforce Hez’Ranna. They had already taken control of Hellabos’s private airstrip, outside 
of  town… and it was reportedly the largest within three hundred miles.

Zerrex nodded a bit at this, then he interrupted for a moment to say that he doubted 
Narrius would withdraw just to eradicate them… it would be a sign of weakness… and 
furthermore, it would give the country a chance to push whatever forces he left back. 
Besides which, Narrius’s behavior meant he was ready to play his final hand… and the 
Patriarch was likely sure that whatever he had planned would eradicate them entirely.

“Like Godsmite.” Huck muttered. “Shit. He’s probably right, too… so I guess that’s why 
we gotta strike at that bastard soon, huh?”

The others had agreed, but then Albatross had murmured that Huck should continue 
with his report for the moment. The Dragokkaren had nodded in return to the other 
commander, then finished by noting that ninety percent of Narrius’s vehicular infantry and 
artillery were placed out of the country: the only major piece of equipment they had to 
deal with was Paradise, the Patriarch’s floating stronghold.

Albatross then submitted his own findings, from the scouts he had been sending into the 
jungle: only three of the original ten, however, had made it back alive. They all reported 
encountering Enforcers in black armor, very large and muscular as if they were enhanced 
clone soldiers, all of them guarding temples that likely acted as covers for underground 
facilities. It was grim news: adding to that was the fact that these ‘super Enforcers’ were 
being joined by the enemy infantry and that they were setting up large camps in the 
jungle…

Sounds like a hell of a party.” Cherry remarked, then grinned a bit, tilting her head 
towards Zerrex. “Remember Dol Terra? We should just do the same thing here, burn down 
the fuckin’ jungle with some napalm. We’ll kill a good number of the bastards at least, with 
that! Or fuck, let’s just drop some bombs on them.”

Once everyone was done yelling at Cherry why that couldn’t be done – trees are our 
friends, the jungle is sacred, you’re retarded, they probably expect that – Albatross added 
disdainfully that the CAs would likely have thermal detectors and anti-missile equipment. 



Cherry had then grumbled about using guerilla snipers, then, and Albatross noted it would 
be too risky without knowing the number of  soldiers, their armament, tactical gear…

Of course, this had erupted into an argument about how the Goth Legion had always 
gone in blind and come out okay, and for the next twenty minutes, Albatross and Cherry 
bickered back and forth until Cindy cleared her throat and steamrollered them both by 
clearly giving her own report. She’d been working at the hospitals with the medical staff, 
tending to the injured and collecting data from doctors as many of the technicians worked 
endlessly on analyzing Godsmite… and she mentioned that they may have discovered a flaw 
in the virus that could be exploited to create a vaccine.

This, of course, settled everyone down a bit… and then Cherry sighed, muttered, and 
gave her own report as she rubbed at her crotch and tapped her fingers on the table, adding 
in vulgar comments about how she kept having to adjust herself and how she had never 
really appreciated exactly what Zerrex had to go through every day until now. Mostly, 
however, her report on the movements of Paradise was that it wasn’t exactly hovering, but 
seemed to be slowly circling around an area in the deep jungle.

Next was Marina, who had been quiet most of the meeting, and she reported that she 
hadn’t picked up anything interesting yet. Due to her own strange powers, she had been 
given the oddest of jobs after healing: to simply walk around town, reading people’s 
thoughts here and there for information. She’d looked a bit discouraged… but Cherry, of 
all people, had perked her up with a grin and a slap on the shoulder, complimenting her for 
her hard work and saying that they all knew she had the toughest research job anyway, so to 
take her time and do it well. Zerrex had smiled at this, and Cindy had given the muscular 
female-but-technically-hermaphrodite a soft look. Cherry was smarter than she acted 
sometimes.

That left Zerrex, who gave the last report on the soldiers that had remained behind in 
the Headquarters. Most of them were behaving well, and almost all of the clones were 
adjusting to living actual lives instead of just serving as war machines… he was also sure 
they had no leak or mole in their ranks, and retraining them and educating them – he led 
one of the ‘classes’ for clones and interested military who wanted to improve their close-
combat skills – was also going nicely: they learned fast.

After that was open discussion on the scarier topic of Paradise and the Patriarch. Zerrex 
chose to mostly listen as Cherry sulked beside him and mumbled about how she wanted to 
go masturbate some more, rubbing idly at her crotch and looking down at herself moodily. 
The conversation, however, didn’t last that long… it never did, because they never had any 
new ideas on how to deal with the problem at hand, and their first priority had to be 
establishing their defenses and fortifications instead of charging madly forwards to do 
battle with a literal fortress in the air. All they could do was analyze it from a distance and 
attempt to figure out what the hell it was circling above.

That ended the discussion… and Zerrex had ended up going down to an alley with 
Cherry and grinding against her, the two growling and grunting as they kissed and touched 
each other, until her eyes bulged and her pants tore from the strength of her erection. She’d 



looked at him stupidly… then chased him out into the streets to many a stare of horror as 
she yelled about that being the reason why he wouldn’t fuck her, he just wanted to cackle at 
the sight of  her penis ripping her tight leather pants.

Twenty-two days after the rise of Paradise, Zerrex, Cherry, and Mahihko stood outside 
together as Cindy and Marina watched with smiles, talking idly to each other. All three of 
them were in stretchy clothing, all three of them working on their different size-shifting 
capabilities, trying to keep their movements synchronized with each other: the idea had 
been Marina’s, and she’d said – a bit meekly – that it would likely help them all work on 
their self-control, since they’d have to keep an eye on each other while changing at the same 
time.

Zerrex wasn’t really surprised that his youngest had come up with this idea: she did, after 
all, have quite a talent when it came to figuring things out, both big and small… and the 
fact she was psychic probably helped, too. Nor was he exactly surprised when Mahihko had 
accidently made himself grow larger in order to snag a crate he almost knocked over in the 
kitchens while helping prepare meals that day: he thought he’d heard it mentioned 
somewhere before, after all, that it was a fairly common trait. That and he remembered 
Alone being able to do it… and he sometimes wondered how much of an imprint – genetic 
and otherwise – that the pathetic, dark creature had left on this brand-new wolf.

The three of them flexed, and slowly grew to their largest sizes: twenty feet and some 
inches for Zerrex, almost exactly twenty-two for Cherry – which, oddly, she wasn’t proud of 
– and nineteen and a half for Mahihko. All three of their bodies became powerful, thick 
with muscle… including the girly lupine’s, who turned from a small, prancing effeminate 
puppy, to a powerful, thickly-muscled and shaggy-furred wolf who could almost challenge 
Zerrex in terms of  muscle size. 

Cherry, however, showed the largest differences in her increased size, and Zerrex looked 
at her softly, noting that Cynterra had certainly left her mark on the female. Just like 
Cynterra, her breasts swelled to enormous proportions that made even Cherry stare… and 
the set of curving yellow fins on her head became a bit larger than before, almost more 
ragged in their strange Mohawk formation. Small, similar sets of three yellow fin also 
pushed their way out of her forearms, as they did on her shins to form a line of crescent, 
natural blades… and a narrow belt of spikes pushed forth from her spine, going down her 
back and to the end of her tail. Her teeth pushed out further, becoming inwards-twisted 
fangs… and her tongue long, flexible, and forked.

The first time they’d found this out, he and Cherry had been playing around outside, 
seeing how much they could grow, and the female Drakkaren had grinned and taunted that 
she could probably get pretty big. Then she’d attempted to do so and frowned a bit, saying 
it felt funny… and Zerrex remembered looking at her with amusement and saying 
something like ‘Gee. It feels weird to be able to make your body grow at will.’

This had, of course, been met with an amused ‘fuck you’ response… and then Cherry 
had gone back to shifting upwards. Her scales had twisted, seemed to ripple… and as her 



body expanded, he’d heard her grunt in pain and surprise before the fins had forced their 
way up through the scale.

She’d been shocked at first… but it hadn’t taken her long to calm her… and after that, 
even less time to get her curiously poking and prodding her own body. Zerrex had gone 
over the story of Cherubim with her… and Cherry had nodded here and there, apparently 
recognizing some of  it and dredging up a few of  the other memories of  Cynterra.

Of course, then she’d demanded they properly christen the body – which would get 
Albatross asking very politely the next day for Zerrex to avoid having sex in inappropriate 
places at inappropriate sizes, because it created a disturbance – but after that… or several 
rounds of that, technically… they sat together at their normal, smaller sizes, curled up and 
Cherry resting against him, closing her eyes and talking again about the past, how things 
had changed, and for the first time, Cynterra and Cherry’s family.

Cherry had inherited almost all the darker characteristics of her family… but she had 
found a way to put them to use at least for what’s right, if not what was good. And Zerrex 
respected that more than he could say… and was so damn proud of her as well. But like the 
others, it seemed that not only had she received a new body… her original powers had also 
been magnified and expanded.

Now Cherry’s precog was almost perfect: she said she could define every movement that 
she wanted to, predict what would happen if something else happened… and she even 
entirely avoided ninety percent of Zerrex’s strikes during a sparring session without any 
difficulty: the latter ten she blocked. And, if given the time to focus, the Drakkaren was 
now able to focus her mind and will, then lash outwards with it violently: right now, it was 
enough force to shatter cups, plates, and smaller wooden furnishings… but Marina was 
sure that given time, Cherry would be capable of  knocking down walls.

And, of course, there was her odd ability to change the color of her scales as she 
pleased… which meant Zerrex sometimes spent a bit too much time staring at the walls 
when they were both off-duty, rubbing his head and hoping she didn’t pop out on him.

The Drakkaren had no real clue at first exactly why Cherry had been blessed with all 
manner of genetic abilities that were almost supernatural… but Marina, after watching him 
struggle with this for awhile, suggested gently that it could be because of Cherry’s own 
nature. The Drakkaren had looked curious at this, and Marina had smiled a bit before 
reminding the reptile that he had been the test subject for most of Narrius’s genetic 
experiments… and so Cherry’s energy, travelling through him, could have picked up those 
remarkable tidbits that triggered some weird mutation in her own malleable DNA. Then 
Marina had looked embarrassed when Zerrex looked at her blankly and said she definitely 
had her mother’s brain, not his, because he had little clue what she was talking about.

After thinking about it, however, it did make sense… Cherry’s natural ability of 
precognition had always been a bit too spookily-accurate to be anything short of some 
strange special ability, after all… so it made sense that she’d be able to pick up more 
abilities, especially ones that worked with her mind or willpower.



He smiled a bit at this, then shifted slowly downwards: for hours, they’d practice… and 
at the end of it, all three of them would be panting and tired, despite not having done 
anything. Simply changing up and down was more than enough to wear their bodies out, 
and make them feel like they’d been carrying tanks on their backs all day… and Zerrex 
winced as he rubbed at his head, half-staggering over to where Cindy was offering 
sandwiches and muttering: “You’re lucky. You don’t have to deal with superpowers.”

They’re not superpowers.” scoffed Marina, who was busy munching on chips as she 
grinned a bit up at her father. “They’re just genetic kinks. More physical mutation than 
supernatural-”

“Shut the fuck up, kid.” Cherry groaned, then sat on Marina, making her squall and flail 
at her before the two began to wrestle over the chips.

It wasn’t entirely true, however… Cindy didn’t seem like much of a combatant – she was 
too kind, too loving, too generous – but she was strong: probably stronger than even 
Cherry. And she was also fast, usually able to knock down his guard and get a hit in before 
he could step away or bring his hands back up. When they sparred, she tried her hardest… 
and she always did well. But she had yet to reveal any tricks she might have up her sleeve, so 
instead she only blushed a bit and smiled, enjoying the quiet peace that came with her role 
of  taking care of  the others.

Twenty-six days after the rise of Paradise, Resistance Headquarters was attacked by a 
small brigade of enemy soldiers, totaling ten, with two Combat Armors acting as support 
and staying at a distance, firing hard plastic bullets that wouldn’t be stopped by the 
magnetic shields. They would normally be little more than annoying, but fired from the 
high-velocity gatling guns on the arms of the Combat Armors, they became a bit more of a 
threat. Not so much that Zerrex didn’t wade outside into the enemy fire, covering his face 
and wincing hard plastic rounds bounced off his chest and watching from behind his arms 
as the huge Dragokkaren, clad only in loincloths, ran straight through the magnetic field: no 
metal on them, so they weren’t repelled.

The Drakkaren cursed under his breath as he saw them going for the generators, pulling 
Blackheart off his back, then snarling and creating a solid, round shield of darkness in 
front of himself with Drake’s energy, saying quickly to his own cadre of soldiers – those 
who had been available when the alarms had begun to go off – “Go, cut them off, stall 
them until Albatross can take them out from above!”

“Sir!” The sixteen or so soldiers ran to head off the Dragokkaren… and then Zerrex’s 
eyes widened as he focused on one of the enemies, definitely one of the ‘Super Enforcers’ 
that had been mentioned at the last meeting. Huge… bulky… and with cold blue eyes and 
features like his uncle’s; replications of Requiem… except these obviously lacked his 
intelligence.

Immediately, Zerrex reabsorbed the shield he’d created – his ability to manipulate 
Drake’s powers had grown incredibly over the last few weeks – and then he charged quickly 
towards the nearest, which seemed to be heading for the wall instead of  the main generator.



Zerrex snarled as the Dragokkaren leapt upwards, smashing his fists and feet against the 
steel wall of the facility, before kicking hard and climbing with obvious single-minded 
intent. He turned and immediately followed, leaping up and kicking off the wall as he 
snapped Blackheart forwards at the same time, but he only managed to slash a deep gouge 
in the steel, the Dragokkaren immediately leaping to the side to catch another handhold, its 
feet kicking violently at the steel wall.

A moment later, Zerrex leapt towards it as well, slashing the sword hard outwards and 
leaving a long slash… where the Dragokkaren had been a moment before, and the lizard 
snarled as he collided with an outcropping, quickly kicking off this and then slamming his 
feet against another ledge as he chased up after the still-ascending enemy, kicking from one 
outcropping to the next in a rapid chase, throwing the sword hard upwards.

The Dragokkaren leapt forwards and flattened itself against the wall, and Blackheart 
flew uselessly by it… before Zerrex grinned and snapped his hand back downwards, causing 
the blade to spin violently back downwards from the thin string of darkness it was 
connected by. This time, it caught the soldier along the back, tearing through scale, flesh 
and bone and sending it plummeting from the tower.

Zerrex caught the blade as it began to spin past, then he kicked off the tower and fell 
through the air, crashing into the ground in a crouch before violently snapping the sword 
forwards like an oversized knife, sending it hurtling at another Dragokkaren’s back… 
unsurprisingly, however, the Enforcer ducked, so that the blade would continue past 
harmlessly and strike one of  his own soldiers.

This time, however, the Drakkaren left an entire chain of energy attached to the hilt of 
the blade, and halted Blackheart the moment the blade began to pass over Dragokkaren 
before snapping it down, a shock going through the whip and causing the massive sword to 
smash down through the enemy soldier, crushing it into the ground and ending its life.

He snapped his wrist, and the sword flew back to his hand, the chain coiling around his 
arm before vanishing into his body: the reptile easily caught the handle, then he charged 
forwards, the huge blade held easily out at his side as he noted that the soldiers seemed to 
be doing alright against the replications, but likely only because they were so single-minded 
in getting to the generators, only engaging in combat if the soldiers attempted to grapple 
with them or got directly in their way.

Zerrex decided to take care of a more pressing problem: the two combat armors that 
were peppering the area with their goddamn plastic bullets. He snorted, creating a chain of 
energy in one hand that wound around his arm and attached into his shoulder, grasping the 
end of it… and squeezing it as it turned into a smooth handle with a long knife blade. The 
other arm he brought up, wincing and using Blackheart to cover himself as he created a 
manhole-sized shield over his forearm to protect his face, and Drake muttered in his head: 
These things are frigging annoying. But I don’t know if I can deal with their explosive 
weaponry, so don’t get too close to the magnetic shield. 

Right.” Zerrex murmured again, then he paused and quickly placed Blackheart onto his 
back, setting himself in a stance before slinging the large spike in his hand forwards the 



nearest Combat Armor, the chain rapidly unraveling before it struck dead center through 
the cockpit, the driver inside screaming in agony before Zerrex let the shield on his arm 
dissolve in favor of  seizing the black chain in both hands and yanking hard. 

The Combat Armor tottered forwards one, two unsteady steps… then fell on its face, 
collapsing to the solid ground and sparking a bit, one of the guns crumpling under its 
body. The other CA immediately ceased firing with the plastic bullets – which had left a 
few nasty bruises from sheer, constant pummeling force – and Zerrex heard a distinct click-
click as he concentrated, the metal chain vibrating a moment.

A barrage of tiny, short-range missiles fired from the Combat Armor’s shoulder pods, 
smashing into the magnetic shield and giving off surprisingly-powerful explosions, Zerrex 
wincing and shielding his eyes as pinpricks of white light danced in front of his closed lids, 
and the smell of smoke and gunpowder floated into his nostrils before he looked up with a 
grin as the barrage halted, unable to see through the smoke but grasping his wrist and 
closing his eyes, concentrating.

The chain transformed into a black snake, slithering free from the first CA and the 
wounded driver, who screamed in terror at the pointed head and black eyes of the long, 
smooth serpent as it slid out of the wound in his upper body, then twisted and made its 
way quickly across the ground to coil tightly around the other Combat Armor. Zerrex 
grinned a bit when he felt his arm jerk, then the snake turned back into a tight length of 
coiled chain, and Zerrex seized on this with both hands before yanking hard and toppling 
the other Combat Armor, causing it to spark and the machine’s systems to break down. 
Sure, he could have just made the chain or snake do the whole dance… but he found that 
visual imagery helped him worlds – when he made it a snake, it became easier to move… 
when he made it a chain, it became harder to break.

Then the Drakkaren withdrew the dark chain into himself, wincing a bit at a slight pain 
that shot through his skull. He hadn’t been practicing as often with Drake, and hadn’t even 
been talking with him as much… his daughters and Mahihko were taking up a lot of his 
mind, and he figured that when Drake really wanted to say something, he’d go ahead and 
say it.

As he turned around, glancing over the soldiers and letting them clean up the last of the 
Enforcers – there were only two left, and even though the real Requiem would have made 
mincemeat out of all of his platoon, these two soldiers were both far less graceful and far 
less capable than he was – he rolled his shoulders slowly and smiled a bit to himself, flexing 
his fingers lightly. In reality, Drake was far more polite than he seemed… and the dark 
nephilim rarely liked to speak up in his head unless it was unavoidable.

The Drakkaren glanced around the area, waiting and keeping his arms crossed as he 
watched the soldiers struggle to bring down the two Dragokkaren… and he paused to 
approach one of the fallen bodies, turning it over from where it had spilled down in the 
dirt and looking at its face as he frowned. It was definitely the same features as Requiem… 
same build, same type of body. And when he rolled the Dragokkaren back onto its 



stomach, checking its back, he was unsurprised to find that they were wingless, as well. Of 
course Narrius would remove those… no one could be better than the Patriarch in any way.

One of the few things Zerrex did know for sure about his father, was that Narrius had 
been born without wings… or they had been at least been removed sometime in his 
childhood, because they were twisted and deformed. That had always been a sensitive spot 
for his father, the fact that he didn’t have what every Dragokkaren child could use to glide 
for small distances, and some of the stronger adults could even use to fly through the air 
for short periods of time. Zerrex – who had used gliders on more than one occasion for 
missions in the Goth Legion – had never understood why it was such a major thing to so 
many people; flight made his stomach curdle.

But with Narrius, he knew it was the symbolism there, the metaphor: the idea that 
someone could be better than him in some way. Wherever the Patriarch went, Zerrex knew 
he would do one of two things: prove he was the strongest somehow… or kill the other 
people who were stronger than him in some way to put himself into the top position. The 
Drakkaren didn’t know if it was vanity, or if it was obsession that drove him… and either 
way, he didn’t think it mattered. As he stood up and shook his head slowly, glancing idly up 
as the soldiers gave a rallying cry and ran from the collapsed Enforcer to help out the others 
with the last struggling soldier, he noted that it was Narrius’s biggest flaw and his greatest 
weakness… but wondered idly how the hell they could exploit that, at the same time.

The next day – twenty-three days after Paradise rose from Uroboros – they had a 
strategy council to discuss the raid yesterday. Originally, it was supposed to happen only an 
hour after the attack… but with no other living beings detected or any major electrical 
equipment, the scientists in residence at Headquarters had made a case for examination, and 
one of the soldier’s bodies had been taken for autopsy and genetic assessment, after their 
almost mechanical focus but graceful movements were noted by Zerrex. At the strategy 
meeting, Cindy – who’d gone to stay overnight in Uroboros to help with the research… 
Zerrex was amazed at how quickly she was starting to understand even the technical details 
of genetics, when she’d only ever had basic medical training – put a glass vial on the table 
that contained a microchip, and explained that this was what had been controlling the 
movements of these new Enforcers. She also looked furious as she explained that they’d 
found almost an exact match to Requiem’s DNA in the build of the physical body, but the 
mind was animalistic: it could produce only physical functions and the smallest of 
reasoning skills, but didn’t possess the logic power to do more than open a door or 
recognize if  it had to climb to get somewhere.

Albatross had averted his eye from Cindy for most of her short lecture, and Huck had 
slowly rolled further and further backwards from the table at the female’s short bursts of 
anger here and there. He’d probably thought of making some quip about the enemy soldiers 
at first… but now obviously had decided that wasn’t such a good idea, and was instead only 
attempting to avoid being the newest subject of  Cindy’s quiet but frightening fury.

Twenty-six days after Paradise rose from Uroboros, Zerrex and Cherry held a quiet 
meeting together in the back room, while Marina was off on her strange reconnaissance 



duty through the city and Cindy was in Uroboros… and Mahihko down in the kitchens, 
bouncing around in a mechanic’s uniform and singing, annoying the other chefs as he 
peeled potatoes. None of them would kick him out, however… he was the only person 
willing to deal with the huge stacks of dishes that piled up in the back room, wash out all 
the trays, and still prepare the potato salad… all without asking for any money or food 
credits. So he was a necessary evil there… necessary to save the asses of the others, at least, 
from whichever circle of  Hell forced eternal, unending labor. 

Cherry and Zerrex, however, had a serious discussion for a change instead of the usual 
sex and screaming and beating on each other: Cherry, obviously, thought she had a good 
idea… but Zerrex was pessimistic about it. Finally, however, the older female was able to 
convince him, saying that they could hold trials, see who else they could draw out, and that 
at worst, it would just be… a ‘family business.’ Zerrex responded he didn’t want to put his 
family through that… and Cherry had beaten him with the gentle reply: “But right now 
there’s a war going on, Boss. So we either do this… or we sit on the sidelines and continue 
to play politics and twiddle our thumbs while Paradise floats out there… and by the way, I 
don’t think it’s going to run out of fuel anytime soon. I think you should at least suggest it 
to Albatross and Huck.”

That had caused the Drakkaren to relent, sighing and nodding… and later that night, 
when Huck was back in the base after recalibrating the magnetic shields in Uroboros and 
putting his mechanics to work on the various military vehicles they could use, the reptile 
had asked them to meet him in one of  the conference rooms.

Zerrex had carefully chosen his words for this, prepared almost a speech… but once 
Huck and Albatross were sitting at the desk, he promptly forgot everything he was 
supposed to do and basically said: “I’d like to reform the Goth Legion, under my 
command.”

The two had stared at him in shock, and Zerrex had winced – never a good sign – 
before babbling away: “Well… you know, I think it’d be a good idea. Actually, I guess I 
don’t, that’s sorta a lie… Cherry convinced me, though. She wants a special unit, under its 
own command, takes its own orders, to work separately from Churchill’s GA and the other 
rebel forces. It’d be composed mainly of my own family group… we’re all freaks of nature, 
so, you know, classic Goth Legion stuff there… and um… we could hold test sessions to 
recruit some others, five others, I think… or six… something, whatever adds up to eleven 
of  us, a platoon and commander…”

He broke off, then rubbed the back of his head as the two Dragokkaren stared at him. 
Huck was slowly rubbing at his cheek, leaving a long grease mark… and Albatross had 
taken off his hat, put it in his lap, and was carefully, quietly adjusting his eyepatch, staring 
at Zerrex with his single lavender eye lit with something like amazement at the reptile’s 
behavior. Then the two Dragokkaren exchanged a look, and said simultaneously: “Only if 
you get Churchill to agree to it.”



Zerrex groaned and slapped his forehead, then muttered: “Some Commanders you are.” 
A pause as Albatross glowered at him and Huck looked thoughtful, then grinned and 
shrugged amiably. “So you don’t have a problem with that?”

Don’t pillage, loot, or rape people in Uroboros, though.” Albatross said mildly, then he 
paused and added: “And you’ll have to use either on-site preparation or dig through the 
ruins of some of the military centers in the areas of the city that have been damaged by 
bombing runs. I’m afraid we can’t afford to give up any of our armament… at least, not 
until Huck gets the weapons plants repaired.”

The untidy Dragokkaren grunted in acknowledgement, then paused. “Well, you can take 
your basic equipment with you, I guess. I think all Albossatross is saying is that you can’t 
snag an excess of something. I’m afraid you’ll have to teach your unit how to procure 
weapons, ammo, and tools on site… I mean, we’re doin’ okay in terms of basic supplies 
right now, but I’m afraid I can’t ration you guys more than two first-aid packs once you 
build up the teams.” A pause, and then he asked curiously: “So you, Cherry, Marina… but 
what about that weird-ass wolf who runs the kitchens and Lady Cindy? She doesn’t exactly 
seem the combat type, after all.”

At this, Zerrex smiled slightly, then shook his head a bit. “I’m going to give Lone… I 
mean, Mahihko… a test run. He’s skittish, but he used to be pretty good with guns… 
could outdraw me, once upon a time. If he passes my little test, I’ll get Marina or Cherry to 
teach him how to snipe and give him some basic close-combat training.

As for Cindy…” Zerrex laughed a bit and shook his head slowly, saying softly: “She was 
once kidnapped and held hostage for a week by my uncle, Requiem Narrius… a very, very 
different person from his brother, and my own mentor.” He paused and added gently: 
“That’s why she was so pissed off at that meeting we had to discuss the findings on the 
soldiers. It sounds weird, but he kidnapped her just to test me, and he never harmed her… 
they even became friends, I guess you could say. He also taught her a few things, some of 
the same rules about honor and warfare that he taught me… and I know she watched him 
train and that he helped her with a few things there, too. Hardened her up, taught her that 
we all have to do what’s right, even when it hurts better than even I did.

“She’s very girly, yeah. And she acts more like a high school geek sometimes than a 
trained fighter… but she’s got a hell of a strong arm on her and I’d bet you a week’s watch 
duty she could kick your ass.”

You’re on.” Huck said immediately, then he grinned widely and rested back in his chair 
as Zerrex looked at him blankly and Albatross shot him a glare. “I mean, I’m the last 
person to wanna pick on cute girls… but hey, you’re that confident, then I’ll gladly test her 
for you.” He nodded, looking cheerful as he smiled serenely up at Zerrex, who was 
beginning to grin a bit now himself. “What?”

Zerrex shrugged, then said mildly: “So, Cindy should be getting back from her duties 
soon then, right? You want to see if  she’s up for this tonight?”



Huck looked perturbed at this, then he shrugged a bit and said as airily as he could 
manage: “Well, you know, normally I’d want some rest after a long, hard day… but sure, 
sure, no problem.”

If she beats you down, you still have to do your work in the city.” Albatross said mildly. 
“No sucking your thumb and hiding in the infirmary for a week until you’re all healed up. 
And you’ll have to use your breaks during the day to take on watch duty for Paradise from 
one of  the towers.”

I know, I know!” Huck looked ruffled at this, then he sniffed. “Thanks for showing such 
confidence in me, Cyclops.” 

I hate you.” Albatross rolled his eye, then he stood and glanced down at his watch. 
“Come on, let’s see if Cindy’s back with the rest of the medics and science staff, then. We 
have enough time to stop in for supper, too, if  we hurry.”

Huck grinned at this, hopping out of his chair and prancing towards the door. “Sweet 
ass! Food, fighting and sleep! My favorite combination.” A pause as he pushed open the 
door, leaning backwards and tilting his head back with his spine arched, one leg raised high 
and sticking out the open door. “Hey, you guys coming, or what? And stop staring at me 
like I’m a frigging-”

Fairy.” Albatross finished, and Huck covered his face in mock pain before bouncing out 
of the room and jogging off towards the cafeteria. The blue-scaled Dragokkaren sighed, 
then looked at Zerrex mildly, who shrugged a bit and rubbed a hand over his head. “I hope 
your daughter kicks the stupid out of  him, but I don’t think even you could do that.”

Half an hour later, Zerrex was gently murmuring encouraging words to Cindy after a 
small meal, as she made a face and stood inside the ring, looking worriedly over at Huck, 
who was prancing around in his torn jeans and filthy tank top, flexing here and there and 
winking at people as soldiers cheered and gathered around the boxing ring. Finally, she 
sighed a bit, then reached down and carefully took off the spiked bracelets she was wearing, 
handing them to her father before glancing down at her motorcycle boots.

Hey, what are you doing?” Huck asked curiously, halting in his movement to peer over at 
Cindy. He had already worked up a light sweat just making an ass out of himself for the 
other soldiers, as Zerrex carried off  her gear and combat boots. “Do I needa do that too?”

“No, I just don’t want to hurt you too much.” Cindy said apologetically, then she 
adjusted the spiked collar she wore, before brushing off her exercise top – drawing Huck’s 
leer to her breasts for a moment as she swept at them idly – and then her tight jeans, before 
touching the large clasp on her belt; it was a Hez’Ranna Double Standard, and Zerrex 
would never understand why she chose to wear that, of all things. “Should I take this off 
too, Daddy?”

Huck cackled at this, clapping his hands and leaning forwards with a grin before Zerrex 
could answer. “Depantsing, depantsing! Yes, take it all off, babe!” Then he laughed 
raucously again and ran around in a short circle, and Cindy turned a flat glare on him, eyes 
narrowed in irritation: the larger, bare-chested male rubbed at his swastika tattoo and 



decided he didn’t need to answer that question. He also paused to wonder mildly how Huck 
had ever survived as a soldier, but figured his bravado made a good mask for his real talent 
and abilities.

Albatross, standing at the side of the ring, glanced back and forth, then he cleared his 
throat and said mildly: “At position.” Huck immediately stopped and took up a light 
streetfighting stance in his corner, and Cindy rubbed the back of her head, but Zerrex 
noted that she kept her body loose, and that her free hand tensed and curled into a claw. 
“Medical technician Cindy Narrius versus Commander Jim Huckleberry… this is a no-
rules contest of strength. First to declare surrender or be forced into submission loses. 
Please don’t kill or maim each other.” Albatross added the last with a bit of a sigh, rolling 
his eyes as if he realized that both were likely too stubborn to admit defeat easily, despite 
Cindy’s nervous demeanor. Then he rose a hand, and said curtly: “Begin.”

Immediately, Huck straightened and beat on his chest with a cackle, saying loudly: “Hey, 
girl, I’m sorry, but I get to give all my watch duties to Zerrex for a week after I beat you 
down!” A pause, then he grinned and charged forwards, cocking a fist back and saying 
cheerfully: “So, I’m really sorry to-”

Cindy immediately stepped forwards with lightning precision, free hand snapping out 
before she turned and threw Huck past her, sending him staggering into the ropes at the 
edge of the ring… then he squealed when she snagged his neck, dropped onto her back and 
yanked him down with her, then kicked him in the back with both feet and sent him flying 
in a lazy arc through the air to crash down on his face. Before he could do anything, Cindy 
rolled backwards and pushed off the ground with her hands to land in a graceful straddle 
on top of his spine, grabbed his head and one arm, then shoved the first down into the 
ground and pulled the other up into the center of his back. Immediately, Huck flailed his 
other hand and began to squeal girlishly, and Cindy winced and said in an awkward, 
embarrassed voice: “Sorry, Mr. Huckleberry. I know this hurts…” A pause, and she yanked 
his arm a bit higher as she kept his head stuck on the floor, Huck’s eyes bulging as he 
slammed his other fist against the ground and kicked his feet wildly. “So can you please give 
up?” Another pause, and an even higher pull that made Huck’s bones crack as he squealed 
louder, tears coming to his eyes. “Pretty please?”

Then the Dragokkaren suddenly opened his wings, and Cindy grunted in surprise, 
immediately letting go and throwing herself backwards, her powerful legs propelling her in 
an arching flip with her arms held out at her sides, landing on her feet gracefully… but 
wincing. Huck’s tail had slapped upwards at the last moment and managed to redden her 
cheek from the force of the strike… and she rubbed at this as soldiers murmured in 
amazement at the handless backwards flip the female had done. Then she blushed a bit 
when Zerrex smiled warmly at her and gave her a thumbs-up, as Huck rolled his shoulder 
and struggled up to his feet, before turning and glowering at her. “You suck!”

You’re the one who challenged me.” Cindy responded mildly, looking almost hurt as she 
touched her face. “What, don’t enjoy getting beaten up by girls?”



No!” Huck’s squawk was comically indignant, then he ran at her and threw himself 
forwards in a tackle… and Cindy winced as Zerrex grinned, watching her allow him to 
collide with her body.

Huck looked triumphant… until he felt the knee collide with his chest as Cindy arched 
her back, half-flipping backwards, and the Dragokkaren grunted in surprise, his wings 
spasming beneath him and one flopping out of place, slapping against the ground as he 
landed heavily on his back, the other crumpled painfully underneath his body. He whined 
loudly as she grabbed his wrists and pinned them above his head, looking down at him 
mildly as she leaned forwards, other leg out at the side as she said mildly: “You’re way too 
direct. Straight movements like that are easy to counter… and you’re not strong enough or 
agile enough to hold me down.”

“Bitchtard!” He grumbled loudly, and then squealed when Cindy brought her knee up 
under his chin. “I apologize!”

Good.” She paused… then grinned a bit, leaning down and asking in a gentle voice: “So 
are you going to surrender now?”

Huck looked at her thoughtfully… then grinned stupidly in return and suddenly leaned 
up to kiss her mouth. Cindy immediately drew back with a little shriek of surprise, then she 
let out a grunt when Huck shoved her hard in the stomach with both hands before leaping 
forwards to try and pounce on her again: but as he sailed through the air, Cindy’s powerful 
legs snapped up and around his neck, and he was jerked down with a grunt as she rolled her 
body and slammed him to the ground, head caught in a scissors as she snapped angrily: 
“That’s a dirty trick, you perverted bastard!”

Huck, meanwhile, was gagging and grasping at her legs, mouthing wordlessly as his legs 
spasmed against the ground, and Zerrex winced a bit, rubbing the back of his head. Huck 
had just found the one way to piss her off… and then the Dragokkaren rasped, body 
jerking again as Cindy tightened her grip and added in a furious voice: “I’d bust your balls 
if I wasn’t such a nice person, you asshole! Like, what the hell? This isn’t supposed to be a 
sex-fest, just an even, no-bars fight… but even things without rules have some etiquette 
involved, you dumbass!” A pause, then she winced as she realized he was beginning to turn 
blue, and she quickly loosened her grip and rolled backwards to a crouch, adding 
embarrassedly: “Oops. Sorry, Mr. Huckleberry. I got carried away.”

The Dragokkaren showed no signs of hearing; instead, he clawed at his throat, gasping 
for air before sprawling on his back, looking dazed and stupefied, his fingers giving a few 
twitches. Zerrex winced – he didn’t think that Huck had been oxygen-deprived for that 
long… but seeing as his brain already seemed to have trouble functioning, it could very well 
be that little extra bit knocked him over the edge. Cindy looked at this blankly, then 
Albatross said mildly: “It looks like we have a definite winner here. Congratulations, Cindy 
Narrius… and Huck, looks like you’re on watch duty for the next week or so.”

The next day – twenty-seven days after Paradise rose – Zerrex travelled with Cindy and 
Marina to Uroboros by the private car system they had running in the tunnels, small, squat 
ugly things that nonetheless moved quite fast, driven by civilians who wanted to help out 



the military and the Rebel forces. Many other civilians had taken up residence in the 
barracks and the bottom areas of the facility with the soldiers, or had been evacuated into 
the safer outskirts of the city or the shielded districts for their protection. This had been 
something Huck had been insistent on… and now ninety percent of the civilians shared 
cramped but safe quarters, with only a few remaining in the other damaged buildings of the 
city: even here, however, they were protected to a degree by the variety of anti-air artillery 
and mobile cannons Huck had gotten up and running. They had turned weapons of 
destruction into tools of protection… but no one lied about the fact they wouldn’t return 
to their original purpose when the time came for a full-out strike against the Patriach, who 
was still oddly silent, still seeming to gather his forces – even other cities reported no strikes 
or raids, and long-range broadcasts from the rest of the world also detailed only minimal 
patrols and operations that were actively allowing for them to push back in several key areas 
and form their own resistance factions.

While Cindy and Marina went to do their various duties, Zerrex met with Churchill in 
what had once been a major genetics facility, but Churchill had changed it to his base after 
getting his soldiers to clear out the corpses and clean up the wreckage, citing that it was a 
soldier’s responsibility to rebuild from the mess wars had made as much as cause 
destruction. Zerrex personally thought it was only because the facility was full of bomb-
proofed shutters and had its own explosive-resistant design, and there was a bomb shelter 
fifteen levels beneath the ground, more than a kilometer below the earth and secured from 
any kind of  explosion.

Churchill, of course, was on the third floor, in the highest, cushiest office, wearing his 
combat armor and with not one, but two computer terminals on either side of him, and a 
massive In/Out box on the top corner of his neat – if somewhat bloody – desk. He also 
had a set of tropical plants, all manner of filing cabinets, and a veritable library of books 
stuffed into the selves around him, as he rested back in an expensive leather chair he had 
stolen from somewhere else. His office was also guarded by a line of six GA Elites that 
lined the hallway leading to his office in pairs… a thermal camera system and a manually-
controlled turret with a heavy machine gun inside it over the door… and two more guards 
standing behind two metal squares. These were clear on the soldier’s side, allowing them to 
observe enemy movements if they were ever attacked while remaining safely crouched 
behind the thick shields of metal: Zerrex disliked the construction, however. Sure, great 
against guns… but one frag grenade and they’d blow open the door, take out the cameras, 
destroy the turret and kill both guards.

Zerrex had passed through this obscenely-guarded hallway without much trouble, 
however, and had even explained his idea to Churchill clearly and concisely, using big words 
every now and then like ‘tantamount’ and fancy phrases like ‘bypassing identified risk and 
vulnerability.’ Churchill had eaten it up, of course… but Zerrex thought he’d only gotten 
permission because he’d also mentioned – just in passing – that it would mean he’d have to 
step down from being one of the commanding officers of the resistance movement to 
concentrate full time on his own team. He also forgot to mention the fact he’d be working 
apart from the rest of the military and wouldn’t be reporting to anyone except the council 



they’d set up… most of which would be composed of members of his elite team, and the 
only voices other than Churchill Huck and Albatross.

After dealing with these politics – and feeling so dirty that he’d need an hour-long bath 
to get the moral filth off his body – the reptile had made an announcement to all interested 
personnel about the tryouts for an elite team that currently had six open positions. The 
tryouts would be held tonight, in the Great Hall above the barracks… it meant that people 
who wanted to join up would have to quickly find someone to cover for them if  on duty.

Zerrex made the same announcement back in Headquarters… and then he’d radioed the 
others after confirming with Albatross they could take the night off: Huck, currently, was 
grumbling as he sat on top of the watchtower, but he’d be permitted to view the possible 
candidates with the other higher officers, so he couldn’t bitch too much about losing the 
bet or that he was being excluded from everything.

That night, Zerrex stood with the others, hands behind his back, as he looked over the 
one-hundred and thirty-two applicants: a surprisingly-large turnout, despite the amount of 
soldiers Zerrex knew there were in the base. These were the elite of the elite… and even 
though he could see a lot of the replicated Dragokkaren soldiers – they preferred being 
called the Children of the Queen Mother over clones, so Zerrex was trying to avoid using 
that term – he noted that these all looked a bit more hardened than a lot of the others, or 
maybe just confused in some cases. 

Behind him, in a line, stood Cherry, Cindy, Marina, and Mahihko. The first three were 
straight-backed and proud, muzzles tilted up, and hands locked behind their backs, legs 
slightly spread at shoulder width… and Mahihko was blushing with his head lowered, 
rubbing the back of his skull and shifting awkwardly back and forth. Zerrex had said they 
should all figure out what they were most comfortable in to serve as their standard wear – 
the Goth Legion had never taken a specific uniform except on very special occasion when 
they’d do something nice in public… they had been such a damn cult.

Therefore, they all stood in different, easy wear… and the soldiers before them were 
permitted to be in either plainclothes or uniforms that weren’t as neat as would usually be 
expected, although most of them were so used to this discipline by now that their shirts 
were tucked, clothes were tight, and no straps were loose. They had all been forced to get 
rid of their armament however… and all manner of handgun, rifle, and ammunition were 
placed at the side of the area, along with an arsenal of kwaibars and combat knives. Zerrex 
was currently glancing over his applicants as he paced slowly back and forth… then he said 
clearly: “You will be placed through a number of trials, whatever I deem appropriate, until 
only six of you remain. You may be injured… you may even die during these tests.” Zerrex’s 
emerald eyes were cold, as he glanced slowly over the group, watching many of them shift 
uncomfortably: this was the first test, although he was sure many of them didn’t they 
understand that yet. “When the first version of this group was formed and tested, there 
were only a hundred applicants from the army of Ire, which boasted both greater numbers 
and better training than all of you here.” He let a bit of vanity creep into his voice, 
watching the different reactions in the group to his patronization: anger, frowns, uncertain 



shifting, worry, even fear. “Everyone I look at here could be worthless. Could be useless… 
and would never have survived the first rigorous set of tests.” A pause as he let that sink in, 
then he added in a voice he made arrogant and disgusted: “But you’re the best scraps we 
have to work with.”

Playacting had its advantages: for example, the way some of the soldiers riled up, the way 
some of them slumped and winced, the way some of them grew angry and others shrank 
away. Zerrex wanted to get rid of the cowards first… the people who would be useless in a 
combat situation, and the moles he knew Churchill would likely have tried to slip in from 
his GA unit – these were easy to pick out, because they all looked pissed off, all were in 
tight uniforms, and they often stood in pairs that were scattered here and there through the 
lined up soldiers. He paused, then added idly: “The first test will chop your numbers in 
half.”

This had the effect of horror he hoped it would, as he struggled to make himself seem 
distant and uninterested, letting a murmur roll through the crowd before explaining, as his 
four soldiers – Marina having to tug Mahihko away with her, surprising him out of his 
stupor – walked to stand at one side of the room. “You’ll first be ordered to fight each 
other at random… to the death, if I deem it necessary.” This wasn’t true, but it was crucial 
they thought he was serious for this first small test. “Kill or be killed is the law in this test. 
But because I’m so generous, I’m going to first give you the chance to leave if you want.” He 
paused and grinned coldly, idly glancing over the others before asking in a mild voice: “So, 
who wants to leave? Who would rather make sure they can have a pleasant sleep in their 
warm bunk tonight… instead of being forced to fight and perhaps even kill their friends, 
their comrades, their fellow soldiers? Who would rather go have a warm meal instead of 
perhaps getting to eat only someone else’s fist?”

After ten minutes of waiting, more than half the soldiers had been dismissed, leaving 
only fifty-three soldiers. Then Zerrex had glanced through this group idly, noted that some 
trembled but no one else had left… and said mildly: “Good work. You group pass the first 
test.”

This had sent a tremble through the crowd, and many of them had yelled questions… 
before Zerrex had risen a hand and shouted in a cold, carrying voice: “Shut up!” A pause as 
they stared at him with horror… then he’d grinned and waggled a finger slowly. “I still 
demand respect… but I can understand your surprise, so I’ll let it pass. 

To answer the question most of you obviously have, it was a simple choice: easy path, or 
hard path. Take the mission or don’t, in other words… even if you might run the risk of 
fighting one of your friends, or having to give up an ally to continue forwards. The worst 
kind of risk.” He shook his head slowly, then added clearly: “But people who aren’t willing 
to risk everything, are cowards that we don’t need in this group; unfortunately, being part of 
this special unit does mean that we’re going to have to face the worst of all odds… and I 
honestly don’t expect all of you to survive to the end of the war. Some may be killed… 
some may be captured. But no matter what, we have to make the right choice, take the right 
path. Sometimes it means saving our friends instead of finishing the current mission… but 



in our final push, the sad truth is that we can’t always stop to bring a dying comrade back to 
base. We may have to push on without our friends.

“It’s the worst thing in the world… but it’s something I have to prepare you for. That, 
and I notice many of you are members of the Children… don’t you think you’ll encounter 
your brothers and sisters, traitors maybe to the Queen, but still your siblings?” he shook his 
head slowly. “The worst part about this war… is that we are fighting our own. Our own 
soldiers who have been corrupted by the dark ideals of  the Patriarch.

But despite all this… do you have the right to say no, as a soldier? Do you have the right 
to deny a mission, simply because it’s unpleasant, if you truly want to defend your country? 
No. No matter what else… we have to rise up, and we have to move forwards.” Zerrex said 
firmly, nodding and crossing his arms. “Cowards unwilling to take on their duties simply 
because they find war unpleasant are not welcome in our unit.”

Then he paused, and glanced over at Marina, who was smiling slightly, her arms crossed 
as she rested against the wall. Cherry was still grinning and looking proudly at Zerrex, 
giving him a thumbs-up… then he glanced back at his youngest daughter, and a moment 
later he felt a number enter his mind: Marina had been keeping track of the soldiers who 
had left. The Drakkaren nodded his thanks to her, then turned back to the soldiers, who 
were muttering amongst themselves now: fifty-three… nineteen female, thirty-four males. 
Not bad.

“We’ll now begin the second test, which will be the one-on-one battles.” The Drakkaren 
turned and headed towards the walls, then said idly as he saw Huck, Albatross and 
Churchill staring at him: “Commander Huck will serve as the combatant for the soldier at 
the end of  the line. Everyone else, turn to the person next to you and pair yourselves up.”

Huck glowered at him at this, as Albatross held back a snort and Churchill looked oddly 
relieved – Zerrex hadn’t expected the last to show up – then, as the Dragokkaren stumped 
past him to a large, nervous-looking clone soldier, the grease-stained reptile muttered: 
“You’re hardcore, aren’t you?”

Just a bit.” Zerrex responded casually, then he turned once he reached the wall, 
commanding the first pairing to step forwards and the others to retreat. He knew they’d 
likely switch up their pairings… but it didn’t matter. The only goal of this test was to halve 
the soldiers again based on their close-combat ability… after this, they’d be switching to 
another test the Drakkaren had devised. 

The duels went fairly well, Zerrex halting the battle once one soldier proved their 
superiority by pinning or simply beating down the other, then dismissing the wounded 
soldier after Cindy took care of whatever minor or medium wounds they had – one or two 
sustained broken bones, but that was the worst of it. Huck, once more, managed to get his 
ass handed to him… and then the Drakkaren looked over the twenty-seven remaining 
soldiers and put forwards another test that seemed simple enough: they were to sprint 
across the hall, and Marina would time them. Any soldier that failed to complete the sprint 
in eight minutes would be dismissed immediately.



They all looked curious at this: the hall was wide, but it would be the work of two, 
maybe three minutes at the most for any of the soldiers to make their way across at a full 
run. Zerrex then grinned as Cherry walked into the middle of the room, explaining mildly: 
“Cherry will be delaying you by whatever means she deems appropriate.” A pause and he 
added: “Good luck.”

Cherry – dressed in her spiked greaves, stretchy leather pants, and a bikini top under a 
loose leather jacket – probably looked rather short of threatening… especially with the 
flexible metal slave collar she wore, and the way she was leering at people, despite the 
handgun hanging on one hip and the chain whip on the other. The first, a large 
Dragokkaren, stepped forwards, then grinned as he looked cockily at Cherry, saying clearly: 
“Sorry, but I’m the fastest here…”

“Good for you.” Cherry said mildly… then, when Zerrex said start, she immediately 
grabbed him by the arm and neck, slamming him down into the concrete before he could so 
much as blink, and he lay groggily on the ground for a few moments as she stepped back 
and crossed her arms, adding cheerfully: “Oh gee. Looks like I’m still faster.”

As he climbed to his feet, she kicked him in the gut and knocked him onto his back with 
a groan… then rolled her eyes when Zerrex cleared his throat, stepping away and holding 
up her hands with a sigh and mumbling as the other soldiers stared in horror: “Fine fine. 
After I knock you down… you get a ten count to get up and run.”

The Dragokkaren, however, didn’t make it even halfway across the room: Cherry 
successively slammed him into the ground time and time again, until he curled up in the 
fetal position and yelled his surrender through a bloody jaw, shivering in the middle of the 
floor. He refused medical attention, staggering out down the hall instead, flushed and 
humiliated, and from that point on, the rest of  the group was decidedly polite to Cherry. 

One brave, enterprising Drakkaren was taken down a quarter of the way across the room 
by a long tackle… and as he got up with a grunt, he complimented the female. Cherry 
didn’t look flattered, but she did grin a bit… and then as he jogged lightly, he continued to 
babble to the female, who was watching him with amusement… and didn’t realize until too 
late that they were almost at the other wall. She immediately lunged at him, but the 
Drakkaren put on a burst of speed and fled into the wall at the opposite side, then slumped 
down it, looking terrified as Cherry glowered at him and stomped over to him… then 
grudgingly offered a hand and growled that he’d done well. A turn on the cheering crowd, 
and she shouted angrily she wasn’t going to fall for that trick again.

Seventeen soldiers made the long journey… several of these souls battered and bruised. 
Then Cherry wandered back over to the line and leaned in close to mutter to Zerrex: 
“None of  these punks have much potential…”

Now, now, we didn’t start off very good either.” Zerrex reminded her gently, patting her 
on the shoulder as she looked up at him with a bit of a disgusted frown: her way of 
showing concern about something. “We’ll stop playing games with them when we actually 
have our six soldiers.”



These are games?” Huck stared, rubbing at his bandaged muzzle and wincing. “Holy 
shit. Why don’t you just go and like, clone yourselves or something then, and we’ll send a 
few of you to go… kill every bad dude in the world and the rest to sink Paradise tomorrow 
before lunch?”

Huck, we are the bad dudes.” Cherry said cheerfully, winking to him as she wrapped her 
arms around Zerrex’s neck and ground her body forwards against him, licking at his throat 
and making the Drakkaren cough and blush a bit as he patted Cherry on the back… then 
slowly pried her off his body. She grinned up at him… then turned serious once more as 
she glanced down the line at Mahihko, who was looking a bit nervous. “Is he ready?”

Cindy was kneeling by the wolf, who was actually dressed in carefully-hemmed clothing 
for a female officer – not because it had the same stretchy properties, but because the wolf 
had blushingly admitted he liked ‘looking pretty.’ He also had dyed the end of his tail pink 
in some weird paint stuff he’d found in one of the city’s ruined markets when Zerrex had 
taken him on a patrol through Uroboros a few days ago… and had a bright ribbon tied 
around his tail as well. He looked embarrassed, and was currently shaking his head as he 
adjusted his puffy pants… before Cindy looked up at Zerrex and shook her head quickly.

Zerrex nodded back, then glanced at Marina, who gave her own motion of consent. 
Even Cherry looked at Mahihko with concern she hid with an expression of contempt that 
didn’t quite reach her eyes: after all, once she’d realized how hard Lone was fighting – so 
hard that he wasn’t even Lone anymore, and still could only remember bits and pieces of his 
past – to not be his old self… she’d stopped her threats to rape him and had grudgingly 
begun referring to him as Mahihko, just like the white-haired reptile did.

Marina had stepped forwards now, and Zerrex relaxed back as she said mildly: “Everyone 
present, please go and pick up two weapons from the pile there. Handgun and assault rifle, 
please.” She motioned to these, and Churchill frowned, looking distasteful. Zerrex had no 
doubt firing guns inside was prohibited by some lame code… and he grinned a bit at this. 
Wait until you see what she wants to do.

A pause, and she glanced over her shoulder at her father, who smiled back at her: sure, he 
felt some nervousness with what Marina had proposed… but Cherry had taken out a small, 
round rock she’d found earlier, rubbing it slowly as she closed her eyes and concentrated 
hard, muttering to him: “Just tell me when you need me to keep watch, Boss.”

They had taken every precaution with this, as the soldiers were ordered to line up… and 
then Marina said in a firm, fearless voice: “You’re going to be timed: in thirty seconds, you 
are to fire as many rounds as accurately as possible at me, and this will be used to judge 
your accuracy. Anyone who fires too widely will automatically be dismissed.” A pause, and a 
smile at her father, who returned it encouragingly… and then her voice whispered in his 
mind: Don’t be so scared, Daddy… it’ll work out just fine.

Zerrex nodded minutely, then watched the events that unfolded from here: the soldier 
took aim, and Marina closed her eyes and lowered her head, creating a sticky mental wall in 
front of her that first slowed, then halted the bullets in midair to avoid them shattering or 



ricocheting from the repelling force of her mind. Cherry also kept close watch with her 
precog… then, after a thirty second count, Zerrex called a stop.

Only one soldier was dismissed in total after the first round of this, with Marina at fifty 
yards… and next, they did it at a hundred yards, with a twenty second count. This got rid 
of another three… the rest of the soldiers were smart enough to switch to burst or single-
shot on their assault rifle, or just use the handguns, recognizing accuracy would be more 
important than simply how many bullets they could pump into the enemy. This left 
thirteen soldiers, who looked nervously back and forth at each other.

Mahihko, now, stepped carefully forwards and swallowed a bit, mumbling that he was 
ready, and Zerrex nodded a bit, patting him gently on the back and encouraging him 
forwards, and the wolf walked quietly out to the middle of the room. Zerrex looked at him 
gently, then nodded to Cindy, who walked forwards as well, and the reptile said clearly: 
“The next fight will be a test of ability: whoever can defeat or knock down their chosen 
enemy will be the winner. However, you get to choose your opponent… Cindy Delacroix 
Narrius or Mahihko.” Ugh. I need to give him a last name…

Eleven soldiers chose Mahihko, and two Cindy: two males who obviously hadn’t seen her 
show of strength against Huck, who was now cackling and pointing, saying gleefully: 
“Those assmooks are dead! And I bet those other losers think they got it easy… I’ve seen 
what your little pet there can do…”

Marina, meanwhile, walked back over to rest against the wall, wincing a bit… she 
muttered at Zerrex’s concerned look that she just had a slight headache. Zerrex nodded, and 
glanced at Cherry, who sighed and took up duty of timer, taking the watch from Marina, 
who gave her a tired smile and slumped back against the wall to slide down to a sitting 
position with her knees against her chest. Zerrex glanced at the matchups, then asked 
leisurely: “I’m now confirming these positions… you may not back out of them after this 
final chance.” A pause as everyone stood firm, then he shrugged. “Alright. But oh, one last 
thing…”

He paused and glanced at Marina, who grinned a bit as she picked up the plain steel 
pipe they’d brought up for this purpose, and tossed it over to Cindy, nudging it through the 
air with her mind so that it moved in a flopping arc that the female just caught. She smiled 
warmly, then turned and bowed, dressed in her usual spiked accessories, a pair of tight 
black uniform pants, and a comfortable top that was really just one strip of cloth wrapped 
around and around her body before being knotted easily at the back, covering most of her 
breasts but little else… then she easily held the pipe up in front of her and bent it in half, 
causing Huck to gape stupidly and Albatross to look at her with surprise in his lavender 
iris.

Mahihko, meanwhile, blushed a bit, then he said lamely: “Sorry, guys.” A moment later, 
he closed his eyes, changed his stance, and locked his hands together… before growing ten 
feet in size and who knew how much in muscular bulk, ending at a rough, sixteen-foot tall, 
shaggy arctic wolf that vaguely reminded Zerrex of Mengele’s larger form in some ways… 
and he wondered quietly again if the lupine hadn’t added some of his own genetic 



components into the dream body. The wolf blushed a bit still, rubbing the back of his 
head, body taunt against the clothing that was supposed to be able to stretch with him to 
any size,’ and many of  the soldiers stared in horror at their chosen opponent.

You have to be prepared for any circumstance, especially in a battle.” Zerrex said mildly, 
then he paused and added: “By the way. Anyone who gets knocked off their feet will be 
dismissed, unless they can recover immediately from the fall to a standing position. This 
also includes movements that leave you laying vulnerable on the ground. And also note that 
this is a team-battle, not one-on-one as you may have expected… so please try not to get in 
each other’s way.”

We’ll begin with the combat against Cindy, first.” Zerrex added, then waved at the 
others. “Please move to the side of  the area for now, Mahihko and company.”

The fights didn’t last long… Cindy was able to throw the first soldier over her shoulder 
and slam him into the ground, and Zerrex actually thought the female was a bit nasty to the 
other soldier, shocking his body with an open palm strike before landing a series of hard 
blows against his chest, then finishing him with a two palm-push. Of course, this other 
soldier had spent most of the battle circling around her and trying to provoke her between 
attempts to hit on her… so that probably had something to do with it.

As he expected, Mahihko was obviously scared stiff at fighting eleven others at once… 
but even though they brought the defenseless, untalented lupine down, it wasn’t without 
cost to their own number.  Mahihko’s size, for one, was an obstacle, since now he was as tall 
as the Children, and equally as strong… and the smaller soldiers – including two canines 
and a white tiger with those strange bone spikes, obviously from the northern lands – had 
to avoid being stepped on or knocked over at all times. Finally, they’d managed to simply 
jerk a flailing Mahihko onto his back, which crushed one of their teammates and accidently 
flattened him. The Dragokkaren groaned in pain, then crawled away when Mahihko shrank 
down, his clothes slowly shrinking down as well, but staying a bit puffy and stretched on his 
body.

Eight soldiers survived. Zerrex smiled slightly at this: in the final test, two would be sent 
away… and the other six bruised and beaten. He walked forwards now himself as Cindy 
and Mahihko bowed, idly fluffing the fur of the wolf between his ears as he ran past… and 
Mahihko blushed deeper, but suddenly looked happy instead of like he was about to cry 
from the apparently-traumatizing battle. He looked at the eight as they lined up proudly, all 
of them bruised and battered, grinning and obviously proud of themselves… then he said 
softly: “Good work… but now the time has come for this last test. As this will be a 
performance test, you are required to stay until the end, and once everyone has been judged 
by the other members and the Commanders-” A gesture at the line of others, who were all 
being handed clipboards with short lists on them, Churchill and Huck dumbly surprised 
that they had to actually do work, Albatross nodding approvingly… “On an out-of-ten 
basis… you may leave.” A pause, and he rolled his head slowly, then grinned up at them. 
“You’ll be doing one-on-one combat with me… although technically, it’s two people.”



And now he let Drake have his fun, bowing his head forwards as Drake theatrically 
stretched out of his back; to be entirely honest, he and the dark nephilim had spent almost 
an hour discussing how exactly they could do this during the first round of duels, while 
Marina stared at her father in disbelief at his childlike behavior. One arm… dark goo like 
blood rained down as a claw seemed to rip free of the darkness… the other soldiers staring 
in a mix of horror and amazement and Cherry grinning like an idiot, Cindy sighing and 
Marina rolling her eyes as Drake slowly emerged like a demon out of Hell from Zerrex’s 
upper back as he remained slumped forwards, hiding his dumb grin as Drake crossed his 
arms, his suit flickering into existence on his body. Then the dark nephilim passed a cold, 
contemptible gaze over them and said clearly: “My name is Drake… and I’d like to hear 
your name when you come to face us. I’ll do my best to avoid killing you… but I may not 
be able to withhold the urge, being strung together from darkness and violence as I am.” 
Ooh. Nice. That’ll rattle them. “So once you’re ready… line up… and prepare to face us 
and whatever tricks we have prepared.”

Then Drake withdrew in a glowing, roiling dark cyclone… and he muttered inside 
Zerrex’s head: So, you think that spooked them? 

Dude, that was great. Zerrex nodded mentally and grinned a bit, then he straightened 
and looked around at the soldiers, motioning for them to back off as he asked easily: 
“Now… who wants to step forwards first, huh?” A pause, and then he stretched slowly and 
rose his arms in a ready position. “Give me everything you’ve got.”

As the reptile had expected, he was able to take down every one of the eight soldiers 
without trouble in a one-on-one confrontation, using his extra ability only for shock value 
for the most part, or to draw in an opponent and on rare occasion, deal out a finishing 
move after he’d judged they’d spent enough time fighting him for those judging this 
competition of sorts to get a good idea of their capabilities. Once he was finished, he 
walked over to confer with the others, giving his own input on what he’d seen and 
experienced while fighting them.

At least three of the soldiers had some kind of ability… and two more possible latent 
powers that would take some training to draw out, but likely existed. The clone soldiers – 
Children, they’re called the Children. Zerrex reminded himself mentally – also all likely had 
the size-shifting ability… but the Drakkaren didn’t want to outfit a team that all had the 
same ability; for the greatest effect, they needed some variety. Therefore, only the other odd 
powers were counted in… and they decided to take these five, although it automatically 
accepted one of  the canines into play.

After a few more moments of discussing the last three possible candidates, Zerrex 
decided on the warrior white tiger; he shared a look with Cherry, and the two smiled at 
each other – they’d known someone like this youthful warrior before, after all. A few 
moments later, they announced their decisions, sending away a morbid-looking 
Dragokkaren and a wolf sidekick… then glanced over the remaining six and told them that 
they’d start training tomorrow… but their first duty would be to put away the weaponry 
that had piled up in the room.



And now it was the present, twenty-eight days after Paradise, and Zerrex was standing 
outside in his black uniform, arguing with Cherry and Cindy about what exactly they were 
going to call the group. Marina, wearing a uniform similar to her father’s, but with the cuffs 
of her long t-shirt rolled up once to her biceps, and a plain rawhide harness that went over 
both arms, then formed a T down her back and locked into her belt, was also trying to 
argue about how they should all wear some kind of  plain uniform.

Mahihko was sitting nearby, wearing a white girl’s chemise that he’d knotted together in 
front of his skinny chest, and a plain schoolgirl-style kilt. He also had on a pair of 
sandals… and Zerrex halted in his argument to look at the wolf as he quietly played his 
hands through a cluster of wildflowers growing against the wall of the barracks with a 
small smile on his face. The others ceased to argue as well, for a moment focusing their 
attention instead on the lupine who had changed so drastically with his transformation.

Who would have been able to predict, after all, that the once homophobic, fag-bashing 
fatass would one day turn into a flaming little femboi, after all? It made the white-haired 
Drakkaren smile inwardly as he remembered his reaction to Mahihko approaching him and 
quietly asking if he could talk to Marina about something… and finding out later that the 
wolf had wanted to try and ‘look prettier’ and try on some skirts and other girl’s clothing. It 
had been strangely cute… and Zerrex had encouraged it as best he could when Mahihko 
had shown him what he was trying out, finally settling on saying firmly he’d beat anyone 
who picked on the confused little lupine. This, however, was the first time that the wolf had 
actually attempted to wear something publically…

The reptile could admire the bravery of the wolf, even if he didn’t share his taste in 
clothes… he knew that even though Mahihko didn’t have all his memories of Lone, there 
were things picking at his mind still, bits of the past and angry, dark emotions he’d once 
used to seal up and repress his more feminine nature. But now Mahihko was doing 
everything he could to embrace that good, childish side of himself that… loved skirts and 
flowers and preferred ‘cute guys’ over hot, slutty girls and guns and muscle. That wanted to 
actually follow a good path and help other people instead of being a self-serving maggot… 
and although Zerrex was sure many people would have been disgusted, even horrified by 
this version of Mahihko… the reptile himself couldn’t be happier to see such a change 
taking place. He’d much rather have this admittedly sometimes awkward to be around 
Mahihko… than a gun-toting, screaming and crying and falsely-masculine Lone.

Cindy, he thought, shared a special softness for the wolf… she truly respected what he 
was doing, probably far more than the others. She was the girly-girl of the bunch, after all, 
with Marina more a military chick than anything else… and Cherry could be termed at 
times ‘a cruel, sadistic bitch.’ But even the muscular female had to hide a smile with a sound 
of disgust when the wolf quietly picked a flower and tucked it behind his ear with a giggle; 
the sheer happy childishness of  the wolf  was strangely infectious, girly-boy or not.

“Oh, don’t be such a bitch.” Cindy reprimanded, and Cherry rolled her eyes, blowing a 
raspberry at her before Cindy looked back at Zerrex mildly, who was still watching the wolf 



with a strange bit of affection. “I still think we can’t call ourselves the Goth Legion, or 
something else retarded and uncreative-”

Hey, fuck you!” Cherry snapped irritably, glaring at the younger female. “What would 
you have us be, then? The girly-girl band and the bunch of  girls?” 

You’re a bitch.” Marina responded flatly, then glanced up at her father and patted him on 
the arm gently. “I think we should design a uniform for us all to wear, give ourselves a 
better team feel, and so we aren’t mistaken for enemies by anyone else…”

Cindy nodded at this, patting Marina on the shoulder. “And of course, we should put 
our own logo or at least something to indicate we’re a special forces unit for the rebels on 
the backs and shoulders of  our uniforms…”

Screw that!” Cherry argued, rounding on the two and glaring back and forth so darkly 
that she made her younger sisters draw back in surprise. “Part of what we’re all about is not 
following any rules, and that means no uniforms! Look, we do sorta have a dress code, 
too… everyone wears what they can comfortably bring into combat, what makes them feel 
best.” A pause, and she gestured at herself, in her usual military dominatrix-style leathers 
and greaves. “See this? It isn’t just because I like it and it looks sexy. It’s an illustration of 
who I am: I’m not a pussy like you Cindy, I’m a real nasty cunt, and I’m not afraid to use 
whatever I have to to get what I want or distract the enemy.”

“Bet you used to do a lot of that.” Cindy muttered, then winced and drew away when 
Cherry growled at her. “Okay, okay, fine! We’ll stop pushing that… right, Marina?”

The youngest daughter winced as Cherry glowered at her, swaying back a bit and 
nodding herself as she rose her hands and felt Cindy pat her on the back. “Yeah, yeah, sure. 
No uniforms.” She sulked a bit, then added morosely: “But we really should have a new 
name.”

The muscular, oldest female rolled her eyes and snorted, crossing her arms. “Okay, fine. 
How about the Stupendously Awesome Deathsquad?”

The acronym for that is SAD. I don’t want to be part of the SAD unit.” Marina replied 
mildly, then squeaked when Cherry swung at her, both the youngest female and her sister 
Cindy staggering backwards out of  the oldest’s reach, as she glared at them furiously.

Stop fighting, kids, or I’ll separate you all.” Zerrex said mildly, then he put his hands in 
his pockets, adding absently: “We’ll be the Black Raven Elite Division… take the name of 
Narrius’s own elite squadron and throw it back at him, but with a bit of a twist. Black 
RED.” He paused, glancing around at the others curiously. “What?”

“When the hell did you think of this? And why Black Raven?” Cherry asked, frowning a 
bit and then softening, adding in a quieter voice: “Isn’t that the name of…”

Yeah. But I bet Narrius calls his most elite the Black Rogues, too.” Zerrex responded 
gently, then he glanced around at the others, smiling a bit as Cindy and Marina looked up 
at him curiously. “When… my father… ran his own military unit, he called his own 
personal elite unit the Black Rogue Enforcers… soldiers he’d taken and trained himself, put 
through hell, forged into his personal guards and strongest weapons. And supporting the 



Black Rogues, were the Black Raven unit, which worked out of New Tears City at the 
time… the Black Rogues were the muscle, and the Black Raven were used mostly as spies 
and for assassination missions.” A reflective pause. “My middle name and codename… 
Ravenlight… comes from that. Narrius always meant for me to join the Black Raven unit 
when I was older… it was his only twisted idea of  a father and son working together.”

His daughters nodded slowly… then Zerrex glanced up as Mahihko approached, his 
ears laid back a bit, and looking embarrassed as he murmured quietly: “Well, I think you 
turned out way better than he is.” A pause and a blush as the wolf scraped a sandaled foot 
against the ground: much as the lupine preferred to walk around in his bare paws, the sand 
of this desert was probably too hot and certainly too full of shrapnel for him to toddle 
around safely in just his naked feet.

Zerrex looked down at him softly, then gave a nod and murmur of thanks before 
glancing up to see the six candidates they’d chosen yesterday coming towards them. Three of 
the Dragokkaren were in plain uniform combat boots, pants, and short-sleeved shirt, with 
one of them wearing an additional plain uniform cap… the canine was wearing combat 
boots, jeans, and a looser dress shirt… and the white tiger was in a uniform that Zerrex 
recognized from Ire. It had been modified with holes for his small bone spikes and the 
crests had been torn off… but otherwise it was the standard deep blue pants and long-
sleeved blue shirt with the four pouches on the body. The reptile noted a combat knife in 
one of  his military boots, however, although the holster at his waist was empty.

That left the one last Dragokkaren, who wasn’t a clone soldier: he was in plain jeans, a 
plain white muscle shirt that was tight against his strong body, and a cloth military jacket 
with the GA logo on one shoulder. He also had sneakers on instead of combat boots, and 
he winced a bit as he looked around at the others, adjusting his belt… but apparently 
calmed by the fact that none of the Drakkaren or the girly wolf were wearing clothes 
exactly standard military. Even Zerrex’s uniform was casual dress, after all… and he wore it 
more because the clothing was made of the weird fabric that stretched and shrank with his 
own body than anything else.

They automatically formed a line in front of him, and Zerrex looked them over slowly, 
as they saluted and stood at attention silently before him. Six new soldiers that he’d have to 
train and make sure were ready for duty within the week… six soldiers who, in private 
agreement with Cherry, he knew wouldn’t have stood a chance against any of the original 
members of the Goth Legion. Sure, even the weakest of the Dragokkaren here were likely 
physically-stronger than even he had been back then… but they lacked finesse, grace, 
skill… and experience, most of all. They were all young faces… and they didn’t have that 
hardness Zerrex had remembered seeing in all of his compatriots when the Goth Legion 
had first been formed, nor did they all possess any powers that were particularly strong.

The Drakkaren looked over them mildly, then said softly: “At ease, soldiers.” A pause as 
they relaxed, and he looked over them all, before nodding a bit. “Last night, we didn’t get 
much of a chance to chat… so let’s start with the basics and introduce ourselves.” A pause. 



“I’ll go first to demonstrate… then you guys can go. The other members here you can get 
to know on your own time.

My name is Zerrex Narrius, my callname will be Captain Ravenlight or simply the 
Boss,” he said evenly, but in truth, he felt a tad bit awkward with the six sets of eyes focused 
so damn intently on him. “My specialty is close-range combat and I’m also an expert at 
tactical analysis and survival on and off the battlefield. I’ve been trained in all manner of 
melee combat, every ranged weapon from bows to rocket launchers… finally, my special 
skills are a form of size-shifting I’m sure you’ve all seen before and experienced to some 
degree with the amount of Children in this base, and my symbiotic link with the dark 
nephilim, Drake.” 

At this point, the reptile didn’t exactly feel any particular desire to also mention his 
strength, agility, endurance, or regeneration ability: let them think that he was reliant on his 
odd powers instead of his nearly-supernatural physical abilities. If the Goth Legion had 
taught him one thing, after all, it was to always keep a backup weapon handy… and that 
meant not always sharing every bit of information you knew until trust had been earned 
through and through, and the soldiers had shown they would rather die than give up their 
teammates… and it took a little bit of  time to develop that deep a loyalty for someone.

Then the Drakkaren stepped back towards the group of four clustered behind him – 
Mahihko blushing and adjusting his flower, touching his skirt idly and apparently torn 
between embarrassed and proud of himself – before making an easy gesture towards the six 
others, saying idly: “Now it’s your turn.”

They exchanged looks… then the casually-dressed Dragokkaren stepped forwards, 
rubbing at his head a bit and saying uncomfortably: “Hello, uh, sir. I’m Rayne Granger… 
ex-Hez’Ranna Special Military Investigations Division, ex-lieutenant.” He paused for a 
moment, apparently gathering his thoughts. “I specialized in uncovering information and… 
I was a detective, I guess you could say. Dealt with internal conflicts, corruption in politics 
and dealing with defecting or criminal soldiers; I’m a good shot with any kind of gun, and 
I’ve also studied a lot of disarming techniques and I can take apart pretty much anything, 
from tanks to bombs, and put ‘em back together. I guess that’s my real knack.” He smiled a 
bit, and then seemed to relax a bit more when the Drakkaren nodded to him with a soft 
laugh. Sounds a lot like Huck. 

As the reptile stepped back, Zerrex brought back his memories of the battle. He didn’t 
think the Dragokkaren realized it… but at a few times during the battle, he’d dodged things 
that he shouldn’t have been able to move out of the way from, so fast he’d almost left 
afterimages behind himself. He didn’t know if it was precognition, or some form of special 
perception… but it had been interesting enough that the white-haired lizard had decided to 
go with him over his other possible candidates. His emerald eyes studied the muscular 
Dragokkaren, his darker, more-purple scales, his intelligent but uncomfortable hazel eyes, 
and the way he stood back, resting with his hands in his pockets and looking like he had no 
idea why he was even here. He’d have to either get more of his story out of him later… or 
get Marina to read the Dragokkaren’s mind and tell him some more of his background, 



even though that would be a rather nasty and unfair form of snooping. Better that I know 
then find out some horrible secret later on, though… maybe I’ll put them all through some 
sort of scanning process, have Marina look for specific events or memories, or certain 
connected emotions or ideas…

The next to step forwards was a taller Dragokkaren: whereas Rayne was ten-one, this 
giant male easily pushed sixteen feet… and that was before he shifted upwards, as Zerrex 
knew this particular Child of Cherry could do. He was also gazing at that particular female 
with a fawning look, and Cherry winced: over the past week, she’d been attacked again and 
again by various Children, who hugged her, dry-humped her, begged for names… but all 
babbled how happy they were to see her okay. Cherry would usually attempt to fade into 
the walls and hide at some point during these particular talks… but she had remembered 
her promise, and had managed to name a surprising number of them, although, as expected, 
her names definitely weren’t the most impressive. 

This was demonstrated when the overly-happy-looking giant opened his mouth and said 
cheerfully: “I’m Big Brutus, but everyone just calls me Brute.” He grinned at this, winking at 
Cherry and clasping his hands together, inadvertently almost tearing his uniform with the 
slight flex of muscles that were almost ridiculously huge, saying in a shy voice: “Hello, 
Mother Queen.”

Uh. Hi.” Cherry winced a bit, rubbing the back of her head slowly, and Zerrex had to 
resist a grin. “It’s uh. Great to see you and them others… here. And stuff. But why don’t 
you talk some more, fill in those other questions, Brute?”

Okay, Mother.” Brutus nodded firmly and leisurely, his child-like eyes gleaming. He was 
massive and acted like a child – a classic antihero monster, some would say – but Zerrex 
knew it was only because Cherry was present. When the muscular female was around, all 
the Children somehow locked into her and realized who she was immediately, and then 
promptly began to act just like their namesake: children. When he went on, after all, he 
spoke in a clear, concise voice that obviously wasn’t the expected retarded-giant at all: “I was 
in training to become an Enforcer unit, stage two… before then, I worked for six years as a 
GA soldier, and am one of the firstborn children.” He was proud of this, as many of the 
others seemed to be – one of the prototype children, in other words, and those who had 
originally had other genetic qualities attached to them other than simply being a good, 
productive soldier. Narrius had cheapened his supply over the years after finding out that 
the more genetic qualities he gave to a soldier, the more often their bodies gave out – Brute 
had just been one of the lucky ones. “I was trained in all types of infantry combat, and I’m 
pretty good in close-range battles as well. My body is also hardened against all manner of 
physical attack, temperature change, poisons, and other damaging elements.”

Then he stopped, grinned happily at Cherry and winked… and Cherry tried to hide her 
wince as she smiled painfully back and waved slowly to him, and he stepped cheerfully back 
into the group, almost tromping on the canine, who growled up at him irritably. The 
muscular female let out a sigh of relief as the mutt stepped forwards next, however: the 
other females were already staring at her, and trading whispers with their much-larger 



friend, as Zerrex gave his oldest – yet newest – daughter a look of sympathy. He knew she 
liked being the maternal, mothering type for all these Children as much as he enjoyed 
playing the role of  savior. 

The dog had shaggy golden fur… but pointy, small ears and beady eyes. His fingers 
were also white, as if he’d dipped them in paint: a strange little oddity, Zerrex thought. He 
glanced over them idly… then nodded and said in a voice that seemed somewhat distant: 
“I’m Sergeant First-Class Damien Aries… Irenic Special Forces, Hunter Division. We were 
sent in to deal with the advent of soldiers that seemed to possess ‘supernatural’ abilities, 
here meaning genetically-altered skills and strengths.” A pause as his eyes focused a bit on 
Zerrex, then roved over to Cherry. “My skills aren’t as impressive with conventional 
weaponry, but I am capable of accurately predicting and temporarily copying any form of 
attack used against me. I believe we kept an open dossier on you two as well… but you 
both fell off the government map after a few years, along with the rest of the Goth Legion. 
I must admit, I was impressed by your performance records… we always kept a special unit 
in reserve to deal with you and your gang, if  they ever posed any threat to national security.”

So you’re a patriot.” Zerrex said softly, and his smile was slightly cold now, as he 
examined the canine, who was standing tall and rigid. He nodded once curtly, and then the 
dog stepped back into line, the Drakkaren’s eyes flickering a bit. The canine might pose a 
problem in the future, but for now it was better that they trained and used his abilities… if 
he turned into an issue later, he could be dealt with then. It looked like his powers weren’t 
as secreted away as he’d acted last night… and that the dog wasn’t going to be nearly as 
pleasant as he’d earlier thought, although now he had to wonder why Marina hadn’t been 
able to detect this in his mind when she’d scanned through the crowd for hostiles.

Another Dragokkaren stepped forwards now… one of the two females. She smiled at 
Cherry, nodding, then sketched a curtsy to Zerrex, who noted that she wasn’t exactly the 
most attractive of the species… but she did indeed have a pleasant air of gracefulness 
around her, and when she spoke, it was in a soft, harmonious voice. “My name is Light 
Voice-” Zerrex glared at Cherry, who immediately found something interesting to look at 
up in the sky. “-And I’m a five-year GA soldier, now here to serve Lord Zerrex and the 
reborn Queen Mother. I was trained originally to serve as a long-range combatant and on-
site medic, but my siblings and I have also been working hard to learn to control our size-
shifting ability and be a better help in close combat.”

She smiled and stepped back as the other female stepped forwards… this Dragokkaren 
about a foot taller than her ‘sister,’ who was roughly a good eleven feet tall… and with much 
larger breasts, and features and blue eyes that reminded Zerrex almost exactly of Cherry. 
She seemed a bit more haughty and righteous, though, and had the classic red scales and a 
much lither body, however. “My name is Little Sin, and I’m also a five-year GA soldier, 
except my specialty is infiltration and assassination.” A pause and a grin, and her body 
seemed to flicker before fading out of existence… and a moment later, Zerrex felt an arm 
around his neck as the female reappeared beside him, the Drakkaren admittedly feeling 
impressed as a hand stroked slowly down his chest and she gazed up at him, murmuring 
softly: “And it’s such a pleasure, Lord Zerrex, to meet you and get to work with you… I 



only hope my talents and abilities can be of service, especially since my shift ability is a bit 
different.”

This was true… Zerrex certainly remembered her power, which allowed her to grow 
bulging muscle instead of increasing her height. Then she faded away again… and he 
realized that he could still watch her move, but she was only the faintest of outlines against 
the world as she skipped gracefully back over to take her place by her sister. Once she faded 
back in, however, the last stepped forwards, the Siberian warrior tiger, giving her a glance 
and wincing a bit, seeming a bit surprised at the variety of strange abilities these soldiers all 
bore.

My name is Sergeant Benjamin Lancelot, and I served with the twenty-second division 
of the Northern Ire Special Air Service.” A pause as he rubbed at his arm a bit, looking 
nervous, his voice distinctly accented. “I can fly almost any type of jet, even these new-
model VTOL jets that are currently placed in place… and I apologize for my Hez’Rannan 
in advance, I know it’s a bit messy.” A bit of a smile. “I’ve been trained in the use of 
traditional swords like my brothers-in-arms from the great northern lands… and I’m also 
capable of using an assault rifle good as well. But I’m afraid I’m not so special as these 
others. Just these odd juts of  bone.” A bit of  a laugh as he looked around at the others.

He was a bit more nervous than the white tiger Zerrex and Cherry had known… and he 
smiled a bit, wondering if Killer was still alive and fighting, and felt fairly sure that he’d be 
able to hold his own, even against the Patriarch’s forces, with his tactical ability and 
strength. The only problem, he felt, would be if Narrius decided to play catch with a 
barrage of  nuclear explosives…

The lizard mentally reprimanded himself, then refocused on the subject at hand, saying 
gently: “I’m sure you’ll do fine.” A pause, and then he nodded as the soldier stepped back 
with a smile, before glancing over these six new soldiers and saying clearly: “Well then, 
greetings aside… welcome to the Black Raven Elite Division… or Black RED. Over the 
next week, you’ll be heavily, harshly trained in everything from survival techniques to 
weapons handling, and I’m going to assume you all already know and are confident in the 
basics of close-quarters combat, ranged combat, and simple rules of survival in hostile 
territory and during battle.”

He stopped for a moment, then gazed over them again, taking in their expressions, their 
emotions, and saying softly: “From this point on, we are a team; as such, we need to earn 
each other’s trust, to the point where we can die for one another, and fully trust each other 
with our lives. Even if we don’t and never will like each other or even be friends in some 
cases… we need to understand that our lives are in each other’s hands. We function as one 
team, as one unit… and teamwork will be particularly emphasized hereforth. 

Our first objective will be to sort out our equipment and what each team member will 
be doing: since we are a separate, elite unit and officially not part of the official Resistance 
Forces in any way, shape or form, we need to procure our own weapons, tools, and other 
necessary equipment and items from our own personal stores and any ruins in the city.” A 
pause. “But before we even do that, we need to decide on what each of us will do as 



individuals inside the team frame. And on that note… I am now going to strip you of your 
official rankings. From here on out, there’s only two: soldier, and Captain… and I will be 
the only person with the latter rank, serving as commanding officer in all missions and 
training.” A firm look around at the other soldiers… but only Damien seemed to have a 
problem with the reptile’s decision, although he kept his mouth shut and communicated 
this only with a disgusted glare. “Understood?”

“Sir!” the group chorused, and Zerrex nodded. Then he paused and stepped back, 
squatting with his arms resting on his knees, and the eleven members automatically huddled 
in a circular formation as the Drakkaren checked right and left. Now everyone was paying 
attention… and he nodded a bit at this, focusing his attention to the task at hand.

My job is commanding officer… and I’ll also be serving in most cases as a vanguard and 
front line infantry.” Zerrex said easily, gesturing at himself, before jerking his head to his 
youngest daughter. “Marina will be operating as a sniper, staying back with Cindy, who will 
be serving as a medic and can also tote a rifle. Cherry will also snipe when necessary, but 
otherwise, she’ll be on the front line of assault with me and she’ll be used to take out 
problem soldiers at a distance that our other snipers can’t hit.

Mahihko is going to work as our driver when necessary, cover our movements forwards 
from the back of the group, or stick to the middle of the battlefield to act as a relay and 
medium-distance gunner.”  Zerrex continued mildly, then he glanced over at Rayne. “You’ll 
work as our engineer and technical expert, staying at middle range with Mahihko. 
Memorize all your ranks now, people.” The Drakkaren added firmly, making several of 
them wince, then he continued on. “Brute and Sin will be at the front lines with myself and 
Cherry, since they pack the heaviest punches and Sin can hide herself from enemy attack; 
they’ll back us as forwards infantry. Damien, I want you in the middle, capable of observing 
everything and acting as reinforcement: you’ll be able to respond the quickest to any attack 
from behind or the front. Finally, Light, I want you back with Cherry and Marina, acting as 
medic and support.”

Zerrex paused, then looked back and forth before saying mildly: “You may notice that I 
didn’t list someone as communications. That’s because we aren’t going to get any backup 
except in special situations: at these times, Marina and Mahihko will serve as our com-
techs. Unless we’re involved in a major battle, however, don’t expect it: most of what we’ll be 
doing will be special guerilla warfare or short battles during scouting missions if we happen 
to run into an enemy patrol.

“Everyone is going to have to learn to do multiple jobs and whatever’s expected of them 
at the time, unfortunately… even though we’ll all have to master one craft of war, we’ll also 
need to learn a bit of every other art there as well to function best, and support each other’s 
weaker points.” He paused for a moment, then shared a look with Cherry before standing 
and looking around at the soldiers mildly. “Now, I’d like to test your endurance, so first 
we’re going to start off  with some basic exercises, then move into a short combat drill…”

The Drakkaren then proceeded to give commands, encouragement, and bits of 
provocation every so often as he directed the soldiers through various exercises, then on a 



series of twenty laps around the entire facility and barracks, each of which took a 
ridiculous amount of time to complete at the sheer size of the building. Mahihko in 
particular found this part of the exercises stressful, as he managed to lose his sandals – hell 
to run in, anyway – and hopped along in bare paws, whining in strain as he spent every few 
steps wondering if he’d just stepped on a piece of metal or glass hidden in the filthy desert 
sands.

After this – everyone panting and wheezing once the laps were done, Zerrex trying his 
best to act superior and not show how much it had strained him as well… note to self: 
study area before decreeing crazy run fest next time… – the reptile then ordered that 
everyone pair up, and he’d sit back and observe.

The ‘pairings’ didn’t exactly form as Zerrex had expected: Cindy ended up walking over 
to comfort and pair with Mahihko, because no one apparently wanted to go with the wolf, 
leaving him looking downcast and lonely. Hell, even Damien had ignored him in favor of 
another opponent, instead setting himself against Marina with a contemptible sneer, 
earning a distasteful frown in return and a disgusted look from Cindy. Brute and Sin paired 
up as well… and so did Light and Lancelot, and finally Cherry and Rayne, the latter 
wincing at this. The Drakkaren chose to stand back on the sidelines… then, after he’d 
judged everyone had managed to catch their breath, he ordered a short combat drill to 
begin, focusing on attempting to pin the other in an area that had already been carefully 
cleared of  shrapnel.

Cindy actively worked to help Mahihko as they tussled, giving him tips, smiling 
encouragingly, and showing him different moves… and Zerrex smiled a bit at this, deciding 
to let them be for now. Mahihko needed all the support he could get, after all… and as he 
glanced over at the other groups, he found himself pleased with how things were going. 
Brute and Sin were half-playing, but they were playing seriously, the female vanishing and 
reappearing, then attempting to attack the far-larger male’s legs to knock him down as he 
snatched at her… then the process repeated, and every now and then Brute would shift his 
eyes to the ground to watch for her footprints and reach out, tagging her and making her 
grunt and flicker back into reality… but not forcing her down yet, instead giving her a 
chance to slip away. Even Cherry wasn’t being too mean to Rayne – yes, she was still 
beating on him a bit excessively, but she was also letting him avoid attacks here and there, 
and even throw punches or attempt to grab her… although he never managed to lay so 
much as a finger on her.

Then he frowned as he looked at Damien and Marina: the canine was looking steadfast 
into his youngest daughter’s eyes, and he could tell that the dog was provoking her mentally, 
from the way Marina was bristling angrily… and Zerrex had to wonder if already the team 
was going to have to be cut down to ten members. Then the canine suddenly brought his 
hands up… and the young female Drakkaren grunted, staggering backwards in surprise as 
she was hit by some invisible force, before Damien lunged forwards.

Zerrex wanted to run in and help his daughter… and then he wanted to step between 
the two when he saw the cold anger in Marina’s eyes, almost felt her mental claws, before 



Damien’s feet were knocked out from under him with little more than a flick of her wrist… 
and then he was being dragged backwards through the dirt as Marina snarled and raised a 
hand, the dog leaving a trench in the soft ground almost a foot deep as he spasmed and 
coughed, suffocating on sand as the others halted to watch, some with surprise, some with 
terror, as the canine left a ten foot trail, and Marina rumbled in a dark, furious voice: 
“Don’t treat me like a child… and don’t you ever… talk about my Daddy like that!”

Then she flicked a hand upwards, and Damien flew into the air as if kicked in the 
stomach, coughing sand as his eyes bulged… before Marina drew her hand back down in a 
graceful, swooping motion, and Damien smashed into the ground with enough force to 
ripple the sand around him like water, sending up a cloud of dust that slowly settled to the 
ground around the group. They stared as Marina stood in profile, a strange, dark purple 
aura fading from sight around her hand, and then she relaxed and snorted in disgust, saying 
softly: “Mind tricks is all you use… you don’t replicate abilities. You just use stupid parlor 
tricks.” A pause as Damien slowly crawled up to his feet, his dignity obviously shattered, his 
expression agonized and humiliated as Marina stretched out a hand, her eyes glowing dark 
lavender-

Marina, enough.” Zerrex said curtly, and the female Drakkaren twitched in surprise 
before looking at him with an expression of shame, and the white-haired lizard relaxed a 
bit, sighing softly and brushing his ivory locks back from his face. He was glad she’d 
listened to him… seeing the expression on her face, he’d known what she was likely about 
to do, from the focal gesture.

Marina didn’t need to actually move her hands to do anything… but like he did with 
Drake, imagery helped her, and making certain gestures or familiar movements with her 
hands let her better concentrate her powers and turn them from something like a wide 
shotgun volley to a concentrated missile strike. If she wanted to, she could kill with only a 
look… and Zerrex was ashamed not of this, but of the fact that sometimes he thought of 
his daughter not only as the one thing he’d fought so long and hard for… but as his prized, 
ultimate weapon.

What made it harder was Marina’s dedication to him… her knowledge of this… and 
yet, her unflinching love and loyalty, offering everything she had to give in return only for 
her father’s company and love. On the outside, she hadn’t been changed much by Narrius… 
but he was beginning to realize more and more that inside, his daughter had been warped 
and corrupted, turned into a strange Iuratus herself that had dedicated herself entirely to 
her father to avoid being killed or driven insane by the Patriarch’s experiments and designs 
upon her. She was eternally his… and to her, he could do no wrong, no bad, no evil, and 
no matter how he apparently decided to treat her, or what evil thoughts slid into his mind 
from the deep recesses of his lizard brain, she would remain just as dedicated, just as 
loving… always, eternally obeying him.

They looked at each other quietly for a few moments… then Zerrex turned his gaze to 
Damien, who was slowly wiping dirt from his features. The Drakkaren looked over him 
mildly, then said coldly: “You’re under my unit for better or worse, but that means my laws, 



my punishments. Since you just got your ass kicked, though, I’ll be merciful… run a lap 
around the base in twenty minutes… Cherry, go with him, make sure he keeps pace.”

Got it, Boss.” The female responded, grinning coldly and cracking her fists, then she 
barked at the canine: “Get your ass moving, dog! Left, right, left!” 

Damien began to stagger step away… then let out a yell of indignation and pain when 
Cherry slapped his back hard, forcing him to either pick up his pace or fall over on his face. 
The canine began to run faster, Cherry run beside him and yelling at him the whole time – 
she really was a hell of  a drill master when she wanted to be.

Zerrex shook his head a bit, then turned his attention to the others, who had halted 
their exercises to cluster up worriedly, and he glanced at Marina, watching as she pressed 
close to Cindy for comfort, her head bowed against her older sister’s shoulder and eyes 
closed. Then he sighed a bit and said mildly, glancing over the group: “Arrogance and 
outright cruelty, whether mental or physical, will result in severe punishment from this 
point on: neither will be permitted.” A pause, and a look over at Marina, saying quietly: 
“And as much as I hate to do this, Marina…” 

“It’s alright, Daddy.” The female smiled faintly and bowed to him quietly, then she 
turned and headed back towards the rear entrance of the facility. It almost hurt him to see 
how she looked at him with that pure, unadulterated love… but the reptile tore his gaze 
away from his daughter and instead returned it to the group at large. At least he could 
attempt to push them through some other basic exercises today…

The Drakkaren ran the group through exercises until the sun began to set, then he said 
they were dismissed for the day, but that tomorrow they were to meet him at noon at the 
lower platform level of the tunnel. Then he’d gone inside with his two present daughters 
and Mahihko trailing behind them, rubbing at his sore back as Zerrex asked mildly: “So 
what do you think, Cherry?”

“Fucking losers.” she said disgustedly, shaking her head slowly, then rubbing the back of 
her head and wincing a bit as they walked down the hall of the facility towards the main 
elevator. “Some mom I am, huh? But seriously… we’ve worked some crazy-ass miracles in 
the past, but I’m beginning to think that the clone soldiers are designed with a plateau, so 
they can’t get any stronger than some certain level they’re born at. Maybe some sorta genetic 
lock or shit?”

Cindy, can you get Schindler and his cronies on that?” The male replied, glancing over at 
Cindy, who nodded a bit; she’d have no problem getting them to take a look at whatever 
research she wanted them to. “Thanks… and what about the others?”

“Damien’s a piece of shit.” Cherry said disgustedly, snorting and shaking her head. 
“There’s no such thing as the Hunter Division, last time I checked. He’s either a nutjob 
with actual mental powers or an ex-soldier trying to show off his magic tricks… I’m 
surprised he didn’t declare himself  tactician from the start.”

Zerrex nodded and smiled a bit. “They all ate up that battle line crap pretty quick, 
didn’t they? Impose a little order… even make-believe order on a military team, and 



suddenly everyone listens to you and trains as hard as they can for their ‘position.’” He 
shook his head slowly. “Everyone really does follow the protocols too tightly around here. 
We’ll have to wean them off obeying the rules and get them to recognize there’s a time even 
to disobey your C.O.”

Whatever.” Cherry said dismissively, waving a hand idly as they stepped into the elevator, 
Cindy frowning a bit at her and Mahihko cocking his head curiously as Zerrex looked at 
her curiously instead of irritably. “The first thing’s first, Boss. The tiger dude’s got strength, 
and he’s got reflexes, but otherwise he’s pretty flat-out normal. In the old Legion, our 
weakest dude was Ghost, and he had some pretty kick-ass powers.”

Zerrex had a vague, unpleasant and strangely-recent memory relating to this, making a 
bit of a face, and Cherry grinned at him amusedly, crossing her arms and winking. “Oh, 
that’s right, you were the one who killed his ass after you threatened to rape him.” A pause, 
then she shook her head, surprising both Mahihko and Cindy as she actually returned to 
business instead of talking about sex. “Look, what we gotta do is this…”A pause as the 
elevator doors dinged open, and they slid out as several Dragokkaren soldiers stepped 
inside, heading for the cafeteria to sit down at one of the empty tables, before Cherry 
continued as if she’d never left off. “We gotta pair up and work on them individually. 
There’s five of us, six of them… and yeah, even you’re stronger than those no-brains, 
Mahihko, you just need some attitude and confidence.”

I don’t want any attitude.” Mahihko replied, wincing as Cherry ruffled the fur on his 
head, then he huffed a bit, blushing slightly and lowering his head. “And I don’t know how 
good I’d be at teaching people…”

“Teachers are just students of a different kind.” Cherry said breezily, then she paused 
and glanced up with a frown, turning her attention to another subject, at least for the 
moment. “And what are we going to do with that shit Damien? He’s sorta like a more-
retarded version of Vampire… because you know, even though Vamp had a bigger mouth 
on him, he was also sorta nearly invincible.”

Zerrex made a face at this, wincing a bit. “Don’t remind me…” he shook his head 
slowly, then sighed and rubbed a hand through his white hair. “And I really don’t know…”

Talking about Damien?” asked Marina, and Zerrex looked up in surprise as she sat down 
with a large tray, piled high with various foodstuffs and handing out utensils to everyone 
present. She smiled a bit as she pressed against her father’s side, closing her eyes and kissing 
his cheek gently as she murmured softly: “I’m sorry I lost my temper with him earlier, 
Daddy.”

It’s alright, Marina.” Zerrex said softly, wrapping an arm gently around her as she rested 
against him, and Drake shifted a bit in his mind, as if he’d been nudged by something. A 
moment later, the Drakkaren felt his daughter’s hand caressing gently through his mind, and 
flicking idly over different emotions and memories he had before the reptile added with a 
soft laugh: “I wish you wouldn’t do that.”



“We both know it’s easier than tryin’ to explain all your emotions and feelings to me.” 
the female replied gently, and Zerrex did have to agree with this, turning his attention to 
Cherry with an amused look and watching her gobble potato salad and pieces of prepared 
meat: Cindy and Mahihko, meanwhile, were watching the male Drakkaren curiously. 
Meanwhile, he could feel Marina gently moving through his head, picking up signs and 
emotions and reasons why he felt the way he did, and then she nuzzled into his neck gently 
and said softly: “Silly Daddy. Stop blamin’ yourself for all this… and I don’t think we’ll 
have a problem with Damien any more, at least. He’s had some mental training, obviously, 
but I’m pretty sure he’s not much of a threat… I think the real problem is everyone’s basics 
are different and really messy.”

Cherry looked up from the piece of chicken she was stuffing into her mouth, then said 
rudely, small bits of meat flying from her mouth: “You know, I never thought of that… 
she’s right, though, Ire, Hez’Ranna and wherever else these douchebags have come from – 
hell, whatever unit these douchebags have come from, screw the country – has its own way 
of trainin’ and teachin’ the basics. I bet only half of ‘em would understand the joke if you 
asked ‘em the best way to cross a minefield… and th’other half probably would be able to 
tell you why we call our airplanes birds.”

Behind the rest of the team and ‘cause an angry kid with a rock could take it down.” 
Zerrex murmured, at Cindy’s confused look. “One’s a dark joke from the 13th Brigade, and 
the other’s one of the lessons of the Ire SAS’s creed, noting that any high-powered machine 
is also vulnerable for a lot of different reasons.” He paused, then glanced at Cherry 
thoughtfully. “Remember the training session we did for those first two or three months 
when he first joined up with the Goth Legion? I think that’s the sort of thing I’ll do 
tomorrow then… think they’ll let me requisition a dozen kwaibars?”

The muscular female nodded, chewing thoughtfully, then snagging a glass of cola from 
the tray Marina had carried over and cracking it open to drain half the can in one long 
guzzle. Then she paused, and added dryly: “But you’d better-” A pause and a frown as a 
strange beeping rose up. “What the fuck is that?”

Sorry.” Zerrex stood, pulling his cell phone from his pocket and flicking it open, 
gesturing at the others to continue with whatever they were doing as he wandered out of 
the cafeteria, saying mildly: “Yeah? Who is it?”

It’s me.” Huck said, but he sounded strained instead of his usual cheerful self, and the 
Drakkaren frowned a bit, looking down. “You’d better come and look at this, Boss… some 
pretty serious shit looks like it just hit the fan. I’m up waiting for you in the tower, alright? 
Albatross wants you up here too.”

“On my way.” Zerrex said mildly, then he snapped the phone closed in one hand and 
gave a curt two-fingered wave to Cherry, who nodded immediately and hopped up to join 
him, excusing herself and quickly making her way after her master and commander, as the 
male headed for the elevator. She joined him inside only a few seconds later, roughly 
shouldering her way past several other soldiers and making it inside a moment before the 
gate slid closed, Zerrex tapping the button for the third floor. 



As they rose, the Drakkaren shared a glance with Cherry, who nodded: she could be 
serious when she needed to, especially about anything pertaining to the military. They were 
quiet as the elevator quickly rose and halted at the first floor, a few other soldiers stepping 
into the elevator, but none of them stepping off onto the third floor with the two 
Drakkaren, instead riding it back down to the subbasement levels with the others. 

The two quickly made their way up the ladder and into the first level of the tower, where 
they were immediately greeted by Huck, who looked a bit pale as he turned and ran back 
and forth around the various terminals, hitting buttons and bringing up different screens as 
he said quickly: “Albatross ran up to the rooftops… he’ll come back down later with us.” 
The Dragokkaren paused, then added mildly: “But for now, take a look at these readings, 
you two.”

The two nodded, then Zerrex turned his attention to the monitor and glanced over the 
readings it had currently displayed: thermal, electrical, and bionic, giving readings of all 
manner and variety. And both Drakkaren were immediately able to see exactly what had 
Huck so worried; all the statistics had made a sudden, massive upswing… and obviously, 
Paradise and the enemy camps were the source of  this increase in energy and power.

The Drakkaren knew what it meant – thermal signatures and bionic signals indicated 
that there was some sudden upswing in soldiers and possibly artillery or other heat-
producing objects.; his best guess was that Narrius had either gone through a 
manufacturing blitz or had been keeping his soldiers hidden underground until recently. 
Worse, the electrical signals meant Paradise was somehow gearing up and gaining even more 
power: it might even mean that the worst fear of the scientists had been true – that Paradise 
had risen, but had been incomplete.

Zerrex frowned a bit, leaning back and putting his hands on either side of the monitor, 
glancing slowly over the other charts and estimates – a hundred thousand increase in soldier 
power, more machinery detected, mobile artillery detected, and very large thermal signals 
that would likely belong to the Titans or some other freaks of nature Narrius had 
constructed. Cherry was cursing quietly under her breath, giving voice to the male’s 
thoughts as she turned to Huck with a frown. “This is some pretty heavy shit, Huck… 
where did these numbers crop up from? Worse, where the hell are they coming from?”

Uh… here.” Huck stepped forwards, then tapped a few buttons, bringing up a digital 
side-view of the temples that had apparently been built through echo location and radio 
waves, along with a few other deep-screening technologies. It made the reptile wonder 
exactly what Huck had managed to hack into from here… but looking at these mapped 
estimations, he could see that there had apparently been sizeable burrows dug under the 
temples, and all of these radiated strong thermal and electrical signals. The Dragokkaren 
frowned deeply himself, then looked back and forth at the other technicians and scientists 
operating the terminals before saying quietly: “These energy readings are off the charts… 
it’s almost like the nuclear power station below Uroboros, but way cleaner and clearer.”

Zerrex nodded slowly; to him, it looked almost like a crowded urban center, which made 
him think that those areas were either the manufacturing plants or the barracks where 



Narrius had been hiding his soldiers. The Drakkaren frowned a bit, looking down 
thoughtfully before glancing back at Huck and asking: “Have you managed to hack into 
any of  Narrius’s transmissions?”

They’re on a rotation… by the time I figure out their protocols, they’ve changed it for 
the month.” The Dragokkaren rubbed at a grease stain on his shirt, making a face. “I’m 
trying to monitor them all, but I only have so many computer systems… so it’s pretty 
tedious attempting to figure out what’s what when.”

Cherry nodded, making a face. “Shit. They probably have computers doin’ that so the 
soldiers don’t even have to do jack-all. Hopefully it is rotation and patterning… not 
randomization by computers through transceivers.” She paused, then looked back and forth 
before sighing and leaning back, crossing her arms. “So what do you think we should do, 
Boss?”

Zerrex made a bit of a face… he hated always being placed on the spot… but it was 
what they expected of him… so he only shook his head a bit before mimicking Cherry’s 
position and looking down thoughtfully, arguing with himself and then finally saying 
softly: “Alright. The first thing we have to do is prepare our secondary artillery and other 
defenses, and we should put our soldiers on standby and defense.

I also want you to keep your scanners focused on the area around Uroboros, but double 
the watch around the facility.” The Drakkaren looked thoughtfully over at the terminals, 
turning and tapping a few buttons to bring up another scan of the area, noting the ‘dead 
zones’ where certain areas had obviously been blocked from various scanning technologies 
by some counter-system in place. Zerrex tapped this, then murmured quietly: “But we can’t 
keep sitting on our hands anymore, and this is obviously proof. If Narrius wanted to 
broadcast us a signal, he’d do something clearer than this… I think he’s trying to slip this or 
something else under the radar, and probably doesn’t realize we have a team of scientists 
and technical consultants at our disposal… but I’m worried about underestimating his 
plans or falling into a trap.”

We’re already guilty of complacency, aren’t we? Living our lives, gathering our strength 
and ignoring Paradise.” Albatross said mildly, and Zerrex looked up in surprise, watching 
the blue-scaled Dragokkaren swing in through a broken window off a rope that hung from 
the scaffolding they’d set up to support the ruins of the tower above. He sighed a bit, 
shaking his head and then rubbing at the scarred side of his face slowly. “I’m going to send 
in scouts again… armed this time, with some heavier weaponry than the low-level 
equipment I sent them in with last time.

“Look, Lord Zerrex… we can afford maybe a week, from Huck’s calculations.” The 
Dragokkaren added, joining them and crossing his arms with a sigh. “I know this is asking 
a lot of you… but can you have your team ready by then? We’ve been talking with the other 
rebel bases, and more soldiers are going to move into Uroboros and prepare for war and a 
full-out assault on the Patriarch’s ground forces. We’re well aware he’ll likely incinerate us 
even if it means taking out his own soldiers and burning the Cradle of Life to the 
ground… but Huck and I were discussing building a weapon he’s calling a… what was it?” 



Now Huck gave a bit of a grin, seeming to relax slightly as he said in a proud voice: “A 
floating anti-armor concussive-wave claymore… what I like to call an anti-Paradise bomb.” 
He paused, looking at the expressions of Cherry and Zerrex and holding up his hands with 
a cough. “What?”

You think a claymore can take down that giant thing out there?” Cherry asked 
incredulously, then snapped: “And what the fuck is with the fancy-ass long name, dude? 
This is supposed to be serious, we can’t bear to fuck around any more with how things are 
going here!”

Albatross and Huck both looked surprised at the fact Cherry, of all people, was 
currently admonishing them for trying to put things in a lighter mood: Zerrex, however, 
looked flatly unimpressed, but he could understand where the female Drakkaren was 
coming from and why the two other Commanders might be surprised. Cherry might seem 
like she was all fun and games… but underneath her playful demeanor, she was a serious, 
well-organized and ruthless military leader.

When it came to actual work, however, the female was focused and made it a point not 
to mix her business and pleasure, although war was obviously both for her. Before she could 
start ranting or scare Huck anymore with her glare of death, however, Zerrex gently 
touched Cherry’s shoulder and reminded her softly: “The Commanders are competent, 
Cherry. You know that as well as I do; no need to tense up yet, we’re only seeing military 
movement and soldier gains, not active hostility.”

Alright.” Cherry nodded and backed off immediately, just as Marina had… and once 
more, Zerrex found himself feeling that strange sensation of both affection and despair at 
the power he held over her… at how he could make Cherry do anything and everything he 
wanted, just with a word. For a few moments, he fought the urge to tell her to get to her 
knees or to pleasure him somehow… and then he winced a bit and successfully fought that 
off. He and Cherry had, after all, been enjoying their company probably too much… and 
often with at least one of  his other daughters present as well.

Zerrex glanced from one Dragokkaren to the other, asking quietly: “So how exactly is 
this thing supposed to work? And would it actually damage Paradise with all the armor it 
seems to have? I mean, none of our scanning programs can even get through that hull… it’s 
too thick for even the scanners to penetrate, isn’t it?”

To a point.” Huck acknowledged carefully, wincing a bit and rubbing his head slowly. “I 
guess a better term than ‘claymore’ would actually be aerial mine, because for the best 
impact, I’d want to set it off only once Paradise was right over it. Basically, we’ll need to 
modify up one of the covered transports, add a kind of heavy spring launch system on the 
back and an air-cannon overtop that to give the best launch ability…

But I found one of those lightweight diamond drills in one of the civilian storehouses… 
I’m pretty sure that’ll let us gouge a good-sized hole into the armor of that huge-ass flying 
fortress.” The Dragokkaren paused, rubbing the back of his head idly and making a face. 
“Setup won’t be hard, but makin’ the thing actually work… that could be a bit of a tricksy 
bitch. Plus we’ll have to test it in an unsafe area, using a big chunk of iron or whatever’s 



equal weight to the drill and the extra little surprise I’m gonna attach in a chamber I’ll have 
to build on it.”

Zerrex tilted his head at this, and after a dark glare from Cherry, Huck’s eyes widened 
and he rose his hands. “Guess it shouldn’t be a surprise for you guys though, huh, Boss and 
scary Miss Cherry?

Basically, what I want to do is put a mixed explosive charge in a carry-along case, set to 
go off maybe… five seconds after impact?” A thoughtful tilt of his head, looking down a 
bit as he rubbed at the slope of his skull. “Yeah, I think that’d be good, especially if the 
drill works… and I’m hoping that the blast will be strong enough to stutter whatever 
counterbalancing systems are inside the floating fortress and damage the motor system… if 
I do that, it’ll probably stutter the whole ship, in a best case scenario… and at worst, it’ll at 
least fuck with their computer systems, I guarantee you that.”

“Unless he’s got protected wiring and reinforced the armor somehow… sounds like it 
could work.” Cherry said musingly, then she glanced up at Zerrex, asking before she could 
stop herself: “Orders, Captain Ravenlight?”

Zerrex smiled a bit at this, despite the fact Cherry seemed almost embarrassed at her 
outburst, wincing back a bit and apparently expecting a reprimand. Zerrex, however, only 
laughed softly and shook his head slightly, feeling a faint ruffle at the old line… but also 
remembering a promise he’d technically made to himself and looking from one 
Commander to the other, realizing with a strange twist of amusement that they’d just 
shoved him forcefully into the role of High Commander of the rebels with the almost 
pleading look Huck was giving him and Albatross’s own loyal gaze. They looked up to him 
as their superior, because he had more military experience… and he’d certainly proven 
himself  tougher than both on at least one occasion, little as he liked to think of  it.

Again, he glanced over them thoughtfully… then he finally nodded a bit and gave his 
orders. “Huck, I want you and a squad of your best mechanics modifying that weapon… 
requisition one of our transports, and take apart one of the mobile artillery cannons to get 
the parts you need if you have to. But I can only sacrifice one gun on faith… if you give me 
results, I’ll let you take down one of the southern sector artillery mortars as well and use its 
parts to bolster your launcher if  necessary.

Albatross, I want you to switch the base over to alert status, level two. Send veteran non-
replication soldiers out, or first-generation Children with specialization in infiltration.” He 
paused to smile slightly, glancing at Cherry, who grinned slightly as her scales flickered to 
red for a moment before returning to their usual color. “I’ve got someone in mind, 
actually… but you can’t have her for another three days, until I’ve completed quick-training 
with the Black RED.” He paused at their surprised stares, then shrugged. “I was going to 
get Cindy to look up some information, but with things developing as they are, that’s not 
necessary. It does mean I’m going to have to change the dynamics of the team around for a 
bit, though…”

The two Dragokkaren exchanged a look with a bit of a frown, then Albatross said 
slowly: “Look, Lord Zerrex, if  you need any armament or extra equipment…”



Won’t be necessary.” Zerrex rose a hand, shaking his head quickly and smiling slightly. 
“We’ll procure what’s necessary from the damaged areas of the city, like you first 
suggested.” A pause, and a glance at Huck. “I want the anti-Paradise claymore ready in a 
week’s time at the most… and oh right, damn. Get Churchill to marshal his forces, too, tell 
all the soldiers in Uroboros to prepare for battle within ten days’ time.”

“Wait, wait, wait. It’ll take longer than that for all of the other rebel forces to arrive here 
at Headquarters… our supply lines are constantly raided by bandits and unwieldy as it is, 
always expecting attack from Narrius.” Albatross said slowly, frowning at the Drakkaren. 
“You can’t seriously expect us to tell everyone to rush their soldiers here as fast as they 
can…”

I don’t.” Zerrex shook his head slowly, and then Cherry grinned a bit as she looked up at 
him, likely catching on to what the Drakkaren had planned before the Drakkaren explained 
in a calm voice: “It’s likely that his army will be bigger than ours… and without a doubt, 
better armed and more powerful. They are, however, all clustered in that one area… so to 
deal with that, we’re going to use spook tactics and guerilla warfare.” A pause and a quiet 
laugh. “I’ll want Churchill’s original GA veterans for this, by the way… people who grew 
up in the jungle, who are used to it. Narrius’s soldiers will be mostly carbon-copies and 
they’ll have neither the experience nor the training necessary to fight in a jungle 
environment, against enemies that can camouflage themselves anywhere from the treetops to 
below the ground.

“We’ll cause chaos in their ranks… then hit them whatever vehicles we have at our 
disposal that’ll be ready by then and bring in your claymore for positioning with a team of 
heavy-armors around them.” He paused for a moment to judge their reactions, then 
continued: “And we’ll also use my special strike team to level the temples and afterwards, 
we’ll infiltrate the fortress.”

Huck looked at him skeptically for a few moments, then he nodded and muttered: 
“Well, it sounds cool, at least… but how exactly do you plan to do the last part? Got a 
giant can opener and a rocket ship?”

Zerrex grinned a bit in return at this, saying softly: “Let’s just say I think I’ve got a way 
figured out. You just take care of  the rest.”

~~~
Narrius snorted in distaste as he adjusted his already-straight tie, rolling his shoulders a 

bit as he stood in the biogenetics lab and stared at a repulsive mass of grey matter floating 
slowly in a chamber of white liquid: dangling from it was a long, bony stalk… he guessed 
the brain stem and first few links of vertebrae. It had its own large battery-shaped capsule 
at the back of this room, with wires that had been carefully linked into the brain sifting 
down from the top metal portion of  the chamber.

The Dragokkaren, meanwhile, stood in the vapid green glow of six other capsules, which 
all contained small, twisted fetal bodies of Dragokkaren that were maturing so goddamn 
slowly. He glanced towards one of these six, which formed arching walls on either side of 



him, spaced evenly from the wall and the center of the small, circular room: combined with 
the wrought-iron, twisted dome above their heads, it was like stepping into a small 
temple… a little world of worship for the next generation, the true rulers of the universe… 
for those children born only of destruction, and only for that single purpose: to destroy, 
and bring chaos into the places that thought they were safely hidden away in the light. 

Then he turned his attention back to this new occupant in this little room: the smallest 
capsule, but also the only one that had a control terminal in front of it, with a variety of 
buttons, levers, and a small holographic system. The brain floated miserably, alone by itself 
in this sea of replicated Dragokkaren… and then Narrius pressed an intercom button and 
said softly: “Hello, Dr. Tstegi.” A pause where he waited a moment for a reply… then he 
hit another button, and the brain convulsed, grey matter literally writhing and the spinal 
segments twitching as a surge of  electricity ran through it.

Patriarch…” Mengele’s voice spoke finally from the console, but he sounded weak, 
broken… and the faint scarring on various parts of his brain likely depicted a more subtle 
reason why. The brain twitched, and bubbles rose up to the ceiling of the chamber as 
Mengele’s voice whispered: “What would you have me do, Lord Narrius?” 

I want you to continue the construction of Godsmite…” Narrius responded calmly, 
looking at the lonesome, scarred brain floating in the chamber with a cruelly-amused grin, 
his ruby eyes flickering with entertainment as he stroked the button that would electrocute 
the ball of grey matter at will. Not that it would hurt him… the brain didn’t feel pain, it 
didn’t have nerves like skin or organs; it was structurally a far different, stranger part of the 
body. But the shocks were targeted specifically to the pain center… so Mengele would feel 
as if he still had the rest of his body attached… and that it was on fire, to say the least. 
“You’ll find that you’re interfaced through a little… virtual babysitter I’ve set up for you. 
His name is Ultima… you two can get to know each other well enough over the next little 
while.

Godsmite is to be completed within the next month… I’ve had my plans pushed back 
too many times over the last few weeks and I’ll no longer wait for circumstance to prevail.” 
He paused, then added idly: “The sooner the better, good doctor Tstegi… or I’ll have 
to…” A pause to press the button, and the brain twitched and Mengele’s voice shrieked, the 
holographic system bringing up all manner of measurements on the glass front of the 
capsule. One of them displayed brainwaves, which spiked violently… then slowly began to 
settle. Another, in the form of a bar graph that updated every few seconds, showed the 
former wolf, now only brain’s stress level, which had gone into the red but was slowly 
settling back into yellow from the top of the graph. Narrius wanted his top, ‘favored’ 
scientist to always remain a touch stressed, though… so he pressed the button again as he 
continued in a casual, calm voice over Mengele’s shrieks of agony: “Give you a bit more 
inspiration. I’ve already taken your will and ability to make a decision on your own without 
my input… so don’t fight, don’t cause problems, and work as fast as you can… I can even 
be generous and give you some positive feedback and encouragement when needed.”



Narrius smiled slightly at this, his ruby eyes flickering as he slid his finger across to hit 
another button, and one of the wires sent down a short electrical surge, and Mengele gave a 
wheezing gasp even though he had no lungs, the bit of spine twitching back and forth 
violently, the brain shaking back and forth as Narrius leaned towards the glass and said 
softly: “Feel that? The synthetic CSF works as better transmitter than the wires do for your 
thoughts into the translation terminal… and along with that single electrode on the back. 
The rest of the wires aren’t just for show, though… that one, for instance, is hooked into 
the part of  your brain that regulates your oxygen intake. 

You’re artificially fed… but the brain is stupid. You have no nerves… but as any 
amputee will tell you, you can still feel a phantom itch where a limb used to be.” Narrius 
idly hit the button again, and Mengele’s voice rasped ‘breaths’ in and out, the brain inside 
the chamber slumping. “Just like you can’t actually see… but you’re creating designer images 
for yourself nonetheless, inside your head, and seeing those; past reconstructions come to 
life. With a press of any of these buttons, I can make you feel like you just pissed yourself, 
like you haven’t eaten for a month… or like you’re being skinned alive.” A pause and a slight 
smile. “What was that you said to me once? I screwed up the wiring in your head and 
something like… ‘do anything you want to me, it doesn’t matter,’ correct? But more 
vulgar…

Well, good Doctor Tstegi. I didn’t screw up this time, let me tell you that…” he said 
softly, then turned and said mildly over one shoulder: “Do your work. Ultima will inform 
you of the rest once I’m gone… and don’t try to find the will to fight. We cut that out with 
the rest of you… all you are now is some filth under the rug of Paradise… but filth that 
will be used to fuel the fires of  my beautiful little garden.”

With that, he turned and left, heading outside to deal with more pressing matters that 
required his attention, as his crimson eyes burned with barely-masked irritation. After the 
bombing runs he’d done against his own capital city, he’d fallen in disfavor with most of 
Hez’Ranna… and that didn’t matter, but it meant the civilians would be more likely to hide 
rebels, which would become irksome if his operations weren’t sped up an appreciable 
amount over the next few weeks.

Worse still, he hadn’t recognized the toll the simple rise from Uroboros would take on 
the power levels in Paradise, nor that his incompetent technicians hadn’t designed the 
circuits properly and the power surge that resulted from all of Paradise’s systems being 
overridden and forced into launch mode had fried several of the security countermeasures, 
his long-range transmitter, one of the three manually-operated satellite uplinks that 
operated on a separate system from the computer… and of course, had damaged his 
already-inactive weapon systems. It meant Narrius had to change his focus from the design 
of Godsmite and his other pet projects for the much-more mundane task of ordering his 
soldiers to set up camp below him and around the temples. He’d also tested his Black 
Rogues at some point… and been disgusted by their performance, ordering the scientists to 
complete Phase Three as soon as possible.



As it was, the new-style of Enforcers lacked actual intellect and reasoning skills – a flaw 
inherent in all of the replicated children, he’d noticed. Narrius still hadn’t realized, however, 
this was due to his own training, and no fault of genetics: from their birth, they had never 
been allowed to play, or learn about life… everything was taught in a rigid, strict format, 
went by rules and protocols, and no one lifted a finger or took a leak without first asking 
their commanding officer, who then told them yes or no… based upon the current 
circumstances they were in. And the RED Enforcers were far worse: stripped of the 
privilege of some individualism when they graduated from GA to Enforcer, they quickly 
became only a number, losing whatever emotional attachments they had formed as they 
went through another ‘education’ program.

Last came the Black Rogues… and they, not even born, but grown by a rapid-cloning 
process as ageless goliaths that stepped out from their genetic chambers with blank minds 
and predetermined loyalty, they were then sent with their emotionless, mechanical 
personalities out into the battlefield to fight and kill, always instructed continuously to only 
‘obey the mission parameters, do not step outside orders, and listen always to your superior 
officer and the will of  the Patriarch.’

They were excellent killing machines… as long as the enemy followed normal tactics and 
they were ordered to engage opponents directly though any means necessary. But even a 
misstep of words – blast that fucker! was a common such phrase that ended in issue – from 
a commanding officer – almost always someone of natural origins – meant they would only 
use one method of combat against any type of enemy, no matter what the engagement. It 
disgusted Narrius to watch Black Rogues taken down by scrawny slaves or prisoners who 
were attempting to rebel or break out of the death camps they were kept in, simply because 
they ran in close and stabbed the giants until they stopped moving… and the Black Rogues 
did nothing but step backwards again and again, trying to shoot them with their oversized 
assault rifles until they ran out of ammo… and then stood motionless until they were 
eventually killed.

Lately, however, his teams of scientists had been working hard on finding how they 
could combat this problem, which had resulted in them discovering a way to mimic a brain 
condition that caused the loss of free will. By modifying this, they had figured out a way to 
enslave a person: in place of this lost will, they forced them to become dependant on a 
single powerful person who stood out in their mind… and in all cases, it would be the 
Patriarch.

With that dealt with, they could safely pour in the battle knowledge and experiences of 
a warrior even as great – but in Narrius’s opinion, uselessly emotional – as Requiem, 
without the interference and setbacks caused by an honor code or personal belief. It also 
meant his soldiers would be able to display some semblance of intelligence and logically 
react or solve puzzles with reason.

In test cases, some had shown inability to complete certain missions or obstacles because 
of the strength of the reprogramming, which made them confused when it came to actively 
making a decision that didn’t seem to directly route back to the mission itself in some way. 



For example: climb a wall or walk around. The soldier had been unable to decide, so he had 
been terminated; just as another who had been unable to choose between a set of doors 
labeled ‘one’ and ‘two.’

Through adjustments to the programming, however, they had been able to remove free 
will without completing stripping that need to decide, but firmly keeping in place the 
loyalty segment: now soldiers would do anything to complete whatever task was assigned 
them by the Patriarch… but they weren’t stalled by needing to make a choice in any area, 
instead simply taking the fastest route. Some had even shown the ability to factor in things 
like terrain and present enemies… and so Narrius had decided to restart his facilities and 
had ordered the first-stage Black Rogues either be used for some menial purpose, sent to 
the experiment labs… or simply terminated. In many areas, the last had been the common 
option, and one Black Rogue had stood at the front of a long line, efficiently breaking the 
necks of his comrades and stacking them into waist-high piles of corpses… before it had 
finally done the same in the end for itself.

Narrius idly swept his claws against his pristine suit, then he paused in front of an 
electronic door and hit the open button, the flat metal plate sliding smoothly into the wall 
and the Dragokkaren stepping through into the conference room beyond, looking mildly at 
the plain metal table and the enormous flat screen on one wall, which had a pair of smaller, 
square televisions on either side of it, these set into the corners on an angle. He looked at 
these for a few moments with distaste as he picked up a small microphone from the table, 
clipping it onto his breast pocket and then clearing his throat, and causing the monitors to 
flicker on, displaying the Hez’Ranna Double Standard.

Now it was time to give his orders to the world… or at least, the parts of the world that 
were still in contact with the Patriarch. Over the last month, communications had grown 
shaky and damaged, as the scientists struggled to set up the communications hub in the 
floating fortress – a much greater technological feat than designing a satellite uplink in a 
single, reinforced, well-guarded location, it seemed. The Dragokkaren had been disgusted 
when he’d found out about this… and when he’d started hearing alerts and warnings from 
different districts of his ‘Great Hez’Rannah,’ he had been furious beyond words. The fact 
that his soldiers had been unable to hold down their positions and bases without any word 
from him… and that he had actually lost control in so many areas utterly disgusted him. 
They had switched from active attack and control to withdrawing into their bases, 
following a protocol that stated to switch to passive defense in case of loss of 
communication with the Patriarch during any military operation.

The damage to his active battlefronts had been devastating: and worse, it had inspired 
other insurgents to push forwards hard, and all over the world, his enormous military force 
was suddenly suffering casualties and damages he’d never imagined would occur. And all 
because he’d been out of transmission for a day every now and then, until the scientists had 
finally secured a working, coded satellite uplink… 

It displeased him, but on the other hand, it wasn’t like it would really matter soon 
enough: Godsmite was nearly completed, and when that was done, he’d wipe the world 



clean and fill the barren world below with his own species, his own ultimate race. As much 
as he hated losing even the idea of power… he wouldn’t have to worry for much longer 
about such menial things as his soldiers and their abilities. 

A moment later, the screens flickered and began to divide up, and Narrius made a 
disgusted face at how many of them were filled with static. During the night, he worked 
here… and during the next day, he’d deal with the rebels, which had proved to be an 
irritating thorn in his side for too long now. He would chop the head off the snake by 
taking their base before he cleansed the world… and he smiled coldly as his red eyes 
focused over the monitors, putting his hands behind his back. I will enjoy ripping them 
apart… piece-by-piece… and then killing my bastard child after I hunt down and eviscerate 
his whores…

~~~
Zerrex awoke early the next morning in a sweat, sitting up in bed with a grunt… and 

then closing his eyes and falling back on the pillow of his bed with a quiet sigh. The girls 
were out in “their” room with Mahihko, spending the night together, since the Drakkaren 
had spent most of it up and sitting at his desk, thinking up plans, writing down notes and 
spending some time alone and quiet, relaxing a bit. He’d thought about checking in with 
the girls… but left them to their own devices and instead went to bed.

He’d had a nightmare… that he couldn’t remember the details of. Just shadows, 
immaterial and intangible… things that came and went in his mind like wisps of black 
smoke in coming up from a deep pit. The smell mixed with other smells of rotten earth, 
the sight of it was hidden until the last moment, and maybe there was no fire deep 
within… or maybe it was a roaring inferno, just out of sight under an overhang or deeper 
into the black ground.

The Drakkaren sighed a bit as he rested with his head on his pillow, pulling the blankets 
up over his chest with a mumble, the room around him almost pitch-black except for the 
faint whispers of light sliding through the underside of the door… then he slid a bit onto 
his side and reached a hand up to brush through his hair slowly. “Probably just… some old 
memories or something like that unsettling me.”

He sighed a bit, shifting on the spot and tugging the covers up to his neck, then rolling 
over to the other side to look at the clock he’d stolen from some abandoned apartment in 
Uroboros some time ago now. He stretched and winced a bit, sighing and mumbling under 
his breath. “Four in the morning… so I got an hour of  sleep. Great.” 

Another sigh, a slow shake of the head as he closed his eyes, still feeling tired and 
horrible: a way he usually did in the mornings, especially one like this. He’d have to get 
himself moving soon, though… he needed to pick up some equipment he’d requisitioned 
for the use and training of  his team.

After about a half-hour of laying in bed and almost moping about how busy today was 
going to be – and over his own lack of sleep – before he finally managed to get himself up 
and out of bed, clicking on the light and grunting as he stretched slowly, then rubbed at his 



uniform pants before straightening and mumbling under his breath: “I need a break… or 
maybe a vacation or something… it’s like every time I try to relax I get dragged away to do 
something else involving not-fun stuffs.”

He sighed a bit, looking down and brushing a hand through his hair before turning and 
heading towards the door, making a bit of a face as he rolled his shoulders slowly. As usual, 
he found himself wondering idly about exactly what normal people got to do during 
normal days of their normal lives, muttering under his breath: “And people who think 
‘normal’ doesn’t exist just want to be special or don’t live my kind of  life.”

The Drakkaren admitted that he was probably more than a touch bitter, sure; that was 
probably part of the reason he had so many goddamn opinions on everything and anything 
that he came across. The lizard made a slight face as he rubbed at his face slowly, then he 
brushed his ivory hair out of his eyes again and walked down the dim hallway and out into 
the facility.

A few minutes later, the reptile was standing behind one of the counters of the mess hall 
and foraging for something to eat from the variety of snacks and other foodstuffs present 
in the cupboard. He glanced idly over the stacks of stuff, then finally grabbed a few 
nutrition bars and a bottle of water, making a face. He hated water, but… whatever. It 
would do for now, and it wasn’t like he was expecting to eat the same kinda fancy-ass meals 
Churchill did. Better to eat the same stuff  as the grunts and hope for the best.

Zerrex made a bit of a face, thinking back to the glamorous feasts he’d seen Churchill 
eating once on a routine report from the Resistance Headquarters to Uroboros. He’d had 
roast pork, a salad, a delicious-smelling bowl of grilled shrimp and garlic sauce… and 
meanwhile, everyone else was stuck living on basic meals and most of the soldiers on the 
field nutrition and supplement pills that could replace a meal… but just never filled one up 
as well as a real meal did. 

He sighed as he walked over to sit at one of the empty tables: there were a few other 
soldiers and civilians in here, talking idly for the most part, some eating soup and others 
just sitting around or just chatting. This early in the morning, not too many soldiers were 
up… but in an hour, around six, the shifts would be changing out and there’d be a whole 
new set of people present in here. Some of these people were probably recruits that had 
woken up early and decided to snag breakfast before they changed out to do their duties for 
the morning… and the Drakkaren shifted a bit as he snacked on the crunchy cereal bars, 
looking around curiously for anyone he knew or any other members of the Black RED 
unit.

Finally, his eyes settled on another Dragokkaren in the far corner, who was morosely 
picking at a buttered bun, his other hand gripping a flask and holding it in his lap. He sat a 
bit away from the table, chair pushed out from it so that Zerrex could just make out the 
glint of metal and guess at the shape of the container he had tightly clenched in one 
hand… and the reptile wondered idly what Rayne was doing looking so miserable. He’d 
done well enough in the combat tryouts, after all… then it occurred to the reptile that the 
Dragokkaren perhaps didn’t think so.



Rayne glanced up, then looked at Zerrex with surprise and slid back a bit further from 
the table as his feet struck the floor hard, and the Drakkaren couldn’t help a faint smile; he 
had that effect on a lot of people. Instead of the angry response that Rayne obviously 
expected from his gradual paling, however, he only nodded and rose his bottle of water to 
him before taking a drink and returning his attention to his own ‘meal’ of crappy nutrition 
bars. With the corner of his eye, however, he kept watch on the Dragokkaren, acting as 
noncommittal as possible and waiting to see if  Rayne would approach.

A voice in the deeper recesses of his mind asked a question, so gently that it slipped 
through the Drakkaren’s sensors, the reptile not realizing it was hostile until too late, until 
he’d taken the fatal step of  actually listening to it: What do you think is in that flask?

A few moments went by, and the reptile felt a stirring, another urge to look, as if he 
could tell from here what the Dragokkaren was drinking. Drinking… funny word, isn’t it? 
Doesn’t describe what you’re doing right now at all… you’re just having a sip of water. 
‘Drinking’ refers to getting yourself some of the good stuff… some of that good, strong 
alcohol…

“Shut up.” Zerrex muttered under his breath, and he crushed the last cereal bar in his 
hand when he picked it up to open it, glancing down with surprise and then making a face 
and tossing this down crankily. Instead, he lowered his head to gaze down into the water 
bottle, eying the crystalline contents inside as he grasped the sides of the table and 
squeezed gently. 

The voice, however, already had its hook in his mind… and the Drakkaren was having a 
hard time fighting the trembles growing in him. He wasn’t an addict, he was a dependant… 
and the reptile seized on this, seized on the old philosophical arguments that he usually 
hated but would serve just as good a getaway as ever, closing his eyes tightly. It just means 
that I’m a step away from full-fledged addiction, that’s all… treading the dangerous line, I 
feel that I need it, I’m dependant on it, but only to a point – I don’t get as severe side 
effects from withdrawal, I… I…

Semantic argument, whispered that cruel voice in his head… a voice darker than 
Ravenlight’s, and silkier than even his father’s. But that’s what an addict does best, isn’t it? 
Make up excuses, reasons it can’t be true, and worst of all, rationalize it and then go and fill 
in the gaps with that need… so why don’t you go and ask him… or better yet, take a taste 
for yourself  ,and if  it’s good enough…

I don’t need you… my only problem is my own inner darkness.” he muttered under his 
breath. “And this has nothing to do with it.” A pause, then he patted his pockets quickly 
before glancing up and wincing, the thirst still present… but now with something else to 
focus on as he quickly pushed out from his desk and cursed under his breath. “Dammit, 
this is why I hate technology…”

The Drakkaren snatched up his trash, taking the last gulp of water from his bottle as he 
walked between the narrow tables and tossed the junk into one of the trash barrels as he 
passed, then rubbing at his head and wincing a bit at the dull throb there. His skull ached 
like a bitch… and he could feel his body tensing up almost painfully. He needed to just 



relax, just take a moment to breathe, and he really did have plenty of time this morning… 
but as usual, it might just end up filled with little dumb things like this, running to get his 
stupid-ass cellphone that he was supposed to carry everywhere on him…

As he approached the elevator, however, the doors slid open, and a sleepy-looking 
Cherry staggered out, holding up his small black phone and waggling it. He stopped and let 
out a sigh of  relief, then a wince as he asked: “It didn’t wake you up, did it?”

Fuckin’ right it did. That bitch Al… ba…” A large, long yawn, which she made little 
effort to hide, only distractedly half-waving at her mouth before rubbing a hand over the 
slope of her skull and mumbling: “Albatross, fuck. But yeah, shitty… shithead called. He 
wanted to know something about… a requisition you made, or whatever? Kwaibars you 
signed out from the armory. And um… shit. He said something about uniforms or 
whatever, too… or that the tailor’s in town? Beats me, I wasn’t really listening. I just 
mumbled here and there and he eventually got the point you weren’t around.” She paused, 
then added in a mutter: “My balls hurt. That feels so weird to say, but they really, really 
do.”

Thanks for sharing. It’s normal if you’ve been abusing your penis too much.” Zerrex 
responded taking the cellphone from her, then pushing her lightly back into the elevator, 
making her grumble a bit but otherwise doing nothing to resist, as Zerrex stepped in with 
her and tapped  the button for the first floor. “Come on, let’s go wake up a bit outside. We 
can do some exercises and stuff.”

I hate you.” Cherry whined, then stepped forwards and clung onto his neck, pressing her 
head against his chest and yawning again as Zerrex winced a bit, arms out to either side as 
she added morbidly: “Dude, I’m too old for this.”

Oh, go to hell. I’m older than you.” The larger male responded with mild amusement, 
then rolled his eyes as Cherry yawned in his face in response, before squeaking when he 
grabbed her sides and squeezed firmly. “Look, you can show off a bit later today. You do 
gotta be awake enough for that.”

The female shifted awkwardly, then ground the body part against him that gave a rather 
firm reminder she was a hermaphrodite, no pun intended. She grinned a bit up at him, then 
said in a voice that was sensual but still-sleepy: “You’re sexy when you’re covered in blood 
and sweat, you know that?”

Zerrex rolled his eyes, but felt glad that at least he’d gotten her convinced: and after a few 
hours of stretching, light grappling, and playing with their new, odd powers, the female was 
back to her usual self, cackling and running around like an idiot and attempting to molest 
Zerrex every now and then, no longer wanting to go back inside as she strutted around the 
safe desert area around the base.

It had done good for the male as well, banishing his nastier thoughts and giving him 
some time to just play and be at peace… and eventually he’d managed to drag Cherry back 
into the facility with him, saying they had to be at the platform early, and they still needed 
to do their work for the day around the facility – Zerrex had a self-defense class to teach 



and the female was on weapon cleaning duty. She promised to bring the kwaibars down to 
the platform once done with that, then ran off to terrorize the other unfortunates placed 
onto what she referred to grudgingly as ‘grunt work.’

For Zerrex, the time went surprisingly fast: possibly a bit too fast, as he taught a class of 
civilians who wanted to join the military how to escape basic holds and, near the end of the 
class, how to counter someone and grab them in return. The next lesson would be about 
saving from throws: the actual use of the counter or more aggressive, offensive tactics 
wouldn’t be taught until later; the Drakkaren had learned from Requiem the same way, and 
he wanted to emulate his mentor’s teachings as much as he could. 

He smiled a bit once the class was done, looking of the twenty civilians he had been 
working with today in the civilian barracks, in one of the smaller rooms that had been 
converted into a safely-matted training room. He’d discovered a love of teaching… of 
working with students who weren’t all… ‘grr kill everything’ but honestly wanted to learn 
to protect themselves or their family, and who hoped to put these skills to use for a good 
thing instead of just looking cool. It… invigorated him, in a sense… and he thought they 
were all catching on pretty fast. They were also more fun to work with than Churchill’s GA 
soldiers or Children rebels… those people he had to teach in groups of fifty to a hundred 
as the norm, and that meant he couldn’t one-on-one with anyone but the few who 
approached him after class… and if he did or ordered something they didn’t understand, he 
often wasted a few minutes trying to couch things in military terms and then going over 
exactly why they couldn’t just learn the offensive tactics right away.

They frustrated him sometimes, to be honest: they just wanted to learn to better kill the 
Patriarch’s minions, and Zerrex wasn’t entirely willing to share the fact that one of the 
hardest battles in his entire life had been won not by swinging a fist, but instead taking a 
punch. So he ended up calling rank far too many times for his liking, leaving many of the 
non-clone soldiers grumpy and irritable… on the bright side, the Children would at least 
listen to him and his explanations. The problem was, explaining things to them was more 
difficult… they still often didn’t understand a lot of metaphors or almost anything outside 
of a purely practical or military point-of-view, which meant the Drakkaren usually ended 
up saying something like: “If you learn to do this first, you’ll be better at this later. So it 
only makes sense to learn such-and-such first.”

The lizard rubbed a hand through his hair, then he coughed a bit as he glanced over the 
civilians leaving, nodding to a few of them and smiling slightly to himself. “Well, 
whatever.” He murmured. “These guys are a lot better.”

He knew it probably sounded prejudicial, or like he was a supporter of the Patriarch, 
but he was pretty sure that Hez’Ranna Dragokkaren were probably the best students in the 
world. Not only were they almost all physically fit to begin with, they all had at least some 
form of military training depending on their status in society, and Zerrex was pretty sure 
that they could all take on your average loudmouthed idiot civilian from Ire without any 
problems whatsoever. They also didn’t rely on guns or modern conventional warfare, but 
traditional close-combat weaponry.



Zerrex watched the last few leave, then he walked in a slow circle around the room, 
stretching a bit and glancing down with a slight smile at a small blood splatter on the 
ground near his feet. They also whined a lot less and didn’t get as pissed-off with other 
people when they made a mistake or got a bit overzealous in practice. The Drakkaren 
looked down at this for a few moments, then again returned his gaze around the room to 
make sure that no one had left anything behind, before he turned and headed for the door 
himself.

It was eleven thirty now… and ten minutes later, he was down at the platform with 
Cherry and the others. Marina looked up at him admiringly, already with a kwaibar on her 
back in the traditional rear holster of the Hez’Rannan military… and Cindy and Mahihko 
were both dressed in similar tight jeans and tops, except Cindy’s was tied at the front and 
Mahihko had just done up a few buttons of his own light chemise. It was shoulderless and 
strapless, one of the traditional-style, aristocratic Hez’Ranna-type wear… and she had her 
kwaibar strapped to one leg, while Mahihko was wearing his with the handle sticking up 
over his shoulder.

The Drakkaren stretched slowly, rolling his shoulders a bit as he took a kwaibar from 
Cherry, looking around at his daughters and the little wolf that was gazing up at him so 
admiringly he was tempted to loop that in with his little girls as well. He easily strapped 
this on around the waist, placed in the same style as Marina… then he paused and looked 
at Cherry for a few moments, saying mildly: “I hate to say this, but you look like a retard.”

“Fuck you. This is the shit.” She grumbled, looking offended as she touched the handle 
of her kwaibar, which was just above her left breast… and the sheathed blade stuck out 
several feet past her shoulder. He looked at her flatly for a few moments… and then she 
grumbled before shifting it around a bit to attach it against her back. “Happy?”

Within the next fifteen minutes, the rest of the Black RED showed up, all of them 
dressed in the same style of clothing as yesterday… except for Damien. Zerrex idly looked 
through the crowd for him as Cherry began to hand out kwaibars to the group – several of 
whom looked nervous – then he asked mildly: “Has anyone seen Vampire?”

They all looked confused… and then a grinning Cherry nudged Zerrex, who gave her a 
look of confusion before he realized what he’d said, and he blinked a bit before coughing 
and glancing over the group again, correcting himself quickly. “I mean, Damien, I mean.” 
He said lamely, trying to ignore the fact he’d just said something else stupid and redundant. 
A pause, then he continued mildly, trying to save at least a little bit of face: “Which 
reminds me… we should all choose codenames for ourselves. I shouldn’t need to go into all 
the reasons why it’s necessary to define ourselves through code…” Especially since we work 
in a special unit… we have to hide our identities in every way possible, whether or not 
that’ll all become public information later on.

A pause, and then he looked over the others thoughtfully, crossing his arms and speaking 
in an easier voice, regaining some of his lost ground as the others looked at him 
respectfully: “You should all use a codename that suits you, but may also act to mislead the 
enemy if they ever hack into our codec system.” He grinned a bit, resting back a bit against 



the clear metal shielding. “For instance, Vampire, who I just spoke of: he was a powerful, 
aggressive opponent, but his name was extremely misleading as to his powers, which were 
more defense-based than anything else.

Cherry Blossom, too…” A glance at the female at his side, who was leaning back with a 
grin, one leg up and the other splayed outwards, arms crossed under her sizeable breasts. 
“She’s way more of a bitch than you’d think from her innocent, flowery name.” He paused 
and rose a foot to avoid a kick aimed at his ankle. “But there’s also other names that are 
reflective of a person’s powers directly, but this is meant more for intimidation purposes or 
sticks after someone else labels them with it jokingly. Tinman, another former member of 
my original unit, after all… I believe a certain someone else from the Goth Legion called 
him that first, because she thought he was a frail little pansy despite his strange metal 
shaping powers.”

The muscular hermaphroditic female blushed deeply at this, tilting her head upwards 
and looking stoically at the ceiling as Cindy tossed her a glare, and Marina cocked her head 
curiously at this. Zerrex paused, remembering that they’d never gotten to telling her much 
about Tinny as a child… just that he had been a very brave, important friend who had 
made them their wrought-iron statue-sign that decorated the front lawn.

Zerrex mused to himself for a few moments, then he looked up and turned his attention 
back to the other soldiers, saying mildly: “Your codename will become your name, your 
identity. It will define who you are, in a sense, and thus it should reflect who you are; I’ll let 
you choose your codenames for yourself, but I’m not just going to let you be ‘King 
Awesome’ or whatever.” A bit of a smile, his emerald eyes flickering slightly. “Think of it 
this way. It’s a report: I want you to write out your reasons why this codename suits you 
best and I’ll judge you on that – if you present your argument well enough, you get that 
name. If you don’t, I’ll choose for you.” A pause. “You’ve got three days to write this up and 
submit it to me in person… the length of  our training.”

The others mumbled at this in surprise… then a haughty voice said from near the back: 
“That’s ridiculous… three days isn’t long enough to train a special elite unit.” A pause, and 
Damien shouldered his way to the front, looking disgusted… and his face swollen up quite 
a bit on one side, his clothing far more ragged than yesterday and an obvious lack of self-
hygiene currently present in him today – it looked almost like he hadn’t bothered to do 
anything but sulk in a pile of  garbage ever since he’d been beaten up yesterday.

Now that he had everyone’s attention, he turned to look over his shoulder with disgust, 
apparently attempting to form a mutiny with the other soldiers. “Come on. Do any of you 
honestly think this bastard can manage to turn us into some ridiculous ‘super-elites’ in three 
days’ time? Furthermore, this is during a war… we’re supposed to train to become some 
special elite unit while-”

Then Damien’s eyes rolled up in the back of his head and he fell over, Zerrex blinking 
before he noticed the disturbance in the air beside the canine. A pause, and a bit of a grin 
as he said softly: “Little Sin, there’s such a thing as asking permission before you do 
something like that.” A pause as the Dragokkaren faded into existence, blushing slightly and 



rubbing the back of her head as Cherry cackled a bit and even Cindy gave a slight smile. 
“But I suppose I’ll ignore it for now, since no one else seems to have a problem with what 
you did, either.” 

A glance over the other soldiers confirmed this, then the Drakkaren crossed his arms and 
glanced at Marina: she looked back up at him, recognizing the command he gave with his 
eyes, and she smiled a bit before turning her gaze on Damien, and the dog’s ears twitched 
before he suddenly leapt up with a snarl, looking back and forth in surprise as he shouted 
raggedly: “Who… what… idiots!”

Little bastard.” Little Sin muttered, as she stepped back by Brute, and the larger Child 
rubbed her shoulder gently as Zerrex snorted a bit. Damien began to turn to track the 
female, his hands twitching… and Zerrex whistled to get his attention, the dog looking 
immediately back at him with a disgusted look, but also a hint of fear at Marina’s 
immediate glower.

Damien…” Zerrex began pleasantly, crossing his arms and smiling, then pausing for a 
moment to make sure that he had the supposed-Hunter’s attention. “Since you seem to 
think that you’re better than everyone else… and that my training methods won’t work and 
this entire idea of a specialized, quick-formed unit is useless… I’ll give you a choice. You 
can excuse yourself from today’s practice without consequence, or you can come along with 
us. If you do the latter, you are not to cause any problems whatsoever. If you do, the 
punishments for your continued insubordination will be severe.”

Their eyes met… and then the cold emerald gaze of the Drakkaren finally defeated 
Damien’s own defiant but fearful one, and the dog looked down, clenching his hands into 
fists and snarling a bit, looking disgusted but also nodding a bit. Zerrex smiled slightly at 
this, then nodded to Cherry, who passed the canid a kwaibar, and the reptile noted that 
even in his current state, he caught it easily in one hand and slid it into his belt in a smooth 
movement.

There was one kwaibar left over, which Cherry tucked on her back with the other 
weapon, and Zerrex nodded a bit at this before turning and heading down the stairs into 
the rarely-patrolled tunnels, his eyes flicking back and forth before he asked a simple mental 
question to Drake: You remember which way I went?

Don’t insult me. Drake sounded almost amused, however, mentally returning the nod 
before he added dryly: By the way, I really don’t trust this jerkoff. You should get rid of 
him… he’ll only serve as a disturbance to the team.

Come on, let’s go. Time’s wasting now and we’ve got some ground to cover before we 
start our training.” Zerrex said clearly over his shoulder, then paused and added: “Double 
line formation, keep a short distance between our ranks. No reason to be sloppy.” His 
voice, however, was a bit distant, as he attempted to hold a mental conversation with Drake 
at the same time – a difficult trick he’d been working his ass off to attempt to master. I 
know, but the others told me the same about Vampire, too. He’s about the same… and 
whether I like him or not, he’s got a lot of potential and he’s a pretty good soldier as it is. 



We can use him… he just needs to be beaten into his place, which should be easier than it 
was with Vampire, too.

Drake nodded a bit at this, but he still sounded pessimistic, saying mildly: I’m not so 
sure about that. Vampire seems to have definitely been worthwhile despite his arrogance, 
from what I’ve seen of your memories… but I don’t think this bastard is nearly as useful in 
any way, shape or form. A pause, and he added dryly: By the way, I’ve finished that 
evaluation you wanted me to do, and I don’t think it’s going to make you very happy.

“I figured it wouldn’t.” Zerrex murmured, as he led the way down the hall, glancing idly 
back and forth and not even realizing he had spoken the words out loud. “But tell me 
anyway. Just straight facts, no sugarcoating.”

Like I’d do that for you. Drake grinned a bit in his head, and Zerrex snorted, the same 
expression creeping onto his features; lately, this had been happening more and more, and 
neither of the two were even that aware of it as of yet. But alright. Basics? From what you’ve 
shown me of your memories and your own past self, the soldiers who tried out for the 
Goth Legion originally – those top one hundred, elite specialists from every field and unit 
of Ire – were about the equivalent of Narrius’s basic GA in terms of basic strength and 
ability.

Most of the Patriarch’s army now, if they’re based around Requiem as you suspect, will 
be at least ten times as strong as any RED Enforcer, who in turns are around ten times as 
skilled and tough as the usual GA. A pause. I’m making these guesses by combing the 
factors of strength, speed, dexterity, physical toughness and of course, intelligence. And 
even giving the super Enforcers a zero in that last category, they’re still hugely superior to 
even your Goth Legion soldiers at the end of their long career of bloodshed and violence, 
and far better than the clone soldiers.

The only thing we have going right now, is the fact we’re using guns and ranged 
armament like that. The “great equalizer,” as it’s been called: we’re using weapons of such 
caliber and carrying such powerful artillery rounds that we can blow chunks out of each 
other from miles away. Drake sounded distasteful at this. But that’s the only reason we 
stand any chance at all… otherwise…

We’re outnumbered, outgunned, and overpowered. All we have is experience, and the 
defenses of this base and Uroboros.” Zerrex muttered quietly to himself, then he shook his 
head slowly and continued mentally: Thanks for the information though, Drake. I 
appreciate it.

Yeah, no problem. The dark nephilim replied absently, then he paused a bit. But I guess 
the worst part is this. Your current soldiers, in terms of their abilities, are better than most 
of the GA in their different categories, but the super Enforcers will still pound any of them 
to a pulp individually. Their powers are also substandard compared to the original Goth 
Legion’s, especially considering the fact that Narrius may have outfitted a good number of 
his own soldiers with the same types of ability. The only two in the unit with superior 
abilities are Cherry and Marina. Even your own powers – although impressive – aren’t 



exactly variable or useful for anything other than short-range, often short-term physical 
encounters. 

Zerrex nodded a bit, thinking idly again over the powers of the others and recognizing 
that he was right. Brute was probably the worst off in that respect… a goliath already, the 
fact his power was to increase his size and strength just meant he’d be a pathetically-easy 
target for any soldier with… well, any kind of gun, which was pretty nasty. Then Light, 
since her powers were much the same… even the white tiger Benjamin was better off than 
those two in that respect, despite having no real physical powers, but instead the strange 
genetic mutation that provided him with those small bone spikes Zerrex knew from 
experience would be an excellent armor and weapon. If he remembered right, he thought 
the white tiger’s bones would be harder to break as well, giving him increased durability 
similar to many of  the Dragokkaren’s.

Next was Damien, who he thought could control some form of telekinesis and maybe 
could sense the powers of others, if not manipulate them… Rayne was next with his 
experience and his strange, apparently automatically-acting dodge ability, and finally, Little 
Sin, who was the only person who could likely compare to the original Goth Legion in 
terms of special ability. Cherry and Marina had discussed it with him for a little bit last 
night before he’d started working, after all, and they’d decided it wasn’t a chameleon ability 
like Cherry’s – since Cherry’s clothing, obviously, didn’t change color with her – but instead 
some strange ability to refract light around her body and turn herself  transparent.

Zerrex mused a bit on this, continuing onwards and then smiling slightly as he turned 
and led them down one fork of the tunnel ahead, into a dimmer area he had once fled 
down on his escape from the rebel base. He made a gesture without bothering to look back 
at the rest of  the unit, Cherry calling for him firmly: “Fork ahead, watch for direction!”

She’s too into protocol. It wouldn’t hurt for her to say left or right once in a while… not 
like we’re communicating through radio with any danger of the enemy listenin’ in. Zerrex 
thought amusedly, but he did still appreciate that Cherry was so firmly sticking to the usual 
protocols and ideas of the old Goth Legion: one of them was never verbally revealing 
which direction you were going to be moving in, instead using hand signals or simply 
watching which way the leader went. It meant that any units following would have to either 
stop and spend time checking for a trail or tracks… or they’d have to split up their 
pursuers.

As they walked down this fork, Zerrex began to count to forty in his head, timing 
himself as he kept their pace regular and resisting the urge to look back over his shoulder: 
doing so would possibly alert one or two of the smarter members of the unit. The 
Drakkaren definitely didn’t want to give any extra hints about the surprise coming up, after 
all… and he grinned a bit as he focused ahead, continuing to walk easily forwards.

After the forty count, the reptile began another count, this one to ten – the time it 
would take to allow the other squadron of large, well-trained Dragokkaren borrowed from 
Uroboros to catch up to their little convoy. Then, once that was done, he’d start another 
count, this one indefinite, to see how long it would take for someone from this unit to 



notice they were being slowly followed by a group of spook ops in camouflage and using 
tactical gear.

The Drakkaren had high hopes for his group… and smiled when he only made it to 
twelve in the last count, before Cherry walked up from where she had been walking with 
Marina to mutter: “Little Sin just vanished from the back of the line, and Brute’s got a 
hand on his kwaibar. Marina tells me they’re passing information up the line.”

What the fuck do you mean, being followed?” Damien shouted angrily a moment later, 
his voice bouncing off the walls of the tunnel… and every echo only serving to magnify 
the obvious shock and fear in his tone. “Why do I care if that bitch has run off to track 
them!”

Zerrex halted and frowned as the rest of the group stopped, turning around as the 
convoy immediately broke down into a ragged, tangled group: the Drakkaren grouped with 
the four others, Cherry and Marina immediately stepping in front of him and out to the 
sides, keeping a short distance between them with Zerrex in the middle and back a pace or 
so, and Mahihko and Cindy both dropped to their knees: Eagle formation from the Goth 
Legion, used to guard a sniper or someone performing a delicate operation in an open area 
when they were being attacked from behind and the front. Vulnerable against explosives 
because of the way they were knit together, but it excelled against normal infantry when 
they were forced to stand ground or guard someone for whatever purpose. Best used in T-
shaped corridors, or instances like this: two soldiers kneeling and guarding the back, two 
soldiers standing and guarding the back to the far side and able to wheel and back up the 
‘tail’ of the Eagle whenever necessary, just as the others were able to spin and back up the 
soldiers who would be at the tips of the ‘wings’, although this was a bit more dangerous to 
the person in the middle.

Maybe it wasn’t the best choice for here… but it would still make a clear point when 
Zerrex turned and looked over the fumbling six. Little Sin had her kwaibar at the throat of 
one of the masked soldiers, other arm twisted up high with her other hand… but her back 
was an open target to the three other spooks that currently had their assault rifles leveled. 
Brute, of course, was already running to back her up with a growl, and Light Voice had run 
to the side of the tunnel, with Rayne on the other side, kneeled down and wincing… 
Benjamin was cocking his arm back and preparing to throw a large combat knife… and 
Damien had hit the ground and covered his head, as if  they would show him mercy.

Stop!” Zerrex ordered, and his commanding voice echoed up and down the tunnel, the 
spooks immediately lowering their rifles and even Little Sin looking up with surprise and 
dropping the soldier she had secured, wincing a bit and lowering her weapon as well. Brute 
almost fell; Benjamin fumbled and dropped his knife; the dog looked up with a wince. A 
pause, and a few moments later the reptile said mildly: “Spook team two-seven-five, 
attention and line up.”

Immediately, the four Dragokkaren stood straight, saluting before quickly forming a 
straight line with their hands behind their backs, assault rifles dangling on harnesses 
attached to their bodies so they wouldn’t jingle or fall by accident. They stood tall and 



proud, dark, black bug-eye bulges forming the one-way eyes of their masks and their 
uniforms grey and dirty-looking, skin-tight and with small bits of padding here and there 
to protect their bodies and muffle the sounds of their movement. The rest of the group 
looked confused for the moment, then Zerrex continued in his Captain’s voice: “This is the 
reason you never let down your guard, soldiers… in war, there is never a moment of safety, 
never a moment of rest and relaxation. Every time you let down your guard and stop 
watching your surroundings, you fall into the danger of being ambushed or attacked by the 
enemy.”

Before Little Sin took action against these opponents, I reached a count of twelve in my 
head after they’d caught up to our group from the fork.” The Drakkaren paused and said 
softly: “A real, well-trained ghost squad would have wiped out an unwary unit by a count of 
ten… at most.”

He let that sink in, then turned his attention to the muscular Dragokkaren female that 
was so obviously following in Cherry’s footsteps. “Little Sin… congratulations on 
discovering the enemy unit. You did it in a good time, too… like I said, we would have all 
been dead, but I didn’t expect any of you to discover the soldiers following us before at least 
twenty. You have good senses.” The Drakkaren paused, then added gently: “But your first 
task should have been to alert the soldiers ahead of you instead of taking action, especially 
without the leave and approval of myself.” Another pause as Little Sin glanced down 
shamefully, rubbing the back of his head, and then he finished softly: “But that was very 
good nonetheless. Except for the fact you left yourself open to attack from enemies we can’t 
expect will do anything to minimize their losses… you did make a decision on your own, 
and acted swiftly. And sometimes disobeying your commanding officer is the only thing 
that will keep your unit alive. So you did the best of your unit. And you also did alert the 
rest of the soldiers in line before you took your own actions, overeager or not… which 
brings me to the next topic.”

“On the other hand… Damien, you not only alerted the following team we were aware 
of their presence before Sin had a chance to strike, but you then proceeded to hit the 
ground in the middle of an open tunnel. I couldn’t have ordered a worse display.” The 
reptile’s voice almost dripped with contempt and disgust as Damien snarled and looked at 
the ground angrily. “I’m going to want to speak to you later about your military career in 
private, once this section of  training is completed.

The rest of you were here and there in between.” He paused, assessing them easily in his 
head and speaking again; he knew it was always embarrassing to be rated publically, 
especially in front of the rest of the team – it often went that being congratulated was more 
humiliating than being mocked, because no one liked to seem like an asskisser or as if they 
were better than everyone else when you were with a bunch of people who were also being 
trained to kick other people’s asses – but he also knew this was the only way to force them 
quickly into getting comfortable with each other. Sure, it would cause some conflict and 
some other issues… but it was better now than later, and it would get rid of all the major 
issues earlier rather than later too, he thought, forcing the soldiers to deal with each other 
and eventually recognize their abilities in comparison to each other. Zerrex was a believer in 



absolute balance, after all, not ‘everyone is equal’ crap: there had to be someone in this 
group who would be a zero compared to the others, just as there would be someone else 
who was a perfect ten.

Benjamin had the best reflexes of you all: he immediately went for his knife in an 
attempt to throw it, responding to opponents armed with ranged weapons with an 
improvised one of his own. I found that impressive.” He nodded to the white tiger, then 
turned his attention to Rayne and Light Voice, who had automatically grouped together; 
Zerrex loved the way people who acted in similar ways were like magnets… it made it so 
much easier to talk to them about something. “You two immediately ran to the wings, 
which is normally a good, basic move to get yourselves out of the line of fire, although in 
this instance you wouldn’t gain any real protection… but armed as you were with only 
kwaibars, it just meant they’d expend a little bit more ammo to try and hit you instead of 
giving you any advantage whatsoever.

“Lastly, that leaves Brute.” A pause and look at him with a faint smile. “You ran to 
protect Little Sin, seeing her vulnerable… which is noble. And unfortunately, pointless 
nobility in war often leaves corpses of good soldiers on the ground.” He stopped again as 
Brute looked down with a flush of shame, glancing at Little Sin almost apologetically, and 
stuck in the crux of torn loyalties: that to always obey the Queen Mother and who had 
been called the Lord Father of the Children… and that of his love and devotion to his 
siblings and whatever else he thought of  Little Sin as.

Then the Drakkaren looked over them all, and as much as he hated to be a jerk this early 
in the game… he knew it was unfortunately necessary right now. “Overall, however… you 
all failed this first little exercise, and I can only hope you perform better in your next 
mission.” Zerrex said mildly, looking over them with disappointment in his emerald eyes – 
something that bit most of  the soldiers far deeper than anger would have.

Cherry, of course, decided to butt in here, taking up the job as his second without so 
much as a twitch. “Look, assholes! You guys need like… to get your balls reattached and 
blown up by some heavy-duty air pumps, or you guys are gonna need to switch to 
something else like… cooking or some other faggotry!” Mahihko and Cindy both looked a 
bit offended at this, but Cherry didn’t notice as she strolled forwards, grinning viciously as 
she crossed her arms and swaggered her hips, saying tauntingly: “Look, fuckfaces. Here’s the 
deal… we’re doin’ a program called the three-step, and no, it ain’t no pretty dance or fancy-
ass shit like that. It’s some rough-fuckin’ training, and it’ll force all of you to upgrade your 
abilities or go down in a ball of  blazing fire to Hell or deeper.

Now, I don’t know if all of you can handle this…” she continued cockily, walking 
slowly forwards and slipping between the soldiers in the group, her eyes sharp and 
predatory, her gaze almost hungry as she licked at her muzzle slowly. “I think, in fact, that 
one or two of you losers might just conk out on the way…” A pause as she approached 
Damien, who looked almost entranced by her despite himself, at her flexing body – thick 
with muscle, but with breasts so big that it would arouse almost any male whose interests 
lay in females… and possibly a few who weren’t.



A pause, and then she squeezed down into his shoulders, and the dog’s eyes bulged as he 
arched his back in pain, letting out a hiss of pain as he grabbed at her wrists with a snarl… 
but before he could speak, the female cooed almost tenderly: “And I’m going to enjoy 
mopping up the fragments of  you losers who fuck too hard with your betters.”

Damien struggled weakly… but it was clear he wouldn’t be able to break out of the 
female’s deadly grip. A few moments later, however, Cherry released him of her own 
volition, and he staggered backwards, falling over on his ass as she glanced over the other 
soldiers and said softly: “Survival is everything. These tests measure that… and nothing else 
matters in them; because unfortunately, if only surviving is your key… then you have to be 
cruel, and you have to be ruthless, and sometimes you have to be honorless.”

Zerrex smiled a bit at this, crossing his arms and nodding slowly; that was very true. 
After all, as the saying went… if you were being chased by a feral bear, you didn’t have to 
outrun the bear… just the other person. The same concept applied to an enemy unit… and 
many of  the other horrors that occurred in a survival mission.

The Drakkaren, however, would be measuring and weighing their ability to survive 
against loyalty and whether or not they functioned as a unit, even with this in mind. He 
wanted them confused, wanted them to question themselves and find both their inner 
darkness and the beacon-light of mercy; he wanted them to be fighting hard against not 
only the test, but themselves in their race for survival against the clock.

Then he made a clicking sound as he tilted his head to the side, and Cherry immediately 
looked back at him and nodded before retreating quietly to stand beside him. The larger 
male nodded to her a bit, then gazed over the others, saying mildly: “Come on. We still 
have some ground to cover.” A pause, and a glance past them to the spooks. “Get yourselves 
back to base, and thanks for helping out. You can make your reports to Churchill or 
Albatross.”

They nodded, saluted, then left, and Zerrex turned and motioned for his unit to follow, 
which made Cherry immediately shout: “Forwards! Step in time, people!”

The other females had been oddly quiet for this trip, but Zerrex knew he couldn’t 
exactly fall back just to talk to Marina and Cindy… or even Mahihko, who he thought was 
probably the most uncomfortable with this whole process and idea. He had to attend to 
other things right now… like slowing their pace as Drake murmured in his head: Almost 
there. Start looking.

There.” Zerrex murmured, and then he headed towards a crack in the wall – it had been 
blown open into an actual crude archway since the last time he’d been here, probably by his 
pursuers… and he only hoped they had done the same the whole way through, or Brute was 
going to have a very uncomfortable trip. When he’d discussed this with Huck, the 
Dragokkaren had also mentioned that they’d actually harvested most of the radioactive 
crystals with special equipment, to harness the energy hidden inside. So that threat was 
gone, at least… and Zerrex did note that he thought he could see a bit more of the inside 
of the cavern now, which meant light was visibly filtering in from somewhere other than 



here with no odd green luminescence present. “We’re going to cut through here into the 
Cradle of  Life, and there we’ll begin our training.”

The Drakkaren rose a hand to silence the questions he expected, saying firmly: “I’ll 
explain everything once we get to our location. For now, however, everyone stays quiet while 
we move through the caverns.” 

It only took a good five minutes to transverse the machine-widened cavern this time: 
Zerrex could tell, from gently touching the various broken sides of the rocks, that someone 
had obviously gone a bit crazy with some heavy-duty explosives in this area. He smiled a 
bit, wondering idly how long and how far they’d attempted to track him… before emerging 
out of the cavern and into the sunlight, covering his eyes with one arm as he looked around 
the small field outside the tunnel at the trees and flora of  the great jungle.

The others emerged as well, a few of them with looks of wonder and awe… although 
Damien just looked sulky, and Rayne seemed almost impassive, except a closer glance 
revealed that he was just nervous as hell. Zerrex smiled to himself as he stepped deeper into 
the jungle… he knew that this was a place considered sacred, after all, to almost all the 
inhabitants of Hez’Ranna’s more traditional society. It was something they always did their 
best to coexist with, instead of clearing it out or doing anything that would damage the 
jungle… at least until Narrius had taken over. 

But here, the great trees and all the strange creatures that inhabited them were still 
untouched, and the floor of the jungle was littered not with bullet shells but seeds, twigs, 
and other detritus. The Drakkaren gazed back and forth as his personal almost-half of the 
team lined up on one side of him… and the other six on the other. Zerrex noted the subtle 
differences in their positions… legs straight here, spread shoulder-width there, hands at the 
sides, right arm in the across-the-chest salute he was used to seeing, and another with his 
hand raised up beside his head, fingers straight, as if about to tip the hat he wasn’t wearing 
to him. A pause… and the Drakkaren said mildly: “From this day forwards… when you 
assemble in a line… stand tall, be proud… but there’s no need to take up a salute. Be at 
ease.” A pause, and then he added in the same even voice: “And that means you can relax 
now, as well.”

Immediately, the soldiers did so, dropping their stances and a few looking almost-
embarrassed, before Zerrex glanced around them all, then cleared his throat. “Today will be 
your basic survival training. Armed only as you are with a kwaibar… you need to go one 
kilometer in that direction…” The Drakkaren turned during his explanation, pointing 
deeper into the jungle. “And find the search beacon. Should you fail to do this, you need to 
spend the night in the forest, acting as if in enemy territory… and then you’ll have to try 
again.” Zerrex smiled slightly at this, enjoying the shock on Damien’s features, and Rayne’s 
wince. “You’ll be left outside for up to a week if you continuously fail to find the beacon, 
and then we’ll come get you, and you’ll fail the course and be removed from the Black 
RED.” A pause, and he added idly: “And because of certain new difficulties arising that 
require my attention, I’m neither going to be willing nor able to train all of you, so only 
four people will pass this test, and I’ll eventually cut it down to one, who I’ll deal with in 



one-on-one, personal tutelage. As it is, you’re already being evaluated by myself and the 
others.”

Now everyone was staring in horror, and Zerrex smiled, leaning forwards and saying 
gently: “Go.” A pause as no one ran, then he tilted his head and asked mildly: “So… does 
everyone want to just give up and go home, then?”

That got Damien charging off through the forest, and Little Sin snarled before 
vanishing as she sprinted after him, closely followed by Brute and the others. Zerrex and his 
little company watched them smash their way through the forest, then the reptile tilted his 
head as Cindy muttered quietly: “This is pretty cruel, even for you, Daddy. They’re going to 
be trying to cut each others’ throats over the course of  the night.”

Notice that even Damien didn’t realize the little conflict in words, though.” Cherry 
piped up in her own murmur. “You said a week, and earlier that they were only getting 
three days… little fuckhead specifically bitched about that. I can understand why no one 
else would remember, from not paying attention to the little shithead, but…”

Zerrex nodded a bit, then he glanced to Mahihko and Marina, who both looked up at 
him with slight smiles: both of their gazes fawning, but Marina’s entirely servile where 
Mahihko just had a more ‘I-like-to-please’ look… although he’d obviously be more than 
willing to likely turn himself into an Iuratus, first chance he got. “Our first order of 
business is to track them. That’s up to you and Cherry, Marina, so you’d better get going 
now… I can still hear them plowin’ through the undergrowth ahead, but I think a few of 
them are getting their senses back.”

Got it.” Cherry said briskly, then she closed her eyes, her body becoming chameleonic 
and blending with the environment as she ran forwards, looking only like a blob of odd 
black shapes and shadow that were her clothing as she ran into the undergrowth, and 
Marina ran off a moment later, keeping a distance back as she focused her powers but 
moving with equal silence… likely mimicking Cherry’s movements, in fact. Zerrex again 
admired her powers: combined with her incredibly-flexible body, it meant she could copy 
almost anyone’s physical movement down and mock it as long as she concentrated, although 
he knew it would likely give her a bit of a headache later. But she was also naturally-quiet… 
and Narrius had made the grievous mistake of letting Black Requiem mentor her even 
while knowing Zerrex had taught her the basics of  combat as a child.

Then he glanced to Cindy and Mahihko, kneeling a bit down to the wolf ’s level and 
asking him in a gentle voice: “Do you have the GPS?”

Yes, Boss!” Mahihko said proudly, pulling the small black device quickly out of his 
pocket and holding it up. He blushed happily at Zerrex’s smile, then asked in a meek voice: 
“So should I go, then?”

Yep, that’s right, kid.” Zerrex reached out and ruffled the wolf ’s headfur a bit, and 
Mahihko blushed deeper. “Curve around from the side, just like we discussed, set yourself 
up in a tree, and then wait until nightfall before you do what we discussed, though, okay?”



Yes, Boss!” Mahihko nodded firmly, then took off towards the reptile’s right, and Zerrex 
watched him go, amused by how intently he was looking at the GPS and the way he kept 
running into bushes here and there. A shake of his head, and he glanced at Cindy, who was 
still looking up at him with soft disapproval.

He gazed back, then gently stroked her face with the back of his hand and asked in a 
gentle voice: “Would it help if  I explained it to you in full?”

“Yeah.” Cindy nodded and pressed her hands against his chest, gazing up at him softly. 
“I don’t like you lyin’ so blatantly to people, Boss.”

I don’t like to lie to my own unit, either.” Zerrex responded, smiling a bit. “And I realize 
it’s a pretty cheap thing that I’m doing, too. But it’s the best way to make sure they’re 
capable of working together even when the situation calls for sacrifice or throwing their 
own to the fire. Once they fail to find or realize there’s no tracking beacon, then they’ll 
probably be able to sort themselves out instead of squabbling. I hope.” A pause and a slight 
shake of his head. “But basically, they’re all thinking that they have to cross each other out 
and get rid of whoever they deem is the biggest threat. If they can pull together even with 
all these odds against them, they’ll learn to trust each other and work as a team, even 
moving against the commander’s orders when necessary, like I told them back in that 
tunnel.” He stopped, then added gently: “We just have to keep things real and stress them 
to see how they react. Little Sin’s the one I guess I’m worried about most, though… 
Damien especially will see her as a threat.”

It sounds like reality television.” Cindy murmured, but then she did look a bit placated, 
before sighing a bit and glancing up at him quietly: “So attack from the left, or from 
behind?”

Left, to pincer them. We’ll wait for L… I mean, Mahihko, to move in first, though, after 
nightfall.” Zerrex responded, then patted her on the shoulder gently and kissed her 
forehead. “It’s a nasty test, I do agree, but if they’re going to be in an elite unit, they have to 
learn what their priority is and especially how to deal with misinformation.”

Cindy nodded, then pressed her head gently against him for a moment before turning 
and running off through the forest, moving with grace and barely a rustle of leaves as 
Zerrex watched her softly. Then he shook his head a bit and turned, heading straight and 
walking easily through the underbrush: he had to let Marina and Cherry scout out the 
‘opposition’ before he joined them. 

Thirty minutes later – the Drakkaren had stopped twice, once to pee… cursing himself 
for not using the bathroom earlier and feeling rather childish – and another time to pick 
some wild berries he’d found, which Drake identified as tasty but also often caused 
indigestion because they carried a weak poison in them. The Drakkaren decided to wager 
his iron stomach against the delicious berries, muttering in response it couldn’t be any worse 
than getting takeout from a greasy burger joint, and was at least more nutritious. 

He walked quietly up beside Marina, who was leaning on the trunk of a massive tree and 
peering around it, and was thankful as always for her strange powers as he noted the way she 



shifted and raised a hand behind the tree to wave to him, without needing to look behind 
herself. Cherry was also kneeling nearby, and she glanced back with a grin, murmuring to 
him as he kneeled down by the row of bushes they were at: “Your hair makes you so 
obvious.”

The fins on your head makes you look like a mutant banana.” Zerrex shot back, but 
quietly, and Cherry looked offended as she touched the row of crescent-shaped fins, before 
brightening when Zerrex held out his handful of berries. “Want some? They’re like 
scantonberries though.”

Fuck yeah! Bring on the hallucinations.” Cherry grabbed a handful, stuffing them in her 
muzzle, and Zerrex rolled his eyes.

Those were from the Irish Fellsfroth, and because you ate like, a hundred of them before 
going to bed. Scantonberries were the ones we found during that one mission that almost 
made you crap your pants because you ate a few dozen of them.” Zerrex reminded her, and 
Cherry made a face before shrugging and continuing to snag handfuls of berries, then he 
paused and glanced up at Marina, who was half-glaring at them both. “What?”

She merely rolled her eyes at this, however, then muttered: “You two are so 
unprofessional. If I couldn’t see it for myself, I wouldn’t believe you were actually elite- no, I 
don’t want any berries, Daddy.” she added pettishly, when Zerrex held a handful up to her. 
Then she paused and jerked her head towards the field, where five visible soldiers and a 
sixth mostly-invisible one had been digging around feverishly, obviously looking for a 
landing beacon. “Look, they’re stopping.”

Zerrex looked up as well, eating the last of the berries and then wiping his hands idly on 
his uniform pants, as he flicked his head and caused his hair to flutter around himself, 
Drake’s energy quickly twisting it into a long, braided ponytail and then knotting the 
bottom for him: a more useful ability than he could say. He frowned a bit to himself as he 
looked ahead, watching Little Sin once more become visible, and hearing them starting to 
yell at each other, likely out of  frustration.

This field was actually almost two klicks away… but there weren’t any other natural 
clearings in this writhing jungle in the direction Zerrex had pointed between here and the 
other site. He wondered idly if they had actually misjudged out of excitement, or if they 
had just kept plodding onwards because they’d assumed it would be a landing beacon of 
some sort and thus there’d need to be an open space for someone to see it from the air.

Marina answered both of these questions as she did an imitation of a deep male voice: 
“’Don’t you pick on Little Sin, you stupid asshole pelt! It’s not her fault it’s not here!’” A 
pause, her voice returning to normal. “Brute’s pretty protective, huh, especially of her… 
but he seems to have a thing for Light Voice, too.

So, in total, Rayne, Light Voice, and Benjamin stopped for a few minutes to do a quick 
search at the kilometer point… I think Brute wanted to, too, but then he chased after Little 
Sin again and Damien, who had both raced onwards… Damien because he assumed the 
beacon would be in an open area, Little Sin because she hates Damien’s guts.” Marina 



explained, then paused and glanced back towards the group, before wincing as the dog-in-
question went down from a punch from Brute. “He needs to learn to shut his mouth.”

Zerrex sighed, looking morbidly out into the group and watching the other four people 
tackle the enormous Brute in an attempt to hold him back, and Damien struggling to get 
up through the tall grasses, his face looking pretty broken. He’d hoped it wouldn’t come to 
something like this… and he glanced between Cherry and Marina, saying mildly: “Think 
we should call a stop to this experiment, or will they work it out on their own without 
killing him?”

Fucker’s not like Vampire in terms of durability…” Cherry said thoughtfully, frowning a 
bit and taking the question seriously as she glanced to the side at Zerrex, then she shook 
her head a bit. “No, look. Looks like Brute’s calmin’ down a bit… he’s not freaking out 
anymore, at least.” 

Marina nodded a bit, and the three silently watched from their hiding place as Brute 
relaxed and shook off the others, stepping away and wiping at himself, moving around 
moodily. Meanwhile, Damien had managed his feet… but only Light Voice went over to 
help him, and was immediately shrugged off  as the canine walked away to sulk somewhere.

The three Drakkaren made their various assessments as they watched the others working 
busily, Marina muttering every now and then what she was picking up from their thoughts 
and what they were saying to each other, since the distance was too great for either Cherry 
or Zerrex to hear at all what words were exchanged between the various six. They had 
apparently decided that there either wasn’t a beacon around or that they weren’t going to 
find it that day, as the sun began to fall from the sky and shadows to lengthen, and they 
were also apparently well-aware that they were being watched, Little Sin flickering invisible 
every now and then to patrol the perimeter… but Zerrex easily slinging a rope of dark 
energy upwards and using that to haul himself into the tall canopy of a tree, as Marina 
concealed herself and easily detected any movements or thoughts of the female and evaded 
detection that way… and Cherry managed to slide herself into a nook between the roots of 
a tree, taking on the colors of a shadow and a set of other growths and mosses from the 
tree… except she also had her kwaibar beneath her, one hand on it and the other poised 
and twisted, the color of  a root but ready to haul herself  forwards if  she had to.

They were all superbly hidden, in short… far too much for the Child to find them, who 
was still too-ingrained with the ideas of her former position in the GA. Little Sin’s 
weakness was the same as the rest of the Children, after all; even though none of them were 
any longer just killing machines with the ability to rationalize, they were in many cases, still 
unable to deal with things they didn’t expect, and tended to forget the abilities of the 
individual they were dealing with, only scanning the dense jungle as if it was a facility 
hallway just as they’d undoubtedly been taught… a mistake if there ever was one. As Zerrex 
stood silently in the tree, back pressed against the trunk and a natural shield of leaves 
hiding him from view, he smiled slightly, before slipping forwards a bit to look out through 
this wall of  greenery and to watch Little Sin returning to what was obviously now a camp.



Five of the six were all working together, including Little Sin, who took regular breaks 
to take patrols… Damien, on the other hand, was still scurrying around, digging here and 
there and looking for a beacon of some sort in the tall grasses, scowling and tossing looks 
every now and then at what the others were doing.

Brute had used his enormous strength to snap the larger branches from several trees, and 
some of the others had gathered up some vines as they placed the larger ones in the ground, 
obviously intending to build some sort of defensive wall inside the field, or maybe some 
sort of wooden box cabin thing. Personally, Zerrex thought it was an attack waiting to 
happen… sure, cutting down the jungle around a city or fortress was a good idea, but 
setting your camp up in a field was never a good idea, even if it did make things easier. It 
made everyone a moving target… and in wars like this, Zerrex was hoping that their 
thermal signals wouldn’t set off some alert system and cause Narrius to bomb the crap out 
of  all of  them.

The Drakkaren figured it was probably part of their training… but with a group like 
this, building a lean-to in the forest or better yet, setting up in the trees would be a much-
better idea. It would provide safety from all the various predators that stalked the floor of 
the jungle and would gladly drag off a good-sized Dragokkaren for a meal… and also 
enemy soldiers, who would find it more difficult to find the unit, even if they found tracks 
or leavings. Plus it gave an automatic advantage to armed soldiers… even with just a 
kwaibar, it was easier to jump down on top of someone than it was for them to shoot you 
high up in a tree.

By the time nightfall slid around, they had completed a box and were busily working on 
a gate… and then Mahihko ran out of the side of the forest, yelling and screaming like an 
idiot and waving his kwaibar frantically. Zerrex watched this with amusement, as all six of 
the soldiers – working together now, at least to a point – halted to watch this display 
stupidly, and then Mahihko charged in towards them, yelling randomly, before Little Sin 
vanished and a few of  the others stepped forwards. 

The others had expected something like this to happen… so Marina immediately honed 
in on the strange, rippling air that was the female and her thoughts, before freezing her in 
place with a mental bind as she rose a hand and clenched it shut, purple energy glowing 
around her fist as Little Sin flickered back into existence with a squawk of shock. The other 
soldiers panicked a bit, Brute running over and picking up the immobile female, trying to 
pull her arms apart… and although Marina’s own arm trembled a bit, she was able to hold 
Little Sin’s arms against her sides without a problem. Mahihko, meanwhile, was still 
running at them and screaming like an idiot… and then he squealed when Benjamin tossed 
his knife at him, ducking and turning to scamper away.

None of the soldiers noticed Cindy at their back, or heard the female silently using her 
kwaibar to cut the vines on the walls at key points of the structure until it was too late, and 
the walls of the wannabe-cabin collapsed, piling here and there as they turned with surprise, 
only to catch a fleeting glimpse of the female as she fled back into the forest. Then Little 



Sin slumped and panted as Marina released her mental grip, Zerrex nodding a bit and 
giving her a thumbs up from where he stood in his watchtower tree.

The six all but rioted, taking a surprisingly-long time to settle down and huddle up in a 
group, all of them muttering to each other… and despite the fact they left themselves 
obviously extremely vulnerable, they were all getting along, even if forced into doing so 
through circumstance. It made the Drakkaren feel strangely happy, almost proud of them 
for pushing past their differences and instead working on their teamwork and covering each 
other’s asses.

Of course, it didn’t last for very long, but they did at least try, and he thought that was 
the point of the matter. Eventually, Little Sin did another little scouting job… but again, 
she was easily evaded even by Mahihko, who hid in a tree and clung to a branch, but likely 
more avoiding detection out of  luck than anything else.

Zerrex had Cherry run another attack against them later that night, and she actually 
succeeded in snagging Rayne and dragging him off into the woods with her, making him 
squeal in terror as she dragged him off somewhere else by the feet, all the while yelling 
questions at him that didn’t make sense, insinuating that he was a Nazi, and performing 
various other stress-inducing techniques on the poor bastard. After about ten minutes of 
dragging him in circles, she’d finally threatened to kill him with the kwaibar, made him piss 
his pants, stripped him of his clothing, and bound his hands and legs before setting him up 
on a stump and taking his kwaibar like she was going to decapitate him with it. Instead, 
however, she snuck away into the jungle, leaving Rayne to struggle around and whine in 
paranoia as Cindy watched over him in secret from a safe position in the top of a tree, 
looking at him with sympathy for a little while.

Zerrex used Drake’s energy like careful tentacles to slide through the long grasses while 
the others were attempting to find Rayne, acting more like a civilian search party and 
shouting his name instead of silently attempting to track and pursue Cherry, who’d 
obviously run off with him – how many other cackling, fin-headed, giant-boobed and –
muscled females in… all of existence were there, after all? And while they were stumbling 
around, they often treaded on the sticky tendrils he’d put out… and an unlucky Brute and 
Benjamin managed to snag their feet in nooses and were dragged away through the grass, 
the former squeaking in a way that didn’t exactly suit his size, both of them clawing at the 
dirt and the white tiger trying to snare his bone spikes into the ground and used his 
kwaibar to hack uselessly at the long tentacles of  dark essence.

That left Little Sin, Light Voice, and Damien stuck alone, almost holding onto each 
other as the darkness continued to follow and both Benjamin and Brute were silenced when 
Zerrex ensnared them completely with long ropes of dark energy, holding onto the backs of 
their necks as the darkness effectively cocooned and gagged them. He dragged them off 
with him a good distance to another hiding spot near where Cherry had brought Rayne to, 
then left two long, thin strings of dark energy connected from the cocoon to one hand. If 
these were severed – and it wouldn’t take much, admittedly… even the cocoons would be 



rather vulnerable with him a good distance away… – then the dark energy would vanish 
and Drake would bitch about losing such a large chunk of  his essence. 

It would be worth it, however… although Zerrex would undo the bind after so long. 
He’d thought about knocking them out and tying them up with vines instead, but had 
figured on that being a bit pointless… vines were supple, but they were far easier to slip off 
than ropes… and to put them on, he’d have to knock both of  the soldiers out.

The Drakkaren nodded a bit at this… then snorted when he saw an enormous Mahihko 
in stretched, ripped jeans leap out and tackle Light Voice, before running off with the 
screaming Dragokkaren into the woods, as Damien stared dumbly and Little Sin attempted 
to charge after him: she was stalled, however, by a stick thrown by Cindy, which tangled 
between her legs and sent her crashing to the ground, the female grunting in pain as she hit 
the soft earth and slid a few feet through the tall grasses.

That left Little Sin and Damien stuck alone in the field together… and Zerrex leaned 
curiously at the wall of bushes, the others now gathered at the same hiding spot as he was 
in, all of them watching the next set of events play out curiously. At first, they yelled a lot 
at each other… but then Marina muttered: “Little Sin just shouted that they should work 
together… and to keep yelling at her angrily. Damien’s still pissed off, but at least his 
shouting is playing a good role now… I think she’s trying to locate us…” A pause, her eyes 
closed, and then the sapphire irises flicked open and she smiled slightly. “Yep. She’s going 
to pretend to stomp off… there we go.”

More shouting… and then Little Sin spun on her heel, walked a few steps away, and 
vanished from sight. As they watched, however, there was no sign of movement… and the 
Drakkaren smiled slightly before nodding slowly as he caught the faintest flicker of her 
outline still visible. She was much easier to see when moving… and when standing still, she 
did become almost entirely invisible. He was impressed… now they were trying to lure 
them out.

A pause, and a rustle behind them, and Zerrex muttered sharply: “Don’t react,” as 
Cherry began to turn. She halted, however, instead turning it to a look at Mahihko and 
murmuring nonsense words to him… and Mahihko looked at her dumbly, then shook his 
head quickly and said something in return that was just a jumble of words. It was amazing 
that the wolf actually caught on… and Zerrex smiled slightly at this before looking 
forwards again to see Damien purposefully turning his back and fumbling at the logs as he 
grumbled things and talked to himself. But right now, the attention of the five was behind 
them, on the figure trying to move silently away from them.

After a minute or so, Marina finally murmured to her father: “It’s Rayne. He cleaned 
himself  up a bit and put his pants back on, and now he’s going over to-”

Nope, now he found them.” Zerrex replied mildly, and he let the dark energy dissolve 
and slide away from the cocoons as he felt them being attacked. A pause, and he turned his 
attention to Mahihko, asking mildly: “What did you do with Light Voice?”



Put her up in a tree and tangled her up in some vines.” Mahihko replied proudly… then 
winced when the female Dragokkaren-in-question staggered out of the jungle and into the 
clearing, causing Little Sin to reappear and run immediately over to her. “Oops. Well… 
um… at least it happened after the others got free.”

The night passed in this way: Zerrex and his four trusted soldiers taking turns napping 
and doing spook attacks on their enemies as the six regrouped and shared their horror 
stories… until eventually dawn began to rise, and the Drakkaren eyed the sleepless group of 
six as they sat in a makeshift pile of logs that reminded him almost of a beaver lodge or 
something ridiculous like that. He smiled a bit to himself, then nodded and murmured: 
“Let’s go.”

With Marina and Mahihko on one side, Cherry and Cindy on the other, the Boss 
walked out into the clearing and towards the shanty, as the six stared at him with something 
like abject horror. He rose his hands however, smiling slightly and beckoning to them, 
saying clearly: “Assemble, soldiers.”

They did so… and the Drakkaren looked over them, putting his hands behind his back 
as they stood in the light of early dawn, the sun just breaching the horizon and lighting the 
dark jungle with crimson rays. He looked over them slowly, then smiled slightly and said 
softly: “Well, you haven’t done as well as I would have liked to have seen… but 
congratulations. It looks like you all passed.”

“The hell are you talking about?” Damien asked, but sleeplessness robbed him of any 
venom his tone would have otherwise carried, looking only grouchy instead of defiant. He 
swayed a bit on the spot, and for once some of the others seemed to mirror his opinion, 
Brute in particular looking at Zerrex with a frown – likely because he had been dragged 
through the dirt by the large reptile.

Zerrex looked around at them all, then he said softly: “Exactly what I said. You’ve all 
passed this survival test… come on, the clues are all there.” A slight smile. “Although I 
understand if we kept you too busy to think. But in short, if you add up the fact that I said 
I’d give you a week… even though I also remember saying we were only going to do one test 
a day, over three days… that there was no beacon at the one-kilometer site that’s… almost a 
kilometer away… and that we’ve continually been harassing you… this survival test could 
also be called a test to see how well you worked together as a team.

It also tested how well you dealt with misinformation; even though you did screw up in 
a few ways – building a camp in an open area, for once, and ignoring orders to only look 
for the beacon one klick away, for instance – you have otherwise done fairly well. You’ve 
avoided conflict for the most part, and I think that you’ve all become much more 
comfortable with each other… but being stuck in close quarters and forced to put up with 
each other will certainly force that for a little while.”

He paused, and crossed his arms. “Basically, I lied to you all, yes.” he said plainly, and 
then smiled slightly at the looks of indignation on many of their faces. “But at least part of 
that lie was that I’d only be choosing one of you… and like it or not, you did follow 



through with my test and band together. So I congratulate you on that, and I hope you can 
pass this next test I have even with you all lookin’ so damn bedraggled.”

How the fuck do you and them look so okay? And what the hell is going on?” Brute 
whined, grasping his skull and glowering at them, then he winced when Cherry stepped 
forwards. “Sorry, Queen Mother. I’m just frustrated.”

At ease, soldier. ‘Sall good.” Cherry said almost gently, but her eyes sparkled with 
mischief nonetheless. “In any case, you bitches just aren’t used to the same level of warfare 
we are.” A pause and a jerk of her head at Cindy and Mahihko, who both blushed a bit. 
“’Cept these two numbasses had to snore the whole night through and Marina got up extra 
bitchy this morning.”

I hate you sometimes.” Marina said dourly, rolling her eyes, and Zerrex could feel the 
group relaxing, the soldiers smiling hesitantly and starting to look around a bit awkwardly, 
apparently still unsure whether this was a joke or not. Zerrex was glad to see them still on 
guard, still paranoid, even if they all looked tired as hell at the same time… then he nodded 
a bit to them all and decided it was better now than never to lead them back to base.

It took about two hours total to make it back to Headquarters… and Zerrex said he’d 
give them three hours of rest each… but snagged Damien and pulled him aside to lecture 
him privately for a little while, while the dog glowered but looked ashamed of himself at 
the proper moments here and there. Then he sent the dog on to get some rest or do 
whatever he wanted for the next little while, and instead turned his attention to other 
matters himself, returning the kwaibars to the armory – he was rather glad Albatross had 
finally instituted a sign-in, sign-out system and put it under guard instead of just letting 
everyone walk in and out – and then wrote up a short report on the details he’d been going 
over in his mind about the behavior of his platoon and how he thought they were currently 
coming along to the base Commanders.

Later that day, Zerrex took them out on their second training mission, dragging them to 
the dead sector of Uroboros called Necropolis, where they had been piling bodies in 
rotting piles; where the world was dead and even the military outposts had been abandoned, 
the buildings left to decay on their own and fall to rotting pieces of stone. As he stood in 
the open gates, looking out at corpses piled almost as high as the guard walls and never to 
be buried, he looked out at the others and told them that this was the kind of war they 
were fighting. A war where they didn’t have the time to bury or even burn their own dead, 
and enemy and friend alike were thrown into the same great reeking pit of  corpses.

Then he made them search the area for useable weaponry and ammunition, directing 
them mainly towards the military facility and instructing them to watch out for wild 
creatures, genetic monsters, and Angels that may still be active and controlled by hostile 
programming or computers or some kind. They’d looked horrified, all of them, and Rayne 
had murmured something about stealing from the dead… and Cherry had looked at him 
with a smile that was strangely gentle and said softly: “That’s just a myth, I’m afraid. Few of 
these soldiers would want to be buried with their weapons… because I’m sure few of them 
want to go on fighting for all eternity. They no longer have any use for their weaponry.”



Zerrex then reminded them that they’d have to also clean out their weaponry before 
using it, since most of it would be dirty or damaged from misuse, weathering, and being 
trapped with or underneath corpses. Then he’d sent them all off, glancing at Mahihko and 
surprised when he asked meekly if he could help them, despite the tears in his eyes and how 
horribly pale he had turned… and Cindy said gently she’d go with him, even though she 
looked just as deeply pained by the sight.

The Drakkaren nodded, leaving Cindy, Cherry and the Boss standing alone at the gates, 
watching carefully over the others. They both already had their own weaponry taken from 
the military base, anyway, since they’d both functioned as part of Albatross’s special sniper 
unit. That, and Cherry also had her chain whip, while Marina had a plain kwaibar sheathed 
on her back. Cindy, too, had access to a rifle… but Zerrex admired the gentleness she 
portrayed as she helped Mahihko search bodies for weaponry of his own, and the way she 
seemed to wish every long-decaying corpse a peaceful rest.

He kept them searching for hours on end, and had them pile up the objects they found 
in front of them; he forced them to scavenge, gaze at death’s ugly face, and gather up their 
weaponry until the sun began to set: this place, at least, was rife with all manner of junk… 
unfortunately, much of it was precisely that: just rusted junk. Huck, however, had already 
said he’d be more than happy to repair any weapons they brought back, and that if they 
gathered up a lot of armament, he’d send out a transport to pick them up afterwards and 
gather up whatever variety of armament they found. After all, they needed all the weaponry 
they could get, and no one else had the balls to approach the tomb of  Iago. 

Brute found the body of this former RED Commander, broken and rusted, with bits of 
black gunk clogging his body and his feet missing, long since melted and dissolved, with 
just deep craters left where the severed feet had once been. Zerrex frowned slightly as he 
called the others over to look at it, then shrugged and approached himself, sticking his 
hands in his pockets as the eleven of them gathered around the broken body. “Fuck, this 
has to be the puppet master… I heard you killed him, Lord Zerrex, but I never thought 
you’d messed him up so bad…”

“It’s either Zerrex, Boss, or Captain Ravenlight.” Zerrex said mildly; Drake pointed out 
his bad grammar absently, and the Drakkai told him to shut up with an equally-distant 
tone. They were used to each other’s banter by now, and it was more of their odd form of 
friendship than any actual attempts to irritate each other. “And yeah, I guess I did.”

He looked down at the rusting hulk for a few moments, then waved a hand and added 
clearly: “Come on, get outta here, you guys still have lots of work to do, and in about…”A 
glance at the sky to judge the time… then a glance at Cherry to confirm, who held up three 
fingers. “Thirty minutes before a transport comes. That means you gotta pick out whatever 
weapons you want to use as your personal armament as well.”

The others nodded, and then quietly walked away, Cherry and Marina also going back 
to their posts by the gate as Mahihko looked up at the lizard with a fawning expression, 
and then was led off by Cindy as she gently told him the story Zerrex had told her about 
his fight through Necropolis – for whatever reason, it hadn’t felt exactly right to tell 



Mahihko too much of that time, just in case it brought up his hidden memories of Alone 
and Lone. The lizard, however, continued to stand over the body of his fallen enemy… 
then Drake suddenly snarled, Watch it!

Zerrex’s sharp eyes caught the flash of movement almost too late, as he propelled 
himself backwards and created a short pole of dark energy in one hand, almost shaped like 
a baseball bat, and the metal claw just sailed past his foot. A few moments later, the metallic 
hunk of junk in front of him stirred… then Iago slowly rose up on feet made of bristling 
wire and metal string, one arm hanging disjointed and twitching, sparks and arcs of 
electricity jolting over his body as his head rose up, and he said in a clear, taunting voice 
that was fizzed with static: “Well, well… if  it isn’t… Lord Zerrex.”

“Iago. Wasn’t dying once enough for you?” The Drakkaren asked mildly, pointing the 
solid black pole at him, and Iago’s eyes flickered pure red as flakes of rust fell off his body. 
The lizard paused, then rose a hand as the others began to approach and said sharply: “He’s 
my opponent! No one interfere!”

I knew you’d want to deal with me on your own.” Iago seemed to almost sneer at him 
with his cracked voice, before he rose a hand and pointed at him with one finger, wires 
snaking out of his cracked armor-body as he looked at Zerrex coldly. “After they kicked me 
out of Hell, I spent all my time gathering my energy here… building up my electrical 
power and forcing my auto-repair systems to start working and rebuilding my body.

I can kill you, Lord Zerrex… because you can’t kill me.” Iago said with cold, fanatical 
belief, and he staggered forwards, his machinery rattling violently as electricity raced over 
his form again, blue sparks flying from his body… and the Drakkaren wondered how long 
ago that Iago had gone mad… before the once-puppetmaster lunged at him with a static-
torn roar.

The Drakkaren immediately snapped Iago across the face with the dark pole, causing 
him to stumble to the side on his wire-metal feet, before the lizard stepped forwards and 
slammed a firm palm into Iago’s chest, sending him up into the air. A moment later, he 
stepped forwards and swung viciously outwards as the pole turned into a flat, rectangular 
sword, cleaving through the middle of the metal monster and sending him flying in two 
pieces… and as Iago fell with a mechanical scream, Zerrex brought his leg up in a plain 
thrust kick and slammed his foot into the robot’s breast as it began to fall past him, sending 
it flying off and skidding across the pavement uselessly, one glass eye shattering and chunks 
of  metal hurtling through the air in all directions. 

Then Iago fell still, spasming a few times before his body clanked, groaned… and he 
collapsed into rusting, damaged fragments with a low, soft sigh. Zerrex snorted quietly, 
then held out the straight sword he’d created and let it melt and flow back into his body, 
lowering his head and saying softly: “Rest, Iago. And for what it’s worth… I apologize for 
not making sure that I’d killed you back all that long time ago.”

A pause, and he glanced around at the others, saying calmly – but hating, hating the way 
that some of them were staring at him with that terrible awe: “Don’t you all have jobs to 



do? Get back to work, people, we don’t have much time left! Don’t make me repeat myself 
or I’ll send you corpse diving!”

He stood for a few long minutes, however, then looked down at his hands and 
remembered how much of a challenge Iago had been that first time around. Granted, it had 
been after taking on his army of Angels… but even discounting that, he could even 
remember the trouble he’d had with those other similar metal freaks in the biogenetics 
facility. A pause, and he looked down with a quiet laugh, closing his eyes and clenching his 
hands into fists, murmuring softly: “Is this true strength? Is this my strength, or yours, 
Drake?”

Both… and we can still get stronger. The potential of our symbiosis is nearly limitless. 
Drake responded gently, then the dark nephilim nudged the reptile lightly, slowly making 
him turn his head and look over his shoulder at the gathering others, as they dumped the 
last bit of their weapons and then looked towards their leader curiously. I think they want 
to talk to you about something.

“Great.” Zerrex muttered, then turned and approached the group, glancing down at the 
sizeable pile of weapons, ammunition and other assorted junk. A pause, and then he looked 
back up at the six… or rather, eight, including Cindy and Mahihko, who were also standing 
with the soldiers. “Are you ready to choose your weapons? Looks like you’ve collected a 
good amount.”

They all affirmed this in one way or the other, and Zerrex smiled a bit before crossing 
his arms. “Well… alright. Even though it’s important to be able to use a variety of 
weapons with at least moderate ability… it’s also extremely important to have at least one 
weapon you’re an expert with, in both fields of melee and ranged combat. We are not… I 
repeat, not… your usual combat unit.” He looked over them all firmly. “We’re specialists. 
And we’re probably comparable to some of those stupid super-units you see in the crappy 
action B-movies… but even though the idea is the same, our execution and tactics will be 
extremely different. It doesn’t mean, however, that all of  the concepts will be different.

“Whatever weapon you choose, do not just choose it for looks. Pick something you can 
wield efficiently, that suits your own style of combat: this goes for both ranged and melee 
weapons.” A slight smile as he glanced at Rayne. “If you’re good with a rifle, pick a rifle, 
not a machinegun. If you’re going to be taking shots from range…” A look at Light Voice. 
“Choose a long-range weapon, not a shotgun. But if you’re going to be up-close and 
personal, where accuracy isn’t so much of an issue and you got the strength for it…” A 
look over at Brute. “Pick a heavy machine gun or another weapon that packs a heavy punch 
but isn’t the greatest in terms of accuracy. Last, but not least… carry only what you’re 
going to actually be able to use, and don’t overpack. Even if you can carry a hundred 
weapons without a problem, there’s no point to it and it’s just a waste of resources and your 
own body power to lug it all around. The rule is usually two and one: a medium-to-long 
rifle, a short range backup weapon, usually a handgun, and a melee weapon for close-
quarters or silent executions; but I’ll let you all choose whatever you want as your 
armament.” 



The soldiers all nodded before digging into the pile of weapons… and Zerrex thought 
most of them outfitted themselves pretty well, most of them following the basic formula 
the Drakkaren had presented. And again, their outfitting expressed their different 
capabilities, tastes, and where they would likely specialize.

After checking them over, the reptile had them put these weapons in their own separate 
pile. Only a few minutes after this, while Zerrex and company were discussing military 
tactics – Cherry butting in with vulgar comments every now and then, while Zerrex tried to 
remain serious – a military transport had shown up, along with a small jeep lugging a cart, 
driven by Huck.

They’d piled the weapons up… and that had been the end of that training session. 
Zerrex had again been proud of his unit as they headed back to the base, and he thought 
even Cherry was a bit impressed by their improvement and the way they had started to trust 
each other and group together: they were already a closer unit than the Goth Legion had 
ever been, which had run more on fear, domination and competition than anything else… 
and had likely been the reason the unit had collapsed and why Zerrex had ended up dealing 
with the remnants of the Goth Legion so many years ago in Baskin’s Grove, when Vampire, 
Cherry and Tinman had first come and attacked him under Lone’s request, the wolf too 
power-hungry back then to realize what a terrible plague he’d brought to the town.

Once back at base, he’d dismissed them and said they had free time until three tomorrow 
afternoon, and then he’d hold the final test… which would also be the most serious one. 
The night, however, had passed quickly, as Zerrex went over notes, did research, and 
manned the Tower with Albatross, looking over the different graphs that marked what was 
occurring in Paradise. Huck had noted another sudden, strange jump between working hard 
on the aerial claymore he’d been building… and Zerrex marked down the changes in the 
various graphs and charts, muttering under his breath and just wanting to get some sleep in 
a nice bed.

That night, he’d done exactly that… and the next morning, he’d woken up the others 
and requisitioned the ammunition he needed from Uroboros, along with the special 
weapons he required for this final test. It arrived around noon in a special shipment, and he 
and Cherry spent another hour unloading crates and piling them in one corner of the 
room, while Marina patrolled Uroboros, and Cindy and Mahihko worked in the kitchens 
cooking food – relaxing work for both of  them.

The Drakkaren, admittedly, was looking forwards to this final test as he created a 
crowbar of dark energy and used that to pry open one of the crates of junk he’d ordered, 
and Cherry took the boxes of ammunition and weaponry that he passed out to her, 
watching her stack them up in six different areas, and the reptile set out five other piles at 
the other side of  the long top hall in the barracks where they’d performed the first test.

At three, the five stood ready at their side of the hall, and when the six filed in, Zerrex 
smiled and gestured at the piles of special weaponry, calling: “It’s pretty self explanatory, 
isn’t it? This is the non-lethal version of a test we performed to get into the Goth Legion… 
and I think you can all understand what we’re going to do. Your goal is to survive for a full 



hour without being knocked out or surrendering… and none of us will be holding back. If 
you have to reload… you’ll have to do it on the fly, just like in a real battle… even though 
you only have one spare clip, which you’ll have to load one-by-one.” 

The six soldiers stared… then looked down at the weaponry. The four crates around the 
room formed three half-assed barricades – only a stack of two crates actually looked like it 
would provide moderate protection – and at different points of the room where huge 
plastic tubs of BBs, six on one side, five on the other, filled with yellow BBs. All the weapon 
sets were also different… some had a rifle and a handgun, some had automatic weapons, 
and they all even had melee weapons as well: nightsticks made of flexible yellow plastic, and 
yellow, padded poles of  various length and size as well.

Everything’s already been set up.” Zerrex said mildly, as he stepped back beside his own 
pile of armament, and the other four spread out to take point by their own weaponry, 
Cherry grinning callously as she picked up a sniper rifle and worked the bolt to load a 
plastic ball bearing into the chamber. “By the way, you also have goggles if you want to 
wear them… they’ll decrease your range of vision, but at least they’ll stop you from going 
blind if  a certain bitch shoots you in the eye.”

Well, don’t fuckin’ give it away!” Cherry whined, then she snorted and grinned, standing 
up with her large weapon and glaring over the other six: Mahihko, meanwhile, had a plain 
handgun, and he looked nervous as Damien focused his attention on him almost hungrily, 
obviously making the mistake of thinking the wolf was an easy target. Zerrex smiled 
slightly at this, but his attention was drawn away as the female asked easily: “So, bitches. We 
gonna start?”

“Let the games begin.” Zerrex agreed, then he kicked his own large pistol up to his hand 
and shouted: “Soldiers! Show me what you got!”

Sir!” came the loud call back, and the mock-battle began between the more seasoned, 
better-trained soldiers on Zerrex’s side – for the most part – and the new trainees for the 
Black RED. It lacked the dramatic pounding of gunfire… but was riddled with yells, 
curses, obscenities, and in some cases, angry shouts or squeals of pain and whimpering 
whines. Although it seemed almost like a game at first… the other six were quickly 
beginning to realize it was anything-but, as Zerrex managed to slip close and swing in with 
a pole to trip, flip, or smash soldiers into the ground ruthlessly before moving on to the 
next, and Cherry took potshots at different vulnerable areas of people’s bodies, at one point 
even hitting Damien so precisely at a pressure-point he lost control of his arm for almost 
five minutes. 

At the end of it all, the trainees were bruised, beaten, and on the point of 
unconsciousness in many cases… even Little Sin was snarling in pain, on her knees and 
bleeding a bit from her nose and mouth from a few successive shots she’d taken to the face, 
despite being invisible. Damien was flat on his back… and Brute looked like a miserable, 
abused fruit, covered in bruises that dotted his body as well as all manner of swellings and 
bumps.



Zerrex had a few nasty bruises here and there himself, as did Cindy: Marina had been 
able to knock away most of the BBs with her telekinetic powers, but had eventually been 
forced to dodge and weave like everyone else after she’d exhausted her ability and begun to 
get a headache. Cherry, of course, had only suffered one or two glancing blows at the most 
and thus was just grinning like an idiot as she leaned on her rifle… but surprisingly, 
Mahihko also only had a few marks here and there, and he blushed, looking proud of 
himself as he stood on one foot, short skirt swirling around his hips and Damien flat on 
his back across from him, the dog stunned by the fact he’d been rapidly outgunned by a 
stupid wolf.

Mahihko couldn’t explain it… but Zerrex thought that the wolf ’s latent ability had 
come to the surface, the strange time-slowing he’d experienced when he’d had Lone’s soul in 
his body for that short space of time. The difference was that with Mahihko it had seemed 
to behave differently, the wolf controlling the ability far better and for far-longer spaces of 
time than Zerrex had been able to… and he had to admit, it seemed an admirable power. 
Maybe not as useful as Cherry’s precog… and he looked tired and sore as well as happy, but 
it also didn’t seem to exhaust him in the same way that Marina’s telekinetic abilities did a 
number on her after a while.

All six had survived, however: all six of them had passed the test, and done so 
impressively. Even outweighed, they’d fought onwards, done so courageously, and not even 
Damien had run to try and hide from the onslaught… of course, it helped that both 
Cherry and Zerrex also attempted to close for melee whenever necessary, so that had likely 
been a major deterrent. Getting shot by a small plastic BB still hurt a lot less than getting 
pummeled by a padded-pole-wielding lizard.

Congratulations.” Zerrex said clearly, and the six soldiers looked up at him, bleary and 
wounded. “It looks like you’ve all-”

Alert! Alert!” blared an automated voice, cutting off the reptile’s words, and Zerrex 
looked up with a snarl as he heard the familiar, terrible drone of jets flying overhead. 
“Incoming aerial attack! All soldiers are to report to their stations immediately!” The 
message began to repeat… but before Zerrex could give orders to his soldiers, the alert 
signal suddenly changed, and instead Huck’s voice shouted: “Everyone! Everyone, calm 
down, cancel the damn alert, it’s not a bombing run, it’s-” 

But whatever it was, was cut off by a blare, a burst of static, and the sound of VTOLs 
hovering over the base before there was another loud crunch, and Zerrex looked up in 
surprise through the clear metal ceiling to see four jets with heat-proofed chains strapped to 
them and attached into a strange, box-like structure that Zerrex was somehow sure wasn’t a 
bomb… before the structure flickered… and Narrius’s voice spoke from it, echoed through 
the base, as every monitor in the entire facility suddenly showed only the Patriarch standing 
a podium in front of the Double Standard, as every speaker echoed his voice from the 
hostile wavelength his machines were forcing into the base: “Hello, rebel soldiers… and my 
son.



I have a message specifically directed towards you, so you’ll excuse me for taking the 
moment to interrupt your vulgar little games and whatever pathetic plans you’ve been 
concocting to try and overthrow my Paradise and my plans for the world.” Narrius said in a 
voice that was almost pleasant, but for its terrible coldness. “On a positive note, however, at 
least I don’t have to bullshit with you or deal with pointless politics, so I’ll be brief and 
concise.

“I am going to kill you all.” He stated it as cold, simple fact: not as if it was something 
he firmly believed, not even as if it was like a prophecy that he knew would be true, but as 
if it was simply a plainly-written, boring point in a history textbook about some long-ago 
war. “I am going to wipe you from this planet, erase your existence, and after that… I will 
eradicate the rest of  this worthless planet.

Assuming from the notes you stole from Dr. Mengele Tstegi, I have reason to believe you 
know what the Godsmite project is, yes?” A pause as if he expected him to answer, then he 
snorted, ruby eyes glaring, seeming to bore into the souls of everyone in the base: children 
began to cry at the sound of his voice, and at that terrible, cold glare, and Marina fell to her 
knees as Cherry and Cindy kneeled by her, the former snarling angrily up at the box 
floating in the sky just above the shield… almost as angrily as Zerrex’s own dark, furious 
expression. “It’s going to be completed within the next month, but I’ve grown tired of our 
little dance and permitting you maggots to survive for my entertainment.

But since I enjoy watching you scramble around like the little, insignificant bugs you are, 
I’ll inform you that in three days’ time, I’ll be sending in a special military force to destroy 
your facility. To give me one last show of entertainment…” he smiled coldly on every 
monitor, on every television set, and Zerrex heard that same expression in his voice. “Don’t 
disappoint me, Raves… like the rest of your behavior has always been. Give me something 
else I can write about in the history books for the new world, would you? Or perhaps do 
something for your father worthy of note, that’ll make Daddy proud like you never… 
ever… have.”

A pause, and his cruel smile stretched a bit wider, as Narrius tilted his head upwards, 
and for a moment, everyone saw the real monstrosity behind the suit, realized that Narrius 
was nothing as mundane as some dark dictator with a different mindset… he was hatred 
given form, he was the incarnate of evil and chaos that was too far on one side of the 
spectrum to ever be balanced by anything or anyone anywhere else. And they all realized 
that this was not just a war for some special meaning, for some ideal: it was a war for not 
only their lives, but that of everyone else in the entire world… and that likely included 
Narrius’s own army and disciples that he dominated through power and fear. “I will not let 
you destroy my Paradise. My world. My vision…

But I said I would be clear and short with you, so I’ll lastly say this: the only mercy I will 
show you… is that of a quick death. If you continue to resist, however… I will not merely 
exterminate you…” A pause, and a soft laugh that was filled with murderous intent: a 
simple sound, but one that sent a shiver through even the strongest of warriors present. “I 
will bring you to a place where even the Grim Reaper cannot save you.



“I’ll see you all in three days’ time, pathetic, hopeless little maggots. And I hope you give 
me at least a little fun, Raves.” Narrius finished in a casual, easy voice, before static filled 
the air again and the VTOL jets rose higher into the air, then flew off, keeping tight 
formation as they carried their heavy cargo away. 

And Zerrex’s hands were clenched so tightly that blood was running from his fists, an 
emerald eye twitching as he stared into the sky, and he promised silently once more… I will 
not let this happen… I will stop you. Even if  I have to die too, I’ll kill you… Father…

~~~
Huck, Albatross, Zerrex, Marina, Cherry, Cindy, and a monitor that displayed 

Churchill’s face sat together in a conference room that the first Drakkai in line had outfitted 
with screens on every wall, all of them displaying different graphs and coordinates, and one 
a large map with various digital readings and markers on it. 

They sat together quietly, discussing their tactics and the readings that they’d found, and 
Huck murmured quietly that the readings had indeed increased a ridiculous amount since 
Narrius had paid them his little visit with what he called a ‘spring-wave box,’ the thing he’d 
used to hack into their transmissions and televisions with. Something about ‘hostile’ radio 
waves and satellite transmissions and all other manner of technical mumbo-jumbo Zerrex 
didn’t understand in the slightest.

Now, however, they had moved on to military tactics… and Huck noted that it would 
take a large army at least a full day to move into position against them, with the distance 
they were at, even if the full army mobilized and approached using transports and other 
armored vehicles. Then there was the difficulty of the shield… but Albatross had shaken 
his head at this, saying that Narrius would probably just use heavy cannons or one of his 
goddamn Titan freaks to reach through the shield and attack a generator, and that would be 
game over for them.

After an hour of discussion, Zerrex finally said quietly: “We only have one choice. If 
he’s going to attack us, we need to bring all our soldiers up, outfit them as best we can, and 
evacuate all the civilians to Uroboros and other rebel encampments. I suggest using tunnel 
systems and transporting them by night through open areas if we have no other choice but 
to go over land.”

Huck nodded a bit at this, frowning at the table as he laced his fingers together and 
rested forwards against it quietly. “We have information that Narrius isn’t making any 
movements with his other soldiers, and I’m continually confirming with satellite imaging 
and scouting reports that there’s no evidence of him building up an attack force from any 
other angle. It looks like he’s just going to try and overpower us with a single strike from 
the front… and he doesn’t even seem to be interested in anything else-”

He’s not.” Zerrex said flatly, brushing a hand through his hair and looking at the table, 
emerald eyes dark. “More than a threat, we’re a symbol to him… a symbol of resistance, of 
unity, and a group of people that have all strung together to fight against his ideal, and his 
Paradise.” A pause, and a short, barking laugh. “But most of all, I think it’s the fact that 



we’re actually standing up to him that’s the biggest pissoff. He doesn’t see the other bases… 
hell, probably doesn’t even see us as a real threat… but we’re standing in his way, 
nonetheless. And he does not like that in the slightest.” 

The others nodded a bit at this, then the Drakkaren sighed and shook his head slowly; 
he hated being the person everyone stared at… but he was also the one who did have the 
most experience dealing with the Patriarch, and who had known him on a personal level. 
“He’s going to order his troops to rush us, most likely. To continually shove forwards 
against our forces until they break into the base. He’ll move on day two, and day three… 
and from the speeches he’s been giving on the civilian channels, he’ll attack that night or the 
morning of the fourth day, and won’t stop until he’s killed us all.” He stopped and looked 
at Huck squarely. “So I need your claymore ready by the end of tomorrow at the latest, 
Huck… and then the day after that, I need to take a special strike force with my own Black 
RED unit, and we’ll curl around Narrius’s army to strike back at his base of operations and 
then at Paradise. 

As for here, I need the defenses prepared, trenches dug, sandbags piled and wire strung. 
Put together some mine gardens, and set up some pillboxes or nests if you got the 
materials.” Zerrex said clearly, looking around at the others firmly. “We need a line two-
klicks long… and maybe five hundred meters away from here, so we can still use our 
snipers and heavy cannons. And since they’ll bypass Uroboros in all likelihood… Churchill, 
you should arm and equip your GA, pull out the elites, and I want all the vehicles and 
mobile artillery ready to move to attack the backside of  the approaching army.”

“Shit. Sounds easy.” Huck said drolly, then he shook his head a bit. “I’ll get some moles 
to work on the trenches, then, have them work on it all night, switch off in the morning. 
We’ll get your damned line dug, even though it’s gonna be messy and I’ll probably have to 
bring in some digging equipment to speed things up.” A pause as he looked over at the 
monitor displaying Churchill’s pale face. “You okay there, mayor General?”

Sure… yeah.” Churchill murmured, then he shook his head quickly and looked down, 
before glancing back up and saying quietly: “Whatever you order, Lord Zerrex, is my 
command. You’ve got no doubts from me.”

Nor me.” Albatross added firmly, then he looked over at Zerrex and met his eyes. “Let 
me move in with your special team. I’m the best sniper you have at your disposal, and I’ve 
dealt with tactics on sea and jungle alike… that, and I can lead my own ghost team while 
you deal with ordering around the other platoons.”

Zerrex paused… then glanced at Huck. “You gonna be okay with running Headquarters 
here and managing things by yourself ? I need at least one of you staying back to command 
the troops and organize their movements.”

Fuck no.” Huck winced and covered his head, then he sighed and lowered his head, 
tapping his fingers against the table and looking gloomily up at Zerrex. “But shit, what the 
hell, right? And Albossatross will do way more good in the field then sticking back here… 
better soldier than I ever was, he is.” A smile and a nod to him, and Albatross laughed a bit 



and shook his head in response. “But shit, I got it covered then, dudes. You fuckers just 
make sure you mess up the Patriarch’s bases good and hard, got it?”

Got it.” Zerrex said softly, and then he glanced over at Cindy and nodded to her. “You 
can give your report now.”

Cindy nodded back, then cleared her throat a bit and looked around the table grimly. 
“Our informants tell us that Narrius’s behavior suggests Godsmite, or some other weapon, 
is either completed or at the point where it can be test-launched and likely have over a 
ninety-percent mortality rate. Worse yet, our own scientists have isolated the way Godsmite 
differentiates between friend and foe, who it should kill and who it should leave alone: it 
reacts with one particular gene we’re calling Red-92. It’s an unknown chromosome, but I 
can’t say it was never seen before… but the only similar genes are long-dead ones with only 
a few scraps of genetic code left in them, and they were from first-generation Dragokkaren, 
after their bodies have started to evolve but before their minds did so. And as most of you 
know, that means this predates written history.

Analyzing other data seized from labs, we’ve discovered this single gene is in every 
replicated soldier, has been synthetically added to every important member of Narrius’s 
council and military, and apparently was taken from Narrius himself, who possessed it 
originally…” A pause, and a glance around the table, speaking quietly: “And myself, my 
sisters, Mahihko… and my father also have it.”

The others looked up in surprise at this, and Cindy sighed a bit, shaking her head 
slowly. “Unfortunately, because of the riots and the damage many laboratories suffered… 
not to mention how few scientists we have… there’s no way we can synthetically alter 
everyone’s genetic code to contain this same gene.” A pause, then she said slowly: “But 
working with blood samples, we’ve determined that when Red-92 and the Godsmite virus 
encounter each other and interact, it creates a strange chemical reaction and generates a 
natural vaccine. Unfortunately, since we don’t have the completed data on Godsmite, we’re 
unable to determine if this is by accident or not, even though it obviously seems to have 
been designed into the process and what Godsmite actually revolves around. 

If we could somehow figure out a way to even digitally-simulate the interaction of these 
chemicals, then we could create a vaccine for Godsmite and give it to everyone… hell, we 
could even create an antivirus that could be administered just like a gas bomb with today’s 
technology.” she shook her head slowly. “But it’s too late for theories, and I’m afraid that if 
nothing changes over the next day or so, we’re going to be completely out of  luck.”

It wasn’t good news, to say the least… but Zerrex was, in a way, almost glad. If they had 
somehow rendered Godsmite useless, it would do two things: one, it would relieve some of 
the stress of battle, and some soldiers might think about getting the vaccine and 
abandoning their posts, or just abandoning base altogether, knowing that it wasn’t a 
medication-immune superbug after all. Two: Narrius would be infuriated… and he might 
just keep hitting them with nuclear explosives until the world itself  cracked in half.

Then he looked over to Cherry and Marina, but they both shook their heads: nothing to 
report. He looked around the table, and sighed, realizing he’d been pushed once more into 



position of leader without even recognizing it, and finally saying: “I’ll open the floor to 
questions in a moment… but first, I just wanna say that… we’re going to have to do better 
than our best on this one. We have to push ourselves to the limit, because… like it or not, 
and ready for it or not… we have reached the end of the war. This is the final battle, the 
final siege… and either we get our crap together and finally crush the Patriarch out of 
existence, once and for all… or we all die, and he’ll kill everyone in the world seeking out 
his perfect vision.” Zerrex looked around at them all, then he gave a cold smile. “Personally, 
I’ve done too much now to die.”

Same here. Fuck this shit.” Huck muttered, then he snorted and hammered the desk, 
grinning a bit and glancing up and awkwardly around the room. “Guys, it’s been real great, 
working with you all… and especially an honor to get to serve with Lord Zerrex and his 
crew of daughters and the little pelt girl-wannabe.” He snorted at this as Albatross rolled 
his eyes, then he laughed a bit and shook his head. “But shit. I’ll save the speeches until 
after we’ve won the war, huh?” 

Agreed,” the rest of the room murmured… and then for another hour or so they went 
again over the signals, discussing their soldiers, armament, everything. It was duly noted that 
conservation was no longer a good idea… so they would equip every soldier with whatever 
they could manage to dig out. The next day, the Black RED would also have their mission 
explained, and Albatross would build up a strike team of forty handpicked soldiers and 
inform his own sniping team of ten of exactly what they would be doing. On day two, they 
would move in, using a private link with the base and Huck’s monitoring systems in the 
tower to steer wide and clear of enemy forces… and then abandon their vehicles and finally 
move in, set up their positions around the enemy camp, and prepare for the attack.

Zerrex wished he had more time, among other things: he knew that it would be hell, 
after all, breaking into Paradise, even if he had some idea of how to do it. He also knew 
that most of the Black RED unit could very well die tomorrow… and could only hope 
that it wouldn’t include any of his family. Even Mahihko he was starting to think of almost 
as family, with a strange, gentle fondness… and as he walked quietly with them down the 
hall, he stared at the floor, hating himself for actually looking forwards to the coming war 
and the excitement that he felt.

Soldiers had been fighting now for seven years and eighty, ninety days… and in the next 
three, it would be over. Either Narrius would fall… or he would rise and conquer the entire 
world with his deadly weapon, and in doing so, crush the planet between his hands and 
grind it to dust. Already, his clutching fingers had torn such horrible scars in the face of 
their once-beautiful world… and Zerrex didn’t want to see any more innocents die, anyone 
else suffer and be hurt; it wasn’t in his wishes anymore, and yeah, alright: he still liked it. He 
couldn’t change the darkness in himself… but he was so damned firmly propelled by his 
sense of right and wrong, honor and justice, that he had no choice but to move forwards 
and conquer the evils that he perhaps, in some cold, lonely part of  himself, admired…

That night, they sat together on the bed, and not even Cherry begged for sex… but she 
was just as calm and serious, as Zerrex went over their plans quietly. In the best case 



scenario, Narrius would move all of his forces out from the encampment he’d set up… and 
at worst, they’d have to deal with perhaps half of his forces. The first attack would be a 
stealth operation, and they’d each take one of the five temples – Cindy and Mahihko 
pairing up as a team – that were producing the strong thermal signals… and blow them up 
with remote explosive that Huck’s mechanics were preparing for them as he spoke. It meant 
infiltrating to the generator cores of each facility, which were marked by white dots on the 
plain maps Huck had printed off for them all to look at… but he was confident they could 
do it.

After that… they would use the cover of smoke to bring in the claymore and launch the 
explosive into Paradise’s body, then detonate it. Huck also promised to send out jets for 
support, to tangle with Narrius’s own planes – if he used them – and distract the massive 
floating fortress. He did note, however, that he needed the helicopters he’d managed to 
repair for his own bombing runs against the enemy military force, and Zerrex had smiled 
ironically and said he didn’t expect even him to be able to design a military transport 
chopper that could tangle with a VTOL jet of  the likes Narrius had at his disposal.

The next day, Zerrex spent mostly pacing nervously, as the others did their duties… and 
then going over his plans again with the Black RED, who had finally become what he had 
hoped for beyond hope: an actual team. They all functioned together, all looked at him 
with respect… and Huck’s mechanics had done an excellent job repairing and cleaning all 
their equipment, he thought. Their job would be to use their abilities to their advantage, 
and support the strike team he’d be sending in with the destruction of enemy troops… but 
he’d warned them of the danger of their missions as well. All of them, even Damien, 
nodded firmly, however… and none looked frightened of the idea of dying. They still 
weren’t elite… but now, they were more than rookies or your standard soldier, as well.

Albatross met him in the top hall of the barracks after talking with his own soldiers, and 
Zerrex glanced over the strike team he picked and noted they were almost entirely GA, with 
only a few of the rougher-looking Children here and there. The two of them had then 
spent an hour going over their mission parameters for the next day – Already the next 
goddamn day… Zerrex shook his head slowly at this thought; it seemed amazing, with how 
fast things were suddenly moving towards the end of the long, hard road he’d travelled – 
and what they would do… and all of the soldiers were then outfitted with the heaviest 
weapons and armor they had available, as well as enhanced comlinks and whatever other 
bits and pieces of technology could be spared here and there. They would conceal 
themselves from the enemy army, overnight a short distance away from their camp… and 
then lay in wait until the moment was right, using spies to monitor the situation around 
where the Patriarch had been gathering troops. The hope was that they could slip by 
Narrius’s scanners while he was preoccupied with dealing with the movements of his 
soldiers… and Huck promised to send a jamming truck with them as well, which would 
screw up the Patriarch’s radar and other imaging systems 

Of course, if he figured out what was causing it, he’d likely send soldiers out hunting 
through the surrounding area… but first he’d likely have his scientists run a diagnostic 
check on Paradise’s systems, since it was a hell of a trick to mess up a thermal scanner. The 



Drakkaren had nodded and thanked the Dragokkaren, and Huck had smiled, clasped his 
hand, then given him a quick hug and muttered it was no problem at all.

And so came the next night, the entire base still alive with activity, civilians being 
evacuated by volunteer soldiers here and there, and many leaving small offerings at Zerrex’s 
door, which made him feel nothing but self-loathing… but did admittedly inspire him, 
when he woke up the next morning and found it outside his quarters; and he promised, as 
he looked quietly down at the pile of  stuff  on the floor, to give it truly his all.

He bent and thumbed through the things on the ground: a blanket, some candles, some 
rations, some jewelry, a few children’s drawings – the last cut him to the core. He closed his 
eyes, bowing his head and wiping at his face convulsively with the back of his hand, 
swallowing thickly… and then he stood and turned as he heard quiet footsteps, looking 
down at Marina as she approached him silently.

They looked at each other for a few moments… and in her, saw his greatest reason of 
all to fight. Her, whose innocence had been stolen… who had become this beautiful and 
terrible slave of love to him… who saw no evil in her father, when instead she should only 
see darkness lit here and there by a few flickering candles giving the faintest motes of light. 
They gazed at each other quietly… and then he embraced her and squeezed her close, 
lowering his head, white hair falling around them like a curtain as he whispered: “I won’t let 
him win. No matter what…”

I know you won’t, Daddy…” Marina said quietly… then she smiled faintly up at him, 
glancing into his eyes and touching his bare chest silently. “I guess we should get going 
though, huh? Get dressed… and then get our asses in gear.”

Time is short.” Zerrex agreed… and then he headed to his room, clad in his plain 
uniform pants… but he changed out of these as well as Marina headed instead to the back 
room, to wake up the others if  they weren’t already awake and pull on her own clothing.

Zerrex laid his outfit for the next few days out, before he stripped naked; he looked 
down over his scarred form, glanced at the swastika tattoo on his shoulder… and then 
glanced up to the ceiling up as Drake spoke in his mind gently: Take small steps, Zerrex. 
Don’t rush it. Just one thing at a time… no point in getting too eager yet. This is just the 
setup day… it’s the third or fourth day when we start the party. 

Yeah…”  Zerrex murmured quietly, and he nodded a bit before rolling his shoulders, 
then he smiled faintly to himself, feeling apprehension twist in his gut. “Yeah. Alright.” 

Boxers first, made of stretchy material like his other clothing, and then he paused for a 
moment and closed his eyes, concentrating and shifting his body size down a bit to his old 
eight-two, from the ten feet he’d been used to assuming while walking around the base. He 
sighed and relaxed a bit, before rolling his shoulders slowly and pulling on his pants next: 
black material, stretchable, durable fabric that was body-snug and never tore unless he 
maxed out his form… and even then, it would shrink down with him as far as it could 
manage. No clue how it worked… and he didn’t want to know.



A black t-shirt with an open collar that had a single button on an arm of material, to 
hold it closed around his neck if he wanted to cover that up. Then he created a blade of 
dark energy in one hand and chopped his hair to shoulder length, tossing it aside as he 
shook his head back and forth, messy ivory length bouncing around his head and making 
the reptile grin a bit as he dropped his cut white hair into a trash-can nearby and brushed 
his hands slowly off. Then he rolled his shoulders a bit and approached his combat boots, 
slipping these gently on, and tying these up tight. 

He sighed softly, then glanced around the room before snagging a belt that already had a 
heavy magnum handgun in a holster on it, an S&B .60 Heavy Assault Class weapon. The 
HAC was the closest thing he’d be able to find to one of his old custom .52s… and even 
though it was overall probably a better weapon, the .52’s modifications let it have a larger 
clip than this one – it only held 12 rounds instead of 15 – and let it fire a lot faster. Zerrex 
paused as he slipped his belt on, gun resting on his hip… and finally, he picked up the last 
thing he needed from where it rested in the crappy holders he’d hammered into the wall 
himself: Blackheart.

The giant sword went on his back, Drake’s energy holding it against him… and he 
lowered his head as he felt the sword seeming to tremble against him, saying softly: “Yeah. 
We’re going to war, Blackheart. Maybe even the last real war… or at least, I can hope. I 
know we wouldn’t mind an occasional skirmish here and there after this… but let this be 
the end of this dark chapter, huh?” He looked up and laughed quietly, looking faintly 
amused as he squeezed the hilt of  the sword gently. “Time to go, old friend.” 

The Drakkaren headed for the door and opened it, and was unsurprised to see that the 
others were already standing in the narrow hallway, waiting for him. Everyone stood 
ready… Marina in her combat outfit with a kwaibar on her back and a heavy semi-
automatic rifle, a handgun at her side; Cindy in a matching uniform and a tight-fitting jeans 
jacket overtop, the same weapon set: the two could almost be twins. Cherry stood with an 
enormous bolt-action rifle strapped to her back and her chain whip at her side, wearing her 
usual half-slutty outfit… and Mahihko with a revolver on one hip and a 15mm handgun 
on the other, dressed in tight jeans and a plain black t-shirt, a black ribbon tied near the tip 
of his tail. The people who he’d come to think of as his little family, all standing there, all 
looking up at him with love, with affection, with pride… and he couldn’t help but gaze 
back with the same expression, smiling a bit as he looked over them all.

He nodded to them, then turned and took up his position as their leader automatically, 
heading out with the four following him in pairs. They only stopped for a short, brief 
breakfast in the mess hall… and then they headed outside, where Huck, Albatross, and the 
rest of the soldiers were gathered and organizing the transports and vehicles. It was only six 
in the morning, but Zerrex had mentioned wanting to get an early start, so they could move 
in and avoid passing Narrius’s troops on open plains; and then, worse, they’d have to find 
and pick their way through the jungle, which would mean removing trees here and there to 
make roads and a lot of travel over uneven ground. At worst, they’d have to abandon the 
transports… but Zerrex didn’t want to do that unless absolutely necessary: they figured in 
as an important piece to his attack plans. 



It took two hours for them to prepare fully, and for the three base commanders to finish 
their preparations, synchronize the handheld computers Huck passed out, and to give one 
last little pep-talk to the soldiers and inform them of their mission and how important it 
was. Zerrex also took a moment to familiarize himself with the gear his solders all had: one 
fragmentation grenade and one concussion grenade each, the huge S&B assault rifles that 
Zerrex thought were also carried by Narrius’s Enforcers, and the standard DMF Slowdown 
handgun as their sidearm. They also had one extra drum of bullets for the assault rifle and 
two clips for the handgun rigged on a quick-grab harness on their backs, and all wore a 
side-pack with a small medical kit and a bottle of  ration pills.

They also all wore the best armor available to the rebel forces: a compound called 
duraflex, which was an enhanced version of Kevlar that was almost entirely bulletproof and 
knifeproof, with an added layering of flexible mesh links and padding beneath the outer 
layer of black, nearly-impenetrable material. The armor came in two types: Mk I and Mk II, 
and the only difference was that Mk II had added flexible black metal plating over the 
front, shoulders, and shins. Every soldier was also given a helmet made of black metal, 
which was also probably the heaviest thing they had to wear: the beautiful thing about the 
duraflex ‘Anti-Dragokkaren Suit’ was that it was fairly light and comfortable to wear, and 
was designed to be used in close-range melee skirmishes as well as long-range combat.

Zerrex also noted that the soldiers had been equipped with kwaibars as well on their 
backs, and he had to wonder about what lengths Huck and Albatross had gone to in 
making sure these soldiers were properly equipped for the coming battle. After all, it wasn’t 
like this stuff was exactly commonplace… and he smiled a bit as he glanced over the 
soldiers, watching them file into two of the transports as Albatross directed his own group 
of ten into another. Zerrex motioned for his own Black RED unit to go with Albatross’s 
group, and he approached the large military jeep with the enormous, folded cannon sitting 
on it, hopping into the back on one side of the huge weapon and leaving Albatross the 
space at the front beside the driver. The Drakkaren again couldn’t help but admire Huck’s 
handiwork, and how the clever bastard had pretty much slung a cannon onto the jeep, 
added in some sort of acceleration unit into the enormous barrel, and modified the piston 
spring that would actually launch the explosive charge-laden drill-headed missile. Huck had 
certainly come through in a clutch, although he had admitted to stealing a design for a 
mobile anti-air cannon and building off that; Zerrex couldn’t exactly blame him for rushing 
the design instead of using his own plans, though. He’d kinda been a bit demanding… even 
he recognized that.

But the ‘Anti-Paradise Claymore’ was now completed, and ready to go with them in this 
weird little convoy that would be lead not by a military vehicle, but what looked almost like 
the kind of van used by roaming newshawks to give their live broadcasts. The sides were 
scratched and some old Hez’Ranna runes had been painted over, and the top was a forest of 
satellite dishes and antennae. Inside, two of Huck’s mechanics worked with all manner of 
gadgetry to create a ‘dead zone’ effect around the convoy: fortunately, the vehicles 
themselves had all been proofed against this effect, so their own detectors and radar systems 
wouldn’t be affected. It was like they created a perfect dome around themselves that 



knocked away all peeping eyes… but let them see out and do their own careful bits of 
spying.

A few moments later, Albatross hopped into the jeep… and then they were off, the 
mobile artillery following behind the four transports, which moved in pairs that followed 
the head of the convoy, the jamming van – I thought it was actually going to be a covered 
truck. Huh. I guess this one probably works better, though… or at least I hope. – out 
towards the desert. As they approached the magnetic shield, Huck flicked it off… and the 
vehicles accelerated, the drivers following virtual maps on the monitors that hung down in 
place of a rearview mirror. On this, it displayed their current position, estimated travel time 
at their current speed, and the meters left to the first checkpoint, which was the beginning 
of where they’d start a long, curving arch that would take them down a variety of side 
roads, through a few fields, and eventually into the jungle itself on the modified, spiked 
tires.

The design of the transport incorporated a front that was almost a plow blade, razor-
sharp at the tip and triangular-shaped, with a long rectangle of clear-metal that curved up 
and caught anything headed for the windshield, offering substantial protection against any 
type of armament or anything they might run into. They would have no problem simply 
chopping down large trees, then grinding over them with their oversized, spike-wheels: the 
ride was a bit jouncy, but the modified shocks meant that only the most volatile of 
explosives couldn’t be transported overland in this fashion. 

Zerrex, however, wanted to move in as silently as possible: the ramming function of the 
vehicles would only come in later. He sighed a bit as he relaxed back, wind whipping 
through his hair, head bowed quietly as he watched his little handheld computer, the 
numbers ticking steadily along, before he glanced up as Albatross patted him on the knee. 
The blue-scaled Dragokkaren made the shape of a phone by his head, and Zerrex nodded a 
bit, holding out a hand and accepting a headset from the one-eyed sniper.

He fit this over his head, winced at the static and how damn loud it was – necessary with 
the way they were moving, though – and then said clearly into it: “Yeah? What is it?”

It’s uh… I forget my codename!” Huck said loudly, and Zerrex rolled his eyes. “Look 
uh… shit… lemme look it up on the clipboard…”

Huck, we’re like, less than a klick away from the base.” The Drakkaren said drolly, 
turning around and glancing at the huge facility that was still easily visible in the distance, 
over the tundra of sand and rock. “No one’s monitoring us, just go ahead and say what you 
need to say. Over.” 

Over?” Huck said stupidly, then he grumbled something before sighing a bit. “Alright, 
alright, good point. Anyway… I’ve noted another surge in activity, and I’ve made a small 
change in your travel route, just to make sure you get around some distinctly-odd thermal 
signals… we’re going to use Route 14-86 instead of Route 15-82, alright? It’ll add another 
hour to your travel time, but…”



Just get us there before dark. Safer the better. Over and out.” Albatross said clearly into 
his own headset, and Zerrex nodded a bit at this as Huck grumbled something about 
‘stupid radio codes,’ and then signed off. Zerrex sighed a bit as he slid his from around his 
shoulders, then glanced up when Albatross smiled a bit at him and called easily over the 
roar of  the motor and wind: “He’s just nervous, that’s all!”

“I figured… but he’ll do a good ‘nough job, yeah?” Zerrex called back, and he smiled a 
bit at this; even though Huck was a loudmouth and a bit of an ass at times… the Boss was 
confident in his ability, in his strength. The Dragokkaren was just nervous because two of 
the people he’d obviously developed some sort of bond with were heading into battle… 
and that everyone and everything was going to be placed on the line in the next few days.

Unlike many soldiers Zerrex had met, Huck was truly compassionate: it wasn’t the 
stupid-ass pride or ‘band of brothers’ crap that so many soldiers locked into, pretended to 
believe in, and later in life promptly forgot about… Huck developed real friendships, 
whereas a lot of soldiers only became loyal to other soldiers just because they recognized 
them as other soldiers… never as people. In war, making friends with your platoon wasn’t 
always the best idea, after all… sure, there was always the pride, always the loyalties that 
developed, but they rarely turned into someone who you’d invite to come watch a game with 
you on television, or who you’d just want to sit around and relax with. For all the talk of 
brotherhood, they were people you never shared secrets with; so many of the clichés of war 
were just so goddamn untrue.

But Huck was proud of his soldiers… and he didn’t just respect and recognize others 
for their abilities, integrity… and sure, the amazing amount of stupidity so many people 
had in getting into war and not realizing that yeah, you could die, and yeah, it wasn’t 
pleasant, it wasn’t fun. It was terrible, and it scarred almost everyone… and those who 
weren’t cut to the bone by it were either lucky or psychopaths like the Drakkaren recognized 
he was. In war, only the bad people truly prospered… and that’s probably why Zerrex had 
so rarely lost any of their battles: he was beginning to wonder if there was anyone out there 
worse than he was.

And that idea made him nervous, too, to be honest: because now he knew, he was 
dealing not with someone who was bad, but the baddest of them all… here he was, riding 
in the back of a jeep as part of a military convoy, heading towards a final conflict that, in 
order to win, they’d require a hell of a lot of skill, and probably even more luck. The worst 
thing, though, was that the Drakkaren knew luck alone wouldn’t be able to do it: even if 
Narrius screwed up… they couldn’t win by a fluke, or a stroke of fortune. Even if his 
whole goddamn army fell down dead… even if Paradise crashed down on top of the enemy 
encampment… Narrius would still be alive.

He knew his father couldn’t be killed by some stupid bit of luck, that this behemoth, 
this incarnation of chaos wouldn’t fall to any kind of divine intervention, because divinity 
was terrified of him. As Zerrex looked down quietly, thinking of this, he also knew that the 
only person who could possibly kill him… was him; and the only reason he could settle on 
was that stupid, romantic notion that Requiem would have wanted it that way… and the 



faint stirring of an old story Drake had once told him came to mind, as he looked down,  
and murmured under his breath: “Darkness banished by light… by the rule of honor, 
bravery, and justice. But I’m certainly not the light…”

I find it odd… Drake said gently in his head, and Zerrex tilted his head up, his eyes 
glassy as he looked towards the sky curiously. I find it so strange how… you think so often 
of  your father, Lord Zerrex. Part of  you…

Let’s not talk about that. Zerrex responded curtly in his mind, but Drake only chuckled 
quietly and shook his head, and the Drakkaren frowned a bit. What? You think facing that 
part of  me that still… respects him, still thinks of  him as-

That’s not it. Drake said mildly, and the lizard tilted his head as the dark nephilim 
continued on in a voice that was firm, but also strangely gentle: Don’t start that bullshit 
with me… I’ve been in and around you long enough to know when you’re trying to hide 
something or sidestep a subject. No part of you loves him. No part of you values or 
respects him. With all your being, you hate him, and hate that you were born of him, 
because you know that without him as your father, you could have lived a normal life, been 
a normal person, even. Maybe had a wife and two-point-five kids like everyone else, worked 
as a teacher, maybe even been an actor, done a few commercials, maybe a crappy movie or 
two, worked in a sitcom on the local television station as the intimidating boss figure or 
grinning idiot stud… and that would have been the closest you ever would have come to 
becoming the Boss.

That’s what bothers you. That you know his existence has a point, chaotic as it is. 
Without him in your life, you would have no challenge… no war… and no family. Drake 
continued mildly, and Zerrex winced a bit, glaring at his lap as one hand clutched into the 
metal armor of the jeep. You have to face that… and you hate feeling that you have to 
thank him. A pause, and then Zerrex looked up a bit in surprise as Drake said coldly: You 
don’t have anything to thank him for, though, Lord Zerrex.

What are you-” What am I talking about? Now Drake sounded both frustrated and 
amused. Goddammit, think about it! Everything he’s given you… he’s taken away… 
everything he’s pushed on you hasn’t been to make you stronger, it’s been to try and break 
you. He doesn’t think of you as his son… and he… wait, do you remember what Marina 
said once? She asked you jokingly if she was really Cherry’s kid, because of the way she 
acted. 

It’s the same way with you, but in a much more extreme format. Are you the son of 
Narrius? Or is Requiem the person who you look up to as your father? You said so 
yourself… don’t you remember? It’s like a divine joke, and you’re the butt of it. Drake 
finished, and Zerrex looked down silently. You have to give this your all, Zerrex… and 
when you do fight the Patriarch, you have to be prepared for anything to happen. And you 
cannot let yourself get twisted up by the rest of the world’s view on your actions or father-
son relationships, because you are not the rest of the world… and you have never been 
blessed with luck or a good life. But the only way you can do that is to face how you really 
feel about your father… and what he’s done to you… without shame.



“Thank you.” Zerrex murmured a bit, nodding and looking down awkwardly. It was 
true… he never liked thinking about Narrius. The topic made him uncomfortable… 
angry… and usually depressed, even though he hid the last with frustration. Just like how 
damn uncomfortable he’d been with Eclipse, in his own head, those… goddamn, years ago 
it felt like, and literally was, even though in his head it had only been a month and some 
days.

He knew, however, that he had to face this… he had to turn away from those people 
who said things like, “Well, he’s your father, so you must still love him, no matter what he 
does.” Because it simply wasn’t true: sure, maybe… Narrius was half of him. But as Zerrex 
looked down, he thought instead of his mother, and murmured quietly under his breath: 
“But I’m also half DePriese… half Celestial… half my mother.” He bowed his head 
quietly, closing his eyes and saying to himself, reminding himself: “I don’t have to be like 
him. I can control myself… and I… don’t need to rule the world…”

That, probably, was the other concern of the Drakkaren: he knew he had a problem 
with power, and he knew that if he did kill Narrius… what would he do? He would be the 
strongest person in the world, then… and he knew that with the Patriarch dead, all of 
Narrius’s forces would disarm, would be lost, would be leaderless… and Zerrex could 
exploit that. Could take them… could rule the world…

He closed his eyes, disgusted by his own lust for that level of power, of importance… 
and then he shook his head slowly as the vehicles rumbled on, deciding to put the question 
out of his mind for now and only muttering: “I guess I just didn’t get enough hugs as a 
kid…”

~~~

The route took them safely to their destination without any enemy interference… 
although Huck did radio several times that day to note that the enemy forces had mobilized 
and at least – at least… thank frigging Gods… Zerrex thought, almost stunned at this 
news – over eighty, maybe closer to ninety percent of the Patriarch’s forces had begun to 
move from the enemy encampment. Not so good for Huck, who was throwing a fit… but it 
meant that they might actually be able to cause a far-more serious amount of damage with 
their strike force than had been first thought.

It took seven hours of travel to get to the enemy base… one hour of rest in a field near 
the end of the arc, where Albatross and Zerrex reviewed the enemy movement and held a 
short meeting over comlink with Huck and Churchill… and then another half hour to 
reach the point where they had to abandon their vehicles and begin making their way 
towards what they’d calculated as the exact ‘back’ of the enemy base. Since all the soldiers 
were apparently flooding out in the opposite direction, he thought this would be the best 
method of attack… and from the satellite images they’d received, it looked like Narrius’s 
troops had built up a wooden wall of some sort all around the clearing they’d made. It also 
looked, however, like they had some kind of special mobile artillery set up at each corner of 
the base.



The construction of the temples also struck Zerrex as odd… the four stone temples 
around the largest fifth, deep in the Cradle of Life. Zerrex said he’d take the center temple, 
then rolled his eyes when Cherry had whined about this and said he only wanted it because 
it was the biggest and looked the most important. So he’d said that Cherry could attack the 
center temple, then, and he’d take the one in the upper left quadrant on the map. He 
frowned a bit though, looking at this smaller temple and wonder when they had been 
built… even from the satellite images, after all, their construction was different.

On the bright side, even though they had to hike in – and Zerrex decided to only take 
the Black RED unit in with him, and Albatross only his personal snipers – the other 
vehicles were able to leave and return to the safety of the field where they’d first camped 
out, under orders to rest until they were given the attack order, and then they’d move in 
from the front while the other strike team smashed their way through the back.

The Drakkaren smiled slightly: he always favored a good pincer movement over anything 
else. Then he shook his head slowly and stretched a bit as he stood and looked back and 
forth quietly. Now it was night… and he and the others were sitting in a circle around an 
electric lantern, eating some of the rations they’d brought with them before the next day. 
The Drakkaren had promised to take first watch… and Cherry would take second, Marina 
third. The rest of the soldiers would sleep through the night… and Marina was already 
snoozing away in her bedroll. Thankfully, Huck had foreseen them having an issue with 
getting the vehicles through the forest… so he’d prepared a metal supply chest for each of 
the units, which had been loaded with basic supplies and other utilities for them to use, 
including some food and the low-light lantern they were all clustered around. It was far too 
dangerous to light a fire in enemy territory, after all… there was no easier way to get 
yourself  detected.

The night passed too fast for the Drakkaren’s liking… and the next day, the third day, 
Zerrex found himself going over the preparations with the others for this final encounter, 
this final battle that was approaching. He marshaled his soldiers, had them stretch and 
exercise a bit to be limbered up for any sudden movements, and went over the weaponry the 
others had as they developed their camp a bit more. But otherwise, they only ended up 
setting up a large cloth tarp that they all sat under, snipers and Black RED alike, talking 
and getting to know each other, going over battle plans… discussing what they planned to 
do once the war was over, but equally aware they may never get that chance.

Most of the day, they sat there, as a light but steady rain fell, Zerrex off to one side and 
looking up at the canopy as he listened to the sounds of the animals and bugs, talking to 
Huck and discussing what was happening with Narrius’s army and how their own unit was 
doing. It seemed that the Patriarch’s army was setting up their own little encampment, and 
he had a good amount of vehicles and mobile artillery at the ready… but he was definitely 
relying almost entirely on infantry and his various other experiments and soldiers, which 
would work a bit to their advantage, at the least.

Narrius showed no sign of movement at night… and Huck actually staged an ambush 
using helicopters running as silent as possible, dropping cans of volatile fuel on soldiers, 



rigged up to timed incendiary explosives: in other words, giant incendiary grenades that 
torched a good number of the Patriarch’s soldiers. Huck noted, however, that four of the 
dozen helicopters were destroyed… but he hoped grimly that they at least took a large 
number of  enemy soldiers with them, loaded as they were with firebombs.

Zerrex thought it was pretty stupid… but Huck had been smart enough to have his 
helicopters withdraw the moment the enemy began using magnesium flares to blind the 
drivers and light up the night, instead of having his helicopters waste the rest of their 
explosives in attempting to blindly carpet-bomb the opponent. He’d also followed up with 
long-range artillery fire from Uroboros, targeting Narrius’s vehicles and infantry… and 
even though it had made the positions of the artillery in the capital city obvious and easy 
targets for retaliation, Huck had pointed out that Narrius would know where all the 
artillery in the city was placed, anyway, since it had been his capital city. But oddly, he didn’t 
fire back at the city… instead, his soldiers had quickly set up their own magnetic dome 
which had knocked away the next following barrage of artillery shells like paper balls 
thrown at a fan.

The night passed: the next day came. And when Zerrex’s eyes snapped open, he woke up 
alert, and ready for battle, somehow knowing that Narrius had just given the order for 
battle… and unsurprised in the slightest when his radio had given a triple beep, which was 
the signal that the last battle of  his long, hard war had just begun.

Zerrex immediately stood, shouting in a powerful, cold voice: “Get up, everyone up!” as 
he walked quickly towards the middle of the camp, watching as soldiers jerked from their 
slumber and Cherry rolled to her feet immediately, her eyes alight with darkness and a 
savage grin on her face. “Everyone, move, move, move! Mobilize, we got thirty minutes to 
prepare and get our asses to the first checkpoint!”

Albatross took over for the Drakkaren, waking and rousing the solders, as Zerrex walked 
over to the corner of their chosen campsite and pulled on his headset, snapping his radio to 
the other shortwave frequency and saying clearly: “This is the Boss. Code ‘Mirror.’ It’s time 
for us to play our full hand: you got thirty minutes to mobilize.”

Then he flicked to a different channel and said into the microphone, over a clamor of 
gunfire he could faintly hear in the earpiece: “Greasemonkey, you there?”

Boss!” yelled Huck, and then he grunted and there was the thud of something heavy, 
before the Dragokkaren cackled… and Zerrex winced, tilting his head to the side as if 
slapped as he heard the booming sound of a piston. “Fuckin’ bastard, eat that. But god-
damn Boss! This is a nasty-ass situation here… Church is marshaling his elites, though, he’s 
going to curve around, attack the reinforcements and vehicle cavalry they got back at their 
camp, and we’re pounding the battlefield with artillery like-” A loud explosion, Huck 
screeched, then he cursed. “Shit! I got no time to talk, they just-”

Another loud explosion, static… and Zerrex snarled before he heard Huck’s loud sigh 
and a mutter. “Fuckin’ bastards got chock-rockets… they’re nailing the front of the base 
with missile fire. Anyway, you go, get your ass moving, and I’ve already given the order for 



flight of the Valkyries. Eighty minutes, Boss! That’s your timeframe, you fuckin’ tightass. 
Now go bust some heads, huh?” 

Bitch.” Zerrex replied mildly, grinning a bit, then he nodded and said easily: “Yeah, just 
don’t get yourself killed out there. Work those guns, soldier.” He paused, then clicked off 
the headset and smiled a bit, then he turned and headed back for his own unit, who were all 
lined up, Cherry standing a bit ahead at the end of the line and grinning cheerfully at 
Zerrex: obviously, she’d harassed them into position. They all looked awake and ready 
though, if nervous… and the Drakkaren smiled slightly at this; he was glad they realized to 
some extent what they were walking into.

He glanced back and forth over them, then to the next line: Albatross, standing with his 
own unit, at attention with their hands behind their backs, unlike his more-relaxed front 
line. The reptile nodded to the one-eyed Dragokkaren, who nodded back with a bit of a 
smile… and then he looked over them all and said mildly: “I’m not one for speeches, so 
this’ll be brief and simple. We’re walking into Hell. We’re doing something stupid. We 
could all possibly die.” A short pause, and then he saluted them, standing tall and saying 
clearly: “You should all be proud.”

The soldiers shifted in front of him, and Cherry gave the slightest of nods, as Zerrex 
smiled again and said firmly: “No matter what else, don’t disgrace yourselves. If you stay 
brave, and fight with everything you’ve got… then this day is also the day where we will 
finally end the ambitions of  the Patriarch.

Enough talk though!” Zerrex said briskly, then he beckoned to them and turned, jogging 
lightly into the forest as he pulled out his GPS and called: “March, soldiers! Wars are won 
with actions, not words! You know what to do!”

Sir!” they shouted back, following quickly, and Zerrex grinned as they made their way 
through the dense undergrowth, all of them equipped and prepared, fully armed, and the 
Drakkaren producing his magnum and cocking back the slide, the emerald eyes of the 
reptile burning as he felt that same thrill he’d felt when charging into that mad battle with 
Iago’s army… but oh, wasn’t this on a scale so much greater than that?

Twenty-two minutes later, they halted at a plain fortification of wooden logs: the 
soldiers had indeed built a wall around the entire field they’d cleared out. They stood at one 
corner of the rectangular wall, underneath a looming steel cannon, all twenty-two – Took 
us as many minutes as there are soldiers… cool. Zerrex thought mildly, in that part of his 
brain that never seemed to lock into reality but just rolled cheerfully along with the flow of 
things – of the beings armed and ready. The lizard looked up at this, then he held up a 
hand and made a motion with his head down the side of the wall, pushing a finger to his 
muzzle at the same time: he wanted absolute silence as they moved to a more vulnerable 
part of  the wall.

He checked the environment as they ran along the wall… then paused at a tree, pointed 
at Albatross, and then tapped the tree. Albatross nodded, and then motioned to one of his 
soldiers, who quickly holstered his sidearm and produced a pair of gloves from his 
sidepack, which had small, curved spikes on the palms and fingers. He used these to aid his 



quick and quiet ascent of the tree, and Zerrex smiled slightly, noting how well the sniper 
moved, even with the bulky rifle on his back – the eyepatched Dragokkaren had trained his 
units well.

They repeated this seven times… then halted at a set of logs that were warped and 
cruder, pointing four fingers out at Albatross and his remaining snipers and motioning for 
them to head onwards. Then he turned and kneeled at these logs, glancing over them and 
checking the base, unsurprised to see they were sitting on stone, whereas most of the others 
had been buried into the dirt. The only thing keeping them standing was the tangled mess 
of vines… and Cindy immediately set her kwaibar against one of the knots, looking at 
Zerrex and waiting for the signal with such automatic preciseness that the lizard found 
himself  wondering if  she’d been taking lessons from Cherry.

The group stood together, waiting silently, the only sound faint rumblings from within 
the camp and the scattered calls of animals in the dense jungle… as well as a faint boom 
here and there from a long distance away, what Zerrex guessed would be some massive 
artillery shell exploding, perverting the morning air. Seconds passed into minutes… but 
just as Zerrex noted the rest of his unit beginning to get anxious, there was the sound of 
yells and gunfire inside the field, and a moment later, a momentous crash and the sound of 
wooden walls being torn through. 

Zerrex nodded curtly, and Cindy chopped through the knot before Zerrex rammed the 
wooden wall with his shoulder, knocking several of the large, thick logs plummeting down 
to the earth and crushing two unfortunate soldiers, as the lizard immediately straightened 
and opened fire on any soldier unlucky enough to step into his sights. Fortunately, it was no 
issue picking friend from foe: every enemy soldier was uniformed in black armor overtop a 
black uniform, and all of them looked like Requiem, except for the expressions of shock on 
their faces and the huge assault rifles in their hands – Requiem never would have had either. 

They were still tough, though, taking a few shots from the .60 magnum and barely 
staggering as they tried to return fire… but the huge, AP rounds the gun fired tore through 
the thick scales of their heads without much problem, Zerrex noted. Meanwhile, Brute was 
wielding a semi-automatic riot shotgun on a holster that attached to a harness on his chest 
that also appeared very effective… although not so strong as the massive double-headed axe 
he pulled off his back with one hand whenever any opponent attempted to engage him in 
hand-to-hand. 

Bullets flew in every direction, and Zerrex could see soldiers running for tanks and other 
mobile artillery parked over in one corner of the facility, next to one of the temples: before 
they could be reached, however, most of them were taken down by sniper fire: one actually 
managed to get into the tank, but as he was jerking down the hatch, Cherry twisted her 
body so the rifle harnessed on her back slid off one shoulder and dropped to his side, the 
femme fatale catching the handle with the stock cradled in her arm against one bicep, 
leaning down and forwards as she fired the bolt-action rifle once.

The shot bounced off the top of the hatch and ricocheted into the skull of the 
unfortunate operator, knocking his corpse sprawling into the tank, and the hatch collapsed 



overtop him with a loud gush of air. The female winced at the kick of the rifle… but then 
snorted and spun as another soldier approached her from behind, twisting the gun and 
shoving the hot barrel up into the maw of the enemy, causing him to shriek in pain and 
stagger backwards, before Cherry snap-kicked the kwaibar he was holding up through his 
throat.

Cindy and Mahihko were staying back a bit, targeting the soldiers, Cindy’s face twisted 
in a snarl of anger as Mahihko kneeled by her legs, pounding revolver rounds into the 
unarmored legs of soldiers and letting Cindy finish them off with her semi-automatic rifle: 
while the wolf kept them at a distance, she nailed them again and again with perfect 
headshots, her teeth grit, a tear leaking down her face as these replications of Requiem 
came at the pair again and again.

Marina, meanwhile, was offering support to her father as he holstered a now-empty gun 
and pulled Blackheart off her back, running towards the temple he was supposed to take 
out and shouting: “Come on, people! We don’t got all day! Time for us to move our asses!”

As he turned his attention over his shoulder, however, a tank rolled out from around the 
corner of the middle temple, the turret already aimed and pointed – and when Zerrex 
snapped his attention back, sensing the behemoth machine and his eyes widening, he got 
the distinct feeling he and his family were specific targets. After all, it was being pounded 
from the other side by assault rifle fire, and he could hear plenty of screams of pain and 
even a few explosions here and there… but the tank with its small body – yet ridiculously 
huge turret – was definitely focused only on him.

Marina, however, was still running beside him, and she grunted as she pushed her hands 
outwards firmly, throwing a mental wave of force at the tank and knocking it onto its side, 
the cannon firing a moment later and cracking the turret, the machine giving a few broken 
clanks as the operators inside yelled and smoke boiled up from the bottom of  the machine.

The Drakkaren nodded his thanks to her, then changed direction as he swept Blackheart 
outwards in a hard slice, cutting apart a Super Enforcer that tried to engage him with a 
kwaibar. He grinned at the flow of blood that splattered over his muzzle as he ducked low, 
pulling the sword through and sweeping it out to bat another hard into the ground as he 
charged towards the temple, watching as the copies sprinted towards him: they were faster 
than the last ones he’d fought, and obviously a bit more skilled… but still a far cry from 
Requiem.

He flung his sword hard outwards at another Enforcer, leaving a chain of dark energy 
attached to it as he skidded to a stop and used the momentum to spin on his heel and snap 
the sword in hard, wide cyclone. As he expected, however, the wide, flashy tactic only cut 
through a few of the enemies attempting to close in on him: many of the other Enforcers 
immediately dropped to the ground.

It did, however, allowing him to charge onwards, leaping over several of the soldiers in 
front of him as he snapped his wrist and brought Blackheart back to his hand, catching it 
and then easily halving another Enforcer in a spray of blood and gore, then finally reaching 
the base of the temple, charging up the wall of the step pyramid as soldiers dropped their 



kwaibars and went for their guns, Zerrex zigzagging as he ran for the small, square structure 
at the top of  the pyramid. 

The Drakkaren snapped Blackheart onto his back again, then he leapt forwards with a 
grunt as bullets pounded into the ground behind him, skidding on his stomach over the 
plateau of the pyramid, through the open archway of the temple, and half-flipping to land 
awkwardly on his back,  his legs kicking out into… empty space.

A moment later, the Drakkaren was falling into a long tunnel, his arms flailing as he 
gritted his teeth, eyes bulging as he looked down a long, dark shaft with horror, before he 
managed to snap his arms outwards and send out two large hooks of dark energy cutting 
into the wall and slowing his descent as flakes of metal hailed down around him. He 
winced and grit his teeth as he felt his arms stretch and his muscles bulge… but it did save 
him from breaking his legs when he hit the ground.

The Drakkaren let himself sink down a bit, the strings of dark energy lengthening… 
then he paused, jerking on one and making sure it was hooked tight into the wall, and let 
the other dissolve so he could grab the remaining rope of dark matter with both hands. He 
winced, then slowly lengthened it to lower himself, as he glanced down and only hoped he’d 
reach the bottom of  the shaft before too long.

Outside, Marina was heading for the temple in one of the lower quadrants, on the same 
side as the one her father had selected for his attack. She had an assault rifle she’d stolen 
from one of the enemy Enforcers up at the shoulder, and was currently running in low with 
four of the other assault team backing her up and Light Voice beside her offering support 
fire. She paused, then snarled and spun as she detected something with her strange psychic 
sensors, twisting immediately and firing the single grenade in the attached launcher on the 
rifle, blowing apart the mounted gun on the back of a combat jeep and killing the soldier 
who had been in mid-leap to arm the huge machinegun.

Cindy and Mahihko had begun making their way towards their own temple, the two 
working in tandem, covering each other and supported by a few of the other Black RED – 
specifically Little Sin, Rayne, and Damien, the latter two wielding submachine guns with 
plain metal stocks, laser sights, and ugly, short barrels. The dog was using his with one 
hand, his accuracy mostly horrible… but Rayne was much-more efficiently wielding his 
gun with both on burst fire mode instead of  full-automatic.

Little Sin, on the other hand, was keeping herself invisible, her handgun holstered at her 
side, using instead a bowgun with conical, deep-tearing metal tips, the female surprisingly 
efficient with the silent weapon and reloading, cocking, and aiming the gun in one swift 
movement. She was still much slower… but her shots were almost always lethal, and her 
invisibility left her a nearly-impossible target in the heat of  battle. 

That left only Cherry, who was already scrabbling up the wall of the central temple, 
grabbing the steep steps of the enormous pyramid and grunting as she flung herself to the 
side every now and then, to catch a hanging ledge or stone outcropping and use that to 
swing herself  higher, or just to evade the occasional bullet or burst of  shots.



She snapped her whip off her side – and it felt so damn good in her hand, to use it 
again! – before lashing it upwards towards one of the top corners of the pyramid, and it 
wrapped tightly around the neck of a Dragokkaren idol, the hermaphroditic female 
immediately kicking off the side of the pyramid, then running quickly along the steps in a 
wide arc, one arm out at her side and the other tightly grasping the whip as she grinned 
darkly, heavy metal boots pounding against yellow carved stone before she twisted her body 
forwards and rolled onto the top of the temple, at the same time flicking her wrist and 
loosening the whip from around the neck of  the statue.

She paused for a moment on this high plateau, looking at the plain wooden and stone 
shrine that sat in the middle of the plateau atop the huge pyramid… and then she flexed 
her legs, took a few steps forwards, and simply jumped. One hand reached out, snagged an 
outcropping as she jackknifed her body and kicked herself up, and she landed easily on the 
bamboo roof of the shrine, more than twenty feet up, her boots crunching footholds into 
the hard rooftop as she let herself fall forwards, catching herself on the sloped roof. She 
winced a bit as the bamboo sticks vibrated against her body, then slowly dragged herself up 
the supple rooftop to snag the base of the stone idol that sat at the top and carefully pull 
herself onto the base, hearing support pillars groan under her weight as she rolled her whip 
back up at her side idly. 

From his point, she could see everything going on below… watched as several fireballs 
rose into the air, barrels launching upwards like rockets before slowly falling back to the 
ground in crumpled heaps – someone had just bombed the fuel supply. There were a few 
planes here, too, and these were currently being secured… and she noted that some of 
Albatross’s snipers had moved forwards.

Since Zerrex was nowhere in sight, she assumed he was already in his temple… Mahihko 
and Cindy were slowly ascending the stairs and using their height to their advantage to tap 
headshots off on the Black Rogues trying to stop them… Marina was just disappearing 
into her own temple… and several soldiers were currently flooding up the last one, maybe 
ten of them, while a good two dozen other members of the surprise force were causing all 
manner of havoc in the enemy ranks. It also helped that the plow-headed transports were 
able to run through entire groups of enemies and simple crush the life out of them… and 
one had also cornered a tank, hitting it in the vulnerable side and holding it in place as the 
operator tried uselessly to turn the turret, but the long cannon bumping against the side of 
the metal shield uselessly and aimed otherwise at the center temple.

Cherry nodded a bit, then quickly checked the timer she had in her pocket and cursed a 
bit; they were running short on time. She snorted, then blinked when she felt the supports 
and bamboo groan and buck a bit under her weight… then she let out a surprised screech 
as the roof gave in and she fell through, straight down into the open tunnel of the lift and 
cursing herself  for her complacency on the damned rooftop.

As she fell through the air, her body revolved, some of her gear spilling out… and then 
she closed her eyes, forcing her body to right itself, and then flexing her muscles as she 
expanded in size and muscle, teeth growing large, the fins shoving their way out between her 



scales. Soon, she could feel burning friction as her body rubbed the sides of the tunnel on 
her fall down, feeling distinctly like a giant bullet… before she brought both arms up in 
front of her and slammed them into walls, and a leg in front and behind her, halting her 
fall and giving a variety of curses at the pain it caused her… but then sighing in relief as 
she found herself  at least no longer on a crash-course for the ground.

A pause, and she checked the sidepack on her back, which she’d double-secured… and it 
was still closed and secured, which was also cause for relief before she let herself begin 
sliding down slowly, wondering idly if  anyone else was doing as badly as she was.

Zerrex, on the other hand, had just managed to reach the bottom of his own long tunnel 
into the ground, combat boot-clad feet gently touching the ground as he held up a hand 
and the hook snapped out of the wall above him, the dark essence flowing back into him as 
he winced a bit and rolled his shoulders slowly. It had taken far too long for his liking to 
get down… he only hoped the ride up would be faster. Otherwise, I’m going to have to 
speed things up somehow…

He shook his head slowly as he stood on a dark lift, then glanced up at the heavy, closed 
shutter in front of him, and he sighed in relief as he saw a plain button. A press of this, 
and the doors slid open… and Zerrex frowned as he stepped slowly out into a strange, 
open hall filled with genetics capsules… every one of  them containing a Super-Enforcer. 

The hall was long and fairly wide, with a red carpet maybe twenty feet or so wide going 
from the shutter doors to the end of a hall, where a short set of stairs led to a small, angled 
platform and a currently-open vault door, beyond which Zerrex thought he could see all 
manner of monitors and measuring equipments. The capsules were all set in rows of four 
on the plain cement floor on either side of the red carpet, stretching up to the ceiling and 
with odd collections of metal arms and wires in the tops of all of them, and columns of 
who-knew how many… but the huge capsules numbers at least a hundred, and most likely 
more.

And near the center of the room stood a single Super-Enforcer, except this one was 
armed only with the plain, bamboo spear that Requiem had always favored… and he wore 
no armor, only a pair of uniform pants. He was tattooed with a barcode on his left breast, 
and another stamp on the right said ‘PHASE-3C.’

The two looked at each other, then Zerrex snorted as he drew Blackheart off his back, 
holding the enormous sword easily in one hand as he walked a few feet into the room and 
looked at this expressionless soldier, the Drakkaren cocking his head and saying darkly: 
“What, they think one of  you is enough to stop me?”

The Phase-Bs still have glitches,” The soldier replied quietly, but his voice was somehow 
empty at the same time; it made it easier to bear that Zerrex would have to go through this 
all again with Requiem. “I’m a perfect soldier, a perfect replica. The real elite version that’s 
currently in preproduction.” 



A prototype.” Zerrex snorted, looking disgusted as he glanced away, then back up at the 
Dragokkaren, shouldering Blackheart and saying coldly: “Well, I’m afraid you still ain’t 
nothin’ special.”

Instead of answering, the not-Requiem flipped his spear around and stabbed it into the 
ground, set himself, and locked his fingers together as he bowed his head forwards, as if 
praying, body straight. Zerrex’s eyes widened in shock, and for a moment he was too 
stunned to move, before Drake shouted in his head: If that move is that bad news, don’t let 
him use it! Go and interrupt the bastard!

Goddammit! Zerrex snarled as he charged forwards, watching the supersoldier take a 
slow breath in… and then his sapphire eyes opened, and they were cold, analytical and 
emotionless… and Zerrex winced and leapt backwards, a sudden thrust of the spear 
missing him only by inches as his combat boots skidded over the carpet and tore the silky 
fabric. He snarled, lowering his body slightly and taking his sword into both hands, his eyes 
flashing darkly; the Dragokkaren had moved so fast, with such grace that he hadn’t even 
seen him pick up the spear, only the pause before the thrust as his instincts had screamed at 
him.

So you can use all Requiem’s combat techniques, too.” Zerrex said softly, then he 
straightened, holding his huge sword ready as he glared angrily at this mockery of his uncle 
and mentor. “Don’t think knowing some tricks makes you a real warrior, though! You might 
know the moves, but it sure as hell doesn’t mean you can use them properly!”

The problem, of course, was that the enemy did have the right body, right strength, right 
dexterity… and it was just a matter of synchronizing body and brain into working together. 
He didn’t know how well a replication without too much practice under his belt would be 
able to harness his powers, but the Drakkaren had already been shocked once by the bastard 
using nothing less than Death Focus, so he didn’t want to take that chance again.

As they looked at each other, Zerrex did realize he had one advantage, when the 
Dragokkaren only slowly set himself into a combat position instead of rushing him. He 
didn’t understand what he’d just done, and how it affected the body… and that could give 
the Drakkaren the edge he needed to break through this fight quickly, and without wasting 
too much energy. If he could lead the Super Enforcer around for a few minutes, and then 
land one solid blow against him, he could knock him out of the fight… but he couldn’t 
screw up, or there would be hell to pay. 

The Death Focus was one of Requiem’s most secret combat abilities, and had taken him 
years of meditation and training to develop: it involved focusing one’s body energy and 
forcing every muscle in the body to tense, flex, and work at its full power, while hardening 
one’s physical form against any and every type of attack. It was a mix of iron robe and 
brutal fist techniques from the old ages… and thus the cost of  using it was also very high.

Since the Death Focus also geared down or eliminated entirely pain, a fighter using it 
wouldn’t always notice their wounds… and worse, when the Death Focus ended – especially 
after excessive use – the pain of torn muscles, damaged body, and all the wounds they’d 



sustained over the course of the conflict all came down at once on the user. Therefore, it 
was supposed to be used only for short periods of  time during emergencies.

And it was possible to ‘knocked out’ of the Death Focus, by a singular hard strike that 
inflicted either massive damage… or knocked the air from an enemy’s lungs. The Drakkaren 
snorted as he prepped himself for the latter, focusing in on the enemy’s stomach… but 
with that damned spear, it could be difficult to get in close.

Then the supersoldier leapt forwards, stabbing viciously outwards with the spear, and 
Zerrex whipped his head to the side before slapping the spearhead into the ground with 
Blackheart’s flat, when the not-Requiem attempted to smack him in the side of the face 
with it. A giant hand immediately sailed at him, reaching to grab his skull… and Zerrex 
ducked, the Dragokkaren’s fingers seizing only on air, before he sent one hard boot into the 
shin of  the Super Enforcer.

The attack might as well have missed: instead of flinching, the supersoldier only leaned 
forwards and kicked Zerrex hard in the back, sending him flying across the room, the 
Drakkaren snarling and feeling Blackheart sail from his grip before he hit a capsule hard 
enough to crack it, then he fell to the floor with a grunt and immediately rolled onto his 
stomach, looking up to see the Dragokkaren charging forwards… and the Drakkaren 
snapped a hand upwards, a chain of dark energy boiling out of his wrist, before he swung it 
viciously outwards.

The not-Requiem leapt to the side however, easily evading… and Zerrex grinned as he 
snapped the whip into the ground, using the extra few moments to jump back to his feet 
and the dark energy colliding with Blackheart’s blade, before he jerked back and caused the 
sword to fly off  the ground and flip through the air towards him.

As it snapped by the Dragokkaren, he attempted to stop it, but instead only ended up 
with a cut on his arm that caused him to stumble headlong into another capsule with a 
grunt. He definitely didn’t have the reflexes of the real Requiem… and the Drakkaren 
caught the sword easily as the rest of the dark essence spread back into his body, holding 
the huge sword tight between his hands before charging forwards and swinging the giant 
blade downwards, smashing capsules apart and rending the experiments inside to pieces, 
strange liquids pouring out of every shattered genetics pod as the lizard grinned viciously at 
the Dragokkaren.

The supersoldier immediately ran forwards as well, then lashed out with its spear as 
Zerrex ducked and dropped Blackheart, suddenly putting on a burst of speed and as he 
dropped low and slid under the bamboo pole of the spear, twisting halfway around and 
slamming an elbow into the Dragokkaren’s gut.

The supersoldier staggered backwards, his air wheezing out of his lungs, eyes bulging as 
Zerrex looked up at him coldly, his elbow still extended, watching the Super Enforcer fall to 
his knees, dropping the bamboo spear and gasping for breath between loud wretches, his 
body trembling violently… and then his eyes rolled up into the back of his head and he fell 
forwards onto his face, slumping and twitching on the ground. Dead or unconscious or 



comatose, it made no difference… and Zerrex looked down at the soldier mildly before 
saying softly: “And that’s why we think carefully before we use our strongest abilities…”

He shook his head a bit, turning to pick up Blackheart, before approaching the control 
chamber down the hall. Up the few steps, and through the vault door… and Zerrex found 
himself standing in a room full of control computers and monitors that displayed 
everything from other temples – he couldn’t help the disgust he felt when he saw the others 
all in their own battles with the supersoldiers, at the way Narrius had turned his own 
brother into a manufactured toy – and even the war that was going on at the rebel base.

The reptile looked slowly over these different computers… then through the glass in the 
center wall of the hexagon-shaped control terminal, directly across from him. Inside, he 
could see some sort of heavy-duty generator… and the Drakkaren smiled coldly at this as 
he reached behind him and snagged the sidepack containing the special satchel charge Huck 
had designed. By itself, it would be enough to blow up the entire room behind him… but 
the reptile wanted to do the most damage possible. Genetics capsules could be easily 
replaced… a bit more difficult, however…

Zerrex drew his hand back, then he punched a hole in the glass, letting in the whirring, 
loud sound of the generators, before reaching down and opening the sidepack, tapping a 
few buttons to give himself a minute to escape… but pausing before arming it, his eyes 
instead floating to the different monitors. He couldn’t deny the sadness he felt at watching 
a brigade of ten soldiers simply form a firing line and mow down one of the supersoldiers 
– Super Enforcer or not, it still looked like Requiem… and no lone warrior deserved to die 
in a barrage of  gunfire, enemy or not.

The others, however… they all were doing him proud, fighting the not-Requiems one-
on-one. Well… alright. Cherry was actively abusing her size-control power and literally 
chasing the Dragokkaren around, cackling and smashing capsules with the fins on her arms, 
which made him roll his eyes… and Marina was toying with her own Super Enforcer using 
her telekinetic powers, knocking him off his feet every time he tried to charge and putting a 
bullet into his head – the scales too thick and the caliber of her gun too small for the 
weapon to do any serious damage – but at least Cindy was making him proud… and he 
softened as he watched this.

Cindy, of course, wasn’t just fighting to show off to Mahihko, who was standing by the 
door: she was fighting to honor both her father and Requiem, as she snarled and slapped 
both arms of the Dragokkaren wide when he tried to grab her, then stepped forwards and 
slammed two palms into his masculine breast. The supersoldier staggered backwards with a 
grunt, arms pinwheeling before he leapt into the air and attempted to kick off her with 
both feet… but Cindy immediately dropped her hands, catching his feet and then throwing 
upwards, and the not-Requiem half-flipped, limbs flailing in the air before he smashed 
down on his face.

Immediately, Cindy stepped forwards, slammed a heel down on the cervical vertebrae in 
his neck, and twisted her foot as she closed her eyes and looked away, shattering the neck of 
the Dragokkaren and causing him to gag and spasm weakly once, before his eyes turned 



glassy and he slumped on the ground. She lowered her head… then silently rubbed at her 
face before saying quietly to Mahihko: “Come on. We gotta plant the bomb.”

She stepped carefully around the body of the fallen soldier, then over the bamboo pole 
she’d snapped with her bare hands the first time he’d tried to stab her with it… and shook 
her head slowly as she approached the empty control chamber at the head of the console, 
slipping a GPS out of her pocket with a small timer attached to it, glancing down and 
making a bit of a face: the others would have to hurry up, since there were only around five 
minutes left… they’d have to arm the explosives at zero, and then run like hell for the lift 
and take it up. It would be easier to go up than down, at least… they wouldn’t have to 
climb maybe a kilometer down into the earth by whatever means necessary.

She paused however, looking at the different cameras and seeing her father raise a hand 
in one… and both she and the wolf smiled a bit and waved back in an almost-synchronized 
motion, Cindy looking down almost shamefully. A moment later, however, her eyes settled 
instead on the satellite images of  the war… and she wondered how Huck was doing.

The Dragokkaren, of course, wasn’t having the most fun time attempting to keep the 
base secure, the battle continuing to rage below as he manned the railgun and used that to 
take down Titans: there were at least a dozen of them, all of them stomping easily through 
anything but concentrated rocket fire… and a few of them wearing such heavy metal armor 
built into their bodies that even that was blocked. He was sweating, he was terrified… and 
he hated how many of his people were dying. They had more than half a million soldiers 
on this battlefront alone, compared to the estimated two-fifty thousand of the enemy… 
but the Patriarch’s troops were ruthless, and no matter how often they hit them with 
barrages of artillery fire or dropped firebombs on them from above with helicopters, they 
somehow always found a way to counter.

It was horrifying… and he had reports that most of Churchill’s special unit, which had 
broken off from the rear wave that was currently bracketing the enemy forces, had been 
butchered by some sort of anti-infiltration mine: short-range, but devastating… and 
apparently designed to register genetic signals. Narrius’s forces had passed harmlessly over 
them… but Churchill’s GA had been obliterated… and the rest of his forces mopped up 
by tanks and armored jeeps equipped with heavy machine guns. The soldiers that hadn’t 
been killed outright had been left as prey for caged monsters wearing electric control collars 
released by Super-Enforcers clad in special handling gear… and in many cases eviscerated 
or eaten alive.

Sure, they had the numeric advantage… but Narrius was using weapons that even 
harnessed plasma as an ammunition source, Black Rogues in heavy armor sitting on the 
backs of oversized, twisted monstrosities and blasting enormous blue rounds that exploded 
after drilling into armor plates and releasing superheated plasma, immediately causing any 
metal plating it hit to become brittle and useless. They had already destroyed the shield 
generators, so that killed Huck’s idea of turning the magnetic field back on to get a short 
reprieve… they were in this for better or worse, now.



“Arm the rocket unit and blast the giant dog fucker on three!” Huck shouted into his 
microphone, as his engineers reloaded the railgun and he took aim at another giant clad in 
heavy, golden plate armor. “Come on people… one… two…” A blast rattled the base. 
“Three!”

Five Dragokkaren Children immediately stood up from their hiding spot in a quickly-
dug second trench with the massive, clip-loading rocket launchers – ‘chock rockets’ in 
Huck’s terms, because the missiles were small and could be fired fairly quickly, but packed a 
huge punch using concussive vibration waves – on their shoulders, and all of them fired in 
one smooth burst before ducking and working the lever on the side to clank in another 
rocket. The small missiles flew forwards, twisting and curling aside one another, before all 
of them collided with a Titan that had been storming forwards and knocking it down with 
a loud howl of agony; at the same time, Huck blasted another Titan in the face with the 
railgun, the enormous steel girder tearing through the goliath’s chest and causing it to 
stagger backwards, before it slowly fell to the side, blood and gore hailing down like a 
rainstorm upon the other soldiers present.

The corpses of the Titans crushed at least another few dozen soldiers beneath their 
enormous bulk… and formed a temporary wall for the moment in the battered desert field, 
as Huck shouted into his headset: “Quick! Mortars, do your duty!”

Three dozen soldiers along the  trench leapt up and out into the battlefield into no-
man’s land in the short lull while the ever-efficient Black Rogues brought ahead two heavily-
armored ‘Grim Hearses’ – massive transports that were covered in duraflex, steel, and 
domed titanium armor, with huge, clear-metal plow-shields curving up in front of their 
faces… with shielded gatling gun turrets on the tops and of each and more than six other 
heavy cannons sticking out of the sides of the heavily-armored vehicle – and attached 
chains from these into the dead bodies of the Titans, so they could continue to pummel the 
rebel base with rocket fire from the trench. It also had interrupted the current charge of the 
enemies, giving several of  the wounded rebels time to run back to the trench. 

They only had a few moments, but the remaining thirty-six of the original hundred or 
so mortar operators – they’d already suffered a total of twenty percent casualties, possibly 
more – took the chance to angle their weapons forwards and fire off a quick rain of death 
over the giant corpses, hailing high-grade explosive rounds onto the enemy forces. Huck 
grinned coldly, then snarled as he saw both Grim Hearses still moving – the fucking things 
were nearly invulnerable! “Shit, withdraw!”

The soldiers immediately did so, grabbing their small, portable explosive launchers as 
they slipped through small holes in the wall of sandbags, lumber, corpses and razorwire, 
before picking up assault rifles as both giant’s corpses were dragged to the sides, and 
another wave of soldiers once more began to move forwards. Huck cursed under his breath 
as he saw Legionnaire Tanks approaching with this wave of Enforcers: these were older 
models originally used by the Hez’Ranna GA, but the glint of the striped black and tan 
armor told him they had definitely been newly-armored.



They were the simplest form of aggressive mobile artillery that Hez’Ranna had 
developed: basically, a huge, flat body with a spiked, flat front and spiked, metal treads that 
allowed it to travel through and over almost any type of terrain. It also had a long, almost 
dragonfly-shaped body, with a large, heavy gate on the back for unloading troops – and it 
could carry up to twenty soldiers packed into those quarters, armament and all. The 
downside of the huge tank was that it only had one weapon: the gigantic 50/30mm over-
and-under double-artillery cannon on top, capable of launching explosive projectiles from 
the upper cannon and single-shot armor-piercing rounds from the one positioned just 
underneath.

Huck muttered under his breath, an eye twitching… then a beep went off, and he 
glanced down at his watch before snorting and grinning with a sigh of relief. “Oh fuck, that 
couldn’t’ve come at a better time…” A pause, and then he tapped his headset as he snagged 
the railgun and took aim at one of the Grim Hearses, deciding to see if this would put an 
end to it at least as he shouted: “Cry havoc!” 

Release the hounds of war!” came the response, and a roar went up from below as every 
shutter slid open on the base and soldiers ran out onto the balconies and into the openings 
with huge, green cylinder rocket launchers… but when they fired, it shot a strange, clear 
tube instead of a missile that exploded upon contact… and bathed the area for meters 
around where it hit in the hellfire of white phosphorous, many of the approaching Super 
Enforcers breaking rank and running, a few of the tanks stalling and even exploding as the 
sheer heat set off  the artillery shells inside of  them, chunks of  steel flying into the air.

From the private airfield of the former Lord Hellabos, nineteen helicopters rose up, all 
of these carrying soldiers in heavy thermal armor and barrels of firebombs – their only 
truly devastating weapon, all of them knowing it was likely a suicide mission – bombing the 
rear half of the enemy forces – but all also willing to give their lives if it would even give a 
chance of winning the battle. And this time, they would be supported by other forces, at 
least; from Uroboros, the thirty VTOL jets that Huck had managed to repair and 
requisition with his mechanics started up and lifted into the air, twenty of these 
immediately breaking off  to fly towards a different target: Paradise.

Zerrex too, heard the cry in his own headset… and he grinned coldly before arming the 
satchel charge and throwing it into the generator room, which was filled with those strange, 
spinning cylinder turbines and other weird, likely dangerous-chemical-filled capsules. He 
immediately turned and ran, heading for the lift: and at the same time, on all the cameras, 
the others were doing the exact same, as Zerrex tapped his headset and shouted: “X one 
minute! Strike force, secure the VTOL jets and the main entrance! Claymore, move in 
position!”

Sir!” came multiple responses, and then Zerrex slid into the lift, hitting the button to 
close the doors and hammering the control panel for the simple mechanism… and then 
wincing as the lift moved with surprisingly high-velocity, causing him to stagger and fall to 
a kneel on the floor with a wince.



The lift rose rapidly… and Zerrex muttered as he watched his timer, wincing and 
cursing under his breath as he looked nervously up at the top of the long shaft… and then 
staggering to his feet and charging off the pyramid, stumbling and almost falling down the 
steps before leaping down as the timer hit five seconds, landing and crushing an Enforcer 
beneath his weight at three… then simply charging through the other stunned Super-
Enforcers before leaping and hitting the ground, covering his head as the Dragokkaren 
started to raise their rifles… before the ground rumbled and rocks flew as all five temples 
sent up gouts of flame like the candles of an oil rig, stones and concrete flying, the 
pyramids cracking and yellow chunks flying in every direction as soldiers yelled in horror 
and fled, covering their faces as Zerrex felt a wave of heat pass over his body – along with 
some sizeable pieces of  debris.

The Drakkaren immediately shoved himself up to his feet and watched as smoke poured 
into the sky, debris still hailing down around him as he watched the dark clouds spill up 
into the air. And he could see Paradise looming closer to inspect what had happened, 
watched as light glinted and refracted off the huge metal hull of the enormous floating 
fortress… and now Super Enforcers were running all directions, often abandoning weapons 
and screaming about ‘mission failed, mission failed!’ as they clawed at their own skulls, and 
the Drakkaren snorted, looking coldly over these former enemies: whatever else, it looked 
like their programming still had a few fatal flaws.

But Zerrex could also see the strike team at the entrance preparing the claymore… and 
he watched as Albatross and his snipers ran into the now-ruins of the former enemy 
encampment. Albatross would take care of the claymore… Zerrex, on the other hand, had 
more pressing matters to tend to, as he ran towards the few VTOL in the corner of the 
facility, and watching Cindy, Mahihko and Marina all charging off to arm and jump into 
the huge anti-air cannons at the four ends of  the facility.

Cherry, on the other hand, was also sprinting toward the VTOLs… and she grinned 
widely at Zerrex, shouting: “Hey Boss, this is fuckin’ insane, you do know that right?”

It’s what I do best!” Zerrex shouted back, then he watched as Cherry easily vaulted into 
the open cockpit of one… and the Drakkaren jumped on the back, using Drake’s dark 
essence to glue himself to the top of the plane as he crouched on it, and Cherry rapidly 
tapped in the sequences needed to gear up the plane, the cockpit sliding back and closing 
with a pneumatic hiss. They could already hear the rebel planes approaching rapidly… but 
at least they wouldn’t be mistaken for an enemy fighter with Zerrex riding around on top of 
the goddamn thing.

The Resistance planes had also all been painted with different stripes on the wings, and 
the Double Standard erased from them… and Zerrex paused to lean over and cut an X 
through this on either side of the plane with a short blade of dark essence. A moment later, 
the jet kicked into gear and began to slowly rise, Zerrex’s hair whistling around his head, 
knowing already he was seriously going to regret this… but at the same time grinning 
coldly as he heard Albatross shout: “Fire!”



There was a burst of sound and pneumatics… and then Zerrex watched as the drill 
missile sailed up through a dark band of smoke and into the bottom corner of paradise, 
the Drakkaren staring up and watching sparks fly as the missile impacted… before 
Albatross cursed under his breath and snagged a rifle from the back of one of his snipers, 
tearing the plain semi-automatic off his back and dropping to one knee as he cocked it up 
on his shoulder, dropping an eye to the scope and taking aim quickly, as Zerrex realized 
that something had gone wrong, the charge had disconnected from the fuse or something… 
but Albatross remedied this issue with a single, perfect shot that almost knocked the blue-
scaled Dragokkaren over and once more proved his name and fame as the greatest sniper 
Hez’Ranna had to offer.

The bomb exploded as the bullet smashed into the base of the explosive, hitting a 
pressure-pad that had activated once the specially-designed missile had been launched. The 
world shook with the vibration, and Paradise itself rocked… before Cherry kicked the 
VTOL into full gear and shot into the air with cackle as she affixed her headset with one 
hand and used the other to steer the jet, breaking out of a cloud of black smoke as a full 
twenty other support planes flew into view, yelling: “Oh fuck yeah! Look at that, Boss! 
Look!”

Paradise was tilting… listing to the side… and explosions and huge clanks sounded 
from deep within the machine as some alarm whirred loudly enough for them to be able to 
hear it even from here; from the open hangar door on the side of the machine, planes rolled 
out and fell uselessly like dead bugs to smash into the ground below. And Zerrex grinned as 
he watched this, feeling victory finally at hand as Cherry circled into the air, and the 
cannons below whirred into life and rotated towards the falling fortress. 

~~~
Narrius snarled as the ground beneath him bucked… then began to slope, the huge 

Dragokkaren skidding a few feet down towards a terminal as the central control room 
jerked and bucked, electricity shooting over the main computers before he snagged one end 
of the central ‘control box,’ which was really just a massive holographic table that the AI 
systems all reported to. “What the fuck is going on?” he roared furiously, as scientists 
rolled past him on a floor that was now tilted more than forty-five degrees to the side… 
but the only response he got was the scream of static as the projection lights in the table 
sputtered on and off, all the monitors displaying either static or error messages.

Finally, one of the techs – still seated in his bolted-to-the-floor-chair answered in a 
terrified voice: “Sir! The port-side magnetic propulsion system has taken massive structural 
damage from some sort of explosive charge… the generator running all of quadrant three 
is damaged and quadrant four went into stasis mode to prevent an overload… I… the 
pilots are attempting to circumvent the problem right now-”

What about the planes? What about the fucking planes?” Narrius snarled, then he 
grunted, his claws digging into the side of the table as Paradise rumbled, and someone else 
screamed that they had started to lose altitude. “Shut the fuck up and fix it then, you piece 
of  shit! And get the planes launched!”



Fifty percent of the fleet have already fallen out of the hangar doors, most of them have 
gone into dead falls and crashed on the ground below… sir, sir, we can’t control the 
systems, some sort of shock has destroyed the entire mainframe!” Called another voice, and 
Narrius’s ruby eyes burned with fury before the scientist added in a strangled tone: 
“Damage reports on all fronts… any fragile circuitry that wasn’t insulated against 
electromagnetic discharge has been severely compromised… our scientists are only able to 
do so much, work on so many things manually…”

Narrius’s eye twitched angrily… then he shouted furiously: “Get the planes launched, 
get the weapons ready, and repair whatever you can! Get the booster systems back in place, 
use the fucking thrusters to realign and start moving us towards that goddamn piece of shit 
rebel base… and activate the Forbidden Tree and Apple of  Eden!”

“But sir, Godsmite isn’t complete, it’ll kill-” A technician began to protest, and Narrius 
glared at him furiously before simply pointing and snarling, and immediately the scientist 
shrieked and tried to cower… but too late, as Narrius’s Unseen guards leapt forwards, 
clawing their way up the sloped floor like savage beasts before tackling the unfortunate 
technician and ripping him limb-from-limb, his blood splattering the floor and terminal as 
another scientist screamed and fell out of  his chair to roll down the floor.

Narrius, however, had already left, ripping open the electric doors and leaving two 
broken, twisted hulks behind him, then sliding smoothly down the hall as he tore his until-
then pristine suit jacket off and threw it furiously down, ripping his tie from his collar as he 
grimaced and all but frothed, his eyes burning red suns as he bore his teeth in a vicious 
snarl. If the rebels wanted to play hard, he would play hard… no more games, no more 
fucking around. Now, they would face the wrath of his mightiest weapon and they would 
be exterminated… and he didn’t care how many innocents or soldiers of his own army had 
to go down with them. 

~~~

Planes circled the huge metal bulk of Paradise, weaving here and there, jets unleashed 
short bursts with their twin machine guns that only dented the thick armor of the huge 
machine but tore apart visible weapon turrets, Cherry grinning darkly as she circled the 
listing machine once before she grunted and jerked the gearstick hard, the jet rocking with 
turbulence as shutters slid open on one side of the bottom of the enormous floating 
fortress and old-fashioned rocket boosters came into play, lifting the gigantic machine 
slightly as the other side slowly began to drop. At the same time, another hangar opened… 
and several jets rolled out, sailing into the open air, then the VTOL boosters kicking in and 
causing them to hover for a moment before they shot forwards. 

Cherry was impressed, to say the least: the enemy pilots had cool heads to be able to use 
a rollout trick like that. She grinned slightly as she armed her guns and immediately took 
off after one, muttering into her headset: “But them fuckers ain’t good enough, either… 
let’s play some chicken, Boss.”

Got it. Play fox, Cherry, then spin me onto one.” Zerrex replied calmly, pulling 
Blackheart off his back and keeping the huge sword at the ready as the other fighters began 



to engage the enemy jets, circling and evading here, spinning towards each other before 
slipping gracefully by within several feet of each other there. The Drakkaren grinned, eyes 
aching, hair whipped back by the wind and terrible pressure… but loving it all the same, as 
he leaned forwards, using Drake’s essence to form a translucent shell over himself and spare 
some of the wind damage as they tore into the fray, Cherry immediately locking onto one 
enemy fighter and bringing the jet immediately right onto his tail.

The enemy plane tried to shake her, dodging left and right… then going into a barrel 
roll before diving, Cherry following his exact movements as Zerrex clung tightly onto the 
top of the plane. The only time the Drakkaren diverted course was to make a quick duck 
towards the trees, then suddenly jerk her joystick back to climb, climb, climb, and the 
missiles that had been following them smashed instead into the forest and exploded 
harmlessly. 

Again, she sought out her target, fired a volley of machinegun rounds over the head of 
the plane and caused him to immediately spin off to one side, towards Paradise, and 
another enemy plane that was flying headlong towards them. Cherry, however, only grinned 
viciously, hammering a button and turning the lock off the missiles as she muttered: “Too 
fuckin’ easy.”

She fired, and the rocket flew straight over the other plane, almost scraping the paint 
from one wing; at the same time, she pulled up, climbing quickly and sailing over the 
explosion below her, the missile hitting the second enemy plane directly and turning it into 
a ball of fire, metal fragments flying in all directions. Meanwhile, the plane they had been 
following had dropped, and the driver likely thought he was safe… before Cherry’s shadow 
loomed over him and she flipped upside down, Zerrex snapping an arm down and sending 
out a chain of dark energy, hooking into the hull of the other plane before dropping and 
landing heavily on the jet, causing the entire war machine to rock as the driver looked over 
his shoulder with horror, a moment before Zerrex stabbed Blackheart through the body of 
the plane and said loudly: “I’m borrowin’ this for a moment!”

He didn’t care if he could be heard or not: the line had been a good one and he’d had to 
use it; and grinning, he solidified Blackheart’s lock into the plane and his own position on 
the jet’s body with Drake’s essence, before he leaned back hard and jerked back on 
Blackheart with a grunt, treating the plane like a waveboard – and immediately, to the 
pilot’s horror, the plane jerked before sailing upwards, and the Dragokkaren hammered 
several buttons before ejecting from his damaged aircraft.

The reptile winced and slapped away the seat of the pilot, which almost hit him as it 
passed, then he grinned darkly as the plane continued to rocket forwards at full speed: he 
couldn’t have asked for better. The reptile grunted as he leaned to the side, forcing the plane 
to tilt with him and twist upwards as it curved back towards Paradise, Cherry beside him 
and covering him as he circled around the massive hulk of the floating fortress, ascending, 
ascending, the wind tearing through his air and over his face, his breathing hard, his body 
flexed and aching… and then he twisted as hard as he could to the side, and the jet half-
spun around.



Now it sailed straight over the slightly-rounded top of Paradise, heading straight for one 
of the strange domed bulges… and Zerrex grinned coldly as he watched shutters uselessly 
descending over glass, saw the horrified expressions of the Dragokkaren inside before he 
tore Blackheart out and grunted as he fell from the plane, the jet going into a rapid roll and 
a louder scream filling the air as Zerrex fell to the metal top of Paradise… and a moment 
later, the jet collided with one of control cabins on top of the floating fortress and 
exploded, sending up a massive gout of flame and metal shrapnel as Cherry twisted out of 
the way of the inferno, the female grinning darkly as she guided the VTOL back into the 
fray. The Boss was in… now she had to pick up Cindy and Marina and break in through 
one of  the hangars: they had their own mission to complete.

Zerrex grunted as he slowly stood up on the trembling hulk of Paradise, wincing as he 
hefted Blackheart in one hand, then placed it once more onto his back and rolled his 
shoulders, walking briskly towards the smoldering wreck of the plane and dome. Black 
smoke roiled up from this in long columns, and fires burned here and there as the reptile 
jogged the last few feet and jumped through one of the holes in glass and metal, his combat 
boots crunching the same potpourri beneath him as he landed.

The reptile glanced back and forth, then turned his attention to an open, sparking metal 
shutter, sliding through this and stepping into one of the top halls of Paradise, and 
grinning coldly at the sight of several shocked Enforcers and pulling out his enormous 
handgun. He slapped a clip into place, then took aim before they could react, blowing the 
head off one before spinning towards the other soldier and saying in a pleasant-but-vicious 
voice: “I have a message for the Patriarch: his son is here to see him.”

Immediately, the Enforcer turned tail and ran away, recognizing the futility of combat, 
and Zerrex watched him with a snort as he headed for an elevator, before lowering his gun 
and checking over his own supply. He’d lost most of his ammunition… so he had maybe 
two clips left and Blackheart, which wouldn’t really do. The Drakkaren shook his head a bit 
as he walked deeper into the facility, glancing coldly back and forth at Narrius’s favorite 
style of  décor – plain, sterile steel walls.

He decided to go with the first door on his left… and pushed through it to find a small 
medical supplies room. The reptile sighed a bit, patting himself over lightly… then made a 
bit of a face and decided he was alright for now, but it wouldn’t hurt to see what was 
available here.

The Drakkaren checked through the drawers… then his eyes settled on a shelf that had 
a large, plain brown box on it, full of acupuncture needles. The reptile took this down… 
then glanced through it idly before shrugging a bit and touching the tip; this resulted in 
him wincing, cursing under his breath, and drawing a finger back to examine the small bit 
of blood on the tip – they were hellishly sharp. Well, I guess they do have to get through 
scale… so… it makes sense.

A pause, then he glanced around the room and found a plain medical satchel that he 
attached to his bed, and decided to fill this with needles. He also noted they had strange 
little eyeholes at the end… and some extra rummaging found some steel wire with small 



clips on either end. It was surprisingly long, however… and Zerrex shrugged a bit, then 
rolled a good amount of this up and put it into his sidepack. Better to have something than 
nothing…

They’re needles. How exactly are you going to use a frigging needle in combat? Drake 
asked mildly… to which Zerrex responded by picking one up and tossing it with a flick of 
the wrist at the wall, where it buried more than an inch into the wood-overlaid concrete. 
This caused the dark nephilim to pause, then mumble: You just want to look cool.

Everyone has their vices. Zerrex responded mentally, a flicker of a smile rising on his 
face. Then he searched through the rest of the room, pausing only to pick up a large glass 
chemical bottle. He bounced this in his hand a few times as he emerged, still carrying it and 
staring down the hall again, before glancing back and forth and wondering if all the Super 
Enforcers had been deployed to the ground or somewhere else in the facility. 

His question was answered as, a moment later, the elevator dinged open and a group of 
enormous Dragokkaren stepped out, immediately walking down the hall towards him, all of 
them equipped with sharp, hooked wristblades, the traditional tinsa’ar weapon favored by 
the most elite of Hez’Rannan warriors. These ones, however, also sparked with electricity, 
and had extra supports that went all the way up the forearm… and after taking a look at 
the at-least eighteen-foot giants walking towards him – their muscular bodies adorned in all 
manner of tattoo, all of them definitely not replica soldiers – Zerrex paused just long 
enough to whip the glass bottle at the face of  one.

It shattered, but caused little more than irritation and a momentary pause, the 
Dragokkaren halting for a moment as he grabbed at his face. Zerrex quickly leapt through a 
side door as he drew his gun at the same time, finding himself in another empty hallway 
and spinning around to raise his handgun, finger squeezing the trigger- 

And the gun was easily knocked from his grip with a single sweeping gesture, electricity 
sparking down his arm as the reptile cursed before his other hand went back, and he flung 
three needles hard forwards into the gut of the adversary who’d just disarmed him: they tore 
through scale and into flesh below, and the Dragokkaren let out a gasp of pain, halting and 
clutching at his abdomen with a wince of agony as Zerrex turned around and sprinted 
down the hall, the four Dragokkaren behind him immediately giving chase.

Zerrex heard them rapidly approaching… but with their size and in this hall, only two 
could stand abreast at a time. The Drakkaren snarled, deciding he’d do better making a 
stand… then he snagged the handle of his enormous sword and spun on one heel, swinging 
upwards in a vicious arc with Blackheart at the same time, cutting the leg from one of the 
giants and sending him down with a scream of agony, the massive sword cleaving cleanly 
into the torso of his opponent as his tinsa’ar blades hammered uselessly against the 
enormous blade and jolts of  electricity ran up and down it.

The other Dragokkaren had been halted by the fall of their comrades, both of them 
raising their hands but unable to strike out: Zerrex, on the other hand, stepped forwards, 
snarling as he yanked the sword free from the giant he’d just torn into and slashing down in 
a vicious, crushing arc as he kneeled at the same time, smashing in the skull of the 



Dragokkaren on the ground and ripping a lethal slash down the center of the other giant’s 
body, sending him sprawling backwards with a slash from breast to crotch. The last soldier 
immediately leapt forwards to try and slash viciously down with the tinsa’ar… but Zerrex 
reached up, snagging his wrist and turning to throw the giant bodily over his shoulder, 
sending him rolling in the other direction before he managed to get his hands under him 
and shove himself up onto his feet… but Zerrex had already picked Blackheart back up and 
charged back after the last giant, and immediately swung the giant blade around in an arc, 
the tip of the enormous sword ripping through the ceiling before it crushed the huge 
Dragokkaren into the floor.

He sighed and straightened slowly, blood dripping off the blade until it was stainless 
again, the reptile glancing down at it mildly before placing it back into its usual place and 
glancing back and forth over these tattooed giants. He kneeled by the one he’d just killed, 
checking its body over and wondering quietly if it was genetically-modified or a past elite 
from the GA that had decided to join Narrius’s cause without question… then he shook 
his head a bit. It didn’t matter, either way… the enemy was the enemy, no matter how they 
came about to be that way.

 It was time to move on… and the lizard decided the door ahead of him was as good as 
any. He rolled his shoulders slowly, then hit the button in front of him to open the 
shutter… before all of Paradise shuddered violently again, and Zerrex snarled, grabbing the 
side of the doorway and bending the metal as the ground beneath him bucked and 
trembled violently. What the hell… that can’t be them already…

Outside, Paradise’s slow, lumbering flight through the air had been paused for a moment 
as several planes smashed into the front of the massive fortress, jolting the systems of the 
huge machine and causing the rear boosters to kick off for a moment before the Patriarch’s 
scientists managed to get the generators in the rear quadrants working again, cursing their 
fates and all the engineers and technicians that had originally built this monstrosity but left 
it without proper programming. Turbines whirred into life, gears began to turn, and a 
massive wheel began to spin, harnessing magnetic energy and creating an invisible vortex of 
air and almost-solid energy below it that permitted the huge fortress to hover and stay 
afloat. The shutters closed over boosters as circuits flicked from supplying the boosters and 
fuel tanks with power, to instead aiding in empowering the magnetic propulsion system… 
and then once more the huge ship steadied and began to slowly roll through the air like a 
great lumbering mythical beast.

Cherry, meanwhile, was grumbling as Cindy and Marina jostled with each other, 
squished in the back seat of the VTOL plane and muttering about how stupid an idea this 
was. The first female-slash-hermaphrodite had already targeted the hanger she wanted to use 
to enter the base through, and had greeted the soldiers inside with a barrage of short-range 
missiles… but now she was low on both ammo and fuel, and being chased by two other 
enemy planes. A pause, and then she cursed and switched the boosters off, suddenly 
dropping out of the air and causing them both to zoom past her, before she hammered the 
activation switch again for the vertical jets and shot straight up as they attempted to spin 
around, before boosting forwards again and curving around the front of Paradise, then 



hauling the control stick to the side and Cindy and Marina both shrieked, the plane 
spinning once before she soared into the enemy hangar, hitting the control panel and 
powering off  the jet.

It fell to the ground, bounced once, the skidded and slowly twisted around over the 
hangar floor, Cherry wincing at the sound of squealing metal as she hit the button to open 
the cockpit and jackknifed out even while the vehicle was still moving, landing in a crouch 
as she looked quickly back and forth around the hangar. There was no movement, however, 
and the jets outside were still too busy with the rebels to make any attempt to attack her… 
then she winced as the VTOL collided loudly with a wall and caused both Marina and 
Cindy to yell in shock. “What the hell, Cherry?”

Well, you’re both fine.” Cherry responded reasonably… the winced when the two 
females climbed out of the cockpit and glowered at her. She made a face, rubbing the back 
of her head slowly, then gave a bit of a laugh and a dumb grin. “Well, come on, we um. 
Don’t have all day, you know!”

Fuck you.” Marina muttered irritably, but she and Cindy both nodded, and they joined 
the hermaphroditic female as they headed quickly for a pair of large, closed security doors 
at one side of the terminal, Cherry shouldering her way through these as she unsnapped her 
whip, then grinning at the group of Super Enforcers running towards them, watching as 
they began to fall into a double-line formation; one row of soldiers kneeling, one row of 
soldiers standing.

The vicious femme immediately snapped her whip out, the vicious spike ripping open 
the face of the leftmost soldier in the first line, who let out a snarl of pain as it tore a 
bloody flap from his cheek; several others in the back row, however, weren’t as fortunate as 
Cherry cracked the whip to the side, ripping out the throat of one, almost beheading 
another, and tearing the gun from the hands of the last when he tried uselessly to bring this 
up to block. Another few in line were blasted down by shots that Cindy took from the 
Slowdown handgun Mahihko had loaned her, and Marina took care of the last, her eyes 
flashing and a purple aura shining around her hand as she clenched it into a tight fist that 
caused the barrels of their weapons to twist, and the rifles of the Dragokkaren exploded 
when they attempted to open fire.

It left a pile of ravaged bodies at the end of the short concrete corridor… and the three 
females exchanged a glance, pausing only a moment to re-arm themselves with assault rifles 
before continuing their charge into Paradise’s bowels, as somewhere high above them, they 
knew Zerrex was scouring the area for his father, to put an end to the war while they 
attempted to put an end to his ambitions by destroying the floating fortress.

The male Drakkaren, meanwhile, hadn’t encountered much in the way of resistance: 
scientists usually ran screaming or peed their pants upon seeing him, and the few he’d 
interrogated – generally following the tried-and-true method of seizing them by the collar 
or throat and slamming them against the wall, lifting them up above his head, and yelling 
questions at them while he kept the other hand on his sword – had only told him that the 
Patriarch had been in the central control room until some time ago, but then had left 



without any word of where he was going. The only thing he knew for sure was that Narrius 
spent a lot of times in the genetics labs and what he called ‘the shrine,’ which was another 
biogenetics lab on one of the upper levels. Zerrex decided to make these different spots a 
priority to check… at the very least, he’d be able to wring some more information out of 
the scientists who stood there.

Even though there was no keycard system to speak of on the ship, everything ran on AI, 
and there was a definitely pecking order amongst all the soldiers and scientists that 
determined who they could fraternize with, and who they were to avoid even being seen 
passing in the hall unless absolutely necessary – and these rules of class order were followed 
absolutely. For instance, scientists and soldiers almost never comingled, except during 
routine personnel checks for illegal or illicit activities… mostly because whereas all the 
scientists were terrified into obeying Narrius, the soldiers were almost all loyal, and if not 
to the Dragokkaren for his ideals, then for his remarkable power and cruelty. But to 
everyone here, he was the cruel god of  his own great Paradise…

And I guess that sorta makes me an invading devil… cool, I’m Satan. Zerrex thought 
mildly, giving a bit of a grin as he walked down the hall towards an elevator. He paused, 
however, to glance up at a camera… then he stepped backwards, and made a face as it 
followed his movements.  A sigh, and the Drakkaren walked forwards again towards the 
elevator… paused in front of it and hit the button… then frowned when it refused to 
move.

This one had a heavy rolldown shutter instead of sliding doors, as well… so it wasn’t 
exactly like the lizard could pry it open as easily as the other ones. He thought he might be 
able to force it up nonetheless… but with the camera watching him, it’d be too easy for the 
enemy to send up a squad of shock troops to wipe him out with concentrated gunfire from 
the very elevator he was trying to open.

He shook his head a bit, then instead decided to find a different route, turning to the 
left and pushing the double set of metal security doors he found there open, making his 
way easily through them and down another hall. He could see another set of doors at the 
end of this one… before he frowned as he found himself passing not solid steel walls but 
instead clear glass or thin clear metal. A glance up, and a frown as he noted the title: 
‘Paradise Electronic Testing Facility’ above a set of  glass doors.

Zerrex pushed his way through these, into a sort of airlock that was filled with strips of 
anti-static cloth that he easily made his way along… then he pushed through another set of 
double doors and into a room with walls of glass and wood, designed with a narrow 
walkway around the top, then a set of steps that circled the room leading down and into 
the a central testing area, where a large, plain metal hub sat; it was little more than a 
scratched metal cube… but when the Drakkaren approached, he heard a familiar cackle that 
made him step back in surprise; a moment later, a holographic projector flicked into life 
and the word ‘ULTIMA’ appeared.

The white block-letter word flickered a bit, then vanished, and in place a metallic 
Dragokkaren head appeared, the metal mouth twisted into a grin before it said tauntingly: 



“Well, if it isn’t a little bug called Lord Zerrex? It looks like you’ve wandered into the 
wrong part of  the facility!”

“Yeah, because this is so threatening.” Zerrex said drolly, motioning around at the room. 
Before he could continue on, however – he had some great lines about tin cans planned out, 
since he’d been half-expecting something like this – the bottom step around the central lab 
pit slid suddenly backwards and walls of titanium nearly a foot thick shot up from the 
trenches in the floor and locked into place, trapping the Drakkaren in a prison with only a 
meter or so of empty space between the wall and the roof. It made the Drakkaren pause 
and wince as he looked around… then he muttered: “Okay. Maybe this is just a tad bit 
threatening.”

Let’s see if you can get out of this, little failure child!” The homicidal AI system 
chortled, and Zerrex made a face before snarling as four slots opened in the ceiling at each 
corner of the room, and strange black tubes descended from these, spewing a noxious 
yellow gas into the air. The Drakkaren immediately ducked and took a deep breath, 
snarling, and Ultima cackled. “We’ll see just how long you-”

Whatever he was about to rant on, Zerrex wasn’t interested – instead, he grasped 
Blackheart off his back and stepped forwards, slamming it viciously down into the cubical 
terminal as the yellow, toxic gas rolled over his body, making his scales feel like they were 
crawling off his body and his eyes burn. Ultima screeched, his voice distorting… and then 
a shutter in the middle of the ceiling slid open and a black, sleek gun slid out, this one 
covered in electrical wires and with a long barrel that ended in a spherical tip.

It revolved back and forth, then Zerrex leapt backwards as he heard a loud buzzing 
sound a moment before it fired a thin laser of plasmatic energy, burning a hole into one of 
the titanium walls before whipping downwards and towards the Drakkaren, cutting a deep 
black gouge through the wall and floor that boiled and twisted the metal around the edges 
of  the deep cut it left.

The reptile threw himself backwards immediately, wincing as he felt his muscles not 
responding properly in this goddamn toxic yellow haze… and then the laser snapped in a 
circle towards him, and the Drakkaren did the only thing he could, spinning his sword 
upwards and using the flat of the blade as a shield: amazingly, the concentrated beam of 
plasma bounced off the sword and hit the wall opposite, and Zerrex stared at this before 
making a quick twisting motion, causing the laser hitting the wall opposite to jerk and leave 
a deep, circular scar.

Zerrex could feel his body starting to weaken, the gases affecting him despite his held 
breath, his lungs burning… and he made a last-ditch attempt to free himself, leaping to the 
side before running towards the wall as he slapped Blackheart onto his back and then dived 
into the middle of the black-scarred hoop in the metal wall. His weight and strength 
combined, the weakened metal stood no chance against him, the Drakkaren’s body smashing 
a hole through the heavy wall before he hit the ground and rolled a few times, gagging and 
coughing, taking whooping breaths as he scrambled up to his feet.



Netted mesh shutters dropped over the doors, as the metal walls began to descend into 
the ground, the black pipes vibrating as they began to spew more toxin into the air, the 
plasma cannon revolving madly and scouring deep cuts through the metal and leaving 
blackened burns over the glass. Zerrex, however, had no intention of heading for the doors: 
instead, he ran towards the nearest glass wall, covering his face with his arms and simply 
charging straight through, the glass shattering outwards as the reptile barreled forwards and 
then through another wall as well, Ultima’s angry screams filling the air.

The Drakkaren broke through another glass wall, small cuts covering his arms and 
body… before he almost tripped on the metal trim at the bottom of the last wall he’d 
mashed his way through and staggering into an empty hall with a grunt, coughing and 
hacking as he slowly brushed fragments of glass out of his ivory hair. He sighed a bit, 
slumping and wincing… then he shook his head quickly and looked back and forth, before 
his eyes widened as he heard an elevator ding open, and a group of soldiers wearing 
biohazard armor and carrying – Oh shit.

The two in the front line raised weapons that could only be flamethrowers, with long 
black tubes connecting back into a set of black tanks and a plain metal backpack into which 
a variety of black pipes connected, as well as a harness that fit over the chest of these 
special soldiers. Zerrex immediately made a horrified face at these soldiers… then leapt 
quickly back through the hole he’d made in the tempered glass as they unleashed a pair of 
massive, conical fireblasts down the hall, the reptile feeling the intense heat pass only feet 
away from him and cursing as the glass already began to grow spiraling, deep cracks from 
the sheer power of  the flamethrowers. 

The flame units halted their attack for the moment, and Zerrex snapped his gun out of 
his holster, bringing his huge gun up and pounding a few shots off into the soldiers… but 
their silvery full-body suits were horribly deceptive, one of the gas-mask wearing soldiers 
staggering backwards but the rounds catching in whatever thick armor was beneath the 
silver fabric of  the biohazard/thermal suit.

One of the others brought their flamethrower up… and Zerrex winced before simply 
emptying the rest of the clip, barely taking the time to aim as he snarled and blasted a 
barrage of bullets into the three: one lucky shot, however, smashed through the fuel tank of 
one of the forwards soldiers, and the biohazard troop let out a yell as he staggered back and 
forth, flames alighting along the back canister before his fuel tank exploded, the Drakkaren 
stumbling backwards and covering his face against the flash and heat as the glass walls 
shattered, small fragments of metal and glass scratching along his scales as the enemy 
soldiers were engulfed in a conflagration and boiling shrapnel.

Zerrex grunted, placing a foot back behind him to steady his body… then he 
straightened a bit and rolled his shoulders, ejecting a clip that was either empty or mostly-
empty and slapping in his last, making a disgusted face before he slid the handgun back 
into his holster. He rolled his shoulders slowly, then stepped carefully through one of the 
broken glass walls and made a face at the slowly-burning bodies of the dead soldiers, then 



he glanced up at the burning elevator and sighed, feeling disgusted. Great. Now I need to 
find another way down…

A pause… and the elevator dinged, the sliding doors trembling uselessly as the open, 
burning carriage began to descend… and Zerrex turned his head away with a wince as a 
body that was half in the passage and half in the elevator was crushed to a gory pulp 
between the floor and the roof  of  the mechanism.

The lizard shook his head slowly, then paused, glancing back up at the open elevator 
past the chemical flames that were eating the floor… before making a face and running 
forwards, at the same time creating a hook of dark energy and then diving over the all-
consuming flames and through the cracked-open sliding shutter of the elevator, into the 
empty shaft. At the same time, he slung the hook out on a rope of dark matter, snagging 
the wall with it and then swinging his body forwards hard, arching his body and slamming 
his feet into the wall as he grunted and then smiled slightly, his body flexing as he lowered 
himself slowly, thankful for two things: one, that there were actually lights in this long 
passage, and two, that there were large white numbers painted on the wall, letting him know 
what floor he was on and where the hell he was going.

The reptile paused every ten meters or so to stop, create another hook of dark energy, 
snap it into the wall, and then dissolve the former claw back into his body before lowering 
himself easily again. It added a few moments to his movements, but it was better than 
suddenly having to smash his way through a door and lose a long-ass string of energy, 
which would make Drake complain and cause his own energy stores to suffer.

At floor five, the Drakkaren paused. One of the scientists had mentioned this to him… 
and the reptile swung himself backwards before planting his feet against the ground, 
touching the dark rope in his hand to his waist, and the energy formed a belt around his 
body, freeing up both his hands. He twisted upside down, arching his back and keeping his 
legs slightly-curved so he stood on his nose in midair, then he clasped his hands together 
before drawing them apart, leaving thorns of dark essence on his fingertips and palms 
before he grasped the sliding doors of  the elevator.

The reptile grunted and flexed before slowly pulling these apart and open, his thick 
arms bulging slightly with exertion as he forced them several feet apart… then he placed his 
hands on either side of the doorway, shoving himself backwards as the dark string of 
energy automatically lengthened; the next moment, he swung forwards, flipping his body 
backwards as the dark string dissolved into essence that quickly retreated into his body. 

He revolved twice through the air, then landed easily on his feet in a half-squat, arms out 
in front of him, and the Drakkaren paused as he found himself standing in a long, sterile 
hall, with glass walls on either side of him. He frowned a bit, straightening and looking 
back and forth… before he noted an airlock leading into one of the genetics labs, and a 
group of scientists standing inside with clipboards, clustered around some sort of empty 
capsule and taking measurements with all variety of  instruments…

Zerrex carefully opened the door, then, before the airlock could activate, he forced 
himself through the next door with his shoulder with a grunt and into another glass-walled 



hall. A pause, and then the Drakkaren carefully made his way to the left and through a plain 
door into the room where he had seen the scientists, wondering if he should make some 
attempt to hide behind a metal gurney and then figuring he’d just look like an idiot – 
particularly since there was sorta a giant sword on his back and he was at least two feet 
taller than any of  the scientists.

They were all clustered around some test subject in a biogenetics capsule… and when 
Zerrex slowly approached, he frowned, emerald eyes flashing. It was the Blind Girl… the 
bitch who’d first led him here, who Marina had told him had been one of the group to 
kidnap her… but the once-deadly female was only laying in the capsule, covered in 
electrodes and with scarred, branching cracks all over her body… and a stump for one arm. 
She was also drooling stupidly, her jaw partially agape… and Zerrex wondered just what 
the hell had happened to this half-succubus bitch.

Then the reptile stood, drew out a needle from the rear pack on his belt… and easily 
walked up behind one of the scientists and stabbed it into the back of his neck, causing 
him to instantly crumple to the ground as the Drakkaren cut into his spine, paralyzing him 
and sending him down to flop. The other four scientists immediately spun and stared in 
horror, as Zerrex snapped his handgun out of his holster and blasted a round into the head 
of another, before looking at the last two – Two… I thought there were more than that… 
– and then took aim in their general direction with the huge .60 caliber magnum weapon, 
the scientists immediately raising their hands in terror as Zerrex asked calmly: “Are you 
going to give me the information I want, or am I going to have to blow your kneecaps off 
and go searching on my own?”

“We’ll tell you everything we know!” babbled one scientist immediately, paling and 
looking terrified. “Just please… please don’t shoot us, please don’t-”

There you are!” shouted a mechanical voice, and Zerrex glanced up in surprise at a 
camera mounted into the wall: immediately, one of the scientists took the chance to try and 
make a mad dash for the exit, and Zerrex snarled before aiming low and blasting a round at 
his leg.

The round went wild however, maybe only narrowly scratching his coat at worse and just 
causing the scientist to shriek before he ducked around a corner and charged away. The 
other scientist, however, was ducking and covering his head, all but crying as Ultima said 
angrily: “Get the hell out of  there, Lord Zerrex! You aren’t sterile!”

Yeah, sorry, my testicles actually work.” Zerrex snapped out, then grinned stupidly, 
amazed he’d actually thought of a proper quip in such a short period of time. There were a 
few clicks of anger from the machine… but then the Drakkaren casually took aim at the 
scientist crouched on the floor and calling: “Tell me, nuts-and-bolts, what’s a bastard like 
you doin’ in a clamshell like this? And exactly what do you do here, keep the rest of 
Paradise runnin’ and regular?”

Bastard!” screamed the AI program, and then the terminal in the center of the room 
flickered and Ultima’s machine-head appeared, the robot snarling at Zerrex furiously. 
“What the hell are you talking about?” A pause, whirring clicks, and then a furious growl. 



“Stop insinuating things about me! Get out of that facility… get out of there! Or I’ll kill 
your little friends!”

Zerrex paused, then he smiled slightly and glanced over at the hologram with mild 
amusement. “Yeah. I’d like to see you try, you little robotic bitch.” He paused, then turned 
his gun from the scientist to aim at the terminal, firing a few rounds into the top of it and 
causing the hologram to flicker out of existence, then he turned his attention instead to the 
scientist, steamrolling the snarls and clicks of the machine as he asked clearly: “Exactly 
what the hell are you doing here?”

The Dragokkaren looked up at him, adjusting his glasses and trembling as he said 
meekly: “We… we work on the Patriarch’s genetic experiments… this specific facility is 
dedicated to researching the Unseen and the Blind Girl… and restoring them to full 
functionality…”

The white-haired lizard nodded a bit, but he didn’t really care about that, although it 
was filed away for later examination. He shook his head a bit, then asked clearly: “Do you 
know where the Patriarch is? And what’s the ‘shrine’ that I’ve heard about?”

The scientist trembled… but a wave of the gun in the Dragokkaren’s direction caused 
him to whimper and cover his head, then babble frantically: “The Patriarch is… was… he 
was at the control center when the facility got hit… but we heard that he’s going to activate 
the Forbidden Tree and the Apple of Eden… no one knows what they are except for the 
sublevel scientists in the rear power core of the facility, but… but I do know about the 
shrine! It’s where Narrius is keeping his Family, his special group of copies and the brain of 
the old head scientist from Uroboros, Dr. Tstegi…”

“Mengele?” Zerrex frowned and snarled a bit at this, instinctively touching the swastika 
tattoo on his bicep, before he barked: “The hell are you talking about?”

The scientist squealed in terror at this, looking up at Zerrex with bulging eyes as he fell 
over onto his ass, holding up his hands and babbling in terror: “No, no, please don’t hurt 
me! Don’t kill me! It wasn’t my idea, it was the Patriarch he… he used Dr. Tstegi’s DNA 
and information taken from his corpse to clone his brain back into existence, he… he 
needed someone who could complete Godsmite as fast as possible and it was too hard to 
decipher the genetic coding… please don’t hurt me!”

Goddammit… what level is it on? This one?” The Drakkaren asked coldly, and then he 
spun and headed quickly for the nearest door when the scientist nodded, tucking his 
handgun away. It looked like he had another stop to make after all… and he definitely was 
not liking the sound of what exactly this little shrine of Narrius’s appeared to contain. Not 
only some sort of  special clones… but also a copy of  Mengele’s brain itself.

The Drakkaren made his way through the airlock, then walked quickly down the hall, 
glancing back and forth before pushing his way through a set of doors and almost into a 
group of Super Enforcers on patrol: immediately, they reached for stun rods, but Zerrex 
stepped forwards, slamming a flat palm into the throat of one and crushing in his larynx, 



causing him to gag and fall over as he snapped his other foot out and tripped the other with 
a low kick to the enemy’s heel. 

Another Black Rogue leapt at him, attempting to tackle him to the ground… and Zerrex 
reached out, snagging the collar of the Dragokkaren’s armor and using his momentum to 
his advantage as he turned and slammed the Enforcer face-down into the ground on the 
other side of his body, causing the giant to jounce once. Then the Drakkaren staggered, 
wincing with a curse as another of the soldiers stabbed into his back with the rod, sending 
electricity jolting over his form as he attempted to leap away, but then was grabbed by 
another of  the Super Enforcers.

He felt himself hauled off his feet, as stun rods descended towards him in quick slashing 
motions… and immediately Drake’s dark essence roiled up out of his body, the top half of 
the creature forming from Zerrex’s chest and seizing one of the Dragokkaren, easily 
throwing him through the glass wall before both Drake and Zerrex convulsed in pain at the 
feeling of the stun rods shoving into the dark essence: a moment later, however, Drake 
grinned and then dissolved into a whirling, dark cyclone above Zerrex’s chest that sucked 
both of the Super Enforcers forwards, hurling their weapons away and then tearing their 
arms from their sockets.

Then Drake dissolved as both Super Enforcers staggered backwards, clutching at their 
arms… and Zerrex fell to the ground, catching himself on one hand before kicking 
forcefully up and snapping his legs around the head of one as he stood in a handstand with 
one hand, then twisting to the side in a vicious scissors that slammed the Dragokkaren into 
the solid floor and snapped his neck.

The other soldier stumbled backwards with a snarl of agony, as another of the Super 
Enforcers began to climb shakily to his feet… and Zerrex immediately threw out a hand 
punch into the cheek of the latter, knocking him sprawling and senseless before the lizard 
jumped up and snagged the twisted arm of the other Super Enforcer. He twisted and 
popped the arm of the soldier back into place, causing it to squeak like a little girl before 
continuing to spin it violently in the same direction, now tearing it out of the socket the 
other way and twisting it up to the center of the Black Rogue’s back, causing him to shriek 
as he paled, sweat rolling down his face as his eyes bulged with agony.

Zerrex shoved him into the solid steel wall, and the Dragokkaren shuddered, grunting 
and twisting back and forth uselessly, his other hand clawing into the wall as Zerrex 
growled: “Listen up, soldier! If you wanna make it out of here alive, you gotta talk and give 
me the information I’m looking for… where the hell is the rest of  your unit, huh?”

Like I’ll tell you…” The Dragokkaren gasped… then he shrieked a bit when Zerrex tore 
his already-shattered arm up a bit higher, his eyes bulging in his sockets as he wheezed: 
“You’ll have to kill me, you son-of-a-bitch… there’s no way I’m going to tell you anything!”

The lizard smiled slightly at this, tilting his head forwards and muttering: “Is that a 
challenge, soldier? Because I don’t like to torture if I don’t have to anymore… brings back 
too many memories, makes me a bit too excited.” A pause, and then he reached up and 
firmly rapped the soldier’s head into the wall, making him grunt and then half- fall 



forwards, before shrieking and catching his balance when Zerrex didn’t let go of his limp 
arm but instead tore upwards. 

“Okay, okay!” The soldier clenched his eyes shut, nodding against the wall and panting 
raggedly, flushing and trembling as he muttered: “The… the soldiers are mostly 
deployed… only a skeleton crew is working the base, and most of the soldiers are… busy 
loading the cannons and in the hangars  and barracks, preparing for the next attack… 
Narrius said not to engage unless we found you, he’s sending special patrols and strike 
teams through the building… the rest of the soldiers are all at special locations, guarding 
the power grids and generators and different weapon systems…”

Zerrex nodded, smiling slightly at this… then he gently grasped the back of the 
Dragokkaren’s skull and slammed his head into the wall, knocking him unconscious and 
sending him down in a heap. He murmured a bit of thanks and an apology, then turned his 
attention instead to heading down the hall quickly, pausing to check doors every now and 
then before halting as he stood in the doorway of  a control room.

The Drakkaren peered at the various monitors in the dimly-lit room… then he stepped 
towards one of the control consoles and tapped a few buttons on the terminal. The screen 
flickered… then, a moment later, the block letters of Ultima appeared onscreen and the 
lizard made a disgusted face as the speakers shouted angrily: “No guest pass! No 
registration! No permission to… oh, well, if it isn’t Lord Zerrex? Well, don’t I have some 
pretty things to show you…”

Zerrex frowned at this… then he made a disgusted face as every monitor flickered to 
show a live feed from a camera of his family in the midst of a combat, rolling his eyes a bit 
and muttering: “Get to the point… this isn’t exactly the most stressful of  things…”

Just keep watching…” Ultima jeered… but Zerrex had already turned and slipped out 
the doorway, and Ultima’s voice shouted angrily after him: “What are you doing? Come 
back here, come watch your family get butchered!”

Right. I’ll get right on that.” The lizard muttered, feeling completely unmoved by the 
fury of the AI system or its self-assuredness… and then he smiled slightly. Watch them die? 
You obviously don’t know my family…

~~~

In the genetic lab the reptile had just raided, the two scientists – Zerrex had been right 
in thinking there was a problem when he only noted two, since a third had quickly hidden 
under the metal gurney, which turned out to be not-so-dumb of an idea after all… that, or 
the lizard had just been too distracted at the moment – were working busily, one of them 
rapidly entering commands on a control terminal on the side of the open genetics capsule 
and the other busily attaching a prosthetic arm to the Blind Girl’s stump, locking a circular 
clamp around it and using special bolts to lock it into place.

The Dragokkaren worked quickly, one of them wiping at his pale forehead as he panted 
a bit, hammering in commands and muttering under his breath as he glanced every now and 
then at the monitor, which displayed another three females that were obviously with the 



Drakkaren who were fighting their way into the enemy hoard. They were down on the first 
sublevel already, below the hangars and making their way towards the main generator… and 
if they got there, well… they could cause all manner of damage and even knock Paradise 
from the sky.

A few moments later, however, lights shone in the capsule and sparks fizzed over the 
body, before three long needles descended into a row of small holes on the metal bicep, 
injecting a strange, clear liquid. At the same time, five other needles dropped on the other 
side of the Blind Girl’s prone body, injecting their contents into her hip, three into her 
abdomen, and one just above the elbow.

Then they slowly drew back… and the Blind Girl suddenly stirred before screaming 
loudly and straightening in the capsule, sitting up and panting harshly, then snarling 
furiously in her rasping but still-somehow-soft voice: “Where? Where!”

She had never been good with words, but both scientists were busy laughing, amazed, as 
the furious female jumped out of the capsule, her burnt eyes glaring back and forth, 
showing her metallic outlines that could even see the natural iron in the bodies of the 
Dragokkaren scientists and thermal figures of their body heat… before she looked down in 
shock at one arm, and memories flashed back to her of everything that had happened. She 
grabbed her head and shrieked in pain… then looked up and snapped her hand down, a  
long, metal plate in her forearm popping up and a foot long, double-edged blade popping 
out… which she immediately used to slashed the throat of the nearest scientist, sending 
him down in a bloody spray. 

The other scientist screamed and fell backwards… then the Blind Girl reached down, 
snagging his collar and jerking him up as she looked into his eyes with her own dead ones, 
snarling… before her eyes widened as she turned slowly to look at the monitor, and the 
figures parading around on it. One of them she recognized above all the others… and a 
twisted grin spread over her features before she looked back down at the scientist trembling 
on the ground in front of her, reaching slowly down… then ripping one of the arms easily 
off his lab coat and letting the blade in her mechanical arm slide back into his hiding place, 
as she slowly tied the torn strip of  cloth around her eyes in blindfold.

She smiled coldly down at him, then turned, her body shifting gracefully back and forth 
despite the tears and scars all along her scales… and she easily snagged a roll of bandages 
off gurney as she passed it, wrapping a few strips of the cloth bandage around her bust and 
crotch before tying both of  these off.

She had a special target in mind… a target who was currently cackling as she wielded an 
oversized machinegun against her shoulder, firing like an idiot into the air as she, Cindy and 
Marina made their way slowly forwards through the surprisingly-thick hoard of enemies. 
They had found a set of steps leading down past the hangar… and had spent a good ten 
minutes wiping up enemy infantry, and another… Gods knew how long attempting to hack 
the control terminals between fits of some female AI program bitching at them about not 
having the proper access codes or authorization. Finally, they’d brought up a digital map of 
the facility, checking the entire facility over and Cindy muttering about how it would’ve 



been great if they could’ve sent this to Zerrex somehow. It illustrated everything… from 
some secret power facility in the back to the main generator in the front core area; the latter 
they were currently relatively close to… and it would be the perfect target – if they blew it 
up, Paradise would list in the other direction… and the rear generators likely wouldn’t be 
able to hold up under the strain, damaged as they already were.

Now they were slowly making their way across a short but wide bridge, Marina now 
wearing a backpack that contained a warhead – Cherry said she knew how to manually 
adjust the timer for the explosive charge, so they could use it as a makeshift explosive to 
take out the generator. 

The bridge, however, had been guarded by two platoons of Super Enforcer, all of these 
armed with high-grade weaponry… but Marina had provided a shield against their bullets 
for herself and Cindy while Cherry easily slid back and forth between medium and heavy 
arms fire, at the same time returning burst for burst, her accuracy stunning as always. Cindy, 
meanwhile, was sticking to using Marina’s rifle and taking accurate, deadly headshots, while 
the last female focused only on holding up a shield to avoid dispersing her concentration 
too widely.

Then the last Super Enforcer went down in a burst of blood as Cherry trailed a burst of 
bullets up the center of his chest, before the female snorted and threw the heavy rifle she’d 
been carrying off to the side, looking at the others as Marina took her rifle back from the 
middle sister of the trio and she called cheerfully: “Come on, little girls! We gotta get our 
asses movin’ faster! Zerrex is probably gone and killed the whole rest of  the army by now!”

The others nodded… before Marina’s head snapped up and she froze, Cindy 
immediately stopping herself and then dropping to pick up a shotgun and hold it up 
against her shoulder, taking aim at the closed electronic shutter ahead of them. Cherry’s 
grin also faded as she too felt the strange disturbance and turned towards the sealed doors 
that closed tightly but jaggedly… and for almost a full minute they only stood, looking at 
them quietly before they finally slid open, and the Blind Girl stepped out, smiling coldly, 
her ragged, bloody blindfold tight around her face as she said in a scintillating, gentle voice: 
“Cherry.”

Cherry slowly grinned… then she jerked her head to the others, saying coldly: “Go on, 
little kids. We adults have to have a little talk, lady-to-lady… I’ll meet you at the core power 
generator.” Then, when the others didn’t move, she barked: “Move!”

The two younger females flinched a bit, shocked out of their stunned daze at seeing this 
scarred phantom of the past… and then both quickly slipped by the scarred and damaged 
Blind Girl, Marina and Cindy both giving her looks of terror as they passed into the other 
room. But Cherry was still only grinning ruthlessly, her teeth bared and glinting in the light 
as the heavy shutter closed behind her sisters. 

The two stood, facing each other, and Cherry shrugged off her heavy bolt-action rifle 
and cradled it in her arm, working the bolt several times and ejecting the single round left 
in it, before she held this up with one hand and said easily: “Look, bitch. We got a score to 
settle, don’t we… and I guess we should do it fair and square. But this time, we play to the 



death… no prisoners, no mercy, no shit like that.” A pause as her eyes glinted, and her 
scales slowly seemed to ripple, as she growled: “But don’t think I’m gonna be easy shit, 
either.

So here’s the deal.” Her eyes narrowed at the still smiling Blind Girl, hating that 
patronizing look on her face and wanting to wipe that off her features, maybe even bend 
the bitch over and rape her with her new toy… but even sexual thoughts were aside for now. 
This was an enemy who had actually defeated her… and furthermore, humiliated her and 
hurt Marina. This was more than a matter of personal pride, it was more than revenge, it 
was all about retribution and proving that she deserved her title of the Boss’s best. “I’m 
gonna load this shell into my rifle, and then I’m going to blow your head off. If that fails, I 
guess I’ll just kick your ass the old fashioned way… so what do you have to say to that, 
huh? You seem lots more talkative than before, you dumb bitch.”

The Blind Girl only laughed quietly at this… then stretched her arms out, and bowed 
tauntingly, not lowering her ‘gaze’ from Cherry… before her hand suddenly snapped down 
and a foot-long blade shot out of her wrist, and the deadly female sprinted forwards. 
Immediately, Cherry’s hands went to work, slamming the bullet into the chamber – twenty 
feet – working the bolt to load it – eighteen feet – and raising it to her shoulder – fifteen 
feet. Then she fired a  single shot… and as expected the Blind Girl swayed her body 
backwards, throwing both arms out above her head like a ballerina, arching her back 
exquisitely… before her smile twisted into a snarl of surprise as the bullet ricocheted twice 
off  the outcrop of  the wall and then the metal above the closed shutter.

She barely twisted to the side in time, the bullet ripping a short scar down the side of 
her skull, sending out a splatter of blood as her blindfold was torn away from her face, the 
Blind Girl snarling as she forcefully swung her body upwards, righting herself and swinging 
her metallic arm forwards as she leapt towards Cherry… but the other femme fatale 
grinned ruthlessly as she swung the butt of the rifle forwards, the blade sinking into the 
stock and Cherry using that to guide the strike harmlessly away, as the Blind Girl seized the 
barrel of the weapon… before grunting as Cherry brought up a foot and thrust-kicked her 
in the stomach, knocking her backwards onto her ass, blade tearing loose from the rifle and 
sending up splinters.

The hermaphroditic female grinned coldly, tossing the gun aside for now as she instead 
reached down to grasp the handle of her whip, snapping it lightly, almost teasingly at the 
Blind Girl… but the Drakkaren didn’t so much as twitch as she slowly got to her feet, 
looking both contemptible and disgusted: a surprising combination, Cherry thought, for 
someone who had just been beaten down. Again, they stood, glaring at each other… before 
the scarred female charged in once more.

Cherry snapped the whip forwards in a hard horizontal strike… but the Blind Girl 
halted and ducked under this, before twisting her body to the side and tilting her head up, 
the whip snapping down and barely scratching by the breasts of the female: immediately, 
Cherry revolved her whip, spinning it in front of her in a vortex motion that left a thin cut 
in the already-scarred female’s stomach, causing her to hiss before she seized the whip with 



her mechanical arm, metal scraping on metal as the Blind Girl glared across at Cherry 
furiously with her dead eyes.

Cherry snapped the whip futilely, grunting in surprise at the strength of the Blind Girl’s 
not-real arm… before her eyes widened as the female charged forwards and attempted to 
pounce on her again, bringing her bladed arm back and then swinging in as the chain whip 
rattled with her movement. Cherry snarled furiously, then dropped on her back, bringing up 
both feet and kicking the Blind Girl hard into the air… before snapping the whip in a hard 
downwards arc, and the Blind Girl let out a sharp cry as, still clinging to the weapon, she 
too was slammed into the ground, barely able to save herself with her other arm from 
crashing down onto her head.

She landed heavily on her back a moment later… and then Cherry dragged the whip 
back, and the scarred female spasmed as the chains caught beneath her tore a long trench of 
scale and flesh from her back, hissing and convulsing. She attempted to roll to her feet… 
but Cherry was too fast, smashing the whip down onto her, and the Blind Girl shrieked as 
she attempted to cover her face, the female shouting furiously: “Down, down, down! Stay 
the fuck down, bitch!”

Again and again she smashed her whip down into the Blind Girl’s body, the heavy chain 
links ripping swathes of scale and flesh, shattering bones and tearing up the female’s body 
as she screamed and spasmed… until finally her arms dropped to the side and she moved 
no longer, her metal arm twitching a few times, her body covered in her own blood and a 
thousand small gouges, a hundred deep cuts, and tens of what looked like lethal trenches 
that bled vigorously. Cherry snorted in disgust at this, then she picked up her rifle and 
placed it back into her shoulder holster as she wrapped the chain whip at her side, spitting 
on the corpse of the fallen foe and murmuring: “Ain’t so tough when you aren’t showing off 
for your boss, huh, bitch? That’s for humiliating me…” A pause and a hard kick to the 
female’s side, causing the body to twitch and spasm. “And that’s for stealing Marina from 
us, you sightless whore.”

With that, Cherry continued towards the end of the bridge… then stopped in front of 
the shutter, closing her eyes and bowing her head. Behind her, the Blind Girl had silently 
risen up to her feet, a mess of blood and gore, bits of her insides leaking out through the 
deeper tears… before Cherry looked over her shoulder, focusing her rage and fury like 
Marina had taught her into that sharp arrow and meeting the dead eyes of the female, 
before she felt a crack in her mind like the string of  a huge bow being released.

The mental blast struck the bloody female, and she screamed in agony as her eyes 
exploded in their sockets, the white, dead matter splattering out from around her fingers she 
grabbed at her face, staggering back and force and shrieking in agony, stumbling into the 
railing of the bridge… and then falling over and into the deep darkness and whirring gears 
below. Cherry heard a thick, sickening crushing sound… and the screams died away to the 
faintest of gurgles from the death-pit of machinery below, the femme fatale kissing the 
back of her hand and then tossing a two-fingered salute over the edge of the bridge, 



wincing at the pain in her head as she murmured: “And that, you little bitch, is for messing 
with the Boss. Adios.” 

~~~
In another region of the floating fortress, Zerrex had found what he was looking for: 

Narrius’s shrine. When he stepped into it, it was like stepping into some kind of terrible 
hell for the Drakkaren, with its mixed beauty and artistry… and the six capsules in the 
center area of the biogenetics research facility, all of them containing a copy of Narrius 
that was completed to one extent or the other. He looked at these with disgust, examined 
these curled, sleeping demons closely… and then a faint voice from the back of the room 
murmured: “I didn’t want to see you again… this shouldn’t happen.”

Zerrex glanced up at Mengele’s voice, then his eyes settled on a brain that was floating 
slowly in a small back portion of the facility. He looked at this for a few moments, then 
nodded slowly and said gently: “Our battle is done, Mengele. I just need to ask you a few 
questions.”

The brain seemed to twitch a bit, the bit of spinal cord hanging down from it wagging 
lightly back and forth and then trembling, as if the good doctor had been trying to shake 
his head… before he whispered: “I’m sorry, Zerrex. But I can’t answer those questions for 
you: this last part of me has been connected directly into Paradise, and even now both 
myself and the AI Ultima are synchronizing. I cannot let you sink Paradise… any more 
than I can permit you to destroy Godsmite. I am truly sorry.”

Before Zerrex could argue, the six genetics capsules beside him slowly began to descend 
into the ground, as a clear metal shutter closed in front of Mengele’s brain and the 
wrought-iron dome above split into two halves that slid smoothly away, no less than eight 
heavy machine guns descending all around the Drakkaren as the reptile snarled and looked 
around in horror. Then, to make matters worse, the reptile felt a shudder go through the 
floor before it began to spin rapidly, making it impossible for him to move around properly 
as he fell to his knees.

That left him with one choice… and Drake cursed at him furiously before Zerrex 
created a dome of dark energy completely around his body, clenching his eyes shut as the 
guns began to fire and feeling bullets pounding into every side of the shield of dark essence 
and bullet casings raining down from above, only to jump and jitter on the spinning floor. 
Drake yelled in his head, as streamers of dark energy flowed up the flow of bullets like ivy, 
filling the room and then clogging the barrels of all eight guns, causing them to explode as 
their rapid fire was interrupted. 

Then the dark essence collapsed to the floor and slowly began to flow back to Zerrex’s 
feet, as the Drakkaren panted harshly, his head pounding, his body aching: he wouldn’t be 
able to use another trick like that for a long time now, with how bad his body was hurting. 
In his head, Drake was only a static-choked whisper now… and then this faded away to 
nothing as the machine Zerrex was on suddenly whirred to a halt.



Zerrex fell over… then vomited, a bit of blood coming up with whatever he’d eaten last, 
his claws digging into the floor; the combination of sudden motion, sudden halt, and using 
up all of the energy he had left in his body was too much for his stomach to bear. And he 
could hear a cruel AI voice laughing at him, and then Ultima taunted: “I’ve already called 
for a backup team, Lord Zerrex! You may have won the battle, but you’re trapped in a cage, 
too weak to even beg for mercy…”

“Not like I’d do that anyway…” Zerrex wretched again, then spat and rubbed at his 
muzzle and nostrils, sneezing a few times to try and clear the crap from them, then spitting 
once more and finally forcing himself up to his feet. He made a disgusted face, feeling his 
stomach wrench again… then once more fell over when he tried to take a step forwards and 
Ultima quickly joggled the platform.

He hit the ground hard on his side, grunting in pain… and Ultima gave a long donkey 
laugh as Zerrex decided to crawl instead, panting harshly, his body aching. He’d severely 
underestimated the defense systems here, as he stared at the floating brain… before he 
forced himself up to a crouch and grasped the shutter with a grunt, muscles flexing as 
Ultima teased: “What, you think you have the strength to move that?” A pause, and then 
the floor began to spin slowly again, dislodging the lizard and causing him to fall back on 
his ass with a grunt, the machine saying idly: “Well, just to make sure you can’t…”

Zerrex panted quietly… then he closed his eyes and let his body slump forwards, 
ignoring the cackles from above as he forced himself to calm down. His body trembled 
violently with stress, and his head pounded… his mouth tasted like crap and blood… but 
goddammit, he wasn’t through yet, was he? Never… never…

The floor continued to spin, and Zerrex continued to just lay there, letting his body 
relax despite his twisting stomach… almost permitting his tiredness and pain to overtake 
him and bring him into a faint… before smiling a bit and lacing his fingers together as he 
remembered the supersoldier he’d fought in the temple, then forcing himself to a kneel. 
Using Death Focus would be suicide… but for every shadow there burned a light; and even 
though this worked on the same basis, it was a parallel technique.

Zerrex concentrated, forcing his body to tense up now, shoving away the rest of the 
world even as the floor began to spin faster, emptying his mind as he instead felt the flow of 
his body’s energy. This was his greatest weakness… but he’d been working so damn hard on 
developing it… and he had the will; everyone had always told him he had such a strong 
damn will, and this is where that came in extra-useful.

Everything shook… and then Zerrex’s muscles flexed and bulged, the Drakkaren’s 
emerald eyes snapping open, focusing now only on his objective. He knew what he had to 
do… and he knew that he had to do it despite the pain and strain, as he jumped up to his 
feet, taking huge steps over the floor to avoid being dragged around by the spin before 
throwing his shoulder into the clear metal shutter.

What the… stop it!” Ultima shouted in a mix of what sounded like fury and terror, and 
Mengele’s brain twitched violently in the clear capsule it sat in, jerking back and forth as 
Zerrex fell to a kneel and felt himself jerked around in a circle again, timing himself before 



slamming his shoulder forwards again in a hard butt, smashing the already dented shutter 
and this time causing it to rock violently in place against its tracks. “Stop that!”

Make me.” Zerrex muttered, as he spun around on this crazed carousel again, before 
slamming himself bodily once more against the heavy shutter, and this time it clanked 
loudly, a crack forming along the top of the clear metal as the reptile half-fell, half-
staggered backwards, snarling as the floor began to pick up speed again… and then diving 
bodily at the shutter on this time around.

He smashed into the shutter, and then fell flat on his stomach with a grunt… but the 
entire right side of the clear metal gate fell off its tracks and twisted inwards. The 
Drakkaren grinned at this, managing to get to a kneel, and then diving through this hole; he 
didn’t entirely make it, however, landing with a grunt and then a yelp as his legs were 
dragged into the metal shutter, before he dragged himself forwards with just his hands as he 
rose his legs quickly, wincing in pain and then glancing down to make sure his feet were still 
attached, before sighing and standing up testily, and wincing as he looked down at the 
blood leaking down from his shins, a long tear in his lower limb. 

Then he glanced up towards Mengele’s capsule, and looked at the brain that was 
currently twitching violently back and forth inside the genetics pod before he stepped 
forwards and tapped a finger on the glass. The brain trembled again, then Zerrex glanced 
down at the control terminal as Ultima screamed various profanities at him from the 
hidden speakers in the still-spinning room, and his finger settled on a button labeled: 
“DIS/SERVE” before he muttered: “I wonder what this does?”

He pushed it… and the brain in the capsule spasmed before the room behind Zerrex 
immediately ceased to spin: the shutter attempted to withdraw as the other broken 
machinery did, the capsules pushing their way back out of the floor as Ultima’s voice was 
silenced as well. Zerrex basked in this for a moment… then glanced up as various images 
appeared on the capsule, and Mengele said in a tired voice: “Thank you. Having Ultima 
out of  my head makes me feel a lot better.”

“I’m glad.” Zerrex said quietly, looking at the grey matter of Mengele, then asking as 
gently as he could: “I have to know about some projects of Narrius’s, though, that you 
might have some information on… and I have to put you back to rest.” A pause, and then 
he added softly: “I’m sorry.”

I understand. The mind is a dangerous thing, after all.” Mengele said ironically, and 
Zerrex didn’t know if the doctor had actually meant to make a pun out of his own terrible 
situation or had just said the first thing that… well… came to mind. Then he paused, 
before the brain seemed to sway up and down, almost nodding as he murmured: “Godsmite 
is nearly completed… ninety-nine percent, I’d say. Mein Fuhrer Narrius had me working 
hard on it, giving me some added incentive whenever he deemed necessary… and 
admittedly, it was like an addiction for me, as well. My will has been removed… I can’t 
make anything but the most base of decisions by myself any longer. I have no wish to live 
on, especially like this, just a brain in a tube, and worse… used to bring a terrible ‘peace’ to 
the world through destruction…”



Yeah…” Zerrex glanced down for a moment, rubbing at his head and feeling horribly 
awkward, before he sighed and forged on ahead, asking plainly: “Look, there were also 
another two projects I’ve heard mentioned… they were called the Forbidden Tree, and the 
Apple of  Eden, I think.”

Mengele laughed harshly at this. “Oh yes, how could I forget…” A pause as several 
bubbles floated up from the capsule and that tail of vertebrae twisted a bit, before he said 
calmly: “They are the launch components of Godsmite… on its own, the virus is a gas, but 
very-short lived, and very short-ranged. Narrius, however, developed a weapon based on the 
idea of using a much-more powerful, much-more resistant type of hazardous material to 
protect and transport Godsmite…

I’ll be short, since we don’t have much time, and you can figure out the rest on your 
own.” The once-wolf said briskly, and then the brain bobbed a bit. “The Forbidden Tree is 
a launch system… a massive rail cannon. It is, however, extremely fragile… and extremely 
hazardous for Narrius to carry onboard Paradise with him. Have you noticed the lack of 
weaponry on Paradise? That’s because all it’s supposed to do is serve as a shield for the 
Forbidden Tree, the rail cannon… and for the Apple of Eden… then, of course, protect 
the Patriarch and whatever pets he decides he wants to live with him in his ‘new world’ from 
being infected with Godsmite, since the plans to launch it before its completed.”

“What?” Zerrex frowned, tilting his head as he looked at the different graphs on the 
capsule’s surface. “But Cindy and I… when it mixed with some gene, it created a vaccine, 
didn’t it?”

The scientist laughed faintly and the brain bowed forwards in the capsule. “Yes… except 
the initial phase of Godsmite also is nearly impossible contract, unless you have contact 
with the blood or saliva of the infected. It also has a ninety-nine percent mortality rate… 
but the next phase of  Godsmite is a hundred percent lethal. It’s a perfect contagion… 

Listen to me, though, Lord Zerrex. There’s little time left… the Patriarch is already 
going to the level five sublevel to arm the Forbidden Tree and prepare to launch the Apple 
of Eden… and the Apple of Eden itself is a specially-designed depleted uranium rail with 
a plutonium core. It’s immensely radioactive… and when Godsmite comes into contact 
with it, the virus will mutate and bind with the radioactive particles the same way they do 
in cold nuclear explosives. Except instead of dragging them down or killing them, it will 
cause the virus to mutate. 

“The rail is going to be fired into Ire, at the famous Tempest Mountains… the 
explosion will be devastating, will likely ruin the entire country… but worse, the nuclear 
winds will mix with the thermals that keep most of Ire warm the entire year round, and the 
virus will be spread by the weather network over the entire world. Because the virus is only 
ninety-nine percent complete, I have no idea what exactly will happen to the infected… but 
it will not be pleasant.

“Stop staring, and no more questions!” Mengele suddenly barked, and then the brain 
seemed to right itself, bubbles floating up through the capsule as he said clearly: “You have 
to kill me now. You can figure out the rest on your own, Lord Zerrex, you’re smart enough 



for that, and even if you aren’t, it doesn’t matter. Bad things will happen if Narrius gets to 
combine Godsmite with the Apple of Eden… you have to stop him before then. And when 
you bring down Paradise, be careful… the rail will go up with the explosion. Godsmite is 
unable to react or combine with an active nuclear explosion, but the virus may still be 
scattered through the wreckage and whether you’re immune to the contagion or not, the 
effects will still be unpleasant. Now kill me and get your ass out of here before Narrius’s 
Seers show up.”

Zerrex nodded a bit, then he drew his handgun before pausing and tapping the swastika, 
murmuring quietly: “I understand, Dr. Mengele Tstegi. Thank you… I won’t forget you.” 
Then he rose the .60 magnum and fired three times into the capsule, blowing apart the 
brain floating inside and shattering the pod, clear liquid spilling out as alarms went off and 
the projected images faded out of  existence.

Then the reptile carefully slid through into the other room… and snarled furiously at 
the other capsules, feeling a sudden roll of rage as he shouted furiously at the floating, 
feral-looking Dragokkaren: “Like you scum are any better!”

He rose the gun, pounding at least one bullet into every capsule until he clicked on 
empty… and then he ejected the clip, realized he had no other spares… and tossed it away 
with a snort as green liquid and spasming, malformed bodies spilled from their glass 
prisons, a few of the more developed ones hissing and scrabbling weakly at his boots as the 
reptile passed, but Zerrex ignored these fallen freaks of nature – even the corpses he merely 
stepped on or over, knowing that these dolls, these puppets of the Patriarch deserved no 
respect. Then he shoved the electronic door open and stepped into the hallway before 
glancing down the hall… and snarling as he saw two Unseen walking towards him, an 
elevator door sliding closed behind them. Strangely, his first thought was on how many 
damn elevators there were in this gigantic facility… before one of them dropped to all 
fours and loped forwards on them as the other snarled, revealing deadly hooked teeth, the 
claws on its fingers sprouting larger as it charged forwards with a growl.

Zerrex immediately tensed his body, then reached out and snagged the wrist of the one 
Unseen as it attempted to pounce him with an animal roar, twisting to the side to smash it 
into the wall… but the Dragokkaren’s limbs twisted almost backwards, feet and other hand 
colliding with the wall hard enough to leave dents before it kicked off, breaking free of 
Zerrex’s grip as it grinned viciously and spun its limbs back down, all fours slamming into 
the opposite wall of the hallway. Then it launched itself forwards, the Drakkaren barely 
ducking the second pounce as he began to turn… before his head was seized between the 
hands of  the second Seer.

It immediately began to crush in his skull, the Drakkaren flailing and letting out a snarl 
of agony as he grabbed the Dragokkaren’s wrists, holding the back for a moment… then 
reaching down into his rear kit and pulling out a needle and stabbing this savagely through 
one of the wrists of the Dragokkaren. It hissed in agony, staggering backwards, and Zerrex 
spun, kicking back as the standing Unseen seemed to glare at Zerrex through its blindfold, 
one hand hanging limply and the long needle buried entirely through the middle of its 



thick wrist, other hand grasping the thick arm of the Dragokkaren just before this as blood 
trickled down the plain steel needle.

The other Dragokkaren was on all fours behind the first, snarling and growling, almost 
frothing as it twitched and jerked, muscles seeming to thicken and bulge larger with every 
movement… before it charged towards the wall, kicked off this, and then twisted its limbs 
around to smash from the ceiling down towards Zerrex: immediately the reptile slashed his 
giant sword in a vicious overhead swing, but all four of the Unseen’s limbs immediately 
snapped forwards and seized the flat of the blade, clasping the huge sword between feet and 
palms as it fell down into its back and grinned savagely, holding the huge sword above its 
body as Zerrex snarled furiously.

Zerrex tried to yank the sword from its grips, but couldn’t… and then the other 
Dragokkaren dived at him over the blade, and Zerrex leapt backwards with a snarl, releasing 
the sword. Immediately, the Seer smoothly flipped, catching Blackheart in one hand in a 
move that was both graceful and terrible, before swinging the huge sword down in a straight 
cut over its shoulder as the standing Unseen landed on its feet.

Zerrex’s eyes widened… and he immediately swung a hand out, smashing his forearm 
into the flat of the blade and earning only a shallow cut as the sword was sent crashing in 
the other direction, the Unseen stumbling awkwardly. Immediately, the Drakkaren saw a 
chance to strike, leaping forwards and kicking off the thick, bulky arm of the huge 
Dragokkaren as he reached one hand up to wrap around the neck of the almost eighteen-
foot giant, almost dislodging the shoulder armor the scarred behemoth wore as his other 
hand snared a single long needle from his rear pack and he stabbed this through the 
junction of  shoulder and neck, just above the collarbone.

The giant groaned and staggered backwards, dropping the weapon and clutching at the 
wound as Zerrex kicked off its body, and it fell over its own partner, the other Unseen 
hissing on the ground before pulling free from beneath his compatriot, and quickly 
charging towards Zerrex. This time, however, the reptile simply kicked the creature in the 
face, knocking it onto its back: before it could once more do its trick and twist its limbs in 
reverse, however, Zerrex leapt forwards and simply stomped both feet down onto his chest, 
and the Unseen let out a loud gasp, arms flailing… before it slumped and died.

The other Unseen was struggling to its feet, gasping and panting raggedly: if Zerrex had 
to guess, he’d say he deflated one of its lungs. It snarled at him, then staggered forwards and 
tried to swing in with a swipe of its ragged claws… but Zerrex spun into the arc and 
reached a hand up as he closed his eyes, seizing the underside of the giant’s muzzle as 
pressed his back against the bowed body of the huge Dragokkaren. For a moment, they 
stood like that, the Seer’s arm still outstretched… before Zerrex slammed the elbow of his 
other arm into its stomach, knocking the wind from its other lung, before reaching up and 
slamming his hand into the underside of the Dragokkaren’s jaw as the jerked down on his 
muzzle at the same time, causing the neck of  the giant to crack painfully.

Whether it had actually broken the vertebrae or not didn’t matter, as it stumbled 
backwards before falling in a crumpled heap, and it jerked as it tried to breathe, but found 



itself unable to… and Zerrex ignored the dying, suffocating creature as blood leaked out its 
mouth, blindfold falling back to reveal its burn-scarred white eyes, broken jaw gaping 
stupidly as it jerked uselessly against the ground. Instead, the Drakkaren picked up 
Blackheart… then headed for the elevator and tapped the call button.

He waited for a few quiet moments, ignoring the sounds of the Unseen bucking on the 
floor – the monsters had done so much to his family that he had no wish to alleviate the 
suffering, particularly of these two; from their scars and tattoos, he guessed they had been 
Narrius’s personal, many-a-time-modified bodyguards. Then the doors of the elevator 
clicked open, and Zerrex paused at the single Super Enforcer who was standing in the 
carriage.

The Black Rogue stared at him… then screeched when Zerrex snagged his throat and 
simply threw him out of the elevator, stepping in past him as the giant Dragokkaren rolled 
a few times down the hall. Then he hit the button for the lowest available floor – SB1 – and 
twiddled his fingers in a little wave as the doors closed, even as the soldier attempted to get 
his assault rifle off his back and take aim at him. Then he was descending in silence, and 
the Drakkaren sighed, resting back against the wall as he crossed his arms and thought 
quietly of  what Mengele had said.

Tempest Mountains… a nuclear rail… and Godsmite has a whole different phase. 
Narrius outplayed us again… He shook his head slowly; it was horrifying. But the worst 
part? He wasn’t surprised… because the bastard was always at least two steps ahead, until 
the very end. He was smart, confident, and powerful… and he wouldn’t be like any 
opponent Zerrex had faced before. I need to kill him this time, though… I need to beat 
him so he can’t put this plan of his into play. Because as crazy as it sounds… it just might 
work.

After all… the Tempest Mountains took their name because of the constant almost-
tropical storms in the area; it was a love-nest for any kind of weather watcher, because of 
the way the air currents mixed and mingled there and always provided a comfortable, warm 
atmosphere, no matter what the temperature was in the surrounding area. It was where it 
was said all of the world’s winds gathered and came from. It was also a prohibited area… 
only special equipment could be used there, and only after scientists or other personnel 
passed a special health check. 

And even if it didn’t work… the nuclear explosion would undoubtedly cover most of Ire 
in a radioactive cloud of death… and with a virus that sounded like it would be able to 
infect any and everyone who it came into contact with once it had combined with that 
deadly treasure that should have been left alone forever in the Earth? It didn’t matter if the 
winds spread it or not… the panicking people, the few who survived Narrius’s inquisition 
or who had prospered would go to all points of the globe and spread it themselves… and it 
wasn’t exactly like the bastard would have a problem with telling his own soldiers to walk 
through that toxic haze with prisoners, pick up the virus, and then ship them all to different 
areas of  the globe.



It meant that at all costs, he had to stop the ambitions of the Dragokkaren… and to do 
that, his daughters would have to succeed in knocking Paradise from the air and he’d have 
to succeed in killing Narrius. Both extremely high tasks… but the Drakkaren grinned 
coldly as the elevator doors pinged open and he stepped out into what looked almost like a 
waiting room, except there was no one currently at the reception desk.

There were, however, a pair of Super Enforcers standing guard at the door… but these 
were quickly dispatched. A moment later, Zerrex stepped through the door, Blackheart’s 
gleaming blade dripping blood onto the floor behind him as he carried a huge assault rifle 
easily in both hands onto a long, narrow catwalk that seemed to lead into some other sort 
of watch tower, stepping into an open, pitfall area full of bridges and girders and black 
darkness, and the terrible sounds of grinding gears and clanking machinery. Here he was, 
stepped into a lower Circle of Hell, the Hell of Eternal Labor… and looking down 
beneath him… he saw Narrius walking slowly across the bridge below, followed by half a 
dozen Black Rogues. 

Zerrex snarled… and without thinking, he leapt off the bridge, over the darkness that 
wanted to gobble him up and sailing down towards the other catwalk, at the same time 
snapping the switch on the rifle to fully automatic and shoving the stock against his 
shoulder as he opened fire on the soldiers below, bullets pounding like deadly rain into 
Super Enforcers and those not immediately killed panicking, grabbing at their rifles and 
looking up even as Zerrex came down and hit the ground on the other side of the bridge, 
landing in a crouch; immediately, he rolled onto his stomach, head high, and he emptied the 
rest of  the rifle into the enemies before they had a chance to return fire.

He slowly stood, the assault rifle dangling from one hand… and all that stood between 
him and Narrius now were half a dozen corpses. The ruby eyes of the Dragokkaren and the 
emerald eyes of his ‘failure’ son clashed, both of them glaring at each other as Zerrex’s hair 
swayed around his face and the long cape Narrius wore twisted a bit as he turned to face 
him fully.

The Dragokkaren was clad in a duraflex and fiberglass breastplate, with plain black 
armors that fit smoothly over his shoulders and shifted with his movements… a black 
leather belt with a plain silver clasp, upon which was holstered some sort of silver gun with 
an oversized barrel, and what looked like a pair of steel cylinders were tucked into special 
holders on his belt beside this, a third standing empty. One arm had a tight black vambrace 
around it that looked almost like a black manacle, and attached to this was some kind of 
computer control board… and he wore plain black uniform pants that were neatly tucked 
into black metal greaves. Lastly, he had a long black cape on, that hung down to his 
ankles… and he looked at disgust with Zerrex, clothed in his ripped uniform before he 
tilted his head and snorted. “You’re a disgrace.”

You’re a piece of shit.” Zerrex said clearly in return, and Narrius’s eye twitched as the 
Drakkaren reached up and tore his shirt off, shrugging off the remnants of his ripped 
clothing and then pulling Blackheart from his back, the last few bits of dark cloth rolling 



away on a breeze caused by a nearby, massive turbine that suddenly kicked into gear, in the 
middle of  a thick support pillar of  concrete.

Drake was strangely silent, still… and then he murmured softly in Zerrex’s head: Be 
careful… I’ve never felt so much power… so much hate… the very conflict between you 
two is almost enough to crack reality around us…

On either side of the bridge, shutters slid open, and Super Enforcers began to pile 
out… and Narrius smiled coldly as he said idly: “Looks like you have a job to do, Raves… 
why don’t you come find me once you’re done? By then I’ll have killed the rest of your 
family, too, so you can have a nice little cry over them and then I’ll kill you too.”

You’re a coward.” Zerrex said clearly, as Narrius turned to walk away… and the 
Dragokkaren halted, giving an obvious twitch as Zerrex looked at his back, then grinned 
slowly, holding his arms wide and shouting at his back: “Getting your cronies to do the 
work for you, when I’m right here! When you’ve been crowing for me to come find you, you 
run away, just like always, Dad. But you could never deal with me, could you?”

Narrius’s body trembled with fury… and then he slowly turned around, snarling… 
before he tilted his head upwards and attempted to compose himself, smiling darkly. “Fine. 
If you’re eager to die, then fine.” He reached up and easily undid the collar of his cape, then 
tossed it aside… and down it sailed into the abyss of clockwork mechanics and silent 
bridges, turning his head and shouting angrily at the soldiers behind him: “Get lost!”

Immediately, the Black Rogues withdrew and the doors closed… and father and son 
stood, finally facing each other once more after so many years, emerald and crimson once 
more preparing for the final clash between father and son.

~~~
Cherry caught up to Marina and Cindy at the control room of the first sublevel, where 

they were hiding behind a stack of metal and wooden crates as Black Rogues led by an 
Unseen Seer fired random bursts at them… except that once Cherry slid into cover beside 
them from the door at the side of the room, she realized they weren’t so random after all: 
they were drilling the wooden crates with bullets in an attempt to weaken them enough that 
the heavier steel ones would break through them and reduce the cover of the others and 
possibly nudge the other crates aside when they fell.

She grumbled a bit under her breath at seeing Marina wounded, hiding her concern by 
muttering: “Goddamn, can’t you girls do anything while I’m taking care of  business?”

Marina only smiled however, able to see right through Cherry as she said quietly: “It’s 
nothin’ serious, don’t worry…” she paused, then added in a mutter: “But that Unseen is 
immune to my telepathy, so I can’t tell what he’s going to do…”

Cherry peered over the top of the crates… then ducked back down when a soldier fired 
a burst at her, muttering under her breath. “Crap. There’s at least ten of them there, and 
that big-ass Seer… and we won’t be able to hit him with metal bullets, since they can see all 
that sorta shit. Anyone got any grenades?”



Yeah, Cherry, I’m packing grenades and some serious heat.” Cindy said dryly, then 
winced when a bullet ricocheted dangerously close, rubbing at her arm and glancing up at 
the long trench that had been dug by constant bullet fire above them. Cherry glanced up at 
this with disdain, muttering about the brittleness of concrete, before she grumbled and 
snagged up Marina’s assault rifle, clicking it to single shot.

A glance at Marina, and the female nodded before taking out her semi-automatic rifle, 
and Cindy produced her own handgun, looking over at Cherry. The muscular female held 
up a hand for quiet for a moment… then pointed at Marina and the top, and Cindy and 
the other side of the crates before returning to a flat palm. The others nodded at this… 
and Cherry made a curt cutting motion with two fingers before rolling to the side and into 
a crouch outside the safety of the boxes, snapping off a quick few shots as Marina 
straightened and Cindy leaned around the other side of the crates, all three firing back at 
the Black Rogues as Cherry made for another stack of boxes, wincing and leaping back and 
forth in the mad bursts of automatic fire that tore in her direction in response to their 
attack.

The moment she jumped behind the stacked wooden crates, the others ducked as well, 
Marina wincing and rubbing at a shallow cut on her arm, Cindy muttering and rubbing at 
her face, which had been reddened slightly from being hit by a good chunk of stone that 
had been kicked up. They had, however, severely reduced the enemies: now there were only 
three Black Rogues and the Unseen Seer.

Marina took a chance and peered over the top of the crates… before shouting: 
“Cherry!” as she saw that their commander Unseen had crept towards the other side of the 
crates… and the muscular female started before grinning and slamming a hand forwards, 
tearing through the wooden crate that was stacked on the other steel ones and snagging the 
bandolier of the Unseen, then jerking forwards as she shoved the crate out hard with her 
other hand and smashing the Seer against it several times, causing his body to spasm and 
the tall soldier to drop his weapon as he grunted. A moment later, Cherry dropped the 
assault rifle and instead grabbed her whip, snapping it up over the crates to loop around the 
neck of the soldier that was more than double her size, before jerking hard on it as the 
spike at the end of the long chain whip snagged in its own coils, and the head of the 
Unseen flew in one direction as the body fell backwards in another, hands uselessly clawing 
and bloodying themselves on the chain as it snapped backwards.

At this sight, the Black Rogues howled like pained animals and stood up, raising their 
hands in immediate surrender: their commander killed, they were literally without guidance. 
Cherry blinked like an idiot at this as Marina and Cindy both meekly peered over the tops 
of the crates… then the hermaphroditic female walked slowly around the makeshift 
barricade as she coiled her whip up and snapped it back onto the holder on her belt. She 
paused, waved her arms a bit as the Black Rogues stood motionless and looking downcast, 
before shrugging and picking up the gigantic assault rifle of the Seer and calling to the 
others: “I think it’s safe. These dudes look pretty much harmless now.”



“We were under orders to follow the commander and protect him to the death; if he was 
killed, then our mission was failed and job done.” one of the Super Enforcers said calmly, 
then the three dropped to their knees and grabbed the backs of their heads, bowing 
forwards a bit. Then they all grasped their own skulls firmly… and before even Marina 
could yell, they snapped their own necks and fell limp and dead to the floor.

Cherry stared at this with revulsion… then silent anger as she looked down, thinking 
again of Narrius… and looking over at Cindy, who had her head resting against her 
youngest sister – who had once also been her only daughter – and crying a few silent tears, 
her teeth grit… and even the darkest, oldest sister felt her heart soften a bit. To watch these 
Dragokkaren kill themselves, die, over and over… was like watching Requiem die over and 
over again… and she felt a new roll of  hatred and rage at Narrius and all he’d done.

After a few minutes of gathering their equipment, they started forwards again, Cherry 
carrying an assault rifle that was almost five feet long and with an ammo drum more than 
two feet in diameter against her shoulder like a child’s toy, the huge stock resting in the 
nook of her elbow as they ran along. Every now and then she thought about shifting 
upwards – it would make using the giant gun a hell of a lot easier, to say the least, as well as 
dealing with the Enforcers muscle-to-muscle… Oh. Wait. I forgot; they’re easier to kill 
than… well… I am to fuck… – but decided against it. The slight discomfort was 
outweighed by the enormous advantage of being half the size of one’s opponent… and 
thus twice as difficult to hit.

They met almost no resistance on the second level, anyway, as they travelled deeper into 
the whirring machinery – it was all made of black metal, which only added to the 
impression that they were walking through an eternal, living night, and that this terrible pit 
was truly bottomless – with the only light provided by the lamps above the doors of what 
Marina called ‘struts,’ the small rooms in the plain concrete buildings they passed through 
occasionally between bridges, and the rows of lights built into the bridges themselves, on 
the edge between floor and railing.

The third and lowest level of the front area, however, was a much different story: 
immediately upon taking the elevator in the furthest strut down, they stepped into a room 
that was heavily guarded by Super Enforcers: behind what looked like a sign-in desk, and 
hiding behind strategically-placed outcroppings from the wall on either side of the room. 
Marina was their only saving grace here, using her powers to create a telekinetic field in 
front of the three sisters that halted the barrage of bullets coming at them, but sped up any 
bullets shot through the other side, letting Cherry and Cindy blow apart enemy soldiers 
with surprising swiftness despite the fact that the sound of the gunfire was almost 
deafening.

After this, they had to rest for a short time, to let Marina get her breath back, Cherry 
frowning a bit as she checked her vitals and found her breathing a bit labored and her pulse 
erratic. But the female refused to give up, muttering that she was fine… and after a five 
minute rest, they’d continued forwards again, after Cherry forced Marina to promise her not 
to use her abilities any more unless absolutely necessary. It made Cindy smile, as she and 



her now-oldest-sister stood on either side of a door, her with the handgun and Cherry with 
the semi-automatic rifle… and Marina sat to one side, recovering herself a bit more while 
the older two females hit the door open and then began taking shots along the bridge, 
Cindy mowing down Enforcers standing at the ready and Cherry taking care of several 
snipers positioned high up – not to mention, surprisingly, a soldier sitting in an armed 
gatling turret on a tower of  crisscrossing black girders to the side of  the bridge.

Then Cherry glanced up… rolled her eyes at the sight of a rifle barrel sticking down 
from the roof – Fuckin’ unprofessional. Shithead apparently has no clue what he’d doing… 
goddamn clone bitches. – before kneeling and biting her tongue as she carefully lined up a 
shot, concentrating, ghost images flickering in front of her eyes as she looked over the 
bodies, calculated the bounce, time, and power of the shot… before finally firing at a round 
shoulder armor of  a soldier half-laying off  the roof.

The shot ricocheted off this, then bounced off a black girder and bounced back towards 
their strut, striking the sniper above: not with enough force to kill him or even damage his 
armor, but making him grunt in surprise and topple off the roof. He hit the ground with a 
loud thud… then Cherry stepped forwards and punted his head, knocking in his skull with 
one of  her steel boots and causing him to spasm once before he lay still and dead. 

She sighed a bit, before nodding and motioning for the others to follow, and they made 
their way across the dead-littered bridge and to the next strut… and Cherry muttered: 
“Fuck this” before throwing the massive assault rifle she’d switched back to aside… handing 
the semi-automatic rifle back to Marina – she hated that she’d been forced to abandon her 
precious bolt-action, but it simply had no ammo left – and motioning silently at the roof. 
Cindy and Marina both nodded, and Cherry boosted both females up before they hauled 
her up onto the outcropping after them… and then the group repeated this process again, 
then once more from the rounded roof to get into the narrow opening in which the only 
other thing present was a group of support pillars that ascended high above to the bottom 
of a second-sublevel strut. Usually dodging a fight went against her motto… but they were 
all getting tired, and time was starting to run short… but then she grinned a bit as she 
noted that the next catwalk bridged out into a T, as she crawled slowly towards it… and 
that at the head of this T was what looked like some sort of control cabin currently 
guarded by Black Rogues and just beyond, a massive, almost spherical generator covered in 
all manner of pipes, vibrating and rumbling loudly enough that Cherry could hear it even 
from her current distance.

They were almost there: the core that supplied the raw energy upon which Paradise 
functioned, and that the front half of Paradise’s generators relied on to work properly and 
back up the propulsion system that the huge fortress floated by. Her eyes sparked… and 
then she muttered: “Gimme that rifle back… time to show you little girls how a real sniper 
operators.” A slight grin. “Albatross ain’t got shit on me, good shot he is or not…”

~~~
Zerrex Narrius and Ifret Narrius stood facing each other, the bridge under their feet 

thrumming lightly, the lights that lined it fading in and out as Paradise’s systems ran 



smoothly along, flicking the amount generated up and down. Then the red-scaled 
Dragokkaren tilted his head upwards and said coldly: “So, Raves. You’ve gone and 
synchronized quite well with that other failure Drake, haven’t you?” A pause and a glance of 
disgust over him. “It figures that you and he would fall into the same ideals. Traitors and 
maggots, both of  you.”

Yeah. Pardon me for not being a genocidal maniac.” Zerrex replied dryly, then he snorted 
and pointed Blackheart out towards the Dragokkaren. “But I don’t need Drake to kill you, 
Narrius… I’m here to-”

Before Zerrex could react, Narrius snap drew the gun at his side and fired a single shot, 
and Zerrex froze up, unable to react – even Drake was stunned as the Dragokkaren fired 
from the hip and the round struck Zerrex flatly in the slight left of his abdomen. The 
reptile’s body trembled violently… and Narrius grinned coldly as he murmured softly: 
“You always were pathetic… letting down your guard constantly, treating battle like a game. 
You’re a worthless piece of shit. Worthless, Raves… good only for being the meat that I 
test my little projects on. Just like this new one… I think you’ll like it.” A pause and a cruel 
grin as he tilted his muzzle upwards. “You want to fight me without all your little bonuses, 
right? Under some romantic notion that it’ll prove you’re truly stronger, if you take me on 
only with natural strength… well, Raves, I’m afraid that we don’t live in fairy-tale land, but 
I’ll let you have your ponies and rainbow fantasies for now… just so I can enjoy watching 
them all get torn down around your head.”

Zerrex’s body shook violently, and the Drakkaren coughed, gagged, choked, still 
standing, his arms dropping to his side and Blackheart falling from his grip as his fingers 
trembled… before he clutched at his stomach as he coughed again and blood splattered out 
of his muzzle, onto the floor beneath him. A single stream of blood had also rolled down 
his abdomen, trickling down to touch his belt, and he stared dumbly at the needle that was 
buried in his stomach.

He slowly pulled it out… and then a violent shake went through his body, and he 
screamed, eyes rolling up in his head as his muscles viciously contracted, suddenly unable to 
breathe, even his heart stopping… and he fell to his knees, teeth gritting, his form shifting 
and trembling… before he felt his muscle lose its density, his body decrease in size, 
returning to his normal eight-two as he trembled violently. He coughed, gagged, and 
vomited blood and black bile, and Drake shuddered and spasmed in his head, darkness 
leaking out between his scales like oozing blood to drip uselessly on the floor below, form 
steaming as he let out another howl of agony, and Narrius only watched him with mild 
contempt as he holstered the ampoule gun and said clearly: “It’s a toxin that specifically 
targets synthetic DNA chains… just like all the stuff we pushed into your body, Raves. It 
hurts, doesn’t it?” A pause as the Dragokkaren walked slowly forwards… then kicked Zerrex 
in the chest, knocking him onto his back before crushing him under one boot, looking 
down at him in disgust as Zerrex’s body began to convulse violently under his foot. “But it’s 
no reason to cry.”



The Drakkaren gargled, mouth foaming, muscles twitching and spasming as if he was 
being electrocuted, and Narrius watched him with a slight grin, looking mildly entertained 
at most before Zerrex slumped back on the floor, laying in a puddle of blood and raw black 
essence that had bled from between his scales, most of Drake’s energy lost and gone… 
before Narrius shrugged and turned away, saying in a disgusted voice: “You always were a 
failure, Ravenlight…”

You always were a failure… and with that, his father turns away and leaves the young 
child alone, leaves a five-year-old Zerrex bloody and bruised and trying his hardest not to 
cry, because if he cries, he’ll get beaten again. One of his arms is disjointed: later that night, 
Requiem will snap it back into place for him… but this isn’t different than any other 
‘training session’ with Narrius. It will harden him, it will turn him into what he is… and 
for that ‘blessing’ of  strength, Zerrex will hate his father more than anything else combined.

And it was now that inner willpower that rose up in Zerrex… his strength, his need to 
win… no matter what the cost or odds. His emerald eyes, so faded and glassy, flickered… 
and he blinked once, twice… before he closed his eyes as he slowly forced himself to sit up, 
locks of white hair falling from around his shoulders as he climbed up to his knees… his 
hands hanging in front of him, his head tilted down… and Narrius halted, frowning at the 
shutter a few feet away.

Then Zerrex slowly forced a foot under him, stretching his arms out as he took a ragged, 
long breath… and Narrius turned with disbelief and anger in his crimson eyes, watching as 
Zerrex stood, his shoulder-length white hair hanging in his determined emerald eyes as he 
spread his legs slowly and flexed his hands, flexed his muscles. Narrius glared at him… and 
Zerrex glared back… and this only infuriated the crimson Dragokkaren all the more as he 
snarled furiously: “You can’t win! You’re a disappointment, a weakling, and this is my world, 
not the world of  the failures and the weaklings and the filth like you who-”

You’re wrong…” Zerrex said clearly… and then he grinned coldly as Narrius stared at 
him… and the Drakkaren tilted his head back, flexing his arms and stretching them out to 
his sides… and it was like he tossed off a great weight, like the chains of pain that had 
bound him were rolled effortlessly off his body, his form suddenly feeling free and light, his 
eyes flashing even as blood ran down his form and he continued in a hard, firm voice: 
“This isn’t your world either. This world belongs to my daughters… to Cherry, to Cindy… 
and especially to Marina…”

You’re not only a piece of shit, you’re a romantic piece of shit.” The crimson beast 
couldn’t have looked more disgusted, then he held out his right hand, electricity sparking 
between his fingers as he said contemptibly: “Then die believing that, Raves. And I’ll make 
sure your precious family gets to hear your cute little thoughts before I kill them all.”

Zerrex snorted, then he grinned and held up a hand, waggling a finger and saying softly: 
“Sorry, Narrius… but this is fairy-tale world. And it so happens I feel better now that you 
popped that syringe in me… so thanks for that.” He added mockingly, and Narrius’s 
crimson eyes filled with rage before the Dragokkaren charged forwards, snarling furiously.



The Drakkaren ducked and swayed  to the side as Narrius clawed viciously at him with 
his electrified hand, grinning before slamming an elbow forwards into his father’s face… 
but Narrius only snarled and slammed a low kick forwards, knocking one of Zerrex’s feet 
out from under him, before landing a hard palm strike to the reptile’s chest and sending the 
Drakkaren rolling backwards with a grunt of pain and surprise, eyes clenching shut before 
he managed to recover himself, skidding the last few feet along as Narrius bad-temperedly 
kicked an Enforcer’s body off the bridge and shouted furiously: “All those years of hard 
work, and that’s the best you have to show, Raves? You’re less than pathetic! Less than 
worthless, just a stain, a blotch on the family name!”

Our family name is crap!” Zerrex shouted angrily back, then snarled when Narrius’s 
crimson eyes flashed like Hellfire, immediately trying to calm himself: provoking his father 
right now wouldn’t be the best of ideas… at least, not until he had a solid plan in mind. 
And he couldn’t help but note that he’d barely manage to inflict any damage at all, despite 
hitting a soft area with the hardest bone in his body… it should have shattered Narrius’s 
face, but instead the Dragokkaren wasn’t even rubbing at his cheek… How strong is he, 
really? Do I stand a chance at all? What the hell did Hellabos bring back…

He closed his eyes… then listened as Narrius charged forwards again, hearing a strange 
twist in his step and then immediately ducking, and the dead body of a Black Rogue sailed 
over Zerrex’s head before hitting the wall behind him with a sickening crunch and the sound 
of armor cracking apart. Then his emerald irises snapped open to see Narrius slamming a 
hand forwards towards his chest, obviously meaning to finish him, and likely with his most 
vicious attack in the arsenal of the Narrius family: by simply ripping his chest open and 
literally tearing out his heart.

The Drakkaren reached up and snagged Narrius’s arm, then spun and threw the 
Dragokkaren… but Narrius managed to slam a knee up and bring a hand down, and 
instead of being thrown, he smashed the smaller reptile hard in the ass with the former and 
snagged his head with the other, shoving him violently down to crush him instead. Zerrex, 
however, managed to kick off with his legs, wincing throwing himself forwards… and 
Narrius grunted as his heavier body flipped, the smaller reptile easily sliding against the 
larger Dragokkaren’s chest as Narrius came down on his back.

Immediately, the Dragokkaren shot a leg up, seeking to crush in Zerrex’s crotch… but 
Zerrex performed a handspring out of harm’s way over the knee, wincing as it almost struck 
his head… before grunting in pain as Narrius’s metal boot shot up and punted him 
backwards, hitting him in the back and sending him crashing into the stone wall of the 
strut just behind the Dragokkaren’s head. 

Narrius rolled out of the way of his son’s fall and easily up to his feet, looking down at 
Zerrex with a mix of undiluted hate and disgust. “Still, after all these years, you can’t stand 
up to me… can’t even land a blow on me without getting your own face broken!” The 
Dragokkaren snorted, then rose a foot and stomped down towards Zerrex’s head to 
illustrated his point.



The reptile immediately reached up, caught Narrius’s foot… and then twisted and 
jerked, and Narrius fell with a grunt of surprise, letting out a snarl of fury as his head 
whacked painfully off the railing and he fell to the ground. Immediately, Zerrex jumped up 
to his feet and quickly circled around the Dragokkaren, backstepping to Blackheart and 
picking up the huge sword as he called tauntingly: “Sorry, no animals allowed in here!”

It was perhaps the lamest mark he could have remade, but the effect it had on Narrius 
was startling; first the Dragokkaren looked shocked… then furious… and then he snarled 
and rolled to his feet, his crimson eyes deadly, his anger so great that it almost became an 
aggressive, violent aura, the pulsing waves of his rage almost enough to drive Zerrex 
backwards, as he whispered: “What did you call me?”

That was the sensitive spot of his father, that never failed to get him riled and 
infuriated… and Zerrex knew that added to that the humiliation of being knocked over by 
his failure son who he’d just been mocking, the Dragokkaren would likely become almost 
mindless with rage and once more seek out to make a lethal attack. Which I need right 
now… because the only way I can do this is kill him in one quick combo, and I have to deal 
massive damage to an area that’ll be fatal on impact… I’ll have to go for his spine. “You 
heard me! You’re an animal… Ifret!”

I’ll rip you apart!” Narrius snarled and roared furiously, charging forwards with eerie 
speed, and Zerrex snarled in return before slamming his sword down in a hard, straight 
rend… and as expected, the Dragokkaren caught it in his hands, the blade barely making a 
dent in his scales as he grinned cruelly, eyes wide with terrible malice… and Zerrex 
immediately let go of the handle before clapping his hands together and stomping forwards, 
smashing both palms into the Dragokkaren’s breast. 

Narrius’s body shuddered… then froze, his eyes bulging as his jaw dropped, his lungs 
temporarily frozen by the Drakkaren’s precise, solid attack on his chest, paralyzing the 
terrible creature, the sword falling from his grip to clatter beside Zerrex as the Drakkaren 
leapt back a step, then grinned coldly and growled: “I don’t need any special powers to kill 
you!”

He stomped forwards, smashing an elbow into Narrius’s stomach, then roaring as he 
leapt upwards, slamming a rising palm violently into the Dragokkaren’s jaw and lifting him 
into the air as Narrius’s head slammed back, blood flying from his muzzle as his eyes 
bulged in shock at the impact, his body twisting in midair… and Zerrex leapt up after him, 
half-flipping to catch his father’s head between his legs and then twisting violently and 
throwing the Dragokkaren straight down with his powerful legs, slamming him hard 
enough into the ground to leave a dent in the metal bridge and cause the entire length to 
groan; a moment later, his feet came down, and dust and grit hailed down from the bottom 
of  the bridge from the force of  impact as Zerrex landed on Narrius’s stomach.

Immediatley, he followed up by kicking both legs up to half flip, and slamming his 
hands into Narrius’s chest, and the Dragokkaren let out a roar of agony as he smashed 
through the metal bridge, the structure cracking into two pieces and the smaller chunk 
snapping free of its supports and falling to the side as Narrius crashed straight down, 



Zerrex following and Blackheart sailing through the air, the blade plummeting towards a 
lower bridge as Narrius’s back crashed through several metal supports, the Dragokkaren 
grunting in pain before Zerrex dived and slammed a palm into his chest. 

The Dragokkaren smashed through another support, then landed on another bridge 
lower down, leaving a deep dent before Zerrex landed on him again, the Drakkaren roaring 
in fury as he crushed Narrius into the metal bridge, the Patriarch vomiting blood into the 
air as Zerrex squatted on top of him, then slid his legs forwards and his hands back, 
snagging his neck: Narrius clawed at his ankles, barely able to move as he still struggled for 
breath, and Zerrex rolled backwards, carrying the heavier Dragokkaren on top of him as he 
slid his feet down before smashing both feet into the crimson reptile’s breast and sending 
him hurtling high into the sky, the pain incredible, Narrius’s eyes alive with it and shock 
that his failure son was actually doing this to him, to him…

Then Zerrex reached behind his back and yanked out a handful of metal needles and 
steel wire, quickly linking the long ropes of steel to the thin metal spikes, before hurling 
these upwards into his starting-to-descend father with an easy snapping motion, the 
handful of needles cutting even into his damaged, torn and broken armor… but Narrius 
immediately snagged the steel wire, snarling as his fury grew greater than his pain, letting 
him ignore the needles stuck half into his arms and shoulders and neck – except this had 
been exactly what Zerrex had been counting on.

The Drakkaren snarled, muscles bulging and the wire cutting through his scales, blood 
dripping down his palms as he  snapped the wires hard to the side, and Narrius was flung 
with them, letting out a grunt of surprise, his crimson eyes wide as he was whipped 
viciously over one side of the bridge, the wires screaming against the metal railing on the 
side of the bridge as Zerrex’s body acted like a pulley, the wires cutting deeper into his flesh 
as he snarled in pain and Narrius flipped under the bridge, then twisted over the other side, 
picking up speed as he flew towards his son, back first… and Zerrex slammed both palms 
violently upwards at the same time.

Narrius choked: it was the first time Zerrex had ever heard such a sound from his 
father… and then he trembled violently, spasming once… before his body fell limp, Zerrex 
standing with his head bowed, blood running down his hands and his arms, the Drakkaren 
panting quietly as the Dragokkaren’s body lay over his head, held up like some ceremonial 
sacrifice… his crimson eyes glassy and his jaw hanging agape. A bit of drool slowly rolled 
down his cheek, dripped down the ground… and hit the metal below with a quiet death-
tap.

Zerrex relaxed slightly, closing his eyes and groaning quietly as he felt a strange ripple 
roll through his body… and then he tossed his father’s body down to the ground in front 
of him, dropping the steel wire as he arched his back and felt the strange tremble roll 
through him a moment before he flexed, his hair trembling like living ivy, growing suddenly, 
becoming long and shaggy, down to his ankles once more, as his body bulged with power 
and the darkness itself seemed to come alive around him… and the Drakkaren looked 



down at his hands as he saw dark essence roll slowly around his hands and gather back into 
his body, before Drake murmured in quiet awe: Lord Zerrex… you… you did it.

Zerrex nodded a bit at this, then smiled faintly and turned away, heading for the door as 
the wounds on his hands began to heal, feeling his body rebooting itself, the toxin or 
whatever Narrius had punched into his system wearing off… and he murmured a strangely-
empty: “Yeah…”

Behind him, Narrius lay on the ground… and a hand twitched.
~~~

Cherry sighed in relief as she rubbed at her back a bit, wincing and muttering about 
how it always felt sore after she was laying on her stomach so long… “Sorta like doin’ it 
doggy-style over and over.” She added, making both Cindy and Marina roll their eyes. Then 
she coughed and quickly slid her way down off the roof, landing idly on the other side of 
the strut and smashing the control panel for the shutter door behind her without even a 
glance, halting the shutter from rising up before it was more than a few centimeters off the 
ground, calling idly up to the others: “Come on, area’s clear.”

 Marina and Cindy looked nonplussed, but came down anyway, Cindy wincing at the 
yells from inside… before Cindy scowled as Cherry tossed the rifle away and picked up a 
fallen assault rifle from an enemy instead, walking down the bridge that was littered with 
bodies of Super Enforcers and non-replicated giants that had been armed with hooks on 
their wrists – Cherry couldn’t recognize a traditional weapon like a tinsa’ar if her life 
depended on it – and grenade launchers.

The other two females followed their oldest sister, Marina stooping to snag a belt of 
grenades from one soldier and one of the heavy explosive weapons, then she broke the 
barrel of the enormous single-shot gun to make sure there was a grenade in the chamber, 
before snapping it closed and resting it against her shoulder as she walked forwards, hand 
loosely gripping the handle. Cindy, on the other hand, snagged an assault rifle… and 
Cherry simply walked towards the control cabin for the massive generator core, stepping 
into the cabin and ignoring brain matter on the wall and broken glass from a shattered 
window.

She tapped at a control terminal, and the monitor flickered before the Ultima logo came 
up. Cherry stared at this dumbly… then snarled when an alarm went off and a mechanical, 
but terribly intelligent – and most definitely pissed-off – voice shouted: “Intruder! Alert, 
alert level one! Patriarch… oh dear Gods, no! Fortify all systems, fortify all systems! Lock 
down the area! Code 42-White!”

That’s a weird-ass code. Cherry frowned a bit, working faster… but the terminal 
stubbornly refused to do anything, and then the mechanical voice shrieked at her: “You 
bitch! Like I’ll let you get access to the Core!”

“Fuck you.” Cherry snarled, then she punched the monitor out, shattering it with one 
firm strike before glaring out the back window and noting the tracks… before pausing and 
grinning a bit, holding her other hand out. “Gimme the backpack, Marina.”



The female winced a bit, but didn’t bother to argue; arguing with Cherry was always 
useless. As she handed it over, however, Cindy couldn’t find it in her not to say at least 
something: “What the hell are you doing, Cherry? Don’t do what I think you mean to do, 
it’s suicide!”

You’re hurtin’ my feelings!” Cherry whined, then she winked. “And anyway, it’ll be all 
good. Just wait and see.” A pause, then a grin as she strapped the backpack on, then jumped 
out the glassless rear window and into what looked like dead space, landing instead on a 
pair of almost invisible black tracks. Her scales turned obsidian as she stood on them, only 
her blue eyes showing as she winked at them. “Just gotta watch my feet.”

A moment later, she was off, using her precog to guide her as she ran smoothly along the 
pair of tracks leading through the air and towards the metal core, all but invisible in the 
darkness as she grunted a bit with the effort of maintaining both balance and speed. She 
leaned forwards a bit, her muscular body flexing as she shot a glance up to determine her 
distance towards the massive core, before looking down and monitoring her charge 
forwards.

As expected, however, Ultima – she guessed it was the AI program Zerrex had once 
mentioned to her to be wary of – started screaming, and a moment later, two cameras 
flicked up towards her and what looked like a miniature anti-tank turret descended from 
the roof of a small, recessed square nook that led into the spherical structure. It clicked a 
few times, and then Cherry swayed to the side, and a shot went past her, her grin widening 
as she called in a thrilled, dark voice: “I haven’t had fun like this in ages!”

She twisted to the other side, then ducked, then dropped and snagged the right rail with 
her right hand, using her momentum to swing her hard back up between the rails and 
landing on the left track and charging along it with both arms out, before jumping 
backwards and catching the narrow rail with both hands and scissoring her legs out: a 
double shot from the cannon tore a gap in the rail she was currently on, and the next went 
through her legs. 

Again, it began to target her, but the track she was on bent forwards under her weight 
with the new, ragged gap in the steel, and she kicked forwards at the same time, one leg 
hitting the other rail before she found herself flying forwards, and she kicked off, then spun 
her body in midair with a cold grin… and the final bullet from the turret barely scratched 
over her stomach as she arched her back at the same time… then landed on the other side 
of  the rails and into the small nook in a crouch.

Ultima shrieked in disapproval and shock… and then Cherry straightened and slammed 
her hand straight up, smashing in the turret with one powerful rising thrust. The machine 
let out a terrible whine, then fell in pieces around Cherry’s head as the female turned 
towards the security door and grinned cockily to herself, idly brushing a hand over the set 
of  fins on her head. “I’m the shit.”

She opened the metal door and stepped through as the rest of the turret fell out of 
place, barely kissing against the rear of her backpack… before frowning a bit as she stepped 
into a huge, cubical room. From all four top corners of this room, however, came massive, 



wrought-iron girders that were shaped like chains, diverging on a central point in the center 
floor and forming an upside-down pyramid… and sitting gently in this cradle of chains 
was another sphere of clear metal… and inside this, shifting and twisting, was what looked 
almost like a miniature sun that split apart, curved around in pieces… then joined once 
more together into a roiling mass of  blue light.

A pause, and she also realized that the sphere was filled not with water, but some other 
strange liquid that dulled the intensity of the blue light, and bubbles came up from the 
bottom every now and then… but as she stared at this strange construction, she noted that 
bubbles also went down from the top of the sphere to the bottom of it. She frowned… 
then muttered: “Doesn’t matter anyway.”

You would think that!” Ultima’s voice echoed around the chamber with a snarl, and 
Cherry glanced to the side, unsurprised to see a computer terminal with a holographic 
projector… what she was surprised to see, however, was the metal head floating in place in 
it, glaring at her angrily. “You bitch! You’re not authorized! Get out of  here, get out!”

Fuck you.” Cherry replied mildly, then she grinned a bit as she produced the warhead 
from the backpack, and Ultima shrieked in terror and dismay. “Damn, but it must suck not 
to have hands.”

Don’t, don’t! You have no idea… the explosion will be enormous!” Ultima screamed at 
her, as Cherry walked over to the point where the chains all locked into a small metal 
cylinder in the floor. “All of Paradise will crash to the ground… the damage will be 
devastating!”

Ask me if I care.” The hermaphroditic female snorted, then she carefully set the warhead 
down on its side and ignored Ultima’s shrieks as she carefully pried the bottom off the 
warhead, to reveal a small digital screen and a tiny keyboard. She played with this for a few 
moments… then flicked the lever at the side with her finger as she set it for half-an-hour. 
Plenty of  time for them to escape… 

A pause, and then she smiled as the warhead armed, and Ultima let out a squeal of 
terror before vanishing… and Cherry turned to head back along the one rail that was still 
functional. They had little time left now to screw around… but she did pause to snap the 
other rail for whatever cart system that soldiers used to cross… before grinning darkly and 
running across it, then switching to both tracks… and both of them continuously bent 
under her weight as Marina and Cindy stared at her, before she made a long leap through 
the air at the end of  the line and through the open window of  the cabin.

She landed with a grunt, flipping her body but still landing with little grace, landing on 
her ass and her hands more than her legs as she winced, tail spasming under her weight. 
Then she coughed and straightened… and grinned stupidly to the other two, saying 
cheerfully: “We got about twenty-nine minutes now to get out of here. Or maybe twenty-
eight and a half, since my counting really sucks.”

~~~



Zerrex stopped and turned slowly around in disbelief… but was there relief ? Was he 
actually relieved that his father, the bane of his life… had survived that single strong combo 
of  attacks?

The answer was yes… and a slow grin spread over Zerrex’s features as his emerald eyes 
flashed, white hair swaying in his face as he watched Narrius stand slowly and rub at his 
head, as green electricity flashed over his body. The Dragokkaren shook his head slowly… 
then the crimson-scaled reptile looked up into the emerald irises of Zerrex with disgust and 
said softly: “Well. Now I’ll play serious then, Raves… I forgot how much you enjoy your 
cheap little toys.”

I forgot how loud a bang you make when you hit the ground.” The Drakkaren retorted, 
and Narrius snarled… before he grinned and cocked his head, and Zerrex’s eyes widened as 
a visible slash on the Dragokkaren’s face healed, and several of the long needles still buried 
in him slowly popped out of  place. “What…”

Narrius tapped his arm console lightly, saying in an idle voice: “Oh, I have my toys, 
too.” He snorted, then cracked his neck and stood straight, bruises and cuts alike fading as 
he said coldly: “Regeneration technology that manipulates the electrical current flowing 
through my body…” A pause as it halted, then he glanced down and snarled when the 
computer on his vambrace began to smoke, and he winced as the arcing electricity over his 
body turned blue for a moment before vanishing. Immediately, he tore the manacle of metal 
off  and tossed it over the edge as it exploded, before he flexed his hand slowly. 

“Looks like it’s not complete, though.” Zerrex said coldly… but he understood what had 
happened. He’d felt the damage when he’d smashed in Narrius’s body, using the 
Dragokkaren’s weight and gravity to his advantage… and he knew that the last strike should 
have been lethal or at least paralyzing. He’d felt his goddamn spine snap… and he’d been 
shocked at the fact he’d actually killed Narrius with so little a fight.

Now he saw what had happened, however; he had killed him or at least inflicted a 
mortal injury… but Narrius’s little arm console had detected some abnormality or lack of 
activity, and had immediately revived him somehow. The Drakkaren snarled at this, then he 
flexed and glanced over at Blackheart, which was buried halfway through another bridge to 
the right and slightly lower down… and Zerrex immediately turned and snapped a rope of 
dark energy up into a girder before jumping off the bridge and swinging over to land on 
this bridge, but Narrius was fast to follow, leaping to the railing, then boosting easily off 
this and landing with a loud crunch on the bridge across from Zerrex with a grin. “What’s 
wrong, my son? Running away, are we?”

You wish.” The Drakkaren snarled, the sword buried halfway between them… and then 
he cocked his head and said darkly: “But it looks like you’re the one with the handicap 
now… we’re more than evenly matched. I’m armed, and I can counter that stupid electrical 
crap you’ve gotten now… and with my strength restored, it looks like I can kick your ass all 
around this facility if  I want to, since I did just… oh… kill your ass in fairy-tale land.”

Narrius’s eye twitched… but his grin didn’t leave as he straightened slowly from the 
crouch he’d landed in, shrugging and saying idly: “Well, perhaps you have a point there, 



Raves… but you’re forgetting one thing.” A pause, and he held up a hand. “Always think 
three steps ahead of  your opponent.”

For a moment there was silence… then Narrius held out a hand and barked a single 
word that Zerrex had started to believe he wouldn’t hear: “Drake!”

Sorry. Drake muttered in his head… and then Zerrex’s body writhed with pain, the 
Drakkaren snarling and falling to his feet as he grabbed his stomach, his body trembling 
violently… and a moment later, he leaned forwards and vomited a dark mass as black ooze 
dripped from the scales of his body and chest, forming a slick, oily mass on the ground 
that immediately slid its way over to Narrius and roiled up along his body to his back to 
vanish… and Zerrex trembled violently, suddenly feeling weak and lost, his hands 
trembling, his body aching… and he cursed under his breath before looking up with a snarl 
towards Narrius’s grinning face. “Bastard…”

A moment later, Drake appeared, looking over Narrius’s shoulder as the Dragokkaren 
glanced up at him in distaste and saying mildly: “Sorry, Zerrex. But the Patriarch calls the 
shots… and there’s no way he can die. Now, it might not be as comfortable an existence as 
living in your body, being stuck in a glass tube… but hey, I’d rather live on then die.” A 
pause and a laugh. “After all, who decides if you were honorable or just scum but the 
historians? Society decides if you’re a god or monster… and I’ll much rather be on that 
deciding side than swallowed up by history written from another viewpoint and discarded.”

“Shut up and get to work.” Narrius said irritably, and Drake seemed to pale before 
vanishing, the Dragokkaren reaching up and easily pulling off the front, shattered ceramic 
and fiberglass plate of his armor, before unzipping his tattered duraflex vest and shrugging 
the rest of his breastplate off, the heavy-duty armor clanking to the ground before Narrius 
kicked it idly aside, leaving him standing in only a black tanktop.

Then Narrius produced what looked almost like a horseshoe from the rear pack he 
wore, and clicked this into place around his neck, saying coldly: “This gives me full 
synchronization with Drake… without permitting him to actively enter my thoughts or 
body. A nice little gadget that permits me to harness the powers of the dark nephilim, the 
strongest of all of them…” A pause, and a tilt of his head, then a slow grin. “Oh my. 
Drake says that you’ve always been curious as to just where your father came from… that he 
told you a version of my life story. Would you like to have a storytime from dear old dad, 
Raves?”

Zerrex tried to say something, tried to defy the Dragokkaren… but he could only gasp 
and wretch for breath, his body aching and still feeling so goddamn empty; even though he 
hadn’t relied on the goddamn nephilim’s powers more often than necessary, it was still like 
he was being torn apart from their symbiotic link breaking… all he could do was hold his 
stomach and wretch, feeling blood pulsing through his veins as Narrius laughed. “I’ll take 
that as a yes… aren’t I generous?” A snort as he walked slowly over to Blackheart, glancing 
at the sword idly and touching the hilt with something like contempt. “It was a time of 
scum… just… like… you…”



Yes… blood and war, and weapons had just been picked up the first tribes, the first 
creatures. They called themselves ‘Hellbreed’ in that old tongue, not Dragokkaren… and 
they referred to them, the real masters of the jungle, as ‘Cubbas,’ a name that meant ‘little 
beast.’ Like they were either of  those things!

They travelled in packs, and ruled the world… killed and hunted more efficiently than 
any pathetic Hellbreed… had better games, better tournaments, and chose their chieftains 
for their power, for their ability to rule, not because they could talk in their stupid grunting 
voices or give the most entertaining stories… that was ridiculous, was worthless.

The first tribes are just beginning to form, and some of them have taken to hunting the 
Cubbas for sport or to prove their strength. Most of them use strange weapons that are 
made of dead pieces of the jungle, but that have sprouted a claw on the end… although 
some others have also created a more terrible weapon that allows them to hide like the 
cowards they are and send small sticks through the air that impale their people as if the 
trees themselves had grown great stingers and hurled them with rage for passing into their 
area of  the jungle.

There are other tribes too, though… through this great jungle that spans the entire 
world, he knows there are other species that are starting to step up on two legs… and many 
of these species enslave, conquer, or kill their little brothers, the members of their same 
family who are not as fortunate to evolve like they are. Just like the self-appointed 
Hellbreed kill the Cubba.

Some of the tribes, however, revere them… just as they should. But many of them also 
have wings, which they call a divine gift that lets them safely glide through the air above the 
trees or across the Divides that are otherwise so difficult to cross, requiring the felling of a 
tree or many a days’ journey through the soulless gorges filled with monsters… through 
what many call Hell. Of course, this was also the birthplace of the Cubba… but they were 
one of the few species able to break from that Hell, and their lore tells them it is because of 
their Mistress.

The Queen, the High Priestess… she freed them all, led them out of Hell. A great force 
of nature and primal chaos, who some call Fortune and others call Fate. She who rules 
above all, and has led the Cubba to do her bidding, keep her rule secure… but the 
Hellbreed have started to break away from this ancient teaching. Worse, many of them in 
her most sacred Cradle of Life have begun to ignore her! To turn away from her teachings, 
and her beliefs… turning to other weak gods that speak of peace, when the only true peace 
is to be found in war and chaos and strife!

It infuriates him… but secretly, he doesn’t care. All he cares about is the killing; he loves 
the chaos, the destruction, the rending of flesh from bone and brutally ripping apart those 
that his Mistress sends him to kill. The infallible Fate, who he has realized is not so 
infallible after all… so more and more, he, her Conqueror, whose name means ‘Tyrant’ in 
Hez’Rannan, has begun to take more than his share in his work, killing and ripping all he 
comes across. He is the biggest of the Cubba… he is the most brutal. He will kill everyone 



he comes across, because his hunger knows no bounds… and he will NOT let them treat 
him as just a stupid, friendly animal, not ever…

Once he may have been that… but that was before he met the Mistress. Before she 
showed him the path… put her mark on him, cut his half-developed wings from his back – 
a freak mutation that almost made him an outcast – and brought him safe and sound from 
the Cradle to Hell, to show him where the Cubba had first existed… and then showed him 
her temple, the Mother Temple.

Tonight, he is dining upon a child, served to him on a silver platter from the Mistress’s 
own hand: the others are served by her slaves. She is big and strong, and beautiful, and she 
is the incarnation of Chaos in the world… but more and more, she seems to serve no 
purpose. Other gods have risen up to take her place… different kinds of darkness and 
light. He has also realized she is not Fortune nor Fate, but just a lost, twisted god that 
shouldn’t exist anymore, exiled from her own home… and steadily losing her strength. But 
all the same, she speaks of needing more sacrifices, virgin this and murderer that, scapegoat 
here and innocent there. She gives him too many demands… and he hates her for that.

But it’s better than his old life in the small pack he’d come from, when he used to romp 
and play with his brothers and didn’t know the pleasure of killing, just the small, now 
insignificant pleasures of eating berries and hunting down small animals when needed, and 
letting the Hellbreed touch him because they looked back then like nice people. Because 
they smelled almost the same, looked almost the same, never seemed hostile. His Mistress 
has shown him the truth of their species, though… although she herself is almost a 
Hellbreed, but adorned in cloths of gold and metal. And what normal mortal could build 
such a massive, magnificent temple?

He likes it here. He loves the blood and the gore and the chaos… and that night, she 
tells him she has one last job for him before her great concoction is ready, a forbidden spell 
and magic that will bring her back on par with all these other new gods, new rulers of the 
elements and air. She rants for a long time, and he ignores her, thinking instead about all 
the things he could be killing, the chaos he could be bringing to the world… and then she 
picks him up and he immediately struggles, snarling. He is a warrior! He is not a cuddle toy, 
he is not her plaything!

But she is strong, and she carries him over to the pot… and he realizes what she wants 
to do. She wants to throw him in… and he struggles harder… before his jaws latch around 
her neck, crushing the steel collar she wears, and she screams, and all the slaves watch… and 
then he tears the collar off before biting into soft flesh and doing what he does best. He 
tears her throat out, and she drops him, and he hounds her, clawing and biting, until the 
old witch falls back into her own cauldron.

There is an explosion, and he shies back in terror from the toxic mist that rises into the 
air, purple smoke roiling and rising up from this pot of power, and he snarls and pants and 
gasps… it is a horrible smell, but intriguing… and all the slaves are gathering, maybe to 
taste of  it… taste of  his power? To take it from him? Never!



He kills them all. He rips them apart, he kills them, eviscerates them, pulls limbs from 
bodies like wings off flies, roaring, snarling, frothing… and then he greedily bathes himself 
in that strange potion, drinks it, sloshes through that delightful, terrible smell, but soon all 
is blackness…

He awakes, and he knows he is different, in the bottom of the cauldron… and he 
stands… finds it uncomfortable… and then pushes himself up on his rear legs… and 
realizes he has become something different. He can feel power pulsing through his body… 
and a cold grin spreads over his features, his crimson eyes burning. Suddenly he understands 
the glyphs all through the tunnel, and what killing is, and everything else… and he loves it. 
He bathes in the darkness… and steps into the world that he decides is his and meant only 
for him, and for that divine chaos he loves so much. He has no goals, no ideals… he only 
wants to see the pretty fires of burning buildings, explore the different and divine hells the 
world has to offer, and see chaos manifested… because he is better than everyone else. He 
is the only semblance or real order in this world, he decides… and when he wanders into 
the world, he finds that the Cubba shrink from him in terror… but the Hellbreed aren’t as 
smart, have lost their instincts over the years. So he is able to kill and take control of a tribe 
with little trouble… and from there begins the reign of terror and destruction of the 
Dragokkaren all call Narrius.

Over the years, he experiments, discovers that the safest position is always that of the 
advisor, which allows him to puppet a weak ruler but also throw him to the fires as a 
scapegoat when it becomes necessary. He also discovers that if one is to take up that 
position of master… one must never fail to exterminate the enemy using the most ruthless 
tactics available, and to inspire fear and terror. A generous ruler will be remembered, but 
not obeyed: a cruel king, will be obeyed, but not remembered; only the darkest of tyrants 
and greatest of  emperors are afforded both.

But Narrius doesn’t care about leaving his mark in history; in many cases, he carefully 
erases his existence, or aligns himself with that which borders on the fantastic, so he will 
become just a minor scribble or smudge in the wildest books of fable. He knows that he 
will live forever, and that nothing shall be able to kill him… no matter what the silly 
prophecies of old chiefs say. And anyone else displaying any sort of special ability, anyone 
even rumored to have a god or witch doctor’s power, he kills. The liars and frauds he leaves 
alone, to inspire doubt in the world instead of  belief… he knows what he’s doing.

Through all the ages he has lived. He has served as Chief Executioner in the court of 
the famous ‘Lord Death’ in Ire’s medieval age, when it was still more than ten different 
countries… he was a Captain of the Templar during a Crusade that ravaged the entire 
southern half of Ire and ‘unified’ it into the Country of the Church… just as he helped to 
destroy that same country as a Commander of the Black Rock Resistance Movement, 
turning it back into a monarchy for five hundred years. And he was there when that 
‘justified, glorious monarchy’ hung the priests of every cathedral the world over, and when 
the ‘Miracle of Light’ occurred and the symbol of the monarchy’s power was destroyed by 
catapults he helped build, and the people beheaded the king and queen for their ‘trespasses 
against the people.’ 



He was one of the torch-carriers when they lit the Cradle of Life on fire… just as he 
was one of the settlers from the ‘civilized world’ when Hez’Ranna again took up his 
attention. He then switched sides and served as a technician, helping who he thought with 
disgust as savage Hellbreed to use more advanced weaponry… and started the technological 
addiction in the Lords of Hez’Ranna and wormed his way into every royal family. And he 
was the one who killed the parents of a small, impressionable child while still an infant, and 
carried him out and dropped him in a box in the street, feeding him every so often but 
otherwise returning home to his own place… and Requiem, of course – so young, so 
young! – had never thought it odd that Narrius never seemed to change, was always so 
big… because Requiem saw him with such easily manipulated, fawning admiration, always 
thinking that they were brothers because of the common scale color, thinking that Narrius 
loved him as family when their father and mother hadn’t… never knowing that Requiem 
was the only child of the Commander of the Dragokkaren Knights 1st Division… and his 
mother had been a mechanic and vehicle technician for the military, who had connections 
into the Royal Family. Requiem had never known this, but he had killed some of his own 
cousins on that night that Narrius manipulated him into coming with him to take over 
Hez’Ranna…

And from then on, Zerrex knew the history. He could only stare as Narrius finished, 
looking down at Zerrex with a contemptible grin, his eyes flashing cruelly… and the 
Dragokkaren said softly: “I’m invincible, Raves… you can’t kill me. Even if you send me to 
Hell, I’ll come back, just like I did before… there will always be someone who wants my 
power, who will be stupid enough to think they can control me… and no matter what 
happens, in the end, I shall rule this world and then crush it, just like I want to, for my 
entertainment, because this world is mine, and no one else’s…”

You arrogant motherfucker…” Zerrex snarled furiously… and now the pain in his body 
was only fueling him, as he slowly stood, and Narrius looked disgusted but also somewhat 
surprised, tilting his head back as Zerrex straightened, his emerald eyes burning with fury as 
he hissed: “It doesn’t matter how old you are or how special you are… I’ll kill you… I’ll 
kill you for everything you’ve done… for fucking with me, my mother and Requiem… for 
thinking that anything in this world actually belongs to you!”

“Try it.” Narrius said softly… and then the Dragokkaren rose both of his lithe but 
chiseled, strong arms as he grinned cruelly. “I have more experience than you can imagine, 
child of  my favorite whore.” 

This was almost too much for the Drakkaren to bear… and with fury and hate in his 
eyes for this eternal creature in front of him, this monster who had done nothing but kill 
and use his time here just to inspire chaos and destruction, he roared with anger and 
charged forwards, the pain in his body vanishing as need to destroy this abomination, this 
impurity in the very fabric of time and space filled his being from his core soul… and 
Narrius only waited with a cold grin, his own hands raised and Drake’s energy beginning to 
boil out down one of  his arms, the other crackling with electricity.



And although neither of them knew this, time was ticking down, and there were only 
twenty minutes left now before Paradise fell.

~~~
On the other battlefront, Huck was bleeding heavily down the side of his face from a 

piece of shrapnel that had flown by way too close for comfort – as in, it had missed hitting 
him directly but still managed to cut a good chunk out of his face. But then again, he got 
off  lucky… most of  the time, when a gun exploded, you ended up on fire or dead.

He cursed as he staggered awkwardly back towards his rail cannon, which the mechanics 
had needed to repair in the middle of combat: needed, because it was the only thing that 
worked on the goddamn Grim Hearses. He’d blown up two of them… and then the huge 
gun had overheated and something nasty had clanked inside – his guess was some wires had 
likely melted from his using it so damn abusively.

Narrius’s troops were still coming… they had maybe halved the army, but on the other 
hand, the Patriarch’s army had done massive amounts of damage to the base, destroyed their 
tower with concentrated rocket fire, taken out the rest of the shield generators, and that 
little bitch Churchill had fortified Uroboros to ‘protect the civilians.’ And now enemies were 
circling around towards the back of the facility, and Huck was somehow sure they’d be 
carrying explosive charges… 

Worse, Paradise was visible… in the very far distance, yes, but it was still visible… and 
even though a few VTOLs were still circling it, most of the others had obviously been 
destroyed or fled to Uroboros to refuel and hopefully take off again if they weren’t too 
damaged. Huck knew for fact his pilots were better than the crummy shitty-ass pilots of 
the VTOL jets on Narrius’s side – well, okay, they weren’t that bad, but they did still piss 
him off – but he also knew that numbers usually prevailed overall… unless you had some 
major badass skills or shit, of  course. 

The trench had been pretty battered… and even though there were at least no more 
Titans on the march, enemy tanks and now even Combat Armors were moving forwards, 
and Huck was too damn aware that they were running out of grenades and rockets. Some 
of the tanks could only be stalled by the former, as well… and even if they were halted out 
in the field, the larger Enforcer-32 tanks still posed a major threat: they had an armored 
wall inside of them that divided the gunners – who aimed the twin heavy machine guns 
built into either side of the tanks, which were almost the same size as some of the larger 
military transports – and the gigantic turret on top, which had three of its own deadly 
weapons.

One was a short range mortar launcher that could fire either frag rounds that exploded 
on contact or flares that could blind a pilot above or enemy soldiers that were too close: 
worse, it didn’t go out when it hit the ground and continued to spread white, blinding light 
for many a meter around, often confusing entire groups of soldiers, especially if trapped in 
the trench.



The second was plainer, but just as lethal: a shielded gatling gun that could be either 
manually driven by someone on top of the tank, or remotely operated by the tank driver or 
one of the gunners if the computers inside were functional… but even this devastating 
weapon didn’t compare to the tank’s cannon. The Enforcer-32’s used what Huck called a 
‘perforator,’ which was little more than a huge, cylindrical iron block with an explosive core 
on a timer… and this iron block was almost a foot in diameter and up two feet long, flung 
with incredible force.

It came to about the equivalent of a rail, although the cannons from the tank were far 
too short a range to be called ‘rail guns…’ but the iron bars they fired had explosive cores 
that worked off a timer. After being launched, the timer started… and then the explosive 
core went off and caused damage to anything and everything around it with giant chunks of 
shrapnel. Worst, the solidity of the bar and the speed it initially went at permitted it to pass 
through almost any kind of  armor or surface.

Huck had shouted an order to make the Enforcer-32’s, or “Land Juggernauts” the 
primary targets… the smaller tanks they could take out with concentrated gunfire, and the 
armored transport could be eliminated by ‘frisbees’ – mines that could be thrown a short 
distance before they armed themselves with proximity sensors – and shots aimed at the 
tires. 

The Dragokkaren currently had other soldiers frantically digging another trench, as well 
as short dead-ends so they could get their ammo boxes out of range… and since it looked 
like the enemy would inevitably be breaking their front defense line, he had other soldiers 
setting up a little surprise party on the fortified first floor. He’d also rigged the entire top 
level of the base with explosive charges… at worst, if the enemy forced their way to the 
gates, they’d hold the base as long as possible before he simply leveled the headquarters and 
they’d prepare their final standoff  under the ground. 

Things were growing desperate, though… the Patriarch’s troops moved without fear, and 
their firebombs weren’t half as effective as Huck had hoped; worse, they had begun 
targeting his weaponry, and Huck had reports that their second wave aimed at the back of 
the Patriarch’s forces had been almost entirely eradicated when they had countered with 
their own sandwich move and used monsters and heavy vehicles to rapidly exterminate the 
soldiers that hadn’t split off to attack the enemy camp, apparently not caring about who or 
what they killed in the crossfire. Worse, many of the soldiers had reported strange 
monsters… and now Huck could see these coming forwards into the front line of the 
enemy, soldiers in glinting black metal armor that bullets seemed to just bounce off of, 
strange tanks on their backs as they rode huge monstrosities into battle without care, 
twisted, freakish Dragokkaren without wings that had gnarled limbs all the same length and 
mutilated faces, hissing and roaring as their shaggy, thick scales deflected all but the 
strongest of gunfire. And once these monstrous mounts were taken down – usually by a 
grenade to the face – the riders casually got off the dead hulk or climbed to their feet if 
they had been thrown, reached back to adjust something on the tanks on their backs, and 
then pulled out a long, black gun with a hose leading back into their fuel tanks: 
flamethrower units.



Empty Ones and Angels also staggered over the field… and were often used as shields 
by enemy soldiers. Many a time, Enforcers using this technique made it at least as far as the 
mine gardens and explosives fields that Huck had hastily set up… but others even bridged 
over this and got into the trenches, where they caused all manner of havoc with their 
kwaibars and other close-combat weaponry.

All Huck could do was pray that Paradise would fall soon… or that this stampede of 
the Patriarch’s freaks and soldiers would finally come to an end. Shit… I’m running out of 
options here… goddamn, but what are they doing up there…

~~~
“What about Daddy?” asked Marina urgently, but Cherry only shook her head a grinned 

a bit, before rolling her eyes as the youngest female asked insistently: “How do you know 
he’ll be fine? I mean, we’re kinda abandoning without him, here!”

Marina, calm down.” Cindy said gently, grasping the younger female’s shoulders as they 
stood in the elevator that was slowly ascending. It hadn’t taken long at all to run back 
through the chaos… but they were well aware of time ticking ever onwards, and Cherry was 
impatiently tapping her foot against the floor. “He’ll be fine… but we have to get out of 
here...”

Marina looked unconvinced, but she quieted, looking down… and only wished that the 
others could feel this tremor in her gut that she currently did, before she swallowed slowly 
and hugged herself  quietly. Daddy… be okay…

~~~
Zerrex stood with his sword on the other side of the bridge, grinning coldly and looking 

over his shoulder at Narrius, who stood on the other side with a thin cut over his side, his 
back to the Drakkaren and snarling in disgust and fury, his arms spread out to either side, 
the electricity fading from one as the other remained cloaked in Drake’s energy, which 
Zerrex could see boiled up out of a clear metal capsule attached to a small clicking machine 
strapped against his lower back. Then the Dragokkaren slowly turned around and tilted his 
head with disgust, saying softly: “You got lucky. And you can’t kill me with just luck.”

I’ve always thought the same, Narrius. But you’re forgetting… I already cut you apart in 
what you called fairy-tale land once… and Drake’s not as tough as he seems, either.” Zerrex 
replied coldly, calming himself and turning his anger into energy that filled up that strange 
gap in his body… and his muscles bulged as he rose Blackheart by his side, his head 
lowering a bit as he said darkly: “And I’m not going to send you to Hell… Hell’s too good 
for you. When you die, I’ll make sure you go to a place that you can never come back from.”

“Big words from a failure.” Narrius snorted, smiling ruthlessly before he held the hand 
submerged in Drake’s energy behind himself, and the dark energy dripped to the ground 
before forming a line across the width of the bridge, a string of this still attached to the 
Dragokkaren’s hand as he said softly: “I think a change of  scenery is in order.”

Then he flicked his wrist upwards, and Zerrex snarled before spinning around half-
dropping as he slashed Blackheart outwards as the bridge groaned and began to bend, 



chopping through his end of the bridge at the same time as Narrius grinned coldly. He 
lashed a hand up even as the bridge ripped off the few last metal supports and fell through 
the air into the darkness below, then snapped out a long, spiked vine of black energy 
towards the reptile.

Zerrex leapt backwards, dodging the vine, then ducking with a snarl when it lashed back 
and one of Drake’s claws ripped from the end of it, trying to snag him: instead, he slashed 
upwards with Blackheart, before glancing down and leaping backwards off the bridge as 
Narrius did the same with a scowl, and they crashed on top of a platform that was 
supported from all four corners by heavy chains; it swayed slowly back and forth through 
the air, creaking quietly, the off-grey of concrete and tempered metal as dust and motes of 
broken cement hailed through the air from the bridge that lay upon the platform… and 
Zerrex slowly walked to the right, mirroring the movements of his father as they stood in 
the dull light that came from the lamps built into the edge of this hanging, strange 
platform that attached to nothing and nowhere.

They glared at each other, a good forty feet between them… then speakers squalled 
from nearby and Ultima’s voice shrieked: “Patriarch! Patriarch! A level three explosive 
warhead has been placed in the Front Core… and the tracks have been destroyed, there’s no 
way to access it in time! Eighteen minutes until detonation, and then Paradise will-”

“More than enough time.” Narrius and Zerrex both said coldly, their eyes flashing… 
and despite the alerts that began to blare, despite the shrieks of Ultima… they both 
focused only on each other, and then charged forwards, snarling furiously as Zerrex drew 
back Blackheart and darkness roiled around Narrius’s arm.

The Dragokkaren suddenly slammed a hand down into the ground, and spikes of dark 
energy shot up, Zerrex immediately leaping backwards and away before jumping to the side 
as a line of dark energy shot out from this deadly collection, and from this snapped 
upwards a long line of  sharp, black-essence blades. 

Again, Zerrex charged forwards and slashed Blackheart viciously outwards at Narrius 
when he stood, and then the Dragokkaren snarled and slapped the blade away, knuckles 
hitting the flat; immediately, Zerrex gracefully twisted and kicked off the ground in a hard 
scissors kick that smashed into Narrius’s face and sent up a spray of blood as he grunted in 
shock and pain, before landing and spinning towards the Dragokkaren in a deadly halving 
cut with the huge sword.

Drake, however, immediately formed his upper body from the nest of spikes and leaned 
out into the blow, raising his forearms and then snarling in agony when the blade slashed 
through them, then struck his chest and halted, the dark nephilim wincing and leaning 
backwards… and Zerrex snarled before ducking as Narrius swung an electrified fist at him, 
before leaping to the side and jerking Blackheart free in a hard rending motion when 
Narrius attempted to drop an elbow on him. Drake’s upper body exploded in black ooze as 
the sword rent through it… and Narrius’s elbow clanged loudly off the blade, before he 
simply grabbed the back edge of  the sword.



Zerrex was almost yanked off his feet when the huge blade suddenly stopped moving, 
looking in shock at the bloody hand grasping his sword… before Narrius’s other fist 
slammed into his muzzle and snapped his head to the side: a moment later, the 
Dragokkaren brought a foot up and struck him with a vicious side kick, causing him to 
drop his sword and stagger backwards. Immediately, Narrius drew the blade back and 
hurled it at him… but Zerrex slid to the side and instead twisted, grabbing the sword and 
throwing himself off his feet to sail backwards with it before landing and forcefully 
spinning himself, reversing the momentum of the blade and jerking himself back into a 
ready position as the dark energy retreated back to Narrius.

Zerrex did note, however, that he’d left quite a splatter of black ooze on the floor… and 
the Drakkaren smiled coldly, saying harshly: “Here’s a tip for you… don’t waste your 
energy on big moves, father. Any energy cut from Drake-”

“Shut up!” Narrius roared, his eyes burning with rage and teeth grit in fury, as he 
snapped his dark-essence-covered arm upwards and another spiked vine whipped forwards: 
Zerrex ducked this easily, but also backstepped, remembering that Drake’s energy could take 
any form, ignore the laws of physics and gravity, and pretty much anything else… but 
Narrius only lashed the whip uselessly back at him, not even lengthening it and instead 
retracting it back into his arm as he snarled: “Don’t tell your betters what to do, you 
ungrateful piece of  shit!”

I wouldn’t exactly call you my better.” Zerrex responded, then he snarled and charged 
forwards as Narrius did the same, beginning to bring the sword upwards in a hard rising 
slash… before suddenly throwing his body into a roll through the air at the side and 
spinning the blade in other direction, slashing viciously downwards at the end of the quick 
movement as Narrius’s sliding kick missed entirely, and his eyes widened before he snarled 
furiously, head snapping to the side as Blackheart’s huge blade smashed into the front of his 
skull and ripped a thick, deep gouge through his muzzle and face, cutting even into his 
crimson eye and spraying white, sick fluid and blood in a great burst, the Dragokkaren 
immediately grabbing the blade and throwing it backwards as Drake’s dark energy lashed 
around Zerrex’s feet and snapped him into the bridge.

Zerrex grunted in pain, then he grinned coldly even as he was dragged over the filthy 
ground at the sight of Narrius’s clutching the broken half of his face… and then Drake’s 
upper body snapped out of the coil of dark energy that was currently binding him, with 
one arm in a long lance. The Drakkaren, however, snapped his sword upwards and Drake’s 
eyes bulged as the reptile sliced him through the torso, body maintaining form for a bare 
movement before it dissolved into black ooze… and instead, the whips of black essence 
that had caught his feet by the ankles and tail dragged him up into the air, then slammed 
him brutally back down towards the other side of  the platform.

Immediately, Zerrex reversed Blackheart and grabbed it in both hands as he stabbed 
down with a wince… and the sword buried halfway through steel and concrete as his knees 
painfully whacked against the ground, leaving him bent over the sword with his shoulder 
pressed against a wrist that was on the handle-side of the black arm of the hilt, panting a 



bit as he looked over his shoulder and watched Narrius slowly turn towards him, blood 
running down his face, half of his muzzle in a broken, twisted snarl and the other half 
looking utterly furious as the dark energy retreated… and the reptile slowly stood before 
tilting his muzzle upwards and yanking Blackheart from the ground, the blade seeming to 
shimmer as he called: “What’s wrong, Narrius? You losing your touch?”

I’ll kill you…” The Dragokkaren growled coldly, lowering his head… and then he flexed 
slowly before snapping his head to the side and roaring: “Drake!”

The dark energy dripped away from his arm… and then, slowly, more joined it as Drake 
came into existence, still mocking Zerrex’s form, white-energy hair floating around his face 
and wearing a pristine black suit, the cuffs of which he slowly adjusted as he said mildly: 
“This is pretty awkward.” A pause, and then a glance at Narrius, who glared at him angrily. 
“Alright, Lord Patriarch. I understand…” 

Then he leaned forwards, the suit vanishing and his shadow lengthening slightly as he 
grinned coldly over at Zerrex, a long, flexing string of dark energy connecting him to the 
power-pack on Narrius’s back as he said coolly: “Again, sorry. But you do have to die, 
Zerrex.”

And I’m the one who uses cheap tricks…” Zerrex snorted as he reached for his back kit, 
unsnapping it from his belt as he held Blackheart to the side with his other hand, the bag 
dangling in the other. A movement of his thumb, and he popped it open… before nodding 
and flicking his hair out of his eyes, saying softly after a few moments, yet somehow 
audible even over the blaring alarms: “Then come.”

Immediately, Drake ran forwards… and Zerrex barely looked up, instead snapping the 
sword forwards in an easy, upwards slash the dragged a long trench through the ground, 
Drake staggering as his shadow immediately retreated behind him, before Zerrex twisted the 
blade a moment before it contacted and leaned forwards to bat the dark nephilim 
backwards, sending him crashing to the ground as Narrius snarled and ran in from the 
side… and Zerrex grinned coldly before bringing the bag up and leaping forwards, taking a 
hard punch from Narrius that almost shattered his jaw… but then slamming the bag of 
needles forwards over the Dragokkaren’s head.

Narrius roared in fury and pain, grabbing at his skull even as he brought a foot up and 
kicked Zerrex backwards, tearing the bag off and then clawing at the dozens of needles 
stuck in his face and head, even as Drake made another charge in at Zerrex’s side: again, the 
Drakkaren attempted a halving slice… but Drake’s body became almost liquid,  a thick, 
sideways-U forming in his chest that the sword passed harmlessly through… before the 
dark nephilim grunted and stumbled backwards when Zerrex rammed him with his 
shoulder.

His body, however, became black goo, his energy crawling over Zerrex and solidifying, 
barring him in place as Zerrex found himself face-to-face with the grinning dark 
nephilim… before a hard fist punched him in the side, and Zerrex grunted in pain, trying 
to twist free as the dark nephilim landed a barrage of hard blows against his body and shot 
thin, narrow spikes into his form from the liquidine cluster that was clinging against him… 



before Narrius charged forwards and punched the Drakkaren so hard his sword flew from 
his hands and he coughed blood, sailing through the air and crashing onto his back, ribs 
shattered from the hard, single punch. He grunted, bouncing once… then barely managed 
to twist to catch the side of  the platform a moment before he plummeted off.

He hung there from one hand with a snarl of pain and the rest of his body limp as 
Narrius laughed loudly, shouting angrily: “Even with all your tricks and bullshit, you can’t 
do shit! You’re worthless, useless… all the powers you have in that little weakling, imperfect 
body, and you can’t do anything!”

Zerrex’s snarl turned furious as reached his other hand up to haul himself back onto the 
platform… before staring as he saw Drake, one of his arms a massive axe blade, his shadow 
snaking out to seize his wrists and hold him in place. His eyes widened… then he grunted 
and snapped his head to the side when Drake tried to cut into him, the dark nephilim 
snorting as he missed before the other arm formed into an executioner’s axe and that swung 
down as well, this time aimed at his back.

Immediately, Zerrex swung himself forwards and up, pressing the front of his body 
against the bottom of the platform with a grunt and a snarl… and Drake cursed as the axe-
blade missed again, before this axe-arm lengthened and formed a joint in the center. The 
lower half pulled back… and Zerrex immediately swung himself backwards, twisting his 
palms against the platform as he tore on the shackles of dark energy around his wrists and 
went immediately into a handstand, kneeing Drake in the face and causing him to revert to 
his normal body, dark essence vanishing as he staggered backwards.

Zerrex grinned… then snarled when Narrius snagged one of his feet, yanked him into 
the air above his head, and smashed him face-first into the ground on the other side of the 
Dragokkaren with enough force that the Drakkaren bounced with a cry of pain before he 
was sent flying through the air by a hard punt from the huge crimson reptile. He crashed 
into the side of the bridge and fell to the ground, slumping and panting hard as Narrius 
looked at him with disgust. “Little pissant. I’m going to rip you to shreds.”

Sir! Sir, please!” Ultima’s voice squealed, the AI program panicking like a civilian that 
had been thrown into a major, real firefight between soldiers. The Dragokkaren looked up 
in the general direction of the nearest speaker with distaste, as Ultima stammered: “Sir, 
there’s… there’s only eight minutes left… time is getting shorter and shorter!”

“Then drop this platform down to the level five bridge.” Narrius said disgustedly, 
glancing down and checking his belt for the vials, before looking up at the slumped body of 
his son with contempt and disgust. “Let the maggot die in the explosion his little whores 
have caused. Once the Apple of Eden is launched, this Paradise doesn’t matter anyway… 
prep the evacuation pod by the launch site as well, I want to watch the fireworks when this 
goes down and check on how my army is fairing against the rebel headquarters…”

Sir!” Ultima squeaked, sounding terribly relieved as Drake walked over to Narrius, his 
suit reforming. The dark nephilim idly polished his claws against his sleeve, before looking 
down at them in boredom as Narrius walked towards a yellow line at one end of the 
platform, the chains clinking and the cement-and-metal lift vibrating as it slowly rose 



through the air… and a minute later, locked into place between two narrow walkways, one 
of  these ending at a strut and the other a sealed shutter.

Narrius and Drake both began to head towards this door… and then both paused, the 
Dragokkaren looking over his shoulder and turning slowly, narrowing his crimson eyes as 
Zerrex picked his sword up with a grunt of effort, then straightened and rose the blade 
gamely once more, rasping: “Don’t run away before the job’s done… Narrius… or the job’s 
gonna finish you…”

The red-scaled Dragokkaren made a disgusted face, then immediately began to walk 
forwards, snarling angrily. “Drake, grab him… he’s too weak to do anything anymore.”

Zerrex panted hard, knowing it was true… and he watched as the dark nephilim walked 
forwards with a cruel grin, a few feet ahead of Narrius, the Drakkaren panting as his eyes 
flicked to the huge reptile behind him… and then the reptile suddenly let out a roar and 
stabbed straight down with the huge sword, and Drake screamed, his back straightening as 
the reptile stabbed into his shadow, and Narrius started in surprise, hands going out to the 
side as Zerrex reversed his grip on the massive sword, dragging it up and then giving a hard, 
parallel slash at waist level, turning with the cut as chunks of concrete flew and Drake 
looked horrified as he once more was chopped clean in half, this time exploding into a 
sickening mess of black ooze… and then the lizard yelled wordlessly as he halted the cut 
and stabbed the sword forwards and through Narrius’s chest.

The Dragokkaren shuddered, grasping at the sword that went up through his gut and 
stuck a quarter of the way out his back, the huge Dragokkaren leaned forwards, looming 
even in death as his son glared furiously up into his eyes… and then he snarled in a ragged, 
furious voice into those horrified crimson eyes: “Never let down your guard…”

A moment later, Zerrex turned and drew the sword sharply out, turning his back to the 
Dragokkaren and closing his eyes, the huge blade held loosely in one hand, head bowed… 
and Narrius touched the wound in his abdomen almost curiously before his eyes glazed, his 
knees buckled, and he collapsed silently to the side, into Drake’s black goop. 

The Drakkaren let out a soft breath, then he looked up silently as he smiled weakly, the 
massive sword hanging from his hand, and he murmured: “It’s… it’s finally over.”

Yes… it was. And the alarms were music to his ears, Ultima’s screams of terror 
vanishing into a curt female voice that announced that a bomb had been planted, and there 
were five minutes to detonation… and Zerrex slowly began to walk towards the strut, 
knowing there was no way in hell he could make it out in time, but figuring he might as 
well try… despite how tired and sore he was… his daughters would want him to try.

But something was wrong… and he heard a sick gurgling, a strange bubbling behind 
him, before he frowned and turned slowly around to see Drake’s energy rolling over 
Narrius’s dead body, fusing with it, and the Drakkaren snarled, raising his sword, his eyes 
wide with shock as blue electricity raced over the corpse, shocked it, almost seemed to be 
attacking the black gunk that was steadily consuming the red, leaving a layer of almost-



liquid over the scales… before the electricity turned black, and Narrius’s eyes slid closed, 
his muzzle twisting from a gape to a snarl as his teeth grit together…

A hand reached out and slammed into the ground with enough force to crack the 
cement… and Narrius gagged, choked… then opened his mouth in a long, terribly-hungry 
groan… before his head snapped up, eyes opening as he roared, froth and drool flying from 
his maw as his body humped up, his limbs snapped under him, and he jerked his head 
upwards in another loud, deep, baying snarl, and Zerrex staggered backwards from the sheer 
force of  hatred coming from this terrible monstrosity. 

Narrius crawled to all fours, then slowly rose up on his legs, as his arms became bulkier, 
thicker, his fingers sharpened into claws, and his body lost whatever litheness it had once 
had, becoming ugly, corrupt, and warped. And both eyes mirrored this, turning into deadly, 
baleful crimson lights, shining out of his skull like horrible ruby lamps, with no white, no 
iris, no pupil… only red hate and murderous intent.

The dark creature staggered once, then dropped to all fours and barked, flexing, dark 
strings of energy writhing off its body… and then actual flames rose up from the 
Dragokkaren, and Zerrex stared as bits of burning clothing and other accessories rolled off 
his body, electricity sparking off one arm for a moment before there was only darkness 
again, and the ashes of tattered clothing and a few blackened metal tubes that were crushed 
under the feet of Narrius as he trembled violently and shifted his stance. At least that takes 
care of Godsmite… Zerrex thought, snarling and readying himself… but he thought he 
had something far worse on hand now.

This wasn’t Drake. Drake was an asshole, and a traitor, and just a jerk in general… but 
his eloquence and Victorian sensibilities weren’t fake. Zerrex had never gotten that 
impression… and so one of the few nice things he could say about the bastard was that he 
had class and style. This was Narrius… this was the face behind that mask he’d worn all 
these years… and now that this side of him had come out, brought back into existence by 
Drake… Zerrex had no clue what would happen, or what he could even do, with that 
volatile dark energy writhing over his form and body, and the sheer size of the giant – only 
sixteen feet, but now bulked up and monstrous…

“What’s wrong, my son?” jeered the monster, and Zerrex started, horrified, the voice like 
grating steel, gravel and tin being crushed together in a compactor, like death speaking from 
the grave of a loved one. Taunting, horrible… and then it slowly sneered, an unmistakable, 
arrogant expression the Drakkaren absolutely hated; it was an ugly, disgusting face. “Scared? 
Terrified? Run child, run so I can hunt you… so I can chase you down… so we can play 
predator and prey…”

The dark creature slavered, shaking its head back and forth, muscles tensing as it paced, 
and Zerrex – fearless in most cases, mostly because he’d always felt he was too stupid to let 
fear get to him – felt the urge to turn and run, to try and evade this beast… but he 
remembered his daughters… that his family was counting on him… and that only he could 
stand against Narrius, only he alone could do this… because it was his duty, it was his job, 
and he had to clean up this terrible family as best he could…



He snarled instead, tensing and leaning forwards as he shouted: “Never! I won’t, Narrius, 
and nor will I let you live, or let your plans prevail… you’ll die here, even if I have to die 
with you!”

Darkness, born of darkness, to stand against the darkness? There’s no such thing as 
prophecies! I’ll kill you!” Narrius roared furiously, then he howled, and the very walls of 
Paradise reverberated with it, the entire fortress seeming to shake before he sprinted 
forwards, his eyes locking on Zerrex, and the Drakkaren didn’t realize he was shouting even 
as he charged towards the beast on numb legs, not even feeling the pain anymore, somehow 
distant in his coldness from his body and focused only on destroying this abomination 
made of  science and myth.

Zerrex slammed his sword upwards, cutting a deep gouge in the ground with the arcing 
slash and flinging up bits of rock… but Narrius was faster, dropping to all fours and 
flinging himself to the side before pouncing forwards again, and Zerrex barely managed to 
get the flat of the huge blade between them, feeling the darkness surrounding the monster 
almost coming alive, snarling as he was knocked onto his back and Narrius shoved down on 
the sword, jaws clacking as he bit at his throat and face like a feral beast. 

The Drakkaren slid his head back and forth, the presence of the abomination this close 
like fire, smelling his hair burning and feeling intense heat on his scales before he managed 
bring up both feet and slam them into Narrius’s stomach, and the Dragokkaren was 
knocked onto his back with an animal whine and hiss, his limbs spasming before he rolled 
up to all fours, snarling furiously. Zerrex, meanwhile, quickly climbed to his feet, deciding 
against doing anything showy and raising his sword as his emerald eyes burned, the two 
slowly circling… before a rumble went through the facility, the lights flickering as a 
tremendous explosion came from somewhere to the far front, past the rows of struts and 
bridges, light flashing and a great blast sounding as Narrius roared and Zerrex grinned 
coldly.

The floating fortress buckled and rocked in midair, the ground trembling as Narrius 
skittered against the platform as it swayed back and forth on its chains, some of the 
supports snapping as Ultima screamed in agony and then began to fizz out, static and 
alarms filling the air as lights flickered dim and then too bright, and Narrius looked back 
and forth, his mouth frothing and foaming… and Zerrex ran forwards with a snarl, raising 
the sword and then slashing viciously downwards. 

Narrius dodged back, the tip of the huge blade just managing to cut through his 
shoulder… and Zerrex saw the energy turn red for a moment before flickering back to that 
obsidian liquid, and Narrius pounced towards him. Immediately, Zerrex slashed the sword 
back up, grunting and falling to his knees at the same time when the floating fortress 
rocked again, but Narrius howled in agony and was sent skidding on his back towards the 
edge of the platform, which suddenly swayed violently to one side as one of the chains 
snapped.

Zerrex’s eyes widened, and he snarled before charging towards the nearest strut, leaping 
off the platform as the shattered chunk of bridge on the platform slid forwards, put too 



much weight on the side Narrius was clawing to hold onto… and then the other chain 
broke and the platform fell. The dark monster, however, hurled itself onto the falling 
bridge… charged up the ramp it made even as it fell through the air… and leapt high off, 
roaring furiously as Zerrex smashed through the door of the strut and ran through the 
small room, the monstrous Dragokkaren crashing through the cement wall and then 
howling in fury as Paradise rumbled again, and then something else exploded deep within.

The Drakkaren ran out onto another bridge, then he grunted and fell back against a 
railing when something clanked, then a pipe that was deep below in the black clockwork 
machinery exploded, sending up a gout of fire as the Drakkaren threw himself off the 
bridge, shooting a look back at Narrius as he leapt into the space he’d been a moment 
before. Then he landed on a support bar before kicking off as Paradise began to tilt, 
stabbing Blackheart into a thick support bar as he flew through the air and twisting himself 
to the side as he yanked the sword free, landing on another bar slightly higher up before he 
ran down this, feet skidding as he found himself  tilting to the left at the same time.

Narrius, meanwhile, had leapt onto the top of another strut, smashed his way through 
the gap, and now leapt onto a support pillar, long claws digging into this as he scrabbled at 
it like a tree trunk, slowly sliding down the metal and leaving long gouges before he threw 
himself to the side, landing on a bridge just as Zerrex kicked off his own support, snagged 
a chain, and landed on the same.

Immediately, they both charged at each other, and again Zerrex won the contest, 
smashing Narrius in the face with a strike that should have been lethal but just sent the 
monster skidding backwards with a howl of pain, the dark essence flashing red for a 
moment before he snarled and leapt forwards again… but Zerrex turned, leapt and kicked 
off the wall of the strut next to him, flying over the edge of the bridge and snagging a 
loose chain with his bare hand, swinging on this to another long metal support and kicking 
off to land on a horribly-slanted bridge. He skidded down this for a few moments like a 
ramp… and then Narrius smashed through the bottom of the bridge at the lower end, and 
Zerrex’s eyes widened before he turned and charged quickly up the rapidly-steepening 
surface and towards the open vault-door that led into some narrow room beyond as 
explosions tore through the bottom of Paradise, sending up chunks of metal and gigantic 
black gears.

Narrius charged after him… then Zerrex kicked hard off the head of the monster when 
it leapt upwards, knocking it back with a howl and landing in a small room as Paradise’s 
booster system gave out and the last of the generators exploded, the magnetic propulsion 
discs cracking as electricity shot up and down them, Narrius howling in agony and fury as 
he fell into another strut and was hammered by shrapnel… before he was hurled upwards 
by another explosion.

Paradise trembled violently as the other half of it began to fall, lessening the tilt that 
had almost peaked at ninety degrees, the few emergency systems throughout the building 
trying desperately to stop the machine from hitting the ground and overloading themselves, 
sending up massive explosions that could be seen even from the VTOL that Cherry was 



driving away from Paradise and towards Uroboros with a snarl… and then another terrible 
crackle went through the ship, another explosion ringing the entire surface as inside, Zerrex 
grunted and almost fell over… and Narrius burst through the concrete wall behind him 
above the door with a howl and roar of fury, smashing into the wall opposite and cracking 
it, before he dived again at Zerrex.

The Drakkaren was tackled backwards, screaming in agony as the darkness ate at his 
body, burned him, and brought back every bad memory he had – and there were a lot of 
them – before Narrius bit down hard on his shoulder, and he shrieked again, dropping 
Blackheart as monster and warrior skidded across the floor… and then Zerrex finally 
kicked Narrius hard enough to shatter the concrete wall… and reveal a room beyond that 
had a massive, open glass dome on the wall, filled with sensor equipment and shattered 
gear… and then the last of Paradise’s emergency systems gave out and the flying fortress 
began to plummet in earnest, the floor once more tilting violently, sending the Drakkaren 
skidding backwards.

He snagged Blackheart by the handle as he rolled to his feet on the wall, the tilt already 
almost forty-five degrees… and then Narrrius leapt at him, roaring… and Zerrex leapt up, 
yelling himself, his eyes wide with agony, his body covered in blood and black burn 
marks… and Narrius collided with his knee, shattering it and smashing in his shin, jaws 
sealing on his knee and the monster ripping his head to the side to send up a bloody mess 
and tearing the Drakkaren’s kneecap off, sending the chunk of bone flying through the 
air… before Zerrex slammed his sword onto the mixed red-and-black, boiling mass of the 
monster’s back.

Narrius howled and was sent crashing back into the abyss of machinery and destruction 
in a crumpled mass, turning into a glowing red beacon that was consumed by explosions… 
and Zerrex forced himself to run despite the agony in an uphill race as Paradise fell, 
through the tactics room, leaping over the table in the middle of the carpeted expanse and 
then kicking off the end of it to smash through the glass dome, arms covering his face as he 
flew into the air and then fell onto the outside of Paradise… and then he forced himself 
once more to his feet as Paradise crashed into the ground, facing the sky, Blackheart in one 
hand by his side and the other above him in the air as he threw himself high, then spinning 
around as the monstrous form of his father ripped through the dome behind him, all dark 
energy and death, blood leaking from every part of his body and his eyes pure white, dark 
essence streaming off his now-unsolid form like smoke… and Zerrex swung Blackheart 
down a final time, crushing in the skull of the beast and Drake’s energy dissolving, now 
only a feral, brutal-looking, naked Dragokkaren staring up at him in horror… and then he 
fell, fell, fell, plummeted through the shattered glass dome and into the explosion that was 
rising through Paradise’s guts, massive shockwaves and blasts all over the floating fortress 
unifying into one enormous explosion as Narrius’s corpse dropped into that Hell…

 And Zerrex looked skywards, reaching his hand up again towards the beautiful, blue 
skies above and the harmless clouds, the shining sun and made a weak, idle wish… a 
moment before all of  Paradise exploded in a massive nuclear blast.



Inside, every scientist, experiment, and soldier was obliterated instantly…and outside, 
the Black Rogues screamed and tried to flee the explosive shockwave that ripped through 
the desert, crunched in the front of Rebel Headquarters… and then was followed up by the 
explosion that tore the tower from the base, killed all of the former Patriarch’s army of 
monsters and replications, and tossed also the rebels around like dust in the wind, showing 
no mercy to anyone as the building half-collapsed. Huck, too, fell victim, thrown through 
the air, his skull crushed in against the wall of the fortress, much of the old facility 
collapsing in on itself… but the resilient armor and skeleton of the building staying firm 
against even the worst of the explosion, as after the great blast and shock came a wave of 
dust and settling, sparkling particles. Beautiful and deadly… trapped radiation that had 
halted even the Apple of Eden’s deadly nuclear rail; the flying fortress, after all, had been 
armed with cold nuke technology… and those had gone off with the rest of the explosives, 
increasing the blast’s power… but the chemicals inside them sealing the deadly radiation 
from spreading.

Cherry shrieked, and both Cindy and Marina screamed at the wave of turbulence that 
hit their already overloaded VTOL, the jet’s engines kicking off and the plane immediately 
beginning to spin violently down towards the desert… and Cherry snarled before 
hammering the controls and then grabbing the gearstick, twisting it violently as the spin 
increased before jerking hard up at the last moment, and the plane shot forwards as the 
wings straightened out, one of them tearing off from the force of the winds as they flew 
just above the jungle of the Cradle of Life, before falling, smashing through the last of the 
trees, and hitting the main road, skidding in a rapid circle around the end, jostled and 
suffering minor injuries… but otherwise saved.

Albatross, Mahihko, and the surviving snipers and strike force had taken the transports 
out of the area earlier… and had immediately holed up when Paradise had begun to fall in 
a cavern that they’d been passing on the long route back towards Uroboros: and lucky for 
them, as they sat secure, deep in the ground, the stone roof overtop them rumbling and dirt 
falling from it as trees, their transport, and rocks flew through the air above, thrown by the 
powerful blast, and Mahihko whined loudly, ears laying back and clinging to Albatross as 
the Dragokkaren snarled and looked at the smoke-and-fire-ripped sky with hope and terror: 
had Paradise fallen? And what had been the cost?

Even Uroboros, so damn far away, was hit by the trembling earth and witnessed that 
massive explosion in the distance… Churchill swallowing thickly and leaning forwards, pale 
and on the verge of fainting, horrified and amazed, as six of his elites stood around him on 
the high wall that surrounded the city, and the GA immediately snapped off rigid salutes as 
Churchill dropped his head and whispered: “I’m not cut out for this job…”

Minutes passed as that furious explosion roiled in the air with thick smoke, fire, and 
death that spread for miles in diameter around the enormous blast… and then as it began 
to fade, tattered and torn apart by sharp winds, a single light shone high above the other 
figures… and Zerrex looked silently upwards, a bubble of translucence around him, his 
arms limp at his sides and a pair of white, yet bloody angel wings spread from his back, 
feathers of white energy floating down and vanishing into sparkling motes, his head 



lowered and his white hair flickering around his face as the wounds from where they’d torn 
from his back bled sluggishly… and then he rose his head, looking sorrowfully up at the 
sky and murmuring softly: “You’ll never let me die, will you…”

Slowly, so slowly, he settled down to the ground, amidst blackened wreckage and on 
charcoal and dead sand, and he glanced slowly back and forth over this horror, then towards 
the distance, where he could see trees burning: the Cradle of Life was burning, those sacred 
trees of the jungle being consumed by a wildfire that might claim all of Hez’Ranna and 
would certainly destroy a good portion of its natural marvel. But he didn’t care… it was the 
circle of things… and he had been forced to once more circumvent that circle with this 
strange power… but when he looked down at his hand… he thought he saw a flicker of 
movement, and he glanced up as the energy faded from around him but the wings stayed, 
and he whispered: “No… it’s not… whatever force up there wants to torture me, is it…”

Celestial… Requiem… Tinman… Mercury… Cynterra… Mahihko… Cherry… 
Cindy… Marina… he had so many people who had given their all to him, given their lives 
to him… their energy, their souls. And as he glanced over himself slowly, he could 
remember all the nephilim he’d taken in… and how Felicity had always told him he was so 
different for being able to knock away her telekinesis, like he was harnessing his own unseen 
energies… and he murmured quietly as he looked down at his scarred hand: “Is this that 
energy, boosted to the umpteenth level?”

“You…” whispered a ragged voice… and Zerrex looked up with surprise as Drake 
slowly formed in front of him… but he was dripping with black energy like blood, panting 
harshly as he looked at him wonderingly, before murmuring: “Energy… pure light energy. 
But you’re… a monster… a creature of  darkness…”

The deeper the darkness, the brighter the light that hides within, is what my mother 
always used to tell me…” Zerrex said softly… then he glanced up at Drake with a bit of a 
smile. And my daughter… and my... my friends…

A strange, alien word for him, that he still wasn’t yet used to… before Drake laughed 
faintly and asked, as he shoved a large plate of metal out of his way to pass into the small 
clearing that was free of debris: “Then what about those fugly things on your back? That 
was in your head… not reality…”

Zerrex glanced at these… then he smiled and looked back at Drake as he flapped them 
once… and winced as he rolled his head upwards, closing his eyes as they slowly vanished 
into his back, half-furling before they simply disappeared, but left thin, twin scars of white 
from where they’d came as his bleeding stopped. A pause, and he returned his emerald gaze 
to the dark nephilim, as his dark essence continued to rot and fall away. “I am half-
Dragokkaren, and they have wings… I guess I just built on that.”

Drake nodded, then he smiled faintly as he stepped forwards again, before grunting and 
almost falling as he clutched at his stomach, saying quickly: “Please, Zerrex… I need a 
body… I’m rotting, I’m dying… I… I can’t stay out in this open air for much longer 
without being symbiotically linked with someone… show me mercy, I was under orders 



and… I’m so much stronger now that I’ve taken Narrius’s energy, let me show you that 
darkness, that power, and I have so much to tell you and share with you…”

Zerrex looked at him quietly, then closed his eyes, struggling with himself, before he said 
the hardest words he’d ever needed to in his life: “Some things… are better left not known. 
Curiosity or not.” He finished… and it was like a weight had been lifted off him, despite 
the agony wrenching at every part of his being… before he smiled faintly and met Drake’s 
eyes. “But I will show you mercy.”

Drake brightened… and then Zerrex drew the sword back, and the dark creature 
screamed and rose his arms before Zerrex brought the sword down in a vicious diagonal 
slash, the dark creature staggering backwards as his jaws opened in a gape that was too wide, 
his features lengthening and melting, his body flailing as it turned grey before exploding 
into a thousand black motes that flew backwards as a terrible scream echoed through the 
air… and Zerrex winced, snarling and jerking back before standing still and alone in the 
wreckage of  what had once been called Paradise. 

Epilogue: Lucifer’s Impure World
They didn’t stay in Hez’Ranna long; Zerrex and the others had to attend Huck’s funeral, 

of course, and watch as Albatross was promoted to Commander and Churchill took control 
of Uroboros and promptly relinquished control of Hez’Ranna over to the few world 
powers that still existed… and throughout the world, clone soldiers threw down their 
weapons and returned to Hez’Ranna – which became much the equivalent of the exiled 
country it had been many years earlier in life – but they did receive a grudging thanks from 
a reformed World Council for the destruction of  Paradise and Narrius.

The rest of the world was a mess, of course… most of it a wasteland, collapsed in on 
itself, crushed and twisted into a terrible, feudal world with little or no technology… also, 
ironically, a strange equivalent to the old Hez’Ranna. But oddly enough, when Zerrex and 
his family returned to Baskin’s Grove, they only stayed long enough for Zerrex to take 
Mahihko on a tour of the now dilapidated Mayor’s House and for the Drakkaren, Cindy, 
and Marina to pay their respects to Requiem’s grave: the warrior may be dead and his body 
stolen, but Zerrex knew it was only a special focal point for them to reach his spirit by. 
Before he left, he gently scooped some soil from the old grave – and it was amazing, what 
flowers would blossom here, even now in this dead world – and adding it to a small wooden 
chest that also contained the soil from the graves of his other cherished dead, including 
some scooped from the field where they had been forced to burn instead of bury perhaps a 
million ruined corpses in a massive funeral pyre. 

The little chest was his personal shrine… a memory of all the people who had cared for 
him or worked for him… including Huck and poor Hans, who had also died in the second 
enemy charge against the Resistance Headquarters… a battle known forever now as the 
Storm of God. Just as the Headquarters was now called Gravestone by all the people who 
were interested in looking up the famous battle in this famous area… and Zerrex smiled 
faintly as he looked down quietly, shaking his head slowly. It was terrible, the way they 



always changed things around and added such flashy names to battles… for him, it would 
always be ‘the rebel base outside of Uroboros’ and ‘the final battle of the seven-and-some 
years war,’ which wasn’t so cool, but would always be true… just like he hated the name they 
had given the war.

Zerrex – who was currently standing at his usual eight feet and two inches, wearing a 
clean, longsleeved dress shirt that covered up the swastika tattoo he still found himself 
staring at every now and then, a nice pair of black jeans, and polished combat boots instead 
of his usual dirty ones… and leaning on a cane, because his right leg tended not to work so 
well anymore – pulled a history textbook out of the shelf he was leaning against, and 
glanced mildly down at the chapter of the ‘Great Nuclear War,’ or sometimes just the Big 
Holocaust, or the Cataclysm. He’d also heard it called the ‘War Where Hez’Ranna Pulled 
The Plug,’ because of the fact Narrius had targeted technology and power plants, and had 
successfully annihilated quite a successful amount while leaving other present-day 
technologies useless.

Sure, by now – more than fourteen months later – the world was starting to rebuild and 
renew itself… but people still hated that they didn’t have cable television set up or couldn’t 
go to the movies in a lot of the smaller places… more than they apparently hated how 
many of the buildings were crumbling and damaged, or that the heat didn’t always turn on. 
People were weird like that, though… but it had certainly been good in some places, too.

For instance, Baskin’s Grove had been doing great… it wasn’t happy, but the city was 
working together, in unity, and he was just a dark legend… so he’d quietly decided to pack 
up with the others and leave, find some other place to go and set up in a town where no one 
knew him. Ire had written the history books on the great war – it was only ‘politically 
correct,’ apparently, because ‘Hez’Ranna started the big war, and they got defeated…’ no 
one seemed to realize by who, why, how, or that Hez’Rannans had actually suffered the 
most under Narrius’s rule… – and attributed their victory ‘partially to a small rebel force 
that had several minor victories in the capital of Uroboros but mostly to the tactical 
expertise of Irenic military forces, and their cool-headedness over the seven years of battle, 
waiting for the opportune time to strike.’

Hez’Ranna had been stripped of its glory, its nation, its status… and Ire had finally 
gotten that lumber contract it wanted to cut down trees – not like it exactly mattered now. 
It had also apparently been officially rebuked by the ‘bullshit it had published without any 
fucking authority to do so from some idiot writer who knew jack-shit about what 
happened’ – censorship had gone to hell in the ‘New World,’ to coin a phrase – and also 
was suffering serious political sanctions for its constant attacks on Hez’Ranna, who the 
world ‘recognized and befriended’ as more ‘savior than once enemy.’ But countries would be 
countries… they were racist, hateful, speciesist, and always wanted to kill each other unless 
they were pretending to be friends so the angry President of the World Council wouldn’t 
give their ambassadors or presidents time-outs.

Zerrex didn’t care, either way. He kept in contact with Albatross and Churchill, sure, 
occasionally talked to them… but that was about it. He was vaguely entertained by the 



world rebuilding itself around him… but otherwise happy. He and his family weren’t 
exactly welcome here in his old hometown of Valise City – their last name was Narrius and 
they were reptiles, after all – but they were relatively accepted. And Mahihko also happily 
served him too, as a little wolf Iuratus, and had turned almost entirely crimson when Zerrex 
had said gently he might as well take on their name too, since he didn’t want his old one… 
and that was how Mahihko Narrius came fully into being, knowing his past but free of it in 
a new body that was adorned in all manner of piercings and tattoos… including a crossed 
sword and gun on his skirt-wearing ass and a ‘Property of Zerrex’ tattoo that arched over 
his spine, as well as a few others.

Cherry kept meaning to get some of her own tats and piercings regained as well… but 
she was kept busy in the boxing ring and keeping the name of Valise’s Fight Club 
champion; smashing people up was really what she excelled at, apart from whoring herself 
out and having sex. She also had settled in a bit too comfortably with her penis, and Zerrex 
had to reprimand her when he heard a rumor she had raped some poor female fighter in the 
showers. He decided it wasn’t rape but not take back his reprimand when the hopeful, also-
muscular came knocking one day at their door and asking with a blush if Cherry was 
around.

Cindy and Mahihko, meanwhile, worked a nearby pub, cooking and serving drinks, both 
of them drawing a lot of looks and attention; the one bright side was that homophobia 
wasn’t as common any more, letting Mahihko wander around fairly freely… especially as 
long as he was protected by Cindy and could shift his size up whenever necessary, which 
he’d done once out in an alley to chase some dumb young punks around who’d been making 
fun of  the ‘flower-wearing faggot’ working the bar.

Lastly, Marina was attending arts school… her drawings were beautiful, almost 
incomparable… and her paintings were absolutely marvelous. Zerrex loved every sketch she 
did, and had smiled and said firmly she should pursue her talents and dreams and not be 
stuck like the rest of them… and she’d blushed, hugged him, and said ‘I love you, Daddy,’ 
the words that never failed to light up his heart. He smiled as he remembered this, then he 
slid the history book back into place.

As for him? After securing a house – houses were almost free now, since the population 
had dropped so damn severely from Narrius’s raids and attempted razing of the entire 
world – that would comfortably fit all of them, and doing some repair jobs to make sure 
they would all be relatively comfortable… he had started working at a small bookstore, 
mostly just to pass the time. They had lost all their money, since Narrius had also targeted 
banks and major computer systems that stored all the important information around the 
world… but Zerrex had happily sold his entire stock of jewelry and artifacts in the trophy 
room he’d used to keep, while Cherry had loaded up her car – it had been in dire need of a 
tune-up after seven and some years of just sitting around, however – with all the weapons 
they could find, refusing stubbornly to leave them… and Zerrex had also taken a moving 
van – vehicles also weren’t exactly expensive anymore, because now they all ran on some sort 
of fuel-cell-battery power… the same technology that had powered Narrius’s jeeps and 
other vehicles, and had been generated to a far-huger extent in Paradise – and they’d formed 



a little convoy on their way back to Zerrex’s home, the only place he could think of where 
they could go for now.

They’d settled in there… gotten some furniture, and a good bit of money hocking the 
vehicles they didn’t need and the jewelry… and then all taken their jobs, likely more out of 
a need to do something than a need for comfortable income. Even living together, in this 
climate they didn’t need a furnace or air conditioning, and blankets did more than well 
enough to keep them comfortable even on the coldest of nights… but it was nice to have 
something to do, and Zerrex thought it was goddamn nice to be… almost normal. He 
smiled a bit at this; normal people, however, as far as he knew, didn’t have giant swords on 
their walls at home, had a sex life that consisted mostly of their own children and a slave, or 
had Nazi-style tattoos on their forearms.

Pardon me…” A careful, polite but also somewhat awed voice – although the female was 
working hard to keep the last out of her voice, which made her tones seem somewhat 
clipped – interrupted his thoughts… and he turned before his eyes settled on a figure of a 
black-scaled dragoness, wearing a cloth police jacket, a white shirt that he could see her 
black bra through, and a pair of tight blue jeans that went down into – Huh. Police boots, 
looks like they’re Kevlar-coated. Nice. “I’m looking for a book on the Great Holocaust… 
I’m a bit of a history buff.” A slight smile, and her dark blue eyes – and she had ivory, thick 
scales that were almost like hair falling over these, covering her head, with a pair of ivory 
horns sprouting through these, as well as long black ears – flickered a bit as he looked up to 
meet Zerrex’s emerald. “It’s the third volume of the uh, series, called ‘Black Dawn…’ do 
you have it in stock?”

Zerrex glanced at the shelf, then pulled it out with his free hand and handed it down to 
her, making her smile a bit as she looked up at him, and he noted the white scales that went 
from her inner neck likely over her entire chest… and then he couldn’t help but add – no 
matter how many times the store owner reprimanded him for this – “It’s all crap, though.”

What?” she looked up at him in surprise, causing the dog tags she wore around her neck 
to jingle… and the Drakkaren grinned a bit wider; he’d caught her off-guard, obviously. But 
then again, most people didn’t like to hear exactly how a book on the war that had caused 
them all so much suffering was full of virtuous, courageous, and terrible lies. “What do 
you mean?”

She was giving him a guarded look, and he leaned idly on his cane, saying mildly: “Well, 
the publishing company that put this out works for the Irenic Government, not the 
Hez’Rannan…” A pause and a glance at the clock on the wall, before he coughed, and 
rubbed the back of his head as he looked back down at her with a bit of a smile. “You 
know, I’m about to get off work, how about we go for a walk or some coffee, and I’ll tell 
you all about the real war.”

Were you a soldier?” She tilted her head… and Zerrex recognized her, as a strange 
mirror of the same flickered in her eyes as well… and for a moment they looked at each 
other before she murmured: “Do I know you?”



Maybe a bit.” Zerrex said softly, and then he smiled and patted her on the shoulder 
gently as he turned and waved his cane at his boss, who was standing behind the counter 
and looking at him sourly, but nodded, and then he looked back at her before nodding 
himself and turning towards the exit, walking away on his cane and calling cheerfully over 
his shoulder. “Come on, then, don’t let the cripple beat you to the curb.”

Jerk.” Reia muttered… but she did grin a bit, shaking her head slowly and tossing the 
book onto the counter as she passed, following him out and figuring it would provide at 
least a temporary distraction… and the two walked down the broken sidewalks together as 
Zerrex laughed a bit as she pestered him for an answer.

Later that night, Zerrex would sit quietly with a coke – he no longer drank… he kept 
spirits in the cupboard for company, but even Cherry never drank around him anymore… 
maybe even never drank period, admiring her master and father’s strength and once more 
trying to emulate him there, too, perhaps… and he’d be reading through a book of classical 
literature, something on Hell, as he rested back in his armchair with his cane beside him, 
feet up on a desk and Cherry out beating people up, Cindy and Mahihko in the kitchen 
singing together and Marina working at the table in a bedroom… and it would mention a 
concept that reverberated through his mind and made him think of Narrius and Drake and 
things long past.

Eudaemon… the word stuck with him. Eudaemon; it meant a demon of order, could 
even refer to a ‘good demon…’ then again, the word daemon itself referred to ‘knowledge’ 
in Greek, and the demons hadn’t always be considered evil… but still… he liked that. 
Eudaemon were the good demons, and Cacodaemon were the evil demons… and he looked 
up thoughtfully at the ceiling as he let the book fall into his lap, and Marina glanced up 
with a blink, then turned and smiled at him, saying softly: “Of course you are, Daddy… 
because darkness is darkness, darkness doesn’t always mean evil.”

Yeah…” Zerrex said thoughtfully… and he stared up at a crack in the ceiling of their 
comfortable, one-floor home, at the world – a world reborn into something else, renewed in 
its own grand way and once more living through the trials and tribulations of developing 
from hell, paradise… hopefully this time without screwing up as bad as they had last… – 
then he smiled a bit and quietly closed the book.

And the world spun on as it always had, as he lay his head back and closed his eyes, 
relaxing in the chair and crossing his arms over his naked chest, and this particular blood-
drenched Eudaemon felt like he had once more spread his wings… perhaps never to once 
again be an angel in Heaven… but no longer trapped in the fires of Hell, either, permitted 
this small sanctuary in a world reborn.

Good is just a frame of mind;
Doing what’s right is solid fact…
And often much harder by far. 

Zerrex R. Narrius
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